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TOBACCO INSPECTION LAWS OF MARYLAND.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PLANTERS OF PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY, JURYLAND.

If the commentaries on the proceedings of the planters of Prince George's

county v^ere of a local character, referring only to the interests of those who
composed the meeting, we should not hold ourselves justified in taking for them
the space which they occupy—this not being a State, but a national journal.

The principles, however, involved in these proceedings, and the questions they

present as connected with the laws of inspection, are of general import. View-

ing them in that light, (without denying the particular concern v/e feel in all

that bears en the welfare of our old friends in that quarter) we have made them
the subject of some reflections which, whatever else may be thought of them,

will, we hope, be deemed well timed, as we know they are well intended.

MEETING OF TOBACCO PLANTERS.

A meeting of planters of Prince George's

Comity assembled at Upper Marlboro' on
Thursday, the 8th of April, i>iirsuant to no-

tice, to take into consideration the present
depressed condition of the tobacco market,
and to offer suggestions for placing it on a
better footing. A large number of the most
influential planters in the county were
present.

On motion of Thomas F. Bowie, Esq.,
Wm. R. Barker, Esq., was chosen Presi-

dent, Clement R. Connick, Esq., Vice
President, and Geo. W. Wilso.v appointed
Secretary.

On motion, the Chair was authorized to

appoint a Committee of three to draft resolu-

tions for the acrion of the meeting. Thomas
F. Bowie, Benjamin M. Duckett, and Al-
exander Keech, Esqs., the Committee ap-

pointed, retired, and alter a time reported

the following Resolutions

:

1. Resolved. That the present system of the

Inspection of Tobacco in liallimorc ought to be
abolished, and in lieu llicrcof. Slate Inspections

in the counties where the article of tobacco is

grown established,

2. ReaoheJ, Th.at the State of Maryland is

under no cou.stiluiional obligation to furnish in-

(53)

spection and storage within its limits for tobac-
co grown in other States, and such legislation is,

in the opinion of this meeting, prejudicial to the
tobacco growers of this State.

3. Resolved, That the withdrawal from Balti-

more of all inspection of tobacco would prevent
the influx of foreign tobacco within the limits

of Marj'land, and thus prevent the ruinous com-
petition which the planters of this State have
liitherto encountered from that source, since the
establishment of the warchou-ses in Baltimore.

4. Resolved, That a Memorial be prepared
and circulated among the citizens of this and
other tobacco-growing counties of the State,

embracing the views .set forth in the foregoing
resolutions, and praying the Legislature to en-

act at its next Session such laws as will effectu-

ally cari-y out the objects embraced in these
E.esolutions.

.'>. Resolved, That both political parties of this

and all the other tobacco-growing counties be, \

and they are hereby requested to unit(^ upon the
subject of these resolutions, and to oti'cr for pub-
lic favor no candidate or candidates who are not
known to be favorable to the same.

The Chairman of the Committee, Thomas
F. Bowie, Esq., prefaced the introduction of
these Resolutions with some appropriate re-

marks, and strenuously advocated their adop-
tion. \\\c hope Mr B. v>l11 hereafter write
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out his remarks ; they were listened to witli

great interest, aiid contained many valuable

suggestions.]

The question was taken sejiarate'y on each
resolution, and they were unanimously
adopted.

The Chaiiman, whowaa empowered toap-

])oint a Committee to prepare a Memorial un-

der the 4th Resolution, named the following

.
gentlemen : Thomas F. Bowie, Alexander
Keech, John D. Bowling, Geo. W. Maiiiott,

W. W. W. Bowie.
Alexandkr Keech, Esq., submitted the

'bllowing Resolutions, and prefaced their in-

troduction by a pertinent speech :

Resolved, That so long as the present system
in regard to the sales of tobacco exists, the buy-
ing and selling of the article by the same agent
is inadmissible, and that the planters be recom-
mended to dismiss said agent.

Resolved, That this meeting recommend a
per centum compensation to agents instead of
die iixed price per hogshead.

Thomas W. Clagett, Esq., offered the
following Resolutions, and sjioke in favor of
tlieir adoption ; they were adopted ;

Resolved, That it be recommended to the
planters of Prince George's County to appoint
and constitute three Special Agents from among
the tobacco planters of said county, who are in-

terested in the prosperity of the tobacco interest,

to go to Baltimore and sell their produce, until

the inspection of tobacco is brought back to the
count}'.

Resolved, That it be recommended to the to-

bacco planters to meet in Convention at Upper
Marlboro^ on Saturday, the 18th April lust.,

to appoint the Special Agents for the purposes
expressed in the above Resolution.

Geo. W. Marriott, E.sq,, offered the fol-

lowing Resolution, which was unanimously
adopted.

Resolved, That the thanks of this meeting be
unanimously tendered to Thomas F. Bowie,
Esq., for the great exertion and labor lie has
undergone in behalf of the tobacco planters.

Resolved, That these proceedings be pub-
lished in the Marlboro' Gazette, and that the
thanks of the meeting be tendered to the Ed-
itor for his aid in behalf of the tobacco interest.

WJI. R. BARKER, President.
C. R. CoNNicK, Vice Pres't.

George W. Wilson, Secretaiy.
[Upper Marlboro' Gazette.

In olden time, England, France, and many other countries of Europe had laws

regulatmg the material and manufacture of cloth, and of an infinite variety of

other articles, and State inspectors were appointed to see that the various com-

modities brought to market were such as the law permitted the consumer of

clothing and food to purchase, it being assumed almost universally that the latter

were liable to be imposed upon, and that Government interference was necessary

for their protection. By degrees, with advancing civilization, it began to be per-

ceived that men were capable of self-government to a certain extent, and inspec-

tion laws fell gradually into disuse, leaving the consumers of cloth to determine

for themselves whether they preferred their coats to be composed of one material,

or of two ; and whether a cloth of 27 or of 36 inches could most economically

produce the garment desired. The disappearance of these laws from various

countries was in tne exact ratio of ihegrowlh of wealth, of civilization, and of the

knowledge of the true laws that regulate the intercourse between man and man.

At the time that they had fallen almost entirely into disuse in England, they were

still in full force in France, and millions of dollars of property were destroyed in

the years shortly previous to the commencement of the Revolution, to the utter

ruin of its owners, because of the failure of the manufacturers to govern them-

selves by laws made, perhaps, a century before : possibly, even, differing but lit-

tle from those of St. Louis, or of Philip Augustus, with Avhom the system ori-

ginated. The object of those laws was to prevent frauds, yet frauds are found to

exist in the precise ratio of regulation and restriction. So numerous are they in

France, that it has been stated by several agents of the Government, traveling

in foreign countries, that their trade is almost ruined by them, and it has been

urged upon the State to establish an inspection of silks, and cloths, and paper,

and of various other commodities—prohibiting the export of all such as had

not been weighed and marked by Government, and certified to have been manu-

factured according to law.* Our countrymen look upon this as the bight of ab-

* The Bakers of Paris are still subjected to certain old ordonnanccs, as old-os that of the Provost of Paris of

C3d Nov. 1540, which says the bread " must be without mixture, well kneaded, fermented, properly shaped,

well baked and dusted, cooled and dressed by half-past six in the morning. It is forbidden, to use any re-

jected or damaged flour, or injured gi'ain or bran, re-giound." Even the uniform of the bakers' opprcnticee

(54)
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surdity. They are accustomed to let men use their own judgment as to whether

coats shall be of woolen cloth, or of satinet, and whether they shall have long

or short tails ; and to determine for themselves whether tlTey will wear shoes

whose stitches are hardly " within hail of each other," and that will give way
on the first wearing, or others honestly made, that will wear for months and then

bear patching. They see that the general interest is best consulted by never un-

dertaking to regulate by law what may be better adjusted by individual arrange-

ments, and that it is easy to have too ?mich Government. Nevertheless, they see

nothing absurd in State inspections of tobacco, or of flour, deemed absolutely ne-

cessary to prevent frauds, as if the purchasers and sellers of commodities could

tind no way of coming to an understanding as to the real value of those in market,

without the intervention of an officer appointed by Government, who may or may
not, as it happens, possess any of the qualities necessary to constitute him a

judge of the articles he is called up to inspect. To us, the whole system of

State inspection appears an absurdity, involving no small amount of taxation,

and we are happy to see that is gradually going out. The flour inspection,

and we think various others, have been abolished in New-York, and we doubt

not that of tobacco in Maryland will speedily follow. Nevertheless, there are

some of our own readers who have such faith m the system that they believe

it capable of producing the effect of diminishing the cultivation of tobacco in

Ohio and Kentucky, provided the inspection be rendered local instead of gen-

eral ; and that the people of the West, producers of that commodity, on the

one hand, and the merchants of Baltimore, purchasers of it, on the other, can

thus be deprived of the intervention of an officer, appointed by Government,

who, nevertheless, would be found perfectly willing to serve any private asso-

ciation of merchants on better terms than those upon which he now serves them

at the instance of the State. In order that we may see how the local system

would work, we must first inquire what is the object of inspection, and what
it is that gives value to the marks the Inspector sees fit to put upon the

packages that he inspects.

Tobacco diff'ers in color and taste, and probably in other qualities. Some
colors and tastes are more esteemed than others, and less abundant, and those

who desire them are willing to pay higher prices for them than they would for

others. In every parcel brought to market various qualities are found, and it

requires nice discrimination to determine which should rank as No. 1—which No.

2, 3 or 4. The merchant wishes to purchase a number of hogsheads, but he

possesses neither the leisure nor the knowledge necessary to enable him to satis-

fy himself as to the qualities of each, and therefore he is desirous that some one

should examine it for him, and is ready to pay him for his trouble. The seller

would be willing to have it examined by any one, but he would not permit its qual-

ity to be marked on the package, unless he had some control over the clioice of

the examiner. Both agree upon a referee, and are ready to abide by his deci-

sion ; and here we have the Inspector. The qualities required in such a man
are : 1. A perfect knowledge of the standard that is established and in general

use, that he may put upon it such marks as will enable the purchaser in Bremen
or Hamburg to know what he is buying, without a necessity for farther inspec-

tion. 2. An entire freedom from any influences that might tend to induce him

is prescribed, " they are to wenr when at work a frock which is to reach below the calf of the leg, without

any slit or opening, and a waistcoat closely buttoned, which may be without sleeves. They are not in any

case to show themselves in the streets without pantaloons and a waistcoat with sleeves."

(55)
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to act dishonestly, to the prejudice of either buyer or seller. Without these

neither would agree to the reference.

At present tobacco is inspected in Baltimore, where tobacco-sellers and buy-

ers, or their agents, congregate from all parts of the United States and of Eu-

rope. The business is very large, and, as a small compensation for the inspec-

tion of each hogshead enables the Inspector to make large wages, the office is

very desirable, and is, or may be, filled by men who possess a perfect knowledge

of the standard, and whose character places them beyond the suspicion of pri-

vate influence ; the consequence of which is that men buy and sell hundreds of

hogsheads, relying upon their marks alone.

Let us now suppose the system of local inspection to be established, and see

what would be the result. Every county, and at length every election district,

has its Inspector, and twenty, fifty or a hundred difi'erent Inspectors are putting

their marks on hogsheads of tobacco. The business of each is, however, small,

and will not pay for the time of a man who possesses the knowledge and the

honesty that are required. Such men seek larger fields of action. Inferior men

now act as Inspectors, and the consequence is that the standard, ceasing to pos-

sess uniformity, becomes as various as there are various Inspectors. The In-

spector, too, is a neighbor of the tobacco grower, and is unwilling to do him

injury by certifying that that which the latter calls No. 1 is really only No. 2.

Some have knowledge and perfect integrity ; but some have only one of these

qualities, and some may have neither. The buyer is in Baltimore, and he

knows nothing of the parties, the consequence of which is that he attaches no

value to their marks. He would as readily take the certificate of the grower

himself—and even more readily, if he kncAv him to be a man of judgment and

undoubted integrity. The result would be that the local inspection would soon

cease to exist, as it did heretofore, because valueless, and the buyers and sellers

in the great market would unite in appointing a referee—an Inspector—some

person that they knew to possess knowledge and integrity, and whose certificate

Avould pass current in Europe Avith all who desired to purchase tobacco—and thus

the city inspection would be reestablished, without the aid or interference of

Government, a consummation, as we think, devoutly to be wished. Under such

a system, the very highest degree of knowledge and integrity Avould be required,

and would be liberally paid for, with less cost to the parties in whose service it

was employed, than at present, and that knowledge and integrity would he as

much at the command of the people of Kentucky and Ohio as at that of the peo-

ple of Maryland.

We submit these views tonhe parties engaged in the present movement, and

hope they will give them serious consideration. If they wish to put an end to

the whole system of State inspection, let them obtain the law they desire, which

will result in every man becoming his own inspector, subject to the decision of

a city referee ; but if they believe in any advantage to be derived from its con-

tinuance, we would advise them to hesitate about pressing the adoption of a

measure that can result in nothing but disappointment. They can no more shut

western tobacco out of the great market than they can make the earth revolve

from east to west. One principal tobacco market there will always be. At

present it is in the immediate vicinity of the planters of Maryland, who there-

fore have small freight to pay. If they can succeed in driving Avestern tobacco

out of that market, and thus prevent the merchant from obtaining therein all the

qualities he desires to purchase, they may, perhaps, find themselves obliged to

(56)
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pay the freight to Philadelphia or New-York, and thus to seek themselves the

competition with the West which they now desire to restrain, or even to destrov.

They should always remember that the largest market is the best to trade with.

A piece of silver of a certain size, and with a certain mark, is called a dollar,

and dollars pass by tale, because every one knows that every such piece con-

tains a given quantity of silver ; but if we had a hundred different mints, public

and private, engaged in stamping silver pieces, the managers of each putting in

more or less alloy, according to their fancy, the result would be that every such

piece would be carried to some person admitted to possess the skill to ascertain

its true value, and the integrity necessary to give value to the certificate he
would be requested to put upon it. That man would require to be paid, although

the person who first stamped it had already been so, and thus two men would
be receiving wages for doing the business that might have been done better by

one. In a little time the producers of silver would find that they could obtain

more for it if they went al once to the right man and obtained his certificate,

and by degrees the private mints would cease to exist. Such would be the case

with local inspections of tobacco.

In all poor and barbarous nations there exists an extreme jealousy of rivals in

trade. It is found in all villages, and is one of the essential characteristics of

what the Germans call liitle-townism. It disappears with the growth of wealth,

the man who has acquired a spade feeling no jealousy of his neighbor who digs

with his fingers. In evidence of this, on a large scale, we have the general exten-

sion of the warehousing system, by means of which merchants from abroad are

enabled to make up cargoes in London or in New-York, composed of the produc-

tions of all the world, almost as cheaply as they could have them at the places

of production. This is the system that our Maryland friends would abolish.

They would go backward instead of forward in civilization, substituting jealous

restriction for liberal competition. We feel assured, however, that the resolu-

tions have been adopted without full consideration, and that the measures pro-

posed will not be urged with a view to the accomplishment of any such object.

If the tobacco planters of Maryland would prosper they must learn that pros-

perity follows exertion directed by knowledge. Their competitors are men who
are all laboring for themselves—men in Avhose minds every stroke of the ax and

every furrow of the plow is identified with the personal independence and wel-

fare of him who strikes the one and who opens the other ; whereas the Mary-
land planter operates by the labor of those who think little and cure less. He
must himself do all the thinking, that he may more skillfully and effectually di-

rect the labor of operatives who have no interest in the results, if he Avould suc-

cessfully compete with rival planters in Ohio. If he will not give himself,

mind and body, to the task—if he will live highly and spend in amusements the

time and capital necessary to success—he must not be surprised if decay and
poverty, manifested by exhausted lands and diminished population, be the con-

sequence ; nor will it be matter of surprise if such a state of things be accom-

panied by increasing jealousy of more prosperous neighbors. Hercules helps

him who helps himself. Let him learn to think—to explore the real sources of

his embarrassments, such as they may be—to defy such as may be averted by

sagacity and exertion, and to submit with grace to such as are inevitable; but let

him never play the pitiable part of a drowning man catching at a straw.
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WHO IS THAT YOUNG MAN ASHAMED OF THE PLOW ?

We sometimes hear of young men being too proud to be seen laboring in the

fields—indeed, we are not sure that we have not seen such. Now, nothing can

justify any man in eschewing manual labor on his farm, unless it be that he can

be otherwise more profitably employed in the superintendence and direction of

the labor of others, or that easy circumstances allow him to indulge his leisure

in the luxury of acquiring knowledge by converse with men of superior minds,

personally or from their writings.

Do men of narrow minds who despise labor remember that in Rome, after the

expulsion of the Kings, seven acres were allowed to each citizen ? Curius Denta-

tus, Fabricius, Ptegulus and others distinguished as the most deserving among
the Romans, had no larger estates. Cincinnatus, according to some authorities,

had only four acres. On these limited spaces they dwelt and cultivated them

with their own hands. Until he tries it, no one knows on how little land all the

essential comforts of life may be produced.

It was literally from the plow that Cincinnatus was summoned to be Dictator ;

and the Samnian Ambassadors, when they went to Curius Dentatus to sue for

peace, found him on his farm, cooking his repast of vegetables in an earthen

dish. To purchase easy terms they offered him vessels of gold, but the noble

Roman disdainfully refused their offers. " I prefer," said he, " my earthen pots to

your vases of gold. I have no desire for wealth, and am satisfied to live in pov-

erty and rule over the rich." Can any one, pray, tell us where any of the old

Dentatus stock can be found ?

Farmers of the United States !—you for whom alone we care and labor—if

you can find the least sprinkle of that old blood, seize on it as you would on a

scion of the choicest fruit about to become extinct, and try to breed back on it,

until we can get a stock of honest men for public functionaries of every sort,

whose study shall be to diffuse knowledge, to inculcate economy, and to promote

peace, and such distribution of the public moneys collected from the landed inter-

est, as shall enlighten and purify the mass of the cultivators of the soil until the

wisdom and forecast of the constituency shall be reflected by all our public ntien

and public bodies. If ever you can get, for instance, one of the old Washington

stock, one who will tolerate freedom of thought and of speech, and go exclu-

sively for the Constitution and the public good, persuade him to hold on until his

new and salutary system of management of the public farm shall be thoroughly

developed and well rooted—until an odious system called the " spoils system,"

worse than the Canada thistle, shall be extirpated from the whole earth, and

the anxieties of all our young farmers shall be withdrawn from the tree of pat-

ronage and the fruit of office, which turneth to ashes in the mouth, and their

contemplations be turned on their own condition, business, and rights, and to the

means of their vindication and improvement.

In this exhortation there is no narrow suggestion or spirit of farty. It is in-

tended and believed to have a direct bearing on the prosperity of practical Agri-

culture ; for, depend on it, as respects the ultimate welfare and safety of your

pursuit, they rest, as does public virtue, itself, upon knowledge ! How many

idle young men have we, standing where idleness ever does, on the brink of ruin,

and who could get ten times as much land as satisfied a Cincinnatus or Dentatus,

who are yet ashamed to labor, but not ashamed to enroll their names on the list

of the most abject of all slaves—slaves whose daily bread depends on the capri'

clous breath of arbitrary poiver !

(58)
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THE PATENT-OFFICE REPORT AND THE POTATO ROT.

We are Avell aware that no words could be selected for a caption that would
be more likely than these to prompt the reader to overlook all that follows.

Of the celebrated Report from the Patent-Office of about 1,200 pages, 230

were appropriated to this subject alone; so that if the printing thii-eof cost $90,000,

the Government paid nearly $20,000 on account of the rotten potato part of it

—

a sort of omnium gatherum, comprising not only some of the most philosophical

and erudite speculations of the day, but a vast mass besides of the most absurd

and puerile balderdash which until then had found its way into print in any form

or through any channel. In vain may you look there, however, for any results of

original and hitherto unknown investigations conclusive or plausible as to cause

or cure for this vegetable malady.

How much better and more creditable would it have been to have offered lib-

eral premiums of, say, $500 or $1,000 to practical farmers and vegetable chem-

ists and physiologists, at home and abroad, for the best disquisitions and proofs

on the subject, to be awarded by such men as Teschemacher, of Boston, and

Doctor EsBioNs, of Albany, and Kuffin, of Virginia, to such investigators as

might be found, in their judgment to disclose valuable discoveries in Veget-

able Physiology, even though they might not prove to be conclusive as to the

particular object of inquiry, for that may possibly remain yet for a long time im-

penetrable to human ken.

If that course had been taken, instead of gathering up in one great heap, at

immense cost, all the chaff, as well as the grain which had been already scat-

tered far and wide over the world, we might possibly have had something new
for our money—something which for its novelty and value would have made its

own way through the 100,000 impressions of agricultural and other journals,

and which, like discoveries in other departments of knowledge, and by other

branches of the Government, would have reflected some credit on the country, and

have added something fresh and attractive to the stock of agricultural and hor-

ticultural literature—something a little more profound if not quite so pathetic as

the following sample of much more such trash in the Report, distributed gratui-

tously to the friends of Members of Congress, but at a cost of not a great deal

short, as it is said, of $100,000 to the people:

ANOTHER CAUSE FOR THE POTATO ROT
PROPOSED.

To the Editor of the Maine Farmer :

Dear Sir : Please to inform your readers
that, in my opinion, the failure of the potato

crop by rot and rust is caused by cutting the

seed. I think the whole trouble may be
safely attiibuted to the unfortunate use of the

hnife among the seed designed for planting.

I do earnestly entreat my agiicultural fi-icnds

to pause and take into consideration this hint

before they complete the destruction of that

valuable root. That beautiful skin which

We take it for granted that " another communication " was never " desired,""

and though the brevity of this earnest entreaty against " cutting " or in " any way
(59)

God has put over the potato should not he

cut, nor in any way wounded, it a perfect

crop is wanted.
The reasons, if reasons are wanted to es-

tablish a self-evident fact, together with the
remedy, can be made the subject of another
communication, if desired. B. Shaw.

Oldtown, Sept. 11, 1845.

Note.—We jmblish friend Shaw's rem nrfcs on the
potato rot, althoivgh wo cannot agree with him. If
cutting potatdfs caused the rot, why have wc not
been troul)led with the disease years ago 1 Tlie cus-
tom of cutting potatoes is old, while the rot is new,

[Ed. Me. Farm.
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wounding " the " beautiful skin " which God has given the murphies, moved the

tender heart of the Editor and prevailed with him to publish a theory in which

he could not agree to believe, we may presume his sagacious doubts as to the

soundness of the Shaw theory were not participated by the compiler of the Ke-

port. But perhaps not finding much that was new, plausible or important, in

the files of the office, he may have considered it his duty to see how large a mass

could be made up out of all that had been published in any shape or form. Cer-

tain it is that of the 230 pages on this single topic, very little of it made there

its first appearance, and all of value that was republished might have been

comprised in tv/dily pages.

But, after all-, this huge Report will serve to give great iveight to other Congres-

sional precedents, which the friends of agricultural instruction will not fail to

remember and to cherish. It will serve as a standing proof that Congress re-

cognizes its fower over this subject—that it is within its province and Constitu-

tional sphere of action to make appropriations out of the common treasure of the

country for the diffusion of agricultural knowledge as well as the knowledge of

Astronomy, of War, and of Navigation, by the establishment of Observatories

and military and naval schools and academies ; and though it would be a

strange organization of Government which should preclude such power in the

first, and grant it in the other cases, still these Patent-Office precedents are

to be hailed by the friends of the plow as so much gained. The principle is es-

tablished, as far as they go. If Congress can appropriate $3,000 or $30,000 or

$100,000 for the collection, increase, and diff'usion of agricultural knoAvledge at

all, the mere mode and form of doing it becomes a subordinate question. By
whatever influence or management Congress may have been prevailed upon to

exert, and the Executive to sanction the power, still there is the principle ac-

knowledged ; there stands the precedent ; and now, whether it shall be used in a

sneaking, left-handed manner, or whether Agriculture shall be openly encouraged

as recommended by Washington and Jeff'erson—whether a Department shall be

created for its benefit, as for interests and branches of industry and art that bear

no comparison with it in productiveness or dignity, is a question to be settled be-

tween those who would place it on a footing corresponding with its contribu-

tions to national wealth and its support of all other interests on the one part, and

those who, on the other, are content to have it and all that appertains to it stuck

away t?i a pigeon-hole of the Patent-Office ! an office highly useful in itself, and

against the proper administration of which we have not now, and never have

had, a word to say. Still we shall permit no search after ephemeral popularity

or fear of power to drive from our memory the fact that while it presumes to take

under its patronizing wing a great national interest for which Washington re-

commended a separate Department, this Patent-Oflice is itself but an appendage

or bureau of one, and justly complains, we have no doubt, of having labors to

perform in its proper sphere, in mass and magnitude, beyond the capacity of the

force allowed by law. We do not say that it should not be, itself, an independ-

ent Department as respects the talents necessary to its administration in a manner

to do honor to the country and to promote the great ends of industrial improve-

ment. In these respects we should place it far above the Post-Office Depart-

ment, which has been, very improperly and perniciously for the public interests,

and very absurdly on every account, "ranged into the Cabinet." As to the actual

head of the Patent Office, we take it for granted and have no doubt but he is a

gentleman and a scholar. Estimating its functions very highly as we do, we
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should be sorry to think otherwise ; and in respect of the legislation for its gov-

ernment, we have deprecated and still deprecate the meanness of the allowance

to the Chiefs of its scientific Bureaus, and would defy any clear-headed, honest

man, having a tru§ conception of the foundations of public welfare, to say why a

man exercising for the Government such faculties as Doctor Page, for exam-

ple, or Mr. Kelly, who was driven from the office—is there any good reason

why such men should not be as highly rewarded as a full Colonel in the army ?

But enough of this. We do not know that we shall ever again advert to this

subject, but we hold it to be not only our right but our duty to examine and

criticise fearlessly whatever is done by the Government in direct relation to Ag-

riculture, and to insist that a Government ferformance designed as a national ex-

hibit of the condition, progress and desiderata of American Agriculture, when
undertaken as such, shall be done in acknowledgment of and in a style com-

mensurate in all respects with the paramount importance of the great concern it

is designed to elucidate and uphold ; and not be thrown in as a mere incidental

make-weight to the Report of the Bureau of another Department, and made up

of shreds and patches, intended to present the most valuable contents of journals

which might be had for the merest trifle, and would be subscribed for by all

who are worthy of having the cream of them skimmed off by the Government

and presented to them for nothing. If these Reports were distributed to persons

thirsting for information who were unable to subscribe for the papers from Avhich

they are made up, the case would be different.

We have not been able to get a copy of the last of these Government Annuals

issued from the Patent-Office, though we believe some of our more favored

brethren have been supplied. We cannot, therefore, speak with exactness as

to its volume or contents, but have understood that it bears to its illustrious pre-

decessor about the same proportion that a baby whale at the breast does to its

huge mamma—for it is a fact, as the whalers of New-Bedford will confirm,

that while some fashionable dames, beginning with Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

put their young ones out to nurse, these monsters of the deep suckle their own
brats. It does not follow, however, that because this last of the Patent-Office

progeny has dwarfed to a fourth of the size of the one which went before, that

it may not revert again, after a year or two, to its former character and bulki-

ness; for a new chapter has been opened in Natural History, by naturalists

called " alternate generation," according to which, as we are told, the first progeny

bears no resemblance either in form or features to the progenitor, but returns,

it may be, in the third or fourth generation, to the form of the primitive parent

;

so that a mother may not be represented by her daughter or grand-daughter, but

by her great or great-great grand-daughter, who becomes in turn the medium
through which the species is perpetuated ; and thus, perhaps, the Patent-Office

Report of American Agriculture may return every fourth year to the standard of

1845, which, by-the-by, let it be never so well done, would, we should suppose,

be quite often enough ; for though individuals may be all the time making dis-

coveries and accessions to knowledge in philosophy and the arts, such are weU
and properly set forth in the Patent-Office Reports of inventions, nations do not

make visible progress bij the year. Even elephants require some twenty months
or more for procreation. What we want, in fact, is not a Government annual

distillation of newspapers, but a well-digested, comprehensive, well-exectilcd

Census, and Normal Schools in each State for the preparation of agricultural

teachers on the plan of our military schools,
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We have been reminded again of the littleness of the Government—for our deal-

ing is not with individuals—in thus extracting without paying for, the marrow
of all our agricultural journals, (to be gratuitously re-distributed,) by having just

read what follows, in the last, that we have seen of the Londoji Gardcner\<

Chro7iicle, edited by that liberal and renowned scholar Professor Lindley, one of

the Commissioners appointed by the British Government to investigate the causes

of the Potato Disease.

The Farmer's Fbiend: a Record of Recent Die-
\ farm matters, is so vmch more disthiguished

coveries, Improvements, and Practical Suggestions
in Agriculture. 8vo. Smith, Elder, and Co., 65
Cornhill, London.

It ought to be a good book, for it is just the

cream of the Editor's agricultural library.

Profes.«cJly so : he has simply skimm.ed the

various numbers and joicrnals of the farmer's
periodical literature, and transferred the

produce to his own pages. And there is no
doubt that it is a good book. Containing as it

does the best of everything communicated to

our own columns and those of other agricul-

tural periodicals, it could not be odiervvise.

The only question for consideration is, wheth-
er or not the public will patronize a scheme
involving so entire an entering into other peo-

ple's labors as this. We do not think it ought.

No doubt a compilation is none the worse for

its being a professed compilation ; but the

idea of publishing every six months a selec-

by its boldness than by its justice, that cer-

tainly we shall not speak a good icord for it

Nevertheless we have no objection to let the

editor say one for himself. The following is

an extract from the Preface :

" To the editors of the several journals who
have so kindly and liberally permitted the

Editor of this book to avail himself of their

respective publications, he begs to offer his

cordial and grateful acknowledgments. He
hopes that the value of the extracts which he
has made, may induce many to have recourse

to the original sources for the information

which, in this work, they can, for the most
part, only have in a fragmentary form ; and
that thus, at least, he may have helped to ad-

vance the great cause of agticultural improve-

ment ; a cause the promotion of which is dai-

ly becoming a subject more momentous antl

tionfrom the pages of the best neto books on
\
vital.

What miserable cant is this ! When you have seized and cracked another

man's nuts and distributed the kernel gratuitously to the public, you would per-

suade him that the taste of these would induce people to go more eagerly to buy

up the hulls ! How considerate this in Uncle Sam ! How polite ! Well, there is

a virtue, called the suaviter en modo, which, it cannot be denied, has its charm,

as exhibited in the courtesies even of the robber on the Mexican highway, when,

with a pistol at your head, he most gracefully begs to have the honor of becom-

ing your banker.

There is this, however, to be said in behalf of the compiler complained of by

Professor Lindley, who, to make up his book, " skimmed the various numbers and

journals of the farmer's literature and transferred the produce to his own pages.''

He paid at least the cost of paper and printing, out of his own pocket, whereas

when Uncle Sam turns agricultural editor he makes up his manual out of the

cream of other people's labor ; paying for the publication of it out of the general

public treasure, and then bestows it gratuitously not on men unable to buy, but

on partisan favorites of Members of Congress. All the agricultural editors of

the Union—except ourselves—are but so many caterers, whose materials, gather-

ed up at their own cost, are seized upon by the Government, lying in wait

for them, as they come in from the fields where they have been collected, with

much pains, and in the plentitude of its power condemns them as lawful prizes.

Were an individual to commit such piracy, the law would make him amenable.

Even the jackall, commonly called the lion's provider, is only required by the

king of beasts to start the game for his master ; but our king of editors, the U. S.

Government, requires his purveyors to run it down and to bring it in to be laid at

his royal majesty's feet.

That The Farmers' Library has been spared from much mutilation would per-

haps be mortifying to our vanity, did that not lead us to ascribe the omission to that
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amiable repugnance to cutting into the body of such a beautiful creature as it is

—to that same tenderness of feeling which prompted Mr. Shaw to protest against

cutting with a " knife " the beautiful skin which God had given to the potato ;

and should none of our correspondents and essayists be quoted hereafter, we would

persuade them to take comfort in the recollection that the absence of Brutus's

statue from the procession was observed with particular sensation, and consider-

ed a higher compliment to the Roman patriot than if it had been paraded in its

place with all the others.

Returning to the Disease in the Potato. In 1844, Mr. Teschemacher of Boston,

announced, and was we believe the first to announce the opinion founded on ob-

servation, that the cause of the rot was a fungus ; the spores or seeds of which

exist in vast quantities in the atmosphere. In 1845, the French Academy of

Arts and Sciences, acting on the enlightened and exemplary principle that in the

prosecution of scientific researches, and the distribution of honorary rewards for

great discoveries, there should be no geographical limits, deputed Professor

Charles Morren of Liege to examine mto the cause of the potato rot, and he came
to the same conclusion which had been reached and proclaimed in the New-Eng-

land Farmer the year before by Mr. T. It has been acted upon successfully, as we
have understood, in the neighborhood of Boston. But after all, we apprehend that

no theory has been so well established as to be pronounced " self-evident." On
the contrary, as Doctor Doubty would say, " much may be said on both sides ;"

but we incline to the opinion that in Mr. Colt's case, the conservative virtue was
in the salt—while the other ingredients may have acted as fertilizers, to increase

the crop, restoring to the land some of constituents necessary to the production

of that plant, and which had been carried off from it by previous crops.

My Dear Sir : You have asked me for my opinion about the potato rot. I must confess that

I am as much at a loss to say the why and the wherefore of this disease, as those who have

sought for its causes in Europe. This I can say, however—potatoes manured with ham-yard,

manure are infinitely more subject to the rot than those raised without it. I have found

the best yield, where I spread broadcast eight or ten bushels of Turks Island salt per acre,

that cost me twenty-three cents the bushel, and then treated with a compost—three parts marsh

mud—one part anthracite ashes—one part slaked lime, and one part plaster of Paris. In

that case I had no rot, the crop was not large—about 100 busliels to the acre, but they were
of excellent quality. These potatoes, say " Mercers " and " pink-eyes,'' when du", were
put in ban-els, filled with cinders or charcoal-dust fi-om the railroad, and these potatoes

which I am now using, are as dry and mealy as those dug in November or December—^no
rot, or a sign of rot among them.

I am convinced that if one will manure his potato lands not with horse manure, but with

salt, ashes, and lime, he will escape this murrain in his potato crop. I am no chemist, but

this I know, that salt, lime and ashes gave me as fine potatoes as any one need to wish for.

It is a curious f<ict as to potatoes, that in 1845 we had no potato balls or seeds. I inquired

for them and sought for them in various parts of the State—fomid none and had none my-
self, and could procure none elsewhere. In 1846 we had some balls. I have collected a

parcel, which this spring I have sowed, and will see what the result will be, and test the

value of raising new varieties from seeds, in which I place confidence. At all events, I deem
it a duty in every one who has the means, to test all such experiments as may be beneficial

to the community ; teU me, therefore, what I shall try, and I will try it for the good of my
neighbors. Yours truly, R. L. C.

Welt, Said.—A wealthy farmer in Kentucky says, " I would rather be taxed for the edu-
cation of the boy, than the ignorance of the man—for one or the other I am compelled to be."

[_Border Watch.
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VARIETIES OF POTATOES FROM THE SEED.

To Raise Vakietiks.—A variety of the po-

tato is generally considered to continue about

fourteen years in perfection, after which period

it ijradually loses its good qualities, becoming

of inferior flavor and unproductive ; fresh varie-

ties must, therefore, bo occasionally raised from

seed. The berries, or apples, of the old stock,

having hung in a warm room throughout the

\vinter, the seed must be obtained from them
by washing away the pulp during Februaiy.

This is thoroughly dried and kept until April,

and then sownin drills about half an inch deep

and six inches apart, in a rich, light soil. The
plants are weeded, and earth drawn up to their

stems, when au inch in bight ; as soon as this

has increased to three inches they are moved into

a similar soil, in rows sixteen inches apart each

way, and during their future growth earthed up

two or three times. Being finally taken up, in

the course of October, they must be preserved

until the following spring, to be then re-planted

and treated as for store crops.

Some gardeners sow in a moderate hotbed,

very thin, in drills the same depth as above, and

nine inches apart. Water is frequently and plen-

tifully poured between the rows, and earth

drawn about the .stems of the seedlings until

they are a few inches in bight. They are then

transplanted into row.s, water given, and earth-

ing performed as usual. The only additional

advantage of this plan is, that as the seed can be

sown earlier, the tubers attain a rather larger

size the first year.

It is to be remarked that the tubers of every

seedling should be kept separate, as scarcely

two will be of a similar habit and quality, while

many will be comparatively worthless, and but

few of particular excellence. If the seed is ob-

tained from a red potato that flowered iu the

neighborhood of a white-tubered variety, the

seedlings, in all probability, will in part resem-

ble both their parents; but seldom or never

does a seedling resemble exactly the original

stock. At all events, only such should be pre-

served as are recommended by their superior

earliness, size, flavor, or fertility.

The early varieties—if j)lantod on little heaps

of earth, with a stake in the middle, and when
the plants are about four inches high being se-

cured to the stakes with shreds and nails, and
the earth washed away from the bases of the

stems by means of a strong cuiTent of water, so

that the fibrous roots only enter the soil—will

blo.ssom and perfect seed.

Forcing.—The season for forcing is from the

close of December to the middle of February,

in a hot bed, and at the close of this last inonth

on a warm border, with the temporary shelter

of a frame. The hot-bed is only required to

produce a moderate heat. The earth should be

six inches deep, and the sets planted in rows
six or eight apart, as the tubers are not required

to be large. The temperature ought never to

sink below 65^, nor rise above 80°.

The rank steam arising from fermenting dung
is undoubtedly injurious to the roots of potatoes

;

and to obviate this they may be planted in nar-

row beds, and the dung applied in trenches on
each side i

or all the earth from an old cucum-
ber or other hotbed being removed, and an

inch in depth of fresh being added, put on the

sets, and cover them with four inches of mould.

At the end of five days the sides of the old dung
may be cut away in an inward slanting direc-
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tion, about fifteen inches from the perpendicu-
lar, and strong linings of hot dung applied.

If the tubers are desired to be brought to ma-
turity as speedily as possible, instead of being
planted in die earth of the bed, each set should
be placed in a pot about six inches iu diameter

;

but the produce in pots is smaller. But young
potatoes may be obtained in the winter, accord-
ing to the following plan, without forcing :

Plant some late kinds, unsprouted, in a dry
rich border, in July, and again in August, in

rows two feet apart. They will produce new
potatoes in October, and in succession until

April; if covered with leaves or straw to ex-
clude frost. If old potatoes are placed in dry
earth, in a shed, during August, they will emit
young tubers in December.
Preparation of Sets for Forcing.—They

should be of the early varieties. To assist their

forward vegetation, plant a single potato in each
of the pots intended for forcing, during January.
Then place in ground, and protect with litter

from the frost. This renders them very excitable
by heat ; and, consequently, when plunged in a
hot-bed, they vegetate rapidly, and generate tu-

bers. The seed potatoes are equally assisted,

and with less trouble, if placed in a cellar just

in contact with each other, and as soon as the
germs are four inches long, are removed to the
the hot-bed. *

Management.—More than one stem should
never be allowed, otherwise the tubers are
small, and not more numerous.
Water must be given whenever the soil ap-

pears di'y, and in quantity proportionate to the

temperature of the air. Linings must be applied
as the temperature declines ; and air admitted
as freely as the temperature of the atmosphere
will allow. Coverings must be afTorded with
th(Miame regard to temperature.
From .six to seven weeks usually elapse be-

tvi'een the time of planting and the fitness of the
tubers for use. The average produce from a light

soil is about five pounds.
There is another mode of obtaining young po-

tatoes, daring the winter, which is much prac-

ticed on account of its facility ; though, being
produced without foliage, they are not so fine in

flavor, are deficient in farina, and are othersvise

inferior. Old potatoes often throw out from their

sides young ones, early in the spring ; and of this

habit advantage is taken in obtaining them still

earlier. Some full-grown and ripe tubers, of

the ox noble variety, that have no appeai'ance

of vegetating, must be laid alternately with lay-

ers of perfectly dry, rich vegetable mould, four

inches deep, in pans or boxes, until they are

filled. These may be placed in a thoroughly

dry shed, or on a shelf in the kitchen. If the

layers are constructed in the corner of a shed
or cellar, the produce will be equally good,

though longer in coming to perfection. No foli-

age is produced, the potatoes soon are sun-ound-

ed by numerous young ones of moderate size.

No water must ever be admitted on any ac-

count. Notice is to be taken that between three

and four months elapse between the time of

forming the layers and the fitness of the produce
for use. Thus if made early in September, the

crop will be ready in the course of December.
When they are examined, those that are fit may
be taken off, and the old potatoes replaced until

the remainder are feady.

[JohnBon's Gardener's Dictionary.
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LIEBIG'S MANURES.

If the name and the subject which these two words present Avould not pro-

voke the curiosity of the reader to peruse what follows, and judge for himself, it

is not to be expected that anything we could say would induce him to do so.

We are aware that the topic is a dry one, but that, after all, depends very

much, with all questions, on the spirit with which they are encountered.

If men read for the sake of enlarging the bounds of their knowledge, there is

no disquisition that can prove dry to him who feels, as he proceeds, that delight-

ful enjoyment of the mind which the conscious accretion of knowledge brings

along with it. If those who favor The Farjiers' Library with their patronage

take pleasure only in reading accounts of wonderful crops and descriptions of

large, fat sheep and bullocks, and simply of how poor land may be made rich,

by plowing in ashes, and lime, and manure—things well known since long before

the days of Varro and Columella—we fear they will be disappointed ; and if

their reading be only to have their sympathies excited and their passions moved,
why, the better way would be to give orders to their bookseller to supply them
with the latest novels as they come every day reeking from the press. But we
flatter ourselves that our patrons are for the most part persons who are seeking

to get at the philosophy of their business, that they may follow and enjoy it as

one that invites exercise and industry of the mind as well as of the body.

If that be not the object, what is the use of taking such a work as we are en-

deavoring to make of this ? If facts only are what they seek, any one of our old

volumes of the American Farmer, as far back as 1S19, will tell nearly the whole
story.

It may have appeared in some other shape or work, but the only one ia which
we have seen what follows from the pen of one of the most distinguished in-

quirers into the science of Agriculture, is the pamphlet which is here copied,

and which was kindly placed in our hands by an English professional gentle-

man who has embraced the science and literature of Agriculture within the

range of his extensive inquiries. The perusal will require and reward the read-

er's close attention, and be pronounced an appropriate and valuable addition to

every farmer's library.

Professor Liebig proceeds next, among other things, to show and expose the

fallacy of the belief entertained by some, that in applying bone manure, plaster

of Paris (gypsum) nitrate of soda, &:c., they may dispense with manure and with
other elements of the soil.

PREFACE, BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF PROF. LIEBIG'S MANURES.

Through accurate knowledtre of what elements of the soil serve to nouris^h our cultivated
plants, and are thus removed with the crops, minute cxaminatiou.'s of those properties which give
to the different kinds of stiiblo manure their fenilizin-^ ett'ects, and careful investigation of the
causes why the substitution of gnano and other artificial manures has in some cases produced highly-
beneficial results, while in others it has proved utterly inefficacious—why suece.s-sful only in some
seasons, and upon .some descriptions of soil—the eminent chemist whose name is attached to the
succeeding Address has di.scovered certain compounds which can not only be employed with ad-
vantage in place of the best stable dung, but which, possessing none of the defects of guano, are
of such a nature thiit different stales of moisture in the atmosphere during the growth of the
plants, or different localitie.s, will not diminish their eQicacy.
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It is a well-knowm fact in vegetable physiology that all plants do not extract from the soil the
same solid and volatile mineral elements: the elements removed in a crop of wheat are different

from those taken in a crop of turnips or potatoes, &c. &c. ; it is obvious, therefore, that to give to

the soil a compound vi^ithout discrimination as to the crop to be grown is a waste of material, and
the invention of the Professor, which is protected by patent, is consequently applied to the fabri-

cation of manures suited to every kind of crop.

Though the fertility of our fields depends mainly on the mineral ingredients of the soil, it must
not be assumed that their state or condition is without influence ; and- it is not pretended that in

using these manui-es the mechanical operations which are known to increase the capability of
production are to be dispensed ^vith ; on the contrary, where those operations are carried on ac-

cording to the best and most improved principles, the efficacy of the manures will be the great-

est, their office being to replace what has been removed and what is indispensable toward se-

curing a crop. And, although the inventor has given such elements to the compounds as to ren-

der them agreeable to all descriptions of soil, it would not be without utility toward particular

adaptation, that the manufacturers were informed of the general qualities of the soil for which
they are required : whether arenaceous or calcareous, clayey or loamy, lighter stiff.

As regards the cost attending the use of these manures, a slight consideration of the subject
will show that manuring with them will be cheaper than manuring in the ordinary way. For
instance, take the wheat manure ; the price is ten pounds a ton ; but five cwt. only are required
for an acre, and as every particle is adapted to and acts favorably on the crops, the farmer pays
only for what is useful to him, whereas hitherto he lias furnished his lands with the unnecessary
and useless along with the necessary and u.sefnl, paying for both at the same rate. Farther, it is

the object of these manures to render the change of crops and fallowing unnecessary and super-
fluous: WITH THEIII USE ONE AND THE SAME KIND OF CROP MAY BE GROWN YEAR AFTER YEAR
UPON THE SAME FIELD.

It has already been observed that the composition of the " Patent Manures " is such as to coun-
teract the doubtful qualities of guano. It is therefore proposed to those farmers who use stable

dung or guano, to apply at the same time the " Patent Manures " as a top-dressing, although not
in the same quantity as if no other manure had been used. The farmer will, of course, be best
able to arrange this according to his other expenses.

In using the " Patent Manures," lime and gypsum, &c., for grass-lands, both sown and meadow,
and for clover, can be entirely dispensed with.

The " Patent Manures" maybe applied either broadcast or in drills. If the manure is strewed
over the surface, everj' small shower will dissolve some of its elements ; the water thus saturated
will filter through the soil, and bring them into contact with the absorbing ends—the roots. At
all events, it may be regarded as a rule that the "-Patent Manures" are to be placed near the
surface, and at a little distance from the seed.

The manufacturers having placed the fabrication under the superintendence of a highly re-

spectable chemist—chosen by Profes.sor Liebig—can assure the public that no manure will leave
their premises without containing its full quantity of fertilizing matter, in exact accordance with
the principles of the inventor.

Manure of each kind will be ready for the sowing seasons, and as the time for wheat is ap-
proaching, we respectfully request those parties who purpose using No. 1, to inform us of the
quantity they will require as early as possible.

In conclusion, we may suggest that, as the solution of the problem of artificial manures is one
from which the greatest benefit must arise to the community at large, all results of our manures
should be communicated to us. or be made as public as possible.

The manures are classed as follows: No. 1. Manure for wheat, rye, barley, oats. 2. Potatoes,
turnips, mangel-wurzel, beetroot, parsnips, and all bulbous roots. 3. Grass. 4. Clover, lucem,
peas, beans. 5. Tobacco. 6. Flax.
The price per ton is £10 net cash, for wheat manure in Liverpool. MUSPRATT &; CO.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL MANURING.

BY PROFESSOR JUSTUS LIEBIG.

If we compare the experience of farmers

regarding the fertility of the soil and the

quantity of its productions, we are surprised

by a result wliich sui-pnsses all others in gen-

eral application and uniformity.

It has been obsers'ed, that in every part of

the globe where Agriculture is carried on, in

all varieties of soil, and with the most diflferent

plants and modes of cultivation, the produce of

a field on which the same or difTerent plants

have been cultivated during a certain number
of years, decreases iiiore or less in quantity,

and that it again obtains its fertility by a sup

ply of excrements of man and animals, which
generally are called manure; that the produce
of the fields can be increased by the same
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matters, and that the quantity of the crop is

in direct proportion to the quantity of tho
manure.

In former times scarcely any attempt was
made to account for the cause of this curious
property of the excrements of man and ani-

mals. Without taking into consideration tho
origin of the excrements and the relation they
bear to the food, it is not astonishing that their

effect was ascribed to a remnant of vital

power which sh.ould qualify them to increase

the vitality in plants. Ascribing their influ-

ence on the fertOity of the fiekls to an incom-
prehensible occult cause, it was forgotten

that every force has its material substratum
;

that with a lever, in a mathematical eense,,
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which possesses no extension and gravity, no

effect can be produced, no burden raised.

Guided by experience, which is the ttmda-

mental basis of all inductive science, and
which teaches us tliat for every effect there is

a cause, that every quality, as, for instance,

the fertility of a field, the nourishing quality

of a vegetiible, or tlie effect of a manure, is

intimately connected with and occasioned by
something which can be ascertained by
weight and measure ; modern science has

succeeded in enlightening us on the cause of

the fertiUty of the fields and on the effects

which are exercised on tlieni by manure.
Chemistiy has shown that these properties

are produced by the composition of the fields
;

that their fitness for producing wheat or any
other kind of plant bears a direct proportion

to certain elements contained in the soil,

w^hich are absorbed by the plants. It has

likewise shown that two fields, of unequal

fertility, contain unequal (juautities of these

elements ; or that a fertile soil contains them
in a different fbnn or state from smother,

^vhich is less fertile. If the elements are

contained in the soil in sufficient quantities,

it produces a rich crop ; if it be defective

even in one of them only, this is sliown very

soon< by tjie impossibility of growing on it

certain kmds of pkuits.

Moreover, it has proved with certainty what
relations these elements of the soil bear to the

development of the plants. Chemical analy-

sis has demonstrated that a certain class of

these elements is contained in tlie seed*

;

others, in difl'erent proportions, in tlie leaves,

roots, tubers, stalks. They are mineral sub-

stances, and as such, are indestiiictible by
fire, and consequently remain as ashes after

the incineration of the plants or of their parts.

Many of these elements are soluble in }>ure

water, others only in water containing car-

bonic acid, as rain-water; all were al)soibed

fi'om the soil by the roots of tlie plants in a

dissolved condition. It has been shown that,

in a field, those elements which remain after

the incineration of the grain or seeds, are not

present in a sufficient quantity, no wheat, no
barley, no peas—in a word, none of tliose

plants can be cultivated on that field which
are grown on account of then- seeds. The
plants which grow on such a field jjroduce

stalks and leaves ; they blossom, but do not
bear fruit. Tlie same has been observed re-

garding the develo[)ment of leaves, roots and
tubers, and the mineral elements which tliey

leave behind after their incineration. If, in

a .soil in wiiich liiniips or potatoes are to be
cullivatcxl, the elements of the asfies of these

roots are wanting, the plants bring forth leaves,

stiilks, blos.-'oms and seeds, but the roots and
tubercles are imperfect. Evci-y one of tfie

elements which the soil gives up to the plants

is in a direct quantitative proi>ortion to the

production of the separate elements of the

plcUits. Two fields, wiiich, under otlierwiso

equal circumstances, are unequally rich in

muieral elements of the grain, produce une-
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qual crops. One containing them in larger

quantity produces more than another con-
tainuig them in less. In the .same manner,
the capacity of a soil to produce tuberculous
plants, or such as have many leaves, depends
upon its amount of those elements wiiich are

feund in the aslies of such plants. ,

It results from this with certainty, that the

mineral substances which are furnishctl by
the soil, and which are found again in the
ashes of plants, are their true food ; that they
are the conditions of vegetable life.

It is evident, that from a field in which dif-

ferent plants aie cultivated, we remove with
the crop a certain quantity of these elements;

in the seeds those mineral pai'ts which the

soil had to provide for their development, and
in the roots, tubercles, stalks and leaves those

elements which are necessary for their pro-

duction. However rich the field may be in

these elements, there can be no doubt that,

by several cultures, it becomes more and
more impoverished ; that for every plant a
time must arrive when the soil will cease to-

fiirnish, in sufficieiit (pinntity, those elements
whicli are necesiary for a perfect growth.
Even if such a field, during many years,

had produced twenty-five or thirt)' ibid the

amount of the seed, for instance, of wheat,
experience shows that the crop gradually

decreases, utitil at last ilie amount will be so

small as to approach the plant in its wild
state, and not repay the cost of cultivation.

According to the unequal quantity in which
the mineral elements of graui, tubercles, roots,

seeds, leaves, are contahied in a soil, or ac-

cording to the proportions in which they

have been removed in the crop, the land

may have ceased to be fertile for i-oots and
tubercles, but it may yet produce go(jd crops

of wheat. Another may not produce wheat,

but potatoes and tuniips may thrive well in

it. The minend substtuices contained in a

fertile soil, and serving as food to the plants,

are taken up by them with the water, in

which they are soluble. In a fertile field

they are contained in a state which allows of

their being absorbed by the plant and taken
up by the roots. There are fields wiiich arc

rich in these elements, without being fertile

in an equal proportion; in the latter ciise they

iu-e united with other elements into chemi
cal compounds, which counteract the dissolv-

ing power of water. By tlie contemporane-

ous action of water and air—of the oxygen
and carlionic acid of the atmosphere—these

compounds are decomposed, and those of

their constituent elcMnents, which are soluble

in water, but which had been iiisolulile by the

cht^mical affinity of other other muieral sub-

stances, reobtain the property of being ab-

I

Borbed by tlie roots of the plants.

The duration of the fertility of a field de--

I

pends on tlie amount of the mineral aliments.

I

of plants contained in it, and its productive;

j

power for a given time is in a <iirect i)i()j)or-

tion to that part of its composition which pos-

I

sesses the capacity of being taken up by the
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plant. A number of the most important ag-

ricultural operations, especially the mechan-
ical, exercise an intiuence on the fertility

of the fields only thus far, that they remove
the impediments which are ojiposed to the

assimilation of the mineral food into the veg-
etable organism. By plowing, fur instance,

the sutface of the iield is made accessiljle to

air and moisture. The nutritious elements
contained in the soil in a latent state, acquire,

by these operatiou.s, the pro]>crties necessary
for their ti-ansmission into the jilants. It is

easy to conceive the useful influence which,
in this respect, is exercised on the produce
of the fields by the care and industry of the
farmer. But all these labors and etforts do
not increase the amount of mineral elements
in the field : in rendeiing soluljle in a given
time a larger quantity of the insoluble sub-

stances, and obtaining by these means a richer

crop—the time is merely hastened in vvliich

the soil becomes exhausted.

The expeiience of centuries has shown
that, with the aid of nranure, of the excre-

ments of animals and man, with which we
supply those fields which have ceased to pro-

duce crops of gi'ain, &c., serving as food for

man and animals, in a sufficient quantity, the

original iertility can again be restored ; an
e.xhausted field, which scarcely yielded back
the seed, is made to produce a twenty and
more fold crop, according to the proi^ortion

of the manure provided.

Regarding the mode of action of manures,
it has been observed that all excrements do
not exercise an equal inlluence on plants.

The excrements of sheep and cattle, for in-

stance, increase in most fields the crop of
roots and lierbaceous plants to a lar greater

degree than those of man and birds, (guano.)
The latter act far more favorably on the pro-

duction of gi-ain crops, especially if they are
added to the animal excremeuts, and are
given to the fields at the same time.

A field, for example, which has lost its fer-

tility for potatoes and turnips, but on which
peas and beans still thrive, becomes far more
iertile, by a supply of the excrements of
horses and cows, for a new crop of potatoes

and tuniips, than by manuring it with the

excrements of man or with guano.

The most accurate experiments and analyses

have pointed out that the excrements of man
and animals contain those substances to the

presence ofwhich the fertility of the soil is due.

The fertilizing ]iower of manure can be deter-

mined by weight, as its effect is in a direct

ratio to its amount in the mineral elements of

the food of plants. The truth of the result

of these chemical analyses nuist be evident to

every one who inquires into the origin of ex-

crements.

All the excrements of man and animals are

derived from the plants of our fields; in the

oats and hay which serve as food for the

horse, in the roots which are consumed by a
cow, there is a certain quantity of mineral
ingredients. A horse, in consuming 15 lbs.
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of hay and 4^ lbs. of oats per day. consumes
21 ounces of those substances which the hay
and the oats took fron. the fields ; he con-

sumes annually 480 lbs. of these constituent

elements of the soil, but only a veiy small

portion of them remains in his body. If a
liorse, during one year, increases 100 lbs. m
weight, this inci'ease contains only 7 lbs. of

th(jse mineral substances which were con-

tained in the food. But what has become
oi'the 473 lbs. which we caimot detect iu Ixis

body ?

The analysis of the fluid and solid excre-
ments which the horse gives out daily, shows
that the ingi'edients of the soil which do not

remain in the body of the animal are con-

tained in its excrements ; it shows that in an
adult animal, which from day to day neither

increases nor decreases in weight, the amount
of the mineral ingredients of the excrements
is equal in weight to the mineral ingredients

of the ibod.

As with the horse, so it is with all animals.

In all advlt animals the excrements contain
the ingredients of the soil according to the

quantities and relative proportiojis in which
they are contained, in their fond.
The mineral substances of the food which

have remained in the body of the animals,

and served to increase their weight, are I'ound

again in the bones and excrements of man,
who consimies the flesh of these animals.

The excrements of mdii contain the ele-

ments of the soil, of bread or of grain, of
vegetables and meat.

These discoveries explain, in a most simple
and satisfactoiy manner, the fertilizing effect

which manure jiroduces on our fields.

It is now obvious why manure renders
again fertile the exhausted fields ; why, by
its means, their productiveness can be aug-

mented ; why the latter is in a direct ratio to

the quantity of manure administered.

The exhaustion of the soil by subsequent
crops, its decrease in fertility, is produced by
the gradual removsil of the minei'al elements,
in a soluble state, which are necessary for the

develojnnent of our cultivated plants. By a
supjily of manure they are again restored to

the state suited to serve as nourislunent to a
new vegetation.

If the fiupjdy of the removed elements of
the soil, by means of manure, be suflicient,

if the qiumtity tfiken away he restored, the

original fertility reappears ; if the supply be
greater, the produce increases ; a defective

supply gives a smaller pi'oduce.

It is now explained why the ilifferent kinds
of manure exercise an unequal eftect upon the

fields.

The excrements of man and guano, contain-

ing especially the mineral ingredients of grain

and of meat, exercise far gi'eater influence on.

the amount of produce of grain in a field in

which these ingredients are wanting, even if

those of the leaves and stalks are present in

sufficient quantity, than the excrements of an
animal wliich feeds on roots or green fodder.
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The excrements of tlie latter contain the min-

eral elements of the leaves, stalks, and roots

in px-evailing qnantit}-. and have a greater

value for the production of roots and foliaceous

plants than those of man or of birds, which
contain only a small quantity of those mineral

substances which they require for theii- de-

velopment.

If we compare, for instance, the composi-

tion of gixano with the excrements of the

cow—sohd and fluid excrements in the same
state of dr}Tiess—it is found, that in an equal

weight, the latter contain five to seven times

more of the mineral ingi'edients of ttu'nijjs

and potatoes than tlie former. If, in a soil

which is deprived of all those mineral sub-

stances, w^e wish to force a crop of turnips

by means of guano, we require at least five

times more of guano than dung of cattle.

The same thing happens, though vice versa,

if we wish to produce a rich crop of grain by
means of animal excrements ; in this case,

one part of guano and live parts of animal ex-

crements, produce the same effect as tliirteen

to fifteen parts of animal excrements.

To understand the proper meaning of these

numerical proportions, it is sufficient to men-
tion that 400 lbs. of bones contain as much
phosphoric acid as 1,000 lbs. of wheat ; these

400 lbs. of bones c;ui furnish sufficient phos-

phoric acid to eight acres.

If we take the importation of bones into

Great Britain in the last ten years to amount.
to 1,000,000 of tons, enough phosphoric acid

has been supplied to the fields for 2.5,000,000

tons of wheat; but only a small proportion

of the phosphoric acid of tlie bones is in a

state to be assimilated by the plants and ap-

plied to the fonnation of grain. The plants,

in order to apply the other fai' gi'eater pait of

the phosphoric acid to their formation, must
find a certain quantity of alkaline bases beside
the bone-earth, wliich are not given to the

plants in the bones, because they contain

neither potash nor soda.

To have increased the fertility of the fields

in the right proportion. 800,000 tons of potash

ought to have been added to the 1,000,000
tons of bones, in a suitable form.

The same is the case w'lXh gnano : 60 to

100 lbs. of it are surticient to farni.^h phos-
phoric acid to one acre of timiips ; Ijut the
four to eightfold quantity is required to fur-

nish the turnips with tlie necessary alkaline
bases, and it is still doubtful whether they
can be at all provided with the latter, by
means of the salts with the alkahne bases,
which the guano contains.

At a time when tiie necessity of the minenJ
substances for the gi-owth and development
of plants, and the dii-ect relation which the

effect of manure lias to its amount of the same
substances, had not l)een ascertained, a prom-
inent value was ascribed to the org;uiic mat-
ters which it contains. For a long time it

was thought that the produce of a field of

those substances containing nitrogen, which
serve as food for man and animals, stood
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in a direct propoition to the nitrogen con-
tained in manure. It was believed that its

commercial value, or its value as manure,
might be expressed in per cents, by its pro-
portion of niti-ogen, but later and more con-
vincing observations have induced me to con-
tradict this opinion.

If the niti'ogen and carbonic acid fonned by
the decay and decomposition of the vegetable
ingredients of manure were the cause of its

fertilizing power, this ought also to be seen if

the mineral suljstances were excluded. Di-
rect experiments have sliown that the nitro-

gen of the excrements can be assimilated bv
the plants in the form of ammonia, but that

ammonia, as well as cai'bonic acid, although
it is indispensable for the development of all

plants, can accelerate the growth of plants

and increase the produce of a field of gi'aui,

roots and tuliercles onlji, if, at the same time,

the mineral ingi-edients contained in the ma
nure which is applied, are in a state in which
they are suited for assimOarion. If the latter

are excluded, carbonic acid and ammonia
have no effect on vegetation.

On the other hand, experience has shown
that on many fields produce which is rich in
carbon and ammonia, can be increased to an
extraordinary amount, without any supply of
such matters as furnish these substances.

On fields w-hich are provided with a cer-
tain quantity of marl or slaked lime, or ^vith

bone-earth and gypsum—substances which
cannot give up to the plants either carbon or
niti-ogen—rich crops of gi'ain, tubers and roots

are obtained in many places, entirely in con-
tradiction witli the view which ascribes the
effect of the manure to its amount of ingi-e-

dients containing nitrogen or carbonic acid.

To explain this process, which is so oppo-
site to the common opinion, the marl, the
lime, the gypsum, the alkalit-s and die bone-
earth were regarded as stimulants, wliich act-

ed on the plants like spices on the food of
man, of which it was believed that they in-

creased the power of assimilation, and allowed
the iuflividuals to consume lai-ger quantities

of food.

This view is contradicted, if we consider
that stimulants mean such substances as do
not serve for the nourishment of the organism
or for the fonnation of organic elements, and
can only increase the weight of the body,
if at the same time a certain increase of food

is given. In supplying the fields with the
above mentioned suI)stancos, the weight of the
phmts became increased in all theii' separate
parts, without tlicir having been provided
witli the quantity of food which according to

theoiy, was necessaiy to this extraordinary
increase—viz., with cai'bonic acid and am-
monia.

Chemical analysis shows that these so-called
stimulants ai-e either actual ingredients of
majiure, as gypsum, bone-earth and the active
subsUmces of the mad, or that they are the
means by which the mineral elements con-
tained in the soil ai-e resolved into a state
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adapted i'or hcuig assimilated by the phmts
;

this is generally otTectcd by the application

of slaked lime. They consequently exci-cise

on the vital process of the plants not a mere
stiumlas like the spices, but ai'e consumed for

the development of the leaves, seeds, roots,

&c., they become constituent parts of them,
as can be shown with certainty by chemical
analysis.

The success which has followed the appli-

cation of these substances to the fields has
explained, in a most strikmg manner, the ori-

gin of the carbon and nitiogen in the plants.

In the marl, in the bone-earth, in the gyp-
sum, in the nili'ate of soda, no carbon is pro-

vided to the fields ; and yet, in many cases,

the same produce, in some even a higher one,

is obtained, than by the apphcation of a ma-
nure containing carbon and niti'ogen. As the

soil, after the crop, does not contain less car-

bonaceous or niti'ogenous substances, it is evi-

dent that these products, which had been
obtained without any carbonic or azotic ma-
nures, must have got the carbon ajid nitrogen
of their leaves, roots and stalks from the at-

mosphere ; it follows, therefore, that the pro-

ductiveness of the fields cannot be increased

in proportion with a supply of carbonaceous
and azotic substances, l^ut that the fertility

depends only on the supply of those ingre-

dients wliich should bo provided by the soil.

The soil not only serves the purpose of fix-

ing the plants and their I'oots ; it participates

in vegetable life tluougli the absorption of
certain of its elements. If these elements are

present in snflicient fpiantit^-, and in appropri-

ate propoitions, the soil contains the condi-

tions wliich render the plant capable of ab-

sorbing carbonic acid and ammonia from tiie

air, which is an inexhausrible storehouse for

them, and renders their elements capable of
being assimilated by their organism.

Tlie agriculturist must, therefore, confine

himself to giving to the field the composition
necessaiy to the development of the plants

which he intends to grow ; it must be his

principal task to 8up[)ly and restore all the
elements required in the soil, and not only one,

as is so fi'equently done ; the ingredients of

the air, carbonic acid and ajnmonia, the plants

can, ill most cases, procure without man's in-

terference ; he must take care to give to his

field that physical condition which renders

possible and increases the assimilation of these

ingredients by the plant ; he must remove the

impediments which diminish their effect.

The favorable influence which bone-earth,

gypsum, nitrate of soda, exercise on the fields

has uiduced many fanners to the belief, that

in applying them they can dispense with ma-
nure or with the other elements of the soil

;

it requires, however, only little attention to

see the gi-eat error of this opinion. We ob-

Berve that the effect of these substances is not

equal on all fields ; in one place the amount
of produce is increased by the lime, by the

bone-earth, and by g>'psum ; in another coun-

try, or on other fields, these substaiices in no
|
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way favor vegetation. From this aiise the
contradictory views of fanners regarding
these matters as manm-es. If one fanner
thinks the liming of his fieULs quite indispen-
sable for rendeiing them fertile—another de-
clares tliat lune produces no effect at all.

The reason of this difference is very sim-
ple. The examination of a soil upon which
lime has had no effect, shows that it was al-

ready rich in this suljstance : it farther shows
that its efiec t extends only to those kinds of soil

in which lime is wanting, or in which it is

found in too small a quantity, or in a condition

which is not suited to its assimilation by the

plant. Lime especially sei-ves for resolving the

sihcates of alumina (clay) £uid consequently it

cannot fertilize soils in which clay is wanting,
for instance, sandy soils. It must be apparent
to every one, that on the calcareous and gyp-
seous fields of France and England one-half

per cent, of gj'psum or lime can have no in-

fluence at all on vegetation. This can be
said with equal justice of bone ashes, and of

eveiy other mineral substance serving for the

nourishment of plants.

If these substiinces exercise a favorable ef-

fect, some of the constituents of the soil or

manure are restored, which are indisj'cnsable

to the nourishment of plants, and which have
been wanting in the soil. If this be the case

the other bodies, equally necessary, nKist be
present in sufficient quantity. On a field in

which sulphate of lime has acted favorably,

but in which clover had been cultivated

without it, the crop was 2,200 pounds of clo-

ver-hay, in which 53 pounds of potash were
removed. On the same field, after it had
been dressed with g>'psum, 8,000 pounds of
hay were produced, which contained 191

pounds of potash. If this potash had not

been present in the soil, the gjpsum would
ha\e had no effect—the crop would not have
been increased. On fields which are richly

proN-ided with all other mineral ingi'edients,

with the exception of gypsum, the latter is

applied with the greatest success. But if

gypsum is present in the soil, the same effects

are produced by ashes and lime, as is the

case in Flanders. On fields in which phos-

phate of lime is wanting, bone ashes increase

the i)roduce of grain, clover, or grass, and on
argillaceous soil, lime produces a decided im-

provement. All these substances act only on
those fields which are defective in tliem, and
if the other elements of the soil are j)resent.

The latter cause the former to come into ac-

tion, and vice versa. The fanners who
thought that by using lime, gj'psum, bone-
earth, &c., they might dispense with animal

manure,very soon observed that their fields de-

tcrioi-ated. They observed that after a thii-d or

fourth successive manuiing with those snnple

substances the produce decreased ; that, as

is the common expression, the soil became
tired of the manure, that at last the field

scarcely produced the seed.

It is evident ft-om this, what is the action of

the mineral elements in the soil. If in fact,
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in the first yeara, the produce of the soil had
increased by the application of bone ashes,

or by a single element of the manure—if this

increase was dependent on tlie amount in tlie

soil of the other mineral elements, a certain

quantity of those was annually taken up by
the plants and removed in the harvest, and a

time must at last arrive in which it is exhaust-

ed by the repeated removal ; the soil must
become bairen, because of all removed ele-

ments only one or the other, and not all of

them in a right proportion, have been re-

stored.

The right proportion of the supply is,

however, the only true scientijic basis of Ag-
riculture.

If we subject the fluid and solid excre-

ments of men and animals to an exact analy-

sis, and compare the elements of them ac-

cording to their weight, some constant rela-

tions between these elements impress them-

selves upon the muid, the knowledge of

which is of some importance.

If the excrements of an animal are collect-

ed with some care and left to themselves for

some days, their nitrogen appears to have

been converted more or less perfectly into

ammonia. In the fluid excrements, in the

urine, the salts of the food, which are soluble

in water, are found in the fonn of alkaline

carbonates, or of sulphates, phosphates, and
other salts, with alkaline bases. In the solid

excrements or f;eces, silica, if it was contain-

ed in the food, earthy carbonates, and phos-

phates are the principal ingi-edients.

The quantity of alkaline carbonates bears

a certain proportion to the amylum, sugar,

pectine, or gum of the food. The urine ot an
animal which has been fed with potatoes

or turnips, is rich in alkaline carbonates ; the

potatoes, however, consist principally of amy-
lum ; the chief ingredients of the turnips are

sugar and pectine. The urine of a hoi-se

w^hicli has been fed with hay and oats, is com-
paratively poor in alkalies, if compared with

the former.

It is farther shown that the ammonia or

the nitrogen of the excrements bears a cer-

tain proportion to the phosphates ; the azote

increases or decreases with the quantity of

the phosphates in a manner that both can
serve as a measure for each other, although

not quite as an accurate one. It is not quite

accurate, because the gum and the amyliiin

also contain a certain, although small, quanti-

ty of phosphate of lime, as has been proved in

my laboratory.

The ammonia of the excrements i.s of
cour.se derived from the nitrogenous sub-
fitances in the liwd : the phosphates are like-

wise constituents of the latter. In the com-
position of the food an equally constant pro-

portion exists between both. A given weight
of gluten or casein in peas or in grain always
corresponds with a certain weight of phos-

phates ; if the grain or the vegetable is rich

in these nitrogenous products of vegetable
life, it is also rich in phosphates ; if it is defi-
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cient in them the quantity of the latter de-
creases in an equal ratio.

As the amount of nitrogen in manure is a
measure for its amount of phosphates, and as

the manure contains besides these the other
ingredients of the soil w-hich are required by
the grain or by the other vegetables for their

development, and taken up by them from the

soil, it is easily conceived what was the
cause of the error in regarding the nitrogen

of the manure as the principal cause of its

eflicacy. The reason was, that the ammonia
of tlie manure is always accompanied by the
mineral elements which aflect its nourishing

qualities, because they render its assimilation

into the organism of the plant, and its transi-

tion into a nitrogenous constituent, possible.

Without phosphates, and without the other

mineral elements of the food of plants, the am-
monia exercises no influence whatever upoa
vegetable life

If it has been shown that the fertility of
the soil depends on certain mineral sub-
stances ; if the restoration of the fertility of
exhausted fields by means of the excrements
of man and animals depends on their propor-
tions of these matters ; if the eflect of the
manures accelerating the vegetation depends
upon their proportions of ammonia, it is clear

that we can only dispense with the latter

when we provide all efficacious elements ex-
actly in those proportions and in that form
most proper for assimilation by the vegetable
organism in which they are Ibund, in the
most fertile soil or in the most efficacious ma-
nure.

According to our present knowledge of the

effect of the constituent parts of manure, I

feel convinced that it is indifferent to the
plants from which source they ai-e derived.

The dissolved apatite (phosphate of lime)

from Spain, the potash derived fi-om felspar,

the ammonia from the gas-works, must ex-
ercise the same effects on vegetable life as

the bone-earth, the potash, or ammonia,
which we provide in manure.

^Ve live in a time when this conclusion is

to be subjected to a comprehensive and ac-

curate trial, and if the result corresponds with
the expectations which we are entitled to

form, if the animal excrements can be re-

placed by their efficacious elements, a new
era of Agriculture must begin.

I invite the enlightened farmers of England
to unite with me fir that purpose, and to lend
me their aid. Whatever may be the result

of these experiments, it is Hecessary for the

future prosperity of Agriculture that they
should be made. They will enrich us with
a number of valuable facts—we shall ascer-

t;iin where we have wasted efficacious mat-
ters in the common course of farming—we
shall ac(piire an exact knowledge ot those

substances which are necessary and of those
which are dispensable.

For a number of years myself and many
talented young chemists have been occupied
with the analysis of those mineral substances
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vvhich are constituent elements of our plants

of culture, and with the examination of the

excrements of man ami animals, as well as of

a great number of soils acknowledged as fer-

tile. These labors have been before the

scientific world long since, Ijut only a very

confined application lias been made of them
in Agriculture.

The farmer is by his position not in the

condition to procure and command the effica-

cious elements necessary for the restoration

and increase of the fertility of his fields in a

right proportion and suitable form. For this

purpose, science and industry must combine
their aid.

I have been so fortunate as to remove the

difficulties which are opposed to the applica-

tion of a mere mixture of the elements of ma-
nui-e. If we employ the different elements

of manure exactly in those proportions in

which they are necessary according to expe-
rience, for a rich crop of wheat, peas, turnips,

potatoes, (fcc., and if, at the same time, we
leave them in their common state, they do not

produce that effect which we might have ex-

pected ; the cause of this is that the different

elements of manure possess a very unequal
stability, the ammonia evaporates, the solu-

ble elements are carried oft' by the rain, and
the effect is more ui proportion with the

amount of those ingredients of the manm-e
"which are less soluble.

I have found means to give every soluble

ingredient of manure, by its combination
with others, any degree of solubility, without

altering its effect on vegetation. I give, for

instance, the alkalies in such a state as not

to be more soluble than gypsum, which, as

is well known, acts through many years,

even as long as a particle of it remains m the

soil.

The mixture of the manures has Vjeen

adapted to the mean quantity of rain in this

country ; the manure which is used in sum-
mer has a greater degree of solubility than

that used iu winter. Experience must lead

to farther results, and in future the fanner will

be able to calculate the amount of produce
of liis fields, if temperature, want of rain, »fcc.,

do not oppose the manures coming fauiy into

action.

I must, however, observe that the artificial

manures in no way alter the mechanical cmi-

dition of the fields, that they do not render a

heavy sod more accessible to air and mois-

ture. For such fields, the porous stable ma-
nure will always have its great value ; it

can be given together with the artificial ma-
nure.

Messrs. Muspratt and Co. have undertaken

to execute my prescriptions on a large scale,

and they are prepared to have ready a quan-

tity of manure in autumn, for wheat, clover,

etc., to satisfy the orders of the farmers. One
of my former pupils, now Professor of Chem-
isti-y as applied to arts and manufactures, in

this University, is to superintend the fabrica-

tion of these different manures ; all necessary
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guaranties are therefore given as regards their

composition.

To prepare for the coming autumn a suffi-

cient quantity of manures, it is necessary that
the orders be given at the earliest possible

time. It would be very expedient in case
that different kinds of sod are cultivated in a
fann, to acquaint Messrs. Muspratt and Co.
with the fact, as the proportions regarding si-

lica ai'e different for clayey and calcareous

soils, to which latter, in order to render them
fertile for grain, more of an easily dissolving

sihcate must be added.
All manure vi^hich is to be used during next

winter cout;nns a quantity of ammonia con-es-

ponding with the amount of nitrogen in the
grain and crops which are to be grown. Ex-
periments, in which lam at present engaged,
will show whether in future times the cost of
this manure can be greatly lessened by ex-

cluding half or the whole amount of ammo-
nia. 1 believe that this can be accomplished
for many plants, as for clover and all very
fohaceous vegetables, and for peas and beans ;

but my trials are not so far advanced as to

prove the fact with certaint}'.

(Signed) DR. JUSTUS LIEBIG.
Gicssen Unieersity, 1845.

Nott's Electric Telegraph.—An exper-
iment, completely successful, was witnessed
on Saturday last, in the Isle of Wight, of the

powers of Mr. Nott's Electric Telegi'aph. A
perfect and rapid communication was estab-

lished between East and West Cowes by
means of a single wire sunk across the Chan-
nel. The telegraphs were attached, one being
placed at Medina Hotel, and the other at the
opposite side ofthe Channel, near the Fountain

Hotel. The signal bells were then rung sim-

ultaneously, and the telegi-aphs commenced
working and communicating questions and
answers with the greatest precision and cer-

tainty with a galvanic battery of low power,
showing that a single isolated wire immersed
in the water would carry the electric current

a distance of half a mile. The water
brought back the current to its source, with-

out the .slightest perceptible dispersion or

loss of the dynamic power. This experiment
demonstrates the perfect practicability of sub-

marine communication, and the question as

to its application may be said to be satisfac-

torily solved. The consequences can scarce-

ly be as yet appreciated, though tliey are-

wonderfd to contempliitc. Instantaneous

communication niay be established between
places divided by estuaries and channels,

and islands and continents brought into im-

mediate proximity of correspondence.

I^p" A French engineer, M. Doumel, pro--

poses to dig a number of Artesian wells along

the great African Desert ; and thus to cour

nect Algiers and Timbuctoo.
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A GREAT INVENTION IN THE MANUFACTURE OF BRICK.

HALL'S MACHINE—HOW CONNECTED WITH AGRICULTURE.

There are SO many inventions brought forward under high sounding preten-

sions to originality and usefulness, wliich really have not the merit of either,

that when something that is labor-saving and valuable is presented, we feel dis-

posed to go a little out of the way to bring it into public notice and favor, even

though it be not exactly in the agricultural line, as is the case with this brick-

making machine of Mr. Hall. The business of brick-making, however, like

every other town employment, is connected with Agriculture in ways alike vari-

ous and obvious. The more people there are in towns and the more prosperous

they are, so much the better for the farmer. Whatever, then, has a tendency

to make it easier and cheaper to live in town, works Avell for him of the country

;

because by increasing consumers it increases demand for all that he of the coun-

try has to sell. As the labor-saving inventions of men of genius reduce the ex-

pense of building, houses may be supplied in greater number, and rents may
be reduced. In this way all improvements in carpentering and brick-making

are benehcial to the agricultural interest. To that interest, the occasion (turn-

ing up casually as it does,) tempts us to say that nothing can well be more nar-

row-minded and preposterous than the low jealousy which small-minded men
evince and inculcate toward the populations of large towns—a feeling yet more
reprehensible when it has any foundation in the envy that some men feel toward

those whom they suppose to be more prosperous than themselves. It is very true

that the general drift of the legislation ofour States and General Government is to

favor and protect the concerns o{ particular classes in disregard of the general, and

more particularly of the landed interest : but this is the fruit of their own (the

country people's) want of concert, intelligence, and spirit to tahe care of them-

selves. More especially is it the fruit of defective education in all that is particu-

larly calculated to enlighten them in the practical principles and the political

rights of Agriculture : and so will it ever be until they begin to tJiink and to act

for themselves—and until they give proper support to presses devoted to their

welfare. In this country, above all others, where the Press is free, it is all

powerful. It forms and sways public opinion, and dictates the legislation of

States. The editors are at once our schoolmasters and our preacher?. Well, see-

how they stand in relation to the two great concerns of society—Education and
Agriculture ! Take Maryland and Virginia as examples. In Maryland we have,
at the lowest calculation, papers made up of news, party politics and advertise-

ments :

Weeklies 42 Dailies 5
Total 47.

In Virginia—papers made up of news, party politics, and advertisements :

Weeklies—Tri and Semi-Weeklies ..34 Dailies
Total

While there is not one, that we know of, elucidating the great subject oi edu-
cation, and the agriculturists have appropriated to their pursuit one only in each
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State—and these published at only one dollar a year, and poorly supported at that

—

Even one bushel of corn is grudged for papers either one of which, if read and

followed with attention, would teach them to add at least two bushels to every

acre they cultivate ! What care can such people have for their own minds ?

What for the intellectual character and power of their own sons in reference to

the very business of their lives ? But how can one reason or write with pa-

tience in view of facts so calculated to overcome the mind with surprise, not to

say disgust ! Well, what has all this to do with Mr. HalVs Brick-Making

Machine ? So let us return to that.

A much respected correspondent and friend having written to us respecting Mr.

Hall's Machine, led to a personal interview with him, in the course of v/hich he

placed in our hands the accompanying description, as published in The Farmer and

Mechanic. We only take enough of it to gratify the curiosity of the general

reader, and to give an idea of what the machine will do. To go farther into

a description of the manner of laying off" brick-yards, and the details of drying

and burning, would be to wander too much from the design of this work, and to

occupy more space than we have at command.

The engraving represents a machine for

making brick patented, iu the United States

and Great Britain, by Alfred Hall, of Perth

Amboy,* New-Jersey, showing a pit in which
the clay is soaked, the mill for grinding it,

and a moukhng macliiue as attached when in

operation.

,
From four to five hands compose what is

called the moulding gang : the shoveler, called

a machine tender, a moulder, and from two to

three oti-bearers. Tliese must all move ou
regularly, and keep up with the horse ; they
will make from eight to fourteen thousand
bricks per day, the number depending upon
the size of the brick and the convenience of
the work.

Various statements have been published, for which we have not room. At

some inconvenience we make room for the following, and will here say that we
should repose full confidence in any statement of facts that Mr. Hall would

make about the merits and capacity of the machine.

Ambrose Baker, of Coxsackie, N.Y., thus

remarks : " I have made bricks twenty-two

years—nineteen years by hand, and the last

three years with Hall's jnachines. I have

six machines—running three alternately each

day. I have made this season 3,800,000 in

five months, with twenty-seven men—at least

cue-fourth more than I could have made with

the same number by hand. They were all

moulded by three men, and the quality is

greatly improved—being more dense, and

havmg a smoother surface. 25,000,000 have

been made with these machines at Coxsackie

the past season, and tliey have caused an

entire revolution in the brick maiuifacture.

The machuie works like a chann. Numer-

ous kinds had been tried, and gi-eat expense

incurred, but no machine would work our

clay successfully before we tried this. Now,
none of our brick-makers could be mduced to

dispense with them."
Edwin Wilson, of Rochester, stated be-

fore the Institute as follows : " I have made
brick at Rochester for twenty years—made
1.-100,000 the past season in less than five

months, with one of Hall's patent machines,

for which I gave $200. I want another, but

the holders of the patent for Rochester will

not sell me one for any price. As I cannot

get another, I would not take $1,500 for this.

I employed eleven men, and have sold my
biick, delivered, for $3 per thousand (it cost-

ing 63 cents per thousand to deliver them,)
and have made a fair profit. Mr. Buckland's
brick are used for fronts, instead of pressed
brick, and I think no more pressed brick will

be used at Rochester, as those made by the

machine present as good and handsome Irouts

as the pressed article."

William Worman, of Allentown, Pa., re-

marks : " My business this season has been
first rate, and although the machine was
started late, I have made 600,000 with it, and
No. 1 bricks too. 1 like the machme better

every day, and am satisfied that 1 can make
more and better bricks tliau any other estab-

lishment in the countiy.''

Peter Hubbell, of Charlestown, Mass.,

states, in a letter to the Institute, Dec. 9, 1846 :

" We have been engaged in the manufacture
of brick for the last twenty years, most of the

time on the Hudson River; but for three

years past in tliis State, within four miles of

Boston. During all this time we have sought

for and adopted many of the improvements iu

the business, many of which we have cast

aside as worthless. Moulding machines were
invariably placed with the latter class, until

Kecently from Coxsackie, New-York.
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we found and adopted Mr. Hall's machine,
which we have used for the last three years,

in different and nearly all kinds of clay, to

our eutu'e satisfaction. It is simple in its

consti-uction, easily kept in order, and can be
worked by men of the most ordinary capaci-

ty, moulding with ease from ten to twelve
[

last three years, using fifteen of tliem alter-

thousand per day, and better bricks tlian can
j
nate days, making each year about 15,000,000

be moulded by hand or by any other machine, bricks, and fur that limij the expense of re-
We have had thirty oi' them iu use for the pairing them not exceeding ten dollars."
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The (London) Farmer's Magazine, speak-
ing of this machine, says : " It is tlie inven-

tion of an American brick-ni-dker, and in gen-

eral opei-ation throughout the United States.

It is so simple and ellicient in its construction

and performance, that it seems destined here
also to take the lead. It consists of a pug-
mill upon an imjiroved principle, to which the

moulding apparatus is so attached that the

clay, after passing tlii-ough it, is forced imme-
diately i:ito a series of moulds prepai-ed to re-

ceive it. The bricks made by this machine
are much sounder and better than those made
by hand ; and with the jiower of one horse

and two men, liom 8,000 to 10,000 bricks

can be produced per day.*"

Communications should be addressed to " A. Hall, Perth Amboy, N. J."

INTRODUCTIO]NI OF ALPACCAS INTO THE UNITED STATES.

'We had the satisfaction to announce to the Farmers' Club, at a late meeting, and have

much pleasure in repeating it here, that the heads of Departments at Washington, with an

alacrity that entitles them to great credit, gave all the orders necessary to facilitate the trans-

portation of Alpaccas from Peru to the United States in Government vessels. Mr. J. D.

"Williamson having presented hmiself at Washington as the agent of the Agricultural Asso-

ciation of New-York, charged with tliat subject, a i'ree passage was granted lum at once

handsomely and cheerhdly, in one of our national ships, with permission to bring home as

many of these sheep as can be conveniently accommodated on board, together with any

seeds or plants that may be selected by him with a view to the promotion of imj^rovement

in, and addition to the stock of our agiicultural and horticultural products.

These facilities were granted, of course, with tlie sanction of the Chief Magistrate, who, in

lending his countenance to the enterprise, probably had in his mind the example of Hia

Majesty the Emperor of Cliina, the " brother of the Sun and Moon," who in the presence of

admiring thousands, once a year takes the handles of the plow. We doubt if either of them

was ever employed in a maimer more conducive to the zeal and welfare and true glory of

their comitry : not for the results of the pai'ticular act, but for its influence as an example.

Rhubarb Tartinf.—The inclosed recipe for making what I call, for want of a better

name, " Rhubarb Tartine." will, I think, be of some use to cottagers, and others, as a cheap

mode of using Rhubarb, and especially to those who find pastry unwholesome. Take as

many Rhubarb stalks ;is will fill a bakhig-di.sh, and lay them in water for ten minutes ; then

grease a dish for bsiking, and put at the bottom of it some bread cut in slices about a quar-

ter of an inch thick, toasted and soaked a few minutes in some boiling water poured into a

plate with two table-spoonfulls of moist sugar in it. Cut the Rhubarb in pieces an inch

long, and fill the dish ; then put some slices of toasted bread soaked ;ls before, to cover the

top, and bake it about an hour and a half, or until well done. If the crust be cut from the

bread after beuig toasted it will be the nicer. [English paper.

Lime vi>. The Potato Disease. Having a few potatoes ]ilanted last year, which were in-

fected by the prevailing disease, our gardener was instnu'ted to tiy the experiment of put-

ting a little quick-lime upon each plant, which was done, and when tlu- tubers were taken up
a few weeks afterward, tlicy were found to be perfectly sound, but as a farther precaution

they were put into bags with a very small quantity of (juick-lirne, and when taken out a few
days ago they appeared to be perfectly free from taint. It is our intention to follow up this

plan tliis season if necessary, and we recommend otliers to do likewise.

[Messrs. Beck, Henderson & Co., Middle Wharf, Adelphi, April 1847.

I3P The British Colonies occupy an area of 2,119,708 square miles, with a total popular

tion of 107,708,323. Their exports and imports amount to £55,533,.500.

* Should have added two boys for carrying off.
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DAIRY HUSBANDRY—THE DAIRIES OF HOLSTEIN.

The use of steam eveiy year for a greater vaiiety of pui-poses, the laying down of rail

and plank roads, and opening canals, ai'e working revolutions in the industrial economy of

all sections of the coiniUy. This liability to change of circumstances requiiing coirespond-

ing changes in the habits and pursuits of different localities, imposes . the necessity for a

greater variety of knowledge—that is, for a practical knowledge of a gi-eater number of

pursuits than fonnerly.

A grazing disti-ict this year may next year be converted into a farming one by being pene-

trated by a railroad and presented with facilities for transportation wliicli it had never before

enjoyed. We have long been impressed with the belief that, along with their fine climate,

and cool fountauis, and fragrant herbage in the mountain regions of the Southern States,

there should be large flocks of sheep and ample dairies for the manufactui'e of butter and

cheese—articles that, if well made, will bear to be kept until remunerating prices will pay

for producing and sending them to market. To some of our patrons who entertain the same

views—in fact to every curious and polite inquirer, we feel persuaded we may be making

an acceptable oflering m the following papier on

THE DAIRIES OF HOLSTEIN.

HoLSTEiN butter is said to be (Avith the exception of that made in Holland
proper) the best in the world. It may not be uninteresting to our readers to

describe the process adopted in that Duchy for making that valuable article.

The Duchy of Holstein (together with the Duchies of Schleswig and Lauen-
burg) lies in a favorable position for commerce, being bounded by the Elbe and
the German Ocean on the west, and by the Baltic on the east, while a ship canal

unites the two seas. The climate is temperate, inclining to moisture ; it does
not materially differ from that of the midland country of England, except that
the cold is more steady and severe in winter, Avhile the summers are warmer
and drier. The night-frosts in April and May are the most unfavorable circum-
stance affecting the interests of Agriculture ; they are felt more than in England
because the heat of the sun in the daytime is greater and the contrast, therefore, the
more prejudicial. The soil is rich, and often receives accessions from the depo-
sitions of the river Elbe. The peculiarities of management in the Holstein dai-

ries relate to the buildings and utensils ; to the time of milking and number of
hands employed ; to the management of the milk ;"and to the mode of working,
salting and packing the butter. These have been described by Mr. Carr in a
communication to the Royal Agricultural Society, and may be thus shortly stated :

The buildings on a large dairy are a milk-cellar, a butter-cellar, a churning-
house, with a horse-mill adjoining, a cheese-room and a kitchen, in which the
utensils are washed and food is cooked for all persons immediately engaged in

dairy work ; to which are sometimes added tiieir sleeping-apartments. The
size and situation of the milk-cellar are deemed of great importance: it fronts
the north, and is shaded from the summer sun by rows of trees, the elder being
chosen especially, and planted as near the windows as possible, on account of
the influence of this tree in keeping oil insects. A thatched, projecting roof af-
fords protection from tlie heat, and great care is taken in choosing the site of the
dairy to place it out of the reach of anything that might taint the atmosphere.
The size of the milk-cellar is regulated by the nuitiber of cows, but it is gener-
ally calculated to contain the produce of four milkings. The milk-dishes are
placed on the floor, and usually occupy the space of two feet square each. Thus
the produce of one hundred cows giving on an average eight quarts per day,
would hll fifty milk-dishes at each milking, and would require a ground surface
of five hundred square feet, as there must unavoidably be space left to enable
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the dairy-maids to go through their various operations. The floor is sometimes
flagged, but oftener of brick neatly fitted, so that no water may lodge in the
joints, and always gently inclined, with a grating at the lower end to facilitate
the washing of the floor, which is never omitted to be done twice a day, not-
withstanding that every source of impurity is guarded against and every drop
that may fall at the time of the milk being strained is carefully wiped up. A
recent improvement is the dividing the floor uito compartments with brick ledges
from three to four inches high, between which the milk-dishes stand ; the lower
extremity of these compartments is fitted with a small sluice, and twice a day
they are filled with cold water from a pump. Thus the milk is preserved so
cool as to prevent all approach to acidity for several hours longer than when
placed on a dry floor. In sultry weather a piece of pure ice is sometimes dropped
into each milk-pan, or a pailful! of ice is placed in the dairy, which, by absorb-
ing the heat, sensibly lowers the atmospheric temperature.
The best milk-cellars are sunk from three to four feet in the ground ; they are

from sixteen to eighteen feet high, with an arched roof, and Uvo rows of win-
dows looking north, east and west, to secure a thorough air. The lower range
of Avindows consists of wooden trellis-work, provided inside with gauze frames,
to exclude insects, and outside with hanging shutters, which can be lowered
and elevated at pleasure. The upper range is furnished with glass sashes, which
are exchanged lor gauze frames when greater coolness is needed.
The butter-cellar also is light, airy and cool ; it is likewise sunk in the ground

and supplied, by the same means as the milk-cellar, with plenty of pure air.

Here the butter, when carried from the churning-house, is worked, salted and
packed. The filled butter-casks are ranged on clean boards a little elevated
from the floor, to allow of a free passage of air, and are turned and wiped every
week. Mcxt in order coines the churning-house, which has much the same ar-
rangements as we find common in England. Of late years the perpendicular
movement of the churn-staff" has been exchanced for the rotary, which is found
to churn in a shorter time, and with less risk of oiling the butter. The cheese-
room in these dairies is placed as far as possible from both the milk and the
butter-cellars.

The persons required to conduct the business of the dairy are an overseer, a
cooper, one or two cowherds, one or more swineherds, an upper dairy-woman,
and dairy-maids in the proportion of one to every eighteen cows. The overseer
takes care of the cattle, and is expected to know their diseases and the remedies.
He is responsible for the conduct of the swineherd and cowherd, and superin-
tends the fatting and rearing of calves. He also sees that the milking is thor-
oughly performed. When the number of cows does not exceed a hundred, he
also undertakes the cooper's work ; but in large dairies a cooper is kept in addi-
tion, who, besides his particular duties, assists in carrying the milk, feeding the
cows when housed, &c. The wages of these two persons vary with the extent
of the dairy, but may be averaged at sixty dollars for the first and forty for the
second per annum.
The dairy-maids, besides milking, cleaning the vessels, &c., work in the gar-

den in summer, spin in winter, and wash, bake, brew and cook for the estab-

lishment under the direction of the upper dairy-woman, who is by far the most
important personage therein, as on her skill, attention and diligence depend, in a
great measere, both the quantity and quality of the product. She must not only

thoroughly understand, but accurately observe, the moment when the milk
should be creamed ; the degree of acidity it must attain in the cream-barrels ;

its temperature, whether requiring the addition of warm or cold water to the
churn ; as well as the subsequent operations of kneading, beating, salting and
packing the butter. She must be punctiliously clean in her person and work,
and require the same cleanliness of her maidens. In large establishments the

upper woman has full employment without milking, and even requires assist-

ance in her own department; but in smaller dairies she milks about ten cows.

Her wages are from fifiy-five to sixty dollars per annum, while her chief assist-

ants receive twenty-two and the rest eighteen dollars.

During summer the dairy people of Holstein rise at three, or even two, in the

mornin<r, if the weatiier be very hot ; for which exertion they are allowed two
hours' sleep in the middle of the day. The milking is carried on in the field,
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generally commenci.ig at lour, and lasting two hours. Each girl marks her own
cows, by tying a particular colored ribbon around their tails ; and in some places
each milker carries a string, on which a knot is made for every cow that is

milked, to prevent any from being forgotten. The fields are large, and often at
a great distance from the dairy, but the milk is safely and easily transported by
means of a long, low, four-wheeled one-horse wagon, in the side-bars of which
strong iron hooks are inserted at such distances that the milk-pails, containin"^
from thirty to forty quarts each, may swing free of each other ; and these,
though tilled nearly to the brim, are prevented spilling by merely having thia
pieces of wood, about the size of a dinner-plate, floating on the surface. The
milk, when brought to the dairy, is immediately strained through a hair-sieve
into the vessels placed to receive it. These vessels are of various materials:
they may be of wood, earthenware, copper tinned, zinc, cast-iron lined with a
China-like composition, or glass.

In order to secure butter of a first-rate quality, the cream is removed from the
milk before any acidity is perceptible, and it has been found that a cellar tempera-
ture of from 60° to 62° Fahrenheit is the most favorable, allowing a complete dis-

severment of the cream in thirty si.K hours ; whereas a greater degree of warmth,
while it quickens the separation, still more hastens the souring process, which
injures both the quantity and quality of butter. In a cold temperature the sepa-
ration is effected much more slowly, so that forty-eight and even sixty hours may
be required ; this, however, is the longest period which can be given without the
risk of imparting a rank, unpleasant flavor to the butter. The first signs of acidi-

ty in milk are a very slight wrinkling of the cream, and a scarcely perceptible
acid taste. The moment this is observed, the skimming commences, even if the
milk have stood but twenty-four hours. The cream is poured through a hair-sieve
(which is kept for the purpose and never employed in straining the new milk),
into large barrels, containing about two hundred and forty quarts each, in which
it remains until it is sufficiently sour, being stirred at intervals to prevent its be-
coming cheesy. The next object of the dairy-woman's skill is the degree of
warmth or coolness which must be imparted in order to secure good butter.

In warm weather the churn is rinsed Avith the coldest water, in which a piece
of pure ice is often thrown, and sometimes, though more rarely, cold spring wa-
ter is added to the cream about to be churned, which operation is then always
performed either very early in the morning or late in the evening. In cold weath-
er, on the contrary, warm water is applied both to rinsing the chum, and to the
cream itself.

The churning being completed, the butter is taken off by means of a large
wooden ladle, and carried in a tub directly to the butter-celJar, where it is cast
into a large trough, hollowed out of the trunk of an oak or beech, very smoothly
polished inside, and provided with a plug-hole at the lower extremity, beneath
v/hich a small tub is placed to receive the expressed milk. There the butter is

slightly worked, and salted with the purest salt, then moulded with a wooden
ladle into a mass at the upper end of the trough, and left for some hours to

soak and drain. In the evening it is thoroughly kneaded and beaten, or rather
slapped, the dairy-maid repeatedly lifting a piece of from three to four pounds,.

and slapping it with force against the trough, so as to beat out all the milky par-

ticles; and thus iump after lump being freed from extraneous matter, the whcjle
mass is spread out, receives its full proportion of sail, about an ounce and one-
eighth per pound, which is worked with the utmost care equally through it, and
agaia moulded into one compact mass. The butter in Holstein is scarcely ever
washed, as water is believed to rob it of its richness and fiavor and to be unfa-
vorable to its preservation.

When a quantity is ready, sufficient to fill a cask, the several churnings are
once more kneaded through, a very little fresh salt added, and the butter is

packed in a barrel made of red beech-wood, water-tight, which has been pre-
pared by careful washing and rubbing on the inside with salt. Great care is

taken that no tpace shall be left either between I lie layers of butter, or the sides

of the cask. In large dairies a cask is never becun to be filled until it can be
ccxnpleted, as thus alone the butter can be exactly of the same ilavor and color
throughout. The qualities uf the excellent butter on which the Uolsteiner prides
himself, are_^rsi, a fine, even, yellow color, neither pale nor orange-tinted ; second'
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ly, a close waxy texture in which the extremely minute and transparent beads

of brine are perceptible ; but if these drops be either larjje or in the slightest de-

gree tinged with milk color, it is considered as marknig an imperfect working of

the butler, while an entirely dry, tallowy appearance is equally disapproved ;

thirdly, a fresh fragrant perfume, and a sweet kernely taste ; fourthly, the qual-

ity of keeping for a considerable time without acquirmg an old or rancid

tiavor.

There are four qualities or varieties of butter known in Holstein. These are

named. Fresh-milk, May, Summer, and Stubble butter, according to the season

m which each is produced. The Fresh-milk butter is that made in the sprmg,

between the time when the cows calve and their being turned out to pasture.

The May butter is that produced in May, after the cows have been sent to grass.

This is highly prized for its peculiarly fine aroma when fresh, but is found not

to keep well,' and, therefore, like the Fresh-milk butter, is generally sent to mar-

ket as it is made. The Summer butter is made in June and July, and from that

time till the cows are removed from pasture, the butter bears the name of Stub-

ble butter. Both these latter sorts, if properly made, keep well, and retain their

tine flavor nearly unimpaired until the following spring. The small quantity

produced between the time of the cows being housed and becoming dry, is call-

ed old-milk butter, and is least of all esteemed.

In winter, when the cows are confined to dry food, and the butter loses its fine

yellow color, artificial means are employed to remedy the defect ; for the Hol-

stein merchants find that without the usual degree of coloring, their butter will

not in some markets (as in Spain and Portugal) fetch its accustomed price. The
ino-redients used for this purpose are a mixture of annatto and turmeric, in the

proportion of five ounces of the latter to one pound of the former. These ingre-

dients are boiled in butter for half an hour, stirring them frequently, and then

straining through linen. The preparation can then be kept for use. When but-

ter is to be colored, a portion of this mixture is melted over the fire: it is then

poured into a hollow made in the mass of fresh churned butter, and by rapid

stirring is intimately united with the butter immediately in contact with it, which
being then spread over the whole mass, is, together with the requisite propor-

tion of salt, carefully kneaded and worked through until no particle remains more

highly colored than another ; and when smaller portions have thus been colored

from day to day, before a cask can be filled, the whole must, before packing, be

kneaded once more, that no disparity of shade may disfigure it.

The greater portion of the butter made in the dairies of Holstein and Schles-

wig, is bought up by the Hamburgh merchants, though it is likewise sent in con-

siderable quantities from Keil and other parts to England and Copenhagen, and

the West Indies.

We have already noticed the importance attached to every particular relating

to the milk-cellar, and the utensils employed in making this celebrated butter.

The different materials used for milk-pans were named, and we may now give

some farther notices from the same aulliorily on this head. Various kinds of uten-

sils have been tried in Holland, in the hope "of discovering how, in iiot weather-

more especially when a thunderstorm is gathering—the milk can be kept from

too early an acidity. Those in most general use are shallow wooden vessels,

nearly of an equal diameter at top and bottom, containing, when full, eight quarts

but in which, during summer, seldom more than six quarts are poured The

chief disadvantage of these vessels is the great labor and attention required to

remove all acidiTy, which, in some states of the atmosphere, is almost una-

voidable ; and which, penetrating the pores of the wood, sometimes resists all

the patient scrubbing, first with hot water and small birch-scrubbers, and sec-

ondly, with boiling water, and a hard round brush made of pig's bristles, with

which every part of the utensil is carefully polished over. Sometimes the dairy-

maid is comi)elled to resort to washing in a lye of wood-ashes or boiling, or even

scorching over lighted chips, followed by countless rinsings in pure spring water.

To diminish this labor the milk-venders in town paint the milking-pails and

dishes with a preparation of cinnabar, linseed-oil and litharge; but this is expen-

sive, for the vessels require three coats of the composition at first, and one yearly

afterward—and, after all, the milk, for some days after these vessels are brought

into use, has a perceptible taste of paint. Tinned copper milk-pans are very
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costly, and require constant watching, lest they should require re-tinnin<j. The
zinc pans are yet but little known, and their value not sufficiently proved. Cast-

iron lined with enamel are durable and very clean, but too expensive. Glass pans
have many opponents on account of their brittleness. The testimony of Mr. Carr,

however, is decidedly in favor of tins material. He says that in his dairy (which
is supplied by ISO cows,") the glass vessels have been used for four years. They
are sixteen inches broad at the top, and twelve at the bottom: the glass is dark
bottle-green, transparent and perfectly smooth, about one-eighth of an inch thick,

and furnished with a round rim at the upper edge, Avhich makes it easy to retaia

a safe hold of them even when full. They would contain eight quarts, but never
receive more than six. " They cost eight-pence apiece, and their durability may
be estimated by the fact that, to encourage carefulness, each dairy-maid is

allowed one dollar extra as pan-money, being bound at the same time to pay ten-

pence for each one she breaks ; yet hitherto," says Mr. Carr, " no girl has broken
to the extent of her dollar." The great advantage of these vessels is in the saving
of time, fuel and labor they effect, for they merely require to be washed in luke-
warm water, then rinsed in cold water, and put in a rack to dry. Supposing,*
therefore, (which Mr. Carr does not admit,) that the milk, during summer, be-

comes sour sooner, and consequently throws up less cream, in glass than in wood,
this disadvantage would be more than counterbalanced by the diminished expend-
iture of glass vessels ; for, of course, where time and labor are saved, the number
of domestics may be lessened.

Cow-houses in Holstein are generally twice as long as broad, and calculated

for four cows lengthwise, standing head to head, with passages between, floored

with brick, and furnished with feeding and drinking troughs. One passage, if

not both, is broad enough to admit a loaded hay-wagon, and is provided with
large folding doors at each end, while there is also room behind the cattle suffi-

cient to permit the manure being sledged out with a horse without incommoding
them. The lofty roof affords accommodation for hay and straw, which helps to

keep the house warm in winter ; the doors are kept shut as much as possible

during that season, sufficient light being admitted by small glazed windows.
The quantity of food which can be afforded to cows during winter is ascertained

as soon as the harvest returns are known. In plentiful seasons the calculation

is that each cow should be allowed three sacks of grain, (generally oats, 140
pounds each sack,) 3,900 pounds of straw, including bedding, and 1,800 pounds
of good hay ; while for every hundred pounds of hay less, she receives twenty-
five pounds of grain more, or vice versa.

There are three distinct breeds of cattle in the Duchies—the native cow, the

marsh cow, and the Jutland cow. The first is middle-sized, with fine head and
horns, and moderately thick neck ; the color generally red or brown, though often

yellow, black, or spotted. The District of Angeln produces the finest specimens
of these cows, which are considered to yield more milk in proportion to the food

they require than any other kind. The marsh cows are large-boned, generally

red, and require luxuriant pasture. They thrive well in the marshy delta of

the Elbe, giving from twenty-four to thirty-two, or even forty quarts, when in

full-milk, daily ; but the return of butter is much smaller, and of inferior quality

to that of the Angeln cattle. The Jutland cow is fine in bone, rather lengthy

than deep in body, but not generally long-legged. The usual colors are gray,

dun, or black, or' either of these spottedwith white. They are distinguished

for fattening easily, and are not much prized for dairy purposes.

The average quantity of milk obtained from good slock is estimated at from
2,000 to 3,000 quarts per annum, according to the food and care bestowed on the

cows. The produce has been calculated thus: every 100 pounds of milk will

give 3i pounds of butter, 6 pounds of fresh cheese, 14 pounds of buttermilk, (ex-

clusive of the water added before and after churning,) and 76 pounds of whey ;

and though the different circumstances affecting the cows cause a great variety

in the results, still it is considered a fair average that fifteen quarts of milk are

required for a pound of butter ; for although from some cows a pound may be ob-

tained from twelve quarts, yet others, and even the same cows at different sea-

sons, and with different food, (such as beet, or raw potatoes,) will not produce a
pound of butter from less than seventeen or eighteen quarts. On the whole, it is

esteemed a fair return, in these Duchies, when the average produce of the dairy

amounts to 100 pounds of butter, and 150 pounds of cheese, per cow.
(81) 3
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The above particulars will, we doubt not, prove interesting to many of our
readers who may be concerned in the business of the dairy, and may, in some
cases, supply a few hints of practical utility ; for there is much to admire and
something to copy in the numerous precautions taken by the Holstein dairy-

farmer to insure an article of first-rate excellence as the product of his industry.

Note.—The recent liberation of glass from all duty, now affords manufacturers an opportunity of sup-

plying our dairy-farms with milk-pans made of that beautiful material.

MADDER.—PRODUCTIVE FARM.—PROFITABLE COW.

The following articles were cut from a Western paper—we suppose the Prairie Fanner

—

without preserving the title of the paper at the time.

Our soil and climate being perfectly well adapted for the growth of Madder, if farmers

had as much influence as Congress, as even their corn-fodder entitles them to, the growth

of it would be so encouraged as to give us a chance of making it, against the pauper labor

of Europe.

CuLTURK OF Madder.—Messrs. Editors :

In the time of the last War with England,

when Madder could not be imported, it re-

tailed for from 75 to 87^ cents per lb. My
father seeing some directions in an almanac,

planted the first year about half an acre, be-

ing all the sets he could obtain. The result

of this crop I do not remember. The next

year we put out one acre, lacking sixteen

rods, which produced 2,300 lbs. of ground

Madder, which was sold wholesale at ICJ

per 100 pounds. It was raised on oak land,

that had been cleared some forty or more

years; clay soil—land prepared in the fol-

lowing manner : about seventy loads of ma-

nure, then planted in potatoes to ameliorate

the groujid, and tlie next spring plowed well

and deep. Several crops were raised after-

ward, but not with so good success.

Now for the process. The land should be

rich, well and deeply plowed, and thorough-

ly pulverized. The soil should be deep and

contain considerable sand. Commence six

feet from one side of your ground, and tlu-ow

two furrows together. Now you are ready

for putting in the sets, as follows ; when the

Madder roots rise to the liight of eight or ten

inches, draw them out from tlie old bed,

from five to ten plants at a time, taking care

to draw the part of the plant that is in the

ground, which is yellow, and is commonly
from two to four inches long ; place them in

baskets and carry them to the place of plant-

ing. Lay the plants on each side of the ridge

thrown together Ijy the plow, four or five in-

ches apart, or six if scarce ; then go two

rounds, taking a light furrow. Then lay your

sets as before, and so on, so as to Imve three

rows of plants on each side of the center,

which will make six rows of plants, and the

bed when so completed sliould be about six

feet wide. Now commence the second bed,

m

so as to leave foiu" feet of space between the-

beds when finished.

Now nothing more is to be done except to
keep it clear of weeds, and the intervals be-
tween the beds frequently stirred vvith the
plow, till toward harvest, when the plants
appear suflScient to cover the beds well.
Then weed clean, stir the middles, lay the
tops in, so as to fomi a straight edge to the
beds. If thin places occur, from failure, tm-a
some of the top so as to at least partially cov-
er the groimd. Now pat all the tops down
lightly with the head of a rake. Take a
shovel, and with the loose ground in the in-

tervals cover the beds in small ridges cross-

wise of the bed, a shovelfull making eight or
ten niches of the small ridge, and leaving
from two to four inches between the small
ridges: if entirely covered, the tops will
smother. The covered tops will become
crown roots, and soon wiU shoot up numerous
young plants. Now if the second growth
comes on so that it can be covered before the
middle of August, proceed and cover as be-
fore, as this will much increase the crop. It

is most convenient to cover one-half of the
bed on each side of the interval. Keep the
beds clear of weeds till fall. The second
sununer pull out all weeds and bunches of
grass that would smother the jilants, wliich
is all the cultivation that is needed.

In the spring of the second season draw
your plants for setting the second crop. In
the fore part of September of the second sea-

son, you can commence digging your crop,

cleaning out the old tops and yellow shoots.

If plants are wanted i'or transportation, now
is the time to save them ; save the crown
plants and cover them si.x or eiglit inches

deep with earth. The small shoots before

described will not answer to catry but a few
miles. The roots can now be put in baskets
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and washed, and they are ready for use by
pounding them well in an iron kettle.

The process of washing, drying, and grind-

ing, and packing on a large scale, that is to

make a business of it, would require an addi-

tional chapter on the subject, which is not

needed where it is only cultivated on a small

scale : which information I am willing to com-
municate to any coiTespondent, or for publi-

cation if requested, to the best of my ability,

though I am unaccustomed to writing for

publication.

\Ve raise prmcipally for our own use, so

that I could not supply crown roots for more
than a few tliousand sets.

Mr. .Joseph Swift, residing on Vermilion

River, about seven miles from Lake Ei-ie, in

the north-west comer of Lorain County, Ohio,

is the most extensively engaged in the culti-

vation of Madder of any man I know of in

the Western States. M. Moyer.
Niconza, Miami Coimtj', Feb. 1847.

A Productive Farm.—Messis. Edilors :

Mr. Mordecai Abraham is a neighbor of mine,

living upon rented land, and pays $1 .50

per acre for ninety-six acres. He has just

given me the following items as the amount
of his crop for the year 184G. His fami has

been worked exclusively by himseli" and son,

%vith a team of two horses.

Bushels.

28 acres Winter "Wheat 8.58

9 acres Spring Wheat 164

39 acres Com 2,0.50

5 acres Oats 300

I acre Potatoes 00

A patch of Onions 7

Total 3,429

In addition to the above, Mr. A. had 1| acres

of flax, which was a good crop, but not saved
for want of time ; and three to four acres of

spring wheat which he was unable to har-

vest. He also had nine acres of good timo-

thy hay, which was well saved ; and one hun-
dred and si.xty bushels of apples, one-half

of which were sold for fifty cents per
bushel.

The wife and daughters made a piece of

silk—enough for eleven handkerchiefs, which
sold for $1 .50 each, and they have kept a
hand-loom in motion for most of the season.

For harve.sting and threshing, Mr. A. paid
IGl bushels of wheat, which, with the .$144

rent, shows the amount to be deducted from
the above, in estimating the value of the la-

bor of the family.

I send you this for the purpose of showing
your readers abroad what two men and two
horses can do in the way of furnishing some-
thin" to eat, when they set themselves to

work upon our prairies. The land upon
which the above crop wsis raised is not above
a medium quahty of the huuls in tiiis region

;

and I verily believe there are 30.000 .sections

or square miles in the State wliich are as pro-

ductive as llie faiTTi in que.><tion. II" I am right

in this opinion, there are then 120,000 quar-
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ter sections which might be made as produc-
tive as the one upon which Mr. Abraham
raised the above crop. Again, we have some
20,000 square miles not so fertile, which may
be set down at half the productiveness of
those first named—equal to 40,000 more
quarter sections—making in all 1(50,000 fiirms

of equal productiveness with the above. Now
if you will tiike the trouble to cypher n-p how
many people could live comfortably upon the
provisions raised by Mr. A. as before stated,

and then multiply that number of people by
160,000, you can, I think, give a pretty
shrewd guess how many human beings can
be fed upon the productions of Illinois when
the same shall be brought into tolerable cul-

tivation. E. Harkness.
Fruit Farm, Peoria County, Feb., 1847.

Mr. Phelps's Durham Cow Victoria.—
Mensrs. Editovs : In redemption of the
pledge made you when last in your city, and
in obedience to the wishes of our mutual
friends, who have solicited it for your col-

umns, I send a brief notice of my Durham
cow Victoria.

She was calved on the 30lh day of March,
1841, and slaughtered on the 6th day of
Januai-y, 1847, being 5 years, 10 months, and
7 days old—has had four calves at three
premature births, none of which have been
reared.

Her standard hight was -.4 feet 8 inches.
Length from horns to tail ...7 .. 4

Breadth across the hips ....2 .. 1^
Size in the girth 7 ..9
Weight on foot 1899 lbs.

Net weight of quai-tera 1312 lbs.

hide 93 ..

rough tallow.. - 176 .. —1386

Loss in slaughtering, 304 lbs.

She would probably have weighed 2,000
lbs. had she been kept until maturity.

.lounializing the weight of animals having
become somewhat fashionable, I will add
that I marketed with Messrs. A. D. »&: H.
Reed of Farmington, the present season, fif-

teen hogs, averaging 416 lbs., the lightest

v^eighing 332 and the heaviest 524 lbs.

^ViLHAM J. Phelps.
Elmtcood, Peoria County, Feb., 1847.

'^^W A baker of Benio, in Switzerland, has
succeeded in making veiy palatable bi-ead

fi-om Iceland Moss. It results from a scien-

tific examination of this bread that out of 102
parts, it contains 44.;J of fecula or nutritive mat-
ter. Bread made cliiefly of potatoes is said

to contain only 15 in the 100 parts of nutri-

tive matter. [Galiguani.

C^" In Germany the Goveniment of one
of the southern States, has ordered tiiat ath-

letic schooKs, to promote the liill development
of the human frame, should be considered as
belonging to the ordinaiy category of youths'
Iruininf'.
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TO FARMERS' CLUBS.

A WORD FUOM THE EDITOR OF THE FARMERS' LIBRARY.

We respectfully recommend that with your monthly meetings for oral discussions you

connect the establishment of small libraries of choice books, of which, if requested, we shall

be happy to furnish a catalogue according to our best judgment. Of course we should

recommend subscription to all the agricultural jouraals, as they would amount to almost

nothing. But as most of them ti'eat almost altogether only of practical Agriculture, we
would suggest works that are not embraced in them, and that treat of the Natural History

and Physiolog)' of trees, plants, birds, animals, fishes—in short, of the various forms of

animal and vegetable life with wliich the famier is in contact or sun-ounded, and of which

it is almost disgracefial for coimtry gentlemen to be entirely ignorant. Now as we know
the inertness which belongs to people of certain habits of life, and how much they require,

not only to have the food provided for them, but almost to be fed, we will annex a rough

draft of Rules for the government of such a Book Society. What a fine example it would

be for fathers to set to their sons .' Take these Rules, for instance ; they may be modified at

pleasm-e

:

FARMERS' BOOK SOCIETY, WILMINGTON.
RULES.

j
all books shall be returned to the Librarian on

L Doctor J. W. Thomso.v to be Chairman
; |

or before 7 o'clock in the evening of each
, Treasurer ; , Secretary ; , Libra-

|
monthly meeting ; and any member keeping a

rian.
j
book over the time shall pay a fine of sixpence

II. The annual subscription of each member per day for every day the book shall be so kept,

shall be $1, together with an admi.ssion fee of
|

And if the book shall be lost, torn, or materially

50 cents, the first subscription to be paid imme- I injured, the member shall make good the same,
diately on the commencement of the Society, i VI. Any member may be allowed to transfer

and that of each succeeding year, together with a book to another member at any time between
all fines, at the annual meeting in ; and if i the monthly meetings, and the member to whom
the same be not paid before the monthly meet-

j

such book may have been transferred shall alone

ing in , the defaulting member shall be con- I
be responsible for the due return of tlie same in

sidered as having withdrawn from the Society, I proper condition, and shall be liable to all fines

and shall forfeit all farther right and interest in which may accrue should the book be kept be-

the books
III. The members shall meet at , on the

first in every month, (excepting the month
of , when the annual meeting will be held,)

at the hour of seven in the evening ; and busi-

ness shall be commenced at a quarter past V, by
whoever members there are present.

IV. Each member shall be entitled to pro-

pose a book ; but no book shall be purchased un-

less it be approved of by two-thirds of the mem-

yond tlie prescribed time—bitt no book may on
any account be lent to a non-subscriber.

VII. An annual meeting shall be held in ,

when the members present shall vote such of
their books as they may see fit into their stand-

ing library, and the remainder shall be sold for

the benefit of the Society ; and on this day the
business shall commence with reading the rules

of the Society ; and on this day the business
shall commence with reading the Rules of the

bers present. No member to propose a book Society, so that any alterauons deemed neces-

of a price exceeding his annual subscription ; sary may be made therein ; but no alterations

but two or more members may join in proposing may be made at any other meeting,

a book of a price equal to the amount of their VIII. Any person wishing to become a mem-
united sub.scripdons. The proposer or propo-

j

ber must be nominated by a member at one
sers of a book shall be entided to the first pe-

|

monthly meeting, and be balloted for at the next,

rusal of die same, and as soon as returned it !
The approbation of two-ddrds to consdtute an

shall be circulated in an order settled by lot. If election. Each new member to pay the ad-

any member neglects to name a book within mission fee of 50 cents besides the annual sub-

three months from the annual day of meeting, scription.

hie right of naming one shall merge into that of I
IX. A book shall be kept by the Secretary

tlie members at large. with die accounts of the Society, which shall

V. No member shall be allowed more than be open to the inspection of the members at

one volume at a time during the first year ; and 1 their meeungs.

Let the above, with such modifications as may be thought best, be printed and posted, or

written in a small book that will cost 25 cents or less. ^Mien a dozen have signed, let them

have a meeting and organize at once. Above all, don't talk and talk about it, and say it

would be a good thing—but do it ! What would I)e the state of societj' and the world, were

they made up of only that numerous class of men who ever have a great mind to do so and so ?
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INCORPORATIONS—MANUFACTORIES.

INCORPORATIONS OF CAPITALISTS—ESTABLISHMENT OF MANUFACTORIES : HOW AND
WHEN BENEFICIAL TO AGRICULTURE.

Seeing in the Marlboro^ Gazette that T. F. Bowie, Esq., and others propose to es-

tablish, Tit the county town of that opulent county, Prince George's, a Tobacco

Manufactory, leads us to remark that every man of candor will admit the bene-

fits which must accrue to surrounding agricultural districts, from the establish-

ment in their midst of prosperous factories when these are the spontaneous

growth of suitable power and materials for carrying them on, and of a compen-

sating demand for their fabrics.

Where congenial circumstances thus combine to attract capital and consumers

to the doors of a farming community, how short-sighted, not to say stupid, is the

legislative policy which throws clogs and difficulties in the way, such as the

expense, delay, log-rolling and party calculations and maneuvering, and sometimes

worse than all these, which attend an application to the Legislature for a special

act of incorporation in every case ; and the imposition of unreasonable and fright-

ful responsibilities on capitalists who would risk a given amount of their means,

in manufactories that would consume the produce of the soil, and in banks that

would accommodate the farmer. Yet such has been, and still is, the short-sishted

policy pursued in many of our States. Instead of holding out encouragement to

capitalists who might be willing to associate for the purpose of loaning means to

struggling and industrious farmers, and for giving activity to the natural advan-

tages for manufacturing which may be found to exist in particular localities, the

barbarous policy has been to prevent all such associations, by making those who
form them individually liable, to the extent of their whole estate, for the debts

of the company, so that in reward for their willingness to risk a part of their for-

tune to build up a new business, they are admonished by wise law-makers that

if they dare do it, it will be at the peril of all the property they have in the

world. Could any device be better calculated to banish capital beyond the

sphere of such legislation, and along w^ith it the skill that often only needs capi-

tal to put in operation the most useful establishments ? How much wiser to pass

some general law, as in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, under which it should

be easy to form an association, either for banking or manufacturing purposes,

leaving each member bound for the debts of the corporation only in proportion

to his share of its capital and the corporation answerable only for the known and
advertised amount of its stock—taking care that the state of its aflairs be pe-

riodically and publicly exhibited. Exception might be made to the limited re-

sponsibility of the members in favor of debts due to operatives for work and labor

performed, as it would be easy for the Directors to see that they were paid

—

daily, if need be.

Instead of thus opening widely the doors of each State, and each county in

every State, for the attraction of capital and enterprise, and thus destroying the

"monopoly" of the rich by distributing the capital among a great number of

competing money and manufacturing institutions, it is too much the fashion to

denounce all such associations, and to make laws for their incorporation difficult
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to be had, complex in their provisions, and so hazardous to those who might
accept them, that large capitals are left in the hands of the great shavers, and

he who would invest his small earnings as in a savings-bank in his own neigh-

borhood, under his own eyes, has no such resource ; while the moneyless man
of knowledge and enterprise is driven into other States, where men and legisla-

tors have too much sagacity to bar the door against the access of capital and the

skill and labor which are sure to follow the demand for them which capital

creates.

But for clearer and more enlarged views of this part of the subject, we recom-

mend the reader to turn back to pages 494-5 of our May number, to the luminous

disquisition of a correspondent eminently conversant with such topics. Speaking

there of the w^^e policy of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and its effects'on the

agricultural interest and the general welfare of society throughout tliose States,

he says : " The consequence is that there are distributed throughout those two

Slates nearly two hundred money-shops, constantly engaged in the collection

and distribution of capital owned by the people of the neighborhood, who them-

selves manage their own property, and are not compelled to transmit it to Bos-

ton, to be managed by others of whom they know but little. The general result

is, that the trade in money is attended by little loss to those who deal with

banks, and more uniform, steady and moderate profit to those who own them,

than in any other part of the ivorld. Throughout both States, every man is

within the reach of a money-shop, and the industrious and prudent farmer, shop-

keeper or mechanic, can at any time command small loans to aid him m his

business. In no part of the world does capital distribute itself so equally—fall-

ing almost like the dew, and fertilizing Avhere it falls ; in none is there a cur-

rency so unexpensive, and in none is the quantity of currency so little liable to

fluctuation."

Farmers and planters in Maryland and Virginia ! will you not ponder these

facts, and elect for your law-makers men who are capable of appreciating and

acting upon them, instead of men too many of whom are mere drones without

knowledge and without ambition or industry to seek for it—men intent only on

setting party traps for their political opponents, until the time comes to fob their

per diem, and go back to that life of inactivity from which they should never

have emerged? How enviably different is the prosperous condition of the masses

in Massachusetts and Rhode Island as here described, from that of States where

usury laws prevail, and where every attempt to incorporate capital and industry

for the more efficient use and exercise of both, is held up and denounced as an at-

tempt to establish a despicable monopoly ! Suppose an industrious young farmer,

in any of these States, in coming to an exhausted farm, desires to buy and lay on

a thousand bushels of lime, or to purchase economical, labor-saving and abun-

dant implements and machinery, for which expenditure is true economy, he must

either forego them and drag on, as with a broken back, the best years of his life,

or he must first hunt up his " town endorser " and go begging to one of those

mammoth banks with agricultural titles, which are concentrated in the great

commercial emporiums, where the utmost accommodation to be had is the dis- <

count of a " sixty-day note," perhaps a few times renewable.

Then as to the ''profits of farming''' in that State where " the industrious

and prudent farmer can command small loans to aid him in his business," look

at the testimony given in at a meeting of the farmers of Massachusetts in the last

number of this Journal, li elsewhere appears, too, in an authentic shape, that the
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increase, per cent., of the wealth of Massachusetts from 1820 to 1840 was in no
county less than 47-23, and the average increase in the whole State during that

period 95-31 per cent., while the increase per cent, of population in the same
period was 40-97. Our purpose, however, was not to enter on the barren task

of gleaning after our enlightened correspondent C, who has left nothing to be

gathered in this path ; it was merely to suggest in view of this proposal to estab-

lish a tobacco manufactory at Upper Marlboro'. How much more advantage-

ous for a State at large, to have capital distributed, where circumstances admit

of it, and how much wiser to adopt a policy that will encourage such distribu-

tion over a wide surface and through every county, than to have the same
amount of money capital and labor concentrated in large institutions and in but

few places ! Hence the satisfaction we always experience at learning that a

number of factories, on a moderate scale, are springing up in different neigh-

borhoods, which promise fair remuneration to the capital embarked in them.

This, at a first and superficial view, may appear to conflict with the suggestion

of a single central inspection for tobacco ; but it does not in the least. The
factory is a place where the people of the country exchange among themselves

labor, provisions and money for the fabrics of the factory. The object of inspec*

tion is to enable the people—the consumers of Europe, and the people of the

United States, the producers—to understand each other as to the value of the

commodities to be exchanged with each other. That value must be fixed at the

place in which they congregate—which is Baltimore—and no local decision as

to quality and value will be of any avail. It will add to the costs and at last

be abandoned again, as it has been before. Local inspections answered the pur-

pose fifty years ago, before capital and purchasers were congregated in a large

town—a congregation which time and necessity will always bring about, with

its necessary consequences and public conveniences. The highlands and moun-
tain ranges of Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia, ought to abound

in factories—so that the expense of transporting bulky articles, which now pre-

cludes their production, should be overcome by condensing them in form and

value, by the power of machinery ; nor do we doubt that the thousands of locali-

ties that now invite the use of skill and capital in these States would be occupied

and speedily come into full play, creating life and activity where silence reigns

profound, under more enlightened domestic legislation, and in the absence of that

groveling and detestable party spirit in some of them, which, while it ever pro-

fesses exclusive love for the people, contaminates and fly-blows every measure

projected by enlightened patriotism for the solid and lasting good of the country.

And here, again, we hear the croaking voice of the wiseacre, who plumes him-

self on being, ;;ar excellence, " a practical man," putting in his caveat : "What,"
says he, " have Agricultural Journals and agricultural people to do with the

laws and policy of the States 1 with incorporations to encourage industry, and to

regulate the use of capital ! Tell us only how to plant corn, and fatten hogs, and
shear sheep." Ay, truly ! and it is just this indifference to the laws of the land,

as they relate to the landed interest, and to education, which has brought about

that state of things under which the farmers of many States are themselves, by

the classes that live on them, sheared more closely than their own sheep.

And where, then, says the reader—since you ivill have us undergo the labor

of thinkingfor ourselves—vrhere are we to find a cure for the enactment of laws

and the establishment cf a public policy so inimical to the rights and the pros-

perity of the plow 1 How are we to eradicate from our public councils that vul-
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gar party spirit which, when analyzed, resolves itself into love of the flesh-pots

—

that Bohon Upas, which first appearing in the North, is spreading over the whole

country, withering everything fair and fruitful within the reach of its baleful

shadow ? And to this we answer at once, that it is idle to dream of any substan-

tial and progressive reform in the action of Governments, as that action bears

upon and influences the landed interest, or even to expect any great and honora-

ble (because intellectual) improvement in the field of practical husbandry, but

hy enlightening the minds of the sons of farmers as they grow up, m all that

concerns not only the art of tillage but their political rights in relation to them-

selves and to other classes. Farmers ! it is thus only that you can achieve a re-

form that shall reach the main springs of public prosperity. When thus you

shall have raised the standard of general intelligence among yourselves, the

intellectual and moral grade of your legislators will rise in proportion, until their

sole ambition will be to vindicate and elevate the agricultural industry of the

country, securing for it the benefit of all those reforms which Knowledge and

Science never fail to achieve when applied to the melioration of every human
pursuit. Above all things, learn to despise and scorn the fool or flatterer who
would persuade you that your pursuit is either above or below the reach of be-

ing benefited by the lights of science—by thinking, by inquiry, by observation and

comparison. With equal plausibility might the owner of an iron-mine bank be

told that art can do nothing with the ore which it brings thence to be fashioned

into your saw or your spade, your knife or your razor. Yet what has not inven-

tive Science done to fashion things of so much usefulness and elegance out of

such rude materials ? For remember that without Science the mere physical

strength of all the men in Maryland could not produce them, nor, but for ma-
chinery, could they be produced for their present cost a hundred times told.

But to come back more immediately to our subject : duty prompts us to add

that great merit is to be accorded to those who take the lead in bringing manu-
factories into new and appropriate localities, creating on the spot a fair remuner-

ating demand for the products of neighboring fields, gardens, dairies, &c. Such

difi'usion of capital and enterprise has, as before intimated, a tendency to break up

the great monopolies enjoyed now by those only who reside in the immediate vicin-

ity of large towns, where, under the centripetal influences adverted to, capital and

consumers have a sort of legalized tendency to aggregate. It Avill, however, be

observed that we have not ventured an opinion on the capabilities and fitness of

Marlboro' for the particular manufactory in question, in reference either to

the stockholders or the planters of the county. That must depend on various

considerations, of which those concerned are far better qualified to judge than we
pretend to be. The free and enlightened policy of the State of New-Jersey, in

promoting the habit of association, and her exemption from taxes, are all drawing

oflF or withholding wealth and population, rapidly and to a very large amount,

from New-York and Pennsylvania.

This much we will venture to say in conclusion, that if the people of Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island could be lifted up, en masse, and set down in Mary-

land andVirginia, carrying with them their more liberal and sagacious policy in re-

gard to the use and exercise of their money and enterprise, banks and manufac-

tories would be seen to spring up in every county, and the whole of these old

States, so long stationary or declining, though radically so much more fertile

and more easily labored than those, would, before many years, possess four times

as many people, and four times as much wealth as they do now.
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In looking at the profits of farming in Massachusetts, be it remembered that

those men have to deal with a rugged, hard, gravelly and stony soil, requiring

for the plowman iron muscles for the slow and steady motion of the plow drawn

by a span of oxen that seem to laugh as they walk away with 4,000 pounds in

a loaded cart.

What we most desire is to see farmers come together as such, without respect

to party, to consult about and to investigate their condition, and to see how it is

that while the whole proceeds of the public lands, given by the old States for

the common use and benefit of all the States of the American Union, are pledged

for the payment of the interest on a war debt, and while the landed interest pays

so many millions every year to the support of armies and navies, and army and

navy schools, not one dollar—no, not one dollar— is given for instruction in Ag-
riculture or any industrial pursuit ! If money can be found to build and equip

observatories and naval and military schools ; if $80,000 can be found to print

one Patent-Office Report, can nothing be had to found Agricultural Schools ? Bat

men who would have justice done themselves must show that they know hoio

to keep the account

!

J. S. S.

CISTERNS:

HOW BUILT—THEIR COST, AND APPLICABILITY TO THE WANTS OF THE COUNTRY.

We the more earnestly desire to procure and disseminate all practical information on tliis

subject, because we see so many people neglecting the means at hand eveiywhere for col-

lecting an ample supply of pure water for all uses, which they might do from the roofs of

their houses, by means of a simple cistern easily built after the fashion described m the fol-

lowing obliging communication from Mr. Buck. How many families in the country ai'e

scantily supplied with water for domestic uses, and that procured with gi-eat expense of

labor. Moreover, no tongue can tell how much the domestic animals sometimes suffer for

want of tliis first necessary of life !

J. S. Skin-neb, Esq. Hartford, Ct, April 1, 1847.

Dear Sir : Your favor asking information respecting the cistern you saw build-
ing at my place last summer, was duly received.

Failing to obtain from the builder that definite information I could wish, I

will tell you all I know about this kind of cistern. Like everything else of
Yankee invention, it is " patented ;" the entry at the Patent-Oflice is, I under-
stand, made by Obadiah Parker, of Syracuse, N. Y.
The cistern is built of cement, without brick or stone, say one-third cement,

two-thirds coarse gravel mixed together like common mortar—the hole in the
ground being dug large enough to admit of a wooden frame, made in pieces of
two feet high by tiirce feet long, the pieces being fastened to each other by
hooks and staples ; the frame is set off from the sides, say 21 to 3 inches, accord-
ing to the nature of the soil, commencing with one row of pieces ; the composi-
tion (cement and gravel) is then turned in slowly, another set of pieces then
hooken on, adding composition as before. As the composition hardens, the
frames are removed, and it is finished inside with a trowel like t])e wall of a
house. The top is arched, leaving a hole at top, say 24 inches square, to admit
a person fur the purpose of clearing it when necessary. The bottom is flat, and
is made after the sides and top are finished.

For pipes for carrying the water in, and waste pipe, use a round stick, say 3
to 5 inches circumference, and form the composition around the stick, withdraw-
ing the stick as the pipe is formed.

The cover to the liole on top of the cistern is generally of wood, in which you in-
sert either wooden pump or lead pipe, though a lead pipe can be easily inserted
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into any part of the cistern by boring a hole through the cement after it is thor-

oughly hardened.

The cost here is, for one of 40 bbls $25 I The cost here is, for one of 75 bbls $40
50 35

I

.. .. 100 50

This includes digging and materials.

The one you saw here was, say, 7 feet in depth, 6 feet diameter, and will hold

75 bbls. ; it answers, in every respect, the purpose for which it is intended. It

is covered with, say, 3 feet of dirt to protect it from frost, and loads of hay
weighing a ton have passed over it this winter without causing it any injury.

For dwelling-houses in the country about here, they have completely driven out

of use the old-fashioned wooden cisterns. For convenience and additional pro-

tection against frost, they are generally built under the kitchen.

At the South, where they are not troubled with frost, there cannot be an ob-

jection to them. The person who built mine said he thought of going to Loui-
siana for that purpose next Avinter.

If in my power to obtain any farther information of this or any other matter
in this neighborhood, please command the services of

Yours, truly, DANIEL BUCK, Jun.

CULTIVATION OF FLAX.

Sir : From the interest you take at all times in matters relating to Agriculture, I am
induced to lay before you the result of an experiment in the cultivation of Flax ou my father's

fann, (the produce of which has just been sold by Mr. Schwann, agent for the sale of flax,

Leeds,) with the hope that it may, in some degree, remove existing prejudices against the

cultivation of this invaluable plant, as it not only supplies the farmer with an excellent ingre-

dient for the pui-poses oi" feeding cattle, but also atfords good and profitable employment
to the rural population, which, it must be admitted by all, is much wanted at tliis season of

the year.

It is by many considered an exhausting and unprofitable crop ; the former is a mere idle

notion ; experience will teach that it vieliorates rather than exhausts the soil (and it may not

be out of place here to mention that this season, after a crop of flax, 1a. Or. 1p. planted

mangel-win-zel, produced, clean and free from tops, 43 tons 15 cwt.) With regai'd to the

latter, I shall rei'er you to the following statement

:

(Growth of 1845 on 4a. 1r. 24p.) S, s. d.

1,.349 lbs. flax sold in Leeds for (after

deducting all expenses) 25 10 6

106 lbs. of do. sold inEnsham 2 13

372 lbs. of tow, do 4 13

104 bushels of linseed, at 7s. Gd 39

Small quantity of tail linseed, chatf and
refuse from scutching 1 10

Value of crop 73 6 6

Deduct expenses 40 15 3

Net profit £32 11 3

EXPENSES. £, 8. d.

Plowing 4a. IR. 24p. at lOf? 2 40
lOi bushels lin.seed, at 7s. 6d 3 18 9

Sowing and harrowing do 10
Weeding 4 2

Pulling and tying up the stalks, thresh-

ing, spreading, turning and preparing
for scutching, 30s. per acre 6 12

Expenses of carting, stacking iu barn,

&c 1 15
Rent and taxes, 50s. per acre 11

Scutching 1,455 lbs. of flax, at 2d.

per lb 12 2 6

Do. 372 lbs. tow, at Id. per lb 1 11

Total expenses 40 15 3

It will be seen from the above statement that the co.st of preparing the fibre for market is

very great in comparison to its value, and I was induced from this serious item in the ex-

penses to write to Mr. Waraes, of Trimingliam, Norfolk, (to whom I am indebted for much
useful infonnation on the subject;) in answer to which he says, " The cost of dressing your
flax is excessive, the quantity of tow and consequent waste immense." I think, therefore,

under these circumstances, and with the above result, the cidtivation of flax is deserving of

some consideration.

My only object iu troublmg you with this subject is the improvement of Agriculture.
I remain. Sir, yours veiy respectfully, SAMUEL DRUCE, Jun.

Ensham, Jan. 27, 1847. [Oxford (Eng.) Journal.

J^P" A drop or two of honey well rubbed on the bands while wet, after washing with
soap, prevents chapping, and removes the rouglmess of the skin ; it is particularly pleasant

for children's hands and faces in cold weather.
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AGRICULTURE IN SCOTLAND.

Those who believe that there is nothing to be learned out of our own country,

because England is, for the most part, enveloped in fog, and because there the

cattle feed on turnips, and in Scotland the men eat oatmeal stir-about, need not

read the following ; but those may who believe it useful to know what is deemed
and uniformly obtained as " a good average crop" to the acre, in, perhaps, the

best cultivated region in the world. The words in Italics were not so in the

London Monthly Magazine (for April) from which we take this communication.

Those lines were underscored by us to show their correspondence with what
we have been insisting on, and in which we have again and again implored the

aid of the general press of our country.

For our part, we are tired of reading accounts of big crops and fat hogs and

bullocks, from year to year, but neither bigger nor fatter than we have had them
for thirty years. Let all unite in procuring for those who are to be agriculturists

an ediicatio7i which shall reveal to them ihe principles, the knowledge of which
will substitute in their pursuit uniform success for accidental results. In the

practice of Agriculture, as in the practice of medicine, let us aim to have our

sons become physicians instead of being quacks. In sickness both may be

attentive—both may be kind ; but which would we soonest call in, in case of

serious illness ? Ignorant men often think themselves the wisest, and those who
are too lazy to seek knowledge would dissuade others, as the fox who lost his

tail in the trap would persuade his companions that nothing was so convenient

and comely as a short tail.

If agricultural education through the country vv'ere as thorough as military ed-

ucation is at West Point—and half the expenditure for our army in time of peace

would make it so—Maryland and Virginia might be made, like the Lothians in

Scotland, to average 40 bushels of wheat, 56 of barley and 80 of oats, to the

acre. Why should they not ?

To the Editor of the Western Times

:

Sir : A few weeks since I troubled you
with an account of the method adopted iu

the southern counties of Scotland, of paying
farm-laborers, &-c. ; therefore have again
taken the liberty of trespassing on your Vcdu-

able colunms, by giving your agricultural

readers some idea of the manner in which
liirming openitions are conducted in the Lo-
thians of Scothuid or Counties of Hadding-
ton, Edinburgh and Linlithgow. I shall not
enter miimtely into details ; those who wish
to be more fully actjuaiuted with Scotch farm-
ing should visit the country ; and whether
they do so ou a tt>ur of profit or amusement,
they will be most amply repaid.

The Lothian farms consist each of from
200 to .";00 Scotch acres, the Scotch acre be-
ing one-fourth larger than the English statute

acre, therefi^re I shall limit my remarks to

the current acre of the Lothians. A farm of
300 to 500 acres is by common consent the

utmost wliich one farmer is thought capable
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of managing. The farai-buildings are small,

compact, and situated near the center of the
fann, and have always a steam-engine of sbc

or eight horse power for tlu-eshing and other
puri)oses. At the entrance of the farm-yai'd

is the dwelling of the gi-ieve, or bailiff—for

every farmer keeps a bailiff, who superin-

tends everytiling on the farm, and is cog-
nizant of everything that goes in or out of the

farm-buildings. I found the grieves univer-
sally clever, acute and sensible, and their

minds open to what was passing in the world
beyond the limits of their own immediate
neighborhood ; this speaks well of what edu-
cation has done for the fcasantry of this

fart of Scotland. The fanners themselves
are men of much superior education, man-
ners and stj'le of living to the possibly equal-
ly wealthy ones of the farming counties of
England; they are all of most hospitable
habits. Few of them are without a hand-
some phaeton for the use of the female mem-
bers of their family. One feature llirouglioul
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the Lotliian ftinns may be remarked

—

a great

uniformity in the quality of the crops. Not,

as elsewhere, here a good fanner and there

a bad one, here a faihng crop and there a

middhng one, and here again a finer one

—

but neai-ly all the same

—

shoicing that farm-
ing is there reduced to a science, leaving

nothing uncertain but the Seasojis. The
farms are divided into fields of fi-om 20 to 50

acres each, the hedges are clipped low and

tliin, and the ditches covered in, so as to oc-

cupy as little space as possible. There are no

trees in the hedge-rows, and few furrows in

the land ; and thus, between one thing and

another, the entu'e ai-ea of the farm is made
productive, and the expense of fences and

gates is reduced to a minimum. Another

thing worth noting is, that pennaneut giass,

either as meadow or pasture, is unknown, or

nearly so ; the only hay or pasture is derived

from artificial gi-ass sown in the regular rota-

tion of crops. The rent of the Lothian farms

is fi-om £3 lOs. to £7 per acre, [$17 50 to

$35 !] and these high rents the farmers not

only pay but thrive upon. They are enabled

to pay these rents and tlu-ive, partly by the

heavy crops arising from skiUful cultivatioii,

and partly by economy of management in

eveiy department. Actual wages, however,

are as high as in England, viz : 10s. to lis.

[$2 20 to $2 42] a week for a common labor-

er, 12s. for a plowman, and 9d. a day for

women—ten hours to the day. As to the

great amount of produce, it must be remem-
bered that all the land is under the plow.

Five quarters of wheat [40], ten of oats

[80], seven of bai-ley [56], and from thirty

to thirtj'-five tons of turnips, are reckoned a

good average to the acre.

Economy of management is shown in the

division of employment confining the atten-

tion of the fai-mer to as few points as possi-

ble, in a due rotation of ci-ops, so as to have

no land lying idle or unproductive, and in

the use of machines and horses instead of

manual labor, whenever circumstances admit

of it.

All the Lothian fonns are held on 19 years'

leases, and the rents wholly or partly corn-

rents, rising and falling with the yearly fluc-

tuations of the price of corn. Without a

long lease the farmers would not lay out their

capital in the free manner they now do, and

with a long lease they feel independent of

their landlords, more as if they were the

actual proprietors. Li consequence of this

independence and part ovraership, as it were,

of their ferms, men of much superior rank,

education and capital engage in the business

of farming than is the case in England, or,

indeed, than ever will be the case m England

under existing circumstances.

The foundation of all improvements in the

Scotch farnung is the system of thorough

draining ; and so essential is this considered

that most of the land is deemed unworthy of

being fanned at all until it has undergone

this operation. The drains are made at reg-
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ular distances, from 15 to 30 feet or more
apart, according to the nature of the soil,

and from 24 to 30 inches deep. The general

course of cropping in the Lothians is : wheat
after summer fallow ; turnip, barley, seeds

down for one, two or three years, as circum-

stances vary ; oats. When the land is very
stiff a crop of beans and peas is taken.

I have thus endeavored to give, in a some-

what unconnected w-ay, the results of my ob-

servations on the Lothian fanning, where
high rents, high profits, and a well paid and
contented peasantry are all seen combined in

a pleasing union. It is an interesting ques-

tion, but one I am not going to enter upon,
how this improved system of cultivation can
be introduced into England ? I am inclined

to think the superior and more practical ed-

ucation of the Scotch has been at the bottom

of the improved state of things. Education
has given the know-ledge which has enabled

them to apply their capital with success, and
to extract from the land-o\\nier the long lease,

which enables them to invest their capital with
safety as well as success. Trusting these few
remarks will be found worthy a place in your
paper, BeUeve me, truly yours,

Broadclist, Feb. 17, 1847. R. S. HEWS.

Potash Wash for Fruit Trees.—It being
about time to attend to that work, I shall de-

scribe my method of using the potash. I usu-

ally dissolve ten pounds in two pails of hot wa-
ter, and for young trees I put a quart of that to

a pail of cold water, and when well mixed ap-

plj' it to the trunks and limbs of the trees, either

with a whitewash brush or a broom, and for old
trees I put two quarts to a pail of cold water,
and put it on as far as I can reach. Ifany moss or
other vegetable substance adheres to the limba,

I take a ladder, by which means I can reach and
wash the branches wherever the moss is ; or if

any lice or scales get on my trees, I wash to

the extreme ends of the branches, for no tree

can be healthy if it have lice. If the tree is well
washed it will remove moss, lice, scales, and all

of the thick bark that often adheres to large

trees, which are a harbor or a hiding-place for

insects to deposit their eggs, and for the borer

to escape from birds.

I wash all kinds of trees, and think myselfwell
paid for it. Last year I did so, and was not trou-

bled with the fruit falling off', nor having it ra-

ined by worms. My neighbors, Emerson and
Thayer, washed their trees, and were equally

successful. I usually do it in Februaiy and
March, but it may be done in December and
January if the' weather is warm, or in April, if

it is not convenient to do it before. Tlie potash

that runs down the trunk is not lost ; it nouri.shes

the tree, and keeps off borers. I deem it almost
indispensable to the raising of good fruit to wash
the trees well. [New-England Farmer.

Netti.vg for Sheep-Folds.—Messrs. Wil-
dey & Co., of Holland-street, Blackfriar's Road,
obtained a prize for this "netting," made of the

bark of coco'anut, at the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety's meeting, at Bristol, in 1842. It is also

strongly recommended in the Society's Report

of that year. It will wear out several sets of

tarred hemp netting, and is so light that a herds-

man can with ea-se carry 200 yards of it.
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THE VALUE OF TIME.

Steamboat Marj' Washington, Rappahannock, June 13, 1S47.

Mr. Editor : The size and scope of your journal enable you to spread before

your readers a variety of matter over and above the description of new imple-
ments and processes employed in practical Agriculture, and the results of such
experiments as accident may hit upon, or science suggest. Ytiu have well
judged. Sir, that the mind, like the palate, calls for some variety, and having
myself been often gratified by the perusal in The FaPwMers' Library of things

not strictly practical, will, with your permission, endeavor to contribute occa-

sionally to that diversity in which I have myself found such agreeable amuse-
ment. As a longer preface would ill comport with the reflections which prompt-
ed what I am about now to say, let me at once declare that in my judgment
there are few topics on which men who live in the country, and more especially

those who most complain of " hard times," stand more in need of some words
of exhortation and reproof than on their insensibility to the precious value of
TIME. When, Mr. Editor, you come to reflect on the shortness of the average
period of human life, and how every man of proper feeling must desire not
merely to maintain his own independence, but to provide for his family that

blessing without which there can be no security for virtue itself; and then when
you consider how large a portion of existence, even in a condition of ease and
health, must necessarily be consumed in repairing the natural wear and tear of
the constitution, is it not amazing to think how many hours and days, amount-
ing in the aggregate to years, are thrown away, more especially, perhaps it may
be said, in the country than in cities, not merely in listlessness, but in hanging
about country taverns and stores, and in the low and vulgar squabbles and in-

trigues that consume the time of party politicians ? Reflecting on this subject, it

occurred to me, strange as it may appear, that there is no example to which
these gentlemen of the country ever pressed with difliculties, may be referred,

with mor€ hope of good efi'ect, than to the invariable, untiring habits of system-
atic application to business which characterize men of the largest forlu7ies in

our largest cities, where time is measured by the second, as gold is weighed
by the grain. How ditferent with many, even among those who are esteemed
the most industrious farmers. With them, when meeting on the road, so in-

veterate is the custom of halting to while away precious time in common-place
inquiries and remarks, that even their horses, partaking, as if by mesmeric influ-

ence the social temper and indolent habits of iheir riders, mutually slacken their

pace as they approach each other, and seem, like them, to exchange their social

salutations. After half an hour passed in stereotype inquiries about the health
of family and neighbors, and remarks about the weather, the prevalence of the
drouth, the ravages of the fly, the bloody details and glories of the war, &c., they
at last separate, and proceeding each perhaps a mile farther on his way, they
both meet another neighbor, and after the usual inquiries the leg is thrown over
the pommel of the saddle, and, discussing the " hardness of the times," another
half hour is swallowed up in the great abyss of more precious time forever and
irretrievably lost. Hence it was, as I remember, Mr. Editor, that my lamented
father, in sending me, when a boy, on a journey of business, used to tell me, at
parting, to remember, that in nothing could industry be practiced with more ef-

fect than in travclimr. In this consists the moral of Esop's fable of the Hare
and the Tortoise. But go from the country to the large town, (not the country
village,) where country people are apt to think most men live in ease and idle-
ness, and you will find every man on the run, and tiie wealthiest generally the
most impatient of the loss of a moment ; so much do they dread it that in the
streets tlicy neither look to the right nor the left, for fear of deadening their
Way by even a nod of recognition to their most intimate friend from tiie country.
A case which fell under my own observation, and to which I was in fact a party,
may serve to show to your readers in the country what sort of men are these
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town miliio7iaircs, with whom we are apt to associate no ideas but of the most
luxurious indulgence and the most ostentatious displays of superfluous wealth.

HavinjT occasion, some weeks since, to remit nearly $30,000 to Paris, ana
being without experience as to the minutia; of the mercantile process, I put my-
self under the direction of a friend to guide me through what I considered quite

an important operation. Accordingly, under his instruction, I got from the bank
clerk a pencil memorandum of the amount to be remitted, on a paper as large as

your thumb-nail. Thus provided, we proceeded a few doors below, in Wall-street,

to the office of the celebrated house of P. W. &: Co., where, instead of finding a
starched dignitary in his silk gown and Worked slippers, reposing in his velvet

arm-chair, difficult of access and supercilious in his demeanor, I came plump upon
the head of the house, standing at his desk like one of his clerks, and evidently

quite as hard at work as any among them. On my name being mentioned, in place

of stopping to sbake hands, and asking me to be seated, and inquiring when I

came to town, and hoAv were all at home, and remarking on the news and the

weather as I, good easy soul, had imagined he would, in the way of a long pre-

face to a great piece of business, this Wall-street millionaire regarded me with
an air of courteous affability, but at the same time with an unmistakable desire

to learn and to dispatch my aflTair, whatever it might be, without any useless

palaver ; so, holding up my bank memorandum, I told him 1 wanted him to put

rae in the way of remitting that amount to my friend in Paris. In an instant,

with one hand he took the paper, and saying only "three fifty. Sir," with the

forefinger of the other, he beckoned a clerk to him, and handing him the mem.,
he told him to prepare the bills of exchange ; then, casting his eyes on a clock in

full view, he pointed to it, and said to me, " Call at 12, Sir, if you please," and
straightway he turned to his work ! What " ihree-and-a-halt " meant this de-

ponent did not know ; but doubted rot that all would be 0. K., and not choosing

to betray his ignorance of what any fool on 'Change was supposed to understand,

he went his way, and true to the appointment, called again at 12, with an "en-
dorsed check from the bank for, as before said, something short of $30,000.

Here again the ceremony was brief, and the dialogue as sententious as nautical

language in a storm at sea. On reentering I handed him the check, whereupon
he again called the same clerk, signed the three bills of exchange on Hottinguer

& Co., Paris, in the twinkling of an eye, handed them over with practiced suav-

ity of manner, and

—

again turned back to /its xcork. In this " business transac-

tion of tens of thousands, there were not a dozen words spoken, nor more than

one minute consumed ; aiul such are the habits of application and dispatch, day

in and day out, throughout the year, with these men of enormous fortunes in our

large towns. The punctuality and industry which take their root in the early

struggles for independence, continue through life ; Avhile in the country, if one

farmer call on another to buy or sell a cow, or a few barrels of corn, the chance
is that the bargain will not be struck until after he has been persuaded to " din-

ner," if not to supper, though everything on his farm is the worse for his ab-

sence—that is, if he be on it a man of intelligence and industry, such as every

farmer should aspire to be. Finally, sir, let me ask you whether the best guar-

anty for profitable employment of such leisure moments as can be gained in the

country, be not in a love of books, and of such reading as you give us in The
Farmers' Library ?

*

N. B.—These thoughts have been committed to paper while Ave are steaming

up the Rappahannock River, 120 miles in length, winding its way to the Chesa-

peake throttgh a district of Old Virginia famed in olden time for hospitality and

high living—for the excellent management of its housewives and the beauty of

their daughters—for cock-fighting, fox-hunting, horse-racing—in a word, for fun

and frolic, as for talents, gallantry and patriotism. Should you ever be going to

any of the Virginia Springs, I recommend you to take the delightful " Ma?-y

Washington^' steamer, Capt. Myers, at Baltimore, at 4 P. M., on any Saturday,

At daylight next morning you enter the Rappahannock, and, arriving at Frede-

ricksburgh befq^e night, you will have passed in view of what remains of the

[* All that we can say to the remark of our correspondent is, that we endeavor assiduously to

make up each number of such matter as ought to be placed iu the hands of every young man in

the country. £d. Farm. Lib.]
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old celebrated Mount Airy, and many of the old family seats of the Tayloes, the
Carters, the Bernards, &c., so distinguished for their ample dimensions, the
elegance of their hospitality, and the completeness of all their appointments.
How large must have been the fortunes, how sterling the virtues, of those who
have transmitted affluence and good names, even to the third and fourth genera-
lions ! Education, sagacity, honorable prudence and attention to modern improve-
ments in Agriculture, have, however, done much to resist in this region, among
some families, the effect of often recurring division and subdivision of estates.

Much is it to be desired that such conservative influences were of more universal

prevalence. Omoo.

THE SIX BEST APPLES FOR THE CLIIVIATE OF BOSTON.

The following remarks are made by B. V. French, and we take them from Downing's Hor-
ticulturist. The Editor says the writer " is acknowledged to be the best cultivator of the Apple
in the neighborhood of Boston. The selection he recommends is based entirely on his own prac-

tical observations : and we believe he cultivates in the orchards on his estate at Braintree, a
larger collection than any amateur in Massachusetts."

To a person whose grounds are limited, and who must, of course, restrict his variety accord-
ingly, it is important that he should ma<le his choice understandingly and most advantageously.
It may be that the best six varieties in the vicinity of Boston may not prove the very best in that
of Philadelphia. [Farmer's Cabinet.

In recommending the si.x: best apples for

New-England culture, I must, of course, be
understood to be confined to this number of

trees. Where a hii-ger space and greater va-

riety is pennitted, several varieties of high

merit would certainly be added. In select-

ing so small a number, you will uuderstand

me to bear in mind such qualities of regular

productiveness, fair habit of growth and
adaptation to our climate, as make a given

variety a constant favorite with the cultivator,

I have also kept in view a succession of

fruit for the table and kitchen, so as to serve

as a continual supply from Midsummer tdl

the succeeduig spring.

1st. Early Harvest.—For the best early

apple worth cultivating, I should name the

Early Harvest. The tree, with me, is a
free grower, healthy, a profuse bearer, and
the fruit liangs well. It ripens the last of

July. The fruit is of medium size, roundish,

rather flat, and if used when not quite ripe,

it is one of the most e.xcelleut for pies, tarts,

and cooking generally ; and when fully ri-

pened on I he trees it becomes of a fine, rich

yellow, and riuiks high as a table fruit.

2d. The Porter.—In succession this excel-

lent fruit tiillows the Early Harvest ; it is also

a free growing tree, and a great bearer. The
fruit is conicakiblong, vellovv : the skin is

at this season. It is in eatmg from the mid-
dle of October, and with care continues so
till Februaiy. The tree, with me, is small
in size, and a medium bearer ; the fruit is of
medium .size, flat ; the skin is red, smooth,
and takes a high pohsh ; the flesh is very
white, juicy and, I think, in flavor, e.xcels all

others for talile use, from the time the Porter
is gone till the Rhode Island Greening comes
into use.

4th. The Rhode Island Greening.—The
tree is a strong, hardy and free grower, and
a great bearer. The fruit is flattened, of a
yellowish green, with a dull blush. The
flesh is tender, juicy, and of fine flavor for

cooking or the table. This fruit is in use
from September till February, and is fine for

the tiible in November and December. It is

too well known and esteemed to need any
description of mine, having a prominent place
in every good orchard.

5th. White Seelcnofurther.—This excel-
lent iruit, I am informed, originated in the
garden of the late William Prince, Esq., of
Flushing. In point of fine flavor, it excels all

other a]>ples that I have eaten. The tree is

of medium growth, of a leaning habit, a full

bearer every other year. The tiuit is rather

oblung, greenish with dark spots ; and is not
a very fair or sightly fruit. Its .season is .lun-

beautiluUy smooth and fair, and when fully ' nary imd February. Its flesh is very juicy.
ripened in the sun, has a fine blush. It is ex-
cellent for the table or for cooking, and if

properly taken care of, will keep from the
time of its ripening, early ui September, till

the middle of October. The many good
qualities of this native fruit have made it one
of our greatest favorites.

3d. Faracuse.*— I know of no apple to

take the place of the Fameuse for the table

tender, and fine flavored. This vaiiety is not
much known in New-England ; in fact, I
know of but three bearing trees.

(ith. lialdiciii.—This, our most popular
New-England apple. Is the universal favorite

ii.s a late whiter fi-uit. Its hardy, healthy
habit a.s a tree, and the heavy ami regulsir

crops it bears, together with its fine flavor,

render it Indispensable here in every orchard.

Mr. Frk.sch has, we know, devoted his attention to fruits with a zeal equaled only by
his taste and intelligence. We look upon and feel l)ound to hold up such men as he and

* Or Pomme de Neige, London Hort. Soc. Cnt., iind Downinq'e Fruit and Fruit Trees,
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Mr. Wilder, tlie President of the Horticultural Society of Massachusetts, as worthy of aU

honor and esteem among those who would discriminate between men who distinguish them-

selves in the peaceful, usefiil, and elegant pm'siiits of Agriculture and Horticulture, rather

than in schemes of mere money-makiug, or in fields of blood.

It is with porti'aits and memoirs of such men as these that we should delight to ornament

and enrich the pages of the Farmers' Library.

LONG PREFACES.

Mr. Editor : I wish you could*ersuade all wi-iters for the public to come at once to the

point. In our country nothing is Bo precious as time. Do you not often meet witli essays in

w^liich the pith of the matter is to the preface like a tail to a kite, reminding you of those

bad nuts that have an immensely tiiick hull, and a very small, though it may be rich, kernel?
In the British American Cultivator before me is an article of a column and a half on " Saving
Horses from Fire," the whole gist of which is

—

" I recommend first, to blind the animal thoroughly, and second, to unloose or cut the halteri

and the teiTified animal will, 7vith kind and gentle risaffe, at once suffer himself to be led past,

nay. even through tlie raging element. I have myself been benefited by possessing the knowl-
edge of this plan, and have satisfactorily and practically put it to the test, after all other means that

could be thought of—both gentle, persuasive and compulsory—had been tried in vain."

1^ Mr. Rand.4.ll's interesting Letters on 'Sheep Husbandry in the South' will be

continued in our next.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, June 23, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 ». 4 7.5 ® 4 87;

Pearls, 1st sort, '46 5 87i®
BEESWAX—.Ajnerican YeUow — 24 @— 25

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. f*' 16... — lO-i®- 12

Sperm — 30 'ai— 31

COTTON—From ^ H5. — lOi®— 14

COTTON BAGGING—American... — 13 ®
CORDAGE—American ^ lb. — 11 ®— 12

DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtmgs,^y. — .5 ®— 11

Sheetings — 6^®— 15

FEATHERS—American, live — 28 @— 33

FLAX—American — 8®— 9

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 7 37J-S

Ti-oy ®
Miehi-an 7 12i@ 7 25

Ohio, Flat Hoop 7 m® 7 25

Ohio, Round Hoop —
Ohio, via New-Orleans —
Pennsylvania —
Brandywine —
Georgetown 7

Baltimore City Mills

Richmond City Mills

Richmond Country
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c
Rye Flour
Com luteal. Western and Jersey..

Corn Meal, Brandywine hhd.

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush.

Wheat, Red and mixed 1 60 @ 1

Rye, Northern 1 10 ®
Com, .lersey and Northern yel... — 98 ® 1 —
Com, Southern, yellow — 93 ®— 95

Com, Southem (weight) ®
Oats, River and Canal — 55 ®— 56

Oats, Jerfey ®
HAY—North River in bales, f^'lOOm — 50 'a)— 55

HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonlOO —®110 —
'• " water-rotted 175 —®200

—

HOPS—Istsort 1846 — 9 ®— 12

IRON—Americsm Pig, No 1 ®32 ."JO

' Common 22 50 ®25 —
LIME—Thomnston ^> bbl. — 80 ®
LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 30 — 'S,35 —

Boards, Eastem Pine ®
Boards. Albany Pine ^pce. — 10 ®— 18

Plank. Georgia Y. Pine. ^ M. ft... 27 50 ®
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®
®
@

6 — ®
4 75 ® 5 —
5 25 ® 5 37.V

1 85 ® 1 87i

Staves, White Oak, pipe. ^ M 50
Staves, White Oak, hhd 40
Staves, White Oak, bbl 30
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 24
Hoops 20
Scantling, Eastem —
Scantling, Oak —
Timber, Oak F cubic foot —
Timber, White Pine —
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine —
Shingles ^ bunch 1

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. 26
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 22
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 17
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 15
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 13
Shingles, Company 28

MUSTARD—American —
NAILS—Wroucht, 6d to 20d...^ 16. —
Cut 4dto40d —

PLASTER PARIS—^P' ton 2
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^bbl... 13

Beef, Prime, 9

Pork, Mess, Ohio, new , 16

Pork, Prime, Ohio, new 13

Lard. Ohio ^ 16. —
Hams, Pickled —
Shoulders, Pickled —
Sides, Pickled —
Beef. Smoked ^' 16. —
Butter, Orange County Dairy —
Butter, Western Dairy —
Butter, Grease —
Cheese, in ca.sks and boxes —

SEEDS—Clover ^ 16. —
"llmothy ^' tierce 13

Flax, Rough 9

SOAP—N. York, Brovm ^16. —
TALLOW—American Rendered ... —
TOBACCO—Virginia ® IB. —
North Carolina —
Kentucky and Missouri —

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,.^ 16. —
American Full Blood Merino —
American | and J Merino —
American Native and I Merino... —
Superfine, Pulled Country —

—
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REMARKS ON THENGS IN GENERAL No I.

BY A RAMBLER IN THE MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINIA,

Wuh Notes by the Editor of The Farmers' Library, to ichom they were addressed.

Had your Journal been restricted in its plan to the mere suggestion of experi-

ments and of rotations in practical Agriculture, infinitely varied as these may be,

according to the whim or theory of the husbandman, and to the naked statement

of actual results as they turn up in the field, it would not have been practi-

cable to maintain for it that novelty by which attention must be kept alive, or

to give that value to its contents which fresh and useful facts and information

only can impart, in the minds of discriminating and sensible readers. But by
opening, as you have done, the wider field of agricultural economy and statistics,

and inviting your readers and correspondents to explore and illustrate the great

volume of Nature itself, as it is connected with the labors and wants of the agri-

culturist, an inexhaustible store of matter for speculation and improvement has
been secured, suited to the taste and wants of all classes and conditions. With a
choice of subjects, from that variety which every phase of the country presents,

is it not easy for every one to contribute something to its pages ? and is there not

a sort of moral obligation resting on all, to reciprocate the favors of those who
submit for common benefit the results of their reflections and experience? Pre-

ferring always to illustrate my meaning by analogies drawn from rural life, let

me ask, what would be thought of the churl who would borrow his neighbor's

hammer, and yet refuse to lend him his saw? In acknowledgment, then, of this

duty, as one of your constant readers, I shall send you notes and observations con-

nected with the agricultural condition and prospects of the regions over which
my summer rambles may lead me ; interspersed v/ith appropriate extracts from,

books as companions, with which experience has taught me never to fail in pro-

vining myself on such occasions ; and now. Sir, having introduced myself and my
design, allons—as they say in France

—

let us proceed. And first, as we are speak-
ing of books, though it may not seem to be very germain to the matter of Agri«
culture, let us say a word about

BOOKSELLERS AND PRINTING OFFICES IN NEW-YORK AND ELSEWHERE.

A full exhibit of printing statistics in that great Emporium, would show that in

no department of human industry has modern progress been more wonderful than
in this. Nothing basin fact more engaged the inventive faculties of our country-
men than improvements in the printing press—as the great instrument for genera-
ting and diffusing knowledge : the very passion of our age, and one that while it

feeds itself grows more insatiate and vigorous by indulgence. The most ingenious
mechanical contrivances, propelled by the vehement power of steam itself, have
been put in requisition to multiply its energies, and to enable it to supply fresh

materials to satisfy the voracity of the public demand for intellectual excitement

;
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until, nowadays, no morning opens that does not overspread the counters of New
York booksellers with new tracts and volumes—some heavy as lead, some light-

er than chafl" itself—and when to these are added the myriads of daily impressions
of miniature and mammoth newspapers, one is at a loss to guess where lies that
world of rags in which the paper-makers find their materials, and yet more the
wonder is, where time and readers can be found for such a world of printed
thought !

A full exposition of this branch of business would amaze the public, and is

needed in exhibition of our industrial statistics. The conductors of " Chambers^s
Edinburgh Journal,^'' and other publications of great note and value, turn out
from their machines annually, as we are told, ten millions of sheets, each sheet
being a book of its kind ; and theirs is but "a fragment of the modern trade in

literature." It would be curious to learn what is done in the same way annu-
ally by the Harpers, Appletons, Wiley &: Putnam, Burgess & Stringer, Graham
and others in New-York, and by Lea & Blanchard, and Carey & Hart, Phila-

delphia. But, Sir, is it not to be apprehended that the supply is overrunning the

consumption, especially of the cheap literature—that its circulation is too exclu-

sively confined to city populations ; and that some new and more adequate facul-

ties need to be contrived and systematized, for distributing the surplus over the
land, as it were, and forcing it on the attention and enjoyment of the mass-
es in smaller towns and in the country generally ? It takes a disciple of Izaak
Walton, like Webster, to catch and cook a fish, but any lazy hulk will eat his

chowder when it is put before him.

Under the title of booksellers, there is a chapter in the Edinburgh Journal for

March last, which, if it has not attracted, I would fain recommend to, the notice

of all our large houses in the "trade." And here be it said, en passant, that

were honors and rewards bestowed in this world in proportion to the real benefits

which men confer on their kind, these brothers—Harpers of your City, and W. &
R. Chambers of Edinburgh—deserve to rank your mere military heroes ; for

while these run you through the body, secundem artem, in the name of " God
and Liberty," those are subduing realms of ignorance and barbarism with the

two-edged sword of Knowledge and Virtue ; shedding a light that gives verdure
and vigor where darkness had hitherto etiolated the minds of the masses. In
thus referring to military heroes, be it always understood that no allusion is to be
implied to him who was " first in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of
his countrymen ;" for his warlike achievements are esteemed by the world as al-

together subordinate to his civil virtues.

In the chapter referred to, is a brief sketch of the revolution which has oc-

curred of late years in the system of book printing and selling, which leads the

editors to recommend corresponding measures with a view to render this cheaper
production available to the far greater extent of which they are satisfied it is sus-

ceptible.

" The only sure way," say these men of vast experience, is " to act aggressive-

ly on the masses. Take the bookseller's shop to their doors and firesides, and let

them see and handle what is going on in the department of Literature specially

addressed to them. There appear to be only two ways, say they, by which the

thing could be feasibly attempted. One would consist in country booksellers

greatly altering the style of their operations. Instead of laying a parcel of new
tracts or cheap popular books on their own counters, and then letting them take

their chance, they might either proceed themselves or send persons in their em-
ployment to call on all parties around, likely to become purchasers. If well

worked, such a system would carry literature into every neighborhood, and pro-

bably extend the sale of cheap and useful books immensely ; and it would have
the advantage of being carried out at scarcely any expense.
" Should provincial booksellers find it inconvenient or impracticable to institute

any such process, then another distributive enginery might be attempted. Small
shopkeepers in the country, or in densely populated neighborhoods, might safely

and profitably adventure in the trade of selling cheap and popular tracts, and so

might individuals out of employment take up the busmess of hawking articles

of this kind. A number of instances have come under our knowledge of parties

formerly in wretchedness making a good livelihood by this easily-conducted

trade ; while at the same time they greatly extended the taste for popular litera-
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ture. In a large town, where the sale of our journal could not by the usual means
be raised above fifty copies, an enterprising individual, stepping beyond the

bounds of the ' trade,' elevated it with ea^ to twelve hundred copies. In another

but much larger town the sales of our publications generally have been latterly

doubled, merely by a bookseller in the place having incited a few men in poor
circumstances to become peripatetic dealers. These and other circumstances

convince us that the process of distributing literature has fallen considerably be-

hind the age, and admits of prodigious extension through the agency of a new
class of tradesmen acting aggressively on the masses."
The editors of the" Journal" proceed to give instances of young men in needful

circumstances, who have commenced on the smallest scale, and who have risen

to be respectable stationary booksellers, and who have in turn given a start to

other young men in the same way. Might not thousands find employment ia

this way in our own country, who, after wasting years in idleness, getting sad
and sick with " hope deferred," at last give themselves up to despair and dissi-

pation, or finally enlist as common soldiers, and perish, at home or abroad, with,

the rum or the yellow fever. Take your publication, Mr. Editor, for example,
which ought to be read by every farmer and every farmer's son in this Union

:

the publishers sell it to the trade at a discount that would enable any peripa-

tetic vender to pocket more than one dollar for every hundred. Now how many
young men might at least make an honest livelihood for the nonce, and see the
country at the same time, by combining the sale of The Farmers' Library with,

that of other publications.* But I should not have troubled you with this ex-

tract, were it not certain that you regard it as the bounden duty of every paper
devoted especially to the agricultural interest to suggest every means that may
appear feasible for distributing knowledge more diffusively through the masses,
seeing how much the public liberty depends on universal enlightenment where
«uifrage is so universal. But to this end there is first need of a great

REFORM IN OUR SYSTEMS OF EDUCATION.

To accomplish this, our leading men of influence in society must be awakened
to its importance. We must have capable and conscientious committees of edu-
cation in our Legislatures, to take the subject to heart. Parents must be shamed,
if they cannot otherwise be made sensible of their scandalous neglect of the mind
and character of their own off'spring. The press must eDlighten and animate
public sentiment. Congress must be forced to make provision to enable each.

State to rear up qualified instructors.! In vain shall a few enterprising book-
sellers, wielding the infinitely-multiplied powers of the press and facilities of
publication, provide cheap literature for a totally uneducated people ! The seed
must not be scattered on the way-side, to spring up amid thorns and brambles

;

[* Will the friends of the work please suggest this to any honest young man who is in

need of employment, and would like to undertake it ? To all such young men of integrity

the publishers wiU supply or send six copies to any address they may designate, for $20—to
enable them to make the experiment. Ed. Farm. Lib.'\

[t The Representatives of the landed interest will be grossly derelict in their duty, and

will deserve to be repudiated by their constituents until they shall have done this. See

what they are doing, and wisely doing—if we must have wars—to uisure greater skill and

efficiency in all operations by the cannon and the sword ; and would not the application of

Science, provided for in like manner by the General Government, do as much for the more

beneficent operations of the plow ? The British Government is turning out annually 300

instructed civil teachers for Ireland : ought a republican people—propagating its piinciples

by the sword, and inculcating hati-ed of monarchies—to allow them to outdo it in providing

for the education of the people ? Talk of Internal Improvements ! The best sort of internal

improvements would be to give, out of the public lands or otherwise, to each State, the

means of educating teachers for schools of instruction of fanners' sons, in that which consti-

tutes the ciWl part of the course at West Point—Bridge-building, Road-making, Mineralogy,

Chemistry, Botany, &c.—and this ia what the landed interest would soon accomplish, if they

had the aid of the pubUc press. Ed. Farm. Lib.'\
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the ground must be in some measure prepared before it is sowed. Where young
people are barely taught to copy

" Comrnand you may
Your mind from play

—as in some States, where it is the great boast that ah can reaa ana write

—

there will yet exist as little sensibility to the charms of literature, or relish for

informing books, as where there has been been not even such a mere apology for

education.

In New-Jersey, for example, a State exempt from debt, enjoying an ample
income, with every resource that freedom and prosperity can afford for the per-

fection of her industrial and social systems—yet even in that State we have it in

proof that not more than half the rising generation are known to avail themselves

of the schools provided for them, such as they are ; and that those who do attend

them average not more than two weeks in the year ! * Now of what avail, Sir^

for any intellectual or useful purpose do you suppose would be the cheapest lit-

erature to people thus schooled ? It is in their most youthful days, with both

sexes, that a taste for books must be imbibed, just as the young ox only is taught

to bear the yoke, and the youthful dog to fetch the duck. Habits must be formed

and tastes acquired while the physical and intellectual natures are yet in the

course of development, and as soon as the constitution of the mind and body
will take the impress you desire to stamp on it ; and this eagerness for the

treasure contained in books may be imparted as soon as the child can learn to

read—even at four years of age—if we had books better adapted to that period

and purpose.

In too many of such as have been got up for that object, the work has been

addressed too exclusively and too long to the external or mere animal senses and
imagination of the child. The reasoning faculties have been too slowly brought

into exercise. It has not been well considered how the mind, as soon as distinct

ideas are acquired, is capable of combining them, nor how language may be so

let down, as it were, and simplified, as to place knowledge and the rudiments

of knowledge within the reach and comprehension of the child, as soon as the

senses become susceptible of distinct impressions. Even the parent bird would
teach us a useful lesson on this point, if we would mark how she tempts her cal-

low young, by every motive and device, to follow her a-wing, even before it

would seem to be safe to leave the nest. The great desideratum is to throw

into these first incipient teachings as strong an infusion of thought as the youth-

ful mind can be made to bear, and soon it would be found that intellects so man-
aged would achieve, comparatively, as early a development, and as much alert-

ness and power of self-support, as does the body of the rope-dancer, which owes
all its extraordinary suppleness and activity to early training.

A work thus fitted at once to entertain and to strengthen the mind of young
children—to inveigle them, if I may say so, into the love of virtuous knowledge,

and to fix upon them a habit of pursuing it in books, even before they are aware
of it, has just been produced in Paris, writen by a man of no less distinction

than the Professor of Philosophy in the Royal College of Poictiers, M. Charles
Jeaunel. This little work—in which sketches of sacred and secular biography

are blended with glimpses of natural history, all in a style equally simple and at-

tractive—has just been translated, as I happen to know, by Mr. F. G. S., for the use

especially of his own children, and might well be placed in the hands of every

mother in the land, to assist them, on whom, after all, the task chiefly devolves

to " teach the young idea how to shoot." Ay, to the honor and glory of the sex

l_* By the Census of 1840, there were in New-Jersey 6,385 over 20 years of age—while

pevsons—or 17 out of every 1,000, who could neither read nor write ; in Pennsylvania 20 out

of every 1,000, and in Virginia 79 out of every 1,000. But it is an interesting question, were

it possible to solve it, what proportion of those who can barely read and write have over gone

far enough to get a taste of the pleasures of knowledge or the least love for books. Any fool

may shoot down a bullock in the field, but it takes early associations and practice, and a cer-

tjun degree of wood-craft, to make a sportsman. Any man may bait a book, but only a tnxo

disciple of Izaak Walton can wait all day for " one glorious nibble." Ed. Farm, Lib."]
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be it said, how many luminaries of their age have referred to maternal super-

vision and teachings for the germ of all their usefulness, and their rich harvests

of renown in after life !

NEW BOOKS—OMOO, AND TRAVELS IN PERU.

On intimating to my good friends, the liberal booksellers referred to, my
purpose to while away some Aveeks in the mountains of Virginia, they kmdly
stocked me with their recent publications for light reading, in which I shall
find some passages fitted for your journal. The first opened by chance was
Omoo, of which the contents are as light and worthless, but not so gay and
brilliant, as the very thistle's-down. Its more illustrious predecessor, Typee,
which I have not read, had won distinction for the author, evincing for him.
capacity to use, if not in some measure to supply, materials for a highly enter-

taining work ; but for Omoo, it would be easy to work out a better work from
the adventures before the mast of any whaler out of New-Bedford.—The next
I opened, published by Wiley & Putnam, was "Travels in Peru, by Doctor
J. J. Von Tschudi," who, says the Editor—with what entire accuracy this de-
ponent saith not—lays claim to no merit beyond the truthfulness of his nana.'
tive. His pictures of Nature, he adds truly, especially those relating to the
animal world, are frequently imbued with much of the charm of thought and
style which characterizes the writings of Buff'on.

Though your readers might be amused, and in some respects instructed, by his
observations on the social condition and habits of the several communities he
visited, and yet more with his zoological sketches, to make my extracts accept-
able to yourself, they must, I am aware, be of a nature at least nearly akin to

the chief purposes of your journal. Some of those selected seem to possess the
more interest just now, as they relate to animals and vegetables the growth of
Peru, many of which may doubtless be acclimated with us, especially in the
Southern States, and for the introduction of which a favorable opportunity seems
to be presented in the mission of Mr. Williamson, with facilities offered, as
you inform us, by the Government. I would here refer to the Alpacca and other
Peruvian sheep, sketches and descriptions of which you gave us, together with,

names of the vegetables of South America, long since, in the American Farmer.
Doctor Tschudi speaks, as you will see by the accompanying extracts, of the
celebrated highways and works constructed for Irrigation, nobody knows how
long before the Conquest of Peru—of their riding and driving Horses, their equip-
ments and training—Mules—Plantations—Cotton—Sugar—Tobacco—the Olive,
and other oil-trees—various kinds of Grain—Maize—Quince—Potatoes, and other
tuberous roots—Plants used for seasoning—Clover—Fruits—Figs and Grapes

—

the Chirimoya—the Palta—the Banana and other fruits, and others of more or
less value and promise, some of them unknown to our country.* But first, I
must give you the observations of this disciple of the German philosopher in

Metaphysics and Archaeology, on the

COMPARATIVE NATURAL CAPACITIES OF THE WHITE AND THE NEGRO RACES.

I leave you to judge how far the characteristics of the negro, designated by a
writer who may well be regarded as impartial, at least on this question, apply to
the same race in our country. To state facts is one thing, to propagate unestab-
lished doctrines is another ; and I believe it may be stated as a fact within our
own experience, that the most cleanly, industrious, honest and thrifty of Ameri-
can negroes, bond or free, are such as have been reared in slavery, and yet the
more so, in proportion as their duties may have placed them in nearer proximity
and personal relation to their owners ; but as to their capability for intellectual

development under more favorable circumstances, and their acquisitive power of
the arts of civilization, and the political virtue and forecast which form the secu-
rities for public happiness and respectability, let us wait in hopefulness the issue
of the Monrovian experiment, Avith materials smelted, and it must be admit-
ted, much refined, out of the rude African ore. We shall see to what destiny

[•^ Not to break in too much on the personal narrative of our correspondent, we shall sep«

arate his extracts, and publish them separately from the context in which he would have

interwoven them. Ed. Farm, Lib.'\
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that Colony will rise or fall, when, if ever, the hand and the counsels of the

Caucasian race shall have been entirely withdrawn, and the Colony be left exclu-

sively to its own government and support. Should it rise, as its friends predict,

to wealth and power, it will be more than history would teach us to hope for,

if the watchful rapacity of the white man does not rob the fruit of which benev-

olence had planted the seed. It did not avail the lamb to show the wolf who
was bent on eating him that he stood uppermost in the stream, and could not

muddy it. Again I repeat, let us hope for the best ; in the mean time, here are

the observations of this acute German traveler :

" In Lima, and indeed throughout the whole of Peni, the free negroes are a plague to soci-

ety. Too indolent to support themselves by laborious industry, they readily fall into any

dishonest means of getting money. Almost all the robbers who infest the roads on the coast

of Peru, are fi-ee negi-oes. Dishonesty seems to be a part of their nature ; and moreover, all

their tastes and inclijiations are coarse and sexual. Many warm defenders of the negroes

excuse these qualities by ascribing them to the want of education, the recollection of slavery,

the spirit of revenge, &c. But I here speak of free-bom negroes, who are admitted into the

houses of wealthy famiUes, who from their eaily childhood have received as good an educa-

tion as falls to the share of many of the white Creoles—who are treated with kindness and

hberally remunerated, and yet they do not differ from their half-savage brethren who are

shut out from these advantages. If the negro had learned to read and write, and thereby

made some advance in education, he is transformed into a conceited coxcomb, who, instead

of plundering travelers on the highway, finds in city hfe a sphere for the mdulgence of his

evil propensities. What is the cause of tins incorrigible tm-pitude of the negroes ? To
answer this important question is not easy, if we admit the principle that the Negro is as

capable of cultivation as the Caucasian : and in support of it, the names of some highly edu-

cated Ethiopians may be cited. Those who are disposed to maintain this principle, and

who are at the same time intimately acquainted with the social relations of the countiies in

•which free negroes are numerous, may solve the problem. My opinion is that the negi'oes,

with respect to capability for improvement, are iiir behind the Europeans, and that, considered

in the aggregate, they will not, even vidth the advantages of careful education, obtain any

vei7 high degree of cultivation ; because the sti'ucture of the Negi'o skull, on which depends

the development of the brain, approximates closely to the animal form. The imitative

faculty of the monkey is highly developed in the Negro, who readily seizes anything merely

mechanical, while tilings demanding intelligence are beyond his reach. Sensuality is the

impulse which controls the thoughts, the acts, the whole existence of the negi-oes. To them,

freedom can be only nominal ; for if they conduct themselves well, it is because they are

compelled, not because they are inclined to do so. Herein he at once the cause of, and the

apology for their bad character.
" The negro women differ but little from the men, in their general characteristics. They

are, however, more active and industrious, and better tempered. As domestic servants, they

are superior to the mixed races [meaning mixtures of Indian blood]. They are much em-
ployed as nurses, and in those situations they dischai-ge their duties well. Their personal

vanity is boundless, and every real they can save is spent in dress and ornaments. It is

amusing to see them on festival days parading about the streets, dressed in white muslin

gowns trimmed with lace, and short sleeves displaying their black amis. Very short petti-

coats, seldom extending below the ankle, serve to exliibit the tawdiy finery of red sillt stock-

ings and blue satin shoes. From their ears are suspended long gold drops, and their uncov-

ered necks are not unfrequently adorned with costly necklaces. A negi-ess, who was a slave

belonging to a family of my acquaintance, possessed a necklace composed of five Panama

pearls, worth several thousand dollars."

This story reminds me, Mr. Editor, of a slave negress I once saw on Colonel

Hampton's estate in Carolina. Her holiday had already commenced at 11 A. M. on

Saturday, and her ladyship was boomed out, with her head thrown back, and all

sail set, moving like a steamboat into Columbia, probably with the proceeds of

her hen-house°or truck-patch, to add another to the seven flashy dresses she had

been known to display on a single day, on some festival occasion—of which they

have not a few.—But to " begin at the beginning," let us speak a word, and they

need but a word, of the

CONVEYANCES FROM NEW-YORK TO FREDERICKSBURG.

Properly to estimate the speed and perfection of arrangements for traveling

between these points, on various routes, one should have lived long enough to

contrast the present with the old systems, when, not many short of a baker's

dozen were packed in a stage-coach, and fortunate was he who arrived at Havre

de Grace with whole bones late at night, the first day out from Baltimore
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or Philadelphia ; after being again and again stalled " up to the hub," and occa-

sionally upset. Now you may travel chatting or reading as you go the whole
distance of two hundred miles from New-York to Baltimore, in little more than
twelve hours. But oblivious of past annoyances, like spoiled children, the more
we are indulged the more impatient and fretful we become.
We had in the cars, from the City of " Brotherly Love," to the City of " Monu-

ments," a most venerable couple, types of the olden time, Mr. and Mrs. Cope, of

the Society of Friends, in Philadelphia, to whom these our modern contrivances

for the annihilation of time and space, must truly have appeared as the work of

Arabian enchantment. He is old enough to have enjoyed the acquaintance of

Doctor Franklin, to whom, he says, the idea of the " Telegraph " was familiar ;

but there is reason to believe that the recent suggestion of its feasibility, and
thence its actual establishment, is in truth and justice more referable to the learn-

ed Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, than either he or others have allowed
the public to know.
To be thrown, by whatever chance, into company with such choice specimens

of the better days of the Republic as those octogenarian friends, is one of the few
agreeable " incidents of travel " rarely to be picked up in the crowds and bustle of
universal locomotion nowadays. It was truly interesting to listen to this old gen-
tleman, as he was drawn out to speak of his personal recollections of Generai.
Washington and the old Congress, as it met in its wisdom in Philadelphia : aind

to hear him tell how proud he was, then a lad in a store, when charged with a
bundle to take home to Mrs. Washington, the lady of President Washington !

alas ! then it was that the 7nan made the office !

One curious fact worth mentioning as to Mr. Cope, and indicative of the pro-

gress of our country in one lifetime : he whose name was the first on record as a
Philadelphia visitor to the White Sulphur Springs, is now wending his way with
his aged helpmate, to the same Hygeian fountain. What better proof need we
ask of the enduring virtue of its waters ! Here, Sir, you must give me leave to

mention an incident that if established as a common one, would help to stigma-
tize our national character. At one point on the road, this ancient couple, who
had wintered and summered each other for so many years, were for a moment
separated, and I observed that on his return a strapping young woman—for I

will not call her a lady—had got into his vacant seat, and refused to restore it,

saying there were other seats at his command. Seeing this, I proposed in vain
to two young people next in the rear, to offer their seats, for to part these old

people, it was obvious, would be like tearing the vine from its supporting tree

;

hut they also refused. I would have cheerfully have relinquished mine to the
old gentleman, who was still standing, and whom then 1 did not know from the
Pope of Rome—but that would not have satisfied the case. It was gratifying,

however, to see that this rude discourtesy to age, which everywhere commands
the spontaneous homage of all well-bred people, produced an evident feeling of
respectful sympathy among the passengers hard by, until the old patriarch and
his aged companion were again seated, as they had ever lived, like Abraham
and Sarah of old, by the side of each other.

I ought not, perhaps, to have troubled your readers with an incident that may
seem somewhat commonplace, were it not that it may possibly prevent, in some
case, the recurrence of anything so unsightly and unbecoming as is every want
of respect to gray hairs ; and to take the same occasion to intimate to directors

and conductors of railroads, that something not yet established or generally un-
derstood, is now needed to regulate the rights and privileges of their passen-
gers in respect of the retention of their seats, the opening of windows, &c. Ought
not possession at the start, mauger a momentary absence on the way, to give a
right to a seat for the whole route ? And again : Have any lady, who takes a
whim to keep open a window, or any roue, who may wish to blow off the fumes
of an over-night's debauch, or to spit abroad his salivary extracts of tobacco, a
right to chill and kill all around them with a piercing current of air: for you
must know that, as truly saith the Spanish proverb, " A current of air that will

put out a candle will kill a man !" Or is it even unto death itself that we must
leave every one to enjoy, ad libitum, the democratic right of doing whatever he
pleases !

While honor and gratitude are due, especially to the founders, and to the direc-
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tors of all our great public improvements, We may next expect, preventive meas-
ures against tlie delay and expensive inconvenience attending the transfer of
"through-baggage " from one route to another.

It may not be out of place here, while on the road, to say a word about the

HOTELS IN THE CITIES FROM AND THROUGH WHICH WE ARE TRAVELING.

Public houses of entertainment in New-York are numerous, and those recently

built are upon the go-ahead gigantic order of the age. I am acquainted only

with two—the old " City " and the spacious " Astor," and he must be hard to

please who would not be content in either.

Of others in Philadelphia, besides the " United States " in Chesnut-street, I

have nothing to remark. Few can speak by comparison of many in the same
town, because if we become unwilling to abandon any of our old haunts, it is

such as are found in Ao^e/s where we have been accustomed to "put up," and
been once kindly treated. How sorely disappointed and uncomfortable would be
any ^{ the old habitues of the " City Hotel " not to find Willard standing in the

bar, where he has stood for the last forty years, like the picture of the vegetable
lamb in Darwin's Botanic Garden, with an air of imperturbable serenity and
good humor, never eating, sleeping, or moving out of that one spot

!

Without meaning any disparaging comparison, it may be said of the " United
States " in Philadelphia, that unless it may be for the few that remain of your staid

old wealthy two-bottle bachelors and white-cravat gentlemen, this superior estab-

lishment leaves one little to regret, on his own account, at the closing of the

incomparable old " Mansion House," even as it was headed by " Joe Head " him-
self. Alas, it seems to be no longer the fashion for the host to preside and " give

assurance of a man "at the head of his own table d^hote. With some hosts, the

custom, it is true, " were better honored in the breach than the observance :" but

the validity of that improvement may well be questioned that would banish from
that presidency such gentlemen as Joe Head, David Baknum, James M. Selden,
and John Minge. Mr. Mitchell of the " United States " sits at the head of his " la-

dies' ordinary ;" and here be it remarked that one great convenience in having
gentlemen in the conduct of hotels is, that with modern conveniences and punc-
tuality in traveling, ladies may, on emergency, venture to go without special at-

tendants, from city to city.

If there be any fault to be found with this well-lighted, airy, and well attend-

ed house, it lies in the seeds of dyspepsia that may be lurking, like serpents

among rose-bushes, in viands and confectionary, as various and excellent as the

best market in the Union and the last refinements of the culinary art can produce.

Baltimore is proverbially well supplied with public ordinaries, several, doubt-

less, all that could be wished. There is the spacious " Eutaw House " in the

west, with very gentlemanly conductors, and other guaranties for safety and
comfort. There are hotels near the depot where those who go for solid quantity

may satisfy the animal man with railroad dispatch. In Light-street is the old
" Fountain Inn," that is anything but light, where Col. Howard and Doctor
McHenry, and patriots of the days when patriots meant something, used to dine

and drink old rum-toddy with General Washington in Bryden's time. But on
the strength of acquaintance with it " from the stump," commend me (as in Bos-

ton to the " Tremont ") here in Baltimore, for the ne plus ultra, to Barnum's
*' City Hotel," still conducted with all the energy and spirit, and the close atten-

tion to small things as Avell as great, which characterized its management un-

der its lamented founder, old " King David," himself. Nor must I fail to refer

the weary traveler to the " Exchange," kept by one of his best pupils, Mr.
Dorsey, for as kind treatment and good cheer as the heart could wish.

In this utilitarian age, when everything is tested by the cui bono, you will not

think it amiss to give publicly a small hint—of which some of mine hosts have
promptly availed themselves

—

to have salt placed at once within reach of every
one at the table—one set at least for every three persons. In all industrial en-

terprises now the great desideratum, you know, is to save labor ; and the tavern

keeper has no right to compel his guests to help each other to salt any more
than to bread or to water. Moreover, servants are not so numerous in any of

them as to have half their time taken up in handing the salt backward and
forward, up and down, from one to another, at the very moment they are most
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needed. As long as small matters continue to make up the sum of social and
domestic coml'orts, none can be too small to be worthy of notice in a journal like
yours, which professes to go for the useful.

JBy-the-by, Sir. Editor, since I am at sea under a roving commission, that opens
to me every port, and makes every object a fair subject for exammation, let me
embrace the opportunity to express my testimony in favor of

COLORED AGAINST WHITE WAITERS IN HOTELS.

For this you need go no farther than the great " Delavan " Temperance House
in Albany, the " United States " in Philadelphia, and Barnum's in Baltimore, where
men of color exclusively are employed. Contrast the docility, prompt attention,

and submissiveness of these to the discipline which befits their station, with the
air and deportment (with some very clever exceptions) of the half-naturalized,

half-taught foreigner, too often picked up on the wharves for convenience, and
then only to be retained until they get washed and dressed, and in a few months'
breathing the air of our gloriously free democracy they get to be, in their own
conceit, quite as good if not a " wee bit better nor their employers," and quite im-
patient for promotion to a higher office—beginning with a leader at the polls

and rising to the ShexiSalty., or the Mayoralty, or, peradvenlure, a Judgeship !

!No, Sir ; for a ruler, a man of philosophical temper and enlarged views, like

Madison or Monroe—unprejudiced and tolerant of difference of opinion where
reason is left free to combat it ; for a genuine tyrant, an old field-demagogue, who
has no idea of that liberty about which he is ever prating, beyond the usages of

his party ; for companions, give me high-toned, cultivated gentlemen ; but for

waiters, whether on the coach-box or behind your chair at the table d^hote, to

change my plate or to brush my shoes or my coat, give me colored men— and all

the better when brought up in the " great house " and manumitted for good be-

havior, after being educated in slavery to humane, well-bred masters. The
most accomplished head-waiter in all Canada, is a mulatto from Baltimore, iti

the Albion House in Quebec.—And now what shall be said of the

MARKETS IN PHILADELPHIA AND BALTIMORE.

This is a fruitful subject, and would require much more room than you can
spare, though it behooves every agriculturist to know in what a good market
consists ; and all ought occasionally to survey those within their reach with the
ambition to supply or improve what is deficient in quantity or quality. I have
often heard the late Robert Oliver, who was an early riser and a close observer,

and made it a point to go early through the markets where he happened to be,

whether at home or abroad—I have heard him often remark that there was no
such market iji the ivorld, take it all in all, as that of Philadelphia! In Boston,
you are struck with the urbane manners and remarkably intelligent conversation
of the butchers ; in Philadelphia, with the great attention to cleanliness in their

persons and stalls. The two things in which they there appear to me most uni-

formly to excel, is in their veal and butter. To their calves designed for veal
they never think of giving less than the entire milk of one cow—sometimes
more—and thus they bring it to be very fat and to weigh more than a hundred
pounds in six weeks ; and that, they say, pays better than any other disposition

that can be made of either the calf or the milk.* The richness, high flavor and
excellence of their butter has been attributed, as I see in your journal, by a nice
and accomplished observer of such things, (Doctor Emerson,) to the presence of
the sweet-scented vernal grass {Anthoxanthum odoratum)-\ in their pastures. If
so, it would surely be worth the while of farmers in the neighborhood of all

large cities to patronize that grass. I think it was cultivated near Baltimore by
the late Doctor Wilkins, whose memory deserves to rank highly in all agricul-

tiaral and horticultural annals for his intelligence and ardor in the cause of these
kindred industries.

[* For valuable iiifoi-mation as to the Management of Cows and Calves, see this and the

preceding Number of The Farmers' Library, from Stephens's " Book of the Farm."

Ed. Farm. Lib.]

[t With a more paiticular description of this grass the reader shall be fiimished at the end
of these Notes, or in an eai'ly number. Ed. Farm. Lib.'\
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One morning's sojourn in Baltimore was embraced to visit the old Marsh, or
principal market of the town ; and sorry am I to say that for all the extrinsic
essentials of light, space and cleanliness, it is far below the character of a city

so populous and so famed for alertness and vigor in the career of social and eco-
nomical improvement, on which our whole country seems to have so heartily
entered. The side, the center, and the fish-market houses are all too low, dark,
contracted and filthy, and as for the regular victualers, in their certainly not very
white and clean shirt-sleeves and aprons, and, for the most part, coarse and dirty

cloths, where there are any cloths, spread over and about their shambles—who
that has ever seen them both, but must be struck with the contrast, in the tout
ensemble, between the Baltimore and the Philadelphia markets, to the disadvant-
age of the former ? Would it be unreasonable to suppose, where faults are so
glaring in a matter of such general interest, that the conductors of the Press,
there and everywhere among the best of police-officers, are too much otherwise
occupied to traverse the Marsh Market early on Wednesdays and Saturdays ?

Where nods that good old sentinel over all her public concerns, the Baltimore
American, at that early hour ? Of what dreams its Patriot colleague ? While
yet the Sun has not risen to expose, nor the Clipper spread its sails to bring up
the lee-way of their monumental City on a point so vital to its character and do-
mestic comforts. Yet it must be claimed for the materiel of the Baltimore Mar-
ket, that while far from being deficient in the essential articles of good beef, and
mutton, and poultry, it excels in abundance rather than the quality of its fruit,

not bearing comparison with Boston in apples, pears, grapes and plums, though
it may boast of its peaches, and yet more of the excellence of its melons, celery

and other vegetables—as well as of its crabs, hard and soft. And what greater
delicacy than this last-named shell-fish without a shell, if in cooking it be di-

vested of the yellow substance—the ' fat '—which gives it an undesirable acidity,

to the taste of most people ? Though the supply of excellent butter has vastly

increased, that seems to be an article—I mean that of the finest quality—that

can never overrun the demand. Waverley butter sells to-day, as the old Hillen
& Hampton butter did thirty years ago, for 371 cents a pound, even in June. If

the same facilities for the farmers were established along the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad that exist on the Eastern railroads, and if the farmers and their wives
and daughters on the tide-waters of the Chesapeake, encouraged by the saine

helps, were as thrifty as those in Yankee-land, Baltimore would be of all markets
in the Union the best supplied with everything that can give variety and excel-

lence. The over-night's milk is sent perfectly fresh for use, in New-York, the
next morning, from a distance of 100 miles. Instead of parading their wives and
daughters at fashionable and crowded resorts, how much more useful if they
would take them occasionally on a leisurely survey of the industrious habits and
convenient and thrifty domestic arrangements and economy of the Northern peo-

ple. Of all things, an occasional excursion for personal observation, among a
thriving and notable people, makes the best " eye-opener,'''' as a long-headed
Member of Congress from Baltimore City used to express himself.

A word more as to

THE INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC JOURNALS, AND THE GROWTH AND THE MEN OF BALTIMORE.

An interesting account of the exportation of bread-stuflTs appeared recently in

tne Baltimore American, among the oldest, most enlightened and authentic of our

commercial journals—one which has grown with the growth and strengthened

with the strength of that flourishing city, repaying with interest, by honest and
efficient service to the town, all the liberal patronage it has received. On a view
of this lucid statement of the trade, and its constant, able advocacy of public works
essential to the continued prosperity of Baltimore, my mind has sometimes ram-
bled into reflections which brought me to the conclusion, without any reference

to their party biases, that the people of large towns are not generally aware hoio

much they owe of their growth and prosperity to the conductors of leading jour-

nals, watchful over all that may conduce to their development, their stability in

well-doing. The influence of such journals, it may be apprehended, is too often

felt rather than seen—enjoyed without being acknowledged. True it is that

individual mercantile and mechanical enterprise is indispensable, but these jour-

nals are no less so, to explore and indicate the available objects and channels fos
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enterprise, and to encourage patriotic associations of capital for large purposes,

beyond the reach of private means. They collect as to a focus, and reflect as

from a mirror, the suggestions of individual sagacity and experience, for the

establishment of useful institutions, and for the common enlightenment and
happiness of all. Such is the high and responsible office of the conductors of

leading papers iu large cities, demanding the highest order of talents and the

purest public spirit. How much more honorable and important, as respects the

public welfare, than many political offices of high grade, awarded by the voice

of faction, and wielded for factious ends !

Be my location, Mr. Editor, where it may, into whatever situation the acci-

dents of party or the will of power may poke me, I shall ever have a "warm
side" for old Baltimore ; but those who are enjoying the golden fruits of her pros-

perity should never forget what they owe to those who planted the tree, and
watched and watered it through all the doubtful crises of its growth, and finally

handed it over in full bearing to their successors, as the rich inheritance of their

cares, their sagacity, their risks, and, in not a few cases, of their sacrifices. Ljet

them never forget that if Baltimore struck her strong tap-root in a happy position,

she owes her nourishment and stalwart growth no less to the forecast, the labors,

the untiring industry and the constant patriotism of the Wilsons, the Smiths, the

Gilmers, the Olivers, W. Lorman, the Browns, Thomases, Eilicotts, Eltings, Ster-

retls, Thompsons, the Donnells and the McDonnells, &c. of bygone days. But can
communities, any more than individuals, plead exemption from frequent want of
discrimination, from injustice, from ingratitude ?—or why is it that we so often see

men courted in the social circle and exalted in the popular regard in proportion

to the length of their purses, the frequency of their dinners, the age of their

wines, the glitter of their equipages, the influence of their contiections and the

magnificence of their houses, furniture and style of living ; and yet worse, if pos-

sible, to their clamorous and hypocritical professions of love for the dear people !

while the quiet man of inquiring mind and various knowledge, and unobtrusive

and vigorous capacity to be useful, is overlooked and neglected ! How many igno-

rant and hollow-sounding demagogues, without one ray of talent or one spark

of generosity—how many cunning interlopers and party changelings from political

envy and disappointed ambition, high-school Federalists to-day, and Subterranean
Democrats to-morrow ; aflfecling to court, while they are known to despise, the
" vox populi,''' have been elevated to the highest offices and places of patronage
and authority, within our observation, to the utter exclusion of citizens of exten-

sive research, of useful acquirements, ol sound scholarship and business capa-
city, but who scorn to " bend the supple hinges of the knee where thrift may
follow fawning." I should say here, with the author of Gil Bias, that while my
purpose is to represent things as I find them, God forbid that I should under-
take to delineate any man in particular ! Let no reader, therefore, assume to

himself that which properly belongs to others, lest, as Phsdrus observes, he
make an unlucky discovery of his own character

—

stulte nudavit ani?ni con-

scientiam. Without making the application, I will only state a fact. A great
work has lately come from the English press, being a consolidated Digest of the

Laws which regulate the Navigation and Trade of all Nations, and the Tariff's

and Taxes and Restrictions imposed by each State upon International Navigation
and Commerce ; and also a Digest of the Commercial Treaties which are in force

between the respective States of the World. This last, and chef d''auvre in its

department of knowledge, is entitled McGregor's Commercial Statistics. The
•following is the second paragraph of his Preface. To many who read it, in the
United States, it will probably be the first intimation of the existence of the
•' valuable work" referred to, and for which one of the greatest statists of the
present day " sent frequently to America without success."

" The execution of this arduous work," says McGregor, " was intrusted to a
very competent publicist, Mr. John Spear Smith, and the first volume of 700
pages was published in 1833, and the whole, as far as information could then be
collected, in four volumes, in 1836." He says farther, he " sent frequently to

America" for this " valuable work, without success, owing to the limited number
that were ordered to be printed. Each of the American Legations and Consuls
have had copies sent them stamped as the property of the United States ; and for

the perusal of these volumes—as to the first two volumes, I was indebted to
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the United States Agent at Vienna, and afterward, for the two succeeding ones,

to the kindness of an American Minister." Be it remembered, that this is un-

bought testimony from a foreigner, and an entire stranger to this native son of
Baltimore—the testimony of no other than one of the Joint Secretaries of the

Board of Trade in Great Britain, chosen for his fitness to prepare an herculean

work in the most important of all departments of industrial knowledge

—

Agri-

cultural and Commercial Statistics ! JNow, Mr. Editor of The Farbiers' Libra-
ry, in respect of this " very competent publicist," author of this " valuable work,"

for which McGregor " sent frequently to America," this accomplished scholar

—

son of one of the founders and pillars of Baltimore when it needed support—can

you tell me to what high posts of authority or emolument he has been appointed

by his native city or State, or by the General Government hard by ? Yet how
few of those who have, in the mean time been honored, by all parties, with public

trusts of all grades, would be capable of writing a "valuable work" on

NATIONAL STATISTICS.

Who can overestimate the labors of the " competent publicist,"' who has the

patience to collect and the talents to arrange, lucidly, a body of important statis-

tics ?—a work, by-the-by, which every State Government ought to have done

periodically and faithfully, particularly as respects its agricultural statistics.

Sententiously and most truly has it been said by an admirable French author,

Alex. Moreau Jounes—Paris, 1847 :

" La Siatistique n'est pas moins necessaire a la vie publiqve des peuples qu'a leur vie

priv6e ; c'est par ses travaux, ses iiwestigations que les grands int€r&ts, de VEtat, sont 6lu-

cides, approfondis et connus; ses chiffres fournissent les meilleurs argiiments, les temoignages

les pins piremptoires que Von prodouise chaque jour au conseil du Prince, au Parlement, et

a VAcadimie."

It would be easy to enlarge on this subject, especially as respects the scandal-

ous ignorance and neglect of their agricultural statistics, by States calling them-

selves civilized, which might yet be put to shame by reflection on their inferi-

ority in this greatest of public duties, even to the natives of Peru, who, confined

between the high chain of the Andes and the great Ocean, had never yet com-

municated with any civilized people, when Pizarro discovered and conquered

them. Yet this new country of what we call barbarians, holding no traditions

of descent from any other people, and who had no means or knowledge of

writing, but by cord's of different colors, possessed a system of statistics as com-

plete as the best that we have at the present day. It is computed that 7,000

lives are annually saved in Great Britain by a law founded on a single statistical

fact in respect of the ravages of the small-pox. How many of our State legisla-

tors have learned the A B C of the statistics of their own State?—But having

already too widely digressed, let us embark on the

TRIP FROM BALTIMORE TO FREDERICKSBURG, BY V^^ATER.

For experiment and vanity we took the steamer " Mary Washington "—as good

as her name would import—at 4 P. M., for Fredericksburg, and a most agreeable

trip we had of it—the fare, and attention from the gentlemanly Commander,

Myers, and all on board, everything that the most fastidious could desire. But

fully to enjoy the long and winding passage of the Rappahannock, for more than

100 miles, which you enter upon at sunrise and complete before he sets, the tour-

ist must bear in actual or traditionary remembrance, the social reminiscences con-

nected with the times, and the seats, as you pass them successively, of the old

aristocracy that illustrated its borders in the palmy days of the Tayloes and Tay-

lors, the Taliaferros, Alexanders, Bernards, Carters, Fitzhughs, Pendletons, &c.

Earnestly may it be regretted that we have of those old families no connected and

reliable biographical anecdotes and memoirs of their domestic and social economy,

pastimes and ways of living ; for much may it be feared that in these points of

view we ne'er shall look upon their like again, however transcendental may be

our " progress," so called ! Nothing, truly, is easier than for the social moralist

to decry their convivialities, their reckless management and extravagance, if you

will, but is it quite sure, Sir, that their posterity do not, with some exceptions,

lack their genuine patriotism, and true hospitality, and open-hearted benevo-
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lence, quite as much as they do their ample domains, their manly diversions

and well-appointed equipages and numerous retinue of loyal and contented de-
pendents 1 Be it admitted that the sports of the turf and the chase, the lively

barbecue, the mirth-inspiring fiddle, the social game of whist, the "sparkling
can" and the "flowing bowl" of mint julep and apple-toddy, have all departed
among the things that have been ; but by what shining and superior virtues

been supplanted? Are men of the present day better educated, more polished in

their manners, more patriotic, more neighborly ? Are the women more refined,

more pious, more hospitable, less envious of the rich or more charitable to the
poor ? And, after all, is not the dilapidation of these old families and estates,,

where that has occurred, the result rather of our political institutions, and the

drain opened by the generosity of the old States to draw off their enterprise and
capital to the vast domains they gave away in the West, rather than of anv
social vice or defect in our ancestors—and therefore, as far as it has happened
to be lamented rather than made a matter of unfilial reproach to the memory
of those to whom we owe nearly every claim we have, while any shall remain,
to national pride and glory ? Truly, if our forefathers had all been thrifty nig-

gards, we might now in opulence be enjoying the fruits of their avarice ; and if

our national domain had been restricted to the limits of the Old Thirteen, who
shall say that we might not, ere now, have reached a higher pitch of national
excellence in all solid national virtues?—for neither collective nor individual
wealth or prosperity depends on mere extent of possessions, but rather on
honor, diligence and good government. Judge Marshall, clarum venerabile
nomen, used to say that should our once happy and contented Union ever be rent

asunder by internal discord or undue expansion, he hoped, when it should come
to be reorganized, that Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina would form a
Republic to themselves ; nor would there seem to be anything extravagant or
unreasonable in the hope of adequate strength and security in such a Confederacy,
recommended as it would be by geographical compactness and sympathy, as
well as by homogeneousness of habits and character, when we compare these
three of the old Thirteen Sisters, in size and resources, to Governments of the first

class in Europe—Great Britain, for instance. As, for example, according to our
eminent and venerable geographer, W. Darbt,

Maryland 11,000 square milesEngland embraces 58,000 square miles

Ireland 32,000

Scotland .32,164

Aggregate 122,164 square miles

Virginia 61,300

North Carolina 45,500

Aggregate 117,800 square miles

Leaving a difference of only 4,697, or one twenty-fifth part, in favor of territorial

extent for an Empire that numbers at this day a population of 30,000,000, against

Maryland, in 1840 470,000 I Virginia, East 806.942

North Carolina 753,419
|

Do. West 432,855

Total 2,463,216

And in what element of power or greatness, political or industrial, do the Islands

of Great Britain excel these three old States? Do these not, in the aggregate,
equally abound with those in mineral wealth ? Are not their mines of coal and
iron as inexhaustible ? Do they not excel in water-power, in timber, in navigable

bays and rivers, in valuable fisheries, and in harbors ample and secure, as well
as in unsurpassed climate and agricultural capabilities—to say nothing of our
boasted form and principles of Government, worthy to be propagated with fire

and sword, not refiecting that ours is of intellectual organization, requiring those
who use it to be morally prepared and educated to understand and appreciate it

—

as complicated agricultural machines, highly useful and desirable for their labor-

saving properties, may not be put into the hands of common operatives, but
require men of tact to comprehend and manage them.

But, to speak more particularly of the

AGRICULTURE ON THE RAPPAHANNOCK.

An impression prevails widely that in the Agriculture of this region, and of
Lower Virginia generally, is grouped every sign and proof of ignorance, improvi-
dence and mismanagement. Nor is this impression, perhaps, to be wondered at,

or ascribed to prejudice or unkindness on the part of those who take but a su-
perficial view, looking first and with admiration, as every one must, at its allu-
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vial fertility, its admirable adaptation to the growth of all our cereal products,

and its easy and natural accesses to all the best markets, and then at the as-

tounding fact that its population is stationary if not retrograde. On this point it

were not easy to speak more pointedly than by referring to the testimony of a writer

to be found in The Farmers' Library itself, August number of 1846. In ref-

erence to this very district of country, for twenty miles, at least, on the Rappa-
hannock, below Fredericksburg, he says that within the last twenty years the

products have greatly increased. Bare fields, a few years since, have become
rich pastures ; the stock of all kinds has improved in blood and character ; dwell-

ings and farm-houses have very generally become more suitable for the purposes

of their construction ; while some few expensive and beautiful residences have
been built, and neat and appropriate churches erected—all indicating an advance-

ment in refinement, comfort and morals. By intercourse with their countrymen
of other States, which was almost interdicted before the introduction of travel

by steam-power, and the extension of knoivledge by agricultural works, he says

the lowlanders ofVirginia have introduced among them the results of experience

elsewhere, and the advantages of a superior kind of farming utensils. In the

aggregate, larger crops of grain are probably made in every county of Virginia,

than when a former proprietor of " Mount Airy " occasionally sent in one year

thirty thousand bushels of wheat to market, which sold at about two dollars per

bushel. The estate referred to, he farther says, has been divided into some
dozen parts, and one or more parts on an average produces more, some double

the quantity that the same parts produced twenty years ago. This increased

product, with fewer laborers, he adds, has been produced by the improved modes
of Agriculture, chiefly by manures, draining, and suspension of too much grazing.

Marl, lime, clover and plaster, have contributed to these results, besides the ju-

dicious application of other manures. Such, Sir, is the testimony of a gentle-

man "to the manor born," one of the last and the brightest links between all

that was and all that is, the best of ours and of the olden time—reared under all

advantages to judge and describe that personal opportunity and the highest order

of intelligence can give.

When it is considered how many of the most enterprising sons of the Old Do-
minion have moved off to the South-west, carrying with them thousands of the

most efficient laborers, the wonder may well be that the maximum of her pro-

ductiveness should yet be reaped ; nor can it be accounted for otherwise than on
your correspondent's well-grounded assumption of more intelligent and improved
modes of culture, and the use of more labor-saving implements and machinery,

the more perfect plow, deeper and finer tilth, the threshing-machine, the revolving

rake, the cultivator, &c., and by a much more careful husbandry of all resources

for barn-yard manure, with a better understanding of the uses and value of the

marl everywhere underlying their farms. For these last checks to the progress

of exhaustion let Virginia be ever grateful to her Taylors and her RuflSns. Here
it was, in Caroline, that Arator himself lived, and breathed over Southern Agri-

culture a spirit of revival that will never cease to have eff'ect. He it was who
taught his brother farmers the great secret of improvement, for he taught them
to think ; and cannot one of his sons, Mr. Editor, be moved to revive, through

your pages, for the gratitude and emulation of the present generation of culti-

vators, and for the honor of the profession, the fading remembrance of his de-

votedness, and very popular contributions to the cause of agricultural improve-

ment ? Or is it to be forever that only " through blood and slaughter " men shall

win their way to the highest honors and the most lasting distinction?

To comprehend the whole theory and practice of the application of marl, your

readers will not need to be referred to the writings of Edmund Ruffin, and espe-

cially to his unrivaled Essay on " Calcareous Manures ;" but, for an exhibition of

its efficacy in a particular and recent case, precisely in this district, where and of

which I am writing, take the following, already once transferred from The Ameri-

can Agriculturist to the Richmond Whig.

THE USE OF MARL NEAR FREDERICKSBURG.

Lytton Y. Atkins states as follows

:

" The impression has hitherto generally prevailed that the application of marl to poor

lands must be limited by the progress of cultivation, aiid that it could not exert much of ita
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fertilizing power if applied to such lands without cultivation. Tliis, I tliink. is an error, as
will be clearly shown by the result of the experiment which T will proceed to detail

:

In the month of February, 1846, five hundred bushels of blue or green sand marl were
scattered on a measured acre of land, wliich was covered with a gi-owth of broom-grass,

known to be alike the badge of poverty, and the memorial of mal-treatmeut in bygone
days.

On this land, in March following, three gallons of clover seed were scattered, (red clover,)

and in the month of June, 1846, the clover was found to be in a thriving condition, bunches
of it having reached the hight of 28 inches in less than three months after the seed was sown.
And now (June 12th, 1847,) it has complete possession of the soil, and after having been
much injured by a long and severe drouth, that portion of it that has gone to bloom is from
15 to 20 inches high. As I did not wish my first experiment to prove abortive from drouth,

I used nearly double as much seed as would, under ordinary circumstances,, be requisite.

Two gallons to the acre would be an abundance. This laud has not had the plow, hoe or

spade to operate on it for nearly 20 years. Now it seems to me that the result of this expe-
riment shows conclusively that lands similar to this (which are abundant in Eastern Virginia),

having a supply oi bine marl near them, may be converted mto rich grazing lands, without
subjecting them to a previous succession of cleansing crops, and thus the farmer could make
ample provision for his cattle and other animals, without grazing lands devoted to wheat,
corn, &.C.

The cost of restoring such land as that mentioned above to fertility, by marling and apply-
ing clover-seed, would be from five to seven dollars per acre, and this caimot be considered
' paying too dear for the whistle,' when it is recollected that the land, after the process,

would be cheaper at thirty dollars per acre, ihaii it would be at ttoo dollars, if left in its pre-
vious impoverished condition. In the last mentioned state, it would bruig the cultivator in
debt ; but when improved, it would not only yield enough to meet the expense of cultivating

and securing the crops, but would also pay a handsome profit in the investment if valued at
thirty dollai's per acre."

With all these resources and facilities, it will appear strange that in the last

20 years (lirora 1820 to 1840,) Caroline County should have actually decreased
in population from 18,000 to 17,800 ; but it should be borne in mind that this part
of Virginia has been acted upon, with peculiar force, by the drains which have
so influenced the spread of population over the whole Union that while, during
the last ten years previous to 1840, the population of the seventeen "Atlantic
States," including the District of Columbia, increased from 9,182,237 to only 10,-

689,596, that of the Western and North-western States increased in the same
decennial term, from 3,673,900 to 6,302,915, or nearly doubled in ten years!
while Virginia during the same period increased only from 1,211,266 to 1,239,-
797. Alabama swarming with the most enterprising sons of the Old Dominion,
has very nearly doubled in the same time—increasing in these ten years from
309,206 to 590,756.

Virginia stood, even as late as 1800, ahead of all the Union in population ; but,
thanks chiefly to her patriotic sacrifice for the good of " all the States of the
American Union," a country has been opened in the West seven times larger than
all the Atlantic States—without including Texas, with her vast and undefined
extent of domain. Let those, then, who would cast a slur on Virginia for the
slowness of her growth, remember that she has been sending swarm after swarm
into hives of her own providing. Surely, not one of those States which, not
sleeping, she allowed to be cut as ribs from her own side, will give her occasion
to say

:

" She hath abated me of half my train ;

Look'd black upon me : struck me with her tongue
Most serpent-like, upon the very heart."

Nevertheless we must be "just and fear not " to admit that there must be
something destructive or prejudicial in her institutions or policy; else how is it
to be accounted for that she should lag so much behind (1 will not take for com-
parison Ohio, a Free, or Alabama a Slave State, but) one of the Old Confederacy,
which resembles without excelling her in any of the natural bases of popular or
development of political power—Pennsylvania for example?

If Pennsylvania has her beds of coal and iron and limestone, is Virginia defi-
cient in these minerals ? While she greatly surpasses her growing sister in other
advantages, as in her navigable waters and water power—in proximity to the
ocean ; in climate and in agricultural capabilities. Yet it practically behooves
her to see how steadily and quietly this and other even of the old Atlantic States
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not enjoying equal natural advantages, are shooting ahead of her, on that arena
where all the conflicts of political interests, and all the uses of political power
are finally exercised and settled ; / mean on the floor of Congress. It behooves

her, in a word, to think less of 'iiS and more of '48. Let us hail as auspicious

omens, the signs of

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS IN VIRGINIA.

Beside the multiplication of her manufacturing establishments, and other

means for bringing her dormant resources into play, a scheme which in its finan-

cial features is as novel as it promises to be efficient, is now now in progress for

rendering the Rappahannock River available for the transportation of agricultural

produce and passengers above the Falls at Falmouth. If such a project has been
elsewhere carried out, I am not aware of it. Two or three individuals, as I un-

derstand, have undertaken to revive and execute an almost obsolete act of incor-

poration, to make that portion of the river boatable by canal, and yet more by
slack-water navigation. They went round, it seems, from farmer to farmer,

throughout the bordering country, and obtained their bonds, each to contribute

what he said he would be Avilling to give to have the river made navigable

to a given point within a certain distance of his farm. Having thus obtained

from responsible persons bonds to the requisite amount, these two or three indi-

viduals transferred them for a good bonus to moneyed men, who were willing,

on the faith of them, and the tolls arising on the trade, to go on with the work,
they of course owning all the stock, and receiving all the tolls, to the payment
of which the obligees of the bonds, mind you, are as liable as others.

This, you will say, was quite liberal on the part of tlie farmer-contributors,

and quite a safe "business transaction" for the moneyed men, who, be it said,

generally get to be such by having an eye to the main chance—and yet it may
have been decidenly to the interest of the farmers to get the work done on such
terms. With a like manifestation of public spirit and selfish enterprise combined,

how many desirable improvements might be accomplished in different parts of

the country, if we had the men of energy to undertake them !

It is said that by the close of autumn this work will be completed as far as

Lee's Springs, near Warrenton , about 56 miles above Fredericksburg ; and this,

I rejoice to say, is only one among other expressive signs that this old State,

alive since '98 to nothing but party politics, is awakening to a perception of the

value and availability of her long-neglected resources. Did you never, when a
boy, see 'a land terrapin play 'possum, and refuse to move until he felt the coals

burning through his back. And now, gentle reader, if not wearied out with my
digressions, I must ask you to accompany me, en cheval,

FROM THE VALLEY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK TO THE VALLEY OF THE SHENANDOAH.

Leaving Fredericksburg, which lies in Stafford, by some accounted the poor-

est county in the Stale, we traveled over a high, poor clay soil county, part of

it significantly yclept " The Wilderness," stopping once on the way to bait our

horses and to regale ourselves with that feast by the way-side of all others most
relished, if composed of a few " biscuit," a cold chicken, and the hock-end of an
old ham, to be eaten in the shade of a spreading tree near a cool spring, with
barely enough left to hand over with a kind good-will to your trusty servants.

For this-country roads, considering that no Grand Jury is soon to sit, we were
blessed with a remarkable exemption from accidents and mishaps on the way,*
having only once "mired down to the hubs" in this beautiful month of June.

Fortunately, by the aid of some kind colored men and their teams, we were lit-

[* In Mainland the county roads are what they call " mended" twice a year—spring and

fall—just before the sessions of the County Courts, to please and satisfy the Judges, the

Grand Jurors, and the Lawyers from a distance, who are looked upon by the "common"

people as beings of a superior order : next come the Doctors, next the Merchants, and tlien

the Farmers—always last in their own esteem. What boy is ever taught the principle of

road-making, except at the Military Academy ? The loose dirt scraped into these country

roads is all carried away by the first thunder-gust, and hence they are not mended until the

last days before the Court. Ed. Farm. Lib.'\
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erally backed out of this dilemma, and, after an hour's delay, proceeded for the
residence of Col. John Thom, a most gallant and well-bred gentleman, " all of
the olden time," as was well evinced by his cordial reception of us, and especially

by his solicitude for the comfort of the ladies, without which there can be no
pretensions to good-breeding. Though we came upon him unexpectedly at 9
P.M., and found him all alone, for the nonce, it only showed us that "old
Virginny never tires." You cannot surprise them with any call on their hospital-
ity any more than you can "catch a weasel asleep." To other people, hospitality-

comes by education—the Southern gentleman takes it in the natural way.
*'Haud experientia loquor." Men, women and children—servants, carriages and
horses, were all promptly and kindly provided lor ; and after a good night's rest,

the morning, heralded by the songs of birds, offered to us our first view of the
" Elue Ridge" Mountains, with their undulating outline, like the mighty waves
of a troubled ocean, in the hazy distance.

Berry Hill is one of those large old " places," even yet so common in the South,
which Time, that " waits for no man," begins to tell upon, as on its venerable
proprietor. It is, in fact, not easy to say how a farm of 1,000 acres can be
restored to pristine fertility, on which, during fifty years or more, has been played
the game denounced by Poor Richard, of '• always taking out of the meal-tub
and never putting in." I should suppose, as indeed I am told, that gypsum
would act well on these lands ; but no kind or quantity of grasses which it may
be made to produce, and which it is the object of gypsum to promote, if always
grazed or otherwise carried off, instead of being turned in, can long enable the soil

on which it grows to resist the effect of exhausting rotations of cultivated crops.
Lime, too, pops at once into the minds of every one as the great elixir vita, that
would in a few years restore this exanimate region, and clothe it again with
verdure and fertility ; but the distance and dearness of that resource put it out
of the question in these upland counties. The truth probably is that only by the
" inclosing system," recommended by Arator, can aay attempt be made toward
general resuscitation in the old grain-growing States, where capital and force are
so out of all proportion small, when compared to the size of the farms—and even
for that there is not of these one-tenth part of what is necessary to bring their
arable lands back to an average of twenty bushels of wheat and forty of Indian
corn.

IS'or are these Southern States the only portions of the United States that are
falling into irremediable consumption, under the syphun-like operation of our
Western domain, which is draining the Atlantic States to the very lees. Behold
the famous Western New-York, already sunk to below fourteen bushels to the
acre of Wheat, and according to the best opinion, the whole State producing no
surplus of that gram, beyond her own consumption, since ISHS. Nor is it be-
lieved that the surplus produced in Pennsylvania is large, or so great as it was
twenty or even thirty years ago. Still there is something extraordinary in the
comparative increase of the value of lands and of population in Virginia and some
other States, worthy to be investigated by the political economist. For instance
—according to Professor Tucker, an eminent statistical writer, as you have said,

and as a general scholar an ornament to our country—the decennial increase in

the value of land in Virginia has been 31 per cent., while that of her population
has been but 7. On the other hand, the decennial increase in the value of land
in New-York has been been but 27 per cent., and that of her population 37—the
average decennial increase between 1815 and 1S35.

It is to be remarked, however, that much of this great popular accession has
taken place in the large cities of New-York and Pennsylvania— that of both
New-York and Philadelphia bearing, with remarkable regularity, the proportion
of one-tenth, to the population of the States. Another reason for the non-ad-
vancement of the value of land in New-York, which I have not, or do not recol-
lect to have seen mentioned, is her proximity to Michigan and other portions of
our cheap and fertile Western lands, almost within sound of the woodman's ax
on the frontiers—axes handled, for the most part by her own sons, with facilities

for removal, " bag and baggage," that must for a long time retard tbe general,
steady, and progressive improvement of the old States, New-York included. If
New-England is in a condition of general amelioration and prosperity, it is be-
cause there they have touched bottom and gone through the ordeal. Estates
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have been there divided until, generally, they admit of no farther subdivision;

and continuing in the same family, their outlines and interior arrangements

and fixtures remain, intact, from generation to generation ; and moreover, be-

cause of the great number of thriving, well-fed non-producers in every neigh-

borhood, to create ready and remunerating demand for the farmers' produce,

from the larger staples dow^n to his apples and his pigs, and all his " odds and

ends," even to a pint of buttermilk. In 1820 the population of Vuginia and

New-York were very nearly the same, each a fraction over a million. Then
Virginia had only seven persons to the square mile or 640 acres, while INew-

York had twenty-seven. Since then the population of Virginia has increased

only 174,46^, while that of New-York has increased 1,373,463, having more
than doubled in twenty years.

The fact is, there might be 500,000 able-bodied men added to her present force,

and profitably employed in Agriculture in Virginia, that is, in a way to gain a

comfortable livelihood, and to regenerate the whole country. Ten New-England
families would grow and flourish on the very estate upon which I am writing,

of one thousand acres, all in view. But, says the reader, after all, why so eager

for more people ? Do numbers constitute prosperity or happiness ? Is not Ireland

at once one of the most populous and at the same time most degraded and mis-

erable countries in the world ? All very true. Numbers are not always identical

with prosperity or power ; but in our confederacy or partnership Government,

the members of a State constitute its stock in trade ! its political poicer ! its

share in the direction and distribution of the proceeds and the surplus of public

property and income. In proportion to its numbers does each State participate

in the origination of all money bills, the imposition of taxes, and—what is yet

more dangerous, because insidious and imperceptible to the senses of the people

—

the power of borrowing money and accumulating debt upon the landed interest,

which is looked to, after all, as the great, substantial, tangible security. In a

Word, it is on the fioor of Congress that the shoe begins to pinch Virginia and
all the old Middle and Southern States, and will pinch them still harder I

But, Sir, you have not room for these speculations; and, besides, as you have
intimated, some people may begin to inquire. What has a "Farmers' Library "

to do with political economy and the acts of Congress ? No matter how directly

or how heavily they may bear on the agriculturists of the country. And so, after

a true Virginia breakfast, we must ss-y farewell to Berry Hill and to its estimable

and hospitable proprietor. If you would judge of his stock, and have any claims

on her hospitality, even the little that I had, I recommend you, Mr. Editor, to

step ashore at Point Coupee, at Col. Taylor's, on the Mississippi, and from the

head of his table you may have the honor of being served by a thorough-bred

old Virginia lady, and she the daughter of Col. John Thom. Leaving Berry-

ville, we passed by Culpeper Court-House, and so on by Woodville in Rappa-
hannock, reaching before night " Montpelier," the charming residence of Doctor

P. Thornton, where I have amused myself with scribbling this long rigmarole.

Proposing to write again from the Springs in Greenbriar, I must now say
Vale-vale. Omoo.

To Destroy the Curculio.—A gentleman of this cit}' iuforms us that a lady of his ac-

quaintance has, for several years past, practiced hanging one or more bottles, filled with

sweetened water, or the like, among the branches of her plum-trees, and the result has been

an abundant supply of both curculios and plums. The curculios are caught iu the bottle,

and the plums left to ripen without suffering from the cm-culios' usual depredations. Some
litde attention is necessary to note when the bottles get filled, and then, of course, they must

be emptied and filled afresh. The gentleman says that this course has been fully successftil;

resulting in abundant crops fi-om ti-ees so managed, while others around had their fruit en-

tirely destroyed. The remedy as stated is a simple one, and so easily adopted that if in

other cases it should not succeed, its expense will be very trifling. [Cleveland Herald.

Sheep Trade.—The Pittsburg Gazette says a large operation is going on in an adjoining

county in Ohio, in slaaghtering sheep, feeding hogs with the ofFal, rendering the carcass into tal-

low, curing the hams for market, and preparing the pelts in a mercantile manner. Last season

about 20,000 sheep were thus "manufactured." This season 1,000 hogs are falling at one estab-

lishment
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CLIMATE.

In reading accounts of agricultural and horticultural experiments and results

as detailed in European works, no man of common sense needs to be reminded

that difference of climate should always be kept in view ; but the necessity of do-

ing this does not justify a stupid rejection of all such works.

We have repeatedly adverted to this difference of climate, in the way of

caution to our readers. On the general subject, we take the following from

Johnson's Gardener^s Dictionary

:

Climate controls the growth of plants most
imperatively, and in the culliviition of his

finiits, flowers, and culinary vegetables, it

forms the first object of the gardener's in-

quiry. He must know the climate in which
any given plant is native ; and secondly, the

soil which it affects, before he can cultivate

it successfully. How all-influential is climate

appears from the fact that dift'erent countries

have often a totally different Flora on soils

similar in constitution. Thus, as is observed

by De Candolle and Sprengel, in The Philo-

sophy of Plants, " there are a great many
perfect plants which exclusively belong to

the Tropics, which never pass beyond them,

and which are found equally in Asia and Af-

rica, in America and the South Sea Islands,

and even in New-Holland. Although, as we

America, because they are scarcely ten de-
grees of longitude from the coast of Portugal.
Sicily, and still more, Malta, possess a Flora
made up of those of the South of Europe and
the North of Africa. The Aleutian Islands

share their Flora with the North-west coast
of America, and the North-east of Asia, But
the most distant countrit's, lying under the
same latitude, may have the same or a simi-

lar vegetation, while countries or islands

which lie between them have not the least

share in this particular Flora. The Island of
St. Helena, which is scarcely eighteen de-
grees of longitude fi-om the West of Africa,

and which lies a little farther South than
Congo, has yet no plants which are found in

those last-named regions. (Roxburgh's List

of Plants seen in the Island of St. Helena,
have said, these are rather families, as Palmae I appended to Beatson's "Island of St. Helena.")
Scitamineffi, Museac, Sapindea?, and Anoneae;

|
.laj.'an has a gi-eal many plants common to

or genera, as Epidendrum, Santalum. Olax,
|
Southern Europe, which however, are not

Cymbidium, &c. : yet there are particular
|

foimd in those regions of Asia that lie under
species, which gi'ow in all pai'ts of the world

i
the same latitude

only between the tropics, as for instance, He-
liotropium Indicum, Ageratum conyzoides,

PistiiE 8U-atiotes, Scoparia dulcis, Guilandina

Bonduc. SphenocleiE zeylanica, Abrus pre-

catorius, Boerhavia mutabilis, &c. But most
commonly there are other species, which, un-

der the same degree of latitude, supply in the

New World the place of related species in the

old. Dryas octopetala, indeed, grows equal-

ly upon the mountains of Canada, and in Eu-
rope ; but Dryas tenella of Pursh, which is

very like the former, grows only in Green-
land and Labrador, Instead of the Platanus
Orientalis, there grows in North America the
Platanus Occidentalis; instead of Piiius Cem-
bra, in Europe and Asia, there grows in North
America Pinus Strobus ; instead of Prunus
Laurocerasus, in Asia Minor there grows un-

der the same latitude in North America the

Pruiius Caroliniana. There are many excep-
tions to this rule, however, dej)ending on cir-

cumstances that have been already noticed.

In the first pl;ice, countries are wont to share

thi'ir Floras with neighboring regions, espe-

cially islands lying under the same latitixde,

as the Azores possess the Floras of Europe
and of Northern Africa, rather than those of

(163)

We must farther remark that the eastern

countries of the Old World, and the easterrj

shores of America, as far as the Allegany
Mountains, have a much lower temperature
than the western regions ; and that it is al-

ways colder in Siberia and the North-east of
Asia, than under the same latitude in Eu-
rope ; and, that even Petersburg is colder

than Upsal, and Upsal than Chnstiauia ; al-

though they all three lie in the sixtieth degree
of north latitude. In North America the differ-

ence is still gi'eater, and there commonly fif-

teen degrees of Fahrenheit's thennom(;ter be-
tween the temperature of the east and v^'est

coast. It hence happened that many plants

which in Norway grow under the polar circle,

scarcely reach the sixtieth degree on the lim-
its between Asia and Europ(\ To this class be-
long the Silver Fir, .Mountain Ash, Trembling
Po[)lar,Black Alder, and .rimiper. Even in the
temperate zone, the vegetation of many trees
ceases sooner in the East than in the West.
In Lithuania and Prussia, under the fifty-

third degree, neither vines nor peaches nor
apricots thrive: at least their fruit does no
ripen, as also liappens in the middle of Eng-
land. The most remarkable example of this
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great difference of temperature is furnished

by the Mespilus Japonica, which grows at

Naiiira Sacki, and Jeddo, under tlic thirty-

third and thirty-sixth degrees of north lati-

tude ; and which also grows in the open air

in England, under the fifty-second degree of

north latitude, when it is planted against a

wall.

—

Botanical Register, vol. v.

The same degree of latitude in the South-

ern and Nortliem Hemisphere are connected

with very different temperatures, and pro-

duce a completely different vegetation. This,

however, must be understood rather of tlie

temperate and fi-igid zones, than of the tropi-

cal climates, which, as we have aheady no-

ticed, ai'e pretty much the same over the

whole earth. But the summer is shorter in

the Soutiiern Hemisphere because the mo-
tion of the earth in her perigee is more rapid.

The summer is there also colder, because tlie

greater quantity of ice over the vast extent

of sea requiies more heat for dissolving it

than can be obtained ; as also because the

sunbeams are not reflected in such quantity

from the clear surface of the sea water, as to

affoid the proper degree of heat. It tlience

happens that in the Southern Hemisphere the

Flora of the pole extends nearer the Equator

than in the Northern. Under the fifty third

and fifty-fourth degrees of latitude, we meet
with plants which correspond with the Arctic

Flora. In Magellan's Land, and in Terra del

Fuego, Betula antarctica corresponds vidth

Belula nana in Lapland ; Empetrum rubnmi
with Empetrum nigrum—Arnica oporina

with Arnica montana—Geum Magellanica

with Geum rivale in England—Saxiiz-aga Ma-
gellanica with Saxifragarivularis in Finmark.
Instead of Andromeda tetragona and hyp-

noides of Lapland, Terra del Fuego produces

Andromeda myrsinites ; in the place of Arbu-
tus alpina and Uva ursi of the Arctic polar cir-

cle, Terra del Fuego produces Arbutus mu-
cronata, microphylla, and pumila. Aira ant-

arctica reminds us of the Holcus alpina of

Wahlenburgh; and I'inguicula antarctica re-

calls to our recollection Pinguicula alpina.

We must recollect, however, that in South
America the great mountain chains of the An-
des stretch from the tropical regions, almost

without interruption, to the Sti-aits of Magel-

lan (from the fifty-second to the fifty -third de-

gi-ee of south latitude), and that, on this ac-

count, tropical forms are seen in that frigid

southern zone, because the tract of mountains

everywhei-e determines vegetation. It is

bence that the Straits of Magellan are prolific

of Caronaria;, Onagrae, Dorstenise, and Helio-

tropia;, which in other parts of the world
grow only withhi the Tropics, or in their neigh-

borhood. In general, the vegetation of the

Southern Hemisphere is very different irom
that of the Northern ; and there is a certain

correspondence between the Floras of South-

ern Africa, America, and New Holland. Most
of the trees are woody, with stiff leaves, blos-

soms sometimes magnificent, but fruit of little

flavor. In Southern Africa, as, well as in New-
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Holland, it is the form of tlie Protese which
prevails, as if appropi-iated to these regions.

Instead of the South American Ericm, we
find the Epacrida) of New-Holland ; LobehEB,

Diosmge, and a great number, of rare forms of

compound blossoms and of umbellate;, are

common to all these southern regions."

Now, the reason for these differences is

that the countries thus constrasted differ in

climate—that is, they differ in the intensity

and duration of light and heat they enjoy

—

they differ ui the contrast of their day and
night temperatures—they differ in the rela-

tive length of the day and night—they

differ in the length of their summer and win-

ter, or, which is synonymous, in the relative

length of their periods of vegetable activity

and rest ; they differ also in the amount of

rain which falls, not only annually, but at

particular seasons; they differ in having
much atmospheric moisture deposited in the

form of rain or dew, or snow, at different pe-

riods of vegetable activity or i-est. Now,
whatever these differences are, whatever the

peculiarities of a cUmate are from which a

plant comes, the gardener cannot cultivate

it successfully unless he secure to that plant

those climatal differences and peculiarities.

NuRSEraES.—We learn that nurseries are

mcreasing in every direction; so much the

better. It is time to cut down many of our
old orchards and begin on better plans. We
need not fear being overstocked with winter

fi-uit, iijr our market is unlimited ; we send
apples to Europe, to the East Indies, to the

West Indies, and to South America. Our
northern apples are preferred to those of the

Middle States, for they can be longer kept.

What can we do belter than to supply the

world with the fruits that are adapted to our
climate ? If we cannot compete with the

West in the articles ofcom and grain, we can
raise better apples than any of them and make
a more ready market.
We are pleased that many farmers are now

aware that one apple-tree in tilled land, or in

a hog-yaid, is worth half a dozen standuig in

unbroken sward land.
[xMassachusetts Ploughman.

Sheep Husbandry in the United States.
—According to a calculation made some few
years since, there were in the United States

34,000,000 of sheep. At a moderate and ra-

tional computation the value of these may
safely be estimated at $70,000,000 and the

amount of wool annually produced at $40,-

000,000. Of this vast flock, the State of New-
York owned, at the time of making the above
estimate, nearly one-fifth. For the five years

immediately preceding that lime, the increase

of sheep in the United States averaged 1,-

000,000 per year. Since then it has probably

been much greater.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL MANURING.
(Second Fart.)

BY PROFSSSOR JUSTUS LIEBIG.

Twenty-five years ago, when the manu-
facture of spa and mineral waters began,

they met with violent opposition from the

members of the Faculty, as being deprived of

all the good quahties of the natural ones—as

wanting, in a certain conditio, sine qua nan
—in a spiritus rector, or vital power, which
alone gave them any medicinal qualities.

Those times have passed now—Chemistrj' has

demonsti-ated to a certainty what the con-

stituents of those vaiious waters are, and un-

der what forms and compounds they are

united in them. It has succeeded in cora-

bming them exactly m the same propor-

tions, and in rendering them not only equal

to the natural ones, but even more effective.

Only from that time physicians were induced

to connect certain effects on the human body
with certain elements in the waters, and were
enabled by the light of Science to add more
of this element, or more of that ; nay, to ap-

ply, instead of the waters themselves, the one
active element alone, as is, for instance, the

case with iodine in indurations and struma.

It is well known that at this moment there are

extensive maiuilkctiu-es of mineral waters in

England, at Berlin, at Dresden, at Vienna, etc.

Now, I beUeve that the same principle

may be applied, partially, at least, to the use

of manufactured manures, which, ui England,
has just been called into existence. Guano,
that powerfiil manure, the efficacy of which,
in a jvidicious application, has been clearly

demonstrated by the testimony of the most
uitelligent farmers, cannot be su{)plied for a
much longer period, because the rich stores

in Cliili and Africa must be shortly exhausted.

As it is only in veiy dry countries that it is

found, we camiot expect to discover many
more places containing it, and what are we
then to do ? My attention has often been di-

rected to the question whethei", according to

our experience and the present state of Sci-

ence, a manure might not be composed which
could replace the genuine guano in its effects,

iuid whether I could not, by a series of ex-
periments, point out a way of pre[)aring one
equal tt) it in all its chemical and physical
properties ? You are well aware that we know
with certainty all the elements of the guano,
as well as the urine and solid feces of men
and iuiimals. in like maimer it seems to have
verilied the ophiion vvliich I have laid down
in my work on Agriculture, that the siilts

manufactured in tlie laboratoiy have the same
effect on the growth of plants if they are em-
bodied to the fields, in the same fonns in

which the animals furnish them in their ex-
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crements. This must be evident to every
one who knows that to produce these com-
pounds in the laboratory, the same agencies

and means are made use of which are em-
ployed by Nature. The fabrication of a ma-
nm-e, equal in its composition and effects to

the solid and fluid excrements of animals and
men, seems to me one of the most essential

demands of our time—more especially for a
country like England, in which, from various

circumstances, a rational Agriculture without
a supply of manure, in some shape or other,

from icithout, seems nearly impossible. Our
reasoning will appear the more correct if we
remember how different are the results which
have been obtained by the different analyses

of the different sorts of guano—how little the
farmer can depend upon producing from a
given quantity a certain effect, as the latter

naturally varies according to the composition

of the foiTner. There are scarcely any two
samples in the market with the same compo-
sition—nay, not even similar. The following

salts may be regarded as the essential con-
stituents of a powerful manure applicable to

all descriptions of soil

:

Earthy Phosphates.—-The most important
of these is Phospluite of Lime, which occm's

in nature as a mmeral called apatite. It is

the principal component m bones, which, it

may be observed, have been found most effi-

cacious if calcined, consequently deprived of

then- animal matter. The rapidity of the ef-

fects of phosphate of lime on the growth of

plants depends upon its greater or lesser solu-

bility. Its amount of glue (gelatine) dimin-

ishes this solubility if the soil is rich in veget-

able matters, which furnish carbonic acid by
their decomposition, and which acid is re-

quired for rendering the phosphate of lime

soluble in water, and uiti-oducing it uito the

organism of the plants. In the calcined state

the bones act sufficiently quickly ; but in

those soils in wliich this cause of solubility is

wanting their action is slower. In my work
I had recommended the addition of a certain

(luantity of sulphuric acid, both in order to

render the boues more soluble, and to change
the neutr;il phospliate of the bones into gyp-
sum, and into a pho.sj)hate which contains

niQre acid—supei-])hos[)iiate of lime. I have
been informed tli;it this advice has been most
extensively adopted, tluit the supcrpho.<phate

of lime has been found to be a most effica-

cious manure, and that it forms already a most
important article ofConunerce. A second
eartiiy phosphate, not less impoi-taut, is the

Phosphate of Magnesia, which it is well
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known enters in a still larger proportion than

the -phosphate of lime into the composition of

the grain.

The Alkaline Phosphates, although not ori-

ginaUy found in nature, m-e important ele-

ments of the seeds of grain, of j)eas, beans,

&c. A rational farmer must provide them in

sufficient quantities to those plants which re-

quire them for their development, from know-
ing that human excrements increase the pro-

duce of grain in a far gi-eater proportion, be-

cause they contain alkaline phosphates, than

the aminal excrements, in which they do not

exist.

The Alkalies—potash and soda—must be
constituents of eveiy rationally composed ma-
nure, because by them the original iertile

condition of the fields is preserved. A soil

which contains the alkalies in too small a

quantity is, perhaps, fertile for grain; but is

not necessarily so for timiips or potatoes,

which require a great quantity of alkali. By
supplying an alkaline manure, fallows or the

cultivation of those plants which are gi-ovni

during the time of fallowing, become less ne-

cessary.

Sulphate of Potash is a constituent of all

plants, although in small quantity, as well as

common salt and chloride of potassium, which
are found in milk in rather a large proportion.

Tlie salts of lime, especially gypsum,, are im-

portant nourishment lor the leguminous plants.

Silica is never wanting in all sorts of soils

—

it is a constituent of all rocks, by the decom-
position of which all productive soils are

formed, and the Cerealia find it everywhere
in sufficient quantity, and in a foi-m capable

of being taken up by the plants, if the alka-

lies are provided wherever they ai'e present

in too small quantity.

Salts of Ammonia.—It may be regarded
as certain that the nitrogen of the plants is

derived either from the ammonia of the at-

mosphere, or from the manure which is pro-

vided in the shape of animal fluid and solid

excrements, and that nitrogenous compounds
exercise an effect on the growth of plants

only in so far as they give up their nitrogen
in the form of ammonia during their decom-
position and decay. We may, therefore,

profitably replace all the nitrogenous sub-
stances with compounds of ammonia.
Decaying vegetable matters, which con-

tain carbon, are usefiil to the fields in so far

as they j>rovide a source of carbonic acid

;

but they are quite dispensable in manure, if

it be rationally combined, as the atmospheric
air is an mexhaustible source of carbonic acid,

from which the plants derive theii- carbon,?, e.,

if in the manure, the mineral substances are
provided which are necessary for the assimi-

lation of the carbonic acid. These ai-e the
substances which together give fertility to the
soil ; but, although each of them may, under
certain circumstances—viz., where the soil is

defective, or where it is not indifferent to the
plant to take up one instead of the other, as,

for instance, may be the case wth soda in-

stead of potash—mcrease the fertility, no one
of them can be regarded as manure, accord-
mg to the common meaning of the word, for

the simple reason that only all of them, in.

certain proportions, will fulfill the purpose
ibr which the common manure is applied.

This pui-j3ose is the restoration or an increase

of the original fertility, and by manure we
must replace all the constituents of the plants

which have been taken away in the harvest,

or which are contained in the plants wliich

we are desirous to cultivate.

What, then, are the constituents of the soil

which we remove by the straw, seeds, tuber-

culous roots, stalks, &c., of ovu- plants of cul-

ture ? It is obvious that we must know these

first, ui order to restore them in sufficient

quantities. To this we answer, by giving the

analysis of the ashes of plants and their seeds.

Hundred weights of the ashes of the follow-

ing plants contains

—

Constituents.
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Wliat is wanting in the 100 of the above
analyses is sand, coal, or loss. From these

researches it appears that for stalks and leaves

we require other elements than for seeds.

The fonner contain no alkaline phosphates,

but they require lor their development and
growth a rich supply of alkalme carbonates

and sulphates. Ou the other hand the car-

bonates are entirely wanting in the seeds,

which, however, are very rich m phosphates.

It is sufficiently obvious that a rational iarmer
must supply both, as well as all the others.

If he supply only phosphates, and do not

restore the alkalme carJDonates, his soil will

become gradually bairen—it will be exhaust-

ed in those necessary elements for the devel-

opment of stalks and seeds, without which no
formation of seed can be expected. If he
supply the alkalies, lime, and sulphates

aloue, in a given time he will get no more
grain. All constituents of the manure, if they

are supplied alone, have this great defect,

that by them the soil is impoveri.shed hi other

equally important substances. No one of

itself can maintain the fertihty. Keeping this

in view, we may easily judge of the compara-
tive value of artificial and natural manures,

and all the various arcana which have been
praised as panaceas for exhausted soils.

It is not less easy to understand why the
fanners have such different opinions ou the
relative value of the constituents of manures
—why one, whose farm is rich in phosphates,
produces an uncommon fertility by the appli-

cation of nitrate of soda, or the supply of al-

kalies, while another does not see any favor-

able effect at all ; why bones—phosphates of
hme—produce in many fields wonders, and.

are not of the slightest benefit to others,

which are deficient m alkalies or alkalme
salts. From the composition of animal ma-
nures, it results with certamty, that by apply-
ing the latter—solid and fluid excrements of
men and animals—we supply to the soil not
one but all the elements which have been
taken away in the harvest. Fertility is per-
fectly restored to the field by a correspond-
ing supply of this manure, and it may be in-

creased by it to a certain limit. This will be
the more intelligible, if we compare the min-
eral elements of the urine of horses and cattle

with the mineral elements ofherbs, straw, roots,
&c., of our cultivated plants. It \vill be found
that m their qualitj' theyare perfectly identical.

Constituents.

Carbonate of Lime
Do. of Magnesia
Do. of Potash . .

.

Do. of Soda
Sulphate of Potash
Chloride of Sodium

Uiino of a Horse.
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in which they are fiimished by Nature—that

a field manured by it resembles the primitive

state of America and Hungary, this assertion

"Will not be found exaggerated. It is certain

that stable dung contains no alkaline phos-

phates, but Nature does not furnish these to

the plants even in the most fertile soil, al-

though we find them in large quantity in all

the seeds of wild plants. It is obvious that,

notwithstanding theu- absence from the soil,

the phosphates are foi-med in the organism of
the plants, and they are produced from the
phosphate of lime and magnesia and the sup-
phed alkalies, by an exchange of the elements
of each. The alkalies are necessary for

forming alkaline phosphates, which cannot
originate in the phosphate of lime alone.

Both together are present in stable dung. In
human excrements and in guano, the alkaline

carbonates are entirely wanting. The prac-

tice of the former, in some places, of supply-
ing to the field not pure guano, but a mixtiu-e

of it with gypsum, shows clearly that the
phosphates of alkaline bases are really formed
on the organism of the plants fi-om the phos-
phate of lime and magnesia, because this mix-
ture (guano and gypsum) contains less phos-
phate of potash or soda than the guano itself;

or, in certain proportions of gypsum, no alka-

line phosphates at all ; the soluble phosphates
in the guano decomposing the gj'psum into

phosphate of lime and magnesia, and into sul-

phate of potash. I am far from asserting that

we should not provide the fields with alka-
line phosphates ; the excellent effect of the
guano and of the human excrements is too
well known to question it, and we perceive
from this fact that plants are in this respect
like domestic animals which, with a normal
food, are healthy and strong, but do not fat-

ten. On the contraiy, we know that if we
prepare the food of these animals artificially,

80 as to render it more easily digested and
assimilated, they are enabled to consume, in
a given time, a gi-eater quantity of it, by
which all their parts increase in weight. The
same happens with plants : if we give them
their nourishment in a state most appropriate
for assimilation, their capability to attract the
gaseous elements from the atmosphere in-

creases and their development is accelerated.

If we recollect that the favorable effect of
guano upon our fields depends on its amount
of ammoniacal salts, of alkaline phosphates
and the other mineral constituc7its ofthe seeds,

but that it is deficient in alkalies, the princi-

pal constituents of the herbs, straw and roots,

it is easily imderstood why the opinions of
farmers on the value of guano as a manure
are so very different. On a soil which is de-
fective in alkalies its effect is small ; on a soil

rich in them it increases the produce in a re-

markable degiee ; but, as I have ah-eady ob-
served, the continued application of guano
must gradually diminish the fertility of our
fields for a number of plants, because the ele-

ments of those organs, of the leaves, stalks,

roots, &c., without which the plants cannot

(1G8)

be developed and cannot produce seeds, ai-e

taken off in the harvest without any restora-

tion of them. I think it, therefore, certain
that the stable dung can replace the guano to

a certain degree, but not vice versa. A ra-

tional agriculturist, in using guano, cannot dis-

pense with stable dung.
During my excursions in England, I have

repeatedly directed the attention of the agri-

cultiu-ists, as Messrs. Pusey and Miles will,

perhaps, recollect, to the necessity of sup-
plying the alkalies, and not merely the phos-
j)hates and other salts ; by a partial supply
the equilibrium of fertility is not restored,

and if we supply guauo alone, we do not
act wisely, because we consume our capital
by rich interests, and leave to our children an
exhausted soil.

And now the principles above-mentioned
must guide us in the manufacture of an artifi-

cial manure. If they ai-e neglected—if the
artificial manure is defective in one or two of
the necessaiy ingredients—the fanner, in ma-
king use of it, will, in a very short time, dis-

cover the fact by the injury he will have
sustained.

In the manufacture of an artificial manure^
it must be kept in view that the application

of stable dung, of human excrements, and of
guano, is attended with a gi-eat loss, in con-
sequence of the too great solubilitj' of their

most efficacious constituents; and this must
be prevented by artificial means. This is evi-

dent, if we remember those counti'ies whence
guano is derived. It is known that the col-

lection and preservation of the excrements on
the African islands, and the coasts of Peru and
Chili, depend upon the scarcity of rain iu

those countries. The best sorts of guano con-

tain, in fact, more than one-half of their weight
of soluble salts, which, if exposed to the rain,

are in exactly the same condition as, under
similar conditions, a heap of salt. They dis-

solve iu water, and are removed. Some
months of rain would deprive those countries

of all then" riches. The remainder would
have lost the greater part of its fertilhzing

power. Such effects, however, take place

upon the guano with which our fields are

nmiuired. Only a small portion of its effica-

cious salts produce the beneficial effect they

are capable of doing, the greater part being
caiTied off by the rain. The stable dung is,

in this respect, in the same condition as guano ;

indeed, its piincipal compounds are already

in a dissolved state, and, therefore, are carried

off more easily than those of guano.

A covering for those places in which stable

dung is preserved, in order to shelter it fi'oni

the effects of the rain, has been regarded in

GeiTuany as essential for presen'ing its ma-
nuring power. In consequence of the expe-

rience that the soluble elements of stable dung
are the most efficacious, it has, in some cases,

been drawn rut with water, and it has been
found advantageous to carry only this fluid

to the fields. I need only refer to the forego-

mg analyses of the urine of animals, iu order
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to see upon which elements of it this effect

depends.
The reason why, in certain years, the influ-

ence of the best and most plentiftil manuring

33 scarcely perceptible, is that during the moist

and rainy springs and summers the phosphates

and other salts with alkaline bases, as also

the soluble ammoniacal salts, are entirely or

partly removed. A great amount of rain and
moisture removes, in the greatest quantity,

the very substances which are most indispen-

sable to the plants at the time that they begin

to form and mature seeds. The system of

draining, which of late has been so extensively

followed in England, brings the land into the

state of a great filter, through which the solu-

ble alkalies are drawn off in consequence of

the percolation of rain, and it must, therefore,

become more deficient in its soluble eflScacious

elements.

Attentive fanners must have observed that

after a certain time the quality of the grain

on land laid dry according to this principle,

deteriorates ; that the produce of grain bears

no due proportion to the produce of sti-aw.

What is more e^•ident, after these remai'ks,

than that intelligent farmers must sti-ive to

give to the soil the manuring substances iii

such a state as to render possible their acting

favorably on the plants during the whole time
of their growth ? Art must find out the
means of reducing the solubility of the ma-
nuring substances to a certain limit—in a
word, of biinging them into the same state in

which they exist in a most fertile virgin soil,

and in which they can be best assimilated by
the virgin plants.

The attention which I have paid to this

subject has been crowned with success. I

have succeeded in combining the efficacious

elements of manure in such a manner as that

they will not be washed away, and thus their

efficacy will be doubled. Owing to this, the
injurious consequences of the present system
ofdraining are removed; Agriculture is placed
upon as certain prmciples as well-arranged
manufactories; and instead of the uncertainty

of mere empiricism, the operations of A gricul-

tm-e may be carried on with security, and ia

place of waiting the results of our labors with
anxiety and doubt, our minds will be filled

vvitli patience and confidence.

(Signed) DR. JUSTUS LIEBIG.
Giessen UniversUij, 1845.

NEW GRAPES.
Hill-Side, near Meadville, Pa., Nov. 18, 1846.

John S. Skinner, Esq.—My Bear Sir : The letter of Mr. Charles Sears came
to hand in an envelop, and with an endorsement from you. In reply—I will take
the greatest pleasure in forwarding, by the (irst opportunity, the cuttings of the
White French Grape. They shall be sent, should 1 be obliged to defer it till our
merchants visit New-York in the spring. They will be directed to you or Mr.
Greeley. I thank you most sincerely for the grape-seeds. I have not been so
selfish as to keep all, but made four parcels, three of which I distributed to

friends whom I trusted would appreciate them.
1 might mention here that a few days since a friend of mine, Mr. Cady, (near

Cleveland, Ohio,) informed me that a neighbor has a valuable translucent
white variety of grape, which originated lately as a seedling near a store door

—

supposed to be from a raisin seed ; so that if ever you hear of such a variety in

that section, you may recollect its origin when others may have forgotten it, or
are ignorant thereof.

Most respectfully, your friend and serv't, JOS. C. G. KENNEDY.

Increase in the Value of our Grain Crops.—A writer in the Boston Coarier, over the
signature of " .T. N. B." estimates the rise in value on the aerricultural productions of the United
Slates, since September 1, 1846, as follows: On the crop of Indian com (estimated at 480,000.000
bu.sliels) tiie advance (estimated at 2.5 cents per bushel) is ©120,000,000; on the crop of wheat the
advance is estimated at $oC,000,000 ; on tlie crop of oats, 816,000,000 ; lye, 836,000,000 ; on the
crop of hay the advance, in conse<iuencc of the increased use of com and other grains for bread-
stutfs, is estimated at S4.".,000,000 ; showing a total rise in value of 8273,000,000.

To the above should have been added an estimate of the amount of the rise in the price of beef,

which is nnimately connected with the price of hay and of com. What was the price of beef,

June, 1846, as compared with June, 1847, when it was 16 to 17 cents for choice pieces? Colonel
Thomas Shelby, of Kentucky, had a drove of 400 bullocks to arrive in New-York the middle of
May, that were on the road 80 days, and cost $6,000, from his magnificent blue-grass farm to the
New-York markets.

(169)
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LETTER Vm.

PROSPECTS OF THE WOOL MARKET—FUTURE DEMAND AND SUPPLY.

Amount of Wool which may be grown in the Southern States. . .If the demand is ah-eady suppUed, where
is it to find a Market?. . .The cheaper Producer can drive his rival from the market, unless the disparity

of Capital is greatly against him... In Individual Capita], the South possesses the advantage over the
North. . -The South can produce Wool cheaper than New-York North of latitude 40" there will be little

difference in the cost of producing Wool. . .Cost of producing it in Nevi'-Englaiid—Pennsylvania—New-Jer-
sey—Ohio. . .The Prairies—Their vast Extent—Their anticipated Advantages for Sheep Husbandly—Flocks
driven on them—Anticipations blasted, so far as keeping Sheep economically on the Natural Grasses is con-
cerned. . .Character of the Prairie Grasses—Flourish but during a short season, rendering the time of fodder-

ing longer than even in New-England. . .Another Difliculty—The Wild Grasses which the Sheep feed oa
rapidly become extirpated—Statements of theEditor of the Prairie Farmer confirmatory of this, and of the
assertion in relation to the length of the time of foddering. . .His proposition to introduce Grasses which will

^row in the Winter—Impracticability—Reasons. . .Burning over the Prairies— Objections.. .Inditl'erent

quality of Prairie Hay. . -Principal Advantages of the Prairies for Sheep Husbandry narrowed down
to two—Cheapness of Land—Privilege of Pasturing the Public Lands... The latter Advantage rapidly

lessening. . . Cost of Preparing the Prairies for Sheep Husbandry—Mnterials for Fences, Buildings and Fuel
entirely wanting on the interior of them. . .Coal for Fuel plenty, but not economically available. . .Fences

—

those of earth inadequate. . .Hedges—Require /traces to protect tlitm wliWe growing—Their success then
doubtful . . . Timber may be grown for all of the above purposes, but would raise the cost of the land above
those of the Sheep Lands of New-York and New-England- . .The Shepherd System as a Substitute for

Fences—When the Sheep become numerous, it would cost more to keep them in separate flocks than
fences cost in the East. . .Pasturing in Common considered—The Sheep could not be separated for any
ordinary purpose of Hheep Husbandry—There would be no protection against theft, promiscuous inter-

breeding, untimely impregnation—No way of effectually combating contagious disorders—Reasons. . -Nat-

ural and unremovable Objections to the Prairies—Want ofWater— A Climnte far more fickle and excessive
than in the Eastern States. . .Shown by the record of the thermometrical observations kept at the Military

Posts of the United States. ..These compared. . .Wool growing in Mexico—In South America.

Dear Sir : In recommending the production of Wool on a scale so ex-

tensive in the Southern States, as I have done in my preceding Letters,

the fact should not be lost sight of, that were these recommendations com-
plied with, one of the great staples of commerce would be enormously
increased. The Southern States—the ten* to which I have confined all

my preceding remarks and estimates—to say nothing of those in the same
latitudes west of the Mississippi—include an area of 450,000 square miles,

or 288,000,000 square acres. Allow one- eighth of this region to be in a

state of cultivation,! or in natural pastures, and we have 36,000,000 acres

which could be more or less devoted to the growth of wool. Assuming
that, on the average, every two acres would, under proper tillage, support

one sheep, (which, it seems to me, they might do with no very material

diminution of present staples,) and that the sheep average 3 lbs. per fleece,

the annual product of wool would be 54,000,000 lbs. This amount might

be indefinitely added to, by diminishing the prodiiction of present staples.

How far this could be economically done, experience must determine.

If we concede the adequacy of the present supply of wool to the demand,
taking the world together, it is appai'ent that an increase of 50, 75, or 100

millions of pounds, in one quarter, will produce an over-supply, (and thus

greatly depress- prices,) unless met by an increased demand, or a corre-

sponding diminution in production, in some other quarter. I do not concede
the adequacy of the present supply, but shall, however, waive that point.

The question now arises, where is the wool thus produced to find a

market, if the South should, within the next ten, fifteen, or twenty years,

* Nine, besides that portion of Louisiana east of the Mississippi.

t Probably the amount in cultivation, including that in natural pasture, is set down pretty high. It may
not exceed a tenth.
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furnish such a surplus 1 Where is the present supply to be diminished,

or the demand increased 1

Where agricultural competition exists, as a matter of course the pro-

ducer who can supjjly the market with the least expense to himself, has

an advantage which nothing but a disparity greatly against him in capital

can overcome. Large capital, satisfied with less gains than small capital,

will sometimes sustain competition with the latter, with the advantages of

the cheapness of production sotnetchat against it. But where the diifer-

ence in first cost is considerable, the cheaper producer can always drive

his rival from the market. The aggregate agricultural capital in a region

of given size in New-York, probably would ordinarily exceed that of an
equal territory in South Carolina or Georgia. But it is not so with indi-

vidual or personal capital. While the agricultural territory and capabilities

of the latter States are in a comparatively few hands, those of New-York
and New-England are parceled out among a multitude of small holders,

who must realize the first class of agricultural profits, to support them-

selves and their families. The advantage of capital is therefore, in reality,

on the side of the South.

But independent of this consideration, I have already attempted to show
that the South can produce wool so much cheaper than New-York, that

the latter will stand no chance whatever in competing with her more
favored i-ival—so soon as that rival sees fit to avail herself of her advan-

tages. North of latitude 40° there will he hut little dis])arity in the cost of
producing wool ; and therefore if the South can drive New-York to relin-

quish the production of this staple, she can do the same with all portions

of the United States lying north of this parallel, unless on the shores of the

Pacific, where the isothermal line is at least 5° north of its course east of

the Missouri. I will now enter upon some specifications, and, where ne-

cessaiy, proofs, to sustain this proposition.

New-England has, concededly, no advantages over New-York for the

cheap production of wool. Northera Pennsylvania is higher, colder, and
more sterile than most of southern New-York. South-eastern Pennsyl-

vania, and the fertile portions of New-Jersey, are the natural producers of

bread-stuffs for the less favored regions of those States, and of provisions

of all kinds for the New-York City and Philadelphia markets. The high
price which good lands bear in the vicinity of such markets, would prevent

them from competing with cheap interior lands in wool-growing. There
are sheep lands of good quality in western Pennsylvania ; and in the

southern section, the winters are perceptibly a little shorter than in New-
York. This will render the production of wool upon them somewhat
less expensive than in the latter State, but it will not reduce it low enough
to allow them to compete with the cheaper lands and still shorter win-

ters of the South. The same remarks will apply to the hilly region con
stituting the south-eastern portion of Ohio.

Proceeding still farther west, we find a region extcjiding to a vast distance

whose topographical and geological features, flora, &c., taken in connec-
tion, eflbcfually distinguish it from the territory lying east of the Missis-

sippi and Ohio. Vast plains, ctiWcA prairies, (so named by the early French
settlers from the French word signifying meadow,) which can be purchased
of the Government in the natural state for Si 25 per acre, and which are

usually covered with natural grasses—would seem, if these gi^asses are

adapted to the summer and winter subsistence of sheep, and there are no
counterbalancing disadvantages, to unite facilities for the cheap production

of wool not poss«>ssed in any other region of our country. And such supe-

rioritv has actually and often been claimed for them,
(171)
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I propose to investigate this question at considerable length, because there

are various considerations which, at first view, give great plausibility to this

claim. And if the prairies caii pi'oduce wool cheaper than the South, it is

in vain for the latter to embark in the business—rat least, beyond the ex-

tent of supplying the home demand—for so limitless is the extent of these

natural pastures throughout the whole northern basin of the Mississippi,

that they could, perhaps, supply the entire market demand of the United
States for this staple, for an indefinite period, vast as that demand is des-

tined to be.

But a very few years have elapsed since the most sanguine anticipations

were indulged in, by large numbers of our Northern and Eastern flock-

masters, in relation to the superior capabilities and advantages of the prai-

ries over Eastern lands for sheep-walks ; and large flocks were driven hun-
dreds of miles, lands purchased, and establishments created, to realize

these supposed advantages. It is not too much to say that these anticipa-

tions—so far at least, as keeping sheep on the natural herbage of the prai-

ries is concerned, were briefly and summarily blasted. Many of the flocks

driven there, actually perished in the midst of seeming plenty. On the

whole, the experiment is generally conceded to have resulted in failure.

Let us see whether this was occasioned by mismanagement—temporary
and removable causes—or whether we must look for those causes in na-

tural and unchangeable circumstances.

Kjiortion of the wild prairie grasses are relished by sheep, and they thrive

on them ; but these grasses, as well as all the other varieties growing there,

flourish during but an unusually limited portion of the season. They be-

gin to dry up and lose their nutritive qualities in midsummer, and long be-
fore the foddering season has commenced on the bleakest highlands of
New-England, they are as unfit for the subsistence of sheep, as dry brush !

Where the natural grasses are alone depended upon, the foddering season

on the prairies, north of latitude 40°, will range from six to seven months
—rarely, perhaps, fall short of six, on lands which have been previously

depastured, provided the sheep are maintained in good condition.

And there is another material difficulty with the prairie grasses which
sheep feed on. They soon—many of them even in a single season—be-

come extirpated if kept fed down while growing. This is so singular a

fact in vegetable physiology, that I chose to state it in the words of an in-

telligent resident of the prairie region—whose local pride and partiali-

ties would naturally prompt him to give as favorable a coloring to the

agricultural advantages of his chosen home, as a regard for truth would
admit of. From a communication of J. Ambrose Wight, Esq., Editor of

the Prairie Farmer, to L. A. Morrel*—replete with useful information,

and characterized by an admirable candor—I make the following extracts :

•' Sheep or other stock, but more particularly tlie fonner, put upon a given piece of wild
prairie, and confined to it, unless the range be very large, would not continue to keep
fat one season after another, though they v^fould at first; but if allowed a new range each
season, they would always keep fat. The reason is this : Sheep in such cases will go over
their ratige and select such food as they prefer, and will keep at it luitil it is gone. Hence
the wild beau and pea vine, and a few other kinds of plants, will obtain their constant at-

tentions, and will be kept so short that they will, on a given piece of land, die out the first

year. Therefore if turned out on the same grounds another season, the best food will be
gone, and the poorer, with which they must then tjike up, and which itself gets continually

poorer, will not sustain them in their first condition. A small flock of sheep will thus rua
over a large extent of ground.
Hence the utter hoUowness of a supposition which appears to be common at the East,

that large flocks of sheep can be sustained on the wild grass of the prairies alone. There
are many places, it is true, where a fanner might keep a large flock on the wild prairies

• American Shepherd, p. p. 138—145.
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during the summer montlis with profit, provided he had not too many neighbors in the
eame business. But such flocks would conrinually lessen their own range, at tlie same time
that it is lessening by immigration, settlement and extended cuhure. I have been in the coun-
try about nine years ; having gone, at tlie first, uito an entirely unsettled region, and have
paid mucli attention to the matter ; and it is my belief that the wild prairies are desirable
for wool-growing to a very limited degree ; but that the cultivated prairies are desirable for

tliis purpose to an idmost limitless extent."

The following fully sustains my preceding statements in relation to the
time of fodJering. In answer to Mr. Morrel's question, " what length of
time is foddering necessary in Northern Illinois V Mr. Wight says :

" The seasons liave been extremely variable since my residence here—now nearly nine
years. The winter of 1342 and '43 was the severest one since the setdement of the Stale-
and the foddei-ing season lasted from the middle of October to the middle of April. The
winter of 1843 and '44, and the present one (1844-.5) would require foddering for a less time
by fliU two months. This is on the supposition, hotcever, that good artijiciol pashiratre
is provided. If the wild prairies are relied on alone for pasture and hay, full two monttis
must be added to the foddering season ; and stock would barely get through at that ; and I
think that slieep, in multitudes of instances, would perish. In this latitude with Timothy,
Red-top and Clover pastures, the average time would be from 4^ to .5 montlis. If a "ood
Wue-grass pasmre were provided, in such winters as the last and present, it might be reduced
to two months, and I am told that some so provided for, one hundred miles south of here
have, the present winter, scaixely foddered a tall. I apprehend, however, that our winters
here will always be variable, and that it will be far more difficult to predict their length
and intensity than in New-England."

In another place Mr. Wight says :

" If, however, the question is asked, ' Does not the pasture on the prairies fail early in au-
tumn, so as to compel the removal of sheep to other pasture before it is time to go into winter
quarters ?' I answer, yes—long before. In many sections the prairies afford no adequate
pasture for daily pur[)oses after the first of Septemiaer The wild grasses are extreme-
ly vigorous wliQe they last, but are all, without an exception, short-hved."

The great diminution of the foddering season, where the domestic or
cultivated grasses are already made use of, which Mr. W. anticipates maij
result from the introduction of blue-grass, will be found utterly unattain-
able. Blue-grass (known as June or spear grass), is one of the common-
est varieties in New-York and New-England. Peoria, in Illinois, is in
about the same latitude with the City of New-York, and consequently that
portion of Illinois north of Peoria, conesponds with a considerable portion
of New-York, and all of Connecticut and Rhode Island. And the climate
of the former ite not less rigorous, and is far more variable, than in the lat-

ter named States, as I shall presently show. Now in no portion of New-
York or New-England will the blue-grass reduce the foddering season to
two months, or anything like it. It is true that small flocks will pick up
a subsistence on this and other grasses in the winter, when the o-j-ound is

not covered with snow, and if the pastures are not fed down in the fall. To
suppose, however, that this or any other herbage will continue to grow,
when the earth is frozen almost to the consistency of a solid rock, far be-
low its lowest roots, is an obvious error. In New-York, the ground remains
so frozen usually during the entire winter, and in Northern Illinois the cold
is equally intense, and there is less snow to protect the earth from its ef-
fects. The ground, therefore, is frozen quite as solidly, and considerably
deeper than in the former. Grass left standing for winter consumj)tion,
in either State, becomes, by freezing and thawing, tough and innutritions.
In New-York, the larger flock-masters have long since ceased to make any
provision of this kind, for winter-feeding—preferring to keep their sheep
in yards, and entirely from grass.

As Mr. Wight himself very accurately remarks in another part of liis

communication, " It is found to be decidedly better to keep sheep uj) in
small flocks, with very little ground to run over, while kept on hav. than

(173)
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to let them run out a part of the time and get such grass as they can pick,

while there is not enough to sustain them." But the reason for this given

by Mr. W., that " they eat much dirt, are liable to be poisoned and lose

their appetite for hay," is very far from being the coirect one. Green
grass always, in a gi'eat measure, deprives sheep of their appetite for dry
hay. The grass thus left standing loses its nutritive qualities, so that it

will but imperfectly sustain animals, and when the snow falls and covers

it, sheep not only cannot obtain it, but they are left without appetite for

other food. Open winters, /. e., winters without snow, are always particu-

larly fatal to sheep which are suffered to run on the pastures, in this

climate, and for the reasons above assigned. They sometimes appear to

be doing well enough up to toward the close of February ; but they are

imperceptibly losing condition and strength, and when the trying month
of March, with its stormy and fickle weather, sets in, they begin to drop
off, and all sorts of diseases—gi'ub in the head, " the distemper," etc.—are

assigned as the causes.

It is in vain to attempt to shorten the foddering season north of latitude

40°, on this side of the Rocky Mountains, by seeking for any plant to con-

tinue its growth and thus produce green feed in lo'mter, unless in limited

districts, and on the margins of large bodies of water. No plant can
draw its nutriment from solidly frozen ground.

Mr. Wight proposes burning over portions of the prairies at intervals,

to cause the vegetation to start afresh, and thus prolong the grazing sea-

son on the prairies. Mr. Flower makes the same suggestion. In some
localities, and under favorable circumstances, this might, temporarily, ac-

complish the desired object ; but as population increases, and buildings

and inclosures are erected, it would constantly lead to those unfortunate

accidents, which have already, I believe, led at least one of the Western
States to prohibit by severe penal enactments, the Setting fire to the dead
grass of the prairies. Besides, we have Mr. Wight's own authority for

stating that sheep actually extirpate iho&e of the prairie grasses which they

will feed on, so that burning over could not cause these to re-sprout the

same season or afterward.

It requires but little knowledge of the habits of the sheep to know that

grasses rejected by it in summer, will not constitute a proper aliment for

it in winter, and that if confined to such food, it will not prosper. A few-

sheep with liberty to pick and waste, will live on very inferior herbage in

either summer or winter, (and hence the sanguine and eiToneous state-

ments put forth by owners of srnall flocks on the prairies,) but confine

flocks to the same food—flocks which are too numerous to be allowed the

privilege of selection and rejection in their food, and the disastrous conse-

quences will not be long in exhibiting themselves.

In reviewing the preceding facts, the principal advantages of the prai-

ries for the production of wool seem to be narrowed down to two points

:

the cheapness and fertility of the lands, with a contingent right inuring to

the settler to use, without paying for it, all the unappropriated public do-

main ! If we admit that the soil of the prairies is as well adapted to the

artificial gi-asses as that of New-York or New-England, (a point which, to

say the least of it, is doubtful, for experience has shown it to be other-

wise in Michigan and some other portions of the West,) the only peculiar

and exclusive advantages which the prairies have over the lands of the

old Middle and Eastern States, is their cheapness and fi-eedom from rent

where unsettled. Emigration is rapidly abridging the latter privilege,

however—more rapidly than can well be appreciated without a reference

to the statistics of the several new NorthTwestern States. And it will be
(174)
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remembered that when a prairie is belted round by population, and de-

pastured by numerous flocks and herds, its better grasses—at least for

s}ieep—would be soon exterminated, and, consequently, though there

might be ten or fifty thousand acres of common and free pasturage, it

would be of trifling avail to the flock-master.

But taking this privilege for what it is worth, and taking into account

the difference in the price of lands—calling one -Si 25, and the other S20
per acre—and then, in my judgment, the Eastern will prove cheaper, all

things considered, than the prairie lands, for Sheep Husbandry. I speak,

of course, of the prairies as wholes—not of that narrow margin of each,

which is attached to the farms lying partly on the outer and wooded lands.

The prairies must first be plowed, undoubtedly,* to seed them down ef-

fectually with the cultivated gi-asses. It requires from four to six yoke of

oxen, says Mr. Solon Robinson, to break up from one to one and a half

acres per diem. Suppose we concede this expense to be paid for by the

first grain crop used as a covering for the grass ; then the prairies are to

be fenced—adequate buildings and other fixtures provided, for tlie use of

a family, the storage of hay, the shelter of animals, &c. Where are the

materials for these things and for fuel to be found, on a plain wholly desti-

tute of trees, unless on the occasional " islands"—and where stones are

entirely wanting, excepting sparsely scattered bowlders, and, very rarely,

rocky ridges or cliffs ] Conceding that all the wood on the margins of the

prairies will not be wanted for the local supply—which, as a general thing,

it undoubtedly will—what would be the cost offences, buildings and fuel,

where every stick was transported from three to fifteen milest by land

carriage 1 Fuel, it has been said, can be obtained from the local deposi-

tions of coal. It is true that Illinois and south-western Indiana, at least,

constitute one vast coal basin. But any one possessing the slightest prac-

tical acquaintance with the subject, knows that it requires associated, ag-

gregate and corporate wealth, to carry on mining operations to an extent

sufficient to steadily and efficiently supply a considerable market. Even
in a level country where coal is covered with a deep superficial deposi-

tion of earth, individuals may, where the stratum is cut through or uncov-

ered in ravines or the beds of streams, quari'y their own coal ; but such

opportunities are rare. The idea that individuals would find it within the

compass of their means to sink vertical shafts and raise coal—each one
for himself—on the bosoms of the prairies, is utterly preposterous. Coal
has never yet borne a pi'ice in our cities, which would justify even Compa-
nies in lifting it by vertical shafts. Let the coal, however, be as cheap as

it may be, at the points of excavation, the mere cartage of it, for the

wants of a five-months winter—where the thermometer frequently indi-

cates a degree of cold from 5° to 30° below 0°—will be an onerous tax

on agricultural industry. And canals can never furrow the bosoms of

most of those vast dry plains ; and ages must elapse before railroads will

so interlace them, as to bring coal cheaply within the reach of population

scattered over their entiio surfaces.

If we suppose that adequate buildings can be constructed, with suffi-

cient economy, with transported timber, the question still remains, What
resource is there for fences % Fences of earth have been proposed, but these

will not stand long enough to pay for building, unless their sides are con-

structed at such an angle as would bo wholly inadequate to " turn" sheep.

Hedges, besides the other considerable expense of cultivating them, would

'
I have peen it PtRlcd thflt the seeds of ilie ciillivntrii griisseB would "catch " sown on the surfnco of iho

prnirie sod I That they would do this eft'ectually and generally, is an assertion which no practical farmer
will credit.

t I'rairies are from one to thirty miles in diameter.
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require ye«c<?s to protect them from animals, until they attained a consider-

able size ; and it is exceedingly questionable whether any good hedge-

plant can be found, which is capable of resisting the rigorous and fickle

climate of the North-western States. The different thorns, and other plants

used in Englund, have generally failed in all the Northern States.

Timber may be groum, both for fuel, houses and fences, by the proper

planting, cultivation and protection of suitable trees—but the expense and

delay attending this course would raise the prairies to, or above the price

of New-York and New-England sheep lands.

It has been claimed that the shepherd system will render fences unne-

cessary, to any but a very limited extent, on the prairies. Now, while there

is but here and there a settler on the margins of some of these great plains,

and while a flock of sheep can constantly seek new pasturage, as the old

fails, over a boundless range, without encountering another man's flock,

sheep require so little looking after that the shepherd system is entirely

feasible and economical, notwithstanding the high price of labor. Under
such circumstances, one man, provided with a horse and a brace of dogs,

can perhaps give the necessary attention to 1,000 sheep, and have some

time for other occupations. But this state of things, terminated already on

most of the prairies this side of the Mississippi, will soon be unknown
even on those in the teri'itories bordering on the Missouri and its west-

ern tributaries. When wool-growers become to any degree numerous on

the borders of the prairies, (as they certainly soon will, if these regions do

possess any peculiar advantages for this branch of husbandry,) how are

sheep to be kept separate, without that multitude of shepherds which the

same services require in Spain, Germany, or Australia]—and whose labor

and subsistence* would cost more, during a series of years, than thefences

in regions where wood and stone are plenty.

if the sheep are not kept separate—if allowed to run promiscuously to-

gether, how could the property of each holder be separated out of the vast

general flock on a prairie five, ten or fifteen miles in mean diameter, for the

purposes of slaughter, sale, washing, shearing, folding, or any other inci-

dent of their husbandry? What protection would there be against whole-

sale theft, when no man could count his scattered flock 1 What would

prevent promiscuous interbreeding—and what object would it be, there-

fore, to attempt to procure choice breeds, or improve those already pos-

sessed] What security would there be against those vagabond rams

which the carelessness of some individual is always sure to let loose on

a neighborhood, to beget lambs on every poorly-fenced farm, to perish in

the storms of February and March It Finally, how could contagious

and—unless promptly checked—highly malignant and fatal diseases, like

the scab and hoof-ail, be met with the proper vigor, and treated with the

necessary skill and care, among a multitude of holders scattered over miles

of surface ; and supposing all the necessary vigor, skill and care brought

into action, what would they all avail where it was impossible to sepa-

rate the healthy from the diseased—the cured from the sick 1 \ Let either

of these diseases break out among a flock of ten thousand sheep, running

together without inclosures, and any one familiar with their diagnosis and

treatment, knows that if it were possible to drive them from the flock

—

which is extremely doubtful—it would cost far more than the value of the

* Costing four or perhaps six times more in this than in the former countries.

t It i'' fpiestionable whijther in a flock running in common on a prairie, one ewe in ten would escape

untitnily impregnation.

\ Both of these diseases are susceptible of being commimicated from a diseased sheep to one but

ri'ceiiily cured of them; consequently, separation is the only safe and economical method, in large flocks,

to prevent constant reinoculation.
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sheep. True, these diseases have not yet visited, so far I am avi^are, the
Western States. The scab is, in fact, but little known at present in any
part of the United States. It may at any time, however, reappear.* The
hoof-ail, after the fuiy of its first onset is over, assumes a milder fonn

—

one which does not lead to death, if remedies are applied but once or
twice during a season—and for this reason, probably, it is allowed to
linger in many flocks in the sheep-giowing regions of the U. S. It is a
strictly contagious disease, and one animal having it would rapidly innoc-
late, in the hot weather of summer, by itself and others receiving the dis-

ease from it, one or five hundred thousand sheep having access to each
other. A few years since it was a stranger to this region. Like the small-
pox when unchecked by vaccination, or any other contagious malady, it

gradually progresses from neighborhood to neighborhood—from State to
State. Good fences, confinement to the farm, and a rigorous system of
exclusion of all strange sheep, may and do save many flocks from its vis-

itation, but accidents and acts of carelessness are constantly occurring-—
and so long as they continue to occur, this malady will continue its on-
ward march. I consider it just as certain that it will visit and sweep over
the North-western States, as I do that flocks are scattered along between
those States and the present seat of the disease. And when it does visit

them, if it finds any great flocks congregated on the prairies, not in a situ-

ation to be immediately divided into small flocks, I venture to predict that,

with all the care and attention which the sheep will receive, the miserable
animals, eaten while yet alive by maggots—and festering in loathsome
rottenness, will perish in multitudes—by whole flocks.t

Another objection to pasturing in common, would arise in the difiiculty,

if not impracticability, of estabhshing and enforcing an equitable system
of joint occupancy, over or around a large prairie, so as to compel each
farmer to regulate the number of his flocks and herds by the amount of cul-
tivated pasture possessed by him.

But if we concede all the preceding difficulties to be removable, or even
removed ; if we suppose the great north-western plains to be amply sup-
plied with materials for building, fences, and fuel—there are two other dif-

ficulties in the way of their becoming the best class of sheep-walks, which,
from their nature are fixed, and, in the main, unchangeable. I allude to
the scarcity ofivatcr, and the climate.

On the " dry and rolling prairies "—those claimed to possess the gi-eatest

advantages for Sheep Husbandry—running water is scarce, frequently ex-
tremely so. The occasional streams are shallow and sluggish. Washing
wool on the back of the sheep, conduces, I think, to the health of the ani-

mal. It causes the sheep to shear much more easily—brings the wool into
a better mai-ketable condition, and diminishes transportation. Streams of
considerable depth and rapidity (where, what is better, falling sheets of wa-
ter over mill dams, &c., cannot be found), are almost indispensable to an
effectual performance of this process. Sheep, also, in many periods of
weather, require water for drink. When they are confined to dry feed, it

is indispensable, in the absence of that snow which is often, in the Eastern
States, made a substitute for water. Neither are attainable during consid-
erable periods each winter, on the prairies, without resort to a pump—

a

sorry—and, (including the time of working it, when large flocks are to be
watered), an expensive and troublesome substitute for running water.

Finally, the climate of the Western and North-western States is more
* Since writing the above, I hnve found, to my ultnr surprise, that this disease is within three miles of

my own farm, in a flock driven into the country last full.

t A history of this disease and its gloomy diagnosis, when neglected, will be given in a subsequent
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'variable—exhibits 7nore sudden and greater extremes, than the climates of

New-York and New-England. The weak and easily prostrated muscular
and vascular system of the sheep, will better endure great extremes of con-

tinuous heat or cold, than rapid and marked variations in temperature.

Subjected to the latter, catarrh not violent enough to kill in its inflammato-

ry stage, but assuming a chronic form—and followed by a slow and wast-

ing debility, frequently attacks flocks. Sometimes it assumes an epizoo-

tic and malignant character—as during the past winter—and sweeps away
thousands of sheep.

The isothermal line (or line of equal mean heat), does not vary particu-

larly between the same latitudes in New-York or Wisconsin—or between
Virginia and Missouri. But as we leave the ocean and other large bodies

of water, the isotheral and isocheimal lines are found to diveige more
and more from the isothermal one—and the range of the thermometer (the

extremes of heat and cold indicated by it), rapidly inci'eases. The follow-

ing Table of temperatures, kept by officers in the Army, for a series of nine

years, is from Doct. Forry's excellent work on the " Climate of the United
States, &c."* It strikingly illustrates the fact asserted. The four points

specified are in about the same latitude.

Fort Wolcott, Newport, Rhode Island
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in latitude 29'^ 50', it is 92° ; at Fort Brooke, Tampa Bay, Florida, in

latitude 27° 57', it is 92°
; and at Key West, the most southern possession of

the United States, it is 89° !

It will thus be seen that the summer heat rises higher at Fort Snelling

than at points on the sea-board more than 20° farther South !

Now let us compare their winter temperature. The minimum tempera-

ture of Fort Snelling is—26°.* That at Washington is + 9° ; Old Point

Comfort
-f-

20°
; Fort Johnston + 28°

; Fort Moulti-ie + 21°
; St. Augus-

ine + 39°; Tampa Bay + 35°; Key West + 52°! So the greatest cold

of Fort Snelling is 35° below that of Washington—the most northern and
by far the coldest of these posts—and it is actually 78° below that of a post,

(Key West), which its summer heat exceeds hyfour degrees!

At Fort Howard, latitude 44° 40', the seasons are even more violently

contrasted. Its maximum heat is 98°, its minimum—25. At Rock Island,

111., latitude 41° 28' we have already seen that the maximum is 96°, the

minimum— 10°; and at Council Bluffs, latitude 41° 45', the maximum
104°, the minimum —16° ! At Petite Quoquille, near New-Orleans, the

maximum is but 94°, the minimum + 30° !

And an examination of the monthly variations in temperature, at our
North-westeni posts, will show that these are as excessive, in proportion,

as those of the year—and their suddenness can scarcely be credited by
an inhabitant of southern regions—more particularly those bordering on
the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico.!

It cannot be said that Fort Snelling, or Rock Island, or Council Bluffs,

have the summers of Italy or the South of France—for the weather is

much hotter at intei-vals, and is subject to far more frequent, abrupt and
violent changes than in the latter : nor have these posts winters as mild as

those of Europe, many degrees farther north .| And their winter exhibits

the same sudden and violent changes which characterize the summer
climate.

These facts, in my judgment, fully explain the remarkable mortality in

the flocks which have been carried on the prairies, and which is usually

attributed to over-driving, poisoning, &c. The climate itself, though not

always a rapid, will prove one of the surest ofjwisons, unless gi-eat care

—

much greater than is requisite even on the bleak and sterile hills of New-
England—is taken to protect them fi'om its deleterious influences.

Facts sufficient have been adduced, probably, to convince every South-

ern man how much he has to fear, ultimately, from prairie competition, in

the production of wool. Having thus attempted to measure the capabili-

ties of the various regions of our own country for the cheap production

of this staple, it may be well to turn our eyes to the comparative advan-
tages of other countries and nations—and to ask the question whether
there is any danger to the domestic producer from foreign comj^etition.

This can be done but briefly and rapidly in the limits which 1 have assigned
to myself.

It will not be necessary for the purposes of the present inquiry, to ex-

amine the climate, flora, &c., of all portions of the world. The wool-
producing countries—those which have natural advantages to enable them
to produce wool cheaply enough, and in sufficient quantities, to stand any
chance in the general competition, are mainly embraced in a belt or region

[* It will be understood that the sign — before the number of degrees, indicates that it is that number of
degrees below Zero, and the eign -|- used here, in the preceding Table, and in the subbequent parRgrnph, to
avoid confusion, signifies ahorc Ztro. I'uhlishfr.]

t In the Report of the Fishiiic Creek Agricultural Society, of your State, 1?4:5, the Committee actually
co)n])lain of the variableness of the climate I ']"ruly, 'we can only judge by comparison !'

f The mean winter temperature of North Cape in Norway, latitude 71°, is 23° 72—that of Fort Snelling,
150 9,5_tbat of Council BlaH's, 24° 47- that of Rock Island, 2Go 86.
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about 15° in width, on each side of and at varying distances from the

Equator. The variation coixesponds with the variation of temperature

;

in other words, tlie wool zone is bounded by isothermal instead of lat-

itudinal lines. Commencing on the eastern side of each continent, in the

northern hemisphere, between about 30° and 45°, it bears northwardly,

and strikes their eastern shores, say between 40° and 55°. In the south*

ern hemisphere, I am not aware that the isothermal deviations, in the

corresponding parallels, have been noted—nor are they important, so

small, comparatively, is the latitudinal area of the surfaces included be-

tween them.

Independent of minor deviations everywhere exhibiting themselves in the

isothermal lines, more important local exceptions exist in many places, owing
<to elevation, proximity of bodies of water, prevailing winds, &c. Thus, south,

of latitude 30° in North America, the elevations of the Cordilleras give the

mild weather of the temperate, and even the rigors of the frozen zone;
and the same is true of the Andes of South America—in Bolivia, Peru,
Ecuador and New-Grenada—in the same latitudes, where, at the eastern

foot of these declivities, the tropical sun burns up, as with fire, the verdure
of the vast llanos of Brazil and Venezuela, and exhales death from the

pestilent fens of Guiana, and the reptile-teeming marshes of the Amazon.
The same exceptions exist on the Eastern Continent, wherever mountain
chains rise to sufficient elvations to bring to bear this well known and uni-

form law for the depression of temperature, albeit in tropical or sub-

tropical regions. The steady and mild climate of the Atlantic Ocean, and
its continual and peculiar motion on the west of Europe, preventing the

ice, which the north wind wafts down from the Arctic seas, from lodging

itself, or even approaching* those shores, strongly influences the climates

of the British Islands and Norway, rendering them more temperate than
others many degrees farther south in the interior of Europe and Asia.

Eastern Pi'ussia, and Polish Russia, are rendered disproportionably cold

by the prevailing wind, which sweeps without resistance from the bosom
of the Arctic Ocean to the Carpathian Mountains : and the north-east wind,

laden with the frosts of Siberia, and untempered by the southern winds,
from which it is cut off by the lofty Altay Mountains, carries a cold under
which men, nay whole caravans,t perish in Persia, in the same latitude

with Northern Africa, and the confines of the burning Sahara.| The Cas-
pian and Black Seas—Mounts Caucasus and Taurus prevent Asiatic Turkey,
and Mount Htemus, European Turkey—from experiencing similar cold.

The same wind entering Europe, reduces the temperature of its eastern

considerably below that of its western confines ; and its effects are felt more
or less westwardly, in proportion as its course is arrested by mountains.
The climate of Silesia and Saxony is far colder and more mutable than
than that of Bohemia, from which they are only separated by the Erzge-
birge and Riesengebirge. In Northern European Russia, in Finland and
the basin of the Dwina—in the same latitudes where Norway exhibits the

* Malte Brun's Geography

—

Art. Climate of Europe. t Sir Robert Kerr Porter.

l From the delightful Arabian Nights—from the not less delightful strains of Lalla Rookh—from a thou-
sand other sources, remembered and unremembered—song, fiction and Oriental tale—Persia always rises
before fancy's eye a realm and clime of beauty :

" deep myrrh-thickets blowing round
The stately cedar, tamarisks.

Thick roseries of scented thom,
Tall orient shrubs, and obelisks

Graven with emblems of the time,

In honor of the golden prime.
Of good Haroun Alraschid."

There are portions of Persia where the soil is rich and the climate delightful—but, as a whole, it is a bleak,
sterile, unfruitful country—largo portions of it covered with rugged mountains or saline deserts—with a
climate remarkable for the rapidity and extent of its variations.
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flora of Northern Germany—spirits freeze and quicksilver becomes malle-

able. But it is unnecessary to continue this enumeration.

Let us now take a rapid view of the wool-gi'owing countries embraced
in the specified zones. And we will first complete the description of our
own continent.

Mexico—that portion of it north of latitude 30°—bears too close a re-

semblance to our Western Territories conterminous with it, to require

separate notice.

But a small proportion of the great peninsula of South America is in-

cluded between the 30th and 45th parallels of latitude, and admitting,

what seems probable, that the contiguity of two great oceans would so af-

fect the climate as to carry the northern line of the wool zone a little

nearer to the Equator, this zone would still embrace but, say, two-thirds

of Buenos Ayres, nearly all of Chili, the little State of Uraguay, a mere
point of Brazil, and the north of Patagonia.

The growing of wool has already been commenced on the VBSt pampas*
of Buenos Ayres—though as yet to a but limited extent. In 1832, the ex-
port of wool to Great Britain was 32,052 anobas ;t but the same year
the import of English woolens considerably exceeded it in value. The
United States Tariff on foreign wools costing 7 cents per pound or under,

being then but 5 per cent, ad valorem, the importation of wool of that

quality from the Argentine Republic| into our country in the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1846, was 4,295,059 lbs., and of wool costing more than
7 cents (paying a duty of 30 per cent, ad valorem, and a specific duty of
3 cents per pound) the import was 43,831 lbs.|l

The pampas resemble the North American prairies, being plains cov-

ered with wild grasses, and entirely destitute of timber. The land is di-

vided by the Government into estates a league square (5,760 acres,) and
sold at 10 cents per acre. Until recently the pampas were depastured al-

most exclusively by horses and cattle, and so plenty and cheap were
they, that they were frequently killed for their hides alone. The herds-

men and shepherds live in miserable huts, and temporary folds are fonned
of the trunks of peach-trees. Western or south-western winds called ^awi-
peros often sweep the country with destructive fury, and there are in-

stances in which flocks of sheep have been forced by them into streams
and have perished.

The inhabitants of the pampas are, on the north, the Gauchos—descend-
ants of Spaniards—who, living in the saddle, and content to subsist on
jerked beef and cold water—having few wants, and none which the lasso

will not supply—lead a life of wild and roving liberty. Tribes of mount-
ed Indians, wild, predatory, and constantly at war with the Gauchos, oc-

cupy the southern pampas.
The facilities for producing wool here closely resemble those of the

North American prairies, though wood is wanting over much more exten-
sive tracts. The price of land on the pampas is less, but they are more
remote from markets, as there is little or no manufacturing done in South
America. Besides the cost of transportation, wool must pay, before reach-
ing mai-kct, the duties levied by some foreign nation. The duty in the
United States, by the Tariff" of 1840, is 30 per centum ad valorem, with-
out regard to quality, thus discontinuing that great discrimination in favor
of the coarse article, which allowed a large proportion of the wools of

* This word, like llanos in the Northern States of South America, and prairies in the North-Wesfem
United States, is api)lied to extensive plains. 'I'hose in the North of Chili are called pampas del Sacramento.

\ McCulloch'8 Commcrtiftl Dictionary. An nrroba is 101 J liis. avoirdupois.

X Hucnos Ayres is so known in nil the oflkial documents of the United States.

II
Report of the Regieter of the Treasury, Dec, iS-lt).
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Buenos Ayres, Africa, Turkey, &c., to enter our ports under a merely
nominal duty. The present Tariff raised the duty on these wools to six

times the former rate, /. c, on wools costing 7 cents, from 3|- mills to 2 cents

and 1 mill per pound. This will make an important difference to the for-

eign grower and exporter. If these wools continue, as hitherto, to be im-

ported in the grease and dirt, from which state they lose about half weight

in being brought as clean as well washed United States wool, every pound
of them so imported will actually pay a double duty, or 4 cents and 2 mills,

half of this being paid for dirt. If, on the other hand, they are washed
prior to exportation, a reduction of 50 per cent, in their weight will call

for a corresponding advance in their price. Wool now costing 7 cents at

Buenos Ayres or Smyrna, will cost 14 cents ; and if this is exported into

the United States, it must pay a duty of 30 per cent., or 4 cents and 2

mills per pound. It will be seen, therefore, that the lowest priced foreign

wools cannot enter our country without paying about this duty (4 cents)

per pound, unless under fraudulent invoices ; and this, as has been already

shown, is half the cost of producing wool throughout a region of the United
States much greater in extent than all that portion of South America in-

cluded within the wool-growing zone.

The English duty on wools costing less than 24 cents is 1 cent per
pound ; over 24 cents, 2 cents per pound. The French duty is 22 per

cent, ad valorem, without regard to cost.

The security of life and property is far less in Buenos Ayres than in the

United States ; the character of the agricultural population less industri-

ous, less skillful, and less methodical. Capitalists from other countries

may, on account of the cheapness of the lands, make it profitable to pur-

chase large estancias, and raise vast flocks of sheep ; and this has already

been done by a few Europeans. But the pampas are subject to the same
general objections* with the North American prairies, and when the con-

tagious diseases, adverted to in speaking of the latter, once obtain a foot-

ing on them, it is not difficult to predict how those diseases will be en-

countered by the wild and, so far as agricultural labor is concerned, indo-

lent Gaucho. The difficulty of encountering them, with the best skill and
industry, under such circumstances—of preventing their unlimited spread,

constant return and frightful mortality, on plains without inclosures, where
flocks have access to each other, or straggling sheep from one flock are

liable, by every-day casualties, to be thrown among those of another flock

—has been stated.

It is not improbable that while land remains so low, and the sheep
healthy, the actual cost of production in Buenos Ayres will be somewhat
less than in the United States ; but taking all things into consideration, and
looking to the future, I would sooner advise any one, even in an exclu-

sively economical point of view, to purchase the cheap lands of our own
Southern States for the objects of Sheep Husbandry, than any part of

South America. With the present duty and the cost of transportation

against the latter, there is no fear that it can undersell, in our markets,

the pi'oduce of the former. The 7-cent South Amei"ican wools, washed,
will cost 14 cents, and washing will add about 1 cent a pound to the cost.t

Add another cent for agent's commission, and also the U. S. duty, and the

wool is brought to 20 cents a pound, independent of freight and insurance,

which will carry it, I should think, to about two shillings. The United
States producer can furnish wool of much better quality than the coarse

South Amei"ican article, at this price, and realize a high profit.

* Unless it be climatic ones. On this point I hnve no infonnation.
t This will be attended with much trouble on large portions of the pampas, as on our prairies.
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But is it said that the 7-cent South American wool sold in our markets
in 1845 and 1846, was not all coarse—that much of it was actually of a
superior quality 1 This is true. Many of the bales were fartly made up
of an article ranging with American Merino and Saxony wools. But there
is little doubt that, to say the least of it, in very many such cases, if the in-

voice of the wool was not fraudulent, nominally, it was rendered so, in
reality, by a previous fraud. The modus oj}cravdi is said to have been as
follows : A sends his agent B to Buenos Ayres with instructions to pur-
chase the best lots of wool and pay their market price ; and he farther
gives him secret instructions to re-sell these wools to C (a second agent)
for 7 cents per pound, ostensibly in the ordinary course of business. The
second agent C is subsequently sent out to buy, with no information of the
mission of his predecessor ; if he snspect the fraud, he has no direct knowl-
edge of it, and having purchased wool for 7 cents which cost B 15 cents, he
can invoice it at the former rate and support the invoice by his oath.

I have no direct 2^roof of an instance of this species of fi-aud. The
commonness of such transactions, however, was claimed to be a matter
of perfect notoriety, by individuals who had investigated the subject.

Allegations of this kind have appeared again and again in the most
public manner, and I have yet to listen to the first denial of them, public
or private. Fraudulent invoices are jio new thing in our commercial his-

tory,* and the great discrimination made ]ij the Tariff of 1842, in the du-
ties on wool, offered the strongest temptations to them. The same kind
of fiaud may be still practiced, but the inducement to risk seizure for un-
dervaluation is less where the diminution of duty is merely j)ro rata with
the diminution of cost, and where getting the latter invoiced at as low a
rate as 7 cents, is not followed, as before, by escape from a specific duty
and a sudden descent oi five-sixths in the ad valorem one.

I am free to confess, however, that it has always seemed to me that a
determination to vigorously and faithfully discharge their duty in the
premises, with a competent practical knowledge of the quality of the arti-

cle, in the proper Custom-House ofiicials, would always, in an unmanu-
factured staple, and one so readily classified and valued as wool, be a suf-
ficient safeguard against fraudulent undervaluation, to any extent, in the
invoice. They might perhaps be undervalued one or two cents on the
pound, without making a case strong and obvious enough to justify ap-
praisers in legalizing a seizure ; but it is not for gains like these that per-
juries would be ventured upon, or double agents and other expensive ar-

rangements for the perpetration of more roundabout frauds, be found
profitable.

Not having room, within the limits of this letter, to discuss the capa-
bilities of the Old World to compete with us in wool growing, I will
reserve that subject for my next.

* If any one dreams they are, let him read a speech on the Tariff made by Mr. Buchanan in the U. S.
Senate in 1842—another by Mr. Webster on ad valorem duties, made in the same body July 25, 1846, &c.

To Prevent Flies Teasing Horses.—Every merciful man who works a horse diirin*
the hot moiitlis, can pnmioto its comfort by the use of the follovviug simple shield against
the teasing of flics. Take two or three handsfull of walnut leaves, upon which pour two
or three quarts of cold water ; let it infuse one night, and pour the whole, next morning
into a kettle, and hoil for a (piarter of an honr ; when it is cold it is fit for use. Moisten a
sponge with it, and before the horse goes out of the stable, let those parts wliich are most
irritable be smeai-ed over with the liquor. Try it.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

ACCUMULATING SIGNS IN FAVOR OF A GENERAL SYSTEM OF APPROPRIATE EDUCATION
FOR AGRICULTURISTS—VOICE OF '• THE CULTIVATOR."

We copy with inexpressible pleasure the follovsring from the last Albany Cul-

tivator. The deservedly wide circulation and influence of that journal will

materially assist in the consummation of what every man of discernment must

see is indispensably necessary to push the improvement of Agriculture to that

pitch which other arts have reached, and reached only by bringing Science to

bear on their progress and development. The people are rousing up to a sense

of the " fixed fact " that while they are taxed some ten or twenty millions a

year for the support of armies and navies, and for illustrations and instruction

to advance military science, they have a right to insist on retainuig or getting

hack a small modicum of the contributions out of their own pockets, for that kind

of instruction which will improve them in the practice of that beneficent art

which distributes its own abundance and prosperity to every other class of so-

ciety. We shall be glad to follow in the wake of the Cultivator, and are not

ashamed to cry " Help ! help !
" to every press in the Union, in such a cause.

The Cultivator is remarking on the Reports of Committees of- the ]New-5^ork

Legislature at its late session, pro and con, on " several Petitions presented by

the Farmers' Club of the American Institute, asking aid from the State for the

establishment of an Agricultural School and Experimental Farm, to be placed

under the care of the Institute "

:

The Committee, however, recoimnend the

study of Agricultm'e by means of books, in

the Normal School, and in the academies and
local institutions which are already estab-

lished and endowed in all parts of the State.

We do not propose at tliis time to disciLSS

the piinciples set forth in either of these Re-

ports, but will merely remark that it is grati-

fying to see that the agricultural interest is

Bteadily and surely advancing to the position

which it is entitled to hold, and from which
it will, at no distant period, exercise its due
influence on our legislative councils. The
first and principal step toward securing this

object is the proper education of the rising

generation of agiiculturists. We are confi-

aeut that causes are now Li operation which

As to " the [Normal School," which we suppose to be referred to as "already

established "—at Albany, we presume—we can only take time, for the moment,

to say that we never experienced half as much pleasure as we did by a visit to

it of our own seeking in company with Mr. Randall, now of Virginia. We were
penetrated to the soul with the consciousness of the vast importance of the prin-

ciple carried out in it ; and we do not see, as we have before said, why it might

not be so extended (in connection with a farm where principles should be illus-

trated and sustained by practice,) so as to throw a deeper infusion of agricultural

science in the Common Schools of the State.

What would not $100,000 a year accomplish, applied to that object? It would
(184)

will ultimately produce the desired result.

The language used by Mr. Beckvidth, in

closing his Report, happily expresses our own
views

:

" We hope the day is not far distant when
an mieducated farmer will be as rare a per-

son as an uneducated lawyer, physician, or
minister. We mean, too, by an education,

something more than a knowledge of the
mere routine of the farm and farming opei'a-

tions ; we mean by the tenn, a mental ti-ain-

ing, by which the man who works amid the
comjihcated arrangements of the subtle and
refined agencies of Natixre, wUl be able to

understand those arrangements and give di-

rection to the laws wlilch control them."
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in ten years supply scientific teachers for at least one head school at the seat of

Government of every county, if not in every district school ; and why should not

the great State of New-York demand that much, out of the $4,000,000 we shall

be getting from the sale of the Public Lands ? Look at the amount she contributes

by her consumption of dutiable articles to the treasure of the Union.—Well, we
have no time to dwell on the subject at which the coldest bosom must kindle

with anxiety. We shall wait, hopeful and impatient, to hear what Governor

Wright will say on the subject.

ORCHARDS.

An orchard is an inclosure devoted to

the cultivation of hardy fruit-ti-ees. In it may
be, as standards, apple-trees, most sorts of

pears and plums, and all sorts of cheiTies,

which four are the chief .orchard fi-uits ; but

to have a complete orchard, also quinces,

medlars, mulberries, sei'vice-ti'ees, filberts,

nuts, barbeilies, walnuts and chestinits must
be included. The latter two are particularly

applicable for the boundaries of orchai-ds, to

screen the other trees from impetuous winds.

A general orchard, composed of all the before-

mentioned fiaiit trees, shoidd consist of a

double portion of apple-trees. With respect

to the situation and aspect for an orchai'd,

avoid very low, damp situations as much as

the natiu'e of the place will admit ; for in

very wet soils no fruit-trees will prosper, nor

the fioiit be fine ; but a moderately low situa-

tion, free from copious wet, may be more eh-

gible than an elevated gi-ound, as being less

exposed to tempestuous winds; tliough a

situation having a small declivity is very de-

sirable, especially if its aspect incline toward
the east south-east, or south, which are ratli-

er more eligible than a westerly aspect ; but
a north aspect is the worst of all for an
orchard, unless particularly compensated by
the peculiar temperament or good quality

of the soil. Any common field or pasture

that produces good crops of corn, grass, or

kitchen-garden vegetables, is suitable ibr an
orchard; if it should prove of a loamy nature,

it will be a particular advantage ; any soil,

however, of a good quality, not too light and
dry, too heavy, stubborn, or wet, but of a
medium nature, fi-iablo and open, with not
less than one spade deep of good staple, will

be proper.

Preparation of the Grou.sd.—The prep-
ai-ation of the ground for the reception of tlio

ti'ees, is by trenching one or two spades, as the

soil will admit. And if in grass, turn the sward
clean to the bottom of the ti'ench, which will

prove an excellent manure. The ground nuust

be fenced securely against cattle, &c., either

with a good ditch and hedge, or with a paliug-

lence, as may be most convenient.

Mkthod of Planting the Trees.—The
best season for planting all the sorts of fruit-

ti'ees is autumn, soon after the liiU of the leaf,

from about the latter end of October uutil
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December, thougli it may be performed any
time in open weather, from October until

March.
Let several varieties of each particular spe-

cies be chosen that ripen their fruit at diiferent

times, from the earliest to the latest, according
to the nature of the different sorts, that there

may be a sufficient supply of every sort dui--

ing then" proper season ; and if apples and.

pears, in particular, choose a much greater
quantity of the autumnal and late-ripening

kinds than the early sorts ; but most of all of
apples ; for the summer-ripening fruit is of
short duration, only proper for temporary ser-

vice : but the later-ripening kinds keep sound
some considerable time for autumn and winter
use. The arrangement of the ti-ees in the
orchai'd must be in rows, each kind sepa-
rate, at distances, according to the nature of
growth of the different sorts ; but for the
larger-growing kinds, such as apples, pears,

plums, chen-ies, &c., they should stand from
twenty-five to thii'ty or forty feet every way
asunder, though twenty-five or thirty feet at

most is a reasonable distance for all these
kinds. Each species and its varieties should
generally be in rows by themselves, the bet-
ter to suit their respective modes of growth.
Stake the new-planted trees, to support them
in their proper position, and secure them
from bemg rocked to and fro by the wind,
which would greatly retai-d their rootuig
afresh, placing two or tlu-ee sti'ong, tall stakes
to each tree ; but the most eff'ectual method
is to have tiiree stakes to each, placed in a
ti'ismgle, meeting at top ne;u' the liead of the
ti'ee, wrapping a hay-band round that part of
the stem to prevent its being barked by the
stakes or tj'ing ; tiien tie the stakes at top
close to the tree with some proper biuidage,

bringing it close about the stem and sialics

together, over the hay-wrapping, so as to se-
cure the tree firmly in an erect posture. If
laid down ii( gnuss, no cattle should be turned
in to gi-azo at large, unless the stem of each
tree is previously well secured with posts and
railing, or wattled with thoni-bushes, espe-
cially in young orchards, otherwise they will
bark the trees; nor should largo cattle be
turned into orchards where the branches of
the trees are yet low and within their reach.

[Abcrcrombie.
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EGGS AND POULTRY.

Among all nations, and throughout all gi-ades

of society, eggs have been a favorite food.

But in our cities, and paiticulai-ly in win-

ter, they are sold at such prices that lew fam-

ilies coidd atlbrd to use them at all, and
even those in easy circumstances consider

them to be expensive for common use. There
is no need of tliis. Every family, or nearly

eveiy family, can, with veiy little ti-ouble, have
eggs ui plenty dui-ing the year ; and of all the

animals domesticated for the use of man, the

common dunghill fowl is capable of yielding

the greatest profit to the owner. In the month
of November I put apart eleven hens and a

cock, and gave them a small chamber in the

wood-house, defended from stonns, with an
opening to the south. Then food, water and
lime were placed on shelves convenient

for them, with nests and chalk nest-eggs in

plenty. These hens contiiuied to lay eggs

through the winter. From these eleven hens
I received an average of six eggs daily during

winter ; and whenever any one of them was
disposed to sit, namely, as soon as she began
to cluck, she was separated from the others

by a grated partition, and her apartment dark-

ened. These cluckers were well attended

and well fed. They could see and partly as-

sociate through the grates with the other

fowls, and as soon as any one of these prison-

ers began to sing, she was liberated, and
would veiy soon lay eggs. It is a pleasant

tiling to feed and tend a bevy of laying hens.

They may be trained so as to follow the chil-

dren, and will lay m a box. Egg-shells con-

taui lime, and when in winter the earth is

bound in fi'ost, or covered with snow, if lime
be not provided for them they will not lay

;

or if they do, the eggs of necessity must be
without shells. Old rubbish lime, from cliim-

iieys and old buildings, is proper for them,

and only need to be broken. They will often

attempt to swallow pieces of lime and plaster

as large as walnuts. The singing hen will-

certainly lay eggs if she find all thmgs agree-

able to her -, but the hen is so much a prude

—

as watchfiil as a weasel and fastidious as a

hypocrite—she must, she will have secrecy

and mystery about her nest. All eyes but
ber own must be averted. Follow or watch
her, and she will forsake her nest and stop

laying. She is best pleased with a box cov-

ered at the top, with an aperture for light,

and a side door by which she can escape un-

seen. A farmer may keep 100 fowls in the

barn, may suffer them to trample on and de-
sti'oy his mows of gi'ain, and have fewer egg,s

than the cottager who keeps a dozen, pro-

vides secret nests, chalk nest-eggs, pounded
bricks, plenty of corn or other gi'aui, water
and gi-avel for them, and takes care that
his hens be not disturbed about their nests.

Tlu-ee chalk eggs in a nest are better than
one, and large eggs please them most. I have
smiled to see them fondle round and lay in
a nest of geese eggsi Pullets will begin to lay
early in life, when nests and eggs are plenty,

and when others are chuckling around them.
A dozen dunghill fowls, shut up away from
other means of obtaining food, wiU require
something more than a quart of com a day.
I tliink fifteen bushels a year a fair allow-

ance for them ; and after they have become
habituated to find at all times a plenty in

their little manger, they take but a few ker-
nels at a time, except just before going to

roost, when they will take nearly a spoonful!

in their crops ; but just so sure as their pro-

visions come to them scanted or uregularly,

so sure will they raven up a whole cr'opfull at

a time and stop laying. A dozen fowls well
attended will furnish a family with more than
two thousand eggs a year ; and one hundred
full grown chickens for the fall and winter
stores. The expense of feeding a dozen fowls

wll not amount to more than eight bushels
of gi'ain. They may be kept in cities as well
as ui the country, and will do as well shut up
the year round as to run at large. A grated

room well hghted, ten feet by five, partitioned

from a stable or outhouse, is sufficient for the
dozen fowls, with their roosting, nests and
feedmg-troughs. In the spring of the year
five or six hens will hatch at a time, and the
fifty or sixty chickens may be given to one
hen. Two hens will take care of one hun-
dred chickens well enough until they begin
to climb their little stick roosts. They then
should be separated from the hens entirely.

I have often kept the chickens when young
ui my garden. They keep the May-bugs and
other insects from the vines. In case of con-
fining fowls in summer, it should be remem-
bered that a ground floor should be chosen

;

or it would be just as well to set in their pen
boxes of well-dried, pulverized earth, for them
to wallow in during warm weather. Their
pens should be kept clean. [Scot. Ref. Gaz.

Wheat.—One hundred parts of wheat gi-own on a soil manui'ed with cow-dung, afforded
only 11-9.5 parts of gluten, and 62.34 parts of starch; while the grain growTi on land manuu'ed
with human ui'ine gave 35-1 of gluten, or neai-ly tlu-ee times the quantity.
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THE BAROMETER.

THE PRACTICAL USE OF THE BAROMETER TO FARMERS AND OTHERS, WITH RULES

FOR PREDICTING THE WEATHER.

The proper use of the Barometer as a

means of judging of the weatlier is not gen-

erally known, or its great practical value

would be more extensively appreciated, more
especially by fanners. It is only necessary

to be well acquainted with the nature of its

indications to form a tolerably good, and most-

ly a correct, estimate of the impending wea-

ther. For this purpose, it is here proposed

to embody the most approved rules relative

to the Barometer ; and it may be remarked

that if all persons, aftected in any way by
changes in the weather, will but considt their

Barometer daily, they will soon be sensible

of the great advantages derivable from such

practice.

It should be first be well understood that the

principal critei-ion of the kind of weatlier to

be expected is the relative motion of the

mercury in the tube, and that its absolute

hight is only of secondary importance, when
atmospherical changes are to be anticipated.

Tlie words engraved on the register-plate

should not be much regaided, as they cannot

always be relied upon to correspond wath

the state of the weather, and in i'act, would
show different indications at the top and bot-

tom of a lofty iiouse ; but much greater de-

pendence may be placed in the lising and
falling of the mercury. For this reason the

words are more deserving of notice when the

mercury has just moved from " Changeable "

upward or downward.
The absolute hight of the mercury is a

safe prognostic when it is unusually high or

low, and the following observations upon it

may frequently be fouud to be extremely ser-

viceable :

1. All appearances being the same, the

higher the Barometer i.s, the more likely is

the weather to be f;nr. \Vhen the Barome-
ter is high, it will be found that very dark
and dense clouds pass completely over, and
that there is very little probability of imme-
diate rain.

2. When the Barometer is low, it some-
times rains almost without any appearance of

clouds ; and though the sky may seem to

promise fair weather, it may be depended
upon that the appearance will not continue

long : the face of the sky changes very sud-

denly on such occasions.

Also, when the Barometer continues low,

there is seldom much rain, though a fair day
is very rare ; the general character of the
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weather at such times is short, heavy, and sud-
den showers, with squalls of wind from the
W., N. VV. or S. \V.

3. The Barometer is highest of all during a
longfi-ost, with a N. E. wind; and it is low-
est of all during a thaw following a long frost

and accompanied by a S. W. wind.
4. In all places nearly on a level with the

sea, rain may be expected when the mercury
falls below 30 inches.

To judge rightly of the changes to be ex-
pected in the weather, we should especially

ascertain whether the mercury is actually
rising or falling. This will be always seen
by regularly adjusting the index of the Ba-
rometer; or, we may observe^l. If the sur-

face of the mercuiy Jdo convex, standing high-
er in the middle of the tube than at the sides,

it indicates the rising ; if the surface be con-
cave, it is falling; and if it appear level, the
mercuiy is stationary. 2. If, on shakmg or
ra])piiig the Barometer, the mercury ascenda
higher than it stood before, it indicates the
rising; but if it descends, it indicates the
falling.

The following rales have been laid down
and amply confirmed by long-continued ex-
perience, and may be generally relied upon :

1. Tlie risuig of the quicksilver generally
presages fair weather ; the fallhig generally
indicates rain, snow, and if the iilll be great,

high winds and stonns.

2. \Vlien bad weather quickly succeeds the
falling of the mercuiy, it will not be of long
continuance. Similarly, when fair weather
soo7i follows the rise of the quicksilver, we
must not calculate on its continuance for any
length of time.

3. On the contrary, if in bad weather, the
mercury rises considerably, a^id continues in

an advancing stiite for two or three days be-
fore the fair weather sets in, we may expect
a continuance of fiiir weather. And if, iu

clear weather, the mercury fall remarkably
for two or three days together before the raiii

sets in, it is then highly probable that it will

be succeeded by much raui, and perhaps liigh

winds.

4. In winter, the ri.sing bid icates frost ; and
in frosty weather, if the mercuiy falls three
or four divisions, there will certainly follow
a tliaw ; but if it rises in a continued frost, it

will always be accompanied with snow.
."J. In hot weather, the sudden falling of the

mercuiy portends thunder.
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6. If the earth continues moist, and water
stands in hollow places, no trust should be
put in the clearest sky.

Of all persons, the fanner and the sailor

are those who can generally, from constant ob-

servation, form the best judgment of the at-

mospheric indications of weather ; but while

to the latter the Barometer is of the utmost
importance in indicating that a sudden change
is at hand ; to the former it will be found
equally useful, if he is a constant observer of
it, by showing him, pretty accurately, wheth-
er or not any particular change of weather is

likely to be of some dm'ation.

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE—BUYING LAND.

" You know vei-y well," said Science,

"how your neighbor, old Mr. Stubborn, went
into the next State to buy a farm. The owner
knew what the farm was, aud advertised it

in spring time, when he expected damp
weather. I advised Peter to take me with

him to view the strata of rocks below, and to

analyze the soil on the surface ; to see how
it laid for draining, and what aspect it pi-e-

sented to the atmosphere. I told him I could

save him my expenses many times over. But
Peter sconied my advice—he thought he had
worked more land than I had, and was as

good a judge of land as any man in the States;

and he set ofT, muttering something about ' not

letting book-worms make money out of him.'

He vvalked carefully over the fann—it looked

gi-een and flourishing, and not swampy, even
in that damp, wet weather. He was delight-

ed with it, and gave forty dollai-s an acre for

over three hundred acres. He paid liis twelve

thousand dollars and took possession. But in

the summer time as I passed that way, I found

that so-much-praised fann almost burat up
with drouth, and its vegetation drooping and
panting for moisture which the soil could not

supply ! Peter had bought a light, sandy soil,

lying upon what we call, geologically, a coal

formation, with a pretty decided slope east-

ward. I took a little bit of the soil, and ana-

lyzed it, and showed what it contained. In

one hundred parts there were about eighty-

thi-ee of lime, three of oxide of iron, one of

potash, and one part of phosphoric and car-

bonic acids, and lour parts of vegetable and

organic matter. ' Now,' I said, ' the soil will

be beautifully productive in wet weather, but
will be parched in dry weather.'

" 'Ah,' he said, ' that was howl was taken
in—I saw it in a wet spring season.'

" 'If,' I rejoined, ' you had taken me with
you, I would have taken a handfull oi' this soil

from various parts of the farm, and would
have told you exactly what it contained, as I

do now. I would have told you that sand,

which predominates here, cannot retain mois-
ture, which flies off; nevertheless, I would
have told you that in certain positions the soil

might be made fruitfid, if it laid upon a faith-

ful geological formation, and with a moist at-

mospheric aspect. I should then have ex-
amined the geological strata here, and have
told you that it was on a coal fonnation, con-
sisting of beds of limestone and blue shale,

neai- the surface, which generally underlays

the worst lands—and sloping so rapidly towai-d

the east, the moisture would drain away
through the s;iuds aud down the slope, while
the east wind, the most di-ynig and piercing

of all winds, would blow with its keen,
di-outhy breath into the soU, driving out that

moisture which had not drained away ; that

in summer your crops would be impover-
ished, and in long drouths probably would
not gi'ow at all. I could have shown you all

this, and you would have known that the

farm was of small value, and saved yom"
money. Your ignorance has caused you to

throw away eis much as you have made in

many yeai's of hard work.' " [Sat. Courier.

Harvesting-Machine.—A correspondent, writing from Michigan to the New-York Evan-

gelist, says : " A field of sixty acres was hai'vested in two days, as follows : A machine was
drawn into the field by sixteen horses, guided by as many boys as necessaiy. On the front

of the machine a man was stationed to adjust the forks and circulai- knives to the hight of

the wheat, which was readily thrown back into the machine. No more was seen of it till

another man in the rear part of the machine was observed tpng up well-filled sacks of pure

grain, in perfect order for the flouring-mill. This huge machine hars'ested and bagged tliree

bushels of the best wheat in a minute."

Barrels.—A machine has been invented, and is now in operation at New-Haven, and

and also in New-York, for dressing barrel-staves. It will make 7,000 such staves, or 4,000

hogshead staves, in ten hours.

(188)
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Origin of Feeding with Oil-Cakes.—The
nutritive properties of oil-cake, which now
forms sncli a prominent ingredient in the fatten-

ing diet of our finest slieep and oxen, and which
till about 150 years ago was used as a manure
on corn lands only, are said to have been dis-

covered in the following singular manner: A
farmer residing in the neighborhood of Chester,

having been tempted by a favorable fair to pur-

chase 40 more sheep than he could conveniently
pasture through the winter, prevailed upon a

neighboring tanner who also rented a little

farm, to lake them as out-door ^vinte^ boarders.

The sheep were accordingly sent, and turned
into a ten-acre field, and when they had fed it

down, thence into a twenty-acre piece, which
the tanner had just dressed, by way of experi-

ment, with oil-cake. In this piece the sheep
lay about two mouths withoat having been seen
by the fanner or the tanner. The animals were
found to have eaten the manure, and had got

very fat. Hence the origin of feeding on oil-

cakes. [British Fanners' Almanac.

A New Kind of Cheese.—An esteemed
friend, in whose recipes we have great confi-

dence, has kindly furnished us With the follow-

ing for making cheese : Boil good white pota-

toes, and when cold, peel and mash them till not

a lump remains. To five pounds thus prepard.
add a pint and a half of so^/r milk, and as much
salt as may be deemed necessary to season the

mass. Having worked it well let it be carfully

covered from two to four days, according to the

Btate of the weather ; then work again, make
the cheeses the size you like, and then dry them
in the shade. After they have become suffi-

ciently dry, place them in pots or pans, and let

them remain a fortnight or more. In this way
cheese of a most excellent quality may be made,
and, what is of no small consequence, it can be
kept for j-ears without the slightest deteriora-

tion from the efiects of ago, provided it be kept
dry. A friend who has had the pleasure of eat-

ing cheese prepared in this manner, speaks of
it in high terms. [Maine Farmer.

HftPs.—The most ancient known account of
the cultivation of hops has been discovered in
France. Among the records of that Kingdom
there is a patent of donation so far back as the
reign of King Pepin, in which mention is made
of " hnmolaria:," which doubtless meant the
hop-garden ; and in 822, we find that the Ab-
bot of Corby exonerated the millers within his
district from all service regarding hops. From
about that period the culture of this plant spread
over Germany, and was even introduced into
Sweden ; but it is remarkable that so late as the
13th century, it was unknown in Italy, which
we presume could scarcely have bcea'the case
had it been in use among "the Romans.

[ British FaiTners' Almanac.

Flax.—A crop of flax cxhau.st.i the soil, as,

being pulled, it leaves no stubble and roots to

convey to the land the carbonic acid gas in the
atmosphere ; but if the steep-water and fibre

were returned to the land, it miirht be convert-

ed into an ameliorating crop. [Brit. Farm. Aim.

{189J

Cattle Sale.—The following sale of Short-
Horn cattle was made at Chilicothe on the 29th
June, by Mr. Geo. Renick :

Cows.

Donna Maria $95
LadyPaley 87

Poppy B2

Red Rose HI
Ro'=e of Sharon 97

Evening Star 120

Virginia HO
Scioto 110

Maria 52
Thames 1 20

Miss .Marsliall 125
Sandusky 60
Duchess 81 50, 36, 30, 31, 43.

Paint 73
'

Laura 43
Lily 45
Flora 125
Daisy 40
Blossom 54
Srippo 90
Blanch 100
Blink 90

Heifers, thru years old.

Bloom $45
Josephine 71
Lucy 80
Twin 52
Mate > 35
Lady 80
Dairy 55
Venus 53
Beauty 75
Ten yearling heifers

sold for the following
prices : $36, 41. 31, 30, 32,

Bulls.

Prince Charles, three
years old 105

Albion, do 60
Farmer, two years old 30
Red Rover, one yr old 46

Five bull-calves sold
for $36, 54, 59, 54, 30.

The foregoing animals were all thorough-
bred, and most of them of highly improved pedi-

gree. A number of grade cows, heifers, and
calves, were included in the sale, and brought
satisfactory prices.

The number of bidders present was respect-
able, though not as great as we expected to

have seen, nor were the prices at which the cat-

tle sold generallj- as high as we supposed slock
of such pedigrees would bring ; though much
allowance must be made for the times. We
believe Mr. Renick is not at all disappointed
wnth the result of the sale. He offered his whole
herd, only reserving the right of six bids. He
only bought five animals, and there were none
bid in for him. though a number were bought
by relations of his name, who are also amateurs
of fine cattle.

Lime is Planting Trees.—In setting, we
usually put a small quantity of lime in the hole

—about half a peck to a tree—mixing it thor-

oughly with the mould, in order that it may be
easily accessible to the roots, vvhich ramify in

eveiy direction in quest of food. An English
j)ublication says that an extensive plantation of
trees has been formed within a few years, with-

out the loss of a single tree, and has been effect-

ed simply by putting a small quantity of lime in

the hole before depositing the tree. Four bush-

els are said to be amply sufficient for an acre.

The effect of the lime is " to push on the growth
of the plant in the first precarious state." There
seems to have existed, at first, an apprehension
that liming the tree would force it on prema-
turely, but this apprehension experience has
demonstrated to have been perfectly groundless.

NuiiiTSoiL. The business of collecting
urine and nightsoil employs an immense num-
ber of persons in China, who place tubs in every
house in cities for receiving the urine of the in-

mates, which vessels are removed daily with as
much care as our farmers remove the litter from
the stables.
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To MAKE Ec.G Pone.—Beat until light one
egg; add a pint of milk, half a tea-spoonfuli of

Bait, half a table-spoonfull of lard, and one pint of

corn-meal. Stir until perfectly smooth
;
grease

well the pan, and bake three-quarters of an hour.

Corn bread requires much stronger heat than

iclical.

This same mixture baked on a griddle gives

us the batter-cakes, with the addition of more
milk, making the mixture thin, to bake which
successfully, the griddle must be hot ; gi*ease it

and put a spoonfull in a cake.

Effect of various Manures on Wheat.—
Wheat grown in a field manured with cow-
dung yielded in 100 parts only 12 parts of gluten;

whereas, 100 parts grown on laud manured with

human urine yielded 35 parts, arising from the

different quantities of ammonia contained in the

manures. The following Table exhibits the va-

rious substances contained in wheat on which
nitrate of soda was used, and on which nitrate

was not used

:

Used. Not used.

Bran 25

Gluten 23i

Starch.... 49^

Albumen I5

Extract, loss, and water.. 1

Total .100

24
19
551

100

Potash.—The following Table contains a

statement of the quantity of potash contained

in 10,000 parts of some of the common trees and
plants

:

Oak 15 Poplar 7 Wormwood. .730

Elm 39 Thistle 53 Vetches 275

Beech 12 Fern 62 Beans 200

Vine 55 Cowthistle ..196 Fumitaiy 790

Lime.—The following method of using lime

stands so high in our estimation that we repeat

it every year

:

Break the stones small before being put into

the kiln to be burnt, and not larger than a goo.se's

egg ; lay them in a hot state on the land, which
should be in a halfwrought condition ; spread

out the lime shells very evenly ; the subsequent
operations of plowing and harrowing, not less

than twice performed, will cover and distribute

the lime, and the land will be benefited by the

moist heat and damp exhalations that will be
evolved during the dissolution. This is by far

the most preferable mode of using lime that is

yet known. [British Farmers' Almanac.

English Government Prices for Pro-
visions.—The Government of Great Britain, in

October, 1846, contracted for the following pro-

visions at the annexed prices : say 18,000 tierces

of pork at the average price of £7 lis. 2d. per

tierce of 400 lbs., equal to 36,000 barrels of 200

lbs.—reduced to our money, say $4 80 per
pound sterling, is at par $18 12 per barrel of

200 lbs. Also for 8,000 tierces of beef^ at the

average price of £7 3s. 3Jd. per tierce of 400

lbs., equal to 16,000 barrels of 200 lbs.—equal,
in our money, to $17 19 per bbl. A tierce of
beef or pork is 400 lbs. net of meat ; a pound
sterling is $4 80 at the Custom-House.

"King of Vermont"—A Merino ram owned
hy General Rawson Harmon, of Wheatland,
N. Y. Said buck is a pure descendant of the

Spanish Merinos imported in 1812. He was
bred by S. W. .Tcwett, Wcybridge. Vt., and got
by his buck " Fortune." He dropped in April.

1845 ; in December, same year, tupped over 80

ewes ; was wintered on hay and roots ; was
(190)

washed and sheared by Mr. Harmon in June
last ; his fleece weighed nine pounds ! and the

buck over 100 pounds ; he will now weigh 130
pounds. General Harmon has a flock of over
one hundred pure Merinos.

The Horse.—I will state a few things that

I have learned, and they may be of benefit to

your readers. A horse that is driven on hard
roads is liable to get stiff in the joints. In 1833
I had an animal which after driving 3 or 4 days,

got quite lame. An old Baltimore teamster told

me to wash the mare's legs in a tolerably salt

brine, which was done, accordingly, three times
a day for the balance of the journey. The stifl-

ness disappeared in a few days, and I drove the
mare 1,400 miles afterward, and there was no
more trouble on that account. What pleased me
most was, the mare had a very poor foot to hold
a shoe, when I started. It was very brittle and
hard. It would break out when a nail was put
in. But it grew together at evei-y shoeing. A
blacksmith in New-England remarked to me
that her foot had a singular appearance ; where
he pared it was soft and tough. I account for

it in this way ; salt will attract moisture from the
atmosphere, which keeps the foot moist all the
time; and salt has nearly the same effect that

grease has on a foot or a piece of timber. The
drippings from salt on a floor if continued long,

cannot be got off; the wood becomes moist and
tough, and so with a horse's foot. After wash-
ing the legs, turn up the hor.se's foot, clean the

bottom, pour the hollow full of brine and hold for

a few minutes to soak the bottom. The practice

of ra,sping the foot all over to toughen it is abom.
inable. [Farmer and Gardener.

Quantities of Seed suited for a Cot-
tage Garden.—Allowing for loss or accident

in garden seeds, we believe the following quan-
tities for sowing a common cottage garden to

be nearly correct

:

One pint of peas will sow fourteen yards of
drill ; one pint of beans will sow twenty-two
yards of drill ; one ounce of onion-seed will sow
ten square yards; one-half ounce of leek-seed

will sow six square yards ; one ounce of caiTot-

seed will sow ten square yards ; one ounce of
parsnip-seed will sow twelve square yards ; one-

half ounce of cabbage-seed will sow three or

four square yards.

Greasing Carriage-Wheels.—The best
composition that can be prepared to relieve car-

riage-wheels and machinery from frictiqji, is

composed of hog's lard, wheat-flour, and black
lead (plumbago.) The lard is to be melted
over a gentle fire, and the other ingredients

—

equal weight—may be added, till the composi-
tion is brought to a consistency of common
pa,ste, without raising the heat near the boiling

jioint. One trial of the paste will satisfy any
one of its superior utility. [Exchange paper.

|^P° Unusually large breadths of com have
been planted this spring, and our supply of

Pondrcttc fell greatly behind the demand. We
regret that so many should be disappointed and
unable to obtain it. We began the soa.son witli

a large stock on hand, but it was cxhau.sied to-

ward the clo.se of last month. We are now, how-
ever, prepared to meet any calls. The poudrette

has been heretofore considerably used, and to

good purpose, to put around the corn-hills just

previous to the first harrowing or plowing,

when it can be covered from the sun.
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THE PERIODS OF PREGNANCY IN DIFFERENT ANIMALS.

Kinds of Animals.

Mare
Stallion

Cow
Bull
Ewe
Tup
Sow
Boar
She-goat
He-goat
She-ass
Male-ass
She-buftalo

Bitch
Dog ,

Doe rabbit

Buck rabbit

Cock
Turkey sitting on eggs of

—

Hen
Duck
Turkey

Hen sitting on eggs of

—

Duck
Hen

Duck
Goose
Pigeon
She-cat

He-cat

I

Proper
time for

repro-

duction.

Yrs. Mos.

Period of

the power
of repro
duction.

Years.

10 to 12

12 to 15

10
5

6

7

6

6

6

5
10 to 12
12 to 15

8 to 9

8 to 9

5 to 6

5 to 6

5 to 6

Number
of

females
for one
male.

5 to 6

9 to 10

20 to 30

30 to 40

40 to 50

6 to 10

20 to 40

5 to 6

The most
favor-

able
season
for copu
lation.

Period of gestation and incu-
bation.

May

July

Nov.
March

Nov.

May

Feb.

Nov.

Shortest
period.

Days.
322

240

146

109

1.50

365 .

281

55

17

24
24

Mean pe-

riod

Days.
347

2S3

154

115

156

380

308
60

24
27
26

30

30
30
18
50

Longest
period.

Days.
419

321

161

143

163

391

335
63

28
30
30

ANALYSIS OF WHEAT.

The following Table exhibits the results of Fourcroy andVauqueUn's analysis of different kinds
of Wheat

:

Names.
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TRENCHING.
Trenching is one of the readiest modes in

the gardener's power for renovating his soil.

The process is thus conducted

:

" From the end of the piece of ground where
it is intended to begin, take out a trench two
spades deep and twenty inches wide, and wheel
the earth to the opposite end, to fill up and finish

the last ridge. Measure off the width of another

trench, then stretch the line and mark it out

w^ith the spade. Proceed in this way until the

whole of the ridges are outlined, after which
begin at one end and fill up the bottom of the

first trench with the surface or ' top spit' of the

second, then take the bottom ' spit ' of the latter,

and throw it in such a way over the other as to

form an elevated, sharp-pointed ridge. By this

means a portion of fresh soil is annually brought
on the surface to the place of that which the

crop of the past season may have in some meas-
ure exhausted." ' [Gard. Chron.

Bastard-Trenching is thus performed

:

" Open a trench two feet and a half or a yard
wide, one full spit, and the shoveling deep, and
-wheel the soil from it to where it is intended to

UnLsh the piece ; then put in the dung, and dig

it in with the bottom spit in the trench ; then fill

up this trench with the top spit, &c., of the sec-

ond, treating it in like manner, and so on. The
advantages of this plan of working the soil are,

that the good soil is retained at top—an impor-
tant consideration where the subsoil is poor or
bad,—the bottom soil is enriched and loosened
for the penetration and nourishment of the roots;

andrallowing them to descend deeper, they are
not so liable to suffer from drouth in summer

;

strong soil is rendered capable of absorbing
more moisture, and yet remains drier at the
surface by the water passing down more rap-

idly to the subsoil, and it insures a thorough
shifting of the soil." [Gard. Chron.

In all trenching, whether one, two or more
spades deep, always, previous to digging, put
the top of each trench two or three inches

deep or more, with all weeds and other litter,

at the bottom of the open one, which not only
makes clean digging, and increases the depth
of loose soil, but aU weeds and their seeds

are regularly buried at such a depth that the

weeds themselves will rot, and their seeds

caimot vegetate.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, July 21, for the Monthly Jowrna2 of Agriculture.']

ASHES—Pots, Ist sort ^ 100 ft, 4

Pearls, 1st sort, '46 6

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..'^ ft... —
Sperm —

COTTON—From ^ ft. —
COTTON BAGGING—American... —
CORDAGE—American ^ ft. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,^y. —

Sheetings —
FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5

lYoy —
Michigan 5
Ohio, Flat Hoop 5

Ohio, Round Hoop —
Ohio, via New-Orleans —
Pennsylvania —
Brandywine —
Georgetown 5

Baltimore City Mills —
Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country 5
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 5

Rye Flour 3

Corn Meal, Western and Jersey.. 2

Com Meal, Brandywine pun. —
GRAIN—Wheat, White f*' bush. 1

Wheat, Red and mi.xed 1

Rye, Northern —
Com, Jersey and Nonheni yel... —
Com, Southern, yellow —
Com, Western, yellow —
Oats, River and Canal —
Oats, Jersey —

HAY—North River in bales, ^100 ft —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonlOO

" "
water-rotted 175

HOPS—let sort 1846 —
IRON—American Pig, No. 1 25

" Common 25
LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. —
LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. eh-. 35

Boards, Eastern Pine —
Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. —
Plank, fieorgia Y. Pine, f M. ft.„ 27

(192)
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REMARKS ON THLNGS IN GENERAL No. II.

EY A RAMBLER I.N' THE MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINIA,

WU/i i\'otes bij the Editor of The Fanners' Library, to zchom they were addressed.

Warm Spkings, Va., July 18, 1847.

DKSCRIPTION OF MONTPKLIER.

Your readers were conducted in my Jast, if they had the patience to fol-

low me, to Mojitpelicr, the residence of Doctor P. Thornton, in Rappahannock
County, Virginia *, and there might any valetudinarian—or well man either

—

be well content to dwell, if in pursuit only of a climate as salubrious as the
far-famed Montpcllier in France—without having any occasion or desire for

the drugs, verdigris, perfumed waters and apothecaries for which the latter is

distinguished as well as for its healthy air. During three weeks of delightful

sojourn—realizing all that tradition tells us of the generous hospitality and good
living of old Virginia in her greatest prosperity—while you were being fried,

roasted and stewed, with the mercury rising well Up toward 100, it rarely got
up to SO at Montpelier—foiling always at night below the mark that inclines

you to pull up at least one blanket before dayligiit.

As to the Establishment "per se," and in connection with the estate of 1,000
acres attached to it, all under view ; and the surrounding scenery, bounded on
all sides, within a few miles, by an irregular, undulating mountain outline, it is

but a just tribute to the taste that selected and improved it as a place of resi-

dence, to say that in my recent rambles from the Crescent City on the Mis-
sissippi to the " Hights of Abraham," on the St. Lawrence, I have seen no
establishment that combined so much pleasantness and natural beauty of climate
and scenery.

A better idea may be had of the site itself by supposing a natural mound of
about Iv/o acres on its summit, sloping away on all sides to ten or twelve at its

base, situate in the center of a lake of oblong figure—covering altogether an in-

tervale of about iwo thousand acres of flat land. As the water forced its way and
escaped througli a fissure in the mountains, this mound doubtless showed itself,

at first a small ir-land in its midst—and finally, when the water had subsided,
leaving a bold stream only to traverse tiie Valley on its way to the Rappahannock,
there stood this beautiful mound, fitted by Is'ature for the residence of the pro-
prietor of the whole intervale. That proprietor was the lather of the present own-
er, and of a numerous family—his possessions here embraced ten thousand acres
in a body, v/hereof this estate i? all lliat remains in their hf-nds ; sharing in this

respect the common futc of the large domains of the old wealthy and high-hred
families of Virginia, at the close of the Revolution. The mountain sides in view
of Monti)elier arc covered with trees of almost all the kinds that lend to our au-

(241) y
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tumnal forests the charms of all colors intersperspd.* Even now may be distin-

guished the deep, dark green of the Chestnut-Oak and Hickory, from the paler

shades of the Dogwood and Locust ; while here and there these mountain slopes

are dotted to their very summits with small cultivated farms, as if at once to en-

liven the prospect and to show that Nature has here throv»rn up no liight inacces-

sible to the spirit of human industry.

In thus casting behind a " long, lingering look " on the beauties of a private

establishment, there has been, it may be confessed, something of an inward pur-

pose to reproach, impliedly, that all-cugrossing spirit of accumulation which
leads our countrymen, characteristically, as il has been alleged, to regard nothing

but the " almighly dollar " as worthy of any concern. Hence it is that we see,

all along our public roads, so many dwcliiiigs exposed to the unmitigated heat

of the sun, with scarcely a tree or shrub for shade or ornament; while most of

the few attempts that are made at embellishment violate at once every principle of

Art and all the rules of Nature. Savages may have their strong local attachments

to their native forests and hunting-grounds ; but these are founded in sensual as-

sociations, for in these have they found the means of appeasing their animal ap-
petites. Here have been the theatres on which have been indulged the kindred
passions for the chase and for war; but when was Indian or African ever known
to take any pleasure in the mere quiet beauties of Nature as they commend them-
selves to imaginations refined by moral culture ? When were they ever seen to

evince any pleasurable emotion at ihe sight of the most extended prospect of

mountain and valley—or to lift up their hands with rapture at the limitless ex-

panse of the Ocean itself! No, Sir, the perception of the picturesque and the sub-
lime is the tine fruit of intellectual cultivation—and he whose soul is insensible

to the beauties and the grandeur of Nature may v/ell be suspected of a like in-

sensibility to the finer feelings and duties of social and domestic life. On the

other hand, a taste for rural ornament may serve to assuage the cares of adversity,

and has even been thrown in, with a judgment true to nature, as a relieving vir-

tue to save the worst of outlaws from unmitigated abhorrence. Thus with the

Pirate Lambro, there was
" A taste seen in the choice of his abode,

A love of music, and of scenes sublime;
A pleasure in the gentle stream that flowed

Past him in crystal ; and a joy in flowers,

Bedewed his spiiit in his calmer hours."

Is it not, then, Mr. Editor, time for the community to cultivate among our

young people, more generally and systematically, as you ha.ve strongly urged, a
taste for, and knowledge of the principles of Rural Architecture and embellish-

ment of their homesteads, if we v/ould aspire, as a nation, to any of the graces of

Civilization and the softer amenities that should characterize a refined and pol-

ished people? Alas ! that in this age of Christianity and of boasted Progress,

in this our republican country, the Government should be deemed incompetent to

give or provide for instruction of the rising generation in anything but the—art

of destruction of their fellow-men ! And shame to say ! the landholders of the

United States—the single class whose labor produces more of the national wealth

than all others united—seem either content lo have il so, or have not the spirit or

understanding to redress themselves ; nor will they have until they have the dis-

cernment and independence to be represented, in much greater proportion, by cul-

tivated men of their own class animated by that perfect sympathy which is only

the fruit of perfect identity of condition and pursuit.

Were I to suggest any addition to an Arboretum so handsome and well ar-

ranged as that at Montpelier—where ars colore artcm seems to have been the

* Our correspondent adverts here to a rcmark'tblc leutnre in the character of these moutv-

tedns. Their tops are covered with a stitnted and not very various growth, while the Valley

iinmetliatoly beneath throws up timber fitted for any puiposc. We gathered, some days

eince, on one of the spurs near the foot of the AVarm-Spnngs mountain, within a very small

ppace, brunches of more tbun twenty trees, viz : the Chestnut, Chejtnut-Oak, White-Oali,

Red-Oak, Black-Cak, Hickory, Linn, Gimi, Elm, Cucumber-tree, Sassafras, Iron-wood,

"Wild Cherry, Locust, Sugar-Maple, AValnut, Wild Plum, Dogwood, and two kinds of Pine.

Ed. Farm. Lib.^
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guiding motto— it would be to add the Sugar-Maple ; our native broad-leafed Elm,
with its long and graceful branches ; and the Hacmatac, or Taraarac, the most
beautiful of the Pine family, to which it belongs. These, intermingled wiih the
native Oak, the Spruce and Pine, the Cedar and other pines and evergreens, the
Poplar, Locust, Mulberry, Hickory and Walnut already there, in all their majesty
and beauty, would be sufficient both for shade and variety.

Leaving Montpelier, the road to the Valley of Shenandoah leads through
" Thornton's Gap" in the Blue Ridge, to Luray, the Capital of Page County,
(formed out of parts of Rockingham and Shenandoah, in ISOl,) intersecting the
Macadamized turnpikes leading from Winchester to Staunton at Wewmarket in

Shenandoah.

HUSBANDRY SUITED TO THE COUNTRY THROUGH WHICH WE HAVE PASSED.

Looking back now to the Agriculture, of the counties east of the Blue Ridge,
it appears to me that as far as the inhabitants of the region from Fredericksburg

to Thornton's Gap depend upon the cultivation of grain with slave labor—or with
any labor—as a reliable source of income, and with any expectation of even check-
ing their lands in the progress of exhaustion, they are too surely doomed to dis-

appointment, if not to ruin, with which, alas ! in this, more than in any other
pursuit, men are apt to be overtaken without suspecting its approach or knowing
precisely whence it comes. How should they know Avho enter into no calcula-

tions, and keep no accounts ?—as though "where ignorance is bliss 'twere folly to

be wise." And so it would be if—the bliss would only continue ! My impres-
sion, from personal observation and the best information I could get, (and making
the proper allowance for the overestimates generally made by the most candid
farmers as to their own settlements,) is that the average produce in Wheat
does not come up to seven bushels to the acre, and 15 or 20 of Corn, through the
whole region here referred to—between Fredericksburg and Thornton's Gap, and
until you get into Page County on the Shenandoah. The corn is probably nearly
all consumed in these counties for the subsistence of the inhabitants and domestic
animals—most of it by that most expensive of all machines, the horse, which
here is used exclusively for farming purposes, against the plainest rules of econ-
omy that would suggest, to a much greater extent, at least, the use of the longer-
lived and less delicate mule, and the coarser-feeding, patient, and at last edible
ox. This system leaves for an exclusively grain farm very little except the
wheat. Deducting from that what must be reserved for seed, and making
a fair charge for expense of cultivation, harvesting, threshing and transportation
to Fredericksburg—and there will remain, at the utmost, not more than three
bushels clear per acre, or, say, $300 for the produce of 100 acres. Thus, to ray
eye, the want of adequate physical force for thorough tillage, and for making at
home and applying the manures so necessary, after all, for carrying land up to and
maintaining it in any thing like its full capacity—the absence and dearness of
lime—the face of the country—the great expense of transporting gypsum from
tide-water and of sending the grain crops to market—the badness of the roads at
the season of comparative leisure—and above all the evident natural congeniality
of the soil to the growth of the various grasses, far beyond what would be yielded
of them by lands of the same low capacity for producing grain on the tide-water

:

all and every consideration seem to suggest tliat the rearing of stock—horses,..
and more especially mules, cattle and sheep—is the true policy and business
pointed out by Nature, and the change in its circumstances wrought by steam-
power fur the landholders generally in the region here designated. The clover

—

especially white clover—orchard-grass, timothy and red-top flourish almost every-
where, even over all the hills, and to all appearance naturally. Even the steep
mountain-sides, when cleared and the brush burned, throw up excellent pasturage
for sheep. It is, in fact, Sir, impossible to look at this fine, liealthy, undulating
country—with its numberless and never-failing springs of the purest water, capa-
ble of being so conducted as to convert so many hill-sides into water-meadows,
and yet where not a drop of stagnant water offends any sense—thus to see fields
that, by all comparison with lands of similar appearance elsewhere, would brin^
nothing but poverty grass, yet here covered with white clover and other good
herbage : it is, I say, impossible to look—however transiently—at such a dist"rict,

and to note its water-pov/cr so dispersed and abundant for driving all sorts of
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machinery, without feeling it was designed by the God of Nature to become,
in process of time—the fullness of Avhich is now—a Avool-growing and wool-
manufacturing country. Its numerous cascades seem audibly to invoke the
genius and enterprise of such men as EUicott and Lawrence and Pratt to turn
them to useful account ; but here liave they gone for ages as still they go—leap-
ing from rock to rock, descending mile after mile, as much unheeded by man
as by the deer that roams or the Avolf that prowls in the neighboring mountains.

" The Soutiierner," at Piichmond, a vigorous and indomitable advocate of a self-

sustaining policy for the State—urging the development and use of her own rich,

resources for her own benctit—computes the cost of the imported articles from
the North annually for each county in the Southern States at $80,000. That
would make for Northern manufactures, for Fauquier, Culpeper and P.appahan-
nock $240,000 a year, or more ihan $6 a head for every man, woman, and child
•—black and white. But I need not dwell on the adaptation of this reason to

Sheep Husbandry, and especially to its fitness for raising the finest Wool, for

which 1 see fifty cents have been lately offered and refused at Rochester, New-
York. I would not dare attempt to poach on this manor of your very able and
accomplished correspondent, Mr. Randall of that State, to whom the most intel-

ligent southern cultivators I have met with acknov/ledge themselves to be
greatly indebted for his comprehensive and skillful illustrations of that subject.

There are no two companions more congenial—none that lounge through the

world together in greater harmony, than Ignorance and Indolence. What the
one says, the other will swear to, and they have united in the dogma that this

climate is unsuitcd to the growth of fine Wool—and that as for Manufactories,

they must ever be excluded for want of capital and suitable operatives. I will

not stop here to discuss either of these convenient excuses, my purpose being
nerelv to give a sort of runningj bird's-eye view of the agricultural economy and
resources as I go along ; but from this purpose permit me so I'ar to depart as to

make, in reference to the appropriateness of this high and dry climate for grow-
ing the finest Wool, a single quotation from an elaborate examination into the

industrial resources of England, the greatest wool manufacturing power in

the world—particularly as to her capability to grow line Wool. It will be seen

how, nevertheless, her climate—almost the opposite to that of Virginia—cuts

her off from self-supply. The reader will not fail to note how remarkable is the

absence in Western Virginia of the very impediments that preclude the growth
of this great staple of British Industry :

" There are two kinds of woolen goods which are formed by different modes of manu-
facture ; and these, again, are founded on essential differences in the structure of wool.

Worsted goods are formed of wool, tho fabrics of which are long, and have litde twist. In
such goods the weh is formed only as the web of cotton or linen goods, by the opposition of

the fibres or threads alternately crossing and panillel. But in wliat are properly woolen
goods, as in broadcloths, after tire web has been so formed, it is snbjected to a violent beat-

ing in the tucking or fulling mill, during which the cloth shrinks very much in length and
Ijreadth, but thickens, and tlie individual threads of the web so mix in with each other that

they cannot be distinguished until it is much worn and becomes threadbare. Now for such
goods a different kind of wool must be taken than for worsted goods. The fabric must be
ehort and more twisted. These varieties of wool are known as short and long stapled. Tlie

cause of this difference is that each fibre of wool consists of a series of joints, and at each

joint there are a set of projections, like the barb of a fish-hook. In long-stapled wool tliese

joints are few and very weak—in short-sUipled wool they are numerous and strong. If a
iiandfuU ofthe latter be worked in the hands, th'^ fibres will gi-adu;dly interlace, and by these

barbs catching into each other will lock into a kind of web, quite independent of spinning

and weaving ; they will form felt. It is in tliis way that tlie bodies of hats are made, as all

furs possess the same property. Hence the making of cloth requires the spinning and
weaving of the web in the first instance, and the subsequent partial felting of the fibres in

the tucking or fulling mill.

" I notice these jiarticulars, as the climate and vegetation of a country exercise remark.i

ble intluence on the staple and structure of the wool which the sheep produce, and thus,

finally, on the dcscriptitui of manufactured goods. In moist, cold climates—such as that of

the I3riti.-!h Islands—the natural wool of the adult sheep is universally loug-slfii'lsd and unfit

fiur felling, while in dry climates with hot summers the wool is short-stapled and felts

Btroiigly. The wool produced not merely in Ireland, but in England also, is tlius exclu-

sively adapted for the worsted trade; and that of Ireland being of an excellent quality of

fibre, Is much sought after for the finer kinds of worsted. For woolen cloths and similar
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gooils the wool is imported from tlie Continent. The great plains of the East of Europe
support vast flocks of sheep, whence we derive our Silesian and Saxon wool. The dry
plains of South Australia ai-e also favorable to the growth of fibre—and hence has been cre-

ated, within a few years, a branch of trade most important to that Colony. It has been an
object with English wool-growers and landed proprietors to jiroduce this felting-wool ia

England, ;uid thus get rid of the necessity of purchasing abroad ; but it has been found im-
possible, after the most expensive experiments in importing sheep of particular flocks. It

has been found that in two or three generations, even of the pure breed, the uifluence of the
climate and food totally changed the chai'acter of the wool, and brought it to the same quality

as that of the native animals. With regard to woolens, this countiy [Ireland], like Eng-
land, must import wool, and hence will be under the same conditions of access to raw mate-
rials as the sister kingdom."

Ill these statements of Doctor Kane we have the utmost confidence. They are

derived, doubtless, from the best sources, and put forth with that care and dis-

crimination which characterize him as one of the ablest writers on INational In-

dustry that has appeared in any age or country. It will be recollected by your
readers that Von Thacr—in my judgment the most philosophical, profound and
comprehensive of all writers on Agriculture—speaks of the adaptation of high,
dry pastures for sheep, and estimates the expense of pasturage and keep of sheep
as compared with cows as ten to one.

In mechanical industry, the cost of the motive-power of machinery bears but
a small proportion to the other elements of cost of the manufactured article, but
that of water-power is not put down at more than one-tenth that of steam. "An
eminent manufacturer in Leeds," says Doctor Kane, " said to me that water-
power is cheaper than steam at the mouth of the coal-pit"—and hence, wherev-
er water-power is to be had, it is used in preference to steam ; and it is al-

leged, moreover, that cotton spun by water-power bears and always has borne a
higher price than cotton spun by steam-power.

After all, suppose the legislator for Virginia to desire to know the extent of
the water-power of the State as connected with questions of Industry, and where
would he get the information ? But raise a question of one-tenth as much im-
portance in any way connected with War, and Congress Avould appropriate hun-
dreds of thousands for the survey. It would be quite easy to get a survey and
map of any wild Indian or Mexican country, but quite impossible to get one dol-

lar for laying down the mountains and water courses and power within the
bosom of the old States.

Why, at all events, should not this noble old State, instead of persisting
forever in the application of her slave labor (the best of which is culled
and sent away) to objects for which neither that species of labor nor their

climate nor locality are adapted—why should she not appropriate for the
increase of her own resources her own peculiar advantages, even to the per-
fect manufacture of the wool, as Georgia is beginning to avail herself of the pos-
session, in like manner, on the spot, of the great staple of another manufacture.
Slaves must all—big and little, young and old—be maintained throughout the
year, while the cliief staple in these counties—wheat—demands their labor not
more than one aggregate month in the year. Let them, then, betake themselves
to cheese-making and to rearing stock and fattening it for market, where that
can be done profitably. These pursuits call comparatively for little labor—and
with wool-growing as an incident of tiiis system they should combine the woolen
manufacture, which ofl'ers employment for operatives of all ages and sizes, day
in and day out, throughout the year, so that every consumer may be also, to some
extent, a producer. As to the spirit that is beginning to animate even her more
southern neighbors, let her sons read the following from the Charleston Mercury:

" We luive been informed that a Cotton Mannfactorj' at Columbus, Ga., has within the last

three yearn cleared tjiiu hundred and lil'ty per cent, upon its capital, and that its net profits
during the last twelve months amounted to ().") per cent ; and otlier factories have been do-
ing 11 very successful business. We trust the day is rapidly ap]iroaching when a hir^e pro-
portion of die cotton crop of the South will be exported in the shape of cotton cloth."

With similar signs of enterprise and improvements on every side—on the East
and the West, ilic North and the South—will this old " Motlier of States " never
wake up to avail herself of the bounteous offerings of Nature for her own sup-
port and aggrandizement ?
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IIO^V FAR SHOULD WE GO IN ENCOURAGEMENT OF DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES?

Do not, Sir, understand me as beinir willing to carry the practice of self-supply
to the anti-social extreme that would shut up every man in his own shell, and
lead to a state of barbarism by placing every individual in a state of isolation.

Independence is a great blessing—but the greatest may be too dearly bought. I
would not have* every farmer construct a vat to tan his own leather, because it

would cost more than it would come to ; but I w^ould have him send his hides
to be tanned, in preference, by the tanner nearest home, who would be most apt
to take his moat or his butter in part payment, provided he would supply his
leather at a fair price. Our country—nay, this State—is a Avorld in itself in ex-
tent and in capacity for producing all the necessaries and most of the luxuries of
life. With her capacity to produce provisions of all sorts—with her deposits of
iron, of lead, of coal, of salt—her supplies of timber and of water-power—for how
little need she go out of the State, and is it not self-evident that the more there
are at other employments within her borders, the better and the more convenient
is the market for the products of the agriculturist ? The great obstacle, after all,

is not so much in want of capital—not so much in any peculiar cast or prejudice
of politics—but for the Avant of early, and proper, and suitable instruction of her
young men in branches of knowledge which are indispensable to the perception
and bringing into activity of great industrial resources. If she had possessed
her schools of Art and Industry—such as they have in France—would she not
have been ashamed to send copper ore, as 1 see she did some weeks since, from
Prince William County all the way to Massachusetts, to have it smelted and
valued ?

RESOURCES OF PAGE COUNTY.

But to proceed on our journey. On reaching Luray, the county town of Page,
"we came—as they say in the East—to "quite another guess sort of country."
The vailey which forms this county is traversed through its whole extent by
the waters of the Shenandoah, and is justly considered as one of the most
fertile in that celebrated Valley—still retaining the reputation in that respect,

which it justly acquired in its early settlement, by comparison with older sec-

tions—a reputation which v/ill not now stand the test, in comparison with
newer settlements in more western States, or even with the Valley of the Ka-
nawha, in this. In Page County some gentlemen of undoubted intelligence and
candor gave me the average product at 15 bushels of Wheat—and Corn in pro-

portion ; but 12 would probably be nearer the mark, though in this County the
proportion of absolutely poor land is very small. Its husbandry is mixed, be-
tween grazing and grain ; and altogether it is one of the most fertile and inde-

pendent counties in the States. It contains 374 square miles, or 243,100 acres

—

and if you will afford me the room, it would be no more than fair to quote in its

favor the statement of Martin, that the land in this County " is generally of the
very best quality of limestone valley land;—considered in relation to its agricul-

tural advantages it is, with the exception of Jefferson, the richest County of its

size in the State." You may judge of its water-power from the fact that there

are, or were in it in 1835, more than 100 mills, saw, merchant, and grist: be-

sides six carding machines ; three oil-mills ; six hemp-mills ; ten tan-yards ; one
blast-furnace for smelting and two forges for making bar-iron. "Vast quantities

of iron ore are found in every part of the County ; copper, lead and magnesia are
also found in considerable quantities."—With all these advantages it is difficult to

account for the apparent decrease of population since 1830, except on the ground
of some great oversight or mistake. Martin states it at 8,327 in 1830, and Darby
gives it a population of only 6,194 in 1840—of which 216 were Free Colored, and
781 Slaves. Its access to market is by wagons to Winchester and across the
Blue Ridge through Thornton's Gap to Fredericksburg—except when the Shen-
andoah is in boa table condition in early spring. The hire for negroes is, for men,
from $50 to $75 a year, and women $30—and for white laborers $7 to SI a month ;

and the price of land from $30 to $50, and even $60, when well improved. The
nature of the soil is much the same in this as in other parts of the Shenandoah
Valley ; its less undulating surface, and the higher price of land, seem to have
given it the direction it has taken—more to grain-growing and to lattening cattle

brought Ao\n\ from the western mountains—and invite less to Sheep Husbandry.
(24G)
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RUFFNKR'S CAVE, IN PAGE COUNTY.

Martin, in his account of Western Virginia, has given a very interesting de-
scription of "the wonders of Cave-Hill," among other "curiosities"—closing

with a ronnantic one of the interior apartments of Ruffnej-^s Cave—situate about
a mile from the road leading from Thornton's Gap to Newmarket, and said to be
little inferior in extent and beauty to the celebrated "Weir's Cave," of which you
gave, if I mistake not, a diagram and description, in your old American Farmer,
some 28 years since. As you would not like to yield room for the glowing
description given by one of the party of original explorers of this remarkable
cavern, I will only trouble your readers with the following account of its first

discovery

:

" A Mr. Ruffner, who was nearly as much celebrated for deeds of sylvan prowess as the

renowned Putnam, in passing this Cave, some thirty years ago, conceived the bold and haz-

ardous design of entering it alone. He accordingly prepared himself a flambeau of pine, and
placed his ritie across the mouth, to indicate, in case of accident, to his friends, if they should

happen to see it, that he was in the Cave. He descended, but soon fell and put out his light

—and, as might have been expected, was soon bewildered and lost in its labyrinth of pass-

ages. It happened that some of his friends in passing the Cave discovered his gun, and
rightly concluding that he had gone into it, they procured lights, entered in search of him,

found and brought him out, after his having been there forty-eight hours. Tliis brave fellow

was among the pioneers who were foremost in exploiing and settling our waslcru frontier

;

and was at last killed by the Indians, after having performed deeds of valor and daiing

prowess which would have done honor to the chai-acter of a hero."

DESCRIPTION OF NEWMARKET—ITS ANTI-SHADE TREES LAW.

Leaving Luray after breakfast, some 14 miles bring you to Newmarket ; and
as it has been set down in the common parlance of Gazetteers as " beautifully

situated," and as, furthermore, its resources and destiny are committed to the

corporate management of the Fathers of the City, I must describe it as I found
it, if only to record one thing in their municipal polity which, with your love of

trees, you will agree almost deserves corporeal punishment. Know, then, that

Newmarket stands in the center of a valley where the rays of the sun concen-

trate between the mountains. The whole town consists of two parallel rows of

wooden houses, with few exceptions two stories high—extending for a quarter

of a mile on each side of a dusty turnpike. Well ! the first impulse on being

set down at the City Tavern in the noontide sun m dog-days is to inquire. Where
in the name of comfort are your shade-trees ? for not one is to be seen to relieve

the glare of the sun's reflection from the houses and the broad Macadamized
road—whereupon the plea of justilication put in is that the wise Aldermen have
strictly forbidden, in Newmarket, any man's performance of one of the three du-
ties which it is appointed unto every man, as it is said, to perform in his life-

time—for here the planting of trees is interdicted by law—and for fear of

what, does the reader suppose? Why for fear, in case of fire, that the trees

might catch and spread the flame I

It were almost a pity but the wise framers of this prohibitory statute against

trees could be prohibited themselves from all attempts to perform one of the

other three cardmal duties of man, until this barbarous law should be repealed.

—

But to

THE AGRICULTURE OF THE VALLEY OF THE SHENANDOAH—ESPECLU.LY THE
LIMESTONE PORTION OF IT.

You may get a general idea of the scope of my inquiries into the agricultural

resources, habits and productiveness of this famous Valley of the Shenandoah by
the following Answers, with which I was promptly favored by one of its most
distinguished citizens. The answers are made, as he informs me, by a scientific

and practical farmer, who would be admitted as high and competent authority

could 1 feel at liberty to give his name :—other among the most intelligent citi-

zens in Winchester and the vicinity authorize a general approval of the state-

ment:

Ist. "At what price, generally, could the farmer of your County bum or purchase Lime—I mean the unslaked, one of which makes two slaked?"

AnsiTi-r. About 1'*^ cents per bu.-he!.

2d. " Is it much used as a fertilizer, oa hrae or free stone land, and with what effect?"
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Answer. Limo is but liltle used on limestone land, and where used, the effect has not
been very decided, probably from its imperfect apjilication—to a veiy small extent. On free

stone and slate lands it is used with more marked benefit.

3d. " Is gypsum or plaster much used—in what way applied, and in what quantity—and
vnth what effect, in public opinion, in its action on the crop or the laud ?

"

Answer. It is extensively used, generally Ijy itself, and at the rate of a bushel to the acre

—sometimes in combination with leached ashes in the proportion of 1 to 2. It is apjilied,

most commonly, to clover ; sometimes to corn in the hill—generally at planting ; some faim-

ers harrovi' it in witli wheat with good effect : its benefit is most decidedly perceived on.

clover—the great restorer and fertilizer of our lands. Some fanners have supposed that af-

ter a period of use it (ails to produce its general effect ; others seem to think that—ffom its

stimulating property or other cause—it, in many cases, leaves the soil either exliausted, or less

adapted to successful cropping of wheat. This opinion, however, is but limited ; for plaster

and clover are the maiu substitutes, in the County, for direct manure in maintainmg the fer-

tility of our lands. Gypsum is now abundant and cheap—costing at the Railroad depot from
four to five dollars per ton.

4th. " Have your lands generally increased or diminished, within the last twenty or thirty

years, in the average produce of wheat and coni—and what is the average through the

County ?
"

Ansicer. It would be safe to say they had generally increased ; the portions, however, of
the County then in fresher cultivation have doubtless diminished in many cases in their pro-

ducts. There is a perceptible improvement in farming of late years. The limestone por-

tion of Frederick County embraces from 60,000 to C5,000 acres ; its average of wheat may-

be set down at ten bushels, and of com about five barrels to the acre.

Sth. "What is the price of your best lands—middling-sized and large farms ?
"

Ansiccr. A farm of 250 to 300 acres of good limestone land, reasonably improved and con-

venient to market, will command from $35 to $50 per acre. Larger tanns are at a rate from
.15 to 20 per cent. less.

6th. " Does or does not the Valley suffer more than formerly with drouth—and is there

not a general falling-off in the volume and constancy of your springs and spring branches ?"

Answer. From the clearing of woodland, and the more general tillage of the County, it is

reasonable to suppose that the water coming from tlie clouds is more rapidly carried oft" to

the large streams: and it may be that some of the smaller springs may have disappeared,

and, to a small extent, the spring branches may have consequently diminished—but there is

Bcarcely any farm called a " dry farm " now that was not in the same condition thirty years

ago ; and our springs, almost without exception, still retain then- constancy and remarkable
copiousness.

7th. " Are oxen used to any considerable extent in the plow, and might they not be more
generally substituted for horses in that sort of farm labor 1"

Answer. Oxen are not used at all for plownng—they are considered too slow and not

adapted to the broken character of our soil in many places, nor to the kind of hands they

•would generally have to be managed by. They ai'e used for drudge work on a great many
farms. In general farra-work"the mule is somewhat used in addition to the horse—the main
reliance of our farmer iis the beast of labor.

8th. " Is the horse-rake in general use ?

"

Answer. It is, in making hay, and frequently \vith gi'eat benefit in the harvest field—imme-
diately following the hands, in many cases.

9th. " What wheat-thresher is most used and approved ?

"

Anstver. The six-horse spike-machine of various forms and constructions—recently a

threshing and cleanmg machme (combined) seems to attract much attention and is getting

into use.

10th. " Are your fanners gettin" in the way of cutting their wheat by machmery—and if

not, why have machines been used and found wanting—ruidin what ?
"

Answer. Our farmers use reaping-machines to a very limited extent—nor are they likely

to employ them much. The not unfrequent limestone ledges and other inequalities of our

lands seem to forbid the complete benefit of the reapin.g-machine, uidess accompanied in

places -with the cradle. The defect in those introduced is mainly found in their not complete-

ly cutting the grain unless standing very favorably—but especially iu not foi'ming the sheaf

regidarly and in fair arrangement. -- '

11th. "What are the usual wages given for white farm hands—what is the average al-

lowance in provisions, especially meat to working negio hands, day by day, through the

year ?
"

Answer. White hands are not to be obtained with readiness—their wages are from $7 to

$10 per month, with board. The wages of negro men by the year are from $50 to $75—the

allowance in meat, when particularly distributed, which is rare, may be fiom one-half to one
pound—but with an abundance of vegetables the experience of one of our farmers has found
tlie first quantity to be sufficient.

Thus have we the opinion of one of the most judicious farmers resident within.
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the famous limestone region of Virginia, that one of the most fertile Counties of
the State does not average more than ten bushels of wheat to the acre. How
strongly am I thus warranted in claiming for the whole Valley not more thaa
twelve—might I not have named ten, and not exceeding seven for the counties

eastward, between the Blue Ridge and Fredericksburg ? Yet farther to show
that I have probably over rather than under rated either of these portions of the

State, it may be mentioned, as to another popular district, of more than a hun-
dred miles in length between Lynchburg and Richmond on the line of tlie James
River Canal, a valley of very unequal Avidth, that a gentleman of much more
than ordinary intelligence, Mr. B., resident there, rates the average produce of
wheat at not exceeding six bushels to the acre. In England the estimate is that

the average of the whole kingdom has been brought from 17 bushels, in 1821, to

26 bushels, in 1846, and this is ascribed chiefly to a better knowledge of the
principles of Agriculture !—yet how few there are in the whole State of Vir-

ginia who read your Farmers' Library—in the comprehensive scope of v/hich
are embraced all' the discoveries and improvements in Agriculture that take place
not only in England but in all countries ? How can men learn without thinking ?

without inquiry?

GRAZING CATTLE
Is pursued as a business much more extensively in the Valley than in the Coun-
ties lying east of the Blue Ridge ; many farmers fatten there for mai ket from 50
to 100 head. The system is to buy stock-cattle, the rearing of which, in the
more western counties, forms a separate department of that great branch of in-

dustry, and the impression with old farmers is that the quality of 5/ocA-cattle has
deteriorated of late years ; 25 or 30 years ago they still showed the fine effect or
a cross from a stock called Miller's breed, which had been as many years before
imported and probably were of the best Short-Horns. That blood has been frittered

away until it has run out, and the breeders of stock-cattle seem not to have the
sagacity and energy (without which men should not expect to thrive in any
business) to purchase Short-Horn bulls in Kentucky or elsewhere. As these
breeders of stock-cattle often find their market as low down as Baltimore Countv
in Maryland, they should make it a rule to keep themselves supplied with bull's

from the noble herd of Patterson''s Devons, near Sykesville, on the railroad be-
tween Frederick and Baltimore. There are none better than his in England,
and, as a herd, perhaps not one equal to it in number. These cattle are of a
genuine natural race, of middle size, very well put together, carrying perhaps
mere beef of the finest quality to the acre than any other breed—and of all oth-
ers, except the Scotch Highland cattle, (which unfortunately have not been tried
in our country) best adapted to the management and pastures which prevail in
the Western Counties of Virginia and the Eastern Counties of Tennessee—while
Kentucky and Ohio will do right to adhere to the Short-Horns as long as they
possess such luxuriant pastures, and corn in such abundance for fattening them.
But it may be doubted whether they would do so well in a region where—as
west of the swarm of springs—they subsist their cattle, in a great measure,
when the ground is covered with snow, on the boughs of the sugar-maple, which
are felled in great numbers for that purpose. Knowing the capacity and ines-
timable value of the ox, as he is fondled and followed bv the hardy farmer of
iSeAv-En gland, I would not desire, Mr. Editor of The Farmers' Library, a better
business—with a foundation of Patterson's Devons to go upon in East Teinessee
and Western Virginia—than to raise oxen, to be broken and trained under the
management of a Yankee teamster, and sent down under handsome yokes to
be sold annually in the tide-water Counties of Marvland and Virginia—large,
cherry-red oxen, that do their duty with unfailing accuracy, and by a sort of pias-
sionless instinct that is better than sense, since it never mistakes an order—such
oxen, in a word, as readily command in the Eastern States $100 per span. And
why should they not, if you compare them with the horse, or even the mule ?

the horse eating his hay and half bushel of oats, and dying at an average often
of the colic or the botts—the ox laboring day in and day'out through the year!
on grass or good hay, and at the same age giving you 800 pounds of good beef
for your harness tub, without any cost but a year's holiday. Thus, instead of a
total less of your capital, the ox gives it back to you at the"moment you take his
life. I am aware of the objection urged by my friends ai Winchester, as to their
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slow motion, and have not time to discuss that point. For a dissertation that

covers the whole ground of gearing, breaking and training, and their capacity
and relative value as compared with the horse, 1 refer you to Stabler's valuable
Prize Essay in the old American Farmer. As to the objection to the heat of the
climate I can only say, as far as that applies to the liigh Counties of Virginia,

that I have been rambling among them most agreeably since the first week in.

June up to this, 26th of July, and have but once seen the mercury as high as82'*

—while the papers tell us it has been in Boston repeatedly above 90°—and
nothing has more frequently occurred to me than how it would do a true farm-
er's heart good to see a Worcester County, Massachusetts, farmer, following one
of Moore 6c Ruggles's, or Prouty & Mears's plows in the limestone Valley of
Shenandoah, or along the stony mountain sides of Rappahannock, with his span
of oxen, such as I have seen hack a heavy cart up hill, steeper than that which
leads directly up to the Warm Springs House, with four thousand loeight of
stone in it !—But 1 have been insensibly led away again from the line of personal
observation prescribed for these desultory remarks, and must return to the sub-
ject of grazing in the Valley. The " stock" cattle are driven down the V'^alley

from September to November, and are carried through the winter on wheat-straw
and hay, and fattened on grass in summer. The average price of these stock-
cattle last autumn was $14 a head. Where they are designed to be sold in

late spring or early summer, they are "me«/c(f " through the winter, and always
" salted" twice a week. They are expected to average 500 or more, and the
general calculation with the grazier is to sell at from 75 to 100 per cent, advance
on first cost ; but to this first cost is to be added labor and interest on the value
of the land, &c. Here is, undoubtedly, a much-neglected, nay, altogether unu-
tilized branch of agricultural economy in the tide-water counties of Maryland and
Virginia, where thousands of cattle might be reared on the marshes, and carried

through the winter on wheat-straw and corn-fodder ; and if not ultimately fat-

tened they might, at three and four years old, be gathered into droves in early
autumn, and driven up for sale as stock-cattle into Counties nearer to market, and
where men have the enterprise to improve their lands and provide the means of
fattening. 1 have no hesitation in believing that the tide-water Counties of Ma-
ryland might add one hundred thousand dollars of clear incoriie to their present
resources from the present source alone. But because the result in a single case
might not justify the attempt, the amount not warranting the trouble, they have
not the enterprise to form a system. But how can men be expected to combine,
collectively, their judgment and resources, who have not been educated and
trained individually to think, and to turn over and examine all the elements of
success in their profession ? True, for example, it might be no object for a single
farmer, with no matter how much waste marsh land in summer, and wheat-straw
and corn-lodder in winter, to add—as all such farmers might do—3 or 4 or 8 or

10 to the number of his young stock-cattle, because he might not expect a uniform
and remunerating market at home, and so few would not bear driving to a dis-

tant one ; but how easy to unite with his neighbors to make up, in the month
of September, a drove of one or two hundred !—Avhereby, almost without a dol-

lar's cost, that much enough to pay his taxes, or tiie blacksmith's or the grocer's

bill at least, might be added to his income ? But how much more exhilarating

to attend a parly caucus, and there listen to the slang-whanging of party dema-
gogues, than to be studying the principles, and investigating the resources and
materials of Agricultural Industry—its literature, and the natural history that

naturally belongs to it ! How much more congenial for Indolence to sit waiting
for some lucky turn of fortune—to indulge in dreams of being some day poked
into some sinecure ofKce, than to be troubled with acquiring the various knowl-
edge that appertains properly to the art of Agriculture, lifting it out of the mire,
and elevating it from a mere laborious, toilsome drudgery to the condition of a
higli, noble, intellectual and accomplished pursuit ?—Such men, though them-
selves without a spark of the right sort of ambition, cannot realize the truth that

Cato fnmiLng more independent feels

Than Cwear with the Senate at his heeb."

Though indignation always overcomes me when I think of the convenient and
stupid doctrine of those who maintain that farmers have nothing to learn from
looks, (as ii knowledge and experience ceased to be knowledge and experience
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merely from he'w^ put in print,) yet you must allow me, as I go along, to make
<' practical application " oC what I see—as in this case, it seemed not out ol' place,

iu speaking of the sources of supply of stock-cattle, to turn aside for a moment to

inquire of the landholders of the tide-water and marshy river-shore districts of
Maryland and Virginia, whether they too might not profitably supply thousands
for the grazing districts of their States, and Pennsylvania ? And now a word as
to the

Si'STKM OF HIRING, FEEDING AND CLOTHING NEGRO LABOR.

The system of hiring, feeding and clothing colored people, as I was informed
by the very respectable and intelligent landlord at Newmarket, is to collect at
that place—for that County—on the first of January, those to be hired, and to put
them up to the highest bidder, for the ensuing year, or to bargaiii more gener-
ally by individual arrangement. The person hiring gives his bond with good secu-
rity to pay the hire at the end of the year, and the universal custom is to give two
good summer suits, and one winter suit of clothing and to pay the tax-bill, which
is assessed by the Court, so much tor each slave of both sexes over sixteen years
—also a tax called the " head tax," on all white men. The tax on white
men, levied for county purposes, is from 75 cents to $1 25. In this portion of
Virginia and all west of the Blue Ridge, the system of a//oM^c/;ce of meat to

blacks is not generally practiced. Their labor and diet may be essentially iden-
tical with that of white laborers. On the eastern side of the Blue Ridge, the
system of allowancing is more generally kept up, and there the measure of
meat is from 2 to 3| pounds, with as much corn-meal or bread as they can eat,

and in many cases a small allowance of salt-fish—herrings—of which they are
fond, as the next most acceptable thing after /oi middling, esteemed not much,
the worse for being a little rusty : reminding one in this respect of an estimable
friend of ours, now dead—H. M. M. of Baltimore—Avho, constitutionallv" amiable
and polite as he was gallant and accomplished, on paying a morning Visit, the
lady of the house evincing much distress at the bad behavior of a smoky chimney,
observed, " I pray you, madam, don't be annoyed on my account. I rather like

a little smoke ! " I feel perfectly satisfied, after particular inquiry, founded, as
may be truly added, in an habitual and unaiTected solicitude on this point, that
on the score of diet and labor, and substantial clothing and kind treatment, of the
colored people in Maryland and Virginia, humanity has nothing to allege against
their owners, with doubtless a few most reprehensible exceptions, as there are
black sheep to be found in the best flocks. At Montpelier they all have v/ell and
richly cooked meals of corn-bread and meat, with vegetables and skimmed
milk every day ; each young negro child getting its regular allowance of a pint
of fresh milk, that would make a full quart if it were to undergo the process of
augmentation to which the fresh milk is generally subjected that is sold as such
in all our large towns. It would be a hard matter to find, in all the Southern
States, a single negro man—even a free negro—of whom it could be v/ritten as
by the very intelligent London correspondent of that ablest and best paper in the
Union, the National Intelligencer, as I read in the one of the 21st inst. The
writer, himself, it would seem, a loyal but candid Englishman, says

:

" The poor iii England have suffered miicli^rom the faiJure of the potatoes, hut the moro
intense sutfermg of the IriAi has directed the mass of puMlc attention and syninathy in that
direction. I lately asked a working nv.in (who had then constant employment) what diticr-

eace the high price of potatoes made to him. He replied t ' lirfore, whon I was in work,
I almost a.\\vny» contrived to have a piece of meat on a Sunday for dinner, but L could not
manage it the last Sunday, nor can I the next. We uswl to buy potatoes at 5(1. or (Id. (10 or
12 cents) the peck ; now they cost me Is. 3d. (30 cents) the peck. / do think it hard that
we cannot have a morsel of meat on a Sunday.' "

As now I have scribbled as much as you would like to make room for in one
number, I will have to reserve some account of the several Mineral Springs, with
some notice of the grasses and the game of this portion of the State ; and will
therefore conclude this protracted letter with the general remark that it seems to
me the good people have not sufficiently attended to changes of Husbandry sug-
gested by the change in the commercial circumstances which sica/n has wrought
in their position and pursuit as agriculturists.

There is, moreover, an almost universal neglect of barn-yard and stable ma-
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mire, and all other fertilizers, except plaster of Paris and clover ; conservative
and valuable as these are, experience will finally reveal it as a great error to
those who put their faith in these alone to sustain and improve their estates-
Furthermore it may be added that the course and objects to v;hich I would in-

vite their attention, and which JMature seems to indicate—that of increasing their

meadows, improving their pastures, raising racre stock that may go on tlie hoof to
market, and making more cheese, butler, and wool ;

giving to their capital and
labor a more extended application in these directions—will have but imperfectly
accomplished its legitimate and natural end, if it do not vastly increase their scores

of artificial manure. The New-England reader, who gathers up the droppings
of every beast of the field, and would save that of the birds of the air if he could,
as if it were gold-dust—-he who buys his corn from the South, and yet makes the
hog that eats it pay for it with his oiTal, will scarcely believe that some farm-
ers in Virginia Avho number of domestic animals more than a hundred, save
scarcely manure enough for their kitchen gardens ! Will he believe that vessels
have loaded lately with ashes in Fredericksburg, to be taken to fertilize the soil
of wide-awake, sharp-witted little Delaware? But there, you tell us, they freely
patronize and read The Farmeks' Library! In conclusion, Mr. Editor, allov/
me to subjoin, in the way of advice for the good people of Virginia—toward whom
my heart has always had a scarcely less than hlial yearning—a few homely
lines :

" Cultivate litile, but cultivate well,

Your crops alternate, iigood produce you 'd sell

;

Your soil manure often—tlie return it yields

Will tenfold repay what you spend on your fields.

Sow f.rKP8, too, at times, if you wish to make sitre

Of having a plentiful stock of manure.
Without grass you've no cattle—without cattle, 't is plain,

You '11 have no manure and without that no grain."

MONTGOMERY COUNTY (MARYLAND) FARMING.

As beifig quite apropos to some of the topics treated in the preceding comrau-'

nication, particularly the use of oxen and of lime, we copy from the Aineri'

can Farmer, with particular pleasure, the following most edifying Letter, from

one whom, in a sense of justice to the man, as well as of policy toward the agri-

cultural interest, we have repeatedly characterized as a worthy fugleman in the

inarch of improvement, by which his immediate neighborhood, (thanks to him-

self and and the friends who compose it,) has for years been gaining more and

more of enviable distinction. And how much more truly honorable in the eyes .

of all humane and well-judging men are the trophies thus won by the Plow,

and by rnmd applied to peaceful Industry, than such as are stained with Christian

blood in wars of invasion and conquest

!

Every sentence, every line, of this letter has its moral and its value. Who in-

deed shall measure the value of the examples of men Avho thus demonstrate, in.

the face and eyes of the most incredulous and indolent, how small and exhausted

farms, with means proportionably limited, may, by indomitable perseverance and

skillful treatment, be brought ultimately to a high degree of fertility—and thus

how Agriculture, as compared with other more attracting and fashionable pur-

suits, may be made to yield a comfortable living and a living profit on the capital

and labor, and intellect employed ! Theirs is a lesson for the millions—for it

shows v/hy and how men in ordinary if not in indigent circumstances, need

not despair—need not abandon their little farms, however reduced, to go, in

search of easier lives and better fortunes, either into the dangerous and corrupt

atmosphere of large towns or into a condition of vet more corrupting and miser-
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able dependence on the spoils and schemes of party. Mr. Stabler and his neigh-

bors show, on the contrary, how—by inquiry, by the exercise of thought, com-

bined with a hopeful temper and a resolute spirit to improve the gifts of a kind

Providence—a barren may be converted into a rich soil, and the very desert be

made to "blossom as the rose." Yes, truly inappreciable is the lesson of those

who thus prove for the honor of Agriculture that it is essentially an intellectual

calling, which and when so pursued, will cause the poorest soil to repay honest-

ly the small advances which the rich may vouchsafe to loan on the faiih of its

ulterior capabilities—and tinally how it may yield to those who thus cherish it,

the most respectable and independent sort of support that an honest man caa

covet or enjoy.

Mr. Stabler's was not the rare case of a farmer amply provided with the wag-
ons, implements, and machinery ; horses, mules and cattle—appendages of large

establishments—with abundant capital to purchase lime, ashes, and guano ; tak-

ing up a lot in one corner of a large farm and concentrating upon it the means of

bringing it round from great poverty to great productiveness as quickly as, in the

nature of tilings, poor land can be made rich, by strong judgment, the power of

capital, and the use of all the fertilizers, animal and mineral ; else, as he tells us, the

great results achieved by him, in twenty or thirty years, out of his small begin-

nings, might have been more profitably brought about in less than a fourth of

the time. It took him, as we see, seven years to realize the first visible meliora-

tion produced by lime—whereas if he could have had the offal of a large stock,

together with ashes and bone-bust and guano at pleasure, a yet greater increase

of crops might have been reaped in a single year or two, at most. But how few

of those whose hopes and expectations and dependence rest entirely on the

resuscitation of their soil, have it in their power to seize precisely the most favor-

able times and seasons for the various operations necessary in the process of an

experiment, and, by the application, of redundant force, get all the manures

spread, and all the work done, exactly at the right time ? Thus thousands of

farmers may be slow, or even fail in the best designs at improvement, without

being delinquent, or obnoxious to the charge of want either of judgment or in-

dustry. In the Eastern States—under a wiser policy which encourages a Free

Trade in money, and Avhere every County has its moneyed institutions owned in

a great measure by, and identified with the landed and manufacturing and me-
chanical interests—any respectable and discreet farmer or mechanic can borrow

the small sums necessary to give activity to his personal acquirements, industry

and enterprising disposition ; and here is, in fact, one great root of their growth

and prosperity—but is it so with farmers and mechanics in Maryland, Virginia

and the Southern States generally ? On the contrary, how humiliating, and after

all how precarious and uncertain, the expedients and solicitations to which they

must have recourse to borrow the smallest suras for a time within which any
course of industry, however unremitting and skillful, will enable them to refund

it ! Let them, the mass of small farmers, who inherit small, and lor the most part

encumbered estates, answer the question.

On the other hand, the demonstration of Col. Capron, as detailed in the
** Farmer " and other journals, is one of quite a ditTerent character, showing how,
by a judicious, energetic usj of ample means and appliances of every sort

in hand, the most unpromising and exhausted old field may, in the shortest possi-

ble time, be brought round to a stale of extraordinary productiveness—repaying

outlay, and leaving it in such condition that nothing farther is needed but houL'St
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and judicious treatment, thorough tillage, and a rational rotation of crops to en-

able it in future to take care of itself, and maintain its own productiveness.

The Montgomery County improvements, of which Mr. Stabler's may be taken

as a favorable specimen, illustrate the case of sagacious neighboring farmers-

beginning with poor farms and no money, at a time when the roads that lead to

success had not been so well explored ; striking and depending in a great meas-

ure on their own lights, yet with constant vigilance detecting errors, and, af-

ter many years of new and doubtful experiments and toilsome progress, reaching

the goal of their noble ambition, and planting beacons along their track for the

benefit of those who might follow in their wake ! Can any measure, it may be

asked, of honor or gratitude, be too full for those who thus serve the truest and

greatest Interest of their country, if agriculturists only had the discernment to dis-

tinguish, in merit, " the true from the sharn " !—In the other case. Col. Capron,

possessed of all the lights reflected on the great art of Agriculture, by modern ex-

periment and discovery, and all the means necessary to the most successful prac-

tice, with equal judgm.ent and vigor, exemplifies, to the conviction of the most

skeptical, the truth of the principles and the soundness of the system established

by the laborious and costly experience of the men of Montgomery—who, with

many others, have so efficiently assisted, for the last thirty years, in taking the

sounding and laying down the chart for agricultural improvers.

But diflerent as are the two cases, both have their exceeding merit and useful-

ness, in their way ; wliile each addresses itself to very different classes—friend

Stabler's to the thousands of American cultivators in circumstances more or less

straitened, who need the encouraging influence of such examples to save them
from despair—Col. Capron's speaks to the opulent and incredulous stock-jobber

and money-changer, who worships the " almighty dollar," and who cannot be

persuaded, but by such knock-him-down arguments as the Colonel's, that dollars

can be plowed or dug out of the ground. If, then, his success should have the

effect of turning to the country and to its noble and useful pursuits the minds

and the means of wealthy drones, who are lounging away their unconsequential

Jives in the towns, dreaming only of sensual enjoyments and sordid accumulation

—if it should, as it ought, have the effect of demonstrating to those men of over-

grown fortunes bought with a wedding-ring, that their sons might find honor,

and entertainment, ay, and "profit—which many rich men like so much better—in

practical Agriculture ; should he thus turn to the country that current of capital

and enterprise and labor which, under the influence of partial legislation, sets in

all quarters away from the land into towns and manufactories, he will entitle

himself to stand even yet higher than he docs among the friends of the Plow.

After all, what the landed interest needs is, first, an earnest exercise of the

mind, to understand the principles, practical and political, on which its success-

and prosperity depend, and then the command of capital, which is as much
needed for the profitable manufactttre of wheat, and oats, and corn, and tobacco,,

and cotton, and sugar, and rice, by the materials, power and machinery em-

ployed in their production, as it is to marmfacture cloth and paper out of wool

and rags. The published results of Col. Capron's experiments seem indeed em-

phatically to say thus to the capitalist of the City : " You, Sir, want respectable

occupations for your sons, and the land needs the use of your surplus wealth. A
farm, enough for your purpose, may be had almost for the asking. There it lies,

like the hull and masts of a noble ship, at your wharf, already made to your

hands ; she requires only money to buy the sails and rigging, and to stow her
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hold with flour, or tobacco, or rice, or pork. Without these, valuable as she

will be, when thus equipped and laden, the hull per se is of no account. But

furnish and fit her out, and place a skillful commander at her helm, and she will

go abroad, and return laden with the produce and manufactures of foreign climes

that will amply refund you principal and interest. Just so, and with yet more

uniform certainty, will a farm make remunerating returns, if you will in like

manner fit it out with adequate and suitable buildings, teams and implements

—

plow it deep and manure it well, as Col. Capron did ; in a word, stock and mau
it well, and put it under the direction of a man of energy and skill, and it will

pay you as the ship does—not, perhaps, sometimes, so much, but always a saving

profit, without danger of being foundered or captured, and without the cost of

insurance. Say, then, ye men of fortune, to your sons : ' Here ! instead of drag-

ging out your days in tedious expectancy and idleness, oppressed with ennui,

and impatient for my shoes, take as much now of that which must be yours at

my death, as will buy you a snug farm in a neighborhood of honorable, industri-

ous men ; furnish it with good and substantial buildings, implements and work-

ing power ; ditch and drain it ; prepare your meadows and plant your orchards j

study the principles of your pursuit in books that explain the philosophy and

papers that record the results of all agricultural operations. Make yourself fa-

miliar with the mechanical principles of all your implements, and the philosophy

of the best rotations in farming ; scrape acquaintance and cultivate intimacy

only with neighbors—rich or poor—of sound character and judicious practice,

whose honor and industry have given them credit and power to rise from indi-

gent or moderate circumstances to competence and public esteem. Treasure up

their maxims and observe their management. Renounce, my son, in a word, a

life of inglorious indolence, and expectancy from the future, for one of active and

honorable usefulness. Go, and let the means which avarice would teach me to

withhold, transform you from a shapeless and loathsome grub into an active and

useful member of the great hive of social humanity.' "

Such ought, and such, to a certain extent, we may hope will be, the effect of

Col. Capron's demonstration of the improvability—the restorability, if we may
say so—of land out of which the blood and very marrow of life had been worked,

by processes which everywhere and to the end of time, will lead to that result,

as certainly as cutting open the goose will cut off the daily supply of golden eggs.

We should like to see an agricultural survey of the economy, conduct and pro-

ducts of another and a large estate in Maryland, brought round by its own re-

sources, anticipated, it may be, but if so, refunded—one which has been within

a few years shaken out, as a lazy beggar from his rags and filth, into comeliness

and activity. If not to be had otherwise and better, we will some day take the

sur-:ey for ourselves. It is an estate on " West River," of probably 1,000 acres,

with a large force, yet which, at the death of its late owner, did not more than
make " both ends meet." Being wisely placed by its benevolent owner under a
manager who has a genius for managing labor and improving land on a large scale,

he has caused the whole estate to assume a fresh, thriving, fruitful aspect, and to

yield to its present owner some ten thousand a year :—all this the fruit of a clear

judgment and provident forecast, and discipline tempered with humanity—and,

being so tempered, they alv/ays promote and sustain each other. JNeed we say
that wc allude to the old ** Dodf.n " estate, under the care of John Crawford ?

P. S.—It need hardly he added, that in such surveys nothing should be ex-
tenuated. Tiie account and the results, the outlay as well as income, the loss
as well as the profit, should be fully and fairly stated.
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Sandy Spring, Gth mo. 8th, 1847.

Esteemed Friend—H. Capron: In com-
plying with tliy request to furnish snnip notes

of the method adopted to improve my farm, I

BhouUl WvgX. perhaps, give some general idea

of the kind of soil and condition when it came
into my possession.

The under stratum is a stiff, tenacious clay,

making good "brick without straw;" and
the soil itself, like most of the lands in this

section of country, had been woni out or

greatly impoverished by " the old Maryland
plan" of raising alternate crops of corn and
tobacco ; and what little fertility was left in it

after the tobacco culture ceased, (because the

land was too poor to produce remunerating
crops any longer,) was. by a long coui'se of

tenantry, pretty effectually used up ; this was
certainly the case with my farm of little over
100 acres. An able-bodied man, owning the

land and doing all his own work, might pos-

sibly make a trifle over a bare support ; but
I had not this advantage, beuig compelled by
ill health to resort to the country, ;uid aban-
don the pursuits for which I was educated.

I knew literally nothing about fanning, but
did not doubt that by plowing in green crops,

&c., &c., my poor old fields could soon be
made productive. Like many wise men,
however, I found this plan of " renovating

worn-out lands" much easier in theory than
practice. There were two shong objections

in my case to this method—a good one though
it is, under favorable circumstances. My land
was found, after repeated trials, too jjoor to

produce the green crops to turn in; audit
was also necessary, in the mean time, to grow
something to live on, for I had not the money
to spare to buy with.

I used plaster by the ton, but widi no ap-

parent advantage ; nor was I much more suc-

cessful in adopting General Beatson's plan of
burning clay.

My first and most important change for

tlie better was the substitution of oxen in

place of horses, for all fann-work—plowing
included. I found that two yoke of oxen
could be better kept, and at less than half
t^ie expense of one pair of horses, to say
nothing of the wear and tear of harness ; by
proper management each yoke plowed nearly

as much as the horses, even in hot weather

;

and after working 4 to 6 years, were worth
about first cost in beef.

The next experiment was the application

of a few hundred busliels of shell-lime, haul-

ing the sheels twenty miles, and burning them
on the farm; and a\{hongh a. heavj/ business
witlnny slender resources, I should have per-
severed, but for an accidental cu'cumstance.
About l!) years since, an individual who

owned a litnc-kiln in an adjoining county, of-

fered iiir an advance payment to furnish 200
bushels of stone-lime for $20—the refuse of a
previous kiln, and air-.slaked.

This 200 buslw.ls was applied to four acres
(on one side) of the poorest field I had ; and
was, I believe, tlie most extended experiment
then m;ide in the neighborhood with stono-
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lime. Some two or three persons had oxper
imented on a small scale ; one of wliich only
had ppplied as much as a toad of lime ; and
ui no instance, as far I could leani, was the
application repeated, for none appeared satis-

fied with the results obtained.

After four years very little change was per-
ceived in tlie vegetation—nearly all the grass

sown with the small grain having perished—
nor was it to be wondered at ; for tlie crop
of corn, grown at the lime of the application

of the lime, did not yield Jive bnsheis of mer-
chantable corn to the acre—most of the oats,

succeeding the corn, was too short to harvest.

After seven years, this field coming again
in course, was planted in com—the season
most unpropitious ; yet without the addition
of a shovelfuU of any other kind of manure,
the yield was generally estimated at 30 to 3.>

bushels per acre ; on the adjoining land, not
limed, the product was still about four to five

bushels—the part adjoining, as also the four

acres, had 80 bushels of lime for this crop,

(making 130 bushels to the acre for tlie por-
tion previously limed,) but the application

was so recent that no eflect was perceived
in the crop, and the increased fertility of the
four acres was attributed entirely to the pre-
vious dressing of 200 bushels.

Corn that season readily sold for fl pef
bushel, as the ftiilure in crops was veiy gen-
eral ; and according to the best estimate I
could make, this single crop more than five

times i-epaid the whole cost of the lime and
interest of the money expended. The suc-

ceeding crops of small grain could be harvest-

ed very readily. The clover now began to

grow, and the plaster to act ; as the soil was
comparatively light, and even changed in

color, by the action of the lime. The clover

seed, a good crop, was clear profit, and it was
the first I ever cut, or was ever likely to cut,

on the " old plan of fanning," (even with the

most " dogged perseverance, untiring pa
tience, and hard labor," guided by all the
" skill and judgment" that I possessed,)

which, as I understand it, is " making the

soil improve itself, while it yields a 8upj)ort."

This may be efl'ectcd with even ordinary

skill and judgment, where the land is nol

too much exhausted, and with other resources

to live on in the interim.

But to return to the lime, which, 1o use
the identical words of a neighbor who exam
ing my experiments, appeared to be my
" only chance of salvation" in liirming.

These results were sufiicicnt to satisfy the

most incredulous ; and induced me, as well

as some of my more enterprising neighliors, to

lime as freely as our (generally) limited mean?
would admit of

For a considerable quantity of limo I paid

18 to 20 cents per bushel, and hauled it six

miles ; then had it delivered at 24 cents per

bushel—but as my resources increased, both

from the improvement of the farm and other-

wise, I found that a better business could be

done by burning the lime on the farm. With
this view I pmx'hased a quany, paying at the
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rale of five hundred dollars per acre ; and sub-

eequeutly a second one, at the rate of eight

hundred dollars per acre—being more access-

ible on account of the road ; though both

about five and a half to six miles distant.

The stone is now hauled and burned at our

leisure, which is of material advantage, as

previously the convenience of the seller was
alone consulted, be the state of the roads as

they might;—all rash expenses included, my
lime does not now cost me over about 5 cents

per bushel.

We all know that with ample means at

command, the same degree of energy and
perseverance will attain similar ends in much
less time ; and I feel confident that, with my
present expenence and resources, T could

just as certainly, and more profitably, have
effected the same or even a much greater

degree of improvement, in one-third the time,

than was necessary under existing circum-

•fitances.

" No calling prospers without industiy and
perseverance,'' and those who are deterred

from the attempt at improvement m a small

way, because they have not the resources to

begin ou a large scale, are not very likely to

improve at all ; and were I to venture upon
giving advice, it would be to make 20. 10, or

•even 5 acres good—for even the most limited

resources may accomplish this much ; this

will afford the means to improve another five-

acre lot, and, as the imjirovement advances,

though at first by almost imperceptible de-

gi-ees, the difficulties will gradually disappear

and vanish; and if not literally reducmg the
"" mountains into mole-hUls," they may be
passed over with comparative ease.

So far as my observation and limited expe-
rience extend, lime will improve all stiff clay

soils ; and if, iustead of plowing it under, it

is applied to the surface one or t^vo years in

advance of the cultivation of the field, so that

the winter's fi'osts and rains may act upon
and dissolve it, the farmer will not generally

have to wait seven, or even five years, for a

return. JAme should be kept near the sur-

face, and incorporated perfectly with the soil.

I neither profess nor possess any more
" skill and judgment" than many of my en-

terprising neighbors, though possibly neces-

sity has compelled me to exert rather more
energy than some others.

Now can it be supposed that iu liming to
the extent we have, and " using the highly-
concentrated and bought manures," such as
Guano, Poudrette, Bone-Dust, and Ashes, we
do not find our account in it ? We k7io7o

that by a judicious application of them all,

the outlay and interest are repaid by the in-

creased product, and tlie land improved there,
by much i'aster than without such aid. Last
season we undertook to make up a Club for

obtaining 50 tons of Guano, and get the dis-

count; and I very soon had the names for 38
to 40 tons, without going a step out of my
way.

Putting "dollars and cents" entirely out of
the question, the reflecting mind—certainly
an admirer of the beauties of Nattu-e—must
derive more satisfaction in witnessing his once
barren fields clothed with verdure, and oa
reflecting that at least in some degree the
change was wrought by liis own exertions.

As it appears to be the "fashion" to illus-

trate by anecdotes, I will close these desulto-
ry and hasty notes by the relation of one, and
in very few words. In raising my barn in
1822—quite a large one in those days—one
of the assisting neighbors remarked that he
was astonished to see me spend all my money
iu erecting so large a building, as one of one-
fourth the size would hold all I ever could
grow on this fann ; and if it ever was filled,

it must be by Jlint-stones ! ! which were, in
fact, about as tliick as the blackberries on
every field. Mainly by the liberal use of
lime, and with the " highly concentrated and
bought manures" as adjuncts, I hare filled it

to overflowing, as also a large addition, and
had to "stack out" besides. True, the flint-

stones did aid, but it was by an extended
course of under-draining, which was found to

be as necessary as the use of lime. What I
have done any one may do. To .show still

farther the onward strides at improvement in

this section—proverbially bai'ren and unpro-
ductive—I will only add than when I began
my liming operations there were but three

kilns within some 12 to 1.5 miles, and all in

another country. Now there are twenty-
seven within about six miles, nearly all of
which are on the farms of the owners, and
erected for agricultural purposes.

Thy friend,

EDWARD STABLER,

A CULTIVATOR
Sandy Spring, Cth mo. l.'ith, 1847.

To the Editor of the American Farmer.

Inclosed you will find a rough draft

of a Cultivator, that is superseding all

other kinds in this neighborhood. The
tooth is simply a small shovel turned
outward with the p(jlnt a little hooked.
The middle tooib passes through an
iron strap, fastened on the lower side

of the beam, and sucures the cro.ss-

piece by passing through it—the more
oblique the cro.ss-piece the better we
have found them to work. I will not con- 1 respondents, who very
elude, after the manner of some of your cor- derful disregard of self
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implement in the highest terms, and then in-

form us that it can be obtained from them-
selves—but will conclude by stating that al-

most any farmer familiar with tools (and all

fiu-mers ought to be) can make one without
difficulty. A IVIontgomery Farmer.

From the (London) Mark-Lane Express.-

THE GIANT SAINFOIN.

Sir : Having received numerous commu-
nications from different parts of the Kingdom,
requesting farther information concerning the

Giant Sainfoin (as the introducer thereof has

styled it,) I avail myself of the opportunity

which your journal affords ofreplying to them
€71 masse, and in so doing I shall confine my-
self to what has passed beneath my own ob-

servation.

The introduction of the variety, as your
reporter states, was purely accidental ; it was
clearly a foreign species, but although various

purchases of foreign seed have subsequently

been made, in hoi)es of obtaining the same
variety, they have hitherto proved unsuccess-

ful. It wa,s not until the year 1342 that my
fadier, who was the then tenant of the fami I

occupy, sufficiently overcame his skeptical

notions in reference to its peculiar properties

as a distinct species, as to induce him to give

it a fair trial. Then, however, he procured

of the introducer four bushels of seed, which
cost him 80s. per bushel. This was dibbled

between the rows of wheat sov^n ujion a pea

stubble ; and, the seed being expensive, care

was taken to drop only one seed in each hole,

at intervals of from three to four inches, by
which means nearly three acres were planted.

The stubble was left upon the land for pro-

tection during the winter, but beat down,
raked, and carted oft' in the spring. The
crop was good for a thin plant, antl would
have cut more than 30 cwts. per acre ; but

my father, hoping to get two crops of seed,

let it stand, which was injudicious, experi-

ence having proved that it is exceedingly te-

nacious of going to seed in a maiden croji

;

the second crop, although it went to seed

again, was too late to be successful. In 1844

the entire piece was mown for hay, and pro-

duced from five to six tons ; early in Se{>-

tember it was mown again for seed, which

produced about twenty bu.shels per acre.

This was sown in 1845 upon a red loam with

a chalk subsoil, after beans and peas, which

had been well manm-ed for the same, at the-

rate (by way of tiial) of two, two and a half,

and three bushels per acre, upon about 2A.^

acres of'land, which have this season produced
more than fifty tons of hay ; the part sown
the thickest answering the best. In August
it was mown again for seed, aaid subsequently
produced a good eddish for feed. The spe-

cies has now been tested in this and the ad-

joining parish for fifteen years, and the price

of the seed has varied during that period
from 509. to 80s. per bushel. It is quite

clear that it will, like lucei-n, produce three

crops for hay or soiling in one season, and the

food in either case is much more nutritious.

I have twelve acres, drilled last spring upon
pea-stubble wheat, at three bushels jier acre ;.

the wheat was very fine, and partially down,,

but the plant is good. I shall now introduce

it in i-egular course, sowing about twelve
acres in each season upon pea-stubble wheat,,

to remain tln-ee years, and then break up for

wheat, by which method your agricultural

readers will perceive that only the barley

crop will be sacrificed in one round. In this

way I shall obtain thirty-six acres for hay in

each year, antl thirty-six acres for seed, or for

second and thii-d crop, as may appear most
advisable. This will furnish nie with all the

hay I shall require, leaving my closes wholly
for sheep feed ; but whether this will prove
the more excellent mode of" turning tliis pe-

culiar variety to the best account, experience

alone can determine. I shall only add that I

have still a very large portion of my crop of

hay remaining, and a small quantity of the

seed in an unthreshed state, with thuty-.5ix

acres in plant, and should any of your read-

ers who are curious, or feel interested in the

cultivation of the plant, pay me a visit, I shall

be happy to see them, and will furnish them,

with any additional information I possess.

I am, Sir, your ob't serv't, JOSEPH HINE.

Neumkam, near Baldock, Feb. 19, 1847.

To Prepare Beeswax.—To obtain wax, boil the combs in a strong muslin bag, m a

saucepan, with water sufficient to keep the bag from burning ; and while boiling, continue

to press the bag with a wooden slice or spoon, to extract the whole, as you skim off the wax.

Drop the wax mto cold water, where it will swim on the surface. The wax thus obtanied

will still want refining, to effect which, place it in a clean saucepan and melt it over a slow

fu-e. Then pour off the clear wax into proper vessels and let it cool.

Nice Cream Crackers.—One pint cream, six eggs—beat the whites to a froth; if the

cream is sour a spooufull of saleratus must be used. ISlix the dough very stiff and pound U
half an hour.
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LECTURES ON BOTANY*
COURSE OF LECTURES ON BOTANY IN REFERENCE TO AGRICULTURE.

By Charles Johnson, Esq,, Professor of Botany at Guy's Hospital, i^-r. i^-c. At Messrs.

Nesbit's Agricultural and Scientific Training School, Kennington Lane, Lambeth, near

London.
LECTURE II.

Our preceding Lectiu-e was dedicated to

the detail of a few of the advantages that liave

aheady residted from the knowledge of a

simple fact in vegetable physiology, namely,
the influence of the external organs or parts

of the flower in the production of the seed.

It is a subject on which we might dwell at

much greater length, as manifesting the vast

importance of a branch of study that the

practical cultivator, regarding it generally in

the light of an abstract science, has hitherto

considered rather as an amusement for the

idle speculator, than as intimately comiecled
with the practice of his profession, and illus-

trating those processes of his art that have
been established by the slowly accmiiulated

experience of himself and liis predecessors.

But this early stage of our inquiry is not the

fitting place to extend our remarks upon the

action of organs whose operation can scarcely

be comprehended without reference to their

own ultimate structure—in other words, to

the minute organs or vessels of which diey
ai'e themselves built up; andtliis observation

applies not only to the flower, but to every
part of the vegetable fabric : every product
of the plant, whether cultivated for food or

as adapted to the other almost innumerable
wants and purposes of man—nay, its very
existence—is dependent upon these.

A vegetiible is a living being, and, as such,
is made up of parts or members, all more or
less influencing each other, and united and
simultiuieous iu their oi)erations for the
growth and preservation of the whole. Some
parts, wlien cut through, appear solid to the
naked eye, others present a minutely jiorous

appearance ; l)ut under a microscope or strong
magnifying-glass the apparent solidity of the
hardest and closest wood disapp(;afs. It is

in these small and all but invisil)le cavities

that the vital functions of the being before us
are to be traced ; it is here that are elaborated
the starch, the gluten, the guni, the sugar, and
the other jiroximate principles of our food ;

here are formed the Uuuiin. the dye, the
medicine ; the production of the wood, the
balk, the diflering flbre of the flax luid cot-

ton, and the increase of the universiJ sub-
stance of the plant itself, are all of them pro-

cesses depeiuicnt U[)on the economy of these

mysterious recesses. The piying eye of cu-

riosity is sometimes at fault in its endeavors
to penetrate the sources of orgardc action, but
a glance is often sullicient for the speculative

mind of man to work upon and form a hy-
pothesis which a second wll enable him to

improve into a theoiy, and although we posi-

tively know but little, that little enables us

to assume a great deal, and this is especially

the case as regards the science of Vegetable
Physiology, or tliat which treats of the nat-

ural laws regulating the growth of i)lantsand

their productions,, as just referred to. Iu
giving you a general outline of the action of

these laws, and endeavoring to explain the

structure through which they operate, I shall

avoid as much as possible reference to what
is merely supposititious, relying upon the

statement of facts, and such conclusions as,

though in our present state of knowledge
they are incapable ofbemg positively demon-
strated, are still so closelj' accordant with
what we really do know, tliat, until they are
contradicted by facts, we are justified in re-

garding them as such themselves.

Divide the stem of any common plant
transversely or crosswise, and examine the
section with a microscope, it will present the

appearance of net-work, the meshes of which
are of various sizes and tigures, some perhaps
regularly hexagonal, or six-sided, like the cells

of a honey-comb, others more irregular, oth-

ers square, and some circular ; the circular

ones are generally disposed in gi-oups; which
are sometimes scattered, sometimes arranged
at corresponding intervals in a concentric
manner. If we divide the same stem per-

pendicularly, or lengthwise, we find the an-

gular meshes presenting a nearly siniilai- aj)-

pearance, shovving them to be small, mem-
braneous cells or cavities, while the circular

ones are discovered to be sections of littlo

tubes, more or less elongated, anil narrowing
toward each extremity so as to teruiinate iu

a point, and farther that they arc dis])osed in

longitudinal layers, or thread-like bundles.

These cells and tubes are deiiominateil the
elemenfcuy organs of the plant ; and minute
examinaiion of them shows that, independent
of dirterences in form, size, and disposition,

ihey vary greatly in structure, and are prob-
ably subservient, in consequence of that va-
riation, to the perlbnnance of different fimc-

tions ; these functions, liowevei', are, in our
present sUite of knowledge, very iinj)erfectly

understood ; of many, and those perhaps the
most important, wo are altogether ignorant

;

while otiiers are little more than surmised,
from their apparent connection with some
obvious fact in vegetable gi-owth, such as the

Continued from page 377, Vol. II., Monthly Journal of Agriculture.
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rise and distiibution of the sap, &c. So very

minute are the elementary organs of plants

individually, and so obscurely revealed are

their physical phenomena, even with Hie as-

sistance of the most jjovverful microscopes,

that few observers agiee in then* accounts of

either, beyond the admission of certain gen-

eral facts.

The eimplest definable form ofthe vegetable

tissue or substance appears to be the cellular,

namely, tint presenting in division the angu-

lar meshes just referred to ; each of these

meshes is the section of a cell, consisting of a

very delicate triuisparent membrane, iiidi-

mentally globular, but assuming different

figures in consecpience of being pressed upon
by others in the growing plant ; when
equally pressed on all si<les by similar cells,

the globe becomes twelve-sided, and of the

form denominated by mathematicians the

rhomboidal dcxlecahedron, which being di-

vided in either direction, presents a hexagonal

outline, resembling the cells of a honey-comb

;

where the pressure is unecpial, the regularity

of the cells is variously aftected and distorted,

and they become more or less oblong and
rectangular, or present such a diversity of

figures in different plants, and in diffei-ent

parts of the same, that the delineation of them
would reipiire a far greater space tlian our

confined limits will admit, or the subject be-

fore us justify the dwelling upon, where a

hasty outline will answer the end proposed,

without entering into minutiie belonging to

the more abstruse and philosophical portion

of the science. Cellular tissue constitutes a

very considerable portion of the substance of

all plants ; the pith is wholly composed of it

;

so is by far the greater part of the bark, and
the external covering of the more delicate

organs; while, filling up the interstices left

by the disposition of the woody and other

tubular tissue, it seems to be almost analo-
j

gou3 to fat in the animal economy, and, like

that, increases so much, unsler certain circum-

stances, as to alter materially the general as-

pect and condition of the plant ; it is indeed

that part of the vegetable fabric that is the

most iuHuenced by cultivation. The magni-

fied views in fig. 1 will convey some idea of

the arrangement of the cells, and especially

of the origin of their angular outline, which
is veiy beautifully seen by the assistance of a

microscope, or even by a good 77iagnifying-

glass, in a thin transverse slice of the stem of

the common raspberry, or that of any other

plant in which the pith ia not invested by a

very thick cylinder of wood. The size of

these little cells varies from the fiftieth to the

thon.sandth part of an inch in diameter, their

average bulk being about midway between
these estimates. In the earlier stages of their

existence they are filled with a fluid in which
a nuiltitude of little colored bodies, only visi-

ble under a vei^ high p(Aver of the micro-
scope, are seen floating with greater or less

rapidity—a phenomenon apparently as inti-

mately connected with that of vegetable life
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as are those of the lymphatic and arterial ca-

nals to animal existence.

Cellular tissue has been justly denominated
the basis of the vegetable fabric. The sim-

CEI.LULAR TISSUE.

plest of all known plants exists as a single

globular or oval cell ; those a degree higher

on the scale are composed of similar cells,

more or less elongated and attached end to

end like the beads of a necklace ; then come
others more complicated by the attachment

of cells in breadth as well as length, the lower

or meaner of which present mere shapeless

or irregular masses, while the remainder of

the series, ascending by successive grades of

structure, may be traced by the eye of the

naturalist through a thousand varied and im-

provuig foi^ms, so beautil'ul, so admirably
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adapted to the fiilfillment of the offices allot-

ted to them by Providence, as to force them-
selves upon the attention of man, though too

distantly connected with his immediate in-

terests to admit of his due appreciation of

their value. Under myriads of modifications,

which our space will not pemiit us to inves-

tigate, this tissue constitutes the whole sub-

stance of the lichens, sen-weeds, mosses, and
other allied and equally neglected families of

plants. However different ui appearance
such cells are from the little tubes with which
they are found associated in all the nobler
classes of vegetation, there seems at present
to be scarcely a possibility of question that

the latter ai-e not merely the results of their

super-development ; in other words, that tlie

tube, under whatever form it may exist, is

but an elongated cell, or the breaking of the
cavities of several into one. These, however,
are speculations that we may hereafter i-efer

to more particularly ; let us look previously

at the tubes themselves, and note what is

known or understood respecting their uses in

tlie economy of the growing plant, and fii'st

at those w^hich compose the principal sub-

stances of the wood, its harder and tougher
portion, called woody fibre.

Fig. 2.

WOODY FIBRE.

If the diameter of the cells just described
IS so small that without asuisfance from the
microscope we are generally unable to dis-

tinguish their cavities, tliat of tlie woody
tubes is fref|ueiitly much le.«s, ami in sonic

plants not more tlian tiie five-th<jus:indth of

an inch. Fig. 2 represents a small fragment
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of oak wood highly magnified, showing it to
consist of such tubes closely disposed upon
each other, so as to occupy the smallest pos-
sible space, and leave no openings Vjetween
them, the narrow, tapering or attenuated ex-
tremities of each generally lying between the
broader portions of those that lie around
them. These tubes extend in the fonn of
continuous bundles or layers from one ex-
tremity of the plant to the other, sending out
branches into the leaves and other subsidiary
organs, and giving strength to, and maintain-
ing communication between all its parts

;

they constitute the channels through which
the sap ascends and is distinbuted, a fact

readily ascertained by cutting uito the stem
or branch of a vine, birch, or any other tree
in the spring, when that fluid may be traced
as flowing irom the mutilated vessels of the
wood. The passage of the sap through tliis

medium, though certified by long observa-
tion and repeated experiment, would appear
to those who examined the vegetable texture
for the first time, or without a previous ac-

quaintance with the natural phenomena con-
' nected with organization, as an inexplicable
mystery, no apertures being discernible un-
der the highest powers of the micros<;ope,
through which the cavities of the woody tubes
communicate with each other. The dis-

covery, however, by Mons. Duti'ochet, of the
penneability of vegetable and animal mem-
branes, or that they are capable of transmit-
ting fluids through their substance, although
destitute of any apparent passage of commu-
nication—a phenomenon to which he gave
the name of Endostnosis—has contiibuted
gi-eatly to the elucidation of this and other
physiological facts, that were as stumbling-
blocks to the philosoi^hy of our forefathers.

The demonsti-ation of this important fact is

easy, and within the reach ofthose even whose
means of scientific inquiry are the most lim-
ited, as uistanced in one of the earliest ex-
periments of Dutrochet himself: he filled the
swimming-bladder of a carp (any other small
bladder will answer the same purpose, and
any fluid heavier than water) with a thin so-

lution of gum, and, placing it in a glass of
water, observed that the bladder swelled out
and became heavier, in consequence of the
water being attracted through its substance
by the weightier fluid within : he reversed
the experiment by iilling the bladder with
water, and placing it in the mucilaginous eo-

lutioii, under which circumstances it lost

weight, by the water passing out instead of
in. It was afterward ascertained by immer-
ous experiments tliat plants placed in water
draw it up through the thin tissue of their
cells and woody tubes, and acquire a great
increase of weight, which they lose again, at
the will of the experimenter, by simply add-
ing to the water in which they stand some
soluble substance, sugar, for instance, that
renders it heavier than their contained juices.

The iin-ce ol' this attraction, and of coui-se the
facility with which the fluid passes, is veiy
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considerable ; water holding half its weight

of sugar in solution raised pure water through

membrane with a power capable of sustain-

ing the pressure of a column of mercury of

1'27 inches in hight, a power nearly four and
a half times greater than the pressure of the

atmosphere which sustains the mercury in

the barometer and raises the water in a com-
mon pump. On the cause of this curious

jjhenomenoa j)hilosophers are not agreed : it

is probably only one of those numerous in-

stances that are from time to time brought to

light by incjuiry into the hidden processes of

Nature, of the general tendency of matter to

maintain an equilibiium among its particles ;

but the permeability of tlie vegetable mem-
brane being established, it is not necessary

to our present purpose to pursue the subject

farther : we have only to consider, as a nat-

ural consequence of the development of the

living plant, that the sap becomes thicker as

it ascends from the root, drawing after it the

thinner and moi-e recently imbibed fluid, to

account tor its successive rise through the mi-
nute vessels above desciibed—a rise so rapid I

trio rings, or perhaps of the coils of spiral

naked eye in a transverse section of wood,
are the divided cavities of the vessel so

called, which are sometimes distiibuted

through the layers of wood, but more com-
monly foiTn themselves distinct layers or

bundles. Many vessels of difterent structure

have been confounded under the general nam©
of duct ; and being wholly unacquainted with
their offices in the economy of the plant,

much diversity of oj^inion exists among
physiologists respecting their classification

and relative uses. Some are angidar, and
veiy evidently formed by the breaking of

cells longitudinally into each other, or by
the absorption of the dividing membrane

;

others are dotted with apparent pores ; a
third kind are more or less distinctly marked
with spiral lines, sometimes continuous, oc-

casionally broken at irregular intervals, as

though a spiral thread contained within a
membrane had had its coils separated and
ruptured in places by the longitudnial growth
or extension of the membrane ; a fourth se-

ries, called annular ducts, consist of concen-

that several quarts or even gallons are obtain'

able daily for weeks together by tajiping the

trunks of some tropical trees.

'' The fibre of hemp, flax, and of many other

plants employed in diflerent parts of the

world hi the mauufactme of cloth, cordage,

&c., consists of these woody tubes ; and some
idea of their extreme tenuity may be fonned
from the examination of the finest flaxen

thread by a microscope, which shows it to

consist of a considerable number oftubes.

The membrane composing them, though
delicate and transparent, possesses much
Btrength and elasticity in most plants,

and in all cases is greatly superior in

that respect to cellular tissue, the mem-
brane of wliich is cfimparatively brittle

;

the ditference in the strengthof cotton

and linen thread is an instance of this,

the former being cellular, the latter

woody tissue. The wood of the fir tribe

appears to be very dissimilar to that of

ordinary trees and herbs, the tubes being

marked with dots or apparent {lores, sur-

rounded by a series ofconcentric circles

;

similar markings are observable in the

woody tissue of a few other tiibes, but

only such as, like the plants in question,

produce aromatic or resinous secretions,

whence they have been generally regard-

ed as glands ; their structure is, however,
at present very imperfectly understood,

ancl not anything is known respecting

their functions ; if really openings, they
constitute a remarkable exception to the

closeness of the corresponding tissue in

other plants.

The name of duct has been given to

various comparatively large tubes or
vessels, generally associated with those
of the wood, but always distinguishable
from them by theirgreater diameter. The
large pores, frequently observable by the
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threads so broken as to present the appeai-

ance of such, and held together by the mem-
braneous tube containing them. These larger

ubes are disposed in a similar manner to

the smaller ones of the wood, and resemble
them in being more or less narrowed or con-

ical at their extremities : several of their forms,

and there are some intermediate between those

described, approach so nearly to the following

fonn of tissue, that it is difficult to conceive

Fie. 3.

SPIRAL VESSELS.

them other than more imperfect or disurbed

modifications of the same, viz., the spiral vessel.
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This last fonii of the vegetable elementary

organs consists of one or more filaments coiled

spirally within a very delicate membraneous
tube, similarly attenuated toward either end
as are those of the wood and the duct, but,

unlike the spirals apparent m some of the

latter, capable of being drawai out like a
spring, when the part containing them is

broken. They are very advantageously seen

by breaking carefully across the leaf of a
rose or sti-awberry, or the young brittle shoot

of the rose, and drawing the parts slowly
asunder, as exhibited in tig. 3. The spiral

coils are in most instances so close together

as to appear to form the tube, and the mem-
brane which invests them is so exceedingly
fragile as to break })etween each coil of
the spire when it is drawn out, so as not
to be readily discernible unless occasional-

ly when the extremity of the filament is

relaxed, as represented in one of our fig-

ures. Each spiral is generally composed of

a single filament or tlu'ead, but ui some
plants the number of parallel fibres twined
in the same direction is considerable; one
of the figures exhibits a magnified view of
a portion of such a vessel from the stem of
a banana, consisting of three threads or fibres

;

but in this, and many other plants of the same
and allied orders furnished wth compound

i

vessels, there does not appear to be any reg-

1

ularity in their production. De Candolle re-
|

marks that the niunber ot threads composing
each spiral of the plant just i-eferred to va-

ries from seven to twenty-two ; but they are
sometimes formed of a single thread, and I

have found in the saine portion of the stem
no fewer than eleven different modifications
of these curious vessels, varying in the num-
ber of their threads from two to twenty-nine,
the largest number which has, to the best of
my knowledge, been met with in any ulant.

The size or diameter of the spiral tube Is ex-
ceedingly variable, the largest being about
the three-hundredth or four-hundredth of an
inch, while jn some cases they are not above
the two-thousandth or three-thousandth. They
are variously distributed, but chiefly in the
young stems or shoots, in which they occupy
that cylinder of woody substance that inmie-
diately sui-rounds the pith, called the medul-
lary sheath, and in the stalks and veins of the
leaves and other organs which are modifica-
tions of them and originate from the sheath in
question. They are of very rare occurrence
in the root, and still more so in the bark and
the true wood, or that which in after periods
of growth forms around the first year's layer.
Where the tissue of the stem is not stratified,

and the i)ilh or cellular substance does not
form a separate cylinder or colunni in its cen-
ter, as in the liliaceous orders, palms, and
others belonging to the same great natural
•class, the spiral vessels accompany the l)un-

dles of woody fibre and ducts that lie dis-

persed througli its mass, and are present oiten

in such abundance as to constitute the most
remarkable feature in their internal structure;

;

from the stems and bases of the large leaves
of the banana and plaiiitain they may be
drawn out by the handtull, and in the West
Indies are sometimes collecled iu this way
for tinder.

The use ofthe spiral vessels in the vegetable
economy is, like that of their other minute or-

gans, rather to be surmised than demonstrated.
A very general opmion, from tlie earhest peri-
od of their discovery, regarded them as organs
of respiration ; hence their denominations of
"trachea" aud " trachenchyma," alluding to

their sujiposed correspondence in function
with the trachea (or windpipe) and air-tubes
in the lungs of an animal ; to those of insects

:
their structure presents a remarkable parallel.

I They are generally filled only with air ; aud
although instances may occur in which they
are " gorged with fluid," such instances are

I rare, and probably either accidental, or arising

I

from one of those morbid changes to which
the minuter portions of the vegetable fab-

ric are unquestionably liable, although their

I

causes are hidden in consequence of our
imperfect knowledge and slender means of

j

inquiry. Tlie opinion, however, founded only

I

upon analogies that may be rather fancied
than real, seems of late years to have been

j

gi-adually losing ground in the estimation of

j

some of the best physiologists, although they
have been hitherto incapable of substituting a
more i)lausible hypothesis ; and the principal
argument that can be adduced against that pre-
viously entertained, consists in the fact that
the spiral vessels of plants are not in immedi-
ate connection with the surface pores or sto-

mata, nor even with the air-chambers with
which the latter communicate, and hence dif-

fer i'rom those accompanying the breathuig
apparatus of an insect. When, however, we
reflect upon the penneability of the vegetable
membrane to a comparatively gross fluid like
tlie sap, the passage of one so thin and infi-

nitely more diffusible as air can scai'cely be
denied, even though it had to penetrate to
a much greater depth than to the ulterior of
a leaf, an organ the stmcture of which is so
strictly accordant with its supposed and al-

most experimentally-proved function as the
vegetable lung.

Under whatever conventional name the
elementary organs are known, however gi-eat

the apparent difierence of their structure, and
diversihed their functions or ofiices, the deep
aud unwearied researches ofmodern naturalists

aided by the increased jiowers of ol>servation

placed at their command by the imj)rovement
of the microscope, have led to the conclusion
that they are all only so many modifications
of the cell, while the wall of the cell itself

is probably merely consolidated mucus, as-

suming the form of membrane or fibre, ac-
cording to laws of which we are at present
ignorant. That changes take place of one
kind of tissue into anotlier, at difierent stages
of the growth of the plant is unquestionable,
as well as that such clianges are correspond-
ent witli alteration of function ; but it is no less
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certain that the simple cell contains the rudi-

ments necessary to the formation of the other

organs, and especially the spirals, which in

their most perfect state appear to be the most
complicated of the whole series. " There is

no doubt," observes Dr. Lindley, speal?mg

of the different kinds of vegetable tissue,

" that all these fonns are in reality modifica-

tions of one common type, viz., the simple

cell, however different they may be from

each other in station, function, or appearance.

For, in the first place, we find them all devel-

oped in bodies that originally consisted of

nothing but cellular tissue ; a seed, for instance,

is an aggi-egation of cells only ; after its vital

principle has been excited, and it has begun
to grow, woody tissue and vessels are gener-

ated in abundance. We must, therefore,

either admit that all forms of tissue are de-

veloped from the simple cell, and are conse-

quendy modifications of it : or we must sup-

pose, what we have no right to assume, that

plants have a power of spontaneously genera-

ting woody, vascular and other tissues, in the

midst of the cellular." Mirbel has lately re-

duced the first of these suppositious to very
nearly a demonstration ; in a most admirable

memou- on the development of Marchantia,

he 62:)eaks to the following effect: " I at first

found nothing but a mass of tissue composed
of bladders filled with little gi-eeu balls. Of
these some grew into long, slender tubes,

pomted at each end, and unquestionably ad-

hering by one of their ends to the inside of

the sac ; others from polygons passed to a

sf)herical form m rounding off their angles. As
they gi-evv older, other very important changes
took place in certain cells of the ordinary

structure, which had not previously under-

gone any alteration ; in each of these there

appeared three or four rings placed paral-

lel with each other, adhering to the mem-
brane, from wliicli they were distinguished

by their opaqueness ; these were together

analogous to annular ducts. The cells which
became tubes did not at first differ from other

cells in anything except their form ; their

sides were uniform, thin, colorless and trans-

parent; but they soon began to thicken, to

lose their transparency, and to be marked all

round from end to end with two contiguous

parallel streaks disposed spirally. They then

enlarged and their streaks became slits, which
cut the sides of the tubes from end to end
into two threads, whose circumvolutions sep-

arated into the resemblance of a gun-worm."
In these cases there can, I think, be little

doubt that the changes witnessed by Mirbel
were chielly owuig to the development of a
spiral thread in the inside of the tissue.

There is much diversity of opinion as to

the mode in which the elementaiy organs of

vegetables are multijilied during the advance
of growth, and the rapidity with which that

growth proceeds in certain plants is such
as to render actual observations as to its

source exceedingly difficult ; speculation has
therefore sometimes taken the lead where
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sober inquiiy has jiroved at fault, pointing at

results almost too startling even for human
imagination to receive as tnith ; and yet,

when we contemplate from day to day tho
increasing size of many plants in ordinary
cultivation—a gourd, for instance, or vege-
table marrow, adding to its circumference
nearly three inches in the course of the
twenty-four hours, and the stem which bears
it extending its length between five and six

inches diu-ing the same period, common sense

would pause ere it questioned the tiTith of
records much more marvelous. The rapid
gi'ovvth of the common mushroom has become
pi-over])ial, but some other individuals of the

class of fungi greatly exceed it in that respect

;

the Phallus or stink-horn sometimes elevates

itself six inches from the ground in the space
of an hour ; the Bovista gigantea, or great bull

putl-ball, is recorded to have grown in the
course of a single night from a mere point to

the size of a large gourd, the actual measure-
ment of which is not mentioned, but on a
moderate computation of the diameter and
number of the cells, it has been estimated to

have increased at the rate of 4,000,000,000 of

cells in every hour, or upwai'd of 6G,000,000
in a minute. It is true that much of this en-
largement may have arisen from the disten-

tion of the cells individually ; but even if this

be admitted, the force of development and
the vast increase of weight, which can only
be accounted for by an appropriation of nutri-

ment so rapid as almost to elude conception,

leaves sufllcient of the wonderful to impress
upon our mind a just idea of the grandeiu- of
that vital energy which inspires and regulates

the gi'owth of bodies thus low in the scale of
organic nature.

The force with wliich the minute organs
above described arc produced and enlarged is

no mere supposition, but a fact within the reach

of attestation by those who w-ill condescend
to observe its operation ; the root of a tree

descending through a crevice will break and
dislocate the hardest rock ; cellular tissue,

not harder in substance than pith, has elevated

a weight with the power of a lever; the lat-

ter effect is not unfrequently seen in tho

growth of fungi under stones and heavy blocks
of timber ; and the following anecdotes, both,

I believe, referring to the same circumstance,

and copied from the Hampshire Advertiser of
.luly, 1830, are recorded by Professor Burnet
as affording a striking instance of this power:
" At different times, several of the stones in the
pavement in the town of Basingstoke, were ob-
served day by day, to be rising gi-adually from,

their beds, nntil they were some inches above
the ordinary level ; under one of these, which
weighed seven pounds, a large mushroom was
found, that measured a foot in circumference."

The other case is recorded by Mr. .Joseph

Jefferson, who says: " A toadstool six or sev-

en inches in diameter, raised a large paving-

stone an inch and a half out of its bed ; and the

mason who had the contract for paving was
much ennicred at the idea that a weak fungus
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ehould have lifted so heavy a weight. But
his uncctsiness was much increased, and even

his alarm excited, when, about a month after

the injury had been repaired, the adjoining

stone was lifted in a similar manner, and two

mushrooms, not quite so large, were found

beneath it ; for it seemed doubtful whether

the whole town of Basingstoke might not

want repaying during the tenn of his contract.

The stones were nearly of the same size

;

each being twent}^-two inches by twenty-

one ; the last stone raised in this manner was
weighed, and its weight proved to be eighty-

three pounds." The hardest of such fungi

are, in the growing state, so soft as to yield

! to the pressure of the finger, and so brittle as

j

to be shivered to atoms by the slightest

I

blow ; yet the organic force with which their

j
tender tissue is developed is capal)le, acting

I

in millions of points, in the growth and dis-

1 tension of their individually invisible cells,

I

of elevatuig an inert mass of stone vv-hich the

I
strength of an ordinary man would with diffi-

I

culty raise from its plaster bed.

Such are some of the facts connected with

I

the minute auatomy of plants, the farther ex-

amination of wliich, and of the laws of their

I

growth, will furnish the subject of a succeed-

I

iu£? lecture.

PLANT MORE TREES.

U.s'DER the above head the Farmer's

Monthly Visitor has a capital article, from
which we learn several interesting facts.

Gov. Hill, the Editor, says that " Valuable

pine timber lots are now grown, whose ori-

gin was in the seed less than fifty years ago."

The opinion lias pretty generally prevailed

that pines grown by mtificial culture are

nearly worthless for timber. We see no rea-

son why tliis should be so, any more than

oak, chestnut, or ash. IMr. H. remarks that

" Nature does everything to make up for

man's neglect in the planting and growth of

trees ; nor is she slow in her operations. She
has made eveiy acre of waste land in New-
Hampshire valuable. The beautifid chestnut

timber so much used in the New-England
railroads gi-ows spontaneously in all our poor-

est rocky lands wliich have been considered

too hard for cultivation ; the railway chestnut

cross-timbers are worth, standing, on the

average, si.x.teen cents apiece—trees of the

suitable size making sometimes three and four

cuttings. It is said these chestnut trees will

grow to the suitable size of posts in the years

that these posts rot in the ground. A re-

markable feature in the chestnut is that where
a main tree is cut, sprouts the same year
shoot forth from the roots, growing up a clump
of trees, some three to six ofwhich soon grow
into sizes to be used for timber."
We have had some little experience in at-

tempting to raise a small forest of chestnut
timber from the seed, but with poor success?.

We have been told that the seeds should
never get dry after they ripen in the fall, be-
fore they are planted, either in pots or a
nursery. Such is the demand for fence posts

and railroad tics that the culture of chestnut

timber, we are confident, Cim be made prof-

itable. Every farmer has a wood lot, and as

he thins it out, or cuts it off, he should set the-

ground full of small chestnuts. Under favora-

ble circumstances they grow rapidly.

It is safe to calculate on the gi-owlh of a

cord of wood on an acre per annum in ^Vest-

em New-York. This, at $-2, is much better

than no income—while the annual burden of

leaves that fall to the earth enrich the land.

Shade trees are equally an ornament and
luxury during the intense heat of our summer
months. Speaking of these the Visitor says :

" We boast in the southerly part of the Con-
cord Main-street as beautiful elms as can be
shown in any part of the world. There are

many charming villas in the country range
about Boston ; but we must say of these that

their cleaned path avenues shaded and cov-

ered over by trees high before reaching the

limb, or surroimded by the shnibbery which
entirely shuts out access of foot or of eye, do
not compare with the unadorned beauty of
the row of elms opposite on the street to the
place of our writing. There is a remarkable
similarity in the spread of the isolated elm,
which is a native of our intervale and stands

either on that or the first upland of the river

bank. The men who set out our stately elms
seventy-five and a hundred years ago, Hal!,

Sliute and others, have passed away : at this

season, when hundreds of birds come there

and build their nests, the elegant gold-robin,

the gay bluebird, the chattering wren, and
even the shy crow, blackbirjl. the snarling

cat and scolding thrush both sing so beauti-

fully and so alike when undisturbed as to be
mistaken each for the other—there is a charm
in these venerable trees which bids us re-

member those who planted them there, and
to present them as proof that planting trees is

one of those " good deeds " of men which
" live after them."

To Core the Distemper in Horses.—Give a teaspoonfiill, three times a day, of finely

powdered gum myrrh, (mixed with the food or otherwise,) and a speedy cure, it is said, will

hi all cases be effected.
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LETTER IX.

PROSPECTS OF THE WOOL MARKET—FUTURE DEMAND AND SUPPLY.

The Imports and Exports of Trans-Atlantic Nations... Means of ascertaining their Comparative Produc-

.'tion... Table of the Imports of England. ..Amount of Wool grown in the United Kingdom, Consumption,

Export, Facilities, including Soils and Climate, for its Cheap Production, and Prospect of its Increase or Dim-
inuiion Same of France—Same of Spain- Same of Italy—Same of Turkey in Europe—Same ofGermany,
including Prussia and Austria, with the exception of Hungary—Same ofHungary—Same of Russia—Same
of Asia Minor—Same of Persia—Same of Independent Tartary—Same of Afghanistan and Beloochistan

—

Same of Thibet, Little Bucharia, and the remainder of China—;5ame of the Cape of Good Hope—Same of

Australia and Van Diemen's Land.. -Conclusions in regard to Comparative Facilities, etc., of above Na-

tions and the United States.. .The Northern States can compete with the most favored of them—and of
course the South can, to much greater advantage.. .The South might safely embark in Wool-Growing, re-

lying on the European Market alone . . . Rapid Extension of that Market Past and Future ... But the Ameri-
can Wool-Grower is not compelled to seek a Foreign Market. . .Our Production does not meet the Demand
of our own Manufactories.. .Table of the Imports of Wool into the United States.. .Table showing
whence we Imi)Oit Wool.. .Letter from Samuel Lawrence, Esq., showing the inci-easing call for Man
ufactories—The Stability of existing ones—and their ability to compete with those of Foreign Countries..

Extent of our Consumption of Woolens above the Supply made by our Manufactories...Table of Imports

of Woolens. ..Probable Increase of our Manufactories.. .Reflections on the Tarilf. ..Rapidly Increasing

Consumption of our Population—Amount Consumed per head. . .Table of Increase of our Population

Future Increase. . .The Amount of Wool Necessary at various Future Periods.

Dear Sir : Probably there are few men who now dream of any danger

to the wool-grower of the United States, in the 7io?ne market, from trans-At-

lantic competition. But there is another point of view, in which a glance

at the facilities of the eastern nations, for the production of this staple, may
not be uninteresting. Ma 7/ we not underseli tliem with the raio material, in

their oion markets ! He who carefully and intelligently examines all the

facts involved in the solution of this question, will find, in spite of the vague
popular impressions which prevail on the subject, that so far at least as

those nations are concerned, which now produce the gi'eatest amount of

the wool which supplies the markets of the Old World, the United States

can, if satisfied with equal profits, easily nndcrsell them.

As an importer of the raw and exporter of the manufactured article,

England occupies the first place. In these particulars, she probably ex-

•ceeds, by fully one-half, all the other nations of the Old World. France
ranks next, and largely takes precedence of the remaining nations. Hol-
land, though shorn, by disastrous political revolutions, of much of her an-

cient importance in this class of manufactures, still maintains a trade of

«ome magnitude. Several of the Cxerman and Prussian States export par-

ticular descriptions of woolens ; Italy sends out some light cloths ; and
Turkey the carpets of that name. A full exhibit of the exports of all the

wool-producing nations, would not, of course, lead us to an accurate knowl-

edge of the amount of their production—for there is no one which does

not manufacture the raw material to some extent. But with what knowl-

edo-e we can obtain of their manufactures, the former information would
enable us to ascertain, approximately at least, the amount of their produc-

tion. This is all that is necessary for our present purpose, for we do not

now, in reality, so much seek iheir actual as their comparative production.

England, as I have before remarked, is the great importer and exporter.

Her duties on imported wool are, as has been seen,* exceedingly low, and
ehe makes no discrimination in this paiticular, in relation to bottoms, or

the places of export.! The vastness and variety of her demand give a

* See Letter VIII.

<t With the exception, of course, of her own Colonies, from which it is exported free.
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greater certainty to the exporter of prompt and favorable sales, in her
markets, than in those of any other nation. France possesses the advan-
tage of maritime contiguity, for securing the raw product of the nations

bordering on the Mediterranean ; and therefore, in some instances, as in

the case of Turkey, she receives more of that product, in proportion to her
manufacturing consumption, than England. But in one respect the latter

has the advantage in securing the trade of the Levant. Between the na-
tural products, and, of consequence, the exports of France and those of
the otlier nations bordering on the Mediterranean, there exists a great simi-

larity. She cannot send her wines to Hungary, nor these nor her silks to

I'taly, in exchange for wool. Her fruits, and indeed all of her natural pro-

ducts are the same with those of the whole south of Europe. England,
the producer, and the great mart of the products of Northern Europe, can
offer these in the Mediterranean on better terms than France ; and in the

manufacture of cotton goods, the main article of dress, and consequently
one of the great ones of import throughout the whole Levant, the former
possesses a decided superiority. All these natural and artificial circumstances
have their weight, sometimes in favor of one, and sometimes the other of
these nations, in determhiing the course of trade—and habit, ancient com-
mercial associations, and even national predilections also throw their weight
into the scale. In looking at the subject as a whole, however, all these
facts, unless in a very few instances, so far offset each other, that in obtain-

ing a view of the wool trade of England—her imports—we obtain a suffi-

ciently accurate picture or index of the proportionahle exports of all the
nations of the Old World.

Before proceeding to ascertain the actual facilities of the several coun-
tries named in the Table, for the purposes of wool-growing, it may be well
to briefly glance at that of England herself.

Mr. Luccock* estimated the produce of wool in England and Wales, in.

1800, to be 393,236 packs,t or 94,376,640 lbs. ; and in 1828, Mr. Hubbard f
placed it at 463,169 packs, or 111,160,560 lbs. According to a Table
formed by order of a Committee of the House of Lords, the same year,
the quantity produced on an average of years, in England, is 111,160,560
lbs. Accordnig to Mr. Luccock's estimate, (in 1800,) the number of sheep
in England and Wales was 26,148,463, It is not thought to have varied
much since. The Encyclopaedia Americana,]

|

(published 1835,) on the
authority of the Edinburgh Encyclopa?dia, sets down the then present
number of sheep in the United Kingdom as follows : in Scotland 3,500,000 ;

in Ireland jgrobably under 2,000,000 ; in England and Wales the same
number as in the time of Mr. Luccock;—so that the aggregate number
would be about 32,000,000. It will thus be seen that England and Wales,
with an area much less than that of Virginia,§ have almost 7,000,000
more sheep than the whole number in the United States in 1839 !

Large as is the amount of wool produced in the United Kingdom, it

does not meet, in the number of pounds, the amount required for woolens
consumed in the United Kingdom alone.^ It is true that England has
exported some combing wool, of her own growth, to meet the wants of a
certain class of maimfactories (of worsted) in France, which could not ob-
tain stock of equal (pialily in any other quarter; and she has also exported
considerable quantities of her own coarse short wools. Of the latter, I
am ashamed to say, the United States hare been considerable purchas
The whole export of England, in 1824, amounted to ])ut little over IS,

* .See Lnccock on Wool. j). MX nnd Table. t A pack of wool is ?40 lbs.

I
Quoted by Mr. Hisrihotf—See vol. ii.. Appendix. I| Encyrlopaidiu Americnna— art. Sheep Raising.

% The men of Virginia is 70.000 square miles, that of England and Wales tiO.OOO.

II See Bipchotr, vol. ii., p. 171.
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lbs. From that time it has gradually increased, and in 1838 it reached

5,851,340 lbs. ; in 1839, 4,603,799 lbs. ; in 1840, 4,810,387 lbs.* Under the

last year of the late Tariff", we received from England, of wools not costing

to exceed 7 cents per pound, 1,188,800 lbs., and of those exceeding 7

cents, 28,406 lbs.; and from Scotland, of the cheaper class, 21,132 Ibs.f

This, however, only shows a sm-plus in land, not in quantity. The Eng-
lish short wools have, as has been abundantly shown by the testimony

of her most eminent manufacturers, i: a harslincss and want offelting j)rof-

erties which render them unfit, unmixed with a better stamp of foreign

wools, for any but the very lowest description of cloths and stuffs, such as

blankets, baizes, army cloths, flushings or bearskins, &c. Nor will they

make frimc articles, even of these low descriptions. England, therefore,

after consuming such portions of these wools as she can, in the manufac-
ture of the above-named and similar articles, and by mixing them, in the

nature of an alloi/, with better foreign wools in a low class of fabrics, such

as flannels, livery and sergeant's cloth, etc., exports the balance to such
nations as a,vefoolish enough to purchase it.|l

The following Table, compiled from official somxes, from Bischoff"'s

" Comprehensive History of th% Woolen and Worsted Manufactures,

&c.,"§ gives the imports of England every fifth year from 1810 to 1840,

TABLE No. 8.

Countriesfm.wkich Imp'ted

Russia
Norway
Denmark
Sweden
Prussia
Germany
Holland
Belgium
France
Portugal
Spain
Gibraltar

Italy

Malta
Ionian Isles

Morea, &.c

Turkey
Syria
Cape of Good Hope
Africa, other parts

St. Helena
East Indies

New South Wales
Van Diemen's Land
Port Philip

Swan River
South Australia

British America
British West Indies

United States of America.
Guatemala
Colombia.
Brazil

Rio de la Plata

Chili

Peru
Mexico
Guernsey and Man

Total Pounds weight.

1810. 1815. 1820. 1825. 1840.

32,149

11.930

351.741

15,424

123,057

778,83.:

2,873

3,018,961

5,952,407

349,053

21,.554

40,040

297,611

40,984
424.82-..

32,889

105,073

3,137,438

432,832

756,427

1,146,607

6,929,579

12,891

97,679

12,513

23.3G3

1,217

2,894

43,014

73,159

41,407

73,171

53

8,533

4,311

41,527

75,614

13,.527

107,101

5,113,442

186,051

230,909
9.5,187

3,536,229
3,851

2,815

5,050

189,584

13,869

8,056

99,415

139
760
578

4,277

68,759

14,792

19,015

1,992,101

302
554,213

3,497

131,100

28,799,601

1,059,243

436,678

953,793

8,206,427

19,250

227,453

72,131

25,983

513,414

27,619

323,995

70

80.468

37
331,265

14,313

22.266

202,871

179,717
380

713.246

26,073,882

939,123

45,093
461.942

1,643,515

0,461

33,407

973,330

993,979

1,725

7,313

1,148

19,441

5,741

7.745

4,U24,740

366,444

1,431

2.56,147

23,79.-',186

5 301,8.55

I 231.222

104.535
683,231

1,602,752

476.737
1,051,005

39,913

816,625

1,281,839

191,624
.5,10;

205,848

\ 4,210,301

14
2.029

237,306

18,760

962,900

1,213,740

246

4,518,563

605,521

5,961

24,646
21,812,099

46,247
134,095

48,830
374,915

1,266,905

242,734

1,668,.541

2,209

121,110
42,893

655.964

34,049

751,741

337,908

4,683

2,441,370

f 6,215,329

\ 2,626,178

785,398

42,748
51,.590

15,793

3,286

11.5.095

3,009

842
9,182

616,721

586,796

11.8.30

10.914,137 13,640.375 9.789,020 43,795,281 32,313,0.59 42,174,5321 46,224,781

* BischofT, Table 6th, Appendix. t Report, of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1846.

t Sec Bischotf, vol. ii.. pp. 107, 1.53, 154, 163, 173, 175, 176, Sic. The testimony here alluded to, or an
abstract of it will be given in a subsequent Letter.

II
If these sound like strong expressions, I have to say that I shall be prepared to prove them, and shall

BO do, in a subsequent Letter^ from the testimony of the first manufacturers of Kngland before a Committee-
of the House of Lords. Nor were the facts disputed by an interest represented before the same Committee,
who had every inducement to do so, if they could be su^^tained in it.

§ See Appendix of the above work, vol. ii. Misled liy the title on the cover, T have nowhere before
given the proper desiLTiation to Mr. Bischolfs work. Wherever the authority of this gentleman is giveu
you will understand that it is derived from the workjust named. Published London, 1842.
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and therefore indicates, as well as the case admits of—home manufactures

remaining the same—the rise or decline of wool-gz'owing, in the several

nations, for the period indicated.

It will be seen from the above, that Spain, (and we may include the

whole Peninsula,) once so famous for her wools, has sunk to a fifth or

sixth rate wool-producing country, and that her exports are still constantly

declining ; that Germany and Prussia have reached their climax, and are

on the wane ; that Russia, Italy, Australia and the East Indies are the

most rapid increasers.

The high prices of land and provisions—nearly double those on the Con-
tinent* (far more than double those on many portions of it)—the onerous gen-

eral taxes and parochial assessments, will not allow wool to be grown in

England for its own sake. The sheep must be reared, as a matter of pure

necessity, to sustain her present system of convertible husbandry. A sheep

fitted for that object, and to make the most meat in the shortest time, is

the main desideratum. AVool is but a secondary consideration. None
but the coarse, early maturing breeds will, therefore, ever be grown there.

Unless some great revolution should take place in her Agriculture, these

are not likely to ever materially increase or diminish from their present

number. If any effect is produced on this husbandry by the abolition of

the Corn-Laws, I think it will be to diminish rather than increase the num-
ber of sheep.

France, especially in some of her Southern Provinces, is admirably

adapted to Sheep Husbandry. In 1825, the number of sheep in the King-

dom was estimated to exceed 30,000,000, but it is supposed to have mate-

rially diminished since that period, by reason of the division of landed

property, and other causes.^ With a population variously estimated from
163i to 168 to the square mile,:j: a soil a fair portion of which is well

adapted to the growth of bread-stuffs, and the remainder to the vine, fruits,

the mulben-y (for silk), etc., France finds it better economy to cultivate

these, and draw a considerable portion of her supplies of wool from other

countries—her fine wools from GeiTnany and Spain, her coarse ones from
the regions bordering on the northern shores of the MediteiTanean, the

Gulf of Venice, and the Black Sea. France exported 84,799 lbs. of wool,

costing less than 7 cents a pound, to the United States in 1846. |1 This

small amount might have been of her own growth, or derived from her

transit trade. By the statistical Tables appended to his description of

France, by Malte Brun, it appears that of the 51,777,000 hectares§ which
he estimates to comprise the surface, 22,818,000 are in arable land, while

the entire extent of meadows and pastures (which are divided about

evenly) but little exceeds 7,000,000 hectares.^

Spain, it appears from the Table, now exports less wool to England
than Italy or Russia ! and is still (as late as 1840) on the decrease. This

is not owing to the increase of her manufactures,** or by a diversion of her

exports into other channels. The export to France would, undoubtedly,

show a similar falling off. That to the United States is but nominal. In

1836 it was but 20,730 lbs., ft and as this was wool costing less than 7 cents

per pound, and came from the MediteiTanean side of Spain, it was prob-

al)ly in her ports merely in transitn. The Gibraltar trade, given in the

Table, I take to be exclusively or mainly a transit one. From the Balan-

* See Circular of John Maitland and other.?, Committee of the Woolen Trnde in London—BiachofT, vol.

ii., p. a'i. . t Hischnt?; Youfitt.

t Mitchell fipsumcs the former, nnd Morse the latter to be the population.

II
Report of Secretary of the Trea.sury, 18-lfi. ^ A hectare is 2 acres 1 rood nnd about 'l'y4 rods.

i\ Malte Brun. Am. ed. vol. iii.. p. lOilit.

** Spain is not cftimafed to tnanufacture more than one-twentieth of the woolens consumed by her. Eu-
cyclopifilia Amcr., art. Spain. tt Ueport Sccretarj- Treasury, 1846.
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za Mercantil* published by the Government, it appears that the exports

of Spain of all kinds, in 1826, amounted to only c£l,587,507. The exports

of raw and manufactured silk and gut reached c£243,390 ; lead, c£215,360 ;

wines, cei89,340 ; wool, c£161,650 ; fi-uits, c£152,075 ; brandy, c£107,715 j

barilla, 6679,200, etc. This exhibits not only the smallness of the entire

export of wool, but the diminished comparaiive importance of this once
great national staple.

The number of sheep in Spain is still placed by many writers as high as

10,000,000 for the migratory flocks, and 8,000,000 for the stationary ones.

Even Mr. Youatt has fallen into this, as it strikes me, unquestionable error, t

If Spain possesses 18,000,000 of sheep, what does she do with the wool,

which should amount to at least 54,000,000 lbs. % Admitting—which prob-

ably exceeds the fact—that her export to France and other nations equals

that to England, and that she manufactures a quantity equal to twice her

whole export, the aggregate amount would be less than 8,000,000 lbs.

The author of the ai'ticle on Sheep Raising in the Encyclopaedia Ameri-
cana, places the number of the whole fine-wool sheep in Spain at 4,000,000.

This I think high enough, and probably not far from the truth. This is a

million less sheep than those of the State of New-York in 1839 !

The actual facilities for growing wool in Spain have already been al-

luded to in my fifth Letter. I should not consider it necessary to bestow
farther examination on them, were it not for the fact that owing to various

associations connected with the early history of the Merino sheep, and the

lead once taken by Spain in the production of fine wool, her facilities have
been, popularly, prodigiously overrated, and even the difficulties under
which she has laboi'ed for this husbandry, magnified into advantages. Her
northern mountains are high, broken, cold, and exposed to peculiarly

piercing north winds,| and the winter on them lasts, as I infer from Mr.
Livingston, about six months. He says :

||

" When the severe weather commences on the mountains, the shepherds prepare to de-
part, which is generally about the end of September and throughout the month of October,
to seek more temperate climates and fresher pastures. In April or May, according as the
season is late or early, they return to the mountams."

It migltt be practicable to prepare hay for winter use, in favorable posi-

tions, and particularly on the para?neras, on these mountains, and thus the

migratory sheep might become stationary on them. But the Spaniard is

too much wedded to ancient customs, too little in love with change of any
kind, and, most of all, a change bringing an addition of lahor, to thus in-

novate on his own habits or those of his flocks.

The high basins of the Douro and Tagus (embracing the two Castiles

and Leon) are too valuable for the cultivation of grain, vineyards, fruits,

etc., to be profitably devoted to the pasturage of sheep. The wheat of
Spain is among the best in Europe, § and it is stated in Mr. Jacob's Tracts
on the Corn Trade, that she frequently does not raise enough for her own
consumption.^ For the vine, olive, fig, mulberry, barilla, and various
other products of equal profit both for home consumption and for export,
she is not excelled probably by any country in Europe. A friend of mine
who traveled in Spain in 1845, describes the valleys above alluded to, as
almost exclusively devoted to tillage crops. In the Southern Provinces,

• Quotorl by McCulloch—Com. Die. art, Cadiz.
t See Yoiiiiit on the Sheep, Lend. e<l., p. 147 et supra. Jlr. Liviiisjston in his day estimated the migratory

sheep at .5,000,000, the stationary at 8,000,000. See Essay on Sheep, i)p. 36, 39. Mr. L. v/as also undoubt-
edly in error. | Malte Brun.

|| Livingston on Sheep, p. 36.
(.Note by Percival to .4m. ed. of Malte Brun ; art. Spain.
H Qiioled by McCuUoch—Cum. Die: art. Odessa.
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where rain does not sometimes fall for months in the summer,* the grass

becomes entirely dried up, so that flocks, to be made stationary there,

would require hay or other prepared food for several of the summer months 1

The Transhumantcs or migratory flocks must still continue, then, to

travel from the northern mountains to the warm basins of the Guadiana
and the Guadalquiver for their winter quarters, and return to the moun-
tains in the summer, or this branch of the husbandry would undoubtedly
become extinct. The effect on the health and condition of the sheep, and
the important item which it would form on the debit side of the account

in Sheep Husbandry, to thus drive flocks a six weeks' journey twice a year,

(consuming nearly a quarter of the year on the road,) can be estimated by
any one acquainted with such matters.t The losses and expenses thus in-

curred would absorb all the profits of the husbandry, were it not for the

extraordinary privileges conferred on the flockmasters (mainly consisting

of th6 King, nobles and clei'gy) by the absurd and tyrannical regulations

of the Conscjo dc la Mcsta.\ The abolition of the " Council of the Royal
Troop," thei'e cannot be a reasonable doubt, would be immediately fol-

lowed by the downfall of the migratory Sheep Husbandry in Spain. That
the day has gone by when this unfortunate and distracted country can
ever again enjoy the blessings of permanent peace and settled institutions,

under which this or any other branch of husbandry can increase or steadily

flourish, until she reaches a point of political civilization entirely incom-
patible with the continuance of a relic of tyranny and barbarism so mon-
strous as the Mesta, I consider equally certain. I see, therefore, no possible,

or at least probable contingency under which the migratory Sheep Hus-
bandry of Spain is likely to be extended, or even to permanently main-
tain its present footing. Nor is there any probability of her again rising

into importance as a wool-producing country, fi-om her stationary flocks.

Italy, though too accessible to the dry, hot wind of Africa, (the Solano,)

to exhibit the uniformity of deep-green verdure seen north of the Alps, is

nevertheless—much of it—a country of fine pasturage. The great plain

between the Alps and Appenines, the basin of the Po—including Lom-
bardy, Sardinia, Parma, Modena, etc.—is one of the most productive in

Europe, and its extraordinary facilities for irrigation allow five or six

crops of hay to be mown in a single season. In Tuscany, the orange and
lemon begin to make their appearance—the soil is alluvial and rich, and
the mountainous districts are finely adapted to pasturage. The States of
the Church are also highly fertile, and abound in good herbage ; and on
the deadly Campagna d'l Roma, and even the Pontine Marshes, flocks and
herds find an abundant subsistence in winter, and are driven to the Appe-
nines in summer. The same remarks apply to the northern portions of
the Kingdom of Naples. The southern extremity of Italy is exposed to
a burning climate, and exhibits the vegetation of Africa.

The whole superficial area of Italy does not exceed 122,000 square
jTtiiles, and her population is 172 to the square mile. Scarcely raising
bread-stufl's enough for her own consumption, taking one year with an-
otlier,|| there is not the most remote prospect of her ever becoming an im-
portant wool-exporting country.

* See lion. Wm. Jan-is's LettPr to me on the subjeet of Meiino Sheep, when I acted as Corr. Sec'y of
the N. Y. Stale Apritultural Society—Transnctionfl, lf41, ji. 3i!2.

t Since eiving this as the diplance from " the middle of Kstremadiira to the Cantabrinn Mountains" (Let-
ter V), I bee it Slated in the Kncyclojia-dia Ainpricana that "the whole journey from the mountains to the
interior of Eslremaduia is reckoned at about (I'.K) miles." Meaeurrment on llie map will show tliat it does
not exceed 4 degrees or 277 miles, but the difference may be made by the circuitousness of the route, or
the writer may refer to more eastern portions of the great Appenine Chain. 1 find it stated by several wri-
ters thai each journey consumes six weeks.

iFor a description of this odious tribunal see Livingston on Sheep, p. 30.
See McCulloch'B Com. Die. ; art. Odessa.
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Turkey both in Europe and Asia, it would appear from Table 8, is

but a trifling exporter of wool. It should be remarked, however, that the

wools of the Western Provinces, and of Greece, are generally exported

from Trieste to France * Under the late American Tariff, (" Tariff" of 1842,")

the export to the United States was becoming an important one—much
greater than that to England. In 1846, it amounted, of wools costing less

than 7 cents a pound, to 5,744,328 Ibs.t European Turkey has a colder

and less uniform climate than Italy, but still it is a fine one,| and being a

broken, mountainous country, well adapted to pasturage, and but sparsely

populated, {55 to the square mile,) it is wonderful that so little attention

has been paid to the culture of wool. But the proud and indolent Turk
spurns all rural labor, or all interest in it, leaving it to his vassals—and

these, destitute of any security to person or property, taxed, oppressed,

liable to be compelled to make forced sales to bey or ayan—or, what is

worse, their property seized outright—have little inducement to accumu-

late a species of property so easily pounced upon.||

Germany (including Prussia and Austria) is now the great producer of

fine wools, supplying not only her own manufactories—which are es-

timated to consume half the whole product—but exporting the large sur-

plus indicated in the Table. Nor is this all ; for to France, the Nether-

lands, Switzerland, &c., she is supposed to export half as much as toEng-
land.§ The whole region thus included—leaving ovit the Austrian States

in Italy, which have already been considered—comprises a territory of

468,000 square miles, and a population of 58,800,000, or 130§ to the square

mile. The country on the north is level, vast plahis extending from the

declivities of the mountains which occupy the center of Germany, to the

North Sea and the Baltic. The center is mountainous, and its plains are

very elevated. The extreme South is covered with mountains. From the

Little Carpathian or Jablunka Mountains, and from the eastern termina-

tion of the Styrian and Julian Alps, stretch away the vast Hungarian
and Transylvanian plains to the confines of Turkey.

The great northern plain of Germany is low, sandy, flat, often consist-

ing of naked silicious sands or those covered with lichens, interspei-sed

with frequent marshes, and terminating in many places on the Baltic in

vast morasses, or land redeemed from the sea by dikes. As a whole, the

land, particularly in the maritime Provinces, is of an inferior quality, but
some portions of it, as for example in Silesia and Saxony, is of a quality

ranging from medium to good. The soil of Central and Southern Ger-
many (including Austria) must, of course, exhibit many varieties. In gen-

eral, however, it may be set down as productive in the valleys, and or-

dinary or poor on the high lands. The lower plains of Wirtemberg,
Baden, the South of Bavaria, etc., are exceedingly fertile. The plains of

Hungary on the south-east not uncommonly exhibit soils of remarkable
richness, but they alternate with inferior ones, and with vast and un-

healthy morasses. Taken together, the region which I have included un-

der the designation of Germany, though not a sterile country, is not

favored with soils naturally as productive as those of Italy or Spain ; nor
would it at all compare with that portion of the United States west of the

Apalachians.
The climate of Germany is thus summed up by Malte Brun : f[

* Somhey, quoted by Bischoff. vol. ii. p. 356. t Report of the Secretary ofthe Treasury, 1846.

t For a picture of this as well as the other natural features of Turkey, both in Kurope and Asia. Greece,
and the Ionian Isles—as delicately accurate, as soft and ricb as one of the scenes of Claude—see Childe
Harold, Canlo II., the opening of the fJiaour, the Bride of Abydos, etc. Though this may be deemed a sin-
gular, it is the very bcft reference, which my reading enables me to make.

II
See Urquhnrt on Turkey and its Resources, p. 139. § Encyclopaidia .Vmericana; art. Tfool.

11 Am. ed., vol. ii., p. 594.
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' The climate of Gennany i.s greatly modified by the elevation and declivities of the coun-

try ; but independently of that cause, it does not admit, from its extent in latitude, of any
vague or general definition. It may be divided, however, into three great zones, and these,

too, are susceptible of other subdivisions. The first is that of the northern plains, of which
tbe temperature is not so cold as it is humid and variable ; they are exposed to every wind,

while fogs and tempests are conveyed to this region from two seas. The north-west plain is

subject, fi-om its vicinity to the North Sea, to frequent rains and desolating hun-icanes. The
influence of the Baltic on the north-east plain is less powerful ; the climate, though colder,

is not 80 humid and variable.

The second general zone comprehends all the central part of Gennany The moun-
tiiins in that extensive region fonn a barrier against the eft'ects of the marithne climate. The
sky is not obscured by mists, and the regidar order of the seasons is not inteniipted by
winds and tempests ; but the elevation of the soil renders the climate colder than in other

countries in the same latitude nearer the level of the sea The third general zone is

that of the Alps. The lofty hights and rapid declivities connect very ditTerent climates;

thus the culture of the vine ceases in Bavaria and Upper Austria, and appears anew with
fresh vigor in the neighborhood of Vienna. The eternal glaciers of Tyrol and Salsburg ar©
contiguous to the valleys of Styria and Carniola, covered with fields of maize or vineyards,

and almost border on the olives of Trieste and the lemon-trees of Riva."

Contiguous mountains render the north of Hungary extremely cold.

Farther south, the climate rapidly becomes waimer, and on the lower
plains in the extreme south the heat is intense and the climate insalubrious.

The baiter or farmer in those States of Germany where the feudal ten-

ures have been abolished, and the land is held in fee simple, owns four or
five English acres of land. These men, says Mr. Jacob,

•" although placed alcove the pressure of want, or possessing the bare necessaries of life,

liave very little beyoud them. Such as are industrious and fnigal, by cultivating llieii- small
portion of ground, may raise a sufficient quantity of potatoes for their own consumption, com
for their bread, and provisions for two draught oxen. They all raise a small quantity of
Hax, and some few' conirive to keep five or six sheep. It is often no easy matter for those to

find occupation, who are desirous of other employment in addition to the cultivation of their

own laud, for no agricultural labor can be can-ied onduring the long and severe winters. . . .

It is rare indeed that they can afford to have meat of any kind, and those only who are
more prosperous than their neighbors cau keep a cow to provide themselves with milk."

The wool raised by these owners of five or six sheep, is annually
bought up by Jews and other traveling agents, who go from house to

house to collect it.

The following extracts from William Howitt's sprightly and interesting
" Rural and Domestic Life in Germany " vd\[ show under what circum-
stances a great portion of its wool is grown :

" Here you look in vain for anything like the green fields and hedge-rows of England. . . .

It is all one fenceless and plowed field. Long rows of trees on each side of the road are all

that divide them from the fields The keeping up of the cattle presents you a new
feature of rural life. As the quantity of land left ibr grass is very small, the gi'ass is propor-
tionably economized. The little patches of grass between woods and in the open parts of
the woods, the little strips along the river-banks and even in gardens and shrubberies, are
carefully preser\-ed for this purpose. You see women in these places cutting grass with a
small hook or smooth-edged sickle, and carrying it away on their heads in baskets for their

cows. You see the gi-ass on the lawns of good houses, on grass-plats, and in shrubberies,
very long and wild ; and when you ask why it is not kept closer mown, the reply is that it

is given to the milk-woman, often for a consideration, who cuts it as she wants it. You.«e«
other women picking the long grass out of the forests, or under the bushes on the hill-sides

where the slopes have been mown, for the same jiur])0se The children may be seen
8t<mding in the stream in the villages carefully washing weeds before they are given to the
cattle Nettles, chervil, covv-parsuip, which in England are left to seed and rot, art)

all here cut for the impri.>oned cow. You go down to the river-side to fish, and a peasant is

soon with you, chattering and gesticulating, pointing to your feet and to the grass. It is to let

you know that you are not to angle there, because it treads down the grass ; and accordingly,
in Gennany, with rivers full of fish, you seldom see an angler; if you, he is pretty sure to be au
EngHshman Not a sheep, a horse, (jr a cow is to bo seen. . . . The mountain tops are
covered with wood. The slopes are covered with vineyards. You ask where the cattle are?
You are answered, in the stalls. Where are the sheep? Under the caie of she[)herds,
somewhere—Heaven knows where ! you never come across them. It i.^ only on the great
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plains of the North that you afterward find large flocks and herds, under the care of keepers,.

kept close together ; for as they have no fences, they are under the momentary peril of mak-
ing ravages on their neighbor's crops."

Between Leipsic and Berlin, on the plains of Saxony, Mr. Howitt first

saw flocks of sheep in the field, and he says :

" One thing which surprises an Englishman is to see what wretched creatures are the

eheep which produce the famous Saxony wool In fact, it is a prevailing idea that

the leaner the sheep the finer the wool. It is the wool to which all the attention of the grow-
er is devoted, and therefore, generally speaking, a more miserable assemblage of animals

than a flock of German sheep is not to be seen On the plains they wander under the

care of a shepherd, and for the most part on fallows and stubbles, to pick up odds and ends,

rather than to enjoy a regular pasture. You may see them penned on a blazing fallow, where
not a trace of vegetable matter is to be seen, for the greater part of a summer day, which in

this climate is pretty much like being roasted alive For what purpose they are here,

except to starve and melt them into leanness, I never could discover The sheep, be-
sides being lean, are generally dreadfully lame with that pestilent complaint the foot-rot. and
their keepers, apparently, trouble themselves very little about it."

Mr. Howitt states that it is necessary to economize the land so closely, to>

sustain the population, in some parts of Germany, that the peasants actual^

ly convey earth up steep hill-sides in baskets, and cover the rocks with it,

to thus add to the tillable soil

!

In reviewing the preceding facts, you are struck with no one which
would indicate particular natural advantages for sheep rearing in the States.

of Germany, Prussia, and—with an exception presently to be named

—

Austria. The climate of the North is humid, fickle and tempestuous ; that

of the middle cold with long winters. Neither possess any advantages
over our own Northern States—and in some respects are decidedly inferior

to them. This was the opinion of that eminent sheep-breeder and excel-
lent man, Henry D. Grove, of this State, who was a native of Prussian
Saxony, and who certainly would never be suspected by any one wha
knew him personally, of any want of paitiality for anything pertaining to

his Fatherland / In his letter to Benton and Barry on wool-growing, &c.^
he says

:

"Ten years' experience has fully satisfied me on this point. In some respects, we possess
natural advantages over Germany."

In what particulars he awarded the preference to the United States, his
letters and oral declarations to me, leave no uncertainty. It was both in
soil and climate, and in instituting the comparison, he had his eye not on the
most favored sections of our country, but on the hills of Rensselaer County
in this State, where he resided.

If in natural advantages we surpass Germany, how much more we da
in artificial ones, may be estimated from the preceding extracts from
Messrs. Jacob and Howitt. To these general remarks portions of Hunga-
ry form an exception. In these, the climate is fine, the soil rich, and, the
feudal tenures remaining unabolished, the land is yet held in those large
estates so favorable to Sheep Husbandry. Prince Esterhazy, the former
Austrian Ambassador to England, says Mr. Paget,* owns an estate of some-
thingmore than 7,000 square miles, including 130 villages, 40 towns, and 34
castles. His sheep are said to amount to 3,000,000.t Other nobles own flocks
of from ten to thirty thousand. The demi-savage Magyar serf, whose
labor costs nothing, whose principal garment is a sheep-skin, and whose
miserable and scanty food is more than half stolen,^ makes a most econom-
ical shepherd ! Hungary lacks facilities for internal communication, and
her convenience to the Mediterranean markets—excepting Turkey—so as

* Paget'e Hungary and Transylvanis. vol. i. pp. 46. tYouatt
i See Pagefe Hungary, &c., p. 13 to 19.
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to first throw her agricultural products into ports where the demand is good,
is decidedly inferior to that of Italy, France and Spain. The Danube
is the only natural outlet to her commerce—which, thanks to a liberality

of policy on the part of Turkey,* contrasting most favorably with that

of several enlightened nations t under similar circumstances, she enjoys
without limitation. To reach Trieste, a long land carriage is indispensa-

ble. Her exports too, are emban-assed by the imposts and narrow restric-

tions of the Imperial Government. She cannot, therefore, export cheap
heavy articles, such as provisions, to so great advantage as the Levantine
nations : but ever)' circumstance points to her as a country which should
be one of the first on the Eastern Continent, for the production of wine, silk,

wool, &c.
Separated from Hungary and Transylvania only by the Carpathian Moun-

tains and Turkish Moldavia, lie the fertile provinces of South-eastern Rus-
sia, the basins of the Dniester, the Dnieprr, and the Don. From the Car-
pathians to the Caspian, across the entire extent of the plains of ancient
Scythia, not an elevation which could be properly dignified with the ap-
pellation of a mountain, breaks the immense expanse ! The lower valley

of the Dniester or Borysthenes, formerly knowij as the Ukraine, has been
celebrated for centuries for its pasturage—for its horses | and cattle : and re-

cently flocks of Merino sheep have been introduced there and successfully

crossed with the native variety. In 1839, Mr. Slade states that many of
the colonists on the Steppe and in Bessarabia had 20,000 sheep. Merinos
were introduced into Crimea or Taurida, by M. Rouvier, a French ad-
venturer, in about 1S02.|| In this favored peninsula, which the learned
Pallas describes as little less than an earthly Paradise, they have multiplied
exceedingly, and extended to Cherson, Ekatherinoslav, Bessarabia and
other provincial Governments.§ The export of wool from Odessa in 1829
was 3,402 lbs. ; in 1830, 21,361 lbs. ; in 1831, 35,058 lbs. ; in 1832, 41,558
lbs.; in 1833, 66,457 lbs.; in 1834, 66,901 Ibs.Vl

In one respect Southern Russia has the advantage over Hungary. It is

more sparsely populated, and land is perhaps in still lower estimation. As
in the latter, the land, much of it, is fertile and well adapted to pasturage,
and the price of labor is next to nothing. But for causes adverted to in the
opening part of my eighth Letter, there is a wide disparity in the climates of
the two countries, if we leave Crimea out of view. That of Russia, affect-

ed by the north and north-east winds—which the Carpathians exclude from
Hungary—has a winter which for length and intensity is entirely uncqualed
in the latter, excepting in its northern mountainous regions. Sheep must be
housed, and fed for some months on dry food, in Southern Russia. Taking
into view the broad, level steppes** and their luxuriant natural verdure

—

taking into view the climate, warm in summer, cold and exposed to winds
of great severity in winter, it strikes me that there must be no inconsider-
able resemblance between this portion of Russia and our own north-
western prairies in corresponding latitudes (45° to 46°). But when the
cost of land and labor is taken into consideration, wool can be produced
cheaper, in my judgment, in South-western Russia than in Spain, France,
Germany, Italy or any other portion of Europe, excepting Hungary, Were

* Thia power is remarkable for its liberality in all its regulations which affect the trade and commerce of
other Dutions.

t e. g., the policy of England in relation to the navigation of the St. Lawrence.
X This wild rcjjHon and its horses have been rendered claesic by Mazeppa. Who, that ever read, has for-

got the description of the horec on which theHetinnn performed his fiery and perilous ride I

II For an intcrestinf; account nf the adventures of this fortunate French Jason, see Slade's " Travels ia
Germany and Russia," published London, lf'40.

§ See Slade's Travels ; also NfcCulloch's Com. Die.

—

art. Odessx
II McCulloch's Cora. Die— orf. Odessa.
** This Russian word ba« a simiiar signification Xoprairie, pampa$, Uanot, Slc.
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European Turkey differently populated, and under different institutions, it

mitrht constitute another exception.

Central and Northern Russia, like the States north of Germany,
are north of the wool zone. Their winters are too long and severe to

allow them to compete with regions lying farther south, in wool-growing.

Asia Minor, or Turkey in Asia, and Persia have been alluded to—the

former, much of it, a fine country with a most delightful climate, but its

natural advantages all neutralized by its political systems and the charac-

ter of its population—the latter, except in occasional favored positions,

such as the valleys of Shiraz and Ispahan, a land of mountain and desert,

of intense heat and intense cold.

Independent Tartary, lying immediately north of it, is less exposed to

the hot winds of Arabia, but more so to the freezing ones of Siberia. Its

vnst dry plains are usually deserts, excepting on the borders of its exceed-
ly rare streams. Great Bucharia, however, in the south-east, on the head
waters of the Amoo (Oxus)—from the Capital of which Timour (Tamer-
lane) issued on his desolating path of conquest—is a country of great fer-

tility. Its natural beauties constitute a favorite theme with the poets and
geographers of Persia and Arabia. Since the opening of the navigation of
the Indus, it has annually sent some wool to Bombay, which constitutes a

part of that which is shipped thence to England, and is known in Table
S as East Indian wool.

Afghanistan and Beloochistan, protected on the north from the Siberian

winds by the lofty Hindoo Koosh mountains, and less exposed on the south

to those of Arabia, exhibits a milder and less variable climate than that of

the conterminous regions of Persia. Among the Plighlands of the north,

and those skirting the Indus on the east, there is much good pasturage.

Sir Alexander Barnes states that four-fifths of the whole surface of Cabul,

a Province of the former, is excellent pasture land. The wool of the broad-

tailed sheep of these countries also finds its way, by the Indus, to Bombay,
and is classed as East India wool in the Table.

From the high, cold, mountain regions of Thibet, Little Bucharia, &c.,

some wools are exported, through the same channels, which come under
the same classification. These countries also export shawl wool.* Most
of China north of the great Desert of Cobi is a cold, mountainous country.

The southern portion, or China Proper, is too densely populated and closely

enltivated to be devoted to pasturage.

The wool trade which followed the opening of the Indus (the raw ma-
terial being supplied by Afghanistan, Great Bucharia, Thibet and some
of the Hindostanese Provinces) might doubtless be swelled into one
of great importance, particulai'ly by introducing finer breeds of sheep;
but we can scarcely expect this, from what we know of the habits, agri-

cultural and commercial, of the population. Among constant political

changes wrought by the only Asiatic argument—the sword—the personal

habits and occupations of the Asiatic remain ever the same, and are, per-

haps, the best type of persistency to be found in anything short of im-

mobile matter. Indeed, the stony features of the Sphinx have changed
scarcely less through revolving generations, than have the ethnic ones of
this great family of the human race

!

Let us now pass to those regions of the Old "World, south of the Equa-
tor, included in the wool-growing zone.

The southern extremity of Africa—the Cape of Good Hope—is included

* Tlip tabln-lnnd of Thibet is elevated 15.000 feet above the level of the sea. Mr. Trail remarks that every
aniiniil here, includiiis Carnivora. prudui:e that down under their hair which is known aa shaiol wool—
though that luauufiictured comes mainly from a species of goat.
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in the wool-growing zone. The following description of it is by Rev.
Robert Moffat, for twenty-three years a resident of it as the agent of the
London Missionary Society :*

" The Colony extends from west to east about six luinclred miles, its average breadth bcin"
about two hundred Between the coast and the vast chain of mountains, beyond which
lie the Karoo, the country is well watered, fertile and temperate. Tlie other portions of
the Colony, with few exceptions, and witiiout a change in the seasons, appear to be doomed
to perpetual sterility and drouth. The Karoo country, which is in the backgi-ound of the
Colony, is, as Lichstenslein correctly desciibes it, a pai'ched and ai-id plain, stretching out to
such an extent that the vast hills by which it is temiinated. or rather which divide it from
odier plains, are lost in the distance. The beds of numberless little rivers, (in which
water is rarely to be found) cross, hke veins, in a thousand directions, this enormous space.
Tlie course of them might, in some places, be clearly distinguished by the dark green of the
mimosas spreading along their banks. Excepting these, as far as the eye can reach, no tree
or shrub is visible But even on these hills and sunbunit plains thousands of sheep
pasture on a thin sprinkling of verdure and esculents The entire country, extending
m some places hundreds of miles on each side of the Orange River, and from where it emp-
ties itself in the Adautic, to beyond the 21th degree of east longitude, appears to have the
curse of Gilboa resting upon it. It is rare that rains to any extent or cpiantity fall in those
regions. Extreme drouth continues for years together. The Ibuntains are exceedingly few,
precarious, and latterly many of these have been dried up altogether."

According to Barrow, nearly seven-tenths of the Colony are destitute

of vegetation during a gi'eater part of the year. Sand drives before the
winds, exercising an unfavorable influence on sheep and wool. Lions,
tigers, wolves, hyenas, jackals, wild dogs, etc., are numerous on the very
skirts of the settlements, making much vigilance necessary for the protec-
tion of the sheep ; and they must be nightly driven into the settlements to
be folded. But the natives have proved a vastly more destructive enemy
than these.t The sheep introduced by the English colonists will probably
eventually considerably increase beyond their present number in a country
of so great extent, but we are scarcely authorized to believe that the Cape
will ever take a high rank among the wool-producing countries of the
world.

That great island, or continent, known as New South Wales, or Aus-
tralia, has a superficial area equaling that of the United States, But a
limited portion of it, however, is included in the wool zone. All of Van
Diemen's Land, or Tasmania, is in that zone. The export of wool fi-om

these countries, as will be seen from the Table,| reached nearly ten million
pounds in 18-40—nearly half that of Germany, including Austria and
Prussia, and almost eight times that of Spain ! Here, as at the Cape of
Good Hope, there are no woolen manufactories, and being Colonies of
England, their export to that country exhibits their vIloIc production.
The soil, products, &c. of Australia are thus spoken of by Mr. McCul-

loch :
II

" The fertility of the soil in most parts of New-Holland that have been explored with any
care, is very far indeed from corresponding with the glowing descriptions of some of its casuid
visitors, vvhose imaginations seem to have been dazzled by the magnificence of its botanical
productions and the cleaniess and beauty of the climate. The truth is tliat the bad land
bears a much greater proporticm to the good in New-Holland than in almost any other coun-
try with which we are acquainted Of course it is not to be supposedbut that in a
country of such vast extent there must be some fertile districts ; but along the east coast, with
which we are best acquainted, these seem to be much more confined than might have been
expected ; and the little experience we have had on the west side, at Swan River and other
places, does not seem to le.-iil to any more favorable conclusions."

After stating that if the Government price of lands " is not a great deal

* Missionary Labors and Scpnps in Southern Afticn, pp. 23—2-1. See Letter V., and Note.
X Including Port Pliiiip, Swiin River, and Scuth Aufitruna, the exports of which me carried out eeparatelv

in Table H.
r v 3

II
McCulloch's Com. Die—.4rr» S}-dney.
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above the mark in New-Holland, it must be a great deal below it in Upper
Canada," Professor McCulloch continues :

"If the Americans exacted the same price for their public lands that we do, something

mi^lit be found in favor of extending the principle to Canada. They, however, do nothing

of the sort, but sell mucli better land at a decidedly lower rate If slaves could be
imported hito a Colony of this sort, there might be some chance of its succeeding. But while

laud of the very best quality may be had in the Valley of the Mississippi for about a dollar an

acre or less, we think better of the common sense of our countrymen than to suppose that

any one able to carry himself across the Adantic will resort to Austi'alia."

Of the climate he says :

" The climate of such parts of New South Wales as have been explored by the English is

particularly mild and salubrious On the other hand, however, it has the serious

defect of being too dry. It seems to be subject to the periodical recurrence of severe

drouths. These prevail sometimes for 2, 3, or even 4 years together. The last ' great

drouth' began in 1826, and did not terminate until 1829. Very little rain fell during the

whole of this lengthened period, and for more than six months there was not a single shower.

In consequence, the whole surface of the ground was so parched and withered that all minor
vegetation ceased ; and even culinary vegetables wei-e raised with much difficulty. Ther»
was also a pretty severe drouth in 183;"). This is the gi-eat drawback of the Colony ; and were
it more populous the drouths would expose it to still more serious difficulties."

Another drouth occurred in 1841, and Mr. Hood thus describes its ef-

fects on the sheep :
*

" It will be scarcely believed in England that the estimated number of sheep which have

died within the last twelve months in the Colony from catairh and drouth is 70,000 ! ! that

colonists are compelled in order to save the dam from starvation, to cut the throat of her

lamb ; that no means are adopted for securing a stock of lambs for next year ; or that a

stockholder would offer 8,000 sheep to any one that would remove them from his runs, and
finding that no one could be prevailed upon to taint his own flocks by accepting so danger-

ous a present, had recourse to consuming them by fire, and had actually killed and burnt

2,000." ....

Of the country Mr. Hood remarks :

" The first object on the arrival of eveiy settler should be to iwocure a good country for

his flocks, and this, I have elsewhere said, is his grand difficulty. Let him be wary on this

Soint. Almost eveiy desirable or habitable spot in the old countries, as the early settled

istricts are called, is already occupied."

Some diseases seem to be peculiar to the country, or, rather, peculiarly

inveterate in it. Mr. Youatt says : t

" The sheep frequently suffer from the wild and poachy nature of a considerable portion

of the pasture. The foot-rot seems to assume a character of its own If neglected, it

speedily becomes inveterate and preys upon and destroys the animal. The losses occasioned

by it in the early existence of the Colony were fiightful."

The astringency of the water and other causes have produced severe

epidemics. In some years, some of the flockmasters have lost half of their

sheep.l The scab is a prevailing disease, and Doct. Lang says :|1

" When a convict shepherd has a pique against his master, or even agamst his overseer, it

is often m his power to subject the whole of his master's flock to this obnoxious disease,

merely by driving his own flock a few miles from their usual pasture, and bringing them
into contact with a diseased flock. The chief source of the wealth and prosperity of the

Colony is thus, in a great measure, at the mercy of the most worthless of men."

The cost of both land and labor is comparatively {id est, compared with
the unoccupied lands of the United Stiites) high. The Government mini-

mum is 5s. (SI 15) per acre, but very little if any good land is sold at that

price. Mr. Hood states that the portion of Capt. McArthur's immense
estate which was obtained by purchase, cost, on the average, 7s. 6d.

($1 721) per acre. Shepherds receive from d£15 to £20 {S69 to $92) with

* Quoted by Spooner in " History, Discaacs, &c., of the Sheep." London, 1844, p. 67.

t Youatt on Shoop, p. 189. J See Spooner, pp. 417-421.

il
Lang—Historical and Statistical Account, vol. i., p. 351.
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Ca Jiouse and rations, per annum ; overseers of a superior description <£50

to cf60 ($230 to $276),* also with a house and rations.f

The sheep are exposed to the depredations of various animals, but the

wild dog is their most dangerous enemy, with the exception of the run-

aicay convict. The sheep are therefore folded nightly, guarded by a
watchman with his dogs, and with a fire to scare away the wild beasts.J

One shepherd usually takes care of about 300 sheep, and " in the more
sterile parts of the Colony, where three acres of the uncultivated ground are

scarcely sufficientfor the support of one sheep, the labor is very severe."
i|

Mr. Samuel Lawrence recently wrote me :

" I saw a gentleman from England a few months since who has an admirable flock in

New South Wales, of twenty-five thousand sheep, and he assured me he had not received a

penny of income from them since 1838."

Van Diemen's Land (containing 28,000 square miles) is claimed by Mr
YQuatt§ to.be superior in several respects to Australia as a wool-growing
country. Table 8 does not, however, show that its exports increase any
more rapidly.

Both of these Islands, as colonies of Great Britain, send their wool to

the latter duty free, and they save 1 cent per pound on wool costing less

than 24 cents, and 2 cents on that exceeding that value. But this by no
means offsets against the additional cost of freight, over that exported from
the United States, Hungary, or the south of Russia. While it is only

3,375 miles fii-om New-York to London, it is not less than 13,000 miles

from Sydney or Hobart's Town to the latter place. Professor McCulloch
states (art. Sydney) that the expense of conveying a passenger to Sydney
is about three times that of conveying one to Quebec. I see no reason
why a coiTesponding difference should not exist in the freights ; and in

that case, freights from the United States would be two-thirds less than

from Australia.

I pretend, Sir, to no power of vaticination on this subject, but the con-

clusions which /draw from a review of all the foregoing facts are as follows :

1. That wool-growing is never likely to peiTnanently and importantly^
increase in any of the countries of Europe, unless it be in Hungary, Tur-
key, and the south of Russia.

2. That it is more likely to decrease than increase in Great Britain,

France, Portugal and Italy.

3. That such a decrease is next to certain in Spain and Germany, (in-

cluding Prussia and Austria in the latter,) excepting Hungary and Tran-
sylvania ; that the decrease will be much more considerable in Germany

;

that its rapidity and extent will be proportioned to the rapidity and extent
with which the market is supplied from countries which can gi"ow wool
cheaper, such as North and South America, Hungary, Southern Russia,
and Australia.

4. That wool-growing will undoubtedly largely increase in Hungary and
Southern Russia—and that it ought to in European and Asiatic Turkey,
but will not, extensively, until the character of the people and their po-
litical institutions are changed.

5. That it will also increase at the Cape of Good Hope, Australia and
Van Diemen's Land ; but that its economical extension in either of these
countries is limited, especially if America becomes a competitor.

* Calling the Knglish shilling 23 cents, nccordin? to Report of Direotor of U. S. Mint, 1827.

t Report of B Committee, <fcc., quotecl by Mr. McCulloch—Com. Die. ; art, Sydney.
j Cunningham'* Two Years in New South Wales, vol. i., p. 254.

II
Youatt on the .'^hei-p, p. 188. § Qttem vide, p. 190.

i[I say "importantly," because Rwcden, Norway, Denmark. <tc.. in that spirit of renderine themselTea in-

dependent of foreitcn supplies, which characterizes all nations, may, anil probably will extend their wool
culture ; but it will be too unprofitable a struggle against Nature, to be carried to a very great extent.
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6. That no part of the Eastern Continent or its islands, all things con-
sidered, possess equal advantages for wool-growing with some parts of
the United States. 1. The climate of many portions of the latter (in the

South) is not excelled hy that of the most fivored situations in Hungary
or Australia ; and in this respect it is decidedly superior to the south of

Russia. 2. The soils of vast sections of the United States, with the above
climate, are more nniformhj fertile and adapted to pasturage than those of

either Hungary or Southern Russia—and, as a whole, are entirely supe-

rior to those of Australia. 3. The regions alluded to in the United States,

are better watered with running streams than either of the other named
countries—have not the vast and unhealthy morasses of Hungary—and
are not subject to the destructive drouths of Australia. 4. The land is

cheaper in the United States than in Australia, and (my impression is)

than in Hungary or Southern Russia ; and, in the Southern States, labor

costs no more than in the two latter, and far less than in the former. 5. In

accessibility and nearness even to the great European wool market, the

United States stand on equal terms, at least, with Hungary and Southern
Russia, and the distance from Sydney (in Australia) to London is nearly

four times the distance from New-York to London. 6. In no respect do
either of these countries, the most favored in the Old World, excel, in my
judgment, for the purposes of Sheep Husbandry, large portions of the

United States ; and I believe those portions of the United States can sell

wool in the English market at a better profit on all the capital invested

than either of the above countries, with the possible exception of the most
favored portions of Hungary.
Our surplus wools can, therefore, at any time, be exported to England

at a reasonable profit. This is true, even of wools gi'own in the Northern
States. In 1845, the United States exported wool, (mainly to England,) to

the value of $22,153 ; and in 1846, to the value of $203,996. This was a

commercial experiment, and although it is not understood to have resulted

in any profit to the exporters, the wool sold at an advance on the Ameri-
can prices current—and would have sold so as to have realized a handsome
profit to the expoiters, had it been properly sorted and otherwise prepared
to meet the requisitions of the English market. Statements of this kind

have been published by one of the most prominent of the exporters. It

would seem, from Mr. Lawrence's statement, already quoted, that the

prices of Australian wools have not yielded a profit over all expenses,

during the same years. The quality and style of our wool have been
praised by the English press, and are understood to have given high satis-

faction to the English manufacturei's. On the whole, then, we may regard

this experiment as a successful one. The American prices cuiTent of those

years were about 32 cents per pound. We have seen that the actual cost

of wool (including all expenses, and 7 per cent, on price of land and sheep)

in the Northern States may be set down at about 27 cents per pound.*

These facts show that a remunerating price can be obtained for even North-

ern wool in England—if a profit on investment considerably exceeding
the highest legal rate of interest (7 per centum) is to be considered " re-

munerating." And if this is true of the Northern wools of the United
States, how much more so would it be of those of the South, the first cost

of which has been estimated at less than one-third that of the former ! t

I see not, therefore, a shadow of a reason why our Southern States

might not embark, at once, with perfect safety, in an extensive production

of wool, if tliey had only the foreign market to look to, I hesitate not tov

* See Letter V. t lb.
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assert that they could drive all the European nations from the market,

with the two or three exceptions heretofore specified ; and with these, as

well as the most favored Austro-Oriental regions, they could main-

tain a successful competition. The same remark is true of the Austro-

Occidental regions of our own continent. And it is difficult to foresee

the ultimate extent of this trans-Atlantic demand for wool. Vast portions

of the Old World, in those zones where wool must eventually become the

principal article of clothing, are but just stepping within the verge of

civilization—just laying aside the skins and peltry of the pastoral nomad
and the savage hunter, for garments of cloth. In 1771, England imported

1,829,772 lbs. of wool ; in 1840, the import was 52,959,221 lbs. ! In 1771,

the export of woolens was =£4,960,240. In 1840, the export of woolens

was, 665,652,917, and of woolen and worsted yarn c€3,796,644. Making
all necessary allowance for the difference in prices, the increase in the ex-

port beai's no comparison whatever to that in the import. What seems to-

be the unavoidable conclusion] It is that the consumption of a population

of 27,000,000 (the population of Great Britain and Ireland) has thus enor-

mously swelled within the period o^ sixtij-nine years ! This too in a coun-

try with a mild climate—which at the beginning of that period (1771) was
as far advanced in social and politicol civilization, and the mass of whose
people were as well clothed and better fed, than those of any nati(m

on the Eastern Continent ! It is not necessary to follow up this idea..

Progress is an inseparable condition of humanity,* and civilization is its

fruit. With the latter, new wants—a demand for greater comforts and
luxuries—steadily keep pace ; and with these again keeps pace the increase

of population.f Both the latter causes conspire to swell the demand for

cloths ; and both causes are at work in this Nineteenth Century, in a ve-

locity of ratio which would fill a Malthus and Ricardo with consternation

—

if, indeed, it did not convince them of the fallacy of their gloomy theories..

I dare to predict that the time will come when the present Russian Em-
pire will consume a gi-eater amount of woolens than the whole Eastern
Continent now does ! This may not come to pass in a day or a century

—

but unless retarded by unnatural, not to say unusual causes, our posterity

in the third or fourth remove will be likely to witness it ! Away, then, with
tliose fallacious fears of over-production of cotton, bread-stufis, etc.—the
opposite extreme of Malthusianism—which have disturbed the repose of
producers who are not content to let the great natural currents of demand
and supply regulate each other ; or rather, who are not content with those
fair and just profits which they would receive under such an order of
things. I
But the American wool-grower is not compelled to look to the European

market, unless he enormously increases his own production—and contin-
ues to increase it with the increase of the population. The Census of 1840
shows that the number of sheep in the United States, in 1839, was nearly
20,000,000. These have been steadily increasing, and probably now greatly
exceed that number. Yet these have never supplied the demand of oar

' This may not be thought to accord with precc(lin!» etfttemrntfl in relation to the unohancpiibility of
Asiatic character and cuetoras. Particular familicH or races of mankind have always advanced Hlowly, hue
the couree of the world, as a whole, is onward. Tim circle of civilization widens, and races which come
in contact with it, receive it, or are conquered and abuorbed by the civilized races.

t When I speak of luxuries promoting the increase of population, I do not uso the word in its invidious
sense. I mean by it those things which, though not, stxicily speaking, necessaries, tend to promote human
comfort.

X I mean this remark in no ultra spirit Clovernmcntg must be supported and resources raised. Inci-
dental protection may be justly aflordcd to the products of a?riculiuial or mechanical skill, under certain
circumstances, lint the fewer of these iPHtiicliiiiis that are found neccbBsry, the more rapidly, as a general
rule, the wealth tuid comfort of mankind iind nations arc udvimctd.
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own manufactories alone. The following Table* will show the value of

the imports of wool into the U. S. from 1837 to 1847 :

TABLE No. 9.
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You ask, " Is the present home demand snppHed ?" There is uot enough annually raised

ill the country by 10,000,000 lbs. to meet the demand of the manufactories.

You ask, " What countries we can export wool to. &c. ?" This countiy will not export

wool regularly for fifteen years, for the reason that the consumption icill increase as rapidly

as the production. I can point out articles made of wool now imported, which will require

thirty millions of pounds of that of a medium and fine quality, to supply the consump-
Hon

The business of manufacturing wool in this country is on a better basis than ever before,

inasmuch as the character, skill and capital engaged in it are such that foreign competi-
tion IS DEFIED. A veryfew years and all articles of wool used here will be of home manu-
facture.
Now I beg of you to keep the wool-growers steady to the mark. Let them aim to excel

in the blood and condition of their flocks, and the day is not distant when they will be amply
remunerated. I shall always have great pleasure in hearing from you, and remain

Yours most truly, SAM. LAWRENCE.

Mr, Lawrence has certainly got the annual deficit of home wools low
enough. Table 10 shows that it was upward of 16,000,000 lbs. during the
last fiscal year, 1846. This, of itself, is something of a margin for the

South, or some other new domestic producer, to fill

!

Hitherto we have simply considered the amount of wool necessary to

supply our manufactories. But these establishments fall very far short of
working up all the wool consumed in the United States, even exclusive of
home-made fabrics. The following Table* will show the value of the
woolens imported for twenty-five years, up to and including 1845

:

TABLE No. 11.

1821.
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Is it said that our manufacturing companies have often been com-
pelled to suspend, or break up, even under laws as favorable to them as

those now in operation ? The reason for this is too pointedly and perti-

nently stated by Mr. Lawrence to require any addition at my hands, in

the following extract from a letter to me, bearing date April 13, 1847; and
it will be seen in the concluding sentence that the bold and manly decla-

rations of his preceding letter were not the result of a casual or momentary
confidence, but are deliberately reasserted :

" The maiuifactiire of wool has often been disastrous to pai'ties who have embarked in it

for many reasons, two of which are sufficient

—

a icant of capital and a want of skill. These
difficulties are being obviated. Capitalists are more ready to embaik under certain auspices,

and the amount of skill is very fast increasing, so tliat this brajich is on a footing not to be

•moved."

Undisturbed by those changes of vacillating legislation, or those move-
ments in the National Legislature pointing to such changes—at one time

enormously pampering the manufacturing interest, and leading to over-

action and rash adventure—at another, threatening it with disaster and
utter subversion—our manufacturers will steadily, nay, rapidly advance.

If NOW LET ALONE, they will soon not only " clef// foreign cotnpctition'''' in

the home market, but there is not a single good reason to prevent them
from defying it in the great and opening market of South America, and
even in the Old World. Some evils or errors in commercial legislation

are less to be deprecated than constant changes. The present Tariff', so

far as it affects wool and woolens, is the result of a compromise of inter-

ests. It may not be perfect in principle or detail. But it does not seem
to flagrantly favor or oppress any interest. I speak not in the spirit of a

politician, or of the representative of an interest or section, when I express

the hope that no change will he made or attemjftcd in this jiortion of the

Tariff, until the lapse of years shall bring ahout other changes requiring

it, or until ample experience shall clearly callfor a revision of the system.

I have spoken of two " margins " to be filled by the American wool-

oi'ower—the present deficit in supplying our own manufactories, and sec-

ondly, the prospective one, as our manufactures increase, so as to overtake

and then keep pace with the consumption of an increasing population.

The demands of our manufactories will advance pari passu with the pro

duction, Mr. La^^Tence predicts, for at least fifteen years. Why not foi

fifty, or a hundred! Lotus glance at the prospective consumption, and see

if, independent of exportations, it is likely to require any curbs or limits to

be placed on production or mamfacture.

In the debates in Congress on the Tariff in 1S28-9, Mr. Mallary esti-

mated the consumption of woolens in our country at 872,000,000 per

ann. ;—$10,000,000 imported ; $22,000,000 maimfactured ; $40,000,000

home-made. The Committee of the " Friends of Domestic Industry,"

who met in New-York in 1831, reported that the proportion between the

amount of wool worked up in factories to that in families was as 3 to 2
;

that the entire annual product of wool and its manufactures in the U. S.

was $40,000,000. These are the only accessible published estimates which

now occur to me.
The Census of 1840 shows that the value of woolens made in our manu-

factories in 1839, was $20,096,999. The import of foreign woolens the

same year was $18,575,945, and of raw wool* $1,359,445. It should be

remarked, however, that the import of woolens is considerably higher than

that of any year before or since. Taking the average of the same three

Takinp the average product of t&37-8-9, as in Table 9. The separate import of 1839 is not before me.
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years for which the import of the raw wool is given,* (1837-S-9,) it would
reach but §12,863,051. If we suppose the consumption to equal the sup-
ply, this would give So3,o60,050 as the value o? ihe facfory-7iiade woolens
consumed in the United States in 1839. I confess I have no data other than
conjectural ones, to determine the amount of the home-made manufactures
for that or any other year ; nor do I know that any other person has, or can,

have such information. The United States Census, singularly enough
does not include this as a separate item. It strikes mc, however, that Mr.
Mallary's estimate is too high, and that of the Report of the " Friends of
Domestic Industry " too low. The- proportion of home-made to factory

woolens is, no doubt, annually decreasing, for reasons already stated ;t but
as far back as 1S39, it would perhaps be a fair estimate to set them down.
as even. This would give .':s(j7,120,100 as the value of the woolens con-
sumed by a populati(jn of 17,009,453, or nearly $4 per head. Allowing
that every dollar in the manufactured article would represent one pound
of stock, or raw wool—and taking slave-cloths, blankets, carpets, coarse
home-made fabrics, factory plains, etc., all into account, a dollar is an am-
ple sum to oftset against every pound of the raw material—it follows that

our whole population annually consume four jiounds of wool per head.
Judge Beatty of Kentucky, in an estimate published originally in the
American Agriculturist, which has been much quoted, sets down the con-
sumption as about 6 lbs. per head. An ordinary Northern fai'mer or la-

borer, in comfortable circumstances, will consume about 20 lbs. per an-

num 4 the poorer one not far from 15 lbs. ; a boy of S years old,, full 4 lbs.

;

a girl of that age (in the country, where females are dressed in woolens,)
something more than half of that amount. In the cities and villages there is

a large class whose consumption for dress ranges from 30 to 40 and even 50
Ihs., and, including carpets, much more. A Southern slave consumes from
8 to 10 lbs. Four pounds, therefore, would not seem to be a high es-

timate, per head, for our whole population.

Let us now take a glance at the increase of population in the United
States. The six different Censuses give the following results :

TABLE 12.

171)0, Population 3,i)i9,827

1800, 5,.305,941

1810 7,239,814

1S20, Population 9,638,191
1830, 12,866,020
1810. 17.069,453

It will thus be seen that our population increases at a compound ratio

of about three per cent, per annum, which would double it—assuming
three per cent, to be the precise rate of increase—in 23 years 1C4 days.

Cheap and abundant provisions—a supply of fertile lands for all who
choose to occupy them, &:c.—the causes which have conspired to give so
rapid an increase, hitherto, still operate to as great an extent as ever, and
will continue to, at all events, for half a century, after the Census of 1840.
Suppose the rate of increase, then, decreases to two per cent., which would
double the population, reckoning as before, once in about 38 years, and

-• In Tal)le 9. t I.ctter VII.

J lie will wear out, durina a yonr, 1 cost, 4 ynrds ; 1 pair pnnts. 3 ynnis; 1 vcBt, 1 ynrd ; 1 pair flannel
dniwfrf, 2 yards ; 1 ttnnnci phirt, 2* yards ; 4 pair hoso. mitti'ti8, &v , It lbs., which, calling a yard a pound
of wool, all round, would amount to 14 lbs. His extra or holirltiy suit. 8 yards, will last 3 years, and his
overcoat, yards, 4 years—makin;,' the annual ronsumption of holh, 3 1-6 yards. Two flannel shirts, 10
ynrds, will last two persons sny3 years, making the anntial consumption of one, 1 1-9 yards. No account is

kcre made of coverlids, wool hats, eari)ets, still >ised by many, and the latter, more or less of it, to be found in
the houses of nearly all farmers in "comfortable circumstances." It will be seen that 20 Iba. of wool per
head is a moderate estimate. The rJaove enumeration would not equal to exceed two-thirds, and in some
cases half the clothing annually consumed by the smartly dressing young men who have labored on my
farm!
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that it doubles twice at this rate—and the following would be the result,

and the amount of wool required by the population at the periods indicated

:

TABLE No. 13.

Year.
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Here again we appeal to the philosophical au-

thority of the Professor. " The solid parts

of the human body," says Mr. Johnston,
" consist principally of three several portions

—the fat, the muscle, and the bone. These

three substances are liable to constant waste

in the living body, and therefore must be con-

stantly renewed from the food we eat."

"Again, the fluid parts of the body contain

the substances in a liquid form, on their way
to or from the several parts of the body in

which they are required. They include also

a portion of salt or saline matter that is also

obtained from the food." " It is self-evident

that that food must be most nourishing which
Bupphes all these ingredients of the body
most abundantly on the whole, or in propor-

tions most suited to the actual wants of the in-

dividual animal to which it is given."

I have slated that a sack of wheat loses in

bran 40 lbs. Professor Johnston forms his es-

timate lower, thus

:

" The amount of husk separated by the

miller, and which is not sold for human use,

varies much ; I do not overestimate it when
we consider it as forming one-eighth of the

whole. On this supposition eight pounds of

wheat yield seven of flour, consumed by man,
and one of pollard and bran, which are given

to animals—chiefly to poultry and pigs. If

the whole meal be used, however, 8 lbs. of

flour will be obtained, or eight people wiU
be fed by the same weight of grain which
only fed seven before.

The calculation, however, is too low ; for

thirty pounds of coarse bran only, to say

nothing of the pollards, is far below the

quantity abstracted from a sack of wheat.

The greatest economy of product is unques-

tionably atTected by the use of entire flour

made from white wheat, and the quality made
from that material is excellent. Sucii bread
is obtained at Croydon ; it is sweet and pure
in flavor, far from brown in color, and is per-

fectly salubrious ; the cost from Id. to lijd.

below that of the household loaf. Presuming,

then, that the flour from a sack of white
wheat weighs 236 lbs., inclusive of the bran,

then, if one-third be added for the water im-

bibed and retained in the bread, the yield of

every such sack will be more by a fraction

than 314 lbs.—a consideration of immense irft-

portance during periods of real or even ima-
ginary scarcity, when the prices become dis-

tressingly high.

The assimilative qualities of wheat now
must be considered, and herein Mr. Johu-
etou's analyses and report must be consulted.

We have already Been that he classes the solid

parts of the human body under three heads
—fat, muscle, and bone ; and he follows up
the subject thus by inductive reasoning :

" What is the composition of pure white

flour which contains no bran, and what the

composition of whole meal ? How much of

each is also contained in the wh(jle grain ?

" I. The Fat.—Of this ingredient a thou-

sand pouudd of the

(287)

\Vhole grain contain 28 lbs.

Fine flour 20 ..

Bran 60 ..

So that the bran is much richer in fat than
the interior part of the grain ; and the whole
grain ground together (whole meal) is richer

than the finer part in the proportion of nearly
one-lialf

" 2. The Muscular Matter.—Numerous ex-
periments have been made in my laboratory

to determine these proportions in the fine

flour and the whole seed of several varieties

of grain. The particular results in the case
of wheat and Indian coni were as follows

:

A thousand pounds of the whole grain

and of the fine stock contained of muscular
matter

Wheat in the whole grain 156 Ibe. In fine flour 130 lbs
IndianCom 140.. .. 110..

Here, then, is a marked predominance of the
mgredient of strength and pojrer in favor of
the entire flour of either grain.

" 3. Bone Material (phosphate of lime-
bone phosphate) and Saline Material.—Of
these mineral constituents, as they may be
called, of the animal body, a thousand pounds
of bran, whole meal, and fine flour contain re-

spectively

Bran 700 lbs.

Whole meal 170 ..

Fine tk)ur 60 ..

So that, in regard to this important part of
our food necessary to all living animals, but es-

pecially to tlie young who who are growing,
and to the mother who is giving milk, the
whole meal is three times more nourishing
than the fine flour

."

If any credence be attached to chemical
analyses, and in particular to the experiments
of a chemist so thoroughly practical as Pro
fessor Johnston, the case of the superior
value of whole meal bread is absolutely made
out ; and it would be found a circumstance
of inestimable value to the entire conmiunity
were there a legislative enactment to the ef
feet that no bread should be publicly baked,
and sold that was not made either from entire
flour, or from the farmers' " one-way " grist

before described. The latter, indeed, ap-
pears to be the quality of the bread by mis-
conceptiou termed " second ; " and I caa
venture to assert that the loaf prepared from
flour of a quality so pure and genuine as that
obtained from the mill-ground " one-way "

would bring thousands of converts to the
opinion now so boldly, and with truth, ad-
vanced by -Mr. Johnston.

As a farther confirmation of this theory,
one more Table of calculations is adduced; it

is therein stated that " a thousand pounds of
the three substances contain of the three sev-
eral ingredients the proportions of

Whole Meal. Fine Flour.
Muscularniatter 156 lbs. 130 lbs.
Boue material 170 .. 60
Fat 28 .. 20 .1

Total in each ..354 Iba. 210 lbs.
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Taking the three ingredients, therefore, to-

gether, the whole meal is one-half more
\alnable for fuUilliiig all the jjurposes of nu-

trition than the fine Hour."

I have not as yet noticed the true hrown
bread of the farm ; for although a brown mot-

tled tint obtains in the bran or entire meal
loaf, yet that diSers materially from the

genuine brown bread, which can be only

|)roduced by tlie iarmers' grist, ground from

red or dark-skinned wheat, wherein every

particle of the coarser pollard is retained by
a mill-cloth employed for the express pur-

pose.

I conclude this article by an appeal to the

final and conclusive arguments with which
Professor Johnston supports his theory, and

to its applicability in especial to the far-famed

oatmeal of the North.
" The Deity has done far better for us, by

the natin-al mixtures to be found in the whole

seed, than we can do for ourselves. The
materials, both in form and -proporiion, are

adjusted in each seed of wheat in a way more
suitable to us than any which with our pres-

ent knowledge we apjtear able to devise.

" The oat is more ni,)tritive even than tlio

whole grain of wheat, taking weight for

weight. For the growing boy, for the hard

working man, and for the portly matron, oat-

meal contains the materials of the most hearty

notnishment. This it owes in part to its pe-

culiar chemical composition, and in part to its

being, as it is used in Scotland, a kind of

whole meal."
Many persons object to oatmeal on the

ground of its possessing heating properties

—

referable to the comparative high proportion

of its oily material. Let us admit the fact

;

but in that case I must be permitted to recom-

mend the use of oatmeal most particularly to

persons of a spare or meagre hat)it. At all

events they who know what true "round "

oatmeal really is, must prefer it to every other

variety. I ascribe its superior excellence to

the admirable method ofkiln-diying, obtained

by experience ; and as, through the kindness

of a friend, I possess a quantity of the meal

received direct from Edinburgh, I can hon-

estly recommend it as incomparably superior

to anything that is sold as oatmeal by our

English corn-dealers. John Towers.

PRICES CURRENT.
[^Corrected, August 25, for the Monlldy Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 Itj. 5

Pearls,l3t sort, '46 S

KEKSWAX—American YcUow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..^ IB... —
Sperm —

COTTON—From F tti.—

COTTON B.4GGING—American... —
CORDAGE—Americiin #" 113. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtiugs,<|^ y. —

Sheetinss —
FEATHEK.S—American, live —
I'LAX-American —
FLOUU <fc MEAL—Genesee, f bbl. 5

Ti-oy
-

Michigan •>

Ohio, Flat Hoop
Ohio, Round Hoop —
Ohio, via Ncw-Orleane —
Pennsylvania —
Urandywine —
Georgetown —
Baltimore City Mills —
Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country —
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c —
Rye Flour "*

Com Meal, Western and State ... 2

CoiTi Meal, Jersey and Brandywine 3

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush. 1

Wheat, Red and mixed 1

Rye, Northeni, new and old —
Com, Jersey and Northern yel... —
Corn, Soutlieni, yellow —
Com, Western, yellow —
Oats, River and Canal —
Oats, Jersey —

JIAY—North River in bales, ^lOOttj —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl40

'• " wnter-rotted 175

HOPS—1st sort 1841) —
IP^ON—American Pig, No. 1 30

" Common 27
LTME—Tliomaston a^ bbl. —
LtJMBER-Boards, N.R.. f^M. ft. clr. 35

Boaids, Eastern Pine —
Boards, Albany Pino ^pce. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Pine, f M. it... 27

(288)
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REMARKS ON THLNGS IN GENERAL No. IIL

BV A KAMBLER IN THE MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINIA,

JVtth Notes by the Editor of The Farmers' Library, to whom they were addressed.

Warm Spkixgs, Bath Co., July 18, 1847.

You need not be told that this is only one, however distinguished, out of a

great variety of medicinal springs that find their way to the surface of the earth

among these mountains of Western Virginia, passing in their way, as we must
suppose, close by fiery furnaces and through filters of salt—for here are, besides,

within a day or two's ride of each other, the Hot, the SK-eet,X\\e Red Sweet, the

White Sulphur and the Red Sulphur, and the Salt Sulphur and the Blue Sul-

phur Springs, claiming to be specifics for phthisis laryngitis, bronchitis—for dys-

pepsia and diarrhea—for diseases of the liver, the heart, the bladder and the

kidneys, and for all the other diseases and ills that flesh is heir to. Welling up
to the light half way between the great marts and thoroughfares of life and
business in the East and the West, it would seem as if they were intended to

draw together, in tiie season of most leisure, from all its extremes, brethren of

a common country for social and political communion ; and doubtless their po-

litical uses in this way would be equal to their sanatary effects, were it possible

to reach them as easily as railroads and steamboats take us in vast swarms to

other places of summer resort. In the place of hundreds tliere would be thou-

sands at all these mountam springs ; and yet it may be questioned whether, to

the valetudinarian of the cities, the long ride and jolting over the mountains is

not more than half the battle. When the late celebrated Dr. Brown, of Balti-

more, was consulted as to the particular waters best suited to his patients, he
usually inquired the distances respectively, and always recommended the most
distant place ! For those who would have something better than a mere hasty
newspaper notice, I would recommend Mr. Burke's " Mineral Springs of Vir-
ffinia." From recent personal experience I can speak yet only of the Warm
Springs—now, and for a few years past, under the immediate control of the pro-

prietor. Doctor John Brockonburgh, ibrmcr President of the Bank of Virginia.

The Bath is of a circular form, forty feet in diameter and between five and six

feet deep, and so perlectly transparent that a man of Christian temper with half

an eve might read tlie words '• Honor the )'low in i'KKKi:iu:NrK to the .sword"
in ' small caps,' at the bottom of it. The depth, however, may be regulated at

pleasure, and very quickly, for as the water comes bubbling up from the bottom,
ar^u breaking in globules resembling quicksilver on iissurlVicc, the whole volume
of it passes off and is every moment renewed, at the rate of some thousand gal-

ions a minute.
Truly has it been said by Col. Perkins, that all who have described this noble

fountain write with enthusiasm ; nor is it indeed to be wondered at, for the
^337) lO
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world, as he says, " may be well challenged for its equal." Its temperature,

buoyancy, refractive power, transparency—all invest it with indescribable luxury

to the feelings and the sight ; and no less truly has it been added by Mr. Burke
that the effect on the human frame is dazzling ; could Damon have caught a

glance at his Musidora in such a bath, it were indeed a trial of Love's respectful

modesty to withdraw his gaze !

" Then to the flood she rushed ; the parted flood

Its lovely guest with closing waves received,

And every beauty softening, every grace
Flushing anew, a mellow lustre shed.

As shines the lily through the crystal mild.

Or as the rose amid the morning dew
Fresh from Aurora's hand more sweetly glows ''

The water of this celebrated spring is of the average temperature of 98°—the

same in winter as in summer. It and the gas which is constantly escaping from
it, have been carefully analyzed by Prof. Rogers, and from this account, says

Mr. Burke, they appear to contain neutral salts and various gases, Avhich act as

a gentle aperient, diuretic and diaphoretic. The large proportion of Epsom salts,

he says, doubtless gives the water its aperient quality, while the carbonic acid it

is found to contain, and sulphuretted hydrogen, give tone and energy to the

stomach.
The bath itself is so captivating and voluptuous that it becomes necessary to'

warn those who enjoy it for the first time against too long indulgence. Mr. Jef-

ferson is said to have done himself serious injury in that way, but he' would
plunge and remain in it nearly an hour at a time, three times a day. An account

of this bath appeared some time since in the Southern Literary Messenger, with
the simple averment, as to the accommodations and comforts, that they were
" fully equal to those of any watering-place in Virginia." The writer might
have fearlessly said, if they were as good and as ample then as now, that they

were equal to any in the United States. How, indeed, could it be otherwise ?

—

owned and managed as this establishment now is, under the personal supervision

of one of the very best bred and most traveled gentlemen of the Old Dominion
in her palmiest days—with his own cooks and servants, brought up from Rich-

mond, where his house, ever the seat of the most refined and liberal hospitality,

will long be remembered by those whose learning, refinement and patriotism

gave them claims to its enjoyment. The roads through all these mountains have
been well graded, and made as good and safe as mountain roads can be. The
Warm Springs Mountain, through a gap of which you come in sight of this es-

tablishment at the distance of a mile, as you approach it to breakfast, is one of

the most lofty in the range to which it belongs, being nearly 3,000 feet above
tide-water. All along the ridge of it immense rocks break through the green

covering, in naked and irregular projections, like so many enormous vertebra.

Climbing to the top of the middle and highest one of these, you get a prospect

of vast extent on all sides, reaching eastward even to the "Blue Ridge." And
here, on the face of this eternal rock, braving lightning and ram, tempest and
sunshine, instead of a host of obscure names, inscribed usually in such places as

so many vain memorials of egotism and vanity, you find only the letters

' H. Clay,' deeply engraved by one of his many votaries. Appropriate tablet for

such a name !—at once elevated and enduring ! After all, he but shares the com-

mon lot of men possessed of great intellectual power, animated by a fervid, un-

compromising temperament. If they raise up many implacable enemies, they

surround themselves also with a host of ardent friends, bound to them by their

high qualities as with "hooks of steel."

But I must not forget to tell you how, and how soon, you can be put down in

the midst of these mountain springs, should you be disposed to come. You leave

Baltimore any day—we will say Thursday morning at half past seven—dine at

Harper's Ferry, and reach Winchester by the Railroad, in time to depart that af-

ternoon in the' stage ; you breakfast on Friday morning at Harrisburg, and reach

Stanton by an excellent Macadamized turnpike, on Friday to dinner ; sup and

lodge quietly that night at Cloverdale, and on Saturday morning breakfast here

at the Warm Springs, and before night arrive at the celebrated old "White Sul-

phur"—where, as I learn, my old friend Caldwell still nourishes, as it were in

" perpetual youth." May he still so live another " three score and ten," Avith
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Hygeia for his handmaid, to receive the pilgrims that must ever gather from all

quarters around his health-restoring fountain, himself a living and cheerful wit-

ness of its virtues. It is reported there are two hundred and twenty there now,

but double that number Avould not incommode him. Parish &: Ficklin, old con-

tractors at Charlottesville, have again covered these and other principal mail-

routes with their excellent stages, and teams, and drivers, and their names are a

sufficient guaranty that all in that department is 'O. K.'

In the iield, as w^ell as at the table d'hote, two senses have convinced me
that no country can be better adapted for the growth and perfection of mutton
than is this, for finer I never saw or tasted.

In the hope of having time on my return for a more leisurely agricultural sur-

vey, let it only be noted here that I have met with a grass which is altogether

new to me, and promises to spread and oe of great value. When I say new, I

might probably say that I saw the same grass growing luxuriantly in Dr. Thorn-
ton's meadows at Montpelier. It seems to be identical with the greensward,

except that it is more gigantic. The blades of the second growth are very silky ;

and I understand that both horse and ox, for whose judgment I entertain pro-

found deference, delight to graze on it. In rich, clayey, low ground, it is very

luxuriant, and is overcoming the timothy. How or when it came here no one

can tell me. Doctor B. informs me that it has increased wonderfully during

the few years he has been here, although it has been annually mowed and grazed
on. It ripens rather earlier than timothy, or about the time the red-clover blos-

som becomes brown. I learn that it abounds on the Ioav lands of the South
Eranch of the Potomac, and is deemed very valuable for grazmg, and Dr. B. is

of opinion that if mowed in time it would yield in his meadow from I5 to 2 tons

of the best sort of hay. From all I can learn of its character, particularly as a

superior mowiBg-grass, it is probable that measures will be taken to distribute it

widely. Whatever more may be learned of it worthy of note, in my progress

westward, you shall know. If good luck should throw Dr. Bachman in my way,
I should hope to gather something, in regard to this and other grasses, worthy
of your Journal. By the way, they find the Volunteer Red Clover a great pest in

their timothy meadows hereabout, as the stalk becomes exceedingly hard be-

fore the timothy is sufficiently matured to make the best hay. You are aware
that while clover makes the better hay for being cut earlier, timothy should
stand to go well to seed.—I hope to gain, farther westward, better information,

too, as to the system of breeding and rearing their stock cattle.

Mem.—There are few things to which these valleys are more congenial thaa
the Hop ; in fact. Vines of every kind seem to glory in the climate, and greatly

beautify the country as you pass through it.

White Sulphur Springs, Greenbriar Countj-, Va., July 28, 1847.

If, before you die, you wish to see " the man with the cue," you may find him
here, at the good old White Sulphur, in the person of the worthy Proprietor.

He really looks not five years older than he did some twenty-five years ago ; his

politics as sound, his friendships as stanch, and his laugh as loud and honest as
ever ! It would do his Baltimore friends good to see how manfully the old gen-
tleman maintains his ground, single-handed, against the fell Destroyer with his

inexorable long scythe, before which all things perishable must fall at last.

Louisiana, Virginia, Missouri, Maryland, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee,
New-York, Mississippi, Ohio, South Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New-Hampshire, Texas and Cuba all have their

representatives here now in convention. Not a political convention, mind ye !

Not at all. Ours here is a convention of gentlemen of all parties, met to drink
at the pure fountain of health, to indulge in the pleasures of social intercourse,

to interchange knowledge, and to recreate in the mountain air, and thus regain
and accumulate what vigor we may for the several duties that await us, each in

his sphere, in the busier seasons approaching.
Those who have not been for some years at the several watering-places in

these mountains—which, when once you are here, seem to shut you out from the
great world of toil and care—can have no idea of the improvements that have
been made in the mean time.

Familiar as many of your city readers may be with the arrrangements and
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economy of most of these great places of summer resort, where some come to

get rid of ennui—some to empty and some to replenish their purses—some to

preserve and some to regain their health—you may yet have a thousand readers

in the country, toiling on their farms, to whom even the most imperfect sketch
of this one, among the most celebrated watering-places in the world, may not

be unacceptable.

—The White Sulphur Spring itself, then, they may be told, is "situated in an
elevated and beautifully picturesque valley, hemmed in by mountains on every
side, and is in the midst of the celebrated 'spring region.' Its elevation above
tide-water is two thousand feet. It bursts with unusual boldness from rock-

lined apertures, and is inclosed by marble casements tive feet square and three

and a half feet deep. Its temperature is 62° Fahrenheit, and remains uniformly
the same, winter and summer. The principal spring yields about eighteen gallons

per minute, and is never increased or diminished by any changes of weather.
The water is perfectly clear and transparent, and deposits copiously, as it flows

over a rough and uneven surface of rocks, a white, and sometimes, under peculiar

circumstances, a red and black precipitate, composed in part of its saline ingre-

dients. Its taste and smell, fresh at the spring, are that of all waters strongly

impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas."

The fountain is inclosed and covered by a circular edifice, about thirty feet in

diameter, and supported by pillars, like the cupola of a church or other public

building, except that in place of a weathercock, or some religious emblem, the

summit is embellished with a large marble figure of Hygeia, the goddess of

health, presented by the late Mr. Henderson of New-Orleans, in a spirit of grati-

tude for the benefit he had received at this noble fountain. Here, then, come the

visitors, early in the morning, to gulp down from two to six glasses of water,

impregnated chiefly with the sulphates of lime, of magnesia, and of soda.

On this occasion, the ladies—God bless them !—turn out in ihick-soled shoes,

shawls and bonnets, and seem by no means ambitious of being noticed; while
the coarser specimens of the human form divine come enveloped in full winter
costume.
Within two hundred yards of the spring, in the center of the valley—which here

spreads out nearly to a plane surface—and at the lower end of a lawn of some
eight or ten acres, stands the Dhiing Hall, nearly two hundred feet long, with
its tables to accommodate, and servants to give the needful attention to, some
six hundred guests on occasion.

For lodging and private comfort here the arrangements are altogether difl'erent

from those you meet at IMorthern watering-places. There the guests of each
establishment—sometimes from one to six hundred—eat and sleep all under one
roof; while here, at one coup cf mil, you see from one hundred and fifty to two
hundred cabins and cottages strung along, at a considerable elevation above the

spring, in curvilinear form, adapted to the sinuosities of the mountain-base that

skirts the valley, and other irregularities of the site ; but still making nearly an
oblong square, and occupying a line, I should think, of nearly a mile in its entire

length, inclosing an area of some ten or twelve acres, well set in blue-grass,

intersected with dry Avalks for exercise, and ornamented with that variety of trees

which seems characteristic of this region. Here the native Oak, in all its gran-

deur ; there the symmetrical Sugar Maple ; next again the Hickory ; and hard by
the Locust, of rapid growth itself and congenial to the growth of all about it.

These beautiful forest trees have been so judiciously left and pruned as not to

conceal and smother what they were intended to shade and beautify ; and make,
with the cottages, especially when these are lighted up at night, altogether, a
fine panorama, that really seems like the work of magic as compared with my
remembrance of its original rude condition.

Distinguished foreigners. Lord Morpeth among them, in their admiration, have
pronounced the bath at the "Warm Springs and the White Sulphur, for arrange-
ments and extent of accommodation, scenery, and health-giving qualities of the

water, far superior to any similar resorts in Europr.
By the word cabins you are not to understand rude log huts—not at all ! These

are all of brick, or neatly framed, finished and painted, with a nice piazza sepa-

rately railed in for each ; and many of them, especially the "Baltimore Row,"
displaying handsome and chaste specimens of architecture. This row belongs,
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the usu fruct, to Baltimore tov.'nsmen, Messrs. Ridgely, Hoffman, Barney, La-
trobe, Bonaparte, P. Thomas, Patterson and Glenn. On a site yet more elevated,

overlooking the whole square, stand the still more considerable and costly estab-

lishments of two wealthy Carolinians, Singleton and Hampton. Any one of them
is good enougJi, I should think, " for a prince," as must be anything that is good
enough for a Hampton.
When the dinner-bell sounds here, it is amusing to see how simultaneously all

these cabins are emptied of their tenants, and how even all the dear ladies come
flocking to be fed, like pigeons called down from the dove-cot. Well, Sir, after

all, what would this world be worth but for them ? for 't is they that "give to

life its lustre and perfume, and we are weeds without them."
Several Baltimoreans are here Avith and some without their families ; among

the former I see the distinguished Senator Johnson. Judge Cabell is here too,

on his way to the Supreme Court. Here, too, is the venerable Judge Brooke,
eighty-four years old, of the good old E,evolutionary army breed—straight as an
Indian—keeping well-up in his costume with the modern cut, except that he
would " go his death" upon the ivhite cravat

!

—emblem of the old school to which
he belongs: in deportment and manners being courteous and communicative,
without giving or taking unseemly liberties. Here, too, is Governor Coles, full of
intelligence and interesting reminiscences of the times of Madison and Monroe,
those palmy days of ihe Republic—together with his amiable family; and Dr.

Mercer, a quiet, unostentatious, exceedingly well-informed and affable millionaire

planter of Mississippi—resident of New-Orleans in winter, where and with
whom Mr. Clay has spent his last two. Mew.—What think you of a plantation

with four or five hundred cattle, eight hundred swine, and yet not making more
than half its supply of provisions ?

I must not close this rude sketch without a word about the roads and the con-

veyances. You leave Baltimore at Ik A. M. on the railroad, reach Winchester
that evening, and take Parish & Ficklin's superior line of post-coaches by a
Macadamized turnpike one hundred miles up the Valley of Staunton, sup-

ping and lodging next night comfortably at Cloverdale. The second morning
you breakfast at the " Warm Springs" on " mountain •nni^<o?i"-chops, venison

steaks, and bread in all possible and excellent varieties—French-rolls, biscuit^

waffles, flannel-cakes, muffins and Indian-corn bread, in the cook only knows
how many forms, from egg-pone and batter-cakes to griddle-cakes and " scratch-

backs !" Don't forget, if you have never seen it, to run and look and won-
der at the warm bath, 9S° Fahrenheit, forty feet diameter and six feet deep,

if so deep you like to have it, and withal as clear as crystal and sparkling as

Champagne ! But mind, if once you plunge into it, there is no knowing when
you will get away. Mr. Jefferson came near dreaming his life away in it, so

delicious did he find it. Folks usually postpone, until they return from the other

Springs, to linger there for weeks, until Jack Frost comes along in earnest to

dispel the fogs and fevers of the low grounds." I enjoyed it for ten days en pas-

sant. If you are stiff in your joints, or drawn up with rheumatiz, you can stop

and get limbered, and straightened out and set up, at Dr. Goode's Hot Spring,

temperature 108° ! Surely it must come from somewhere very near to Old Nick's

furnace

!

White Sulpiiub, Grcenbriar County, August 4, 1847.

Turning back for a general review of the habits and husbandry of the region

through which I have passed, from Fredericksburg to Lewisburg, the county

town of Grcenbriar ; and having regard to its climate and capabilities, I should

say that as Nature forms it, it offers ample reward for skillful industry and
every resource for social enjoyment. Its inhabitants arc urbane, hospitable

and upright ; but, though far from being deficient in knowledge of the general

progress of agricultural improvement, in its implements and modes, it must yet

in truth be said that not many appear to be sufliciently impressed with the im-
portance of studying the principles pf that most important of all the arts on
which the mind and labors of civilized man can be employed.* In truth they

[* Yet it is, coufes.-5cdly, by a better understanding of these principles—by the increasing

knowledge of the u-h>j and the wherefore as to the nature of the soils, the constituents of
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appear not yet, on the eastern side of Thornton's Gap especialljs to have
awakened to the revolution in the commercial circumstances of their position,

which has been effected by the extended a])plication of steam and the construc-

tion of works of internal improvement—works Avhich have raised up competitors
in their old branches of husbandry, against whom it is obviously impolitic if not
impossible for them to contend. How is it possible to follow g7-am-gro\ving suc-

cessfully, and as a j)rincipal business, at such a distance from all available mar-
kets, and at such cost of transportation, on land that does not average more than
seven bushels of wheat and twenty of Indian corn to the acre ? and especially

where there is resident in the soil neither lime nor plaster, and yet more, where
not one farmer in one hundred pursues systematically any means of supplying
the want of mineral and artificial fertilizers, by collecting materials to augment,
and by saving every particle of, his stable and barn-yard maruires. To the more
economical farmers in other parts of the country, a plain statement of the uni-

versal waste of these materials in the South would be as incredible as it is inju-

rious and disparaging to those who commit it. A farmer of the highest order
of intelligence, in Rappahannock County, on a beautiful estate of a thousand
acres, with sixty or eighty head of cattle and horses, besides hogs and sheep,
himself observed that he made hardly manure enough for his garden ! while
his hundred acres of wheat, very near his homestead and stables, was not

expected to yield more than seven or eight bushels to the acre, and that

on land with a due portion of clay, and otherwise well adapted to grain as

well as grass. It would not, however, be fair even to allude to this case, were
it not believed to be a fair specimen of general improvidence as to the ac-

cumulation and use of home-made manure. I must, therefore, be permitted
to declare that in all my route, as far into Western Virginia as the Seat of
Government of Greenbriar County, and anxious to find the contrary, 1 have not

yet seen an instance of proper, systematic, farmer-like solicitude and attention

on the score of home-made manure. The greatest progress in improvement,
and the best management on a considerable scale, as far as I had an imperfect

opportunity to judge, is at the Warm Springs. But if on this point the neigh-

boring farmers were, as' they ought to be, as watchful as a hawk for a partridge,

you would not see at the hotels, all along the road from Newmarket to Lewis-
burg, large piles of manure, the daily cleansing of the stables, thrown out and

pUmts, and the action of mineral, animal, vegetable and atmospheric agencies—that in Eng-

land the average increase in the wheat crop per acre has been brought from 17 up to 26

buslieLs, since 1821, or an increase nearly equal to the average aggregate produce of the

United States.

We are aware that General Washington instituted extensive inquiries to ascertain the

probable average product of the United States, and that these mquiries led to the impression

that it might be put down at about 17 bushels ; but we are well convinced that either there

has been a great reduction in the acreable product of the whole country since, or that some

delusive information led to an overestimate at that time. We have lately had occasion to

show that the average in Ohio does not go above 20 bushels, and we much doubt if it

exceeds 17. Official returns show the average in New-York in 1845 to be under 14 ; and it

may well be questioned whether in Mai-yland, which gave 3,345,783 bushels in 1839, the

average exceeded 8; or whether in Virginia, which gave 10,109,716, it came up to 10. At

the rate of 8 bushels for Maryland, it would rcquii-e about 418,222 acres to produce 3,345,783

bushels. Now her whole surface, exclusive of water, is put down by Darby at 7,040,000

acres—and according to this calculation it would require only eveiy sixteenth acre to be in

Wheat to produce the number of bushels stated above, at 8 bushels to the acre ; that is, sup-

pose the whole State to be divided into famis of 322 acres, and allowing 8 bushels to the acre

it would require only 16 acres to each of those fanns to give the 3,34.j,783 bushels. Allov^'ing

12 bushels to the acre as an average of the U. S., it would require but about 7,000,000 of

acres to bo in Wheat to produce the 84,823,272 bushels, the whole produce of the Union iu

1839 ; and we ventiu-e the behef that the average does not exceed 12 bushels. Finally, we

have no doubt that the course recommended by Mr. Minor would, in ten years, go near

to double the Wheat crop of the State, adding $10,000,000 to its income. Ed. Farm. Lib.']
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exposed to all weathers, from day to day, and so deposited, when it can be done,

on hill-sides and precipices, as if it were the express intention that the bounteous
rains of heaven, designed to fertilize and replenish the earth, should here be im-

piously availed of to extract and wash away what every good farmer as fondly

regards as the miser does his gold. In view of such improvidence, I could almost
find it in my heart to respond approvingly to the sentiment expressed lately at a
Farmers' Club, that willingly to let a pint of manure run off from a farm, ought
by law to be made a punishable offence against the Commonwealth.
How vvridcly difl'erent, Sir, is such management from that described in your

Journal where you detail an account of a visit to Mr. Hall, near Lebanon in

!New-York. From his farm, consisting of only 200 acres—20 in wood and 180
arable, 50 each year under the plow and the residue in grass—he, it seems, sells

4,000 pounds of butter and 15,000 pounds of pork, his hogs averaging 290 pounds.

But he makes, be it noted, 150 co?-rfs of rich manure from his hogs, and 200 from
his " teams and cows." His force, besides being a " whole team " in himself, is

but two men through the year, and one for eight months—his usual number of

Gows at the pail being 22. But lest the reader may suppose that instances drawn
from the North are altogether inapplicable to the South, let me avail myself of

the reasoning of a native-born son of the Old Dominion, as precisely applicable

to all those in that State who think it not essential to make manure ; for it

would really seem to be impossible that those in the region to which I am refer-

ring who persist in wearing out their lands by crops of grain without the appli-

cation of stable manure, and barn-yard manure, and intervening grass crops, can

have read a chain of reasoning, as conclusive as mathematical demonstration,

contained in an Address—one of the ablest in the agricultural annals of any coun-

try—delivered by Frakklin Minor, Esq., before the Agricultural Society of

Albemarle, 1st of November, 1846. Sure am I that all your readers will thank

me for suspending my own crude suggestions, while I extract from that admira-

ble performance what is so exactly apposite to the subject in hand. I am not

sure that Mr. Minor embraces in his estimate the cost of transportation of the

grain to market, though it is presumed he rates the corn and wheat at its actual

money value to the farmer, whether at home or abroad. It will be observed,

however, that he puts down the average of wheat at 8, and of corn at 25 bushels

to the acre—which m.ay be fair as for the general run of unimproved land in

Albemarle, but is undoubtedly one bushel too much wheat and five too much of

corn for Fauquier, Culpeper and Ptappahannock, and about two or three only

below the average of wheat in the Valley of Shenandoah, and about right as to

their produce in corn. I crave for the following extract from Mr. Minor's Ad-
dress the earnest attention of every reader of your journal ; or if the father who
does not like to have his eyes opened to a view of his ruinous old system (pre-

ferring to remain in ignorance of the catastrophe to which it is leading him,)

will not read it himself, let him have at least the kindness to hand it to those

who are being reared under his care, and whom he would like to see embark in

their profession with something like an estimate of what it demands of thought

and forecast, as an intellectual and profitable occupation. He who would not

believe in reasoning like that embraced m this extract, would not believe St. Paul

himself, though he were to rise from the dead.

" But even in the absence of all experience, both foreign and domestic, on this subject, is

not the profit of improving land susceptible of conclusive demonstration by calculation—by
figures whicli, you liiiow, cannot lie ? I shall endeavor to show that it is from the foUow-

ing data, which I believe to be as nearly correct as tlie nature of the case admits of:

"1. That by bestowing greater attention and more labor on the accumulation of the ma-
terials for making manure, and by having better fixtures for saving it and preventing its

waste, we can increase the quantity of manure we annually make at an expense which wiU
not exceed one dollar for every additional wagon-loacl so made and delivered on tlie land.

" 2. That land which will bring five barrels of corn per acre witliout any manure, will

bring eight if manured at the rate of twenty wagon-loads to the acre ; that the same land

will bring eight busliels of wheat after the corn without the manure, and fifteen after the

com with manure ; and that if seeded with clqver after the manure and plastered, it will

yield one and a halfUma of liay to the acre.
^

" 3d. That such laud cultivated without mantu-e for twelve years in corn and wheat alter-

nately, and having all the otfiil of the crops restored to it, may perhaps retain its fertility but
cannot improve ; and that the same land manui'cd once at the rate before mentioned, and
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cultivated in com, then wheal, and two years in clover, and the same rotation pursued for

twelve years, and having also all the oflal of the crops restored to it, will continue to yield

the increased crops, and will moreover improve in value fifty per cent, supposing the first

cost to be ten dollars per acre.
" 4. That it costs six dollars and fifty cents to cultivate an acre of land in corn and save

and house the crop after the mode usual in this country : three dollars and fifty cents to

seed after com, harvest, secure and thresh the produce of an acre of land in wheat if it yield

eight bushels, and fifty cents more if it yield fifteen bushels ; and two dollars to mow, cure
and stack an acre of hay yielding one and a half tons.

" 5. That clover-seed can be bought or raised for sLx dollars a bushel ; and ground plaster

bought for eight dollars per ton.

" 6. That the avei-age price of com may be taken to be two doUai's and a half a baiTel, or

fifty cents per bushel ; of wheat ninety cents per bushel, and of clover-hay fifty cents per
hundred weight.

" From these data I have prepared the two following Tables—the first of which exliibits

the annual gross product of an acre of land cultivated alternately in corn and wheat for

twelve years, the expense of making and saving the crops, and the clear profits per annum;
the second showing the gross annual product of the same acre manured the first year with
twenty wagon-loads of manure, and cultivated in com, then wheat, and two years in clover,

and the same rotation earned out for twelve yeai's ; also the exjjenses of manure, plaster and
clover-seed, the cost of tillage, harvestuig, &c., and the clear profit or loss per annum. All

the offal of the crops supposed to be returned to the land in each case :

TABLE I. (
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Of the unmannred land $38 80

Of the mauured land 153 00

Making the difference of total profits for twelve years $114 20

or |!) 50 per auniim, almost the prime cost of the land.

" It" we extend the calculation to ten acres instead of one, the results will be in the same
proportion, and we shall have the total profits of ten acres unmannred, and allowance made
as above for one year's rest in three, $388 in twelve years, or $32 33 per annum ; and of the

same ten acres manui'ed, and allowance for clover-seed as above, $1,530 in twelve years, or

$127 50 per aimum, making the total ditference for twelve years $1,142. So that every

farmer who makes two hundred loads of manure more than liis usual quantity, and applies it

to ten acres of land such as that described, and pursues the system designated m the Table,

with a liberal use of clover-seed and plaster, may calculate on adduig $1,142 to the clear

profits of his fami every twelve years ; while he who from cai'elessuess and laziness loses the

opportunity of making that additional quantity of manure, loses also the chance of reahzing

an equal sum in the same lime.
" If we atti'ibute all the difference to the mamu'e, clover and plaster, (and no other cause

of the increased profits is supposed,) then we have the expenditure of $26, (the cost of the

manure, &x;.,) yielding in twelve years $114 20, or about thirty-sLx per centum per annum.
In other words, the Table shows that money and labor expended in the making, saving and
application of manure, at an expense not exceeding one dollar for every wagon-load, and ac-

companied with the use of plaster aud clover, yields an annual profit of thirty-sLx per cent.

Rather a better business than shaving at thirty-thrpe and a third, aud certainly much more
agi-eeable and honorable. ^Ve all know, moreover, that if the shaver loses his money, he
must lose along with it the 33J per cent. ; so, too, the farmer, who loses a load of manure,
loses a dollar which, had it been saved and judiciously used, would have yielded an annual

interest of thirty-six per cent. Now the layv forbids our taking more than six per cent, for

the use of our money, yet what folly do we deem it to throw money away. But the law
allows us to make all that we can from our manure : what excessive folly, then, to throw it

away, when eveiy dollar's worth of it properly invested will yield us so handsome a return!

A wise man has told us that ' a penny saved is two pence clear ' ; if this be true of money,
how much more truly may it be said of manure, that a penny-worth saved is a shilling clear

!

" The second Table discloses the fact that the six clover crops yield a gi-eater net profit

than the six grain crops. This will perhaps appear startling to many, but is what all who
have investigated the subject were ready to expect. The fact that land in grass yields a
higher profit than when cultivated in graui, has been long known and practiced upon ia

many parts of this country, Great Britaia and Europe. The mysteiy is not that the fact is

so, but that any should at this day remain ignorant of it, and fail to reap its important bene-
fits. Col. .Tolm Taylor, the author of Arator, in an Essay on Ai-tificial Grasses, published in

the American Farmer, Vol. I., page 257, places this subject in so forcible a point of view
that I am sure the Society will thank me for using his language instead of my own. He
says

:

' In Holland, where the cnltivation of grass is generally prefeired to that of bread, land sells

higher as land, without having its price enhanced by adventitious circumstances, than iu any
other country. The industrious and profit-loving Dutch choose rather to import than to raise their

own bread-stuffs at the expense of diminishing the culture of the artiiicial grasses. They are as
little likely as any people in the world to make an election by which they would lose money. In
England, the cultivation of grass is so much more profitable than that of bread-stuff as to have ob-
taiued a preference at the expense of considerable importations of the latter. The bearings of
this fact are weighty. Hay and butchers' meat in England are nearly of the same price a^s

in this country—whereas, wheat there is often three times dearer than wheat here, and seldom
less than double in price. Yet the English farmers prefer raising artificial grasses to raising

wheat. Again, the reut as well as price of land is constantly highest in those countries where the
culture of artificial grasses is pushed farthest. In England, the rent of fine artificial meadows
sometimes extends to twenty dollars an acre, rarely diminishes to ten, and ir. never so low as the
rent of adjoining arable land, however good. It must be our best lands wliicli would rent at one
dollar an acre for a term of twenty-one years ; and even at this low rent both the land and the
tenant are generally ruined. No\v when we see the best grazing lands there renting higher
than the best arable lands, and their fanns renting ten times higher than ours, does it not plainly
follow, that both a great profit and a vast improvement of the soil must arise from the culture of
artificial grasses ; and that the difference in the rent between their fanns and ours is in a great
measure produced by the latter circum.stance '? This conclusion is warranted by the fact that the
longer the term of the lease is, the hif^her is the rent there, and lower here ; because the tenant
in one case calculates on a mode of tillage which will improve the land, and in the other upon its

becoming poorer.'

" We see the same condition of things throughout the United States. Wherever the mo.st

attention is paid to the propagation and ctdtivation of the grass crops, the rents, profits and
prices of land are the highest. Indeed it must be so, since the profits of fin-ming consist of the
joint products of land and labor, aud the greater the proportion of the labor to the total pro-

duct the higher the rate of profit must be, to make the business profitable. This I am dis-
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posed to think is true as a general rule and under all circumstances. I am sure it is the case
where slave labor is used. Permit me to illustrate my meaning by an example. Suppose
a man to invest five thousand dollars in land which can be made to yield three hundred
dollars without bestowing any labor on it—say he can rent it for that sum—so long as it con-
tinues to yield him tliat sum it will be a good investment, at all events as good as lending

the money at the usual rate of interest. But if, instead of investing all the capital in land,

lie only lays out four thousand in land and the remaining one thousand in two negro men
twenty years of age, for whom he pays five hundred dollars apiece, and sets about to work
the land ; he must now make more than three hundred dollars, or the investment will not

be equal to the usual profits of lending money. In the first place he must make, clear of all

tlte expenses of tillage, (excepting the labor,) enougli to pay two hundred and forty dollars,

the interest on the capital invested in the land, and sixt)' dollars to pay the interest on that

laid out in the slaves ; but besides this, he must feed and clothe the slaves, and also get a
farther per centage of profit on the one thousand invested in them, suflBcient to yield a sum
in the lifetime of the slaves equal to their first value, else he will lose a part of the capital

by their dealli. In other words, he must feed and clothe the slaves, make six per cent, on
the money paid for them, and enough besides to supply their places when they die. If, now,
we suppose the average life of slaves aged twenty to be fifty-two, he must in tliirty-two

years make, over and above the support of the slaves and the usual rate of interest on his

value, five hundred dollars from the product of his labor—this is about three per cent, per
annum for thii-ty-tv/o years on his supposed value. We may safely put the food, clothing,

taxes, medical bills, &c., of a slave at thirty dollars a year, which is six per cent, on his value.

Add the three together, the si.x ^^er cent. Interest on the cost, six jier cent, for clothing, &c.,

and three per cent, additional to supply his place when he dies, and we have fifteen per
cent, on his value as the amount of profit which slave labor nnist yield to make it as profita-

hle as land without labor, or money at six per cent. Consequently the farmer who employs
in Agriculture a capital of ten thousand dollars, one-half of which is invested in slave labor,

must make annually, clear of all expenses of tillage, one thousand and fifty dollars—just ten

and a half per cent, on the whole capital, to make it as profitable as money at legal interest;

while he who has the same capital, but only one-fifth invested in slave labor, need make but
seven hundred and eighty dollars a year, or rather more than seven and a half per cent., to

make his capital equally profitable—a diftereuce of about three per cent., ovring entirely

to the j)roportiou of labor in the two cases. For the same reason lands cultivated in gi-ass,

wliich of all other crops requires the least labor, must yield a larger profit than lands culti-

vated in gram which require the most labor ; and this whether the grass be mown for hay or

used for gi'azing, and altogether independent, too, of the improvement of the land itself,

which must be greater ui grass crops than when cultivated in grain. Hence the high rents,

profits and prices of lauds in grazing couuti-ies."

Every sign of Nature, and every consideration of policy, invite the agricultur-

ists, off at any considerable distance from tide-water in Virginia, to turn their at-

tention more and more from tillage crops and staples—such as wheat, corn, rye,

and tobacco—to grass, butter, cheese,* wool, hops, sheep, cattle and mules. In
proportion to the capacity of their land to produce grain, it is far belter adapted
to grass than lands of same yield of grain on the tide-waters. Clover, white and
red, timothy and orchard grass, seem here to be in their natural element, even
to the hill-tops ; every mountain side on being cleared seems to afford good
sheep pasturage, and wherever the growth ofgrass is too high and rich for sheep

—

as was found to be the case in some of the western counties, by a large owner
of fine-wooled sheep from Pennsylvania, who lately settled in Bedford—Na-
ture invites to the raising of cattle and mules. The flock-master referred to.

from Washington County, found difficulty in selecting a site where the bite was
short enough for sheep. True, it may be said that if the West has raised up a

competitor in growing grain, so has it in rearing stock, owing to the cheapness

of rich land, and the grain to fatten hogs and catfle ; but the railroads and canals

do not offer to the western grazier the advantages they present to the grain-grow-

er to enable him to beat down rivalry on the Atlantic.

For example, take the case which fell under my notice in May last—General

Thomas Shelby of Ky., sent four hundred cattle to the New-York market, wliich

took eighty days to travel there, being eight hundred miles at ten miles a day:
and at an expense of $6,000, or $15 a head on the road. He expected the gross

sales to be !$32,000,, or $80 per head. Thus, however striking after all may be

the advantages of the more western grazier, still they are not so irresistible to

{* A Parliamentaiy Return shows that r!41,CS2 cwt. of foreign cheese was imported mto the

United Kingdom of Gicat Britain in 1S4C. Ed. Farm. Lib.}
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his eastern competitor as would be his rivalry in grain. Another element to be
brought into the calculation, as illustrated bj' Mr. Minor, is the greater amount
of labor dejnanded ibr tillage crops, and labor is the great desideratum now in

the parts of Virginia which have been drained of it to supply Alabama and other
Southern States. The dearness of labor in this country is, in fact, enough to pre-
vent us I'rom supplying any English demand for wheat, unless under extraordi-

nary circumstances of a general scarcity on the Continent. Europe—where field-

labor is about twelve cents a day—is the true wheat region of the world. Take
the extent of that Continent, as estimated by McCulloch, at 3,650,000 square
miles ; and four-sevenths of this, or 2.000,000 square miles, (about the entire

area of the United States, exclusive of Texas and Oregon,) is adapted to wheat.
The better to judge of the accuracy of Mr. Minor's estimate as to the average

price there given, as well as for other and general calculations and reference, it

may be well to put down here the averages for a series of years at different mills
and markets in this country. At Brandywine mills, Delaware, the average of
the prices paid from 1815 to 1841, both inclusive, was $1 34|. In the INew-
York market, the average price for ten years, from 1836 to 1845, both inclusive,

was $1 25. At Baltimore the average price for thirteen years prior to 1845, was
$1 24. At Philadelphia from 1815 to 1841—a period of twenty-seven years—the
annual average was $6 71 per barrel for flour.

The flour of the Valley of Virginia, when transported on the Macadamized
road to Winchester in wagons, costs for transportation about one cent per mile,
or fifty cents from Newmarket, 48 miles. It is usually taken as a business in

wagons drawn by six heavy horses, 40 barrels being the usual load : but teams
have been often known to take 10,000 weight. The usual travel is eighteen
miles a day. 'J'he cost of transportation from Cumberland to Baltimore, 178 miles
by railroad, is the same as 48 miles from Newmarket to Winchester, and the
freight on flour from Chicago to New-York, 1450 miles, is but $1 37 a barrel—or

34 cents a bushel.

From Detroit 31 17^ or 28 cents per bushel
From Buffalo I'Ts or 23

Such is the difference between horse-power, even on the best Macadamized
roads, and more artificial conveyances and water transportation.

Let not the Virginia farmer—on exhausted land and far from market and the
facilities of river navigation—be deluded by the hope of extraordinary prices, such
as we have had, under an extraordinary combination of circumstances. We have
seen tJiat Mr. Minor's estimate is the only safe one. The official average iir

Great Britain, for seven years ending 1844, per imperial bushel of 60 pounds,
was only $1 68. The average at our Atlantic ports has been $1 25. It is known
that ordinarily the price of freight, and all charges from New-York to Liverpool,
is at least 33 cents ; lately it has been 50 cents, but putting it at 33 makes the
price of American wheal in Liverpool $158, leaving to the shipper only 10 cents
for his trouble and risk, supposing the Corn-Laws never to be renewed. They
only, then, it is clear, can safely go on making and depending upon wheat and
corn, who have the resolution and perseverance to follow out the system indicated

so clearly by the author of this Address.
In opposition and contrast with the general management here spoken of, I am

glad to record a remarkable evidence of a difl'erent spirit existing in South Caroli-

na, as evinced by the example of the gentleman Avhom I persuaded to give me
the following written transcript of what I had previously learned from him in

conversation at the White Sulphur Springs, where may be met every year a
number of southern planters eminently distinguished for their intelligence and
their affability when you meet them abroad, as I know them to be for their hospi-
tality, industry and humanity at home. Would that certain farmers of whom
I have heard, not many miles from the shores of the Rappahannock opposite Port
Ptoyal—farmers who have inexhaustible and as yet unbroken beds of marl on
their farms—could see in this paper the proof of the spirit of improvement roused
by the explorations of Mr. Ruffin in Carolina. Are not such listless farmers in

Caroline afraid of being haunted by the spirit of Arator, indighant at their neglect
of his admonitions ?
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THE USE OF MARL IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

White Sulphdh Spking, Virginia, Aug. 3. 1847.

Sir : You asked me to put a part of our conversation yesterday, on the subject of Marl, on

paper. I commenced marling about the last of Februaiy, 184-5, on the plan Mr. Ruffin re-

commended to the people of South Carolina, where he had been engaged by the State in

making a Geological Survey of the State. I flush up the field to be marled with a two-horse

plow, as deep as I can have it done with that team and plow ; then I lay the field off in acre

lengths and widths—each acre into twelve squares—into each square I haul a two ox-cart

loads of pen litter and scatter it broadcast by h:ind from fanners or small baskets ; then I haul

twelve cart-loads,the same as above—a cart-load into each square, and scattered as above

—

then T cover the land marled with a single horse-plow ; and when the season airives for bed-

ding, I bed-up with a winged plow and dress oft' the beds with a hoe. The marl-bed from

which I haul is on the Pee Dee River, thirty-six miles by land below my plantation, and above
tide-water, and with a descending current of two or three miles to the hour. Computing
two for one, which is less than is generally estimated, I believe between land and river dis-

tance I must have, you see, seventy-two miles to boat the mail up stream. I use what is

called a pole-boat, worked by six able-bodied men and a coxswain or helmsman. I give my
jnen 10 days to make the ti'ip, (viz., 1^ days to descend, 1 to load, and 4 to 5 to ascend, 1^ to

imload and the balance to rest). I load by laying the boat tJongside of the marl-bank
(where there is always deep water,) and after throwing off" the superincumbent earth into the

river, the marl is spaded up and pitched into the boat. The crew can carry between 6 and
700 busliels only—it weighs about 100 lbs. to the bushel. I unload by wheelbarrows work-
ing on a platform of plank raised from the deck to the shore.

184.5 was a veiy diy year, and commencing late, I did not marl more than 15 or 20 acres,

but in that year the effects of the marl were very visible in color and increased growth. In
that year the river soon became too low to boat, and I made little progress in marling. Last
year the effects of the marl of the first year were much more sUiking—tliis year more than the

two preceding ; and when I left home, 1.5th .Inly, the marled land which was in cotton was
from two to three feet high, while the adjoining acres, in all respects alike (viz., soil, plow-
ing and manuring,) was not higher on the stiff old lands—not more than 6 or 8 inches. The
marled cotton was of a deep and vigorous green, the unmarled pale and sickly. I am so far

from my plantation that I have not been able to say whatdifference there is in the maturity of

the plant or increase of products ; but I have no doubt the difference must be veiy con-

siderable.

You asked me if I had ever made a calculation of what the marl cost me. I have not, but
from the data given, you will see the cost must be great, in addition to the cost of boating,

(and I have to haul it two miles, and some part of the way through a deep swamp,) to the

fields I am marling. But notwithstanding all the difficulties of distance, time, and loss of

labor, I think I shall be amj^ly rewarded in the end, or some one else who may succeed me
as owner. I do not plead guilty to the chai-ge you make justly against the Virginians of

abominable laziness and negligence in saving and making manure. Ido much in that way,
but might do much more. I have marled some corn, but cannot say that the effects with
me, although visible, were so strongly marked as cotton.

If anything in the above note is worth extractmg. and may incite the young to do what an
old man has commenced, use it, if not, fling it into the fire.

The marl I use (by Ruffiin's Analysis,) is about 75 or 80 per cent, of lime.
J. D. WITHERSPOON.

Writing, as we ramble in these mountains, not according to any fixed plan, I

must now turn you "back for some farther remarks on the

AGRICULTURE IN THE VALLEY OF SHENANDOAH AGAIN : LIME, PLASTER,
COST OF LABOR, &c.

My last, from White Sulphur, was eked out by a letter from Mr. J. D. With-
KRSPOON, of South Carolina, sent, as much as for anything else, to show to cer-

tain gentlemen on the Rappahannock and elsewhere, who have untouched mari-

beds on their own estates, what a man of energy can do.

On Friday we set out to sojourn for a few days at Walnut Grove, where we
are at " this present"—7th August, 1847.

This noble estate was the properly of the late Col. Beiene, formerly of the

Senate of Virginia, and more recently a Member of Congress from this District.

Of this celebrated grazing establishment, moreAviil be said after it has " cleared

off," so that I can ride over it to survey his meadows, his horses, and his two or

three hundred fat cattle, in company with its present hospitable proprietor,

O. Beirne, Esq., on whom the homestead worthily devolved at the death of his

father.

Though now busily engaged, on a very larare scale, in the great marts of
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New-York and Nevz-Orleans. in (it may be) a more lucrative, though I should
think far less captivating pursuit, Mr. 0. Beirne was early imbued and has grown
up with a thorough practical knowledge of the economy and business of breeding

and fatting cattle ; and still, as is quite evident, though extensively embarked in

the more exciting and gainful business of commerce, clings with the partiality

which its own amusing nature and early associations beget, to this most attractive

department in all the wide field of Agricultural Industry. It is easy to see that

he unites the amateur with the connaisseur, in his judgment and admiration of

his yearlings and two-year-olds, his lots of spayed heifers and his fat bullocks.

As well in knowledge of this business as in the spirit that prompts him to leave

it for more active pursuits, he displays an example, but too rare, of those who
are not to be enervated by the certainty of a large inheritance.

This magnificent property, as possessed and improved in its entirety, by its late

owner. Col. Beirne, consisted of 5,000 acres, laid off' into fields of irregular shape
and size, of from 50 to 200 and 300 acres, by exterior and cross-fences, of not

much (if any,) short of 100 miles in their entire length. How much of the fore-

cast that distinguishes the good from the bad farmer has been evinced in thus
keepuig property so extensive, in a state of constant activity, and yet not only

maintaining, but increasing its productiveness, and that, too, beyond the reach
of the artificial fertilizers which some localities present ! This is indeed to " act

well your part."

"Walnut Grove is situate Avithin a mile of Union, the county town of Monroe,
which lies on the road from the White to the Salt Sulphur, and within four

miles of the latter, in a limestone and blue-grass district. I observe, in near
proximity to the mansion, a superb park of Sugar-Maple, with here and there a
Walnut and a Buckeye shading a soft, deep green, grass carpet, all as beautiful

and perfect in their way as in that splendid region around Lexington, in Ken-
tucky—^justly admitted to be the garden spot of the Union, and once part and
parcel of this good Old Dominion.
Thus confined within doors by rain for the moment, I send you for preserva-

tion a letter received too late for my last, from a gentleman who enjoys among
his neighbors the high distinction of being considered an exemplary practical far-
mer, and yet, in the estimation of wise and considerate Members of Congress,
elected by farmers, and therefore, as we have a right to infer, considered by far-

mers themselves as not worthy to be mentioned or thought of the same day
with any man who can prove that, wiili his own good Andrew ferrara, he has, iii

some field of blood, caused some half-dozen fellow-creatures, formed, as we are
told, in the very image of iheir Maker, to " bite the dust !" Such is the boasted
wisdom and humanity of Man,—the " Lord of the Creation,"—such his boasted
progress toward infinite perfectibility and goodness !

To Mr : Newmarket, Shenandoah County, July 23, 1847.

Dear Sir : Your letter of 7tli insl., directed to Samuel Moflfett, Esq., and myself, was
handed to me by Mr. M. with a request that I should try to answer your several inquiries.
You ask the favor of myself to state on my own observation and knowledge, and that of my
judicious neighbors—1st. At what price, generally, could unslaked lime be burned or
bought in this neighborhood ?

Answer. Lime cannot be burned so cheap here as in many other parts of this couiitrj-

—

first, because wood is too valuable ; secondly, because no one makes a business of burnino-
lime in this vicinity, therefore the business is but imperfectly understood. I have liad four
kilns burned—principally to spread on my lands—by as many different persons, (two of
the kilns large,) but have been fortunate enough to get but little more tlian one-half the
stone made into lime. Some of those persons boasted much of their knowledge in tlie busi-
ness. I cannot speak positively what my lime cost, but suppose it did not cost me less than
10 to 12^ cents, calculating the quarrying, the wood, liauliiig, board, and charge for settin™-
up and burning. I have several times bouglit of my neighbors fi-om 2 to 400 bushels at a
time, delivered in one or other of my fields, for which I paid, in the unslaked slate, IG?
cents per bushel [equal, we suppose, to 8 cents slaked].

2d Q,ucdion. Is it used in

—

{could not read your v:ords)^—and if not wfiy ?

3d Qurfi.lon. Ihw it been tried, and with what effect?

Answer. Lime h.i^ aot been used much in this vicinity. Some few of my nei^hljors havr>
tried in a small way, but unfortunately they used wliat we call iho gray limestone, w-ithout

* The illegibility hero mentioned has caused many errors to appeal- in these communications from oiu"

correspondent, which the reader will please rectify as he goes along. [£(/. parm Lib
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deriving much benefit from its use. Professor Rogers says the Hme used for agricultural

purposes sliould be what we call here the blue limestone, and adds that it should be the

blue-black limestone. My last kiln used ou land was all of this kind of stone, except the

arches, which were of the gray limestone. This Iviln was of more service to my land than all

the lime I ever purchased and all I ever had biu-netl. I will now tell you, as nearly as I

can, how I proceeded to use this lime. First, I had a large field nicely plowed which had
been much exhausted by bad management—much of it quite bare, and the soil washed
away. On the third day after the last wood was put in the kihi, it was cool enough to han-

dle. I commenced loading and hauling die lime, first going over die field and putting down
.small pieces of sliingles where I wished half a bushel put in a pile. I laid oft' 3.5 acres of

this field, part to contain 30, 40, .50, and part 60 bushels unslaked Hme. Fortunately for me,

Providence sent a line shower of rain soon after we finished hauling out the lime. This put

the lime into Hour. For fear another shower woidd put it into dough, I put all hands to

spreading ; then put four of my harrows on it, and I think we hanowed it three times to in-

corporate the land with the lime ; I dien sowed it to w-heat, putting it in in the usual way.

Having stirred it so nuich, the land and lime were well mixed, and produced me a very fine,

clear crop of wheat, with a strong growth of clover. I have since had this field in corn—

a

fine crop—following it with wheat, which turned out uncommonly well. It is now well set

in clover. This is the only field that I can boast of as being much benefited by lime, and
this I attribute mostly to using the right kind of limestone. I have several times used lime

in compost-heaps with a good eflect.

4th Qnestion. Is plaster of Paris or gypsum much used; in what way ; in whatquantity;

with what eflect—and what are the objections, if any, to the use of it ? What is the cost of it

here per bushel ?

Ansicer. Plaster of Paris is much used here, mostly sown on clover, at the rate of 2 to 5

pecks on the acre, and is frequently mixed with an equal quantity of ashes (leached) ; plas-

ter is also used to roll wheat and Indian corn in ; it is sometimes sown on the growing wheat
—but this should be done not later than 15th March, for fear it will ripen early. You will

seldom hear any one'complain of the use of plaster but those who ovevstoclc themselves and

leave no grass on the land. 1 have used jilaster for about thirty years pretty freely, and
have not as yet felt any loss, but certainly a gain, from its use. It must be used judiciously.

I have this spring and summer usedD to 10 tons, and some ofmy neighbors have used it as freely

as myself, and heretofore with profit. Plaster costs us here about 40 to 42 cents per bushel.

.5th Question. Have your lands generally diminished or increased in produce the last

twenty years ?

Answer. Our lands in this vicinity have generally increased, and my own opinion is that

there is a spirit of improvement pervading among the farmers for several miles around us.

6th Question. Might not oxen be more extensively substituted ibr horses to advantage for

field laboi-—I mean lor the plow ?

Ansu'cr. Oxen have been of liut little use for plowing ; those who have them use them
mosdy in hauhng out feed for catde during the winter and spring months. The use of oxen
is not so well understood as it is in the North. If we could obtain those having a quick step

they would be more used.

7th Question. Does or does not the Valley suffer more than fonnerly—say 40 or 50 yeai-s

ago—by drourii ? 'What say the old people .' Was it not Icirmerly better watered than now ?

Aiiswer. Having resided in the Valley from 1790 to the present time, I can perhaps say

as much as most persons ou this subject. Judging from many springs that were, fifty odd
years ago, considered good springs, affording plenty of water, whicli are now dry, I must
couclude there is not as much w^ater as formerly, [the same answer holds good in the lime-

stone part of Monroe County.]

8th Question. The usual wages given for white labor by the moiidi? Are they conveniently

to be had of a good description ?

A?is2cer. White laborers generally obtain from $7 to $10 per month, and good ones can be
obtained.

9th Question. 'Where Negroes are allowed in meat, instead of having it cooked for them,

what is the average allowance in die Valley Counties for each working liand ?

Answer. In diis vicinity I know no one who does not have the victuals cooked for his

slaves. Generally as much is set down to them as they wish to eat; and most of them work
easy and are well clothed, and on lioliduys freciuciitly dress finer lliaii their masters and

mistresses. [This is the universal testiniony.]

Having answered your several questions to the best of my ablhty, I hope, if you inchne

to publish any part of this letter, you will be so good as to improve my language
; you will

readily perceive I am no grammarian.

[Grammarian or not, I have mac^e no alterations. As to the Iraiguage, it is

just the right sort—plain and clear, without flourish or pretension.]

I took die old Amfrican Farmer for many ycai-s, and think I derived mucli information

from it. I have the different volumes tied together, with a view of having them bound. I

have taken the Albany Cultivator for several years, and am much pleased with it. 1 hope
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you v/ill deiive much 'oencfit from the use of the White Sulphur Springs. In hopes this

may find you in improving health,

I am, very respectfully, your obecl't serv'f, JOHN STRAYER.

The preceding letter suggests to me that I ought not to omit this occasion to

recommend to every parent and farmer in the United States who has a son des-

tined to be a farmer,—I won't say to follow in his own footsteps—for Agricul-

ture, like other arts and manufactures, ought to be progressively improving,

—

to place in his hands that greatest of all agricultural works, "Tuaek's Princi-

ples OF Agricitltuke." So highly do i think of it, that had I a son so situated,

to whom I could give only that volume or $100, I would not hesitate a moment
in giving him the former;—the whole of which is emhraced in your first volume.
I may overrate it, hut such is my impression of its extraordinary value to all

who have made up their minds to follow Agriculture as a business connected
Aviih various elegant studies, and depending for its highest success on principles

which demand for their investigation a high order of intellectual attainment and
power. In connection with Mr. Strayer's letter as respects the use of Lime, I

may refer your readers, without straying from the subject, to the whole section of

Von Thaer, Part I., consisting of hi'ty-six pages on " Manuring the Soil." It

cannot be too often or too carefully studied. There is always danger of impairing
the force of an Essay, and even of" subjecting the author to be misapprehended by
quoting detached portions of it, yet at the risk of that, as Von Thaer is one of my
companions, I must beg room to quote here what he says, not only on other points

of" pith and moment," but especially on

THE IMPORTANCE OF A THOROUGH INCORPORATION OF THE LIME WITH THE SOIL.

" It is indispensable that the lime should be iutiniately and completely blended and incor-

porated with tlie soil, so that every particle of the former substance shall come in contact

with some particle of the latter and act upon it. Unless this circumstance is carefully at-

tended to, the araelioralin;? effects of the lime will be very trifling; the gi'eatest possible care

and circumspection should therefore be bestowed on tliis point. Even when lime has been
spread over a soil that has already been fallowed and harrowed, the laud must be harrowed
once more during dry weather, and then plowed with as shallow a farrow as possible, in or-

der to bury the lime. The best way is to make use of the extirpator, which effectually

combines the lime with the soil. The land must receive at least four separate operations of

tillage, including those appertaining to the sowings, with the plow and the harrow, or with
the extirpator ; and all must be performed during dry weather. It is, therefore, indispensa-

bly necessary that a dead fallow should be given to land which is ameliorated with lime. It

is cluefly from this circumstance that lime produces the effect attributed to it, namely, the

destniction of those weeds with which the soil is infested. But if we bestow an amelioratio]x

of this nature, without at the same time bestowing all those operations of tillage which
this amelioration requires, we have no right to expect the advantages which we might other-

wise derive. If too small a quantity of lime is employed, it is not productive of any effect;

while on the other hand, if it is applied too profusely, it is injurious, because it then becomes
transformed into heaps of mortar and gathers into lumps. When buried by one deep plow-
ing, it forms a calcareous crust beneath the layer of mould turned over by the action of the

plow, which cmst so nnicli impedes the progress of that instrument that the layer of vegetable

mould becomes sensibly decreased. This is frequently found to be the case in countries

where lime is veiy cheap, and where it is used too profusely.

There are various ojiinions with regard to the quantity of lime which ought to be ajiplied to

different soils iu order to effect their amelioration. The smallest proportion which has ever
been used is si.\teeu bushels per acre; but I have seen and heard of this quantity being in-

creased to one hundred and fifty biLshels, especially on newly-tilled soils. English agricul-

turists, I believe, apjily oven more than that quantity. The quantity used ought to depend
upon the quality of the lime—that is to say, ujion its purity, or upon the quantity of sand or
clay that is mixed with it. If the calculation is made according to size or measure, that will

be influenced by its compactness at the time of being measured. Besides, the nature of the

soil ought also to infld'-nco the proportion, since an argillaceous soil which contains a great
quantity of undecomposiul vegetable matter, or which is of a marshy nature, although actual-

ly dry, can bear a considerable apjilication of lime, and will profit Ijy it ; whereas a sandy,
loamy soil would be injured by so large a quantity. Lime is not productive of any effect on
damp, wet laml. Lastly, we must carefully distinguish between the application of lime
which takes place once only, and that which is alternated regularly with stable manure.
The former is only used to elfect that pennanent and durable amendment of the soil which
may be expected from lime, if applied in the manner and under the conditions which
we have iirescrihed : the latter, on the coatraiy, is intcnilcd to maintain it in fertility.

The quantity of limo used to attain the first of these two objects ought to be very consider-

able, while that which suffices lor the latter purpose must be small, and always proportion-
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ate lo the quantity of manure wliicli is applied to the land ; for, in the latter case, it is cus-

tomaiy to alternate every three or six years between tlie use of stable manure and that of

lune. There are, however, some countries where lime is applied regularly every third year
—that is to say, at every fallow it is applied three or lour times in succession before it is again

supplied with stable manure. But this coui'se of proceeding exhausts and impoverishes the

land to the greatest possible degree.

The most various and contradictoiy opinions have been put forth with respect to the ad-

vantages or disadvantages attendant on the use of lime as a manure, and we can only find our
way out of this labyruith of conflicting statements by means of a theory based upon sohd
foundations ; with the assistance of such a theoiy, all that at first sight appears problematical,

with regard to the subject, will be speedily elucidated. Lime, especially when it has recent-

ly been calcined, or is, in other words, what we call quicklime, absorbs the carbonic acid

which is contained in the atmosphere which surrounds it, and subsequently communicating it

to the jilants, doubtless furnishes them with some nourishment ; but this nutrition is very
inconsiderable : the property to which it owes the chiefpower in promoting vegetation is the

faculty of decomposing the humus and inert vegetable or animal substances which it meets
with in the soil, and transforming them into nutintive juices adapted to the nature of plants.

Hence arise the wonderful effects which it produces when it encounters a great quantity of

these substances. Besides, when properly employed it contributes greatly toward the

destruction of weeds. Hence, we see as rich crops deiived from a first, and sometimes
from a second, application of lime, as would have been produced had the land been abun-

dantly manured with stable dung. Many persons who have not rightly comprehended the

cause of the effects produced by lime, prefer it to manure, and have believed in the possi-

bility of doing entirely without the latter ; but the total exhaustion of the soil which such a
course of proceeding must sooner or later produce, caused them to fly to the opposite exti'eme.

and to regard the use f)f lime as an application in the highest possible degree prejudicial

and dangerous. An enlightened and scientific agriculturist will soon perceive that the use of

lune can never supersede that of dung, but that it renders this kind of manure more energetic

in its action. Thus, he will profit by the increased fertility which lime bestows on the first

crop which succeeds the application of it, and will procure as much as possible of those sub-

stances which are adapted for the production of dung, in order to restore to the land, in the

shape of stable manure, that substance of which it has been deprived by the lime forcmg and
increasing the vegetation of the crops to which it was applied. He will likewise know when
lime wiirbe beneficial and when uijmious ; and, if he acts with moderation, will be able

to employ lime with much advantage in cases where many persons would be afraid to

use it."

The reason of my inquiry about the effects of plaster of Paris, was because I

had been told by the intelligent proprietor of the hotel at Newmarket, (who, or I

am much mistaken, has himself inhaled the anti-pulmonary odor of fresh-plowed

ground, and the sweet breath of cattle fresh from the clover-fields,) that an im-

pression existed with old farmers thereabout, that frequent crops of clover had a
tendency to produce too much stiffness in the soil—but I feel satisfied that they

mistake in this case, as in many others, the cause for the effect. The stiffness

they deprecate is more probably produced by their close and severe grazing, year

after year, without leaving their entire crops ungrazed occasionally, to be turned in.

And it may be mentioned that a much more certain injury resulting from the

use of plaster, and from its strong and immediate action favorable to the growth

of clover is, that it makes the indolent farmer become insensible and indifferent

about the increase of his ham-yard manure, a great and an honest resource of his

own providing—one that a diligent and courageous agriculturist will pride him-

self upon and always husband with the greatest care. See what Von Thaer says

of its importance in combination with lime. The use of that, too, it may be ap-

prehended, has the same effect of begetting a dangerous carelessness about the

accumulation of animal manures, without which, as it has been stated, in occa-

sional alternation with lime, the latter will be sure to leave the soil at last ex-

hausted of all the elements of fertility.

Before closing these hasty commentaries on Mr. Strayer's letter, one remark

farther may be made upon it : you perceive. Sir, that he took and carefully read

(there is something in that) your old American Farmer—the file-leader of agri-

cultural papers in this country-and that since you gave it up he has for years

taken the " Albany Cultivator." Now, Sir, with all the senseless cant so easily

uttered against ' book-farming,' (as if a lawyer or a doctor should cease to be

irustvvrorthv for being well read in their professions,) this constant reader, as

well as others in that neighborhood, of all that is going on in their own pur-

suits, happen to be, bv common consent, the very best practical farmers in their
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settlement, and are so proclaimed to all mquiring strangers—and is there no true
and solid honor in that ? "Would you not covet for your son's brow such a chaplet
as that, in preference to one stained with human blood, or to a fool's cap ! Put
this question, Sir, plainly and plumply to the public, and inquire Avhether any
man of real discernment, having an honest and well-founded regard for his sons,

ought not to be ashamed to look them in the face if he withholds from them the
means of becoming instructed in the principles and the literature that belong to

their profession in life, and are necessary to invest it with all that is in it either

interesting or ornamental in the view of men of cultivated minds. As for your old
American Farmer, Mr. Editor, it contains, undeniably, a vast mass of facts and
results of experiments. It skimmed the cream from scattered vessels of long stand-
ing—cream that but for the receptacle thus provided would have been lost, much
of it, to the world—to that we may at any time turn for mere facts, but, except for

new and raw inquirers, these are comparatively not needed. We all know what
can be done with abundant means—with plenty of wagons and carts, and men and
horses—with good, thorough plowing and harrowing, and laying thick ashes,
and stable-manure, and suano, and lime, and plaster, and bone-dust, and pou-
drette—for money used Aviih judgment and energy will tell in Agriculture as in

Commerce and Manufactures. But now we want to know the hoiv and the

wherefore, so that, of such materials as ordinary farmers may command, no
waste may be committed by ignorance of their proper combination and of their

adaptation to the crops Ave have in view, but all be used with that true and ex-

act economy which is only to be obtained by knowledge of the principles involved
in every step we take—by a knowledge of what is inhering in the soil, and in

what it is deficient in reference to the crops we propose to cultivate ; and how
much of the several elements of fertility a given amount of each crop will draw
out of and convey off from the land. The same as to animals : the food best

adapted to the objects we have in view, and howand in what state their various
food may be most economically administered. This, Sir, I rejoice, for one, to

see, is the high and glorious destiny—the destiny of an intellectual organization
and operation for Agriculture—at which you are aiming. Its friends implore for

you the all-powerful cooperation of the general press. With its aid, such impe-
tus and direction may be given to public sentiment as that we may hope yet to

see the time when all" these things shall be taught in our schools, with the same
conviction of their utility, and the same practical results, that the Government,
representing and supported by the landed interest, now takes care to have taught
and diflused the principles involved in the science of war, and even the knowl-
edge of the foreign language in which those principles are best expressed. Ah,
iSir, can the landed interest which you advocate, and for which you have been
laboring for thirty years, but be brought to think .'^The Press only can stimulate
them to that ; that can beget with farmers the will to extort justice for them-
selves—and when there is a Avill there will soon be found a way !

GRAZING, AS CONDUCTED AT WALNUT GROVE, MONROE COUNTY, VA.

Since closing my last dispatch I have had the pleasure to ride, agam and
again, on a fine, high-bred four-year-old, as playful as a kitten, over this exten-

sive domain. As we passed from field to field of new-mown hay or verdant pas-

ture, among herds of assorted cattle of all ages, some browsing in the open fields,

others chewing the cud in the grateful shade of trees that shoot up 40 or 50 feet

without a limb, I could not but imagine how the " Farmer of Kinderhook,"
worthily distinguished for his success in some useful and popular departments of
Horticulture, must have been impressed with the great extent and unsubdued fer-

tility of a single estate bought and thus improved by the rare industry and enter-

prise of an individual coming from abroad, and wending his way from the tide-

waters of the Old Dominion, to carve out for himself an inmiense fortune herein
her western Avilderness I Wiiat an example of energy and thriftiness was that
of Col. Beirne for her thousand sons that arc whiling away their lives in listless-

ness and despair! as if our unbounded and yet infant comitry did not present a
thousand avenues of independence to the resolute and industrious ! Alas ! the
misfortune is, that those who have been reared in the remembrance and use of
the old silver tankard, can't bring themselves to drink out of a gourd ; but the
sooner they learn to grapple with their difliculties, the sooner will they be able
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to redeem or renew the old family plate. On the industrious man Despair may
look in, but he dare not enter, as Poor Richard says. But, Sir, lest you should

suppose that high-bred colt is off with me, sure enough, let us return to our

subject.

What, in this estate, must forcibly strike a Lowlander on riding over it, is that

you nowhere see a field of level land !—no plains covering the tops of hills—no
outspreading intervales at their feet. All is precipitous or rolling ; and yet no-

where a sign of a wash or gully—no broken surface, nor anywhere a drop of

stagnant water, not even in the bottom of the " Devil's punch-bowls" or " sinks,"

so numerous as to have given to this region the name of the " Sink Country."

These sinks sometimes comprise acres. of ground, descending in regular form, to

the depth, it may be, of fifty or a hundred feet to the botton), which is not larger

in proportion than the bottom of a mill-hopper, and yet the water, after the

heaviest rain, runs through as through a seive, never remaining long enough to

drown a spear of the grass ; on the contrary, the grass which grows there is, if

anything, greener and more luxuriant than elsewhere. A view of these numer-
ous sinks or caverns—characteristic of limestone districts in this State—and
other features of the country, lead one to imagine that the whole district was in a
liquid, boiling condition, and by some great spasm or paralysis of Nature, was
suddenly cooled and left in statu quo. Nothing but the sight of it can prevent

you from deriding my hypothesis as the wayward stretch of a crude imagination.

Well ! 7i' importe. One thing, however, cannot be denied, in view of these

mountain farms, that they indicate by. their great healthiness for man and beast,

and their apparent uniformity of productiveness, the soundness of the great prin-

ciples of thorough draining, which constitutes the leading feature of the sys-

tems now in progress for agricultural improvement in Europe. Here, where not

a drop of water lies anywhere on the surface for a moment after it falls, the foot,

the sides, and the tops of hills, over hundreds of acres, whether cleared or in

wood—all parts seem alike fertile and verdant. At the top no less than the base

does the timothy flourish until eaten out by the yet more nutritious and fattening

blue-grass, which takes final possession ; and such seems to be the nature of all

this region—with this distinction, that where the oak is the principal growth,
there the land is more gravelly, throws up an undergrowth of wood, and is bet-

ter adapted to grain, while the prevalence of the maple, and buckeye, and wal-
nut, shows more fitness for grass, and, like the blue-grass lands in Kentucky, is

clear of undergrowth ; so that 1 would not, with a fair chance for the brush, hesi-

tate to drive even my " Marylander " colt through it at the top of his speed in a fox-

chase. In equal luxuriance, 'tis true, you see the timothy covering the much
less expanded but equally precipitous hills at Hayfields and other farms on the

Gunpowder, in Maryland ; but their fertility has been maintained by heavy doses
of lime and manure, rendered indispensable by more frequently alternating grain
crops, and by selling the grass off the land. Here it lias been, so far, kept up,
and promises to be continued, if not augmented, by the happy effects of a saga-
cious and self-supporting system of grazing, so well conducted that nothing is

carried off, but everything restored to the land. Pouring in the grain as he
takes away the meal, the grazier's hopper is always full. Hoav different with
the grass farmer, who sells his hay in the cities ! He should remember that he
can't eat his cake and have it too. Small leaks sink great ships, as Poor Rich-
ard says. In fact, the great beauty and conservative operation of the grazing
over the tillage system, which it behooves the farmers all along the line of our
travel, to remember, consists in the fact that the former pays on the spot what it

borrows from his estate, and that it requires, comparatively, but a small quan-
tity and cost of labor in proportion to the money results.

But I must not detain the reader, by ill-digested remarks of my own, from the
following. He will please remember that this exposition of my kind host. Mr.
Beirne, does not purport to be anything like a regular dissertation on this beau-
tiful branch of agricultural industry, for which I had no right to ask, but is to

be considered merely as a transcript of his answers to categorical and desultory
questions propounded by me casually in the course of our rides over his farm,,

which questions, without being here repeated, may be understood from the nature
of his answers. A greater measure of personal experience, and some time for delib-

eration, would have enabled me to frame my inquiries with more pertinence, and
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to have thus procured, from the fulhiess of the respondent's information and his
frank and courteous disposition, a much more complete exposition of the whole
subject, for the use or amusement of those who may desire, as I did, a more ex-
act notion of the manner in which the grazing business is carried on.

ANSWERS OF O BEIRNE, ESQ., TO INQUIRIES PROPOUNDED IN BEHALF OF THE
EDITOR OF THE FARMERS' LIBRARY.

I breed but a small proportion of the cattle grazed on my estate—say 30 out of 2.50. I

think a larger profit can be made by buying up and grazing the common stock of the coun-
try than could be by breeding entire ; and a much larger profit might be made, in my opin-
ion, by gi-azing the improved breeds, if they could be obtained.

I procure my stock cattle from the south-western counties of the State—Tazewell, Russell,

Smyth, Scott, &c. (fcc. They are bred in lots of from 5 to .50, by the small farmers of the
country, according to the extent of their fai'ms and means. Tliey are fed m winter on the
offal of the fann, hay. straw, fodder, &c. ; in summer on mountain range—and are generally
fat in the fall when sold to the graziers or speculators.

Stock cattle purcluised in the fall for grazing tlie following summer, are 3, 4 and .5 years
old—five-year-olds preferred, fattening more kindly at that age. Very little difficulty is ex-
perienced by the breeders in keeping their slock together m the range. The usual mode is

to put a bell on one that was ranged the preceding year ; they soon become accustomed to,

and are not apt to wander beyond its sound ; it also enables the owner more readily to find

them when salt is required, which he usually gives once a week, taking care always to salt

them as near the same place as the nature of the case will admit. The usual quantity of salt

allowed to each bullock per week is about half a pint.

The mountains of Western Virginia generally afford good range for cattle during the sum-
mer and fall months. The pea-vine is esteemed the best range ; there ai'e, however, many
weeds and shrubs very near if not quite as good.

I am Sony to say, very little enterpnse has as yet been manifested by the people of this

country in the improvement of their stock by the introduction of bulls of improved breed.s

or otherwise. As a stimulant I sell my hali-breed Short-Horn calves at tlu'ee months old,

for $10 ; and but veiy few are willing to introduce them even at that price. I also pennit
my neighbors to bring their best cows to my bull free of charge, and but very few even
avail themselves of the opportunity.

I purchase my stock cattle in the months of September and October, and commence feed-

ing on hay, straw and fodder from 15th December to 1st .lanuary ; although it often occurs,

when the fall season is propitious for tlie grass crop, and not obstructed by snow, the cattle

v>:ill live throughout the winter, and do much better than upon the most abundant allowance
of dry food. I cut up my corn and husk it out in November, feed the stalk, fodder and
shuck together, and consider it the best of all the dry feeds. Oat-straw is not generally es-

teemed, in this country, as good food for cattle. I usually cut my timothy immediately after

the blossom falls, which I think the proper time.

My father has earned through the winter as many as G50 head of cattle ; 525 is the most
he ever gi-azed in one 5'ear. I should suppose about 25 per cent, is added to the weight of
the stock from the purchase to the sale. They are grazed in lots of from 20 to 50 ; they fat-

ten better in small than in large lots. The Durham stock, well handled, at four years old
are worth double the common stock. Cattle are never stabled in this country in winter ;

the food is scattered out to them on the ground from a wagon in the woodland pastures. I

frequently meal my cattle when first turned to grass, for a month or six weeks, at the rate

of a gallon to each IduHocIc per day.

I am not able to say the jirecise quantum of hay necessaiy for each bullock during the
winter. Hay cannot be sold in this country, in any quantity, at any price, there being no
demand or market. The first of May is the usual time of turning the stock to grass, and I

generally sell in August to the speculators who drive to the Baltimore market. I some-
times, however, sell to the stall-lbeders on the south branch of the Potomac. $10 per head
on the original cost is considered a fair profit

; $12, and even $15, is sometimes obtained.

I cultivate my lands, on the average, about once in ten years in com or oats. The com
land I lay do\vn in wheat and rye, and if designed ibr meadow, sow at the same time iu
timothy ; if for pasture, in timothy and clover mixed, sowed in January. The oat land I in-

variably lay down in wheat, and sow on it, in Januaiy or February, timothy and clover
mixed, for pasture.

Timothy and clover are the only grass-seeds sown in this country, and they are exter-
minated by the blue-grass, (generally, in about five years.) which is no doubt the natural gi-ass

of the country, and thought to be the best tor fallowing. I usually cut my meadow land
about five years successively, and graze as many more. I have no regular rotation of crops,

but am governed in the cultivation of the ditferent fields by their condition and circum-
stances ; some of them require much more fre(iuent cultivation than others. I am of opin.

ion it would be better never to cultivate our grazing lands after they are well set in lilue-

grass—the older the sod the better it fattens. Two acres of our best land is sufficient to

graze a bullock. I have never tried the orchard or red-top gi-ass.
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I employ some 15 hands—9 males and 6 females—with some 5 small boys, on my estate

of 2,000 acres, which I deem sufficient. White labor can be ]irocured at $10 per mouth, A
good hand will cut and maul from the stump 200 rails in a day; 100 is the usual task, which

is easily accomplished in good timber by an iudificrent hand.

The Negroes of this part of the countiy are not allowanced, being at all times permitted

to eat as much as they desire of good and wholesome food, and are always comfortably

clothed.

Western Virginia I think admirably adapted to the gi-owth of sheep. Our common stock,

when well taken care of, produce a large fleece, and the mutton is as fat and weU-flavored

as any in the world, I have no doubt the breeding of improved sheep would be more prof-

itable to the formers of this countiy tiian the grazing of cattle. From 21 to 23 days are

usually consumed in driving cattle from this vicinity to the Baltimore market. The average

cost or expense per head is from one dollar and fifty cents to two dollars. The average

weight of the common stock of this countiy when in market, (4 years old,) is about 500

pounds net.

The reason of my asking about salting was that doubts have been started,

founded on partial experiments in England, 'about the efTect of salt ; but I

cannot doubt that it has its virtue— else even wild cattle would hardly go the

distance they do for it. Mr. Erskine, the worthy and very obliging host of the

"Salt Sulphur,^'' from which I am 7ioiv scribbling, and who has much experi-

ence in grazing, says he knows it to be beneficial—that he has observed that

salted cattle v/Tll shed their coats sooner, invariably, than those which are not

salted ; and this is everywhere, regarded as a healthful indication. Yet there

are hundreds of farmers who never give their cattle, intentionally, a particle

of salt. Salt and ashes mixed have been highly recommended as a vermifuge,

and otherwise Avholesome for horses and cattle. In that view ashes are system-

atically ordered to their horses, by the old mail contractors in the South. DC?" A
spoonfull of alum will immediately cure your horse of an accidental founder, so

that vou may pursue your journey next morning—so says Doctor P. Thornton.

Would any one believe in the continued stolidity which prevents farmers,

even yet, from bavins recourse to cattle of improved blood ? How differently they

order things in England ! There, at a late (twe:-;ty-first) annual lettings of

South-Down rams, by Mr. Jonas Webb, a great South-Down breeder, 67 rams

(the whole number let) were let by the season at upward of $100 each ! while

lately at Mr. Gowen's sale of choice Short-Horns, the prices averaged not over

$40 f Is it any wonder that we witness no general improvement ? The reason is

that men are reared in ignorance of the meliorations that are going on in their

profession, and of the principles on which they turn ; and men groini rarely take

to books and the search for knowledge, who have been kept from them Avhen

young, any more than they take in mature life to fishing, or shooting, or cock-

fighting. But if, as in other cases, boys were taught what appertains to their

own particular business, if the boy that is to be a farmer, were also initiated, as he

should be, in the principles of vegetable and mechanical and animal economy,

he would know already, before he entered upon his art, that breeding from im-

proved animals of true conformation and constitutional temperament, would give

him, from the same food and care, the increased profits of which Mr. Beirne

speaks t''rom personal observation. But you can't make an improving man out

of one who does not believe in knowledge, or thinks he knows everything, any

more than you can make—to use a vulgar saying—a silk purse out of a sow's

ear. I very much doubt, Mr. Editor, whether there are ten men in your own
native county, since the death of your father, who read ten pages a year on the

very business of their lives, a business essentially intellectual and progressive.

Here vou see Mr. Beirne, a gentleman of close observation, great personal ex-

perience', and strong powers of discrimination, expressly averring his belief in the

superiority, as winter food for cattle, of the offal of Indian corn over all the dry

fodders, even timothy hay, and yet—so faithfully is the agricultural interest cared

for, so careful are they to have rendered a full account of their contributions to

the national wealth, that not the slightest mention is made of this, one of their

most valuable products, in the Census of our national resources. But thus must

it ever be while farmers are educated in anything and everything hut that

which qualifies them to comprehend their own interests and tire principles of

their art ; and while scarcely any but lawyers and party demagogues represent

and make laws for them.
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I trust you and your readers, and especially Mr. B., -will excuse these running
commentaries on "his clear and interestmg statement. There is one point of it

which suggests one more remark : It is the deliberate declaration of such a man,
who has traveled all over the Union, is familiar with its various climates, its

course of trade, its agricultural staples, its manufacturing industry—it is his

declaration to which I would call attention, to wit: "Western Virginia I think

admirably adapted to the growth of sheep. Our common stock, when well taken

care of, produce a large fleece, and the mutton is as fat and w^ell flavored as any
in the world. I have no doubt the breeding of improved sheep would be more
profitable lo the farmers of this country [meaning Western Virginia] than the

i;razing of cattle." What stronger corroboration do I need of the soundness of

tuy suggestions, and of the more elaborate and unanswerable illustrations of Mr.
Randall, as contained in his admirable Letters, now appearing in your Monthly
Journal. Doubtless these arguments apply as well to all the upper portions of

the Carolinas and G-eorgia.

It will be admitted that the Yankees are good at guessing what is best for

themselves, and know pretty well how to turn their resources to the best ac-

count. You will find in a late number of the " Western New-Yorker," pub-
lished at Warsaw, the following statement as to the wool business of that county:

" The whole number of yards of woolen goods made at the different factories is set down at

65.518—valued at $51,358 : value of raw material used, $23,800. There have been, at the

lowest estimate, (ajid it probably exceeds that.) 500,000 pounds of wool sold this season, by
the fanners of our county. Admitting the sales to average 28 cents jier pound, which will

not vary much, if any, fi-om that, the amount of money paid out for wool will be one hun-

dred and forty thousand dollai's—a nice Uttle sum to be scattered broadcast over our
county."

An equal sum might be derived from wool in almost every county in Virginia

and Maryland, without any diminution of income from other sources.

In the Genesee Farmer I find the following. It will be seen that his Merino
sheep averaged nearly 4| pounds ; but putting the average at 4 pounds, his 200
sheep yielded for their wool above $350, saying nothing about their 190 lambs.
This $350 is more than fields of 100 acres of wheat will net, on the average
through the State. Rating the 190 lambs at $1 each, the 200 sheep would give
$540. But there are factories in the Northern States ready to buy the wool"and
many other products of the farm on which the avooI is grown:

" When I kept the Saxony, 2^ lbs. per head was all that I could get with good keeping

;

and in rearing lambs I would lose at least 15 per cent., and ueai-ly the same iu wintering old

ones ; and I think there is not as much difference in theii' size, nor in the quantity of food
they eat, as some have intunated. To be sure the Merinos are larger than the Saxony, but'
the difference is not gi-eat. I think that a fat sheep will not eat as much as a lean one, and
certainly my Merinos keep in much better order, otw the same fare, than my Saxons did.

and I seldom lose oue iu wiutering ; and in rearing lambs we seldom lose 5 per cent. ; and
I find it fully as easy to shear 4 lbs. per liead as 2^ from my Saxons—and indeed my ewes
this year averaged near 4J lbs. per head, counting lambs and all. My lightest fleece was
3 lbs. 6 oz., and two with lambs by their sides gave 5^ lbs. each, and one baiTen ewe gave
7 lbs. 14 oz. My sheep were thoroughly washed. The man who bought my wool was
much pleased with it, and gave me the top of the market, 37^ cents per lb., cash, for my
entii-e clip. My (lock consists of about 200, aliout half ol wliich are pure bred Meiinos of
the Paular kind, wliicii I have bred from about 10 ewes and 2 bucks that I purchnsed from the
most approved (locks iu Vermont. The other half ofmy (lock is a high cross of the common
Merino on the native and Saxony, which makes their wool about as fine as my full-blood

Paulars, but do not give near as heavy fleeces. Now I say let every one make his own cal-

culations, and keep the kind of sheep he pleases.
" Very respectfully yours, REED BURRITT.

-BnrrUt, Tompkins Co., N. Y., July, \m:'

—One more and a much shorter letter will suffice, Mr. Editor, for the few gen-
eral remarks and reflections that remain on what was observed in connection
with their Agriculture during a most agreeable visit to the Springs in Western
Virginia.

Longevity of the Do.vkey.—A donkey belonging to Mr. Gaudey, of Brighton, died
lately at the advanced age of a hundred years ! It was a great fevorite with its master, and
was well provided for up to the time of its death.

(357)
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HOUSE-FEEDING SHEEP.

I HAVE two houses for feeding sheep, the

one containing 140 stalls, and the other 150.

My system has been now several years in

operation, and answers my fullest expecta-

tions.

The great prmciple upon which I relied,

when I commenced it, was that safe and cer-

tain one, that in proportion as an animal is

kept warm, clean, well fed, (in other words,

comfortable ur'eveiy respect,) it will improve
in flesh and in fat, and will be likely to repay

the attention of the feeder. This principle

had been safely applied to other animals—to

the ox, the swine, the horse, the dog—to

many of the wild animals—and, what fur-

nished a still stronger illustration, to birds

—

for the careful housewife invariably coops
her poultry. The ordinary process of reason-

ing assured me that the same causes which
were operative upon other animals would be
as certainly operative upon the sheep, and
the result has fully justified the opinion.

My sheep are confined in stalls, the dimen-
sions of which I need not give, because it is

obvious that they must be regulated by the or-

dinary size of the breed to which they aie to

be appropriated. It is enough to say that they

should not be so large as to enable the animal

to turn round and dirty the trough. Each
sheep is confined by a leathern collar, attached

to a slight chain (of the size of a small dog-

chain) furnished with a couple of swivels, suf-

ficiently long to secure comfort to the aniinal,

but not long enough to hang back beyond the

di\'ision of his stall, and to interfere with his

neighbor. At the head of each sheep is a
ti'ough, for the pui-pose of holding turnips, at

one end of wliich is a division for chaff, bruised
com, linseed-cake, or other ibod of the kind.

Above the trough is a small rack for vetches,

clover, or other long food.

In one of my houses a small cast-iron water-
trough is ai:)propriated to every two sheep,
the entire number of troughs being laid upon
a level, and supplied from a tank furnished
with a ball-cock.

Under each row of animals is a recejjtacle

for the manure, formed of brick laid in ce-

ment. It is about two feet deep, and as much
in breadth, and is covered by an oaken grat-

ing. A receptacle of these dimensions re-

quires emptying about once in ten weeks.
The sheep stand back to back, with an inter-

val between the rows sufficient to allow the
barrovi's, for feeding and for carrying away
the manure, to pass Ireely through the house,
and this passage is laid so far below the level

of the gratings as to admit of any dirt dropped
in the path being swept into the manure-
tanks on either side.

The whole of the openings in the stalls are
secured by shutters, whicli^ in cold \veather
are closed entirely at night, and which are
opened, more or less, according to the weather,
durins: the day.
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Gypsum is occasionally scattered along
the paths, and swept into the tanks; and,
in the absence of gypsum, peat or other
vegetable ash, which we find answer a good
purpose.

So essential do I consider wannth, tliat if I

were in a coal country I should be inclined to

regulate the heat of my ox and sheep houses
as we do that of our conservatories—by arti-

ficial heat ; and I think it proliable that the
feeder would be repaid by glazing the open-
ings left for light.

My sheep are generally very healthy, and
thrive fast ; but in this respect tliey differ

veiy much. In some very rare instances in-

dividuals have gained a pound a day live

weight. In many instances the average gain,

upon a large number, has exceeded three
pounds a head per week ; but the more gen-
eral average is about two and a half pounds.
It is obvious that the breed and C[nality of the
sheep, .the age, the sex, the season, the
weather, the food, are all involved in this

question. And so in reference to the time
occupied in making out the sheep for the
liutcher. Upon this point it is enough for me
to_say that the advantage oi' stall-feeding over
the open ibid is immense ; and it will be, of
course, greater or less in proportion as the
farm is one in which the soil and the expo-
sure are more or less favorable to the well-
doing of stock, and to the feeding-off the tur-

nip crop.

The manure is of first-rate quality, and es-

pecially valuable for the drill ; not inferior,

as I think, to the best guano, made as it is

under cover, and containing as it does all the

j

chemical properties of the urine, in admix-
ture with the solid manure. My usual cus-
tom has hitherto been to use it with the addi-
tion of some bone, either in the raw state, or
recently in that of superphosphate. I may
add that under this system the gi-owth of
wool is very rapid, fully corresponding to

that of the carcass.

I have thus told you everythmg which oc-
curs to me as usei'ul to be known Ijy those
who may wish to cany into effect my method
of feeding. RICHARD SIMEON.

Sicainston, Isle of Wight, Feb. 23.

W. C. Si'ooNEB, Esq.

There are now before the public the details

of three methods of shed-feeding sheep—the
system of box or pen-feeding adopted by Mr.
Huxtable, the method of stall-feeding prac-
ticed by Sir Richard Simeon, Bart., and the
plan of having movable houses in the turnip-

field reconnnended by other gentlemen. Each
system seems to have peculiar advantages as

well as disadvantages, but ^11 agree in the

economical manufacture and expenditure of

the maimre. w. C. .SPOONER.
[London Gardeners' Chronicle.

i
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LETTER X.

BREEDS OF SHEEP IN THE UNITED STATES.

Enumeration of Imported Breeds. ..No indigenous ones. .." Native " Sheep—theirOrip^in—Views of Mr.

Youatt—Mr. Livinaston—their true Oridn—their Early Increase in New-England. .Vanderdonk's description

of the Sheep and'their increase introduced from Holland into New-Netherland (New-York) . . . Character-

istics of tlie Native Sheep... Account of the Introduction of Merinos into the United States.. .Their valua-

tion at different periods.. .The Spanish sub-varieties—Merged in the United States.. .Purity of blood of the

descendants of the Early Importations ... Spurious Merinos. . .Vv'eight of Fleece of the Spanish and French
(Rambouillet) families. ..Description of the latter.. .American Families—their Characteristics..Doctor Em-
mons's Measurements of the Fineness of Wool of individuals of the American, Spanish, and French families

—also of other breeds.. The Characteristics of the Merino—its Crosses. ..The Saxon Sheep-—its Origin

—

Varieties—Treatment in Gei-many. ..Introduction into the United States... Purity of blood in our present

flocks—Weight of Fleece—Characteristics. ..The New Leicester or "Bakewell"—Origin—Character in

England—Introduction into the United States—Valuation in the latter—Characteristics.. .South-Down
Sheep—Origin—Characteristics—Introduction mto the United States. .Mr. Ellman's description of a perfect

animal. .Cotswold Sheep—Original Stock—Crossed—the improved variety—Characteristics of—Introduction
into the United States.. Cheviot Sheep—Importation into the United States—Original Stock—Crossed

—

improved variety—Characteristics. ..Broad-Tailed Sheep—Introduction into our Country—Characteristics.

Dear Sir : It is believed by those competent to judge, and who have

investigated the subject, that our coxintrynow possesses every known bi-eed

of sheep which could be of particular benefit to its husbandry. In pro-

ceedincr to give an account of the sheep of the United States, I do not

deem it necessary to take up your time with a detailed liistory of each

race. The zoologist or breeder anxious to obtain this information, will

find it given with great elaboration and accuracy, in the admirable work
on Sheep by the late Mr. Youatt.*

The principal breeds in the United States are the " Native," (so called)
;

the Spanish and Saxon Merinos, introduced from the countries whose
names they bear ; the New Leicester or Bakewell, the South-Down, the

Cotswold, the Cheviot, and the Lincoln from England. The common
sheep of Holland were early imported by the Dutch emigi-ants who origi-

nally colonized New-Yoi'k, but have long since ceased to exist as a dis-

tinct variety. The Broad-Tailed Sheep of Asia and Afi-ica have several

times been introduced from Persia, Tunis, Asia Minor, etc.

Chancellor Livingston also speaks of two "races as 'indigenous ' to this

country, which we have not enumerated, as it is not known to the Com-
mittee *" that they are now bred in any portion of the United States,

viz., the Otter and Smith's Island Sheep, breeds said to have been discov-

ered on two islands on our Atlantic coast. An almost infinite variety of

crosses have taken place between the Spanish, English, and ' native ' fami-

lies. To so great an extent, indeed, has this been cairied, that there are,

* Also in Mr. BischofFs, Spooner's, etc., (English) works, and Mr. Morrel's "American Shepherd "—the
historical parts of all of which are compiled mainly from Mr. Youatt

t At the Annual Meeting of the New-York State .Agricultural Society. 1837, a Committee was appointed to

report at the next Annual Meeting of the Society, on the ' Condition and Comparative Value of the Several
Breeds of Sheep in the United States." The Committee consisted of Henry S. Randall of Cortland, Henry
D. Grove of Rensselaer, John B. Duane of Schenectady, Francis Rotch of Otsego, and C. N Boment of Alba-

ny. These gentlemen were at the time breeders of all or nearly all the most important varieties, and it was
expected that each would write that portion of the Report treating of the one or ones bred by himself The
Committee, however, desired—or rather required me to write the whole Report, vi'hich I did. with the
exception of quotations from authors. The Committee met in .Mbany, prior to the presentation of the Re.
port, and the late Thomas Dunn and several other breeders were present by invitation. The Report was
unanimously adopted by the Committee, and assented to by the breeders present. I do not now quote or
adopt nW the conclusions of that Report- Experience has compelled me to modify some of my opinions,

and actual changes in the breeds have taken place But I have mentioned the above facts, to show the au-

thority on which the statements which I have quoted, rest ; and also because the Report has been often

quoted from, sometimes without any credit, and sometimes erroneously credited.

[To save constant reference, it will bo understood that all the matter quoted in this Letter from the Re-
port will, unlike the cases where Mr. Randall quotes at any IrnL'tli from the \vriHni.'s of others, be printed

in the same type with the body of the Letter, and simply marked with quotation points. Publisher.]
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comparatively speaking, few flocks in the United States that preserve en-

tire the distinctive characteristics of any one breed, or that can lay claim to

unmixed purity of blood."

Native Sheep.—"Although this name is popularly applied to the com-

mon coarse-wooled sheep of the country, which existed here previously

to the importation of the improved breeds, there is, properly speaking, no
race of sheep ' native ' to Noith America. Mr. Livingston, in speaking

of a race as ' indigenous,' only quoted the language of another,* and his

informant was either mistaken as to the fact, or misapprehended the term.

The only animal of the genus Ovis Aries, originally inhabiting this coun-

try, is the Argali,t known to our enteiiarising travelers and traders who
have penetrated to the Rocky Mountains, where the animal is found, as

the Big Horn.t Though the pelage of the Argali approximates but little

to the wool of the domestic sheep, they are, as is well known, considered

by naturalists to have belonged originally to the same species ; and the

changes which have taken place in the form, covering, and habits of the

latter, are attributed to his domestication, and the care and skill of Man
during a long succession of years.

" The common sheep of the United States were of foreign and mostly of

English origin. The ^viiter of the volume on Sheep in the * Farmer's Se-

ries,' [Mr. Youatt,] speaks of them as ' although somewhat differing in va-

rious districts, consisting chiefly of a coarse kind of Leicester, originally

of British breed.'|| Others have seen, or fancied' they saw, in some of

them, a strong resemblance to the South-Downs. Mr. Livingston was of

this number.§ But it is far more probable that they can claim a common
descent from no one stock. Our ancestors emigrated from different sec-

tions of the British Dominions, and some portion of them from other parts

of Europe. They brought their implements of husbandry, and their do-

mestic animals, to fertilize the wilderness. Each, it would be natui'al to

suppose, made choice of the favorite breed of his own immediate district

to transport to the New World, and the admixture of these various races

formed the mongrel family now under consideration. Amid the perils of

war, and the incursion of beasts of prey, they were j^reserved with sedu-

lous care. As early as 1676, IMr. Edward Randolph, in a ' Narrative to

the Lords of the Privy Seal,' speaks of New-England as ' abounding with

sheep.' "^
Vanderdonk, writing in 1790, thus speaks of the sheep introduced from

Holland into New-Netherland (now New-York) by the Dutch emi-

grants :

—

" Sheep are also kept in tlie New-Netherlands, but not as many as in New-England, where
the weavmg business is carried on, and where much more attention is paid to them than by
the Nevv-Netherlanders. The sheep, however, tln-ive well, and become fat enough. I have

seen mutton there so exceedingly fat that it was too luscious and offensive. The sheep breed

well and are healthy ; they find good pasture in summer, and good hay in winter ; 'but the

flocks require to be guarded and tended on accoimt of the wolves, for which purpose men
cannot he. spared. There is also a more important hindrance to the keeping of sheep, which
are chiefly cultivated for their wool. New-Netherland is a woody country throughout, being

almost everywhere beset with trees, stumps and Iirushwood, wherein the sheep pasture,

and by which they lose most of their wool. This is not apparent until they are sheared,

when the fleeces turn out very light."

" The common sheep yielded a wool only suited to the coarsest fabrics,,

averaging, in the hands of good farmers, from 3 to 3^ lbs of wool to the

* Livingston's Essay on Slieep, pp. 56, 60. t Godman's American Natural Histwy.

% The " wooly sheep " o^' the Rocky Mountains, the description of which is quoted by Mr Morrel, (Ameri-

can .Shepherd, p 131,) from Capt. Bonneville, is a ^oa«. It will be found described in Godman's Natural

History, vol ii. p. 326, et supra.

II
Vol. on Sheep, p. 134. § Essay on Sheep, p. 53. H Colonial papers of Massachusetts.
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fleece. They were slow in arriving at maturity, compared with the im-

proved English breeds, and yielded vv^hen fully grown, from 10 to 14 lbs.

of a middling quality of mutton to the quarter. Tliey were usually long-

legged, light in the fore-quarter, and narrow on the breast and back, al-

though some rare instances might be found of flocks with the short legs,

and some approximation to the general form of the improved breeds. The
common sheep were excellent breeders, often rearing, almost entirely des-

titute of care, and without shelter, one hundred per cent, of lambs, and in

small flocks a still larger proportion. These, too, were usually dropped iu

March or the earlier part of April. Restless in their disposition, their impa-

tience of restraint almost equaled that of the untamed Argali, from which
they were descended ; and in many sections of our country it was common
to see from twenty to lifty of them roving, with little regard to inclosures,

over the possessions of their owner and his neighbors, leaving a large por-

tion of their wool' adhering to bushes and thorns, and the remainder placed

nearly beyond the possibility of carding by the Tory weed ( Grjnoglossuvi

ojjicinale) and Burdock (Arctium lappa) so common on new lands.

" The old common stock of sheep, as a distinct family, have nearly disap-

peared, having been universally crossed, to a greater or less extent, with

the foreign breeds of later introduction. The first and second cross with

tlie Merino, resulted in a decided improvement, and produced a variety

exceedingly valuable for the farmer who rears wool only for domestic pur-

poses. The fleeces are of uneven fineness, being hairy on the thighs, dew-
lap, &c. ; but the general quality is much improved ; the quantity is con-

siderably augmented ; the carcass is more compact and nearer the ground
;

and they have lost their unquiet and roving propensities. The cross with the

Saxon, for reasons which we shall hereafter allude to, has not been generally

so successful. With the Leicester and Downs the improvement, so far as

form, size, and a propensity to take on fat are concerned, is manifest."

(361)
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Spanish Merino.—" The history of this celebrated race of sheep, so far

as it is known, has so often been brought before the public that it is deemed
unnecessary here to recapitulate it. The first imjiortation of them into

the United States took place in 1801. Four were shipped by Mr.
Delessert, a banker of Paris, three of which perished on the passage.*

The fourth arrived in safety at Rosendale, a farm owned by that gentle-

man near Kingston, in this State. The same year Mr. Seth Adams, of
Massachusetts, imported a pair from France. In 1802, two pairs were
sent from France by Mr. Livingston, the American Minister, to his estate

on the Hudson ; and later ttie same year, Mr. Humphrys, our Sjianish

Minister, shipped two hundred, on his departure from that country, for the

United States." Hon. William Jarvis, of Weathersfield, Vermont, then
American Consul at Lisbon, sent home large and valuable flocks in 1809,
1810, and 1811. The particularly favorable circumstances for obtaining
the choicest sheep of Spain, under which these were procured, you will

find detailed in a letter tome from Mr. Jarvis, dated December, 1841, pub-
lished in the Transactions of the Nev/-York State Agricultural Society of
that year. Various subsequent importations took place, which it is not
important to particularize.

The Merinos "attracted little notice, until our difficulties with England led

to a cessation of commercial intercourse with that power, in 1808 and 1809.

The attention of the covmtry being then directed toward manufacturing
and wool-growing, the Merino rose into importance. So great, indeed,

was the interest excited, that from a thousand to fourteen hundred dollars a
head was paid for them.". Unfortunately some of the later importations *' ar-

rived in the worst condition, bringing with them those scourges of the

ovine race, the scab and foot-rot. These evils and the increased supply,

soon brought them down to less than a twentieth 2:)art of their former
price ; they could now be bought for $20 a head. When, however, it was
established, by actual experiment, that their wool did not deteriorate, as

bad been feared by many, in this country, and that they became readily

acclimated, they again rose into favor. But the prostration of our manu-
factories, which soon after ensued, rendered the Merino comparatively of

little value, and brought ruin to numbers who had purchased them at their

previous high prices. The rise which has since taken place in the value

of fine wool, as well as the causes which led to it, are too recent and well

understood to require particular notice. With the rise of wool, the valua-

tion of the sheep which bear it, has of course kept pace.
" The Merino has been variously described. This arises from the fact

that it is but the general appellation of a breed, comprising several varie-

ties, presenting essential points of difference in size, form, quality and
quantity of wool." And writers of high authority differ even in their

descriptions of these families or varieties. M. Lasteyrie, so celebrated as

a wi'iter on sheep, and particularly on the Merino, and Mr. Jarvis directly

contradict each other on several points.t It is scarcely necessary now
to quote their conflicting statements, or inquire which is right—as the ques-

tions involved possess no practical importance. These families have, gen-

erally, been merged, by intei'bi-eeding, in the United States and other

countries which have received the race from Spain. Purity of Merino
blood, and actual excellence in the individual and its ancestors, has long

since been the only standard which has guided sensible men in selecting

sheep of this breed. Families have indeed sprung up, in this country, ex-

* Archives of Useful Knowledce.— Cultivator, vol. i.'p. 183.

t See Lasteyrie on Sheep—or, If not accesr-ible—his statements quoted by Mr. Youatt. p. 156. For Mr.
Jarvis's statements, see his Letter to L. D. Gregory, ouolcd in Amicrican Sheplicrd, pp. 73, 74.
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hibiting wider points of difference than did those of Spain. In some cases

they doubtless owe it to particular couraes of breeding—but more often,

px'obably, to concealed or forgotten infusions of other blood.

The point has, indeed, been occasionally mooted, whether there are

any Merinos in the United States, descendants of the early importations,

of iiuquestionahle purity of blood. That there are, has been recently defi-

nitely settled by a connected chain of undisputable and undisputed testimo-

ny,* not necessary here to be repeated. That, on the other hand, in the

recent rush of speculation, a marvelous facility has been evinced, in some
instances, in suddenly recollecting lost links in the chain of pedigree—or

in forgetting others which it would not be expedient to remember, no one
would require any proof who has seen some of the animals which have
been hawked through the country as full-bloods.

" Taken collectively, the Spanish rams, according to Chancellor Living-

ston, yield about'eight and a half pounds of v/ool, and the ewes five, which
loses half in washing—making four pounds and a quarter the average
weight of fleece of the rams, and two and a half the average of the ewes.t

Some varieties considerably exceed this estimate, and probably it would
fall short if applied to the prime sheep of any variety."

The fleeces of the Merinos at Rambouillet in France, it is stated in the

Report of M, Gilbert, to the National Institute, quoted by Mr. Living-

ston,! weigh, in the rams, from twelve to thirteen pounds (unwashed) wool
—taking rams and ewes together, it has "not quite attained to eight pounds,
after deducting the tags and the wool of the belly, which are sold sepa-

rately." Mr. Livingston remarks that the French pound is about one-

twelfth heavier than the English ; but on the other hand, that from the man-
ner of folding and housing sheep and feeding them on fallows in France,
they are very dirty, and lose 60 per cent, in washing."|] This would bring

the average of tlie Rambouillet flock to about four pounds, exclusive of

tag and belly wool.

M. Lasteyrie gives the following annual averages per head of the Ram-
bouillet flock : 1796, 6 lbs. 9 oz. ; 1797, 8 lbs. ; 1798, 7 lbs. ; 1799, 8 lbs.

;

1800, 8 lbs. ; 1801, 9 lbs. 1 oz.—This is umvashed wool, and will lose half

in ^vashing. Mr. Livingston's iinported ewes averaged 5 lbs. 2 oz. ; his

rams 6 lbs. 7 oz., of unwashed wool.§ Tl^e later importations will, judg-

ing from the specimens I have seen, average much higher than the latter.

They are a large sheep, with good, but not the best, quality of Merino
wool—some of the larger stocks being rather coarse—and not very uni-

form, one with another, either in their appearance or fleeces—and are

most remarkable for the loose j^endulous skin which hangs about their

necks, and lies in folds about their bodies. They are free from hair

—

their wool, which is of good style, opens with a creamy color, and rich lus-

tre, on a fine rose-colored skin. Their wool is long on the back, shortish

on tlie belly—thick, but not so thick as that of many of the American Me-
rinos—very yolky, but destitute of concrete external gum.

The American Merino has, as already intimated, diverged into families

or varieties presenting wide points of difference. The minor distinctions

are numerous, but they may all, perhaps, be classed imder three general

heads. The first, is a large, short-legged, strong, exceedingly hardy sheep,

carrying a heavy fleece, ranging from medium to fine—free from hair in

properly bred flocks—somewhat inclined to tlirontiucss, but not so much
so as the Rambouillets—bred to exhibit external concrete gum in some

* This teetimony will be found in a Letter from mo to A. B. Allen, Esq., in the December No of the
Araericsm Agriculturist, 1844, and in the Cultivator, '1 think, of the same date—if not, the succeeding No.

t liivinijston's Kssay on Sheep, p. 39. % Ibid., p. 40, et supra.

II
Livingston's Essay on Sheep, p. 51. § Ibid,, Appendix.
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flocks, but not commonly so—their wool longish on both back and belly,
and exceedingly dense—wool v/hiter within than the Rambouillets—skin
the same rich rose-color. The ram on page 169 is a good specimen of this

variety, though his age is not sufficient to give him the substance and com-
pactness of au older animal, and the apparent want in these particulars is

hightened by recent shearing* His first fleece of well-washed wool, at

thirteen months old, was 8 lbs.; was of beautiful cpiality, and entirely
destitute of hair. At three years old he would have sheared from 10 to 12
lbs. of well-washed wool.t

MERIN'O EWE.

The second general class of American Merinos are smaller than the pre-

ceding—less hardy—wool as a general thing finer—covered with a black

pitchy gum on its extremities—fleece about one-fourth lighter than in class

first.

The third class, which have been bred mostly vSouth, are still smaller and
lesss hardy—and carry still finer and lighter fleeces. The fleece is desti-

tute of external gum. The sheep and wool bear a close resemblance to

the Saxon ; and if not actually mixed with that blood,t they have been
formed into a similar variety, by a similar course of breeding.

Q\^^^ first are a larger and stronger sheep than those originally imported
from Spain, carry much heavier fleeces, and in well selected flocks, or in-

dividuals, the fleece is of a decidedly better quality. The ewe from my
flock—the portrait of which is given above—sheared 7 lbs. 10 oz. of well-

washed wool.
II

The fibre numbered 1. in fig. 1, in the succeeding measure-

ments by Dr. Emmons, is from this fleece. The fleece is exceedingly even
and entirely destitute of hair.

For the pui'pose of exhibiting the comparative quality of the wool of

* The poitrait, on the whole, is strikingly accurate, but the skill of the artist does not compensate for his

want of experience, in animal paintinc, ui giving the anatomical details and expression of the countenance.

The same remark applies to the portrait of the ewe.
f This valuable animal died since the above portrait Was painted, and pi-ior to his second shearing.

1 1 am not aware what pedigree is claimed for them. They are usually spoken of as Merinos.

fl i. e.—washed as clean as practicable in a brook, under a heavy sheet of falling water.
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the American, Rambouillet, and early imported Spanish Merinos, 1 copy

the following, from the pen of Ebenezer Emmons, M. D., State Geologist,

in the American Quarterly Journal of Agriculture and Science, of which
publication Dr. E. is the Editor.

" Having given you a pretty full report of the fann and stock of jNIr. Randall, embracing

many details also in the several branches of husbandry, I now propose adding a few words

as an appendix to that report. I gave some intimation, wi;en speaking of the fineness of

the wool of Mr. R.'s sheep, that on my return home I would furnish something more exact

as a test for fineness than the naked eye. In fulfillment of this mtimation, I have been en-

gaged since I returned, in measuring the diameter of ihe difiereut staples which I procured

while at Cortlandville, and which I have compared with others obtained' of our mutual

friend, Luther Tucker, Esq., of the Ctdtivator.
" The difiereut kinds are indicated by numbers. I have prepared a scale which is equal

to 100 millimeters ; a millimeter is equal to 0-039 of an inch. The hundredth of a m.illime-

ter,* and the fibres of wool, are all subjected to the same magnifying power of an excellent

Chevalier's compound microscope. The comparison is both absolute and relative ; but it is

highly interesting to see the perceptible diff"erence between the different fibres of wool. The
microscope also reveals other differences ; some of the fibres appeared rather uneven or flat-

tened, and destitute of a clear and distinct pith or tube; and, in fact, I may remark that the

microscope is really the best method of testing the real quality of wool." . . .

Fiir. 1.

"No. ], Mr. Randall's; No. la, fibre of Mr. Randall'a prize Merino buck ;t No. lb, fibre

from one of Mr. llandall's fleeces ; No. 2 and 2a, fibres from Mr. Seth Adams's wool ; No.

4, Remilles wool, Shoreham, Vt. ; No. .5, fibi-e of S. O. Burchard's fine wool, Slioreham

;

No. 3, fibre of Charles L. Smith's wool, Shoi-eham ; No. C, fibre from Collins's Grandee. The
last five were taken from wool left at tlie Cultivator office. In all the fibres examined there

is a great unifomiity iw the pai'cels ; only slight difterences, in fact, could be detected in the

several diameters. No. 7 shows the structure of wool as seen under the microscope. In

the corner is the scale of measurement. The finest fibre as magnified in this cut is equal to

about eighteen-hundredths of an inch in diameter.
•' Anollier inquiry eciuuUy inqjortaut with the preceding came up in tliis place : What is

the strength of a single fibre of wool, and is the coarser comparatively .stronger than the fine?

I set about answering those inquiries at once, and now give you the result below

:

•' Mr. Randall's No. 11/, on three trials, supported on an average 62 grains ; or, rather,

broke when tried with the weight of 62 grains.

" Mr. R.'s No. la broke with 57-1 grains.

" The fibre from Collins's Grandee, on three trials, supported on an average 84-6 grains.
'• Mr. Smith's 82iecimen of Shoreham, Vt., on three trials, gave an average of 656 grains."

No. 1« is the wool of my ram " Premium," which received the first prize

About 1-2500 of an inch.
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at the State Fair at Poughkeepsie, 1844,* and his fleece weighed 10 lbs.

of well washed wool.

No. 2 and 2a, (Mr. Seth Adams's wool,) were from the sheep imported
by that gentleman.

No. 6 was from Grandee, the best ram of Mr. Collins's Rambouillet im-
portation.

It will be observed, first, that the American wool is the finest, and
second, its strength is greatest in proportion to its diameter.

It will probably be as well to bring Doct. Emmons's subsequent meas-
urements of the wool of other individuals and varieties together at this

place, as to scatter them through the descriptions of the several breeds.

It will render a comparison between them more convenient. I would re-

mark that the cuts are copied from those of Doct. Emmons, with the

strictest fidelity.t Indeed they are perfectyac similes.

Fis 2.

" Figure 2 (scale of measurement same as iu Fig. 1) exhibits the comparative diameters of

the wool fibre of two premium Saxon sheep exhibited at the State Fair at Utica, 1845. A 1

is a fibre of wool from the slioulder of the 2d premium sheep (Mr. Church's) ; 2 do. from the

flank. B 1, fibre from the shoulder of the first premium sheep (Mr. Crocker's) ; 2 do. flank.

Fie. 3.

rr\

" Fig. 3, No. 1. fibre of Bakewell—about the average fineness of this kijid of wool. No.

fibre from Merino ewe belonging to Col. Sherwood, 3 years old (Blakesley sheep.) No.

do. Mr. Bailey's ewe. No. 4 do. Mr. Atwood's.

Fig. 4,

" Fig. 4.—No. 5, fibre of Mr. Ellis's ewe, fleece weighing 6 lbs. 13 oz. No. 6 do. Mr. Net-

tleton's yearhng Meiino buck. No. 7 do. a sample from the imported 5 per cent. South

American wool, which is seen to be nearly as fine as the best of our flocks. No. 8 do. Col.

* This is the only time mv sheep have ever l^cen shown at a State Fair, and I first made arrangements

for exhibiting, in the expectation of having the privilege of comparing my sheep with the imported Ram-

bouillets of Sir. Collins. Mr. C, however^ declined my invitation to show. I received the first pnze on

rams, and the fu'st and second on ewes.

t Executed by William Howland, of New-Yorlc. whom I take pleasure in recommending to all wishing to

obtain wood engravings, as an accurate and most obliging artist.
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Sherwood's three-year-old bock, sheared S.j, lbs. of wool. No. 9 do. finest Saxon wool m
mai-ket.

pig. 5._j\Io. 10, fine Ohio wool. No. 12, do. Saxoa
_

.,'^'
,

of the late Mr. Grove's excellent flock. No. 13, do.

original imported Spanish wool by Seth Adams. No.

14,°^^-. L. A. Mon-ell's Saxon. ]/ I ?

The following cut, copied from Youatt,

exhibits a fibre of Merino wool viewed 10 JZ IS 14-

both as an opaque and transparent object, with a microscope manufac-

tured by Mr. Powell, of London.

The serrations or " beards," which constitute ^??=

the felting property of wool, are beautifully ^
distinct and sharp. It was a picklock from a

Negretti fleece, and Mr. Youatt says it is " very

fine, being only the y^Tjth part of an inch in

diameter." .By consulting Doct. Emmons's
preceding statements, it will be seen that the wool of my prize ram " Pre-

mium" is only about y^^Vo^^^ ^^ ^'^ '\\\c}ci in diameter ! This forcibly shows
the improvement which has been made on the ^Merino wool of Spain in the

United States.

" The Merino, thougli the native of a warm climate, becomes readily in-

ured to the greatest extremes of cold, flourishing as far north as Sweden,
without degenerating in fleece or form. It is a patient, docile animal, bear-

ing much confinement without injury to health, and possesses none of that

peculiar ' voraciousness of appetite,' ascribed to it by English writers.*

—

Accurately conducted experiments have shown that it consumes " a little

over " two pounds of hay per diem, in winter ; the Leicester consumes from
three and a half to four ; and the common wooled American sheep would
not probably fall short of three. The mutton of the Merino, in spite of the

prejudice which exists on the subject, is short grained and of good flavor,

when killed at a proper age," and weighs from ten to fourteen pounds to

to the quarter. " It is remarkable for its longevity, retaining its teeth and
continuing to breed two or three years longer than the common sheep,"
and at least half a dozen years longer than the improved English Breeds

;

" but it shoidd be remarked in connection with this fact, that it is corres^

pondingly slow in arriving at maturity. It does not attain its full growth
before three years old, and the ewes in the best managed flocks, are rarely

permitted to breed before they reach that age."

The Merino is a far better breeder than any other fine-wooled sheep,
and my expei'ience goes to show that its lambs, when newly dropped, are
hardier than the Bakewell, and equally so with the high bred South-
Down. The ewe is not so good a nurse, however, as the latter, and will not
usually do full justice to more than one lamb. Eighty or ninety per
cent, is about the ordinary number of lambs usually reared, though it

often reaches one hundred per cent, in carefully managed or small
flocks.

" We have already adverted to the cross between the Merino and the
native sheep. On the introduction of the Saxon family of the Merinos, they
were universally engrafted on the parent stock, and the cross was contin-
ued until the Spanish blood was nearly bred out." When the admixture
took place with judiciously selected Saxons, it resulted not unfavor-
ably for certain purposes. But unfortunately these instances of judicious
crossing were rare. Our country was flooded by eager speculators, with
the feeblest and least hardy ^Merinos of Germany. Fineness of ^vool during

* Youatt. p. 119.
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tlie period of this strange excitement, was made the only test of excellence,

no matter how scanty its quantity, no matter how diminutive or miserable
the carcass. Governed by such views, the holders of most of our Merino
flocks purchased these over-delicate Saxons, and the consequence was as

miofht have been foreseen—their flocks were ruined."

->r^;

J.
u

SAXON KAM

Saxons.—" In the year 1765, Augustus Frederick, Elector of Saxony, ob-

tained permission from tlie Spanish Court to import two hundred Merinos,

selected from the choicest flocks of Spain. They were chosen principally

from the Escurial flock, and on their arrival in Saxony, were placed on a

private estate belonging to the Elector, under the care ofSpanish shepherds.

So much imjiortance was attached to the experiment, as it was then con-

sidered, that a commission was appointed to superintend the affairs of the

establishment ; and it was made its duty to diffuse information in relation

to the management of the new breed ; to disjjose of the surplus rams at

prices which would place them within the reach of all holders of sheep
;

and finally, by explaining the supei-ior value of the Merinos, to induce

the Saxon farmers to cross them with their native breeds. Popular preju-

dice, however, was strong against them, and this was hightened by the rava-

ges of the scab, which had been inti'oduced with them from Spain, and
which proved very destructive before it was finally eradicated. But when
it became apparent that the Merino, so far from degenerating, had im-

proved " in the quality of its wool, in Saxony, " the wise and patriotic efforts

of the Elector began to reap their merited success, and a revolution took

place in popular sentiment. The call for rams became so great that the

Government resolved on a new importation, to enable them more effec-

tually to meet it, and to improve still farther the stock already obtained.

For this purpose an individual, considered one of the best judges of sheep

in Saxony, was dispatched to Spain in 1777, with ordei's to select three hun-

dred. For some reason, probably because he experienced difficulty in obtain-

ing a greater number presenting all the qualifications he sought, he return-
('3G8)
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ed with but one hundred and ten. They were fi-om nearly all the different

flocks of Spain, but principally the Escurial—and were considered decided-

ly superior to the lirst importation. In addition to the estal)lishment at

Stolpen, already founded, others were now commenced at Rennersdorf,

Lohmen, &c. ; schools were established for the education of shepherds
;

publications were distributed by the commissioners to throw information

on the subject before the people ; and the Crown tenants, it is said, were
each required to purchase a certain number of the sheep."

Mr. Spooner* states that there are two distinct breeds of the Saxon Me-
rino sheep, the first " having stouter legs, stouter bodies, head and neck com-
paratively short and broad, body round. The wool grows most on the face

and legs—the grease in the wool is almost pitchy." The other breed call-

ed Escurial have longer legs, with a long, spare neck and head, with very

little wool on the latter, and a finer, shorter and softer character in its

fleece, but less in quantity. The fleece in the Escurial averages from one
and a half to two pounds in ewes, and two to three pounds in I'ams and
wethers, while in the others it is from two and a quarter to three and a

quarter in ewes, and from four to six pounds in ram and- wethers. These
varieties cannot be amalgamated successfully.

The preceding portrait is a favorable specimen of the Escurial Saxon,
copied from a cut, after a drawing by Harvey, in Mr. Spooner's work.

That the German shepherds have sacrificed the hardiness of the Merino,

and indeed almost everything else, for fineness of staple, there can be but

little doubt. Their method of managing the sheep and its effects are thus

described by Mr. CaiT, a large sheep-owner of Germany :t

" They are always housed at night, even in summer, except in the veiy fuiest weather,
when they are sometimes folded in the distant fallows, but never taken to pasture until the

dew is off the grass. In the wiiater they are kept within doors altogether, and are fed witli a
small quantity of sound hay, and every variety of straw, which has not suffered from wet,

aud which is varied at each feed ; they pick it over carefully, eating the finer parts, and any
giain that may have been left by the threshers. Abundlince of good water to drink, and rock-

salt in their cribs, are indispensables They cannot thrive ui a damp climate, and it

is quite necessaiy that they should have a wide range of dry and hilly pasture of short and
not over-nutritious herbage. If allowed to feed on swampy or marshy gromid, even once or

twice, in autumn, they are sure to die of liver complaint in the following spring. If they
are permitted to eat wet grass, or exposed frequently to rain, they disappear by hundreds
with consumption. In these countries it is found the higher bred the sheep is, especially the

Escm'ial, the more tender !"

Such are the common views of the sheep, and their treatment over
Germany, Prussia, and Austria. Various statements of the methods adopt-

ed by Baron Geisler, Graf Hunyadi, and other eminent flockmasters, will

be found in Dr. Bright's Travels in Lower Hungary, Paget's Travels in

Hungary and Transylvania, Jacob's Travels in Germany, &c.
The qualities of the Saxons as breeders and nurses, may be inferred

from the following regulations, for the management of his flock, by Baron
Geisler.|

" During the lambing period, a shepherd sliould be constantly day and night in the cote,

in order that ho may place the lamb, a soon as it is cleaned, together with its mcjther, in a
separate pen, which has been before prej)ared. The ewes wliich have lamljed should,

during a week, be diiven neilhei' to water or pasture; but low troughs of water for this pur-
pose are to be introduced into each partition, in order that they may easily and at all times
quench their thirst. It is also very useful to put a small quantity of barley-meal into the water,
for by this means the (juantity of the ewe's milk is much increased. When tiie lambs are so

sti-ong that they can cat, they are to bo separated by degrees from their mothers, and fed

with the best and finest oats, being suffered at first to go to them but three times a day,
early in die morning, at mid-day, and in the evening, and so to continue till they can travel to

pasture, and fully satisfy themselves."

* Spooner, p. 57. t Quoted by Spooner, p. 58. t Ibid., p. 59.
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The following history of the introduction of the Saxons iiito the United
States, was compiled by me from wiitten memoranda, and the oral state-

ments of Mr. Grove, submitted to the Committee of New-York State Ag-
ricultural Society, already alluded to, of which I was Chairman, and was
published in my Report, credited, of course, to Mr. Grove individually, as

no other member of the Committee was conversant with the facts nar-

rated.*

" The first importation of Saxony sheep into the United Statei? was made by Mr. Samuel
Henshaw, a merchant of Boston, at the instance of Col. James Shepherd, of Northampton.
They were but six or seven in number. In 1824, Messrs. G. &. T. Searle, of Boston, import-

ed 77 Saxon sheep. They were selected and purchased by a Mr. Kretchman, a correspond-

ent of the above firm, residing in Leipsic, and shipped at Bremen on board the American
schooner Velocity. I was engaged to take charge of the sheej? on the passage, and I also

shipped six on my own account. I am sorry to say that as many as one-third of the sheep
purchased by Kretchman, (vi-ho shared profit and loss in the undertaking,) were not pure-
blooded sheep. The cargo were sold at auction at Brooklyn, as ' pure-blooded electoral Sax-
ons,' and thus unfortunately in the very outset the pure and impure became irrevocably mix-
ed. But I feel the greatest certainty that the Messrs. Searle intended to import none but
the pure stock—the fault lay with Kretchman. In the iiiU of 1824, 1 entered into an arrange-

ment with the Messrs. Searle to return to Saxony, and purchase in connection with Kretch-

man, from 160 to 200 Electoral sheep. I was detained at sea seven weeks, which gave rise

to the belief that I was shipwrecked and lost. When I finally arrived, the sheep had been al-

ready bought by Kretchman. On being informed of what the purchase consisted, I protested

against taking them to America, and insisted on a better selection, but to no jjurpose. A
quarrel ensued between us, and Ki'ctchman even went so far as to engage another to take
charge of the sheep on their passage. My friends interposing, I was finally induced to take
charge of them. The number shipped was 167, 15 of which perished on the passage. They
were sold at Brighton, some of them going as high as from $400 to $450. A poition of this

importation consisted of gi'aile sheep, which sold as high as the pure-bloods, for the Ameri-
can purchasers could not know the difference. It may be readily imagined what an induce-

ment the Brighton sale held out to speculation, both in this country and Saxony. The Ger-
man newspapers teemed with advertisements of sheep for sale, headed ' Good for the Ameri-
can Market ;' and these sheeji, in many instances, were actually bought up for tlie American
market at five, eight or ten dollars a head, when tlie pure-bloods could not be jiurchased at

from less than $30 to $40. In 1836, Messrs. Searle imported three cargoes, amountnig in the ag-

gregate to 513 sheep. Tliey were of about the same cliaracter with their prior importations, in

the mam good, but mixed with some grade sheep. On the same year a cargo of 221 arrived, on
German account, Emil Bach, of Leipsic, supercargo. A few were good sheep and ofpure blood ;

but taken as a lot they were miserable. Tlie owners sunk about $3,000. Next came a cargo
of 210 on German account; Wasrauss and Multer, owners. The whole cost of these was
about $1,125, in Germany. With the exception of a small number, procured to make a
flourish on, in their advertisem.ents of sale they were sheep having no pretensions to purity

of blood. In 1827, the same individuals brought out another cargo. These were selected

exclusively from grade flocks of low character. On the same year the Messrs. Searle made
their last importation, consisting of 182 sheep. Of these I know little. My friends in Ger-
many WTote me that they were like their other importations, a mixture of j^ure and impure
blooded sheep. It is due, however, to the Messrs. Seale to say that, as a whole, then- im-
portations were much better than any other made into Boston.

" I will now turn your attention to the importations made into other ports. In 1825, 13
Saxons arrived in Portsmouth. They were miserable creatin-es. In 1826, 191 sheep arrived

in New-York, per brig ^Villiam, on German account. A portion of these were well descend-

ed and valuable animals, the rest were grade sheep. In June the same year, the brig Lou-
isa brought out 173 on German account. Not more than one-third of them had the least pre-

tensions to purity of blood. Next we find 158, shipped at Bremen, on German account.

—

Some were diseased before they left Bremen, and I am happy to state that twenty-two died

before their arrival in New-York. All I intend to say of them is, that they were a most cu-

rious and motley mess of wretched animals. The next cargo imported arrived in the brig

Maria Elizabeth, under my own care. They were 165 in number, belonging to myself and
F. Gebhard, of New-York. These sheep cost me $65 a head when landed in New-York.

—

They sold at an average of $50 a head, thus sinking about $2,400 ! I need not say that they
were exclusively of pure blood. A cargo of 81 arrived soon after, but I know nothing of

their qualitj'. The ne.xt importation consisted of 184, on German account, per brig Warren.
With a few exceptions they were pure-blooded and good sheep. We next have an importa-

tion of 200 by the Bremen ship Louisa. They were commonly called the ' stop sale sheep.

* Mr. Morrel in his American Shepherd, quotes this as a " Report " drawn and read by Mr. Grove, (one is

left to infer,) before the New-York State Agricultural Society. This is doubtless an inadvertance.
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They were of the most miserable character, some of them being hardly half-grade sheep.

—

The ship Phebe Ann brought 120 sheep, of which I know little ; and GO were lauded at

Philadelphia, with the character of which I am unacquainted. Having determined to settle

in America, I returned to Saxony, and spent the winter of 1826-7 in visiting and examinmg
many flocks. I selected 115 from the celebrated flock of Macheni, embarked on board the

shi[) Albion, and landed in New-York June 27, 1827. In 1828, I received 80 more liom the
same flock, selected by a friend of mine, an excellent judge of sheep. I first drove them to

Shaftsbury, adjoining the town of Hosic, where I now reside. On their arrival they stood

me in $70 a head, and the lambs half that sum."

" It will be infeiTed from the facts above stated that there are few Sax-
on flocks in the United States that have not been reduced to the quality

of grade sheep, by the promiscuous admixture of the pure and the impure
which were imported together, and all sold to our breeders as pure stock."

And independent of this, there are but exceedingly few flocks which
have not been again crossed with the Native or Merino sheep of our coun-

try, or both. Those who early purchased the Merino, crossed them with

the Native ; and, when the Saxons arrived, these mongrels were bred to

Saxon rams. This is the history of probably three-quarters of the " Sax-

on" flocks of the United States, and among them some, as / Icnow, among
the most celebrated.

As these sheep have now so long been bred toward the Saxon that their

wool equals that of the pure-bloods, it is exceedingly problematical in my
mind whether they are any worse for the admixture : when crossed only

with the Merino, it is undoubtedly to their advantage. Though I once
thought differently, experience has satisfied me that the American Saxon,
with these early crosses in its pedigree, is a hardier and more easily kept
animal than the pure Escurial or Electoral Saxon. As with the Merino,
climate, feed, and other causes, have doubtless conspired to add to their

size and vigor ; but, after all, I have not a doubt they usually owe more
of it to those early crosses.

The fleeces of the Americair Saxons weigh, on the average, from 2 or

2\ to 3 lbs. They are, comparatively speaking, a tender sheep, requiring

regular supplies of good food, good shelter in winter, and protection in

cool weather from storms of all kinds ; but they are evidently hardier than

the parent German stock. In docility and patience under confinement,

late maturity, and longevity, they resemble the Merinos, from which they
are descended ; though they do not mature so early as the Merino, nor
ordinaiily live so long. They are jDoorer nurses ; their lambs smaller, fee-

bler, and fir more likely to perish, unless sheltered and carefully watched.
They do not fatten so well, and, being considerably lighter, they consume
an amount of food correspondingly less.

Taken together, the American Saxons bear a much finer wool than the
American Merinos ; but Dr. Emmons's measurements show that this is

not always the case, and many breeders of Saxons are now crossing with
the Merino, in the expectation of increasing the weight of their fleeces

without deteriorating its quality.* Though I am in possession of wool
from Saxons in Connecticut and Ohio, which compares well with the
higher grades of German wool,t and though there are doubtless other
flocks of equal quality in the country,| our Saxon wool, as a whole, falls

considerably below that of Germany ; and I never have seen a single lock

of the American equaling some samples, given me by a friend recently

* Mr. Lawrence believes thia practicable, and Mr. Morrel and various other Saxon breeders have for
some time bred in this way.

t Fully equaling, and, I think, better than some German wool I recently saw, which, all expenses in-

cluded, stood the purchaser in SI 60 per pound !

I Dr. Kmmons stated, subsequently to his measurements above, that he had received wool from the
flock of T)r. Beekman, considerably finer than the t;a.\on wool figured.
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from Europe, which came from Styria, south of Vienna, in Austria. The
inferiority of the American to the German wool is not due to climate or

other natural causes, nor is it owing- to a want of skill on the part of our
breeders. It is owing to the fact that but a very few of our manufactur-

ers have ever felt willing to make that discrimination in prices which would
render it profitable to breed those small and delicate animals which pro-

duce this exquisite quality of wool. No American breeder thinks of hous-

ing his sheep froin the summer rains and dciv, or observing any of the hot-

JioHsc regulations—at least in the summer—of Graf Hunyadi, or Baron
Geisler ! If he did, his wool would not probably pay lialf of its first cost.

When our manufacturers wish to find these wools in the Jiome market,

they must learn to 2'"^JI ft)r them in the Jto?ne market as liberally as they

are compelled to to obtain them in foreign ones

!

dM'\'\'

THE NEW tEICESTER, OR BAKEVVELL.

The portrait above is copied from one of a sheep of this variety, belong-

ing to the Duke of Bedford, given in Mr. Youatt's work on Sheep.
" The unimproved Leicester was a ' large, heavy, coarse-wooled breed'

of sheep, inhabiting the midland counties of England. It is described also

as having been ' a slow feeder, and its flesh coarse-grained, and with little

flavor.' The breeders of that period regarded only size and weight of

fleece. The celebrated Mr. Bakewell, of Dishley, was the first who adopt-

ed a system more in accordance with the true principles of breeding. He
selected from the flocks about him those sheep ' whose shape possessed

the peculiarities which he considered would produce the largest propor-

tion of valuable meat, and oifal,' and having observed that animals of me-
dium size possess a greater aptitude to take on flesh, and consume less

food than those which are larger, and that prime fattening qualities are

rarely found in sheep carrying a great weight of wool, he gave the prefer-

ence to those of smaller size, and was satisfied with lighter fleeces." To
reach the wonderful results obtained by Mr. Bakewell, it was supposed

that he resorted to a cross with some other varieties, but it is believed by
some that he owed his success only to a judicious principle of selection,

and a steady adherence to certain principles of breeding.
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It is exceedingly unfortunate that this eminent breeder has left us so
much in the dark in relation to those principles of breeding, adopted by
him, which led to such signal success in his efforts to improve both the
cattle and sheep of the region in England in which he resided. All of his

measures were veiled in impenetrable secrecy even from his most intimate

friends, and he died without voluntarily throwing the least light on the
subject. The whole inception and management of his famous " Dishley
Society"* betrays selfishness the most intense, and, in plain English, mean-
ness the most unalloyed. Should a man claiming to be a gentleman, in

this country, make valuable discoveries in breeding, or in any other de-

partment of husbandry, and closely conceal them from the public, his con-
duct would meet with universal reprehension and contempt ;t yet the thing

seems to be considered a matter of course, or is at least jaassed over with-

out censure, in Youatt, Spooner, Bischoff, and a host of earlier writers,

all of whom laud Mr. Bakewell to the echo !

" The improved Leicester is of large size, but somewhat smaller than
the original stock, and in this respect falls considerably below the coarser

varieties of Cotswold, Lincoln, &c. Where there is a sufficiency of feed,

the New Leicester is unrivaled for its fattening properties, but it will not
bear hard stocking, nor must it be compelled to travel far in search of its

food. It is, in fact, properly and exclusively a lowland sheep. In its ap-

propriate situation, on the luxuriant herbage of the highly cultivated lands

of England, it possesses unrivaled earliness of maturity ; and its mutton,

when not too fat, is of a good quality, but is usually coarse, and compara-
tively deficient in flavor, owing to that unnatural state of fatness which it

so readily assumes, and Avhich the breeder, to gain weight, so generally

feeds for. The wethers, having reached their second year, are turned off

in the succeeding February or March, and weigh at that age from thirty

to thirty-five pounds to the quarter. The wool of the New Leicester is

long—averaging, after the first shearing, about six inches ; and the fleece

of the American animal weighs about six pounds. It is of coarse quality,

and little used in the manufacture of cloths, on account of its length, and.

that deficiency of felting properties common, in a greater or less extent, to

all the English breeds. As a combing wool, however, it stands first, and
is used in the manufacture of the finest worsteds, &c.

" The high bred Leicesters of Mr. Bakewell's stock became shy breed-
ers and poor nurses, but crosses subsequently adopted " have, to some ex-
tent, obviated these defects. So far as my experience has extended in this

country, however, the lambs are not very hardy, and require considerable
attention at the time of yeaning, particulai'ly if the weather is even moder-
ately cold or stormy. Neither can the grown sheep be considered, in my
opinion, very hardy. They arc much affected by sudden changes in the
weather, and a sudden change to cold is pretty sure to be registered on
their noses by unmistakable indications of catarrh or ' snuffles.'

"In England, where mutton is generally eaten by the laboring classes,

the meat of this variety is in very great demand ; and the consequent re-

turn which a sheep possessing such fine feeding qualities is enabled to

make, renders it a general favorite with the breeder. Instances are re-

corded of the most extraordinary pi'ices having been paid for these ani-

* For the Regiilarions of this Society, see Vouatr, p. 317.

t Of co\irae I do not include in this cutcgoi-y those nnmelcss venders of recipes for killing Cannda This-
tles, mr?, &c. (fcc. ; and men who spend their time and property in inventing improved inrplenients. etc.,

are entitled to the pay ottered by the Patent laws. But, among our a!;riculturi.«ts of ftnndiii^', who has ever
known of a single instance of a valuable discovery in the operations of husbandry bein<r coiicealed or with-
held from the public ? Who has known a breeder of rank wheedle n partner out of one-half of a valuable
bull, !i>ul then refu'-e the quondam paittior the services of that bull at any price, lest he should prove a
dimgcrouB rival in breeding? Yet, what English writer has expressed any contempt for such meanness?
These things would not " go down" among us " repudiators"

!
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mals, and Mr. Bakewell's celebrated buck " Two Pounder" was let for

the enormous price of four hundred guineas for a single season ! The
New Leicester has spread into all parts of the British Dominions, and
been imported into the other countries of Europe and the United States.

They were first introduced into our ow^l country by the late Christopher

Dunn, Esq., of Albany, about twenty-five years since.* Subsequent import-

ations have been made by Mr. Powel, of Philadeljjhia, and various other

gentlemen."

It is no more than justice to say that this breed has never proved a fa-

vorite with any large class of American farmers. Our long, cold winters,

but more especially our dry, scorching summers, when it is often difiicult

to obtain the rich, green, tender feed in which the Leicester delights—the

general want of green feed in the winter, robs it of its early maturity, and-

even of the ultimate size which it attains in England. Its mutton is too

fat, and the fat and lean are too little intermixed, to suit American taste.

Its wool is not very salable, from the much to be regretted dearth of

worsted manufactories in our country. Its early decay and loss of wool
constitute an objection to it, in a country where it is often so difficult to

advantageously turn off" sheep, particularly ewes. But, notwithstanding

all these disadvantages, on rich lowland farms, in the vicinities of consid-

erable markets, it will always probably make a profitable return.

The following description of what constitutes the desirable characterist-

ics of this breed, is from the pen of Mr. Youatt :t

" The head should be hornless, long, small, tapering towai-d the muzzle, and projecting

horizontally forward. The eyes prominent, but with a quiet expression. The ears thin,

rather long, and directed backward. The neck full and broad at its base, where it proceeds

fi-om the chest, so that there is, with the slightest possible deviation, one contiinied horizon-

tal line fi-om the rump to the poll. The breast broad and full ; the shoulders also broad and
round, and no uneven or angular formation where the shoulders join either the neck or the

back—particularly no rising of the withers, or hollow behind the situation of these bones.

—

The arm fleshy through its whole extent, and even down to the knee. The bones of the

leg small, standmg wide apart ; no looseness of skin about them, and comparatively bai'e of

wool. The chest and barrel at once deep and romid ; the ribs fonuing a considerable arch

from the spine, so as in some cases, and especially when the animal is in good condition, to

make the apparent width of the chest even greater tlmn the depth. The barrel ribbed well

home ; no irregularity of Ime on the back or belly, but on the sides ; the carcass very gi-ad-

ually diminishing in width toward the nimp. The Cjuarters long and full, and, as with the

fore legs, the muscles extendmg down to the hock ; the thighs also wide and full. The legs

of a moderate length ; the pelt also moderately thm, but soft and elastic, and covered with

a good quantity of wliite wool—not so long as in some breeds, but considerably finer."

The South-Down.—" This breed of sheep has existed for several centu-

ries in England, on a range of chalky hills called the South Downs. They
were, as recently as 1776, small in size, and of a form not superior to the

common wooled sheep of the LTnited States. Since that period, a course of

judicious breeding, pursued by one man (Mr. Ellman, ofGlynde, in Sussex),

has mainly contributed to raise this variety to its present high degree of per-

fection, and that, too, without the admixture of the slightest degree of foreign

blood. In our remarks on this breed of sheep, it will be understood that

we speak of the pure improved family, as the original stock, presenting,

with trifling modifications, the same characteristics which they exhibited

sixty years since, are yet to be found in England—and as the middle

space "is occupied by a variety of grades, rising or falling in value, as they

approximate to or recede from the improved blood.

" The South-Down is an upland sheep, of medium size, and its wool,

which in point of length belongs to the middle class," has been estimated

to rank with half-blood Merino, and was so estimated in my Report, quo-

Now about 35 years since. t Youatt on Sheep, p. 110.
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tations from which constitute so large a portion of this Letter. But both

subsequent experience, and information derived from other sources, have

^convinced me of the erroneousness of this opinion. South-Down wool is

SOUTH-DOWN RAM.

essentially different from JMerino wool of any grade, though the fibre in

some of the finest fleeces may be of the same apparent fineness with half

or one-quarter blood Merino.
The following cut from Youatt,* gives the microscopic appearance,

says that gentleman, of a " prime specimen of picklock South-Down
wool," 1 being viewed as a transparent,

and 2 as an opaque object." The fibre

is g-^th part of an inch in diameter.

The cups or leaves of 2 " are roughened
iri'egular, and some of the leaves have ex-

ceedingly short angles," but they are far

sharper, more numerous and regular (the

.points which give wool its felting property) than in ordinary South-Down

wool. In the latter, the cups are rounded and have a " rhomboidal " in-

stead of that shai-]! and "hooked" character which distinguishes the INIe-

rino and Saxon.
South-Down wool is deficient in felting properties. It makes a " furzy,

hairy " cloth, and is no longer used in England, unless largely admixed

with foreign wool, even for the lowest class of cloths.

The following testimony was given by .some of the most eminent manu-

facturers, wool-factors, staplers, and merchants of England, before the

Committee of the House of Lords in 1828, several times previously al-

luded to : t

YouBtt, p. 236.
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Mr. Charles Bull, wool agent, Lewes.—" Fonnerly it [South-Down wool] was used for

clothing purposes ; now it is impossible to sell it for that manufacture ; . . . . it is used for

baizes and flannels in a very large way."
Mr. William Cunnington, wool-stapler, Wiltshire.—" The public will not wear the

South-Down cloths, they are so very coarse."

Mr. Jabies Fison, wool dealer, Thetford.—" There has been deterioration in the quality
of (South-Down) wool ; the general weight of the fleece 20 years ago was 2 pounds to 2^,
and it is now 3 j)ounds to 3^, oui- wool used to be made into cloths, and returned into Nor-
folk, and used by myself and the agriculturists. We do not get the same cloth now ; neither
myself nor the farmer would wear it, because of the deterioration of quality."

Mr. James Hubbard, wool agent, Leeds.—South-Down wool is not "now employed for

the purpose of making cloth ; it lias been forced down two or three steps in the scale of wool,
and is now used for flannels and baize The wool gets more frothy and open, and in
manufacturing it does not ielt and improve so well ; it works more flannely." ....

Mr. John Brooke, manufacturer, Howley.—" Manufacture princiiDally blue cloths from 7s.

to 24s. and 25s. per yard, and also narrow cloths Had the Duke of Norfolk's wool, Mr.
Ellmau, junior's, clip from 1817 and 1822, and Mr. Ellman, senior's, fiom 1817 to 1821
Kept to English wool longer than any house in the neighborhood Ceased to manufac-
ture it entirely in 1823 or 1824, .... found our neighbors were sending out better cloths
than we were, not only at the same price, but better manufactured cloths, and we lost our cus-
tomers."

Mr. Benjamin Gott, merchant and manufacturer, Leeds.—" I formerly used 150 packs
of English wool weekly ; the disuse of English wool was gradual, commencing about the
year 1819, contmuing to 1823 and 1824, about which time I began to manufacture exclu-
sively from foreign wool. The disuse of English wool arose fiom the quality and the ad-
vantage of using foreign wool compared with our own. I could not now make an article

which would be merchantable at all for the foreign market, (that remark applies equally to
the home trade,) in certain descriptions of cloth, except of foreign wool." . . . These wools
(the domestic and foreign,) " have different properties."

Mr. William Ireland, Blackwell Hall factor, London.— " We have been using English
wool for second and livery cloths, but recently they have been so very much lowered in
quality we have not been able to make use of them at all, and have been obliged to make
use of low Gennan and low Spanish wools ibr that purpose."

Mr. J. SuTCLiFFE, wool-stapler, Huddersfield.—" South-Down wool was formerly ap-
pUed for making cloth for home consumption regulaily, ibr the clothing of servants, &c. It
was also used for army clothing. It is now no longer used for those purposes. It makes a
fiirzy, soft, hairy piece ; it has not that fastness in it that foreign wool has."

Many other individuals testify to the same effect, and the extremely low
character of South-Down wool for carding purposes may be regarded as
definitely settled. But as it has deteriorated it has increased in length of
staple in England, and to such an extent that improved machinery enables
it to be used as a combing wool—for the manufacture of worsteds. Where
this has taken place it is quite as profitable, in England, as when it was
finer and shorter. In the United States, where the demand for combing-
wool is so small that it is easily met by a better article, perhaps thi

would not be the case. And it may be problematical whether the proper
combing length will be easily reached, or at least maintained in this coun-
try, in the absence of that high feeding system which has undoubtedly
given the wool its increased length in England.*
The average weight of fleece in the hill-fed sheep is 3 lbs. ; on rich

lowlands a little more. Mr. John Ellman, Jr., testified before tlie Com-
mittee of the House of Lords that he was then " keeping his sheep better
than formerly—fattening them, which rendered the fleece heavier—that
they then averaged about 3 lbs. of wool."t " But the Down is cultivated
more particularly for its mutton, which for quality takes precedence of all

other " (from sheep ofgood size) " in the English markets. Its early maturity
and extreme aptitude to lay on flesh, render it peculiarly valuable for this
purpose. The Down is turned off" at two years old, and its weight at that
age is, in England, from SO to 100 lbs. High fed wethers have reached

* Nearly or quite every individual who testifies to the deterioration and increased length of the Soiuh-
Down wool before the Lord's Committee, assign this as the cause ofthe change.

t Bischoft; vol. ii., ]>. VM.
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from 32 to even 40 lbs. a quarter ! Notwithstanding its weight, the

Down has, in the language of Mr. Youatt, a patience of occasional short

keep, and an endurance of hard stocking, equal to any other sheep. This
gives it a decided advantage over the bulkier Leicester, Lincolns, &c., as

a mutton sheep, in hilly districts and those producing short and scanty

herbage. It is hardy and healthy, though in common with the other Eng-
lish varieties much subject to the catarrh or "snuffles," and no sheep bet-

ter withstands our American winters. The ewes are prolific breeders and
good nursers. The Down is quiet and docile in its habits, and though an
industrious feeder, exhibiting little disposition to rove." Like the Leices-

ter, it is comparatively a short-lived animal, and the fleece continues to

decrease in weight after it reaches maturity. It crosses better with short

and middle wooled breeds than the Leicester. " A sheep possessing such
qualities must of course be valuable in upland districts in the vicinity of

markets. They have been introduced into every part of the British Do-
minions, and imported into various other countries. The Emperor of

Russia paid Mr. Ellman three hundred guineas for two rams, and in 1800
* a ram belonging to the Duke of Bedford, was let for one season at eighty

guineas, two others at forty guineas each, and four more at twenty-eight

guineas each.' These valuable sheep were introduced into the United
States a few years since by Col. J. H. Powell, of Philadelphia, and a small

number was imported by one of the members of this Committee in 1834.

The last were from the flock of Mr. Ellman, at a cost of S60 ahead. Sev-

eral other importations have since taken place."

The ram and ewe, the portraits ofwhich are given, are the descendants
of the importation of Francis Rotch, Esq., alluded to in the preceding
paragraph. They are most spirited likenesses, and were kindly furnished

me by that gentleman, to accompany this Letter. They are exceedingly

SOUTH-DinVN EWK.

characteristic of the Ellman stock. Not so large as the later importations
of Mr. Rotch from the celebrated flock of Mr. Webb, thev are, in the
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opinion of that gentleman, as well as in my own, a more beautifully

formed and not less profitable animal. For compactness—great weight in

a small compass—they are perhaps unrivaled.

The following is the description of the perfect South-Down by Mr. Ell-

man, the founder of the improved breed '.

" The head small and hoi'iiless ; die face speckled or gi'ay and neither too long nor too

short; the lips thin, and the space between the uose and the eyes narrow; the under jaw
or chap fine ana thin ; the ears tolerably wide and well covered with wool, and the fore-

head also, and the whole space between the ears well protected by it, as a defence against

the fly.

" The eye full and bright but not prominent. The orbits of the eye, the eye-cap or bone

not too projectias, that it may not form a fatal obstacle in lamlsing.

" The neck of a medium length, thin towai-d the head, but enlarging toward the shoul-

ders, where it should be broad and high and straight in its whole course above and below.

The breast should be wide, deep, and pi'ojecting forward between the fore-legs, indicating a

good constitution and a disposition to thrive. Corresponding with this, the shoulders should

be on a level with the back, and not too wide above: they should bow outward from the

top to the breast, indicating a springing rib beneath, and leaving room for it.

" The ribs coming out horizontally from the spine, and extending fer backward, and the

last rib projecting more than others, the back flat from the shoulders to the setting on of

the tail ; the loin broad and flat ; the iiimp broad and the tail set on high, and nearly on

a level with the spine. The hips wide ; tlie space between them and the last rib on ei-

ther side as naiTow as possible, and the ribs generally presenting a circular fonn like a

baiTel.
" The belly as straight as the back.
" The legs neither too long nor too short ; the fore-legs straight from the breast to the foot;

not bending mward at the knee, and standing far apart both before and behind ; the hock

having a direction rather outward, and the twist, or the meeting of the thighs behind, being

particularly Ml, the bones fine, yet having no appearance of weakness, and of a speckled or

dark color.

The belly well defended with wool, and the wool coming down before and behind to the

knee and to the hock ; the wool short, close, curled and fine, and fi-ee from spiiy projecting

fibres."

)«'''''^^

^'ur;

THE COTSWOLD SHEEP.

The above cut is copied from one in Mr. Spooner's work on Sheep

—

the original drawing being by Harvey.
The Cotswolds, until improved by modern crosses, were a very large,
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coarse, long-legged, flat-i'ibbed vai'iety, light in the fore-quarter—shearino-

a long, heavy, coarse fleece of wool. They were hardy, prolific breeders
and capital nurses. They were deficient in early maturity, and did not

possess feeding properties equaling those of the Down or New Leicester.

To a cross with the latter variety we owe the modern or improved Cots-

wold. Having had no personal experience with the breed,* I prefer

quoting the descriptions of the later standard English writers, to the task

of compilation.

The following is from Spooner : t

" Tlie Cotswold is a large breed of sheep, wath a long and abundant fleece, and the ewes
are veiy prolific and good nurses. Fonnerly they were bred only on the hills, and fatted

in the valleys, of the tseveni and the Thames; but with the inclosure of the Cotswold
HiUs and die improvement of their cultivation they have been reared and fatted in the

same district. They have been extensively crossed with the Leicester sheep, by which
their size and fleece have been somewhat dimmished, but their carcasses considerably im-
proved, and their maturity rendered eai'lier. The wethers are now sometimes fattened

at 14 months old, when they weigh from 15 lbs. to 24 lbs. per quarter, and at two years
old increase to 20 lbs. or 30 lbs. The wool is strong, mellow, and of good color, though
rather coarse, 6 to 8 inches in length, and fi-om 7 lbs. to 8 lbs. per fleece. The superior
hardihood of the improved Cotswold over the Leicester, and their adaptation to common
treatment, together with the prolific nature of the ewes and their abundance of milk, have
rendered them in many places invals of the Nev»' Leicester, and have obtained for them,
of late years, more attention to their selection and general treatment, under which man-
agement still farther improvement appears very probable. They have also been used in

crossing other breeds, and, as before noticed, have been mixed with the Hampshire Downs.
It is, indeed, the improved Cotswold that, under the tenn New or Improved Oxfordshire

Sheep, are so frequently the successful candidates for prizes oflered for the best long-wooled
sheep at some of the principal agi-icultiu-al meetings or shows in the Kingdom. The qualits"

of the mutton is considered supeiior to tliat of the Leicester, the tallow being less abundant,
with a larger development ofmuscle or flesh. We may, therefore, regard tills breed as one
of established reputation, and extending itself throughout every district of the Kingdom."

Of the method of crossing between the Cotswolds and Leicester, Mr.
Youatt remarks :|

" The degi-ee to which the cross may be canned must depend upon the nature of the old

stock, and on the situation and chai-acter of the fann. In exposed situations, and somewhat
scanty pasture, the old blood slioidd decidedly prevail. On a more sheltered soil, and on
land that will bear closer stocking, a greater use may be made of the Leicester. Another
circumstance that will guide the farmer is the object that he principally has in vievi^. If he
expects to derive his chief profits from the wool, he will look to the primitive Cotswolds

;

if he expects to gain more as a gi'azier, he will use the Leicester ram more fi'eely."

Cotswold sheep of good quality have been imported into the United
States by Messrs. Corning & Sotham, of Albany, and are now bred by
the latter gentleman. I believe there were several earlier importations

—

but of their dates or particulars I am not advised.

The Cheviot Sheep.—Sheep of this breed have been imported into my
immediate neighborhood, and were subject to my frequent inspection for two
or three years. They had the appearance of small Leicesters, but were con-

siderably inferior in correctness of proportions to high-bred animals of that

variety. They perhaps more resemble a cross between the Leicester and
the old " native " or common breed ofthe United States. Their fleeces were
too coarse to funiish a good carding wool—too short for a good combing one.

Mixed with a smaller lot of better wool, their this year's clip sold for 29
cents per pound, while my heavier Merino fleeces sold for 42 cents per
pound. They attracted no notice, and might at any time have been
bought of their owner for the price of common sheep of the same weight.

I believe the flock was broken up and sold to butchers and others this

spring, after shearing. They were certainly inferior to the description of

the breed by Sir John Sinclair, even in 1792, quoted by Mr. Youatt, || and

* With every breed previously described, I have had amiile personal experience. I have merclj' scea
Cotswol.l tiocks. t Q. v., p. 99. t Q.- t>; P- ^iO.

|| Q. v., pp. 285, 286.
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had all the defects attributed to the original stock by Cully* They might
not, however, have been favorable specimens of the breed.
On the steep, storm-lashed Cheviot Hills, in the extreme North of Eng-

land, this breed first attracted notice for their great hardiness in resisting

\

At

CHEVIOT EWK.

cold and feeding on coarse heathery herbage. A cross with the Leices-

ter, pretty generally resorted to, constitutes the improved variety. The
characteristics of the Leicester are quite evident in the portrait of the

Cheviot Ewe, above, copied from Mr. Youalt.
Professor Low thus speaks of the result of this cross :

" The Cheviot breed amalgamates with the Leicester, and a sj^stem of breeding has been
extensively introduced for producing the first cross of this descent. The rams employed are

of the pure Leicester breed, and tlie progeny is superior in size, weight of wool, and tenden-
cy to fatten, to the native Cheviot. . . . The benefit, however, may be said to end with the

first cross, and the progeny of this mixed descent, is greatly inferior to the pure Leicester

ill fonn and fattening properties, and to the pure Cheviot in hardiness of constitution.

Of the improved Cheviot Mr. Spooner says :

" This breed has gi-eatly extended itself throughout the mountains of Scotland, and in

many instances supplanted the Black-faced breed ; but the change, though in many cases ad-

vantageous, has in some instances been otherwise, the latter being somewhat hardier, and
more capable of subsisting on heathy pasturage. They are, however, a hardy race, well
suited for their native pastures, bearing with comparative impunity the storms of winter,

and thriving well on poor keep. Though less hardy than the black-faced sheep of Scotland,

they are more profitalale as respects their feeding, making more flesh on an equal quantity

of food, and making it quicker. They have white faces and legs, open countenances, lively

eyes, without horns. The ears are large, and somewhat singular, and there is much space
between the ears and eyes. The carcass is long ; the back sti-aight ; the shoulders rather

light ; the ribs circular ; and the quarters good. The legs are small in the bone and cov-

ered with wool, as well as the body, with "the exception of the face. The Cheviot wether
is fit for the butcher at three years old, and averages fi-om I'i lbs. to 18 lbs. per quarter—the

mutton beuig of a good quahty, though inferior to the South-Down, and of less flavor than

the Black-faced The Cheviot,"though a mountain breed, is quiet and docile, and ea-

sily managed. The wool is fine, (?) closely covers the body, assisting much in preserving it

* See Cully on Live Stock, p. 150.
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from the effects of wet and cold ; the fleece averaging about 3^ lbs. Formerly the wool was
extensively employed for making cloths", but having given place to the finer Saxony wools,
it has sunk in price, and been confined to combing purposes. It has thus become altogether
a secondary coiisidei'ation." . , .

If Mr. Spooner is uot made to say that the wool is " fine" by an omis-
sion of quahfying words, or some other misprint, his ideas o?fineness must
be singular indeed ! The South-Down wool, rejected for carding pur-
poses, is several shades finer than the Cheviot ! The latter is of about the
quality of Leicester, the number of serrations about the same, and, says
Mr. Youatt, speaking of the microscopic appearance of the wool, " the
derivation of the breed (from the Leicester) is well illustrated by the
formation of the fibre."

Mr. John Varley, manufacturer, of Stanningley, near Leeds, thus testi-

fied before the Lords' Committee :*

" I atti-ibute the low price of Cheviot wool to deterioi-ation ; it is deteriorated very much
in point of hair ; it was formerly the fashion of the day for Cheviot wool to be worn as cloth ;

it is not the fashion nov/. It is not fit to make fine cloths, as it was then The wool
is grown coarser and longer, and only fit to make low coatuigs and flushings."

This is confirmed by the testimony of other witnesses before the Com-
mittee; and Mr. Youatt on the same subject remarks,! "that the wool is

inferior to the South-Down."
Broad-tailed Asiatic and African* Sheep.—I allude to the Broad-

tailed race of sheep, not from any high estimate which I place upon their

value, but because they constitute one of the breeds now existing in a
state of purity in the United States.

Some " Tunisian Mountain Sheep " were received by Col. Pickerino-

when abroad, and were distributed by him in Pennsylvania.^ They are
highly spoken of by Col. Powell as a cross with the Dishley and South-
Down. They have, I believe, long since become extinct.

It was Commodore Porter, I think, who, you informed me, sent home
some of the Broad-tailed sheep of Asia, obtained from Smyrna, pure-
blooded descendants of which yet exist in South Carolina.|| I have care-
fully examined the specimens of wool of the full blood and the grades of
this variety forwarded by you. No. 3, take7i from the skin of a full-blood,

is S inches long, pure white, consisting of coarse hairs, uneven in their
length and diameter—the same hair of uneven diameter in different parts
of it, and the whole intermixed for about 4 inches from the roots, with a
fine, downy or cottony wool. No. 2, about of inches long from the side
of a three-fourths blood ram, is much evener in quality, with no hairs as
coarse or wool as fine as in No. 3. It contains some jarr, or short, sharp-
pointed hairs, and is a dry, and, I should judge, rather imworkable wool,
not tcell adapted to either carding or combing. No. 1, fi-om thigh of same
animal, is 8 inches long, resembles No. 3, but not so great a distinction

between the hair and the wool. No. 4, from a three-fourths blood 4-year-
old ewe, is about 2 inches long, contains a few colored hairs, resembles
No. 2, but is somewhat coarser. All those samples are destitute of yolk,
and apparently c(mie from loose, light, dry, open fleeces. They do not
strike me as wools which could be as profitably cultivated as many others,
for any objects or under any circumstances.

If the object is mutton instead of wool, it seems to me that a better se-
lection can be made, from some of the English breeds—which intermino-le

* Bwchoff, vol ii
, p. 144. Mr. Youatt quotes the substance of the above, and fully sustains Mr. Varlev's

views. t Q. v., p. Sw.").

'

J .See Essay on Various Breeds of Sheep, by Coi. John Hare Powell, published in the Memoirs of thp
Board of Agriculture of the State of New- York, vol. iii., p. 377, (1^26.)

II
In Letter Vth I inadvertently spoke of these as a large breed of sheep. They arc not above medium

size, or rather, may be said to be a smallish race.
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their fat and muscle in sucli a manner as to render both palatable, instead-

of depositing a greatly disproportioned share of the former in one luscious

mass, forming an impediment to breeding, and an unsightly appendage in

the eye of the breeder.
' All the different varieties of the Broad-tailed and Fat-rumped sheep

will be found described in Youatt, and I will not now consume your time
with them.

MORE OF THE VALUE OF CORN COBS AND CORN FODDER,

BUT NOT ENOUGH YET.

RoswELL L. Colt, Esq., Paterson, N. J. Cleveland, Ohio, August 2, 1847.

Dear Sir : I have been thinking a great deal on the subject of Corn Cobs,
since you were here. The question is, Do they, or do they not, contain nutri-

ment ? I have come to the conclusion that they do for a certain time, after

which, that they do not. Indian corn does not arrive at a state of perfection un-
til fully six months after it has ripened, during which time it is extracting the
saccharine from the cob. From harvest time until spring, cattle and swine
should be fed upon cob-meal, on account of the nutriment contained in the cob ;

after that time the addition of the cob only aids in distending the intestines.

The largest breeder of cattle in Northern Ohio is Gen. Oviatt, of Richfield, Me-
dina Co. He informed me that when cattle are failing from some unknown
cause, and when everything else has failed to bring them up, that feeding them
boiled corn cobs, exclusively, will renovate them. I do not know at what sea-

son of the year he has fed them, but I venture to say it has been during fall or

winter. The reasons why I have come to the above conclusions are, 1st, That
new corn, or rather corn ground in January, will not produce near the amount
of alcohol that it will in June, due allowance being made for the difference in

moisture. 2d, Nature has not prepared corn for seed until it will readily fall

from the cob ; this will not occur until spring. It is usual in the West to leave

the corn crop standing out all winter. The ear while growing stands erect

;

when ripened it turns toward the ground. The husk is a shield from the

weather, and the process of perfecting the grain continues. Wheat and other

grains are perfected before leaving the field, and shell readily.

A new use has been discovered for my Drier: a prominent brewer in New-
York wishes to obtain it for drying malt for making pale ale. As it does not

chansre the color or flavor of substances dried, it must answer a good purpose

for malt, as it has proved in drying flour, corn and corn meal.

Should vou feel any interest in corn meal, or should you wish a barrel of it

for your own use, I would refer you to Messrs. Allen & Whittlesey, commission

merchants, New-York, who had a quantity shipped to them from E. H. Leonard,

of Elyria. It was dried on one of my patent driers.

Itespecttully yours, &c. J. R. STAFFORD.

We will not yet abandon the hope that some of our Agiicultiiral Societies or Institutes,

with ample funds at command, will offer liberal inducements to farmers and men of science

to investigate the nature and value of this and the cotton and other plants in eveiy light and

relation in which they can be considered. We want to know not only the component parts

and exact value of the corn cob at different periods, but we wish to know the proportion

which the fodder bears to the gi'ain. We wish to know by analysis how much each of the

gi-eat staples of our countiy draws from the soil—how much from the atmospiiere—and then

how much of these elements of nutrition the soil where they are cultivated contains. More

especially should ail these staple plants, in all their parts, and in all stages of their gi-owth—

as well in their natural state as in their ashes—be thoroughly analyzed, by men known to be

competent, and to take a conscientious interest in the welfare and honor of American Agii-
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culture. It is the bounden duty of public institutions to have these useful and practical euds

accomplished in retiu-u for the liberal support they receive.

AVho knows—^-for who has analyzed—the real value of com shucks, for instance, as food

for cattle ? And yet no portion of the immense product of corn fodder, in any shape, has

been noticed in the decennial returns of our national wealth. We confess the views and

reflections presented in the foregoing letter to be in many respects new to us ; and fcU-ther

investigations in this new line of inquiry would be far more useful than offering agam, for

the ten thousandth time, inducements to see how much of the gi-ain of com can be made on

an acre—as if the gi'ain constituted the entire value of the plant ! So far from that, we heard

Governor Sprigg, one of the largest and most accomplished planters of Maryland, say, some

days since, that as food for milcli cotes in reference to the quantity and richness of the milk,

and especially the latter, he was satisfied that the shucks of com are incomparably preferable

to timothy hay. " Give us but light." We want inquiries pushed in new du-ections. We
want new facts to be developed and " fixed," and principles to be deduced from them, on

which practical men may rely for practical results. In lieu of momentary excitement,

amusement and humbuggei-y, we want the ascertainment of fjicts with a view to the es

tablishraeut of principles as a sure guide for field practice. We want useful knowledge in

lieu of " sounding brass " or a " tinkhng cymbal." It is generally supposed, for instance,

that gi-een fodder is better than the hay obtained from an equal weight of green grass, but

the expeiiments of Boussiugault show that this is not the case

:

" A heifer was weighed, and fed for ten days on gi'een fodder ; each day a quantity equal
in weight to that consumed was put aside to dry. The animal was again weighed, and fed
for ten days on dry fodder, then weighed again. The experiment was repeated three times,
and each time the animal weighed a little more after feeding on dry fodder than after the
green. The difference was not enough to jirove that the dry food was the more nuti'itious,

although the experiments showed beyond a doubt that it was not inferior in efiect to the
other. [Ann. de Chem. et de Phys. xvii. ; Chemical Gazette-']

Agricultural Botany.—We have not had time to examine, carefuUy, a small volume
tinder this title, from the pen and the ripe knowledge of Doctor Darlington ; but, with
om- knowledge of his extensive researches in that department, and of his imambitious de-

sire rather to be useful than to make a noise in the world, and from what we have seen of

the work, we have no hesitation in commending it to public patronage, and to adoption in

all our schools where there is any care to teach what is in after life to be really of value to

all who aspire to be intellectual farmers. Apprehending, as is obvious, that the work
might appear too technical for farmers, the author has endeavored to pany that objection in

his Preface, and the fact ought to be kept m view, that his primaiy and leading ol)ject in

undertaking it was to mduce and to aid our young farmers to famiUarize themselves with
the scientific names and botanical characteristics of those plants m which they have a di-

rect interest. To that end he has used all the means and appliances at his command, to
facilitate a knowledge of the plants in question—adding appropriate and familiar obseiva-
tions in reference to the several species. The work, in sliort, does not profess to teach Ag-
riculture, nor to illustrate the management of plants, but is merely an attempt—and in our
judgment a most laudable, successful and needed one—to promote a more accurate knowl-
edge of their character as objects of Natural Histoiy, and thereby enable tanners to dis-

criminate con-ectly between species, and to treat of them in their discussions understand-
ingly and confidently—a sort of knowledge and power which every fatlier should desire
for his son, as anxiously as. if his son were going to be a carpenter, he would wish him to

know a lohip from a hand-saw—ot if to be a sailor, that he should know something about
navigation—ov is it that boys who are intended for the country are yet forever to be put
off with any sort of education, as dry catde are whitered on what nothing else will eat ?

Tnily it would seem so ; nor can we get tlie Press to help us make it otherwise
(383)
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||^° The Editor of The Farmers' Library has occasion to ask the indulgence of Cor-

respondents for omissions, real or apparent, during his past summer's absence, chiefly in the

mountains of 'Western Vu-ginia. At the same time he feels himself called upon to acknowl-

edge—but how can he adequately express—his gratitude for the hospitality enjoyed througli-

out an excursion embracing all the popular watering-places in that delightful region ? Every

convenience for ti-aveling was offered over the whole route, by proprietors of railroads,

steamboats and stages, (with a single exception,) and at eveiy watering-place he was at

once not only welcomed as a guest, but most kindly solicited to prolong his stay, and every

facility in the way of conveyance and infonnation tendered, to aid him in prosecuting his in-

quiries into the agriculUiral condition and economy of the disti'icts ui which he was sojourn-

ing. Some of his observations, as it is reasonable to apprehend, may not be pleasing to

those whose lots are cast in the localities to which they refer—but would not the sacrifice of

Bincerity and tnith be a poor, not to say a treacherous, return for so much courtesy and kind-

ness ? While he begs his friends, then, to beUeve ihat he returns to his post with a proper

sense of what he owes them, that feeling will prompt him to persevere to the end, in a spirit

of oratitude and candor, to vindicate and elevate, according to bis humble abihties, the agri-

cultural—at once the most important and neglected—interest of the country. J. S. S.,

New-Yorh, September 11, 1847. Ed. Farm. Lib.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, September 18, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.']

ASHES—Pots, 1st Bort, '47 -f 100 ffi. 5 18i@ 5 25

Pearls, 1st sort, '47 ® 6 50

BEESWAX—American Yellow — 24 ®— 241

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..f ffi... — 12 ®— 13

Sperm — 30 ®— 38

COTTON—From ^ IB. — H ®— 14i

COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... — 15 ®— 16

CORDAGE—American ^ ffi. — 11 @— 12

DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings.^y. — 5 ®— 11

Sheetings — „f^®— l^
FEATHERS—American, live — 28 ®— Jj

FLAX—American — Ji®— J,
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5 id ® 5 8/^

1^^::::::::::::::::::::::: i mti ^
Ohio 5 37J@ 5 62i

Ohio, Round Hoop ®
Ohio, via New-Orleans ®
Pennsylvania ®
Brandywine — —,^— —
Georgetown J

^JJ^^
" —

Baltimore City Mills 5 8(^@ 6 —
Richmond City MUls — — ®— —
Richmond Countiy I

^7^® 6 —
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 5 ht-.w b —
Rye Flour „ ^ ^"^

""

Com Meal, Western and State... 2 50 @ 3 —
Com Meal, Jersey and Brandywme -^ ~2 ?^ ;f

^"

GRAIN—Wheat, White.... !> bush. 1 lo ® 1 ^0

Wheat, Red and mixed '^

TTa f, -^e.

Rye, Northem, new and old — 74 ®— <b

Corn, Jersey and Northem yel... — 631®— bi

Com, Southern, yellow ®— —
Com, Western, yellow — 63^®— »)•)

Oats, Norlhcrn — 44 ®— 4b,

Ocits Jcrscv --•..-.-.----•-•-•-•- — ~~'

UAY-^North River in bales, ^100 tt) — 45 ®— 50

HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl40 —@1.50 —
water-rotted 200 —®250

—

HOPS—1847 — 14 ®— 16

IRON—American Pi:.', No. 1 32 — ®35 —
" Common 27 .50 ®30 —

LIME—Tliomnston ^ bbl. — 80 ®— 83

LUMBER-Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35 — ® 40—
Boards, Eastern Pine 'S'

Boards, Albany Pine ^pee. — 12 @— 21

Plank, Georgia Y. Pine. ^ M. ft... 27 50 ®
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Staves, White Oak, pipe. ^' M 50 — ®
Staves, White Oak, hhd 40 — ®
Staves, White Oak, bbl 30 — @
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 24 — ®28 —
Hoops 20 — ®30 —
Scantling, Eastern 16 25 @22 50
Scantling, Oak 30 — ®35 —
Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot — 25 ®— .30

Timber, White Pine —18 ®— 25
Timber, Georgia Y'ellow Pine —28 ®— 32
Shingles ^ bunch 1 75 @ 2 25

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, Ist quality. 26 — ®.?0 —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 24 — ®28 —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 18 — ®22 —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 16 — ®20 —
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 15 — ®18 —
Shingles, Company 35 — ®38 —

MUSTARD—American ®
NAILS—Wrought, Od to 20d...^ 16. — 10 ®— 14

Cut.4dto40d — 41-®— 4J
PLASTER PARIS—^ton 2 371^® 2 50
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^bbl... 12 25 ®13 —

Beef, Prime 8 25 ® 8 75
Pork, Mess, Ohio, new 14 12:V®14 25
Pork, Prime, Ohio, new 11 25 ®
Lard. Ohio !> It5. — 10 ®— 12
Hams, Pickled — 7®— 73:

Shoulders, Pickled — 6}@— 6i
Sides, Pickled ®
Beef, Smoked ^ lb. — 101®
Butter. Orange County Dairy — 19 ®— 20
Butter, Western Dairy — 14 ®— 16
Butter, Grease ®
Cheese, in casks and boxes — 7®— Ik

SEEDS—Clover ^ B. — 7 @— 7^-

Timothy ^ tierce 17 — ®20 —
Flax, Rough ®

SOAP—New-York ^ lb. — 4 @— oh

TALLOW—American Rendered ... ®— 10

TOBACCO—Virginia ® lb. — 3®— li

North Carolina ®
Kentucky and Missouri — 3 ®— ^i

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece..^ IB. — 40 ®— 45

American Full Blood Jlcrino — .35 ®— 38

American h and 5 Merino — 30 ®— 34

American Native and i Merino... — 26 ®— 28

Superfine, Pulled Countrj' — 32 ®— 34
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SOUTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURE.
ADDRESS OF HON. MITCHEL KING.—CULTIVATION OF THE OLIVE.

A YEAR has nearly rolled round since this learned and eloquent Address was

delivered before the State Agricultural Society of South Carolina, in the Hall of

the House of Representatives, by Hon. Mitchel King, and eagerly as we read

and much as we admire it, we have not had an opportunity to take of it the fa-

vorable notice deserved ; neither can we now. We would fain give it entire, but

there are hundreds sent, for which room cannot be found ; and there is the less

necessity for it as these addresses are generally preserved in pamphlet form, and

distributed in the local papers and preserved in the annals of societies, betore

whom they are delivered. It would fill the pages of any periodical less volumi-

nous than this, to record them all.

We have on other occasions remarked on the erroneousness of the impression,

that the business and literature of Agriculture) we can hardly yet venture to em-

ploy the word Science) are less cultivated and understood in the South than in the

jSorlk or East ! A more erroneous impression could not well be entertained. Not

only is there, as we believe, a greater proportionate number ofwell-read agricultur-

ists in Virginia, South Carolina or Louisiana, than among the same number of land-

holders east ; but their field-work is as well executed on large plantations, as in

any part of the Union. But, there is not the same economy—the same attention

to, and exact amonnt of the out-goings and the in-comings. The Eastern farmer

has the prudence to take care of the pence, while the Southern planter spends

his pounds. We heard a venerable octogenarian judge in Virginia last summer
remark, that he had seen in the time of General Washington, (who was himself

passionately fond of the chase, and somewhat addicted, as an amateur breeder and

racer, to the sports of the turf;) that he had seen as many as four hundred (we

think it was four hundred) private coaches on the race-course at Fredericksburg,

at one time ; several with four horses and so?ne with six. But those times have

gone by. Temfora mutantur et nos mutamur cum illis.

As to the formation of agricultural societies for intellectual cultivation and ad-

vancement of the great art of husbandry, many suppos? that it not only originated

in the North, but know not that in the South to this day any such manifestation

of sensibility to its rights and interests has taken place. Whereas we see in this

admirable Address, what was indeed not new to us, that
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" The Agricultural Society of South Caroli-

na began in 1784, was organized on the 24th of

August, 1785, and Thomas Heyward, Jr., one

of the Signers of the Declaration of Independ-

ence, and the late venerable Thomas I'inck-

ney, were elected President and Vice-Presi-

dent. Gentlemen of distinction in other States,

and among them Mr. Jefterson, then (in 1785,)

Minister to France, were elected members.

j\Iauy of the members have, from time to

lime, communicated the results oi their expe-

rience to the publications of the day, but these

communications were not then collected into

any permanent work. The publications in

which they appeared, have most of them pass-

ed away, and though they may have added to

what may be called the traditional knowledge

of the planter, they generally cannot now be

found and considted for more accurate infor-

mation. The money raised among the mem-
bers was liberally expended in promoting the

improvement of stock, importing new objects

of agricultural industry, and endeavoiing to

introduce a better system of husbandry and

new productive staples into the country. But

the residts of these efforts were not so success-

ful as they certainly deserved to be. The in-

ti-oduction of the tide-swamp culture of rice

by Gideon Dupont, about 1783, and the exten-

sive production of cotton as an export, neai--

vidual .skill and enterprise, than to any pub-
lic encouragement. But the spirit of inquiry

and improvement increased. The establish-

ment of the South Carolina College sustained

and fostered this spirit. The light of learn-

ing and science, which has shone and shines

there with so much lustre, has cheo'ed and
illumined—may it ever continue to cheer and
illume—every corner of our land. The la-

bors of a Free Press, and the diffusion of pe-

riodical literature, have canied information to

every fireside. Agricultural Societies have

been formed in different parts of the State,

and this Society, combining them all in miited

and contmued effort, has,we trust, commenced
a career of usefulness that will lead to the

most favorable results. The valuable address-

es which have been delivered bef(jre you, the

reports made to you, and the memoirs collect-

ed by you and published for general use, and
placed within the reach of every planter, will

be of lasting benefit. And the State, by the

persevering, untiring efforts of gentlemen of

this Society, has been induced to direct the

Geological and Agricultural Survey, which,

in the able hands by which it has been con-

ducted, has already afforded much invaluable

information, and, it is earnestly hoped, will be
continued until all the objects contemplated

by it be fully attained."

ly at the same time, were due rather to indi-

The following suggestions are of general interest, and well worthy the attention

of ail agricultural associations

:

only of the Society, but of the State. The

time and talents of each Committee being

particularly called to the subject submitted

to it, would secure greater care, and sthnu-

late to more accurate observation and fuller

details than can be ordinarily expected fi-om

solitary and unsolicited inciuiry. We have

recently had the highest evidence of the ac-

curacy and importance of the information of

a new process of manuring, from the skill and

experience of a distinguished member of the

Society, who has given to a kindred associa-

tion the results of his intelligent and continued

experiments in marUng—and has put that in-

formation in the most appropriate shape to be

communicated to eveiy planter, and preserved

for our successors."

New modes of cultivation, of draining, of

manuring, are constantly presenting them-

selves. New agents oi' iertility are discover-

ed and apphed, not only among ourselves, but

in different parts of the world. It would be

expensive and hazai-dous for the individual to

test by experiments the success of these

novelties, and to ascertain how far they may
be adapted to our soil and climate. When
Buch matters are brought under the notice of

our Society, how easy and how important

would it be to appoint special committees of

our body to examine each particular subject

of inquiry—to experiment upon it, if experi-

ment be necessary, and to report the results

to the next meeting of the Society. The

expense and attention and skill of one mem-

ber would thus inure to the benefit of all, not

'

Let those who dare stigmatize the most valued and important of all pursuits,

and impeach the wisdom of the Creator himself, by insinuatmg that there is no

connection between the cultivation of the earth and the cultivation of the mind ;

deny, if they can, the truthfulness of what follows :

" Matters of inquiry on subjects connected I position-of the growth of plants-of vvhat

with AgricultareVabsolutiy as bour.dless they owe to the^- ^^^^ --'^^.^^^^J^
as the physical history of the earth which we it ,stormed-to *« ^Sj^

°'^J°;5«,''^'""1''
inhabit. Every year is maki.m new discover- to electricUy and all the

«f"^/f ;" ^'^f
ies in the diversities of s<.ilJ^f the elements tion by winch, m

*«7°"'^f^y.^i^; f,'"7^^*
of which it is composed-of the quantity of Nature, the gram produces fruit after

1^^^

the different parts which enter into the com-
|
and the small seed becomes a gi-eat tree.

Or the expediency of the following recommendation. How much more would it

be in keeping with the spirit of the age, if societies would promote such research-
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es in Natural Chemistry, instead of going on eternally awarding their premiums

to things already known.

" There are some departments in Natural

History which are too apt to be looked upon
with indifference, even by the considerate,

and treated with ridicule by the would-be
ivit, that are yet of the utmost importance to

the husbandman. Our cotton fields are ex-

posed to many enemies—at one time a small

caterpillar, that in summer changes into a
pretty moth—at another time a large kind of

caterpillar, called the army-worm, which pro-

duces a butterfly—at another time an insect

called the cut-worm or the cottou-louse, at-

tack the cotton plant and blast the hopes of

the planter. The Hessian fly lays waste the

wheat-field ; the locust that has been buried
in the ground, as it is said for years, issues

from its larva, a winged plague, and spreads
devastation and ruin m its track. These, and
insects like these, are undoubtedly governed
in their production and ravages and whole
being, by laws which are little understood.

If we knew these laws, we might be able

effectually to check or even to destroy their

production—and thence either greatly lessen

or entirely prevent then* ravages. The accu-

mulation of facts respecting these several de-

stroyers, brought together and I'eported at our

anniversaries, would furnish materials from
which Science might ascertain these laws. It

will be for the Society to determine how far

they will direct attention to the collection of

such facts."

But our purpose now is to detach from Mr. King's Address the following let-

ter, with which it was enriched, from the classical pen of a practical agricultur-

ist, of whom the profession may be proud—J. Hamilton Couper.

Neak Darien, Sept. 3, 1846.

My Dear Sir : I beg you to be assured

that, in complying with your request to fur-

nish you with any facts within my knowledge
and my views generally, on the subject of the

cultivation of the olive tree in this countiy, I

feel equal pleasure in promoting a patriotic

object, and in being able, in however trifling

a degree, to gratify your personal wishes.

Having had my attention called, many
years ago, to this subject, by an experiment
on a somewhat large scale, which my iiither

made in 1825 ; and having devoted some at-

tention to the works of European writers on
the cultivation of the Olive, and the manufac-
ture of oil from it, I hope that the following

extracts from my note-book may save you
some trouble in your investigations. I have
probably given much that is already familiar

to you; but if I have, you must blame yourself
for professing that the subject is comparative-
ly new to you.

The first and all-important question which
presents itself is, whether our climate is

adapted to the olive tree : and to what por-
tion of our territory we may hope to extend
its cultivation. The liicts which will be pre-
sented, are, I think, decisive, that the imme-
diate seaboard of South Carolina and Georgia,
llie whole of Florida, and the borders of the
Gulf of Mexico, are as suitable for the culti-

vation of the olive as the south of France.
First, as to climate—Arthur Youn^, in his

travels through France, vol. i., page 311, ob-
serves, " several other plants, besides the
olive, mark this climate, (the olive climate).

Thus, at Mentelim.art, in Dauphine, besides
that tree, you meet with, for ihojirst time,

the promegratmte, the Arbor .Judic, the paliu-

raSyfigs, and the evergreen oak."

The orange tree is tound to be more tender

than the olive, in France and Italy. The
same writer says, " the latter plant (tlie or-

ange), is so tender, that this (Hieres) is sup-

posed to be the only part of France, in which
(435)

it vdll thrive in the open air. I went to

Hieres to view them, and it was with pain

I found them, without exception, so damaged
by the frost, in the winter of 1788, as to be
cut down, some to the ground, and others to

the main stem."

Rosier, in his Cours d' Agriculture, t. 7, p.
258, observes, " Dans le village d' Hieres on
est meme oblige de couvrir les citrouuiers,

les cedrats, etc., pendant les rigueurs da
froid."*

Mr. .Tefferson in his letter of .Tuly, 1787, to

the Agricultural Society of South Cai'olina, re-

marks, " Wherever the orange loill stand at

all, experience shows that the olive toill stand
well, being a hardier tree."

Simonde mentions, ui his work on Tuscan
Agriculture, (Tableau de 1' Agriculture Tos-
caue, ]}. 112), that the olive is considered in

Italy as hardier than the vine. " L'on a sou-

vent mis en question si 1' on ne pourrait pas
naturaliser 1' olivier dans des climats moins
chauds que ceux qui lui servent de Umites, et

Ton etait encourage dans cette espcrance par
1' observation qu'en Italie quoique 1' olivier

souffre d'un grand froid, il est, cependant
C07isid6r6 comme plus rohusle que la vigne, et

qu'en consequence on le place a des exposi-

tions on celle-ci ne pourrait pas cr6itre."t He
farther observes that he himself had vines

and olives planted together, and that the for-

[* Translation.—In the village of Hierds people are

compelled to cover the lemon trees, citrons, &c.,

during the rigors of the cold. £d. Farm. Lib.]

[t Translation.—The question hns often beea
raised whether the olive could not be naturalized in

climates less warai than those to which it is now
limited

; and the hope that it might be done has

been strengthened by the fact that in Italy the olive,

though it suffers a great degree of cold, is considered

more robust than the vine, and in consequence is

placed in exposures where the latter could not grow.

Ed. Farm. Lib.]
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mer suffered most from the cold. This wiiter

also says that the sweet orauge does not suc-

ceed well iu Tuscany, unless it is protected.
" Quoique 1' orange doux de Portugal croisse

quelquefois en plein vent, dans des jai'dius

bien dcfendus de la bise, cependant il ne
reussit beiu qu'en espalier, et autant qu'on
pent le preserver des grands froids avec des
paillassons."* Id. p. 204.

Boso, in the article Olivier, Nouveau Cours
complet d'Agriculture, t. 9, says that the frost

acts injuriously at two periods of the year iu

France : the first, during mid-winter, when-
ever the thermometer descends lower than

ten degrees below zero, (14° of Fahrenheit),

then not only the branches but even the

ti-unks perish, and they have to be cut down.
This was the case in 1709, and in 1788, when
most of the olive trees in France were de-

sti'oyed to the ground, (see Young's Travels,

vol. i. p. 311). The second period is during

the spring, when the plant is in vegetation.

—

This only occasions the loss of one or two
crops, by nipping the extreme shoots : but as

injury is more frequent fi'om tiiis cause than

the former, the effect is nearly the same.

—

Bosc, who lived sometime in Charleston, at-

tributes the neglect of the cultivation of the

olive in Carolina, to this latter cause. " C'est

cette cause, ainsi que je m'en suis assure sur

les lieux qui a empeche les plantations d'oli-

viers tentes en Caroline, aux environs de
Charleston, climat phis chaiid qit, aucun can-

ton de France, de reusairA

These extracts, wliich are from writers of

the highest authority, are interesting, as they

show from the growth of the fig, the prome-
granate, and the orange, that the climate of

the olive region of France is no milder than
the maritime districts of South Carolina and
Georgia, and the whole of Florida. But the

actual growth of the ohve ti'ee itself proves
this most conclusively, as far as the limited

period which has elapsed smce the introduc-

tion of that plant into this country, admits of

a comparison.

I Ijelieve that you had some olive trees

gi-owing in Charleston for half a century be-

fore the fatal spring of 1835. Ramsey mentions
the fruit being pickled from trees imported by
Henry Laurens.

At Duugeness, on Cumberland Island, Ga.,

a number of ti-ees bore abundantly for many
years before that season.

In 1825, my father imported through a

French house in Charleston, two hundred
trees from Provence, via the Languedoc Ca-

nal and Bordeaux. They were five months

[' Translation.—Though the sweet orange of Por-

tugal sometimes g;i-ows in the open ground in gar-

dens where the north wind is kept out, still it suc-

ceeds only on espaliers and when it is protected by

mats from the extreme cold. Ed. Farm Lib.]

[t Translation.—It is this cause, as I am convinced,

which has prevented the success of the olive planta-

tion attempted in Carolina in the vicinity of Charles-

ton, a warmer climate than that of any canton of

France. Ed. Farm. Lib.]
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on the way, and did not anive mitil May

:

notwithstanding which, a very few only failed

to grow. These trees were planted at Can-
non's Point, his residence on St. Simon's
Island, latitude 3 1° 20' ; and had borne several

small crops of olive, when the severe cold of

February, 1835, (8° of Fahrenheit), injured

them so much that it was necessaiy to cut

them down to the ground. They all threw
up shoots from the old stumps ; and many of

them had now attamed to a diameter of nine

inches. For the last two years they have
produced some fruit; and this year about
one-half of the trees are bending under the

weight of an abundant crop. About one hun-
dred trees raised from cuttings are also be-

ginning to bear. Is is now twenty-one years
since the importation of these trees, and with
the exception of the destructive season of

1835, they have never, in the slightest degi-ee,

been injured by the cold. The last winter
was one of unusual severity—tbe thermome-
ter having sunk to 19° Fahrenheit ; and al-

though the sweet oranges on the same plant-

ation were much injured, some having been
cut down to the ground, I could not perceive

that a single leaf, among two hundred and
fifty olive trees, had been touched by the
frost. This experience is certainly very sat-

isfactory, the more particularly as it is certain

that the season of 1835 was the coldest known
on this coast for at least one hundred years ;

as is proved by the destruction of orange
trees on St. Simon's Island, wliich had stood

since the occupation of that island by General
Oglethorpe, and of others of St. Augustine,
which dated still farther back.

The effect of one such disastrous year should
not discourage the introduction of so valuable

a tree. In the South of France they have
persevered iu its cultivation, although in 1709
and 1788 almost every tree was destroyed

to the ground ; and they were severely in-

jured in 1740, 1745, 1748, 1755, and 1768.—
(Nouveau Cours d Agriculture, t. 9, p. 194.)

With respect to the danger from the frosts

of the spring, alluded to by Bosc, it may be
observed that very fortunately the olive tree

is late in puttmg out its flowers, and that they
rarely appear before the eud of April, by
which time there is little risk from frosts on
this cost. The failure of the crop for one or
two years would be the only injury.

It may be doubted whether the olive tree

can be cultivated beyond the influence of the
sea air, on the coast of Carolina and Georgia,

with the varieties at present known. But it

may be hoped that this plant will, in time,

become acclimated ; and that, by pursuing
the plan of raising from the seed, which has
been found to produce hardier plants, new
kinds, adapted to a greater range of climate,

may iu time be introduced. The gradual ex-
tension of the olive, from the southern to the

northern shores of the Medit^erranean, would
encourage this expectation. The southern

coasts of Italy and Spain, which are now the

great oil markets of the world, were, during

the early periods of Roman history, destitute
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of the olive. " Sous le regne de Tarqain

I'ancien, cet arbi'e u'existoit point encore en
Italic, en Espague, et en Afrique. Sous le

cousulat d'Appius Claudius I'huile etoit en-

core tros rare a Rome; mais du temps de
Pline Tolivier deja passe en France et en Es-

pague,"* Humboldt, Essai sur le Geographie
des Plantes, t. 4, 1807, p. 26.

The suitableness of the soil of our southern

coast to the olive tree admits of no doubt. It

thrives in every soil which is not wet. " Toute

espece de terre, pom-vu qu'elle ne soit pas

marccageuse, couvicnt a I'olivier, cependant

comme il donue souvent plus de bois que de
fiiiits dans les terrains fertiles, et que ces ter-

rains sont toujours precieux poiu: la culture

du blc, etc., ou le plante plus generalement

dans des lieux caillouteux, sablonneiix, sur

ies coteaux les plus arides, pourvu q6 ils

soient exposes au midi ou levant."t (Nou-

veaux Cours d'Agricultui'e, t. 9, p. 174).

—

That the sandy lands of our seaboard are

adapted to the olive, needs no other proof

than the luxuriant gi-owth of the trees on St.

Simon's and Cumberland Islands.

Should the olive become acclimated to the

interior of the States of South Carolina and
Georgia, it will find, in the open and gravelly

soil of the tertiary slope, between the granite

ridge and the tide-water, its most congenial

soil. " Aptissunum genus ten-® est oleis cui

glarea subest, si superposita creta sabulo ad-

mista est."t (Columella de re rustica, lib. 5.

cap. 7. Aldus Venetiis, 1514.) And in his

Liber de Arboribus, cap. 17, he says, " Olea

maxime collibus siccis, et argillosis gaudet, at

humidis carapis, et pinguibus, leetas froudes

sine fructu atfert."
||

i§

Admitting the suitableness of the climate

and soil of the sea-coast of Georgia and South
Carolina, and that portion of the temtory of

the United States which lies south of latitude

31°, to the cultivation of the olive, the question

[* Translation.—Under the reign of Tarquin the

Elder this tree did not exist in Italy, in Spain, or in

Africa. Under the Consulate of Appius Claudius,

the oil was still very rare at Rome ; but at the time

of Pliny, the olive had already passed into France

and Spain. Ed. Farm. Lib.]

[ t Translation.—Every species of soil, provided

that it is not marshy, is suitable for the olive ; hut

yet, as in fertile land it is often rather productive of

wood, and as such land is always precious for the

culture of grain, etc., it is more generally planted in

stony and sandy places, and on the most arid hills,

if only they are exposed to the south or east.

Ed. Farm. Lib.]

[X Translation.—That sort of land is best suited to

olives which has a gravelly subsoil if there is a mix-

ture of sand in the upper layer of loam.

Ed. Farm. Lib.\

[II Translation.—The olive best likes drj- and sandy

hills ; in moist and rich plains it produces abundant

foliage without fi-uit.§ Ed. Farm. Lib.]

§ " Sed ncque depressa loca, nequc ardua, magis-
quo modicos clivos amot."'1I

—

Id. Re Rustica.

^ ** Nor tiiglita, nor vales, but penile hillocks loves." I
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next presents itself, is the introduction of that
tree likely to prove such a source of profit to
the agriculturist as to be worthy of his atten-
tion ? A calm examination of this part of the
subject, will probably disappoint those whose
standard of profit has been the exaggerated
hopes of the cotton culture, and who tolerate

no delay in reaping the reward of their labor
;

but it may present a sufficient mducement to

devote some time and expense to the subject,

to a class of persons less impatient of growing
rich, and who believe that the. direction of a
part of the agricultural labor of the Southeris

States to new objects, is called for by the ex
cessive production of a few staples, and that

the introduction of a plant affording a whole
some and nutritious article of food, and which
is important to many valuable manufactures,
will add very materially to the wealth, happi-
ness and independence of the coimtry.

The distance at which the olive trees are
planted, is regulated by the circumstance
whether the ground is to be devoted solely to
them, or is to be cultivated at the same time
in grain. In the first case they are placed
nearer, and in the latter farther apart.

Bosc, in the article quoted above, observes
that generally where the soil is fit for cultiva-

tion, the trees are placed far apart, in order to
grow some other crop in the interval between
them ; and says that this practice should be
approved of, both because the olive being
subject to fail in its fruit, the whole revenue
from the land is not lost, and because it is

benefited by the annual cultivation which
the other crops require, and because the
greater the distance between the trees the
greater their size, and the more abimdant and
the better the fi-uit. He adds that the
average distance of the trees apart should in
rich soils be fi.xed at 43 feet, and in poor at 36.

Arthur Young mentions that in Languedoc
" many fields are planted in rows at 12 yards
by 10." (Travels, vol. ii., p. 72.) At Pin-
gean, " In planting, if they mean to crop the
land with corn, in the common maimer, that
is, one yeai- m two, the otJier fallow, they put
100 trees to 8 seterees of land ; but if they
intend to have no corn at all, the same num-
ber on 4 seterees. (Id. p. 73.) As thesete-
rce is equal to half an acre, this is at the rate

of 2-5 trees to the acre in the former, and .50

in the latter case.

The distance varies much in other locah-

ties, but it may be assumed as a safe ground
of calculation, that 25 trees may be planted
to the acre when the land is cropped, and 50
if devoted exclusively to the olive.

The product of oil-varies very much with
the size of the trees, the character of the soil,

and the fruitfulness of the season.

In France, Young informs us that at Tou-
lon " they have great trees, that are known
to yield 20 livres to 30 livres a tree (40 lbs.

to 60 lbs., or from 5^ to 8^ gallons of oil)

when they give a crop, wliich is once in two
years, and sometimes once in three—small
trees yield 3 hvres (G lbs.), 5 livres (10 lbs.)
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and 6 livres (12 lbs.) each." In Langnedoc
"olives pay in general 3 livres (6 lbs.) each
ti-ee per annum; some 5 livres (10 lbs.)"

At Pingean " some large and fine trees are

known to give 84 lbs. of oil (or 11^ gallons

of oil, as tlie gallon weighs 7^ lbs.) ; but they

reckon in common, that good trees give 6

livres (12 lbs.) one with another." In the

article Olive, in Michaux's North American
Sylva, vol. ii., page 196, Mr. Hillhouse says,
" the mean produce of a tree may be assumed
in France, at 10 lbs. (IJ galls.), and in Italy

at 15 lbs. (2 galls.) ; but single trees have
been known, in the productive season, to

yield 300 lbs. (41 galls.)"

Young states the jJroduce of a field of 200
trees in Tuscany, to have been,

lu 1786, 30 barrels, (150 lbs. each,") or 615 gaUs. of oil.

1787, 3 .. .. .. 61

1788, 8 .. .. .. 164

1789, 25 .. .. .. 512

66 barrels, 1352 gaUons,

or an average per annum of 338 gallons, be-

ing If gallons per tree. (Travels, vol. ii.,

page 235.)
" On a very bad stony soil, though in the

plain, I found it toolc twenty trees of 25 years'

gi'owth, to yield a barrel of oil (20^ gallons.)

But in a fine soil, and with very old trees, a

barrel a tree has been known."
From these statements, assuming that the

district to which I have conjeclurally hmited
the olive culture, has a climate as favorable

for it as that of the South of France, we may
place the product of a tree in fidl bearing, as

giving a mean annual yield of one gallon of

oil, or 25 galls, to the acre, when the land is

cultivated at the same time in some other

crop ; or at 50 gaUons, if exclusively devoted

to the olive. Estimating the oil at the mod-
erate price of 75 cents per gallon, and the

value will be, in the former case, $18| per
acre, and ui the latter, $37^. But to the first

must be added the value of the corn or other

crops cultivated on the same land ; and wliich

may be put down at nearly a fuU crop every
second year, as the trees are reckoned in

Italy to diminish tlie graui crop only one-fifth.

It is presumed that the best mode of pro-

moting the general introduction of the olive

into this country will be to recommend the

mixed cultivation. As the ohve only begins

to bear about the tenth year, and does not ar-

rive at its full production before the 20th to

the 30th, few persons would consent to ex-

pend so much labor before reaping any re-

turn.

But under' the mixed system, nearly the

full amount of the usual crops is made, and
the manuring and cultivating of the grain

crops will be sufficient for the olive trees, and
the labor of planting the young trees is almost

the only extra work they will require until

Jhey commence bearing. The only objec-

tion which is likely to present itself at present

is the necessity oi' excluding all stock from
the fields; but whenever our Agricultm'e
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shall become more enUghtened, this will be
generally done.

The question may be asked by those who
have usually regarded olive oil as merely an
article of household economy, of very limited

use in North America, whether a ready sale

of tlie oil can be depended on ? They may
believe with the late Aljbe Correa, that our
countrymen have " bacon stomachs," and
that it will be veiy difficult so I'ar to conquer
the obstinacy of established habit as to induce
them to substitute pure oil for rancid bacon.
If the only use of this oil wei-e for food, it

would undoubtedly require time to introduce

it into general consumption ; but that time
vnll effect it, there can be no doubt, from the
intrinsic value of the article. Until tlien an
ample demand for all that can be produced
vdll be found in the annually increasing con-
sumption of this oil in machinery, and in va-

rious manufactures, particularly of wool and
soap.* Already we import 82,655 gallons,

(see Report of the Secretary of the Treasury
for 1845,) and as our manufactures are com-
paratively, as yet, but in tlieir infancy, and
our po25ulation increasing with undiminislied

rapidity, there is no danger of the production

overtaking the demand. What tlie demand
may become, is shown by tlie facts that Eng-
land imported in the year 1830, 2,791,057
gallons of olive oil, valued then at about
$2,500,000—an average of 88 cents per gal-

lon (McCuUoch's Commercial Dictionary, ai--

ticle Olive Oil) ; and that France, although

the production of that Kingdom was, as early

as 1788, estimated at 75,000,000 of francs, or

nearly$15,000,000,t(Peuchet Statistique Ele-

mentaire de la France, p. 327,) has yet im-

ported in one yeai- olive oil to the value of

nearly 30,000,000 francs, or $6,000,000.

Some idea may be fonued of the value of

the olive tree as a source of national wealth,

irom the above statement of its production in

France, a country on the northern verge of

the olive climate. In countries more favora-

bly situated, it is still more important. The
small Kingdom of Naples exports annually

about 7,300,000 gallons of olive oil, valued

there at $3,400,000. (McCidloch's Commer-
cial Dictionary, article Naples.)

But as ohve oil enters largely into domes-
tic consumption, particularly among the lower
classes, foiTning a wholesome and nutritious

article of food, it has an importance fai' ex-

ceeding its merely commercial value. The
ample home production of the necessaiies of

life is the true foundation of national inde-

pendence and happiness ; and whatever adds

to the unstinted enjoyment of physical com-
fort, it becomes the well wisher of his coun-

try to cherish more sedulously than those ar-

* Hereafter, perhaps, when the whale fishery shall

be exhausted, tor lights.

t Chaptal estimates the quantity of land cultivated

in the Olive in France at 43,OOU hectanes, or about

106,000 acres, which gives au annual income per

acre of nearly $14. (De I'lndustrie Fran^aise, t. i.,

p. 207.)
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tides which have a merely mouey vaUie. It

may safely be asserted that the United States

owe their great happiness and prosperity

more to the cheap abundance of Indian corn,

and the consequent full supply of animal food,

than to all the staples which figure so largely

on the list of foreign exports.

Mr. Jeft'erson, with equal beauty and pat-

riotism, observes, " If the memory oi' those

persons is held in great respect in South

Carohna, wrho introduced there the cultiu-e of

rice, a plant which soins life and death with

almost equal hand,*' what obligations would
be due to him who should introduce the olive

tree, and set the example of its culture ! I

Were the owners of slaves to view it only as

a means of bettering their condition, how
much would he better that by planting one

of these trees for every slave he possessed !

j

Having been myself an eye-witness to the

blessings which this tree sheds on the poor,

I never had my wishes so kiiidled for the in-

troduction of any article of new culture into

our own couutiy." (Letter to the Agiicul-

tural Society, So. Ca.)

If the facts given above are sufficient to

prove the importance and practicability of

cultivatmg the olive among us, no impedi-

ment is presented by the difficulty of propa-

gating it, as it is readily increased by seed,

by cuttings, suckers, portions of the root, or

by grafting. The mode of raising by the

seed is only resorted to in order to produce

new varieties, or as stocks for grafting, as the

fniit fi-om seedlings, although yielding an oil

of a more delicate and higher flavor, is usu-

ally very small. Grafting improves the qual-

ity of the fiaiit, but is not so generally resorted

to as propagation by suckers and cuttings.

The last is the most practiced. Limbs from
an inch to an inch and a half in diameter, are

cut into lengths of from 12 to 15 inches.

Trenches 5 feet apart and 6 to 8 inches deep
being preparetl, the cuttings are placed in

them, about 18 inches apart, and in an oblique

position, so that when the earth is filled in,

from one to tw^o inches will remain above
the ground. On the exposed end a little gar-

dener's cement should be smeared, to exclude
the water ; and over the whole some moss or

loose sand is drawn, for some time, to dimin-

ish the evaporation. In dry weather the cut-

tings should occasionally be watered, until they

have taken root. Until the third year nothing

more is requii-ed than to cultivate among the

young plants, and to tinna them to a single

stem. When three years old, the young
trees should be planted out in the usual way,
at distances of from 30 to 48 feet. The holes

should be made large and deep, and had bet-

ter be dug several months before the trees

are put out. The subsequent cultivation con-

sists in removing the suckers, trimming out

the dead wood, in manuring moilerately once

in 3 or 4 years, digging around the roots an-

* The italicising is my own. One who has culti-

vated rice tor 2o years, must feel the force and em-
phasis of this beautiful figure.
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nually, and in plowing once a year the inter-

vals, unless a crop of grain is cultivated

among them. Much difference of opinion ex-

ists in France on the subject of pruning ; but
unless it is deemed desu-able to keep the trees

low for the facility of gathering the fruit, or

to duninish the risk of their being blown
down by high winds, all that appears to be
necessaiy is to remove the decayed wood,
and to keep the head of the tree moderately
open, for the free admission of light and heat.*

With us the liability to severe gales of wmd
will recommend low trimming ; and the

same evil wdll probably lead to the practice

of gi-aftiug on seedling stocks, the tap-root of

which will insure the stability of the future

tree. From cuttings, in thin soils, the roots

will be too superficial for safety.

The manufacture of this oil is exti-emely

simple ; and requires no very complicated or

expensive machinery. The latter consists of

a mortar, a revolving stone, or ^ome other

conti-ivance for separating the pulp from the

stones, and of rendering it a paste ; a revolv-

ing stone, like a bark or cider mill for crush-

ing the stones ; a lever or screw press for the

pressing of the oil ii'om the pulp and stones
;

bags of coai'se cloth or hair to contain the

pulp ; and wooden or earthen-ware vessels

for receiving the oil from the presses, and for

separating it fi-om the mucilage.

As soon as tlie olives are rijie, which is in-

dicated by their becoming of a dark color

ajid soft,t they are gathered ]jy hand, and
spread out over floors to the depth of a few
inches. In this situation they remain three

days, being turned daily, and the decayed
berries carefully picked out. They are then

placed in the mortar or under a stone, and
moderately triturated, until the pulp is re-

duced to a paste, and is detached from the

stones. The stones having been removed,

the pulp is then put into coarse and strong

bags, and placed under the press, which
should be worked very slowly at first. From
the press the oil mixed with mucilage runs

into wooden vessels, half filled with water.

After standing from 12 to 24 hours, to give

time for the mucilage to separate from the oil,

the latter is decanted into other vessels, and
remains undisturbed for about 20 days. It is

then ready to be decanted again and finally

put into the barrels in which it is to remain.

During this repose, nearly all the mucilage

will have been precipitated ; but the oil is

still hable to be troubled until it has been ex-

posed to the cold.

The oil from this expression is of the first

quality. The pulp or cake remaining in the

bags from this first pressure, is then broken
up, moistened with wai-m water, returned to

* Virgil appears to have been no advocate of the
pruning-hook :

'• Contra, non nlla est oleis cultura; negue ilUs

Procurvam erpectant falcem "

[Georgica, lib. ii. v. 420.

t On St. Simons the season of maturity is October.
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the "bags, and again pressed. The oil from

it is nearly equal to the first, and may be

mixed with it.

The stones having been reduced to a paste

by grinding under stones, are pressed in the

same way, and yield an uiferior oil, of a

harsh taste, and rannuig rapidly into a state

of rancidity.

The quantity of oil which may be extracted

from a given weight of the fruit is stated by

M. Sieuve (Nouveau Cours d'Agriculture,

article Huile) as follows : 100 lbs. of sound

olives gave 76J lbs. of pidp, and 22 lbs.

stones. The 76^ lbs. of pulp, when pressed,

yielded 21;i lbs. of limpid oil of the first

quality. The stones, having been gi-ound,

gave 6 lbs. 14 oz. of kernel, and 14 lbs. 4 oz.

of woody fibre. The kernel and woody fibre

gave 5| lbs. of inferior oil. Together makuig
27 lbs. of oil from 100 lbs. of olives.

The refuse of the manufacture foniis a

valuable manure.
The above is a mere outline of the mode

of cultivating the olive, and of extracting the

oil. To enter fully into the subject would
occupy many sheets of paper ; and such de-

tailed infomiation is probably foreign to your

purpose, which, it is presumed, is to recom-

mend it to the attention of the South by pre-

senting for consideration its most important

features, and to go no farther into muuitiae

than may be necessary to an accurate knowl-

edge and correct appreciation of it.

If, however, I am mistaken as to your

views, it will give me pleasure to i'ui-nish you,

hereafter, any farther details.

To those seeking the fullest and most prac-

tical uiformatiou on this .subject, I would
recommend the perusal of the articles Oli-

vier, Huiles and MouUns in the Nouveau
Cours d'Agi-iculture, vol. xiii.. No. 8, Paris,

1809. They fonn a most excellent ti-eatise,

and are from the pen of Bosc, to whom I was

introduced at Paris, as one of the most able

and distinguished of then- agricultural writers.

Bosc has taken the articles of the celebrated

Abbe Rozier as his basis, but has reti'enched

from them much that was useless, and added

much that is valuable. Shoidd your State

Society be disposed to paU'ouize the olive

—

and I trust that your Address will so uichne

them—a translation of tliese Essays, accom-

panied by two or three plates, which would

form a pamphlet of some 50 pages, will place

the public in possession of the best attainable

information—information not now existing in

an English dress, as far as I am aware.

The experiment made by my father—who,

although 88 years no longer allow of liis tak-

ing an active part in field operations, is still

deeply interested in the subject—has proved

so satisfactory that it is my intention to pros-

ecute it on a larger scale. We have succeed-

ed perfectly in pickling the oUve, and in

making from it the finest oil I have ever

tasted. This season I expect to make sev-

eral hundred bottles of oil ; and if I am not

disappointed by a liurricane, I hope this win-

(-ItOj

ter to submit a sample for your critical judg-
ment. Having now about 250 ti'ees of vari-

ous ages, and mtending to increase them, I

hope in a few years to be able to test conclu-

sively the question of the olive culture in
Georgia. The experiment will not be a
cosily one, as the ground occupied by olives

is cultivated at the same time in other crops.

The following quotation from Columella,
v/ith which I will close this very long com-
munication, (in which I have without mercy
emptied out upon you my note-book,) is con-
solatory to the experimenter, and will, I am
sure, recommend " the first of all ti-ees " to

that large class of persons who, although hav-
ing theh full share of a desire for good things,

are equally adverse to labor and to risk :

"Longeque ex omnibus alhp^hns minorem im-
pcnsann desidcrat olea, qua3 prima omnium arbo-
rum est, nam quamvisnon continuis annis sed fere
altero quoque fructum afferat eximia tamen ejus
ratio est, quod levi cidtu sustinetur, ei cvin se non
i'liduit, vix ullam impensam poscit. Sed et si-

quam recipit, subinde fnictusmtiltiplicat. Neg-
lecta compluribus annis non ut vinea deficit,

eoque ipso tempore aliquid etiam interim patri-

familias praestat, et cum adhibita cultura est,

uno anno emendatur. Qnai-e etiam nos in hoc
gcncrearboris diligentcr prcccipere censuimus."*
(Col. de re rustica, lib. v. cap. 7.

Requesting that you will at all times com-
mand me whenever I can be useful to you, I

am with great respect and esteem, my dear
Su-, your obedient seiTant,

J, HAMILTON COUPEE,
M. King, Esq,

Statistical.—There ai'e employed in the

commerce of the Mississippi Valley 12,000
steamboats, the cost of which does not varv
far from $16,000,000. On them are em-
ployed more than 40,000 men, women and
boys. The annual expense of running the

boats is about twice their cost, say 32,000,000.

To this may be added about 4,000 fiat and
keel boats, employing 20,000 men at least.

The value of the annual commerce of the Mis-
sissippi Valley is estimated at $430,000,000.
The capital invested in vessels of all kuuls on
the great Northern Lakes is about $6,000,000,
or one-third of that invested in boats on the

western rivers.

[* Translation.—The olive, though the first of all

ti-ees, requires much less care than any other, for

though it does not bear every year, but more gener-

ally eveiy other, it has this excellent peculiarity, that

it may be kept in good order with very little culture, and

when it is not bearing, causes hardly any expense,

though if it is then generously cared for, its yield

will afterward be greatly increased. And even if it

is neglected for many years, it does not die out like

the vine, but even then produces something for its

owner, and with proper treatment may be fully re-

covered in a single year. For these reasp?is it is my
opinion that we cannot bestow too much attention on

its culture. Ed. Farm. Lib.']
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BOUGHT, OR ARTIFICIAL AND FARM-YARD MANURES.

It is a curious fact, and much to their credit and enterprise, that in a certain

neighborhood of Montgomery Country, Maryland, there is probably a greater

amount of artificial manures—or rather mineral and animal manures

—

pur-chased

and carried on to their farms, than in any other district : entitling them to the

more credit when it is considered that they are without the advantages of water

or artificial conveyances to transport it.

At the same time they well understand the importance of home-made manure,

and have too much good sense to consider the one as incompatible with the

obligation to husband the other. On the contrary, they chime in with each other

when we consider that farm-yard dung does not give back to the land all that the

crops out of which it is made take from it ; and hence the necessity, when it

can be done, to bring on other manures to make up for that which the crops

take away from, and which farm-yard manure does not supply. Therein lies the

rationale of the case as relates to the two kinds of manure.

On this point the following observations are clear and worthy of attention, al-

though the substance of them may have been again and again presented to the

reader. There is more information—more wholesome food for reflection in re-

marks like these, by Professor Lindley ; and by the reflecting farmer they will be

turned to more account, than is or can be made, upon one-half of what is seen at a

Cattle Show. Everything goes to show the necessity for instruction in the prin-

ciples of the art ! Without a knowledge of Agricultural Chemistry, who can,

or how are we, to know the true value of either farm-yard or bought manures ?

A large proportion of the former is doubtless often were rubbish, not worth—as

the farmer would see if he could analyze it—the cost of hauling it out upon his

land.

Farm-yard manure, for instance, made through the winter in an open pen, ex-

posed to wind and weather, and composed of the off'al of half dead and alive cat-

tle, fed exclusively on wheat-straw ! How much more can it be worth than the

straw itself, since the cattle are merely used as machines to grind it down and

condense it ? The virtue of such manure, supposing the whole straw to be thus

punctually restored to the land, falls lamentably short of balancing the account,

when we consider what the grain has taken off. The case is very diff'erent when
the grass or grain crops are consumed on the land. If home-made manure is

thus liable to be of little or no value, so may be others ; such as marl, guano,

lime, bone-dust, &c., for they may be either poor or spurious, and the analyst

only can tell. When the sciences connected with Agriculture come to be taught

in our schools, though every man may not be his own chemist, we shall have
such chemists abounding in the country, just as we had, on the bringing on of the

War, West Point Government educated oflicers to drill and train the militia—and
why should not the agricultural chemist be provided by the Government, or out

of the Public Treasure, as well as the man of science in the art ofivar ? Just lie

cause farmers arc not educated as they should be in a knowledge of their own
rights, and in a sense of self-respect, which, if they possessed. Members of Con-

gress would not dare misrepresent them and their interests as they do on this point.
(441)
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The late Mr. Wellford, an estimable and enterprising farmer of Fredericks-

burg, not only gave his straw to the livery stables of that place, but hauled it

to them. But he sagaciously bargained for all their manure in return, whereby

he not only got back his straw in the most available shape for use as a fertilizer,

but it had vastly increased in value, by the addition of all the oats consumed

along with it. He had the good sense to know, what every one should, and

should be governed by, that the richness and value of animal manures depend

upon the nature and quality of the food. We much doubt whether straw itself,

and by itself, would not be more valuable if thinly spread over the grain in whi-

ter, on the Gurney plan, than it is as manure, on merely being passed, unmixed,

through the bodies of domestic animals.

Remarks by Professor Lindley.

"Supposing the soil to be now in a condition

of satisfactory fertility ; that fertility must suf-

fer during the gi-owth of a crop, for the mineral

portion of that crop, and some of its organic

substance also, have been supplied by the soil

;

plow that crop under, and so far indeed, as the

latter portion is concerned, you do more than

restore what has been taken, for the atmo-

sphere contributed largely to the organic part

of the plant ; and all that, by this operation,

is made a clear addition to the substance of

the soil ; but so far as the inorganic portion

of the crop is conceraed, by plowing itm you

do but restore that which you have taken. In

point of fact, however, the crop is rarely, and,

taking a whole fann together, never thus re-

turned to the land—the greater part of it is

generally sold off the farm never to return,

or the whole of it is consumed by live-stock,

and only part of it is restored to the soU—
Farm-yard manure—the straw of the gi-ain

crops, together with the excrements of the

stock— is' thus the whole produce of the land

minus that which has been sold. We sup-

pose that nothing has been wasted, and we
are right in saying that what the fanner ordi-

narily adds to the land is not all that he has

taken from it : the difference—lost to the soil

—has been sent off the farm in the inorgaiiic

portions of the grain, and in the bones of

the stock which he has sold. How shall tliis

deficiency be made up ? the lost substance

must be imported somehotc, or the soil must
suffer*
Some farmers import food for stock—oil-

cake, linseed, beans, barley, &c. ; others pur-

chase artificial manures. Both act on simi-

lar principles—they aim at supplementing the

deficiencies of their own more natural supplies.

These remarks, then, illustrate the nature
of the respective offices of farm-yard and arti-

ficial manures. Consider them in relation to

the question of maintaining the fertility of the
soil, and the latter holds the subordinate office

of merely supplementing the deficiencies of

the former—consider them in reference to the

gi-owth of a crop, and their relative value de-

pends simply upon their composition—the

foi-mer is often nxbbish, while the latter, if

genuine, may be of the highest value—the

former, if well manufactured, is all-important,

wliile the latter may be a mere vehicle for

roguery. We say that, considered as the food

of the plants, the relative importance of home-
made and ' artificial ' manures is a question

to be decided by the analyst ; but there can

be no doubt to which the gi-eater esteem is

due when we refer to the offices they have
respectively to perform. The economical

manufacture and application of home manures
as the cheapest method of maintaining the fer-

tility of our soils, is a subject second in im-

portance to none ia the whole range of farm

practice."

Parsnips for Hogs.—Parsnips are preferred by hogs to all other roots, and make excel-

lent pork. By them they can be fattened in six weeks. A porker of mine 22 months old,

and weighing net 750 lbs., never ate anything but raw parsnips and sour milk ;
and finer

meat never was seen. In the use of parsnips for stock, they should never be washed, but

be given as they are taken from the ground. Used in this way they are found not to surfeit

the hoirs and cattle, and if given fireely to cows, will much improve the quality and quantity

of theii^ milk. L Prau-ie Farmer.

* We do not speak here of the natural provision by which the soil is enabled to suffer large abstractions

of its substance without an apparent loss of its fertility. No doubt the carbonic-acid-water which falls as ram

rapidly dissolves out of the land fresh fertilizing matter in the place of what is removed by bad farniing, but

this cannot be urged as a justification; for under such circumstances it does but go to diminish losses,

whereas under good management it would have the effect of increasing gains.

(442)
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IMPORTANT INVENTION FOR THE GROWERS OF INDIAN CORN.

NEW METHOP OF DRYING GRAIN AND MEAL.

It needs no argument to show the great value of this invention, if it will, as

stated—and, we doubt not, very honestly stated—" occupy less space, cost less

money, take less fuel, and do more work than any other Dryers ;" and when to

this is added the fact that it proposes a system of desiccation which will defy

the effect of sea voyages and of time—and, moreover, that, by means of it, corn

meal may be delivered in England at a less price than their hay, who can fail to

perceive the great power of this new invention for the benefit of the grain grow-

er, or calculate the extent to which it will be brought into play ? It is a problem

to be ascertained, and the solution of which is not difficult, at what cost corn

meal would profitably supersede oil-cake, barley, beans, oatmeal, &c., now used

as food for domestic animals in England ?

Turning back for some evidence of the sensibility we were conscious of having

felt to the importance and the value to our country of employing Indian meal as

food for cattle, and the increased demand which might be expected for that grain

to be thus used, if it could be introduced in England, we find the following re-

marks, published in the American Farmer of April 2, 1819—more than 28 years

ago—by the same hand that is now here recalling attention to that subject. It

would seem to have been one of those coming events which " cast their shadows
before." In a history then and there given of two remarkable beeves, the " Del-

aware ox" and " Columbus," fed and fattened by that experienced and judicious

grazier and victualer, the late John Barney, of Delaware, we made this observa-

tion, the correctness of which universal experience sustains: " He, Mr. B., con-

siders that, as a means of fattening cattle, this country possesses, in its Indian

corn, an advantage over England, for which she has no equal adequate substi-

tute. He gives the preference to Indian meal, over every other species of food,

for fattening either sheep or cattle, and gives it in its dry, unsifted state. But he
gives it as his opinion that a much less quantity of meal will answer, and that

it is eaten with better appetite, when used in conjunction with ruta-haga. Of
this root he has the highest opinion, concurring with Mr. Cobbett in the belief

that it is sweeter and far more nutritious than any other root or vegetable used

as feed for live-stock." At that time corn at Baltimore was 55 cents a bushel.

If this Dryer (which we do not doubt) will perform what is specified, then will

the two impediments have been removed which have heretofore prevented the

use of our Indian corn meal as food for stock in England.

First—Here is a mode of drying which prevents all danger of the meal becom-

ing sour or musty ; and, secondly, the ports of England have been opened to the

importation of it. Let us exert ourselves for improvement in all departments ;

hold on, in the mean time, to that which is good, and hope for the best.

Any one having doubts to express, or inquiries to make, may address them-

selves to the Editor of The Farmers' Library', who engages, for the interest he

advocates, to tell the truth though the Heavens fall.

remarks.

The Patentee of " Stafford's Drj-ers " at a

former period was very extensively engaged
in milling and distilling, and for the past two

(443)

years has devoted much of his time in inves-
tigating the means by which bread-stuffs may
l)e preserved without deterioration, not only
for home consumption, but for foreign ex-
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portation. Numerous experiments having

proved the impossibility of obtaining a mii-

form heat from hot air, as also the low de-

gree of heat capable of producing a deterio-

rating change in the flavor of grain, flour and
meal, when undergoing the process of dry-

ing ; the Patentee is now confident that steam
is the only agent that can be successfully

used.

There is at present but one of the Pat-

entee's Revolving Machines, on a large scale,

in operation : this one is in the mills of E. W.
Leonaixl, Esq., Elyria, Ohio, on which have
been dried about 2.000 bbls. of Indian corn

meal, a pait of which is now on its way to

Europe. Mr. Leonard's New-York coiTe-

spondents -write the Patentee that the meal
sold has undergone a very severe scnitiny,

and has been universally approved of by the

Inspectors, and others who have used it.

The Cleveland Iron Manufacturing Com-
pany, who owai the right for the Western Re-

serve, Ohio, are now erecting works for the

manufacture of " StaSbrd's Dryers."

The recent partial destraction by fire of

the celebrated Cleveland City Mills, prevents

the Patentee from exhibiting samples of dried

wheat flour, from a mill of known reputation,

the Dryer for that mill having been nearly

completed when the fire occm-red. The
patent havmg been but recently issued, the

above-named are the only practical tests in

which the Diyer has been applied ; still suf-

ficient is known to prove its practicability,

and that its merits exceed those of any other

other Dryer invented.

The surplus corn of the country, up to the

present time, has been fitted for exportation

by being dried with hot air, or by direct ap-

plication of heat upon the surface of pans and
in the inside of cylinders, which plans stand

foremost in general adoption among the va-

rious methods which the importance of the

cause has thro\\'Ti into use, but aU of which,
although guided by great experience and im-

divided attention, impart to the gi'ain or meal
that scorched appearance and parched flavor

which have effectually prevented home con-

sumption, our own people preferring the

natural color and taste, thereby leaving it for

the consumption of the slave and colored

population of the West Indies and South

America.
The British Government having been com-

pelled to throw open their ports for the ad-

mission of ibreign grain, a demand has been
produced which the people of the United

States have been unable to supply. That
demand has been, bread-stuff's in a good stale

of preservation. What have they received?

Recent accounts inform us that nothing but

the excitement which has now subsided,

could have rendered mai'ketable the article

manufactured by the Drying Machines of all

kinds which have been erected in almost

every county in the corn-growing portion of

the States.

The flood of emigration to our shores, to-
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gether with the natural increase of popula-
tion, are causing a yearly increase in the sur-

plus bread-stuffs of the United States at a
ratio unprecedented in the annals of any
nation.

Our home demand and export to the West
Indies and South America have heretofore ab-

sorbed our surplus, wliile the portion of sur-

plus exported the past year has brought into

requisition a great portion of the navy of the
world. All will admit that the surplus of the
coming year must exceed that of the past.

What is to be done with it ? What is to be
done with the surplus of succeeding years 1

Capitalists or shippers will not invest in
wheat, cprn, flour, or meal, without deduct-
ing the risk of their becoming heated or
soured on then- hands. What is that risk ?

Does it not exceed one-fifth of the usual cost
of the articles where produced or manufac-
tured 1 If so, how essential to all who pro-
duce or deal in bread-stuffs, is a mode of cer-

tain presers-ation !

British manufacturers and British operatives
have succeeded in opening British ports, that

they may overcome the competition of Ger-
many and other manufacturing States, and
continue to supply the markets of the world.
This they will efl^ect if they encourage the
use of Indian corn, as food for themselves,
their cattle and swine. From the pecuUar
adaptation of our soil, Indian corn must al-

ways be produced with us in quantities to

defy competition ; which, preserved without
deterioration, must become a chief supply of
food to the poorer classes and the domestic
animals of Europe. It is equally essential

that the flour ground in the gi-eat wheat dis-

ti-icts ol' the United States should have its

moisture aitificially expelled. It is generally

known that Northern wintcr-gi-ound flour

sours readily if the ensuing summer is wann
and moist. Wheat grown south of the natural

district has less moisture because it gi-ows in

a less humid climate, and the atmosphere is

better adapted to carry off the moisture dur-
ing the process of manufacturing. The losses

to millers, factors and consumers from this

source within our own limits is gi-eater than
most persons would credit. These losses are
so diversified that it is impossible to attain

any correct estimate of the actual sum that is

yearly lost by our people. If we send it

abroad, subjected as it is to the damp and
confined influence ofa vessel on a long voyage,
what losses will not then accrue ?

If, during the process of drying, the grain

is not well and perfectly ventilated when
subjected to the gi'eatest heat, the steam dis-

engaged destroys its vitality and renders it

unfit for food.

The usual mode of drying is to pass the

grain rapidly over higHy heated surfaces

which burn more or less of the bran, thus fla-

voring the meal. The grain being highly

heated is thrown into a pile where the hot

steam generated irom its internal moisture,

passing tlu'ough the mass, completes the work
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of destruction. The grain wheu cooled is

ground. The steam condensed, while cool-

ing and remaining in the grain, is sufficient

to create fennentation in the meal in a short

time, if exposed to a warm climate.

Flour and meal bemg broken into small

particles, theii" contact with a surface under

a low degree of heat, rapidly expels the

moistiu-e from each particle if kept in con-

stant motion. If, then, each particle is brought

into contact with a not highly heated surface,

and the ventilation being perfect, the process

must be a perfect one. To farther impress

the necessity of free ventilation, the Patentee

states that the quantity of water contained hi

winter-gi'ound tlour, manufactured at the best

mills in the North and Western States, varies

from 11 to 20 lbs. per Ijaixel ; summer-ground
contains from 10 to 14 lbs. Absolute diy-

ness is not required to prevent flour from
souring if retained in the northern climates

of the United States, but enough moistiire

should be expelled to prevent fermentation.

Indian corn in the spring that will malce

196 lbs. of meal contains from 30 to 35 lbs.

of water ; as the season advances the quan-
tity of water lessens. These facts sufficiently

prove the necessity of drying grain and bread-

stuflTs artificially by a uniform heat, and hav-

ing a perfect ventilation for the almost in-

credible amount of moisture which is expelled

during the process of di-yiug. Thus prepai-ed,

flour and meal can never spoil without being
subjected to influences not usual in the

storage of such articles. All grain that is

heated and not musty may be restored to its

original soundness. As soon as com can be
shelled it may be dried so as to be merchant-
able ; this frequeudy occurs in the latter part

of October, if the season has been diy ; thus
new corn may be brought upon the market
in competition with the old if the price will

warrant.

Cob meal (wliich is the com and cob
ground together) must become an article of
large export from the United States. As an
article of nutritious animal food it stands unri-

valed ; the cob contains nutriment until the
grain is perfected, which does not occur imtil

full six months after it is lipened (so tenned.)
The nutrition does not wholly consist in the
saccharine left in the cob, but consists ui its

use in distenduig the stomach and intestines
of the animal that perfect digestion of the
meal may take place, while the effects of feed-
ing the meal alone are that it sours on the
stomach and produces a scouring effect. An-
imals differ from man in requiring their food
prepared without deterioration from the
natural flavor ; hence cob meal can only be
prepared with certainty by the process of
steam heat and perfect ventilation.

Many persons are of the opinion that the

experiment of sending corn and corn meal to

Great Britain has been tested and filled.

They only look upon the surface of things.

The question arises, when bread-stuffs assume
their usual level, At what rale can corn and
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cob meal be placed in British ports 1 For
surely if they can obtam it low enough they
can use it. Corn can usually be obtained on
the ^Vestern rivers at from 15 cents to 20
cents per bushel; say A^ bushels per bbl., at

20 cents, is 85 cents—barrel 30 cents (tierces

would cost less) ; freight to New-Orleans per
bbl. 30 cents ; charges at New-Orleans 10
cents ; freight to Great Britain 60 cents ; mill-

ing and diyuig 10 cents—is $2 25 net cost.

Has com meal (a good article) ever reached
that figiue in any of our own mai'kets on the
seaboard ? The cost of cob nieal would be
considerably less—call it one cent per pound,
delivered hi Liverpool or London—-just half
the price of hay in those cities, and one-tliird

of the price of oil-cake, of which the British

take all our surplus.

^Vith us it must come into universal use
when it can be obtained.

The consumption of com meal in our owa
cities and towns would be more than double
could the people obtain it in a state that it

would keep and still preserve all the fresh-

ness and flavor of a recently ground article.

Why is it that the cotton-gin is an essential

to the South ? Because with it only can they
prepare their cotton for a market. Why,
then, are not these Drj'ers, or some other ef-

ficient mode that will preserve our bread-
stuff's without change of quality, color or
flavor, equally essential to the North and the
great valleys of the West, which are and ever
will be only producing States ?

If Europe encourages the use of Northern
and Western products, how dissimilar will
our interests be from that of our Southern
brethren ?

The advantages claimed by the Patentee
for the Rotary and Statiouaiy Dryers over all

others, are

—

1st. That they diy all substances vinthout the
possibility ofchange of quality, color or flavor.

2d. They occupy less space, cost less

money, take less fuel, and do more work
than any other Dryers.

3d. The only attention required is to keep
up steam sufficient to blow off at the valve
weighed at any desu'ed pressure.

4th. The motion of tlie Rotary Dryer, the
feed of both Dryers, and the heat being uni-

form, with suflicient capacity of Dryer, a
given amount of grain or other substances
must be dried, without destroying their vi-

tality'.

5 th. That the principles involved and pat-

ented in these Dryers preclude the possibility

of substituting any other efficient mode of at-

taining the desired end.

The Patentee is fully aware of the import-
ance of his invention. Yet he knows that but
a moiety of the benefits arising from its sale
or use, can recur to him ; he therefore otfers
to the public either to supply machines, or
to sell tenitory in portions desired.

Letters post-paid, addressed to J. R. Staf-

ford, Cleveland, Ohio, will meet due attention.

Cleveland, September, 1847.
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Fig. 1.
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Stafford's rotary dryer.
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DESCRIPTION.

Fig. 1 represents Stafford's Rotary Dryer and
Cooler, for dryings and cooling grain of all de-

scriptions, flour, meal, and other substances.

—

A is a revolving cylinder made of iron, to which
are attached numerous metallic flanches, as

shown.
B is the trough in which it revolves; steam is

admitted at C, which heats the cylinder and
flanches ; the condensed water is thrown out of

the cylinder at every revolution and flows back
into the boiler by the pipe D. The cylinder and
trough lay on an incline as shown. Grain, flour,

meal, or other substance, is spouted on to the

top of the cylinder at the upper end. The cyl-

inder is revolved in the direction of the arrows
by means of the belt E. The substance to be
dried is can-ied over the cylinder several times,

gradually working its way to the lovver end,
where it is conducted off by the spout F. All
ground substances may be retained on the cjl-

inder until all the moisture they contain is ex-

pelled. Grain may have the greatest portion of
its moisture abstracted on the cylinder, then be
spouted into a pile, where the heat engendered
by contact witli the cylinder and flanches will
carry oft' the balance of the moisture without in-

juring the grain. The different uses for which
this Dryer may be adapted are as follows: For
drying Hour. //" l>->i the miller, it gives him a
greater yield, as it bolts freer, and no flour ad-
heres to the offal. He loses the moisture, but
the 196 lbs. of flour will absorb again the water
abstracted when made into bread. It preserves
his flour, and the consumer pays him more
money for it. If vaed hy the factor or commis-
sion merchant, lie is enabled to preserve flour
that he fears will sour. If used by the distiller,

it enables him, 1st, to extract the sour water
from corn, which promotes acetous fermentation
before ilie vinous or saccharine fermentation has
developed the spirit contained in the grain. 2d.
It enables him to bolt and separate "the meal,
that the fine and coarse may not be scalded to-

FlQ.. 2

pother, as the scalil sullicicnt for the barm would
destroy the fine. .'id. It enables him lo got rid
of the hulls*, which, when saturatc<l, sink to the
bottom of the vat, and are forced lo the top dur-
ing fermentation by the ([uantity of carbonic acid
gas generated under the mass—a i)ortion of
which gas distills into carbonic aciil, which is

known as the most fatal ing-rodient to sacdiarine
furmontaiion.

If vscd hy the brewer, it enables him to dry
his malt more speedily, with less labor and cx-
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' pense, and to dry it without change of flavor or
I
color.

j
If used in a steam saw-mill, the escape steam

I

may bo u.sed to heat the Dryer, and the saw-dust
;
as it ronifs from the saw may be poured over

i the cylinder, dried and consumed.
If iised by the miller, warehouseman, or ship-

per, for drying grain, it accomplishes tlie object
without the least possible risk of injury to color
or vitality.

The claim upon Nvhich the patent for the above
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Fis- 3.

Stafford's stationary dryer.

is based covers the principle of drying on the

surface of cylinders ; and, as flour and meal are

not conductors, it is absolutely indispensable

that all the particles should come in direct con-
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tact with a heated surface, and should almost

immediately be exposed to a free ventilation,

that the moisture can escape. This can only be

done on the outside of a cylinder, for when done
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on the inside a sliding motion is given to the

mass. If flanches are attached to the inside to

give a falling motion, the aii- circulating through

the cylinder must carry off the finer particles as

well as cool the cylinder. The- difference be-

tween drying on the inside or outside of a cyl-

inder of 40 inches diameter, is that the grain or

meal cannot occupy more than 40 inches of sur-

face in the former, while it occupies 360 inches

of surface of cylinder and flanches of the latter;

and instead of heating mas.sive ovens (when it.

is impossible to keep a uniform hentj for pans
and cylinders to revolve in, the heat generated
within a cylinder is all ab.sorbed by the sub-

stance drying. The following is the claim re-

ferred to. It will be observed that no particular

form, size, device, or heating agent is patented,

but the principle is amply reserved.

Claim.—What I claim as my invention, and
desire to secure by letters patent, is the method
of drying or cooling grain, flour, meal, or other
substances, on the external surface of a hollow
cylinder armed with flanches or other devices,

an-anged and operating substantiallT/ as herein
described, and combined with a trough : the

cylinder to be filled with hot air or steam when
used lor drying, and with cold air when used
for cooling purposes, as herein described and
set forth.

Fig. 2 represents Stafford's Stationary Dryer
when removed from the case. The steam is ad-

mitted at A, figs. 2 and 3, and fills the tubes

;

when condensed it passes back into the boiler

by the pipe B, figs. 2 and 3. Pipe C connects
with a series of flat perforated tubes, into which
the vapor fi'om the grain disengaged by the heat
is conducted through numerous apertures which
are under incline I, I, I. The inclines al.so serve
to direct the grain on the heating tubes. Grain
or other substance to be dried is admitted into

the Dryer by a spout above it, and obtains its
exit through the regulating gate G. D is a fau-
cet for drawing oiT the conden.sed water that
may accumulate in the small portion of Dryer
shown. Grain may be retained within the case
until all the moisture is expelled from it, or a
majority of the vapor may be disengaged, when,
if spouted into a pile the heat retained will dis-

engage enough of what moistnre may remain
as will leave the grain in a safe condition for
shipment. Damp grain should remain for some
time among the tubes to insure it against fer-

mentation and injury in the pile. It will be
seen that this Dryer requires no motivk power.
It requires but little fuel or boiler, as the con-
densed steam is returned to the boiler as fast as
it is condensed. To dry 5,000 bushels of grain
per day would not require the occupation of
more than six feet square on a floor ! It will
be perceived by the following claim that the in-

vention is not limited to any peculiar form, but
that it comprehends the only effective stationary
Dryer that can be constructed. Its uses are
principally adapted for drying grain

; ground
substances would clog the tubes and apertures
which carry oft' the moisture.

Claim.—What I claim as my invention, and
desire to secure by letters patent, is the im-
proved apparatus for drying grain or other sub-
stances, composed of a box or casing, having a
regulating gate at its base, and having a series
of heating tubes or surfaces within the casing,

combined with a series of perforated tubes or
other devices for carrying oft' the vapor disen-
gaged by the heat; the whole arranged, com-
bined, and operating upon the grain or other
substance during its passage through the box or
casing substantially in the manner herein set

forth. J. R. STAFFORD.

HEMP AND FLAX HUSBANDRY.
In The Farmers' Library of May last appeared an engraving of a Flax-Brake,

then just invented by F. P. Holcohb, Esq. of Delaware, which gave fair promise
of supplying the desideratuim so long wanting on that subject—to wit, an expe-

ditious preparation for the manufacturer, without injury to the fibre. Whether,
Delaware not being a hemp-growing State, the machine has not enjoyed an op-

portunity of being favorably introduced ; or whether the machine itself, though
good in principle, may have been deficient in power ; or what was or is the pre-

cise difficulty, if any, we have not understood, but would like to be informed

—

because, although we gave it only for what it was worth, and what was hon-
estly believed by our correspondent to be its capacity and value, still we recog-
nize the obligation which rests upon us always to tell the cons as well as the
p-os—the against as well as the for—whatever may be recommended in the
pages of The Farmers' Library. Fiat juslitia mat ccelutn. Of the machine
which we take pleasure in here presenting to public notice, and especially to the
notice of all concerned as cultivators or manufacturers, in the Flax and Hemp
Husbandry of the United States, it may with confidenee be said in its favor that

few persons, if any, in the United States, have given as much attention to the
subject, in all its aspects, with equal capacity and opportunities to form a safe

(449) 14
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and correct judgment, as Mr. Anderson, of Louisville, Kentucky, the patentee

of the Brake.

Then of Mr. Sanders—who we believe has the agency for selling the rights

—

on personal knowledge we can add that he is among the oldest and most zealous

promoters of agricultural improvements in our country, and that he has passed

the best portion of an active and useful life in the midst of a Hemp region.

—

Moreover, it may be farther stated that one of the largest and most accomplished

manufacturers of Hemp and Flax in this country, anxious on this subject, and

every way disinterested in this case, has expressed to us his strong persuasion

that in this machine we are at last presented with the long-sought desideratum ;

that is, one which will expeditiously prepare the article for the manufacturer,

while it develops and preserves the fibre in all its elasticity, strength, and every

valuable quality.

Mr. Skinneh : New-Yoek, September 20, 1847.

Sir—An old correspondent oi your American Farmer wishes to call the atten-

tion of persons interested in the growth and in the manufacture of Hemp and
Flax, to the recent discoveries made by Mr. James Anderson, of Louisville, Ky.,

both as to the preparation of Hemp and Flax, and to his newly-invented Brake.
First as to the preparation : It is a fact well known to modern chemists that

organic vegetable matter which contains nitrogen in the largest quantities is most
prone to fermentation and putrefaction, which occurs spontaneously when it is

subjected to moisture and heat.

Hemp or Flax contains nitrogen or azotized matter, and of course readily runs

into spontaneous fermentation when exposed to moisture and heat.

In preparing Hemp or Flax for the Brake, persons heretofore have availed

themselves of the process of deiv or water rotting, in which the greatest care is

required not to materially injure the fibre ; but no Hemp or Flax can pass through
these processes without more or less injury. Even under the most skillful treat-

ment the fibre is partially weakened ; but the maceration and decomposition has
been found necessary to enable the operator to readily brake and clean it.

The albuminous matter which is incorporated in the harl of Hemp and Flax,

in large quantities, with the fibre, is the first to decompose ; it therefore becomes
necessary to render that insoluble and the azotized matter therein inert, if it is

retained.

Mr. Anderson effects this by the application of any known antiseptic. He has

used the sulphate of iron, and also the sulphate of alumina and potassa, with
satisfactory results—producing a chemical change in the azotized matter in the

Hemp ; rendering it unsusceptible of either fermentation or putrefaction ; giving

unusual durability ; adding greatly to its strength ; producing an article superior

to the best Russia Hemp.
Vats of wood or masonry are constructed, suitable for the farm. As soon as

the Hemp is cured, the operation may begin. For the convenience of putting in

and takmg out, it should be tied in convenient sized bundles, cutting ofi' the seed

ends (five or six inches) with a broad-ax, on a block, handling it neatly ; the vat

then to be filled with as much Hemp as it will hold. For every filty gallons of

water required to fill the vat after the Hemp in the straw is placed in it, dissolve

four ounces of the sulphate of iron, which is recommended for Hemp ; fill the vat

with this liquor ; then, as soon as it is fully saturated, it is finished. Ten or

twelve hours is long enough, but staying in longer does no injury ; as soon as it

is dry it is ready for the Brake.

Pursue the same process for Flax, but, instead of the sulphate of iron, use the

sulphate of alumina and potassa. The alum liquor does not change the color

—

the iron liquor darkens it. By this process the farmer gets his crop to market at

least six months sooner than by either dew or water rotting—the product being

at least sixteen per cent, greater, as there is little or no waste from tow or over-

rotting.

Test experiments have been made m Louisville, Kentticky, taking four samples

of Hemp.
(450)
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No. 1, a sample of Dew-rotted Hemp.
No. 2, .. Water-rotted ..

No. 3, a sample of Riga Rein Hemp.
No. 4, .. Rhodian*

These samples were subjected to moisture and heat alternately, each treated
precisely alike. No. 1 first became decomposed ; next No. 2, and soon after it

No. 3 : all three completely rotten—No. 4 remaining sound, strong and sweet.
As to the Brake : I send you a drawing of the model of the Brake, deposited

by Mr. Anderson in the Patent Office ; since then, however, he has changed his
plan of working the rollers. As soon as I return to Louisville I will send you a
drawing of the perfect machine. It is very simple, and easily made—costing
about $200 for a machine. The rollers and gearing are made of cast-iron—the
frame of wood. But little power is required to drive them ; two horses will be
sufficient for one machine, cleaning a ton of Hemp per day.

LEWIS SANDERS.

I have left at the American Institute, in the City of New- York, four samples
of Flax, for the examination and inspection of persons interested in its growth or
manufacture :

Flax in its natural state.

. . water rotted.

Flax steeped 12 hours in iron liquor

alum ..

THE COMPOSITION OF FLAX,

AND HOW TO MANAGE ITS CULTURE WITHOUT INJURY TO THE LAND.

As connected with the preceding communication relative to the discovery of

a new and effectual Hemp and Flax Brake, by Mr. Anderson, of Kentucky, we
give the following from a recent Lecture by Professor Johnston:

COMPOSITION OF THE ASH OF THE STEM OF THE FLAX PLANT.

CONSTITUHNTS.

Potash
Soda
Chloride of sodium .

.

Lime
Ma2;nesia ..

Oxide of iron

Alumina
Oxide of manganese.
Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid

Carbonic acid

Silica

Total 100-007

Per centaee of ash 4-237

Near Dublin

99-46
5-00

After a few remai-ks on this Table, Profes-

sor Johnston went on to say that as in medi-

cine a knowledge of the disease was half the

cure, 80 in Agricnlturo a knowledge of the dis-

ease—for they might call that a disease which
was an exhaustion of the soil—enabled thcni

to supply to the soil what was taken from it

by the crop. As a means of doing this, he
showed tliat if the seed and bole mid husk

were mixed, they formed excellent food for

animals, and in proportion as they saved these

things tliey increased the quantity of manure.

He need not explain how the seed was used

in fattening cattle; he would only say that

the seed and bole contained the combustilile

matter of plants, that which by a wonderful
process of chemistry in the bodies of animals

became transformed into bone, muscle and
(Icsh, and finally escaped from the animal, to

enabk; them to gi'ow richer and richer crops.

The subject of employing the seed he would
leave to those who had to follow him ; and
with regard to the increased value of the ma-
nure, he referred to Warnes's system of box
feeding, which was de.i^igned to insun; not

only a larger quantity of beef, but to increase

The name given to Mr. Anderson's ncv? process.

(451)
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the quality of the manure by the manner in

which it was made ; and, as far as he under-
stood it, he thought manure was rendered
more valuable to them than by the ordinary
system. He had j)i'epared a recipe to restore

to the soil the ingredients which were taken
from it. It was as follows : Manurefor Flax.
—Bone dust, or bones dissolved in sulphuric

acid, 25 lbs.
; gypsum, 10 lbs.

;
peai'lash, 20

lbs. ; soda ash, dry, 20 lbs. ; slaked magnesia
lime, 25 lbs. ; or for the last may be substi-

tuted ciTide sul2:ihate of magnesia, 20 lbs.

;

and quickhme mixed with it, 5 lbs. 150 lbs.

of this represent 150 lbs. of the ash of the

plant, or 200 lbs. of the dry plant, say a ton

of dry flax. An average crop is 800 lbs. 50
stones dressed flax, or 6,400 lbs. (three tons

nearly) flax plant, containing 320 lbs. of min-
eral matter. 4 cwts. to 6 cwts. of the above
must be added to the land to supply the loss

;

or 3 cwts. and a good half manuring. The
Flax Society of Ireland stated that experience
showed that a flax crop was best after wheat,
but the practice varied according to the dis-

ti'ict, and somethmg must be lelt to the dis-

cretion and more to the judgment of the agri-

culturist. Flax of good C[ualit}' should be
pulled Ijefore it was dead ripe. Very great

care was indeed required generally in the

management of flax. The times oi' steeping

and pulling and gi-assing must be carefully

attended to, as, if left a day too long under
these operations, the quality ofthe fibre would
be affected. It should be cultivated by per-

sons who can look after it themselves, for if left

to a second person, there might be a consid-

erable loss of profit. The seed should always
be saved ; and lastly, there should be but one
crop in seven years. He did not say that

Chemistiy would not enable them, in time, to

have a frequenter crop of flax, but they must
depend more upon the mechanical condition

of the soil. If ihey used implements as the

means of improving the mechanical condition

of the soil, and Chemistry for its chemical
improvement, he believed the time will come
when tliey would gi'ow any crop they pleased

on any soil they liked, with profit to the

farmer.

LINSEED AND OIL-CAKE, AS FOOD FOR STOCK.

DIFFERENCE IN VALUE BETWEEN FOOD CRUSHED AND UNCRUSHED.

Some notion of the earnestness and progress of agricultural investigations, as

they are going on now in England, may be obtained from the following observa-

tions by H. S. Thompson, Esq. at a public meeting in England, where the sub'

jects of lecture and discussion were—the Culture of Flax, and the Value of Lin-

seed and Oil-Cake.

It is scarcely necessary now to inform the reading farmer that the great in-

ducement there to the use of Linseed and Oil-Cake—the latter of which is con-

sumed in great quantities as food for stock—is the richness that they impart to

manure. But for that consideration it is doubtful whether they would be used

in that way ; just as our Yankee farmers would forbear to rear and feed their

own hogs, but as manufacturers of manure.

There are few things about which there is in this country less general infor-

mation than on the subject of the extent and value of Oil-Cake or Flax-seed as

food for domestic animals !—to what extent used—where purchased—at what

price—with what effect—and might not both be used in that way much more

extensively and with economy ? We will give a year's publication of The Farm-

ers' Library and Monthly Journal of Agriculture, making two volumes of

600 pages each, as a premium for the best Essay which may be supplied on the

subject at any time between this and the first day of January next—with exact

references to places, prices, quantity to be used, and cost as compared with corn

meal, &c.

H. S. Thompson, Esq. said the question

ha(i been so I'lilly and so ably discussed by
Professor Johnston, and he had touched on so

many points bearing upon the subject, that

he should endeavor to be as brief as possible
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in the few remarks which he wished to make.

There were a few points connected with the

use of the seed when grown in this countiy.

The first point on which I shall make any re-

mark is, the comparative advantages of using
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Linseed and Linseed cake. The ease with

which a few cwt. of Liiiseed cake can be

procured when wanted, and the very trifling

ti'ouljle attendmg its use, are strong arguments

in its favor ; and I will at once admit tliat no

equally convenient substitute can be found

for those who go on the make-sliift system,

and who merely order a few cwt. of cake

when theii- turnips come to an end, or to fin-

ish off a rather better bullock than ordinary.

I am confident, however, that the time is not

far distant when the great majority of fai'mers

will see that the best way of keeping their

farms in a productive state is to fatten a cer-

tain number of beasts for every hundred acres

of arable land ; and to any man who arrives

at this conclusion, I have no hesitation m rec-

ommending the use of Linseed in preference

to cake. In the first place, we know that the

inferior samples of Linseed are always select-

ed for crushing—so much so that, taking the

quotations irora the Mark-Lane Express of

last week, I find that the price of English

Liuseed for sowing was from 50s. to GOs. per

quarter, while that for crushing was from 46s.

to 49s. It is hardly necessaiy for me to men-

tion that this difference iu price is entii-ely

owing to the difference iu quality. A parcel

of seed which is so full of seeds of weeds, or

which has been so much damaged on its voy-

age as to be quite unsalable to those who
buy for their own use, has only to be passed

Ihi-ough the mill to be ti-ausfonned into what
goes by the name of a very useild cake. It

may be thought difficult to select a sample of

Linseed, but a vei-y little practice will enable

any man to ascertaui the only tlu-ee particu-

lai-s which are important, viz. the weight,

color, and freedom from seeds of weeds. The
next pomt of superiority of seed over cake is

the value of the oil as an article of food. As
Professor Johnston has so fully explained the

scientific part of the subject, I wall only state

that to keep up the heat of the body, espe-

cially in cold weather, the animal lamp re-

quires as constant a supply of fuel as the

lamps in om- houses, and I l3elieve they can-

not be more economically supplied than by
the oil which is contained in a moderate daily

allowance of prepared Lmseed. In Mr. Mar-
shall's Prize Essay, published in our Transac-

tions of last year, you will find other advant-

ages mentioned as the residt of using Liuseed
as food for cattle ; and as I have followed his

plan for one whole winter and part of another,

with the best results, I can safely recoimneud
it to all who have a sufficient number of cat-

tle to make it worth their while to put iqi the

necessaiy apparatus. As soon as I had ascer-

tained that this method of feeding cattle was
successful, I thought it desirable to try some
experunents, with a view to delennine the

degree of fineness to which it is advisable to

crush tlie seed, and the length of time required

to boil it, so that the whole goodness of the

seed might be exti-acted during digestion.

—

My fii-st point was to ascertaui whether it was
absolutely necessary to crush the seed at all

;
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the plan I adopted to satisfy myself was that

of boiUng a certaui quantity of whole seed,

and an equal weight of crushed seed. I then

washed each separately on a fine sieve, and
when di'ied at a heat of 2 12°, I weighed them
again to ascertain what each had lost. I found

that Soluble. Insol.

1000 grains of uncrushed seed, boiled

one hour, gave 155 845
1000 ditto, crushed ditto 475 525

845 grains crushed and boiled again one
hour, gave 351 494

505 gi-ains re-crushed and boiled again

ditto - 83 442

Tliis and other experiments of the same kind,

from which I obtained similar results, made
it quite clear that the unbroken seed was able

to resist to some extent the action of boiling

water, but it was stiU possible that the nutri-

tive matter contained m the seed might be
extracted during digestion. I accordingly had

a certain Cjuantity of seed boiled two hours,

and given whole to one of my beasts. The
herdsman was then dii'ected to wash a portion

of the dung and examine it closely. A certain

poi-tion of the seed was in this way found to

have passed tln'ough the animal whole, and,

after lieing well washed and di-ied, was com-

pai'ed with a portion of the seed which had
been boiled, but had not passed tlu'ough the

animal

:

500 seeds digested after boiling two hours,

weighed 27J grains.

500 ditto boUed two hours 27 ,3-10 do.

.500 ditto fresh 38^ do.

To make it still more certain that the seed

which had undergone the process of digestion

was StiU of value, he had a certain portion of

it crushed and boiled an hour, when 100

gi-auis gave 81 soluble and 19 insoluble. In

tliis experiment it was foiuid that a consider-

able portion of the seed had been crushed by
the teeth of the animal, as there were numer-

ous skhis of the seed mixed with those that

were still whole ; and iu all cases where the

skui was broken, the whole of tlie kernel had

gone—thus showing that the gas&ic juice had

the power of fully dissolving the kernel when
tlie seed was crushed, however rouglily. I

ti-ied numerous other experiments to ascertain

how long it should be boiled. These it would

be tedious to relate, but the results I would

shortly state as follows : Fust, that if the seed

be well crushed, boiling for one hour will ex-

tract the goodness of the seed as completely

as boiling for three or four horn's if ro^ighly

crushed. When, however, the meal is fine,

there is gi-eat danger of its burning to the bot-

tom of the pan, unless cooked by steam.

—

There seems, however, to be no necessity for

either fine cmshing or long boiling. Either

one or the other makes the gruel tliicker and
more glutinous ; but the animal has certainly

the power of exti-acting all the nourishinent

from the seed when rouglily crushed and
lightly boiled; and to do more than nialve it

iligestiblo would of course bo superfluous la-

bor. The last point which I shall mention is

tliat those who may wish to use Liuseed on a
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small scale may do so at a very trifling ex- ing to my cattle, and on account of the value
pense by boiling it in a common iron pan or

|

of the oil contained in the seed. I also con-
boiler ; mid to prevent any dtmger of its burn-
ing to the bottom, the Linseed may be put in-

to a coai-se canvas bag, hung by a string to a
stick, laid across the boiler—the string to be
of such a lengtli that the bag cannot touch the

bottom of the pan. After boiling for a short

time, the bag may be turned inside out, and
the gruel mixed with the chaff" or chopped
straw^. To recapitulate shortly : I prefer Lin-

seed to cake, because I knov^r what I am giv-

sider it indispensable that the seed should be
crushed, but do not think it necessary to have
it made into meal. Lastly, it is a mistake to

suppose that any expensive apparatus is re-

quired, as the price of a seed-cnisher is not
more than that of a cake-crusher ; and the
only other utensil indispensably required is a
common hon pan or boiler, which almost ev-
ery farmer already possesses.

AN ESSAY ON THE CONDITION OF A STALLION.

The word condition is used by horsemen in a different sense from that in

which it is understood as applied to cattle by the mass of farmers. By condition

the farmer often means a high state of fatness ; the horseman, on the contrary,

makes use of the word to indicate the greatest health and strength produced by
reducing all superfluous fat, bringing the mere flesh into clean, hard and power-
ful muscle, and invigorating the lungs and other internal organs, so that they
may promptly discharge their respective functions, and suffer no damage from
uncommon stress—the vv^hole in order to the animal's performhig labors and sus-

taining a continuance of action to which he would not be adequate without such
especial preparation.

By the Condition of a Stallion is meant the state of the system in which the

male horse should be kept, in order to deriving from him the greatest excellence

in the progeny.
Too many persons are content to breed their mares to a horse whose figure

suits them, without regard to his condition. The mention of one prominent in-

stance alone will be sufficient to show that good condition is essential to the pro-

duction of a valuable progeny. A remarkable case occurred in England some
years since, in so high a quarter as to attract public attention, and consequently

the fact of the account's obtaining currency without contradiction is a fair evi-

dence of its correctness. The Prince of Wales, who afterward became George
the Fourth, owned, and was in the habit of riding as a hunter, an entire horse

of unequaled excellence. In consequence of this horse's superior qualities, His
Royal Highness caused a few of his own mares to be bred to him in the spring,

after he had been kept in the highest condition as a hunter throughout the win-
ter, and the produce, on growing up, proved every way worthy of their sire.

When His Royal Highness, as Prince Regent, became seriously engaged in the

cares of Government, and therefore relinquished the pleasures of the chase, be-

ing desirous to perpetuate the fine qualities of this stock, he ordered the horse

to be kept at Windsor for public covering, provided the mares should be of the

first quality ; and in order to insure a sufficient number of these, directed the

head groom to keep him exclusively for such, and to make no charge, with the

exception of the customary groom's-fee of half a guinea each. The groom,

anxious to pocket as many half guineas as possible, published His Royal High-

ness's liberality, and vaunted the qualities of the horse, in order to persuade all

he could to avail themselves of the benefit. The result was, the horse being

kept without his accustomed exercise and in a state of repletion, and serving up-

ward of a hundred mares yearly, that the stock, although tolerably promising

in their early age, shot up into lank, weakly, awkward, leggy, good-for-nothing

creatures, to the entire ruin of the horse's character as a sire—until some gen-

tleman, aware of the cause, took pains to explain it, proving the correctness of

their statements by reference to the first of the horse's get, produced under a

proper system of breeding, and which were then ui their prime, and among the

best horses in England.
(454)
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Almost every observing farmer in this country has remarked that whenever,
within his knowledge, an ordinary work-horse has, by chance, covered a toler-

ably good mare, the foal thus produced has, at maturity, almost invariably be-

come a better animal than it was expected to be, and in many cases proved quite

superior to the get of the high-priced and highly pampered stallions of the
neighborhood. What Avas the cause of this? Condition. The work-horse, by
constant and severe exercise, was brought into health and strength, and his

stock partook of the state of his system at the time of copulation. Why is it

that many experienced farmers, after having tried the best stallions within their

knowledge, frequently resort to the keeping of one of their own colts or farm-
horses entire, for the service of their mares, and actually obtain as large and as
good and salable stock from such a one, as that from the public stallions of far

superior size, form, blood, and all other qualities, except this indispensable

condition ?

It may be stated that, generally, whenever the get of a stallion has proved, at

maturity, to be of remarkable excellence comparatively with the sire, such
horse has been, at and previously to the time of getting such valuable stock,

kept without pampering, without excessive sexual service, and with a good
share of exercise or labor.

To show the effect of a peculiar state of the system in the parents at the time
of copulation, instances may be cited from various sources. We will content
ourselves with two—and first take a lamentable case in the human species as

given in the valuable work on " The Constitution of Man," by George Combe:
"In the summer of 1827, the practitioner and. after the lapse of an hour were found to-

alluded to was called upon to visit profes- ! gether in a glen, in a state of utter insensi-

sioually a young woman iu the immediate i bility, from the effects of their former fes-

neigliborhood, who was safely delivered of a ! tivity ; and the consequence of this interview

male child. As the paities appeared to be
respectable, he made some inquiries regard-

ing the absence of tlie child's father, when
the old woman told him that her daughter

was sUill unmarried; that the child's father

belonged to a regiment in Ireland ; that last

autumn he had obtained leave of absence to

visit his friends in this part of the countiy,

and that, on the eve of his departure to join

his regiment, an entertainment was given, at

which her daughter attended. During the

whole evening she and the soldier danced
and sang together ; when heated by the

toddy and the dance, they left the cottage,

was the birth of an idiot. He is now nearly
six years of age, and his mother does not be-
lieve that he is able to recognize either her-
self or any other individual. He is quite in-

capable of malving signs whereby his wants
can be made known, with this exception,

that when hungiy he gives a wild shriek.

This is a case upon wliich it would be pain-

ful to dwell, and I shall only remark that the

parents are both intelligent, and that the

fatal result cannot otherwise be accounted for

than by the almost total prostration or eclipse

of the intellect of both parties from uitoxi-

cation."

For another instance of a peculiar constitution derived from a parent at the

time of copulation, and owing to a temporary excitement of the animal, a re-

spectable farmer related to the writer of this Essay that he witnessed the effect

of pain and nervous agitation on a stallion just before the moment of covering,

in the production of a wild, timid, violent and worthless colt. The sire was in

repute as one of the best horses ever kept in the district ; and his stock after-

ward justified the opinion. The groom became angry and beat him in his stall

in a cruel manner, and then led him out and allowed him to cover the mare,
which was one of a perfectly quiet and orderly temper. The consequence was
the production of an animal totally valueless, as above mentioned.
That the doctrine here held is no "new thing under the sun " is evident from

many venerated authors. Plutarch says " The advice which I am now about to

give, is indeed no other than what hath been given by those who have under-
taken this argument before me. You will ask me what is that ? 'Tis this, that

no man keep company with his wife for issue sake, but when he is sober—as not
having before either drank any wine, or, at least, not to such a quantity as to

distemper him ; for they usually prove wine-bibbers and drunkards whose parents

begot them when they v/ere drunk : wherefore, Diogenes said to a stripling

somewhat crack-brained and half-witted, ' Surely, young man, thy father begot
thee when he was drunk !'

"

Shakspeare intimates the same belief in making a hero insult his enemies with
the taunt " For ye were got in fear."
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On no other known principle than this condition, or a peculiar state of the sys-
tem at and before the time of copulation, can be explained the important fact
which forms at once a criterion of skill in the scientific breeder, and a stumbling-
block to the isfnorant and unreasonable one, who would expect success without
giving himself the trouble of investigating the natural laws which govern the
subject of his operation : such a person is too apt to argue within himself that
because the same parents at different times produce offspring of opposite charac-
teristics, there can be no certain rules by which to create determinate qualities
in the progeny ; such a one would maintain that, because all the children of one
married couple are usually somewhat different in characteristics from each other,
there can be no means of predicting, with an approach to certainty, the qualities

to be produced in the offspring by a particular sexual intercourse. Now this

law of condition accounts for the difference between individuals produced at sev-

eral births from the same parents. The case of twins, in the human species,

serves to strengthen this argument, inasmuch as the two persons produced at
one birth usually bear a close resemblance to each other, in all respects.

It is known that ideal impressions on the female parent, subsequent to concep-
tion, frequently take permanent effect on the offspring. That such causes do not
usually give the leading characteristics to the progeny, is evident from these con-
siderations :

1st. The consequences of such impressions on the female, are usually some-
what of an unnatural or monstrous order, being different from the traits of
either parent, and from the common nature of the variety to which the animals
belong.

2d. It is a settled point with breeders that the progeny is more strongly
characterized by the traits of the male, than by those of the female parent. This
fact is well knoAvn; and indeed it can hardly be expected otherwise than that
the sex which bears so much the stronger impress of character, should impart
the more visible resemblance to the offspring.

3d. It is an ascertained law of Nature, that peculiarities of climate, food,

occupation and most other circumstances affecting the well-being of an animal,
produce in its constitution a change such as is necessary for the welfare of the
species ; and that this proceeds throughout many generations, until the animal
becomes completely adapted to the circumstances of its existence. [The same
thing occurs in the vegetable kingdom.]

This last consideration, of the gradually altered state of an animal through
successive generations, is a strong instance of the effect of condition ; and it is by
a regard to this invariable law of Nature, of self-adaptation to circumstances, that
the cultivation or improvement of any breed is to be effected. " Hence the most
acid and worthless grape is by skillful culture rendered sweet and luscious ;

flowers without attraction are gradually nurtured into beauty and fragrance ; the
cat may be made to present all the rich colors of the tortoise-shell, and the pigeon
may be ' bred to a feather.' "

Let us now endeavor to deduce a useful, practical conclusion from the foregoing
arguments. Ifour doctrine be correct, the horse-breeder will depend upon the condi-
tion of the stallion, in order to the procuring of valuable stock from him, as well
as upon his other qualities of pedigree, speed, action, bottom, wind, temper, spirit,

form, style, size, color, &c.
The next practical question is, how this condition is to be attained, and how

the animal is to be kept at the required standard in this respect. The re-

quisite condition is only to be attained by training for health and strength in a
great measure according to the system of training for races: supplying an
abundant nourishment of the best quality, allowing sufficient periods of repose
for digestion, and giving regular and strong exercise, the whole with such varia-

tions as only experience and close observation, under constant practice, can
dictate.

The aptitude of an animal to benefit by training is often inherited, like other

qualities, from its parentage ; and judicious breeding alone can insure a continu-

ance of the desirable quality, or create a propensity for it by proper crossing,

when it does not exist in the parents.
The age at which the horse is best adapted to undergo a course of training, is

just at the close of his most rapid period of growth, while the system is in its
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greatest freshness and vigror. This period is at about five years old. The pow-
ers of a horse will aua:ment by suitable treatment in this respect until about the
age of nine years : and, in order to obtaining the most valuable stock, a stallion

should not be put to service before attaining a full development of his powers,
nor kept at it after his form or energies appear to be affected for the worse. He

' should be, then, between five and fifteen years of age, if of an ordinary constitu-
tion ; but if of remarkable energy and endurance, and exhibiting no symptom of
debility, may be continued until past twenty.

Trainers find their endeavors to produce the highest state of strength, in an
animal, greatly impeded by any excitement of the sexual appetite. It is then
the more necessary to keep the horse in a state of training throughout the year,
impressing most forcibly a tone of health and strength upon his system at the
time Avhen his nerves are liable to the least distraction ; and continuing the
course carefully throughout the season of copulation ; never allowing such ex-
cess of service, or of the excitement of sexual appetite, as to induce a disturbance
of spirit or temper, or a relapse from the most thoroughly strong, healthy and
regular tone of the system. G. B.

Coutraiy to the system laid down by ' G. B.,' and which is urged with plausibility aiid

force, the practice with too many is to keep the stallion tlu'ough the season, as hogs ai-e kept

to caiTy them to the greatest possible weight in the shortest time, to which end it is deemed
best to make them eat as much, and sleep as much as possible. Is it reasonable to expect

a vigorous and sprightly offspring from an animal in that condition ? Tlie trath is that in the

range of a fanner's occupations, there are few thiugs that require more care and considera-

tion and skill than in the department o^ breeding his stock. &c. Yet there are few in which

less skill is possessed, or less consideration is exercised. For maintaining animals of various

kinds, in their- highest form and qualities of excellence, if the trath must be acknowledged,

we have not among American husbandmen generally, the practiced judgmejit, the leisure,

the conveniences, or the capital ; neither have we the stimulus to close and persevering at-

tention to be produced by the certainty of demand at remunerating prices. Hence the gen-

eral deterioration which marks the descendants of choice imported animals—unless the

Horse be an exception. To him our climate is particulai-ly congenial, and improvement has

been mamtained by the high prices, still to be had from opulent men in the cities, for supe-

rior match horses. Another auspicious influence was that of the hirf, but that declining al-

most to extinction, a corresponding effect will be visible after some years on the shape and
powers of the Horse. We remember once, at the table of the British Ambassador, to have
asked the late J. Randolph, of Roanoke, whether Virginia maintauied her ancient superiority

in the character of her horses; to which he answered, promptly, " No, Sir, far from it far

from it. Sir. Since we gave up horse-racing and turned up the whites of our eyes, our

horses have sadly depreciated."

The Rhubarb.—The leaf of the common garden rhubarb is a fine display of the order of
vegetable nature. It is common to find them about two feet square, and containing over
500 square inches. We noticed a lover of Natin-e examining one a few days ago and making
a calculation, the result of which, for its curiosity, we will give. He found that on the sur-
face of the single leaf could be ti-aced more than two miles of distinct canals through which
the nourishment passed to give life and vigor to the leaf. These canals being about the
sixteenth of an inch apart, divided the leaf into 130,000 fields, each as distinct to the eye as
the division by walls of the grass and grain lands of the well cultivated farm. As lateral
fibres, more minute than the unaided eye can discover, pass in close contiguity through these
small fields, there is no doubt that could all the canals for ch-culation in a single leaf be ex-
tendcdin one line, they would reach the distance of ten mUes.

1^=" At the Utica Woolen Factory from 3.50,000 to 37.5,100 lbs. of fleece wool are required
annually for manufactm-ing, at a cost generally of about $125,000. The cloth manufactured
daily exceeds 450 yards. The (juantity of goods sold each year wiU amount to upward of
$300,000, whereas the cost of buildings, machiueiy, lots, &c., does not exceed $75,000, the
whole of the machinery being now in full operation. The wool purchased since Ist June
last by the Company, is about 384,000 lbs., costing about $115,000.
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HOW SHOULD A CATTLE-SHOW BE REPORTED 1

" Many men of many minds"—some take a lively interest in one department

of Cattle-Shows, some in another—though, in our country, it must be confessed,

the great mass of people have their eyes and feelings engrossed almost exclu-

sively with the animals, and especially the horses. Bring on a goodly number

of roaring bulls and fat cattle, aud twenty prancing stallions, with the razor-

strop man, a live monkey. Gen. Tom Thumb, and a boa-constrictor, and most

people go away in ecstacies with the show .'

The very distinguished Editor of the London Agricultural Gazette, Prefessor

LiNDLET, seems to have been puzzled to know what to report. His case re-

minds one of the old man, his son and the ass—which should carry which ? As
we correspond exactly with the Professor in his opinion, we venture to give

what he says

:

The English Agricultural Society hold their

annual meeting a month hence at Northampton.
Will any kind reader give his advice as to how
iheir proceedings should be reported ? What
subjects should engage most of the reporter's

attention ? To the report of what should the

largest portion of his space be devoted ? His
object on past occasions has been to excite

those feelings and to record those facts which
the reader would himself have experienced and
ascertained had he been present ; and this, how-
ever unattainable in perfection, is, of course, the

result at which he proposes to aim. But he
may err in his judgment of the relative import-

ance of the many objects there offered to view,
and whatever course ho adopts he cannot hope
to satisfy all. And thus he cannot be wrong in

asking for instructions before, for the fourth

report of the Newcastle meeting was objected
to because it referred almost exclusively to the
exhibition of implements and to the discussions
led by Professor Johnston and Mr. Parkes,
and added but little on the show of cattle to the
mere premium list, naming those animals which
in the opinion of the Society's Judges were the
best in the yard. And we have no hesitation,

in still adhering to our opinion that the fvllest
report of the show of live-stock 7roiiJd he of less

value to the reader than one of the various ivi-

plcmcnts exhibited, and of the agriciilliiral dis-

cussions conducted. In fact, we have never
yet seen a useful report of a Cattle-Show, and
should be very glad if some of our readers, be-
fore the July meeting, woidd discuss the ques-

tion, What points should such a report refer to?

What particulars are worthy of a permanent
time, he enters upon his task. record ? To what would allusion be most useful

This is the more necessary because his last in the case of readers who had not an opportu-

year's report was unsatisfactory to many. The ' nity of being present ?

For ourselves, those who are personally interested may think we should re-

port all the details—who got the premium, first, second and third, for cows and

calves, pigs and poultry ; and this might be well enough, if this journal were

of local character and circulation ; but as its circulation is equally spread over

the Union, is it not clear that the space which would be thus filled by details

personal and local, may be occupied with matter more generally useful and in-

teresting? Such is the impression under which we act—otherwise nothing

would be easier than to cover several pages with lists of premiums. We prefer

however, to give general observations, independent and important, on the gen

eral aspect and spirit of such exhibitions. Are we not right ? What say you

readers ? Where anything original and useful appears in the Reports of Commit

tees, we shall endeavor to give it. There ought to be in such cases a Commit

tee appointed to make a general report on the exhibition as a ivhole, whose duty

it should be to say frankly and on full consideration, in v/hat departments, as

shown in such exhibition, the Agriculture of the State appears to be improving,

retrograding, or stationary—a sort of resume of the whole. As for the " dis-

cussions " referred to by the London Editor, we have none at our Fairs ; they

don't wind up, in New-York, as in Massachusetts, with a dinner, appropriate
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toasts, lively speeches, friendly carte and tierce, flashing allusions and sparkling

repartee, " the feast of reason and the flow of soul "—such as we used to have
at the old Fairs of the Agricultural Society in Maryland, and the brilliant meet-

ings at the Central Course, under the Presidency of Judge Heath, in the time

of that bland, courteous and accomplished gentleman, J. M. Selden, in adver-

sity as in prosperity—in look, in feeling, in action—always the gentleman ! It

was in him by nature ; it came to him by education ; and we rejoice to have a

spot on which to hang this portrait of him, poor as it is, and short of doing jus-

tice to the original.

CATTLE OF IMPROVED BREEDS.

UNACCOUNTABLE APATHY IN REGARD TO THEM.

Few things are more remarkable in the agricultural economy of our country

than the neglect of cattle-breeders to avail themselves of the use of improved

animals, descending from imported stock. Is it ignorance, or is it downright

stinginess—that " penny wise, pound foolish " policy which often leads other-

wise sensible men to lose money by saving it ? Nothing was more observable in

our late rambles in the mountains ofVirginia than the failure of those who breed

their own cattle to provide themselves with bulls that would soon give them a

race yielding as much beef in three years as they now get in five. Yet so it is,

that so lukewarm are cattle-breeders generally that no importer of choice stock

can hope for remuneration. The premium bull Marius, at Saratoga, is said to

have cost $700 on the wharf in New-York. He was imported from the stock

of the late Earl Spencer, one of the wealthiest farmers in all England, and par-

ticularly distinguished as a zealous and enlightened Short-Horn breeder. We
doubt not that ' Marius ' would this day, at a National Fair in England, bring 150

guineas. What they will bring here is attested by the sales of Mr. Prentice and

Mr. Gowen, and by the abortion of Mr. Sherwood's attempt to sell. Yet, for

any part of our country well adapted to raising and fattening beef-cattle, the

get of such bulls as Marius would doubtless give as much beef of the best

quality in three years as our best native cattle would in five.

At a late meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society in England, Mr.

John Outhwaile was called on at dinner to give the health of the successful com-

petitors in the cattle department. Whereupon he rose and said he

" had pleasure in rising to discharge the duty
j

One of them obtained the first and the other
devolved on him, because he considered that

[

the second prize ; and being sti-uck with the
the countiy at large was greatly uuleljted to

"
"

that body of gentlemen he was about to in-

troduce to their notice. And, as a tenant-

farmer, he felt that he and those similarly

situated ought to hail lhi.s toast, for he could
assure them that tliis Society, whicli had been
the means of brmging tiiosc gentlemen so

promiuenlly before the public as breeders of

stock, had also been the medium of great ad-

vantage to him as iui individual, and he doubt-

ed not also to oUier membci's of the company
then assembled. A few years ago the meet-

ing of this Society was held at Northallerton,

and on that occasion two animals (twuis) bred

by Mr. Lax, of Ravensworth, were exhibited.

(459J

perfection of their breed, he and two other
tenant-farmers were induced to liire the use
of them, aud he nieant to tell them, as the re-
sult, that while they may not be able to beat
Mr. Lax, Mr. Booth, or Mr. Bates, still they
had improved their stock so greatly by the
introduction of those animals upon their
fiinns, that, so far as he was concerned,
whereas his father used to hold his bullocks
until they v*.ere rising four years old, he
never kept his more than two years. And
farther, before they attained the age of two
years luid si,\; montlis, thoy generally aver-
aged sixty stones each, [S40 pounds,] and
that too without any food beyond the pro-
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duce of liis own fann—turnips and straw,

with perliaps a little bean meal to finish them
otl'm the spiiug. He believed that the rea-

son why there were not so many cattle ex-
hibited at these meetings as might be expect-
ed was that gentlemen were afraid of coming
into competition with those individuaJs who
had been so successful upon this and upon
other occasions ; but although he and others

could not boast of being able to comj'ete with
them, they could boast and congiatulate each

other upon the fact that through the improve-
ment which had taken place in the breed of
cattle, they could now bruig their stock to

maturitj' at an earher period than they for-

merly could."
" Air. Bates, of Kirkleavington, responded,

and in the course of his remarks he noticed

the history of the breeding of the Short-

Horns, and stated that the first Agiicultural

Society was established m this country in

1782."

We cannot let the occasion pass without noticing the fact that the British

agricultural annals fully evince that Mr. Vail, of Troy, the zealous President of

the State Agricultural Society, has gone to one of the most distinguished and

successful breeders of Short-Horns in England for his imported stock of that

blood. His cows at Auburn and at Saratoga, which bore off the first premiums,

were both imported from Mr. Bates, of Kirkleavington, Yarmouth. At the

meeting referred to, 150 sat down to dinner, and speeches were delivered by

Lord Feversham, E. S. Cayley, Sir J. V. B. Johnston, the Earl of HareAvood, Lord

Morpeth, and others.

Besides their visible and intrinsic excellence, it is saying much for Mr. Vail's

cattle that the breeder, not only of his two prize cows, but, we believe, of most

if not all that he has of imported stock, took at this great Show lately in York-

shire

—

First prize for the best bull of any age $1.50 I Second best cow of any age $50
Second best yearling bull 50

|
Second best two-year old heifer 25

Best heifer calf $50

Looking back on what has occurred within our own experience and observa-

tion, we are sorry to add that the public spirit in the department of improving

our cattle has not kept pace with a wider ditfusion of agricultural knowledge.

We remember well that some twenty years since, the first three imported in

Maryland—bull Champion and heifers Shepherdess and White Rose, sold in-

stantaneously on coming on the ground, for $1,500, and that to a gentleman v^ho,

until he saw them, had maintained that England contained no better cattle than

his own ; and he afterward declared that he considered himself well remuner-

ated for the whole outlay, for the use of the bull for one year on his own farms,

of which, however, we believe, he had fourteen ! and he got $500 for the first

calf. Wye Comet, from White Rose.

This early importation into Maryland twenty-five years ago, was made by the

present Editor of The Farmers' Library, (then Editor for more than four years

of the American Farmer,) with no view but to let the country see what had

been actually doing in the way of nnproving cattle in England, of which his in-

formation was derived from correspondence and English journals. He was glad

to have them pass, without gain or loss, which he could have but ill aflTorded,

into liberal hands like Governor Lloyd's, who would know how to esteem and

cherish them. The following proceedings, which we may be excused for re-

cording as an agreeable reminiscence, historical of the introduction of these

splendid animals, will serve to show the light in which such efforts were then

regarded by men who have not left behind them their superiors in discernment,

liberality and public spirit. Ah ! those were good old times, of which we shall

call up some farther remembrances in honor of the men and for the good of

the cause. Mem.—When these cattle sold thus off-hand readily for.fljSOO, cash,

the reader may ask, Ah ! but what was the price of produce ? The answer is

—

June, 1822—Flour. ..$6 50 1 Corn 75 cents
|
Tobacco, fine yellow. $25 to $35 ; spangled, $18

Wheat.. 1 40
I
Rye 68 " | to $25 ; line red, $12 to $18

;
good, $6 to $12.
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Extract from the Report of the Committee on Cattle.

The Committee, in concluding- theii* Report,
cannot omit to congratulate the Society on the

opportunity aiforded by the exertions of Mr.

J. S. Skinner, ol' viewing the remarkably fine

specimens of this kind of stock recently im-

ported by him. and now exhibited—a young
bull and two heifers of the English improved
Short-Horned breed. These animals, (not yet

two years old,) in the opinion of the Committee,
can hardly be spoken of in terms too high, and
are a real acquisition to the country. They
were bred by Mr. Charles Champion, ofBlythe,

near Bawtry, in Nottinghamshire, England,
and come direct from his hands to Mr. Skinner.

They are of great size, fine forms, and combine
the vei-y estimable points of aptitude to fatten,

and of deep milking ; and last, though not the

least, that remarkable quiet habit and good
temper so much valued by the best brecder.s,

which not only makes it convenient and safe to

feed and milk, but which contributes much to

the disposition to fatten, and to which, no doubt,

may be attributed in a great measure the fine

condition in which they now appear, although

only little more than a v^^eek since they landed
from on shipboard.

As in the opinion of the Committee, the So-

ciety are alike indebted to I\Ir. Skinner, for

opening a correspon^ice on this interesting

subject witli Mr. Chaijpion, a justly celebrated

breeder in England, and to the latter gentle-

man for the entire justice he has done to the ex-

pectations of the importer, in the selection of

the animals sent him, they beg leave to recom-
mend this successful eflbrt to improve the stock

of our country to the special notice of the So-

ciety, in such a mode as they may deem best

calculated to encourage similar introductions,

and to reward the present enterprise.

There were shown also, by Mr. Skinner, a
pair of animals of singular character, and here-

tofore unknown in this country, a bull and cow
of the Tuscan breed, said to be fitted in an emi-

in Tuscany, and brought to this country last
year by Commodore Baiubridge and S. Ham-
bleton, Esq.. of the U. S. Navj'. Actuated by
the laudable desire of contributing to the intro-
duction of useful animals, they ceded them to
Mr. Skinner at the original cost, who in the
same spirit has disposed of them to Mr. John
Middleton, of South Carolina. The Committee
will not undertake to determine how far it may
prove advantageous in this country to give up
in neat cattle the properties usually most sought
for, to obtain a breed principally fitted for
working-oxen, but for this qualification these
animals promise much, particularly as to the
Southern States. It is fortunate that they have
become the property of a gentleman in that
quarter in whose hands the Society may be
confident the experiment will be fairly made.

J. MASON,
JOHN HARE POWELL,
L CIU.UNCEY,
JOHN BARNEY,
SAMUEL JACQUES, Jr.

Committee.

After the reading of this Report and the de-
livery of the premiums awarded by it, the fol-

lowing Resolution was offered by George Cal-
vert, Esq., and unanimously adopted by the
Society

:

Resolved, That a Committee of three members of
this Society be appointed by the President thereof,
with authoi ity to procure and present to J. S. Skin-
ner, Esq., three pieces of plate, of the value, one of
fifty dollars, and two of twenty-five dollars each, in
token of the belief entertained by the Society, of the
gi-eat improvement in the stock of neat cattle which
must result from the importation by him of the bull
Champion, and heifers White Rose and Shepherd-
ess, bred by Charles Champion, Esq., ofBlythe, near
Bawtry, in Nottinghamshire, England.

And General Ridgely, of Hampton, Henry
Thompson, Esq., and Doctor Allen Thomas
were requested to perform this sei-vice in behalf
of the Society.

nent degree for the yoke. They were selected

The Resolution was carried out by the procurement of a pitcher of much
higher cost, with an engraving of the bull on the front of it, and two beautiful

waiters mounted on cow's feet.

OXFORDSHIRE OR IMPROVED COTSWOLD SHEEP.

MR. CLAYTON REYBOLD S ANNUAL SALE.

The first and as yet the only notice we have seen of this first Annual Exhibi-

tion and Sale, we find in the Missouri Republican of Sept. 22.

We know of no hands in the country into which this large and, for certain

uses and localities, valuable race of sheep—large in the carcass and proportion-

ately large in the fleece—could have fallen, Avith greater certainty of being kept

up to the mark, than in those of the Reybold family—father and sons—living in

the same neighborhood in admirable harmony, with every guaranty for the pres-

ervation and improvement of their stock that ample and united means and jud"--

ment can confer.

Not doubting that they will adopt the precaution, hitherto too much neglected

by American importers of foreign stock, of frequent importations to avoid the bad
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effect of close breeding (especially where the chance of selection of breeders is

very limited), we doubt not that their stock of sheep will maintain its superior-

ity ; and hope for them, what too rarely happens, that their zeal and outlay may

be well encouraged and requited.

With some exceptions, the mischievous practice has been to import very supe-

rior animals, and then to go on breeding from all their progeny, good and bad,

instead of rigidly rejecting all inferior females, and frequently introducing the

best males from abroad. It is only by this system that imported stock of any

kind can be kept from degenerating, and it is exactly by the neglect of this man-

agement that we have witnessed everywhere so much deterioration. Another

question arises : Suppose a willingness to be thus cautious and particular—how
many of our farmers have the judgment (the result both of zeal and experience)

to select the best and to doom all defective animals to the knife ? For he who

has it at heart that a particular race of animals shall be maintained in their pu-

rity, and continue to be esteemed for their peculiar excellence, will refuse to sell

as breeders, at any price, such animals as he may himself condemn as defective

—because, sooner or later, the stock itself falling into general disrepute, the in-

jury will come back upon himself There are those—we won't, for we can't,

say gentlemen—among farmers who think it a smart thing to put off an inferior

animal on a stranger or a friend whom they find not skilled in the points that

constitute a good one. Such men belong to and ought to be^lassed in the cate-

gory of sharpers and horse-jockeys, who fabricate pedigrees and sell blind horses

for sound ones.

At the late Fair at Saratoga we took two gentlemen, strangers, to look at

two pens of fine Merino sheep, and asked the men in charge, in both cases, what

was the average weight of fleece of the flock from which these sheep had been

selected? Taking us, probably, either for the Judges on their rounds, or for

very oreen ones, in both cases they said the average was not less than seven

pounds ! Now the sentiment excited was that of unmitigated disgust, and no

purchase would have been made at any price from those who employ such very

knowing shepherds or agents. On the other hand, without meaning any invid-

ious comparisons beyond the cases stated, there was a worthy Scotchman, in

charge of Mr. McIntire's sheep, who answered frankly and honesily to all

questions as to his stock, without any mean attempt to disparage any others.

Gentlemen should be attentive to these things, for, trifling as they may seem,

they have a bearing on the character of the profession, as well as a local bear-

ino- about which no one can feel indifferent who is animated by that esprit du

corps which should influence agriculturists as well as other classes.

But our business is with Mr. Reybold^s Annual Sales—to express the hope

and confidence that every precaution will be taken to maintain his flock at the

hif^hest mark of improvement, and that he will never allow a diseased or defec-

tive animal knowingly to pass from his own into the breeding flock of any one,

even through the hands of the butcher—acting, in this respect, on the principle

of a certain Maryland breeder of Devons, whom we will not name, but who

would sooner give away the best than sell a degenerate and unworthy beast, as

a breeder, for any price.

Mr. Clayton Reybold sold at his farm, near Delaware City, on the 1st of September, a

lot of his superior Oxfordshire and Leicester sheep, at the followiug prices

:

No 1 $61—Maj. Peter, Montgomery County, Md. ; No. 2, $44—Mr. Carroll, Baltimore ,
No. 3,

$40—Mr. Gray, Philadelphia; No. 4, $43, and No. 5, $100—Mr. Griscom, New-Jersey; No. 6,
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$10—Mr. Hickman, Pa.; No. 7. $4.3, and No. 8, $41—Mr. Boiling, Va. ; No. 9, $45—Mr. Brown,
Md. ; No. 10, $41—Mr. Jessup, Baltimore ; No. 11, $40—Mr. Peyton, Tenn. ; and No. 12, $40—
Mr. Hall, Sussex, Del.

Mr. Re Y BOLD was then called upon to put up some of his fine Leicester ewes, eight of
whicli were sold to the follovviug persons

:

Lot No. 1,2 ewes, $28 per head—Mr. Holt, N. C. ; Lot No 2, 2 ewes, $14 per head—Maj. Pe-
ter, Md. ; Lot No. 3, 2 ewes, $13 per head—Maj. Peter, Md. ; Lot No. 4, 2 ewes, $11 per head

—

Mr. Jessup, Baltimore.

MODERN FACTS, OPINIONS AND PRACTICE.

DRAWN FROM EXPERIENCE ; AS DETAILED IN THE BEST ACCOUNTS OF
ENGLISH AND SCOTCH HUSBANDRY.

The winter-feeding of horses in Scotland is hay and oats. The former is giv-

en ad libitum ; in other parts of Scotland oat-straw is given instead of hay. Ma-
ny judicious farmers think one as economical as the other ; but that, with us,

must depend on circumstances. There are thousands of farmers south of the

Delaware who do not yet grow a pound of hay for winterage. Governor Gil-

mer of Georgia, yet lively, active and vigorous in mind and body, is the first per-

son who regularly " made hay " in that State.

The raw oats in Scotland are usually crushed ; and it is considered by expe-

rienced, thinking farmers, that four bushels of crushed oats will go as far as five

uncrushed.

Soiling.—The advantages of soiling are thus forcibly stated in a few, and, in

some respects, new words, worthy of being noted

:

" In the Lothiaiis, where, on almost every

farm, some extent of bare fallow has to be
tilled during the period interveuing betv/een

the completion of turnip sowing and the

commencement of harvest operations, the

vi'ork-horses are now generally supplied with

green clover and rye-grass in the stables or

court-yards, which is decidedly a better prac-

tice than that of turning the animals afield to

graze during the midday rest. When we
consider the many advauUiges accruing from
this practice, we feel rather astonished that it

is still but partL-illy adopted throughout the

kingdom. It is not difficult to conceive tlie

fatigue endured by horses, from being com-
pelled after a forenoon's hard work, to under-
go the additional labor necessary in a pasture
field, and that probably a bare one too : to

satisfy their hunger, not to speak of the an-

noyance to which tliey are at the same time
subjected from a host of bisects ; the most
troublesome of which are the horse-fly or cleg,

and the bot-fly ; whereas when supplied in a
cool, airy sliible or court-yard with clover and
rye-grass or vetches, they soon and easily fill

themselves, and having thus more time for

rest, are fresh and vigorous for the remaining
labors of the day.

"Another imi)ortant advantage arising from
the soiling of farm horses is that their e.xcre-

t>' ; the solid and licpiid excrements of horses
being quickly decomposed in the open air,

their most valuable constituents are soon dissi-

pated, and consequently the field droppings
produce comparatively little benefit. This
objection to gi-azing does not, however, apply
with equal force to black cattle, their excre-
ments being of a colder and less decomposa-
ble nature than those of horses ; still the value
of cattle droppings is greatly diminished by
exjiosure to the sun and wind. But the soil-

ing system is preferable to grazing, not only
as affording the animals more time for rest and
producing an increased quantity of excellent

manure ; it also effects a considerable saving
of grass or green forage. It is admitted that

the cutting and cartage of the forage required
by a large number of horses necessarily occa-

sions some labor, which would be avoided by
grazing ; but this is amply compensated by
the improved condition of the horses, and the

other advantages above referred as arising

from soiling. When a sufficiency of litter is

available on the farm, the work-horses may
with much advantage be kept m the stables

over night, in which cases the evening feed

of oats may properly be withheld even though
the animals be at hard labor. It has been
found in practice that a statute acre of a fair

crop of clover and rye-grass suffices lor twen-
ty horses during a period of fifteen days, each
horse getting as much as he can consume over
night and during the midday rest."

meats are thereby preserved, by which a very
considerable adilition is made to the quantity
of h.)me manufactured manure. The dutig

made in this way is also of the very best (juali-

Tbere is ao doubt to be entertained that an extension of the soiling system will

maric the farther progress of economical improvement in American husbandry.

If circumstances would admit of its entire substitution for pasturing abroad, it
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would be attended, too, with the inestimable advantage to be derived from dis-

pensing with the awful cost of keeping up cross-fences.

Expense of Maintajning a AVork-Horse.—Among the Scotch, as every one

knows, a shrewd, calculating people—the opinion of the best judges is that to

maintain a work-horse in proper condition, under ordinary farm labor, he will

require each day about fifteen pounds, or two fifths of a bushel, of oats—(Scotch

oats, in the general way, are estimated at thirty-eight pounds the bushel.) This,

for eleven months' feeding, when actually at work, amounts to five thousand

and ten pounds of grain, and as it requires, in the best cultivated part of Scot-

land, the whole labor of one horse for the due cultivation of about twenty-five

Scotch acres, equal—let the reader note once for all—to thirty-oae and a half

statute acres, the horse will thus consume annually about two hundred pounds

of grain, for every acre he works, in addition to grass, straw, &c.

jNow suppose the case of a man in the South—at least six work-horses for a

farm of three hundred acres ; he would at this rate require seven hundred and

fifty bushels of oats, or their equivalent in corn, in a year. The Yankee saves

that by working oxen, which at last go into his meat tub !

The Importance of Carbon.

In an interesting work recently published

by Jasper W. Rogers, entitled "An Appeal

for the Irish Peasanti-y," the value of carbon

in the soil is clearly shown. " In proportion

to its proper supply to the culture ofall plants,

either Ijy the atmosphere or otherwise, de])ends

the luxuriance and vigor of their growth."
" Sir Robert Kane gives the following liigh-

ly valuable Table, showing the amount of car-

bon in each plant, which he names, viz.

:

Wheat percent. 46'1 Carbon
Wheat-straw 48-4

Oats 50-7 ..

Oat-straw 50-1

Potatoes 440
Turnips 42-9

Red-clover hay 47-4

This, in itself, is sufBcient to prove the indis-

pensability of carbon to vegetation.
" It is an absorbent of the highest order,

and, used as a fertilizer, it yields to the roots

of the plant carbon in its purest state, in such
quantum as Nature demands."
And if it absorbs moisture, it must also ab-

sorb the carbonic acid and ammonia that rain

brings with it. There are many other im-
portant facts stated in the same work, which
should be i-ead by every farmer. And the
question is, whether a sufficient quantity is,

in all cases, supplied to the soil, and that in the
most available state for the benefit of the grow-
uig plant ?

The Best Time and Method of Sowing Barley.—The barley crop ofEng-

land is one of immense importance, and is so regarded in the United States, (our

crop being 4,161,504 bushels.)

The foUowmg will be deemed worthy of attention. The subject has the more

interest for us as it seems probable that its culture will be extended to parts of

the country where it has not been hitherto cultivated. It was that considera-

tion which prompted us to seek from H. S. Randall, Esq., his valuable Essay,

published in the last volume of this journal ; and which induces us to give the

following opinions, elicited in the course of a recent discussion in an English

Farmers' Club.

We may here remark that in July last we. witnessed the harvesting of the

wheat crop at Montpelier, in Rappahannock County, Virginia ; and recollect-

ing the old practice in Maryland, forty years ago, we Avere very much surprised,

after all we had published in the old ' American Farmer ' in favor of the prac-

tice, to see how very immature a large portion of the crop seemed to be, when

cut ; but on inquiry of Doctor Thornton, his philosophy seemed to be incon-

testible, and fully warranted his practice. The reasoning and the application

were these : He said, if you cut off your corn just above the ground, when
(464)
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well glazed, and before it has got hard and perfectly ripe, and slook it im-

mediately, the sap will go on to elaborate and perfect its office on the grain,

as though the stalk were left standing : and so with wheat—whereas, if you
leave either, spread out as it falls, exposed to sun and weather, the whole will

immediately wither, and the immature grains will shrivel. Hence his peo-

ple followed close on the heels of the scythe-men, to pick up and bind, and
shock the wheat immediately. As to wheat, the object is. first to keep it from

shattering, as it does badly, if left to get dead ripe ; and besides, it is agreed

by millers that wheat thus early cut makes much better flour. As to Indian

corn, the object in early cutting off, is the better to sow down the ground in

fall grain. None know until they try, how apparently green grain may be cut

if quickly gathered up and otherwise properly cared for.

There is said to be an old saying in Scotland, that " Barley will ripen nine

days in the stook."

July 10.—In the absence of Mr. Green,

who was to has-e inti'oduced the subject for

the eveuing's discussiou—" Oa the best time

and method of ciittiag and securing the bar-

ley crop," Mr. Hislop volunteered to su[)ply

his place, by slating, iu the first place, that

in his opiuioii barley, like wheat, ought to be
cut before it is fully ripe, r,ot adhering to the

old maxim that it ought to be forgotten lor a

week or ten days alter it appeal's to be rij^ie.

Maltsters certainly ditier in their opinion on

this head, some saving that when it is reaped
before being ripe the malt is apt to be flinty,

while others maintain that the barley in that

case germinates more freely, and if managed
with judgment, produces a superior malt.

Mr. Hislop stated that at any rate, accorduig

to his experience, the early reaped barley,

that is, that which is cut before being dead
ripe, commands a better i)rice in the market,

which he considered a sure cnteriou of its

Buperiority. The mode of cutting which he
recommended was with the scythe provided
with a piece of thin board ten inches in hight

at the heel of the blade instead of a bow of

w^ood or iron ; that the barley should be
taken up immediately on being cut, and made
up mto sheaves of sizes varying according to

circumstances ; that is, if the weather was un-

propitious, or if there should be much young
clover on the ground, into small sheaves, and
into larger if the weather should be warm
and dry, and little oi' no clover ; though as a
general rule ho .should prefer small sheaves.
He particularly condeunied the practice of
allowing the barley to remain in the swath,
after being cut, even if overtaken with rain.

He then said that in setting up, he generally

placed iive sheaves, if small, or four, if large,

on each side, and hooded them with two
others. The plan of hooding he particularly

recommended, as he maintained it preserved
the color of the barley, and rendered the

Ba.n;)!f more i)l ':isiii',^ to the eye. 'S\w stonks.

he said, should he set up with the end.-i north

and south. Mr. Bayldon, speaking as a mah-

sheaves and set up into stooks immediately
on its being cut, even if the weather shoidd
be wet ; and stated that he found by experi-
ence that the barley which had been so
treated, compared with other barley, cut on
the same day, which had been allowed to
remain in the swath, tlie former was much
easier to malt, and was superior in quality
when malted. The system of hooding the
stooks he much recommended. With regard
to the most advisable time of reaping barley,
he should say that in variable weather, let it

be cut before being fully ripe; bat if the
weather should be hot and settled, he thought
it better to allow it to remain until it was
ripe, but not beyond. He farther observed
that a litde sweating in the stack he consid-
ered to be deskable, as it made the barley
germinate better and malt more freely.—Mr.
John Wood said lie had tried hooding the
stocks, and most emphatically recommended
the plan, particularly iu a wet season. He
also said that in his opinion the barley should
be taken up immediately on its being cut, and
not on any account to lie in the swath. He
also recommended that the stooks should not
be moved or touched until led away, even in
bad weather.—Mr. Cliarlesworth said he ap-
proved of early cutting and of hooding the
stooks, and remarked that in his opmion
there is more barley spoiled by being allowed
to stand too long, tlian by being cut too
early.—Mr. T. Wordsworth expressed the
same opiuion.—Mr. Hislop here again ob-
served that in Scotland there is an old saying
that " barley will ripen nine days in the
stook."—Mr. W. Belton gave an instance
where in a field of barley, willi a thick un-
dergrowth of clover, the part which was
taken up immediately produced an excellent
sample, and in that ])art where the barley
was allowed to remain in the swath the
sample was not nearly so good.—With re-
gard to early cutting, Mr. Briggs remarked
liiat i'l all sous of g:ain, when cut on the
verge of being ripe, the .skin is thinner and

ster, said that he always prefers a bright finer tliau when allowed to remain umil dead
color in barley. To attain this he recom- ripe, and that in the latter case the woody
mended that it should be taken up into 1 fibre at the exterior of the grain increasoe, at
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the expense of the kernel within. This he
considered a piovision of Natui'e, to enable

the grain to hear the inclemency of the win-

ter, and to preserve the powers of vegetation

from being thereby injured ; but at the same
time he conceived that that very thickening

of the skin might in some degree impair its

tendency quickly to vegetate, and that there-

fore barley reaped just before being ripe,

and allowed, to complete the ripening pro-

cess in the sheaf, might reasonably be ex-

pected to germinate more speedily, and piXK
duce a better malt.

At the conclusion of the discussion, the fol-

lowing Resolution was passed :
" That in the

opinion of this meeting it is preferable to cut
barley before it becomes dead ripe, farticu-
larly in imsetlled weather ; to bind in small

sheaves immediately on its being cut, and set

up in stooks, with hoods ; also that the raking
sliould not be mixed with the general crop."

The use of Beans in Feeding Horses.—Americans, prone to experience and

change in laws and constitutions, in pursuits and in places of living, are yet

a people of routine as to agricultural practice. For instance—while in other

countries so many things are used as food for horses and other animals, we
go on forever, and without calculation, using the same three or four kinds of

diet, no matter what may be their price. We seem to suppose that horses

can only be fed on grass, hay, strata, oats, corn, and chopped rye. Now in

Europe, they feed on carrots, potatoes, pumpkins, apples, turnips, flax-seed, oil-

cake, and not a Utile on beans and peas. How many American farmers have

ever taken the trouble to ascertain the comparative value of beans and oats;

for example: How do they know but in many cases, they might have bean

or pea crops, that would give more nutriment for a given cost, and therefore

the more economical food ? But, alas ! to examine such questions it requires

the lalor of thought ! and that, to some people, is dreadful to think of! To

those who do accustom themselves to reflect and inquire, the following sug-

gestions, founded on facts and experience, may appear interesting, and may
lead, not only to thinking, but to practical experiments and results, on that very

interesting subject of inquiry, /Ac cost of feeding farm-stock ; in which, (espe-

ciallv when we consider how extensively mules and oxen might take the place

of horses,) millions of dollars are wasted in the United States:

August 13.—Mr. Briggg introduced tlie

Bubiect for the evening's discussion—" On the

most economical mode of keeping Cart-

Horses," by remarking that according to

chemical theory (and he believed it would be

found correct in practice also) different de-

scriptitms of food, both for men and the infe-

rior animals, are nutritive in proportion as, on

analysis, ihey contain nitrogen—that being

one "of the main ingredients of gluten, which

is universally acknowledged to be the most

nuti-itive part of all i()ad ; and that the intrin-

sic value of any kind of ibod, for the produc-

tion of muscle and strength, must therefore

depend upon the quimtura of that constituent

(nitrogen) which it possesses. From chem-

ical analysis it is found that the quantity of

nitrogen contained in the different articles of

food suitable for liorses is extremely variable ;

hence their relative value nnist also vary in a

like proportion. But in the market that cri-

terion is not the regulator of y)rice, and, there-

fore, by a judicious selection of food Mr.

Briggs maintained iliat much saving might

be effected in the cost of keeping horses. He
thjn qutited a Table extracted from M. Bous-

singavilt's work on " Rural Economy," in

which is given the i-elative value in iiutri- . j i
- i ..

meat of a great variety of articles of food, |
of such a nature as to yield the elements ot

(466)

taking 100 lbs. of good meadow hay as the

standard or basis of calculation ; from which
it appeared that it required, on the average,

350 lbs. of wheat straw, or 68 lbs. of oats,

or 23 lbs. of beans, to yield the same quan-
tum of nutriment as 100 lbs. of bay. A very
common allowance for a farming-horse he
stated to be, per day, 20 lbs. of hay and 1|
pecks of oats, costmg per week

—

a. d.

140 lbs of hay at 70s. per ton 4 4
lOi pecks of oats at 24 stone (or 136 lbs.) per

quarter, SHy 8 stones at Is. (equal in value
in nutriment to lh'4 lbs. of hay) 8

Per week 12 4

Now, suppose a horse were allowed one bush-

el of beans, or 63 lbs. of bean meal, per week,
it would, according to the Table, be equal in

strength of nutriment to about 274 lbs. of hay;

and as he calculated that the above method
of feeding (with hay and oats,) was equiva-

lent to 304 lbs. of hay alone, an addition of

only 30 lbs. of hay, or its equivalent, appeared

o be necessary, when 63 lbs. of beans were

sub.stituted for" eight stones or 112 Ib.s. of oats.

But then ag^iin, an animal cannot subsist on

condeusedtood alone, but requires also bulk,

not only properly to distend t!ie sfom;;cb. but
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carbon consumed during die process of respi-

ration, particularly wlisu that respiration is

quickened by continual effort while at woik.

lu order to jgive that required bulk at the

least cost, Mr. Briggs proposed to substitute

chopped straw, of which he conceived 25 lbs.

per day or 175 lbs. per week would be am-
ply sufficient, whieh would vield nutriment

equal lo 50 lbs. of hay. In order to neutralize

or counteract the binding nature of beans as

food, Mr. B. recommended the addition of

1 lb. per day of crushed linseed ; and to show
the relative cost of these two methods of feed-

ing horses, he exhibited the following calcula-

tion:
Equivalent
in hiiy only.

1. Hay per week, 140 lbs. s. d. s. d. ll)s. per \vk.

at 70s per ton 4 4 140

Oats per week, 30'. pks.

or 8 stones at l3.... 8 12 4 1G4 304

2. Beans per week.l bush.

or 63 Ibs.at 403.per qr. 5 274

Straw (chopped) per

week, 175 lbs. at 30s.

pertou 2 4 50
Linseed per week, 7 lbs.

at Ud 9 31 355

Cost of gnnding beans,

lin3eed,and chopping
straw 1

mentation, answered remarkably well, and at

little cost. The mi.^ture and cost he stated to

be as follows

:

Equivalent
in hay.

Bean meal per week (8 lbs. per day) s. d.

5G lbs at 40-1. per qr 4 6 243
Strawi(;ho[>ped;pei- Wiek (15 lbs. per

day,) 105 lbs. at :i0s. per ton 15 30
Green Italian rye-grass ])er week (35

lbs.pcr<]ay),'!75 IbsatlOs. perton. 9^ 35
Grinding and chopping, as before... 1

7 8,V 308

Being equal in nutriment, theoretically, to the
first mentioned mode of feeding, and a little

more than one-half the cost.. The making use
of straw as food he considered as far superior
and more economical than converting it into

manure by merely being trodden iu the folds;

and chopping the rye-grass he stated to be
also a great saving, from much less waste be-
ing incurred. He concluded by stating that
if the theory of the relative value of oats and
beans, in proportion to the quf|ntity of nitro-

gen that each contains, be correct, the latter

(beans.) must bo worth nearly three timfsas
much, weight hv weight, in the production of
muscle (not fat) as the former (oats), and
strongly recommended the members present
to give beans to their horses; though to fat-

tening cattle or pigs, he reconnnendod a mix-
ture of the two, in the proportion of two
thirds oats to one third beans, the one to

produce fat, and the other muscle or lean
ineat.

The subsequent Resolution was to the ef-

fect that " cart-horses may be kept economi-
cally, and in good condition, upon goodchop-
ped straw, mi.\ed wilh about 9 lbs. of bean
meal, and 1 lb. of crushed Hnseed per day."

From which it appeared that the latter method
would co.st less by 3s. 3d. per week, per

horse, and would be more nutritive by the

equivalent of 51 lbs. of hay per week.
He farther stated that during the present

Bumiherhe had tried the experiment of chop-

ping green Italian rye-grass along with chop-

ped straw and bean meal, which, when
used soon after being mixed, to prevent fer-

To the preceding observations, the following may be appropriately added :

In recommending an article for food, it is
j

beans, as above, is made up of pure farina 50,
common to inquire what are its nutritive ' '

" .. ~
.

qualities ? According to Einhof, the propor-

tion of nutritive matter in beans, compared
with gi'ain, is as fiillows :

Wheat 74 per cent., about 47 lbs.

B.ve 70 .. .. 39 ..

Barley 65 .. .. 33 ..

Oats 58 .. .. 23 ..

Beans 68 .. .. 45 ..

Peas 75 .. .. 49 ..

French Beans 84 .. .. 54 ..

The 84 per cent., nutritive matter of French

and gluten and mucilage 34 parts; they are,

therefore, according to Rham's remark, " su-

perior to every other gi'ain or pulse cultivated,

in point of nourishment ; and when it is tiiken

into the account that they remain in the
ground only from May to September, and
that a crop of cabbages or turnips is growing
in the intervals at the same time, it will ap-

pear that the cultivation of tliis pulse on a
large scale might add greatly to the resourcea
of Agriculture."

There are accounts of the Windsor Bean, in England, yielding 11 quarters or 88
bushels to the acre.

A Hint for Directors of Agricultural Societiies.—At a meeting of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Colonel Challoner gave notice that at the

next monthly meeting he shoidd move that

it be an iustructioji from the Council to the

Siewards and .Judges of the Implement l)e

machines selected for trial, previously to the
other arran!,'en)iMits being made for tlie deler-
niination of the respective cajnibililies and
f)ractical value of such impl'-ments and ma-

parluient, diat the following points of infor- chinery, at any particular Country Meelin^.
mation should be ascertained from the respec- of the Society, namely :

live makers or exhibitors of implements and 1. The number of revolutions per minute at
(467)
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which all hand-instruments are respectively

constructed to be worked.
2. The speed per hour at which horses

are to walk, and the power they are recjuiied

to exert, in the case of all implements and
machinery intended to be worked by such

means.
3. The weight per inch of pressure which

all engines or apparatus for steam pov\-er are

made to bear.

Colonel Challoner explained that his object

To some of our readers it may be acceptable to know the comparative prices

of feeding materials for mea and beasts, and for the land in England in April,

184G, and April, 1847. It will be seen that Guano keeps up, and that the Peruvian

is $10 per ton higher than the Ichaboe.

in this motion is to obtain, for the guidance ol

tlie Stewards and Judges of implements, such
data as will enable them to place tlie imple-

ments, machines, or engines selected by them
for trial, under the special conditions liiat will

best acco)d with the design of the inventors

or improvers of such mechanical arrange-

ments, and especially to limit their operation

to that degree of power for which they were
respectively coustracted.

Lentils, as a new article, are coming mto
favor as a comparatively cheap and nutritious

food for dairy cows.
In Guano, a good deal has been done at last

month's rates. Ichaboe of good quality has

become veiy scarce in the large seaports,

which is causing Peruvian to be more looked
after.

For top-dressing hay and pasture lands, Pe-
ruvian has been found, in all trials here, to be
iuiiuitely superior to Ichaboe.

DESCRIPTION'.
Price
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AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS.

NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY OP THE N. Y. STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

It was not until since the New-York State Fair, that the following reached

our hands. We beg the writer, unaffectedly, to believe that every sentiment of

kindness and every disposition for the interchange of kind offices expressed in it,

are cordially and fully reciprocated on our part.

We are delighted to hear of the proposed Agricultural Survey of Washington

and other Counties, and that it has been committed to such competent hands.

—

We heard, too, with pleasure, some indistinct intimation that, as connected with

the particular Survey designated, we are likely to have a thorough analysis of

Indian Corn, in all its parts and periods of growth, to be made by one so ade-

quate to the work and so zealous in the general cause as is the learned Doctor

Emmons. When such really useful investigations are thus entered upon, the

public will have confidence in the results, and will chcerfally support the Insti-

tutions by which they are directed, since they cannot fail to result in (what alone

constitutes usefulness in almost everything) valuable additions to the existing

stock of knowledge. AVe have no hesitation in believing that an Agricultuzal

Survey of a single County, well conducted—as we are sure this will be—and

embracing everything connected with that branch of industry, will be of more

real and lasting benefit than all the State Exhibitions which have been held since

the foundation of the Society. We could wish the Society had taken measures

to have ascertained the proportion which the fodder of corn bears to the grain.

We are aware that much depends on the kind of corn and something on the sea-

son, but still approximations might be had, highly useful as a matter of agricul-

tural economics.

In regard to the extraordinary and, doubtless, well authenticated crops men-
tioned in this note, we may be allowed to say that if, along with these accounts,

the Society had possessed the means to have analyzed the soils on which they

greiv, and of giving, along with that analysis, the chemical composition of each

of the crops (which has been ascertained as to Avheat and oats, at least), show-
ing how much of their nourishment they derived from the soil—how much from
the manure applied to it, and how much from the atmosphere—presenting the

whole sum of information at one view—it would have contributed more toward

the general production, or approximation to the production, of such crops through-

out the State, than all the premiums they distributed for animals at the last Fair.

It is by such investigations, and such diffusion of a knowledge of the elements

of crops, and the principles on which their successful culture depends, that Agri-

culture has made such vast strides of late years in Europe, and especially in Eng-
land, where the average increase in the last quarter of a century has been nearly

equal to the total average product per acre in New-York—where there is reason

to doubt whether the average increase has been one grain

!

In relation to the " Transactions of the INew-York State Agricultural
Society," we have to acknowledge the receipt of the copy referred to, and will

take the first leisure moment to examine and review it, with the candor and free-
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dom which such performances authorize and invite, and at the same time with

all the respect which is due to tliose under whose direction they are published.

In the mean time, as a matter of agricultural history, and of information to which

the public is entitled, we would feel obliged to the unfailing politeness of the Sec-

retary to state—the Act of Assembly which authorizes the publication of these

Transactions of the State Society—Does it specify the number to be published, and

the disposition to be made of them ? or leave both to the discretion ofwhom ? Are

they to be made up bona fide of the " Transactions" of the Society, or may they be

composed of any matter, at the discretion of the compilers ? and under whose

particular direction was the matter designated of which the last volume was

composed ? What was the whole number published ? at what cost per volume ?

and how have they been disposed of? To these inquiries, connected with a pub-

lic expenditure for agricultural purposes, it is hoped there can be no objection

—

while it is due to frankness to state explicitly that so little of public patronage

is bestowed on a branch of industry which supports all others, as the tree on

which it grows supports the mistletoe, that we feel a jealous anxiety that that

little shall be so expended as to achieve the greatest possible augmentation of

the agricultural capabilities of the State, This feeling of anxiety has been dem-

onstrated by the labors of not a short lifetime ; and being altogether,' thank

Heaven ! unconnected with and far above all alloy of pecuniary or self interest,

will not be deemed out of place on this occasion. We should be glad, also, if

the Secretary would have the kindness to specify the number of each of the books

and publications distributed as premiums by the Slate Society and the County

Societies, designating each work by its title and the cost per copy ; and that

when foreign editions have been given, the fact and their cost per copy may be

stated. It is deemed best and most respectful to make these requests public, as

the results are designed for public information, and exclusively for their bearing

on the cause and interests of Agriculture. We have no doubt of the liberal in-

terpretation of our views of the excellent Secretary of the Society, and of his co-

operation, as far as respects the communication of facts to be ascertained by ref-

erence to the archives of the Society.

Before closing this hasty but grateful acknowledgment of the kind offer to fur-

nish us with any information, and the invitation to communicate freely in relation

to any matters on which we may desire to be informed, we will take the occasion

here at once to say that, according to our humble judgment, the measure which,

as we see in this volume of the Transactions, admits the Ex-Presidents of the

Society, ex officio, as acting members of the Executive Committee, to whom is

intrusted the whole administration of the policy, funds and affairs of the Society,

ts decidedly wrong and unjustifiable. It might be well to give them honorary

seats and privileges on public occasions, but for an equal participation of govern-

ment, and control of the proceedings of the Society, is to accumulate power in

perpetuity in the same hands, contrary to the spirit in which all our institutions

are organized and conducted. We shall, however, maintain our views on this,

as on all other questions, most respectfully toward all who differ with us—pity-

ing the narrow-mindedness of all, if any, who can find in an honest and inde-

pendent difference of opinion, matter for personal umbrage or ill will.

All measures conceived in a high and proper public spirit, as those of this

Society, may be presumed to court rather than shun close and respectful crit-

icism. The Secretary of such institutions should be carefully selected and re-

tained, but the direction should be in a certain proportion changed every year,
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so as to bring in fresh infusions of spirit and judgment, keeping pace with the

progress of iinprovement, and leaving no opportunity for the formation of cliques

or combinations such as might naturally be expected to result from having men
appoint their own successors, with power to " hold over " in everything but the

name of being President. We speak of the principle, not of the men

—

priiici'

pia non homines—but it would be in principle just as reasonable to have other

Presidents or chief executive officers sitting in council for life. Instead of be-

ing members of the Executive Committee, ex officio, they should be rendered

expressly ineligible.

J. S. Skinnur, Esq. Agricultural Rooms, Albant, June 10, 1847.

Dear Sir—I send you by to-day's mail the "Albany Evening Journal," which
contains a notice of a proposed Survey of Washington County, under the direc-

tion of the New-York State Agricultural Society. We are desirous of making
progress, and if we can obtain thorough and minute Agricultural Surveys of the
several Counties in the State, we shall ascertain the defects of farming—the
means necessary to revive and improve the condition of the farmer, and to in-

crease our crops, and adapt them also to soils and locations most congenial.

—

Dr. Asa Fitch, who has been selected to perform the Survey, is every way
well calculated to do the work thoroughl3% and I hope much good will result

from It.

I have just seen your June No. of the Library, and thank you for the notice
of our Premium List, &c. We are ever gJad to receive suggestions as to its

improvement—our only desire being to make it as perfect as we can, and as
liberal as our means will justify.

You make some inquiries, under the head of "Scraps," as to crops reported
at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the N. Y. State Agricultural Soci-

ety. In relation to some of those, the entire crop Avas shelled and measured
after being in a merchantable condition. In the Transactions, Avhich I forward
you to-day by express, you will find the statements and proofs as referred to

below, viz. :

Charles W. Eels, Kii'kland, Oneida Co.—123J bushels corn per acre. Vide proofs page 162.

This was a crop raised without any extraordinary application of manure.

Wheat.—Daniel Short, Richmond, Ontario Co.—See statement, p. 593. 178 bushels, 3 pecks,
by actual measurement, on 3 1-lCO acres of land : 60 bushels per acre, by weight.

The cultivation in ordinary manner.

Oats.—\Vm. C. Burrett.—102 bushels per acre, by weight.

The statement accompanying this was duly verified by affidavit and witnesses,
as to measurement, land, harvesting, and threshing and measuring crop—grain
from entire piece, &c.
Our Societies are requiring, more generally than formerly, the measurement

of the entire crop, which is the only true test of the actual yield.

You inquire as to Committees on Agriculture in our Legislature. The Com-
mittee in the House of Assembly made a Report on the subject of Agricultural
Education, which is published in our Transactions. The Committee in the Sen-
ate did not make any Report on the subject of Agriculture. I give you the
names of the Committees :

In the Senate—J. B. Smith, Long Island; J. P. Bef.kma.v, Columbia; C. Emmons, Erie.
In the Axxembh/—A. Beckvvith, Herldmer; S. Lawrence, Tompkins; A. G. Vanderbilt,

Dutchess; J. McGoNEGAL, Monroe; Wm. Temple, Otsego.

It will give me great pleasure to furnish you with any information which I
can give from this quarter, and I hope you will freely communicate with me in
relation to any matters you desire information upon herfe.

I am, respectfully, yours,
iJENJ. P. JOHNSON. Secretary N. Y. S. Ag. Soa

fW The character of those who are tnily wise, when contrasted with the assuming air of
the ignorant, may be compared to the different appearances of wheal, which, while its ear
is empty, holds up its head proudly; but as soon as it is filled with grain bends modestly
down and retires from observation.
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GRAIN AND FLOUR TRADE OF THE U. STATES.
The following Table will show the export of bread-stuffs from the United States to Great

Britain and Ireland for the year ending Sept. 1, 1847 :

From Flour, bbls. Com Meal, bbls. WheRt, bush. Com, bneh.
New-York 1,673,.582 354,127 2,505.756 6,818,263
Philadelphia 320,950 244,604 539,633 1,127,125
Baltimore 304,263 82,926 101,376 1,687,896
Norfolk 49,687 21,289 1,362,761
New-Orleans 671,335 71,175 818,770 5,186,330
Boston 80,933 25,646 11,541 574,404
Other ports 49,939 47,513 38,058 541,965

Total 3,150,689 847,280 4.015,134 17,298,714

In addhion to wliicb, 88,261 bushels of rye, 436,881 of oats, and 289,613 of barley, were
exported.

The exports from the city of New-York alone to Great Britain, Ireland, France, and all

foreign ports, for the year, were as follows

:

To Great Britain, &c. France. All Foreign Porte.
Flour bbls 1,673,582 243,433 2.154,161
Corn Meal 354,127 4.075 415,581
Wheat bush 2,505,756 352,890 3,085,134
Corn 6,818,263 5,772 6,964.952
Hye 75,692 104,425 1,007,159
Oats 367,791 3,368 416,486
Barley . . 287,503 32 296,208

The following Table, showing the exports of com, flour and wheat, by months, though dif-

fering somewhat in its aggregate from the official figiires given above, is still near enough
correct to be of interest in illustrating the course of trade during the year

:

1846. Corn, bushels. Wheat Flour, bbls. Rye Flour, bbls. Wheat, bush.
September 117,949 87,195 505 151,765
October 195,182 163,967 953 222.380
November 367,350 11.5,161 489 303,121
December 245,791 232,894 970 276,758

1847.
January 411,440 129.825 2,678 160,434
February 814,922 136,313 1,343 149,217

March 1.188,240 77,819 999 82,789

April 1,052,042 100,551 5,629 74,059

Mav 471,947 111,700 2.938 66,282

June 736,883 342,080 2.965 397,437

July 807,204 420,812 1,238 741,327

August 402,781 189,031 572 305,086

Total .6,811,7'31 2,107.348 21,279 2,930,655

The total receipts here by the Hudson River from the opening of navigation to the 14th

of September last were 2,009,297 bbls. of wheat flour; 94,395 bbls. corn meal ; 1,483,400

bushels of wheat ; 2,843,841 bushels of corn; and 192,635 bushels of rye.

I^' Glass Milk-Pans are coming more and more into use in Europe. Their advantages

on the score of cleanhness must be obvious. It were to be wished that Societies or Insti-

tutes would appoint a Standing Committee and put aside a small portion of their ample

funds, for the instant importation of sample articles invented abroad connected with agricul-

tural and rural economy. True it is that, in general, this may be left to the vigilance and

rivalry of tradesmen and manufacturers ; but many years may elapse before we get the

benefit of many things which might at once be profitably introduced. The same reason and

policy that prompt the offer of premiums for usefiil things of home invention, would warrant

the introduction of things which have been recently invented and patronized by Agricul-

tural Societies abroad. Satisfied that glass milk-pans (on which the manufacturer should in-

dicate the capacity of the vessel) would be a valuable acquisition to our dairy-women, we

respectfully suggest the importation of a dozen, and the offer of a premium to the glass manu-

facturer who shall first produce them in this country, at a cost tliat will justify their being

brought into general use. It has been seen in a very interesting and valuable Essay on

" The Management of Ilolstein Dairies" published in The Farmers' Library, that there the

daii-y-women are allowed $1 a year for " pan money, ''^ and charged for all they break ; yet

they always " make by the operation." Let us have glass milk-pans.
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LECTURES ON BOTANY*
COURSE OF LECTURES ON BOTANY IN REFERENCE TO AGRICULTURE.

By Chart.es .Tohnsom, Esq., Profemtor of Botany at Gvy's Hospital, ^-c. ^-c. At Messrs.
Nesbits' AgricuUtiral and Scientific Training School, Kennington Lan^, Lambeth near
London.

LECTURE III. leaves and stems of certain aquatic ve-^eta-
The operations by which vegetable life bles, comparatively very low in the scafe of

and development or growth are maintained, being, flnids in consta)it motion, which, with
however plau.silily set forth by physiologists, iheir accompnnying phenomena, throw much
and perhaps con'ectly so in the aggregate, are light upon the process of increase iu the tis-

etill, in our present state of knowledge, for sue to which they belong
the most part incapable of po.sitive demon-
stration. Theii' combined effects ai'e seen in

the enlargement of parts previously formed
and the production of new ones. The leaf

opens from the bud, attains its destined size,

changes its hue, and falls ; the fi-uit ripens

and discharges its seed ; fhe seed gi'ows into

a plant, and the same processes are renewed
from year to year; but the organs that

minister to them are so minute, their mutual
action so complicated, tliat although the ex-

tem;J and grosser machinery of life is suffi-

ciently evident, the springs that work it are
involved in mystery. The microscope is too

limited iu its applicarion to effect much
toward the elucidation of the phenomena of
life. The child breaks his toy to find OTit the

source of the music wliich his act annihilates

;

and in like manner the philosopher tears up
the organic tissue, or at best deranges its

functions, that he may apply his glasses in

the vain effort to detect the origin of that

which is no longer there ; still something is

gained by both. The child has perhaps dis-

covered a strLnsr that produces a sound when
stntck, and a little wheel with spokes that

might have struck it ; while the philosopher
has discerned a few facts of wh-ich he was
previously ignorant ; and. in the end, each
of them " garring odds and evens meet," and
" laying that and that th'gither," find them-
selves a degi-ee wiser than before. The im-
portant fact of the circulation of the blood
was discovered and established by a similar
series of deductions ; and although its passage
from the arteries into the veins would be,
perhaps, vainly sought by inspection of die
miruite extremities of those of the higher an-
imals, in the translucent tail of a stickle-back,

or the membraneous foot of the frog, the di-

verging and returning cuiTcnts are beaulilidly

and obviously displayed. So in plants, al-

though the movements of the sap and other
juices cannot bo traced in the woody tubes
of the higher and more elaborately construct-

ed orders, yet the microscope discovers in

the cells of the minute and delicate hairs that

grow from their surface, and iu those of the

In fig. 1 is represented the tenuination of
one of the slender, hair-like aquatic plants,
called " conferva? ;

" which consists of litlla

transpai'ent cells, more or less elongated, and
joined end to end like a string of btvids. In
each of these cells the microscope discovers
currents of fluid, containing minute particles,
moving in the direction of the dotted lines,
and apparently circulating fiom on6 extremity
of the cell to the other, and returning on the
opposite side. In the center, or sometimes
toward one of the ends of the cell, is a small
cluster of particles, from and toward which
currents pass in a radiating manner, render-
ing tho combined movements very compli-
cated. The little central m:iss, however, evi-
dently greatly influences the rotation of tho

' Contirnied from page 121, vol. iii. Monthly Journal of ATicultuie
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fluid, and the result is a gradual thicken-

ing of the membrane composing the \\'all of

the cell, and likewise an eventual separation

of the mass itself, either laterally or longitu-

dinally, into two, each becoming a sepai'ate

center of motion. The currents thus dis-

turbed, the inner coat of the cell begins to

contract between tliem, as exhibited in the

left-hand figin-e, dividing it into two cavities,

which are afterward more or less extended

by the force of tlieir respective cun-ents.

Although no apparent connection exists

between the cavities of the contiguous cells,

careful and repeated observation shows that

the movements of the fluids in each influ-

ence those of their neighbors, and that a re-

ciprocal action is maintained throughout the

whole livuig fabi'ic. The uniformity of direc-

tion preserved by the currents in different

cells is in accordance with this latter circum-

stance, and is beautifully exemplified in the

etems and v^'horled branchlets of the " cha-

racea?," another tribe of aquatic plants, a

grade or two higher in the scale of vegetable

organization than the •' confervse."

Fig. 2.

Figure 2 represents a portion of "nitella

flexilis," gi'eatly magnified, the arrows mark-
ing the course of the internal currents (more
distinctly shown in the farther magnified

view on the right) of the two terminating

cells of one of the branchlets ; from inspec-

tion of which it will be understood how a

complete rotation of the fluid takes place in

each cell, passing upward on one side and
returning on the other, and that a similarity

of movement obtains throughout each whorl
of branclilets ; the ascending current being

toward the outside of the plant, the descend-

ing toward the inner or axial side of the

whorl. These motions are more or less rapid,

according to the season or the temperature

under which the examination is made. In
the winter time they are scarcely observable.

In what degree the flow of the sap in the

higher orders may resemble these curious

phenomena, we have not at present the means
(474)

of ascertaining. The different condition of

the woody tulies which contain and conduct
it, as compared with that of the cells we have
examined, may involve considerable diversity

of organic action ; and it would be absm-d to

endeavor to deduce any general conclusions

from so very partial an acquaintance with a
few isolated facts ; the more importvuit and
ultimate phenomena of vegetable physiology

are yet as much a mystery to human specula-

tion as is the source of life itself.

The relative distribution of the minute ele-

mentary organs described in our last Lecture
varies in different plants, and, as we shall see

hereafter, occasions organic distinctions of
high importance to the practical as well as to

the merely theoretical student. But under
whatever an-angement of the vital channels

and recesses the existence and development
of the vegetable are maintained, the general

process is probably not very dissimilar be-

tween the highest and the lowest ; the most
complicated and the simplest of their struc-

tures being rather modified than changed for

the i-equired adaptation. Tiie difference be-

tween the foodful and the poisonous,

in all their degrees of quantity and
intensity, are produced by causes

which are only secondary or subsidi-

ary to those that regulate the action

of the main-springs of vegetable life.

In all the higher orders of plants the

absorption of nutriment by the root

is but a small, however necessary,

portion of a complicated process, in-

volving a vast amount of vital and
chemical action, whose conjoined ef

fects are witnessed in the production

of those secretions that give them
character or property and value in the

domestic economy of Man. The first

elaboration of the absorbed nutriment

changes it into sap—a fluid possessing

nearly the same general characters in

all plants, though unquestionably the

medium from which their most diver-

sified products are secreted by subse
quent modification of its original com

ponent principles and (as it woukl apjiear

in some instances at least) the addition of

others. Leaving, however, these latter, and
the sources of their derivation, to be dis-

cussed at a future period, we will now ex-

amine the structure through which the sap is

conveyed, and the adaptation of the external

organs traversed by its channels to the fulfill-

ment of the changes which it is destined to

undergo.

The popular notion respecting the func-

tions of the root are very incoiTcct, it being
generally regarded as the sole medium
througli which nourishment is conveyed to

the plant ; while, so far from such being the
case, almost every other part presents mors
or less of an absorbing surface :- not, perhaps,

in constant or unifonu action, but capable ol

so adapting itself under pecnliar circum-

stances. Some plants, especially those of
slow growth and succulent habit, will live
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and increase for long and indefinite periods

when deprived of root, and apart from the

eartli in whicli lliey naturally vegetate. A
socotrine aioe has been suspended in a cham-
ber of my dwelling-house for upward of seven

years, and daring that time has increased

gi'eatly in size, weight, and number of leaves;

of which latter organs three or lour are de-

veloped every year. It is still growing, and
as healthy as one of the same kind planted in

a pot and kept in a green-house, although its

sole source of nutriment must be absorption

from the surrounding air through the medium
of its leaves. This is no isolated case, but
one among many, of a plant growing without

roots or perceptible cause of development,
simply cited because it has been constantly

under my own observation. From it we may
nndersland how possible it is that a vegetable

rooted in the soil may still derive much of its

subsistence from a different source ; nay. that

the root may rather even be necessary to se-

cure it a fi.xed habitat than for its support.

The mode in which the root acts where its

assimilating functions are required, and the

laws of its development, are circumstances in

general little appreciated by those whose
daUy pursuits are intimately connected with
this part of the vegetable economy. The ca-

pability of imbibing from the soil seems to be
chiefly confined to the extreme ends of the

fibres, and hence arises the drooping of plants

when they are shifted from one spot to an-

other. How carefully soever the transplant-

ation may be made, the absorbing extremities

are broken off in consequence of their adhe-
sion to the soil ; or, otherwise, exposure to

the dry atmosphere contracts their tender tis-

sue, and renders it for a time, even when re-

placed iu the moist earth, incapable of draw-
ing the necessary supplies.

A section or slice of one of the fibres above
alluded to, viewed under the microscope,
shows it to consist of a coating of very lax

and distended cellular tissue, including a cen-
tral column of woody tubes and ducts, the

outer portion of the tissue having its cells gen-
erally much more compressed than those of
the interior, somewhat in the man.ner repre-

sented in one of the figiu'es of cellular tissue

portrayed in the last Lecture ; but the ex-
treme points of the root-fibres never exhibit
such contraction of the external vesicles,

which appears to take place gradually, as the
result of age and the occasional defalcation of
moisture iu the soil ; to compensate for which
change the fibres are continually extending
in length during the growth of the plant, and
thus peri)etiially present a newly-fonned siu-

face of cellular tissue for the absorption of the

stimulating and necessary moisture. These
extremities are generally thicker than the

part of the fibre immediately above them

;

and, being of a soft, sponge-like texture on
the outside, have received the name of " spon-

gioles." It is by not attending to tin preser-

vation of the spongioles, or rather from the

total ignorance of many practical gardeners
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and foresters in regard to their existence, that

so many trees and shrubs ai-e killed by being
transplanted. The spougiole is the gi-owing

point as well as the organ of absorption ; and,

owing to the little care talven in removing the

plant, or rather in consequence of the utter

carelessness with which it is wrenched I'rom

the imperfectly loosened soil, by far the great-

er number of these little, but important, parts

are broken off and left in the ground. Hence
probably—nay, we might say certainly—the

reason why large trees cannot be successfully

transplanted. Growing vigorously, such a
tree quickly absorbs all the nutritive matter

from the soil in its immediate vic-inity, and
extends its roots iiom time to time deeper or

more widely distant, to seek the required

supply elsevvhere, until the growing points of

their intricate ramifications are too farremoved
from the site of its trunk to be preserved dur-

ing the process of shifting. Obvious, howev-
er, as are the absorbent functions of the root,

as exemplified by these phenomena, no one
who has closely studied the varied structure

and physiology of vegetables, and marked the

diversified habits and modes of growth that

often characterize individuals belonging eveu
to the same natural family, will maintain the

popular opinion of its being tlie universal

source ofaliment. Among those plants whose
vital action cannot be supported without it,

even but for a short period, there are various

grades in the essentiality of its action as an
absorbent organ. This is especially evinced

by the diiferent situations in which they veg-

etate, or are capable of vegetating.

It is not intended by any of the foregoing

remarks to deny the important agency of the

organ under consideration, but only to direct

attention to the fact that such agency may be
suspended under peculiar circumstances in

certain plants : which, still continuing to live

and grow, prove that other organs of assimi-

lation exist, and, existing, are more or less

concerned in the maintenance of vegetable

life. The most essential of these latter are

the leaves, of which only a very small num-
ber among the higher orders of plants are des-

titute ; and eveu these tend by tlieir peculiar-

ity of habit to throw a valuable light on their

physiological influence.

In regard to the actual functions of the

leaves, opinion has been much divided, but

they are now very generally considered to be
the lungs or breathing organs of the plant ; at

die same time it is probable that this fimction

is associated with some others, either imifonn-

ly acting or dependent on the influence of ex-

ternal circumstances, as the presence or ab-

sence of solar light, the condition or changes
of the atmosphere, &-c. ; and. likcwLse, that

in many instances no inconsiderable propor-

tion of substance is conveyed into the gtx)w-

iug plant through their medium.
The anatomical structure of a leaf, and the

connection which exists between it and the

vessels or veins of the wood and inner surface

of the bark, are all calculated to maiutaiji tlio
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important function of respiration—a fiinction

upon which seem primarily to depend those

modifications of the sap that are essential to

the production of the secretions that give so

great a diversity of character to different veg-
etables, and render them available to the va-

rious purposes of human economy. Consid-

erable analogy, too, unquestionably exists be-

tween the breathmg apparatus of plants and
aniuials. In the higher orders of the latter

the lungs are almost wholly composed of the

ramifications of the bronchial tubes or branch-

ings of the windpipe, and two sets of blood-

vessels, called the pulmonary veins and arte-

ries—the ultimate divisions of the three being

so minute and intricately blended as almost

to baffle the researches of the anatomist, even
though assisted by the highest powers of the

microscope. The delicate extremities of the

air-tubes terminate each in a little rounded
cell, over the walls of which branch the al-

most inconceivably miiuite extremities of the

arteries and veins—the blood circulating in

which is thus brought into close contact with
the air drawn into the lungs at each mspira-

tion.

It would be foreign to our subject to enter

into description or discussion of the physiolo-

gical phenomena connected with tins function

in the animal, but it is one apparently essen-

tial to all orgaiuc beings, however it may be
modilied in their several grades to accoid
with their greater or lesser complexity of

structure, and their diversified habits and
modes of existence. Let us now examine the

leaves, and endeavor to ascertain how far the

received opinions concerning their respiratory

functions are capable of being substantiated

by fact.

Viewed apart from the plant on which it

grows, the leaf is a very curious and complex
structure. A frame of fibre branching fi-om

the top of its stalk, or, v^diere the stalk is

wanting, from the base of the leaf itself, form-
ing a kind of net-work, the interstices of

which are fitted up with a green, soft sub-
stance, the whole inclosed within a thin skin
or membrane, is all perhaps that the unas-

sisted eye is cajiable of detecting; but the

fibrous frame-work, when magnified, is dis-

covered to consist of the woody and spiral

tubes already described, compaclly bound to-

gether at the lower part, and gradually sepa-

rating from each other in the form of veins as

they extend toward the margins and extrem-
ity. The green, pulpy matter occupying the

intervals between their ramifications consists

of cellular tissue, filled with green particles

—

its little cells not contiguous throughout, but
leaving small open sfjaces here and there

;

while the skin-like covering of the leaf (epi-

dermis) consists ofa layer ofsmall compressed
cells, apparently empty or only filled with
air, colorless and transparent, so as to admit
of the colored veins and green tissue of the
interior l)eing visible through them. The
skin or epidermis varies in texture in the
leaves of different plants : as does, likewise,
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frequently that of the upper and under sur-

faces of the same leaf The size and arrange-

ment of the cellules of which it is composed
are often very irregular. It possesses consid-

erable rigidity and toughness in some plants,

and in all serves to protect the more delicate

tissue beneath from external injury. In the

greater number of vegetables its continuity is

interrupted by pores or openings, technically

denominated "stomata," which occur in some
cases only on the imder surface of the leaf, in

others on both sides, and are more or less nu-
merous. Thus, in the leaf of the common
lilac, which has none on the upper face, 160,-

000 have been counted on one stprare inch of
the lower ; while in that of the carnation,

within the same space, there are 38,500 on
each side. The stomates are not mere perfo-

rations in the epidermis, but spaces, generally

of an oval form, in the middle of which is a
slit that opens or closes according to the con-

dition of the atmosphere, or other circum-
stances affecting the state of the growing
plant. The oval border consists, in most in-

stances, of two oblong parallel cells, capable
of contracting, so as to become somewhat kid-

ney-shaped, thus opening the stomata ; which,
so long as they reinaui straight, are closed.

Figure .3 represents a portion of the cuticle

of the elk's-horn fern (acrostichwm alcicorne)

highly magnified, with several of its stomata

;

and at S is a vertical section of one of them,
showing the vacant spaces into which it opens
in the substance of the leaf.

Between lliese stomates and the spiracles

or breathing-pores of some of the lower orders

of animals, considerable resemblance unques-

tionably exicits ; and numerous experiments

(of which our space will not admit any detail)

have confinned the opinions entertained by
physiologists concerning their corresponding

functions.
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It may be difficult for one who has no far-

ther acquaintance with the act of respiration

than that derived from his own experience,

or from the casual observation oi' tlie mode in

which it is performed in the few animals of

the liigher grade with which he is accustomed
to associate more or less hi the ordinary occu-

pations of his existence, to conceive that such
ail act can take place otherwise than through

the medium of mouth and iiostidls ; but inter-

nal structure is as variable as external form,

and involves conditions of life far more diver-

sified than is generally miderstood. The
earth-worm, the spider, the bee and the but-

terfly are equally dependent upon an alter-

nate inhalation and expiration of the air they
move in, as aie the man, the quadi-uped, and
the bird ; but the process is maintained in a

veiy different m;uuier. The mouth in the

former is the vehicle tlu-ough which food is

conveyed into the stomach ; but they have
no nostrils, and breathing takes place through
channels in distant parts of the body. Thus,
in the insect, a line of pores is observable on
each side of the body, varying in number, but
frequently as many as eighteen or twenty,

and in certain kinds even many more. They
are very evident to the naked eye in many
of the larger caterpillars, but in the smaller

insects require the assistance of a good mag-
nifying-glass or microscope to discover them.
Their position is shown on one of the common
cabbage-caterpillars in figure 4. A feather,

or a camel's-hair pencil, dipped in oil, and
drawn over these two lines of spiracles or
pores, kills the insect by suffocation ; and if

a leaf be rubbed over with oil or vaniish, so

as to close its stomates, it dies. Hence, in-

deed, one principal cause why certain plants

will not flourish under the shade of ti-ees,

while others are not affected by it. In almost
all of the latter class that I have examined,
the stomates are either wholly wanting on the

upper surface of the leaf, or they are compar-
atively v cry few in number. Whare tlie sto-

mates are numerous on the upper sirle, they

may become choked by the hi;avy dripping

from tlie leaves of the tree ui wet weather;
and, evaporation being checked by its shade,

a similar effect is liable to be produced to
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that arising from the coat of oil or varnish

;

and [ am inclined to believe that this operates
as injuriously, or even more so than the ob-
struction of light, and other causes to which
the evil is more generally attributed.

To enable you to appreciate to the desired
extent the analogy existing between the res-

piration of vegetables and animals, a farther

examination of the structure of the leaf will

be necessary. By maceration, or soaking in

water for a few weeks, the deconqiosition of
the softer, cellular portion of the leaf is effect-

ed, the skin readily separates, and the pulpy
portion occupying the interstices of the veins
may be removed by careful washing, leaving
the latter entire—they being, in consequence
of the greater strength and i-igidity of their

tcxtm-e, less liable to decay than the other
p;u-ts. In this manner the beautiful prepara-
tions commonly called the skeletons of leaves
are obtained ; and if the maceration be con-
tinued a little longer, the net-work of veins
(at first sight appai-ently simple or consisting

of a single series only) divides into two, pre-
cisely corresponding with each other, as

shown in figure 5. [See next page.]
This curious structure is perhaps more

readily ascertainable in the leaf of the com-
mon holly than in any other well-known plant,

the two sets of veins being less fii-mly attached

than in leaves of thinner substance ; but ex-

amples of their partial separation may be met
with in raoAt damp woods in the spring, among

the strata ofdead and decaying leaves

that then cover the ground. Now, by
cutting the stalk of any leaf trans-

veisely, and examining the section

with a magnifying-glass,you may dis-

cern the origin of these veins in two
or more masses of fibre ; and by
caiefully cutting through the leaf-

stalk, and the stem or branch on

which it grows, lengthwise, you may,
with the assistance of your glass,

trace the connection of one portion

of tlie fibre—namely, that which
bi'auches out mto the upper net-

work of veins—with the woody
sheath that encompasses the pith:

the other portion, the origin of the

lower net-work, passes downwartl
into the "liber," or inner substance

of the bark.

This disposition is precisely accordant with

the supposed functions of the leaf as an organ

of respiration. The sap rises through the

woody tubes that sunound the pith, forming

what is technically called the medullary

sheath ; and these tubes, branching out into

the delicate veins of the upper surliice of the

leaf, ex})ose it to the action of the air admitted

through the medium of the stomates into the

mtenial cavities before described. Whatever
may be the inture of this action, which is

probably chemical, the properties of the sap
are altogether changed by it. From a fluid

of comparatively simple character it becomes
the depository, in different vegetables, of va-

rious proximate principles, of the most com-
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plex combinations and energetic qualities ; I

all, indeed, that is hurtful as poison, useful as

medicine, valuable in the arts, applicable as

food, or otherwise capable of being rendered

subservient to human economy, is more or
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A SUBSCKIBER LOST.

A SOURCE of very particular satisfaction to every true spirited conductor of a
periodical, must be the belief that its patrons take it for the sake of reading it

—and yet more, that the more they read it the more interested they become ia

the pursuit it is intended to illustrate and improve. Deeply should we regret to

think that The Farmers' Library was valued only for the money it may enable a

subscriber to make, by a practical application ofsome useful recipe, or of some new
machine or manure. We have been fondly persuading ourselves that those who
take it entertain more enlarged views of their profession, and feel the obligation

to become acquainted, not only with the properties and culture of the staples of

their own farm, but, that as cultivated men, proud of their calling, they would
like to be informed in all the branches of it— both in its practice and its literature

:

that every gentleman farmer would like, for instance, to have a general ac-

quaintance, at least, with the productions of all the States of his own country,

and the nature of the fertilizers and other means employed in their cultivation.

How, for example, would any father like to have his son, if asked in Europe

what the agricultural staples of South Carolina, or of Maine, or Vermont, an-

swer *' I don't know ! My business has been raising cattle, and I have never

known or inquired whether rice will flourish on uplands, or sheep get the rot on

low lands !" Would it follow, because a gentleman cultivates land of virgin and
inexhaustible fertility, that therefore he should be content to be ignorant of the

action, composition, and tfTects of poicdrelte or of bone manure ? We confess to

not much pleasure in laboring for the amusement or benefit of men of such con-

tracted views. True, every honest man must work for his bread, but we take

pride in working, with more heart, for higher objects ; and while it is highly

gratifying to know that with a steadily increasing list of subscrih":rs, veryfew
have withdrawn ; yet we can hardly hope to retam those who may be so easily

lost as the writer of what follows—most respectfully be it said:

" I have read the numbers with some care, and am satisfied that thoy do not, for nianj
reasons suit the farming interest of South Alabama ; we have too much good tcood land here
which can be purchased for $1 25 per acre, to cave much about what virtue there is in
bone manure,''^ &c.

According to the above, we might infer that they only wish to be informed
about the best mode of clearing and grubbing new land !

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE COTTON TRADE.
CROP. 1846. 1847.

New-Oi-leans 1,037, 141 705,!)7a
Mobile 421,9G6 323,462
Florida 141,184 127,852
Texas 27,008 8,317
Georgia 194,911 242,789
South Carolina 251,405 350,200
North Carolina 10,637 6,061

CROP. 1846. 1S47.
Virginia i;!,282 13,991
Received overland 3,000

Total 2,100,537 1,778,651
1,778,651

Decrease this year 321,

EXPORTS. 1846. 1847.
To Great Britain 1,102,369 830.909
.. ]?'i-ance 339,703 241,486
.. Nonli of Europo 86,692 7.')'cS9

-. Oilier foreiy;n ports 118,028 93,138

Total 1,666,792 l,24fi222

Showing a decreaso of 271,460 balee to Great Britain, 118,217 to France, 11,003 to North
(479)
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of Europe, and 24,r!00 to other foreign ports, making the total decrease in tlie exports for the

year ending Sc[)toniljer 1, 4t!5,570 bales.

I'he quantity taken tor home use during the year amounted to 427,967 bales, being

4,900 bales more than last year.

The quantity of new cotton received at the shipping ports up to the 1st of September
amoimted to 1,121 bales, against about 200 bales last year.

GROWTH.
Total Crop of Bale.=.

1827-8 712,000

1828-9 857,744

1829-30 976,845

1830-1 1,038,848

1831-2 987,477

Total Crop of Bales.

1832-3 1,070,438
1833-4 1,205,394

1834-5 1,254,358

1835-6 1,360,725

1836-7 1.422,930

Total Crop of Bales.

1837-8 1,801,497

1838-9 1,360,532
1839-40 2,177,835
1840-1 1,634,945
1841-2 1,683,-574

Total Crop of Bales.

1842-3 2,378,875
1843-4 2,030,409
1844-5 2.394.503
1845-6 2,100,537
1846-7 1,778,651

Barrel Making.—The Oswego Times estimates that S260,000vvill be paid out this year by the

Oswego millers for barrels, the number being from 600,000 to 800,000. The barrels are principally

made bv machinery, and the Times says in the shop of Mr. Wentworlh, his staves are cut and
dressed by machinery, propelled by a steam-engine. The staves are cut from the block at the

rate of 8000 a day. The steaming process is done by the steam from the engine. After the staves

are cut, they are sawed by two buss saws, all of one length, and then dressed and jointed in a very

expeditious manner on a large wheel, into which knives are inserted. The stave is then fit for

iise. Six men will cut and dress 8000 in a day. In another shop the barrels are put together.

The establishment turns out from 1000 to 1500 barrels weekly, and gives employment to about 35

workmen.

^^ Mr. Randall's Letters on " Sheep Husbandry in the South " will be continued in

our next issue.

PRICES CURRENT.
{^Corrected, October 23, /or the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.l

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '47 .qp 100 ffi. 6

Pearls,lst sort, '47 8

BEESWAX—Americim Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. •F IB.-- —

SpCTOl —
COTTON—From ^ ID. —
COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... —
CORDAGE—American ^ lU. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,Fy. —

Sheclings —
FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, new, bbl. 6

Oswego, new 6

Micbigon, new 6

Ohio, new 6

Ohio, Round Hoop —
Ohio, via New-Orleans —
Pennsylvania —
Brandywine 6

Georgetown 6
Baltimore City Mills 6

Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country 6

Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 6

Rye Flour 5

Com Meal. Western and State. . . 3

Corn Meal, .lerspy and Brandywine 3

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush. 1

Wheat. Rod and mixed 1

Rye, Northern —
Com, Jersey and Northern yel... —
Com, Southern, yellow —
Corn, Western, yellow —
Oats, Northern —
Oats. Southern, new —

HAY—North River in hales, ^100 m —
IlEMP—American, dew-rotted . . tonl40

•• " water-rotted 200

HOPS—1847 —
n;,ON—-American Pii:, No 1 35

" Common 27
I,T!^IE—Tiioina'?ton qp hbl. —
LUMBER-Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35

iiosrfls, Kaslcni Pine —
Board 6, Alhanv Pine ^']>ce. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Pine, f M. ft... 27
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THE STATE OF NEW-YORK:

ITS EXTENT AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, WITH OTHER STATISTICS, AND
EDITORIAL REFLECTIONS SUGGESTED BY A VIEW OF THEM.

Here, again, it may be alleged that there is nothing " practical "—by which

is usually meant, nothing exactly and directly money-making—in the knowledge

to be derived from a view of such facts as these ; yet what intelligent reader,

imbued with a spark of that State pride which is the beginning of patriotism,

does not wish that provision could be made for ascertaining, in like manner, the

resources and productive power of the State to which he belongs ? What young

lad should leave school, indeed, without having even there become familiar with

such facts, as far as the means exist for learning them ? How much more
" practical," even, would it be to be made thus acquainted with the sources of

wealth existing in every part of his own country ; and how much in each State is

the aggregate amount, and average acreable produce of all its great staples, than

to be learning, parrot-like, by rote, the speeches of savage or civilized warriors be-

fore or since the Flood, as they are taught in our country schools ? How—yet more

emphatically may we demand—can enlightened legislation be enacted for any

State, without such knowledge of her natural and artificial capabilities, and the

progress making for their development ? Alas ! in the scuffles of party for power,

and the watchfulness of demagogues who stand ready to use it, when acquired,

for selfish and party ends, the great, substantial interests of the community, and

all the great and legitimate purposes of enlightened government, are too often

lost sight of.

In Hunt's invaluable Magazine, where the facts contained in the Census of

the Federal and State Governments have been clearly tabularized, it is well said

in some preliminary remarks that " the earth is the fruitful mother of the

other great industrial interests of the State ; and the products of Agriculture fur-

nish the manufactures with the raw material out of which the skill and indus-

try of the artisan produce the ' goods, wares and merchandise ' that supply

Commerce with its commodities of traffic and transport."

From the United States in 1840, the agricultural exports amounted in value to

$78,673,515, while that of all besides, united—of the sea, the forests, wood in

all shapes, as staves, masts and spars ; naval stores, pot and pearl ashes, and

manufactures of every kind—in short, the produce of every other branch of in-

dustry—amounted only to .^22,408,378, being about $A of national wealth pro-

duced by the plow, to $1 from all other employments. Yet who ever heard of

(529) 16
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any special legislation for the benefit of t!ie farmer? Even madder for the manu-
facturer, which might so easily be produced in many of our States under a small

duty, is let in a manner to benefit the landlords of the half starved la-

borers of Europe who work for nothing, and are then, generally, not half as well

fed, clothed or housed as the slaves of the United States. We have munificent

and well bestowed national expenditures for instruction in the use of ^ire-arms,

but who ever hears of our Government providing for instruction in the use of the

arms and implements of husbandry ? Now let us suppose that in New-York, at

Hyde-park or elsewhere, removed from the interruptions, the temptations and

seductions of a large city, New-York had possessed for an equal time a school

with its buildings. Professors, apparatus, and repositories, and libraries, to rear

up and send forth instructors over the country, in all the principles of Agricul-

ture ; may we not suppose that it would have added as much to the agricultural

capabilities of the country as the West Point Academy has added to the efficiency

of our Army, in the practice of war ? Alas ! the day is yet too distant "vsrhen her

farmers will have the discernment to perceive, combined with the spirit to de-

mand, the former as being at least as necessary and useful as the latter. But

let us proceed, and we shall see the interest at stake and the ground that land-

holders have to insist that Agriculture shall occupy the foremost instead of the

rear rank among objects of Government care.

The area of New-York is 29,220,936 acres ; population 2,604,495, springing,

with additions by immigration, from only 100,000 in 1749. Of this amazing

increase, 1,000,000 has accrued in the last 25 years ; and much of the impetus

under which this increase has taken place flows from the internal icorks that

connect her great Atlantic emporium, with the lakes and canals of the growing

West. How much will that impetus be augmented when the Ej-ie Railroad

shall have been completed ? There are some striking facts that here present

themselves for the contemplation of legislators, or rather of statesmen—for un-

fortunately these are by no means convertible terms. When the first regular

Census was taken in 1790, the population of Virginia was 748,308 ; that of New-

York only 340,120. In a race of twenty years, which is but a " brush " in the

race of States, New-York had already lapped her, having in 1810 gone up to

959,049, while Virginia stood at 974,622. In the next twenty, after she began

to wax fat and grow strong in the enjoyment of her internal improvement policy,

without any aid from Hercules, (though she called on him,) she beat the Old

Dominion by more than a million! Virginia standing, in 1840, at 1,239,797;

New-York 2,428,921—since which she has added nearly 200,000 more, besides

doin<T much toward colonizing Michigan and other Western States. To how

many States might be applied the remarks of Hon. J. R. Poinsett, of South

Carolina, where, contrasting the condition of Flanders and Sicily, from personal

observation, he says: " In Flanders the whole country bears the impression of

the vivifying industry and zealous enterprise of the people. It is traversed in

every direction, by lines of easy communication, furnished with manufactures in

every town and every hamlet, to work up the product of its agricultural indus-

try, providing the farmer with an abundant home market, while affording em-

ployment to a large portion of the population ; wasting nothing, but working up

and extracting valuable materials, which are considered in some countries as

worthless refuse. Whereas, Sicily, with its fine climate and fruitful soil, bears

the impress of slothfulness and neglect. No roads, no canals, none but the

coarsest manufactures, the land carelessly tilled, and yielding a scanty subsist-
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ence to the laborer."—But what, says the impatient " practical man," has this to

do with Agriculture ? Why, 07ili/ihat it shows how Agriculture thrives and sub-

sistence is augmented, and with it population, when roads and canals provide easy

transportation to market, and save for direct production the labor that had been em-

ployed in exchanging. The saying is imputed, we believe, to the late Nathaniel

Macon, that he would not like to live in a State where the population was so dense

that any farmer could " hear his neighbor's dog bark ;" and we can believe it, as

he once told us himself that he would not live where there was a laro against dogs !

" Each of my negroes keeps one, and I keep thirteen," said he. But where would

this country have been if all had been, like him, advocates of the stand-still policy ?

Hence has it, in part, happened with his State, North Carolina, that with an area

of 26,832,960 acres, within a fraction of New-York, she has only one-third the

population ; and (speaking of dog laws) she has 538,279 sheep against 5,118,777

in New-York—so stood the account in 1840. New-York had, two years since,

increased her flocks to 5,443,855. How much has North Carolina increased hers

in the same time, with every negro his dog, and every master his thirteen ?

New-York clipped, in 1845, of wool, 13,864,828 lbs., which at 33 cents a pound

was worth $4, 621,602 ! ! Let us here ask, as not inapposite 1o the subject in

hand, how many farmers in North Carolina have read the very able and conclu-

sive letters by H. S. Kandall, now appearing in The Farmers' Library, demon'

strative of the resources and capacity of the Soutiiern States for successful Sheep

Husbandry ? We pray you, reader, is there not something of a " practical " as-

pect in this view of the question ? But again, as to the practical advantages of

a populous over a sparsely settled State, if each enjoyed an isolated, independ-

ent existence, not united under one government, with power according to popu-

lation, we are not sure that we, too, would not prefer for personal comfort a thin

settlement, where one could barely hear the shrill note of his next neighbor's old

gander in a clear, frosty night, or just see the smoke from his chimney rising over

intervening woods and hills at daylight in the morning. But be it remembered

that ours is a ^at/;-manufacturing country, and more than half the year is spent in

making new laws and tinkering those that are not yet old ; and when the conflict

of local interests and local policy, likely, unfortunately, to be more and more invet-

erate—^when that comes on in the halls of legislation, does not population tell?

Besides, the law of Nature is that with prosperous and increasing population, all

industries thrive, all arts improve, and the sources of comfort and happiness

multiply.

But we are rambling into views of the subject of political power and resources,

which we did not here propose to touch ; nevertheless, we have it ia contempla-

tion to give, as far as materials offer, similar sketches of the agricultural condi-

tion of all the States, as they will present facts connected with the husbandry

and politico-agricultural power of each, with which every young man ought to

he familiar ; and we shall persist in writing for them, whether their fathers

choose, or not, to let them see what we offer. In fact^ we mean (thanks to the

liberality of our Publishers, and our abundance of materials !) to present such

matter for the benefit and instruction of the rising school of American husband-

men, as must force its own way, whether channels are opened for it or not.

—

Those who don't take The Faiimkrs' Library now, will have to go back for it

by-and-by, v/hon the amount will tell, besides losing the benefit in the mean
time for themselves and their sons. But preliminary to an exhibition of the

agricultural resources and products of the State of New-York, it occurs to us to

make one other reoiark, for the benefit of those of the stand-still school, who
(531)
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would contend that there is no room to hope for material advancement in Agri-

culture. Let us look at these averages, and compare that of even the highest

in any county in the State—Monroe, 195 bushels of wheat—with what it has

been proved can be made ; and so of other crops. The average of the whole

State, it will be seen, is under 14 of wheat, 26 of oats, and 25 of Indian corn.

—

Now it has been seen, in the last number of The Farmers' Library, in a letter

to the Editor from the efficient Secretary of the State Society, that Charles W.
Eels, of Oneida County, " without any extraordinary application of manure,"

made 123| bushels of corn to the acre ; that Daniel Short, of Ontario, made 60

bushels of wheat to the acre, by weight ; and that W. C. Burrett made of oats

102 bushels to the acre, by weight. In England, the average produce of wheat

is 25 to the acre, instead of 17 in 1821, and less than 10 a century ago. And

how, reader, do you suppose it has been accomplished ? According to the most

distinguished men in the kingdom—tenant farmers as well as landlords—it has

been brouo^ht about by a more thorough knowledge of the principles on which

success in Agriculture, as in every other art in the world, depends I But do you

expect Congress to do anything for diffusing light upon the poor, humble business

which is made to prosper by a better knowledge of the component parts of the

soil, and of manures, and of plants—of geology, of physiology and entomology,

or any other art except gun and pistol and sword-ology ? Not they ! Our be-

neficent Government, established by " we the people" for the people's good, has

no power of action for the benefit of the hread-making art, or the art of making

suo-ar, or rice, or cotton. True, the Government has exercised the power to

analyze cotton—nol in its agricultural or any other relations, but to see whether

it might not take the place of that " villainous compound," gunpowder ! True,

they do exercise the power of establishing a bureau or university for the dissem-

ination of agricultural knowledge—but only in a sneaking, left-handed way. In

certain pigeon-holes of a subordinate Bureau of the State Department, labeled

Hoo-s—Sheep—Dairy—PotatoRot—Bees—Indigo—Broccoli—Bene Plant—Hemp

—Hay—Onions, &c. &c., scraps are collected, and letters filed, which once a

year are made up into books, to be given away by Members of Congress to fa-

vored constituents ; and this it is which takes the place of Washington's "Agri-

cultural Department," and passes at home, and unfortunately abroad, for our na-

tional patronage of the great art and busmess of American Agriculture—our na-

tional exposition of the condition and resources of the landed interest of this great

and growing country—such a Report as Lyford, of Baltimore, would cut out and

more lucidly make up in a month, from the exchange papers of any daily paper.

Why not, as they do swallow the principle, take hold of the subject at once, in

a manner worthy of its dignity, and its transcendent importance—paramount as

it is, and as it deserves to stand before all others ? Why not, while they are ex-

pending the public money for disseminating knowledge, (for if it be not for that,

for what is it 1) at once establish an institution like that at West Point, for rearing

up instructors, who shall, go forth, throughout the State, to spread far and wide a

knowledge of chemistry, geology, botany, physiology, and mechanical philoso-

phy, as connected with that art which forms the business of four-fifths of the

people, and which feeds all classes?

1. Slatistics of Wheat, Rye and Oats.

No. of acres of oats sown 1,026,915

No. of bushels of oats harvested 26,323,051

Average No. of bushels per acre ^ 26

Acres of improved land in the State.. 11,737.276

No. of acres of n-heat sown 1,013,665

No. of acres of wheat harvested 998,233

auantity of wheat raised bushels 13,391,770

Average No. of bushels per acre 14

No. of acres of rye sown 317,099

No. of bushels of rye harvested 2,966,322

(532) Average No. of bushels of rye per acre.
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2. Corn, Potatoes, Peas and Beans.

No. of acres oicorn sown 595,13-1

No. of bushels of corn harvested 14,Ti;'2,114

Average No. of bushels per acre '~5

No. of acres of potatoes 25."),7C0

Quantity of potatoes raised -23,653,418

Average No. of bushels per acre 90

No. of acres of peas under cultivation 117,379
No. of bushels of peas raised 1,761,503

Average No. of bushels per acre 15
No. of acres of beans 16,231

Cluantity of beans raised 162,187
Average No. of bushels per acre 10

3. Barley, Btictivheat, Turnips and Flax.

No. of acres o( turnips cultivated 15,322
Quantity of turnips raised 1,350,332

Average No. of bushels per acre 88
No. of acres oijlax cultivated 46,089

No. of pounds of Hax raised. .
.' 2,897,062

Average No. of pounds per acre . 100

No. ofacres of barley cultivated 192,504

Quantity barley raised preceding yr. 3,108,705

Average No. of bushels per acre 16

No. of acres of buckwheat 25.5,495

Quantity of buckwheat rai.sed 3,634,679

Average No. of bushels per acre 14

4. }\eat Cattle, Horses and Hogs—Butter and Cheese.

^o. oi neat cattle 2,072,330 I Pounds 6!(<<f/- made during the year. 79,501,733

No. of neat cattle under 1 year old .. 334,456 |
Pounds cheese made during the year .36,744,976

No. of neat cattle over 1 year old 1,709,479 I No. of /ior«e.s 505,155

No. of cows milked 999,490
|
No. of hogs 1,584,344

5. Sheep, Wool, Fleeces—Agricultural Statistics.

No. oisheep 6,443,855

No. of sheep under 1 year old 1,870,728

No. of sheep over 1 year old 4,505,369

No. oifleeces 4,607,012

No. of pounds of wool 13,864,828

Average No. ofpounds per fleece ... 3

No. of farmers and agriculturists 253,292

Legal voters 539,379

Total population 2,604,495

Proportion of farmers and agriculturists 1 to 10

HOGS—BACON.

REMARKS ON VARIOUS BREEDS OF HOGS, AND HOW TO INSURE THE BEST BACON.

Homely subjects these, saitli the reader ; yet not to be despised in this utilita-

rian age of ours. Nay, the time was when even braivn, which, according to old

Sam, means boards-flesh, was reckoned a great delicacy ; nor v/as he altered or

slaughtered until all his faculties were fully developed, and age had imparted to

his flesh that firm consistency and high flavor which seem to have suited the

palate of our Saxon ancestors. An ancient writer of renown says :
" The proper

age of the boar is from two to five years old, at which time it is best to geld him

or sell him for hraicn ;" and Johnson de.lnes a brawner to be " a hoar killed for

the table."
' At Christmas time, be careful of your fame

;

See the old tenant's table be the same
;

Then, if you would, send up the brawner head

—

Sweet rosemary and bays around it spread."

We are, in fact, told that the boar's head soused, in the days of the peg and was-

sail (corrupted into pig and whistle), was the first dish on Christmas day, and was

carried up to the principal table in the hall with great state and solemnity. In

1170, (says Hollingshed,) Henry I., on the day of the young Prince's coronation,

served his son at the table, as sewer, or head waiting-man—bringing up the

boar's head, with trumpets before it, according to the fashion of that day. But

what changes do our tastes and habits undergo with the progress of wealth and

luxury ! What, we wonder, would have prevailed with the worthy and lament-

ed '* Ben Ford," of Baltimore, to place a live-year old boar's head at the head of

one of his dinner tables? Why, his very bones would turn in his grave at the

bare thought of it. Alas, poor Ben ! shall your name be written in such connec-

tion, without one line of grateful tribute to you and to your old contemporary,

Chamillon, the French cook, from the pen of one for whom you so often and so
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well cooked and served up the good things of this life, though he be now among

the poorest of your friends ? As great artistes ia your lines respectively, who
denies your genius ?

" The cook and sewer encb his talent tries
;

r

In various figures scenes of dishes rise."

If, indeed, honor arise from well acting our parts, who better performed his part,

or who was better pleased to serve the " quality," than Ben ? How many of the

"old set" will agree with us that we could better have spared many a whiter

man 1 For one, we hope never to be ashamed to do justice to honesty and ex-

cellence, displayed by whatever color, in whatever sphere of life.

As, however, returning to our subject, wo have no ambition to taste head or

tail of a five-year old brawner, we come down to later times, and, as the reader

will agree, to better eating.

We have now been residing in New-York, noleris volcns, since the day, memo-

rable in the annals of the turf, when Peytona beat Fashion, the latter being out

of condition, in two straight heats of four miles ; and we can safely say that, in

all that time, we have never seen a real red, juicy, right-sized, well-shaped, high-

flavored, properly smoked, corn-fed Aa?«—neither too salt nor too fresh, but just

the right thing !—one of which it might be truly said, " the nearer the bone, the

sweeter the meat"—such as one meets with, almost universally, on the tables

of the respectable middling farmers in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Ken-

tucky, and, we suppose, Tennessee—and especially, if we must say it, according

to our personal experience, those ofMontgomery County, Maryland, where hams

possess an indefinable richness, ifwe may so say—a leetlc better than is generally

to be met with even in the States named, where bad bacon is as rarely to be

found as a really high-flavored, choice ham north of the Hudson.

Reared in the country, and in the very region of persimons, acorns, beech-

nuts, and hickory-nuts, and chestnuts, and Indian corn—where hogs run and root,

enjoying, by universal suffrage, the " largest liberty," until they are " put up" in

October to be fattened—we may, without presumption, undertake to tell the how

of good bacon, and the ichy it is that he who would have it of a quality that

prompts you to scrape the bone for the last particle to be got of an old ham, may

never expect to meet with it, except by purchase, either from Westphalia, or

from the region of Indian corn, large farms and open ranges in our own country.

In what we have here undertaken, the obvious course would be to descant some-

what on the various breeds of hogs, as on this the size of the animal and his hab-

its, his physical capacity, the quality of his meat depend. Some, especially thr

laro-e breeds, have thick skins and a coarse grain of meat, while others have thin

skins, with a more delicate and juicy fibre. Of this last description we should

be disposed to rank the Spanish black hog, such as was introduced more than

twenty-five years ago, by that " fine old Commodore" and natural gentleman.

Commodore Chaunccy—Tis a great number of very valuable things, indeed, were

introduced, about that time, by our old officers of the Navy ; many more than

the public have any idea of now, but of which, being at the time, more than'

any one else, personally cognizant, it will be our grateful pleasure, some of these

days, to render an account.

The Spanish hog brought by Commodore Chauncey was, if we mistake not

(the original or the progeny), presented to the late Robert Smith, formerly Sec-

retary of the Navy, and President of the Maryland State Agricultural Society,

and, in all places and positions, the gallant and accomplished gentleman. In

England they reckon not less than twenty breeds, or breeds under twenty names.
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For a hog to make good bacon, we should certainly not go, for instance, to

Boston for the breed of Amos Wood's sow, that weighed alive in 1819 only 1106

pounds, having gained 510 pounds in 365 days. Yet Agricultural Societies con-

tinue to offer premiums for large hogs, as if they expected thereby to develop

some new principle in swine-ology. For those who go for weight, it may be

proper to add that Mr. Wood gave his sow a salt fish, and the water in which

it was boiled, once a week. Buffo?i mentions a hog killed in England which
weighed 853 pounds ; Sotmini, his commentator, another, killed in France,

which weighed 990 ; and Mr. Jefferson, in his notes, mentions one killed in

Virginia that reached the enormous weight of 1200 pounds.

But, on reflection, we must defer to a more convenient season our observa-

tions on the breed and management of hogs, as it would, of itself, make a pa-

per for all the space we can spare. Moreover, it is now too late to give ad-

vice as to breeds ; for the time is nearly at habd for the farmer to kill such

as he has; and for those who put up their own meat to buy the best they can

get. Our own impression is, however, that among the best breeds ever im-

ported for the region of good bacon, before described, were the hogs sent to

this country by a Mr. Wright, an English farmer, to Mr. Skinner, then Editor

of the American Farmer. They were a long, well proportioned, neatly formed,

black hog—if anything, rather large. They got into great repute in Virginia,

and were there called the "Skinner breed," in the neighborhood of Ptichmond,

on the James River. Mr. George Patterson, of Springfield, is said to have im-

proved them—it may be after some degeneracy from the original stock—by a ju-

dicious cross. He has at present a large number of most beautiful, symmetrical

little Berkshires—alike, some two or three dozen of them, in shape and size, as

so many peas from the same pod ; and would make a most attractive pen, and
carry off premiums at a cattle-show, with those who go for fat, pretty things

;

but he condemns them as being too small, weak on the loin, and bad breeders.

They have fallen into general disfavor in the South. But of all hogs that have
come within our knowledge, from abroad, none have been altogether equal, in

all points, to the famous ^'Parkinson hog," which was landed in Alexandria in

1800, and which, it is said, were sent a present to General Washington, but were,

it is said, by Parkinson taken to himself by a 7nisappropriation ! They were re-

m3irks.h[Y square-built hogs, with broad backs, round bodies, rather small legs of

middling length ; built up in the body on the model of the Bakewell sheep ; black

and white spotted, with a slight predominance of white, and of middling size ; nei-

ther too short-legged nor too fat to travel in search of the natural food, without
which no good bacon can be had. If any one yet has this breed in anything like

its original excellence, we sliould like to know who; but of this we have little

hope, since that most observant and sagacious grazier we have ever known, the

late William Steenbergen, of the valley of Virginia, told us twenty-six years ago,

and twenty years after the importation, that he considered them the most perfect

animals he had ever seen ; and that their first cross on our native hogs was
equally perfect ; but that, after breeding in and in, they degenerated into a char-

acter vastly inferior to either of the original kinds. If any man's agricultural

sayings deserved to take the force of axioms, his did.*

* Since writing ibe above, we have aeon a bog very nearly resembling the old Parkinson, in the sty of
Mr. Lewis Morris, near Fordham, in Westchester Co. IJig ^^s wero farrowed in March, and he expects
them to net 17r> po.iuds at Christmas. 'ITiey are fed on corn, and Kard corn at that—the Yellow Dutton.

[Ed. Farm. lib.
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It is in this same way that, with very, very few exceptions, all improved im-

ported animals—Berkshire hogs among the rest—have degenerated. Those

—

the few—who have the spirit to buy, commonly get but a pair, and go on breed-

ing without recourse occasionally to other families and prime individuals of the

same breed ; and hence the inevitable consequence, deterioration. If here we
refer again to the example of Mr. Patterson, of Springfield, as effectually avoid-

ing this error in breeding his Devon and other stock, it is because it is our hound-

en duty to hold up the example of men who have the sagacity to comprehend

what is necessary, and the spirit to carry it out. Liberal as was the supply of

jNorth Devons originally sent to this country by Mr. Cooke to Mr. Patterson's

father, if he had gone on breeding, as Mr. Caton did, from the same stock, with-

out having recourse, as Mr. P. does, every two or three years, to the best to be

had in England, the Devon stock would by this day have been degenerated and

condemned. Instead of which, we very lately saw 26 Devon cows and heifers

in one lot, with an imported bull, the like of which for beauty, considering the

number—for form, color and size, are not elsewhere to be seen in the United

States, if in England. In respect of the breed of hogs best adapted to good bacon,

let us quote the opinion of a much esteemed and judicious friend, Evan Thomas,

of Baltimore :
'• I may also add that much of the reputation of Maryland and

Virginia hams is owing to the breed of hogs, a mixture of the European and

African races. The small bone, thin skin and high flavor are derived from the

latter. A cross with the Chinese has produced a disposition to take on more

flesh." But we must try back if we would " save our bacon."

To have the best hams, then, it is indispensable to have hogs corn-fed, and not

too large ; we should say from 120 to not exceeding 160. The disposition of the

fat when not frozen will afford a pretty good criterion for those who have to buy

their hogs, which is usually done some time in December. The fat should be

hard, and crack about the kidneys into small squares, like beef suet. Eschew

such whose fat is more tenacious, inclined to transparency, adhering to the fin-

gers, and bearing the complexion of lard. The lard of corn-fed pork, when tried>

on getting cold, becomes hard and white. We incline to the opinion, however,

that if hogs have been left to run at large, and can be taken up in good condition,

as they are sometimes, even fat, from the mast, a much shorter period of corn-

feeding than is generally supposed will answer.

And here we may lay it down as a general principle, applicable in this case,

that when an animal is fattening to be killed, his life should be taken when he

gets at his best, without leaving him to fall off, either from want of appetite or

food, under the impression that he may be re-fatted. When the hog has got in

fine order on mast, and that is over, give him corn, or corn meal and clean water,

for two weeks, and then give him the knife. And this was the opinion more

than two centuries ago, when people knew much more of the practice of hus-

bandry than we are apt to suppose, only they did n't understand the reasons why,

as well as we are beginning to understand them ; and the better we do, the more

certain will be the results. Thus it was old Tusser's advice,

" Let hog, once fat,

Lose nothing!: of that

;

When mast is gone,

Hog falleth unon."

The general practice, however, is to corn-feed them for four, five, and even six

weeks ; and this may be best, but it certainly makes dear meat of it.

The flavor and texture of all kinds of meat is much more quickly changed than
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we are apt to imagine. A liighly respected correspondent once made to us the

following statement: "In the year 1770 I resided in New-Jersey, where it was

the custom to take great numbers of wild pigeons in spring-nets, by the assist-

ance of decoy pigeons. The ilesh of these birds, when first taken, is always very

dark, and most generally tough. I have seen more than 300 of them confined

and fed in a large corn-house, and in one week their flesh has not only become

tender, but as white as a well-fed chicken." It is well known that cattle fed

upon oil-cake cannot be immediately killed with advantage ; but, if kept from it

for two or three days, the oily taste is eflFectually removed. The late Gen. For-

mau, of Rose Hill, Maryland, once told us that the taste of garlic would pass out

of the flesh and very marrow of a bullock, if kept from it 24 hours before being

killed. We are, on the whole, disposed to think that two weeks' feeding on corn

would be sufljcient not only to divest the meat of any unacceptable flavor, but to

harden it—saying nothing of the saving to be thereby accomplished.

We will suppose, then, that you have your corn-fed hogs, that have attained

the proper consistence of flesh by wholesome exercise, and the peculiar flavor to

be derived from roaming in the woods and wallowing in the mud ;* and what
next ?

Cutting up.—On this point it is deemed proper to warn against the practice

of some in permitting the shoulder to be cut large, with some of the ribs at-

tached; because the shoulder requires three weeks to smoke, while the mid-

dlings need only two. The shoulder should therefore be cut as short as possible.

On the other hand, and on various points, we may here give the caution suggest-

ed by friend Thomas, who says: " It is proper here to mention that hams are

generally cut too short, causing a great loss of juice, both in curing and boiling.

The knife should be passed very near the kidneys, through what is called the

' small of the back.' There the vessels converge, and soon close up in drying."

Next, as lo salting. There is too much disposition to apply an over-dose, in

the fear of losing the meat, hut the saltness of meat depends more on time than

quantity. For every 1,000 pounds of meat, three pecks of salt, with one-third or

one-half pound of saltpetre, is suflTicient. It will be better to mix equal quanti-

ties of Liverpool and ground alum salt, for in very soft weather the Liverpool

will run oft" almost too quickly, while in dry, cold weather the alum is too slow

to do its office within the proper time. This composition should be well rubbed

on on both sides, and then sprinkled thickly on the cut surface of the meat. There

is no danger of oversalting from quantity ; it is length of time that has that

efi'ect ; but a larger quantity would be wasted : and let every farmer and house-

wife remember that " every little makes a mickle." The meat should now be

laid m good casks—the hams first, skin downward, and then the shoulders,

chines, jowls, spare-ribs, &c.

In two weeks the casks are to be emptied, and all but hams and shoulders re-

moved, being salted sufficiently ; while those larger pieces, the hams and shoul-

ders, are to be re-packed, putting those which seem the least salted lowest among
the brine. A change of position is necessary, for the pressure is so great that the

brine will not press equally through the meat, if it is not once thus turned and

shifted. Some deem a tight vessel for catching the brine unnecessary, if not in-

jurious. In that case there is not the less necessity to shift the meat and re-

sprinkle salt, if so placed as that the superincumbent weight is considerable.

—

The late Jacob Gibson, of Talbot County, famous for his good bacon as for some

* Hence, in Maryland called a " mud-lark "—ham or shoulder, the wing of a mud-lark.
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Other remarkable things, bored holes in the bottom of his meat-casks to let the

brine run off". Tiiree weeks is sufiicient for the shoulders, and four for the hams

to remain in salt. Every piece of meat, on being taken from the salt, should be

cleanly washed by dipping a cloth in clean hot water, and washing off the salt

brine and dirt.

On the use of sugar, there is much difference of opinion and practice ; as in

France about dressing salad, every company is divided into factions. There is

the faction of the three and the faction of the five parts of oil to one of vinegar ;

and, according to the strength of these factions at dinner, the dressing is pre-

pared by a member of the one or the other : and these factions, it must be ad-

mitted, have the public weal about as much at heart as so77ie others that serve

to keep States in agitation. Our own persuasion is, after much inquiry and some

experience, that sugar is altogether superfluous ; and we have known very ob-

servant managers not only omit the use of it, as we believe the majority do, but

some contend that it may even be prejudicial. We will here give the solicited

suggestions of our friend, Evan Thomas, whose letter has been already quoted :

" The hams being neatly trimmed, insert a string through the tipper or broad end ; then

nib the outside and edges well with fine salt. Two heaped tea-spoonsfuU of a mixtm-e of

finely powdered saltpetre and pure red pepper should be spread over each liam, on the iimer

or fleshy side, and pressed well in with a broad table or butcher's knife. Let them lie 3 or

4 hours, to imbibe the mixture ; then spread on each ham six ounces of coarse brown sugar,

aad finally cover them with salt. Pack them closely in boxes or tubs that will j)ermit the

drippings to pass off freely. Take care to cover every bare spot with salt. Let them lie 20

or 21 days ; if very large, a little more sugar and saltpetre mixture may be added, and they

may remain 4 or 5 days longer iu salt.

General Remarks.—The hogs when killed should be hung up to cool, but on no account

be permitted to freeze. When frozen, let them be perfectly thawed before the salt is ap-

plied. When hung up in the smoke-house, let no open fire he kindled in moist or rainy

weather. I use a small sheet-iron stove, in which a little fire may be put every day—suffi-

cient to keep a dry atmosphere, and prevent mould on the meat. In dry, clear weather, a

email hickory fire may be made ouce in 5 or 6 days. In fiue, moderate weather, let a free

current of air pass through the house. 'When sufficiently cm-ed, before the insects appear,

put them in paper bags and hang them up.

N. B.—I would recommend the salt to be rolled or pounded fine."

To the above we will now append the observations with which we were fa-

vored for the American Farmer, more than twenty-eight years ago, before any

other agricultural paper came into existence, by the late Dr. Wilkins, of Balti-

more—a man as remarkable for closeness of observation as for the soundness

both of his judgment and his bacon—on the use of sugar and saltpetre :

" It will be perceived that I have
I

sapid flavor of common salt, while the beauti-

not mentioned the article sugar, so much es-
|

ful red color is highly pleasing to the eye. It

likewise interferes with the salt, and prevents

too large a quantity from being absorbed, and
thus preserves the meat irom that hardness

which bacon acquires when this article is left

out. Hickory ashes I am told answer nearly

all the good purposes of saltpetre." . .

" A small chimney in brick houses, on a

corner of the wall, may bo useful to let out

the smoke, but 7io holes in the wall to admit

a ray of light. Some chips and a few billets

of hickory make the best smoke—theso v^nll

also keep' the house warm, which is very im-

ijortaut ; for if the smoke-house is cold, as will

Ijc the case when the smoke is earned by a

teemed by mauy. Ten years' experience

with it, and ten years' experience without it,

have fully corrected my judgment on this arti-

cle. If any person will try two parcels, one

with and the other without sugar, he will find

the following result: That his bacon cured

witli sugar will be deprived of the fine red

color two months longer for that addition

;

therefore it is cerUiin that it interferes with

the saltpetre, and, if the saltpetre is of any

eervice, the sugar prevents that, and I pre-

sume it adds nothing to compensate.
" The fi-esli, mawkish ta.ste of the saltpetre

is admirablv adapted to temper the excessive
(538)"
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Hue from a lowor story or annthcr house, all

our former care will be lost—a dam p will settle

0)1 the bacon, and it will have a bitter flavor.

" Mr. A , of Baltimore, taught me never

to m?.ko a smoke iii damp weathar—a prac-

tice so much followed; for, as he observed,

his meat gained no color, but got a bad tasle.

I am satislied he was correct ; and he had
large experience, as he followed smoking for

gain. One good fire pei' diem will smoke the

pieces exactly in the same thnes they were
salted, viz. hams 4 weeks, shoulders 3 weeks,
other pieces 2 weeks. When the bacon is

smoked and all returned to the smoke-house,
a floor, if not laid before, should now be laid

on the joist ; by this means rats wdl be pre-

vented from descending on the bacon, and the

fieat of the sun will bo moderated, so that the

bacon will not drip in sunnner heats. Dark-
ness and coolness ai'e necessaiy to preserve

the bacon from flies ; it luay there hang in

perfect safety till wanted. But a prudent
housekeeper will inspect his meat in May and
June, and then he will see the quality of bis

meat ; that which is not corn-fed will crack
and offer places of deposit for skippers, v.-liich

should bo filled up with ashes;, and, if any
are already deposited, let the ashes bo taken
out of the hearth as hot as fire, and put in.

—

The meat that is corn-fed w.ill be close all

around the cut. A ham of the first kind will

shrink in boiling, and cut but a poor figure ou
the table, while the latter will swell to round-
ness, and overlook the dish—will look as

proud, if not as warlike, as .luvenal's lobster.

When the sharp cai-ver enters the cover, tho
essence will flow in a stream and fill the

whole dish—a most delightful sauce ! Such
a dish, with boiled poultry and savoys, though
often repeated, never loses its relish with the

laborious husbanthnan, and he seldom thinks
of any other to set before his jruest."

Thus, then, reader, we have told you what is necessary, as far as depends on

yourself, to have hams such as we will venture to say the Queen of England

never saw, of her own curing. The next thing to be attended to is, how to pre-

serve them from flies and skippers ; and, hnally, hoiv to cook them. But we are

pressed for room, and it is time enough for that before your meat is smoked.

It shall not be forgotten. In the mean time, however, a few more last words in

Vindication of the Rights of the Housewife !—On this head we may repeat

that, while we shall ever claim from the ladies the performance of duties prop-

erly within their province, we shall as studiously resist the imposition of bur-

dens which are alike incompatible with their position in the domestic circle,

and the delicacy of their constitution. We mean then to say that the superin-

tendence of the cutting up, and salting, and smoking the meat for the year's

family consumption, docs not properly belong to the lady of the house ; although

we know that, time immemorial, this task has been, in many neighborhoods,

imposed on them. It is a heavy, coarse, laborious operation, which ought to

be done under the eye of the master. It is his duty to prepare everything for

the hands of the cook, and it is not until everything for the table is placed away
under lock and key, that the wife should be called on for her attention.

There is good sense in the homely lines of old Father Tusser. Let both hus-

l>and and wife take the hint

:

" Good usage, with knciwledge and quiet withal.
Makes huswife to shine as sun on the wall

;

What husband provideth vvilh money, his drudge
The huswife must look to, which way it doth trudge."

AGnicui.iCRAi. Ze.m,.—At a late meeting in Ireland for the discussion of an agricultural

question, there were present from four to five thousand persons. Call a meeting in this

country to take measures for compelling law-makers to provide for appropriate instruction

for their sons in Agriculture, or for the imposition of a duty on free articles that might bo
produced at home, and you would not be able to get as many together as would make the
Presidents, Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of a "party" meeting! But summon them to

attend to fonn a military company, or to take measures for the success of the party, and you
would find them flocking in from all quarters, like hogs coming in all directions when, on a
frosty momir.g, the swiuohord winds his horn, or cries c-h-o-k-e ! c-h-o-k-c ! c-h-o-k-o !

(C39)
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HONOR INVENTORS!
IMPLEMENTS AND IMPLEMENT MAKERS.

PENNOCK'S REVOLVING RAKE.

Agricultural Societies in our country, and perhaps in all countries, bestow

too large a proportion of their attention and premiums on sleek animals and big

crops, and too little on implements, and on experiments, and for the ascertainment

of new facts in respect of crops, manures, &c.

What we need most is cheaper labor, and more thorough tillage and prepara-

tion of the land. The place of cheaper labor must be supplied by every possible

contrivance in the structure of implements for saving labor ; hence it would be

far better to give $100 for a new and improved implement, such as Pennock's

Revolving Rake, than to give $20 for the best animal, if not very extraordinary.

Great inducements should be oflTered, too, for the application of steam to agricul-

tural purposes. Let any one reflect for a moment how much manual labor it

supplies in factories, on railroads, in navigation, &c. and he cannot but desire to

see it doing more for Agriculture.

There is no class of benefactors more liable to the eflTects of piracy and ingrati-

tude than inventors—and especially inventors of improvements in implements

and machinery applied to agricultural uses. The abuse in these cases takes

place all over the country, so that it becomes impossible to arrest it.

We have been struck with the truth and force of this fact in many cases, and

in none more than in that of the Revolving Rake, invented by friend Pennock, of

Delaware. If, in the business of manufacturing or of navigation, a man had in-

vented an improvement of equal labor-saving efficacy, it would have made him
independent forever; and if the agricultural community were to make him up

$25,000, they would do him no more than justice. This admirable implement

is used not only all over our country, we believe, without leave or license from

the inventor, but over Europe also. We saw it everywhere in our travels the

past summer. If Agricultural Societies cannot otherwise reward such men, the

least they can do is to make honorable mention of them in their annals. But re-

ward is chiefly bestowed and premiums offered for large and fat animals because

they are animated forms, that fill the eye and that serve to collect a crowd and

swell out a show.

Ought premiums to be given, in any case, Avhere the native animal is not at

least equal to the imported ancestor, if of full blood ? If they be, are they not

virtuallv premiums for advancing backward? Would not any agricultural im-

plement that would enable a farmer to do with it double as much of any given

sort of work in a day as he can do now, be better worth a premium than all that

have been given for largest crops of Indian corn the last seven years ? In a sin-

gle county in England, where astonishing progress has been made, and where

formerly they assigned only $150 of prizes to the implement department, they

now appropriate $1,000.

Our implement-makers are to the agricultural community what the Quarter-

master's Department is to the Army. Let their ingenuity be stimulated and re-

warded by every means at the command of all associations got up for the pro-
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motion of agricultural improvement—for our Republican Governinent, be it re-

membered, has no reward in reserve for that sort of merit or discovery. Let
their largest premiums bear the names of distinguished inventors. Let us have
the Whitney Premium—the Pennock Premium—the Hussey Premium—the Rup--

gles and Nourse Premium—the Prouty and Mears Premium-—the Buel—the Ruf-

fin—the Garnett—the Walsh—the Moore, and the Lowell, &c. Premiums.—
Print their names in large letters on premium books and premium plate. Do
anything but take up old premium lists 30 years old, and alter the dates, and
vamp them up and proclaim them anew !

THE PITCH-PINE TREE:

DANGER OF ITS EXTINCTION THE CAUSE AND THE REMEDY. INJURIOUS
EFFECTS OF THE UNIVERSAL PURSUIT OF POPULARITY.

In the first volume of this work we published a lucid exposition of the busi-

ness of gathering tar and turpentine—its process and profits—for which we felt,

as did the public, much indebted to Col. McLeod, of Smithville, North Carolina.

We were struck with his remark that there are no new crops of pitch-pine

coming on in regular succession to those which have been destroyed ; and that

this source of our national strength and wealth appears to be in a fair way
of being extinguished.

We are inclined to believe in the truth of the suggestion of a much respected

correspondent that the reason is to be found in the destruction of the young pine

by hogs. To them the root is as acceptable as any of the esculent vegetables.

The pine grows the first year or two, as does the carrot, with a large, succulent,

and, to the hog, very palatable tap-root, and, of course, according to the modern

theory of vegetation in regard to trees, without any lateral roots, at that stage

of its existence. Hence the animal is able at once to devour the root and extir-

pate the tree. Thus is it that a few miserable runts are not only protected but

encouraged to destroy the prospect of one of the greatest and most important of

our naval stores and of public income—one as necessary in a public as it is val-

uable in a private view ; and this merely because, in North Carolina and other

States congenial to the growth of this most valuable tree, the fence laws of our

mother country have been exactly reversed. In England the owners of stock

are required Xo fence them up, so that the fruits of special agricultural labor may
receive no detriment ; but our wise men, sacrificing everything to a truckling

policy, have required the farmer to fence his cultivated fields against the va-

grant stock of his neighbor, who being either poorer or more lazy, or both, than

the farmer, must have the privilege, forsooth, of allowing his hogs to range the

whole county in quest of food—thus at once subjecting the farmer to a heavy
poor tax, and injuring the whole stock of the country. But this is not the only

instance in which the great interests and the morals of society are endangered

and sacrificed to a mean and pernicious hunting after popularity. It converts

aristocrats at heart into miserable demagogues, and fills the land with syco-

phants and hypocrites, with venders of alcoholic poison and licensed receivers

of stolen goods.

This single perversion of public policv, which requires every man to guard his
(541)
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crops against depredation, instead of requiring every man to keep up his stock

or make him answerable for double the amount of the injury it may do to his

neighbors, costs this country many, many hundred millions of dollars—more

than all the buildings and other improvements together. Let any man having

500 acres of land, calculate the first outlay and the interest on the cost of his

timber or stone fences, and the view of the result will prompt him to ask the

question, Is there no remedy for an evil so enormous? Agricultural Societies

would do much better were they to unite their influence and devote themselves

to inquiries after remedies for such grievances, than in giving premiums for

match horses and fat hogs. But to them nothing is so startling as a proposition

to inquire into remedies for political and moral evils that work injuriously to the

interests they represent. In the New-York State Agricultural Society it was even

made a question Vv^hether it v/as within their province to entertain any discus-

sion or to express any opinion as to the policy of legislative encouragement to

direct, express agricultural education !

Farmers willingly submit to be taxed, and pay large sums annually for edu-

cating the privileged few in the science of war, in Army and Navy schools, but

they seem to cower and tremble when it is proposed that they should have the

presumption to demand an equal or proportionate amount for instruction in the

great, all-sustaining art of Agriculture ! Not even agricultural journals, with a

very few exceptions, are seen to stand up for and insist upon it.

You will see grave Senators adjourn their legislative sittings, as at Annapolis,

to go and see midshipmen fire cannon, at the expense of their constituents, and yet

dare not open the inquiry. How much does this cost, and might we not in like man-

ner have the mechanical principles of plows and threshing-machines exemplified

and explained at the expense of the Government, at a Normal school, with far

more benefit to the real interests of Society ?—When will farmers wake up to a

sense of what is due to common sense and to their own rights ?

Botany as a Branch of Agricoi-turai.- Education.—How Ions

•win apply to any American College ?

before the foliowins

Examination Paper used in University

College, London, for the Senior Class of
Botany: Midsummer, 1847.— 1. What is pro-

toplasm ? and what its chemical dift'erences

from the cell-wall ? 2. Describe briefly the

structure, station and supposed origin of

staixh, and the use of it in the vegetable

economy. 3. What are hairs ? 4. Can hairs

be used advantageously in distinguishing

plants from each other ? Give examples. 5.

Describe the nature of the fibro-vascular tis-

sue of a leaf, its origin, its position, and its

use. G. What is the use of leaves to plants ?

7. How does it happen that some plants, al-

though incapable of forming leaves, neverthe-

less perform their functions perfectly in their

absence ? 8. What is albumen ? How does

it originate ? What physiological purpose

does it serve ? 9. What is vitellus ? and in

what natural orders docs it occur ? 10. What
are the most usual properties of leguminous
plants 1 11. How would you distinguish

Marants from Gingerworts ? 12. State brief-

ly the botanical difference between Myrtle-
blooms, Citronworts, Tutsans, and Rueworts,
all of which have dotted leaves ; and mention
the u.wal properties of each. 13. Suppose
that allspice (Eugenia ncris and Pimento)
were mixed with pepper (Piper nigrum,)
and the two v\'ere roughly pounded together,

by what mark would you expect to detect

the mixture ? 14. Let pepper and Larkspur-

seed be poimded together, could you then de-

tect the mixture ? and how ?

John Lindlcy, Ph. D.,F. R. S., Professor.
.

Interesting Chemical Fact.—Water saturated with one-third of its weight of commor>

valt will still dissolve sugar; and if completely charged with carbonic acid, it will dissolve

ircn.
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LETTER XL

THB MOST PROFITABLE BEEED OF SHEEP FOR THE SOUTH.—PRINCIPLES
OP BPcEEDING.

Breeds should be adapted to the circumstancefl of a CouutTy...CircnmstancPS requiring a Mutton FJ'.eep

...Cotnparison between Mutton Sheep
—

'J'ho South-Downs, Leicesters and Cotswolds.. .How far the Feed
Markets, &c., of the South demand such breeds.. .What breed of Sheep will f;ive the greatest vohio of

Wool from the feed of an acre ?... Comparative Consumption and Wool Product of the Mutton brecd.sand

the Merino—Other Expenses—Comparative Hardiness, &c. . -.4 pound of tine wool can be grown as cheaply

as a pound of coarse—worth more for market or tor consumption . . .The Mutton of the Merino and ita

Crosses.. .What sub-variety of the Merino best adapted to the wants of the South ?... Review of the His-

toi^y of Wool-Growing and the Wool Markets since ]8'24. ..Tarift's and Prices.. .Injudicious course of the
Manufacturers— Plave discouraged the growth of tine wool and encouraged that of medium and coarse. ..

A surplus of medium wools, and a bare or short supply of fine. . . Manufacturers now in the power of fine

wool growers. . Intent- 1 of the Manufacturers to encourage the growth of line wools by paying better

prices—are beginning to do so—will be compelled to continue this course.. .Will the North furnish the

increasing demand ?—No—Reasons.. .Fine wool in every point of view more profitable than coarse for

cultivation in the South.. .Comparison between Merinos and Saxons. . .Crus.ses between them. . .Points

which constitute excellence in a Merino—proper size—per centage of wool to Hve-weiaht—shape and gen-

eral appearance—skin—wrinkles.. .The wool—what parts it should cover— its gum—length and weight of
fleece—evenness—style— softness—serration—manner of opening, &c... Principles of breeding... In and-in

breeding... Crossing... English Crosses with the Meinno. . .View.s of Mr. Livingston concerning the use of
cross-bred rams—of the French breeders—of the author... Great importance of starting a flock with choice
rams—with dilierent strains of blood.

Dear Sir : No one breed of sheep combines the highest perfection in all

those points which give value to this race of animals. One is remarkable

for the weight, or eai'ly maturity, or excellent quality of its carcass, while

it is deficient in quality or quantity of wool ; and another which is valu-

able for wool, is comparatively deficient in carcass. Some varieties will

flourish only under certain conditions of feed and climate, while others

are much less affected by those conditions, and will subsist under the

greatest variations of temperature, and on the most opposite qualities of

verdure.

In selecting a breed for any given locality, we are to take into consid-

eration Jirsf, the feed and climate, or the surrounding natural circum-

stances ; and, second, the market facilities and demand. We should then

make choice of that breed which, with the advantages possessed, and un-

der all the circumstances, will yield the greatest net value of marketable

product.

Rich lowland herbage, in a climate which allows it to remain green

during a large portion of the year, is favorable to the production of largo

carcasses. If convenient to markets where mutton finds a prompt sale

and good prices, then all the conditions are realized which call for a miit-

ton, as conti-adistinguished from a xvool-jrroducing sheep. Under such cir-

cumstances, the choice should undoubtedly, in my judgment, rest between
the improved English varieties—the South-Down, the New Leicester, and
the improved Cotswold or New Oxfordshire sheep. In deciding betweep
these, minor and more specific circumstances are to be taken into account.

If we wish to keep large numbers, the Down will herd* much better than
the' two larger breeds ; if our feed, though generally plentiful, is liable to

be shortish during the drouths of summer, and we have not a certain sup-

ply of the most nutritious winter feed, the Down will bfctter endure occa-

sional short keep : if the market calls for a choice and high-flavored mut-
ton, the Down possesses a decided superiority. If, on the other hand, we

* That is, remain ihriviog and beaHby Trhen kept together in large numbers.
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wish to keep but few in the same inclosure, the large breeds will be as

healthy as the Downs ; if the pastures be wettish or marshy, the former
will better subsist on the rank herbage which usually grows in such situa-

tions ; if they do not afford so fine a quality of mutton, they, particularly

the Leicester, possess an earlier maturity, and both give more meat for

the amount of food consumed, and yield more tallow.

The next point of comparison between the Long and Middle wooled
families, is the value of their wool. Though not the first or principal ob-

ject aimed at in the culture of any of these breeds, it is, in this country,

an important item or incident in determining their relative profitableness.

The American Leicester* yields about 6 lbs. of long, coarse, combing wool;

the Cotswold something more, but this perhaps counterbalanced by other

considerations ; the Down from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. of a low quality of carding

wool. None of these wools are veiy salable, at remunerating prices, in

the American market. Both will become more so, as manufactures of

worsted, and of flannels and baizes, increase. The difference in the weight

of fleeces between the breeds is, ^->cr se, a less important consideration than

would first appear, and for reasons which will be given when I speak of

the connection between the amount of wool produced and the food con-

sumed, by sheep.

Of the Cheviots I have taken no notice in this connection, as they are

obviously inferior to the preceding breeds, except in a capacity to endure

rigorous weather, and to subsist on heathy herbage. No part of the

South has a climate too severe for the more valuable races, and its grasses

and other esculents, wherever found, and as far as they go, are, making
the proper allowances for wet and dry lands, highly palatable and nutri-

tious to all the varieties which respectively feed in such situations.

Under the natural and artificial circumstances already alluded to, which
surround Sheep Husbandry in many parts of England—where the fattest

and grossest quality of mutton is consumed as almost the only animal food

of the laboring classes—the heavy, early maturing New Leicester, and the

still heavier New Oxfordshire sheep, seem exactly adapted to the wants

of producer and consumer, and are of unrivaled value. To depasture

pooi'er soils—sustain a folding system—and furnish the mutton which sup-

plies the tables of the wealthy—the South-Down is an equal desideratum.

Have we any region in our Southern States, where analogous circum-

stances demand the introduction of similar breeds 1 The climate, so far as

its effect on the lieaWi is concerned, is adapted to any, even the least

hardy varieties ; but not so its effects on the verdure on which they are to

subsist. The long, scorching summers, so utterly unlike those of England,

leave the grass on lands stocked heavily enough for profit, entirely too

dry and short for the heavy, sluggish Long Wools. This is particularly

true in the tide-water zone. Mutton, too, sheeted over externally with

three or four inches of solid fat,t even if it could be made acceptable to

the slave, in lieu of his ration of bacon—a thing more than doubtful

—

would never find any considerable market off from the plantation. So far

as the supply of feed is concerned, the above remarks apply, though not

equally, to the South-Down. It will live and thrive where the Long Wo©ls
would dwindle away, but it is a mistake to suppose that the heavy im-

* I use the word " American " Leicester, because it is notorious that this, as well as the Cotswold—and
all the other heavy English varieties, soon lose in the weight of their tieeces when subjected to the climate

and the (best ordinary) system of feeding in the United States. I should except, perhaps, a few highly

pampered animals.

+ Five and even six inches of solid fat, on the rib, is not uncommon in England. In the Cotswolds the
fat and lean are more intermixed, and the mutton is of a better quality ; but it would be considered en-
tirely too luscious and tallowy by Americans.
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proved South-Down will subsist, and attain its proper weight and fatness,

on very pooi*or very scant herbage. The old unimproved variety would,

like some other smallish and hardy races, obtain a living on keep as poor
as that which grew on the lightest and thinnest soils of Sussex. Moulded
by the hand of Ellman, and other breeders, to better fulfill the conditions

of a mutton sheep, in size and other particulars, they demand that in-

creased su]iply of food which the formation of additional fat and muscle

require. Retaining some of the properties of the parent stock, they are

less sluggish, and bear travel better than the Long Wools ; but with them
as with the latter, and all other animals, much or prolonged. exercise in

pursuit of food or otherwise, is unfavorable to obesity. Men, and par-

ticularly oimiers, in advocating the claims of this breed and that, seem not

iinfrequently to forget that the general physical laws which control in the

development of all the animal tissues as well as functions, are uniform.

Better organs will doubtless make a better appropriation of animal food
;

and they may be taught, so to speak, to appropriate it in particular direc-

tions—in one breed, more especially to the production of fat—in another,

of muscle or lean meat—in another, wool. But, ccetcris paribus, large

animals will always require more food than small ones. Animals which
are to be carried to a high state of fatness must have plentiful and nutri-

tious food, and they must exercise but little in order to prevent the unne-

cessary " combustion " in the lungs, of that carbon which forms more than

seven-tenths of their fat. No art of breeding can countervail these estab-

lished laws of Nature.

Again, there are no facilities in the South for marketing large quantities

of mutton—of a tithe of that which would be annually fitted for the sham-
bles, were Sheep Husbandry introduced to anything like the extent I have
recommended, and with the mutton, breeds of sheep. With few cities and
large villages—with a sparse population—with an agricultural population
the gi'eatest drawback on whose pecuniary prosperity is their inability to

market their own surplus edibles—not a particle of rational doubt can ex-
ist on this point. True, I have expressed the opinion that, both as a mat-
ter of healthfulness and economy, mutton should be substituted for a moi-
ety of the bacon used on the plantation; but with such a change, in a
country so exclusively agricultural, each landholder would raise his own
supply, and thus no market be created. It may then be regarded as a set-

tled point that the production of wool is the primary, the great object of
Southern Sheep Husbandry.

In instituting a comparison between breeds of sheep for wool-growing
purposes, I will, in the outset, lay down the obviously incontrovertible
proposition that tlie question is not what variety Avill shear the heaviest or
even the most valuable fleeces, irrespective of the cost of production.

—

Cost of feed and care, and every other expense, must be deducted, to fairly

test the profits of an animal. If a large sheep consume twice as much food
as a small one, and give but once and a half as much wool, it is obviously
more profitable, other things being equal, to keep two of the smaller sheep.
The true question then is, ivith the same expense in other particulars. From
what breed will the verdure ofan acre ofUmd produce the greatest value of
wool ?

Let us first proceed to ascertain the comparative amount of food con-
sumed by the several breeds. There are no satisfactory experiments
which show that breed, in itself considered, has any particular influence on
the quantity of food consumed. It is found, with all varieties, tJiat the con-
sumption is in proportion to the live weight of the (grown) animal. Of
course, this rule is not invariable in its individual application, but its gen-
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eral soundness has been satisfactorily established. Spooner states that

grown sheep take up 3^ per cent, of their weight in what is equivalent to

dry hay per day, to keep in store condition. Veit places the consumption
at 2^ per cent. My experience would incline me to place it about midway
between the two. But whatever the precise amount of the consumption,
if it is proportioned to the weight, it follows that if an acre is capable of
sustaining three Merinos weighing 100 lbs. each, it will sustain but two
Leicesters weighing loO lbs. each, and two and two- fifths South-Downs
weighing 125 lbs. each. Merinos of this weight often shear 5 lbs. per
fleece, taking flocks through. The herbage of an acre, then, would give

15 lbs. of Merino wool, and but 12 lbs. of Leicester, and but 9f lbs. of
South-Down (estimating the latter as high as 4 lbs. to the fleece) ! Even
the finest and lightest fleeced sheep ordinarily known as Merinos, average
about 4 lbs. to the fleece, so that the feed of an acre would produce as

much of the highest quality of wool sold under the name of Merino, as it

would of New Leicester, and more than it would of South-Down ! The
former would be worth from fifty to one hundred per cent, more per pound
than either of the latter ! Nor does this indicate all the actual difference,

as I have, in the preceding estimate, placed the live-weight of the English
breeds low, and that of the Merino high. The live-weight of the four-

pound fine-fleeced Merino does not exceed 90 lbs. It ranges from 80 to

90 lbs., so that 300 lbs. of live-weight would give a still greater product
of wool to the acre.* I consider it perfectly safe to say that the herbage

of an acre will miiformly give fiearly double the value of Merino, that it will

of any of the English Long or Middle wools.

The important question now remains. What are the other relative ex-

penses of these breeds ? I speak from experience when I say that the

Leicesterf is in no respect a hardier sheep than the Merino—indeed, it is

my firm conviction that it is less hardy, under the most favorable circum-
stances. It is more subject to colds, and I think its constitution breaks up
more readily under disease. The lambs are more liable to perish from ex-

posure to cold, when newly dropped. Under tmfavorable circumstances

—

herded in large flocks, pinched for feed, or subjected to long journeys

—

its capacity to endure, and its ability to rally from the effects of such draw-
backs, do not compare with those of the Merino. The high-bred South-
Down, though considerably less hardy than the unimproved parent stock,

is still fairly entitled to the appellation of a hardy animal. In this respect

I consider it just about on a par with the Merino. I do not think, how-
ever, it will bear as hard stocking as the latter, without a rapid diminution

in size and quality. If the peculiar merits of the animal are to be taken

into account in determining the expenses—and I think they should be

—

the superior fecundity of the South-Down is a point in its favor, as well

for a wool-producing as a mutton sheep. The South-Down ewe not only

frequently yeans twin lambs, as do both the Merino and Leicester, but she

possesses, unlike the latter, nursing properties to do justice by them. But
this advantage is fully counterbalanced by the superior longevity of the

Merino. All the English mutton breeds begin to rapidly deteriorate in

amount of wool, capacity to fatten, and in general vigor, at about 5 years

old ; and their early maturity is no offset to this, in a sheep kept for wool-

growing purposes. This early decay would require earlier and more rapid

slaughter or sale than would always be economically convenient, or even

possible, in a region situated in all respects like tJae South. It is well, on

* It is understood that al! of these live-weights refer to cwts in fair ordinary, or what is called store

condition.
t I speak of fuU-blood Leicesters. Some of its croFses are much hardier than the pure bred sheep.
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properly stocked farms, to slaughter or turn off the Merino wether at four
or five years old, to make room for the breeding stock ; but he will not
particularly deteriorate, and he will richly pay the way with his fleece, for

several years longer. Breeding ewes are rai'ely turned off before eight,

and are frequently kept until ten years old, at which period they exhibit

no greater marks of age than do the Down and Leicester at five or six.—
I have known instances of Merino ewes breeding uniformly until 15 years

old! The Improved Cotswold is said to be hardier than the Leicester;

but I have said less of this variety, throughout this entire Letter, as from
their great size* and the consequent amount of food consumed by them,
and the other necessary incidents connected with the breeding of so large

animals, the idea of their being introduced as a loool-growing sheep any-
where, and particularly on lands grassed like those of the South, is, in my
judgment, utterly preposterous. There is one advantage which all the

coarse races of sheep have over the Merino. Either because their hoofs

do not grow long and turn under from the sides, as do those of the Meri-
no, and thus hold dirt and filth in constant contact with the foot, the coarse

races are less subject to the visitations of the hoof-ail, and, when contract-

ed, it spreads with less violence and malignity among them. Taking all

the circumstan'ces connected with the peculiar management of each race,

and all the incidents, exigencies, and risks of the husbandry of each fairly

into account, I am fully convinced that the expenses, other than those of
feed, are not smaller j^cf capita, or even in the number required to stock

an acre, in either of the English breeds above refen-ed to, than in the Me-
rino. Nor should I be disposed to concede even equality, in these resj^ects,

to either of those English breeds, excepting the South-Down.
You write me. Sir, that many of the South Carolina planters are under

the impression that coarse wools will be most profitably gnjwn by them,

first, because there is a greater deficit in the supply, and they are better

protected from foreign competition ; and, secondly, because they furnisli

the raw material for so great a portion of the woolens consumed in the

South. Each of these premises is true, but are the conclusions legitimate %

Notwithstanding the greater deficit and better protection, do the coarse

wools bea,r as high a price as the fine ones ] If not, they are not as profit-

able, for I have already shown that it costs no more to raise a pound of
coarse than a pound, of fine wool. Nay, a pound of medium Merino wool
can be raised unore cheaply than a pound of the South-Down, Leicester,

or Cotswold ! This I consider clearly established.

Grant that the South requires a much greater proportion of coarse than
of fine wool, for her own consumption. If a man needing iron for his own
consumption, wrought a mine to obtain it, in which he should happen to

find gold equally accessible and plentiful, would it be economical in him
to neglect the more precious metal because he. wanted to use the iron ? or
should he dig the gold, obtain the iron by exchange, and pocket the differ-

ence in value % Would it be economical to grow surplus wool, wool for

market, worth from 2-3 to 30 cents per pound, when it costs no more per
pound to grow that v/orth from 10 to -l^ cents ? And even for the home
want, for the uses of the plantation—for slave-cloths, &c.

—

fine wool is

worth more per pojmd than coarse fior actual wear or use ! Is this propo-
sition new and incredible to you % I challenge the fullest investigation of
its truth, through the testimony of those familiar with the subject, or throuo-h
the direct ordeal of experiment. It is true that a piece of fine broadcloth
is not so strong, nor will it wear like a Chelmsford plain of treble thick-

* I saw two at the late N. Y. Sintc Fnir, at Saratoi^'n, which weighed over 300 lbs. each I
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ness. The threads of the former are spun to extreme fineness to econo-
mize the costly raw materiaL To give it that finish which is demanded
by fashion—to give it its beautiful nap—these threads are still farther re-

duced by "gigging" and "shearing." But spin fine wool into yarn as

coarse as that used in Chelmsfords, and manufacture it in the same way,
and it would make a far stronger and more durable cloth. The reasons

are obvious. Merino wool is decidedly stronger than the English coarse

Long and Middle wools—or any other coarse wools—in proportion to its

diameter or bulk. It felts far better, and there is therefore a greater co-

hesion between the different fibres of the same thi-ead, and between the

different threads. It is also more pliable and elastic, and consequently less

subject to " breaking" and abrasion.

Unless the views I have advanced are singularly erroneous, it will be
seen that, for wool-growing 2iurposes, the Merino possesses a marked and
decided superiority over the best breeds and families of coarse-wooled

sheep. As a mutton sheep, it is inferior to some of those breeds, but not

so much so as it is generally reputed to be. If required to consume the

fat and lean togctJter, many who have never tasted Merino mutton, and
who have an unfavoi'able impression of it, would, I suspect, find it more
palatable than the luscious and over-fat New Leicester. The mutton of

the cross between the Merino and^ " Native " sheep would certainly be
preferred to the Leicester, by anybody but an English laborer used to the

latter. It is short-grained, tender, and of good flavor. The same is true

of the crosses with the English varieties. These will be, hereafter, more
particularly alluded to. Grade Merino wethers (say half-bloods) are favor-

ites with the Northern drover and butcher. They are of good size—ex-

traordinarily heavy for their apparent bulk*—make good mutton—tallow

well—and their pelts, from the greater weight of wool on them, command
an extra price. They would, in my opinion, furnish a mutton every way
suitable for plantation consumption, and one which woidd be well accept-

ed in the Southei-n markets.

In speaking of the Merino in this connection, I have in all cases, unless

it is distinctly specified to the contrary, had no reference to the Saxons

—

though they are, as it is well known, pure-blooded descendants of the

former.

Assuming it now as a settled point, that it is to the Merino race that the

wool-grower must look for the most profitable sheeji, let us now proceed

to inquire which of the widely varying sub-varieties of this race are best

adapted to the wants and circumstances of the South. A brief glance at

the history of wool-growing, and of the avooI markets, for the last few
years, will form an useful preliminary inquiry, and will assist us materially

in arriving at a correct conclusion.

On the introduction of the Saxons, about twenty-four years since, they

were sought with avidity by the holders of the fine-wooled flocks of the

country, consisting at that time of pure or grade Merinos. The Tariff of

1824 imposed a duty of 20 per cent, on wools costing above 10 cents per

pound, gradually rising to 30 per cent., and 15 per cent, on those costing

less than 10 cents. Foreign woolen cloths t were subject to an ad valorem

duty of 30 per cent, until June 30th, 1825, and after that it was raised to 33-|-

per cent. The Tariff of 1828 immediately raised the duty on all wools to 40

per cent, ad valorem and 4 cents per pound specific duty, and 5 per cent,

was to be annually added to the ad valorem duty, until it should reach 50

* On account of the shnrtne?? of their wool, compnred with the coarse breeds.

t Where I nee the word " cloths " here and in the statemruts of the ditl'ercnt Tarifls which follow, you

will understand that I do not include carpetings, blankets, worsted stuff goods, &c.
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per cent, (in 1831.) The duty on woolen cloths was also raised (after June,

1829) to 45 per cent., and that exceeding -$4 the squai-e yard to 50 per
cent. Under the decisive encouragement offered to both the wool-
grower and manufacturer by this Act, a great impetus was given to the

production of the finest wools, and the Saxons everywhere rapidly su-

perseded, or bred out by crossing, the Spanish Merinos. The latter dis-

appeared almost entirely from New-York and New-England. In the

line-wool mania which ensued, weight of ileece, constitution, and every-

thing else, were sacrificed to the quality of the wool. The T.arift' of 1832
imposed a 40 per cent, ad valorem and 4 cents per pound specific duty on
wools costing over 8 cents ; and it raised the duty on all broadcloths to 50

per cent. It made wools costing less than 8 cents per pound free of duty.

The "Compromise" Tariff^ of 1833 commenced a system of progressive

reductions until the maximum I'ate of duties should not exceed 20 per
cent. The following Table will give the duties of each year, on wool
and cloths, under this Act, estimating the ad valorem and specific duties

on wools exceeding 8 cents, together in an average per centage :*

TABLE 14.
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was not obtaining the actual first cost per pound of his wool. He clam-

ored loudly for an increase of duties on the foreign article, as the reduc-

tions of the " Compromise " Act were now approaching their ultimate

standard—20 percent.—and he attributed the low prices to this cause:

Saxon wool continued low, and did not pay its first cost in 1841 and 1842.

Was this due solely to the reduction of the Tariff"? A reference to Table

11 (Letter IX.) will show that the import of foreign woolens was less from

1836 up to and including 1842, than for the six preceding years ! Where
then was the foreign competition which was driving the manufacturer to

keep down the price of wools ? The Tariff" of 1842 raised the duty on
wool 10 per cent, and added a specific duty of 3 cents per pound ; and it

raised the duty on cloths from 20 to 40 per cent. The import of foreign

woolens sunk, the succeeding year, to a lower point than it had touched

since 1821, and in 1844 and 1845 it did not reach the average of the six

years preceding the enactment of the Tariff" of 1842. A reference to

Table 9 (Letter IX.) will show that the import of foreign Jine wools also

largely fell off". This coincided with the expectations of the advocates of

a higher Tariff", but another and equally legitimate expectation entertained

by the great body of Northern wool-growers—that thaj were to share in

the benefits arising from the exclusion of foreign competition—was sig-

nally disappointed. The Tariff" of 1842 was enacted on the 30th day of

Au"-ust, and part of the clip of that year was sold under its operation.

Wool sold that year loiver than it had for the five preceding years, viz., for

30 cents. The next year it advanced one penny ! General discourage-

ment now seized upon the growers of fine wool. Tlie market was not

overstocked—foreign competition was light, but still iliey could not sell

their wool for its first cost ! To add to their mortification, the manufac-

turer, by a most short-sighted policy, would scarcely njake a discrimina-

tion of 6d. per pound between Saxon wool and medium Merino and grade

wools weighing nearly twice as much to the fleece. If the grower of me-

dium wool got 25 cents per pound for fleeces weighing 4 lbs.—thus real-

izing %\ per fleece—the ordinary Saxon grower would get but 30 cents

per pound for fleeces weighing 2i lbs., and thus realize but 75 cents !

*

When the Saxon growers found that the Tariff' of '42 brought them no

relief, they began to give up their costly and carefully nursed flocks. The
example, once set, became contagious, and there was a period when it

seemed as if all the Saxon sheep of the country would be sacrificed to

this reaction. Many abandoned wool-growing altogether, at a heavy sacri-

fice of their fixtures for rearing sheep. Others crossed with coarse-wooled

breeds, and rushing from one extreme to the other, some even crossed

with the English mutton breeds ! Some more judiciously went back to

the parent Merino stock, but usually they selected the heaviest and

coarsest wooled Merinos, and thus materially deteriorated the character of

their wool. As the preceding period had been distinguished by its mania

iox fine wool, this was, by its m.ania for heavy fiecccs !\ The English

crosses, however, were speedily abandoned.^ Tlie Merino regained his

•

* And thouifli the larger, stronger eheep, bearing the medium wool, would eat mra-e, it was far hardier,

required less protection and care of every kind, and would increase more rapidly—circumstances which

would far more than counterbalance its excess of consumption

t I make no claim of having possessed greater sagacity or foresight in these particulars than the mass of

breeders. 1 bi'can with the Merino. These 1 crossed with the Paxon, and I also bred the pure-blood Sax-

ons for several years. Unsatisfied with these, I made some experiments with the Knglish mutton breeds,

both as pure bloods and crosses. Findinj none of them equal to the Merino as a wool-producing sheep, I

returned to the latter, and I bred for hcavijflcer.es until tlie manufacturers saw fit to make a juster discrim-

ination in the prices paid by them for the'd'itierent qualities of wool.

1 1 mean by those who sought to improve their fiiie-woolcd flocks by an English cross. English and all

other coarae-wooled sheep arc immen.st-ly and rapidly improved, for wool-growing purposes, by a proper

fine-wooled cross, as 1 have already and shall again huve occasion to mention.
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supremacy, lost for nearly twenty years, and again became the popular
favorite. It was generally adopted by those who were commencing flocks

in the new Western States, and gives its type to the sheep of those re-

gions.

It will be seen froin the preceding facts that the supply of fine wool*
has proportionably decreased, and that of 'medium and coarse increased.

This has driven the manufacturers to make a juster discrimination in

prices. They now realize that their own short-sighted economy has been
all but fatal to fine wool-growing in the United States. And they cannot
but feel that in destroying this interest, tlicy destroy tJiemsclves. Our
manufacturers arc not so miserably blind as to dream of drawing their raw
material from foreign countries—of paying an import duty of 30 per cent,

and then competing with the English manufacturer who pays an import duty
not exceeding two pence per pound ! It is doubtful, in my mind, whether
the home supply will not fall considerably short of the home demand for

fine wool /or tiiis year !\ The point has been already reached where but

a little more discouragement, or a little longer continued discouragement,
would have banished these wools from the country ! So far, the manufac-
tories have not felt this evil, for they have not been compelled to import.

Neither pampered nor persecuted by the Tariff' of 1846—called for by the

consumption of the country—with solid capital and greater experience

and skill at their command—they are rapidly increasing, and rising on a

solider basis than ever before. So, to sustain our manvfact2iring interest,

(that engaged in the manufacture of fine cloths,) it is absolutely necessary

that the diminution of y/we wools be not only immediately arrested, but

that the growth of them be immediately and largely increased. These
facts now first beginning to be clearly appreciated by the ^manufacturer

—

will deter him from resorting to his former suicidal policy. Instances have
recently come to my knowledge of manufacturers offering to contract

with fine-wool growers for their entire clips, for a term of years, at an ad-

vance on present prices—prices, be it remembered, higher than they have
been except for two years (1839 and 1844) since the overthrow of 1837.

Should the manufacturer, however, again forget his own interest, the fine-

wool grower has it in his power to teach it to him most effectually. In-

stead of being discouraged and driven from the business, he has but to

withhold his wools for a season—say for a few months, to compel the for-

mer to import wools at a ruinous cost—stop his machinery, or pay fair

prices at home ! I believe in no combinations to control pj-ices. Some-
thing far better than vague report, however, says that several of the large

manufacturing establishments of New-England employed the same agents,

last season, to buy much, if not all of their wools—and that these wools
were subsequently divided by bidding or otherwise, among the parties to

the transaction ! Is this denied ? I think it will not be denied. If

this was so, what was it but a combination to control prices ?| But whether

* To mnkp myself clearly understood, I will, in the remarks which follow, classify wools as follows : su-

perfine, the choicest r|uality of wool grown in the United States, and never prown here excepting in com-
paratively small quantities

; fine, good ordinary Paxon
;
good medium, the highest quality of wool usually

known in the market as Merino; mrdium, ordinary Merino : nrdinnrii. crade Merino and perhaps selected
South-Down fleeces ; coarse, the English long wools, ifec. This subdivision is not minute enough, by any
means, to express fully the number of wcUdetined classes which exist in wool. A farther multiplication
of them here, however, I have thought would only tend to confusion.

1 The position has been all along taken that the general supply was under the demand, but the deticit
hitherto has been principally in medium and coarse wools. See Table 9, Letter IX.

X And before leaving this (JOint, I will a.sk another question : Why were most of the wools of New-York
and New-England untouched and unlocked at by the agents of the manufacturers this year, contrary to
all preceding cus'oma for two or three months subsequently to shearing ? These same agents flocked in
droves to the Western States and bought up their entire clip immediately after shearinc, while reports
.were constantly coming back tbiit this manufactory and that bad purchased its entire KUi>ply for a year, or
perhaps two year.i ( Was this because the Eastern growers demanded exorbitant ))rices ? Was it because
anything like an approach to a supply of line wools could be found in the West ? Or was it the result of a
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so or not, when we compare the profits which have inured to the growers
and manufacturers of fine wool for the last few years, it behooves tlie for-

mer both to speah and act decidedly. Their interests have been sacrificed

long enough ! But it is to be hoped that the grower of these wools will

not be hereafter driven to the alternative of either suffering himself, or of
defending himself by retaliatory measures. Some few of the manufac-
turers have always, I believe, taken a high and liberal course. Enough
others, as already remarked, now see the necessity of such liberality to

prevent any combined or general effort to depress prices.

Will the North again turn its attention to the growth of su23erfine and
fine wools—again supply the demand, and keep up with it as it increases %

Not unless stimulated by the inducement of extraordinary profits—not,

certainly, against the competition of the South. The climate north of 41°,

or, beyond all dispute, north of 42°, is too severe for any variety of sheep
commonly known, which bear either of these classes of wools. In fact, the
only such variety, in anything like general use, is the Saxon ; and this is

a delicate sheep, entirely incapable of safely withstanding our Northern
winters, without good shelter, good and regularly administered food, and
careful and skillful management in all other particulars. When the season
is a little more than usually backward, so that grass does not start prior to

the lambing season, it is diflnicult to raise the lambs of the mature ewes

—

the young ewes will in many instances disown their lambs, or, if they own
them, not have a drop of milk for them ; and if in such a crisis, as it often

happens, a north-east or north-west storm comes driving down, bearing
snow or sleet on its wings, or there is a sudden depression of the temper-
ature from any cause, no care will save multitudes of lambs from perish-

ing.* And it will not do to defer the time of having them dropped to es-

cape these evils, or they will not attain size and strength enough to pass
safely through their first winter.! A few large shecpholders, whose farms,

buildings, etc., have been arranged with exclusive reference to the rearing

of these sheep, may continue to grow fine wool vntil driven from it by the

competition of the South ; but many of these have recently adopted a
Merino cross. The ordinary farmers, the small sheepholders, who, in the

aggregate, grow by far the largest portion of our Northern wools, have im-
bibed a deep-seated aversion—nay, a positive disgust—against the Saxon
sheep. They have not the necessary fixtures for their winter protection,

and they are entirely unvvdlling to bestow the necessary amount of care on
them. Besides, mutton and wool being about an equal consideration with
this class of farmers, they want larger and earlier maturing breeds. But,

above all, they want a strong, hardy sheep, which demands no more care
than their cattle. The strong, compact, niedium-wooled Merino—or, per-

haps still more generally, its crosses wath coarse varieties, producing the

wool which I have classified as ordinary—will be the general favorites.

—

The same reasons will weigh still more strongly in the North-Avest, where,
as I have shown, the climate is a still worse one for delicate sheep. All

these causes will tend to swell the amount of medium, ordinary and coarse

concerted movement to bring the Eastern grower into taking last year's prices ? It actually did go, in a
multitude of instances—or, he was contented to receive the slightett advance on them ! This will be found
true of nearly all who sold soon after the market opened in the East. If not the result of a concerted and
combined movement, ihc general desertion of the Eastern and resort to the Wctteni_inarket by the manu-
facturers was a most singular coincidence ! These manufacturers are now/a;» to purchase Eastern wools
at a considerable advance from the prices of 1846—and, as already hinted, il is highly problematical, in my
mind, whether they will not be compelled to import at a still higher advance, to eke out a deficiency ! It is

to be hoped that this will be the last Act in the drama of folly and suicide played by our manufacturers.
* Not even in close barns, and with constant attendance.

t North of latitude 42°, it is necessary, as a general rule, that lambs be dropped in the first half of May, to

give them this requisite size and strength Occasional cold stoi-ms come nearly every season up to that

period, and not unfrequently up to the tirst of June. Mr. Grove was a ib-cided advocate of early lambs.

—

He used to say that " it was better to lose two of them in the spring than one in the fall."
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wools. ThouQ;li the reaction has been but recent, the market demand for

medium and ordinary wools is now better supplied—nearer being glutted,

so far as I arn enabled to judge—than that for fine and superfine. And
should the market become glutted with either or both, it is important to

remember that the latter will be far more profitable for export than the

former.

Every consideration, then, in my judgment, points to wools ranging from
good medium upward, instead of the lower classes, as the most profitable

staples for cultivation in the South. The only question which now arises

on this point is, from which variety, the Saxon or INIerino, shall the South
attempt to cultivate these wools ?

It is generally supposed, and as a general thing it is true, that the Me-
rino bears no better wool than that which I have classified as good medi-
um. But the measurements of Dr. Emmons (given in Letter X.) show,

by the infallible testimony of the microscope, that heavy-fleeced ^^lerinos

sometimes equal—nay, surpass Saxons, in fineness. The fact is more de-

cisive, as the Saxon fibres there measured came not only from the most
celebrated flocks—from the prize sheep at State Fairs—but it also came
from samples, in most instances, given by the oicners for public exhibition.

I do not claim that Merinos like these are common. They are rather to

be regarded in the light of those prodigies of excellence which occasion-

ally ap2:>ear, but which it is difficult to I'eproduce with anything like uni-

formity. Nor are lesser fleeced Merinos, bearing wool equal to ordinary

Saxon, very common. During the Jinc wool mania, all, who sought fine

wool, bred the Saxon sheep, or crossed with it ; and the few who stood

out, and clung to the INIerino, generally aimed to "distinguish it as widely
as possible from the former, by increasing the weight of its fleece, to the

disregard of its fineness. This, too, was the general disposition during the

licavy-fleeced mania. Of consequence, but very few of our breedex'S have
ever, or until recently, sought a high degree of fineness in fleece in breed-

ing the INIerino. Recent experience has satisfied me that this is rapidly

attainable. Mr. Lawrence, in a quotation already made by me (in Letter

I.), says :
" I believe a breed may be reared which will give four pounds

of exquisitely fine wool to the fleece." I know by multiplied experiments
that once interbreeding between an ewe bearing good medium wool (the

fleece weighing, say, from 4^ lbs. to 5 lbs.), with a Merino ram of suffi-

ciently high quality, will produce wool in the oft'spring equaling ordinary
Saxon, and a fleece averaging 4 lbs., with none of its weight made up of
gum. The result of two such interbrcedings will bring the progeny of a
heavy-fleeced medium ewe (]irovided her fleece is properly even) to the

same point. The four-pound fine-fleeced Merino would be a far more
profitable animal than the Saxon, other things being equal. But other
things are not equal. The former is every way a hardier animal, and a
better nui'se. It is about 20 lbs. heavier, and therefore consumes more
feed ; but I consider this additional expense more than counterbalanced
by the additional care and risk attending the husbandry of the Saxon. If

required to keep the number good, and give the proper attention to the

i-earing of lambs, I would sooner engage to keep, at the same pi-ice,

one thousand such Merinos for a year, than to keep the same number of
Saxons.

It would be practicable, doubtless, to increase the Saxon's fleece to 4-

lbs. ; but any one, familiar with such experiments, knows that it is far easier

to increase fineness of wool, by diminishing weight of fleece and carcass a
little, than it is to increase weight of fleece and carcass without lowering
the quality of the wool. And there is this additional objection to the latter
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system of breeding, so far as the Saxon is concerned. The breeder is not

only called upon to increase the weight of its fleece and carcass, but to en-

graft on it hardiness of constitution, nursing properties, etc., which by no
means follow, as a matter of course, its improvement in the former partic-

ulars. These, and particularly the latter, could only be attained, so as to

be transmissible with a proper degree of certainty from parents to offspring,

by years of breeding, accompanied by a rigorous course of selection. If,

therefore, you were called upon toform a variety just suited to your wants,

the Merino would present the most ductile and the safest materials. But
the Southern agriculturist, just entering upon sheep-rearing, would not be
prepared to conduct nice experiments in breeding. He wants a breed or

variety already prepared to his hand. And for the same reasons, notwith-

standing the fineness of his climate, he wants a hardy breed—one that de-

mands no extra skill, no great experience, for its management. Merinos
reaching or closely approaching the standard above specified are now to

be found, while there is no corresponding variety of Saxons ; and to incur

the risks arising from inexperience, want of preparation, &c., the superior

hardiness of the former would, of course, render them entirely prefer-

able.

Some have recommended a cross between the Saxons and Merinos, as a

cheap and ready method of obtaining a four-pound fine-fleeced sheep. A
properly selected Saxon ram, crossed with good medium and medium-
wooled Merino ewes, cutting from 5 lbs. to b\ lbs. of wool, will almost uni-

formly produce this result. And it is easier now to get the Saxon than the

Merino, fine enough for this purpose. Or a flock may be bred up from
Saxon ewes and a Merino ram. The objection to both courses is the same,

though not equal to that which exists against breeding the full-blood Sax-

ons—viz., the production of a feeble and a poor nursing sheej). The latter

evil, especially, clings for generations to these ci-oss-bred animals, so far as

my experience and observation have extended. And unless Saxons are

selected which do not possess the characteristic faults of the variety, the

cross-breds are inferior to pure-blood Merinos in many other and essential

particulars, notwithsJJanding the fleece may be all that we desire.

There is another important point where the pure-blood Merino possesses

a marked advantage. Few Southern wool-growers will commence their

flocks exclusively with high-bred animals of any kind. With a few of them
to breed rams from, and to grodnaUy grow up a full-blood flock, they will

mainly depend upon grading up the common sheep of the country. With
the Idng-legged, bare-bellied, open-wooled sheep common in the South (as

it once was in the North\ the Saxon makes an indifierent cross. Their

faults run too much in the same direction, in all save the fineness of wool,

for, however good its shape, the wool of the Saxon is comparatively short

and open. It therefore shortens the wool of the common sheep, without

addino- much or any to its thickness, and thus the fleece remains a light

one. Precisely all this is the reverse of what results from a cross between

the Merino and the common sheep. The wool is but little shortened, un-

less the staple of the common sheep was very long; it is essentially thick-

ened ; it is made to extend over the belly ; the fleece is, therefore, greatly

increased in weight ; the sheep is rendered more compact and " stocky,"

and it is brought nearer to the ground. Even the first cross, though its

fleece is somewhat uneven, is a prime sheep for the wants of ordinary farm-

ers, and among these it is, accordingly, a decided favorite, over the whole

Northern States. A majority of them would, I think, give it preference

over any other kind or variety of sheep. Two or three more proper Me-
rino crosses raise it to the rank of a first-rate ^cool-grovAr>g sliecp—scarcely
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inlerior to the full-])loocI Merino in anything, save that it does not transmit

its good qualities with quite so much certainty to its offspring*

Let us now proceed to inquire what are the points which constitute ex-

cellence, or mark a departure from it, in the class of Merino sheep which
I have attempted to show form, in every point of view, the most suitable

variety to commence wool-growing with in the South. What should be its

size, weight of fleece, shape, general appearance, style of wool, &c. &c.?
Size, within extremes, is not, per sc, a matter of much consequence.

—

There should, however, be uniformitij in this particular, at least through

the same flock, not only for their good appearance, but larger sheep are

apt, by their superior strength, to crowd away small ones from the rack or

trough. A sheep very small of its breed andfamily, is commonly less hardy.

If very large, it must travelfarther tof.ll itself ; and, therefore, this would
be an objection to it in a breed designed to graze on short and scant pas-

turage—for the extra exercise thus made necessary would cause it to waste

(in the form of carbon, in the lungs) a considerable portion of the food,

vv^hich would, under other circumstances, be converted into animal tissues.

Very large, like very small animals, of the same species—and, I am in-

clined to think, the former more frequently—lack the robustness, vigor of

muscle, capacity to endure unusual and protracted exercise, or privation

of food, or any other unfavorable deviation from ordinary habits, possessed

by compact medium-sized animals. This rule will be found to apply among
all domestic animals. Lastly, I am not prepared to prove, but I believe

that, with the same breeding, the woolly, like the osseous and mviscular tis-

sues of a large Merino sheep, will not be as fine as those of a smaller one.

I do not found this opinion, so far as wool is concerned, upon, nor do 1

claim that it is supported by, any analogies. I state it as solely the result

of individual observation. If it is a tendency which can be successfully re-

sisted, I never have been fortunate enough to have a sufficient number of

instances brought under my eye, in any one flock, to have them constitute

anything more than sparse exceptions to what I deem a well established

rule. I have never known a family of very large Merinos bearing anything

better than medium wool ; and the first step to any decided improvement
in them immediately reduces their weiofht, for it can only be effected by
interbreeding with finer and smaller families. Ewes weighing from 80 lbs.

to 90 lbs. alive, in good fair store condition, are of about the proper size,

in my judgment, where fine wool is the object.t Rams should weigh 40
lbs. or 50 lbs. more. Ewes of the large Merino families weigh fiom 100

lbs. to 110 lbs.—the rams 50 lbs. more; nor do even these equal the size

of some of the late imported French Merinos.
A relation analogous to the preceding one, exists between the weight of

the fleece and its quality. This point has already been sufiiciently set

foith on another page. The opinion is there expressed that the Merino may
be easily bred, by judicious selection of sire and dam, to bear 4 lbs. of fine

wool, or wool equaling ordinary Saxon. I would now add that, as a gen-

eral rule, and in large flocks, I do not believe more than this can be ob-

tained, without a depreciation ii.i the quality, among ewes. The ram's
fleece should in all cases, in a very superior animal, be about double that

of the ewe. Five per cent, of the live-weight of the carcass, with ewes, is

the maximum weight of fine wool, which we can, in the present state of
breeding, look for with any uniform certainty. This would give a fleece

of 4 lbs. to 80 lbs. of live-weight-. As the fine-wool Merinos increase, and
thus give a wider range and better selection of materials for nice experi-

* The latter point wil! he more ])articularlj- adverted to in a subsequent part of this Letter.

t Saxons wei'^h about 20 lbs. less.
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pients, it is very possible that the per centage of the fleece may be increased.

Mr. Lawrence, in speaking of attaining a four-pound fleece of " exquisite"

quality, undoubtedly alluded to the wool which I have classed as superfine.

The four-pound fleeced fine Merino can undoubtedly be made superfine,

by diminishing the weight of its fleece 10 or 12 ounces or a pound
;

and even then it will be a hardier and better animal than the finer

class of Saxons which now produce this wool. But whether Mr. Law-
rence's standard can be fully attained, neither experience nor obser-

vation enable me to decide. If it could, and the sheep be equal to the

four-pound j/?«e-fleeced Merino in other respects, we should have n. j^erfect

sheep. Such wool has sold this year at upward of 60 cents per pound,
which would bring the fleeces to S2 40 a piece ! It may be well here to

glance at the comparative worth of fleeces in the several Merino families,

taking this year's prices, and taking the weights which are usually found
accompanying the several qualities, in prime ordinary flocks. A fine fleece

of 4 lbs., at 50 cents,* would be worth '^2
;
good medium, weighing 4^

lbs., at 40 cents, .^1 80 ; medium, weighing 5 lbs., at 32 cents, $1 60. And
the consumption of feed rises with the diminution of quality. Admitting
the daily consumption of hay for 150 days to be 3 per cent, to the live-

weight, 100 fine Merinos, averaging 85 lbs. each, would consume about 19
tons of hay ; and 100 medium Merinos, averaging 105 lbs. each, would
consume about 231 tons—an important difference in their relative ex-

penses ! The fine-wooled Merino does not, like the Saxon, lose his ad-

vantage in this particular by his inferior hardiness.

The shape and general appearance of the Merino should be as follows:

The head should be well carried up, and in the ewe hornless. It would
be better on many accounts to have the ram also hornless, but, being usu-

ally characteristic of the Merino, many prefer to see them. The face

should be shortish, broad between the eyes, the nose pointed, and in the

CAve fine and free from wrinkles. The eye should be bright, moderately^

prominent, and gentle in its expression. The neck should be straight (not

curving downward), short, round, stout—particularly so at its junction with

the shoulder, forward of the upper point of which it should not sink below
the level of the back. The points of the shoulder should not rise to any
perceptible extent above the level of the back. The back, to the hips,

should be straight ; the crops (that portion of the body immediately back
of the shoulder-blades) full ; the ribs well arched ; the body large and ca-

pacious ; the flank well let down ; the hind-quarters full and round—the

flesh meeting well down between the thighs, (or in the " twist.") The
bosom should be broad and full ; the legs short, well apart, and perpendic-

ular, {i.e., not drawn under the body toward each other when the sheep is

standing.) Viewed as a whole, the Merino should present the appearance

of a low, stout, plump, and—though differing essentially from the English

mutton-sheep model—a highly symmetrical sheep.

The skin is an important point. It should be loose, singularly mellow,

of a rich, delicate pink color. A colorless skin, or one of a tawny, ap-

proaching to a butternut hue, indicates bad breeding. On the subject of

wrinkles, there is a difference of opinion. Being rather characteristic of

the Merino—like the black color in a Bei'kshire hog, or the absence of all

color in Durham cattle—these wrinkles have been more regarded, by nov-

ices, than those points which give actual value to the animal ; and shrewd
breeders have not been slow to act upon this hint ! Many have contended

that more wool can be obtained from a wrinkled skin ; and this is the view

* This is not hxch forfine Merino wool. Thouch I sold my lot for 42 cents, I was ofl'ercd 50 cents for the

fleeces of nearly all my later-bred slieep, if 1 wuuld sell them scparstely.
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of the case which has induced both the Spanish and French breeders to

cultivate them—the latter to a monstrosity. I confess that I agree, to a
considerable extent, with Mr. Joshua Kirby Trimmer,* that " this idea is

as wild as that which some of our theorists have entertained, that, by lay-

ing lands in high ridges and low furrows, the surface of the earth and its

produce is increased." Though I once entertained a different opinion, the

steel-yai'ds have satisfied me that an exceedingly wrinkled neck does not

add but a little to the weight of the fleece—not enough to compensate for

the deformity, and the great impediment which it places in the way of the

shearer. I have owned rams, the labor of shearing six of which, in a nice

and workmanlike manner—cutting the wool off" short and smooth, on and
among the multitude of folds and wrinkles—was fully equivalent to shear-

ing fifteen ordinary Merino rams, or twenty-five ewes—that is to say, a

day's work for one man. And none but a skillful shearer could, with any
time given him, clip the wool short and smooth among the wrinkles, with-

out frequently and severely cutting the skin. A smoothly drawn skin, and
absence of all dewlap, on the other hand, would not, perhaps, be desirable.

The Avool of the Merino should densely cover the whole body, where it

can possibly grow, from a point between and a little below the eyes, and
well up on the cheeks, to the knees and hocks. Short wool may show,
particularly in young animals, on the legs, even below the knees and
hocks—but long wool covering the legs, and on the nose below the

eyes, is unsightly—without value—and on the faces it frequently impedes
the sight of the animal, causing it to be in a state of perpetual alarm,

and disqualifying it to escape i"eal danger. Neither is this useless wool,

as seems to be thought by some, the slightest indication of a heavy fleece.

I have as often seen it on Saxons scarcely shearing 2 lbs. of wool, and on
the very lightest fleeced Merinos.

The amount of gum which the wool should exhibit, is another of the

mooted points. Here, as in many other particulars, experience has

changed my earlier impressions. Pderino wool should be yolky or " oily,"

pi-ior to washing—though not to that extreme extent, giving it the ap-

pearance of being saturated with grease, occasionally witnessed. The
extreme tips of the wool may exhibit a sufficient trace of gum to give the

fleece a darkish cast—particularly in the ram—but a black, pitchy gum,
resembling semi-hardened tar, extending an eighth or a quarter of an inch

into the fleece, and which cannot he removed in ordinary washing, is, in my
opinion, decidedly objectionable. There is a white or yellowish concrete

gum, not removable by common washing, which appears in the interior of

some fleeces, which is equally objectionable.

The weight of fleece remaining the same, medium length of staple, with
compactness, is preferable to long, open wool, inasmuch as it constitutes

a better safeguard from inclemencies of weather, and better jn-otects the

sheep from the bad effects of cold and drenching rains in spring and fall.

The wool should be as nearly as possible of even length and thickness

over the whole body. Shortness on the flank, and shortness or thinness

on the belly, are serious defects.
" Evenness of fleece " is a point of the first importance. Many sheep

exhibit good wool on the shoidder an*d side, while it is far coarser and
even hairy on the thighs, dewlap, &zc. Rams of this stamp should not be
bred from by any one aiming to establish a su)>erior finc-wooled flock, and
all such ewes should be gradually excluded from those selected for

breeding.

The "style of the wool" is a point of as much consequence as mere
'' "PracticHl Observations on the Improvement of British Fine Wools, &c." by the above, 1828.
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fineness. Some very fine wool is stiff and the fibres almost straight, like

hair. It has a dry, cottony look. This is a poor, unsalable article, how-
ever fine the fibre. Sofi;ness of" wool—a delicate, silky, highly elastic feel,

between the fingers «r on the lips, is the first tiling to look after. This is

usually an index, or inseparable attendant, of the other good qualities, so

that an experienced judge can decide, with little difficulty, between the

quality of two fleeces, in the dai-k ! Wool should be finely serrated or

crimped from one extremity to the other

—

i. c, it should present a regular

series of minute curves, and, generally, the greater the number of these

curves in a given length, the higher the quality of wool in all othei'

particulars. The wool should open on the back of the sheep in connected

mass.es, instead of breaking up into little round spiral ringlets of the size

of a pipe-stem, which indicate thinness of fleece ; and when the wool is

pressed open each way with the hands, it should be dense enough to con-

ceal all but a delicate rose-colored line of skin. The interior of the wool
should be a pure, glittering white, with a lustre and " liveliness " of look

not surpassed in the best silk.

The points in the form of the Merino which the breeder is called upon
particularly to eschew, are—a long, thin head, narrow between the eyes

—

a thin, long neck, arching downward before the shoulders—bad crops

—

back falling behind the shoulders—narrow loin—flat ribs—steep, narrow
hindquarters—long legs—thighs scarcely meeting at all—legs drawn far

under the body at the least approach of cold. All these points were sep-

arately or conjointly illustrated in many of the Saxon flocks which have
been recently swept from the country. The points to be avoided in the

fleece have been sufficiently adverted to.

Having thus attempted to establish a standard for the Merino-breeder,

it remains that we examine some of the most important principles, in

breeding, by which that standard is to be reached or maintained.

The first gi'eat starting-point, among pure-blood animals, is that " like

will beget like." If the sire and dam are perfect in any given point, the

offspring will generally be ; if either is defective, the offspring will (sub-

ject to a law presently to be adverted to) be half way between the two;
if both are defective in the same point, the progeny M-ill be more so than

either of its parents—it will inherit the amount of the defect in both pa-

rents added together. There arc exceedinglj^ few perfect animals. Breed-
ing, then, is a system of counterbalancing—breeding out—in the offspring,

the defects of one parent, by the marked excellence of the other parent,

in the same points. The highest blood confers on the parent possessing it

the greatest power of stamping its own characteristics on its progeny ; but

blood being the same, the male sheep possesses this power in a greater

degree than the female. We may, therefore, in the beginning, breed
from ewes ])Ossessing any defects short of cardinal ones, without impro-

priety, provided we possess the proper ram for that purpose ; but the

flockmaster, aiming at a high standard of quality, should gradrially throw
out from breeding all ewes possessing even considerable defects. Every
year should make him more rigorous in his selection. But from the be-

ginning—and in the beginning more_ than at any other time—the greatest

care should be evinced in the selection of the ram. If he has a defect,

that defect is to be inherited by the whole future flock. If it is a material

one, as, for example, a hollow back, bad crops, a thin fleece, or a highly

imeven fleece, the flock will be one of low quality and little value. If, on

the other hand, he is perfect, the defects in the females will be lessened,

and gradually bred out. But it being difficult to find perfect rams, we are

to take those which have the fewest and lightest defects, and none of
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these material ones, like those just enumerated. And these defects are to

be met and counterbalanced by the decided excellence (sometimes running

to a fault) of the ewe, in the same jjoints. If the ram is a little too long-

legged, the shortest-legged ewes should be selected for him ; if gummy,
tlie dryest-wooled ewes ; if his fleece is a trifle below the proper standard

of fineness, (but he has been retained, as it often happens, for weight of

fleece and general excellence,) he is to be put to the finest and lightest

fleeced ewes, and so on. Having a selection of rams, this system of coun-

terbalancing would require little skill, if each parent possessed but one

fault. If tiie ewe was a trifle too thin fleeced, and good in all other par-

ticulars, it would require no nice judgment to decide that she needed to be

bred to an uncommonly thick-fleeced ram. But most animals possess, to

a greater or less degree, several defects. To select so that every one of

these in the dam shall meet its opposite in the male, and vice versa, re-

quires not only plentiful materials to select from, but the keenest dis-

crimination. The time and the convenient method of selecting the ewes

for the several rams, and the subsequent management, will be hereafter

pointed out.

We will now suppose that the breeder has established his flock—that

he has done so successfully, and given them an excellent character. He
is soon met with a serious evil. He must " breed in-and-in," as it is called

—that is, interbreed between animals more or less nearly related in blood

—or he must seek rams from other flocks, to the risk of losing or changing

the distinctive character of his flock, hitherto sought so sedulously, and

built up with so much care. It is contended by the opponents of in-and-in

breeding that it renders diseases and all other defects hereditary, and that

it tends to decrease of size, to debility, and a general breaking up of the

constitution. Its apologists, on the other hand, insist that, if the parents

are perfectly healthy, incestuous connexion does not, ^>c/- se, tend to any

diminution of healthiness in the offspring ; and they also claim, what must

be conceded, that it enables the skillful breeder much more rapidly to

bring his flock to a particular standard or model—and much more easily

to keep it there—unless it be true that, in course of time, they Avill dwin-

dle and grow feeble. So far as the eff"ect on the constitution is concerned,

both positions 7nay be, to a certain extent, true. But it is, perhaps, diffi-

cult to always decide with certainty when an animal is not only free from

disease, but from all tendency or predisposition toward it. A brother and

.sister may be apparently healthy—may be actually so—but may possess

an idiosyncrasy which, under certain circumstances, will manifest itseb.

—

If these circumstances do not chance to occur, they may live, apparently

possessing a robust constitution, until old age. If bred together, their off-

spring, by a rule already laid dt)wii, will possess the idiosyncrasy in a
double degree. Suppose the ram be interbred with sisters, half-sisters,

daughters, grand-daughters, &c., fljr several generations, the predisposition

toward a particular disease—in the first place slight, now strong, and con-

stantly growing stronger—will pervade, and become radically incorporated

into, the constitution of the whole flock. The first time the requisite ex-

citing causes are brought to bear, the disease breaks out, and, under such

circumstances, with peculiar severity and malignancy. If it be of a fatal

character, the flock is rapidly swept away ; if not, it becomes chronic, or

periodical at frequently recurring intervals. The same remarks apply, in

part, to those defects of the outward form which do not at first, from their

slightness, attract the notice of the ordinary breeder. They are rapidly

increased until, almost before thought of by the owner, they destroy the

value of the sheep. That stich are the common effects of in-and-in breed-
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ing, with such skill as it is ordinarily conducted, all know who have given
attention to the subject ; and for these reasons the system is looked upon
with decided disapprobation and repugnance, as among all kinds of domes-
tic animals, by nine out of ten of the best practical farmers of the Northern
States.

How, then, shall the sheep-breeder avoid the effects of in-and-in breed-
ing, and at the same time preserve the character of his flock? He should
do so by seeking rams of the savic hrecd, and possessing, as nearly as pos-

sihle, tlic characteristics leliicli he wisJies to jireserve in his own flock. If the

latter rule is neglected—if he draws indiscriminately from all the different

families or varieties of a breed—some large and some small—some long
and some short-wooled—some medium and some superfine in quality

—

some tall and some squabby—some crusted over with black gum, some
entirely free from it, &c. &c.—breeding will become a mere hotch-potch,

and no certain or uniform results can be looked for. So many varieties

cannot be fused into one, for a number of generations ;* and it not unfre-

quently happens, as between the different classes of Saxons alluded to by
Mr. S2iooner,t that certain families can never be successfully amalgamated.
But suppose the breeder has reached no satisfactory standard—that his

sheep are deficient in the requisites he desires 1 If the desired requisites

are characteristic of the breed he possesses, he is to adhere to tlie breed, and
select better animals to improve his own inferior ones. If he has an infe-

rior flock of South-Downs, and wishes to obtain the qualities of the best

South Dams, he should seek for the best rams of that breed. But if he
wishes to obtain cpialities not characteristic of the breed, he 2^ossesses, he
must cross xoith a breed ivhich does possess them. If the possessor of South-

Downs wishes to convert them into a fine-wooled sheep similar to the Me-
rino, he should cross his flock steadily with Merino rams—constantly in-

creasing the amount of Merino and diminishing the amount of South-Down
blood. To eftect the same result, he would take the same course with the

common sheep of the countiy, or any other coarse race. There are

those who, forgetful that some of the finest varieties now in existence, of

several kinds of domestic animals, are the result oi crosses, bitterly inveigh

against the practice of crossing, under any and all circumstances. As fre-

quently conducted, where objects incompatible with each other are sought

to be attained—as, for example, an attempt to unite the fleece of a Merino
and the carcass of a Leicester, by crosses between those breeds—it is an
unqualified absurdity. But under the limitations already laid down, and

with the objects specified as legitimate ones, objection to crossing savors,

in my judgment, of prejudice the most profound, or quackery the most
unvarnished. The cry, " buy full-bloods," with such men, generally means.
" buy our full-bloods !

" It is neither convenient, nor within the means of

every man wishing to start a flock of sheep, to start exclusively with full-

bloods. With a tew full-bloods to breed rams from, and to begin a full-

blood flock, the Southern Vn-eeder will find it his best policy to purchase

the best common sheep of his country, and gradually grade them up with

Merino rams. In selecting the ewes, fair size, good shape, and a robust

constitution, are the main points—the little difference that exists between
the quality of the common sheep's wool is of no consequence. For their

wool they are to look to the Merino ; but good form and constitution they

can and ought to possess, so as not to entail deep-rooted and entirely v.n-

nec'essary evils on their progeny.

" This occasions the want of uniformity in the Rarabouillct flock in France, wkich was begun by a pro-

miscuous admixturo of nil the Spauish families,

t Quotpd in Letter X,
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I have already spoken, in this Letter, incidentally, of the effect on the
fleece of the common sheep, by crossing with the Merino and breeding
steadily toward the latter ; and also of the mutton of this cross, as

well as that of the Merino and the English breeds. The result of
the cross with the common sheep has been sufficiently described. I would
add a few remarks in relation to that with the South-Down and Leicester

—both of which I have tried until sufficiently satisfied with the result.

Resolved on making an experiment with a Down and Merino cross, a few
years since, and finding it difficult to obtain Down ewes* of the proper
quality, I obtained a small, compact, exceedingly beautiful, fine and even-
fieeced. Down ram,t and crossed him with a few large-sized Merino ewes.
The half-blood ewes were bred to a Merino ram, and also their female
progeny, and so on. The South-Down form and disposition to take on
fat manifested itself, to a perceptible extent, in every generation which I

bred,| and the wool of many of the sheep in the third generation (|-blood.

Merino and 1-blood Down) was very even, and equal to medium, and
some of them to good medium Merino. Their fleeces were lighter than
the full-blood Merino, but increased in weight with each succeeding cross

back toward the latter. Their mutton of the first, and even the second
cross, was of a beautiful flavor—and it retained some of the superiority of

»South-Down mutton to the last.

I at the same time purchased a few Leicester ewes,|| and, as in the

preceding case, taking one cross of the blood, I bred toward the Merino.

The mongrels, to the second genei"ation (beyond which I did not breed

them) were about midway between the size of the two parent stocks

—

with wool shorter, but far finer and more compact than the Leicester

—

their fleeces about the same in w'eight as in the present stock8§—and alto-

gether they were a showy and profitable sheep, and well calculated to

please the mass of farmers. Their fleeces lacked evenness—their thighs

remaining disproportionately coarse and hairy ; and making up my mind
that this would always be a tendency of the sheep of this cross, 1 aban-

doned them without farther experiment.

In relation to the number of crosses necessary before it is proper to

breed from a mongrel rarn, there is a difference of opinion. Mr. Livings-

ton says :^

" It is now so well established as not even to admit of the smallest doubt tliat a Merino in

the fourth generation, from even the worst-wooled ewes, is in every respect equal to the

stock of the sire. No difference is now made in Europe in the choice of a ram, whether he
is a full-blood or a fifteen-sixteenths." .... " The French agriculturists say that however
coarse the fleece of the parent ewe may have been, the progeny in the fourth generation

will not show it."

I am constrained to differ with even this high authority. I admit that

the only value of blood or pedigree, in breeding, is to insure the hereditary

transmission of the properties of the parent to the offspring. As soon as

a mongrel reaches the point where he stamps his characteristics on his

progeny, with the same certainty that a full-blood does, he is equally

valuable, provided he is, individually, as perfect an animal. But I do not

* To cai-ry out the commonly received principle in breeding, that in crossing between difterent races, tlio

ram ofthe smaller shoiilil be put to ewe of the larger one.

t This ram, obtained from Francis Rotch, Et^q , was got by a prize ram of Mr. Ellman's, and from one of

his choicest breeding-ewes, and showed infinitely more style, aa well as fineness and evenness of wool,

than the common Downs of our country. Ho was not larger than a large-sized Jlerino ram.

t These I finally put otFto save myself the trouble of breeding several kinds of sheep on the same farm.

H Descended from the tlock of the late Robert Adcock. of Otsego County, N. Y.—considered at the time

equal to any flock in tlie State.

& That is, about 5 lbs. I have put down the Leicester fleece, in my description of the breed, at 6 lbs., aa

this is the amount generally claimed for them ; but in the few ca«)a brought within my direct knowledge,

they have never averaged it .My owos above alluded to did not, I tbizik, average quite 5 lbs.

% Essay on Sheep, pp. 181, 183.
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believe that this can be depended upon, with any certainty, in rams of the

fourth Merino cross. My only experience in this particular is in the ob-

servation of other men's flocks who have bred with high-grade rams.*

These have invariably lacked the style and perfection of thorough-bred

flocks. The sixth, seventh, or eighth cross might be generally, and the

last perhaps almost invariably, as good as pure-blood rams, but I confess

I should still prefer to adhere to the latter. Pure blood is a fixed stand-

ard, and were every breeder to think himself at liberty to depart from it,

in his rams, each one more or less, according to his own judgment or

caprice, the whole blood of the country would become adulterated. No
man would be authorized to sell a ram of any cross, be it the tenth, or

even the twentieth, as a full-blood.

It is all-important for those commencing flocks either of full-bloods, or

by crossing, to select the choicest rams. A grown ram may be made to

serve
II
from 100 to 150 ewes in a season. A good Merino ram will,

speaking within bounds, add more than a pound of wool to the fleece of

the dam, on every lamb got by it, fi-om a common-wooled ewe.§ Here is

one hundred or one hundred and fifty pounds of wool for the use of a

ram for a single season ! And every lamb subsequently got by him adds a

pound to this amount. Many a ram gets, during his life, 800 or 1,000

lambs ! Nor is the extra amount of wool all. He gets from 800 to 1,000

half-blooded sheep, worth double their dams, and ready to be made the

basis of another and higher stride in improvement. A good ram, then, is

as important, and, it seems to i7ic, quite as vahiable an animal as a good
farm-horse stallion ! When the number of a ram's progeny are taken into

consideration, and when it is seen over what an immense extent, even in

his own direct offspring, his good or bad qualities are to be perpetuated,

the folly of that economy which would select an inferior one is sufficiently

obvious.

Every one desirous of starting a flock will find it his best economy,
where the proper flocks to draw rams from are not near him, to purchase

several of the sainc breed, of course, but of different strains of blood. Thus,

ram No. 2 can be put on the offspring of No. 1, and vice versa ; No. 3 can

be put upon the offspring of both, and both upon the offspring of No. 3.

The changes which can be rung on three distinct strains of blood, without

in-and-in breeding close enough to be attended with any considerable dan-

ger, are innumerable.^ But if these rams of different strains are bought

promiscuously, without reference to similarity of characteristics, there

may, and probably will be differences between them, and it might require

time and skill to give a flock descended from them, a proper uniformity of

character. Those who breed rams for sale should be prepared to furnish

different strains of blood with the necessary individual and family uni-

formity. /

* I have never knowingly bred with any other ram than a pure-blood, of any stock, or for any purpose.

li By methods hereafter to be described.

5 That is, if the ewe at 3 years old sheared 3 lbs. of wool, the lamb at the same age will shear 4 lbs. of

wool.

TT The brother and sister are of the same blood ; the father and daughter, half; the father and grand-

daughter, one-fourth ; the father and great grand-daughter, one-eighth, and so on. Breeding between an-

imals possessing one-eighth of the same blcjpd, would not be considered very close breeding ; and it is not

uncustomary, in rugged, well-formed families, to breed between those possessing one-fourth of the same
blood.

The Highest Fountain in the World is iu the grounds of the Duke of Devonshire, at

Chatsworth, where a single jet is thrown up to a hight c£ 267 feet—more than 100 feet

hlffher than Ninorarn Pnllshigher than Niagara Falls
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THE HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.

We are resolved that, for the future, this department of The Farmers' Libra-

ry shall be punctually kept up. Every farmer may be supposed to have a wife,

and, if not, the sooner he gets one the better for him, if he w^ould thrive and do

well

—

provided she is at once docile and spirited, cheerful and resolute, neat,

industrious and economical. Without meaning to flatter, and with no inconsid-

erable opportunities when younger to learn how rural life is conducted in this our

republican country, where every man gives his time to party politics we have

often had occasion to observe that happiness and success depend quite as much
on the wife as the husband—and even more, in so far as they are connected

with the care and the manners of children, and all the nameless but important

details of in-door management generally.

Have we not in our youthful days—days of alternate smiles and tears—of

holidays and school-days—been scolded and coaxed into giving our aid and

comfort to the women-folks, in a thousand ways—helping now to wind the yarn,

and next to " pick" the cotton? to drive up and count the geese and the turkeys?

to smoke* and to feed the chickens ? Have we not been forced, on Saturdays,

with a heart full of sadness, and the sense of its unfairness, to forego squirrel-

shooting and rabbit-hunting, to carry the " fiUing-in" to the weaver, and the

leather to the shoemaker ? Have we not lent a hand in drying peaches, and even

in dipping candles ? and, if the truth Htust be told, have we not stolen the water-

melon from the patch, and the milky roasting car from the corn-field—and even

the rising cream as it floated, in all its delicious freshness, on "four-and-twenty"

milk-pans " all in a row ?" Not so much, be it confessed, because some of them

might not have been easier come at in an honest way ; but, then, ice thought they

all tasted so much sweeter !— for be it known that, in all these boyish pecca-

dilloes, we had our confederates, both white and black—(blessed be their names !

for most of them have gone beyond that bourne " whence no traveler returns.")

And is it not wonderful how company does embolden us in wrong-doing ? Even
whole nations, feeling might and forgetting right, have been known sometimes

to perpetrate robbery and murder, for which any individual among them would
be quickly swung up by the neck ? But we are becoming grave when we only

meant a jocose reference to youthful pastimes and occupations, to show that

personal experience gives us a right to pretend to some knowledge of rural life

and its affairs ; and the more so, since there are some who would fain look on

us as interlopers in the very field of inquiry and observation to which we have
chosen to fly all our lives, for occupation and amusement, whenever we could

break or slip the bridle, and escape from school or from the labors of office,

and the more artificial scenes and circles of the town.

We shall not, however, ask the judgment of 7nen upon what we shall every

month supply for the entertainment and welfare of the thrifty housewife and
the anxious mother. When the boy returns from the neighboring Post-Oflice,

the chance is that the gentleman of the house will take the post-bag, and, first

of all, cull from it his party paper, with a foregone conclusion that whatever

* Ab effectual procees for curing ihe " gapes."
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he there shall find is gospel, to be swallowed and followed, even though it may
load his country wiih debt and dishonor. We speak, of course, of no particu-

lar party. Well, good lady, let him take his Jiebdomadal dose of politics

—

which habit has made as necessary as his tobacco—while you, in your habit-

ual and appropriate deference to his better judgment in such things, ask for

The Farmers' Library and Monthly Journal ; and after reading, as you find

it worthy, call to your own department the attention of your dear daughters,

single or married. We can promise you, at least, that you shall meet with

nothing there that does not inculcate the practice of all the womanly domes-

tic and Christian virtues—industry, economy, and attention to cleanliness and

cultivation of body and of mind—such virtues, in a word, as have made illustri-

ous the names of a Comtesse de la Fayette and a Madame Roland, a Mrs. Gen-
eral Greene or a Mrs. Hill.*

For this month we take, with other items, what we find at hand in the

" Quarterly Journal of Agriculture and Science,^'' being a familiar story of

" Mr. Duropus and Family." The melancholy fate of poor Duropus is a very

natural representation of that of many honest farmers who are brought to ruin

by the improvidence of their wives and families ; while, truth to tell, a yet

greater number are broken up by their own laziness and contaminating associa-

tions. It may safely be affirmed that the extravagance of wives is not unfre-

quently cccasioned by want of confidence and candor on the part of the husband

—as if the blood of Portia were extinct, and as if American might not, as well

as Grecian and Roman matrons, be trusted, even unto death. Alas ! have not too

many of them, as well in the time of our Revolution as since, had occasion to

say and to realize the sad presentiment of Andromache :

" Be careful, Hector ! fgjMvith thee my all—
My father, mother, brOTfier, husband fall I

"'

From a false, though it be an amiable pride, and unwillingness to deny their

family every gratification, husbands would conceal their inability and embarrass-

ments, until too late to retrieve their afiairs ; and only when on the very verge

of inevitable ruin, is the dreadful disclosure made—accompanied, perhaps, with

lamenting extravagances which an earlier and better knowledge of his condition

would have prompted the wife to avoid at every sacrifice ; for who is she, worthy

of the sacred office of wife and mother, who is not ready to unite with her

husband in every struggle and self-denial, to preserve for him and her family

that greatest of all earthly blessings, independence ! however humble the con-

dition and the sphere of its enjoyment ?

* In no spirit of invidious preference do we venture to add the name of this native lady of our

own Slate, whom wo remember as a little schoolgirl. Reared with tenderness, in tiie enjoy-

ment of all that easy fortune and parental fondness could supply—married young, and widowed

in early life, she was left with a family of sons to rear and educate, and a large estate and com-

plicated affairs to manage. With a fortitude and perseverance which has characterized so many

of her countrywomen, she brought up her boys in a high sense of honor and obligation to pre-

serve the purity of their name, and handed them over their estates unembarrassed and improved.

Have we not a right to draw the names of such women from retirement and in this department

proclaim their examples for the emulation of their sex ? Nay more : is it not a scandal to our

country that some man duly accomplished and imbued with the true s])irit for the task, has not

sketched for American Biography Uie lives of American women, of whom our Revolutionary

and other times could boast so many conspicuous models of conjugal devotion, of enlarged phi-

lanthropy and heroic resolution under the most trying exigencies of fortune? It shall be our

pleasing duty to preserve such sketches in the Housewife's Department of The Farmers' Li-

brary, when offered. Where the raateriala are so abundant, shall the chivalry be wanting to

supply them ?
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MR. DUROPUS AND FAMILY.

CHAPTER I.

One Friday evening, as Mr. Duropns came
in IVom the field, lie foiuid his house in espe-

cial fine order, and idl die labors with which
he was wont to close the day anticipated.

—

This was certainly a very pleasant liict, and
not a very unusual one in the history of his

experience. It was conimouly followed by
a demand, ou the 25art of Mrs. Duropus, upon
a leathern purse which lay in a email chest,

under the bed, in which (the piu'se, not the

bed) was deposited gold, silver, and bank-
notes, received iu exchange for beef, pork,
hay, oats, potatoes, apples, and other commod-
ities produced by the fann of sixty acres,

owned and cultivated by Mr. Duropus.
When the supper table was removed, and

the girls had gone over to the next neighbor's,

and Mrs. Duropus had lighted her candle and
threaded her needle, (wliich last feat was not
performed till alter divers nippings of the
thread with her eye-teeth, and many fears

that Mr. Duropus would repeat a remark, not
at all pleasant, " you had better take your
spectacles,'') and had commenced repairing a
rent in her husband's coat. When aU these

important things had taken place, Mrs. Duro-
pus began to expatiate ou the prosperity and
line appearance of their neighbors, the Dash-
iels. "Only to think," said she, looking up
from her work by way of emphasis, " how
well they have got along in the world. Two
or three years ago, when they came into the

village, they had nothing at all, and now there

is not a family in the place that dress better

;

I do n't know of a single family that has got

along as well as they have."
" Mr. Hardy's family have got along better,

to my notion," said Mr. Dm'opus.
" According to your notion ; but your no-

tions are different from those of most per-

sons."
" When Hardy bought that nm-down fann,

four years ago, he paid two hundred dollars

down, and gave a mortgage for eight hundred.
Suice then he has managed to pay one huii-

di"ed and twenty-five dollars a year, besides
the interest, and to make the fann worth
double what it was when he took it. He will

soon be out of debt, if he lives, and be the
owner of a fine fann."

" How has he done it ? He has n't allowed
his family the comforts of life."

" I think you hardly do right to say that.

—

The house is about the neatest one I have
been in, and the children look as plump as
partridges."

" I presume they have enough to eat. As
to the house, I suppose you have never been
in any room l)ut the kitchen. Their parlor
has nothing in it but the bare floor and walls,

a table and a few old chairs."
" I can't say how that may be ; I was in

the room they live in, and, if anything, it was
more comfortable than this one."

" There is no need of our living in this

room," Mrs. Duropus was tempted to say

—

(665)

but, remembering the object in view, she sup-
pressed the remark. The good lady, together
with her three daughters, had simultaneously
conceived the idea that it was uugenteel to
live in the kitchen. Hence, when in com-
pany, they spoke of it as a dim and shadowy
land, into which they rarely made excui-sions.

They were too well acquainted with Mr. Du-
ropus's notions, to make any attempt to dis-

lodge him from the time-honored corner, or to

make their own residence in the ' front room'
other than theoretical.

'• I presume," continued Mr. Duropus, after

a brief interval of silence, " that Mr. Hardy
feels that he can't afford to fumish a room
which is so little used as a parlor is, while he
is in debt, and has so many improvements to

make on the farm."
" That is always the way with you men.

There are so many improvements to be made
on the farm that the house can never be made
decent inside. Eveiy old bam'and rail-fence

and ditch must be fixed first."

It was plain tlaat Mrs. Duropus was losing
sight of the object for which the house was
put in extra order, and losing something of
the pleasantness of her voice ; she perceived
it, and made an effort to repair the error, but
her feelings were too much interested in the
topic we have mentioned, to leave it without
a few more remarks. She moreover hoped
she might give them a bearing which might
tell on her as yet secret purpose.

" If he has some excuse for not furnishing
the house, he has no excuse for letting his
girls go dressed as tliey do."
"I don't know much about such things,

but they always look very nice at home and
abroad."

" It behooves those who have only one or
two frocks to keep them clean."

" I should thuik it would be harder work
to do so, and therefore they deserve the more
credit for it."

" I don't think their father deserves much
credit for laying out so much on his {arm, and
making his daughters do with only a dj-ess or
two.'"

" I do n't know how many they have, I 'm
sure ; they always appear well dressed at
meeting."

" They have worn the same dresses at meet-
ing, and everywhere else they have been, for

a yem-; and will do so, I suppose, a year
longer."

" It may be, and, if they are kept nice, I
don't see why they shouldn't."
"I don't suppose you do, but other folks

do ; I reckon you would like to have the girls

wear the same dresses. Sabbath after Sabbath,
for a year."

" I should stand a better chance to know
them when I meet th(mi than I do now. The
other day, as I was going U) neighbor Hardy's,
I passed a smart-looking young woman with
a good many ribbons flying. I tliousht she
noticed me as I passed, though I did n't know
her."
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" Where has Phebe Maiia been ? " said one
of the girls.

" She has n t been anywhere to-day, as far

as I know," said L
" You must have met her, for she just went

by here."
" I lemember I passed a young woman, but

I did n't mind who it was," said I.-

" I think it is pretty well," said Mrs. Har-

dy, " if a father do n't know his own daugh-

ter." They had quite a laugh about it.

" I suppose you joined in with them," said

Mrs. Duropus.
" I rather think I did laugh some."
•' I do wish you would n't run down your

own children, or, what is just as bad, let other

folks do it. Tlie Hardys need not say any-

thing. I do n't think that one of them has

had a new thing for six montlos past."

" I do n't believe they have," said Mr. Du-
ropus, with a quiet smile ;

" you would cer-

tainly have known it if they had ; but do you
think they are less respected on that ac-

count?"
" If parents wish to have tlieir children be

anybody, they must have them do as other

folks do."
" I rather guess, mother, that neighbor

Hardy's girls will make out as well as any of

the girls in the place, after all."

" They may, accorduig to your ideas of

making out well. They may marry men like

their father, whose hearts are set on improv

ing their farms, instead of makmg their iiimi-

lies comfortable."

Mr. D. made no reply to this remark. A
cloud passed over his good-humored counten-

ance. What were his thouglits as he sat gaz-

ing at the place where, in whiter, the fire was
wont to glow? Was it strange that the

phrase, " they may man-y men like their fa-

ther," struck him unpleasHUtly ? Would it

be a calamity to tliem if his own daughters

should marry men like tlieii- father? Did

their motlier regi-et that she was wedded to

one whose notions differed so much from the

new ones she had adopted ? Ho liad toiled

under the scorching summer sun, and amid

the storms of winter, to gain the means of ren-

dering his family comfortable. Was this un-

appreciated ? True, Hardy was the man
spoken of, but his own views and practice

had not differed materially from those of his

neighbor. But thoughts like these were soon

dismissed. " She has been," thought he, " a

faithful and loving wile; when we began the

world with nothing, she did her full share of

the labor ; true, now, some of the notions

which are filling everybody's heads, in these

days, have got into hers; but she will get

over them, when she comes to think more
about them." He fell pained at the thoughts

which he had indulged. By way of atoning

for tlie same, he determined to grant the favor,

whatever it might be, which he saw his wife

was preparing to ask at the connnencement
of their conversation. He rubbed his face,

and changed his position, and talked on vari-
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ous topics so cheerfully and pleasantly that

Mrs. Duropus was emboldened to prefer her
request.

Mr. Mason, a merchant in the village, had
just returned from the city with a fresh sup-

ply of goods. In the fullness of his benevo-
lence, he had informed Mrs. D. that he had
procured certain dress patterns, with especial

reference to the adonmient of her daughters

;

and that, in expectation that she would pur-

chase the same, they should Ije withheld from
the public eye till noon the next day. Mrs.
D. was authorized by her relenting husband
to make the pui'chase on the following morn-
ing.

CHAPTER II.

Let us now look in at Mr. Hai'dy's. It was
about ten o'clock in the morning ; Mrs. Har-
dy and her two daughters, Mary and Jane,
were busily employed in the labors appropri-

ate to their calling. Occasionally the sweet
voices of the girls might be heard m song, and
then in an affectionate dispute with their

mother relative to the division of labor. A
knock was heard at the front door. Instead
of fleeing in various directions, and slipping

on dresses, whose rebellious folds clearly indi-

cate the suddenness of their appropriation,

.Jane continued at her work, and Mary went
to the door. She found there Miss Phebe
Maria Duropus, and a young gentleman (the

brother of the minister) who was spending
his vacation in the village.

" Good morning," said Mary, with a slight

want of composure at the sight of the stranger—" walk in!"
" We were making a few morning calls,"

said Miss Phebe, after she had introduced Mr.
Foster, " but perhaps you are engaged."

—

This \vas spoken while she was still standing

before the door.
" We are not more engaged than usual ; we

are always happy to see our friends. Come
ui !

" said Mary.
They entered, and Miss Phebe seated

herself on the edge of a chair ; whether
through fear of soiling her new dress, or
because she thought it more genteel, is not

known.
" You are veiy indush-ious," said Miss Phe-

be Maria, •' I wish I were so."

"We are obliged to be; so we do n't de-

serve any credit for it."

Jane came in without waiting to be inquired

for ; and after a very lew moments spent in

labored conversation, and after amusing her-

self by lapping on the bare floor with her sun-

screen, and then becoming very ostentatiously

conscious of the impropriety of tlie act. Miss

Phebe Maria rose, saying that thbj must not

hinder their friends from their work, and bade
them good morning. Mr. Foster bade them
good morning with rather more politeness and
respect than was qinte agieeable to Phebe
Maria.

" Phebe scorns to be very fiiendly, all al

once," said Jane with a smile, after they had
resumed their operations in the kitchen.
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" There was u't too much friendship iu her
oall to-day," said Mary, shghtly vexed.

" Do n't be harsh in your judgment, dear,"

said Mrs. Hardy.
" It is n't a judgment, but a fact. She

brought him here to lot him see that our
house was not as well furnished as hei's."

" She took unnecessary trouble, then," said

Jane; " she might have told him about it."

" I su])pose she thought that seeing is be-

lieving," said Mary. " If he is a sensible

man, I do n't think she has gained much by
bringing him here."

" Let us talk about sometliing else, dears,"

said Mi-s. Hardy, and the suggestion was
cheeifully adopted.

Not long after this call, Mr. Foster present-

ed himself at the door, unattended by Phebe
Maria. "Are the young ladies at home?''
said he to Mrs. H., who came to the door.

" Yes, sir—walk m ! They are at home,
and will be ready to see you in a few minutes.

They are now helping their father milk the

cows, or rather he is heliiiug them. Mr. Har-
dy has so much to do that, when we can get

the cows home soon enough, we try to have
them milked before he comes ; that is, the

girls do, for they won't let me go out of the

house."
'• You have n't them under very good gov-

ernment, then," said Mr. Foster, smiling.
" It is n't the fashion now, you know. The

fashion now is for the young folks to rule and
the old ones to obey. However, I can't com-
plain of ray gu-ls—they try to do everything
they can for their parents ; only they won't
let me do as much as I wish to sometimes.

—

I do n't like to see them do it all."

The girls had new finished straining the

milk, and, as the labors of the day were over,

some slight changes were made iu their dress,

and they came in and passed the evening with
Mr. Foster. He had no such horror of un-
carpeted floors, or of industrious girls, as to

prevent his staying till the village bell " tolled

the hour for retiring."

It appeared that one of Mr. Foster's uncles,

with whom he spent a part of his time, was
well acquainted with Mr. Hardy, and highly
appreciated his character. He had requested
his nephew to make his acquaintance, during
his stay in the village. Perhaps he thought
he was fulfilling that request liy becoming ac-
quainted with the daughters, for the nine
o'clock bell rung before he inquired for the
father, and then he had gone to bed. So it

was plain that it would be necessary for him
to call again. He did so, and the necessity
for repetition seemed to be mcreased, inso-
much that Miss Phebe Maria, on one occa.sion,

said that, if any one wisiied to find Mr. Fos-
ter, they must look for him in Mr. Hardy's
kitchen.

CHAPTER III.

" Mr. Duropus, our girls must have more
things. It don't signify ; they can't be any-
body unless they do."

" What 18 wanting now? " said Mr. Duro-
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pus, who looked thinner and older than when
we saw him last.

" We must have an ingrain carpet, and
some mahogany chairs, and a looking-glass

:

everybody has them now. Even Mr. Hai'dy
has got his girls a carpet."

" He can afford to do so, but I can't."
" What is the reason ? Your farm is as large

again as his."

" And my debts are as large again, and more
too, for I don't know as he owes a cent in

the world. When he owed eight hundred
dollars, I didn't owe much if anything ; and
now he is free from debt, and I have just as

much as I can do to pay the interest, and I

shan't be able to do that long at the rate we
are going on."

" I do n't see how that can be. We have
not bought anything for the girls but what
was necessary. They have only had what
other folks have."

" I do n't know how that may be ; they
have had more than I can afford. I ought to

have refused and put my foot down at the

first of it, and got only what I could atibrd to

get."

Mrs. D. was silent. She was not given to

prolbund I'eflection, and hence had never
thought what eftect her demands on her hus-
band's purse might have in the end. She
was sorry if he was embarrassed ; and yet
she could not believe it. The girls had had
next to nothing. Old-fashioned folks were
prone to exaggerate, where new things were
concerned. He could surely afford the car-

pet and chairs. She would do without some-
thing herself The girls would be married
soon, that is, if they had suitable things to at-

tract husbands witli. With such thoughts
did she fortify himself in the resolution to

persevere in her application ; and who ever
heard of a persevering wife who was denied.

The money was raised by a mortgage on
his stock, and the carpet, chairs, and glass

were purchased. Mr. Duropus excused
himself for yielding, by saying to himself, " I

shall have no peace till I do."

About Xvfo years after tlie above-mentioned
purchase, Mr. Hardy came one day to the

field in which Mr. Duropus was hard at

work. '' Good morning, neighbor," said he,
" I have noticed for some time that you
have n't looked well. You work too hard ;

you can't stand it."

" That isn't it; I 'm in debt, and expect

to have all my stock sold before long."
" I concluded you must be in debt some

—

and—I—was rather surprised at it, too."

" That is, you thought I had too much sense

to give way to the foolish ways that are ru-

ining half the farmers in the country."
" Yes, that is about it, seeing you have said

it yourself"
•' Well, you see, I got into it by little and

little, and once in, it is hard swimming against

the tide. I shall never get out of it. I shall

see the last of my farm if I live many years

louder."
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" You must get out of it ; your duty to your
family requires it."

" They bave got the upper baud uow ; if

you could persuade them to make a change,

I might save myself."
" You certainly can persuade them, if you

tell them just how you are situated."
" I have told them many a time, and there

is a crjing-spell and a reform for a day or

two, and then the old story over again."

Mr. Haidy felt too deep an interest in the

welfare of his neighbor to leave matters in

their present state. He inquii-ed into the

amount of his debt, and proposed several

ways by which he might extricate himself.
" What good would it do ? I should get

right in again."
'• Not if you will just make up your mind

to buy nothing except what you can afford to

buy. I have five hundred dollars that I had.

thought of giving to ray son-in-law, Foster, to

get him a library, but he can do without for

a while. I will give you that lor the wood-
lot and pasture adjoining, and pay off the

mortgage bonds ; and then you will have
more than sixty acres and fi'ee from debt, and
if you can't keep out then, why I do n't know
what can be done for you."

" There can't be anythmg done for me, un-
less I do for myself I '11 take up with your
offer, and will follow yoiur advice to the let-

ter, come what may. Let us go and draw
writings. I want a good night's sleep, a
thing that I have n't had for months, and
shan't have till I am out of debt."

Lyed Hominy.—Every housewife knows that there are two kinds of hominy, the " small"

and the " great" hominy ; but aU do not know that there is a third, which, though less

known, is the easiest prepared, and in Missouri, where it is much used and esteemed, is

called Lyed Hominy, for a reason that will be obvious. It is prepared, says a Missouri

housewife, by boiling the white field-corn iu ashes and water until the husk or skin of the

grain is loosened, which will happen iu a few minutes, and attention must be paid that it re-

main not too long in the ashes, else it will taste of the lye. So soon as the husk is loosened,

it must be washed and rubbed tlu'ough the hands, in cold water, until the grain is cleansed

from the ashes and husk or bran. It may then be dried, to be used at any time, or boiled

immediately, if wanted. When wanted to be cooked for the table, it must be scalded and

then put to boil in plenty of water, observing always to keep sufficient hot water to throw

in as the first boils down. The grain bursts into a white ball, and becomes soft when suffi-

ciently done. This is the manner of boiling to eat it, either warm or cold, %vith milk, or

cream if to be had, even fresh Aldemey cream ! This preparation of Indian com is also used

in the West, by the Indians and Creole boatmen, who prefer it to anything else in a soup,

which they prepare by putting the lyed corn to boil, with a piece of beef or pork, leaving

the water in, which makes the soup. In the other case of the lyed hominy, the grain,

when done, is separated liom the water. There can be no doubt that a bowl of this lyed

hominy and fresh milk would have been as keenly realized by old Rough and Ready, after

the battle of Buena Vista, as " a dish of nice strawberries smothered in cream" by us who

live at home at ease, and read with admiration of his stoic fortitude and, with a too san-

guinary gold, the accounts of all his hard-fought battles.

To HAVE Good Coffee.—Few things so often test tlie skill and attention of the housewife as

the quality of her coffee. The proverbial excellence of French coffee is owing to its being

roasted (or scorched) slowly over or near a moderate fire, thus concentrating the aroma or essen-

tial oil, instead of rapidly burning the berries, thereby evaporating its high flavor. To make

good coffee, when it is boiled, and not percolated through a biggin,

" it should boil up once only, and then it should be suffered to stew [simmer] in a close vessel or

pot on the hob—the longer the better—until wanted, when it will seldom require lining; for

which purpose, however, a little pounded isinglass is the best. In France, and most other coun-

tries, the berries are mostly fresh scorched or roasted, just before being required, wliich, iu nearly

all families, is performed in the frying-pan (rarely in a roasting machine) over a slow fire of char-

coal, the berries being kept moist by the addition of a little fresh butter or lard, which prevents

all possibility of burning. They are turned out, when finished, on flannel, and rolled up closely

till cold."

Then it should be made very strong, and drank, half coffee, half cream or boiled milk. Some

ladies barely color the wat,er. That may do for children, but not for those who know " what 's

what," and that 's what the great Pinkney said General Ridgely knew, when he wanted to

praise him and his knowledge of what was commc dfaut.

(see)
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE MASS. HORTICULT. SOCIETY.

FRENCH METHOD OF PRESERVING FRUITS.

" Civilization bids us mingle the ornamental with the useful ; and the pleasures of
the eye, although not so indispensable, arc of a much more refined nature than tliose

of the mouth."

If any one doubt the truth of this sentiment, so well expressed in these

" Transactions," let him but ask himself where his lady-love would be seen with,

greatest force of attraction—tending her tulips and training honeysuckles, or

munching the most aromatic and delicious fruit that ever grew ? But our thanks

are due, in the first place, to the distinguished President of the Society, for a

copy of this specimen of their Transactions—published, as all such works should

be, in a style worthy of the beautiful art to which they are dedicated. Beautiful

as this volume is, however, it seems to have not yet satisfied the just pride of the

Society ; and, in truth, in respect of the chromolithing process employed in the

exhibition of the flowers and fruits v/ith which the work is embellished, although

the best display of that process which has fallen under our notice, it is not in its

present state to be relied on, to realize the design of those who arrange these

Transactions, and who seem to judge that nothing has been well done which can

be done any better. Hence the Trustees intimate a determination not only to

bring out their subsequent volumes in a superior style, but that the plates now
given shall be reproduced, with every practicable improvement.

Referring first to what it has ever been our disposition to hold up for example

in all such cases, we have to notice the fine, liberal spirit which has ever prompt-

ed the members of this Institution, both as a body and individually, to stimulate

and encourage the formation and the success of all such associations in other

parts of the country—rightly judging, contrary to the feeling and practice of some
similar Associations, that there are cases in which a common public good is best

proro.oted by honorable and extended rivalry, and the wide diflusion of appropri-

ate knowledge.

After arguing that Floriculture may eventually become an object as well of

profit as of amusement, and suggesting the patronage of it as a suitable object to

attract the surplus wealth of the tasteful and opulent, a striking fact is adduced
to show the commercial value into which the products of Floriculture may be
made to grow, as in the case of the two exquisite seedling Camellias—the " Ca-
mellia Wilderii," and the " Camellia Mrs. Abbt Wilder,"—the figures of
which adorn the volume before us. These were obtained in the conservatory

of the President, M. P. Wilder, Esq., by the persevering application of the art

of hybridization laid down by Herbert. Mr. W. sold his stock of these two
seedlings to J. L. L. F. Warren, for $1,000, and Mr. Warren has since nearly
tripled that amount for them in Europe. But we have no room for more re-

marks, even if they were needed to hold up the enlightened management and
choice fruits of this Association to the emulation of men of taste and means
throughout the country. The love of Horticulture, with which sordid ideas of

gain are not usually associated, may not be so easily imbibed in a country where
the " almighty dollar," as Irvmg calls it, is the object of universal and eao-er

(569)
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pursuit ; yet to all reflecting minds it holds forth this inducement—that, as stated

in this volume, " examples are exceedingly rare of men, once engaged in Flori-

culture, ever giving it up but with their latest breath." While it oSers elegant

recreation to the man of wealth, to the poorest it is not forbidden.

In making room for the practical matter which follows, to the exclusion of as

much already prepared for this number, we propose to show to our friends of

this intellectual, prosperous Association, that in our case their kindness has not

been lost on the wayside, at the same time that we put in for them a claim to

the gratitude of our readers.

His method, although at first expensive,

deserves to be kuowu. His fruit-house is a
circular building expressly for this purpose,

with an outer and inner wall, as will be seen
on reference to the figure below. The liight

and tliickness of the walls, as well as the di-

mensions of the house, are with him arbitrary.

The distance between the two walls is about
three feet six inches ; both have windows, as

he thinks a diffused hght preferable to entire

darkness. The mner room is, of course, the

depository of the fruit, and the object here is

to attain a constant temperature of about 50*^

Fahr. ; as low as 39° would not be injurious,

but 66° to 73° destructive. The intervention

of iire-heat he considers very prejudicial.

He has a number of tight wooden boxes
made with drawers, of oak—>which wood he
prefers, as being easier to be cleaned from the

remains of any iruit which might decay

;

softer woods allow the moisture and seeds of

fungi, causing decay, to sink into their open
pores, where they remain and vegetate an-

other season. In these drawers the fruits are

placed, with small intervals between each, on
a slight bed, one-sixth of an inch thick, of

1844.
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filled to about two-thirds of their hight, leav-

ing one-third exposed. I\I. Paquel discusses

at some length the various substances gener-

ally used to envelop fruits, such as moss, cot-

ton, paper, &c., and iinally gives the prefer-

ence to the mixture mentioned, objecting to-

tally to wrapping each iu papei'.

m

FORM OF THE BOXES.

Previous, however, to depositing in the

fruit- house, many precautions should be taken

;

the fruit should be gathered with the greatest

care—the slightest bruise or pinch would be
fatal ; the fairest and finest specimens must
be selected. It should be gathered about ten

days before it is ripe, but must have attained

its full size ; after gathering, should be left ui

an open, airy situation for about fifteen days,

to sweat, and on no account be wiped—jire-

vious to its final deposition in the boxes in the

iruit-house. \Vith all this care some will de-

cay ; the boxes shoidd, therefore, be occasion-

ally looked over, and those shovidng the slight-

est symptoms of perishing be immediately
removed.

Mr. Paquet's small publication contains

many valuable loints on the jireservation of

thinks equal to those here ; but he adds :

—

' Their Pears are truly magnificent, and their

St. Gemiains are even now (April, 1847) in

eating ; Fruit, however, in general, is enor-
mously dear—I paid yesterday four cents for

an ordinary Pear, and a franc, or twenty
cents, was the price demanded for one of su-

perior size and quality. The mai'kets

for Flowers are held here several days
in a week, and certainly are extremely
beautiiul. I attended, the other day, a
magnificent exhibition of Flowei-s and
Greenhouse Plants, made for the benefit

of the poor. The display was certainly

most brilliant.'

It is presumed that these Transactions

may be rendered of equal value to the

agriculturist as to the horticulturist ; for

the Fruits on which tliey will chiefly

treat and ofter infonnation are those the

cultivation of which employs a portion, some-
times a large portion, of many well-conducted
larrns.

Of the number of ban'els of Apples con-

sumed at home, no ap[)roximative calculation

can be venltu-ed on. but every one is awai'e

that it must be enormous ; and even the ex-

port of this fruit is rising into importance as a
trade—from Boston alone, m 1845, 10,229
bairels, and in 184G, ll,0f)2 barrels, were ex-

ported. That the production has not yet over-

whelmed the consumption is evident from the

fact that prices ralher tend upward than
downward, while the supply of the finest

sorts by no means equals the demand. How
necessary, then, that the public should have
some authentic som-ce to look to for infonna-

tion respecting the cultivation of these fruits

;

fruit on the ti'ees : on tlie acceleration and re-
j

and how imperative on the Massachusett.s

tardation of the period of ripening, and on the !
Horticultural Society, under the weight of the

artificial means of increasing the beauty and
coloring of Fruit.

Our winter ;uid summer climate, however,
differs so much from that of Paiis, that judg-
ment must guide our operations here ; to fol-

low implicitly all his ideas might lead us into

error.

liberal patronage bestowed on it, to become
that source.

The commei'cial value of the Pear, although

it has not yet attained the same importance as

that of the Apple, has lately received a vast

impulse ; nor can there be the least doubt,

when our Pear orchards shall have been suf-

The writer has received a communication I
ficiently enlai'ged, and the method of keeping

from an American friend in France, who is j
this frait have improved, that a great demand

enthusiastically devoted to rural pursuits, for export to the West Indies and South
which .stiites that their Apples ui France are
abundant and good, and many kinds keep
well, although he has eaten none which he

America ^vill arise, and a valuable addition to

our trade be developed."

While the caution against difference of climate cannot be too strongly im-

pressed, there can yet be no doubt that the cultivation of fruit, as an object of

commercial operations, is to form a not unimportant item in our machinery of ex-

changes, of all of which tlie land is the basis. The love for fruit, and the hahit

of consuming it, is one of those which grows by what it feeds on. When Dr.

Underhill commenced the sale of grapes on a small scale, the demand was reluc-

tant and limited : now it is not easy to supply it ; and he, too, has had the good

sense and feeling to diffuse, all in his power, a knowledge of the means of con-

ducting this attractive branch of Horticulture. Less than forty years ago, as we
are told by Gen. Dearborn, there was scarcely a nursery in New-England worthy

of the name, while now there are many that contain nearly as great a variety of
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fruit trees as the most extensive in England and France. Let us lay claim, en

passant, to the fact of having added one to their stock—the Shepherdia or "Buf-

falo Berry "—received in Baltimore, while Editor of the American Farmer, from

an officer in the West, and sent, many years ago, to Mr. Winship. We have

often stated to our friends in the South, who are not ashamed of sending to north-

ern nurseries for the commonest fruit trees, that in New-England, now, nothing

is more common throughout the country than for nurseries of common fruit trees

10 be sold by the farmer to the regular nurseryman, to be by him budded and

grafted, with one or two hundred per cent, added to its value, and then sold a sec-

ond time to the provident farmer in the South !

If the habit of consuming fruit, in its natural and prepared state, is thus in-

creasing in the North, how much faster yet would it increase, under the same

means of encouragement and indulgence, in the South, where the climate itself

demands a larger proportion of vegetable over animal food ! But we have ex-

hausted our borrowed space for a subject which, besides its intrinsic merit, has

for us its peculiar attraction, and to which we shall again and again recur—using

this occasion no farther than to add that success might well be predicated of an

Association which came into existence under the Presidency of General H. A. S.

Dearborn, whose elegant and various acquirements and cultivated taste have

been so often and effectually displayed for the benefit of the kindred pursuits,

Agriculture and Horticulture, to which The Farmers' Library is dedicated.

Catch the Scoundrel !—The Salem Obecrver says that some sacrilegioas houud has robbed
the old and time-worn Eudicott Pear Tree, the present season, of its crop of fruit.

Mr. Editor : The extract above reminds me of a paragi-aph iii Tlie Tribune of the 5th

of May last, in which it is stated that the Stuyvesant I'eai- Tree, at the comer of Third-ave-

nue and Thirteenth-street, which was brought from Holland in 1647—two ceutuiies ago—
" is, no doubt, the most ancient fruit tree on this continent ;" which is undoubtedly errone-

ous—for, ancient and venerable as this honored memorial of bygone days really is, both tra-

dition and the records indicate that it is not the oldest of its kind among us.

The Endicott Pear Tree, alluded to above, it is behaved was brought from England in

1C30, and is k?iotvn to have been set out by Gov. Endicott, in his " orchard" in Salem, now
Danvers, Mass., in 1632 ; and, consequently, is at least 1.5 years older than the Stuyvesant

Tree. It annually bears its share of frait, although the hand of Time has made great havoc

with its fair proportions.

Thi: Cuca.—^Prescott, in his " Conquest of Peru," says that this is a shrub which grows
to the hight of a man. The leaves when gathered are dried in the sun, and, being mixed
with a little lime, form a preparation for chewing, much like the betel-leaf of the East.

With a small supply of this cuca in his pouch, and a handfull of roasted maize, the Peruvian

Indian of our time performs his wearisome journeys, day after day, without fatigue, or, at

least, without complaint. Even food the most invigorating is less grateful to him than his

loved narcotic. Under the Incas it is said to have been exclusively resei-\'ed for the noble

orders. If so, the people gained one luxury by the Conquest; and, after that period, it was
80 extensively used by them, that this article constituted a most important item of the colo-

nial revenue of Spain. Yet, with the soothing charms of an opiate, this weed, so much
vauuted by the natives, when used to excess, is said to be attended with all theraischievoue

effects of habitual intoxication.

(570)
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AYRSHIRE CATTLE; .

WITH A PORTRAIT OF A FOUR-YEAR-OLD COyr.

In what country are farmers more interested than in ours, in being well in-

formed as to the qualities of different races of cattle, and in breeding them care-

fully with a view to the preservation and improvement of such as best comport

with their particular objects and interests? Some there are whose profit from

cattle consists almost exclusively in the cheapest production of beef—some who
rely for income on their yield of milk, or butter, or cheese, while some, and

much the greatest number, who do much of their farm team-labor with oxen, and

who would combine with that object milk, and butter, and beef, to a certain ex-

tent. The farmer, then, as do all sensible, reflecting men engaged in any other

business, should endeavor, by inquiry and by observation, to inform himself how,

and by the adoption of what breed, his chief purposes may he best accomplished.

If the merchant orders a ship to be built, he well knows that attention must

be paid, not merely to the qualities of her timbers, but to her model : if he

wants her to make quick voyages, with perishable cargoes, to run the gauntlet

through a blockading squadron, or for the barbarous uses of privateering and

war, he explains all to his ship carpenter, and he frames her accordingly, what
they call clipper-built, of a model that, as Admiral Cockburn once said to us,

about the Baltimore Clippers, in the time of the War, " Why, Sir, your clippers

take the first of a nor'-wester and, running down in the night, whiz by us like

wild ducks, before we have time to cut our cables." If, on the other hand, he

wants a ship to carry a great freight, she, too, is modeled after that intent. In

all other pursuits except farming, inind is exercised. First, the end is consid-

ered ; then the most appropriate and economical means. There is a certain

plan marked out, and the best means of fulfilling it well digested and perse-

veringly adhered to. Now is this the habit, this the precaution of American

farmers generally in breeding their domestic animals ? Far, very far from it

:

with them, commonly, a cow is a cow, a sheep a sheep, and a hog a hog

—

whereas, do not the breed and qualities of his domestic animals concern the

farmer in the degree that the manufacturer is interested in the structure of his

machinery, and the merchant in the model of his ship, and the tanner in the

qualities of his bark ? If, then, there be any use in advising, Ave would recom-

mend all to consider, not superficially, but anxiously, and with all the lights they

can collect, the primary objects which their position invites them to keep in

view, and making these the chief, while others are the subordinate considera-

tions, never buy, or turn out a breeding animal, without reference to these ob-

jects. A farmer should be as well acquainted with the breeding and promises

of his young stock, as the merchant with his stock in trade—his bills payable

and his bills receivable—or the smith with the nature of his iron or his coal.

In this country, at present, we have of the imported and popular foreign breeds,

the Ayrshire, the Devon, the Short-Horn, the Alderney, and the Hereford, with

grades of them all. Some of these we have ourselves imported, others we have

owned, many years ago ; and with the best specimens of all profess to be familiar,
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by extensive reading and personal observation. Without the shadow of motive for

partiality, we shall relate, from time to time, as we can find room, what is said,

what we know, and what we believe of them all. If in our impressions we are

mistaken, all we have to say is, that '• to err is human." Yes, we have this to

add, that, far from presuming to censure, or complain of any difference of judg-

ment, we are always grateful for the expression of opposing opinions by men
who think with freedom, and who, like gentlemen, speak accordingly. And first

of the Ayrshire. We have not room or time to refer to the different importa-

tions that have been made. We saw those which were imported some years

since by the late Allen I. Davie, selected by himself in Scotland, and landed in

Baltimore. They passed into the hands of John Ridgelt, Esq., and were sent

to the celebrated Hampton estate—where, as we have understood, they have

given great satisfaction as dairy stock. He not being now in the country, it is

not in our power to ascertain more particularly ; and besides, he belongs to that

category of gentlemen farmers who, though always ready to welcome a friend

to the enjoyment of his elegant and ample hospitality, and to give, personally,

every information he possesses, does not find his greatest pleasure in a minute

survey of his agricultural operations, any more than in the trouble of writing

down what he knows. But it takes " a good many kinds of people to make a

world ;" and these gentlemen farmers, full of hospitality and intelligence, yet

afflicted with the pen-phobia, form a class, we are sorry to say, someAvhat too

numerous—for, where much is given, much ought to be expected. Then came

Dr. Hoffman's importation of Ayrshires, some years since, but at a much later

period. These have passed—some of them, at least—together with some sent

out by McHenry Boyd, Esq., from England, into the hands of Mr. McHenry, in

Hartford Co., Maryland ; who, on trial, entertains the highest opinion of their

value for the dairy—and if we may form an opinion of his judgment, in such

cases, by such specimens as we have seen of his dairy products, there need be no

better.

We are under the impression—but of that we shall soon be better informed

—

that, some years past—not a few—there was an importation of Ayrshires into

Massachusetts that did not tend to establish it as a popular breed ; for what

reasons we are not now exactly informed. On the other hand, the very fact that

oUch an Association of well-informed, disinterested, judicious, inquiring, and

thinking men as the Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society—(for

we are disposed to lay great stress on the importance of grounding action on

thouo-ht)—the very fact, we say, of such men, having the means to be employed

and the license where and what to choose, sending for Ayrshires and North

Devons, would of itself be, with us, prima facie evidence of the eligibility of

the choice, for their purposes. On this point we find the following reasons in

what we deem an authentic exposition of their views :

" The breeds of cattle which the Trustees

iHjlieved, under all the circumstances, to be

best adapted to this country, best calculated

to promote the object they had in view, and

to 8ubsei-ve the wishes and wants of the

farmer, were the Ayrshire and North Devon.

The Ayrshire cows have been, for nearly

or quite a century, distinguished as deep

milkers, and at llie same lifne are known to

be a hardy, mild-tempered and docile race

—

easily kept, with a disposition to fatten when
not in mUk, and having a capacity of convert-
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ing their food to milk beyond that possessed

by any other breed of cows in Great Britain.

The venerable Alton, who may be justly

styled the pioneer and cham[)ion of im[)roved

husbandry in Scotland, and particularly of

that branch which relates to dairy stock,

says : ' The Ayrshires are the most improved

breed of cattle to be found in the island, not

only for the dairy, in which they have no

pai-allel under similar circumstances, but also

in feeding for the shambles. They are, in

fact, a breed of cows that have, by judicious
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selection, cross coupling, feeding and treat-

ment, for a long series of years, been brought

to a state of perfection which fits them, above

all others yet known, to answer in almost

every diversity of situation where grain and

grass can be raised to feed them, for the pur-

poses of the dairy, or for fattening them for

beef.'

In tlie dairy establishment of Mr. Harley,
at Glasgow, consisting of 150 cows, they were
principally of the Ayrshii-e breed, to which
he gave a decided preference over any other
breed. The average quantity of milk given
by the cows in liis establishment, for the year,
was eleven quarts per day from each."

As to their " disposition to fatten ivhen not in milk,''^ that, we apprehend, is in

proportion to the predominance of the Short-Horn blood ; and whether the acces-

sion of that blood is not made at the expense of the milking property, will de-

pend upon whether it is derived from a milking or a beef family of that race.

Some of the Ayrshires we have seen—Mr. Davie's, and a cow we saw at Sara-

toga—wore the appearance of miniature Short-Horns ; and such is the character

of the portraits of Ayrshire cows as we sometimes see them represented. For

ourselves, if called on to make a selection, we should lean to the Alderney side

of the house, as it is exhibited in the Plate we give, and in the Ayrshires import-

ed by Dr. Hoffman. We have not seen the Massachusetts importation, but that

is no reason why we never should.

Looking for the origin of this race, we have not in reach any more recent or

authentic account than we find in Low's splendid work on the Domestic Animals

of Europe—of which the only English copy we have seen is in possession of

Lewis Morris, Esq., near Fordham, Westchester County. Referring now to the

French translation before us, we find it there slated that authentic documents are

wanting to designate the progressive steps which have been followed, with the

milch cattle of Ayrshire, to bring them to their present conformation. CuUey,

who wrote his work on Cattle before 1790, makes no particular mention of Ayr-

shires. Aiton, who in 1825 published a treatise on the Dairy Husbandry of Ayr-

shire, describes their cattle, according to his own observations, as being a sorrv,

ill-formed race, without any superiority over those which then existed in some
of the mountainous districts. The cattle were then, as he informs us, generally

of black color, with white marks on the face, back and flanks. Few of the cows
gave more than from one-half to two gallons of milk a day, after calving ; and

weighed, when fatted, 20 stones—meaning, we presume, 14 pounds to the stone,

or 280 net. But, says Mr. Low, according to the French translator, since that

epoch the blood of the primitive Ayrshire has been mixed with other races. It

is, says he, established on competent authority that, in the middle of the last cen-

tury. Count Marchmont introduced, on his estates in Berwickshire, a bull and

many cows of the Teeswater, then known under the name of the Holland or Hol-

stein breed, which were supplied to him by the Bishop of Durham. Divers other

proprietors introduced foreign breeds of cattle, probably of the same race, on their

estates. One cannot say with certainty what was the influence exercised by

these accidental importations (we are re-translating Mr. Low) on the primitive

race of Ayrshires. Tradition even ascribes to an anterior importation of cows
of the Alderney race, in the parish of Durham, the first remarkable ameliora-

tions which occurred with the cows of Ayrshire and in the produce of their milk.

This opinion, says Low, in which we entirely agree, is justified by the resem-

blance which exists between the Alderney race and the modern Ayrshires ; and
which is so obvious that, even without the tradition, one would be led to believe

that the blood of the two races had been mingled. One remarks, in fact, in the

two races, the same kind of horns and the same color of the skin. In a word,

the general conformation presents such a striking analogy that we might often
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be led to confound the Jersey with the Ayrshire cow. Thus, in spite of the ab-

sence of authentic documents to this effect, one may affirm that the milking race

of Ayrshires owes the characters which distinguish it from the ancient race to

Jts cross with the English races derived from the Continent, and with the milk-

ing race of Alderney.

Mr. Low proceeds to describe the Ayrshire, as illustrated in the portrait prepared

for this number. The modern Ayrshire, he says, may occupy the fifth or sixth

class, as respects hight, among the races of Great Britain. The horns are small

and turned in at the extremity, as those of the Alderney. Their shoulders are

light, while they are large and deep across the loins—a form which is most

generally met with in deep milkers. The skin is moderately soft to the touch,

and of a yellow orange color, which is also seen on the eyelids and udder.

—

The predominant color is a reddish brown, mixed more or less with white. The

muzzle is ordinarily black, but often flesh-colored. The limbs are lank, the

neck small, and the head exempt from coarseness. The muscles of the internal

parts of the thighs are thin, and the haunch droops at the tail—a characteristic

equally of the Alderney, and which, though it destroys the symmetry of the ani-

mal, is not considered as incompatible with an aptitude to an abundant secretion

of milk. The teats are of middle size and sufficiently firm. The cows are very

tame and docile, and sufficiently hardy to do well on the most ordinary food.

—

They give a great quantity of milk, in proportion to their size and the food they

consume, and their milk is of excellent quality. When in good heart on grass

pasture, they give 800 to 900 gallons in the year ; while as to the younger and

less productive, 600 gallons may be considered a good medium produce for

the whole herd of cows in the low country, and sometimes a less average for the

entire herd of cows in the mountains.

Few of this race of cattle are raised for beef, and the male calves are sold to

the butcher, either at the cow's foot, or after having fed for a longer or shorter

time on milk. When the cows go dry, they fatten promptly ; but the great merit

of the race is in its fitness for the uses of the dairy. The attention of breeders

being exclusively turned to this point, the animals have acquired, in an eminent

deffree, qualities of that kind ; and their exterior qualities present all the char-

acters that indicate this particular disposition, more than those which denote an

aptitude to early maturity and to fat. Furthermore, those, says Low, who suppose

that the Ayrshire race unite the properties of milch with those of beef cattle, en-

tirely confound the distinctive characters of the two. The Ayrshire occupies the

first rank among dairy cattle, but they deserve an inferior place among cattle de-

signed for the butcher.

The Ayrshire race has been much spread over the counties around its original

reo-ion of country, where good milkers belong. It now forms the predominant

herds in Renfrew, Dunbarton, Stirling and Lanark, and has extended in the coun-

ties of Dumfries, Wighton and Kircudbright. The Ayrshire has been carried in-

to England, but has not there preserved the reputation it enjoys in its original

pastures. All cows succeed best in the localities where they have been raised ;

and those of Ayrshire appear to have this particularity—that they have a great

tendency to fat, and to undergo a corresponding diminution in the production of

milk, when transported where the herbage is richer than that to which they

have been accustomed. They have been tried in the great milk establishments

ia London, but have been there always abandoned for Yorkshires and larger

races.
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Some raised in the county of Ayr have been crossed with the Shori-Horn breed.

This process is useful, perhaps, in some particular cases, because the first cross

is always larger than the miaternal stock in size, conformation and disposition to

fatten, and scarcely inferior in the production of milk ; but it cannot be of gen-

eral advantage thus to replace or supersede a race, the characters of which are

now so uniform and so well appropriated to the Agriculture of the country. The
true method of amelioration consists in preserving the race in the purity it pos-

sesses, and by adopting some mode of treatment and of nourishing which may
augment its valuable qualities and improve its conformation. Already, in the

course of our age, the weight of the Ayrshire has almost doubled, and its apti-

tude to give milk has been much augmented ; with the future progress of Agri-

culture its melioration cannot fail to be progressive.

Such is the history, such are the qualities, of the Ayrshires, as given by very

recent and very high authority. We find we must postpone, for want of room,

what we had proposed to add, as to their milking properties and the cost of them,

on the authority of Mr. Colt of Paterson, Mr. Colman, Mr. Norton, Mr. Pliinney,

and last, if not least, on our own observation. Throwing aside all speculation,

the facts, when collected, may present a statement interesting to all who are cu-

rious (and what farmer of true spirit is not?) to know v/hat is said of all the

different races, by men enjoying the best opportunities to describe and estimate

them.

It is not to be doubted thai, by nice discrimination in cboice of individuals,

and great and skillful perseverance, a breed excelling, for any given purpose,

might, after a long series of years, be formed out of our native stock ; but, with

those who would contend that there is nothing in breeds, we can only stop now
to ask, how he would like to take his chance to get out of a Conestoga wagon
mare, a hunter that would take him over a five-barred gate, and tail the pack

in pursuit of an " old red " ?

As one of the first questions in these cases is, naturally, as to the cost of things

recommended, we add a short extract from a letter just received from R. L. Colt,

Esq., to the Editor of The Farmers' Library :

" My Ayrshire bull cost me £40 sterling in Ayr—making, to get him here, $300. The
cow cost £19, and stood me in $200. Devon cows cannot be imported short of $200 each.

A bull will come at $300 ; Alderneys the same. My friend N. Biddle imported an Alder-

ney bull and four cows that cost him $1,500. My Alderneys aie of his stock. I would not

Bell an Alderney cow short of $150. I sold two Devon cows this fall at $100 each, and a

heifer at $75.'"

_
Road Manure.—Turnpikes and roads in general are formed by ninuing a plow along tlieir

flides. and after the earth is loosened by several furrows, it is sorai)cd into the middle of ilic hifrh-
way by oxen or horsepower, having a ditch or gutter at each sido. two or three feet wide, a'lid

from one to two feet deep. These ditches are often completely filled up with fine rinh mould
(completely black), which is highly surcharged with the very essence of the road and of the adja-
cent grounds, having been washed thither by melting snows and teeming showers of rain. If the
gutters are level, or only of a gentle descent, they will require no attention in order to manure

;

but if the water flows through them with a rapid current, it will bo necessary to make small dams
across them every few rods to prevent the escape of the sediment that drag's along their bottoms.
There is an objection, however, for the farmer to interfere in this manner with any public high-

way, as it would render him liable to prosecution and the payment of all damaire.H which mijjht
accrue. If he could obtain permi.ssion. from proper authority, to deposit an equal quantity of good
gravel for every load of manure he might take away, the difficulty would be removed, and lie
could enrich his land at his own expense. j g
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CHARCOAL—LIME—MARSH-MUD COMPOST—SALT

AND STABLE MANURE.

To seduce you, gentle reader, into the perusal of what follows, we have eschewed the

stereotyped heading, " Potato Rot." We have, as you will bear witness, carefully avoid-

ed adding to the quantum suf. on that subject—for, in truth, what could we hope to say

new, or to discover, either preventive or curative, on a topic which had baffled the investi-

gations of such men as Kane, and Play fair, and Lindley, and Liehig ? and, yet more, which

had survived the original and erudite essays from the Patent-Office, comprising more than

100 pages of its famous Report ?

We, however, conclude to give the following obsen-ations by Dr. Moonnan, the Consult-

ing Physician at that attractive and delightful summer resort for the recovery and preser%'a-

tion of good health, the White Sulphur Springs, in Greenbriar.

We can speak for the Doctor's zeal as an amateur agriculturist, and, if it had been possi-

ble to accept his hospitable invitation to visit " Fancy Hill," could have been enabled the

better to judge how far his success as a practical farmer corresponds with his well-knovra

skill as a practicing physician.

John S. Skinner, Esq. Fancy Hill, V^irginia, Nov. 2, 1847.

Dear Sir : Believing that any infonnation tending to throw light on the Potato Rot, or in

any way to mitigate its ravages, will be interesting to you, and may be beneficial to the

community, I take the liberty of stating a fact that has just come under my observation, and

which, so far as I know, has not been heretofore noticed.

In the spring of the present year, I broke up and planted in potatoes an acre lot, which,

for several years, had been covered with a heavy gra.ss sod. Near the ceiitei- of this lot, a

coal-pit had been burnt about twenty years ago, and at this lime the ground wlieie it stood

is quite blackened with the coal-dust and small pieces of coal. ^Ve are just engaged in dig-

ging the potatoes in this ](3t, and find a very large pi-oportion, perhaps two-thirds, either par-

tially or entirely rotten, except those that grew on the aife of the old coal-pit; and tliere they

are unifonnly sound and healthy, and completely free from every indication ol ilisease.

The ashes deposited in burning the pit must long since have lost their strength, and I am,

therefore, left to conclude that the preseiTation of the potatoes on the site of the pit was en-

tirely owing to the charcoal which was freely interspersed with the earth.

We ought not to be hasty in forming a practical conclusion in Agricidture from a single

experiment, however satisfactory such experiment may have bee!i ; but I respectfully sug-

gest if the I'act I have observed may not be so far worthy the attention of the potalo-giowei's

in districts where the rot prevails, as to cause them to have coal-dust oi- pulverized coal put

in the hills or rows with the potato sets when they plant in the spring ? And, farther, if" it

would not be well to bury such potatoes as are threatened with tlie rot in charcoal, with the

view of preserving them for the use of stock during the winter and sjiring ?

Very respectfully, Sir, your obedient servant, JOHN J. MOORMAN.

p. gf.—Since writing the above, I have learned from my neighbor. Mr. Mofiilt, who, like

myself, has an old coal-pit in his potato patch, that he has found every potato that grew among
the coal perfectly sound and healthy, while those in the balance of the patch were so rotten

and worthless that he discontinued digging them after taking up a few bushels. j, j. m.

Well awai-e that Mr. Colt, of Paterson, had made various experiments with different sub-

stances, the preceding letter was submitted to him, and has been returned with the follow-

ing remarks

:

My Dear Sir : I return you Mr. Moorman's letter. In 184G I tried charcoal-dust with

potatoes, and also anthracite ashes, and thought with success. This year I tried several

plans with my potato crop—some with charcoal, lime, and marsh-mud compost—some with

lime—some with salt—^some on virgin land without any manure, and some with stable ma-

nure. All had the rot, more or less ; those planted early escaped best. Mercers were the

most affected—Fink-Eyes some—Black-Skins not much, and Scotch Grays but little. Even

potatoes raised from seed did not escape. I had some chocolate-colored Kidneys not affected

at all. The tliick-skin potato seems to escape the rot best ; and those early planted were
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much less diseased than the late planted. Only those last planted rotted in the ground.

—

Some of the early showed signs of decay in three or four days after digging them. I put
some, as soon as dug, into charcoal bins, but it did not save them ; and I have come to the
conclusion that the disease is atmospheric, and, like the cholera, will work its course, and
after a year or two we shall be able to raise good crops again. Next year I shall plant fewer
potatoes, and more beets, carrots and parsnips,

From all I can leai-n, our potato crop in New-Jersey will not be a half-crop, and I think it

will be safe for you to estimate the crop tlu'oughout the country at that rate ; and it is said

that the rot has extended to sweet totatoes. I mean to go largely into Jerusalem ai'tichokes

for hogs the next year.

THE " SCHOOL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY " AT NEW-HAVEN.

ITS CONNECTION WITH PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE.

" Providence would only initiate mankind into the useful knowledge of
Earth's treasures, leaving the rest to employ our industry, that we might
not live like loiterers."

It i.s with no ordinary pleasure that we announce the opening of this School,

and hail its establishment as another and a decisive step in the forward march
of public sentiment, demandins^, more and more emphatically, express education

for Agriculture, as for other arts and pursuits.

This School is attached to the Department of Philosophy and the Arts in Yale

College, with B. Silliman, Jr., as Professor of Chemistry and the kindred sci-

ences applied to the arts; while J. P. Norton is the Professor of Agricultural

Chemistry.

The instruction in the Professorship of Agricultural Chemistry, about which
we feel most immediate concern,

" Is intended to unite, as much as possible,

practical views with theoiy ; to give the un-

taught fanner an opportunity to become ac-

quainted with so much of Science as shall

enable him to reason upon his daily pui'suits,

and to understand the great principles upon
which good cultivation must depend. A
course of Lectures will be delivered in the

winter of each year, commencing in January
and continuing about two months, there being
four Lectures in each week. The subjects
of the course will be : the composition and

nature of the soil, the plant, and the animal

—

theories of rotation of crops, and of feeding

—

modes of drauiing—the different kinds of ma-
nm-es, their value and how beneficial—the
improvement of waste lands. &c. &c.

" In connection with the Lectures will be
a short course of Elementary Chemistry, for

such as wish to study somewhat more of
Chemistry than is given in the course, and to

qualify themselves for making ordinary test-

ings and qualitative examinations of soils,

manures, &c."

The introduction of this new branch of instruction is an experiment which
appeared to be called for by the juster views which begin to prevail as to the

true nature and dignity of this pursuit. It remains now to see whether farmers

will give due encouragement to an enterprise which looks directly to the eleva-

tion and improvement of their character and position in the circle of national

employments, and we rejoice to learn that already the signs are favorable.

We feel authorized to say that it will be the aim of Professor Norton to make
his Lectures as practical as possible, to the end that farmers shall be divested of

the too prevalent idea that to understand and profit by them, they must devote

themselves to the regular study of Chen)istry. On the contrary, the design, as

we understand it, will be to give them a plain, comprehensive course—not to

puzzle them with hard words or to confuse them with theories requiring a sci-

entific education to understand them. In a word, the purpose is to explain the

great principles on which all proper cultivation depends, in such a manner that
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they may be perceived and comprehended by all men of sound education and un-

derstanding.

We regarded it, at the time, as a most favorable omen that Mr. Norton should

have self-imposed the labor, time and expense of another visit to Europe, for the

benefit of more ample experience in their laboratories, always in actual exercise,

and conducted under the guidance of men renovirned alike for their honorable am-

bition and acquirements, wherever Agriculture has a friend or Science a votary.

Notice has been given that those who desire more exact information may ap-

ply directly to the Professors above named. We have only to repeat our felicita-

tions that American Husbandry seems to be at last about to receive that aid

which Science has been affording so long and so effectually to less important

branches of art and industry, and to tender the pages and facilities of this jour-

nal, as far as it can be made to bring about a " consummation so devoutly to be

wished."

THE WHEATLAND INSTITUTE.

It is at once a matter of gratification and duty to call attention to the follow-

ing announcement of an Institution in which we feel confident the course of in-

struction will much more nearly approach what is needed for agriculturists than

those which are pursued in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred to prepare the

sons of farmers and planters for the occupations and duties that await them.

Besides being a graduate and Assistant Professor of Mathematics, of highly

respectable standing, at West Point, Mr. Turner is known to us as a gentleman

of estimable character, conscientious views, and honorable ambition to be useful,

having a lofty sense of the responsibility which attaches to all who undertake

the great trust oiforming the mind and character of those who may be commit-

ted to their charge. The locality is healthy, the position accessible, and the

guaranties of kindness, attention and discipline, such as parents may naturally

desire and ought to covet, and may, we are quite sure, fully confide in for their

sons.

We say nothing of the military part of the institution, being thoroughly per-

suaded that for the landed interest it were better, isolated and secure as we are,

not to engage in wars, or to waste time and substance in preparing for them.

What men have incurred the expense and imbibed the spirit to prepare for, they

are very apt to carry out. With the military science for the direction of military

force, when invasion comes we are persuaded the Institution at West Point is

adequate, and that this Ptepublic has no occasion for standing armies, which

always beget wars, pension lists, and privileged classes who fatten on the honest

labor of the country and consume the wealth that ought to be reemployed in its

own reproduction—in multiplying the facilities of industrial exchanges and aug-

menting the population and happiness of the country. In fact, we are thoroughly

prepared to believe in the language of a work that will, if we are not greatly

mistaken, soon make a profound sensation among thinking men, that

" The Past says to the Sovereign of the Present : ' If yon would reigu ovtr a great na-

tion, hvomI war, and labor to promote the growth of wealth.'
'• To the Representatives of the land :

' If you would have your properties increase iu

value, avoid war, and labor to promote the increase of jiopulation and wealtli.'

" To the People it says : ' If you would acquii-e the power to act aud tliink for yourselves,
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to determine how you will employ your faculties of body and mind, and what, for your-
selves, shall be the disposition of the proceeds : labor to prevent war and waste.' "

"We speak here for the landed interest of the country, to which we are bound,
heart and hand, without alluding to or caring about who happens to be in power
or who out. It is to their immediate Representatives that the farmers should

look to save them from wars, pensions and taxes.

But to return to the Wheatland School: if it only succeed according to our

wishes and persuasion of its excellence, it will fully realize the highest hopes
and expectations of its founder.

To J. S. SKirns-ER, Esq. Wheatland, JeiFerson Co., Va., Oct. 4, 1847.

My Dear Sir : It is no longer a question whether the agriculturist should be
a man of science and of education. The idea that improvement is unattainable
in this pursuit alone, that ignorance and blind adherence to established practices
and old implements are the safest guides to the practical tiller of the soil, may
now certainly be said to be exploded.

It has become a desideratum that is acknowledged and felt (as witness the
munificent action of the public-spirited men of New-England) to introduce into
our colleges and schools professorships intended for the instruction in his trade
and the enlightenment of the mechanic, the farmer, the man of labor.

Have we no spirit of the same sort farther south ? Are we content still to neg-
lect our trades—to associate labor and ignorance, and thus to assign to those
pursuits which are in truth worthy of the highest respect, an inferior place ? I

hope that a better spirit and juster views prevail among us ; and I therefore pro-
pose, with the countenance of my fellow agriculturists, to establish upon my
farm in Jefferson County, Virginia, an institution peculiar, so far as I know, in

character, and of which the following shall be the features, viz : the West-
Point course of instruction in Mathematics, and in the Natural Sciences ; the
Dead and Modern Lanp;uages, for such as may desire to learn them ; the drill of
the soldier as taught at West Point ; and, for such as desire it, a course upon
Agriculture, of which the object will be to hasten and extend the introduction of
improved implements and varied crops, to which purpose a sufficient portion of
my farm will be allotted. Being a graduate of West Point, and having served
several years in the Army, (first, fur a period, as an Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics at West Point,) and for several years more recently and to the present
time, as a practical and laboring farmer, I promise, if encouraged in this enter-

prise, to put into requisition whatever of experience or knowledge I may have
acquired in these several favorable positions, and thus faithfully to endeavor to

return, in some small degree, the peculiar debt which all graduates of the Mili-
tary Academy owe to the country. Will you allow me to hope for your aid in

the promotion of this object ?

The school is already commenced and ready for the reception of students.

DUTCHESS AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE.

We sincerely wish the same success to Mr. Wilkinson's " Dutchess Agricul-

tural Institute,'''^ in regard to which we have the high authority of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the New-York State Agricultural Society for saying,

" This Institution is in successful operation, and is doing much good, and the

Proprietor is about enlarging his buildings to meet the wants of the agricul-

tural community ; " and we take the opportunity to explain that a communication

with drawings for a coach-house and stables was received some months since,

and until recently mislaid. The drawings are in the hands of the engraver, and

the whole will be published, with some comments, in an early number.

—

These are the last lines to be sent (15th Nov.) for the December number. A
great varietv of valuable matter is necessarily postponed.
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NOTICE OF THE AGRICULTURAL INTEREST

BY MEN IN AUTHORITY.

We much wish we had time and room to note what may be said of Agricul-

ture, and especially of appropriate education for it, by the Governors in their An-

nual Messages, and in the Reports of Agricultural Committees in the several

States, the coming season. They will serve, in some measure, as indications of

the progress of public opinion on this most important of all subjects of legislation.

It will be our pleasure to commend to universal respect and esteem the examples

of those who manifest their patriotic sensibility on this great and universal con-

cern, as it will be our duty to reprobate the delinquency of men charged with the

care of the common weal, who can have the ignorance or the hardihood to over-

look it, as many do—as though Agriculture were an insignificant interest, with

which Government has nothing to do but to neglect or—to tax it. Peruse, reader,

the honorable evidence of enlightened solicitude for the Plow on the part of Gov-

ernor Thoep, of Delaware. We have room only for a very brief extract—enough

to show that he, at least, for one of the men in high places, has a true apprecia-

tion of what is due to the cultivation of the soil

:

" But while reviewing our own
advancement as a State, in the general pro-

gress of Society, it is most usefal, however
mortifying it may be, to consider our deficien-

cies ; and, therefore, my fellow-citizens will

bear with rae iii earnestly uivoking attention

to the languishing condition of our Agricul-

ture—the paramount interest of the State, and

which, in the counties of Kent and Sussex,

furnishes the chief employment, and consti-

tutes almost the whole source of wealth. The
early accumulation of lauds into the possession

of a few large proprietors left the soil to the

cultivation of a dependent tenantry, who had
no sufficient interest in its permanent improve-

ment to stimulate them to its proper care and

management. As a direct consequence, its

productions, both in amount and quality, have
fallen i'ar below its real capabilities. The
profits of agricultural labor have depreciated,

and, in the decline of this interest, others also

have necessarily participated.
" The equalizing processes of republican

Bociety have gradually broken up the large

landed estates of former times, and our lands

have fallen, in smaller parcels, into the hands
of those who themselves till the soil, and who
in becoming its possessors have acquired a

permanent interest in its productiveness.

—

Hence a decidedly forward movement has
been exhibited by our farming classes within

a few years past. But the sluggishness, im-

poverishment and decay still visible in many
places, show that our Agriculture yet labors

under the depressing effects of the old system
of large landholding, and claim for it the seri-

ous attention of the General Assembly.

—

Whether any, and what, measures of relief

are within the sphere of legislative action, is

matter for much consideration. It may be
that, by a liberal course of legislation towaril

our farming interest, and especially by so di-

recting the edxLcation of the young as to in-

spire a love ofagricultural pursuits, exciii7ig

to a careful study of the resources of the soil

and of the best modes of cultivation and im-

provement, this great branch of Industry can
be completely renovated."

SALTING MEAT.

SUGAR OR NO SUGAR THAT IS THE QUESTION.

In the leading article of this number we have treated the subjects of Hogs and Bacon.

We there expressed doubts about the benefit of sugar, as employed by many, in the process

of curing meat, and also as to the necessity of ^g-Z/i vessels to retain the brme. Leaving

these questions open, we deem it of importance to present the following from packers ol high

character and experience, in Baltimore, a leading market for provisions of all sorts. We
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owe these valuable and instiuctive items to the never-failiug kindness of Mr. George Law,

who recently forced upon the agiicultural community, by indefatigable perseverance, a

knowledge of the value and use of guano—which we had attempted and failed to do, by

the distribution of two barrels of it in Maiyland, in December, 1824, with an authentic

analysis of its constituent qualities, and the apphcation of it in Peru. But it requires energy

and patience like Mr. Law's to show that " some things can be done as well as other

some :

"

Lewis Cassard is in the practice of curing hains by packing them in tight casks, and cover-

ing them with a pickle made of ground alum or Live:-pool salt, to which he adds saltpetre

and soda in the proportiou of five pounds <jf each to every 100 gallons of pickle, of strength

sufficient to bear a potato, in which they remain for 30 days, and are perfectly cured v^nth-

out the use of sugar, which he-considers a liumbug, and of no other use than to attract flies.

Shoulders and middlings he cures in the usual way, by dry-salting on shelves, or on the

floor, and permitting the pickle (deteriorated by use) to escape.

Isaac Reynolds & Son cure the whole hog by dry salting and packing on shelves, or

on the floor, and turning everj' three or four days. They also prefer the use of a little su-

gar as a decided improvement.

From the foregoing it would seem there is no uniform practice prevalent in Baltimore

;

and although I have no experience in the matter, nor has my opinion been asked, yet, as in

prosecuting the inquiries I must have picked up some information, (to which you are per-

fectly welcome,) I will venture the opinion that dry salting in bulk, on shelves or on the

floor, is preferable for shoulders and middlings, and that the use of tight casks is best for

hams, as not liable to so great a pressure, and best preserN-ing their shape and beauty, the

whole without the use of sugar, as entirely unnecessary. (Signed) WM. PANTLOW.

Ml-. Skinner is infoi-med that the best mode of salting pork is this, to say : after the hog

is well cooled and stiff, then cut into suitable pieces, then salt well with Liverpool ground

alum, or with Liverpool blown salt, by rubbing each piece well, using about 2 oz. saltpetre

to eveiy 8 pounds of salt, and 1 oz. pearl ash—mixing, if you please, all together in a salting-

box, where the rubbmg process is carried on; then place carefully in a box, cask, or shelf,

as the case may be ; let it remain two or three days in the salt, then change the top pieces

\a the bottom, rubbing well again with salt only. Some parties use sugar, to say : 2 pounds

to every 100 pounds of hams or shoulders in addition to the saltpetie and pearl ash. It will

do no harm, if the bacon is kept in a dry place and well secured from the bug and fly. It

is more difficult to keep bacon where sugar is used, and in my opinion is of very little bene-

fit, if any, to the meat. The saltpetre and pearl ash give the proper red color, and are good

enough. The pearl ash has a tendency to redden the meat and prevent the fly and bugs

from operating. I sometimes use a litde country red pepper, well pulverized, tliat has the

effect to prevent the bug or flies from operating, and is healthy. (.Signed) J. B. EARLY,

Prince George's County (Maryland) Agricultural Exhibition.—Rare good luck

enabled us once more to shake hands, on that occasion, with old and cherished friends. We
had intended, if time and room had been at command, to say a few words in praise, not flat-

tery, of the nice displays of housewifery ; of their magnificent region of country ; and of the

character of the Catde-Show, as far as the county generally was concerned ; but—" the

least said "s the soonest mended." Take away what was sent there—the tastefiil handiwork

of the ladies, and the contiibutions of some four or so gentlemen of the county, the same old

contributors—and where would have remained, on that ground, any proofs of the hearty

zeal and progress of a county distinguished for its wealth, and liigh-breeding of men and

women ?

The gentlemen who came on theii* Arab steeds, with sword and buckler, wiU excuse the

freedom of an old soldier in the cause of the

—

Plate, if we venture the opinion that they

would have been quite as usefully employed in driving then- cattle and their sheep to what

was got up with great ti-ouble by a, few, and designed as an exhibition of agricultural indus-

try. If their animals and implements were defective, so much the greater the merit in

sending them, to evince what is wanting : no childish, ridiculous pride should resU-ain

men of sense on such occasions. But, alas ! how much more attractive is a red sash,
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or a white plume, than an improved plow or a fine cow !—how much more charming

for mankind the sound of the dinim and fife, than the rattle of the wheat-fan, and the

lowing of herds ! We only wish it were as easy to pay the debts, pensions and taxes

generated by wars, as it is to persuade sober agi-iculturists to give iheir time and means to

military equipments and parades, who yet reftise to give a V for uistruction, to their sons, of

inappreciable value in the line of their future calling. For the rest, with the best possible

wishes, we refer our friends to the reflections thrown out at pages 292, 293. We care not,

and go not, for the time present, or for existing factions, any farther than they are connected

with the real and solid prosperity of the landed interest. Truth will never offend a man

of sense—nor even eiTor, when conceived and propagated with good intent.

Fair at Easton, Maryland.—We have heard nothing yet of the result. If not success-

ful, the gi-eater the reproach—for none know better than they, as to agricultural improve

ment, what has been done, what is wanting to be done, and how it should be done. We
don't doubt, and shall rejoice to hear, that all was 0. K.—that there was no hanging buck,

from false pride, from envy, from stinginess, or the feai" of a little trouble for one day in the

year.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, November 24, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '47 .^ 100 16. ® 6 —
Pearls, l8t sort, '47 ® 7 87J

BEESWAX—American Yellow — 22 @— 24

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. !> 16... — 11*®- ISli

Sperm — 31 ®— 33

COTTON—From ^16.— 6J®— 8f

COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... — ]5i®— 16

CORDAGE—American ^ 16. — 11 ®— 12

DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,^ y. — 5®— 9

Sheetings — 6 ®— 15

FEATHERS—American, live — 36 ®— 40

FLAX—American — 8i®— 9

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, new, bbl. 6 12i® 6 18J
Oswego 6 — @ 6 06i
Michigan 6 — ® 6 12*

Ohio 6- ® 6 12i

Ohio, Round Hoop ®
Ohio, via New-Orleans ®
Pennsylvania ®
Brandywine ®
Georgetown 6 37^^®

Baltimore, Howard-street 6 37J® 6 50

Richmond City Mills ®
Richmond Country _ ® —
Petersburg 6 37j®— —
Rye Flour 4 50 @ 4 62i

Com Meal, Western and State.. . 3 12*^® 3 25

Com Meal, Jersey and Brandywine 3 43i® 3 50

GRAIN—Wheat, White W bush. 1 30 ® 1 37

J

Wheat, Red and mixed 1 20 ® 1 30

Rye, Northern — 90 ®
Com, Jersey and Northern yel... — 75 ®
Com, Southern, yellow — 75 ®
Com, Western, yellow — 75 ®
Oats, Northern ®— 50

Oats, Southern ®
HAY—North River in bales, ^10016 — 56 ®— 60

HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl40 —®150 —
water-rotted 160 —® 190

—

HOPS—1847 — 7®— 8i
IRON—Ameiican Pig, No. 1 37 50 ®40 —

" Common ®30 —
LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. — 75 ®— 80

LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35 — ® 40—
Boards, Eastern Pine 'S>

Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. — 12 ®— 21

Plank, Georgia Y. Pine. ^ M. ft... 27 50 -g)
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Staves. White Oak, pipe.^M 57 — ®58 —
Staves, White Oak, hhd 43 — ®44 —
Staves, White Oak, bbl 34— ®35 —
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 32 — ®34 —
Hoops 20 — ®30 —
Scantling, Eastern 16 25 ®22 50
Scantling, Oak 30 — @35 —
Timber, Oak F' cubic foot — 25 @— 30
Timber, White Pine — 18 ®— 25
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine — 28 ®— .•J2

Shingles # bimch 1 75 @ 2 25
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. 26 — ®30 —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 24 — ®28 —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 18 — ®22 —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 16 — ®20 —
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 15 — ®18 —
Shingles, Company 35 — ®38 —

MUSTARD—American ®
NAILS—Wrought, 6dto20d...^ 16. — 10 ®— 14
Cut-4dto40d — 4J@— 4^

PLASTER PARIS—# ton ® 2 50
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^bbl... 8 .50 ® 9 25

Beef, Prime, 5 50 ® 6 25
Pork, Mess, Ohio 15 — ®— —
Pork, Prime, Ohio 9 75 @ 9 87^
Lard. Ohio ^ 16. — OJ®— 11
Hams.Smoked — 12 @— 13
Shoulders, Pickled @
Beef Hams in Pickle lo — ® 11 —
Beef, Smoked f 16. — 7 @— 7J
Butter, Orange County Dairy — 19 ®— 21

Butter, Western Dairy — 14 ®— 16

Butter. Grease ®
Cheese — 6J®— 7i

SEEDS—Clover f*- 16. — 7®— 7g

Timothy ^' tierce 15 — ®17 —
Flax, Rough ®

SOAP—New.York ^16.— 4®— 7
TALLOW—American Rendered ... — 9®— 9i
TOBACCO—Virginia ® 16. — 2J®— 7i
North Carolina ®
Kentucky and Missouri — 4 ®— 7i

WOOL—Am. Saxony. Fleece,.^ 16. — 45 ®— 50

American Full Blood Merino — 38 ®— 40
American i and 5 Merino ' — 33 ®— 36
American Native and i Merino... — 28 ®— 30
Superfine, PuUed Country — 33 ®— 35
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TOBACCO.

ITS INSECT ENEMIES AND ITS CULTIVATION, FROM THE PLANT-BED TO THE
HANDS OF THE SHIPPER.

We have chosen for the frontispiece of this number, the Tobacco Plant audits

formidable enemies, the unicorn fly, commonly called by planters the horn-blow-

er, and the worm proceeding from the egg which that fly deposits on the leaf of

the plant, to be hatched, and then, like the silk-worm, to pass through a brief and

gluttonous existence ; feeding, night and day, on the substance and the hopes of

the plant and the planter. Having rapidly attained its full growth, it buries itself

in the earth, to be transformed into a loathsome grub, thence to reappear in bril-

liant attire, as here exhibited, for the last scene of its changeful career. With
new and more refined taste, corresponding with its change of dress, it now luxu-

riates for a season on the sweets which Providence places for the support of insect

life, in the blossoms even of the most loathsome weeds, and having finally in-

dulged the universal passion, it deposits the fruits thereof where its own life

commenced, and thus completes the round of its ephemeral existence.

The genus Nicotiana is an annual plant, flowering and ripening its seed in

almost all parts of the U. S. and is yet cultivated for profit as far north as Con-

necticut, where its leaf is remarkably delicate and silky, with small fibres, and

when cured rather of a dark cinnamon than of a bright color, and is understood

to be used chiefly as wrappers of cigars.

Botanically speaking, this plant has a funnel shaped corolla, with Us border

somewhat plaited, stamens inclined, stigma emerginate, capsule two celled, two or

four valued. The species tabacum, figured in the Plate, has its leaves ovate, laji'

ceolate, sessile, dccurrent flowers panicled, acute.

The Plate exhibits:
*

1st. The plant in blossom

—

2d. The capsule

—

3d. Ripe capsule, or seed-vessel opening at top, and,

4th. Transverse section of the capsule.

As to the character and habits of the worm and the fly, we have been for these

to the foot of Gamaliel ; and were there so fortunate as to obtain the following

account from that distinguished planter, the President of the Prince George^s

Agricultural Society, and what is more and much better proof of practical ex-

cellence, the winner, the past year, of the first prize for the best managed farm.!

—a much greater honor, in our poor esteem, than if awarded for killing 1,000

guerrillas.

(617)
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October 22d, 1847.

Dear Sir

:

—Yon were pleased to ask me for such observations in regard to the Tobacco
worm as my actual experience enabled me to make. In compliance with that request I state

the following facts.

The worm we see upon the Tobacco, and which does so much injury to that plant, in-

creases in size rapidly, and in a few days arrives at lull age for its exit from the scene of its

then voracious activity. Instinct moves it to bury itself under ground to the depth of six or
eight inches. In this self-made grave it undergoes a change, gradual (and perceptilde to the

naked eye) in all its variations, until it emerges into light once more, as a sort of butterfly,

which we planters term " Horn-blower." Oi this you no doubt have an engraving. These
" Horn-blowers" make their appearance about the middle of May. Then, every evening and.

morning, when it is cool, you see them flying about among the flowers of the garden, and
sipping their nectar from the blossoms of every flower and weed, but particularly delighting

in the tobacco blossom and the Jamestown weed. These Horn-blowers lay their eggs in

myriads on the tobacco leaves,—not in clusters but separafehj, seldom more tlian one or two*
eggs in a place, and not often more than four or five on a whole leaf. In a i"ortnight or there-

about, these eggs burst and the contents are found to be an active little worm, hardly per-

ceivable to the human eye unaided by a glass. By the time it is visible it has eaten a hole

through the leaf about as big as a pin's head ;—in a few days it will destioy pounds of to-

bacco in its green state. Its digestive organs are wonderfully active. It is constantly eating,

growing in size, and discharging excrement, which is hard and black and round, resembling

in size and form " Lee's Anti-Bilious Pills." It is a fact no less true than wonderful that tliis

petty woiTn, never reaching to the weight of 2 oz. should, in ten or fifteen days, consume
and digest 2 or 3 lbs. of green food. They make considerable noise when eating, after they

have obtained a good size. What becomes of the butterfly or "Horn-blower" I do not

know, and have no speculative theory on the subject.

I think they might, in a few years, be exterminated if every planter would pursue this

course, to wit. : About the last of November or first of December, after hard frosts have
set in, plow up, very deep, the field in which tobacco was grown the same year. Those that

were in the chrysalis state would be turned out and destioyed by the frost, snow and rains.

Very early in March go about the tobacco houses and dig up the floors, scrape under the

sills, and plow for some distance around the houses, and destroy every one that can be
seen. Make it also a point to reward liberally every ueg)'0, old and young, for each Horn-
blower's head throughout the u-ko!e year. Let these rules be pursued by every planter and
they cotild be extenninated. A gentleman of my acquaintance ofiered, the past season, one
cent for every Horn-blower that his negroes should catch and bring to him. He allowed
them one hour before sunset to stop work for the purpose of catching " Blowers." The
first evening his people brought him in 1,650! ! ! Another paid, during the season, fifteen or
twenty dollars at only a fourth of a cent a head. A capital fanner in digging about his to-

bacco house for the manure which had there accumulated, mu.st have destroyed a bushel of

worms in the chrysalis state. To show how plenty these insects are I here state the fact that

I had in 1846 a piece of tobacco of 40,000 plants, and in two days there were gathered 16

bushels of worms from those plants, and then we thought that we had fully one-half or two-

thirds of them. I have often seen a quart taken from one plant. These facts have been
hastily thrown together ; I hope they may be of some use to you.

Yours most trvily, W. W. W. BOWIE.

To the above suggestion for the destruction of the worm we Avould recommend

at least a linlited trial with salt. The more recent experiments in England go

to show great efficacy in the action of salt used for the destruction of grubs. We
know not at what cost it can be applied in our country, but we have great confi-

dence in its usefulness in that way when combined with the fall plowing recom-

metided by Mr. Bowie. In a subsequent letter he says : " I have no experience in

regard to guano on tobacco in the field ;—in the bed it is a powerful assistant to the

growth of the plants if used judiciously ; but, to my dear bought knowledge, will,

if used freely, destroy the plants. The proper mode is to use it in the liquid state

—say one half bushel of guano to a hogshead of water ; and when dissolved pour

it over the plants, by means of a watering-pot. The result will be astonishingly

beneficial."

One thing we would here suggest, to accelerate the growth of plants, that

whereas a black surface is more absorbent and retentive of heat than a lighter

one, if coal-dust of any kind could be sifted over the bed, it would increase the

"warmth and the fertility of the soil, and so forward the germination of the seed

and the growth of the plant ; and this suggestion may be useful where it is ue-
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cessary to bring forward early plants, in the garden as well as elsewhere. In re-

lation to the fly that attacks the plant in the bed, and which, with Mr. Bowie,

we suppose to be the same as the turnip fly, we do not know that it will be ia

our power to say anything useful, but what we can say, shall appear in the Feb-

ruary number—in time fur any defence that can be made against it. This vora-

cious and active little insect is estimated to have destroyed half a million of doU

lars' ivorth of turnips, in a single county of England, in one year.

Volumes have been written, pro and con, on the use and abuses of this very

remarkable plant—remarkable alike in its history, its uses and its commercial

relations—and especially in its serpent-like power to fascinate and overcome by

its chains, of an indefinable sort, the disgust it is in most respects so well fitted

to inspire. As we have anticipated by a month or more the season for sowing

the seed, we may indulge here in some remarks relating to its original habitat

and its chemical and medicinal properties, intending in subsequent numbers, and

in good season, to present it in all the practical views connected with its cultiva-

tion and commercial value—not for the benefit of our friends in the old " Planta-

tion Stales," who know it all " like a book," but because it may interest some

who propose to embark in its cullurc, and yet more for the reason that in The

Farmers' Library it is proper that the American cultivator should fifid, ready at

his hands, memoirs, as full as need be, in regard to every important branch of

Rural Industry.

De gustibus 7ion disjmtandum—'m plain English, there is no disputing about

tastes ; and though many of our readers may forego, and even abhor the use of

tobacco in every form, the consumption of this delectable weed has nevertheless

spread into all parts of the world ; nor is there any, where the taste for it is so

licentiously indulged as in our own, if we may believe the half that is written

to stigmatize our habits, on this point, by travelers, male and female, who come

Trolloping over our country, to seek what blemishes they may descry—and,

alas ! let us confess, aside, descrying but too many. To quote our own language

twenty-seven years ago

—

lation Nicotiana applied to this genus of

plants. The iutrodaction of the custom of

smoking it in England has beeu ascribed to

Sir Waiter Raleigh.
" We are told that some tribes of the abo-

riginal inhabitants of this continent used to-

bacco as a burnt offering, the smoke of which

they supposed to be acceptable to the gods.

Thus we find that different nations address

themselves to different senses as the me-

dium for obtaining divine conciliation. Wliil©

the pious Christian seeks propitiation by vo-

cal or instrumental music, or a concert of

both, the poor untutored savage implores fa-

" In the whole Vegetable Kingdom, per-

haps, no plant can be found, the propagation

and effects of which have attracted as much
notice, and produced so much excitement as

this disgusting—some would say, fascinating

weed. It has been alike the theme of poet-

ical eulogy and the object of secular and po-

litical proscription. Popes have let loose

their roaring bulls, and Kings have issued

their decrees against it, and well would it be
if Church and State would form Eilliance only
on such occasions-

" Like some other nai'cotic poisons, how-
ever, tobacco has made its way against the

, ^

denunciations of all its enemies, and becomes vor and happiness through the incense of

more dear and indispensable to those who aromatic gums and the odor of sweet-scented

use it in the ratio of its injury to their consti- tobacco.
tutions.

" Tobacco is a native of tliis country, and
wa.s first imported into Europe about the

middle of the sixteenth century by Hernan-
dez de Toledo, who sent it into Spain and
Portugal. The Embassador of Francis II. at

tiie court of Lisbon, carried it into France in

1560, when it was presented to Catharine do
M(!dicis, as a plant of extraordinary virtues

from the New World. The Embaasador's

It is remarkable, says a learned author,

that in the days of its first general introduc-

tion into Europe no man spoke about it with
coolness or indifference, but every one warmly
espoused its censure or its praise. Camden,
in his Life of Queen Elizabeth, says that
' men used tobacco everywhere, some for

wantonness and some for health's sake, and
that with insatiable desire and gi'eediness,

they sucked tho stinking smoke thereof
oame was Nicot, hence tlie botanical appel- I through an earthen pipe, which they prea-
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ently blew out again at tLeir nostrils—so that
]
this plant ihat they seemed as it weredegen-

Englishmeu's bodies were so delighted with ! erated into barbanans.' "

At that rate, what a number of mside barbarians we must have here in New-
York, where, according to the great statistical writer IvIcGregor, ten thousand

dollars' worth of cigars are smoked every day ! to say nothing of the quantity

that ffoes into the mouth and nose !

Dr. Venner, in a work entitled Via Rec-
ta ad Vi'avi Longam, pnblijhed in London
in 1638, gives a brief summary of the injuries

done by tobacco : " It drieth the brain, dim-
meth the sij^ht, vitiateth the smell, hurteth

the stomach, destroyeth the concoction, dis-

turbeth the humors and spirits, corriipteth

the breath, induceth a trembling of the limbs.

exsicateth the windpipe, lungs and liver, an-
noyelli the milt, scoiclieth the heart, and
causeth the blood to be adusted. In a word,
it overlhroweth the spirits, perv(|rteth the
imderstanding, and cunfoundeth the senses,

with sudden astonishment and sti^iditie of
the whole body."

Thus, more than 200 years ago, was denounced the great staple which our

Prince George's friends persist in cultivating. If half the learned Doctor says of

it were true, one might suppose that Malthus himself could desire no more
effectual check on the readiness of mankind to follow that one most heeded of

all God's commandments. But, like old Count Cornaro's Via Recta ad Vitam

Longam, we apprehend it will ever be found much easier to read than to follow it.

The priests of some tribes swallowed the smoke of tobacco to excite in them

a spirit of divination, and when recovered from the fit of stupor into which it

threw them, they asserted they had held a conference with the devil, and from

him had learned to predict events. Their " Medicine Men " pretended to be in-

spired in like manner with a knowledge of diseases and their cure. The rich

indulged in it, we are told, as a luxury of the highest order, and the poor, as

now, gave themselves up to it as a solace for the miseries of life. In the South-

ern States, now, in their almost universal solicitude for the comfort of their

slaves, planters provide for them a regular supply of tobacco.

So excessive became the use of it that in many countries its consumption was

forbidden or restrained by public authority. So excited against it was the First

James, of England, that he not only denounced it in his book, " The Tobacco

Blast," but expressly prohibited the planters of Virginia from cultivating more

than 100 pounds on any one plantation, and vehemently warned his subjects not

to " sin against God and harm their own persons and goods, and render them-

selves scorned and contemned by strangers who should come among them, by

persevering in a custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose, and baneful

to the brain," Of such sumptuary laws and arbitrary interference with private

habits and individual economy and freedom of action, have we not even yet some

unavailing if not barbarous relics on our statute books? In this, be it understood,

we by no means refer to the municipal law, still in force in a neighboring city,

against any man caught, Jlagraiite delicto, smoking in the s'reet—extending their

magisterial benedictions against this pride of Blaryland industry even farther

than Pope Urban the Vlllth, who confined his excommunication to those only

who should impiously diffuse the smoke of tobacco in the churches ! In Constan-

tinople the anti-tobacco laws were yet more severe, for there the Turk who was

found smoking was paraded publicly, with the pipe transfixed through his nose—
a more appropriate punishment, one would think, for such as belong to the nu-

merous and fashionable tribe oi snuffers.

In the earliest record of Harvard University, as is set forth in the Memoir be-

fore us, there is a regulation that " No scholar shall take tobacco unless permit-

ted by the President, with the consent of their parents and guardians, and on good
(G20)
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reason first given by a physician, and then in a sober and private manner." We
can't undertake to say how it is at Harvard University now, under the Presidency

of a gentleman so distinguished for scholarship and courtly manners, but we. ap-

prehend, for that matter, that in many of our institutions, the justification of the

student might be found in the example both of the LL. D.'s and the M. D.'s

among their elders.

On the other hand, this exciting weed has not failed in advocates among the

literati, some of whom have hymned its praises in various forms and languages;

for as Mr. Jefferson extolled the oil of olives as " the next best gift of God to

man after bread,'''' the pious author of a Latin " Hymn to Tobacco," styles it " the

gift of Heaven and the ornament of the earth." Hence is here submitted a pic-

ture of this ornament of the earth, to the judgment of the reader, who in making

it up will please remember to drop the worm ! By-the-by, it ought to be explained

that his wormship is never caught, as here exposed, reposing on the toj) leaf ; but

there was not room to display an entire plant, and to place the beautiful object

where he delights to " revel," that is, on the most delicate and richest parts of

the prime leaves below, eschewing the coarsest and greenest portions of the leaf

and stems, while his fell destroyer, Man, (not the turkey,) with less delicacy of

discrimination, eschews none, but chews all the manufacturer gives him, with

some not very nice additions, such as copperas, &c.

The narcotic properties of tobacco, to which it owes its fascinating powers,

remind us not only of the " Confessions of the Opium-Eater," but of the effect

also of the " Je<e/-rooi," and another substance called " churrus," of the East

Indies, where both are freely used, both as medicines and as opiates, having the

power to beguile the imagination with the most delightful reveries. The simi-

larity in the medical properties with those of tobacco, even suggest, if our plant-

ing friends will excuse the intimation, whether these Asiatic drugs may not at

some future day, as yet it is to be hoped deeply wrapped in the womb of Time,

be made to take the place of our great staple. Would it not, in a word, be more

lamentable than strange, were the starveling natives of the East (called free) to

supply, in the process of time, substitutes for two of the great products of the

planting States, one entirely and the other in a great measure the product of

Slave Labor—a labor with us so much better provided and more kindly cared for

than any laboring class in Europe'^

The churrus, above alluded to, is an extractfrom hemp, the Cannabis Indica.

If what is said of the betel-nut be true, it ought certainly to be introduced into

the veterinary practice of our country, than which practice nothing, no art, cer-

tainly, can well be in a lower or more rude and unsatisfactory state.

We might here introduce, were it only for the reason last stated, a more ex-

tended notice to illustrate their similarity, in effects, to the narcotic of which we
are treating, but that ii would swell this article to an immoderate length, and

so we shall assign it, if we can, another and contiguous position—contenting our-

selves here with this reference to it as a matter that may repay the attention of

the curious reader. But again to the subject in hand.

It will be time enough hereafter to speak of all that concerns the cultivation

and management of tobacco, except as to the preparation of the seed and seed

beds. On these points we turn with interesting recollections to the time and the

relations of intimate friendship which enabled us to draw, twenty-seven years

ago, from one whose retiring disposition was only surpassed by his merit and
capacity, " Motes on the Cultivation and Management of Tobacco, from the
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Plant-bed to the Prize"—by Peter MrNOR, of Albemarle County, Virginia.

On these notes we shall chiefly depend for all that we shall have need to say

farther of this plant, through all the stages of ils growth, until it passes from

the hands of the planter to be taxed in all countries. In that land of •' free

trade " where the great Agitator in its favor has been pr^ented with a million of

dollars, it pays onhj about 700 per cent, before it is allowed to reach the con-

sumer.*

There is one thing which we do not see adverted to, that we apprehend needs

particular attention, and that is, the particular depth at which these and all other

seeds should be deposited—the smaller the shallower. The principle has been

laid down, that full air, a moderate degree of moisture, and a temperature suited

to the kind of seed, are all necessary to a perfect germination. We apprehend

that the seed of tobacco cannot well be put in too shallow, as it is termed, pro-

vided the light be excluded. It has been observed, says Professor Johnston, that

seeds cannot germinate if entirely excluded from the air. They will remain

some of them apparently for ages without exhibiting any signs of life, and yet,

when brought near the surface, will sj)eedily begin to sprout. Thus it is that

one may notice, all along the line of the JNew-York canals and railroads, myriads

of the Canada thistle and other weeds, not present at first in cultivated fields.

Choice of Land for thk Pi.ant-bkds.

AND Mode of Puepahing it —A rich virgin

loam with a slight inixlnre of saiid is ascer-

tained to he. ihe best soil for raising tobacco

plants. Such spots ure indicated by the

growth of alder iind hazel bushes in bottoms

and on the margin of small streams, and if

the siliialion has iho conniiaiid of water for

irrigation il is nn that account to be preferred.

The spot being selected, the first operation is

to buiii il with a strong lire. For this pur-

pose the growth of every kind is cut off, (not

grubbed up) and the whole surface raked

very clean. The burning should be done be-

fore Christmas, or as soon after as the weather

•will permit ; and if done thus early it cannot

be well too heavy, even bringing the soil to

a hard cake. Tlie wcnderi'ul fertility im-

parted to soil by fire, has of late years been

clearly proved and developed by various ex-

periments in this and other countries, but

judging from Jong- established practice, we
suppose it is a fact that has been long known
to tobacco planters, that this fertility is im-
parted by the fire, and no ways dependent
upon the ashes left by the process is clearly

pioved from the fact, that the same results

will ensue if the ashes are swept oti' entirely-

clean. Or take anotlier piece of ground of
etjnal quality, cover it with as much or moi'e

ashes, and prej)are it in every respect simi

lar, except burning, and plants cannot be
raised in it. Hence the necessity and pro-

[iriety of regidar and uniform burning, the

want of which is always manifested by a di-

minutive, yellow and sickly growth of plants

in those spots, not sufficiently acted ou by
the fire.

After the gi-ouud becomes cool from burn-
ing, the whole surface siiould be swept with
a coarse twig broom to take out the coals-

In this operation some of the ashes will bo

* Tobacco and Rice.—The Wnsliingion Union has ibe following .
'• Tlie following extract from a letter

recently received in this city, from an intelligent Americnn now traveling in Europe, contains information

of importance to those of our countrymen "engnged in growing rice and tobacco—especially at a season

when these articles are in a state of preparation for shipment. We accordingly give it a conspicuous place

in our columns, with a view of benefiting the interests of all those concerned :

"

" ScHwEKiN, Germany, Oct. 20, 1847.****"! should acquaint you with the existing tare established by the German Customs L'nion

upon tobacco imported in hogsheads, and rice in tierces, as I ascertained it to be upon the frontier of the

Duchy of Brunswick, when journeying to this place a (evf days ago.

" The tare on a hogshead of tobacco is 12 per cent. If the hogshead should weigh over 12 per cent, for the

quantity of tobacco ('ontained in it, the additional weight pays duty at the rate of 51 Prussian thalers perzoll

centner—equal to about $3 33 per 1(10 lbs. Hogsheads which contain 1,000 lbs. tobacco weigh in the ag-

erecate, I have been told—some more and pome nmch less—200 lbs. ; consequently 80 lbs. of wood, or

togshead, pays tobacco duty, amounting to $2 G8 4'i.l00 cents.

" This extra tax upon their staple produ- 1 the planters may avoid by making their hogsheads uniformly

of the same size—not to exceed in weight, if they are to hold 1,000 lbs. of tobacco, 120 lbs. This, if the

wood be good, would insure sufficient strength.

'•The Zoll-Vercin imported during the year 1846, 29,000 hogsheads of tobacco and stems. If. therefore,

a duty of 20 per cent, instead of 12 was realized, for tare, our staple was taxed unnecessaiily $77,731 75.

"Tiie t«re allowed on rice, in tierces, entering the States of the ZoU-Veiein, is 13 per cent.. It is to the

jntere.n of the producers of rice in the United States to he careful that there ^houId be no excess of tare

beyond this, inasmuch as ihev have a formidable competitor in Holland in the Geiinan markets. The
Java rice is all imported in bags, upon whic h a tare of 4 per cent, is allowed in the Zoll Vertin. This the

Dutch, with their habitual good economy, avoid exceeding." [Baltimore American.
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removed, but that is of no consequence ; it

should then be broken up about two inches

deep with grubbinj:;-hoes, in wliich operation

and in repeated choppings afterward with

hilling-hoes, all roots will be cut and finally

got out with a fine iron-tooth rake which will

leave the ground in proper order to receive

the seed.

Tlie most approved, time fur sowing is

about the first of Febiuary, the beds jirevi-

ously prepared being suffered to lie and mel-

low by the frost and snows to that time. But
it will do very well to burn and sow after

that time, as late as the first of March, taking

care not to have the heat so great. The quan-

tity of seed is as much as can be taken up in

a common table-spoon* for 100 square yards,

aud that in proportion. This quantity of seed

should be mixed with about one gallon of

cleau ashes, and half that quantity of plaster

of Paris, and the whole well incorporated,

and then strewed unitbrmly over the bed at

two operations, crossing at right angles to in-

sure regularity. Cabbage-seed for early plant-

ing, tomato, celery and lettuce-seed may be
Bowed in small quantities with the tobacco-

eeed, without material injiny to the gi'owth

of the plants. After sowing the seed the

gi'ound is immediately trodden over closely

with the feet, and covered thick with naked
brush. If the fi'ost is severe from this time it

is common to take off the brush some time in

the month of March, before the plants appear,
and tread the bed again, and at the same time
give the ground a slight dressing of manure.
The dung of fowls of all sorts is sought after

lor this purpose, which being beaten, is sifted

over the bed through a coarse basket or rid-

dle. The brush is then restored, and not
finally removed until the leaves of the plants

are half an inch in diameter ; when the dress-

ing of manure is again ajiplied, taking care

to wait the approach of rain for that pur-

pose. Any grass or weeds that may have
sprung up ill the mean time are carefully

picked out In dry seasons, if the situatioa

admits of it, the bed must be irrigated by
training a small stream of water around the

edge of it. If not, it should be watered
every evening with a common watering-pot

or pine bushes dipped in water aud shaken
over the bed until suflicient moisture is ob-

tained.

Under a careful observance of this manage-
ment, the plants, according as the seasons

have been favorable or not, '\vill be fit to

transplant from the 15lh of May to the 10th

of .June. A planter thinks himself lucky if

he can get his crop pitched by the 10th of

.Tune. After that the seasons are uncertain

from the heat oi the weather, and the chances
of success for a crop precaiious—though it

has been known to succeed when planted

the middle of July.

It may be imnecessary to warn the reader to bear in mind the latitude in

which the above was written, and the difference that makes in the time of sow-

ing. Turning back two years for information, the best we could get on the

same subject in Maryland, the time for sowing is stated to be about the first of

March, but much, doubtless, depends on the nature of the weather and the state

of the ground.

We should stop here for the present, were it not that the preparations of the

planter for an early and full supply of plants is the turning-point in his opera-

tions for the year ; for although in cases of failure with early sown beds, others

might come on in time, the great danger is that then he might not have seasons.

It is in nice, judicious and timely altention to this matter that such men as Mr.

Talbert, and Zadock Sasscer, and Tilghman Crawford get their crops " pitched,"

while many of their easy-going neighbors are not half done. For a planter to

be caught, when the season arrives, without plants, is as if the gallant, and yet

more, the humane Gen. Scott had been unprovided with ammunition at the gates of

Mexico. By way of relief, then, to the reader, tired, it may be, of the subject for

the nonce, we will break off here, and give him, hereafter, a small chapter on the

Germination of Seeds in general, which may be useful to all cultivators, whether

gardeners or farmers. In a subsequent number we will tell all about planting,

curing, seasoning, prizing, &c., and give analyses of the plant, as far as they have

been made by Vauquelin, the celebrated French chemist, and others. It will be

seen that the plant contains a large portion of lime.

* This quantity of iilnnt-liod is prncrnlly confidercd under good circumptances ns eiiffipionf to set ten
thous.itifi lulls ill j;(iod tiitK!—but llin iiiudent jjlnnter Inking into con-id(;ration the cnsuaJiies of fiy, drouth,
&c., will do well to niiiki- a larger allowance. Wc know of no certain remedy or antidote against the fly

which destroys the euily plunta.
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AYRSHIRE CATTLE.

OBSERVATIONS MADE IN EUROPE BY MR. COLMAN AND PROFESSOR NORTON—QDALI-
TJES AND USES MADE OF THOSE IMPORTED IN MASSACHUSETTS—LETTER FROM MK.
PHINNEY.

Readers attracted by personal interest in this breed, or by partiality for the

general subject of cattle, may remember that in the September number of 1846

we published a description of the stock then recently imported by the Massachu-

setts Society for Promoting Agriculture, by E. Phinnt^y, Esq., a Trustee of the

Society. Referring now to that number, we have the pleasure to add the follow-

ing obliging letter from Mr, P. in answer to inquiries as to the results of that

and previous importations. Our readers will feel indebted to him, as we do, for

the fullness and promptness of his reply,
•

J. S. Skinn-ek, Esq, East Cambridge C. H., Nov. 29, 1847.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 11th inst. making some inquiries as to the first and second
importations of stock by the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, was received

on the 26lh.

The first importation of stock by the Massachusetts Society, consisting of three cows and
a bull of the Ayrshire breed, was made in 1837. They were selected at the lequest of the

Society, by Mr. Hodskinsoii, who was considered an excellent judge of stock. The cows
were all in calf when they arrived, by first-rate bulls in Scotland. The bull was sent into

the western comities of the Commonwealth, where he now is, or whether living or dead the

Society know not. One of the cows was placed in the care of Hon. P. C. Brooks at his

fanri in Medford. The second was put into the hands of Hon. Daniel Webster, and placed

on his farni at Marshfield. The third was put under the care of the subscriber, at his farm
in Lexington. I have lately examined the stock of Mr. Webster. He lias some very beau-

tiful half and three-quarter and full blood cows and heifeis, the descendants of the cow im-

ported by the Society, and other Ayrshire stock, imported by him. The cow placed under

his care by the Society proved a great milker; and not only Mr. Webster's stock, but that

of his neighbors, are much improved by crosses wilh the Ayrshire breed. The cow com-
mitted to my care, now 18 years old, has been an excellent dairy cow, being a deep milker,

and yielding in the whiter, when kept on hay alone, some months after calving, ten pounds

of butter per week. I have sold five of her descendants at $100 each, at a year old, aad if I

had had three timesthat number could have sold ihem at that price. By crosses of the Ayrshire

with my best native cows, I have greatly improved the dairy properties of my stock, and
also that ofmy neighbors.

From what I have seen and known of this and other imported breeds of cows, I am fully

satisfied that as a dairy stock for New-England, there is no breed in this or any other coun-

try so valuable as the Ayrshire. They are quite as hardy, and endure our cold winters 33

well as our native stock. They are of medium size, with enormous milk -vessels, and,

withal, a capacity for converting theii' food to milk much beyond any breed that I have

known.
This breed of cows is now owned by many persons in this State. Mr. Cushing imported

a number of Ayrshire cows and a bull about the time the Massachusetts Society made their

first importation. Capt. Randall, of New-Bedford, some years ago, imported two or three

first-rate Ayrshire cows, being of the " Swinley " breed, which is held in Scotland to be an

improved breed of the Ayrshire. The Massachusetts Society, about a year since, purchased

of Mr. Randall his Ayrshire cow, " Young Swinley," whose dam, Swinley, took more prizes

than any cow in Scotland. Mr, Wright, of Lowell, has a fine Ayi shire cow, a descendant

of Swinley. A Mr. Lawson, of Dracutt, has some excellent Ayrshire cows, and Mr. Mor-

land, of Andover, has some imported cows of this breed. Hon. John C. Gray, President of

the Massachusetts Society, has also a first-rate cow of the Ayrshiie breed. These are all the

persons I can now recollect who have the Ayrshire stock. There are, no doubt, many oth-

ers. Great care has been taken by all who own this stock to keep the blood perfectly pure

and unmixed with other breeds.

The offspring of the last importation, being four cows and a bull of the Ayrshire breed,

and four cows and a bull of the North Devon breed, the Massachusetts Society for Promoting

Agriculture have recently voted to distribute among the several County Agricultiu-al Socie-
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ties, free of charge. They are now making the distribution of all that are of sufficient age
to be put to service. In this way the Society hope to enable all the Ikruiers in the Oom-
monwealth to improve their slock.

I regret that my engagements will not allow me to ucvote more time to this subject. You
may, probably, however, find enough in this and my Re[)ort for your purpose.

With gruat resiject, yonr obi eerv't, E. PHINNEY.

We had lost recollection of the importation by Mr. Gushing, referred to by-

Mr. P., but turning back now to the annals of that period, we find that he sup-

plied Mr. Colman with an exact account of the produce of the four Ayrshire

cows on his farm, as set forth in the following statement

:

1. Memoranda of Milk gh:en by imported Ayr-
shire. Cow Flora, for one year, 1837.

From ITdi of May to 1st of June 608 lbs.

.. 1st of June" to 1st of July 1192 ..

.. 1st of July to 1st of August 10tj4 ..

.. 1st of August to 1st of Sept 841 ..

.. Ist of September to 1st of Oct.. 713 ..

.. 1st of October to 1st of Nov 4S9 ..

.. Ist of November to 1st of Dec. 409 ..

.. 1st of December to 1st of Jan.. 432 ..

.. 1st of January to 1st of Feb 442 ..

.. 1st of February to 1st of March. 388 ..

.. 1st of March to 1st of April 484 ..

.. 1st of April to 1st of May 419 ..

-. 1st to 20th of May 242 ..

Total ..7728 lbs.

At 10 lbs. per gallon, 772 gallons.

2. Memoranda of Milk given hy imported Ayr-
shire Cow Juno,for one year, 1837.

From 23d of May to 1st of June 243 lbs.

-. 1st of June to 1st of July 796 ..

1st of July to 1st of August . 845 ..

.. 1st of August to 1st of Sept 600 ..

.. Ist of September to Isl of Oct. . 475 ..

.. 1st of October to 1st of Nov 313 ..

.. 1st of November to Ist of Dec -340 ..

From 1st August to 1st September . ., 693 lbs.

.. 1st September to 1st October. .. 5()7 ..

1st October to l.st November. .. 498 ..

.. 1st November to 1st December. 319 ..

.. 1st Deceruber to 1st January. .. 403 ..

1st January to 1st February ... 406 .-

.. 1st February to 1st March 351 ..

.. 1st March to 1st April 368 .-

.. let April to 1st May 319 ..

.. 1st to 21st May 151 ..

Total .5163 lbs.

At 10 lbs. per gallon, 516 gallons.

4. Memoranda ofMilk given by imported Ayr-
shire Cow Cora, from Nov. 17 to May 21.

From 17th November to 1st December 3H8 lbs.

.. Isl December to 1st January. .. 834 ..

.. 1st .January to 1st February 846 ..

.. 1st Februar}' to let March 776 ..
,

.. 1st March to 1st April 704 ..

.. Ist April to 1st May G70 ..

.. lstto21etMay 405 ..

Total 4623 lbs.

At 10 lbs. per gallon, 462 gallons.

The mode in which these cows are fed is

as follows :
" Onr Ayrshire cows, dun'ng the

winter, have half a bushel of sugar-beets or
potatoes ; with the former, about a pint of
rye-meal mixed with the cut beets ; but when
Ihey have potatoes, the meal is omitted.

—

With the above, they have as much English
hay as they can eat. In the summer they
have nothing but what they get in the pas-

ture. They are driven, morning and night,

from the pasture to the barn to be milked,
and after that operation are driven again to

the pasture."

.. Ist of December to 1st of Jan. .. 394 ..

-. 1st of January to 1st of Feb 401 ..

.. 1st of February to 1st of March. 326 ..

.. 1st of March to 1st of April 328 ..

.. 1st of April to 1st of May 216 ..

,. 1st to 7th of May 30 ..

Total .5307 lbs.

At 10 lbs. per gallon, 530 gallons.

3. Memoranda of Milk given by imported Ayr-
shire Cow Venus, from .Tune 20 to May 21.

From 20th June to 1st July 283 lbs.

.. 1st July to 1st August 803 ..

To the above statement Mr. Colman adds (as we find in the New Genesee
Farmer) the following from Mr. Randall, of New-Bedford, Massachusetts, dated

September 9, 1841 :

" My thorough-bred, full-blooded Ayrshire
cow Swinley. was imported by me from
Scotland in 1839. She was six years old in

May last. She calved on the 31st of last

March. She was milked regularly throe
days previous to dropping her calf, and had
drawn from her in the time from 4.') to iJO

quarts. Commenced setting her milk for

butter on the 1st day of April. The calf was
not allowed to touch a teat, v\'as fed on new
milk for nine days, and after that time on
skinnned milk. In all April, the quantity

made from her was 43 lbs. 6 oz. The quan-
tity hi May was 42 lbs. 4 oz. In tliia month
her milk decreased. Quantity hi June

(625) ao

was 44 lbs. 7 oz. In July and August, her
milk was not kept separate from that of other

cows. Weighed her milk (for one day) on
the 7th of April; it weighed 43 lbs. 9 oz.

On the 2d of September commenced weigh-
ing her milk ; In four days it has averaged
25 lbs. 8 oz., and has made in four days just

5 lbs. of butter. My pasture through the sea-

son has been very poor and short, owing to

the dry weather and having too much stock
for the <]uantily of pasture. From the lima
this cow was turned to grass until tiiis day,
(i)tli September,) she has had by jneasure
two quaits of Indian meal per day regu-
larly."
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To the above we may here add what Mr. Colman has more recently said of

Ayrsliire and North Devon cattle, (the two breeds imported by the Massachu-

setts Society,) being the result of inquiries and observation on the spot:

" The statement of a fanner in Stirlingshire,

of the highest eminence, given to me, was
that his Ayrshire cows, in the best of the sea-

sou, aveniged one pound of butter per day ;

that he has known two Ayrshire cows to

make two pounds two ounces each per d;iy ;

and that with him sixteen quarts of milk pro-

duced one j>(>und of butter.

"The North Devon stock have some strong

advocates as a milking stock. Tiie most pro-

ductive cow in butler which I have found

was a North Devon, which, for several weeks

We must conclude what wc have to say for the present about Ayrshires, with

the follovv'ing (which we find in the American Agriculturist) from Mr. Norton,

Professor of Chemistry as applied to Agriculture, at Yale College. It is dated

Edinburgh, 25th October, 1844:

in succession, without extra feed, produced
twenty-one pounds of butler per week. The
character of tlie owner places the fact beyond
a doubt. Mr. Bloomfield, tlie eminent ten-

ant of Lord Leicester, after many years' ex-
perience, states that his North Devon cows
will give an average of four pounds of butter
per week through the year. One English
pint of milk, as he adds, will produce one
ounce of butter; that is, eight quai'ts will
make a pound."*

'• I found the Ayrshires generally the only

breed in ih<;t part of Scotland ; of course

there tire mixtures and crosses, but they

very greatly jirevijl. The largest lunnber of

cows upon any of the farms which I saw
was at Mr. Jolin Teimant's, 6 miles irom Ayr.

Ho had al)out 90 ; some 30 of them, how-
vvov, were fattening. Mr. Alexander, of

Southbarr, has a fine dairy of about 40, at

VveUwood, neai- Muirliiik. Mr. Fleming's,

of Barrochan, is also worthy of notice. I was
particularly pleased with that of Mr. Burnett,

of Gadgirlh, where every particular as to

each churning is entered in a book kept for

the purpose, so that a glance tells the quan-

tity of cream or milk used, the weight of but-

ter obtained, the time occupied in churning,

and the temperature.

"Weight of thk Ayrshires.—On this

point I could only obtain an ai^proximation to

a general ride. The average weight of Mr.

Tennant's cows, as he informed me, is from

36 to 43 stones (about .000 to COO lbs.) dead
•weight.—I found that the animals raised e.x-

pressly for fattening, are almost invariably a

cross with the Short-Horns. Every large

farm that I visited, had a fuUblood Short-

Hom bull. 7Vte improvement m shape and
size from, this cross is very great. They
also mature much earlier. Mr. Teimant

turns his oflf at two years old past, and says

that they then weigli fiom 50 to GO stones, or
from 700 to 850 lbs. Two very important
points are thus attained—increase of size, with
a gain of from 6 to 12 months in the time of
maturing for market. On some farms the

Angus or Polled breed seemed to be favor-

ites for fattening ; and on others the small

West Highlanders are bought in the autmnn,
and sold in the succeeding autumn, after a
year's keepuig on the rich lowland pastures.

" Mii.KiNG Qualities.—The Ayrshires, as

you are probably aware, stand very high va

this respect. Though they are small in size,

their milk is abundant in quantity and re-

markable for richness. Mr. Tennant stated

that in the flight of the season his cows yield-

ed about 10 Scotch pints, or 30 English, per
day, and that they averaged not far from 170
lbs. of butter per annum. Mr. Fleming, how-
ever, told me that on the best lowland pas-

ture, a good cow yields 2,000 Scotch pints, 8

of which are considered equal to a pound ot

butter. This would be 240 lbs. per annum;
on poorer or high land he would not expect

more than 150 pints, or IGO lbs. butter, wliicb

would nearly agree with Mr. Tennant's state-

ment. The Scotch pint is 3 English pints

—

350 to 400 lbs. of whole milk cheese is men-
tioned as a fair average."

Finally, on this as on other matters treated in this journal, we may safely say

with Mr. Colman : " My business is with facts, and having no prejudices of

* It is tlirough Mr. Bloomfield that Mr. Patterson, of Springfield, Md., obtains a fresh Devon bull every

two or three years. In reference to his last, which we recently saw in a field with twenty-sis magnificent

Devon cows and heifers, he was good enough at our request to give us the following extract from J. Bloom-

field, Jr., dated 30th June, 1846 :

" Wiih respect to the hull, I consider myself vei-y fortunate in being able to ofter you an animal which

will do us, as breeders, much credit. He is out oV one of our best cows, by ihe bull I bought in Devou-

ehire, and which is, I believe, a near relalion to to the bull which olilHincd the first prize of 20 sovereigns

and the gold raedid, at the Royal Agricultural Show last year—Mr. James Quartly, of Molland m Devcm-

shire, beins the breeder of both that and my bull's sire. A Mr. Bicketr, iiom your county, fent out by the

MaBs»ch)ifeUs Agricultural Society to Felect cattle, .'aw him last summer, but he was unfortunately laioe

and could not go. Mr. K. took a I'ciur-montbs-old bull calf instead."

It is deemed useful to preserve such extracts as items of cattle history.
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which I am conscious to warp my own views, I shall, as fairly as I can, state

those facts which have come generally within my own ohservation, and leave

the conclusions to the honest judgment of my readers." Far from presuming

that we alone are privileged to know everything, and no one else anything, we
are always but too glad to pick up information wherever we can lind it, and
every little we get only aggravates the desire for more.

THE ENGLISH STANDARD OF FLOUR,

TO BE HAD FROM A QUARTER (eIGHT B U S H E L S ) OP WHEAT.

To the Editor of The Farmers' Library :

Deal' Sir—I want it recorded, and I have taken the liberty of sending to you
the following result of a quiirier of wheat, ground at an English mill, which is a
standard in England for all master millers or persons taking charge of the mill.

If he cannot effect such a proportionate yield, he is at once discharged by his

employer ; and I hope it will be thought of sufficient importance to find a place
in The Farjiers' Library. It was given to me by a very intelligent gentleman
owning a large mill in this country, and who has visited England.

8 bushels of wheat, weight 61| lbs. per bushel lbs. 492
yield—65 bushels floui-, 56 lbs. per bushel lbs. 3d4

Inferior flour 28
Fine middlinars 11

Coarse middliug's 1?

Pollards (supposed to be fine ship-stuff) 2G
Brail 42
Waste 4

lbs. 492
I am truly yours, JOHN TRAVERS.

The above Table gives Avhat we call practical information, such as, editori-

ally, we have all our lives aimed at. We consider such an item a far better les-

son to be taught in our Common Schools, than one-half of the lessons in the his-

tory of bygone and barbarous times. What is the usual yield in American

mills ? We guess the Yankee miller can grind about as close as another man !

What farmer can tell what weight of food, green or dry, is to be e.Ktracted from

land that will yield a given quantity of Indian corn ? Have our Institutes or So-

cieties prompted investigations of this character? Will any one make us a list

of the premiums that have been given the past season for eliciting new and im-

portant information in Agriculture ? [Ed. Farm. Lib.

CROSSING BREEDS.

We apprehend there is too much readiness to believe that better breeds of

cattle than we now have may be made and maintained by crossing one distinct

breed on another.

This we have always deemed an error. Of the existing breeds, one is better

than another under all circumstances, according to locality, food, the purposes

for which it is designed, &c. ; but it would be vain to attempt to form a new
breed out of them, for, be the object what it may—the yoke, the dairy, the sham-

bles, or what not—breeds have already been formed out of the best of other

breeds, or natural races have been cherished and improved with reference to all

these objects. Better then will it be, and a great saving of time, to hold on to
(027)
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the breeds in existence, and endeavor to improve them, than to enter upon the

formation of new ones by crossing one breed on another, in the hope of preserv-

ing out of each exactly what we want, and throwing off what don't suit us.

—

Doubtless we may take a bull of improved blood, and, by crossing, breed up a

stock improved on the basis of the common cattle—that is, if we have recourse

to the improved blood often enough to avoid breeding in-and-in.

But the whole system must be laid down with care, and followed with judg-

ment, to prevent ultimate degeneracy. One reason Avhy the progeny of so many
imported bulls have deteriorated is that there has been too much close breeding

—too much breeding in-and-in. Those who undertake to raise thorough bred

must continue every two or three years to import a bull, as Mr. Patterson does

—

the best to be had, without respect to price—or they should obtain a bull from

other stock in our own country, if to be had, as good as the best to be had abroad.

This is the course, no doubt, that the Massachusetts Agricultural Society will

adopt, or in a few years degeneracy will mark the descendants of their imported

stock.

In England, sheep farmers, the best, don't pretend to rear their own rams.

—

They find it more to their advantage to hire choice rams from noted breeders

who make a business of rearing the very best for that purpose. We are yet a

great way from beginning to approach the high standard in skill and success in

breeding domestic animals. Short cuts and short apprenticeships may do iu

other things, but not in this.

COAL TAR:

TO WHAT USES APPLICABLE.

John S. Skinner, Esq. New-Orleans, April 6, 1846.

Dear Sir : In answer to your request that I would make a statement to you
of my experience of the uses to which coal tar can be applied, I beg leave to

transmit you the following : Coal tar is a great preserver of timber. I have seen

fence posts and pickets drawn from their places in which they had been driven

ten years before, as sound as when first cut. They had been well saturated with
coal tar. Coal tar inixed with sharp sand and a little lime, say a pint to a gal-

lon, well stirred over a slow fire until it simmers, has been used with great

effect upon shingle and other wooden roofs, and upon fence-rails. Two or three

coats ought to be laid on, and when used it should be hot. Use a whitewash
brush, and let each coat dry before applying the next. All iron-work painted

with it is permanently preserved from rust. Any coloring matter may be thrown
in while preparing it, to suit the taste.

I consider it a very valuable article on farms and plantations ; and what ought

to recommend it particularly to farmers is its cheapness, its price not exceeding

$3 per barrel of 32 gallons. There are many other uses, no doubt, to which it

might be applied besides those I have named. Hoping those pointed out may
draw the attention of your readers,

I am, with great respect, your ob't serv't JAMES H. CARDWELL.

Improved Candle-Wicks.—An improved candle maybe made by steeping cot-

ton wicks in lime-water, in which a considerable quantity of saltpetre (nitre)

has been dissolved. Ey this means is obtained a pure flame and a superior

light ; a more perfect combustion is insured ; snufhng is rendered nearly as su-

periiuous as in wax-lights ; and the candles thus made do not run or waste.

The wicks should be thoroughly dry before they are covered with tallow, other-

wise they will not burn with a uniform and clear light.
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APOLOGY OF THE PRAIRIES AS WOOL PRODUCERS.

JoiiN S. Skinner, Esq. : Ottawa, Illinois, Nov. 12. 1847.

Sir : Accidentally have fallen under my observation the Letters, published ia

your journal, from Mr. H. S. Randall, in which, with great appearance of candor,

he has undertaken to consider the relative advantages of the various sections of
the world as wool producers, and incidentally to compare, in this respect, the
prairie regions with the more southern States of this "Union.

I should hardly have ventured to appear in your Journal, in defence of any-
thing Western, did I not anticipate from the agricultural community a more fa-

vorable reception than is generally accorded to us in social circles at the East, ia
which it is by no means a rarity for the lady, (as was the case with one of them,
recently cast among us,) Avho, though so ignorant of life's wants and duties as to

be compelled to ask whether the milk or the cream is churned to produce the
butter, and to call in a hand from the farm to decide for her when the kettle comes
to the boil, yet hesitates not to declaim against us, as wanting in the comforts and
knowledge of life, and lackmg in refinement of manners. Moreover, with some-
thing of pride for the land I love before all others, is mixed a desire to warn,
from the dangerous experiment of competing, at the South, with wool producers
on the Prairies, persons who might be misled by the remarks and statements of
Mr. Randall, in estimating the advantages against which they would have lo

contend. For nowhere have I met with more formidable statements of facts, ia
themselves partially or entirely true, which, when combined, produced so dan-
gerous a falsity ; one of the best instances to prove that however safe it may be
to speculate, and, with partial advantage, upon the capacities and political rela-

tions and destinies of countries, basing one's calculations and estimates upon the
statements of others, yet it is dangerous to venture a heavy stake upon the cor-

rectness of our conclusions—so fatal to our reasonings and, in practice, to our
profits may be variations or advantages, so slight or so minute in themselves as
to have escaped the observation either of narrator or of his auditor.

The editors of the Prairie Farmer, published at Chicago, have laconically met
the assertion of the incapacity of the Prairies in this respect by the ancient argu-
ment, " We do it—doeth the South also?" and upon this proof are content to
rest.

This reply, however conclusive it may be, is not such as the elaborate and well-
defined statements of Mr. Fiandall are entitled to, neither, indeed, in my opin-
ion, is it justice to the prairies themselves—since the question at issue is not
whether they can produce wool, but whether they can produce it in competition,
with the Southern States, if the latter shall choose to enter the lists.

To my own idea, the first, most broad and notable objection to the chain of
reasoning adopted by Mr. Randall, in his comparison of the wool producing pow-
ers of the prairies and the South, is the fact that he does not apply to the'inves-
tigation of their capacities the same tests which he finds important in deciding
the relative claims of European countries, and which, in some cases, cause him
to reject them without farther investigation. Of these tests, the most prominent
is that of peculiarity of civil institutions. If, as he asserts, the character of the
political condition of Turkey and of Spain is sufficient, in the mind of Mr. Ran-
dall, to decide against their competing with Hungary in this branch of Agricul-
ture, I can account for his silence upon the same argument against the Southern
States of the Union, upon no other supposition thaii that of a previously formed
opinion having shut it from his sight.

This point, to me, is the more remarkable, because it is generally understood
that we have yet to discover the first article, either of production or of manufiic-
ture, Avhich the climate or position of the Free States will tolerate, ia which the
Slave regions have been able to bring their "cheaper labor " successfully and
extensively lo bear against the great guns of superior sagacity, skill and econo-
my. And here I would remark that he errs vastly ia supposin<r that the South
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as heavier capitalists than llie North, are content with lesser profits ; (no people
reqvire greater returns from capital invested ;) and he also errs, in his estimate
of their relative capital, in his losing sight of that great element of capital ex*
isting at the Worth, the personal exertions of the inliabitanis.

But in addition to this of per capita capital, whicii Mr. Randall applies
to the entire North, there are other and most numerous difficulties under which
he considers the Prairie regions to labor, and I shall proceed to investigate their

validity, applying at the same time the test of personal experience.

The first of these which occur to me, are his mistaken notions of our soil and
herbage, peculiar as they are to the prairies. From some unknown property of

the former, nearly all of the weeds and plants of this region possess an acridity

and pungency which I believe is elsewhere unknown, and although it may be
true that some of these plants are preferred and soon exterminated by sheep, yet

it must not be inferred that they like and thrive upon no other. The wild pea
and wild bean, (to which alone I understand Mr. Wight's remarks to apply,) are
found in every newly settled part of our Union, and in all cases meet the same
fate as here. Of the wild grasses, we have, it is true, more than one variety ;

but there is one which vastly predominates over all the others, and is changed
materially in its appearance by the soil from which it accidentally springs. Thus,
upon the peaks of the dry and sandy rolling prairies, it is short, fine in its leaf,

and sparse in its stools, while, upon the fat valleys, bordering the streams, it be-

comes tall, rank and comparatively compact. Of this grass, while young and
tender, sheep and other stock are excessively fond, passing, untasted, the choicest

of timothy and clover to seek it. To keep a supply of this grass young and ten-

der, all provident farmers and wool-growers arrange that system of " late burns,"

which the wording upon page 78 indicates Mr. Kandall not to understand. For
although each of our Western States prohibits the firing of the prairies, in the

winter, as dangerous, yet no one here considers it nearly so hazardous to fire the

dead grass, intermixed with the green growth of the present year, as is that

practice, so common among farmers, the firing of stubble. Wherefore you will

perceive it is no new ''suggestion," either of Mr. Flower, or of Mr. Wight, of
doubtful expediency. I burn two thousand acres, at least, in this way, every
year ; and it is by means of this practice, in connection with continuous depastur-

ing, that I seek to accomplish that great desideratum with us, which Mr. Ran-
dall evidently considers almost fatal to the claims of the prairies as pasture

grounds ;—I mean the extirpation of the wild grasses. So far from this being an
objection, herein lies one of the profits of Sheep Husbandry, on these plains, for,

not only are the lands enriched by the droppings of the stock, but so completely

are the long roots exhausted and destroyed by continuous burning and depastur-

ing, that that plowing which, on page 79, is made to require from four to six

yoke of oxen, is easily done by one. Rut the advantage stops not here, for Mr.
R. is decidedly in error in his note to the same page,* where he says that no
practical farmer Avill credit the assertion that the seeds of the cultivated grasses

will "catch " when sown " on the surface of the prairie sod," as may be satis-

factorily demonstrated by an inspection of the extensive tame pastures, created

in this manner, belonging to that most excellent practical farmer and grazier,

Mr. Holderman, near this village. His pastures now cover fifteen hundred acres,

nearly all under a single fence. The truth of this matter is, that so soon as the

native grasses are destroyed, (which may be done, if properly followed up, in two
or three years, or, if not, may require twenty,) the seed of the timothy, blue-

grass or red-top being thickly sown, and afterAvard well harrowed or even well

trodden in by a large stock of sheep or cattle, will soon mat the surface with as

fine a crop of grass as our prairies will produce, and it is generally believed that,

put in in this mode, the pastures are more durable.

Perhaps at this point 1 might be content to rest, satisfied in having corrected

an error so material to his calculations as seriously to affect if not to settle the

question of the advocated superiority of the South. But my hand being in, and

not desiring the appearance of shrinking from objections, rained down in a storm

*It is worthy of passing remfirk that Mr. Randall should have been so readily willing to believe and pub-

lish VfLat he considers an objection to prairie pasturing, (that they soon are eiiten out,) while he slurs over

in a mere note another iniporlnnt advantage arising out of it, and casts gi-eat doubt and discredit on the

fact itself, to wit : That the seeds of tlie tame grasses, or some of them, will catch, and seed down the un-
broken soda of the prairie, if rightly applied.
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upon pa^e 80, I shall touch li<Thtly upon those which appear to me to be pecu-
liar to the prairies, and ask if such others as I lind there, to wit: the cost of
improved and fenced farms ; the danger of diseases spreading: extensively among
unherded and wandering flocks ; the certainty of stray and disowned bucks caus-

ing "winter lambs," if allowed to run at large ; and the like, are not as appli-

cable to the sunny South as the rigid North. And here, passingly, I remark that

foul weeds, burs, Spanish needles, hoarhound and the like are rather more likely

to prosper in the Helds, and destroy the value of the wool of a region cultivated

by that "cheaper labor," than in a region like this. Any wool grower knows
the care and attention required to keep down these in a fertile region, whether
North or South. The objections on jjage 80, which are applicable to the prai-

ries alone, are the scarcity of timber and difficulty of procuring coal, and conse-

quent costliness of fencing-siufi' and fuel ; the thickness or compactness of the

settlements already made on this side of the Mississippi, and consequent limited

range ; and the greater extremes of heal and cold.

The first two of these are deficient in fact, since even in the most favored lo-

cations timber will not coiTimand more than ten dollars per acre, and very rarely

can five be got, while I can point to hundreds of thousands of acres of prairie

land to be liad for one to two dollars per acre, with timber adjacent at a similar

price, and coal cropping out from blufls of half the streams entering the Illinois,

to be had for the quarrying, which is worth about two or three cents per bushel.

But, even where timber costs ten dollars per acre, a fence, suitable for protecting

sheep pastures efficiently, may be constructed for thirty-five cents per rod, and by
fencing large fields, 640 acres, (which should always be done here,) the cost of
fencing a sheep farm may be kept within fifty cents per acre.

Theidea of mining by shafis in a prairie is most undoubtedly fallacious ; but

I do not perceive how Mr. Randall reconciles the two assertions of a scarcity of

fuel to an extent to affect the wants of a shepherd herding ; and of a farming
community already existing in the same country and being so dense as to limit

his range, or cause his flocks to be interfered with by those of his neighbors. |vlr.

Randall to the contrary notwithstanding, I beg to be permitted to assure you
such is not the case, in that tolerably extensive region lying between the eastern

boundary of Illinois and the western of Missouri, and extending as far south as

the Ohio River, and as far north as the British Possessions. And where Mr. R.
supposes a man and horse with a brace of dogs might herd one thousand sheep,

and have a little spare time, I find a boy of twelve years can successfully herd
two thousand head with a single dog and without the horse.

As to the extremes of heat and cold, I do not think the case is fairly proven,

so far as sheep are concerned, since it is not so much the extremes as suddea
changes of temperature that affect them ; and it must be noticed that under any
circumstances the Tables introduced on this point by Mr. R. do not prove any-
thing Avhatpver, since all of the observations quoted, which he intends should
represent the temperature at the South, are taken on the seaboard, where the

ocean equalizes the temperature, and not in the interior, as is the case with those.

he intends should represent the temperaiure of the North. It is not on the sea-

board of the South that he advocates the production of wool.
It is a matter of some surprise to me that Mr. R. should have admitted so

freely as he appears to do the present healthfulness of sheep with us generally,

and I do not perceive how he considers this to correspond with the opinion (ex-

pressed in Letter V., page 521) thai the coarseness and rankness of our grasses
unfit them for the growing of wool. He is evidently ignorant of the fact that the

upland grasses here are far finer than the clover or the timothy, and that many
of our most experienced wool-growers prefer the coarsest hay from the bottoms,

as being not only cheaper, but heartier and better than any other. He need be
under no apprehension on that score.

The scarcity of water and the length of the winters are undoubtedly valid

objections so fiu as they go, and these I propose to consider in a future letter,

but the remarks upon llie mortality among sheep driven into this country,
which Mr. R. says " is usually attributed to over-driving, poisoning, &c.," but is

in reality caused by the temperature and climate, I consider another error. Had
Mr. R. seen, as many here have, lumps of mud removed from the lungs of this

class of sheep, and witnessed also the efi'ects of poisonous plants taken into the
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Stomach, he would probably agree with the general opinion here. I have had
under my charge, at the same time, iicaltliy, well-driven stock from the county
of Washington, Pennsylvania, and another over-driven from the county of Yates
in your own Stale, and I am credibly assured by my shepherd and the butchers
that they had no dilliculty in distinguishing between the firm, plump flesh of the
one, and the soft, flabby meat of the other. It is too well understood to be ques-
tioned now, and it may be regarded as an established fact, that the chief if not
the only dangers to well attended flocks here, are the want of sufficient feed in

fall, winter and spring, and careful driving in coming hither. The losses from
these causes must not be laid to cither climate or soil.

Your ob't serv't, BRONSON MURRAY.

Since our last number we have had the pleasure to make acquaintance with the writer,

and the boy referred to who, with a Scotch colley dog ibr his assistant, has charge and takes

care of 2,000 sheep. Their fleeces of the last season brought 36 cents a pound. The writer

supposes it will take half his wool to pay all charges, but then he has the lambs " in the bar-

gain." When they get overstocked the custom is to let the surplus out for so much, or such

a portion of the wool. Muttons are killed and dried up for the sake of their tallow, excep*

the hind-quarters, which are salted and sold for what they will bring—a cent or two a pouud.

Is not oui's a wonderful couatry ! [_Ecl. Farm. Lib-

EDUCATIONAL AND AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEES:

THEIR CHARACTER AND DUTIES.

It was only after agricultural journals came into existence, and the farmers

began to imagine that they too had an interest to be cared for, that legislative

Committees were appointed in many of the States and in Congress. We are

under the impression that the widely beloved and benevolent General Solomon

Van Rensselaer was the first chairman of an Agricultural Committee of the

House of Representatives, and in some States no such Committees are appointed

to this day. The custom is to appoint such a Committee, and to have their

names blazoned, along ivilh others, to the public, and thus the vanity of small

men is flattered by seeing their names in the papers as members of a Committee,

and there the thing usually ends.

Of the rights of Agriculture, and of what legislation could do for it, while it

is protecting and providing for every parasitical interest that lives on it, these

wise and public-spirited law-makers know but little, and, if possible, care less.

Thus session passes after session, and these drones draw their pay and go home

without any, the slightest attempt, lo investigate the condition, to weigh the

burdens, or to understand the wants of the very interest which they themselves

often with abject and unbecoming importunity solicited authority to represent.

The same may in general be said of Committees on Education. Where are

the Reports, such as ought to be expected, from gifted and honorable men in-

trusted with the high office of legislation ? Where are their Reports on the two

greatest of all human concerns, Educalion and Agriculture ? If nothing can be

done, can't something be said, in their behalf? Are the systems provided for and

in operation in reference to either of these two great interests of society, so per-

fect that nothing remains to be suggested or enacted by those who are deputed

to watch over the political and social interests of the Commonwealth ?
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Are these gentlemen themselves so familiar with all the sources and springs

of public prosperity that no farther inquiry or development is needed to enable

them to perform understandingly the business of government. Let any one of

them go into a school in his own county, and there obtain a list of all the hooks

and a programme of the course of instruction and publish it, (as we intend to do
the first leisure we can get,) and let the world judge whether such education is

calculated to instruct and prepare the sons of farmers to enter on the business of

their lives with any knoioledge of the p?-inciples which every step in their ca-

reer requires that they should understand ? Take one of these members of an
Agricultural Committee through a plain catechism as to the agricultural re-

sources and condition of his own county, whose interests are confined to his keep-

ing, as far as they depend on public legislation, and see how small he will sing

—how cheap he will look ! Ask him what provision has ever been made, or

whether he proposes to make any for an agricultural survey of the State, that

authentic statistics of each county may be at hand, without which, who can un-

derstand the bearing of the laws upon it—its burdens or its wants ? Ask him,

and it is ten to one he can't answer. How many acres in the county ? Has it

beds of lime, or marl, or coal, or iron ? How much in timber—in mountain—in

meadow—or in arable land ? How many domestic animals—how many labor-

ers—the cost of transportation, and how to be lessened ? What are its average

products, and with what charges are they burdened in the operations of ex-

changes until their ultimate values are realized ? Yet ought not careful agricul-

tural surveys to be provided for, which should bring to light every hidden re-

source, and indicate every known production and the capacity of every county?

Is there any act of any State Legislature, for instance, whereby the Chairman

of an Agricultural Committee (dumb as a fish as some of them are) can tell,

even as to a single county, as much as we know of foreign countries. For ex-

ample, we know that according to the most recent computation, England and

Wales contain 37,738,930 acres; Ireland 19,441,954 ; Scotland 19,738,930 ; and

other British Islands 1,119,159—making a total of 77,394,443. And then we
know by means of forecasting, provident legislation, that these acres are thus

appropriated

:
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go, as at Annapolis, like "children of a larger growth," to see cannon loaded

and fired by the eleves of the Naval School—a school where the privileged few

get education and life commissions, at the cost of their constituents—yet they

have not the courage—they dare not even inquire, (for we have tried them ia

three States,) what is the cost of these militartj schools, thus supported by the

landed interest, and whether that interest might not be allowed to make so bold

as to petitio?i for some provision also for mstruction in the art of production, as

well as o{ destruction. But we have no patience to dwell on dereliction so pal-

pable, on such abject political coAvardice. The day we hope will come when
some man will have the discernment and the manliness to demand for agricul-

tural education, as for education in the science of human destruction, at least

dollar for dollar.

For the present we took our pen merely to exhibit one token of an awakening

disposition to assert the wants and the rights of Agriculture, as we find the agre-

able proof of it in the Report of Mr. Coad of St. Mary's County, Maryland,

Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture, in the last House of Delegates of

that State. Honorable as was this preliminary movement to his patriotism and

character as a legislator and statesman, it will he seen how cautiously he felt

himself obliged to approach the subject, as if he were going to demand some

great boon for the State, for the benefit of those who constitute the State and all

on which its prosperity depends. Probably he held in prudent, as he must have

held in contemptuous recollection, a certain memorial once addressed from

County in Maryland against the wisdom and necessity of any authorized geo-

logical data, or exploration of any part of the State ! Were we not restrained

by shame for our native state, we would put the self-stultifying document on

record with the names of its illustrious signers ; but let it be forgotten, with con-

genial Blue Laws, and laws for burning witches and Quakers !

!

The allusion at the close of the Report, of which we have taken only a part,

is to Hon. Mr. Naill, the zealous and enlightened Chairman of the Agricultural

Committee in the Senate of that State.

It is scarcely necessary to add, so much is that a matter of course, that this

proposition, being for the benefit oi Agricultu'm, it evaporated in smoke ! None

the less honor, however, is due to the zeal and intelligence of its author. Let

zealous, conscientious, enlightened and industrious men be in all cases selected

with careful consideration, for these Committees on Agriculture and Education,

(not mere drones, or young lawyers who go to State Legislatures as stepping-

stones to higher places,—walking on the shoulders of farmers and planters into

power, as soldiers up scaling-ladders mto a fort)—and we may hope at last that

constant dropping will ivear away stones. Heartily as we approve the measure

proposed, as far as it goes, we must take leave to add that it falls very short of

what the landed interest of the State, in our poor judgment, has a right to de-

mand, (demand of whom? of themselves ;) and if the people—the bone and

sinew, the planters and farmers of Maryland, were of our mind—much as we
approve of the Naval School, and heartily as with our pen, for years, we endeav-

ored to have one located there, yet no Representative in Congress from Mary-

land should dare vote one penny for that, or any other Military School, until Con-

gress had provided, out of the sales of the Public Lands or otherwise, a fund for

the establishment of a Normal Schoolfor training teachers in the Sciences con-

nected with Agriculture. Suppose, for example, Strawberry Hill, which over-

looks Annapolis, were purchased and established as an agricultural training

(C.3!)
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school and experimental farm, where Science might be proved and justified by

practice, would it not be as useful to the country as a Military School ? and

would not the Representatives of the country be as well employed in going out

to see the trial of new implements, and the results of scientific analyses and ex-

periments, as they are now when they adjourn to see cannon fired at Fort Sev-

ern ? Alas, what can be expected for the interests we advocate, as long as agri-

culturists consent to have themselves regarded as a subordinate class, and con-

tinue themselves to look on the learned and the military professions as embracing

men of a superior order, of whom a mere plain countryman should stand in

aive ! But, to our extract from Mr. Goad's Report in favor of appointing an

AGRICULTURAL CHEMIST FOR THE STATE.

It is not to be expected that this measure
will at once and alone cause to be diiTnsed

among the agriculturists of the State, that

full and extended knowledge which it is

hoped will be ultimately imparted. The
committee regard it as an initiatory step, by
which, from its partial advantages, the far-

mers throughout the State will be induced to

place a proper estimate upon the tiiie merits

of a moi'e enlarged system. They hope by
its agency to lead those now actively engaged
in cultivating the soil, to place within the

reach of those who are to succeed them, and
for whose interest and happiness they are

chiefly stimulated to industry and exertion,

the means of tilling it with greater success. It

is also believed that immediate benefits will

accnie to themselves, more than sufficient to

compensate them and the State, for the trivial

expense necessary to be incurred.

It is deemed nnuecessaiy here to explain

in detail, the maimer in which a scientific and
practical chemist could render efficient aid to

the agricultural interest. It is, however, well

known that the people have never yet had an
opportunity, had they desired it, of l^ecomiug

either theoretically or practically acquainted

with the interesting subject which it would
be his duty to unfold. And the most casual

observer of such subjects cannot have failed

to remark that vast sources of improvement,
either unused or misapplied, are utterly val-

ueless to their owners and to the State, on ac-

count of a deficiency of knowledge on this

subject. Principles equally well established,

and far more certain in their application,

should govern the planter and the farmer in

improving his land, and cultivating his crops,

as regulate the physician in treating the dis-

eased system or invigorating the weak con-

stitution of his patient. Each variety of soil

bas its peculiar defects, which ought to be
supplied ; each kind of crop its best mode
of cidtivation, which ought to be understood.

These are constandy varying according to

circumstances, but ai'e always regulated by
unchanging principles. To inculcate these

principles, and to impart the requisite knowl-

edge to insure theii' proper application, com-

prise the whole sphere of his duties.

A certain number of constituent ingredi-

ents must necessarily be combined to produce

a given crop. These, if they cannot be sup-

(635)

plied l)y the atmosphere, must be found in

the soil. The farmer therefore, who wishes
to produce such a crop, ought first to ascer-

tain whether his land is deficient in any of

the necessary constituents—fur the absence
of any one or more of them would defeat his

expectations, and for that reason ought to be
supphed. It may be that he has at his com-
mand different kinds of materials for improve-
ment. Each of them may contain one, two
or more of the component elements of the

crop ; but none of them all. If he select a
kind which, although it may be lich in one
or more of such components, yet, if it does not
contain those in which his soil is deficient he
will find his labor has been thrown away, his

expectations disappointed, and all future ef-

forts paralyzed or discouraged. A full knowl-
edge of Agricultural Chemistry, and its prac-

tical application, would relieve a person so

situated from all these difficidties and disap-

pointments. He would then have known
what combination of elements the product to

be raised consisted of ; which of them could

be supplied by the atmosphere ; and by anal-

ysis which of them would be furnished by
the soil ; and by that means, which, if any,

he would be obliged to add. He could also

ascertain the ingredients of each sort of ma-
terial of improvement at his disposal ; and
hence be enabled to apply exactly the kind
necessary to make up the deficiency.

Marl of the same kind has been found to

act most beneficially on some soils, wliile on
others it has either no decided effect or even
a prejudicial one. On the same soil it has

been found useful in the production of certain

crops while others are injured by it. To the

uuinstructed in vegetable physiology and ag-

ricultural chcmistiy this is altogether unintel-

ligible ; while to one well informed on these

most interesting subjects, it affords no myste-
ry at all ; it serves rather to open to his view
the existence and harmonious oiieration of
the immutable laws of Nature coin^al and co-

existent with Creation itself He with almost
unerring confidence might have foretold ita

effects; and been enabled to guard against its

mischiefs and increase its usefulness. Place
within tlie reach of the agi'iculturists of the
State the means of being informed on these
subjects, and let them be properly apprecia-

ted and used, and it is the decided conviction

of this committee, that the annual produc-
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tions of the State cannot fail to be largely in-

creased. Let but the vast deposits of min-
eral, calcareous, and even vegetaljle materials

for improvement be turned to the best ad-
vantage; and the tiiie principles of practical

Agriculture thoroughly understood, and the

farming intei-ests of Maryland will be second
in point of profit to none other in the Union.
The varieties of our soil, our climate and fa-

cilities of transportation cannot be surpassed,

if equaled, by any other State.

To effect this, time is required—public sen-

timent must be prepared to appreciate the

worth of such a system. And the measure
proposed appears to the cominittee a proper
introductory step, which even of itself will

be productive of much practical good, and
will bring about that first desirable result.

When this shall have been etlected, tinle econ-
omy will supply the means. Courses of ag-

ricultural education will be adopted in the

public academies and schools ; or schools for

that especial purpose will be established.

Agriculture will then be placed upon its prop-
er level. It will no longer be regarded as a
species of degrading drudgery, requiring nei-

ther education nor talent to understand and
improve it ; but will be inseparably connect-
ed with the highest branches of Natnrtd Sci-

ence upon which it is in truth dependent for

its ultimate perfection.

It is only justice to add that the plan sug-

gested first originated with a member of the

Committee on Agriculture at the December
session of 1840, whose zeal and exertions in

behalf of tliis interest it should be the pleas-

ure of every friend of Agiiculture gratefully

to acknowledge.
G. D. COAD, Chairman.
PETER GRABILL,
J. G. MORRISON,
WM. E. DOYLE,
A. H. SETH.

A BILL entitled, an Act to provide for the ap-
pointvient of an Agricultural Chemist for
the State.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General
Assembly of Maryland, That the Governor,
by and with tlie advice and consent of the

Senate, shall hereafter aninially appoint and
commission a person of abihty, integrity, and
suitable practical and scientific attainments as

agricultural chemist for the State ; and if the

Senate shall have adjourned before the Gov-
ernor shall make the appointment for the

present year, or if a vacancy shall hereafter

occur during the recess of the Senate, then
the Governor alone shall make such appoint-

ment which shall be good and valid until the

.tenth day after the next meeting of the Senate.

Sec 2. Be it enacted, That the State shall

loe divided mto three disti-icts ; the first shall

comprise that part of the State now compris-

ed in the first gubernatorial district ; the sec-

ond that of the thhd gubernatorial district,

and the third tliat of the second gubernatori-

al district.

Sec. 3. Be it enacted, That the said agi'i-

cultural chemist shall spend cue year, the
(636)

first beginning on the date of his appointment,
in each of said districts in the order named

;

it shall also be his duty to spend one month
in each county and Howard district, and visit

each election district.

Sec 4. Be it enacted, That it shall be the

duty of said agricultural chemist to analyze
one specimen of each variety of soil of the
county in which he shall be, that may be
brought to him, or that he may find to exist,

and also to examine, and if necessary analyze
one specimen of each kind of marl or other
mineral or vegetable deposit that may come
to his knowledge, in order that his instnic-

tions may be of the more practical utility.

Sec 5. Be it also enacted, That it shall

also be his farther duty to deliver one public
leclure, after having given timely notice there-

of, in each election disliict in each county,
and then to deliver a course of public lectures

at each county town after having given also

sufilcient notice thereof in each election dis-

trict, and he shall also peraiit the clerk of the
levy com-t or of the commissioners of the tax

as the case may be, to take a coijy of said

course of lectures to be retained and kept for

the use and benefit of the county, and pub-
lished by said levy court or commissioners of
the tax, if to them it shall seem expedient.

Sec 6. Be it farther enacted. That for the
full and more satisfactory discharge of his du-
ties, the said agi-icultural chemist shall be au-
thorized to employ an assistant, whose duty
it shall be to aid him in collecting and ana-
lyzing specimens of soils, marls, &c. and to

render him any other assistance he may deem
advantageous.

Sec 7. Be it enacted, ThaXlhesBAd c\\era-

ist shall make an annual report to the House
of Delegates, if in session, and if not, then to

the Governor (whose duty it shall Ije to cause
the same to be published) of his proceedings,
and such other matters touching the agricul-

tural interests of the State as may be consid-

ered necessaiy.

Sec 8. And be it enacted, That for the
faithful discharge of his duties, the said agri-

cultural chemist shall receive the annual sal-

ary of thirteen hundred doUars, and his assist-

ant the annual salary of seven hundred dol-

lars, to be paid as the salaries of other civil

officers are or may be paid ; and for the pur-
chase of chemical implements and materials

the said chemist shall be allowed for the first

year the sum of five hundred dollars in ad-

vance, and on each succeeding year a sum
not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollar's,

out of such moneys as may be in the Treasuiy
and not otherwise appropriated by law.

A New Substitute for Corn.—From au-

thentic information, recently received from the

Province of Pernambuco, it appears that Fa-
rinha de Mandioca (or Caaava) may be ob-

tained in any quantity. This article forms a
liighly nutritious and, when properly prepared,

an extremely palatable description of food. In
Pernambuco it is eaten by all classes of people,

without exception, and its price varies froniXl
12s. b\(\. to £l 19s. 8d. per imperial quarter
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LETTER XII.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.

Taegins—necessity of—method of doing it... Burs—how avoided... Lambing—time of— Inclosures for

—

Mechanical Assistance—when rendered—assisting the Lamb—Feeding—necessary care in—Warming

—

Foster Ewes... Pens. .." Pinning".. .Nurabei-ing iuid Registering—advantages of—Von Thaers System of

Numbering—manner of doing it conveniently—Mr. Grove's foi-m of a Register.. -Castration and Docking

-proper time and method-.'-Washing—time—necessary apparatus—" wetting "—manner of washing

—

ordinary waste in subsequent cleansing... Cutting the Hoofs—best time—implements—method...Time
between Washing and Sheaiing... Shearing—proper conveniences for—catcher's business—directions to

shearer—general directions. . .Shearing Lambs—shearing Slieep semi-annually—objectionable practices. ..

Doing up Wool—Wool Table and lYough—handhng fleece—aiTangement on table—folding—rolling—ty-

ing—proper twine. . -Storing Wool—Wool-Room- . .Sacking Wool—methods- - -Sorting the Flock at shear-

ing—how done... Marking Sheep—the proper way. ..Cold Stomis after Shearing.. -Sun-scald.. -Ticks

—

how destroyed... Maggots—preventives.. -Cutting the Honis.. -Division of Flocks for Summer.. .Hop-

pling—Clogging, &c- . .Dangerous Kams. . .Fences. . .Salt.. .Tar.. .Water.. .Shade.. .Weaning Lambs..

.

Fall Feeding . . . Shepherd's Crook.

Dear Sir : Agreeably to your request, and that of various other South-

ern friends, I proceed to give directions for the practical management of

sheep " plain and minute enough for the guidance of those entirely unac-

quainted with the subject." I will begin with their Summer Management.*

Tagging.—If sheep are kept on dry feed through the winter, they will

usually purge more or less, when let out to green feed in the spring. The
wool around and below the anus becomes saturated with dung, which
forms into hard pellets, if the purging ceases. But whether this takes

place or not, the adhering dung cannot be removed from the wool in the

ordinary process of washing. It forms a great impediment in shearing,

dulling and straining the shears to cut through it when in a dry state, and
it is often impracticable so to do. It is difficult to force the shears be-

tween it and the skin, without frequently and severely wounding the latter.

Occasionally, too, flies deposit their eggs under this mass of filth prior to

shearing, and the ensuing swarm of maggots, unless speedily discovered

and removed, will lead the sheep to a miserable death.

Before sheep are let out to grass, each one should have the wool sheared

from the roots of the tail down the inside of the thighs,

over the surface included between the dotted lines in

the cut. The wool should be sheared from off the en-

tire bag of the ewe, that the newly dropjied lamb may
more readily find the teat, and fi-om the scrotum, and
so much space round the point of the sheath of the ram,
as is usually kept wet. If the latter place is neglected,

soreness and ulceration sometimes ensue from the con-

stant maceration of the urine.

Sometimes each tagger catches and holds his own
sheep, but it is, on the whole, better, I think, to have an assistant catch the
sheep and liold them while they are tagged. The latter process requires

a ffood shearer, as the wool must be cut off closely and smoothly, or the

object is but half accomplished, and the sheep will have an unsightly and
ridiculous appearance, when the remainder of their fleeces is taken off;

* I have not thought it necessary to mark with (quotation points, various extracts in this Letter, from a
series of Letters written by me a number of years smce, and published in the " Valley Farmer."

(G37;
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and, on llie other hand, it is not only improper to cut the skin of a sheep
at any time, but it is peculiarly so to cut that on the bag of an ewe near
lambing. The wool saved by tagging will far more than pay the ex-

penses of the operation. It answers well for stockings and other ordinary

domestic pui-poses, or it will sell for something like half the price of fleece

wool.

Humanity and economy both dictate that care should be taken in han-

dling sheep at all times, and it is especially important with ewes heavy
with lamb. It is highly injurious and unsafe 1o chase them about and han-

dle them roughly, for even if abortion, the worst consequence of such
treatment, is avoided, they become timid and shy of being touched, render-

ing it difficult to catch or render them assistance at the lambing period

—

and even a matter of difficulty to enter the cotes where it is sometimes
necessary to confine them at that time, without having them driving about
pell-mell, running over their lambs, &c. It may not be known to every
one, that if a sheep is suddenly caught by the wool when running, or is

lifted by its wool, the skin is to a certain extent loosened from the body
at the points where it is thus seized, and if killed a day or two afterward,

blood will be found settled about those parts. A man knowing this, and
subsequently guilty of such gratuitous brutality, richly deserves to be
kicked out of the sheep-yard. When sheep are to be handled, they should

be inclosed in a yard just large enough to hold them without their being
crowded—so they shall have no chance to run and dash about. The
catcher should sto^) them by seizing them by the hind leg close above the

hock, or by clapping one hand before the neck and the other behind the

buttocks. Then, not waiting for the sheep to make a violent struggle, he
should throw his right arm over and about it immediately back of the

shoulders, place his hand under the brisket, and lift the animal on his hip.

If the sheep is very heavy, he can throw both arms around it, clasp his

fingers under the brisket, and lift it up against the front part of his body.

He then should set it carefully on its rump on the tagging-table, (which

should be 18 or 20 inches high,) support its back with his legs, and hold

it gently and conveniently until the tagger has performed his duty. Two
men should not be permitted to lift the same sheep together, as it will be
pretty sure to receive some strain between them. A good shearer and
assistant will tag 200 sheep per day.

Where sheep receive green feed all the year round, as they will do in

many parts of the South, and no purging ensues from eating the newly-

starting grasses in the spring, tagging will not be necessary.

Burs, &c.—If sheep are let out in the spring into jjastures where the

dry stalks of the Burdock (Arctkwi laffci), or the Hound's Tongue, or

Tory-weed (Cj/noglossmn ojjicinalej, have remained standing over the win-

ter, the burs are caught in their now long wool, and, if numerous, the wool
is rendered entirely unmarketable, and almost valueless. Even the dry

prickles of the common and Canada thistles, w^here they are very numer-
ous, get into the neck-wool of sheep, as they thrust their heads under and
among them to crop the first scarce feed of the Northern spring ; and, in-

dependently of injuring the wool, they make it difficult to wash and other-

wise handle the sheep. The Burdock being a large and not very frequent

plant, there is no excuse for its being found on the farm. The Hound's

Tongue is very prevalent in forests and partly wooded pastures in the

North, and it is not conspicuous enough to be easily eradicated, though

careful sheep-farmers often do so. If sheep are let into pastures contain-

ing it, it must be only in the summer and fall, after shearing. The burs,

(638)
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DOt sunk so deeply in the short wool, will wear out during our winters

—

but no man thinks of letting his sheep into pastures containing it, before

shearing in the spring. Indeed, sheep should be kept on the cleanest pas-

tures—those free fi'om these and all similar plants—during this period

;

and, in a region where they are pastured the year round, if such pests are

not eradicated—which /should consider indispensable—the sheep should

be kept from contact with them for some months prior to shearing.

Lambixg.—Lambs are usually dropped, in the North, from the first to

the fifteenth of May. In the South, they might safely come earlier. It is

not expedient to have them dropped Avhen the weather is cold and boister-

ous, as they require too much care ; but the sooner the better, after the

weather has become mild, and the herbage has started sufficiently to give

the ewes that green food which is required to produce a plentiful secretion

of milk. It is customary in the North to have fields of clover, or the eai-li-

est grasses, reserved for the early spring feed of the breeding ewes; and,

if these can be contiguous to their shelters, it is a great convenience—for

the ewes should be confined in the latter, on cold and stormy nights, during

the lambing season.

If warm and pleasant, and the nights are warmish, I prefer to have the

lambing take place in the pastures. I think sheep are more disposed to

own and take kindly to their lambs thus, than in the confusion of a small

inclosure. Unless particularly docile, sheep in a small inclosure crowd,

from one side to another when any one enters, running over young lambs,

pressing them severely, &c. Ewes get separated from their lambs, and
then run violently round from one to another, jostling and knocking them
about. Young and timid ewes get separated from their lambs, and fre-

quently will neglect them for an hour or more before they will again ap-

proach them. If the weather is severely cold, the lamb, if it has never

sucked, stands a chance to perish. Lambs, too, when just dropped, in a

dirty inclosure, in their first efforts to rise, tumble about, and the mem-
brane which adheres to them becomes smeared with dirt and dung—and.

the ewe refuses to lick them dry, which much increases the hazard of

freezing.

Nevertheless, all this must be incurred in cold storms, and in sudden
and severe weather ; and, therefore, it should be the effort of every shep-

herd to teach his sheep docility. I have seen the late Mr. Grove walk
about a barn filled with his Saxons, not only without their crowding from
side to side, but many of them absolutely lying still while he stepped over

them ! I say it " must be incurred." I mean by this that it is the safest

course with all breeds, and a matter of necessitij with others. It takes but
a very moderately cold night to destroy the new-boi'n Saxon lamb, which
(the pure blood) is yeaned nearly as naked as a child ! During a severely

cold period, of several days' continuance, it is almost impossible to rear

them, even in the best shelter. The Merino, South-Down, and some other

breeds, will endure a greater degree of cold with impunity.

Inclosures, when used for yeaning, should be kept clean by frequent lit-

lerings of straw—not enough, however, thrown on at one time, to embar-
rass the lamb about rising.

The ewe does not often i-equirc mechanical assistance in parturition.

—

Her labors will sometimes be prolonged for three or four hours, and her

loud meanings will evince the extent of her pain. Sometimes she will go
about several hours, and even resume her grazing, with the fore-feet and
nose of the lamb showing at the mouth of the vagina. But, if let alone,

Nature will generally finally relieve her. Tiiis might not do with the
(G39)
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heavy English breeds. I should infer not, from the elaborate directions,

in the premises, by Youatt, Blacklock, and other English waiters on Sheep

;

though with the comparatively small number of these varieties which I

have bred, I have had no difficulty in this particular. Among the thou-

sands and thousands of iine-wooled sheep which I have bred, I never have
known a single instance of a false presentation of the fcEtus, and never

have had mechanical assistance rendered in to exceed half a dozen in-

stances. The objection to interfering, except as a last resort, is that the

ewe is frightened when caught, and her efforts to expel the lamb cease.

—

When aided, the gentlest force should be applied, and only in conjunction

with the efforts of the ewe.

While the lamb is tumbling about and attempting to rise, and the ewe
is licking it dry, it is better to be in no haste to interfere. A lamb that

gets at the teat without help, and gets even a small quantity of milk, knows
how to help itself afterward, and rarely perishes. If helped, it sometimes

continues to expect it, and will do little for itself for two or three days.

—

The same is true when lambs are fed from a spoon or bottle.

But if the lamb ceases to make efforts to rise, particularly if the ewe has

left off" licking it while it is wet and chilly, it is time for the shepherd to

render his assistance. It is better not to thi'ow the ewe down, as is fre-

quently practiced, to suckle the lamb, because instinct teaches the latter to

point its nose upward in search of the teat. It is doubly difficult, there-

fore, to induce it to suck from the bag of the prostrate ewe ; and when
taught to do this, by being suckled so several times, I have invariably no-

ticed that it renders it awkward about finding the teat in the natural 2>osi-

tion, when it begins to stand and help itself. Nothing is stupider than a

weakly lamb ! Carefully disengaging the ewe from her companions, with

his crook, the assistant should place one hand before the neck and the other

behind the buttocks of the ewe, and, then pressing her against his knees,

he should hold her firmly and stilly, so that she shall not be constantly

crowding away from the shepherd. The shepherd should set the lamb on
its feet, inducing it to stand, if possible ; if not, supporting it on its feet by
placing one hand under its body—place its mouth to the teat, and encour-

age it to suck by tickling it about the roots of the tail, flanks, &c., with a

finger. The lamb, mistaking this last for the caresses of its dam, will re-

double its efforts to suck. Sometimes it will evince great dullness, and
even apparent obstinacy, in refusing for a long time to attempt to assist

itself, crowding backward, &c. ; but the kind and gentle shepherd, who
will not sink himself to the level of a hrutc by resenting the stujuditij of a
hrute, will generally carry the point by perseverance. Sometimes milking

a little into the lamb's mouth, holding the latter close to the teat, will in-

duce it to take hold.

If the ewe has no milk, the lamb should be fed until the natural supply

commences, with small quantities of the milk of a 7iew-milch cow. This

should be mixed, say half and half, with water—with enough molasses to

give it the purgative effect of biestings, or the first milk—gently warmed
to the natural heat (not scalded and suffered to cool), and then fed through

a bottle with a sponge in the opening of it, which the lamb should stick,

if it can be induced so to do. If the milk is j^oiired in its mouth from a

spoon or bottle, as already remarked, it is frequently difllicult afterward to

induce it to suck. And, moreover, unless milk is poured in the mouth
slowly and with care—no faster than the lamb can swallow—a speedy

wheezing, the infallible precursor of death, will show that a portion of the

fluid has been forced into the lungs. I have known lambs frequently

killed in this way.
(640)
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If a lamb becomes chilled, it should be wrapped up in a woolen blanket,
and placed in a warm room—giving a little milk as soon as it will swal-
low. A trifle of pepper is sometimes placed in the milk, and I think with
good effect, to rouse the cold and torpid stomach into action. Some of the
Yankee old ladies, under such circumstances, " baJce " the lamb, as it is

called

—

i. c, put it in a blanket in a moderately heated oven, until

warmth and animation are restored. Others immerse it in tepid water,
and subsequently rub it dry. This is said to be an excellent method
where the lamb is nearly frozen. 'I never have tried it. A good blanket,

a warm room, and sometimes, perhaps, a little gentle friction, have always
sufficed.

If a strong ewe, with a good bag of milk, chances to lose her lamb, she
should be required to bring up one of some other ewe's pair of twins—or
the lamb of some feeble or young ewe, having an inadequate supply of
milk. Her own lamb should be skinned, as soon as possible after death,

and the skin sowed over the lamb which she is required to foster. She
will sometimes be a little suspicious for a day or two, and if so, she should
be kept in a small pen with the lamb, being occasionally looked to. After
taking well to it, the false skin may be removed in three or four days. If
no lamb is placed on a ewe which has lost her lamb, and which has a

full bag of milk, the milk should be drawn from the b"'g once or twice, or

garget may ensue. If it does not, permanent indurations, or other re-

sults of inflammatory action will often take place, injuring the subsequent
nursing properties of the animal. When milked, it is well to wasli the

bag for some time in cold water. It checks the subsequent secretions of

milk, as well as abates inflammation. Garget will be treated under the

head of Diseases of Sheep.

Sometimes a young ewe, though exhibiting sufficient fondness for hei

lamb, will not stand for it to suck ; and in this case, if the lamb is not very
strong and persevering, and especially if the weather is cold, it soon grows
weak and perishes. The conduct of the dam in such cases is occasioned
by inflammatory action abo'^t the bag or teats—and, perhaps somewhat by
the novelty of her position ! In this case the sheep should be caught and
held until the lamb has exhausted the bag, and there will not often be any
trouble aftei-ward, though it may be well enough to keep them in a pen
together until the fact is determined.

I have several times spoken oi fens. They are necessary in the cases I

have mentioned, and in a variety of others. It is therefore well for the

flock-master to be always provided with a few of them for emergencies.
They need not be to exceed eight or ten feet square, and should be built

of light materials, and fastened together at the corners, so they can be
readily moved by one, or, at the most, two men, from place to place,

where they are wanted. Tlieir position should be daily shifted when
sheep are in them, for cleanliness and fresh feed. Light pine poles, laid

up fence f;ishion, and each nailed or pegged to the lower ones, at the cor-

ners, as laid on, would make excellent ones. Two or three sides of a few
of them should be wattled with twigs, and the tops partly covered to shel-

ter feeble lambs from cold rains, piercing winds, &c.
Young lambs are subject to what is technically called " pinning,"—that

is, their first excrements are so adhesive and tenacious that the orifice of
the anus is closed, and subsequent evacuations prevented. The adhering
matter should be entirely removed, and the -jjart rubbed with a little dry
clay to prevent subsequent adhesion. Lambs will frequently perish from
this cause if not looked to for the first few days.
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Numbering and Registering.—This is not absolutely necessary for the

wool-grower, though it is, in many points of view, a vast convenience to

him, and leads to a degiee of system in his efforts after improvement, and
gives a definiteness and precision to the execution of his plans, otherwise

unattainable. But the breeder—he who makes it his business more par-

ticularly to raise choice animals to sell for breeding purposes—is unwor-
thy of the name, if he does not regularly number and register his sheep,

so that he can trace the descent of any ram or ewe, through any number
of generations. This is not merely to gratify an idle curiosity, or to fur-

nish a purchaser with a sounding pedigree. Every breeder is under the ne-

cessity of directly bi'eeding in-and-in, or of occasionally employing new
strains of blood. If the latter step is often resorted to, the hazard is in-

creased of changing the character of the flock.* If he numbers and regis-

ters his sheep, he can breed " closer,"! and consequently longer, without a

change, without the hazard of confusion or mistake. Where lialf a dozen,

or even three or four rams are used in the flock the same year, it would be
beyond tile power of any breeder, relying on his memory alone, to decide,

six or eight or ten years subsequently, which were the daughters, grand-

daughters, and great-grand-daughters of each. If the rams A and B be un-

related, A may be put to the daughters of B, and then B be put to the

produce, (?". c, his own grand-daughter, got by A,) without " close " breed-

ing—because they possess but onc-qv.arter of the same blood. Then the

great-grand-daughter may be again put to A, because she possesses but one-

quarter of las blood. As I remarked in my last Letter, with three strains

of blood to start with, the breeder may ring innumerable changes, without

ever trenching on that line which marks the boundaries of close breeding.

He who pretends that he can preserve such multiplied classifications in

his memory alone, is unworthy of the least confidence.

There is another very important consideration. Numbering and regis-

tering enables the breeder to trace breeding effects definitely to their causes.

Suppose that he finds that an unusual number of his young ewes are

poor nurses—or exhibit some imperfection of form or wool. He can re-

move the present effect by throwing out the defective ones. But the undis-

covered cause may still remain in operation. It may be a particular ram,

or the result of interbreeding between such ram, and ewes of a certain

strain of blood. If this ram, oy perliaps others got by him, be permitted to

breed, or breed with a particular class of ewes, the evil creeps along in the

flock, its cause remaining imdiscovered. But if the breeder could fix the

precise pedigree of every sheep, from an accurately kept register, he
would soon ascertain what strains of blood, or the conjunction of what
strains, produced the evil. By the same means, he could as readily trace

the sources of particular excellence.

The system of numbering invented by the celebrated Von Thaer is far

preferable to any other which I have seen.| It is as follows :
||

* A ram of a new strain of blood, thoua;li of prime quality, and apparently possessing the same charac-

teristics with the flock, does not always imerbreed well with the flock in all those minute particulars which
the breeder is bound to notice' though they might escape the eye of the ordinary flock-master. Every
breeder, therefore, who has a flock that suits him, is exceedingly averse to an infusion of new blood, and
resorts to it only as a matter of necessity.

t That is, he can breed in-and-in somewhat. " Close" breeding is breeding between near afiimties, such
as between brother and sister, which are of the same blood, or between a father and a gi-and-daughter be-

gotten on a daughter, which would be three-fourths of the same blood, &c.

t It will not cause half the mutilation of the system given in the American Shepherd—is simple, and
gives the age. which the former does not. Neither can this system of giving the age be ingi-afted on
that system of nimibering.

II
As furnished me by Mr. Grove, a number of years since, with this exception, that the point of the

rigiit ear cut square ofl^ he made to stand ibr 70U instead of 500, as I have placed it. I made this change,

as the notch and clip standing for 100 and 400, coming on the point of the same ear, there was no com-
bination to express 500.
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One notch over the left ear, (that which is on your left when the

face of the sheep is from you,) stands for 1 ; two notches over the

same, for 2. One notch under the left ear stands

for 3. Three such notches carry up the number „;„„„, ^'S-^"-
T„,>.,r

to 9. One notch over the light ear stands for 10 ;

two such for 20. One notch under the same stands

for 30 ; and three such for 90. Combinations of the

above (three notches under each ear) would carry

up the number to 99. These four classes of notches

which express all parts of a hundred, are shown in

the first of the annexed cuts. A sheep marked no. 44-1841.

like fig. 17 would be No. 44.

A notch in the end of left ear, as in fig. IS,
^^^

stands for 100 ; in right do. 200. In addition to"

these there are on the same cut two 1 notches, one

3 notch, one 10 do., and two 30 do. Adding the

whole together, the sheep would therefore be No.

375.

As the 100 and 200 notches, together, make 300,

no separate notch is required for the latter number.

The point of the left ear cut square oft', as in fig. 19,

cut, stands for 400 ; the point of the right cut square ''"='

oif, for 500. The latter and the 100 notch would

make 600, and so on.

The lambs of each year and each sex are num-
bered from 1.

The age is expressed by round liolcs through

the ears, standing for the year in which the sheep No. 909—1848.

is born. As there is no possibility of making a

mistake of ten years in the age of a sheep, these marks are the same be-

tween each tenth year of the century. Between 1840 and 1850, no hole

would express 1840 : one hole in the left ear, 1841 ; two holes in the left

ear, 1842 ; one hole in the right ear, 1843 ; one hole in the right and one in

the left, 1844 ; one hole in the right and two in the left, 1845 ; two in the

right, 1846 ; two in the right and one in the left, 1847 ; two in each, 1848
;

three in the right, 1849 ; none in either, 1850—and the same for the next

ten years. Examples are given in the preceding cuts. In other words,

one hole in the left ear signifies 1, and one in the right 3, as applied to

the years between each tenth of a century—and the combinations of these

holes are made to express all the intermediate years, with the excejjtion

of the tenth.

Every ewe, when turned in with the ram, should be given a mark (en-

tirely distinct from the mark of ownership) which will continue visible un-

til the next shearing. Nothing is better for this purpose than Venetian
Red and hog's lard, well incorporated, and marked on with a cob. The
ewes for each ram require a differently shaped mark, and the m^ic should

also be made on the ram, or a minute of it in the sheep-book. Thus it

can be determined at a glance by what ram the ewe was tu^jped, any time
before the next shearing.

The holes in the ears, indicating the year, being the same on the whole
annual crop of lambs, may be made at any convenient time. The holes

are most conveniently made by a saddler's spiing-punch, the cutting cyl-

inder of which is about j-^g- of an inch in diameter. If too small, the holes

will grow up in healing.

In numbering, it is difficult to prevent mistakes, if it is deferred until
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the lamb attains much size. If penned with the dams when a month or

two old, hours will sometimes elapse before each lamb will suck—the only

certain indication to which ewe it belongs. It being perfectly safe to per-

form this process when the lamb is only about a day old (or as soon as the

lamb can walk, if it is a strong one), the shepherd can-ies the notclier in

his pocket, and a little book, each page being ruled into six columns, and
headed as in the register presently given. This constitutes the day-hook,

which is subsequently drawn off on the Register,

The notcher Avhich I use is of my own invention, and I have found it far

preferable to any I have seen elsewhere. It consists of a saddler's spring-

punch—the cutting cylinder being taken out, and a little sharp chisel of

the same length being screwed in its place. The edge of the chisel de-

scribes a semi-ellipsis, cutting a notch out of the ear \ of an. inch deep, and
a little over j^g wide at the base. A triangular cut in the ear, with so nar-

row a base, will grow together for some distance from the apex. This

instrument is far more convenient than a chisel and block.

The shepherd, on finding a lamb of the right age to mark, goes quietly

up to it, stopping it by the nech with his crook if it attempts to run away.

The ewe will come near enough, in a moment or two, to be secured by
the crook, and then the shepherd notes her number and age, and enters it

in his pocket-book, and also by what ram tupped. The lamb then is num-
bered with the notclier, and this and its general appearance is noted down
in the appropriate columns. If the ewe is too v/ild to be caught, the lamb
may be notched—the number of the sire, &c., entei'ed—and the number
of the ewe subsequently ascertained in the pen.

I have two forms of Breeding Registers, originally furnished me by my
lamented friend, the late Mr. Grove. One contains ten columns, the other

eight. I have adopted the simplest one, omitting two of the columns,

which leaves the Register in the following form :

BREEDING REGISTER—1845.

No. of
Dam.
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process. Let a man hold the lamb with its back pressed firmly against

his breast and stomach, and all four legs gathered in front in his hands.

—

Cut off the bottom of the pouch, free the testicle from the inclosing mem-
brane, and then draw it steadily out, or clip the cord with a knife, if it

does not snap off at a proper distance from the testicle. Some shepherds
draw both testicles at once with their tcetli. It is common to droj) a little

salt into the pouch. Where the weather is very warm, some touch the
end of the pouch (and that of the tail, after that is cut off) with an oint-

ment, consisting of tar, lard, and turpentine. In ninety-nine cases out of
a hundred, however, they will do just as well, here, without any application.

The tail should be cut off, say one and a half inches from the body, with
a chisel on the head of a block, the skin being slid up toward the body
with a finger and thumb, so that it will afterwai'd cover the end of the
stump. Severed with a knife, the end of the tail being gi'asped with one
of the hands in the ordinary way, a naked stump is left which it takes
some time to heal.

It may occur to some unused to keeping sheep, that it is unnecessary to

cut off the tail. If left on, it is apt to collect filth, and, if the sheep purges,
it becomes an intolerable nuisance.

Washing.—This is usually done here about the first of June. The cli-

mate of the Southern States would admit of its being done earlier. The
rule should be to wait until the water has acquired sufficient warmth for

bathing, and until cold rains and storms, and cold nights, are no longer to

be expected.

Sheep are usually washed by our best flock-masters in vats. A small
stream is dammed up, and the water taken from it in an aqueduct (formed
by nailing boards together), and carried until sufficient fall is obtained to
have it pour down a couple of feet or more into the vat. The body of
water, to do the work fast and well, should be considerable—say 24 inches
wide, and five or six deep—and the swifter the current the better. The
vat should be say 2>\ feet deep, and large enough for four sheep to swim
in it. A yard is built near the vat, and a platform from the gate of the
yard extends to and encircles the vat on three sides. This keeps the washer

Fig. 20.

WASHING APPARATUS.

fi-om standing in the water, and makes it much easier to lift the sheep in
and out. The cut here given exhibits all the necessary appendages. The
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yard is built opposite the corners of two fields (1 and 2), to take advantage of
the angle of one of them (1), to drive the sheep more readily into the yard.

(3). This yard should be large enough to hold the whole flock, if it does not
exceed 200 ; and the bottojn of it, as well as of the smaller yard (5), un-
less well sodded over, should be covered with coarse gravel, to avoid be-

coming muddy. If the same establishment is used by a number of flock-

masters, graveling will be always necessary. As soon as the flock are

confined in yard 3, the lambs are all immediately caught out from among
them, and set over the fence into yard 4. This is to prevent their being
trampled down, as it often happens, by the old sheep, or straying ofl' if let

loose. As many sheep are then driven out of yard 3 into the smaller yard
5 as it will conveniently hold. A boy stands by the gate next to the vat,

to open and shut it (or the gate is drawn shut with a chain and weight), and
two men, catching the sheep as directed under the head of tagging, com-
mence placing them in the water for the preparatory process of " wetting."

As soon as the water strikes through the wool, which occupies but an in-

stant, the sheep is lifted out and let loose.* The vat should, of course, be
in an inclosed field, to prevent their escape. The whole flock should thus

be passed over, and again driven round through field 1 into yard 3, where
they should stand, say, an hour, before washing commences. There is

a large per centage of potasht in the wool oil, which acts upon the dirt,

independently of the favorable effect which would result from thus

soaking it for some time with water alone. If washed soon after a good
shower, previous wetting might be dispensed with ; and it is not absohitelif

necessary, perhaps, in any case. If the water is warm enough to keep the

sheej) in it for the requisite period, they may be got clean by washing
without any previous wetting—though the snowy whiteness of fleece which
tells so on the ^?^^7•c7^«scr, is not so often nor so perfectly attained in the

latter way. Little time is saved by omitting " wetting," as it takes propor-

tionably longer to wash, and it is not so well for the sheep to be kept such

a length of time in the water at once.

When the washing commences, two and sometimes four sheep are

plunged into the vat. When four are put in, two soak while two are

washed. But this should not be done, unless the water is very warm, and
the washers are uncommonly quick and expert. On the whole, it is rather

an objectionable practice, for few animals suffer as much from the effects

of a chill as sheep. If they have been previously wetted, it is wholly un-

necessary. When the sheep are in the water, the two washers commence
kneading the wool with their hands about the bi-eech, belly, &c., (the

dirtier parts,) and they then continue to turn the sheep so that the descend-

ing current of water can strike into all parts of the fleece. As soon as

the sheep are clean, which may be known by the water running entirely

clear, each washer seizes his own by the fore parts, plunges it deep in the

vat, and taking advantage of the rebound, lifts it out, setting it gently

down on its breech on the platform. He then, if the sheep is old or

weak, (and it is well in all cases,) presses out some of the water from the

wool, and after submitting the sheep to a process presently to be adverted

to, lets it go. There should be no mud about the vat, the earth not cov-

ered with sod, being graveled. Sheep should be kept on clean pastures

from washing to shearing—not where they can come in contact with

* Where there are conveniences for so doing, this process may be more easily peiformed by driving the

sheep through a stream deep enough to compel them to swim. But swimming the compact-fleeced, fine-

wcoled sheep for any length of time, as is practiced with the Long-Wools in England, will not properly

cleanse the wool for shearing.
.

f Vauquelin, quoted by Youatt, says that it consists mostly of soapy matter with a basis of potash ; 2.

Carb. of potash
; 3. Acetate of potash; 4. Lime; 5. Muriate of potash.
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the ground, burnt logs, &c.—and they shoul|k not be driven over dusty
roads.

The washers should be strong and careful men, and protected as they
are from anything but the V7ater running over the sides of the vat, they
can labor several hours without linconvenience, and without drinking
•whisky until they cease to know whethei.- a sheep is well washed or well
treated, as was the bad old fashion. Two hundred sheep will employ two
expert men not over half a day, and I have known this rate much ex-
ceeded.

It is a great object, not only as a matter of propriety and honesty, but
even as a matter of profit, to get the wool clean and of a snowy whiteness.
It will always sell for more than enough extra, in this condition, to offset

against the increased labor and the diminution in weight.

Mr. Lawrence wrote me, a few year's since, that the average loss in

American Saxon wool, in scouring, (after being washed on the back,) was
36 per cent., and in American Merino 42J per cent.

!

Cutting the Hoofs.—The hoofs of fine-wooled sheep grow rapidly,

turn up in front and under at the sides, and must be clipped as often as
once a year, or they become unsightly, give an awkward, hobbling gait to

the sheep, and the part of the horn which turns under at the sides holds
dirt or dung in constant contact with the soles, and even prevents it from
being readily shaken or washed out of the cleft of tlie foot in the natural
movements of the sheep about the pastures, as would take place were the
hoof in its proper shape. This greatly aggravates the hoof-ail, and the
difficulty of curing it—and in England it is thought to originate the
disease.

It is customary to clip the hoofs at tagging, or at or soon after the time
of shearing. Some employ a chisel and mallet to shorten the hoofs, but
then the sheep must be subsequently turned on its back to pare off the
projecting and curling-under side crust. If the weather be dry, or the
sheep have stood for some time on dry straw, (as at shearing,) the hoofs
are as tough as horn, and are cut with great difficulty—and this is in-

creased by the grit and dirt which adheres to the sole, and immediately
takes the edge off from the knife.

The above periods are ill chosen, and the methods slow and bungling.
It is particularly improper to submit heavily pregnant ewes to all this un-
necessary handling at the time of tagging.

"When the sheep is washed and lifted out of the vat, and placed on its

rump on the platform, the gate-keeper
advances with a pair of toe-nipjjers, and Fig. 21.

the washer presents each foot sepa-
rately, pressing the toes together so
they can be severed at a single clip.

The nippers shown in the cut, can be xoE-NiprERs.
made by any blacksmith who can tem-
per an ax or chisel. They must be made strong, with handles a littla

more than a foot long, the rivet being of half-inch iron and confined with
a nut, so that they may be taken apart for sharpening. The cutting edge
should descend u])on a strip of copper inserted in the iron, to prevent it

from being dulled. With this powerful instrument, the largest hoofs are
severed with a moderate compression of the hand. Two well-sharpened
knives, which should be kept in a stand or box within reach, are then
grasped by the washer and assistant, and with two dexterous strokes to
each foot, the side crust (being free from dirt, and soaked almost as soft as
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a cucumber,) is reduced toK§ie level of the soles. Two expert men will

go through these processes in less time than it will take to read this de-

scription of them

!

The closer the paring and clipping, the better, if blood is not drawn.
An occasional sheep may require clipping again in the fall.

Time between Washing and Shearing.—This depends altogether on
circumstances. From four to six days of bright warm weather is suffi-

cient. If cold and rainy, or cloudy, more time must elapse. I have known
the wool to remain in an unfit condition to shear a fortnight after washing.

The rule is, the water should be thoroughly dried out, and the natural oil

of the wool should so far exude as to give the wool an unctuous feel and
a lively, glittering look. If you shear it when dry, like cotton, before the

oil has exuded, you cheat yourself, and the wool will not keep so well for

long periods.* If you leave it until it gets too oily, you cheat the manu-
facturer, or what more often happens, you lose on the price.

Shearing—Is always done, in this country, on the threshing-floors of
our barns, sometimes on low platforms, but more commonly on the floor

itself The following cut represents a common Northern bam properly

arranged for this purpose.
Fig. 22.

WiliiiilliiiiilHilii

SHEARIiNG ARRANGEMENTS.

On the threshing-floor, three men are seen shearing—two of them using

a low table or platform, say 18 or 20 inches high. The " bay " t (1, 2)

nearest the eye is divided by a temporary fence, one part (1) being used

for the yarding of the sheep, and the other (2) for doing up the wool, &c.

The inclosure 1 should communicate by a door with another and larger

yard outside of the barn. Both of these should be well littered down with

* It is also very difficult to thrust the shears throujh this dry wool in shearing. -

r, -j <• ,

t The room for storiiit: hav. crain. &.C., which is always found on one. and sometimes on each side of the

thre.shiiii;-tloor in a Northern barn, is provincially termed a " bay ''—i.nd the low division between this and
the ihreshins-floor a " breastvv-ork."
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Straw, and fresh straw thrown on occasionally, to keep the sheep clean
while shearing. No chaff', or other substances which will stick in the wool,
should be used for this purpose. When the dew has dried off" from the
sheep, on the morning chosen for shearing, a portion of the flock sufficient

to last the shearers half a day, is driven into the outside yard, and a con-
venient number into the bay (1). An assistant catches the sheep, lifts

them off* from the floor as already directed, and delivers them at the door
through the " breastwork " (3) to each shearer. The shearer before takinp-

the sheep, picks off" any loose straws sticking to its wool, and if duno- ad-
heres to any of the feet, brushes it off" with a little besom formed of twio-s,

hung up near the door for that purpose. The shearer then takes the sheep
to his stand, and commences shearing.

The floor or tables used for shearing should be planed or worn perfectly
smooth, so that they will not hold dirt or catch the wool. They all should
"•^e thoroughly cleaned, and, if necessary, washed, preparatory to shearing.
It is the catcher's business to keep the floor constantly swept, dung re-

moved, &c. Having a neio stand or place swept for the shearer who has
just finished his sheep, he catches him another, and then clears up the
stand previously occupied. He first lifts the fleece, gathers it up so that

it shall not be torn or drawn asunder, and turning his arms so as to invert

It, (^. e., bring the roots of the wool downward,) deposits it on thefohUjig-
table {i). He then picks up the "fribs" (small loose locks) left on the
floor, which are deposited in a basket or on a corner of the table. Lastly,

he sweeps the spot clean, to be again occupied by the shearer. An active

fellow will tend four shearers, and do up the fleeces. But he should not
be hurried too much, or he cannot give suflacient time to doing up. A
small boy or two are handy to pick up fribs, sweep, &c.

If there are any sheep in the pen dirty from purging or other causes,

they should first be caught out, to prevent them from dirtying the others.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to give intelligible practical instructions

"which would guide an entire novice in skillfully shearing a sheep. Prac-
tice is requisite. The following directions from the American Shepherd,*
are coi-rect, and are as plain, perhaps, as they can be made

:

" The shearer may place the sheep on that part of the floor assigned to him, resting on its

rump, and himsell in a posture wiih one (his right) knee on a cushion, and the back of the ani-

mal resting against his left thigh. He gi'asps the shears about half-way from the point to the

bow, resting his thumb along the blade, which affords liim better command of the points.

He may then commence cutting the wool at the brisket, and j)roceeding downward, all upon
the sides of the belly to the extremity of the ribs, the external sides of both thighs to the

edges of the flanks ; then back to the brisket; and thence upward, shearing the wool from the
breast, front, and both sides of the neck—but not yet the back of it—and also the poll or
fore part, and top of the head. Now the 'jacket is opened ' of the sheep, and its position

and that of the shearer is changed, by being turned flat upon its side, one knee of the shear"r

resting on the cushion, and the other gently pressing tlie fore quarter of the animal, to pre-

vent any sti'ugghng. He then resumes cutting upon the flank and nimp, and thence on-
ward to the head. Thus one side is complete. The sheep is then turned on to the other
eide, in doing which great care is requisite to prevent the fleece from being torn, and the

ehearcr acts as upon the other, which finishes. He must then take his sheep near to the
door through which it is to pass out, and neatly trim the legs, and leave not a solitary loch,

anywhere as a harbor for ticks. It is absolutely necessary for him to remove from his stand

to trim, otherwise the useless stuff from the legs becomes intorniingled with the fleece-wool.

In the use of the shears, let the blades be laid as flat to the skin as possible, not lower the
points too much, nor cut more than from one to two inches at a clip, frequently not so much,
depending on the part and compactness of the wool."

In addition to the above, I would remark that the wool should be cut

off" as close as conveniently practicable, and even. It may he cut too close,

so that the sheep can scarcely avoid " sun-scald," but this is very unusual.

* Pages 179, ISO.
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If the wool is left ridgy and uneven, it betrays that want of workmanship,
which is so distasteful to every good farmer * Great care should be taken
not to cut the wool twice in two, as inexperienced shearers are apt to do.

It is a great damage to the wool. It is done by cutting too far Irom the

point of the shears, and suffering the points to get too elevated. Every
time the shears are pushed forward, the wool before cut off" by the points,

say a quarter or three-eighths of an inch from the hide, is again severed.

To keep the fleece entire, so important to its good appearance when done
up, (and therefore to its salableness,) it is very essential that the sheep be
held easilyybr itself, so that it will not struggle violently. To hold it still

by main strength, no man can do, and shear it well. The posture of the

shearer should be such that the sheep is actually confined to its position,

so that it is unable to start up suddenly and tear its fleece, but it should

not be confined there by severe pressure or force, or it will be constantly

kicking and struggling. Heavy-handed, careless men, therefore, always
complain of getting the most troublesome sheep. The neck, for example,

may be confined to the floor by placing it between the toe and knee of the

leg on which the shearer kneels, but the lazy or brutal shearer who lets

his leg rest directly on the neck, sooji provokes that struggle which the

animal is obliged to make to free itself from severe pain, and even perhaps
to draw its breath !

Good shearers will shear, on the average, twenty-five Merinos per day,

and a new beginner should not attempt to exceed from one-third to one-

half that number. It is the last process in the world which should be hur-
ried, as the shearer will soon leave more than enough wool on his sheep to

pay for his day's wages.
It has been mentioned that but enough sheep should be yarded at once

for half a day's shearing. The reason for this is that they shear much
more easily, and there is less liability of cutting the skin, when they are

distended with food, than when their bellies become flabby and collapsed

for the want of it. This precaution, however, is often necessarily omitted

in showery weather. It is very convenient to have the outside pen whicli

communicates with the "bay," covered. On my farm, it is one of the

regular sheep-houses. If it is showery over night, or showers come up on
the day of sliearing, a couple of hundred sheep may be run in and kept

dry. And they can be let out to feed occasionally during the day on
short grass. If let out in long wet grass, their bellies will become wetted.

Wool oiiglit not to be sheared, and must not be done up, with any water

in it.

Shearing Lambs, and Shearing Sheep Semi-Annually.—Shearing

lambs is, in my judgment, every way an abominable and unprofitable prac-

tice—in this climate, at least. The lamb will give you the same wool at a

year old, and you strip it of its natural protection from cold when it is

young and tender, for the paltry gain of the interest on a pound or a pound
and a half of wool for six months—not more than two or three cents—and
this all covered by the expense of shearing.

I am aware that it is customary, in many parts of the South, to shear

grown sheep twice a year; and there may be a reason for it where they

receive so little care that a portion are expected to disappear every half-

year, and the wool to be torn from the backs of the remainder by bushes,

thorns, &c., if left for a longer period. But when sheep are inclosed, and

* I hnld that man is not half n fanner who has n(jt a dash of the assthetic mixed up with his utilitarianigmy

Profit should not often be sacrificed to appoarancep, hut where they are strictly compatible, he who disre-

gards the latter betrays a sordid and uncultivated mind.
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FOLDING-TABLE.

treated as domestic animals, there may be less barbarity in fall-shearino-

them than in the case of tender lambs, but I cannot conceive of any better

reason for it than in the former case, on the score of utility. Any o-ain

resulting from it cannot pay the additional expense it occasions.

Doir;G-up Wool.—The fleece has been deposited on the " folding table,"

and he whose business it is to do it up, first proceeds to spread it out, the
outer ends uptcard, bringing every part to its natural relative position.

—

The table, with a
fleece spread out on ^"S- 23.

it, is represented in

fig. 23. The table

should be large

—

say five feet wide
and eight long—that,

if necessary, several

unspread fleeces may
be put upon it at the

same time, and still

give room for spread-

ing one. It should

be about three feet

high. After the fleece

is spread, dung, burs, and all other extraneous substances are carefully re-

moved from it with a pair of shears. It is then pressed together v/ith the

hands, so that it will cover but little if any more space than it would oc-

cupy on the skin of the animal, if that was placed unstretclied on the table.

About a quarter of the fleece, lengthwise, or from head to tail, (represented

by 1 in the above cut,) is then turned or folded in (inverting it,) toward
the middle. The opposite side (2) is next folded inward in the same way,
leaving the fleece in a long strip, say 18 inches wide. The forward end

(3) is then folded toward the breech, to a point (represented by dotted

line) corresponding with the point of the shoulder. The breech (4) is next
folded toward the head. The fleece now presents an oblong square rep-

resented by 5 and 6. On the breech, in a small, compact bunch—so they

can be, subsequently, readily sepa-

rated from the fleece—the clean fribs

are placed. They do not include

"trimmings," (the wool from the

shanks,) which should not be done up
in the fleeces. The fribs may be laid

in at some earlier stage of the folding

—but if thrown on top of the fleece,

as is very customary, before it is fold-

ed at all, they slioio through, if the

latter gets strained apart, as it fre-

quently happens in the process of roll-

ing—and being coarser and perhaps
less white than the fine shoulder wool,

they injure the appearance of the

fleece. The fleece is now folded to-

gether by turning 5 over on to C, and
tho tyer carefully sliding it around on the table with his arms, so that
the shoulder shall be toward him, it appears as in fig. 24, ready to
go into the wool-trough. The wool-trough, which is above represented

(651.)
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with one of its sides off, to exhibit the interior arrangement, should forai

a part of the table, and should be about 9J inches wide and 9 deep, and
its length corresponding with the width of the table, would be five feet.

Near its back end, and about one-third of its width from each side, gimlet

holes are bored just large enough for the passage of ordinary wool-twine.

Two balls of twine are placed in a vessel beneath, the ends passed through

the holes, and the whole length of the ti'ough, and are fastened in front by

being dra^vn into two slits formed by sawing a couple of inches into the

tottom of the trough. The holes and slits should be small enough, so that

the twine will be kept drawn straight between them.

The tyer placing his hands and arms (to the elbow) on each side of the

fleece folded as above, now slides it into the trough. There are two
methods of having it lie in the trough, represented by the following cuts.

That on the left is the more ordinary, but not

the best method. It will biing to the two ends

of the done-up fleece (the parts most seen in the

wool-room) the ridge of the back and two lines

half way down each side of the sheep. The for-

mer is sometimes a little weather-beaten, and if

any hay-seeds have fastened in the fleece, they

show most on the back.* And the two lower
lines are a little below the choicest wool.

—

Placing it in the trough as in the right-hand figure, rolling would bring

both ends of the fleece fi-om the wool between four and five inches from
the ridge of the back, the choicest part of the fleece. Besides, the edges
of the breech fold, which is not so fine as the shoulder, which sometimes
show by the first method of rolling, are always concealed by the last.

The wool being in the trough, the tyer steps round to the back end of

it, and commences rolling the fleece from the breech to the shoulder. He
rolls it as tightly as possible, pressing it down and exerting all the strength

of his hands—minding, howevei", not to tear the outside fold—or strain it

so apart as to exhibit the outer ends of the next inside layer or fold.

When the rolling is completed, he keeps it tight by resting the lower part

of his left arm across it, reaches over with the right, and withdrawing one
of the ends of the twine from the slit, places it in the left hand. Then
seizing the twine on the other side of the fleece with his right hand, he
draws the twine once about the fleece with his ivhole strength, and ties it

in a hard or square knot. The fleece will then keep its position, and the

other twine is tied in the same way. The twines should be drawn with a
force that would cut through the skin of a tender hand in a few moments.t
The twines are then cut within an inch of the knots, Avith a

pair of shears. The fleece is slid out of the end of the

trough, when it will be a solid, glittering mass of snowy
wool, in the shape shown in the cut on the right. If well

and tightly done up, however, the divisions given on the

end of the fleece, in the cut, to exhibit the foldings, will

not be perceptible—and nothing but an unbroken mass of

the choicest wool of the fleece.

The twine should be of flax or hemp, and of the diameter of ordinary
sized hardware twine. Cotton might do, if smooth and hard enough so

that no particles of it could become incorporated with the wool—in which
event it does not separate from the wool in any of the subsequent processes,

and receiving a different color from the dyes, spots the surface of the cloth.

* Hay-seed, or rather its chaff, will not wash entirely out of wool.
t It is customary with some tyers to wear a gloTe on the right hand—or cots on the two fore-fingers.

Fie. 26.
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It is scarcely necessary to remark that it is considered perfectly fair by
the purchaser, to take all the pains above recommended, to " put the best

Bide out " in doing up wool, provided every fleece is done up by itself He
expects it, and gi-aduates his prices accordingly. He who neglects it,

therefore, cheats himself. But to do up coarser fleeces, or any parts of
them, in finer ones—put in " trimmings "—leave in dung—or use unne-
cessaiy twine—are all base frauds. Sometimes the careless sheep-owner
will have his wool filled with burs, which he cannot or will not remove.

In that case he is bound to unequivocally apprise the buyer of the fact,

and allow him to open fleeces until satisfied of the precise extent of the

evil.

Storing Wool.—Wool should be stored in a clean, tight, dry room. It

is better that it should be an iiiypcr room, for reasons presently to be given,

and it should be plastered, to exclude dust, vermin, insects, &c. Rats and

mice love to build their nests in it, to which they will carry grain chaff and
other substances, injuring much wool—and it is singular that if accessible

to the common bumble-bee, numbers of their nests will be found in it. A
north and pretty strong light is preferable for a wool-room.

When the wool-tyer removes each fleece from the trough, he places it

in a long, high basket, capable of holding a dozen fleeces, and it is imme-
diately carried to the wool-room—or he piles it on the clean floor in the

inclosure in which his table stands, to be subsequently carried away. In.

either case, the fleeces are not thrown down promiscuously, which injures

their shape, but are laid regularly one above another, on their sides. In

the wool-room it is laid in the same way in smooth, straight north and
south rows (supposing the light to be let in from the north) with alleys

between, in which a man can pass to inspect the wool. The rows ought

not, perhaps, to be more than two deep, so that the end of ei?e?-y fleece can

be examined, but as it cannot be piled up more than about four fleeces

high in this way, without liability of falling, it is customary to make the

rows three or four fleeces deep—laying the lower ones a little wide, so

that the pile may slightly recede as it goes up. In this way they may be
piled six fleeces high. Where the character of the flock is known, or that

of the seller relied on, it makes little difference. It is considered fairest

to pile the fleeces without any discrimination as to quality, in the wool-

I'oom.

Sacking Wool.—When the wool is sold, or when it must be sent away
to find a market, it is put up in bales nine feet long, formed of 40-inch
" burlaps." The mouth of the sack is sowed, with twine, round a strong

hoop (riveted together with iron, and kept for the purpose,) and the body
of it is let down through a circular aperture in the floor of the wool-room.*

The hoop rests on the edge of the aperture, and the sack swings clear of

the floor beneath. A man enters the sack, and another passes the fleeces

down to him. After covering the bottom with a layer, he places a fleece

in the center and forces down others around it, and so on to the top, which

is then sowed up. Each fleece should be placed regularly with the hands,

and then stamped down as compactly as possible, so that the bale when
completed shall be hard and well filled in every part. The bulk of a given

weight of wool will be greatly affected by the care with which this pro-

cess is performed.

Those who do not expect buyers to come and look at their wool, sack

it immediately after shearing. A temporary scaffolding is erected near

* It is to secure this convenience that the wool-room is best plnced on the second floor.
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the wool as deposited by the tyer, and one man tosses up fleeces to a sec-
ond, -who catches them and passes them down to the man in the sack. A
light frame, to suspend the sack, and fcirt way up it a standing-place for

the catcher, would be a convenient appendage to the establishment of a
wool-grower who does not store his wool in a wool-room. With a set of
stairs up to his midway standing-place, an active fellow would keep the
treader supplied, without any assistance.

In the absence of any agreement, the price of wool, delivered at the
residence of the purchaser, does not include the cost of sacks and sacking.

It is customary, however, for growers of small parcels, and those who
keep no conveniences for sacking, to carry their wool tied up in slieets,

&c., and deliver it to the purchaser at the nearest village or other point,

where he has made arrang-ements for sackinsr.

Selection.—The necessity of annually weeding the flock, by excluding
all its members falling below a certain standard of quality, and what the
points are to which reference should be b.ad in establishing that standard,

have already been sufficiently adverted to in discussing the principles of
breeding. The time of shearing is by far the most favorable one for the

fiockmaster to make his selection. He should be present on the shearing-
floor, and inspect the fleece of every sheep as it is gradually taken off". If

there is a fault about it, he will then discover it better than at any other
time. A glance, too, reveals to him every fault of form, previously con-

cealed wholly or in part, by the wool, as soon as the newly shorn sheep
is permitted to stand on its feet. He takes down the number and age of
the sheep on his tablet, and if not sufficiently defective in form or quality

of ffeece to call for its condemnation, in a pair of scales suspended near the
wool-tyer's table, he determines the weight of the fleece. If this, too, is

satisfactory, he marks " retained " opposite the sheep's number on his tab-

let. If more or less defective in any point, he weighs this against the

other points—taking also into consideration the age of the sheep, its char-

acter as a breeder, its nursing properties, quietness of disposition, &c.

—

and then, in view oi all these points, the question of retention or exclusion

is settled. A remarkably choice ewe is frequently kept until she dies of

old age. A poorish nvirse or breeder v/ould be excluded for the lightest

fault, and so on. I have been in the habit, for a number of years, of using

a book kept for this purpose, each page being ruled and headed thus :

Numher.

27, '42

30, M4

Qual. of Fleece. Wt. of Fleece. Conclusion.

The figures in the first column signify No. 27 of the year 1842, and No.
30 of the year 1844. The letters in the succeeding columns stand for the

words " prime," " fair," " ordinary," and " bad "—marking the gradations

of quality. The letters in the last column signify " retained," or " ex-

cluded." Such a record will lead to far greater accuracy than by any
other method, and it is extremely valuable for purposes hereafter to be
stated.

If the sheep are not numbered, the flock-master should note each appear-

ance, as above directed, have the sheep held by the neck by an assistant,

or discharged by the shearer into a small pen at the door for that purpose,

until the fleece is weighed, and then if he decides to exclude it, he gives

it a small mark on the shoulder, consisting of Venetian Red and hog's lard,

(conveniently applied with a brush or cob.)
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Marking Sheep.—The sheep should be marked soon after shearing, or
mistakes may occur. Every owner of sheep should be provided with a

marking instrument, which will stamp his initials, or some other distinctive

mark, such as a small circle, oval, triangle, square, &c., at a single stroke,

and with uniformlti/, on the sheep. It has been customary here, to have
the mark cut out of a plate of thin iron, with an iron handle terminated by
wood. But one made by cutting a type or raised letter (or character) on
the end of a stick of light wood, such as pine or basswood, is found to be
better. If the pigment used be thin, and the marker be thrust into it a
little too deeply, as often happens, the surplus will not run oft' from the

wood, as from a thin sheet of iron, to daub the sides of the sheep, and
spoil the appearance of the mark ; and if the pigment be applied hot, the

former will not, like the latter, get heated, and increase the danger of

burning the hide. Various pigments are used. Many boil tar until it

will assume a glazed, hard consistency, when cold, and give it a brilliant

black color by stirring in a little lamp-black when boiling. It is applied

when just cold enough not to burn the sheep's hide, and it forms a bright,

conspicuous mark the year round. I have always used this, though the

manufacturer would prefer the substitution of oil and turpentine for tar,

as the latter is cleansed out of the wool with some difficulty. I boil it in

a high-sided iron vessel (to prevent it from taking fire) on a small furnace

or chafing-dish near where it is to be used. When cool enough, forty or

fifty sheep can be marked before it gets too stiff". It is then warmed from
time to time, as necessary, on the chafing-dish. The rump is a better place

to mark than the side. The mark is about as conspicuous on the former,

vmder any circumstances, and it is more so when the sheep are huddled in

a pen, or when they are running away from you. And should any wool
be injured by the mark, that on the rump is less valuable than that on the

side. It is customary to distinguish ewes from wethers by marking them
on different sides of the rump.
Many mark each sheep as it is discharged from the barn by the shearer.

It consumes much less time to do it at one job, after the shearing is com-
pleted ; and it is necessary to take the latter course, if a hot pigment is

used.

Cold Storms after Shearing.—These sometimes destroy sheep, in

this latitude, soon after shearing—particularly the delicate Saxons. I have
known forty or fifty perish out of a single flock, from one night's expo-

sure. The remedy, or rather the preventive, is to house them, or in de-

fault of the necessary fixtures to effect this, to drive them into dense for-

ests. I presume, however, this would be a calamity of rare occurrence in

the " sunny South."

Sun-Scald—Might be more common. When sheep are sheared close

in very hot weather—have no shade in their pastures—and particularly

where they are driven immediately considerable distances, or rapidly, over
burning and dusty roads, their backs are so scoiched by the sun that the

wool comes off". It is not common, however, here. You may see one
such in a flock of a hundred. Let alone, the matter is not a serious one,

but the application of refuse lard to the back will accelerate the cure, and
the starting of the wool.

Ticks.—These, when very numerous, greatly annoy and enfeeble sheep
in the winter, and should be kept entirely out of the flock. After shear-

ing, the heat and cold, the rubbing and biting of the sheep soon drive off
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DIPPING-EOX.

the tick, and it takes refuge in the long wool of the lamb. "Wait a fort-

night after shearing, to allow all to make this transfer of residence. Then
boil refuse tobacco leaves until the decoction is strong enough to kill ticks

beyond a 25eradventure. This may be readily tested by experiment.
Five or six pounds of cheap plug tobacco, or an equivalent in stems, &c.,

may be made to answer for 100 lambs. The decoction is poured into a
deep, narrow box, kept for

this purpose, and which has

an inclined shelf one one side,

covered with a wooden grate,

as shown in the cut. One
man holds the lamb by the

hind legs, another clasps the

fore-legs in one hand, and
shuts the other about the

nostrils to prevent the liquid

entering them, and then the

lamb is entirely immersed.
It is immediately lifted out,

laid on one side on the gi'ate,

and the water squeezed out

of its wool. It is then turned
over and squeezed on the

other side. The grate con-

ducts the fluid back into the

box. If the lambs are regu-

larly dipped every year, ticks will never trouble a flock.

The effect of tobacco water in scab, will be hereafter adverted to.

Maggots.—Rams with horns growing closely to their heads, are very
liable to have maggots generated under them, particularly if the skin on
the surrounding parts gets broken in fighting, and these, if not removed,
soon destroy the sheep. Both remedy and preventive is boiled tar—or the

marking substance heretofore described. Put it under the horns, at the

time of marking, and no trouble will ever arise from this cause. Some-
times when a sheep scours in warm weather, and clotted dung adheres

about the anus, maggots are generated under it, and the sheep perishes

miserably. Preventive : remove the dung. Remedy : remove the dung
and maggots, the latter by touching them with a little turpentine, and
then apply sulphur and grease to the excoriated surface.

Maggot flies, says Blacklock, sometimes deposit their eggs on the hachs

of the long, open-wooled English sheep, and the maggots during the few
days before they assume the pupa state, so tease and irritate the animal,

that fever and death are the consequence. Tar and turpentine, or butter

and sulphur, smeared over the parts are given as the preventives. The
Merino and Saxon are exempt from these attacks.

Shortening the Horns.—A convolution ofthe horn of a ram sometimes
so presses in upon the side of the head or neck, that it is necessary to shave
or rasp it away on the under side, to prevent viltimately fatal effects. The
point of the horn of the ram and ewe both not unfrequently turn in so

that they will grow into the flesh and sometimes into the eye, unless

shortened. The toe-nippers will often suffice on the thin extremity of a

horn, but if not, a fine saw must be used. The marking time is the best

one to attend to this,
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Division op Flocks.—It is customary at, or soon after shearing, to make
those divisions in large flocks, \yhich utility demands. It is better to have
not to exceed two hundred sheep run together in the pastures, though the

.number might perhaps be safely increased to three hundred, if the range
is extensive. Wethers and dry ewes to be turned ofi, should be kept sep-

arate from the nursing-ewes, and if the flock is sufficiently numerous to

require a third division, it is customary to put the yearling and two-yeai--

old ewes and wethers and the old, feeble sheep togethei*. it is better in

all cases to separate the rams from all the other sheep, at the time of
shearing, and to inclose them in a particularly well-fenced field. If put
even with wethers, they are more quarrelsome, atid when cool nights ar-

rive, will Avori'v themselves and waste their flesh in constant effbits to ride

the wethers. The Merino ram is a .quiet animal compared with the com-
mon-wooled one, but poor fences, or fences half the time down, will tempt
him to jump, and if once taught this trick, he becomes very troublesome
as the rutting period approaches, unless hoppling, yoking, clogging, or
" poking " is resorted to—either of which causes the animal to waste his

flesh and strength, and are the causes of frequent accidents.

Hoppling, Clogging, &c.—Hoppling is done by sowing the ends of a
leathern strap (broad at the extremities so that it will not cut into the

flesh) to a fore and hind leg, just above the pastern joints-cleaving the legs

at about the natural distance apart. Clogging is fastening a billet ofwood
to the fore leg by a leather strap. Yoking is fastening two rams two or

three feet apart, by bows around their necks, inserted in a light piece of
timber, say two by three inches in size. Poking is done by inserting a
bow in a short bit of light timber, into which bit (worn on the under side

of the neck) a rod is inserted which projects a couple of feet in front of
the sheep. These, and similar devices, to prevent rams scaling fences, may
be employed as a last resort, by those improvident farmers who prefer by
such troublesome, injurious, and at best, insecure means, to guard against;

that viciousness which they might, so much more easily, have prevented
from being acquired.

Dangerous Rams.—From being teased and annoyed by boys, or petted
and played with when young—and sometimes without any other stimulant
than a naturally vicious temper—rams occasionally become very trouble-

some by their propensity to attack men or cattle. I know of one for

which his owner has refused $250, which will permit no man to enter the
field with him without making an immediate onset on him. I have known
several that would knock down the ox or horse which presumed to dis-

pute the possession of a lock of hay with them. A ram which is known
to have acquired this propensity should at once be hooded, and, if not
valuable, at the proper season converted into a wether by " cording." But
the courage thus manifested, is usually the concomitant of great strength
and vigor of constitution—and of a powerfully developed frame. If good
in other particulars, it is a pity to lose the services of such an animal. 1
have in several such instances hooded them, by covering their faces with
leather in such a manner that they could only see a little backward and
downward. They must then, however, be kept apart from the flock of
rams, or they will soon be killed or injured by blows, which they cannot
see to escape.

It sometimes happens that a usually quiet tempered ram will suddenly
exhibit some pugnacity when you are salting or feeding the flock. If you
turn to run, you are immediately knocked down, and the ram learns, at
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that single lesson, the secret of his mastery, and the propensity to exercise

it. The ram giving his blow from the summit of the frontal bone on the

top of the head, (and nut from the forehead,) couches his head so low
when he makes his onset, that he does not see forward well enough to

swerve suddenly from his right line, and a few quick motions to the

right and left enable you to escape him. Run in upon him, as he dashes

by you, with pitchfork, club, or hoot-Jicel—punishing him severely by
blows, (about the head if the club is used,) and giving him no time to rally

until ho is thoroughly cowed.*

Fences.—Poor fences will teach ewes and wethers to jump, as well as

rams, and for a jumping Jlock there is no remedy but immoderately high

fences, or extirpation. One jumper will soon teach the trick to a whole
flock, and if one by chance is bought in, it should be immediately hoppled
or killed. The last is by far the surest and safest remedy.

Salt.—Salt, in my judgment, is indispensable to the health of sheep,

particularly in the summer—and I know not a flock-master among the hun-

dreds, nay, thousands with whom I am acquainted, who differs with me in

this opinion. It is common to give it once a week while the sheep are at

gi-ass.

It is still better to give them free access to salt at all times, by keeping

it in a covered box, open on one side, like the following:

A large hollow log,

with holes cut along the Fig. 28.

side, for the insertion

of the heads of the sheep
will make a respectable

substitute. A sheep hav-

ing free access to salt at

all times, will never eat

too much, and it will take

its supply when and in

what quantities Nature
demands, instead of eat-

ing voraciously at stated

periods, as intermediate abstinence will stimulate it do. When fed but

once a week, it is better to have a stated day, so that it will not be forgot-

ten, and it is well to lay the salt on flat stones, though if laid in little

handsfull on the grass, very little will be lost.

Tar.—This is supposed by many to form a very healthful condiment for

sheep. The nose of the sheep is smeared with it, and it is licked and
swallowed as the natural heat of the flesh, or that of the weather, causes it

to trickle down over the nostrils and lips. Others, suffering the flock to

get unusually salt hungry, place tar ixpon flat stones, or in troughs, and

then scatter salt on it, so that both shall be consumed together. Apphed
to the nose, in the nature of a cataplasm, I have no doubt that it is advan-

tageous in catarrhs—and put on the same place, at the proper periods, it

may perhaps, by its odor, repel the visitations of the fly ( Qistris ov/sj, the

eggs of which produce the " grub in the head." As a medicine it maybe
valuable, and even as a detergent in the case specified, but as a condiment

SALTIKG-BOX.

* This may be pronounced harsh " meaBiire for mensure," and some may thinii it would tend to increase

the viciousn'i^sa of the animal. Repeated inBtancea have proved the contrary to me. And if their maatery

ie once acknowledged, it is never forgotten by them.
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simply, for a perfectly healthy animal, I confess I have no confidence in its

utility.

Water.—Water is not indispensable in the summer pastures, the dews
and the succulence of the feed answering as a substitute. But my impres-
sion is decided that free access to water is advantageous to sheep, particu-

larly to those having lambs ; and I should consider it a matter of import-

ance on a sheep farm, to arrange the pastures, if practicable, so as to

bring water into each of them.

Shade.—No one who has observed with what eagerness sheep seek
shade in hot weather, and how they pant and apparently suffer when a hot

sun is pouring down on their nearly naked bodies, will doubt that, both as

a matter of humanity and utility, they should be provided, during the hot
summer months, with a better shelter than that afforded by a common rail

fence. Forest-trees are the most natural and best shades, and it is as con-

trary to utility as it is to good taste to strip them entirely from the sheep-

walks. A strip of stone-wall or close board fence on the south and west
sides of the pasture, will form a passable substitute for trees. But in the

absence of all these, and of buildings of any kind, a shade can be cheaply

constructed of poles and brush, in the same manner as the sheds of the

same materials for winter shelter, which will be described in my next Letter.

Weaning Lambs.—Lambs should be weaned at four months old. It is

better for them, and much better for their dams. The lambs when taken

away should be put for several days in a field distant from the ewes, that

they may not hear each other's bleatings. The lambs when in hearing of
their dams, continue restless much longer, and they make constant and
frequently successful efforts to crawl through the fences which separate

them. One or two tame old ewes are turned into the field with them to

teach them to come at the call, find salt when thrown to them, and eat

grain, &c., out of troughs when winter approaches.

The lambs when weaned should be put on the freshest and tenderest

feed. I have usually reserved for mine the gi'ass and clover sown, the pre-

ceding spring, on the grain fields which were seeded down.
The dams, on the contrary, should be put for a fortnight on short, dry

feed, to stop the flow of milk. They should be looked to, once or twice,

and should the bags of any be found much distended, the milk should be
drawn and the bag washed for a little time in cold water. But on short

feed, they rarely give much trouble in this particular. Wlien properly

dried off", they should be put on good feed to recruit, and get in condition

for winter.

Fall Feeding.—In the North, the grass often gets very short by the

10th or 15th of November, and it has lost much of its nutritiousness from
repeated freezing and thawing. At this time, though no snow has yet

fallen, it is best to give the sheep a light daily foddeiing of bright hay

—

or a few oats in the bundle. Given thus for the ten or twelve days which
precede the covering of the ground by snow, fodder pays for itself as well

as at any other time during the year. I have usually fed oats in the bun-
dle, or threshed oats, (about a gill to the head,) in the feeding-troughs,

carried to the fields for that purpose.

The Crook.—This implement has been several times alluded to as a
convenient one for catching sheep. It is made in the form exhibited iu
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Fis. 29.

the cut, of -|-inch round iron, drawn smaller toward the point—and the

point made safe by a knob. The other end is furnished

with a socket, which receives a handle six or eif^ht feet

long. The manner of using it is thus described in Mr. Ste-

phens's admiralilc "Book of the Farm":
" The hind-leg is hooked in at a, from behind the sheep, and it fills up

the narrow part beyond a, while passing along it until it reaches the loop,

when ihe animal is caught by the hock, and when secured, its foot ea-

sily slips lhro\igh the loop. Some caution is required in using the crook,

for should the sheen give a sudden start forward to get away, the mo-
ment it feels the crook the leg will be drawn forcibly through the narrow

part, and strike the bone wiih such violence agninst the bend of the loop

as to cause the animal considerable pain, and even occasion lameness for

some days. On first embracing the leg, the crook should be drawn
quickly tovvm-d you, so as to bring the bend of the loop against the leg as

high up as the hock, before the sheep has time even to break oft', and be-

ing secure, its straggles will cease the moment your hand seizes the leg."

No flock-master should be without this implement, as it

saves a vast deal of yarding, running, &c., and leads to

a prompt examination of every improper or suspicious ap-

pearance, and a timely application of remedy or preven-

tive—which would often be deferred if the whole flock had
to be driven to a distant yard, to enable the shepherd to

catch a particular sheep.

Dexterity in the use of the crook is speedily acquired by any one ; and
if a flock are properly tame, any one of its number can be readily caught

by it, at salting-time—or, generally, at other times, by a person with whom
the flock are familiar. But it is at the lambing-time, when sheep and lambs
require to be so repeatedly caught, that the crook is more particularly ser-

viceable. For this purpose, at this time alone, it will pay for itself ten

times over in a single season, in saving time, to say nothing of the advan-

tage of the sheep.

SHEPHERD S

CKOOK.

Summering Manure.—Notwithstanding all that has been said and written showing that

fresh maniu-e immediately applied to the land, or such as is presen'ed in tanks or under

cover, or by a mixture with straw or eaith, is at least four times the value of that left in the

barn-yard all summer exposed to sun ayd rain, wasting its richness in the air and drenching

its fertilizing salts away ; yet many fanners still believe, or act upon the principle of behef

that manure is lilie cider, growing better with age ; and thus their dung is safely kept in

the yard till August or September, a great nuisance to all around, and a sad loss to the grow-

ing crops. We are well awai-e that rotted maimre is considered indispensable for certain

crops, and therefore may say they prefer to sustain the loss of its rotting to the inconvenience

of usin" it in an unfei-mentcd state. Let thtjse who thus think consider that when manure

has become i-otted it is then mere humus or vegetable matter, such as decomposed leaves of

trees, sti-aw, hay, coni-stalks, muck, tmf, peat, road and ditch scrapings, which may be had

on every fami to answer the Fame purpose as rotted manure. How many farmers let all

these substances go to waste, thus subjecting themselves to a double loss—a depreciation in

the value of their manixre, and a neglect of the vegetable matters on theii- premises and

around them.

Chloride of Soda.—Chloride of soda is said, in the London Lancet, a medical work, to be

an effectual cure for a burn. It is stated in tliat journal, as an example, that an attorney, in at-

tem"tinf? to put out llie flames that had attacked die curtains of liis bed, got Ids hands burned

and 'blistered, but not broken. He scut for a couple of quarts of the loUon, fourouuces of the solu-

tion to a pint of water, had it poured into soup-plates, wrapped bis bauds in lint, as no skin was

broken, and so kept them for some lime. Next morning be was so perfectly -well that only one

email patch of burn remained, yet an hour bad elapsed before the application. It is added that

the same remedy is sufiRcieut to" heal scalds and black eye.
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THE LATE MR. COKE, OF HOLKHAM, ENG.
TRIBUTE TO HIS MEMORY AND WORTH, BY HON. ANDREW STEVENSON.

At their late Anniversary Meeting, Mr. Stevenson met a call from the ancient

Agricultural Society of Albemarle to address them ; and all that we have room
to say is, that those who heard him ought to be very wise already or must be

very hard to move, if they fail to profit by such an appeal to their understanding

and their interests.

The orator exposed in vivid colors the faults that characterize and the doom
that seems to await the cultivators of that noble old Commonwealth, and with
equal eloquence and truth indicated some of the ways to reform and salvation.

But, after ail, if the landed interest does not flourish, if population does not

thicken and prosper, and the laud itself»increase in value, it cannot be for want-

of knowledge in a community for whom the principles and the implements for

right cultivation have been so well explained and illustrated, as they have been

for the good people of Albemarle, for the last forty years, by such men as

Jefferson, Madison, Taylor, James Barbour, J. M. Garnett, J. H. Cooke, Ruffin,

W. C. Rives, the Randolphs and the Minors. Well enough do we know that

some will read, with a certain curl of the lip, the names of Jefferson, and Gov.

Randolph, and Mr. Madison, as among the benefactors of Agriculture.. With a
blended air of triumph and derision, these contemners of book-knowledge !—of

theoretical Agriculture! would point you to their farms and to their balance-

sheet of profit and loss ! As well might they say that the Philadelphia glazier,

the inventor of the quadrant, not being a practical navigator, could do nothing

for the safety of ships and the lives and property they bear. As well might they

say that that " idle and incorrigible boy," inventor of the safety-lamp, could add
nothing to the mineral resources of a Kingdom, because he was not a practical

coal-heaver ! For our humble selves, much prouder should we be to have ex-

plained and illustrated, as did the author of the Declaration of Independence, the

mechanical principles to be carried out in the form of a mould-hoard—or to have
invented, as did Governor Randolph, the hill-side flow—or to have written such
beautiful and philosophical addresses as were pronounced by Mr. Madison and
Mr. Rives, before the same Society, the former some twenty-eight years back,

than to receive a vote of Congress for having, by military stratagem or coup de

main, sent 50,000 of our fellow-creatures into eternity.

No, it cannot be for the want of practical knowledge that such men, of so

much general intelligence, so inquisitive, and so well instructed in the art of

cultivation, can produce and keep on an area of near 40,000,000 of acres, not

one-fifteenth of the number they might clothe—ay, and feed in the bargain.

Whence is it, then, that little Massachusetts, with a tenth of her soil, and in

nowise to be compared with hers in fertility or climate, is rapidly gaining on
Virginia in point of numbers and power, and sending away out of her prolific

hive thousands at the same time to populate the West? It cannot be from
any natural inertness or sluggishness of the blood in the sons of the Old Do-
minion, famous for the high temper and spirit of her men and her horses ; it

cannot be for the want of great men, for she has more great men than all

New-England united. Without great men to manage her affairs, the afTairs
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of New-England seem to manage themselves. It cannot be that Virginia lan-

guishes under the weight of hanks and corporations, for which she has a cordial

antipathy from her palmiest days to the present. ]New-England, so thriving,

so out of debt, so prosperous, has, we are told, "no great men nor any little

men ;" they seem to be all alike, as bullets from the same mould, and all slioot-

ing ahead. As for corporations, of banks and railroads, no country can equal her.

Her banks are at once the most numerous and the safest in the world ; their

stock is most widely diffused ; so are their loans. It is there as easy to make a

bank, if men have the money, as to make up a sweepstake in the South. The

people have the sagacity to facilitate the views of those who have capital to

lend ; if a man have a ten-dollar note he can buy slock with it wilhin the smoke

of his chimney, and put it at interest ; and wilhin the same distance any industri-

ous man can borrow money to give activity to his genius and his industry. There

is not a farm that has not within a very short distance non-producing consumers

of agricultural produce ready to buy the smallest thing that can be made on it

for sale. A man may engage for certaii'Pa purchaser for the butter yet in his

cow's udder, and the eggs that he knows his hens will lay in the morning. It

cannot be that Virginia languishes because she avoided speculation in railroads

and manufactories, for these thrifty Yankees have made more railroads than any

other people in the world ; and as for manufacturers, besides supplying enough

of them to consume every peck of apples and every string of onions that can be

made in the State, so that no capital need be lying dead in an acre of waste land,

they send the produce of their manufactories to the British Possessions, and pay

dutv, and undersell the old Mother, lohile she fays none. What is it, then, say,

ye friends in Virginia ? Will you penetrate the secret, and let us know ? Is there

some radical difference in the domestic policy of the two States, or something

partial, and pernicious to the interests of Virginia, in the action of the common
parent Government ? Pray think it over; it behooves you to find it out. Is it

that you arc all producers, and no consumers, tliink ye? That a vast proportion

of the products of your labor is consumed in the wear and tear and cost of ex-

changing it for what you get in return ? Don't you want to have the lap-stone,

and the loom, and the iron-miner, and the coal-heaver, to come and sit down

along side of you, as recommended by Mr. Jefferson ? Shall we look for a solu-

tion in Professor Tucker's Tables of the relative numbers employed in Agricul-

ture and in Manufactures in the New-England States, where all are thriving, all

out of debt, and in the Southern States, where an immense proportion of every

man's estate lies so much dead capital in waste land, from which his children

are running away. Let us look at these proportions, and let every man draw

his own conclusion. Here, then, is the exhibit : in 1810 the proportion employed

in the New-England States was, out of 100, in Agriculture 72'8 ; Commerce

6'2 ; Manufactures 21. In 1840, twenty years afterward, the proportion em-

ployed in Agriculture had diminished from 72-8 to 66-7, while those em-

ployed in Manufactures had increased from 21 to 30'2. In that year, 1840,

in the six New-England States, for every 66 persons employed in Agricul-

ture, there were, close alongside of them, thirty manufacturers, ready to con-

sume whatever they had to sell—a pint of raspberries or a pound of butter—

a

gallon of milk or a gallon of cherries—and ready at the same time to buy their

wool and to supply them with coats—to buy their raw hides and supply them

with shoes. Here 's one, and there 's the other ! No time lost in exchanges.

The New-England farmer spends all his time and keeps all his manure on his
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farm. Well, now, look at the six Southern States—(we are speaking of agri-

culturists, mind ye ; we need not care lor others, for they] they I will take care

of themselves.) In these Southern States, then, the proportion is 90 employed

in Affriculture, with 1-2 in Commerce and 8'3 in Manufactures, as purchasers of

agricultural produce—in one section about two producers for one consumer ; in the

other, eleven for one ! In one, the producer and consumer, close together or con-

nected by the very best of roads—in the other, far apart, exchanging at great cost

of time, labor and monej'". We have imported, last year, it seems, more than

one hundred millions of dollars' worth of goods. Suppose the people of the United

States, nota;?ar/3/—for that is ever ready to uphold the worst and to oppose the best

measures, and taints whatever it touches—but as one people were to give out, and

let Europe and the whole world understand that we meant to make these $100,000,-

000 ourselves—what would be the effect? Would we not bring over the men and

the machinery s^nd ihe ?nillions of capital along whh them, and then, when the peo-

ple would be here, to eat the farmer's produce of every sort on the spot, and to

buy and supply with the least possible cost of exchange, would not our people

stay at home, and lands, instead of going to waste, be all drained and ditched

and planted in fruit and cabbages and potatoes, instead of only a very small pro-

portion of it, in only one or two or three staples ? And then could we not raise

honestly, and above board, by direct taxation, enough to support the Government

at one-half the cost the landed interest pays now, under a fraudulent and cmi

ning invention of politicians and great men to wheedle and cheat them ; and

would not our sons stay at home—should we not have concentration, to which

the laws of Nature lead, instead of dispersion and decline—might we not dispense

with armies and wars and preparations for wars, for which the farmer has always

to stand as ultimate paymaster ? We only " ask for information."

Virginia is tifteen times larger than Massachusetts, with richer land, better

climate, more coal, more iron, more water-power, can raise all sorts of pro-

duce in greater quantity per acre, wool included, suppose, then, she had with-

in her borders fifteen times as many non-producing consumers of agricultural pro-

duce to supply with wool, beef, coal, iron, mutton, potatoes, fruit, butter, cheese,

timber, corn, flour, rye, oats, onions, leather, oysters, fish, wood, bacon and cab-

bage, as Massachusetts has of that class of people— fifteen times 85,000 manu-

facturers would be 1,275,000—suppose they consumed altogether an average

of 25 cents a day, they would want of what is produced out of the land,

$116,345,750 a year ! What would land be worth then ? Would not the people

that are flying off" stay at home, and would not the young men settle near their

fathers, and their sisters all get married? Would we not have concentration in-

stead of dispersion ? And then, what would be needed would be a plain, honest,

direct tax for the support of the Government. Let the farmer know exactly

what he does pay, and for what he pays it. Let him have, once a year, a bill of
particulars, in the plainest terms ; and then, and not till then, will the landed in-

terest be brought to understand and to control the price he pays for being governed.

We only throw out these intimations for our readers. If there be any inter-

est in which we feel a sincere, unaff'ected, anxious concern, next after the per-

sonal safety and well-being of our immediate family, it is the landed interest

of the country. We are satisfied there is something rotten in the state of

Denmark that depresses and scatters where we should have concentration and

prosperity. What is it ?

As for Mr. Stevenson's address and Mr. Rives's that preceded it, we only wish
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we had room for them both, but the addresses delivered would make volumes of

themselves. One thing we must say, that nothing argues worse—nothing more
clearly evinces the want of the true tone and spirit in the agriculturists ofVirginia

so much as that the local party papers, ofwhich they have so many, and who may
be supposed to know something of what public sentiment demands, should have

felt themselves at liberty to withhold such Addresses as these.

EXTRACT FROM MR. STEVENSON'S ABDRESS.

And here Mr. President, I cannot forbear alluding to one exti-aordinary and distinguished

farmer of England, to whom not only she, but the whole world, are indebted, as one of the

greatest patioas of AgriculUire, and benefactors of Man. I allude to the late Lord Leicester,

better known as Mr. Coke, of Holkham, the gi-eat farmer commoner of England and the

devoted friend of America and all Americans. 1 can speak of him and his farms, with some
degree of accuracy, as it was my good fortune to obtain his friendship and regard, during my
residence in England, and spend many weeks with him in the country. This celebrated

Holkham estate, (or rather lanns, for it is divided into many,) contains many thousand acres.

The house, one of the most magnificent piles of architecture in the kingdom, covers an en-

tire acre of ground ; the immediate pleasure grounds ten acres, and the park eight or nine

miles in circumference, and had just been entirely inclosed with brick, when I paid my first

visit. The house was built by the first Earl of Leicester and his wife about 1734, and they

dying without children, it descended to Mr. Coke the nephew, as the next of kin. He was
then quite young. It remained totally neglected until he took possession of it on reaching

Ins majority, with no means however to cultivate, or improve it. He was advised to pull

down the house, sell the bricks, and dispose of the lands at any price or abandon them. It

was aljout this period that, speaking of the poverty ol Holkham, one of the females of the

Walpole family wittily said of it, " that there was always two rabbits contending for one
blade of grass." Its character and poverty hovi^ever admit of no doubt, lor ove^ the door

of the entrance hall is the following remarkable inscription in marble.

"This Seat, On An Open Barren Estate

Was Planned, Planted, Built, Decorated,

And Inhabited, The Middle Of The 18th Century,

By Thomas Coke, Earl Of Leicester."

On taking possession of the estate the first effort was to sell. He offered it at 2s. 6d. an acre,

but, being unable to get even that, he detennined to borrow the necessary funds and reclaim

it. He did so, removed to it in his twenty-second year and devoted himself to it for life.

Amid the prejudices, ignorance and apathy of the people of Norfolk, he continued firm and
resolute, and kept to his opinions and persevered for years with all his characteristic energy

of purpose. Then it was that things began to change. Men of talent and enterprise began
to take up the matter. The people were awakened out of the sleep which precedes disscj-

lution to consider and reflect on the subject, and their duties ; and in less than a quarter of a

century, his patriotism and industry triumi>hed over ignorance and apathy, and a poor barren

estate that could neither be sold nor cultivated, in its then state, was made a perfect garden

spot, yielding an income of 40 shillings or more an acre, and producing average crops in later

years of forty to fifty bushels of wheat and more to an acre. It was during one of my vis-

its, that he told me that he had lived to see all his expectations more than realized and justi-

fied ; and that one of the most gratifying things, connected v^'ith his agricultural life was, that

only a few months before, he had embarked with his wife and four sons on board of a vessel

which was launched at Wells, a small town near Holkham, which had been built out of Oak
jirodiiced from acorns of his own planting ! He v^^as then I suppose more than eighty, and

of course the oak was some sixtj' years old ! I will not suffer myself to speak of the extent

and vastness of the estate, created as it were by one man alone and unassisted. To give you,

however, from certain data, an idea of the extent and character of the cropping, I will read

an extract from a Treatise on Tractical Farmuig and Grazing, by C. Hilliard, Esq. a distin-

guished agriculturist, published in 1837, and a copy of which he was good enough to present

to me. In page 32 he says :

" At Holkham the wheat, being short in the straw, is mowed with a cradle scythe : youths, wo-
men and boys, immediately following the mowers, isiuding it up (assisted by horse rakes) into

sheaves, which, as the straw is free from weeds, if the weather is particularly fine, they will carry

without setting the sheaves up in the usual manner in shocks. I was at Holkham, about eight

days, in the year 1831, at the time wheat was harvesting, and a most animating eight it was. I

counted above one hundred, men, women, and boys, employed in one large field. In this way,

three hvndred and forty-five acrc^ of wheat were cut, carted and stacked, in six days. This was
getting on with wheat harvest more expeditiously, perhaps, than is in the power of any otiier per-

6on in the kingdom. I saw at the same time, four hvndred and ffty acres of turnips, of ditfer-

ent sorts, and mangel-wnrzcl, in which Mr. Coke challenged me to find a single weed, excepting

some that might have just sprung up out of the ground. 1 could not see oue weed that was three
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or four inches lousr, and this was clean farming on a large scale as probably could not be seen in

any part of the world.''

Now I call upon our anti-scientifics and of the " Good Enoughs," to explain how these

results coukl have been produced under any circumstances, upon such an estate as this was,
without the aid of the most high and finished system of scientific cvUivation ! One field of

three hundred and forty-five acres producing between fourteen and fifteen thousand bnshels

of wheat, and four hundred and fifty acres more in luxuriant " tuniips !" Why gentlemen,

it must strike the imaginations of these friends of ours as more like the enchantments of fa-

ble and story than sober reality. But why speak of him as the most remarkable agricultu-

rist that ever lived ? It is matter of history and not to be questioned ! Will you pardon me,
in referring to what one of the distinguished writers of the day says of him and his iarming:

" The country and not alone the country, but the world, it may trulj' be said, acknowledges
the benefits of Mr. Coke's exertions in the advancement of the first of Arts. For himself, both

as regards his happiness and his after report to posterity, nothing could have been more full of

congratulation than his early selection of .such a study. To prosecute with such advantage any
pursuit to such a period ; to enjoy so long a duration of uninterrupted health ; to see the patrimo-

ny of his ancestors improved beyond all possible computation ; to know that from his example,
his spirit, his skill, and his encouragement, not alone his own estate, not the country where he
lived, not the country itself only, but every civilized nation on the face of the globe, may be said

to owe some portion of obligation to his labors; to be able to assemble the curious, the scientific,

and the eminent, in vast numbers around him ; to hear his just praises spoken from the lips not

onl}- of men distinguished in arts, in arms, and in letters, but of princes of his own and foreign

lands. All these together form an aggregate of fortune that attends but a very few among those

•who are born and die. Yet such is the con.summation (and a proud spectacle it is both for the in-

dividual and for his country) that Holkham has existed—and that, under Divine Providence, Mr.
Coke has been made the instrument of diffusing so many and such great blessings among mankind."

But, Mr. President, there is another circumstance, of a personal character, connected with

our country and one of my visits to Holkham, which I ought not to omit to notice. It is

6ti-ongly illustrative of the long cherished attachment of that distinguished individual to Amer-
ica and her free institutions. Mr. Coke and myself were walking one morning through the

Baloon and stopped opposite to a full-length portrait of himself, taken in his twenty-second

year. It was painted by Gainsborough. You see, he said, that I am taken in my shooting

costume, with gun in hand, and pointers in the group. Now do you know that this is one of

my favorite pictures and said to be the finest likeness ever taken of me ; but I have often

wished that there had been one change in it, and that is, instead of the shooting dress, gun,

and pointers, he had represented me in my ordinary dress of blue coat, leather breeches,

boots and spurs, with the Declaration of American Independence, in my hand supporting,

with Fox, a motion for acknowledging it. I should then have hung it side by side with the

portrait of that great and good man, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, the finest likeness ever taken of

Lim. We were devoted friends, and often congratulated one another on the part we had ta-

ken in favor of American Independence ; and that we had never voted to put one penny of

unnecessaiy burden upon the people, or shed one drop of human blood ! He afterward

gave me a printed copy of the Report of the forty-third anniversary of the Holkham Sheep
Shearing in 1821, which lasted four days, and was attended by one thousand persons, inclu-

ding some of the Royal family, and many of the distinguished noblemen of England, with

farmers from all parts of the countiy. From this report let me read an extract from a speech

delivered by Mr. Coke, at diimer, on one of the days, in answer to a toast complimentary to

himself, and prefacing one he intended giving :

" Mr. Coke, in proposing the next toast, said every one knew^ his early respect for the Ameri-
cans, for their manly and independent assertim of their liberties: he came into Parliament pre-

vious to the commencement of that disastrous War which divided the two countries, and which
under a mild and wise Government, might have been joined hand in hand, and thus united might
now have bid defiance to the rest of the world ! I was the only member (said Mr. Coke) out of
twelve from this county who voted against that War, and I thank God for it—I look back with sat-

isfaction to that conduct, and have followed the same principies ever since. The motion to put an
end to that War was carried by a majority of one, the vote being 177 to 178. Wlien it was car-

ried, Lord North moved that the debate should stand over till the following day, but Mr. Fox sug-

gested to me to move that the addi-ess be carried up to the throne. The debate lasted until 7
o'clock the next morning, and Lord North, seeing that not a man would .stir, at length gave way,
and I carried up the address as an English country gentleman, in my leather breeches, boots and
spurs. But would you believe it that the traitor General Arnold, when I pre.sented the address,

Mood as near to his Majesty as I now do to the Duke of Sussex, a most lamentable proof of that

fatal policy of which we have long seen the evil effects! Mr. Coke concluded by proposing the
health of Mr. Weeks of America, and he could assure the company that every day during the
War did he drink General Washington as the greatest man upon earth."

And well may England place among her first men, suid her most beneficent benefactors,

the man who shed such a histnre upon her Agriculture, and that of the world. Ho did for

the Agriculture of England, what Joh?i Hampden did for the liberties of Eiigli.shmen against

tj-rarmy. And if the reward of popular praise, and poj)ular honors, are due to those who,
guided by a wise philosophy, and whose objects have been the welfare and improvementof
mankind, then are they due to Thomas WilUam Coke.
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BETEL-NUT, AND CHURRUS

:

AN £XTRA,CT FROM HEMP—ITS CURIOUS.QUALlTlfcs—CURK FOR TETANUS OR LOCKJAW,
ALSO FOR WORMS IN HORSES AND DOGS—A SUBSTITUTE FOR TOBACCO, PERHAPS.

In relation to the action of the Betel-Nut, Mr. Haggar, connected with the

- East India Company service, says : " No one ever thinks of giving anything to

a dog having worms but the betel-nut. The natives invariably use them. I

have not given a horse calomel for worms since 1832. Whenever the indica-

tions of these parasites are manifested, such as a staring coat, impaired condi-

tion, loss of appetite, &c., I withhold half the dose of aloes, and substitute one

or two drachms of the betel-nut in powder, adding a little more ginger, and it turns

out the worms like a ' broom in a gutter.' I think the betel-nut has only to be

known in England, to come into general use. Its charcoal has been long ex-

tolled for making the best tooth-powder known." Now, so far, there seems to

be not much resemblance or aflinity betv/een betel-nut and tobacco; but we
thought the hint as to its qualities as a vermifuge might be useful to every

farmer. It is not known, but inquiry shall be made of our friend Milhau, of

Broadway, at the head of the College of Pharmacy, New-York, and to be de-

pended upon with unbounded confidence on the score of intelligence in his pro-

fession and probity in everything—whether it has been imported and tried in

this way in our country ; he will know, and if not he will take care to import

some. But we are coming now to present it in other aspects bearing a closer

similitude to Nicotiajia tabacum.

Sir Richard Phillips (we are not sure whether it be the learned author of the

History of Fruit-Trees, and the History of Vegetables) says the betel belongs

to the same tribe of plants as the peppers—a climbing plant with a leaf in shape

and appearance resembling that of ivy, but more tender and full of juice. He
adds : " There is an incredible consumption of betel-leaf throughout the East.

The inhabitants chew it almost incessantly, and in such quantities that their

lips become quite red, and their teeth black, a color greatly freferred by them to

whiteness ! They carry it in little white boxes about their persons, and present

it to each other by way of compliment and civility, in the same manner that

[Americans] do snuff. This is done by the ivomen [only think of it !] as well as

the men, and it would be considered an offence if those to whom it is offered

should refuse to accept and chew it. The leaves are somxetimes used alone, but

much more commonly when covered with a kind of lime made of sea-shell and

wrapped around slices of the areca-nut, the fruit of the areca palm, which is of

the size of a small egg, and resembles a nutmeg deprived of its husk." Professor

Burnet says : " Slices of the betel-nut wrapped in a leaf of the betel pepper is a

favorite masticatory in Southern Asia. A little shell-lime is added to keep the

taste and odor longer in the mouth. It gives the saliva a red hue like that of

blood, and by constant use the teeth become blackened ; it allays hunger, and is

hence chewed, as tobacco is in Europe, to appease the appetite ; and it is said

to be the hight of rudeness in the East to speak to a superior without having a

quid of betel in the mouth. It produces intoxication when first chewed, but this

effect is soon got over, and the natives say that it is a tonic, and moderates pro-

fuse perspiration."
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Now we leave to the judgment of impartial readers to decide between the

betel-nut and the tobacco leaf, which is the more refined luxury of the two, bar-

ring the black teeth ; and here, again, we may say

—

de gustibus. There is

nothing of which it behooves us more to disabuse ourselves than of the preju-

dices of education, habit, and country. It is somewhere related that a man of

erect and athletic form being cast on the shore of an island inhabited by hump-

back people, was stoned to death as a monster of deformity. If anything so re-

pulsive as is tobacco, on being first tasted, can become an article almost of neces-

sity with those accustomed to use it, why may it not be changed for a more

compact and genteel substitute ? Not only do we see individuals, but whole na-

tions change in character, that is to say their manner of seeing and feeling, ef-

fected most frequently by changes in the form of their government, or rather, we
might say, by corruption and fraud in the spirit of its administration. Who
would believe, for example, that a Roman Emperor once said of the Parisians,

"I love them because their character, like mine, is austere and serious !

"

But we are getting into a moralizing strain, and may ourselves, peradventure,

be considered as under the influence of some uncommon hallucination. In regard

to tobacco, as we have a month to back and fill upon, as to anything essential in

a practical view, after having given the best directions at hand for making the

beds, the professional and general reader may not be displeased that we take

room for what we find about that other drug, " Churrus," especially if the

Asiatic cholera should follow in the wake of the potato cholera, as it seems to

be doing in Europe. It may be well, too, in the way of advertisement to our

medical readers, who will pardon the supposition that some of them may not

have seen the following or a similar account of it. The positive assertion, too,

that it has been found effectual in cases of lockjaw is alone sufficient to commend

it to the notice of the humane of all classes, and to justify us in lugging it in in

almost any connection, without reference to its narcotic eflfects, which seem to

assimilate it so strongly to our weed.

This drug was, about three years since, presented to the Veterinary Medical

Association, with the following note from Doctor Hoey :

''Ml/ Dear Sir: Be pleased to accept the accompanying drug, which I have brought

from India. I do not know whether it is generally known in this countiy ; the Indian name
for it is " chunnis ; " it is a resinous exti'act obtained from tlie wild hemp. I ha\e seen

several cases of tetanus cured by it in India. The dose I have given is one scruple, in the

form of tincture, every four hours, the patient having been first copiously bled, and the

bowels frequently acted on by aloes. It has also been used by human surgeons for the

cure of cholera with great success; in tact, there are few cases but have yielded to it, when
taken in time. Perhaps you are already acquainted with it ; if so, pardon the liberty 1 take

in sending it to you, since I do so under the impression that it may not be generally known.
The natives of India use it to smoke in their hookas, combined with spices and tobacco, and
with it they perfectly stupefy themselves ; and when they recover from its effects say they

liave had heavenly dreams. It is much similar to opium in its narciJtic effects, but differs

from that drug by not producing the same amount of debility subsequently.
" Believe me, my dear Sir, yours very truly and obliged, J. W. HOEY.

" To Mr. Morton."

" In India," says Professor Burnet, " hemp is cultivated as a luxury, and used

solely as an excitant. It possesses peculiar intoxicating powers, and produces

luxurious dreams and trances. The leaves are sometimes chewed andt sometimes

smoked as tobacco." We recollect to have once heard the late William Pink-

ney, unequaled as an orator at the bar, say that on the eve of a great cause he

could never so well concentrate his thoughts and arrange all his armor for the

coming conflict as when pufling his fragrant Havana in a mood of abstraction.

Mr. Ley, too, says, in a paper read before the Medico-Botanical Societv, London,
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that. " the resin of the Cannabis Indica is in general use as an intoxicating

agent, from the farthermost confines of India to Algiers. If this resin be swal-

lowed, almost invariably the inebriation is of the most cheerful kind, causing the

person to sing and dance, to eat food with great relish, and to seek aphrodisiac

enjoyment. The intoxication lasts about three hours, when sleep supervenes ;

it is not followed by nausea or sickness, nor by any symptoms, except slight gid-

diness, worth recording. These effects are much modified in this country, and

much less marked, possibly from the length of the voyage rendering the article

deteriorated in value. The subsequent effects are depression of spirits, and re-

laxation of the muscles in a marked degree ; yet the lightness attending that re-

laxation, the free perspiration on the skin, and the increase of appetite, have

made some old rheumatic persons speak of it as the elasticity of youth."

In taking space to record these curious facts, besides the amusement they may
afford, it is confessed that the principal motive is to suggest that in these drugs

maybe found the means of relieving our domestic animals, especially those faith-

ful ones the horse and the dog, in critical cases of illness. Gratitude, nay com-

mon humanity, invites us to diffuse a knowledge of every means that may save

not only their lives, but even a moment of speechless suffering—instead whereof

how many such do men wantonly inflict ?

LYFORD'S PRICE CURRENT.

PRACTICAL HINTS TO GROWERS OF INDIAN CORN.

We. heartily welcome the return to our desk of an old and familiar friend,

under the above title. If any man has a tact for the office of gathering up and

arranging statistics—agricultural and commercial—with judgment and perspicu-

ity, Mr. Lyford has, either by nature or education or both. To this expression

of our poor opinion we are prompted no less by good will for the man than the

thanks we have often owed to the editor for articles like the following. Thor-

ough cleaning and thorough drying, such as is afforded by the use of the Staf-

ford Rotary Dryer, will go far toward substituting our Indian corn, in England,

for their oil-cake and oatmeal, and thus may be opened a new, improving and

permanent market for the plant which should take, on our arms, the place of

the ravenous and plundering bird of prey, and, more than the sword, be esteem-

ed the glory of America. The following, among his notices to correspondents,

by the learned editor of the London Gardener's Chronicle, is extracted only to

show how familiar they are getting with the use of our Corn Meal

:

Management of Cattle—F P B M—You can feed joux cattle perfectly on hay, Lin-

seed, Maize, and water, and litter them comfortably with Fern and leaves ; and we should

prefer doing so and obtaining the manure for oar tui-nips, to buying guano at £11 lis. per ton.

You can probably buy oat^sti-avv cheaper than hay : given as chaff soaked in hot linseed

soup, and sprinkled with Indian corn meal, it will feed well.

Among the same notices Professor Lindley, who seems to be extensively en-

gaged in practical farming, says :

Farm Horses—Our horses are now eating about one cwt. of hay and nearly 2^ bushels

of oats apiece weekly.

This goes to show, as we have often insisted, what an enormously expensive

agricultural machine a live horse is. Say for the year, 21 tons of hay and 125

bushels of oats. Now we turn to two papers on our table for the price of these
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articles, and the calculation is the fairer as one is from Boston (the " Ploughman")

and the other the Baltimore American, thus showing the price in different parts

of the country. The first says that hay, within 20 miles of Boston, has averag-

ed $15 a ton for 30 years past ; the other gives the present price of oats at Bal-

timore at from 35 to 40 cents. Well, say 35 and the expense of each horse kept

up and at constant work is rather more than $80 a year, or $160 for a pair of

horses, for feed alone, heing the interest on about $2700 ! ! What think you. of

that, gentlemen keepers of superfluous horses ? Then again remember that a

grub the size of a horse-bean, or a touch of the colic, kills him and you lose

your capital altogether—a fortunate riddance if you can possibly do without the

horse. How diflerent with the thrifty Yankee who in lieu of the horse plows

his li acres a day with his patient oxen that are ready to work every day of the

year, and at the end of their lives give him 1600 weight of prime beef, worth, at

4 cents a pound, $64.

See how much more expensive to keep a horse than a man,—13 bushels of

corn a year, or a peck a week, is an abundant allowance for a man. Then, ac-

cording to the experience of the President of the Agricultural Society of Saratoga

County, 100 pounds of meat, with " garden sauce," is all sufficient. The corn at

60 cents a bushel, will amount to $7 SO. The meat at, say, 6 cents, $6. Total

$13 80, or more than six men for one horse ; or add for the man's clothing equal

to his food, and say nothing about the shoes and tackle of the horse, and you can

keep three men for one horse. But the horse is useless without a man, whereas

there are many kinds of work that a man can do without a horse. After all, be

it remembered, $80 for every horse you keep where he is constantly kept up,

worked, and fed, and where hay is worth $15 a ton, and oats 35 cents a bushel.

There is not a foot of land in Prince George's or Ann Arundel county that might

not be worked with great saving by mules or oxen ; nor is there a horse team in

a wagon in either that travels as fast as would Mr. Blagden's Devon oxen with a

Yankee driver. But, between them all, we have been run away with and forgot-

ten the extract from friend Lyford :

Corn and the Forthcoming Crop.—We have more than ouce, recently, been request-

ed to say something by way of caution to faiTners, (if peradventuro any remarks we make
might reach and bo regarded by them,) in reference to the condition in which they have
hitherto brought their crops to market, and the gi-eat necessity which experience has taught

buyers—to be careful in future how they operate in the article.

Farmers ouglit to be very particular iu cleaning and preparing their corn for market. The
large shipments made last season to Europe have imparted knowledge to shippers to a great-

er extent than they before possessed, for which, in the shape of losses, many of thom have
paitl high prices, and this will admonish them to take better cai'e for the future. The forth-

coming crop of tiio United States this year will be unprecedentedly large, reaching probably
52.'),000,000 bushels, so extra large has been the breadth of ground planted ; and this im-

mense amount will be disposed of in various ways : Much of it will find its way to Europe,

where, as that which reached tliere last season was well received, so will likewise be this

and subsequent receipts—and much will be consumed at home, as flour will, in all probabil-

ity, be scarce and high during winter in the Atlantic markets—and in the West, stocks of

cattle and hogs will be fed with it, and large quantities will l)e distilled. To enable fiirmers,

then, to obtain good or saving prices, it will be necessary to have (he article freed iVoni all

foreign matter, as the presence of any uncleanness not only injures the appearance but like-

wise the flavor ; and as underwriters will no longer take risks on corn shipped in bulk, bags
must be ]irocured by shippeis who are not disposed to pay freight for more than they can
avoid. Farmers, therefore, will readily perceive the necessity, for their iiUerest as well as

repul4ition, to bring their corn to market properly cleaned, and thereby obtain good prices,

instead of having it abounding with foreign matter, which the shipper will have to remove
before ho can ba;j and put it on shipboard, for which he will deduct t?i his ??ji«(i the expense
thus incurred. We are borne out iu our opinion, aside from what purchasers have stated to

us, by the following

:

The New-York Express says ;—" A vast portion of the embarrassment that has overtaken
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many of the large flour and grain houses in England and diiferent parts of the continent, haa

been occasioned by the injudicious manner in which shipments of grain have been made.

The demand for breadstuff's was so great, that corn, wheat and rye were sent forward in the

utmost hurry ; evoythiug in the shape of a vessel was loaded—and most of ihem without

any judgment. The consequence has been that many have foundered at sea ; others have

never been heard from, and a large number have beeu compelled to return, or put into some
foreign port with cargoes shifted and damaged. These have occasioned some losses and dis-

appointments. But yet a greater evil has been experienced from tl* want of cai-e in haviu"

the grain properly dried and prepared previous to being shipped. A very large portion of

the grain sent out, has been found, on ai-rival, to be so heated and damaged as to be worth

less than tlie mere freight. It is doubted, by men well skilled in the trade, whether one-half

of the Indian corn that was shipj)ed from this country last year reached England in a sound

state. If this is correct, it is easily exx^lained why the losses have been so gi-eat and so ruin-

ous.
" Tau^it oy experience, shippers now endeavor to profit by the past, and are shipping

their corn mostly in bags, and in such a thoroughly dry state that those cargoes now going

forward will reach their destination without injury.

"Corn, during most of the last season, cost 100 cts. freight 60, and other charges 30 to 40

—making the aggregate about two dollars, laid down in Liverpool. Now, the cost is 70
cents, freight 15 cents, and other charges 25—making the whole cost about 110 cents. If

prices should run down to 50 cents when our immense crop comes in—which will be a large

price—corn can now be sent to England at less than a dollar a bushel, or about one penny
sterling or two cents a pound. Oatmeal, which is the poorest breadstuff in the kingdom,
was selling, at the last low prices, at 1^ penny or three cents a pound."

The above was intended for the December number. The reader can easily

make any allowance necessary for change of prices, if any since that dale.

ROTATCONS AT SPRINGFIELD, MD.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF A GREAT SYSTEM, LEADING TO GREAT RESULTS.

It would require more time and care than we can now bestow to describe Mr.

George Patterson's Springfield estate, in Maryland, near Sykesville, on the Bal-

timore and Ohio Rail Road.

It is a large estate, of some 12 or 1500 acres of undulating, and when he took

it, very poor, unproductive land. He has limed a large portion of it, to the tune

of some ^30,000 ; but then, instead of his crops not paying for the seed and the

harvesting, he now gathers, we opine, some sixty bushels of corn, twenty of wheat,

and from one to two tons of best hay to the acre ; and, as we believe, he feeds

all his hay and corn on the land, and provides well-littered stables and shelters

for his horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs, it may be supposed that the action of the

lime, and the results of his whole system, are much advanced by the addition of

a great quantity of manure.

We made a flying visit to Springfield lately, in company with Mr. Wierraan

of Baltimore, and should have been abundantly repaid if only in viewing an im-

ported North Devon Bull, sent out by Mr. Bloomfield, surrounded by six and twen-

ty of the sleekest and most beautiful cows and heifers we ever beheld, up to

their eyes in the aftermath of an IS-acre grass lot, from Avhich he had cut more

hay this year than was yielded by the whole estate when he look possession of

it. But, as before intimated, we can 't attempt here anything like a detail of

the products of the several fields, at that lime and since, and the processes fol-

lowed from year to year. The outline of the system will be seen in the follow-

ing extract for which we asked, only because of our laboring under the misfor-

tune of a most unfortunate memory, none the stronger for belonging to a mind

somewhat overcharged with labor and care.
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But on the occasion referred to, our notice was attracted by the most extraordi-

nary AorZ/cM/^?«-a/ display that ever met our eyes, unless it were a field of onions

at the Shaking Quaker village at Lebanon. In this case it was a large lot of

mammoth cabbages. We should like much to have ascertained the weight of

the largest. The size we would not venture to state if we had not such a good

backer as Mr. Wierman in anything that he will undertake to back. We will,

therefore, aver that he assisted us to measure the diameter of one, not the larg-

est in the lot, but the largest among those very near where we were passing.

The measurement was upward oi four feet across !

It grew on an old dunghill, and had once on it a very large dose of lime. The
whole weigat of that crop of cabbages to the acre, and the quantity of milk it

would produce from such cows, supposing a pint of Indian corn meal to go along

with each head of cabbage, would be a thing to be talked about—it would ! The
last field we rode hastily over, on leaving Springfield, was one with a strong grass

sward being turned up in the best style for exposure to the winter's frost to kill

the grubs and prepare the land for corn next spring. On this lot his whole sys-

tem has been now consummated, and next spring is to be renewed. In reply to

a request for a brief memorandum of the course through which it had gone, we
were favored with the following. We " guess " this large field will produce not

less than 60 bushels to the acre, instead of, probably, not over 12 when it was
brought under this course of improvement, nine years ago.

Springfield, Oct. 23, 1847.

Dear Sir :—You asked me, when you were here, to give you the course iliat had been
pursued with a field then being plowed for corn next year. It has twice gone through the
rofcition of cropping 1 follow.

1st year, in corn ; 2d ye;\r, small grain ; 3d year, clover, plastered—first crop mowed,
second crop left on tlie ground ; 4th year, clover, gi'azed moderately ; 5th year, wheat ; 6th
year, timothy, mowed; 7th year, timothy, mowed; 8th and 9tli years, in pasture. I inva-

riably put the manure on the surface when the land is in timothy. I also apply the lime
when the land is in grass. I use 200 bushels of imslacked stone-lime to the acre, either in
one or two applications : that quantity, iu all, appears to be sufficient for my land.

Your3 trulj, GEORGE PATTERSON.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY LANDS.

EFFECT OF GUANO AS SHOWN BY EXPERIENCE.

[Extract.] Woodlands, Montgomery Co., Nov. 1, 1847.

My location is on the Big Seneca, and I again beg leave to refer you to Mr. Far-
quhar's description of lands adjacent to that stream. Our soil is a clay, inter-
mixed with small but numerous particles of stone, and retains in)provement
where improved, longer than almost any lands I am acquainted with. Guano
acts on all the lands in our county, where it has been applied, as it has been in
a number of places this season, like a charm. Indeed it is charming to the heart
to see the beautiful verdure of the wheat fields, as you pass them, giving a prom-
ise of a bountiful yield. The contrast between their present and former appear-
ance is indeed wonderful, and would be incredible but for the known efficacy of
the po\yerful agency of guano. By way of experiment I procured one ton of that
article in the fall of 1845, and applied on about eight acres of my poorest land,
the product from which was equal to improved land adjacent. Last year I ap-
plied nearly three tons to my wheat land, and one ton on my corn land. The
wheat land had only recently been inclosed, and was poor indeed. I purchased
it a short time since because it lay contiguous to my other land. Owing to a
break in the canal my guano did not reach me until some time in November,
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and was then applied at the rate of nearly 200 pounds, mixed with 72 pounds of
plaster per acre. The appearance of the wheat after ii came up astonished, and
was the admiration of every person who passed the public road that runs imme-
diately by it ; and, notwithstanding it was so late sown, and the uncommon
drouth of two months' duration last spring, yielded an average of 9 bushels of
wheat to the acre—but, previous to the drouth, promised to be good for from 15
to 20 bushels per acre. The corn was also much improved by the guano, but to

what extent I am as yet unable to determine, as I have not yet gathered it—but
am satisfied it will pay well for the expenditure. With proper management and
a moderate expense, 1 have no hesitation in saying our lands generally can be
made as productive as any lands on the Atlantic slope ; and for beauty of scenery

they are not surpassed from Maine to Texas. Suthciently undulating to carry

off redundant water, beautifully diversified by hill and dale, and plentifully sup-

plied by the very best springs of water the world can afl'ord—the largest streams
affording constant and ample supplies of water for milling and manufacturing
purposes ; and, with^the exception of a few situations on the borders of our riv-

ers, healthy, almost to a fault, as our physicians would say. The timber gen-

erally, except on the margin of the streams and in the valleys, is young and
thrifty, consisting of every variety of oak, hickory and poplar, interspersed on
the ridges with chestnut. I located myself here in the year 1S12, at the com-
mencement of the late War with England, and about that time, in a conversation

with an old gentleman (84 years old) who was born on one of the plantations

I purchased, he told me that his father ivas the only white man then settled be-

tween the Eastern Branch [at Washington City) and the neio settlemc7it at

(now) Frederick City—that the only road between those places was an Indian
trail that crossed the Seneca immediately above my factory and mills, and that the

country when he was a boy, except the valleys, was covered by a low growth
of bushes, over the tops of which he could see the deer bounding for a long dis-

tance, whenever they were started. This accounts for the present timber being
young and not very large, except in the valleys, where it is found in many of
them very large and of the very best quality, particularly white-oaks that are hard
to beat in any country. Since that period the country has been occupied and is

still occupied in part by the proprietors of the soil ; but besides them there was
a class of tenants on large tracts of land held by non-residents, whose sole ob-

ject was to obtain all they could from the soil, cutting down, clearing and culti-

vating it in such a manner as to obtain all they could from it, and when it would
no longer yield them a profit on their labor, deserting it for other new regions,

and leaving it exhausted and unoccupied, and finally turned out into what is

termed old fields. Those old fields, however, in many instances, are filling up
and becomiftg covered with a growth of pine which in a few years gives a new
character to the soil, and when cleared is very productive, and by judicious treat-

ment can be rendered permanently so, by the proper use of clover, plastering and
rest. The inhabitants generally are very hospitable, peaceable, and (becoming)
industrious in their habits, and have a desire to improve their condition. In this

respect there has been a most wonderful change within the last ten or twenty
years, and is still on the increase—of which you may form some idea when I in-

form you that I have understood from reliable authority that of the article of

guano alone there have been used nearly or quite 500 tons in this county the pres-

ent year. ]Now is the time for purchasers to procure lands in this country (be-

fore their value is more fully demonstrated or known), while they can be pur-

chased for a song, and will fully repay the investment in a year or two, by the

application of those imported manures and the use of such materials as the lands

themselves afford. I should think the opportunity a favorable one for establish-

ing the young scions of some of your wealthy citizens to advantage, where they

might be pleasantly located near the Capital of the Union, and by proper atten-

tion to their new vocation become useful and respectable citizens, and infinitely

more happy than in the pursuits of fluctuating and precarious mercantile opera-

tions and trade. Our young ladies are intelligent and fascinating, and make the

best of housewives ; and as for the comforts and many of the luxuries of life,

they are to be procured here in abundance, including, as you justly observe, the

best bacon in the United States,
Your ob't serv't FRANCIS C. CLOPPER.
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PRACTICAL NOTES,

FOUNDED ON OR DRAWN FROM AGRICULTURAL READINGS BY THE EDITOR.

At Farming-Clubs in England, instead of wasting their time and breath about

this thing and that thing, and everything, they stick to a given theme until it is

sufficiently elucidated and exhausted to enable them, as they think, to come to

some practical result. That result is embodied in a Resolution which is put in

form, passed upon and sent out as the best judgment of the Club, for what it is

worth, to have its weight according to the known judgment and practical knowl-

edge of the members. The subjects are always of substantial importance con-

nected with the field operations of practical men. Thus at a late meeting of the

Spalding Club, " after an able and interesting discussion " by farmers whose
names are given, the following Resolution was unanimously adopted:

" That with regard to feeding sheep it is highly desirable to give them a change of fooJ,
•which will keep them in a more healthy state than confining them to one sort of keeping.
With respect to beasts, if not intendedfor grazing the ensuing fsiimmer, they cannot be kept
too warm, if attention is at the same time paid to proper ventilation ; and that a variety of
food, such as Swedes, mangel-wurzel, cake, and clover, will be found most fattening ; beasts
intended for grazuig shoidd not be housed or kept too warm."

The " feeding" sheep here spoken of we apprehend means feeding in the pro-

cess of fattening ; but what seems most worthy of remark is the distinction

taken between beasts to he fattened and beasts to be grazed the next year—that

while the former " cannot be kept too warm, if attention is paid to proper ven-

tilation," the latter "should not be housed or kept too warm."

By another Club it was resolved, without one dissent,

" That the trough system with cut hay, turnips, &c., was every way preferable to the
old cage practice, which invariably leaves seeds and scattered turnips half consumed all over
the fold ; and that il-is the best management to keep ewes well at all times, in order to in-

sure healthy and well-gi-own Iambs." [This corresponds with the practice of our friends m
the grazing districts of Western Virginia.]

A gentleman exhibited a plan for " field-shed feeding," fomied of hurdles and thatched,
put together at a small expense, and movable as the food is consumed, by the shepherd and
his assistant, which was highly commended, and will no doubt come into general use wheu
the inclement weather sets in ; as there is no doubt one acre of turnips will produce much
more mutton wlien consumed in warm sheds than when fed in, the open ground.

We believe the Messrs. Reybold, of Delaware, who unite reflection with ex-

perience, breed their sheep under warm shelters through the winter.

LoNG-WooLED Sheep in England.—At a late public sale, a splendid lot of

long-wool shearling rams (40 in number) was sold by auction by Mr. Briggs, bred

by and the property of Mr. Thomas Mons, of Stenigot, near Lowth. They were
thought by many eminent judges to be the best lot of shearlings, for their num-
ber, that had been ofl'crcd at Lincoln on any prior occasion. After a very spirited

sale the whole were sold at an average of near £10 each, and a few of the best

averaged £20 each ; a pair-of twin sheep, much admired, sold for £36 ($5 to

the pound).

A Hint TO THOSE WHO WASTK Manure.—A little book -'On Manures," recently pub-
lished in PVench, concludes with tiie following sensible maxim : " The scarcity of manm-es
is the cause of the sterility of a country, and it is useless to improve the mechanical methods
of culture if we neglect this source of fertility." In Flanders it is commonly bi.-lieved that
the first crop exhausts one-half of tlio maiuire. \_Comptes rendu a I'Academic.
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HovEN OR Blasting in Sheep and Cattle.'—A late Mark-Lane Express has

the following

:

Lord Portman is desirons of making known the following simple remedy for hoven or

blasting in cattle. It is taken from Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry : " Give two or three

table-spoonsfnll of liquid ammonia {i. e. hartshorn) diluted with water, as soon as the ani-

mal shows any symptoms of the disorder, and drive it off the field where the attack has

been produced. The quantity of water must depend on the strength of the hartshorn. A
bottle of hartshorn should always be at hand where sheep are feeding on rape, &c., as deaths

follo\v very rapidly \vlien this disorder is unchecked. The swelling is due to fermentation

in the stomach, and the consequent formation of carbonic acid, and some hydro-sulphuric

acid gas—with both of these ammonia combines, and puts an end to fermentation."

What HAS BEEN DONE CAN BE DONE again.—The object in going back to see

what has been done, is to bring us to the resolution of excelling in that which is

good. When Agricultural Societies offer premiums for large crops, as such

merely, they ought at least to require that they should exceed what their award

lists already show what has been done. We find the following in a late number

of the Mark-Lane Express. Multiply the quarters by 8, and it will be found

that 60, 70, and even upward of 80 bushels of wheat on an acre may be made :

Faversham.—So bountiful have been the crops of wheat in this neighborhood from the

late hai-vest, that in many instances as much as 8 quarters an acre have been reaped ; and
the respected vicar, Rev. Mr. Collins, in a very eloquent discourse on Sunday se'nnight,

stated that as much as 10 quarters of wheat had been grown on a single acre of land, and
14 quarters of barley on a like portion. That the above are not solitary instances may be
known by the fact that on a single acre selected from a field of wheat on the fann of Mr.
Collard, of Reculver, 10 quarters and 3 bushels was the amazing produce, which was proved

with great caie for the purpose of deciding a considerable wager. [ Kentish Observer.

Agricultural Clubs—their Utility.—To how many counties besides the

one for which it was issued, would not the following Prospectus apply ?

"At a time like the present, when the necessity for increased knowledge, industry, and
economy is urged upon the Maryland farmer by so many considerations, which not merely

involve the question of his continuing to enjoy undiminished the comforts to which he has

hitherto been accustomed, but which plainly prove that he cannot maintain anything hke
his foi-mer position unless by adopting a better system of farming, by which he can so in-

crease the productive powers of his land as to be able to meet the increased demands upon
him and the increased competition against him ; and when we take into consideration the

power of association and the strength derived from union, it cannot escape the notice of

sensible men both how much tliis district wants, and how greatly it is likely to be benefited

by, a Farmers' Club."

To MAKE a Ewe adopt a strange Lamb—Deterioration of Domestic Ani-

mals IN America.—The usual practice is, when a ewe loses her lamb, to place

its skin on the lamb which it is desired she shall nurse in place of it. This is

usually attended with success, but, says the author 'of a Prize Essay on Sheep,

in case of difficulty, a little gin rubbed upon the skin of the lamb [meaning, it is

presumed, the skin of the lamb to be foisted on her in place of her own] and nose

of the ewe, at once effects the desired object. This expedient is so easily adopt-

ed that it was thought best to give it a place in The Farmers' Library. We
take the occasion to say that we believe American Farmers generally have no

idea of the great and unwearied care taken in England by breeders of improved

stock of every sort, to keep it up to the mark of highest excellence. Those who

are aware of it cease to wonder at the deterioration which generally ensues after

a few generations in this country, with stock from high-priced imported ancestors.

We have not the practiced skill in breeding nor the latitude of choice which are

necessary for the selection of breeders.

An ox that is in good condition in the spring, will perform more labor, and stand the

heat of summer much belter than one that is poor.
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THE HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.

In our last, gentle readers, we gave a little more space to this Department

than can be promised for it generally ; and return to it now with a sense of our

inability to sustain it in a manner worthy of the obligation it implies ; for what
trust iu the circle of social duties can be more imposing and responsible than that

of undertaking to share in offering advice, and providing appropriate intellectual

food for the minds of daughters who aim to be the pride and consolation of their

parents ; and for mothers on whose example and virtues the happiness and pros-

perity of their families depend—mothers who shall merit to have it said of them

:

" Her children rise up and call her blessed, her husband also, and he praiseth

her."

One perplexity in the management of this interesting department is in consid-

ering what is adapted to the position and duties of housewives, differing so much
as they do—according to difference in the social habits and domestic economy of

different parts of our country. Our own observation ijj early life has made us

most familiar with, and anxious about the lot ofWoman as she is placed in the coun-

try, acting the most engaging part of the domestic circle of well bred, well inform-

ed gentlemen farmers and planters, as they are found in that middling and

moderate condition as to fortune and circumstances in life, which, in the main,

seems to offer the best chance for such true mdependence, respectability and hap-

piness as may be reasonably hoped for iu our country. It is to them that we
shall generally address what we may have to store away in this corner of the

Farmers' Library, in the hope that even though we may fail to benefit by wise

counsels, we may yet propitiate their good will by the manifestation of our own.

Trite as the saying may be, it is no less true, that regard for the feelings of Wo-
man and the melioration of her condition has kept pace with advancing civiliza-

tion, yet in no country has she received her full measure of consideration and respect,

when we reflect that in full proportion to the progress of civilization her duties

become more elevated and her responsibilities enhanced. With some opportuni-

ties to judge, both in town and country, the first remark we have to make is,

that while the public sentiment is evidently improving on that point, the educu'

tion of females is yet, too generally, either grossly neglected or egregiously mis-

managed, with reference to the arduous and delicate station which every young

woman is expected to occupy ultimately, and earlier in ours than in any other

country in the world. Not that they come to maturity so soon as in some others,

but that the means of independent support are so much more abundant or more
easily acquired. Where every member of a family is brought up to labor, pa-

rents are too apt to calculate the money value of their children's time, and thus

never being educated up to that point which begets a fondness for reading, for

the sake of intellectual acquirement and recreation, they are not only cut off, in

after life, from a cheap resource, that might enable them to fill up many an idle

and dangerous moment, and to beguile many a sad one ; but are also disqualified

to perform that highest office of a noble mother

—

the instruction of her offsprino-.

On the other hand, where the means and even the will exists to bestow a libe-

ral education, it is too apt to be so often perverted in the conduct of it as toqual-
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ify them for catching frivolous admirers, rather than for making good house

wives and well-qualified mothers.

Entertaining these impressions, founded on no very limited observation, you

behold, gentle readers, the motives which will prompt us, and, as says the con-

veyancer, " be it known to all whom it may concern," to endeavor with what
success we may, so to conduct this, your department, as to mingle amusement
with instruction—instruction in other things besides cake and jumble making.

It is in the way thus indicated, by leading the housewife to understand that her

duties, when properly understood and appreciated, are as highly intellectual and

morally responsible as those of her husband—that there is a principle and a lit-

erature that belongs as much to the manufacture of butter and the cultivation of

the vine, as to any of his pursuits—that she can be brought to feel and to assert

the dignity of her position, and prepared to exchange the pleasures of intellectu-

al intercourse with her husband at the same time that she acquires confidence

and capacity to rival him in his outdoor management, and even to take that on

herself in case of his sickness or indispensable absence—too often at a cross-roads

militia mustering or partisan slang-whanging. Sorry are we here to say, as

truth requires, that an ill-judged, not to say cruel economy, too often leads hus-

bands to withhold from the wife the assistance indispensable to the comfortable

and successful management of the duties assigned her, and this want of the re-

quisite aid and convenience, be it said, is much more remarkable in the country,

where the housewife's duties are more complex, and the sphere of them much
more extensive than in town ; and herein may be recognized another of the nu.

merous and powerful attractions ever drawing people from the country to the cit-

ies. Not long since, we remember, on a visit to a Lunatic Asylum, in a north-

ern city, renowned, justly, for the humanity of its discipline and the economy

and success of its administration, we inquired of the accomplished physician in

charge of it, from what particular class of society came the largest proportion of

his patients ; and the painfulness of his reply will never be forgotten, could we
live to the age of Methuselah : " They come," said he, " from the class of young

married women, after their second and third child." Often, added he, their hus-

bands, eager for the pittance of gain, not satisfied with devolving on them the

toils and care of their own household and family proper, take in boarders besides,

who work in the neighboring factories, and for whom also the wife has to cook,

and otherwise labor—and thus, between child-bearing, nursing, and accumulated

drudgery and anxieties, their minds break, even before their constitutions, and

the poor woman, who but a few short years before had resigned father and mo-

ther, and sisters and brothers, to cling unto him who promised to love and to cher-

ish her, becomes the victim of a niggardly economy, and is lodged as a maniac

in a lunatic asylum, leaving her poor children to struggle with a destiny, if pos-

sible, more perilous and sad than her own. True, in that asylum, as at Balti-

more, under the unfailing and enlightened benevolence of a Stuart, the patients

are felt and cared for, as all should be who are thus bereft of that greatest boon

of the Almighty power

—

their reasoning faculties. But alas, what can •' min-

ister to a mind diseased ?
"

We cannot close this, as we fear it has appeared a rather tedious homily on the

condition and cares of the housewife in the country, without a word on that

word so much misunderstood

—

education ! In the general if not literal applica-

tion, it is understood to be that portion of knowledge acquired within the walls

of a school-house, under the instruction too often of rude and ignorant peda-
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gogues; because, in our country, the noble office of instructor is so badly paid

and so little respected. But in the true sense of the word education—in the lio^ht

in which it is especially incumbent on every parent to view it—all Nature is but

one great school-house, and every sense a teacher. Yet above all places, the

moral influence exists at home—at the fireside—in the examples and the conver-

sation of parents. What emanates from them, is received with implicit con-

fidence, and carries with it the force of truthful authority. Hence the wisdom
of Solomon's injunction, " train up a child in the Avay he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart from it." Neglecting this injunction the consequence

follows, that " He visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third

and fourth generation "—for there is no knowing through how many generations

a false principle in morals or vicious example may go down. There is no limit

in fact to the power of education. It makes the bear dance. While of all the

blessings that Providence can bestow or education improve, none can exceed that

of a cheerful temper. Of such an one, Hope is ever the inseparable companion,

ready to throw a ray of sunshine over the most sombre pictures of life, to miti-

gate adversity, and to make prosperity doubly prosperous. It may be that this is

the gift of Nature, but all her gifts are improvable, and invite the exercise of

reason and judgment. As plants, not indigenous, have been made by the art and
diligence of the horticulturist to flourish in soils not their own, so in the youth-

ful mind and bosom the parent may plant the seeds, not only of resignation, but

of contentment and cheerfulness under the sorest afflictions, the visitations of

poverty and disease, and the loss of our dearest relatives. As a moral may be

drawn from almost everything around us, let us point you, fair readers, to the

example of your own little canary—a hopeless prisoner for life ! Yet admire his

vivacity, and listen, how he beguiles his endless confinement with his various

but endless song. As the great naturalist Buffon has said of him—" The Night-

ingale is the chantressof the woods, the Canary is the musician of the chamber.

Its education is easy ; we rear it with pleasure because we are able to instruct it.

It leaves the melody of its own natural note, to listen to the melody of our voices

and instruments. It applauds, it accompanies us and repays the pleasure it re-

ceives with interest. It sings at all seasons, cheers us in the dullest weather,

and adds to our happiness, by amusing the young and delighting the recluse,

charming the tediousness of the cloister, and gladdening the soul of the inno-

cent and captive." What an example is here set by one of the least and most en-

gaging of the feathered creation ! And how often have all of us seen gayety and
innocence thus combined in one or more lively and amiable members of a familv,

the ' life and soul,' as they are called, of the house in which they dwell ! Such
a temper is to be valued, as it gladdens its possessor and all around, beyond
all price. The mines of Golconda contain nothing so precious. It deserves the

name bestowed on a new plant in Europe, called the " gold of pleasure."

But, fair readers, it is time to look for something ofwhat is now days called prac-

tical, lest he whose judgment is always to be consulted should say "well, in all

this, what has he told you that is useful for the housewife, in her chicken bonnet

and apron, with her bunch or basket of keys in her hand ?" True enough, so let

us turn to our receipt hoolc. Not one stereotyped and printed by steam and for

sale by the thousand, and whose merit consists in the exactness of its alpha-

betical arrangement and the size of its volume ; but one of your real honest

manuscript treasures, containing the very essence and quintessence, the quinine

of good housewifery, as it is practiced in the good Old Thirteen, where ladies
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are not ashamed to look after the churning of the butter and the feeding of the

poultry—where they still carry their own keys and give out the flour and the

butter and the sugar and the cofiee—where they know the exact proportion of

plums for a pudding, and sage to sausage-meat. Those are the sort of receipts

we can trust, and, ladies, if in any one we ever deceive you, all we have to say

is—send us a better. So now for—let us see—ah ! this is the very season

To Make Buckwheat Cakes.—Instead of yeast, not everywhere to be conveniently

had, you may use carbonate of soda and tartaric acid, after this fashion. To 3 pints of buck-

wlieat flour mixed into a batter, add one tea-spoonfuU of carbonate of soda dissolved in

ivater—add one also of tartaric acid dissolved in like manner. These you can get at any of

the dni"gists when you send to town. First apply the carbonate, stir the batter well, and

then put in the acid. Thus the use of yeast is entirely superseded, and cakes as " light as a

feather " are insured. One great advantage is, that the batter is ready for baking as soon

as it is made.

N. B.—As buckwheat cakes ai-e sometimes met with, made of black meal and not light-

ened, and then burnt without being done, one might as well eat so much raw hide. We
used to send to Philadelphia, and got meal nearly as white as wheat meal. s.

Receipt for Making Journey or "Johnny Cake."—Boil a quart of milk, and stir into it

one quart of Indian meal, from com gi-own south of the Chesapeake—Northern com is not

lit'ht and dry enough, any more than Northern wheat, to make the best bread, though it may be,

and pi-obably is, more nutritious for horses—add a little salt and a piece of butter or lard the

size of an egg. Spread the dough on the Johnny-cake board half an mch thick—some bake

it in pans, but they are not of the school in which people know " what's what." It should be

an oak board, such as used for shingles, about 18 niches long, kept as clean, by scraping and

washing, as clean can be—as clean as ladies' fingers. The board must be wet when the

dough is put on, to be spread and patted to the proper thickness, and laid lengthwise on the

heailh, near enough to the fire to cook quickly without burning, and when done brown, without

beln<^ burnt on one side, the kitchen knife is passed from end to end under the cake, when

it is turned, and returned to its place at the fire—[we like to be precise in these cases]—and

as soon as done it should be eaten, while hot, with good butter. Mem.—Some, for economy,

put aside butter that is not good, and call it " cooking hultcr."' Well, if not for cooking, for

what purpose should butter be good ? All butter is good or not good, and that which is not

good should be at once consigned to the slush-tub, or have a little tar mixed with it and laid

aside for the cart-wheels ! But good Johnny-cake, as well as a good many other good things,

are only to be had where there are

—

wood fires. s.

Postscript.—Dear Ladies, let me detain you while I make one extract from a book on my
table entitled. Fruits and Farinacea.

Sir William Temple, after noticing the customs and habits of the Patriarchs, says, [and we

believe it,] " From all these examples and customs it may probably be concluded that the

common ingredients of health and long life are, great temperance, open air, easy labor, little

care, simplicity of diet—rather fruits and plants than flesh (which corrapts the humors,)

and water, which presen-es the radical moisture without too much increasing the radical

heat." " A quiet state of mind is of the utmost importance to the maintenance of health,

and a light and spai-e diet conti-ibutes gi'eatly to the same end."

No one, no, not even the doctor, has more right or reason to be instmcted in the rules of

Hygeia than mothers. Hygeia, you know, was the " sweet sniihng Goddess of Health,"

and is figured, in painting and statuary, with a bowl in her hand from which a serpent is

eating—emblematic of the art of Medicine. There is a marble figure of Hygeia surmount-

ing that glorious fountain of health, the old White SuljAur Springs, in Greenbriar, Virginia.

s.
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Eggs and Poultry.—Among all nations, and throughout all gi-ailes of society, eggs have
been considered a favorite food. But in our cities, and pai'ticidaiiy in winter, they are sold
at such prices that few iamilies could afford to use theui at all, and even those in easy cir-

cumstances consider them too expensive for common use. There is no need of this. Every
family, or nearly every family, can, with very little ti'ouble, have eggs plt"nty diiriu" the
yeai-, antl of all the animals domesticated for the use of Man, tlie common duushill tbwl is

capable of yielding the greatest profit to the owner. In the month of November, I put apart
eleven hens and a cock, gave them a small chamber in tlie woodhouse, defended from storm
with an opening to the south. Then food, water and lime were placed on shelves conve-
nient for them, with nests and chalk nest-eggs in plenty. These hens continued to lay eg<»s
throughout the winter. From these eleven hens I received an average of six eggs daily du-
ling the winter; and whenever any one of them was disposed to sir, naiiiely, as soon as she
began to cluck, she was separated from tlie others by a grated partition and her apartment
darkened. These cluckers were well attended to and well fed. They could see and partly
associate through the grates with ie other fowls, and as soon as any of these prisoners bcaa
to sing, she was liberated, and would very soon lay eggs. It is a pleasant thing to feed and
tend a bevy of laying hens. They may be tamed so as to lollow the children, and will lay
in a box. Egg-shells contain lime, and when in winter the earth is covered with frost and
snow, if lime be not provided for them, they will not lay ; or if they do, the eggs of neces-
sity must be without shells. Old rubbish lime, from chimneys and old buildings, is proper
for them and need only to be broken. They will often attempt to swallow [)ieces of lime
and plaster as large as walnuts. The singing hen will certaiidy lay eggs if she finds all

things agreeable to her, but the hen is so much a pi-ude—as watchful as a weasel and fastidi-

ous as a hypocrite—she must, she will have, secrecy and mystery about her nest. All eyes
but her own must be averted. Follow or watch her, and she will foisake her nest and stop
laying. She is best pleased with a box covered at the top, with a back side aperture for

light, and a side door by which she can escape unseen. A farmer may keep one hundred
fowls in the barn, may suffer them to trampls ou and destroy his mows of grain, and have
fewer eggs than the cottager who keeps a dozen, provides secret nests, chalk eggs, pounded
bricks, plenty of corn or other grain, water and gravel for them, and lakes care that his hens
be not disturbed about their nest. Three chalk eggs in a nest are better than one, and Inve
eggs please them most. 1 have smiled to see them fondle round and lay in a nest of o-eese

eggs. Pullets will begin to lay early in life, when nests and eggs are plentj'-, and when oth-
ers are clucking around them. A dozen dunghill fowls shut up from the means of obUnnin=»
food, will require something more than a quart of corn a day. I think fifteen bushels a year
a fair allowance for them ; but, more or less, let them always have enough by them ; and after

they have become habituated to find at all times plenty in their little manger, they take but
a few kernels at a time, except just before going to i-oost, when they will take nearly a
spoonfull in their crops. But just so sure as their provisions come to them scanted or iiregu-
larly, so sure will they raven up a whole cropfuU at a time and stop laying. A dozen hens
well attended, will furnish a family with more than two thousand eggs a year, and one hun-
dred fall grown chickens for the fall and winter stores. The expense of feeding a dozen
fowls will not amount to more than eighteen bushels of gi-ain. They may be kept in cities

as well as ui the country—will do as well shut up the year round as to run at large. A ^rat-

ed room well li jhteil, ten feet by five, partitioned from a stable or other outhouse, is suffi-

cient for a dozen fowls with their roosting, nests, and feeding-troughs. In the spring of the
yeai", five or six hens will hatch at a time, and the fifty or sixty chickens may be given to one
hen. Two hens will take care of one hundred cliickens well enough until they bedn to
climb their little stick roosts. They then should be separated from the hens entirely. I have
often kept the chickens when young in my garden. They keep the May-buss and other in-

sects from the vines. In case of confining fowls in summer, it should be remembered that a
ground floor shoidd be chosen; or it would be just as well to set in their pens boxes of well
dried, pulverized earth, for them to waUow in during warm weather. Their pens should be
kept clean. [Scottish Reformer's G;izette.

Hi.NTS TO Lovers of Flowers.—A most beautiful and easily attained show of ever-
greens in winter may be had by a very simple plan, which has been found to answer remark-
ably well on a small scale, if geranium branches are taken from healthy and luxurious
ti-ees just before the winter sets in, cut as for slips, and immersed in soap and water, they
will, after drooping f()r a few days, shed their leaves, put forth fresh ones, and continue in the
finest vigor all the winter. By placing a number of bottles thus filled in flower-baskets,
with moss to conceal the bottles, a show of evergi-ecns is easily procured for a whole season.
They require no ti'esh water.

Seedling Fruit.—It is gross ignorance, says Professor Lindley, in any man to suppose

that the seedlings of grafted phmts will be thtj same as the parent.
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Horticultural Zeal.—-Some idea may be fonned of the spirit which animates Horli-

culturisls in London, from tlie fact that some time since Di'. Lindley ofteied three prizes

of 10s. 6s. and 4s. for the three viost extensive and best named collection of Wild Flowering

Plants, gathered between 6 p. m. on .Tuly 31, and 6 a. m. Aug. 2. These prizes were con-

tended for by the following persons, viz.

:

Culverwell, producing 176 species, of which 188 were allowed.

Baxter, "

Sherwood, "

dumbrill, "

Williams, "

COLMER, "

Hadlow, "

and consequently the first three competitors gained the pnzes.

We have been forcibly attracted by the number of beautiful wild flowers that adorn the

banlis of the Alabama River in early spring.
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THE TOBACCO WORM AND FLY:

FARTHER REMARKS ON THEIR NATURAL HISTORY AND HABITS.

The following letter was prefaced with apologies, altogether unnecessary, as

the reader will perceive, for the writer's want of habit and experience in writing

for the Press. As often happens with such apologies from such writers, they are

followed by exactly that sort of plain-as-a-pike-stafF sort of statement which is

at once most intelligible and most pleasing to every reader who likes to throw

aside the shell and come at once to the kernel of the matter. This letter from

Mr. DoRSETT, as well as those lately received from Mr. Bowie and Mr. James
Owens, Jr., on the subject of Tobacco—Mr. Caperton on Grazing, and Doctor

Williamson on Fattening Cattle—all of which occur to us at the moment—as
well as many others that might be designated, besides the information they con-

vey, go to convince us how much knoAvledge, more than is usually supposed, is

locked up, as it were, in the experience and the minds of the plainest practical

farmers and planters, confined to themselves, or at most communicated orally to

their immediate neighbors, and which ought to be universally disseminated for

common benefit.

In regard to the habits of these pestiferous insects, we confess that we did not

expect, when we commenced the inquiry, that so much observation had been

made ; and even though its promulgation should lead to no practical preventives

against their ravages, at the moment, the facts related are not the less honorable

to the " habits " and the character of the observers ; inasmuch as they show that

Agriculture has some folloicers who pursue it as an interesting and intellectual

avocation, opening various fields for amusing as well as useful researches. How
much in real merit above the horse that he rides, or the ox that he drives, is the

drone whose only ambition is to count the money results of all his operations

—

esteeming and treating the business to which his children are to devote their

lives as a mere beastly, mindless drudgery ? Instead of which, what industry, it

may be demanded, under Heaven, offers so many opportunities for the exercise

of benevolence—so many curious subjects of examination—such hopeful ground

for improvement? Why, reader ! it has been but a few years since the agricul-

tural world was presented, through the agency of the " Societyfor the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge,^' (one of the most praisewortiiy and useful associations to

which any period of the world has given birth)—it has been but a few years
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since, under their auspices, the " Farmers' Series " of their publications was is-

sued, embracing the latest improvements—what might be deemed the sum of

agricultural knowledge at that ti?ne—and yet already a swp-plemental volume has

just been published at their instance by Professor Johnston, to give more recent

discoveries and observations ; and these discoveries and improvements are found

to be yet more valuable and important than any Avhich had previously been made
known. We mention it only to show how progressive is the course of agricul-

tural melioration, and how, as we rise in this pursuit, as in others, in the knowl-

edge of discoveries already made, the prospect opens far and wide on all sides,

for yet greater ameliorations, to stimulate industry and keep honorable ambition

alive. But, introductory to the following letters, let us take room to put to the

reader one or two simple questions : Have you children—sons or daughters—
who are to live and prosper in the world by the practice of Rural Industry? If

yes

—

are you taking the necessary measures to have them imlued with such knowh

edge and such tastes as will invest their every-day life and occupations ivith that

interest which can only exist where there is roomfor amusing investigation, and

the hope of profitalle discovery ? Or do you mean that they shall delve on,

through a toilsome, monotonous existence, their daily labor being associated in

the mind with nothing but the gross amount of the money its produce will com-

mand in the market ! If, for yourself and your children, you would give to every

object in Nature some power to amuse and to invite intellectual speculation, and

banish the ennui that afflicts and depresses the uncultivated mind, and drives its

possessor to the rum-shop or the gaming-table, procure for yourself, and throw

in their way the researches and experience of active-minded, laborious and phi-

lanthropic inquirers into the Natural History of animals and vegetables, the com-

position of soils and manures, the philosophy of cheese and butter making, the

propagation and food of injurious insects, &c. Get your commission merchant

to call on ,the booksellers—any of them will send you, without charge, a cata-

logue of his books. Subscribe, too, if you can, to circulating libraries. For a

few dollars a year, you may have access to tens of thousands of volumes. Take

the agricultural papers, of course. In this journal you will get the creatn of

what comes in our way, and we see all that is published in our own and most

of that which appears in England and in France. Believe us, agriculturists, there

is no occasion to go, for amusement or information, to branches of knowledge

alien to your own situation and employments ; for those which are immediately

and collaterally connected with them are infinitely various and entertaining ; and

if you will give your children a chance to cultivate them, ivhen they are young,

and their habits yet being formed, they will go through life without—no, not

without, but with one great, unceasing lamentation

—

lamenting the want oftime

and faculties to look for and tolearn,more andmore.

Well, o-ood reader, little did you, and as little did we, expect to be led off upon

such a dio-ression, when we took pen in hand merely to express our own, and to

bespeak your thanks for the information conveyed in the letters which follow

from intelligent and obliging correspondents ; yet we must ask you to bear with

us while we transcribe a single passage, met with even since the preceding was

written, in the conclusion of the Life of the celebrated circumnavigator, James

Cook, who "was born in a mud hut at Maston, in the North Biding of York-

shire, 27th October, 1728. His father was an agricultural servant, who, with

his wife, bore a most unexceptionable character for honesty and industry." The

author of his interesting Biography closes it with some strilcing reflections,
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which we cannot resist the mclination to copy, before we are called to breakfast.

By-the-by, there is no sort of reading more useful for your sons, than the lives

of men who, under difficulties, have attained eminence in their day. Many have
been the men, such as Decatur and Porter, who have had their youthful ambi-
tion awakened, and been stimulated to deeds of daring enterprise, by readino- the

life and adventures of such men as Capt. Cook. But to the extract ; if you have
a son old enough to understand, with a spirit to feel the force of it, give it to hira

to " read out " to you, as they used to call it when my father used to make me
read him one of Sterne's Letters to Maria, or some passages from Tristam Shandv,
or whatever striking Essay on Agriculture happened at the lime to appear in the

newspapers, such as Taylor's " Arator " letters, that first appeared in a George-
town newspaper.—"That man was never happy—happy upon reflection and while
looking to the Past or the Future—who could not say to himself that he had
made something of the faculties that God gave, and had not lived altogether

without progression, like one of the inferior animals. We do not speak of mere
wealth or station ; these are comparatively nothing—are as often missed as at-

tained even by those who best merit them—and do not of themselves constitute

happiness, when they are possessed. But there must be some consciousness of
an intellectual or moral progress, or there can be no satisfaction, no self-con-

gratulation in reviewing what of life may be already gone, no hope in the pros-

pect of what is yet to come. All men feel this, and all men feel it strongly;

and if they could secure for themselves the source of happiness in question by a
v/ish, would avail themselves of the privilege with sufficient alacrity. Nobody
would pass his life in ignorance if knowledge were to be had by merely lookino-

up to the clouds for it ; it is the labor necessary for its acquirement that scares

theia ; and this labor they have not resolution to encounter—yet it is, in truth,

from the exertion by which it must be obtained, that knowledge derives at least

half its value ; for to this, entirely, we owe the sense of merit in ourselves

which the acquisition brings along with it ; and hence no little of the happiness

of which we have just described its possession to be the source. Besides that

the labor itself soon becomes an enjoyment." This last remark is eminently
true : the labor itself becomes an enjoyment, for there is constantly associated

in the mind the idea of the enviable distinction that justly waits on superior

knowledge, and the power which it so certainly confers, that the French have
cast it into a motto—" Le savoir est puissance "—Knowledge is power. Let
these observations meet with a ready reception among youth, says the writer, in

whatever rank in life. Honor, and fame, and excellence are not to be achieved,

even in farming, by merely wishing for them. It is only by an unwearied
striving after a neio and nobler nature—only by being useful to our fellows, and
making the most of those qualities of mind which God has given us, that un-

common success and happiness are to be obtained in any path, or that we can
fulfill the true ends of our existence as beings endowed by Providence with supe-

rior faculties.

Letter from W. N. Doksett, Esq., to J. S. Skinner, Editor of The Farmers*
Library, on the Insects that attack the Tobacco Plant.

December 20, lS-17.

Dear Sir: Your favor of the 24th ult., to which I am about to attempt a
reply, was not received, in consequence of my absence from home, until the 7th
inst. I was again compelled to leave home for a week, which necessarily de-
layed my reply to the present time.

It is mv opinion that at least one-fourth of the whole tobacco crop planted in
(723)'
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the year 1846 in Prince George's County was destroyed by the Horn or Tobacco
Wor?n. They are produced by the horn or unicorn fly, as they are very appro-
priately called. This fly lays its eggs after sunset, chiefly on the under side of

the leaf of the larger plants of tobacco, nearer the top than the bottom of the

plant. They proceed very rapidly, darting from plant to plant, and usually lay

but one egg on a leaf. They hatch in from four to eight days, and begin to eat

as soon as hatched. At this period they may be easily found and destroyed, by
a very small hole eaten through the plant. In a few days they rove about the

leaf. When about one-fourth grown they crawl from one leaf to another, and
when about two-thirds grown they descend the stalk, and in the heat of the

day sometimes retire into the cool earth, under the lower leaves of the larger

plants. They as frequently ascend another plant as the one from which they

have descended. They, like the silk-worm, shed two or three times before they

get their growth, and at each time cease to eat for several hours. They require

from two to three weeks to arrive at maturity, soon after which they descend

the plant and bury themselves in the field at various depths, from 4 inches to two
feet deep. I am not aware that the tobacco worm surrounds himself with any
kind of covering, as the silk-worm does. He remains in the earth, in the chrysa-

lis state (having changed his color to a bright yellow) from autumn, exhibiting

the impression of the wings and proboscis only, until the more genial season of

the ensuing year enables him to fully change his character, when he appears

above the ground, a busy, active insect, sipping honey from blossom to blossom.

I have no idea how long they live after they have obeyed the great law of Na-
ture in propagating their race. There are usually two gluts* of worms ; the

first glut appears about the last of June or first of July. The worms that mature
and escape into the earth from this glut are supposed to produce a portion of the

second glut. The second glut appears the last of August or first of September.

This glut is much the most numerous and destructive, coming as they do when
the tobacco is generally large and a portion of it ripe, and requiring all the force

on the plantation to house it. The worms feed principally upon the ripe leaves,

though they do eat the green top leaves, and even the suckers, which put out after

the tobacco has been topped. Turkeys are very generally used as auxiliaries to de-

stroy the worms ; they, when not raised, are bought expressly for that purpose.

When the tobacco is not too large, the worms from a fourth to half grown, and the

turkeys large, they destroy them in immense numbers. When the tobacco is large

and the worms nearly grown, the turkeys are not worth the trouble of keeping

them in the tobacco-field. The great increase of the horn worm is ascribed in part

to the fact that very few planters now fire their tobacco. Millions of the worms
are carried to the house on the tobacco, and escape into the earth in and near the

tobacco-house, and add incalculably to the number that had been left in the field.

It is supposed that mild winters are favorable to the production of the tobacco

fly, as well as to all the insect tribe. Upon this subject I confess I am some-

what skeptical. It is certain that a scarcity of the various insects is not uni-

formly the result of very hard winters. Of the fly that attacks the young plant

in the bed there are, I believe, two kinds, or at least two sizes, and they of dif-

ferent forms and color. The larger kind I believe to be identical with the turnip

%. The smaller kind is extremely small, so small as not to be easily seen, ex-

cept when in motion. Cold, dry, windy weather is most favorable to the rav-

ages of the tobacco fly.

Many remedies have been tried, but none, I believe, with entire success.

Pine brush spread over the bed immediately after it is sown, is a practice, in

this and the adjoining counties, very generally adopted as a protection against

the ravages of the fly. Whether the plant covered up and excluded from the

sun is not palatable to the fly, is of course an unsettled question. The brush

is taken off the bed as soon as the plants are large enough to be considered

out of danger from the fly, and ought to be done in mild, moist weather.

—

Slaked ashes sown lightly' over the bed when the dew is on, and freshly slaked

lime sown in the same manner, have been recommended by some persons as

remedies. Stable manure is used for the same purpose, which has at least this

advantage. It is certainly a good top-dressing for the young plants, and protects

* The word glut, as here used, means the appearance of an immense number of worms at the same
time.
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them, in some measure, from the harsh, drying winds most propitious to the fly.

It has frequently occurred to me that ashes well saturated with whale-oil soap-

suds would be a good application, though I have never tried the experiment.
Very respectfully yours, &c. W. N. DORSETT.

We apprehend a sprinkling of the driest and finest dust of any kind, while the

plant is yet wet with dew, would be the best preservative against the fly. If

any fertilizer, such as trash tobacco, or poudrette, can be so thoroughly pulver-

ized as to be used for that purpose, doubtless it would be better. How would

charcoal dust answer 1 Guano is found to be too powerful when thus applied in

direct contact with the plant ; but Mr. Bowie's suggestion of a solution of it is

feasible and promising. The worst of it is with agriculturists in these cases,

they take it out in having a great mind to try this experiment and that. They

think too long, and are too slow to act. Why do n't Agricultural Societies stimu-

late to experiments out of the old beaten track ?

GRAZING CATTLE IN WESTERN VIRGINIA.

Those who have enjoyed, as we had the. pleasure to do last summer, an op-

portunity to contemplate this branch of Husbandry under peculiarly agreeable

circumstances, cannot fail to regard it as one of the most pleasant and entertain-

ing that can employ the capital and attention of the agriculturist. At the same

time, it was impossible to see, without deep regret, a noble region of country

like that of Western Virginia, with all its capabilities for the production of so

many staples restricted, in the enjoyment of its rich resources, to this single pro-

duct, resolving all its grass and its grain into living locomotives, as the only

shape in which any profit can be derived from their fertile valleys and grass-clad

mountains, their lime, timber, and water-power without limit. What a spec-

tacle of improvidence, in this age of progress, to see a country so incumbered

with timber as to cost the owner $10 an acre to get it cleared and burnt off, to

make way for the plow, instead of having the cattle killed, and salted on the

spot, the bark employed in tanning their hides, and the wood employed in burn-

ing the lime that cumbers the earth—instead of sending millions of pounds of

lard, and tallow, and butter, and cheese, and flour, and pork, and honey, and hops,

and wool, and iron, and salt, and a thousand things, to market by railroad, all

these rich resources are either locked up altogether, or made to contribute only

to the one interesting and beautiful but solitary pursuit of grazing. Oh ! were

it possible to enlist farmers as earnestly in the study and prosecution of their

own interests, as they are made subservient to the schemes and the fortunes of

politicians, and other more particular and closely banded classes of the commu-
nity, what a glorious destiny one might see in the perspective, for States like

Maryland and Virginia, the Carolinas and Georgia, with their inexhaustible

materials and conveniences for every great agricultural staple, for mineral pro-

ducts of every kind, and for all the great branches of Manufacture ! Blessed, in

fact, with every natural guaranty of independence, prosperity and power, that

God in all His goodness could confer on a favored people, and yet what a spec-

tacle do we see ! Confined to the cultivation of four or five staples, and depend-
ent for a living profit on these upon the fluctuating policy of foreign Governments
and the yet more uncertain prevalence of famine or abundance abroad, according
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to the accidents of the seasons ! Instead of rising in our might, as one nation, to de-

mand the enactment of a policy that would force the capitalist with his capital, and

the machinist with his machinery, to come and establish himself here, where
materials and provisions are cheap, and where, with the fashioner of his produce

in his immediate vicinity, the farmer and the planter would have demand for

every production the earth could be made to bear, and would keep at home and

save that portion of his labor, and products, and time, and manure, which are

now wasted on the road and on the ocean, in the very act of exchanging his

raw materials for manufactures at thousands of miles from each other.

But our purpose was merely to note as to one point touched upon in this in-

teresting and valuable letter from Mr. Caperton. It will be seen that he adverts

to the settled conviction existing among practical men of the intrinsic usefulness

and value of salt in the practice of grazing.

The reason ive raised the question was twofold—first, that if as useful and

necessary as we there saw it was esteemed to be, the fact should be made known
for the benefit, we will not say the confusion, of our friends in many parts of the

country, Avho, as we well know, altogether neglect to have their domestic ani-

mals salted ; and then another reason was that, as in Europe, where this work
is read, the question of salt or no salt, in fattening cattle and sheep, has been

lately raised, and careful experiments instituted to test it, we were desirous to

have the benefit of the observations of practical men in our own country, most

interested in the subject, and most likely to be well informed.

Adding now the testimony of Mr. Caperton to that of other gentlemen of ob-

servation, experienced graziers, we have only to say that according to the lately

published results of actual experiments, made with great care and minuteness,

in France and England, both with cattle and sheep, the use of salt proved to be

of no value whatever. In the case of the trial with a dozen sheep, which lasted

for several months, the salted sheep gained more than the unsalted by about

one shilling's worth more than the cost of the salt.

The English experimenter, or Editor—we forget which—adverts to the same

circumstance referred to by Mr. Caperton, the great fondness evinced by wild

animals, in traveling to a great distance to salt-licks ; still, he says, there is the

obstinate fact, the undoubted result of a most exact and careful experiment.

After all, Avhat a happy thing for the pursuit, that open questions are ever to

be found that invite investigation and trial

!

We are disposed to think that much may depend on locality. Both the soil

and grasses are known to contain a certain amount of common salt ; and the

quantity may depend, among other circumstances, on the greater or less distance

of the place from the ocean. We should doubt whether there exists, in Wor-

cester County, on the seaboard of Maryland, anything like the same occasion to

salt domestic animals that is found in Allegany County, and that independently

of their cattle having access to salt water.

Since writing the above, we find in Johnston's Lectures on Agricultural Chem-

istry and Geology, a section on the very subject in hand, which we shall place

immediately after Mr. Caperton's letter, and which contains perhaps all we can

hope for, until we possess greater facilities for the application of Science to ag-

ricultural problems—such facilities as we now possess for its application to war-

like studies and pursuits. With such facilities, it need not be long before we
could have the grasses and the food grown on the seaboard analyzed and chem-

ically compared with those on the mountains. So of the air, and the running
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and rain waters of the two regions, and thus have settled on the basis of undeni-

able illustration, this and innumerable problems besides, inter^ting to A"-ricul-

ture—one that if equally interesting to the purposes of war and manslaughter,

would be promptly investigated by the Government, as was the gunpoivder

cotton question ; and if the facilities had not been already provided for such
analysis, for military uses, our Congressmen of both Houses, as recreant to the

agricultural as they are subservient to the military class, would promptly and
with one voice, on the first hint, supply the requisite facilities without a ques-

tion about the cost ! Such is the gross prostitution of legislative power over the

treasure collected chiefly from the agriculturists, perpetrated by those whom, in

their blindness and tame submission to abuse, they allow to represent them !

Will the time ever arrive when generations described as having " eyes, but who
saw not, ears but heard not, and understandings but understood not," shall pass

away, and give place to those who will exercise for their own good the senses

and faculties with which God has endowed them ?

We ought to apologize to Mr. Caperton for using, as we here do, what was
not " penned for publication "

; but the subject is a novel one to many of our
readers, who are as ignorant as we once were of how things are carried on up
there in the gorges of the mountains, through which we see these fine droves

of fat cattle come annually, rolling along down our turnpike roads, from far-oft'

regions—a sort oi terra incognita to us of the salt-water country.

Mr. JohnS. Skinner: Oakland, November, 1847.

My residence is in the south end of our county, about 20 miles from the
Court-House, on a farm of about 1,240 acres, about 500 of which are cleared,
the residue in woods—in its general features and character but slightly dif-

ferent from the lands in the vicinity of Union. I do not cultivate lar^-elv,

nor to a greater extent than is sufficient to furnish grain, &c., for myljwn
consumption, grazing being the business upon which I rely for a return. Be-
sides the stock necessary for the purposes of the farm, I winter and g-raze
100 head of cattle, the ordinary cost of which, or rather the average of which
one year with another, is about $14 50 to $15, which we are generally able
to sell to purchasers for the Eastern markets for from $25 to $28. The
business of farming and grazing thus combined I regard as the most beau-
tiful imaginable. To take care of a hundred cattle, as we mana;?e it in this
country, so far as the labor and trouble are concerned, is, to use" a common
expression, a mere nothing. The only trouble or labor attending the matter is
during the winter months, when it is necessary to feed them, to do which re-
quires a man and a boy for a short time each day, using for the purpose a two-
horse wagon—one driving while the other throws off the hay, fodder, or straw
on either side. We aim always to feed the straw when the snow is on the
ground, inasmuch as the cattle eat it much belter than at any other time. It is
also better to feed Indian corn fodder on snow, for the reason that tiiey will eat
much more of the stalk then than when the ground is bare.
There is a difference of opinion among graziers as to the superiority of hay, or

fodder, as winter food for cattle. The only difference, I think, is that fodder is
less apt to constipate. With the exercise of a little skill in the management of
our grazing lands, (and that consists simply in not grazing too closely,)" with the
aid of our meadows, which are kept up as a reserve after they are" mown, we
can keep our stock of all kinds without using a pound of hay, fodder or straw
until the first of January. The feeding continues to the 15th of April or 1st of
May, depending on the nature of the spring, when they are turned upon the pas-
tures, and treated as you saw when here last summer.
The inquiry of late seems to have been raised as to the utility of salt for stock.

I must confess that when I first saw that this question was seriouslv raised I
was not a little astonished, for I had supposed that if there was anytliinsj in the
care and management of stock of all kinds, the utility of wiiich was settled be-
yond cavil or doubt, it was the regular and generous use of salt. The aviditv

[T2~)
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with which it is sought by all ruminating animals in a wild state, seems to me
ought to be con(Jusive of the question. Look, for instance, at the constancy
and regularity with which deer resort to tlie natural licks in the forests, and
even more so to licks made by the hunters, termed artificial licks, and to

wherever cattle are salted in the mountains. But independent of this, my ex-

perience in the matter satisfies me perfectly, and every person in this county
will concur in the opinion, that it is indispensable in the rearing and manage-
ment of cattle—so much so that we in this county would almost as soon think

of doing without grass as without salt. In using the terra cattle, I intend it in

its general sense, including horses, hogs, sheep and coavs. On neat cattle, as au
evidence of its great utility, let any one put two lots of steers, heifers, or cows,
in separate fields ; give one salt abundantly and regularly, and the other none ;

and the difference in favor of the lot salted, as to growth, fatness and general
appearance, would dispel at once every shadow of doubt on the subject. The
experienced buyer can tell at one glance, when he gets among a lot of bullocks,

whether they have been well salted or not, particularly if the pasture in which
they are is tolerably good. If they have been well salted, their hair will present

a rich, soft, glossy appearance ; their skins will seem to be full and loose upon
them, and the animal will present a growing, sappy look, and will have licked

himself much over his sides, shoulders and quarters. The animal that has
failed getting his proper allowance of salt will exhibit a coat of hair of a dry,

rough, husky look, standing out like bristles, and withal will be something of

a Cassius in his appearance, having a lean and hungry look. We are not in the

habit of sheltering the stock we design grazing, during the winter months, not

deeming it at all necessary for their welfare, as they have been accustomed to

the peltings of the pitiless storm, from their calfhood up.

In perusing the number of The Farmers' Library for this month, I noticed a
remark, under the head of "Cattle of Improved Breeds," made by you, that

nothing was more observable in your late rambles through the mountains of
Virginia than the failure of those who breed their own cattle, to provide them-
selves with good bulls. The observation is true, although of late years our
farmers have awakened considerably from their apathy on this subject.

There seems to be a growing desire (true, it is slow) to procure better bulls
;

but the " almighty dollar," as you say, chokes the growth of the desire amazingly.
The idea of paying out $10 for a good bull-calf, is an insurmountable obstacle

with many of our farmers, who are just as able to pay $100. I have argued
and disputed hundreds of times on this subject with our farmers—have fur-

nished proof upon proof of the vast advantage of breeding from improved stock

—

and after all, they will turn round, and with a knowing leer, answer you by say-

ing that good grass makes a good calf—that this thing of blood is all in your
eye. To instil f liberal notions into our farming population on this subject, and to

overcome the deep-rooted prejudices of the majority, in regard to blooded stock,

will require much patience, numerous examples, and not a few years. By way
of winding up this thoughtlessly-spun-out epistle, I will relate a circumstance
which fell under my immediate observation, as one among ten thousand instances

or proofs of the superiority of the improved stock over the ordinary stock of the
country. A few weeks since, I was compelled to kill a two-year-old bull, on
account of his predatory disposition, the produce of a remarkably fine Durham
bull and a cow descended from the old Patton stock. He was reared, from a calf,

without anything more than the ordinary attention bestowed on calves in this

country—fed upon hay in the winter and grass in the summer. His net weight
when killed (and he was by no means fat) was 792 lbs. The ordinary bulls of
the county at five years old, when fat, would hardly reach this.

I have penned this not by any means for publication, never having written a
line in my life for a journal or paper of any description, but simply to indulge in

a kind of epistolary conversation Avith you on our mode of farming and grazing

combined. I love the employment, and love to talk about it. Excuse me for

thus trenching upon your time and patience, and accept the best regards of
Your friend, &c. WM. G. CAPERTON.

You are talking to one about whom there is " no tire" on such subject—one

who, though he may not have time otherwise to acknowledge, will always be

;grateful for the favor of your correspondence. J. S. S.
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SALT.
THE SUPPOSED FATTENING PROPERTY OF COMMON SALT.

The experiments of Boussingault have been, as we have seen, elsewhere

more particularly referred to ; but are better described in what follows from John-

ston. The more recent trials of the value of salt in fattening sheep, (as fond of salt

as horned cattle,) were also particularly detailed in a late number of the London
Agricultural Gazette, which we sent away to an esteemed friend near Asheville,

N C. In both cases the animals were weighed before the trial commenced and

after being slaughtered. Their food, too, was the same precisely where the salt

was given and where it was not; and with both cattle and sheep the salt proved

to be superfluous.

The following are the observations of Professor Johnston

:

It is known that wild animals are fond of salt, and in some countries eagerly
frequent salt-licks for the purpose of obtaining it. Our domestic animals also,

are known to relish it ; and as the constituents of common salt are always pres-
ent in the fluids of the animal body, it is believed by many to be absolutely ne-
cessary, and by more to be useful, in promoting the health of the stock to which
it is given.

It is the opinion of some, also, that it has an actual feeding or fattening ten-
dency—making the same amount of food go farther in sustaining the life of the
animal, or i;i adding to its weight. That it has any such direct tendency, how-
ever, is rendered very doubtful by the result of some recent experiments by Bous-
singault. He selected a number of heifers, divided them into two lots, "and fed
them respectively for forty-four days on the same quantity of food, giving to the
one lot a daily allowance of salt, and to the other none. At the end of the time
both lots had increased equally in live-weight, and were apparently in equal
health.

It does not appear, therefore, that in all circumstances common salt is likely to
add to the nutritive value of the food with which it is mixed. There mav be
circumstances, however, in which the use of salt may cause animals to increase
more rapidly in weight ; and in reference to this point there are several circum-
stances which deserve the consideration of the practical man.

1st. Wiien animals are fattening it is often of great consequence to induce
them to consume a large quantity of food in a limited period of time. The ad-
dition of salt has the effect of giving a relish to the food, so as to awaken an ap-
petite in an otherwise apparently satiated beast. It is tbus induced to eat, and
to perform upon itself, though in a less degree, the operation of crammin"-, bv
which poultry are so quickly fattened.

2d. Wlien iiay or other similar food becomes musty and oifensive to cattle, a
sprinkling of salt often removes their dislike, and induces them to eat what they
would otherwise reject. The same food may in this way also be made to go
farther.

3d. When salt is given to cattle they are more inclined to drink—in reality
they drink much more water than when no salt is given. In some cases this
may be an advantage, especially when the water contains any ingredients by
which the health of the stock is likely to be promoted. But the tliirst produced
by the salt is often made to act in another way. To cattle tied up to fatten a
lump of salt is presented, of which, by constant licking, they consume a laro-e
quantity. But no water is given them and they are, ttierefure, driven by way of
slaking their thirst to consume a greater weight of the watery turnip. In this
way, again, the process of cramming is promoted and a speedier fattcniu"- en-
sues.

4th. Lastly,—though in the experiment of Boussingault the use of salt add-
ed nothing to the comparative weight, it may be diflerent with other kinds of
food, and with crops raised in other localities. Thus it may be assumed that a
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certain quantity of salt is necessary to the healthy condition of an animal. This
salt it obtains from its food or from its drink. But the quantity of salt in the
food varies with the kind of food, with the soil on which it is grown, with the
manner by which its growth is promoted, and probably with the proximity or

exposure to the sea of the locality in which the crop is raised. If the soil or

manure is rich in common salt, or if the sea-spray freely reach it, the crop may
abound in it to such a degree as readily to supply all that the animal to which it

is given may require. If the contrary is the case the addition of salt may be
necessary to the perfect health of the animal, and therefore toils profitable nour-
ishment and growth.
The water again of our springs and rivers which always contains salt is more or

less rich in this substance according as the soil or rock through which it flows is

so, or according as it is near or remote from the sea. Thus in some districts what
the food does not supply the drink may make up, while in others both food and
drink may leave a deficiency, which the practical farmer may find it advantage-
ous and profitable to supply. Though not directly fattening, salt may, in such
cases, by promoting or maintaining the health of an animal, actually tend to a
more rapid increase of its weight.

[To show how much there may be in the difference of water in ditferent regions, it is enough to state that

on a mill-wheel, near Newmarket, Virginia, the deposit of lime is so great in every few years as to form a

complete encasement of i of an inch of the arms of the wheel, Ed. Farm. Lib.]

USE OF CORN MEAL IN FATTENING DOMESTIC ANIMALS,

ACCORDING TO EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES.

The value and economy of Indian corn meal as food for domestic animals, as

compared with other articles and especially with oil-cake, is one of the most in-

teresting problems that can now engage the attention of scientific and practical

men ; and we shall feel particularly indebted to all who will aid us in the inqui-

ry. We have no doubt of its great saving compared with other food used in

England, except the oil-cake, and especially in combination with Swedish or

other turnips. The question as to oil-cake rests on our want of exact informa-

tion as to the cost and value of that. Every one is aware that besides its fatten-

ing properties it has, in the experience of English farmers, great value on ac-

count of the addition it imparts to the fertilizing property of the excrements of

cattle fed upon it—giving, as they aver on analysis and experience, double the

efficacy to a given weight of manure.

If it can be demonstrated that our corn meal may, as we doubt not it may, be

so desiccated in Stafford's Patent Dryer as to keep for any length of time, and

that, having regard to all ulterior uses and cfi'ects, it may be profitably substitu-

ted for oil-cake so much used in England, what will stand in the way of a con-

stant and unfailing demand in that country for this most valuable American sta-

ple ? Thus who can fail to see the importance of the question it presents to a

large portion of American cultivators, or hesitate to give what assistance he

may in the elucidation of the subject ? As we have before stated, we pointed the

public attention to the use and value of corn meal, as food for fattening cattle,

in the very first number of an agricultural paper, which made its appearance in

the United States, appearing in fact on the first but dated on the 2d of April,

1S19, because our friends assured us of being laughed at for attempting to make

April fools of all who should be silly enough to read an agricultural paper ! !

In that number was civcu a particular historv and account of two famous oxen

—
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Columbus and the Delaware Ox—fatted by the late John Barney of Delaware,

a man of uncommon sagacity and enterprise in the line of his business as a graz-

ier and victualer.

" Columbus " weighed alive 2,962 pounds. The " Delaware Ox " 2,688, the

rough tallow of the first was 218 pounds, of the second 2735. The net weight
of the first 2,090, of the last 1,851. The loss unaccounted for in the first case was
883, and in that of the Delaware Ox lOo^. In the history of these animals, ac-

companied by a good portrait of the DelaAvare Ox that would now be looked on

as a caricature, we stated : " In reply to inquiries on that point, Mr. Barney in-

forms us that ivatching the appetite of these oxen and carefully regulating their

meals according to the weather, [doubtless giving more in proportion as it was
colder,] they were kept always in good health—seldom failed to eat their allow-

ance, and were never surfeited.

He [an Englishman] considers that 1.71 the means of fattening cattle this coun-

try possesses, in its Indian corn, an advantage over England for which she has

no adequate substitute. He gives the preference to Indian meal over every other

species of food for fattening either sheep or cattle, and gives it in its dry unsift-

ed state. But he is clearly of opinion that a much less quantity of meal will

answer, and that it is eaten wit'h a better appetite when used in conjunction with

ruta-baga : of this root he has the highest opinion, agreeing with Mr. Cobbett,

that it is sweeter and far more nutritious than any other vegetable used for feed-

ing live-stock."

We have a letter on this subject from Mr. Stafford which happens at the mo-

ment not to be within reach. We shall give it, with some other opinions and

facts to illustrate a question of the highest importance to the cultivators of a sta-

ple amounting probably, the past year, to 500,000,000 of bushels.

Such analyses of Indian corn as have been made in foreign countries and at

home shall also be published. Our Societies and Institutes have been repeated-

ly urged to have the plant, in all its parts and stages of growth, analyzed, it be-

ing a subject of almost universal interest to the agricultural community ; but, it

would cost a little trouble to have it done, and moreover would require perhaps

a few hundred dollars out of the thousands that are received and hoarded for

speculative purposes and expenditures, beyond their proper sphere, instead of ap-

plying them to practical things—to reward philosophical investigations, and to

introduce nev/ machinery and plants and seeds, and the application of science

and of steam to practical Agriculture.

Newmarket, Nov. 2~, 1847.

Dear Sir : 1 received your very friendly communication of the 18th inst. in-

closing a letter of introduction from my friend and acquaintance, Oliver Beirne
of New-York, making inquiries of me on the mode and manner of fatting cattle

with corn meal.
I have been a feeder for the last 35 years, and can only give you my own ex-

perience on the subject. I have generally fatted in the spring season 40 to 50-

bullocks. I commence mealing when I turn my stock to grass—give each bul-

lock one gallon of meal night and morning. The meal is prepared by crushing
the coTJi cob with the corn, ground very fine. It makes as many buslu'ls of meal-
as we have bushels of corn in the cob ; so that it just doubles the quantity of
meal by grinding the cob with the corn. We have no mode of ascertaining how
much per day, or month, we can lay on a bullock by this mode of feeding, as we
have no scales to weigh our cattle ; but we suppose when we have a bullock

under good way of fatting we can lay on him something like 2 lbs. per day. It

only takes two months' grazing and feeding to fit a bulhjck for market provided
he is in good stock order when wc commence with meal. It would take double
or treble the time to fatten the same animal on grass alone. We take cattle, for
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the mealing process, of a small size, such as weigh about 1000 lbs. gross, or 500
net. Larger cattle would require more time and a greater quantity of meal.
Hogs are not fattened on meal in this region of country to any extent. Those

who have tried it say it is a great saving of corn—I will take more time, and col-

lect all the information on the subject of your letter that is m my reach, and will

write you again.
Yours respectfuUy, JACOB D. WILLIAMSON.

We shall hope to hear again, and cannot too often, from a correspondent of so

much practical experience. At the same time we cannot but lament the want of

facilities if not of inclination among American practical farmers and graziers,

for more varied and exact experiments, with a view to practical economy, in the

pursuit of their business. J. S. S.

PRINCE GEORGE'S AND ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTIES, MD.

LANDS AND STAPLES MEN AND MANAGEMENT.

If any man desire to see a superior region of country, let him traverse that,

•tip and down and crosswise, which lies from the head-waters of South River

stretching across to Bellair, and embracing the forest of Prince George's County,

including all the head springs that empty themselves into the Patuxet River,

fdown, (as far as we have personally observed,) as low as Bendict, and embracing

both shores of the Patuxet and the shores of the Chesapeake Bay from the

mouth of Rhode River to Drum Point, and his eye will pass over a district scarcely

any, if anywhere, in the Union surpassed for natural fertility, easiness of culti-

vation, adaptation to the most valuable staples and fruits, and quickness, under

good management, to recuperate when exhausted by that which is murderous and

bad.

This region, it will be seen, embraces the whole of Calvert County. Nor,

probably, in any part of the United States will the same number of agricultu-

rists be found who better hnoxv what is needed to constitute good and profitable

Husbandry. Among them the first Agricultural Journal attempted in the Union

has been distributed for 29 years, and during all that time, with occasional inter-

vals. Agricultural Associations have served to disseminate the knowledge of the

best informed and most successful cultivators. If it may be said that a small

proportion read agricultural journals, it cannot be denied that those who do

freely communicate what these journals contain ; and thus the best processes and

latest discoveries and improvements are made known to all.

Thirty years ago, Mr. Hebb and Blr. Law were appointed by the Prince

• George's Agricultural Society to report the value of the exports, the preceding

year, from that county. On the 19th of Oct., 1818, Mr. Hebb reported as follows

:

" The only article that I have been able to ascertain with certainty was the crop

of Tobacco, of 1816, which according to the return of Inspectors, amounted to

4,460 hogsheads, inspected in the year 1817, as the product of the preceding year

to which may be added 200 hogsheads shipped out of the county without being

inspected. To this quantity, made in 1816, may be fairly added one-fourth as the

increased product of the last year—equal, at the present averaged price, to

$873,000, a sum perhaps not equaled by any county in the State." Tobacco must

.have been then at a high figure. When that report was printed, in the follow-
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ing July, 1819, it was quoted at from $8 to $10 and from $10 to $12. By-the-

by, we may copy here, as a curiosity in more ways than one, the very first quo-

tation of prices in the first number of the old American Farmer, dated 1st of

April, 1819.

" Tobacco may be quoted, second quality at from $9 to $11 ; first ditto, $12 to

$13 50. Ten hogsheads from Talbot County sold yesterday, on credit, for

$10 50 and $12 50. This article has fallen in price and is dull sale—little sell-

ing for cash, though there is not much in the market. Wheat—red from $1 50
to $1 60 ; corn 55 cts. ; rye SO els. ; oats 50 cts. ; best beef, retail, 125. 300
bushels wheat made by Mr. Robert Gamble, of Kent County, sold yesterday for

$1 60."

Such was the state of the market 29 years ago. Planters, we guess, would

like to have such " dull sales " reported now. There is not, in the district of

country we have described, an intelligent cultivator who might not, with good

management, speedily bring his land to produce 60 bushels of corn, 20 of wheat,

40 of oats or barley, and 1000 weight of tobacco to the acre ; for although it may
be contended that he may not have force, or capital to hire the force to put his

land in the requisite condition, he might restrict the area of his cultivation to a

smaller surface.

The great political misfortune of the State is, that while she has not one-

fourth of the force necessary to cultivate her land properly, other force will not

come to it under existing circumstances. Another sad misfortune is the want of

a policy that would bring consumers and fashioners of agricultural produce to

settle down at the door of, or very near the producers ; and the want of whom
restricts the cultivator to only a feio staples that will bear transportation to the

distant consumer and fashioner or manufacturer. In practical management,

the great defect consists in neglect of the means of accumulating home-made

manure, and in bad, careless and unskillful management of their live-stock—in

not studying to know how much of each kind it would be most profitable to keep,

and hoio to keep and improve it. A good and rigid Dog Law, and a rigid and ex-

emplary punishment of receivers of stolen goods, (instead of gentlemen's speak-

ing to and even shaking hands with the scoundrels because they are white and

have votes)—strict regulations on these points alone would enable the landhold-

ers of the State to draw, from sheep alone, an additional clear income of

$100,000. But alas, every man is a politician, and every man looking for office

—civil or military—for himself or some near connexion. In the mean time a
fearful National Debt is running up against the farmers and planters of the State,

ready to come down upon their lands before they have time fully to discharge

that which they have just commenced to pay off*.

It was a maxim laid down with Judge Buel, who rendered more lasting ser-

vice to the United States than any warrior since the days of Washington, that

every good farmer should husband his resources for manure in such manner as

to accumulate from 12 to 15 loads for each of his horses and cattle. At that rate

there are hundreds if not thousands in these counties who should haul out from

three to four hundred loads every year. Do they do it ? and how much do they

call a " load ?" Is it a wheelbarrow load, or a donkey load, or as much as two
well-kept yoke of stout oxen can bend their necks to ? In the New-England
States, where they know " a hawk from a hand saw," and call things by their

right names, they write about, and speak of, and measure manure by the cord—
so many cords, of 8 feet long and 4 feel high and 4 feet wide, in a compact, solid

mass that has been well worked and turned over and compounded.
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It Avas by a rare chance that, in October last, we got a ride on horseback from

Upper Marlboro', in view of the beautiful and neatly and well cultivated estates

of the brothers Hill, and thence across Mount Pleasant Ferry to pass a night

with our friend James Owens, Jr., residing in the heart of rich and beautiful

Portland Manor., a magnificent settlement owned by men of his name and fam-

ily, and by the Halls, Thomases, Kents, Sec, passing, the next morning, through

the farms

—

models for neat and skillful management—of John Thomas, Doctor

Fenwick and Mr. Gale, on to West River, where, instead of none, as some years

since, tioo steamboats were ready to take produce and passengers to Baltimore.

The opportunity was embraced to get some information about Tobacco from

one who ought to be something of a judge. Mr. James Owens, Jr. must be ac-

counted, comparatively, yet a young planter, as he dwells within the smoke of

his father's chimney, and who, though a septuagenarian, is yet hearty, active, spir-

ited, and exemplary in all his habits—ready to mount his horse for the chase,

but not ready to give way to younger men to open the gate for him when it

comes to his hand. What a blessing to have such a parent spared to us for so-

cial enjoyment and the benefit of their counsels and experience ! Alas ! as with

time, we too often take no note of such blessings but by their loss. The son, in

this case, has been three years a member of the Prince George's Agricultural

Society ; and in that time has twice borne off the first, and once the second pre-

mium, for the best hogshead of Tobacco of the year ! Being curious to learn the

weights and sales of these prize hogsheads, and something of his experience

and opinions generally, he could not tell the first, which showed a want of proper

exactness in keeping his farm register, but the price they sold for was $12 per

hundred in 1845, and $13 50 in 1846. That of 1846 was the one for which he

took the second premium. This year he took the first premium again for tobac-

co, not yet sold but lately valued at f 15, though if early in market would have

commanded $20.

It cannot be otherwise than that something of the management and progress

of a plain, intelligent, upright, industrious, unpretending planter like him who is

the subject of these remarks should be acceptable to the readers of this Journal

—quite as much so, we should suppose and hope, and quite as useful as the ma-

neuvers of a troop of light horse, or items of the blood and carnage of a battle

field 2,000 miles off'— that is, if agriculturists were reared in a clear discernment

and appreciation of the value of a peaceful, cheap and free Government and of

all that most vitally concerns themselves and their posterity. In that persuasion,

we give the following extract from a letter received in answer to one urging a

plain statement of the facts it details, and that because an unfortunate, unreliable

memory did not enable us to repeat, as we had gathered them, from personal

inquiry and recollection. This statement may serve to give a general idea of

the capabilities of the lands of Portland Manor, of the general course of hus-

bandry, and the results of agricultural labor skillfully applied throughout the re-

gion referred to. It will be seen that Mr. Owens is setting, for the young men

of the State, an example which all might follow, of a young farmer commencing

on 190 acres of land with a very small and inefficient force, going on increasing

his crops and the fertility/ of his land simultaneously, until he finds it to be his

interest, and within his means, not only to rear his family in respectability and

comfort and to have a welcome and a plate for a friend, but to give $0,0 an acre

for 160 acres of land, hard by such land as Avould be worth $200 an acre in New
England or anywhere where the awl and the lapstone, and the loom and the an-
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vil, and the hatter and the miller, are close at hand to demand every peck of po-

tatoes, and every bushel of turnips, and every bunch of onions, and every head

of cabbage, and pound of butter, and pint of milk, and dozen of eggs, and barrel

of apples, down even to a bunch of parsley, or a sprig of sage or thyme.

It was the fear of appearing to look too pryingly into his personal concerns

that prompted the apology which may be inferred from a passage in this letter

—

a letter not volunteered but written with manly frankness, on our assurance that

such facts may be useful, if well applied, to the young farmers of the State and

the Union. For ourselves, we are free to confess that we value an exhibit like

this as calculated to do more good to society than all the details of the bloodiest

battle-field that any warrior's bulletin ever described—even such a field as that

wherein a " Hancock hoy," as an Editor says, writes home to his friend in Mary-

land ihat, in a late battle in Mexico, he and his brother Americans " butchered

the Mexicans like hogs in a slaughter-fen.'''' Beautiful scenes to which to innure

the " boys " of a christian country. Be it understood that we do not write here

as a partisan, but as a Christian and a patriot, whose position in life makes it his

duty, without respect to party, to watch over the general Landed Interest of the

country, and who cannot but experience inexpressible affliction at seeing an accu-

mulation of hundreds of millions of dollars of debts and pensions, for which

that Interest must be the ultimate security, and by which, in very large propor-

tion, it must, in som e shape and form, be ultimately paid. We speak as an Amer-

ican, in behalf of all parties that make up a class far more numerous and far

more liable to abuse than all others—one which exercises with so much less of

union and sagacity than any other the power of self defence. Believing as we
do, would it not be treason to be silent ? We do n't view it as a question of party

politics, else prudence if not contempt would lead us to be silent ; but we look

upon it, (the debt of the Government,) as one accumulating to a fearful and enor-

mous amount against the Farmers and Planters of this Union. So viewing it,

before Heaven, would they respect us the more for being silent ?

Portland Manor, Dec. 10, 1847.

My Dear Sir : Your letter did not reach rae until Friday last, but I hasten to

answer it as accurately as possible in the absence of papers and account sales,

necessary to a correct statement of all the proceeds of my farm.

I think the proper distance to plant tobacco, to make it of fine texture, is 2
feet, 8 or 10 inches. In no case would I exceed it. Any distance over 3 feet

increases the coarseness and thickness of the leaf, as will, also, loiv topping.
My experience teaches me, if I wish to make fine tobacco, to top it as high as it

will make a tolerable leaf. The number of leaves will depend very often upon
the size or hight of the stalk, and again on the variety : probably you are not
aware that there are many kinds of tobacco. Some will yield one-third more
than others; but 1 prefer that of a good quality to a large quantity of very infe-

rior stuff that does not pay half as well as that of better quality. As you will
see, I have greatly curtailed my crop : I think I always average about 1,500
lbs. to the acre ; but that average greatly exceeds the quantity generally raised
to the acre. My rule \\\ hanging also depends upon the size. Plants that yield
from i to 3 of a pound when cured should be hung when green 8 inches apart
upon the slick ; the sticks should be the same distance. If it is my intention to

fire, (which is nearly dispensed with generally,) I hang about 2 inches nearer
than described above.

The increase of the uwrm has not been gradual but rapid ; almost amounting
to a plague. I attribute it to the great increase in the crop, persons being una-
ble, from tiie quantity of tobacco planted, to keep the worms down, and all that
were not killed went into the ground and came out breeders for the next year. I

am confident that the fly that attacks the plant in spring in the bed is the turnip-

fiy. 1 will state my reason some future dav.
(-35)
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In 1845 I worked three men, three boys, and two women, one of them taken
off twice a day to milk, and made 38 hogsheads, weighing about 850 lbs. each ; 200
barrels corn,and 560 bushels wheat; some oats—the number of bushels not recol-

lected.* In 1846 I added one man, one girl and one boy. I made 36 hogsheads,
(the worms increased and destroyed a good deal,) 400 barrels corn, and 900
bushels wheat—the season for wheat the most unfavorable I ever knew. I

took no account of the quantity of oats. In 1847, with the same force, but very
much crippled by sickness, I have housed about 20 hogsheads tobacco, about
800 barrels corn, 1,000 bushels wheat, (the most sold for seed,) and 450 bushels
oats. I omitted to say that 1 sold my crop of wheat in 1845 for seed. The gross
sale of produce sent to market in 1847 will amount to about $3,400.1
To give you an idea how my crops compare with former years, I took posses-

sion of this farm in 1834. Then my force was very small indeed. I had no
hands of my own: those I had on the farm were, one man, one woman, two
small boys, and one very old man and woman. My largest crop then was 100
barrels corn, 12 hogsheads tobacco, and about 600 bushels wheat, was the aver-

age. In 1836 I was married. My family consisted of myself and wife and one
boy ; the balance were hired servants. My family has now increased to 32 ; so

you see 1 have to look around me and work a little harder every day.

I do not think any question that you have asked me impertinent ; and do as-

sure you that nothing could give me more pleasure than to answer them in a
manner that you could easily comprehend.
Now, my dear friend, I have one request to make :—that is, that you will not

ridicule my letter, as you did my bad management.^ I am as unaccustomed to

writing long letters as you are averse to bad cultivation.

I wish you would come to see me, and spend some time, then I could hear
you talk, and would show you something about tobacco that I cannot write.

I omitted, in its proper place, to give my rotation of cultivation. When I

first took possession, we wrought upon Avhat we term the "/owr-field system."
The farm was divided into four fields. The first was to fallow for wheat, then
corn and tobacco, then wheat or oats, which preparad the land to receive clover

seed. But finding my force increasing and my farm getting no larger, I changed,
in order to have one-third of the farm to cultivate in corn and tobacco, and take
chances after them for wheat, which gives me a crop from two-thirds of the

farm each year.

I should have said that tobacco should not be pressed together until it is per-

fectly cured ; then to stow it closely preserves its color. Probably it would be
proper for me to say that a single plant, or stick of plants, hanging in a house,

where it can have the air and influence of the sun, will cure green— it appears to

be necessary to fill the house properly to get it to cure well.

I gave for Lyle's land, (160 acres,) sixty dollars per acre. The proceeds of

that place in 1846 were 12 hogshead stobacco, 700 bushels wheat, and 100 barrels

corn. That of 1847 will not exceed 8 hogsheads tobacco, 420 barrels corn, 550

bushels wheat, and 170 bushels oats.—The farm on which I live has 190 acres.
Your friend, J. OWENS, Jr.

[* This force was not, in what it would hire for, or in efficiency, more than equal to 6 able-bodied hands.

.Supposing the tobacco to be worth $5 a hundred on the farm, the corn 50 cents and the wheat one dollar

—

leaving out of view the oats, pork, vegetables, cattle reared, with house-rent, firewood and living for the

whole family—leaving these out, and there is a product in the three items mentioned equal to $437 per

hand. What State or what staples or management can heat that? Ed. Farm. Lib.]

[tThis year the force was increased equal, say, to two efficient hands, say 8 in all—sales $3,400 or S425

each I What is such land, with such management, not worth 1 Be it remembered that, in the mean time

all, black and white, have had their backs well covered, and their bellies well filled with a superabundance

of the best of food. Not so much ' garden sauce " as the New England farmer ; but a good ham of bacon

for every .Sunday, with a fat lamb, turkey or pullet, for variety—and, withal, a better appetite, and moi-o

animated, cheerful and hopeful life than falls to the lot of the town millionaire, sufl'ering under the altem-

ating miseries of physical satiety and the sordid yearnings of avarice. Ed. Farm. Lib.]

H If we ventured to jeer our friend about his management, it was for a want of neatness—which is so de-

lightful to look at—going, in a word, a lectle too much for the main chance. The plow had not run close

enough to the roads and fences ; and, besides, it may be that not quite force and time enough had been spar-

ed for the garden, and the dairy, and the poultry-yard, &c.— little matters that need not be too e.\aclly enu-

merated, but which every housewife who is allowed to see this, will comprehend without another word

from one of their oldest friends, the Ed. Farm. Lib.]
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THE HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT. .

THE HABITS OF INSECTS.

What! a chapter on insects—filthy insects

—

for the Ilousewife^s Department ?

Even so, good friends, a few words on what is called Entomology for your amuse-

ment, strange as it may appear. While there are some who would circumscribe

the range of Woman's inquiries and intellectual exercise, within limits so narrow

that little would remain beyond the almanac and the cookery book, we would

not fly to the other extreme: yet, we hold it to be strictly Avithin her province,

as she can catch the time, to make herself passably well acquainted with the

natural history of birds, plants, fruit-trees and insects; because these all fall with-

in the sphere of her daily walks and duties ; and some of them, as every house-

wife knows to her sorrow, within the list of her daily annoyances. The least

glimpse at the variety and importance of the subject will beget a desire to pur-

sue the study ; and qualify her to participate in the so much more various con-

versation of her friends, and by-and-by to impart entertaining instruction to her

children.

Among the most interesting of "Knight's Weekly Volumes " are, for instance,

those on Insect Architecture and Bird Architecture ; and who has not been agree-

ably surprised and delighted in following Huish, in his researches and descrip-

tions of the habits, economy, the architecture, the industry, the policy,and even

the wars of bees and a7its ! for Man is not the only creature that takes delight in

slaughtering his fellow beings ; but these others have not the lights of Christi-

anity to restrain them. They are not endowed with our high faculties, nor, that

we know of, enjoined from on high to " love their enemies "
:

•• Say. why was Man thus eminently raised
Amid the vast creation 1 Why empowered
Through life and death, to cast his watchful eye
With thought beyond the limits of his frame 'I

But that the Omnipotent might send him forth

In sight of angels and approving worlds

—

Might send him forth the sovereign good to learn,

To chase each meaner passion from his breast
And through the storms of passion and of sense.

To hold straight on, with constant heart and eye
."^till fixed upon Man's everlasting palm
The approving smile of Heaven."

"Could mankind," says Bewick, "be prevailed upon to read a few lessons
from the great Book of Nature, so amply spread out before them, they would
clearly see the hand of Providence in every page ; and would they consider the
faculty of reasoning as the distinguishing gift of the human race, and use it as
the guide of their lives, they would find their reward in a cheerful resignation
of mind—in peace and happiness, under the conscious persuasion that a good
naturalist cannot be a bad mati."

THE ADVANTAGES OF STUDYING ENTOMOL-
| gtand to Mail, to domestic animals, aiid fo tlio

OGT BY THE AGRICULTURIST AND FOREST-
! different kiiuls of vegetable productions,

ER, AND THE METHOD OF DOING SO.
" ....

The branch of Natural History whicli re-

spects the knowledge of Insects is named,
according to the generally received Greek
expression. Entomology.
The intimate connection in which insects

'737J

makes them well worthy the consitleratiou

of every one, and particularly of the agricul-

turist and the t<)rester. Although insects are
small and inconsiderable, the c.xceeJnigly
great number of species, and the still greater
number of individuals in many of them, fill-
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Ij" compensate for their want of coi-poreal

inagnilude. The amount of the species of
plants, and all the classes of other animals ta-

ken together, cannot (according to the latest

estimates) equal in amount the species of in-

sects, as we reckon about 300,000 species.

If we consider the fecundity of many kinds
of insects, which sometimes produce an off-

spring of several hundreds, or even thousands
(the females of the tennites, or white ant,

producing an offspring of 40,000,) and also

that some kinds produce several generations
in one yeai-, it appears evident that the num-
ber of insects can hardly be estimated. As
a proof of this, which perhaps to many may
appear too bold an assertion, we need only
mention the enormous swarms of locusts,

which are sometimes so numerous, and in

such masses, tiiat they darken the sun, and
when they alight, they fi-equently cover seve-
ral square miles of land ; also the Rhagio
C'oliimhaschensis, Fab., a minute dipterous
insect, but a fearful plague in many parts of
the bannat of Temeswar, and which when
congregated in the air resemble dark clouds,
although each individual is not more than two
lines long. Who could even reckon the myr-
iads of gnats or midges, which in many
years, like pillars of smoke, ascend in the
air ? Or who could succeed in ascertaining
the number of inhabitants in an ant-hill ? All
these myriads derive their nourishment either
from plants or animals, in their living state,

or from their remains when dead ; and there
are even some to which Man himself must pay
ti'ibute with his blood.

" From such considerations are we not,"
says Schrank, the worthy Bavarian natural-
ist, " alarmed for our forests, gardens, and
groves? Do not these innumerable millions
of insects which incessantly labor at their de-
sti'uction, confiise our understanding when
we begin to i-eckon them, and terrify our im-
agination which magnifies them ? And can
I be believed if I assert that I discover be-
neficence in such unspeakable desti-uction,

beauty in these devastations, wisdom in this

disorder, and life in this manifold death?
Nevertheless it is so. Whatever many may
say of Nature growing old, the naturalist finds
her always young and beautiftd, always esti-

mable, just as she came fi-om the hand of her
Creator, and as she indeed every moment is-

sues afresh from the hand of the Almighty
Being. In His hand the youth of Nalm-e is

contiiuially renewed ; and under His all-rul-

ing Providence, all the millions of apparently
destructive beings only labor in preserving
her existence and embellishment.

" Let us here contemplate the whole econ-
omy of Nature at a general glance, in respect
to forests only ; and let us view her as she is,

without the aid of Man, who often disturbs
her general aiTangement.

" Insects that feed on wood are not injuri-
ous to ligneous plants, except from their dis-
proportionate immbers ; and these numbers,
when left to bountiful Nature herseli", are

(738)

never disproportionate : two assertions which,
however paradoxical they may seem at first

sight, are yet admitted by the naturalist, who
has proofs of them daily before his eyes, as
pmciples, but which I must here demon-
strate, because many persons who are engag-
ed in studying the works of Nature, either as
professional men, or as amateurs, are not nat-

uralists.

" In a work on the Fruitfulness of Plants
[also written by Schrank] it is stated that an
elm twelve years old in one sinple year pro-

duces 164. ."300 seeds ; which in the course of
another twelve years, (if no accident happen-
ed) would become as large trees as their pa-
rent : and from this calculation it appears that

a succession of much more than 26,960 mil-

lions of trees might be obtained fiom one.

"Tliis calculation is made from the fruit

only, and not from the blossoms of any ti-ee,

and is, therefore, applicable to all other trees.

A single sjjccies of trees, such as we have
them in one of our provinces the most scanti-

ly clothed with trees, would during the life

of man cover a large extent of land with a
thick forest, and after a few centuries it would
appear as if the whole world had been made
for it only—as if it alone would cover the
whole extent of dry land.

" The great multiplicity of organized beings
which makes the world as it is at present so

beautiful, ^vould then have disappeared ; sym-
metry, which gives a charm to this multijilic-

ity, and which delights the contemplator of

Nature in exalted enthusiasm, would have
vanished ; soon would all animal life in the

habitable world be destroyed ; a great num-
ber of birds which live only on insects which
eat wood, we have ah-eady annihilated, by
our presuppositon that these, insects do not

exist; the thick, impeneti-abls forest, which
the kind of tree mentioned would cover,

would soon suppliant eveiy blade of grass,

kill every insect intended to live upon it, ev-

ery bird to wliich tliese insects were intend-

ed as food, destroy all animals living upon
grass that could not reach the tops of the

high forest trees, and finally kill every beast

of prey, which could not at last even find a

carcass to satisfy its ravenous hunger.
" This is but too faint a picture of our earth,

which without the insects that five on wood,
would be but too true. A wise Hand has

scattered them everywhere, and given to

each kind its particular instinct, its peculiar

economy, and great fecundity. With them,
ordei'and life are restored to universal Nature.

On their side, pursued by powerful, or weak,
but not less numerous enemies, they unceas-

uigly follow the given commands of Provi-

dence.
" The proportion which exists between

their increase and the occasion for it, and
their enemies, secures Nature from the devas-

tations which they would occasion, and re-

stores all to the most admhable equality.

" A forest of firs more than a hundred

years oUl, has already nearly .terminated its
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appointed existence. A host of caterpillars

first take pos-;essioii of the bi'anclies. and
consume the foliage. A supeifluity of sap,

(the cu'culatiou of which is rendered languid

by the failing strength of the tree,) an unnat-

ural increase of the nourishing juices between
the bark and wood, and the separation of

these parts, are the consequences.
" Another host of insects now ajjpears

;

they bore through the rind into the inner

bark, which they eat, and pierce through

;

or into the wood, which they pierce and de-

stroy. The diseased trees are now nearly

dead ; the numerous destructive insects in-

crease with the sickness which attracted them
there ; each ti'ee dies of a thousand wounds,
which it receives externally, and from the

enervation which follows in consequence.
The dissolution is accomplished by a third

host of, for the most part, smaller insects, but
still more numerous ; and these are continu-

ally employed in reducing the decayed trunks
to dust as soon as possible, while at the same
time a thicker forest of young trees, and gen-

erally of a difterenl kind, spring out of the

earth, which had afforded nourishment to the

dead tree. Tlie first host certainly occasion-

ed the deathly sickness of the forest ; the

second accelerated its deatli; and tlie third

accomplished its total destruction. It need
not be lamented. These trees woidd have
died a few years later, without any utility

resulting from then- death. Their leafless

stems would probably have remained there

for half a ceutuiy awaiting their destruction,

of no use where they stood, and serving no
purpose but as a fearful hophy of death in

the field of life. They must die, because
they are organic matter. But we only de-

stroy a worn-out vessel, that a better may
take its jilace, but are not able to make any-
thing better out of it. It is not so with Na-
ture. IMillions of sensitive beings find a use
iu the remains of these dying trees, and un-

der every step of near and approaching death
thousands spring forth endowed with vital-

" Each host of these insects are again ex-

posed to desti'oyers, which put a check to

their too great extension. Other insects, and
a gi-eat number of birds, clear away the cat-

erpillars while they are feeding on tlie leaves,

and when they have luidergone their change,
and are lying ui the earth, the wild boar
comes and stirs them out from their place of
rest with his tusks, and devours them with
the greatest eagerness. Those insects which
conceal themselves in the inner bark or wood
do not share a better fate. The woodpecker
knows where to find them, and draws them
out of the deepest holes. Wlien tliey ajjpcar

on the bark in tiie perfect state, they have
the bitterest enemies iu the fly-catcher, the

tree-creeper, and all kinds of magpies. Whole
hosts of these Ijirds are found where these

insectii abound in multitudes; but they leave

the place and disperse themselves as soon as

(739)

the supeifluity of nourishment is exhausted.*
In diis slate all Nature is on a perfect equali-
ty ; but Man comes, and destroys the ordei-

—

he annihilates the haiTnony of Nature, and is

astonished at the discordance. First, he sac-
rifices the wild boar to gratify his palate ;

takes possession of the wood, and, according
to the usual fallacy of takmg the consequen-
ces for the cause, considers the woodpecker
his enemy, and finally, under various preten-
ces, wages war with all the birds of the for-

est.! Insects appear to him too contemptible
for his pursuit, too small, too numerous, and
too well concealed, to reward him directly

for the trouble of endeavoring to extirpate
them. They may, therefore, go on with their

occupations undisturbed, and if they can-y
them too far, he then complain.s of Provi-
dence.

" After havmg wrested the lordship of tlie

woods from the animals, we should pursue
with wsdom the economy which heretofore
the animals, from a blind impulse of Nature,
had practiced. We should anticipate nature
m her operations, and cut down trees that

approach weak old age, or those that ai'e

checked m their gi'owth by a stronger tree
standing near them, or those that have been
killed by lightning ; and the teeth of the boar
which prepared the earth for the seeds,
should be replaced by the pickax, and our
tame pigs ought to be employed ui digging up
the earth-gnibs, which the boar was accus-
tomed to do. We only are to blame if our
finest forests are destroyed," &c. Such are
the expressions of a practical naturalist on bi-

sects which are injurious to forests. A simi-

lar picture may be formed of those which
attack frait-ti'ees, field fruits of all kinds, and
even our domestic animals.

The result of such contemplations will be,
that we can only protect ourselves from the
injurious influence of insects by an ample
knowledge of the reciprocal relation in which
one stands to another, and in order to obtain
this, it is essentially necessary to acquire a
knowledge of those kinds wliich are directly
or indirectly injurious to Man, their different

stages of life, their nourishment, propagation,
duration, and finally their natural enemies.
From what has been said, the importance

of an understanding of Entooiological exist-

ence is sufficiently clear.
'

* Not only does this abundant prevalence, in pro-
portion to the numbers of insects which constitute
their food, occur in the feathered tribes, but it has
also been observed in the parasitic and insectiverous
insects, and that not merely as a more numerous
congregation, but as an actual increase of numbers.
Thus it has been observed, that wlien the proces-
sionary caterpillars are especially abundant, the bril-
liant beetle Calosoma sijcopUanta, which feeds upon
them in the perfect state, is produced in equal jiro-

portion. 'J'he causes which operate in the produc-
tion of a more than ordinarily numerous supply of
the injurious insect.', seem equally favorable to" the
increased development of their enemies.

f A most characteristic anecdote, in illustration of
this observation, is civen by Mr. ,'^pcnce in the Intro-
duction to Entomology, respecting the rook, v. i. p. 31.
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Recipe for making Potato Pudding.—Take one pound of potatoes, half a pound of frcBh

butter, mix them well together and press them through a cullender ; then add the yolks of

eight eggs, the whites of four eggs, half a pound of sugar, and a tea-spoonfull of butter—to

which add mace, citron, or currants, if you choose. S.

In our last we gave you a recipe for buckwheat cakes ; but as the idea of soda is stai'tling,

and may frighten you from that, wo give another whicli you may rely upon as being ^rs<-

rate.

To MAKE Buckwheat Cakes.—Warm the earthen pot well by the fire before the meal ie

put into it ; but do not let it be so hot as to scorch the meal. To one-half peck of buck-

wheat meal put a common sized tea-cupfuU ofgood yeast—first mixing the meal with water the

wannth of new milk, and some salt in it—and mix it well together with the yeast. The bat-

ter should be made about the same consistency as that for pancakes. If the batter is set

about midnight it will be ready for cakes at breakfast—at about 8 or 9 o'clock in the morn-

ing—if set with good yeast. A deep pan should be put imder the pot, and the pot contain-

ing the batter should be set near the fire, but not too near or it will tuni sour.

These cakes to be served up '• hot and hot," and eaten with an abundance of good butter

;

to which some may choose to add nice synip or honey, but not molasses, if in a Christian

country. S.

To Cure Injuries to Trees.—When the ornamental or fi-uit trees, in yard or garden,

which may happen to be your pets, get injured, as they often do, by the carelessness of men-

folks, you should remember that such wounds of the bark or body not only injure and im-

pair the growth and beauty of the tree, but it is in such injuries, jirecisely, that insects choose

to deposit their eggs. The best thing to be done then is to scoop out the decayed part, bark

and wood, and cover the wound with a good coat of tar, to which should be added a little

tallow and saltpeti-e, to be renewed from time to time as it hajipeus to be exhaled. This

application, it is said, will prevent rapid decay, offend the insects, and assist the growth of a

new bark over the wound. What a field does the study of insect and vegetable life open to

the female mind, and how congenial to her domestic duties and position in life !

The Wife.—It needs no guilt to break a husband's heart; the absence of content, the

mutterinss of spleen, the untidy dress, the cheerless home, the forbidding scowl and desert-

ed hearth : these, and other nameless neglects, without a crime among them, have harrowed
to the quick the heart's core of many a man, and planted there beyond the reach of cure,

the germ of dark despair. Oh ! may Woman, before that sight arrives, dwell on the recol-

lections of her youth, and, cherishing the dear idea of that tuneful time, awaken and keep
alive the promise she then so kindly gave. And, though she may be the injured, not the in-

juring one—the forgotten, not the forgetful wife—a happy allusion to the hour of peaceful

'love—a kindly welcome to a comfortable home—a smile of love to banish hostile words—

a

kiss of peace to pardon all the past, and the hardest heart that ever locked itself within the

breast of selfish man, will soften to her charms, and bid her live, as she had hoped, her years

hi matchless bliss—loved, loving, and content—the soother of the sorrowing hour—the source

of comfort and the spring of joy. [Chambers's Journal.

Polishing.—The ladies are very fond of keeping the door-knobs, spoons, plates, &c., in

brilliant order. Now, if instead of water and chalk and such preparations, ladies will use

ramphinie and rotten stone, a far brighter, more durable, and quicker polish can be obtained

than in any other way. Camphene is the article used fur producing the exquisite polish of

Daguerreotype plates ; and notliing has been found to equal it.

To DESTROY Red Ants.—Every housekeeper may not know how to get rid of these trou-

blesome little intruders. Place a piece of fat bacon, or a pan of grease or butter, near the place

where they enter the kitchen or pantry. This will soon attract them together, wheu they

can be easily removed, or destroyed by a little hot water. Thousands may be destroyed in

this way in a few days.

(740)
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LETTER XIII.

WINTER MAJSTAGEMENT OF SHEEP.

Use of Rams—proper age, number, &c.—selecting ewes for—different methods of coupling—way to treat
rams. . .Division of Flocls.s for Winter. . .The Hospital. . .Yards—when necessarj'. . .Feeding-Racks—vari-
ous plans of^the Box Rack—the Hole Rack—the Sparred Rack—the Hopper Rack—their respective ad-
vantages—improvements suggested. . .Troughs. . .Grain-Boxes. . .Barns and Sheds—necessity of shelter at

the North—the common Northern Sheep.J5arn.. .Stells—the Outside Stell—Ancient Stells—Inside Circular
Stell—Circular Stell fitted up with racks.. .Tree-Coverts.. .Cheap Sheds—fitted between stacks, barracks,
&c.. .Value of BaiTacks for the Preservation of Fodder.. -The Main Sheep-Barn of the Farm or Plantation,
with Shearing-Floor, &c.—aiTangements for breeding.ewes... Feeding sheep in yards with other stock

—

improper—reasons.. .Hay-Holders.. .Winter Dry Feed for Sheep—Variations in Feed—German views on
this subject—proper kinds of fodder—Boussingault's Table of the Nutritive Equivalents of dift'ercnt kinds
of Fodders. . .Eliect of Food in the Production of Wool—De Reaumur's Table showhig the Etfects of Food
in this particular... Effect of Food in producing Fat and Muscle. -.Fattening Wethers in the North ... Feed-
ing Grain to Store-Sheep in Winter—when practieed at the North—economy of so douig—kinds of grain
preferred—necessity of regularity in quantity—difficulty of raising the condition of poor sheep in the win-
ter.. .Feeding Roots, Browse, &c —Roots a Sub.«titute for Grain—to what sheep they may be fed—Hem-
lock Browse—when and in what manner useful—substitutes for... Winter Feed of Breeding-Ewes... Ne-
cessity of regularity in the times of feeding sheep... Salt... Water.

Dear Si?- : As the turning out of the rams usually takes place, here, on
the first day of winter, I will describe the proper accompanying arrange-
ments, as the first step in winter management.

Use of Rams.—The period of gestation in the ewe averages five months.
Mei'ino rams are frequently used from the first to the tenth year, and even
longer. The lambs of very old rams are not supposed to be as vigorous
as those of youngish or middle-aged ones, but where rams have not been
overtasked, and have been properly fed, I confess I have been able to dis-

cover very little difference in their progeny on account of age. A ram
lamb should not be used, as it retards his growth, injures his form, and, I

think, permanently impairs his vigor and courage. A yearling may run •

with 30 ewes, a two-year-old with from 40 to 50, and a three-year-old

with from 50 to 60. Some very powerful, mature rams will serve 70 or
80 ewes ; but 50 is enough, where they 7-nn with the ewes, I am satisfied

that an impoverished and overtasked animal does not transmit his indi-

vidual properties so decidedly to his offspring as one in full vigor.

Several rams running in the same flock excite each other to an unnat-
ural and unnecessary activity, besides injuring each other by constant
blows. It is, in every point of view, bad husbandry, where it can be
Gvoided, and, as usually managed, is destructive to everything like careful

and judicious breeding. The nice adaptation which the male should pos-

sess to the female, already discussed under the head of Principles of
Breeding—counterbalancing her defects with his own marked excellence

in the same points, and, in turn, having his defects counterbalanced by
her excellencies—how shall this be accomplished, where half a dozen or
more rams are running promiscuously with two or three hundred ewes ]

Before the rams are let out, the flock-master should have all the breed-
ing-ewes brought together in one yard. He has carefully inspected his

stock rams and noted every defect and peculiarity of their fleeces and
forms. The breeding register is before him to settle every pedigree, pro-
vided his stock rams are nearly enough connected with some portions of
the flock to render it necessary to guard against in-and-in breeding. The
shepherd catches a ewe and places her before hira. The pedigree being
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determined, he first notes her form, and then opening the wool on the

shoulder, thigh and belly, notes the length, thickness, quality, and style of

the staple. If he kept the minutes at shearing recommended by me (un-

der the head of " Selection") it will save much time and lead to far more
accurate classification. When every point in the ewe is determined, he
decides which ram, on tlie whole, is best calculated to perpetuate her ex-

cellencies both of fleece and carcass, and best counterbalance her defects

in their mutual offspring. With a pigment composed of Venitian red and
hog's lard, he then, as has been already mentioned under the head of

Registering, gives the ewe a mark which will last until the next shearing,

which will show by what ram she was tupped. Those selected for each

ram are placed in different inclosures, and the chosen ram placed with

them. In four weeks' time, the rams are withdrawn, and the flocks

doubled or otherwise rearranged for winter, as may be necessary. This

looks like taking considerable trouble, but having practiced it for years

on my farm, and having always made these selections myself, I know
that in reality the trouble is very slight

—

nothing, when the beneficial re-

sults are taken into consideration. With a couple assistants, to catch, a

day would suffice for effecting the proper classification and division of sev-

eral hundred ewes.

Where choice rams are scarce, so that it is an object to make the ser-

vices of one go a great way—or where it is impossible to have separate

inclosures, (as on farms where there there are a

great number of breeding-ewes, or where the shep- ^'s- ^^

herd system is adopted to the exclusion offences,)

the following method may be resorted to. Build a

hut containing as many apartments as you wish to

use rams, with an alley between them. That part

of fig. 30 which is surrounded by black lines repre-

sents the hut divided into four apartments, each fur-

nished with a feeding-box and trough in one comer.

Gates or bai"s open from each apartment into the

alley, and at each end of the alley. The dotted

lines inclose a yard just sufficient to hold the flock

of breeding-ewes.
j \

A couple of strong rams (of any quality) for about | !

every hundred ewes, are then aproned, their brisk- '

ets rubbed with Venitian red and hog's lard, and they are let loose among
the ewes. Aproning is performed by sewing a belt of coarse sacking

broad enough to extend from the fore to the hind legs, loosely but strongly

round the body. To prevent its slipping forward or back, straps are car-

ried I'ound the breast and back of the breech. It is indispensable that it

be made perfectly secure, or all the labor of this method of coupling will

be far worse than thrown away. The pigment on the brisket should be

renewed every two or three days—and it will be necessary, usually, to

change the " teasers," as these api'oned rams are called, about once a

week, as they do not long retain their courage under such unnatural cir-

cumstances. Twice a day the ewes are brought into the yard in front of

the hut. Those marked on their rumps by the teasers are taken into the

alley. Each is admitted to the ram for which she is marked once, and

then goes out at the opposite end of the aUeyfrom which she entered, into a

separate field from that containing the flock from which she was taken.

A powerful and vigorous ram from three to seven years old, and properly

fed, can thus be made to serve from 150 to even 200 ewes, with no greater

injury than from running loose with 50 or 60.
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This, too, looks like a great amount of labor to attain the result sought,
but having had it formerly practiced for two years on my farm, I know
that when conducted with system, and by a prompt and handy shepherd,
it consumes no great amount of time.

Rams will do better, accomplish more, and last two or three years long-
er, if daily fed with grain, when on service, and it is well to continue it,

gradually decreasing the quantity, for a few days after they are withdrawn
from the flock of ewes. A ram should receive the equivalent of from half
a pint to a pint of oats, daily, when worked hard. They are much more
conveniently fed when kept in huts. If suffei'ed to run at large, they
should be so thoroughly tamed that they will eat from a measure held by
the shepherd. Careful breeders thus train their stock-rams from the time
they are lambs. It is very convenient, also, to have them halter-broke, so
that they can be led about without dragging or lifting them. An iron ring
attached to one of the horns, near the point, to which a cord can be at-

tached for leading, confining, &c., is very useful and handy. If rams are
wild, it is a matter of considerable difficulty to feed them separately, and
it can only be effected by yarding the flock and catching them out. Some
breeders, in addition to extra feeding, take the rams out of the flocks

nights, shutting them up in a barn or stable by themselves. There is no
objection to this practice, and it is a great saving of their strength.

Rams should not be suffered to run with the ewes over a month, at

least in the North. It is much better that a ewe go dry than that she
have a lamb later than the first of June. And after the rutting season is

over, the rams grow cross, frequently striking the pregnant ewes danger-
ous blows with their heavy horns, at the racks and troughs.

Division of Flocks.—If flocks are shut up in small inclosures during
winter, according to the Northern custom, it is necessary to divide them
into flocks of about 100 each, to consist of sheep of about the same size

and strength. Otherwise the stronger rob the weaker, and the latter rap-
idly decline. This would not be so important where the sheep roam at

large, but even in that case some division and classification are necessary,

—or, at all events hest. It is best, indeed, as already stated, even in sum-
mer. The poorer and feebler can by this means receive better pasture, or
a little more grain and better shelter in winter.

By those who grow wool to any extent, breeding ewes, lambs, and weth-
ers are invariably kept in separate flocks in winter ; and it is best to keep
yearling sheep by themselves with a few of the smallest two-year-olds, and
any old crones which are kept for their excellence as breeders, but which
cannot maintain themselves in tlie flock of breeding-ewes.

The Hospital.—Old and feeble, or wounded sheep, late-born lambs, etc.,

should be placed by themselves, if the number does not even exceed a score.

They require better feed, warmer shelter, and more attention. But after

all, unless the sheep are of a peculiarly valuable variety, it is better to sell

them off" in the fall at any price,—or to give them to some poor neighbor
who has time to nurse them, and who may thus commence a flock.

Yards.—Experience has amply demonstrated, that in the climate of the
Northern and Eastern States—where no grass grows from four to four and
a half months in the winter—and \vhere, therefore, all that can be obtain-

ed from the ground is the repeatedly frozen, innutritious herbage left in

the fall—it is better to keep sheep confined in yards, excepting where the
ground is covered with snow. If sulfeied to roam over the fields at other
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times, they get enough gi-ass to take away their appetite for dry hay, but

not enough to sustain them ; they fall away, and towards spring they be-

come weak, and a large proportion of them frequently perish. I speak,

of course, of flocks of some size, and on properly stocked farms. A few
sheep, with a boundless range, would do better.

Some of our flock-masters let out their sheep occasionally for a single

day, during a thaw ; others keep them entirely from the ground until let

out to grass in the spring. I prefer the former course, where the sheep

ordinarily get nothing but dry fodder. It affords a healthy laxative, and

a single day's grazing will not take off" their appetite from more than one

succeeding dry feed. It is necessary, here, to keep the sheep in the yards

until the feed' has got a good start in the spring, or they, particularly

breeding-ewes, will get off" from their feed, and get weak at the most crit-

ical time for them in the year.

Yards should be firm-bottomed, dry,—and. they should, (in ZAw climate,)

be kept well littered with straw.

My impression is that the yarding system will never be practiced to any

extent in the South. It certainly should not be, where sheep can get their

living from the fields. How far, and under what circumstances, they will

do this, has already been sufficiently discussed, in my preceding Letters.

Feeding-Racks.—When the giound is frozen, and especially when
covered with snow, the sheep eats hay better on the ground than anywhere

else. When the land is soft, muddy, or foul with manure, they will scarce-

ly touch hay placed on it. It should then be fed in racks.

These are of various forms.

Figure 31 gives the common box ^'s- 3i.

rack, in the most general use in

the North. It is ten feet long,

two and a half wide, the lower

boards a foot wide, the upper

ones about ten inches, the two
about nine inches apart, and the

corner posts three by three, or

three and a half by two and a half inches. The boards are spiked on these

posts by large flat headed nails wrought for the purpose, and the lower

edges of the upper boards and the upper edges of the lower ones are

rounded so they shall not wear the wool oft' from the sheep's necks. The
lower boards and the opening for the heads, should be two or three inches

narrower for lambs. If made of light wood, as they should be, a man
standing in the inside and middle of one of these racks, can easily carry it

about—an important desideratum. Unless overfed, sheep waste very lit-

tle hay in them.

A capital shed or barn rack is represented in the following cut. The

Fi^. 32.

BOX RACK.

HOLE RACK.

holes are eight inches wide, nine inches high, and eighteen inches from

center to center. Sheep do not crowd and take advantage ,of each other
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so much with these as with box racks. But they would be too heavy and
unnecessarily expensive for a common out-door rack. Fig. 32 represents

a box, the front formed of a board nailed on horizontally, but they are
usually formed by nailing- the boards perpendicularly, the bottoms on the
sill of a barn, and the tops to horizontal pieces of timber.

In the South, as in England, racks will not be so necessary for that
constant use to which they are put in colder countries, as for depositories

of dry food, for the occasional visitation of the sheep. In soft warm
weather, when the ground is unfrozen, and any kind of green herbage is

to be obtained, sheep will scarcely touch dry fodder—though the little they
will then cat icill he highly serviceable to them. But in a sudden freeze, or
on the occurrence of cold storms, they will resort to the racks, and fill

themselves with dry food. By an instinct beautifully illustrative of the
providence of the Creator, sheep anticipate the coming storm, and eat an
extra quantity of food to sustain the animal heat, during the succeeding
depression of temperature. They should always have racks of dry fod-

der to resort to in such emergencies.

These occasionally used racks should have covers or roofs to protect
their contents from rain, as otherwise the feed would be often spoiled be-
fore but a small portion of it was consumed. Hay or straw saturated with
water, or soaked and dried, is only eaten by the sheep as a matter of ab-

solute necessity. The common box rack (fig. 31) would answer the pur-
pose very well by placing on the top a triangular cover or roof formed of
a couple of boards, (one hung at the upper edge with iron or leather hin-

ges so that it could be lifted up like a lid ;) making the ends tight ; draw-
ing in the lower edges of the sides so that it shall not be more than a foot

wide on the bottom ; inserting a floor ; and then mounting it on and mak-
ing it fast to two cross sills four or five inches square to keep the floor off

from the ground, and long enough to prevent it from being easily overturn-
ed. The lower side board should be narrower than in fig. 31, on account
of the increased bight given its upper edge by the sills.

Still better, but somewhat more expensive, would be a rack of the same
constTuction, with the sides like those of fig. 32.

Or, the sides might consist of rundles as in fig. 33. In either of the
preceding, the top might be nailed down, and the fodder inserted by little

doors in the ends.

The following form and description of an English rack is from the
**Book of the Fann."*

SPARRED RACK.

" I have found," says Mr. Stephens, " tliis form convenient, containing as much straw at
a time as should be given, admitting the straw easily into it, being easily moved about, of

• Ik will be found in the reprint of this splendid work, in The Farmen' Librarr vol u. p. 449
(745) 2S >t~ •
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easy access to the sheep, and being so near the ground as to form an excellent shelter. It

is made of wood, is 9 feet in length, 4J feet in hight, and 3 feet in width, having a sparred

rack with a double face below, which is covered wilh an angled roof of boards to throw off

the rain. The rack is supported on two triangular-shaped tressels b, shod with iron at the

points, which ai'e pushed into the ground, and act as stays against the effects of the wind
from either side. The billet c, fixed on the under or acute edge of the rack, rests upon the

ground, and m common with the feet, supports it from bending down in the middle. The
lid a is opened on hinges when the fodder is put into the rack Such a rack is easily-

moved about by two persons, and their position should be changed according to a change
of wind indicative of a stoiin."

I used racks formed of rounds (or " sparred ") for several years, and
found them decidedly objectionahle. The sheep grasping a lock of hay in

its mouth, brings the head to its natural position, and then draws in the

adhering fibres in the process of mastication. But when eating from a

rack, it will not fich nj) the hay tvhich it drofs under foot. In the box or

hole racks (figs. 31 and 32) most sheep will not withdraw their heads
from the openings, as they can there hold them in the ordinary position

for mastication, and as, if they step back to do so, they are very liable to

be crowded out of their places. The hay, therefore, is not drawn out of

the rack, and if any is dropped, it falls within it and is saved. At a sparred

rack, the sheep will not keep its nose between the rundles (in a horizon-

tal or upward position) until it detaches a mere mouthfull of hay. It will,

particularly when partly sated, ttoitch out its fodder prior to mastication,

and all which scatters otf and drops to the ground, is trampled under foot

and wasted, except for the mere purpose of manure. A considerable loss

will always result fi'om this cause.

And there is another objection to this form of rack, particularly where
it rims down to an acute edge on the bottom, as in fig. 33, The sheep
frequently drawing the hay from the lower part, will shake down from
above hay-seeds and chaff" into the wool on their head and necks ; and the

wind will sometimes carry these as far as their shoulders and even their

backs. As heretofore remarked, these cannot be washed out, and they
materially lower the market value of the wool.

The following rack has been used and is highly approved by my friend,

George Geddes, Esq., of Fairmount, N. Y., to whom I am indebted for

the drawing and description of the cut. It serves both for a racli and
feeding-trough.

Fig. 34.

THE HOPPER-RACK.

" The above is intended to represent a section of what I think the best sheep-rack I have

seen.
" A piece of durable wood about 4.\ feet long, G or 8 inches deep, and 4 inches thick,

has two notches, a, a, cut into it, and two troughs, made of inch boards, b. f>. b, b, placed in
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these notches, and nailed fast, constitutes the liiundation. If the rack is to be 14 feet ion",

three sills will be required. The ends of the rack are made by nailing against the side of
the sill-boards that reach up as high as it is desired to ha^ e the rack, and nail-s driven
through these end-boards into the ends of the side-boards/,/, secure them. The sides
may he farther sti-engdiened by pieces of board on the outside of them, and Ktted into the
trough. A roof may be put over all if desired. With a roof, the Ibdder is kept entirely
from the weather, and no seeds or chaff can get into the wool."

Troughs.—Threshed grain, chopped roots, &c., when fed to sheep
should be laid in troughs. With any of the preceding forms of racks, ex-
cepting fig. 34, a separate trough would be required. For a number of
years I have used those of the following form, and have found them every
way satisfactory.

Fig. 35.

SHKEP-TRODGH.

One of the side-boards is usually about ten and the other eleven inches
wide. The feet are commonly of two-inch plank, rising high enouo-h on
the sides to keep the sides of the trough firm in their places.

In our snowy climate they are turned over after feeding, and when falls

of snow are anticipated, one end is laid on the yard fence.*

The following elaborately ingenious contrivance for keeping grain where
sheep can feed on it at loill, is from the " Book of the Fai'ra,^' and I ap-
pend the author's description of it.t

Fig. 35. Fig. 37.

VERTICAL SECTION OF INTERIOR
OF GRAIN BOX.

GRAIN BOX FOR SHEEP.

" There is a mode of preserving com (gi-ain) for sheep on turnips which has been tried

with success in Fife. It consists of a box like a hay-rack, in which the grain is at all

times kept closely shut up, except when sheep wish to eat it, and then they get it by
a simple contrivance. The box a b contains the grain, into which it is poured through the

small hinged lid y. The cover c d concealing the grain, is also hinged, and when elevated the

sheep have access to the grain. Its elevation is effected by the pressure of the sheep's fore-

feet upon the platform e f, which, moving as a lever, acts upon the lower ends of the up-,

right rods e and h, raises them up, and elevates the cover c d, under which their heads,

then find admittance into the box. A similar apparatus gives them access to the other side-

of the box. The whole machine can bo moved about to convenient places by means ot"

* To you, Sir, living on the ocean shore of .South Carolina, and who, I think, have not visited the Nortli,

in the depth of winter, the idea of a farniei'8 finding the racks used hy him the day before, buried under
from eisrhteen inches to three feet of snow, and having to dig thcvi out, may be rather an odd one ! But,
nevertholoas, it is a matter of no vtry rare occurrence, at least at the lowest depth meDtioned.

t Sec Farmers' Library, vol. ii.. No. 10, p. 476.
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four wheels. The conslnicHoii of the interior of the box being somewhat peculiar, another,

fig. 37, is given as a vertical section of it, where b is the hinged lid by which the grain

18 put into the box, whence it is at once received into the hopper d, the bottom of which
being open, and brought neai* that of the box, a small space only is left for the grain to

pass into the box, the hopper foniiing the grain-store , a is the cover of the box raised

on its hinges by the rod /, acted upon by the platform c f, fig. 35; and, when in this po-

sition, the sheep put their heads below a at c, and eat the grain at d. Machines of simi-

Sar construction to this have also been devised to serve poultry with grain at will."

I never have thought it best in feeding or fattening any animals, or, at

all events, any quadrupeds, to allov^r them grain at xoill—preferring stated

feeds ; and the same remark is applicable to fodder. If this system is de-

parted from in using depository racks, as heretofore recommended, it is

"because it is rendered necessary by the circumstances of the case. A Me-
rino store-sheep, allowed grain ad lihitvm, would stand a chance to inflict

an injury on itself, and I cannot but believe that grain so fed would gen-

erally be productive of more injury than benefit.

Barns and Sheds, &c.—Sheep barns and sheds, at the North, are fre-

quently made very elaborate contrivances—particularly on ^joper. But
expensive barrks, with feeding-cellars and other arrangements for keeping

sheep untMn doors during a greater portion of the winter, would, it strikes

me, be entirely out of place in the South. Even in our rigorous climate,

none but the breeders of Saxons pretend to make a regular practice of

feeding under cover.

Humanity and economy both dictate, here, that sheep be provided with

shelters to lie under nights, and to which they can resort at xoill. In our
iSevere winter storms, it is sometimes necessary, or at least by far the best,

So feed under shelter for a day or two. It is not an uncommon circum-

stance in New-York and New-England, for snow to fall to the depth of

20 or 30 inches within 24 or 48 hours, and then to be succeeded by a

strong and intensely cold west or north-west wind of two or three days'

continuance,* which lifts the snow, blocking up the roads, and piling huge
drifts to the leeward of fences, barns, &c. A flock without shelter will

ItEiddle closely together, turning their backs to the storm, constantly step-

ping and thus treading down the snow as it rises about them. Strong, close-

coated sheep do not seem to suffer as much from the cold, for a period, as

would be expected. But it is next to impossible to feed them enough or

talf enough, under such circumstances, without an immense waste of hay
—entirely impossible, without racks. The hay is whirled away in an in-

stant by the wind, and even if racks are used, the sheep leaving their hud-

dle where they were kept warm and even moist by the melting of the snow
in their wool, soon get chilled and are disposed to return to their huddle.

Imperfectly filled with food, the supply of animal heat is lowered, and at

-the end of the second or third day, the feeble ones have sunk down hope-

lessly, the yearlings and oldish ones have received a shock which nothing

but careful nursing will recover them from, and even the strongest have
suffered an injurious loss in condition.

Few holders of more than 40 or 50 sheep now attempt to get along

-here without some kind of shelters. The following (fig. 38) is a very

common form of a Northern sheep-barn with sheds. The sheds front the

south, or, what is a better arrangement, one fronts the east, and the other,

being turned to a right angle to the direction of this, fronts the south. I

have represented hole racks, as in fig. 32, running round the sheds, as,

although not yet in general use, they are undoubtedly the best in such sit-

* These terrible wind-stormB are of much longer continuance in many parta of New-England.
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nations. The sheds are not usually framed or silled,—but are supported
by posts of some durable timber set in the ground. The roofs are formed
of boards "battened " with slabs. The bam has no partitions within, and
is entirely filled with hay.

ig. 38.

SHEEP-BARN.

There are many situations where these open sheds are very liable to have
snow drifted under them by certain winds, and they are subject in all cas^
in severe gales, to have the snow carried over them to fall down in large
drifts in front, which gradually encroach on the sheltered space, and are
very inconvenient—particularly when they thaio. I therefore much prefer
sheep-houses covered on all sides, with the exception of a wide door-way
for ingress and egi-ess, and one or two windows for ventilation when it is

necessary. They are convenient for yarding sheep, for the various process-
es where this is required, as for shearing, marking, sorting, "doctoring,"

Fig. 39.

THE OUTSIDE STELL.

&c., and especially so, for lambing places or the confinement of newly
shorn sheep in cold storms. They should be spacious enough, so that in
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addition to the outside racks, others can be placed temporarily through
the middle when required.

In many parts of Scotland, "Stells," as they are called, are made use
of to shelter sheep. Fig. 39 on the preceding page is the form of one given
in " The Book of the Farm," and the author's description of it :

" In a storm, their provender cannot be given to the sheep upon snow, safely and conven-
iently, as giouud-drift may blow and cover both ; and no place is so suitable iiir the purpose
as a sfe.ll It may be foniied of planting or high stone-wall. Either will afford shel-

ter; but the former most, though most costly, as it should be fenced by a stone-wall. Of
this class I conceive the form represented (fig. 38) a good one, and which may be char-

acterized as an o?<is?'o!e stell The circumscribing strong black line is a stone-wall six

feet high ; the dark gi'ound within is covered with trees. Its four rounded projections shel-

ter a coiTesponding number of recesses embraced between them, so that let the wind blow
from what quarter it may, two of the recesses will be £dways sheltered from the storm. The
size of this stell is regulated bj the number of sheep kept ; but this rule may be remem-
bered in regard to its accommodation for stock, that each recess occupies about | part of the

space comprehended between the e.xtremities of the 4 projections ; so that in a stell covering

4 acres—which is perhaps the least size they should be, every recess wll contain ^ an acre."

The two following are forms of stells, composed of stone-wall, without
planting.

Fie. 40.

\ ^=S

ANCIENT STELLS.

Figures 42 and 43, on the following page, are forms of circular stells,

the first made by stone-walls and planting, as in fig. 39. The open space
a is occupied by the sheep, and Z» is a funnel-shaped opening to it.

On the whole I should consider fig. 42 preferable to any of the preceding
forms. Figure 43 represents one of the same form, but without the
planting, with a stack in the middle, &:c. Either of the stells which are

foiTned in part of trees, would be convenient in severe winds, would form
excellent shades in summer, and w^ould constitute highly ornamental ob-

jects on the farm, and in the landscape. On the most northerly of the

Southern mountains, where considerable snow falls, they might even be
good contrivances for winter shelter. They might also be convenient on
the lowlands farther south, provided the shelter of evergreens could be
made dense enough to protect the sheep from the wmier' rai7is. In this

case, the stell or covert mi<rht be of any sliape, and ought to have no cen
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tral opening. It would be merely a dense clump of evergreen trees, for

the sheep to take refuge under in storms of rain, and it might be surround-

ed on the outside with a tight board fence or stone-wall, if much exposed

Fig. 42.

THE INSIDE CIRCULAR STELL.

to the sweep of cold winds. As the sheep would lie among the ti'ees, a

clump 50 or 60 feet in diameter—though TOO feet would be better

—

would
suffice for 100 sheep.

Fig. 43.

THE CIRCULAR STELL FITTED UP WITH HAY-RACKS.

But in determining upon the best winter shelters, for the various re-

gions in the South, the fact must not be lost sight of that cold rains, or
rains of any temperature, ivJien iTiimedinfchi syrrcedcd hy cold or freezing
weather, or cold, ficrcing winds, arc more hurtful to sheep than even snow-
stoi'ms—and that consequently sheep must be adequately guarded against

them. There must also be suitable shelter from anij storms to which the

country is subject, in the lavihing season. Any person with the least ex-

perience can determine whether an inclosed clump of trees will answer
these purposes, in his own immediate region.

I think it very probable that in the Gulf States, and some of the lower
Atlantic ones—particularly in regions near the ocean—these tree coverts,
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BUiTOuncled by fences to break the winds, would be found sufficient. In
sections infested with wolves, they might also be made to answer ^ovfolds,

by carrying the fence to the requisite hight, to bar the ingress of the wolf.
But farther north, and on the high lands and mountains, better shelters

would, I am inclined to think, in the end, be found more economical.
The simplest and cheapest kind of shed is represented in the following

cut (fig. 44). It is formed by poles or rails, the upper ends resting on a
strong horizontal pole supported by crotched posts set in the ground. It

may be rendered rain-proof by pea-haulm, straw, or pine boughs.

Fig. 44.

Ad-:^-7 ,-,^^1 ^ . /^ /^ '^..^.^^ ^,^^» /D^^ ^^./^^

W.HOWLAND GO

SHED OF RAILS.

In a region where lumber is very cheap, planks or boards (of sufficient

thickness not to spring downward and thus open the roof) battened with
slabs, may take the place of the poles and boughs ; and they would make
a tighter and more durable roof. If the lower ends of the boards or poles

are raised a couple of feet from the ground, by placing a log under them,
the shed will shelter more sheep.

These movable sheds may be connected with hay-barns, " hay-barracks,"

stacks, or they may surround an inclosed space with a stack in the middle
like fig. 43. In the latter case, however, the yard should be square, in-

stead of round, on account of the divergence in the lower ends of the

boards or poles, which the round form would render necessary.

Sheds of this description are frequently m.ade, in the North, between
two stacks. The end of the horizontal supporting pole is placed on the

stack-pens, when the stacks are built, and the middle is propped by
crotched posts. The supporting-pole may rest, in the same way, on the

upper girts of two hay-barracks ; or two such sheds (at angles with each
other) might form wings to this structure. The " barrack," as it is pro-

vincially termed in the North, would, it strikes me, affi:)rd a most econom-
ical and a most convenient way of storing fodder in the South. It is ea-

sily movable, so that it possesses the same advantage that stacks do, in

manuring different parts of the field or farm. On the other hand, the fod-

der cannot be drenched by a winter rain, as in a partly fed out stack.

Hay can be more rapidly stored in it than on a stack at any time, and you
can pitch into it to the last moment, when threatened with rain, without

stopping to round up the top as is necessary in a stack. The outside is

not weather-beaten and damaged, as is the case with the sides, and fre-

quently with a considerable of the top of a stack. Fig. 45 (on the next

page) represents the form of a barrack. It is 12 feet square on the bot-

tom, and the frame is formed by girting together four strong poles, 16 feet

long, at the bottom, and 6 feet from the bottom. Boards 6 feet long are

nailed perpendicularly on the girts. Two-inch holes are bored at con-

venient distances through the corner poles, so that the roof, which rests
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on pins thrust tlii-ough these holes, can be raised or lowered, at pleasure. It

is occasionally lowered as the fodder gets lower in the barrack, so that

rain or snow shall not drive under it. It seems to me that this structure

would be remarkably well adapted

to the storing and feeding out of un- Fig. 45.

threshed peas, which, as has been
remarked in a former Letter, are so

f,,

advantageously raised at the South,

and constitute so admirable a feed

for sheep. ^^^~^v||
On ail large sheep-farms con-

venience requires that there be one
barn of considerable size, to con-

tain the shearing-floor, and the ne-

cessary conveniences about it for

yarding the sheep, &c. This should
also, for economy, be a hay-barn,

(where hay is used,) and from its barrack.
necessary size (for the shearing-

floor), it should hold hay for 400 sheep. It may be constructed in the
corner of four fields, so that four hundred sheep can be fed from it, with-

out making improperly sized flocks. At this barn it would be expedient
to make the best shelters, and to bring together all the breeding-ewes on
the farm, if their number did not exceed 400. Thus the shepherd would
be saved much travel at all times, and particularly at the laitibing-time,

and each flock would be under his almost constant supei"vision.

I ofler the following ground-plan of a barn with fixtures, &c., as one
which I think will be found well adapted to the purpose above specified.

The upper is the north part of the plan.

Fig. 46.

ND -^„5i^^l

The dotted lines a, a, a, a, are the fences dividing four fields, which would
comer at the south-east corner ofthe barn. The barn is suiTOunded by double
lines, and the sheds by double lines on the backs and ends—the dots in

front of them, representing the crotched posts supporting their front. The
single black lines round the yards, represent tight board fences, which
screen the four yards b, c, d, c, from every wind. There are two pumps and
troughs at h, h, which accommodate the whole four fields, if a want of
springs or streams in tliem render these necessary. The sheds are so ar-
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ranged that even without the screens they entirely shut out the north and

west winds—the prevailing and severe winter ones of this region—and if

other ones are more prevalent in other regions, the sheds can be changed

accordingly. Each of the sheds is 50 feet long and 12 feet wide—six

squai-e feet being the smallest proper allowance of sheltered area for each

sheep. The barn is 48 feet square, a floor 13 feet wide running east and

west through the center, for shearing and for the drawing in of hay. An
alley 4 feet wide and 8 feet high (boaided up on the side toward the

mow, and covered at the top) cuts off the lower part of each bay from the

east wall of the barn. This is for carrying hay into the yards b, c. It is

carried into the yards (7, e, from the large doors at each end of the shearing-

floor (or from smaller ones cut through them.) The south bay is repre-

sented as divided by a temporary fence, cutting it into two pens/ g. The
outside inclosure c, for yarding the sheep, communicating by a door with

f, and g being used as a room to tie up wool in, presents precisely the

same arrangement which is exhibited in the cut of the shearing-barn

(fig. 22) in Letter XTI.

The barn here given (fig. 46) is probably larger than would be neces-

sary for 400 sheep, in most parts of the South. Its necessary size is a

question to be entirely determined by the climate. For large flocks of

sheep, I should regard the storage of so7ne hay or other fodder for winter

as an indispensable prccautioiiary measure, at least, in any part of the

United States ; and, other things being equal, the farther north, or the more
elevated the land, the greater would be the necessary amount to be stored.

The shearing-floor shortened to 30 or 35 feet, would still, perhaps, be
sufficiently commodious, and this would reduce the dimensions of the bam
east and west 13 or 18 feet ; and one of the bays might be dispensed with.

But havino- constructed so large, so smooth, and so tight a barn-floor as

the shearing one ought to be, it would be good economy to use it for the

threshin"- of grain. One of the bays, therefore, might be used for the

storage of grain in the sheaf I have always considered this an excellent

arrangement in a Northern barn of this description, as in our cold climate

the sheep require much straw litter in their sheds, yards, &c. Thrown
out to them daily, as threshed, much bright straw and chaff will be con-

sumed by them—particularly of greenish cut oats.

The yards c, c, in fig. 46 are represented but the width of the bara, 48

feet. If these were reduced too much, by diminishing the size of the bam,
the shed of c could be carried farther west at j, and that of <? farther north

at i, being connected with the barn by wind-breakers, composed of a tight

board fence, as high as the summit of the sheds. Or, what would perhaps

be better, the fences thrown forward in a straight line from the ends of

these two sheds might be continued until they intersected each other, and

a fence from their point of intersection to the south-east corner of the bam
would divide the two yards.

Feeding Sheep with other Stock.—Sheep should not run or be fed,

in yards, with any other stock. Cattle hook them, often mortally. Colts

tease and frequently injure them. It is often said that " colts will pick up
what sheep leave." Well-managed sheep rarely leave anything—and if

they chance to, it is better to rake it up and throw it into the colts'yard,

than to feed them together. If sheep are not required to eat their feeds

pretty clean, they will soon learn to waste large quantities. But if sheep

are overfed with either hay or grain, it is not proper to compel them by

starvation to come back and eat it. They will not unless sorely pinched.

Clean out the troughs,—or rake up the hay, and the next time feed less.
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Hay-Holders.—Where hay or other fodder is thrown out of the upper
doors of a barn into the sheep-yard, as it always must necessarily be in a

barn constructed like fig. 38, or any mere 7^a?/-barn, or where it is thi'owu

from a barrack or stack, the sheep immediately rush on it, trampling it and
soiling it, and the succeeding forkfulls fall on their backs, filling their wool
with dust, seed and chaff. This is avoided by hay-holders—yards 10 feet

square—either portable by being made of posts and boards, or simply a

pen of rails, placed under the doors of the barns, and by the sides of each

stack or barrack. The hay is pitched into the holder, in fair weather

enough for a day's foddering at a time, and is taken from this by forkfulls

and placed in the racks. I would here offer a necessary caution in rela-

tion to the use of rails ov poles, for stack-pens or hay-holders. The poles

should be so small as to entii'ely prevent the sheep from inserting their beads

between them after hay. A sheep will often insert its head where the

opening is wide enough for that purpose, shove it along or get crowded
along, to where the opening is not wide enough to withdraw the head, and
it will hang thei'e until observed and extricated by the shepherd. If, as it

often happens, it is thus caught when its fore parts are elevated by climb-

ing up the side of the pen, it will continue to lose its fore footing in its

strusfffles.and will soon choke to death.

Winter Dry Feed for Sheep.—The proper dry winter fodder for sheep

has already been repeatedly alluded to, in general terms. Volumes have

been expended on this subject, particularly in Germany— and curious and
elaborate systems of feeding given. In Germany great stress is laid on
variety in the winter fodder. In the German Farmer's Encyclopaedia, the

following table of the proper variations and amounts of feed is given by
Petri.

TABLE 15.

'
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TABLE 17.

FODDERS.
TABLE OF THE NUTRITIVE EQUIVALENTS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF FODDERS.

Kiads of FooJ.

Ordinnry natural meadow hay
Do. of line quality

Do. select

Do. freed from woody stems
Lucern hay
Red clover hay, 2d year's growth.
Red clover cut in flower, sreen, do.

New wheat straw, crop 1841
Old wheat straw
Do. do. lower parts of the stalk. ..

Do. do. upper part of do. and ear.

.

New rye-straw
Old do
Oat-straw
Barley do
Pea do
Millet do
Buckwheat do
Lentil do
Vetches cut in flower and dried ?

into hay j
Potato tops
Field-beet leaves
Carrot do
Jerusalem artichoke stems
Lime-trees, young shoots
Canada Poplar do
Oak do
Acacia do. (autumn)
Drum cabbage
Swedish turnip
Turnip
Field-beet (li?38».

Do. white Silesian

Carrots
Jerusalem artichokes ^1839)
Do. (1836)
Potatoes (1638)
Do. (1336)
Do. after keeping in the pit

Cider apple pulp dried in the air..

Beet-root from the sugar mill
Vetches in seed
Fieldbeans
White peas (dry)
White haricots
Lentils

New Indian Corn
Buckwheat
Barley ( 183fi)

Barlev-raeal

Oats 0838)
Do. (1836)
Rve (1838)
Wheat (18.36, Alsace)
Do. from highly manured soil

Recent Bran

Wheat husks or chaff
,

Rice ( P iedmont)
Gold of Pleasure seed (Madia).
Do. cake
Linseed cake
Colza do
Madia do
Hemp do
Poppy do
Nut do
Beech-mnsr. do
Arachis (Pindars) do
Dry acorn"
Refuse of the wine-presH, air-dried
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The great value of pea-haulm, as shown in the above Table, is worthy of

the particular notice of the Southern flock-raaster. Also that of millet

straw, another crop peculiarly congenial to the Southern States, provided

it can be cured so that sheep will eat it. Corn-stalks are not, unfortunate-

ly, included in the Table. According to Petri, 100 pounds of corn " straw,"

(including stalks and leaves, I suppose,) contains but |- as much nutriment

as the same weight of " aromatic meadow hay," and not so much by i as

an equal weight of oat or pea straw, which he makes equivalent to each

other ! My opinion is that this by no means indicates the comparative

value of icell cured com-stalks. No analysis of them now occurs to me,
in any authority which I have on hand. Mr. Ellsworth, of the Patent Of-

fice, stated in the Cultivator in 1842, that the juice of coxxi-stalks, on
Beaume's Saccharometer, is equal in saccharine matter with that of the

cane in this country, five times greater than that of the Northern sugar-

maple, (Acer saccharimim,) and three times that of beet! The daily ex-

periments of our farmers demonstrate the absurdity of placing corn-stalks

below the value of the cei'eal straws. Cured green and bright they are a

highly valuable fodder, and are relished by all herbivorous animals. My
friend, James M. Ellis, Esq. of Onondaga, N. Y., one of the best managing
flock-masters of this State, has fed corn-stalks largely to his sheep for sev-

eral years and with decided succes.

Effect of Food in the Production of Wool.—The fact has been be-

fore alluded to that well fed sheep produce more wool than poorly fed

ones. The question now arises—if the effect on the condition (flesh) of the

sheep is the same, will one kind of food produce more wool than another ?

No doctrine is more clearly recognized in Agricultural Chemistry, than

that animal tissues derive their chemical components from the same com-
ponents existing in their food.* The analyses of Liebig, Johnston, Scherer,

Playfair, Boeckmann, Mulder, &c., show that the chemical composition of

wool, hair, hoofs, nails, horns, feathers, lean meat, blood, cellular tissue,

nerves, &c. are nearly identical. The organic part of wool, according to

Johnston,t consists of carbon 50.65, hydrogen 7.03, nitrogen 17.71, oxy-

gen and sulphur 24.61. The inorganic constituents are small. When
burned, it leaves but 20 per cent of ash. The large quantity of nitro-

gen (17.71) contained in wool, shows that its production is increased by
highly azotized food. This is fully verified by the experiments made on
Saxon sheep, in Silesia, by Reaumur, whose Table I append. A striking

coiTCspondence will be found to exist between the amount of wool and the

amount of nitrogen in the food.

TABLE 18.

1000 poands of raw potatoes, with salt.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000

without salt

raw mangel-wurzel
pease
wheat
rye, with salt

rye, without salt

oats
barley
buckwheat
good hay
hay, with straw, without other

fodder
whisky, still-grains or wash. . .

.

461

44
38
134
155
90
83

146
136
120
58

31

35

8

H
11

\H
141
101

12
61

4.1

lOi

12 51

10 141
516

41 6

59 9

35 11

33 8

40 8

60 1

33 8

12 14

6 11

4

Nitrogen
per rent,

in food.

0.3C
0.36
0.21
3.83
2.09
2.00
2.00
1.70
1.90
2.10
1.15

* For full information on ihiB whole subject, see Liebig's Animal Chemistry, Part I and II.

t See Johneton's Agricultural Chemistry— Lecture XVlII. Analyses of the homy tissues, by Scherer, will

be found in the Appendix to Liebig's Animal Chemistry.
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The singular difference stated in the Table, between the amount of wool
produced by " good hay," and "hay with straw without other fodder," I

confess is scarcely credible to me. It may be a misprint in the Table from
which I copy.

The peculiar value of pease not only in increasing the wool, where they
rank^?-*;!,* but in the average comparative increase which they produce in

all the tissues, is again worthy of notice.

Effect of Food in producing Fat and Muscle.—The increase of fat

and muscle, as of wool, depends upon the nature of the food. It would
be foreign from my purpose to enter into an elaborate theoretical exam-
ination of this subject. Liebig, in Parts I. and II. of his Animal Chemis-
try, has covered the whole ground, and to him I take the liberty to refer

you. Mr. Spooner, -wTiting for England, where the production of flesh

and fat is the primary object of Sheep Husbandry, has given a synopsis

of Liebig's positions, analyses, &:c., in his chapter (XXI.) on Feeding and
Fattening—and the substance of this is again repeated by Mr. INIorrell in

his chapters on the same subjects, in The American Shepherd. To either

of the latter I would refer you for siijjicient details for practical purposes,

or forJkll information, to Liebig.

The Tables of Boussingault and Reaumur, already given, (Tables 17 and

18,) sufficiently indicate the value of the various grains, straw, roots, &c.,

in fattening.

It is not very common, in the Noi'th, for tcool-growcrs to fatten their

wethers, for market, by extra winter feeding. Some give them a little

more generous keep the winter before they are to be turned off, and then
sell them when they have attained their maximum fatness the succeeding
fall. When winter fattening is attempted, sheep require warm, dry shel-

ters, and should receive, in addition to all the hay they will eat, meal twice

a day in troughs—or meal once and chopped roots once. The equivalent

of from half a pint to a pint of (yellow) corn meal per head per diem is

about as much as ordinary flocks of Merino wethers will profitably con-

sume, though in selected flocks consisting of large animals, this amount is

frequently exceeded.

Feeding Grain to Store-Sheep in Winter.—The expediency of feed-

ing grain to store-sheep in winter depends much upon circumstances. If

in a climate where they can obtain a proper supply of grass or other green
esculents, it would, of course, be unnecessary. Neither is it a matter of
necessity where the gi'ound is frozen or covered with snow for weeks or
months, provided the sheep be supplied plentifully with good dry fodder.

Near markets where the coarse grains find a good and ready sale, it is not

usual in the North, to feed grain. Remote from markets, it is generally

fed by the holders of large flocks. Oats are commonly preferred, and
they are fed at the rate of a gill a liead per day. Some feed half the

same amount of (yellow) corn. Fewer sheep—pai-ticularly lambs, year-

lings, and crones—get thin and perish, where they receive a daily feed of
grain ; they consume less hay ; and their fleeces are increased in tociglit.

On the whole, therefore, it is considered good economy. Where no grain

is fed, three daily feeds of hay are given. It is a common and very good
practice to feed greenish cut oats in the hnndle, at noon, and give but two
feeds of hay—one at morning and one at night. A few feed greenish

cut peas in the same way. In warm, thawing weather when sheep get

* With the exception of "hny nnJ straw "—the given product of which, in woo), I have alrendy elated

meet uiidoubteiilj' be misprinted.
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to the ground, and refuse dry hay, a little grain assists materially in

keeping up their strength and condition. This may furnish a useful

hint for many parts of the South. When the feed is shortest in winter,

in the South, there are many localities where sheep would get enough
grass to take off their appetite for dry hay, but not qvite. enough to keep
them in prime condition. A moderate daily feed of oats or pease placed

in the depository racks, would keep them strong, in good plight for the

lambing season, and increase their weight of wool.

Few Northern farmers feed Indian coi-n to store-sheep. It is consid-

ered " too hot and stimulating," and sheep are thought to be more liable

to become " cloyed " on it than on oats, pease, &c. I never have fed it to

sheep sufficiently to speak advisedly on this point. A neighboring flock-

master whose admirable arrangements for keeping sheep are only equaled

by his usual success, lost most of a large flock of lambs a few winters

since. They received all they would eat of the best hay, and, as the

owner supposed^ a half gill of corn a head per day. They were in fine

order in the beginning, and for some time into the winter. During a thaw,

when they got a little off from their feed, and looked " hollovv^," the shep-

herd, without the knowledge of the owner, increased the feed of corn.

This caused them to eat still less hay, and the shepherd not only continued

but increased the allowance of the corn as their appetite for hay dimin-

ished. In a short time they ate scarcely any hay, and soon after began to

eat their corn very irregularly. Their stomachs were now so completely

deranged, that they would not eat anything, in quantities sufficient for

their subsistence, and ihey perished rapidly and miserably. The same
consequences might doubtless have ensued from feeding other grains, in

the same improper manner. But I am inclined to think that the evil

would have been less rapid and remediless with some other grains. I do
not consider yellow corn a very safe feed, at least for lambs and yearlings.

From the obviously different character of the larger Southern varieties,

I presume they would be less, and very probably not at all, objectionable

for sheep feed. Haifa gill of yellow corn, or a gill of oats per head, is a

sufficient daily allowance of grain. While there can be nothing more ab-

surd than the German starving system to increase the fineness of the wool,

excessive fatness is not to be aimed at, especially in breeding-ewes. Store

sheep should be kept in good, fair, ^jZwrnp condition. Lambs and yearlings

may be as fat as they will become on i^opcrfeeding.

it will not do to suffer sheep to get thin in the winter, with the idea

that their condition can at any time be readily raised by better feed, as

with the horse or ox. It is always difficult, and unless properly managed,
expensive and hazardous, to attempt to raise the condition of a poor flock

in the winter—especially if they have reached that point where they mani-

fest weakness. If the feeding of a liberal allowance of grain be suddenly

commenced, fatal diarrhea will frequently supervene. All extra feeding,

therefore, must be begun very gradually, and it does not seem, in any case,

to produce propoi'tionable results.

I have seen it stated that sheep will eat cotton-seed and thrive on it.

If this be true, this must, of course, be a far more remunerating applica-

tion of that product, than as a mere manure to soils.

Feeding Roots, Browse, &c., in Winter.—Kuta-bagas, Irish potatoes,

&c., make a good substitute for grain, as an extra feed for grown sheep.

I prefer the ruta-baga to the potato in equivalents of nutriment. I do not

consider either of them, or any other root, as good for lambs and yearlings

as an equivalent in grain. Sheep may be tauglit to eat nearly all the cul-
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tivated roots. This is done by withholding salt from them, and then feed-

ing the chopped root a few times rubbed with just sufficient salt to induce
them to eat the root to obtain it; but not enough to satisfy their appetite
for salt before they have acquired a taste for the roots.

It is customary with some of our flock-masters to cut down from time
to time, in the winter, and draw into the sheep-yards, young trees of the
hemlock (Abies canadensis). The foliage is greedily eaten by sheep, af-

ter being confined for some time to dry feed. I have known sheei), un-
doubtedly, I think, killed by overeating it. This browse is commonly used
for some supposed medicinal virtues. It is pronounced " healthy for

sheep." The popular supposition is that it is a tonic and stimulant. If
this be ti'ue, which I will not pause to inquire, of what good use are tonics

and stimulants to healthy animals % With sheep, as with horses, and even
^N'\\ki vcicw, preventive medicines are productive of injury in a thousand
cases, where they are of benefit in one. There could be no objection, cer-

tainly, to sheep's eating the foliage of the hemlock, if it was constantly

accessible to them. Their instincts, in that case, would teach them
whethei', and in what quantities, to devour it. But when entirely confined
to dry feed for a protracted period, sheep will consume hurtful and even
poisonous succulents—and of the most wholesome ones, hurtful quayitities.

As a mere laxative, an occasional feed of hemlock may be beneficial; but
in this point of view, a day's run at grass in a thaw, or a feed of I'oots,

would produce the same result. In a climate where grass is obtained
most of the time, I should consider browse for medicinal purposes entirely

unnecessary.

Winter Feed of Breeding-Ewes.—Until two or three weeks pre-
ceding lambing, it is only necessary that bi'eeding-ewes, like other store-

sheep, be kept in good plump ordinary condition. Nor are any separate
airangements necessary for them, after that period, in a climate where
they obtain sufficient succulent food to provide for a proper secretion of
milk. In backward seasons in the Norlh, where the grass does not start

prior to the lambing time, careful flock-masters feed their ewes chopped
roots, or roots mixed with oat or pea meal. This is, in my judgment,
excellent economy.*

. Regularity in Feeding.—If there is one rule which may be consider-
ed more imperative than any other in Sheep Husbandry, it is that the ut-

most regularity be preserved in feeding. First, there should be regularity

as to the times of feeding. However abundantly provided for, when a
flock are foddered sometimes at one hour and sometimes at another

—

sometimes three times a day and sometimes twice—some days grain and
some days none

—

they cannot be made to thrive. They will do far better

on inferior keep, if fed with strict regularity. In a climate where they re-

quire hay three times a day, the best times for feeding are about suniise in

the morning, at noon, and an hour before dark at night. Unlike cattle and
horses, sheep do not eat well in the dark, and therefore they should have
time to consume their feed before night sets in. Noon is the common time
for feeding grain or roots, and is the best time if but twofodderings of hay
are given. If the sheep receive hay three times, it is not a matter of
much consequence with which feeding the grain is given, only that the •

practice be uniform.

It is also highly essential that there be regularity preserved in the amount
fed. The consumption of hay will, it is true, depend much upon the

* For the effect of the various esculents on the quantity and quality of the milk, see Liebig's Animal Chem.
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weather. The keener the cold, the more sheep will eat. In the South

much would. alsQ depend upon the amount of" grass obtained. In many-

places a light daily foddering would suffice—in others, a light foddering

placed in the depository racks once in two days would answer the purpose.

In the steady cold weather of the North, the shepherd readily learns to de-

termine about how much hay will be consumed before the next foddering

time. And this is the amount which should, as near as may be, be regu-

larly fed. In feeding grain or roots there is no difficulty in preserving en-

tire regularity, and it is vastly more important than in feeding hay. Of
the latter a sheep will not overeat and surfeit itself Of the former it will.

And if not fed grain to the point of surfeiting, but still over-plenteously,

it will expect a like amount at the next feeding, and failing to receive it,

will pine for it and manifest uneasiness. The effect of such irregularity

on the stomach and system of any animal is bad—and the sheep suffers

more from it than any other animal. I would much rather that my flock

receive no grain at all, than that they receive it without regard to regular-

ity in the amount. The shepherd should be required to measure out the

grain to sheep in all instances—instead of guessing it out—and to measure

it to each separate flock.

Salt.—Sheep undoubtedly require salt in winter. Some salt their hay-

when it is stored in the barn or stack. This is objectionable, as you thus

constitute yourself the judge, or controller in a matter, where the appetite

of the sheep is a much safer guide. It may be left accessible to them in

the salt-box (fig. 28) as in summer, or it is an excellent plan to give them an

occasional feed of brined hay or straw. This last is done in warm thaw-

ing weather, when their appetite is poor, and thus serves a double jjurpose.

With a wisp of straw sprinkle a thin layer of straw with brine—then an-

other layer of straw and another sprinkling, and so on. Let this lie until

the next day, for the brine to be absorbed by the straw, and then feed it to

all the grazing animals on the farm which need salting.

Wj^teii.—Unless sheep have access to succulent food or clean snow,

water is indispensable. Constant access to a brook or spring is best, but

in default of this, they should be watered, at least once a day, in some other

way.

Preservation of Peach-Trees from the Attack of Borers.—As the best method of pre-

venting the destruction of peach-trees by borers i.s a matter of public interest, in diflerent sections

of the country, I will give my plan of preventing their ravages in young trees, and for expelling

them from old ones. I ascertained several years ago that sulphur is more offensive to most kinds

of insects than any other substance with which I was acquainted. When applied to fruit-trees

it lasts longer and is more permanent in its operation than anything I have tried. Peach-trees

are often attacked by the worm in the nursery, which may easily be known by a blackish ap-

pearance, with exuded gum on the stem near the ground and on the roots. When the young

trees are taken from the nursery, for transplanting, they must carefully be examined and the

worms removed with a long brad-awl, or a knife. Then rub over their upper roots and about six

inches of the lower part of their stems with a mixture of any common oil or grease and the flour

of sulphur, well incorporated by stirring. Sprinkle a table-spoonfull of clear sulphur in the bot-

tom of the holes, and then plant the trees in the usual way. In order to expel the borer from old

trees, I take a gimlet, or biace and bit, and bore three or four small holes in each tree near the

ground, and fill them with flour of sulphur, with the aid of a quill. I also remove the earth from

about the roots of the trees, as far as they are attacked by the worms ;
then apply the mixture of

oil and sulphur as directed for young trees, replace the earth, and the proce.ss is complete. Botla

of these modes are cheap, easy" in their application, and, as far as I have tried them, have proved

effecttial. S. F. Ward.

I^= In dry pasture dig for water on the brow of a hill ; springs are more frequently near the

sTirface on a liight than in a vale.

BP" Cows v/ell fed in winter will give more milk in summer.

(762)
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LECTURES ON BOTANY*

COURSE OF LECTURES ON BOTANY IN REFERENCE TO AGRICULTURE.

By Charles Johnson, Esq., Professor of Botany at Guy^s Hospital, ^-c. ^c. At Messrs.
Nesbits' Agricultural and Scieidijic Training School, Kennington Lane, Lambeth, near
London.

Lecture IV.

It has been already remarked that the rela-

tive distribution of the minute cells and tubes

varies gi-eally in different plants, and occa-

sions organic differences of vast importance

to the investigator of their fonns and proper-

ties. A very lai'ge proportion of the Vegeta-

ble Kingdom, numerically considered, con-

sists exclusively of the cell, either simple

and separating into as many distinct individu-

als as there are cells produced by the consec-

utive partition of its original cavity, according

to the mode described in the last Lecture, or

the plant assumes in its ultimate growth a

stem or leaf-like fonn, in consequence of the

new cells remaining attached and forming a

more or less compound structure. These
plants, collectively called cellular, are objects

of great interest to the naturalist, and furnish

examples of vegetable development that are

not without their value in the elucidation of

that of the higher orders. In the economy of

Nature, too, they are agents ever active and
efficient. The sea-weed, the lichen, the moss,

and the fungus, constitute no unimportant
links of the vast chain of organic existence

;

but being for the most part beyond the pale

of cultivation, any extended noticg of their

individual sti'ucture and charactei's would be
incompatible with our present subject ; and I

shall therefore now only observe that, with
the exception of the last, subsisting chiefly,

if not solely, by absorption over their whole
surface from the surrounding medium, the vi-

tal action is less complicated than in those in

which the necessary food imbibed by one set

of organs, requires conveyance to others be-

fore it can become assimilated or converted
into the growing substance of the plant.

The Lycopodums, or club-mosses, the
Eqidsctums, or horse-tails, and the ferns, con-
Btitute a scries occupying a middle station be-
tween the cellular and the flowering plants

;

commencing, like the former, with a devel-

opment simply cellular, they acquire in their

ulterior growth the ducts and woody tissue

that characterize the latter, to which the pres-

ence of stomates in the leaves of the ferns, as

shown in our last Lecture, indicates an ap-

proach still nearer ; the absence of flowers

and of distinct spiral vessels being the princi-

pal structural diiOFerences.

The influence, direct and indirect, of these
flowerless plants upon the nobler tribes of
vegetables is at present little appreciated, or
at most only by the philosopher in his silent
researches into the secrets of Nature ; there
are still, however, many points in their histo-
ry intimately connected with the interests of
the practical agriculturist, and that may here-
after come imder our discussion, although we
must leave them for a time, to pursue that of
the stmcture of their more immediately im-
portant associates, the flowering plants.
Although composed of elementary organs

of the same denomination, and apparently
agreeing in the general phenomena of their
growth, so far as previously detailed, flower-
ing plants are distinguishable into two groups
or classes, diSering in vaiious featm-es, but
especially in the structure of theu* stems or
ti-unks; the tissue or organic substance of
which is either chiefly disposed in concentiic
masses, oris more or less mingled throughout,
the tubular with the cellulai- portion ; and
from the mode in which its increase takes
place under these different circumstances, the
former are generally said to be exogens or
" outward growers," the latter endogens or
" inward growers." The exogens form by
far the larger, and perhaps the more impor-
tant of these two classes in regard to human
economy in the aggregate ; but the endogens
are far from being inferior to them in one re-
spect, and that the most valuable of all—the
production of food.

Fie. 1.

SECTION OF EXOGENOUS STEM.

* Continued from poge 348, vol. iii. Monthly Journal of Aniculture,
(763)
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Fig. 2.

SECTION OF ESnOGENOUS STEM.

The peculiarity of structure and mode of

growth belonging to the exogeii will be best

observed and understood by examining the

development of the tnuik and branches of

one of our ordinary forest or plantation trees.

Commence by dividing, across and longitudi-

nally, a yearling shoot or newly formed branch

of either tree or shrub, and you will find its

substance disposed in the following manner

:

The centre is occupied by a column of cellu-

lar tissue, the medulla or ]nlh, around this is

a cyhndrical layer of woody matter, technic-

ally called the medullary sheath ; and the

whole is encompassed by a third portion, con-

sisting chiefly of cellular tissue, the bark of

the young branch. The stratification of these

parts is evident lo the naked eye : their ulti-

mate structure is so minute that it can only

be traced by the assistance of the microscope.

If we pursue our inquiry farther, we shall

find that the veins of the leaves are in direct

communication with the medullary sheath;

in fact, that they are branches or prolonga-

tions of the bundles of spiral vessels and
woody fibre which compose it, covered with

a continuous extension of the cellular tissue

of the bark ; while the rudimentary buds in

the axils or connecting angles of the leaves

and stem, are not only organically connected
with the sheath, but contain a projecting por-

tion of the medulla likewise.

Fie. 3.

SECTION OF STEM ONE YEAR OLD.
(764)

SECTION OF STEM TWO YEARS OLD.

Let US now make similar divisions or sec-

tions of the branch fi-om which our yearling

shoot proceeds—a similar production to itself,

only formed during the preceding summer;
yet there is a considerable difference in its

structure now : the ]:>ith and the medullary
sheath remain, but the former has perhaps
contracted into half its former compass ; its

vesicles are no longer turgid, but dry and
empty ; instead of being regularly foimed,
they are compressed in various directions;

while the latter (the medullary sheath) is

scarcely distinguishable from a larger cylinder

of woody matter which surrounds and sepa-

rates it from the bark with which it was pre-

viously in contact; the leaves have fallen,

and the points of their union witli it obliter-

ated, except so far as they are denoted by the

development of the buds which they assisted

to nourish into branches, the newly formed
shoots we have previously examined. The
cause of this alteration, and of the greater di-

ameter orlhickness of the last year's branch,

remains to be explained : before attempting

to do so, let us examine a horizontal section

of a branch or trunk (for it is immaterial

which we take) in a more advanced stage of

growth—say of several years, instead of one
or two, as exhibited above in fig. 1. Here is

the medulla or pith occupying the centre in a
still more compressed state, reduced perhaps
to a mere point ; the sheath is proportionally

contracted likewise, owing to the pressure of

a great accumulation of later-formed substance

around it, viz. : the wood, which, whatever
may be its thickness, has been gradually in-

terposed between the medullary sheath aiid

the bark with which it was originally in con-

tact. The wood is seen to consist of many
concentric layers or cylinders : each layer

consists of a more or less compact mass of

woody fibre or sap-vessels, and of ducts,

which latter are sometimes distributed

throughout the layer, but are more frequently

disposed toward the inner face of the woody
cylinder to which they appertain. There is

another remarkable feature in the wood of all

exogenous trees—the presence of what are

called medullary rays. In a horizontal sec-
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ticn they usually present the appearance of so

many radii of a circle ; they consist of com-
pressed plates of cellular tissue, and extend

from thn^ pith in the centre of the tnnik or

branch quite through the layeis of wood to

the bark (see fig. 1). Of their office in the

economy of the plant we have no positive

knowledge, but they probably act as a medi-
um of communication between the outer and
inner portions of the trank, and iu the con-

veyance of those secretions that are eventu-

ally deposited in the old or heart-wood of

trees. Dr. Lindley very justly observes that

these plates or rays " also serve to bind firm-

ly together the whole of the internal and ex-

ternal parts of a stem, and they give the pe-

culiar character by which the wood of neigh-

boring species may be distinguished." " If,"

he continues, " plants had no medullary rays,

their wood vv-ould probably be, in nearly alli-

ed species, imdistinguishable, for we are

scarcely aware of any appreciable difference

in the appearance of woody or vascular tissue

;

but the medullary rays (the silver grain of

the carpenters) diftering iu abundance, iu size,

and in other respects, impress characters up-

on the wood which are extremely well mai'k-

ed. Thus, in the cultivated cheiry, the plates

of the medullary rays are thin, the adhesions

of them to the bark are slight, and hence a

section of the wood of that plant has a pale,

smooth, homogeneous appearance ; but in the

wild cherry the medullary plates are much
thicker, they adhere to the bark by deep
broad spaces, and are arranged with great ir-

regularity, so that a section of the wood of

that variety has a deeper color, and a twisted,

knotted, very uneven appearance. In Quer-
cus sessilijlora (the sessile-fruited oak) the

medullary rays are thin, and so distant from
each other that the plates of wood between
them do not readily break laterally into each
other, if a wedge is driven into the end of

the trunk in the direction of its cleavage : on
the contrary, the medullary rays of Quercus
pedunculatus (the oak with long-stalked

acorns) are hard, and so close together that

the wood may be rent longitudinally without
difficulty ; hence the wood of the latter is the
only kind that is fi.t for application to park
paling."

Observation has proved that each concen-
tric layer of which the wood is composed is

the produce of a year's growth, insinuated

between the next interior layer and the bark.
It has likewise enabled us to ascertain the
mode in which these successive layers are

fonned. In the first place, it is proved posi-

tively that they are extended in a downward
direction : for example, if during the winter
we cut away a portion of the bark of a tree

or of a branch, so as to form a contin\iou8

wound completely surrounding it—a process

sometimes ))erformed in gartlening, and call-

ed ringing or girdling, from the figure of

the wound—in the succeeding spring, soon

after vegetation commences, the upper lip of

the cut becomes rounded, in consequence of

the formation of woody matter above it, while

I

the lower one remains in the same state in
which the knife left it; the part likewise

!
above the incision increases sensibly in diam-

joeter, the part below does not. The same dif-

I

ference occurs if a wire or ligature be tightly

t

bound round the trank or branch : the mat-
I ter therefore which causes its increase de-
scends. Again, if a gi-owiug branch be cut
through immediately below a leaf or bud,
that branch never increased iu diameter be-

tween the section and the next bud below it;

so far, mdeed, from doing so, it becomes dead
matter. We know also that the greater the

number of leaves or leaf-buds developed on
any tree during a season, the more does the

diameter of its tiamk become enlarged. These
are circumstances all well known, facts tho-

roughly ascertained ; and fiom them we ai-e

justified in concluding that the successive an-

nual deposits of wood are produced by the

growth of the buds; and when to them is added
the equally substantiated fact, that in the ear-

ly spring the incipient or newly fonniug wood
may be traced in the form of roots descend-

ing from the bases of the already enlarging

buds, the phenomenon of the growth or in-

crease in the wood of exogenous trees is ex-

plained as satisfactorily as the present state of

human Science admits.

Fig. 5.

WOODY FIBRE DESCK.vniNG FROM BASE OF
GROWING HUD.

The variegated lines and spots, which con-

stitiite the chief beauty of wood when man-
ufactured, are chietly due to the successive

curvatures which these descending root-fibres

1 of the buds make in avoiding the previously

I

developed twigs and branches, and to the in-

j

eluded basements of those branches, which
\
are thus gradually inclosed or siu'rounded by

j
the fibres of the new wood, forming what

j

are vulgarly called Jcnois. Hence those ti'ees

called dwarfX or pollardx, which develop the

j

greatest number of small branches immedi-
1 ately from the trunk, though often less valu-

! able as timber than those which have an erect
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and well proportioned stem, are far inore

prized for cutting into veneers for oi-namental

works, on account that the more the bases of

the branches are confounded, the more abun-«

dant will be the curvatures formed by the de-

«cendhig fibres of the buds, and consequently
the more beautiful the wood. The celebrated

oak of Fairlop, in Hainault forest, Essex, was
a pollard of this description ; and a very beau-
tiful specimen of its wood may be seen in the

reading-desk and pulpit of St. Pancras church
in the New Road, north of Loudon.
To protect the newly forming wood from

injury, and prevent the premature conti-ac-

tion of the absorbent vessels of the growing
buds (which are precisely analogous to the

root-fibres of herbaceous plants,) during their

progress downward, this process is carried

on beneath the bark. In the spring, about
the time when the buds of the trees begin to

enlarge, the bark readily separates from the

last year's wood ; and a viscid secretion, called

the cambiuvi, which takes place between the

two at that period, is probably the cause of
this. It is conjectured that the descending
fibres of the buds are nourished by this se-

cretion ; and we may even conceive that the
ascent of the sap through the woody tubes

—

tlie first movement of it, at least, after the tor-

por of winter has subsided—is occasioned by
the stimulus communicated to the vessels in

the vicinity of the growing buds, to maintain
the flow and supply the continued consump-
tion of the cambium. The bark, which in

speaking of the first year's shoot was regard-

ed as a single integument, is in the ti'unk or

older branches a compound of many, accord-

ing to the age of the part it covers : a new
layer is, indeed, formed annually, coeval with
the formation of the new layer of wood ; but
the direction of its increase is the reverse of
that of the wood, the new matter being inter-

nal or immediately surroiuiding the new lay-

er of wood. The annual addition to the two,
viz. : to the bark and wood—occasions the

exterior layers of the former to separate on
the trunks of old trees, and either peel off in

strips, as in the common birch tree, whose
stem looks at a distance as though stiiped with
silver, in consequence of the newer bark ap-

pearing in the interstices left Ijy the gradually

deciduous old one; split into large brittle

flakes, as in the plane, leaving the trunk cu-

riously mottled with golden yellow ; or, if it

still remains attached, it assumes the cracked
•and ragged appearance characteristic of that

of the elm. Each layer of the bark consists,

like the first described as enveloping the new-
ly developed shoot, of cellular tissue, the in-

terior portion of which is intermingled with
woody or tubular tissue ; but as the bark in-

creases in thickness, the outer coats gradually

lose this regularly organized appearance,
and become dead matter ; hence the earlier

botanists distinguished two separate barks,
and considered that each of them was increas-

ed by a new annual layer. The outer, really

disorganized portion, was denominated the
•cortex ; the inner, more rccentlv funned, was

(766)

named the liber, the different coats or succes-

sive layers of which, being readily sepai-able

in some trees, formed among European na-

tions one of the earliest materials used for

vi-riting upon, whence the indiscriminate use

of the Latin word liber to express a book
and the inner bai"k of a tree, the English
words bark and book being likewise both de-
rivable from the Saxon boc.

Experiment, which can scarcely be conti'o-

verted, proves that the living portion of the
trunk of an exogenous tree consists only of
the outer layer of the wood and the inner
one of the bark, or at least that the preserva-
tion of these only is sufficient to maintain the

vegetation of the tree where they are of suf-

ficient strength to stand alone : the bark, with
the exception of the innermost layer, may be
wholly removed without checking the vigor

of its growth : tlie wood, as may be often

seen, may be wholly decayed, with the ex-

ception of the outer coats, leaving the trunk
a mere shell, which nevertheless puts forth

fresh shoots every year, and covers itself with
verdure. This is indeed the case, and has
been perhaps for many centuries, with trees

now standing, of enonnous bulk, especially

oaks, and among others that of Salcey ia

Northamjitonshire, which some have comput-
ed to be more than 1.500 years old. But if

an incision be made, of sufficient width to

prevent its healing rapidly, round the trunk
of a growing tree, so as to penetrate both the

bark and the outer circle of the wood, and
remove a ring of the latter, its importance is

readily demonstrated : if the experiment be
made in the early part of the spring, previous

to the flow of the sap, the death of the tree

or l>ranch inevitably follows. The operation

is frequently performed in the back settle-

ments of North America, preparatory to that

of felling and removing the timber from the

land, as the first step toward cultivation ; it is

there called girdling, and is done by cutting

a complete circle with an ax round the trant
of the ti-ee. so as to cut off" all communica-
tion of the living wood with the root. Trees
thus treated rarely survive beyond the sea-

son in which the operation is performed ; but,

it is said, there are exceptions, though these

may probably be occasioned by unequal or

imperfect removal of the woody circle in

question. In experiments made in this coun-

try upon various trees, I have invariably met
with the result above stated : the buds upon
the isolated branch have been sometimes de-

veloped, or partially so; but, if the wound
were sufficiently deep and unifonn, so as to

take away a portion all round of the last

year's wood, no after-generation of buds took

place, although all of the interior layers re-

main perfect—proving that the solid timber

of a tree has nothing to do with the after-

giovvth of it.

Taking into consideration the mode in

which the diametrical increase of die tiimks

of exogenous trees take place, viz., the an-

nual addition of a layer of wood and of bark

between those previously formed, while the
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older layers of the latter split or exfoliate

when their tissue is no longer capable of dis-

tending, it would appear that there are no
assignable limits to tiieir growth ; that there

is no inherent cause, except the decay of vig-

or to which all organized bodies are subject

after the lapse of a certain period, why their

trunks, though originally a mile asiuider,

should not increase in bulk until they met,

and thus, as a fanciful though ingenious phi-

losopher once expressed his idea upon this

subject, cover the whole earth with '• ligneous

mountains." However specious in theory,

•we have no facts in favor of the probability

of such a result; and yet, to judge from their

bulk, some trees still existing in a healthy

state must have attained an enormous age

;

and, as when a ti-ee is cut down the number
of its years may be frequently ascertained

with a tolerable degree of certaintN', others

have been actually examined, which had
lived fi-om 1,200 to 1,C00 years. An atten-

tion to the age of trees, thus estimated, might
occasionally assist an antiquarian in his re-

searches, particularly, too, where the object

of his curiosity had outlived the history of

its date, or even passed the more extended
notice of tradition ; it has even been so em-
ployed. Of the above description of objects

are those extensive embankments in the

neighborhood oi' the Great Lakes of North
America, supposed to be the ruins of ancient

fortifications ; they are evidently the work
of a race different from that of the present

Indian tribes of those parts, who possess no
tradition of their origin, and seem to enter-

tain no opinion at aU respecting their use
;

they are regularly formed, and generally built

where a ravine or natural high bank strength-

ens the one side ; the walls are of eai'th, and
at present about five or six feet in hight ; at

some past period they may have been con-

siderably higher, as w-hen fu-st discovered

trees of very large size were growing upon
the mounds, indicating the lapse of a consid-

erable space of time since their erection. A
continued barrier of these works is said to e.x-

tend horn the northern side of Lake Ontario

toward the river district, and thence across

to the vast plains that reach the Mississippi.

Now fortifications, however rude, upon the

extensive scale on which these are de-

scribed by travelers, must be connected with
some very important feature in tlie history

of the co\intry they traver.se, and liave given

rise to various speculations concerning their

origin ; however, by counting the number
of woody circles in some of the trees just

mentioned, it has been ascertained that up-

ward of 450 years must have elapsed since

the works were abandoned, or rather since

Nature began to reiisscrt her dominion over

the usur])iiig ])ower of Man, at which period

it is but reasonable to suppose the trees in

question first rose from seed upon the spot

where they had so long flourished. This

calculation brings the possible date of their

origin nigh to an epoch which renders it far

(7G7)

from improbable that they were the work of
the ancient Mexicans, previous to the migra-
tion of that people southward, of which cir-

cumstance, it is well known, their tradition

at the time of the Spanish Conquest had pre-
served the memory.
The age of a growing tree cannot be es-

timated by any known characteis ; and on
this account, and perhaps m some measure
owing to mankind being naturally fond of
the marvelous, some remarkable trees still

standing have had a most extraordinary age
assigned to them. It is true that various
rules for ascertaining it, founded upon careful

observation, have been laid down by certaui

naturalists ; but they are too arbitrary to sat-

isfy a rigid uiqnirer. Bosc and others have
allowed a foot in diameter for the growth
of a hundred years in the oak. Now there
are oaks growing in this country at the pres-
ent day, which, according to then- calcula-

tion, must be fiom 1,000 to 1,.500 yeai-s old,

then- trunks being from 10 to L5 feet m di-

ameter at the surface of the gi-ound. It is

not intended to deny the possibility of a ti'ee

attainmg this or even a much greater age,
but merely to show the fallacy of the grounds
upon which calculations are made. So long
as a ti-ee continues to live, there must be an
ainiual development of buds, and, however
thin it may sometimes be, an annual forma-
tion of wood. So long, therefore, as a tree

exists, a diametrical increase of the trunk
must take place in one direction or another,

if not generally; and that increase will be
proportionate to the number of buds unfold-

ed—in other words, to the quantity of fohage,

to the luxuriance of the ti-ee ; consequently,
when a tree has been flourishing in a perfect

state for some centuries, its diameter will be
proportionally greater than that of another,

which has had its branches broken by storms
or scathed by lightning, and its number of
buds thus diminished. I will adduce one
example of the fallacy of calculations made
upon the diametrical increase of the trunk of
a tree indicating its age. The Golenos oak,

a very remarkable one of its kind, which
gi"ew about lour miles fiom Newport in Mon-
mouthshire, was lelled for the use of the Navy
in the year 1810; the diameter of the trunk
of this tree, which was perfectly .sound in

every part, and at the time of its being felled

was in full luxuriance of growth, was nine
feet and a half Now, according to the above
mode of calculation, (a foot in a century,)

this tree would have been estimated, wliile

standing, to be 950 years old. I am not ac-

quainted with the preci.se number ofitswoody
layers, but they were considerably under
450—to the best of my recollection, 43(5 or
437. Here, then, had been a diametrical in-

crease of more than double the standard al-

lowed by Jiosc, which sufficiently shows the
little dependence tiiat ought to be placed
upon computations of the kind. Speaking
of this particular tree, we ought not to omit
remarking ui^u a curious, though not a sin-
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gular circumstance that was brought lo light

during the process of converting, that is, of

reducing it to the form required for the pur-

pose to which it was destined to be applied.

When the main trunk was sawn through, a
stone of six inches in diameter was Ibnnd in-

closed in its substance, thi'ee feet deep*in the

body of the tree, and about six feet from the

ground when it was standing. Such or simi-

lar phenomena arc not of unfrequent occur-

rence: wo have often heard, not only of

stones and other inorganic bodies, but of toads

and serpents thus enveloped in logs or mass-

es of wood ; and although the alleged vital-

ity of the latter on exposure to the light and
air may be reasonably questioned , their lodg-

ment is far from being miraculous. There
are perhaps few gi'owing trees that have not

suffered dismemberment of a branch, or by
some other accident had a temporai-y hollow
or wound inflicted on their trunk, in which
a stone might be lodged by some dexterous
youth, or a reptile might hide itself to doze
out the approaching winter. The gi'owth of

the wood of a luxuriant tree in the spring is

much more rapid than might generally be
imagined—indeed, I may state from my own
observation, in some species almost astonish-

ing ; and the wound would be more (juickly

healed or closed in when thus partially filled

by an extraneous body, and the stone imbed-
ded, or the waking reptile prevented from
escaping by the contraction of the aperture,

and, after a lapse of many years, be found
occupying a 2>lace in the solid timber of the

tree, without any visible trace of the passage
by which it had entered or been introduced,

because the succeeding layers ofwood, meet-
ing with no intenuplion in their descent,

would be entire.

There is another circumstance here wor-
thy of notice respecting the production of the

wood ; it is the difference observable in

the thickness of the layers proportionally

with each other, and likewise of the same
layer in different parts of its circumference ;

the foi-mer difference depends upon the na-

ture of the season in which each individual

layer is formed, the latter uj^ou the situation

of the tree. You can scarcely examine a

horizontal or cross section of the trunk of a

tree, in which there is not a very manifest

inequality in the diameter of the different an-

nual deposits of its wood. Now, as I have
shown you that the wood is formed by the

descending fibres or roots of the buds, the

quantity produced during each season of

growth must depend upon the number of

buds developed, and the vigor with which
they are extended into branches ; each leaf

contributing, as it unfolds, its quota of woody
substance to the general mass. Both of these

will vary from a variety of circumstances,

more especially from the temperature and
vicissitudes of the season that brings them
forth. When the spring is cold, and sharper
winds prevail than ordinai-y ; when severe
frosty nights or mornings succeed hot days ;

(768)

or when a few weeks of sultry weather are
succeeded by a dull, ungenial atmosphere
and chilling rains, many of the buds, wakened
into action by the warmth of the sun, are cut
oft' by the frost and other changes of the
weather, and, of necessity, a less luxuriant
vegetation is the consequence ; the layer of
wood formed during that summer will be
thinner than that produced under circum-
stances more congenial. In an oak-tree that

Linnajus examined in the island of Eland, in

the Baltic Sea, he discovered, and has re-

corded a veiy remaikable proof of this fact,

in the comparative thinness of the woody lay-

ers, which from their situation, counting in-

ward or fi'om the circumference to the center,

he ascertained to have been produced during
the years 1709, 1087 and 1.578, these three
years being memorable in the North of Eu-
rope for the shortness and low temperature
of their summers and the severity of their

winters.

In regard to the difference resulting occa-

sionally between opposite jiarts of the same
layer, it arises from similar ultimate causes ;

but these depend upon the situation of the
ti'ee. You will perhaps rarely meet with a
section of a trunk in which the pith, or rather

the place it originally occupied, which is the
center around which the various layers are
deposited, is in the exact center of the mass,
and frequently it is widely apart from that

point. When a tree grows in the heart of a
forest, or of a plantation, or in any equally
sheltered spot, the disposition of the layers

will be most regidar ; but when it stands in

an open situation, the layers of wood are
unifonnly found to be thicker upon the south
than on the north side of the trunk ; a difi'er-

ence probably occasioned by the sap flowing
with greater celerity, and the secretions be-
ing more abundant, on the side most exposed
to the influence of the sim's rays, that, while
they contribute to the relaxation of the ves-

sels, and render by their warmth the sap
more fluid, probably favor a more copious
precipitation of the carbon and other princi-

ples that enter into the fonnation of the
woody fibre. Added to this, there is gener-
ally a more exuberant gi-ovvth, or rather de-
velopment of buds upon the south side of a
tree that grows equally exposed ; and though
their fibres may not always descend perpen-
dicularly, it may readily be conceived that

they would tend toward that side of the trunk
where the tissue was the most yielding and
the secretion of the cambium most abundant.
The mode of gi-owth we have here detailed

as that characterizing an exogenous or out-

ward glowing plant can only be understood
by constant reference to the compound nature

of those bodies which in common estimation

we regard as possessing an individual exist,

ence. Every plant, after its first develop-

ment from seed, becomes really an increasing

combination of many ; every leaf is an indi-

vidual, every bud multiplies and becomes a
family ; and these families ai-e successively
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produced in the exogen upon the dying
bodies of their predecessors, sending down
from year to year their roots over their roots,

and thus producing an accumulation ot"woody
matter, in as it were a succession of hollow
cones, coue over cone. This conical form of

the trunk, as it is called, is a constant charac-

ter of all the trees of this vast class of vegeta-

tion ; the base of it is always larger than the

parts above, and they tajier to their extremi-

ties, as is seen in the trunks and branches of

all our English trees and shrubs. The ten-

dency to this form is shown eve;i in the an-

nual stems of herbaceous plants, the base of

which is larger than the upper end in conse-

quence of its containing the woody tubes de-

scending from a greater number of leaves and
developing buds. The characters resulting

from exogenous increase can scarcely be
traced iu a perennial herb, and in those of an-

nual duration are altogether wanting; but
the .sti-atification of the tissue is the same as
in the young shoot or incipient branch of a
tree : the external bark, the woody sheath,
the central column of piih, even the medul-
lary rays, the connecting medium between
the pith and the bark, are present. The pro--

ductiou of these latter and other circum-
stances connected with the differential char-
acters of exogeus and endogeiis, in their ear-
lier stages of giowlh, will be illustrated

when we come to discuss the phenomena of
the germination of the seed ; at present we
will content ourselves with a comparatively
superficial glance at the several structures,
leaving their ultimate origin for after consid-
eration, when we have become a little more
familiar with the more obvious iacts and the
general opinions deducible from them.

TABLE,

Shoicing the Value of Foreign Coins, Weights and Measures.

KATES AT WHICH FOREIGN MONEY OB CDRBENCY ARE
FIXED BY LAW.

Franc, of France or Belgium $0 18 6-10

Florin, of Netherlands 40
Florin, of Southern States of Germany 40
Guilder, of Netherlands 40
Livre. (Toumois) of France 18 1-2

Lira, of the Lombardo-Venitian Kingdom . . 16
Lira, of Tuscany 16
Lira, of Sardinia 18 6-10

Milrea, of Portugal 1 12
Milrea, of .Azores S3 1-8

Marc Banco, of Hamburg 35
Pound Sterling, of Great Britain 4 84
Pound, of British Provinces of Nova Sco-

tia. New-Brunswick, Newfoundland and
Canada 4 00

Pagoda of India 1 84
Real Vellon, of Spain 05
Real Plate, of Spain 10
Rupee Company 44 1-2

Rupee, of British India 44 1-2

Specie Dollar, of Denmark 1 05
Rix Dollar, or Thaler, of Prussia and the
Northern States of Germany 69

Rix Dollar, of Bremen 78 3-4

Ruble, Silver, of Russia 75
Specie Dollar, of Sweden and Norway 1 06
Florin, of Austria 48 1-2

Ducat, of Naples 80
Ounce, of Sicily 2 40
Tale of China 1 48
Leghorn Livre 16

TABLE OF FOREIGN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, RE-
DUCED TO THE STANDARD OF THE U. STATES :

Amsterdam.
100 Ibf., 1 centner pounds 108-93

Last of grain bushels 85-25

Ahm of wine gallons 4100
Amsterdam foot foot 0-!)3

Antwerp foot foot 0-94

RhineUind foot feet 1-03

Amsterdam ell feet 22(i

Ell of ihe Ilii^ue feet 2-2-i

EU of the Brabant feet 2-30

China.
Tael ounce 1 1-2

16 taele 1 catty pounds 1 1-2
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100 catties 1 picul pounds 133 1-4

England.
Old ale gallon gallon 1-22
Imperial gallon gallon 1-20
Old wine gallon gallon 1-00
Quarter of grain, or 8 imperial bush .'bush. 8-25
Imperial corn bushel, or 8 imp'l gall bush. 1-03
Old Winchester bushel bush. 1-00
Imperial yard inches 36-00
Troy pound pounds avoirdupois 144175

France.
Metre feet 3-28
Decimetre (1-lOth metre:) inches 3-94
Velt gallons 200
Hectolitre gallons 26-42
Decalitre gallons 2-64
Litre pints 2-11
Kilolitre feet 35-32
Hectolitre bushels 2-84
Decalitre quarts 9-08
Millier pounds 2-2-05

Quintal pounds 220-54
Kilogramme pounds 2-~'4

Portugal.
100 pounds pounds 101-19
•22 pounds (1 arrobe) pounds 22-26
4 aiTobes, of 22 pounds,(l quintal) pounds 89-05
Alquiere bushels 4-75
Majo, of grain bushels 23-03
Last, of salt bushels 70-00
Almude, of wine gallons 4-37

Russia.
100 pounds, of .32 laths each pounds 90-26
Chertwei-t, of grain bushels 5-95
\'edro, of wine gallons 3-25
Petersburg foot gallons 1-18
Moscow foot gallons 1-10
Food pounds 1.36

Sweden.
1 00 pounds, or 5 lispunds pounds 73-76
Can, of can bushels 7-42
Lan bushels 7500
r.nnn, of wine gallons 6909
Kll, of cloth feet 1-95

Smyrna.
100 pounds, (1 quintal) pounds 129-48
Oke pounds 2-83
Quiltal, of grain bushels 1-46
Quiltal, of wine gallons 13-50
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AGRICULTURE OF MECKLENBURG COUNTY, VA.

THE SOIL, PRODUCTS AND RESOURCES OF MECKLENBURG COUNTY, VIRGINIA
;

BY PROFESSOK J. VV. HiRDY, PRESIDENT OF RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE.

To the Editor of The Fanners' Library. Mecklenburg, 1847.

Dear k^ir: At a meeting of the "Hole and Corner Farmers' Club" No. 1, Mecklenburg
County, Va., I submitted the Essay of Professor Hardy, and it was unanimously resolved to

reconimeud its publication to j'ou. The Club furthermore desired to express its thanks to Prof.

Hardy for the analyses of their soils, which cost him no little trouble. We hope, however, he
may be in some measure remunerated by the reflection that we shall therefrom reap the profits.

Yours, truly, W. U. JONES.

[The Club may better estimate the value of Professor H.\rdy's labors, when they are informed

that an eminent Profes.sor lately answered to an inquiry that he did not think Indian corn, in all

its parts separately, and in all the stages of its growth, could be analyzed for less than $,SO0

—

supposing the labor and time it would require to be properly and fairly estimated, and paid for

as it should be. In these cases, we are not to value the labor and the fruits of a mind highly and

laboriouslj' cultivated, as we would days' work at ditching or breaking stone for a turnpike; j'ou

would not expect to pay Doctor Buckler or Stuart, of Baltimore, or the Beckwiths, of Peter.«burg,

or Hall, or Jones, of Washington, for a profe.ssional opinion, what you would give to a horse-

doctor. When knowledge is rare, of a high order of .science, and attained only by intense appli-

cation and heartfelt anxiety, for its own sake, and for the honor it should always lead to, it should

be remunerated accordingly : and these demands upon men of rare acquirements should be

made, and well compensated, by the General Government and State Societies and Institutes that

have money at command. Literary and scientific institutions have, properly, no concern with

bank stocks and public funds and schemes of accumulation which, when realized, too often lead

to sordid and sinister or wild and visionary speculations. They should keep their funds in ac-

tivity as fast as received, for the reward and difl'usion of knowledge. These funds belong to the

public and are placed in their hands as trustees, to be used—not hoarded—and every man in so-

ciety—at least every one who makes the least contribution, has a right at all times to a knowledge

of whatever is received by public institutions, under acts of incorporation or authority of lavi',

and to advise as to its administration and use. There will always be people on the watch to

come in for a share of the surplus of funds, as surely as honey will attract flies.

We feel indebted to the Club of Mecklenburg for the favor of sending this communication to

be preserved in The Farmers' Libraiy. The extra copies offered to be paid for, the Publishers

have directed to be sent gratuitously and with pleasure. If some delay has occurred in the pub-

lication, it has arisen from a press of matter and from the knowledge that the facts communicated

have relation to principles rather than to any particular time or season, and would bear to be

kept, yet not to be lost. Ed. Farm. Li/}.]

Gentlemen : Durinjr the two or three past years I have given as much attention

to the Agricultural Chemistry of your County as my time and circumstances

permitted. At your request, and in compliance with my own wishes, I under-

took, during the past winter, a more particular examination of the soil, manures
and other agricultural resources of the County. I shall now place before you a
portion of the results which I have obtained.

The County of Mecklenburg lies mainly between 36° 31^' and 36° 50' north

latitude, and 1° 2' and 1° 40' west longitude from the City of Washington. Its

climate is comparatively mild and salubrious; its surface is diversified with the

various productions of the temperate zone, and its soil is characterized by abrupt

changes and extensive variety.

Its population in 1840 amounted to 20,724, consisting of 7,756 whites and

12,968 blacks. This population subsists on the products of the soil, 6,572 of its

inhabitants being employed in Agriculture, while only 789 are engaged in all

other pursuits.

The staple products of its soil were, according to the Reports of the last

Census, as follows

:

(770)
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TABLE No. 1.

Wheat 77,444 bushels

Oats 224,107

Indian Com 472,345

Potatoes 25,107 bushels
Tobacco 4,124,134 pounds
Cotton 153,640

Territory of considerable extent is before us, occupied by an agricultural popu-
lation, and supplying a considerable share of agricultural products. I propose
to consider the Agriculture of this County in its relations to Chemical Science;
and in so doing I shall simply present a statement of facts ascertained by myself
and others, and make such deductions and suggestions as seem to be appropri-
ate, and as time would allow.

TJie first inquiry I shall make is this : " What is the chemical composition of
the several staple products of this County in their mature state ? " In the answer
I shall give to this important inquiry, I shall consider the products in the order
in which they are arranged in Table 1.

Plants are composed of two kinds of chemical substances, organic and inor-
ganic ; and this distinction will be observed in what follows. For nearly all the
results in organic analysis I am indebted to the labors of others ; and on this ac-
count they are, perhaps, deserving the greater confidence.

Wheat (Triticum hyhernum).—Ultimate analysis gave Boussingault for the organic ele-

ments of the grain and the straw the foliowiijg results

:

TABLE No. 2.

Grain.

Carbon 46-6

Oxygen 44-15

Hydrogen 58
Nitrogen 3-45

Total 100-00 100-00 100-00

Vauqueliu ascertained by jiroximate analysis that the composition ofjlour is as follows

:

Gluten 10-2; Starch 72-8; Sugar 4-2
; Gum 2-8; Water 100=100-0

Boussingault analyzed '24 specimens of the dift'ereut varieties of wheat in reference par-

ticularly to the relative proportions of bran and flour in the gi-ain. He ascertained that the

bran varied from 13-2 to 38-5 per cent, and the flour from 86-8 to 61-5 per cent. The com-
position of the flour in the 24 specimens was found to be as follows :

Gluten and albumen varied from 18-2 to 25-5

Starch, sugar, gum and water 81-8 to 74-5

Total .100-0 1000

The following analyses of flour are from portions obtained from Col. Wra. Townes and
John Jones, Esq.

TABLE No. 3.

Townes. Jones.
Oil 0-8 1-0

Water 50 4-6

Soluble salts (P) 0-5 0-8

Husk and bran lfi-5 15-3

Straw No. 1.



TABLE No. 5.
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The entire stalk, the giain only excepted, gives 52 per cent, of ash, composed as follows

:

TABLE No. 5.—Ash of the Stalk.*

Lime5-6; Magnesia 6-0
; Alkalies:50 ; Silica 78-5; Oxides of iron, alumina, &c. 1'8

;

Phosphoric acidSG; Sui[)iiuric acid 1-5=1000

It will be obsen-ed here as somewhat remarkable that the amount of magnesia is gi'eater

than that of lime in the ashes of Indian coin. In tnilh, the relative amount of the former is

quite unexpected and important. If so large an amount be usual, it may be connected with
esfiential principles in the growth and economy of the plant.

Irish Potato (Solarium tnheros^im)—Of the Root and Tops.—Boussingault gives the
ultimate constituents as follows :

TABLE No. 1.—Root and Tops.
Root. Tops.

Carbon 45-33 5447
Oxygen 4707 3638
Hydrogen G04 6-37

Root.
Azote l-.'je

Total 10000

Tops.
2-78

10000

The following Table gives the mean of five analyses of the ashes from potatoes grown in

the country

:

TABLE No. 2.—Ashes of Root and Tops.
Root. Tops.

Silica 6-8 12-5

Potassa 52-5 45-3

Soda "0-5 0-7

Lime 2 25

Root.

Magnesia 4-5

Oxide of iron and
alumina 10

Carbonic acid .. 12o

Tops.
2-0

60
120

Root. Tops.
Phosphoric acid 12-5 9-6

Sulphuric acid.. 70 90
Loss, &c 0-7 0-4

Total 100 100-0

I have also obtained by proximate analysis the following results as the mean of three

analyses of the Potato. The specimens used were grown in the vicinity of the College, iu

clay soils, artificially manured. I also add a pioximate analysis from Liebig by Henry

:

TABLE No. 3.—Proximate Elements of the Potato.
Henry.

Water 7400 7312
Starch 12-.50 13-30

AVoody fibre 7-50 679
Gluten, albumen 100 (Albumen) 0-92

Sugar 2-40 3-30

li'atty matter 0-60

Salts 2-00

Volatile poisonous matter

100-00

Henry.
1-12

1-40

99-95

0-05

10000
Sweet Potato (Convolvulus batafus).—Of this valuable root I have been able to pr-e-

pare no analysis except ol" the ashes. The succeeding Table contains the results :

TABLE No. 1.— Root and Tops.
Root. Tops. I Root. Tops. I Root. Tops.

Potassa 54-6 46-8 Magnesia 43 3-4 Sulphuric acid 8-4 8-7

Soda 0-8 0-6
I Oxides of iron, i Carbonic acid . 60 8

Silica 5-4 105 alumina, <5cc. 1-5 70
Lime 3-5 40 I Phosphoric acid 15-5 110

Total 100-0 100-0

This is the composition of a variety commonly called the yam, grown iu the garden of

Mr. George Jones. Other vai-ieties have not been particularly examined.

Tobacco (Nicotiai.a tahacnm).—MM. I'osselt and Reimann, two German chemists,

give the following as the results of proximate analysis. The terms employed may be un-

derstood by reference to any elementary work on Chemistry:

TABLE No. 1.—Proximate Analysis of Tobacco Leaves,

Nicotina OOfiO

Nicotine 0010
Bitter extractive 2-870

Gum and a litde malate
, of lime 1-740

Green resin 267
Albumen 0-260

Gluten 1-048

Malic acid 0540
Malate of ammonia 0-120

Sulphate of potash 0-!8

Chloride of potassium . 0-063

Malate and nitrate of

potash 0-095

Phosphate oflimc 0166
Malate ot lime 0-242

Silica 0-088

Lignis 4-969

Water 87-280

Starch a trace

99-876

Loss 0124

Total 1 00^00~

All of the bodies here mentioned Ijesides the mineral constituents, are composed essentially

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, with a sinall portion of nitrogen in a few instances.

The aslies of this plant I have examined in various ways, and will give the results of two
attempts in the succeeding Table

:

TABLE No. 2.—Ashes of Tobacco.
Specimrn No.\. No. 2.Specimen No. 1. No. 2.

J.W..Ioae9. A.S.Ioncs.

Silica 1.5.59

Lime llfiO

Magnesia 7-75

Potkssa 7 30

Soda 2-50

14-.50

14-25

6-50

8-40

2-75

Specimi-ii No. 1. No. 2.

.I.W.Jdiics. A.S.Jones.

Chlo. potassium. 1-75 1-80

Alumina and ox.

manganese.. 450 3-20

Carbonic acid . 1975 1800
Sulphuric acid. 12-30 13-90

.I.\V..Io

Phosphoric acid 14-80

Ammonia 200
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No. 1 was a light tobacco, used for smoking. No. 2 was grown on laud that had been
limed, and was considered a fair sample of marketable tobacco.

Cotton (Gossypium herbacenm).—I have made no attempt to analyze the stalk of this

plant, nor of tlie seed. The ashes of the stalk as grown on the small farm of Mr. Geo. Jones

are composed as follows

:

TABLE No. 1.—Ashes of the Stalk.

Silica 15-5

Alumina 2'7

Peroxide of iron 3-4

Potassa 20-5

Soda 10-5

Lime 8-2

Magnesia 5-5

Carbonic acid 16-5

Phosphoric acid 9"0

Sulphuric acid 7*5

Chlorine 05
99-8

O-'i

I have attempted the organic analysis of the cotton yarn.

Lo.ss

Total .10000

Table No. 2 gives the result:

TABLE No. 2.—Cotton Yarn.

Carbon 65-15
; Hydrogen 4-50

; Oxygen 30-35=100'00

Dr. Ure has given the following as the composition of the ashes of the Sea Island Cotton

fibre:
TABLE No. 3.—Ash of Sea Island Cotton.

Phosphate of lime 90
Carbonate of lime 10-C

Phosphate of magnesia .. 8-4

Peroxide of iron 3-0

Carbonate of potash 44-8

Chloride of potassium ... 9-9

Sulphate of potash 9-3

Alumina a trace, and loss. 5-0

Total 100-0

The soil of this County I have examined with some care, though not as extensively as I

desired and intended. I anticipated much pleasure and profit ui analyzing the various boUs

of the County and in forming an agricultural map ; but the unusual pressure of College du-

ties and other circumstances, have thus far forbidden. The following Table contains such

analyses of the soil as I have made

:

TABLE No. 1—Containing the Composition of various Specimens of Soil and Subsoil of
Mecklenburg County, Virginia.

COMPOSITION
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No. 1 is a loamy soil of specific gravity 2-353, from the hill-side rising from the Roanote low
ground. The land belongs to Richard B. Baptiste, Esq.. and this is true of the first six specimens.
No. 2 is from the bottom of a ditch 3 feet deep in the Ptoanoke low ground ; clay loam of spe-
cific gravity 2272. No. 3 is from the Roanoke low ground, below the house ; loamy soil of spe-
cific grav. 2-222. No. 4 is from a sand-bank near the river, of sp. grav. 2-367. No. 5 is from an
old pond, 2 j-ards from the ditch on the side toward the river ; subsoil cloy, of sp. gravity 2778.
No. 6 is the soil from the same place ; clay loam of sp. grav. 2-200. No. 7 to No. 15 inclusive are
from the lands of Alexander Jones, Esq. No. 7 is from a field east of the house ; soil loamy iron
of sp. grav. 2-380. No. 8 is the subsoil of No. 7 ; sp. grav. 2-272. No. 9 is limed subsoil, second
low ground Butcher's Creek, loamy, sp. grav. 2-173. No. 10 is the soil of No. 9, clay loam. spec,
gravity 2-130. No. 11 was supposed to be unlimed, from the same place as the preceding ; soil
loamy

; sp. grav. 2-222. No. 12 is from the low ground of Butcher's Creek, opposite the old house
on Mr. S. Lockett's laud ; loamy soil of sp. grav. 2-222. No. 13 is from a field in cultivation 80
years; .soil south of the walnut tree ; loamy; sp. grav. 2-173. No. 14 is subsoil of the preceding,
clay, of sp. grav. 2170. No. 15 is from the field that had been subsoilcd

; loamy ; sp. grav. 2-130.'

No. 16 is from the land ot Mr. Geo. Jones, lot west of the house ; loamy clay soil ; sp. grav. 2326.
No. 17 is from the laud of Col. F. W. Boyd, from the newly cleared field on the road to Lom-
bardy Grove; loamy soil; sp, grav. 2-345. The next three specimens are from the land of Dr.
Wm. Jones. No. 18 is from the field on the same side with the house near the lane and oppo-
site the barn south of the houise ; loamy ; sp. gravity 2.440. No. 19 is the subsoil of No. 18 ; red
clay; sp. gravity 2200 (a remarkable result compared with the preceding). No. 20 is from the
same field, 100 yards from the lane in the bottom ; loamy soil ; sp. grav. 2-400. Nos. 21 to 26 in-
clusive are from Col. Lockett's farm, Richland. No. 21 is from the lot toward the river, at the
old house ; loamy soil ; sp. grav. 2400. No. 22 is from the tobacco lot, old garden near the old
house ; loamy soil : sp. grav. 2-398 ; No. 23 is from the same spot as No. 21, but IS inches deeper ;

sandy loam ; sp. grav. 2-222. No. 24 is from the same spot as No. 22, bat 1 foot deeper; sandy
loam ; sp. grav. 2-280. No. 25 is the subsoil of 22 and 24 ; loamy ; sp. gravity 2-4 to. No. 26 is
from the gate north of the old house beyond the valley ; red clay, specific gravity 2-400.

Auothei- important branch of Agricultural Science relates to the composition, value and
use of the different manures. I have obtained a few results, which I submit for your con-
eideratiou. I made five analyses of the ashes of farm-yard manure, prepared by Mr. Geor'^e
Jones in the usual way. The pen was covered, whenever it was necessary, with corn
stalks, wheat and oat straw, and particularly with leaves.

TABLE No. 1.—Farm-Yard Manure.

COMPOSITION.

Carbonic acid

Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid

Lime
Magnesia
Alkalies
Silica

Common salt

Alumina and oxide of iron.

Loss

Total.

No. 1.
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niire. The same prinriple is manifest at the Buffalo Springs, in the vicinity of Abbeville, at

Lombardy Grove, St. Tammany, Drapersville, and in every part of the County. But I can-

not pursue this inquiry.

I liave no lei.srue to make any deductions from the facts stated in this Essay, but I leave
them with you for considerati(3n. It is a source of unfeigned regret that circumstances will

not permit me to carry out fully the purpose I had cherished of exjiloring your County,
classifying its various soils and forming a map representmg the nature of the soil and showing
the souices of your agricultural wealth.

Mecklenburg is a large County, with much fertile soil, capable of supporting twice its

present population. With appropriate husbiiiidry its citizens will be as near El Dorado as

they are likely to be in any section of our countiy. Let the ploru be driven, and the grate-

ful soil will yield its increase. The plow, directed by enterprise, skill and knowledge, shall

do here what it has done elsewhere, renovate your soil and multiply threefold its produc-

tionB.
" Bread in its furrow fprings,

Health find repose it brings,

Treasures unknown to Kings

—

God save the Plow !

"

Yours, respectfully, J. W. HARDY.

What next?—The distinguished Editor of the London Gardeners' Chronicle adviseB his

readers that Mr. Milton, of Great Marjlebonestreet, has contrived an apparatus ibr ellierizin"

bees, whicli does it? work admirably, without the least trouble. The bees are at first much agitated,

then stupefied, and fall to the ground, when they may be handled with impunity. The eflect is

produced in little more than a minute and a half.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, January 22, for the Monthly Journal of Agricullure.'\

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '48 .^ 100 16. 5

Pearls.lst sort,M8 7

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. <F «>.-- —

Spei-m —
COTTON—From ¥ K. —
COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... —
CORDAGE—American ^ K. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirrings,|> y. —

Sheetings —
FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR & MEAL—Gene.?ee, pure, bbl. 6

Genesee, from Western Wheat .. fi

Troy 6
Oswego —
Michigan 6

Ohio 6
Brooklyn and New-York —
Bi'andywine fi

Georeetown —
Baltimore, Howard-street 6

Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country 6

Alexandria 6 25

Fi edericksburg, Petersburg City . 6

Rye Flour 4

Corn Meal, Western and State.. . 3

Corn Meal, .Terspy 3

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush. 1

Wheat, Red and mixed 1

Rye, Northern —
Corn, Jersey and Northern yel... —
Com, Southern, yellow —
Corn, Western, flat yellow —
Oats, Northern —
Oats, .Jersey —

HAY—North River in bales, ^100 m —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl20

" " water-rotted 1 60

HOPS—1847 —
mON—American Pig, No 1 —

" Common 30

LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. —
LUMBEi:—Boards. N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35

Boards, Albany Pine ^pcc. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Fine, f M. ft... 27
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75 ®
— ®
22 ®— 24
12 ®— 14
32 ®— 33
7 ®— 10
]5i®— Ifi

11 ®— 12
5 ®— 9

6 ®— 15
32 ®— 35

1^ 9

25 @ 6 37i
06i@ 6 l-'i— @ 6 OCi— ® 6 —
— @ 6 Kk
— @ 6 12^
— ® 6 —
50 «
— ® 6 50
25 ® 6 37i
— ® 7 50
37i®
— ® 6 37.1

37=V@
"

25 ® 4 50
]2J® 3 185
25 @ 3 37}
35 ® 1 40
25 ® 1 33
— ®— 90
74 ®— 75
— ®
— ®— 73
48 ®— ."iO

42 ®— 45
72 ®— 80
—@140 —
—@190 —
5 ®— 6
— ®
— ®32 50
85 ®— 90
— ® 40—
10 ®— 19

50 ®30 —

I

Staves, White Oak, pipe.^ M 60 — ®—
Staves, White Oak, hhd 45 — @

—

Staves, White Oak. bbl 33 — ®.35
Staves, Red Oak. hhd 28 — ®.32

I

Hoops 27 — ®32
Scantling, Eastern 17 50 ®20
Scantling, Oak .30 — ®35
Timber, Oak #' cubic foot — 22 ®—
Timber, White Pine — 18 ®—
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine — 30 ®

—

Shingles ^ bunch 2 50 ® 2
Shingles. Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. 28 — '5,34

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 27 — ® 32
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 20 — ®25
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 18 — ®22
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 18 — ©22
Shingles, Company 35 — iiSS

NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...^ lb. — 10 ®—
Cr,t4dto40d — 4?®-

PLASTER PARIS—!>• ton 2 50 ®—
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, f^-bbl... 8 25 ® 9

Beef. Prime, 5 50 @ 6
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old 10 — ®]0
Pork, Mess, Ohio, new 11 75 @ 12
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old 6 50 ®

—

Pork, Prime. Ohio, new 7 62.'.® 7
Lard. Ohio, new I)- lb. — 7|@—
Hams, Pickled — 7 ®

—

Hams. Smoked — 9.V®

—

Shoulders, Pickled — 4 ®—
Beef Hams in Pickle — 9 ®10
Beef, Smoked ^ lb. — C ®—
Butter, Orange County Dairy — 19 ®

—

Butter, Western Dairy — 14 ®—
Cheese — 6 ®

—

SEEDS—Clover F lb. — 7 ®—
Timothy ^'tierce 15 — ®18
Flax, Rough ®—

SOAP—New-York ^' lb. — 4 ®—
TALLOW—American Rendered ... — 8 ®—
TOBACCO—Vii-ginia ® lb. — 2?@—
Kentucky and Missouri — 4 ®

—

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,.^ lb. — 42 ®—
American Full Blood Merino — 38 ®

—

American A and J Merino -. — 33 ®

—

American Native and i Merino... — 28 ®

—

Superfine, Pulled Country — 33 ®

—

14

4i

25

75

8i
7i

114

5t
50

6i
21
16
7

U

u
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40
36
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND EXTRACTS

ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

An absence, longer than usual at this season, has brought an accumulation of

agricultural contributions, in various forms, which, as yet, we have not had time

to examine, much less to digest. It will need some share of diligence to look it

over and turn it to account, before a fresh supply will come to demand the same
attention.

We do not know how a few pages may be occupied in a manner more likely

to entertain and benefit the reader, than by stringing together, as we go alonf,

such items as may appear to be adapted to the season, and to the circumstances

and uses of the greatest number of our patrons. With these objects and considera-

tions in view, it will be allowable just now to say more about the Potato than

has been our custom, since of all esculents there is none so universally culti-

vated, and moreover the time for planting for early use is at hand.

We may begin by premising that a gentleman lately informed us that, what-
ever doubts may, and certainly do, still exist as to the cause of the Potato mal-
ady—in the neighborhood of Philadelphia, where the subject has so attracted

particular notice as to lead to some investigation, there are some points which
experience appears to have settled as tending to give a better chance of a savino"

crop—as, for instance, liberal manuring, and early and deep plantino-.

Mr. Gowan, the well and widely known patron and exemplar of agricultural

improvements, has given particular attention to this subject, and it is said made,
last year, a crop of 1,500 bushels of the finest quality. Our informant stated that
he had lately refused $500 for 500 busiiels. Supposing an acre to be sufficiently-

well manured to produce 60 bushels of Indian corn, may it not be said that it

would yield 200 of potatoes ? The former at 60 cents would be worth |36 to the
acre, while the latter at $i would yield $200. Now who will give us a calcula-

tion as to the difference in the labor and cost of cultivation and transportation to

market, so as to arrive, as nearly as may be, to the net profit ? As a general
thing it would, periiaps, not be safe, however, to count upon more than 100
bushels of potatoes to the acre, nor on a price exceeding 50 cents on the farm.

As, however, the Potato disease was extensive the past season, and appears to
be spreading southward in the United States, it may be useful to many to learn
the result of expeiience as we find it detailed in the papers before us.
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The first communication is that of a writer who relates in the London Gardea-

er's Chronicle :

" For the last three years, during which time the Potato crop has been so extensively af-

fected by the prevailing disease, iny attention has been drawn to a method of cultivating that

plant, practiced by a gentleman whom I huve known for the last 20 years to have been a
large and successful grower. His unvarying success can evidently be attributed to notliing

more than the strict observance of a few simple rules of cultivation. In the iirst place, he
has been very particular in selecting and retaining only such .sorts as arrive at early maturity,

and are of superior quality ; also such as are not liable to rot after cidting (for he divides his

sets), thereby planting double the breadth of land with an equal measure of tubers. They
are planted in i-ows which are 26 inches apart ; the sets 1 foot distant from each other. The
time preferred lor planting is from the second week in February to the last week in March.
They are deposited 3 inclies deep from the surface of the land, and then immediately earthed

lip on one side to the hight of 4 inches, leaving the sets 7 inches buried (by this method the

wet is drained off from the sets, which are also well secured from frost). At the end of April

or beginning of May, according to the variations of the seasons, the rows are leveled down
by means of a harrow or rake, and, after the potatoes become sufficiently strong, they are

moulded up in the usual way. I may add that he is not an advocate for early digging ; ho
generally leaves them in the ground till late in autumn. His plan of storing is to have them
placed in very naiTow ridges on the surface of the ground, banked up with earth, and well

covered with straw or fern ; and by this plan fermentation is in a great measure obviated.

—

By the observance of the above rides this gentleman has been enabled to obtain, during the

last three seasons, crops as abundunt and tine as the same land, on an average, ever before

produced ; and this present season he has produced a ci-op of 1,400 sacks of sound potatoes

from 21 acres of land ; his usual quantity of seed is 4 sacks per acre. Martin Mayks.
Durdliam-down Nursery, Bristol."

There is one objection to drawing inferences from English accounts, to influ-

ence American practice, Avhich floats on the surface and is so apparent that the

dullest vision may see it—arising from (iiffcre?ice of climate. Now, though that

may teach us that Carolina is not much better adapted to turnips than England

to sweet potatoes, yet it does not warrant the conclusion that the same causes

which produce the Potato rot in England would not produce it, where they are

present, in the United States, nor forbid us believe that a remedy or preventive

in one country would prove equally effectual in the other.

The objection we should make, or the doubt which arises to the suggestion of

this writer, is, in our judgment, to the gentleman's practice in cutting his pota-

toes in sets or slips. Although experience has proved, it seems, that they do

well, may it not be reasonably believed that whole potatoes would do better, to

at least the amount in the diff'erence in the expense of seed ?

Here, in this extract, we encounter again a perplexity (which it has been our

aim as much as possible to obviate), arising from the difference in our and in

English loeights and measures. On this point of uniformity in weights and

measures, as well as in simplicity and uniformity cf language, and freedom from

provincialisms, we seem to have made more progress than the " mother coun-

try," where the greatest diversity and confusion prevail.—How much is a

'^ sack" ? says the reader, wishing to see how many bushels are considered a fair

crop of potatoes in England.

Turning, then, to a little book of reference, much of which will be copied in

our journal, we find the following Table. By a late act of Parliament, the legal

stone is in all cases to consist of 14 pounds avoirdupois ; 8 such stone 1 cwt. ; 20

cwt. 1 ton. In wheat measure a sack is four bushels.
Cwt. qrs. lbs.

I

Cwt. qrs. lbs.

8 pounds 1 .Stone.* 6J tods 1 wcyt 1 2 14

14 pounds 1 stone t 14 2 weys 1 .sac/ft 3 10
2stoneltodt 1 | 12 Backs 1 lastt 39

At this rate, 1,400 sacks were equal to 509,600 pounds of potatoes—which,

divided by 21, the number of acres, and that again by, say, 50, for the pounds in a

* Used for meat. t Used in the wool trade.
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bushel of potatoes, and we have 485 bushels to the acre. Here, again, as it is

said constant dropping weareth away stones, a line may be taken to urge the

propriety of municipal, if not legislative measures, to cause all common market-

able commodities to be sold by weight—even ducks and chickens should be so

sold.

It has often been a matter of amusement, less than surprise, to find how a very

large proportion of practical farmers may be confounded by putting to them ques-

tions which their every-day transactions require that they should be able to an-

swer at a word. There is, for instance, not one in twenty that can tell the ordi-

nary weight of a bushel of potatoes or buckwheat, or of a horse-cart, or a bushel

of oysters. Yet for many and obvious reasons they ought to know the ordinary

weight of everything to be transported on or from their farms upon the road.

The following Tables may be of some practical use to a greater number than

may be willing to acknowledge it. By-the-by, we would recommend every farm-

er to keep a scrap-book, in which everything of this sort which he meets with in

his party newspaper (and many neither take nor read any other) might be pasted

and preserved. Let it be paged and given in the keeping of the good housewife,

who, on the least hint, with her ever ready scissors at her side, will cut out what
is indicated, and paste it in the book ; and then the farmer himself, or his son,

some rainy day, when kept from school, can make an tnrfea' according to the sub-

ject, so that any particular matter may be readily referred to. But here are

these homely Tables

:

ST. LOUIS WEIGHTS OF PRODUCE.—NUMBER OF POUNDS AVOIRDUPOIS TO THE BUSHEL.'

Wheat 60

Beans, except Castor Beans. CO

Clover-seed 60

.Potatoes 56

Rye 56

Corn 56

Flax-.seed 55

Barley 48

Oats 35
Onions 57

Dried Peaches 33

Dried Apples 24

B uckwheat-seed 52
Castor Beans 46
Hemp-seed 44
Blue-Grass seed 12
Timothy-seed 45
Salt 50

Bran 20

One bn.9hel of Charcoal shall be equal to five pecks.
One bushel of Lime shall be equal to five pecks.

The reader Avill, of course, understand that these are standard weights ; and,

when the article really weighs more or less, the payment is regulated by this

standard.

A Valuable Table.—The following Table, compiled from the calculations of J. M. Gar-
nett, Esq., of Virg-hiia, will be found exceedingly valuable to mauy of our mechanical read-
ers:

A box 24 mches by 16 inches square, and 22 inches deep, will contain a barrel, or 10,852
cubic inches.

A box 24 inches by 16 inches square, and 11 inches deep, will contain half a barrel, or
5,426 cubic inches.

A box 16 inches by 16-8 inches square, and 8 inches deep, will contain one bushel, or
2.150'42 cubic inches.

A box 12 inches by 11-2 inches square, and 8 inches deep, wiU contain half a bushel, or
1,07 .'3 cubic inches.

A box 8 inches by 8-4 inches square, and 6 inches deep, will contain one peck, or 536-1
cubic inches.

A box 3 inches by 8 inches square, and 4-2 mchea deep, \vill contain one-half peck, or
267-0 cubic inches.

A box 7 inches by 4 inches square, and 4-8 inches deep, will contain half a gallon, or 131-4
cubic iiiclies.

A box 4 inches by 4 inches square, and 4-2 inches deep, will contain one quart, or 67-5
cubic inches.

To return to the potatoes—it seems to be understood that pains should be

taken, in putting them away, to secure them not only against xvet, but against

the heat that proceeds from too large a bulk, and which promotes fermentation
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and vegetation, and of course exhaustion before planting. We understand that

the deep planting recommended in the English extract is confirmed by Mr. Gow-
an's experience.

We shall doubtless meet with other practical hints on this subject as we ga
along, looking over the journals before us.

Entomological Societies.—Nothing has so much tended to promote progress

in arts and industry, as the division of labor—the confinement of attention to a
single branch ; but there is in this respect great room for improvement in our

country. Instead of having separate associations for the increase of knowledge
in each branch of natural science, and in each art and industry, we undertake so

many at once that nothing is half done.

Thus we have one society to exhibit and give premiums for sheep, and cattle,

and fowls, and Howers, and plows, and bridles, and all sorts of products and man-
ufactures—instead of dividing these objects, and carrying ihem all to a much
higher state of melioration. We ought to have, for example. Veterinary Socie-

ties, for the improvement and care of the Horse—Societies expressly for the ex-

hibition and improvement of Sheep and Wool—for the Grape Culture and Man-
ufacture of Wine—and various other things. Why not, particularly it may be

asked, an Entomological Society ?

We are reminded of this at the moment by seeing, in the paper already re-

ferred to, the following—which shows that we may go to London for a better

knowledge even of the insect destructive to our own great Southern staple ; and

that a Society there is taking measures to have observations made on its habits,

by a citizen of still another country in Europe, now traveling in the United States !

Is it that nothing has attraction for us, with all our vain-boasting, that may not

be at once converted into the almighty dollar, unless it be militarij glory !

"Dec. 6.—W. Spence, Esq., F. R. S.. President, in the Chair. Mr. Spence communi-
cated a note from Rev. Mr. Meadows, of Wituesham, near Ipswich, accompanied by speci-

mens of Bruchus graiiarlus, which has proved especially destructive to crops of green Maza-
gan Beans in Suffolk, at least one-third of the crop being attacked in some places. He also

stated that the Tuniip crop had suffered to a great extent from the ravages of the grub of

Ai^rotis segetnvi—adding that part of a field, which had been dressed with " bm~nt earth"
at the rate of about GO cart-loads to an acre, had entirely escaped, ; but that the remainder
of the field, manured with London manure at the rate of about 20 cart-loads to an acre, had
been greatly attacked.*

Mr. Spence read a note relative to several species of insects which infest the Cotton crop

in North America, and suggested that the su'bject was very worthy of the attention of ento-

mologists—nothing definite having been hitherto recorded, and the successful cultivation of

the crops of that article having so great an influence on the prosperity of our manufacturers,

and that more especially since vigorous attempts were now making to grow the Cotton iii

our Indian temtories (the plants being introduced from America). It was, therefore, re-

solved that the celebrated entomologist, Dr. Schaum, now in North America, should be re-

quested to direct his attention to the subject, on behalf of the Entomological Society."

Effect of Turnips o\ Ewes in Lamb.—Mr. Robinson (Veterinary Professor in England)-

asserts—and his assertion seems to have attracted much notice—that " when lambing-ewes

are allowanced a large quantity of tmnips with a small amount of other food through the

winter, abortion is a frequent occurrence ; their supply of milk is very deficient, and their

lambs are dropped of various sizes and far from healthy. If the ewes are allowed free ac-

cess to salt, the lambs are still more unhealthy, and many die of indigestion and disease of

the liver. The mortality of the lambs in these cases may, I think, be fairly attributed to

the amount of salt taken by the dam ; for admitting that a small portion only is directly

given them, the quantity positively taken in their food in turnips is somewhat considerable."

A Lincohishii-e flock-master remarks on the above : " According to this it woidd appear we

* See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1847, p. 442, for another instance in which a difference of manure operated

as a check againet the attacks of insects. Entomolosists and agriculturiet* have not hitherto studied the

effects of manures upon insects bo carefully as is evidently necessary.
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have been on a wrong systena, and I am not quite so sure but to a certain extent this is so.

Last lambing season vast quantities of lambs died, and ewes also in this county, but it was
generally supposed to be the distemper, a disease that has been in this county to a fearful

extent. Many persons last season, probably on account of the distemper, gave an increased
quantity of salt to their flock, from an idea that it would check the distemper, which may
in fact have destroyed both ewes and lambs, according to Mr. Robinson's theoiy. At all

events it is a subject well worthy ol consideration and discussion, aiid I trust these few re-

marks may attract the eye of more experienced persons than myself. If it shall be shown
that this assertion of Mr. Robinson is right, and that turnips are injurious to a breeding-

flock, the sooner the present system is abandoned the better, and com or oil-cake must be
given in lieu. I should add that the Swede turnip is usually pitted for lambing time, and
the red and white tops consumed during the whiter season."

Exhibition and Triai, of America.v Implements in England.—Society of Arts, De-
cember 8, T. HoBLYN, Esq., in the Chair. Mr. Slocum exhibited two plows, a scythe and
cradle for reaping corn, a grass-scytlie, three spring-tempered manure and hay forks, a cast-

steel hand-hoe, and an ax of American manufacture. He stated the peculiarity of these im-
plements to consist in their lightness, cheapness and durabihty, thus enabling the agricul-

tural laborers to accomplish a larger amount of daily work at a less cost. The implements
he exhibited were such as are commonly used in the United States. A letter was read
from Mr. Love, of Manor House, Naseby, in which he states the plows were tried on a clay

soil in rather a dry state against Adams's Northampton plow and one of Howard's Champion
plows. Howard's, when working five niches deep by eleven inches wide, had a draught of
thirty-one stones, and Adams's plow, at the same width and depth, a draught of tliirty stones,

whUe the American plow, at five inches deep and. fourteen wide, drew only twenty-six stones.

"Injustice to the American plows, I must say," observes Mr. Love, " that they cut up and
cleaned their furrow quite as well as the other plows, and also turned the earth completely,

breaking it and putting the soil in capital position for diilling or dibbhng ; they are the most
simple, strong, light and effective plows it is possible to conceive." Other experiments
were also made, and the draught tested by the dynamometer. The cost of the plows Mr.
Slocum stated to be £2 each.

Perhaps this may fall under the eye of some one who can tell from what
manufactory the American implements, and particularly the plow, were sent.

It is believed that Mr. Colman was once present at a trial of American and

English plows, where the decision was in favor of the latter. It were to be

wished that our Societies would invite Mr. Ransome, the great improver and

manufacturer of the best English plows, to send over one or more to be tested

against the best American, such as are turned out from Prouty's or Ruggles &
Nourse's establishments. Although not so attractive and exciting to the crowd at a

Cattle-Show, as Tom Thumb and the monkeys, fat stallions and cows with

three calves, musicians, and sheep with four horns, and other live animals, im-

proved hnplements constitute everywhere the most valuable department, and de-

serve the continued and especial favor of all well-directed associations and efforts

to promote improvements in American Husbandry ; and truly the improvement

has been wonderful, even within our recollection.

Guano.—The writer of these notes distributed two barrels of Peruvian guano
m Maryland twenty-five years ago, and endeavored to spread a conviction of its

value, by giving translations from Ulloa & Humboldt to show its efficacy and the

manner of using it. It was admitted by one gentleman to be a powerful fertil-

izer, but nothing was done toward obtaining any farther supply. Now see what
Las been the progress in the use of it in England :

Ships entered. Tons, i Sliips entered. Tons
In 1841 7 1,73.T In 18« 13 4,056

1842 41 12,000
I

1844 286 81,902
In 1845 679 ships entered, with 219,764 tons.

We have no particulars before us coming down to this time. Guano is known
to be the excrement of sea-fowl, deposited by them on many of the rocky islands

of the Pacific and Atlantic during the breeding-season. Its price last year in

England was quoted : Ichaboc, $30 to $40 per ton ; Peruvian, $50 to $52,
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according to quality. It varies in composition, and here, where we do not pos-

sess the science or the energy among agriculturists to provide for the scientific

analysis of it, it is probable we are shabbed ofl'with that of inferior quality. In

Maryland, owing to the forecast of Mr. Naill, of the Senate, an Inspector has

been appointed to examine that which is sold in the Baltimore mark-et. In the

House of Delegates of that State, Mr. Goad has moved to have an Agricultural

Chemist appointed, but it would probably be much easier to get a Drill-Sergcant

or a drummer and fifer to go through the counties, especially if dressed off' in

showy regimentals. The guanos of commerce have been analyzed in England

by Professor J. F. Johnston. He found in these

—

Kinds. Water. Ammoniiical matter. Earthy phosphates.

Peruvian 7 to 9 56 to 66 16 to 23
Chilian 10 to 13 59 te 46 22 te 30
Bolivian 6 65 to 64 25 to 29
Ichaboe 18 to 26 36 to 44 21 to 29
Saldanha,ligt...............l7to27j

Al^na Rp„ 5
""~^ 22-37 70-20

Aiaoaoay >23-93 23-16 43-15

Halifax 24-47 20-61 22-67
Bird's Island 25-49 ?iq,„oi 5 22-43

14-18
^lyto-Ji

^ J.. 3^
Patagonian, light 40-99

^ 20 to 25 24 to 32
dark 20-55 \

Guano is undoubtedly a powerful manure v/hen applied at the rate of from 300

to 500 pounds per acre, especially in wet seasons, and on moist soils.

A New Plant, adapted to the United States, called the " Dyer's Buck-

wheat."—At the same meeting of the Society of Arts, a communication was read

from Mr. W. Taylor, F. L. S.,&c., on the Cultivation oi Polygonum tinctorium,

or Dyer's Buckwheat

:

" This plant," oliserves Mr. Taylor, " is a native of China, and was introduced into Eng-
1-and in 1776 by John Blake. It is u.sed in Ciiina and Japan for the purpose of dyeing a blue

similar to that of the finest indigo. The color is obtained from the leaves of the plant,

wjiich are dried, pounded, and made into cakes. With these cakes, Thimberg says, they

dye linen, silk and cotton. When the cakes are boiled, they add ashes, and the stronger

the decoction is made, the darker the color. The plant grows best in England on soils of a
medium texture, which must also be well manured before the seed is sown, which is best

sown in rows about the middle of April. Two pounds of seed to the acre is sufficient, but
tlie plants may be planted out in rows from the hot-bed, at the rate of 1G,000 to the acre, and
unless they are brouglit forward and planted out, they will not produce seed in England.

The plant can be prej)ared for the market in three ways, viz. : 1st. It may be cut in a green

state, and sold to the dyer, in which case an acre would produce 5 tons of leaves and stalks,

worth about £30. 2d. If cut and placed in vats, so as to precipitate the ' iecula or indigo,'

the acre would produce 3 cwts. of color, which at Is. per lb. would be worth £1G IGs.

3d. The plants may be cut up, dried, and packed in bundles ; the acre would then yield 3

tons of dyeing matter, and be worth about £21. The coloring matter may be extracted by
fermentation or scalding." Specimens of the plants and color were exhibited."

Here is another opportunity for the active vigilance and enterprise of the

American Institutes to render, in all probability, an important service to the

country. Their ever-wakeful " Committees of Importation,'''' looking out for new
plants and new implements, (for which the whole habitable globe is explored

by European Societies,) will no doubt have ordered, through their alert agents

in England, a few of the seed of this ^^ J)yer''s Buckiuheat "; for if it can be ma-

tured to produce seed by the management described in England, it would doubt-

less succeed in all our Southern States. The preparation would seem to be very

simple—cutting, drying and packing—and if, instead of yielding from $100 to

an acre, as stated, it should produce even the lowest sum named, $80, it
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might be raade to supersede profitably many of our products, and the more we
can diversify these, the more remunerating tlie product of them all.

Nothing of this kind should be allowed to escape the vigilance and energy of

institutions acting in the name of the whole Union and, as such, supplied

with ample/unds, which, instead of being hoarded up, should be kept constantly

employed. Though many things thus imported might prove to be without value,

yet in a single case it would sometimes happen that more good would be done

than by volumes of translations from Spanish, and Greek, and Latin, and French,

of olden or of modern times, which better serve for display than real utility.

Use of Indian Corn as Food for Stock in England.—The best opening, in

our view, at present, for a great increase of demand in Europe for our great

staple, Indian Corn, is in the prospect of having it take the place, especially in

England, oi oil-cake and other food, so largely employed there for feeding cattle.

It is every way worthy of the attention of the many who are directly interested

in the solution of the question. What is wanting is to find out, with all practi-

cable exactness, at what price, per hundred or per ton, the two articles will meet

each other, in competition, in the hands of the English farmer—then the nutri-

tive and fat-making properties of each—and finally, the A'alue which each im-

parts to the manure—a point which English Farmers look at with becoming

solicitude.

Unfortunately, as to the nutritive qualities of a staple of which the last year

we produced more than 500,000,000 of bushels, we have no school or scientific

agricultural institutions, to which we can go to have that question settled with

accuracy ; nor at wliich we can learn, as in England, how much the use of any

particular food will augment the value of the manure produced by it. But if,

by any means, we could connect such investigations with the art and purposes-

of war, the Government provides amply for that. To the representatives of the

landed interest in Congress there is nothing so exhilarating, no stimulus to

legislative action so powerful, as the sight of a glittering epaulette, the roll of

the drum, the shrill music of the " ear-piercing hfe," and the smell of human
blood—nothing which so quickly prompts them to bestow all the means of sci-

entific instruction to cause analyses and surveys to be made and mapped, to give

instruction, life-commissions, large salaries, the choice of the public lands, and

liberal pensions to wives and children. Eighty per cent, of tlie public burdens,

willingly borne—nay, self-imposed—by this besotted nation, and that in time of

peace, is for tvarlike purposes, and no public man can be found to move m the

way of investigation or reform of such a prostitution of all the purposes of ra-

tional and enlightened Government.

But to return to the mode of feeding cattle in England and the food used

there, with which our corn-meal would have to come in competition. At a late

meeting of one of their Agricultural Societies, their system of box feeding, which'

is highly spoken of, and fast getting into use, was thus described :

At a recent mooting of the Cornwall Ajri-icultural Association, at Truro, Mr. Karkeek, of
Tnuo, gave the following useful information. Ho stated that that Mr. Trethewy, Mr. Tre-
eavvna and hinis(!!l' went out to Mr. Davey's fiu-ni for the purpose of .seeing the nj(!tliod of
feeding cattle latrly introcUiced tlieie. The farm was taken in by tlie Messrs. Davcy hut a
few yeiirs sijice, from the common at Tyw:u-nhayle. The plan consists in ll-eding cattle in
loose-boxes, on a compcunid of linseed and rye-meal, prepared as follows: 12:J lbs. of cru.shed

linseed is gradually mixed witli 21 gallons of boiling water in a copper; after wliicli, 84 lbs,

of rye-iDcal and a handful of salt are added. The mixture, having been well sriired, isccist

into moulds, forming cakes of 7 lbs. each. The quantities of ingredients above mentioned'
wili make thli'ty-six cakes, and the wliole can be munufactuifd by a man and two girla iu
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about one hour. One of these cakes, with | cvvt. of Swede turnips, and a bushel of straw

and hay ch;iff" (vvhicli last is also mixed with linseed mncilafje), is f^iven to an ox in six

meals per day. The method of preparing the linseed and chaff is by dissolving 12 lbs.

of braised linseed in 240 lbs. of boiling water ; this is poured on straw, chaff", and hay,

equal to fifty bushels, in a shallow cistern ; while one person gradually pours the boiling

mucilage over the chaff, another person turns and beats it with a beater till the liquid be
perfectly absorbed. The expense of feeding an ox in the manner here described is about

one shilling per day. The consumption of the compound is gradually increased in quantity.

Some feeders give from 14 to 21 lbs. per day, being neai'ly in the same quantities that lin-

eeed-cake is given. The advantages derived from the use of the compound over the oil-

cake are veiy considerable. The oil-cake costs, on an average, from £10 to £12 per ton,

while the linseed compound can be manufactured with either pea, bean, barley, Indian com,
or rye meal, at fi-om 60s. to 703. per ton. Again, from the various trials which have been
made by practical farmers, of the feeding qualities of the two articles, the advantages are in

favor of the compound, weight for weight. The utensils required for manufacturing the

compound are a 30 or 40-gallon copper, a hand-mill for crushing the linseed (cost 50s.), a
half-hogshead or two, half a dozen moulds, a hand-cup, a three-pronged fork, and a wooden
rammer, the whole of which may be purchased for 30s. Mr. Karkeek next described the

^essrs. Davey's system of box-feeding. Their boxes are about nine feet square, sunk three

feet (two feet it is said is quite sufficient) below the surface in one continuous excavation,

and having slidhig bars between the boxes, and a sliding trough placed in the boxes for

holding food and water. The bars and troughs are made to slide upward, as the manure
accumulates underneath. Messrs. Davey's cattle had been placed in the boxes and fed in

this manner for six weeks, up to Saturday, Dec. 4 ; and there was scarcely the slightest

effluvia arising from the dung. From the constant treading of the cattle, the dung becomes
so consolidated that at the end of thi'ee months, when it is removed, it is generally cut with

a hay-knife into solid cakes about two feet square. The Messrs. Davey having tried the sys-

tem only six weeks, cannot speak of its practical value ; but from reports of j)ractical fann-

ers of the highest respectability, there is reason to believe that cattle may be easily fattened

in this maimer in four months ; besides which there is the advantage of making a rich and
valuable manure. Mr. Karkeek went on to say that, having some doubts respecting this

method of feeding, he wrote to Mr. James Daubuz, of Offington, near AVorthing, who had
pursued the system for some time. Mr. Daubuz's reply was: " I purchased eight Devon
oxen at Btu-net Fair, on the 11th of Septembei-, 184C, at a cost, including expenses, of £98.
The cattle were examined by a Cornish friend of mine, wlio pronounced them to be a very

indifferent lot ; they were in very moderate condition. They had the run of the stubble.s

till the 11th November, when they were put into the boxes and fed on the linseed com-

pound, manufactjired from linseed, tail-barley, and tail-peas : commencing only with half a

cake per day for each ox, and finishing with three cakes—averaging two calves per day

They consumed, in this manner, up to the 15th of March,

Tail-barley. 71 qrs., at 24g £9
Tail-peas,"7i qrs., at 36s 13 10

Linseed, 3 qrs., at 56s 8 8

Total £30 18

Besides one bushel of steamed hay, half a cwt. of chaff, and one bushel of

white carrots or Swedes each per day 10 2

Total
'. £41

They averaged on their sale £21 63. 3Jd., the total bein°; £170 10s. 4d." Mr. Karkeek
w^ent on to obsene that in usuig '' compounds " of this kind, there was the additional ad-

vantage of being enabled to consume profitably on the farm a large quantity of offal com
which would othei-wise be forced into the maiket, depreciating the value of good corn. Mr.
Daubuz, for instance, fed the eight bullocks entirely on offal, barley and peas. In conclu-

eion, Mr. Kaj-keek stated that Messrs. Davey had been growing their own flax on some of

the land lately reclaimed by them from St. Agnes Common. The fields were four acres,

and put into linseed and clover in Api-il last. The crop of flax was a fair average, and that

of clover was abundant. But, leaving growing of flax altogether out of the question (al-

though there could be no doubt that it might be profitably cultivated, since it was found in-

digenous in the county,) there could not be a question of the importance of preparing a

cheap material for the manufacture of beef and mutton, whether by cultivating linseed in

this county, or by importing it, for the purpose of being formed into a compound with some
of the farmer's home productions.

We learn, by a letter not written for publication, that a respectable and re-

sponsible gentleman in the West lately offered to an English firm at Cincinnati

"to contract with them for 50,000 barrels of corn meal per year, delivered at

New-Orleans at $2 25 per barrel "—the meal to be equal in quality to a speci-
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men which had been shown to us in this city, which had been dried by Stafford's

Patent Dryer, and to be so dried and bolted. The partner in the firm to whom
the offer was made doubted the possibility of complying with the contract, with-

out a heavy loss on the part of the person making the offer, who says

to us: "To convince him, I gave him the following data: 4 bushels of mer-

chantable corn at 25 cents is $1 ; barrel 30 cents ; grinding and drying 10 cents ;

freight to New-Orleans 40 cents—say 50 cents—make $1 90 ; if subjected to

charges of shipment from New-Orleans (which may be avoided by laying the flat

alongside of the ship,) ten cents per barrel would be added ; 70 cents freight to

Liverpool is above an average. Thus a superior article of corn meal may be

laid down in Liverpool, London, or any other of the ports of Great Britain or

Ireland, at $2 70 per barrel. This is less than $30 per gross ton, while the nu-

tritious properties of Indian corn meal are nearly double that of oil-cake." This

may be so, but it would have been more satisfactory to have been referred to the

proofs by analysis, if to be had.

We have been informed that meal dried by Stafford's Patent Dryer, has sold at

two shillings and sixpence more per barrel in Liverpool than any other meal in

the market.

We doubt not that a contract might safely by made on the basis of twenty-five

cents a bushel for the grain, but, in that case, what becomes of the Farmer, if

the following calculation be true, which we take from the Iowa Advocate, as

information of some interest to emigrants from the old to the neiv States:

Profits of Farming.—We solicit the attention of Iowa farmers to the following state-

ments. • Tliey are from the pen of a practiced farmer, Mr. Douglas Oliver, of A\'iscousm.

It will be observed that the price of com is put much higher tbau the market ia Iowa will

warrant

:

Profit on raising Corn at 25 cents per bushel.

For plowing the ground at 75 cents per
acre, say 20 acres $15 00

For harrowing, one time, 18| cents per
acre 3 75

For furrowing it oat to plant both waj-s,

33i cents per acre 6 66

For seed corn, 3 bushels. $1 per bushel. 3 00

For planting, 37 5 cents per acre 7 50

For plowing, first time, 37J cts. per acre 7 50
For hoeing, first time, Si per acre 20 00

Farmer's projit on raising Wheat at 50 cc7its

per bushel.

For plowing ground at 75 cents per acre,

say 20 acres $15 00
For harrowing first time, 18 j cents per

acre, 20 acres 3 75
For seed-wheat, 30 bushels, 50 cents per
bushel 15 00

For harrowing twice, and sowing, 37^
cents per acre 7 50

For harvesting and shocking, $1 50 per
For plowing three limes more, 37^ cents 22 50

j

acre 30 00
For hoeing second time, $1 per acre 20 00
For hu.sking and storing away, 4 cents

per bushel '. 40 00
For hauling to market, 5 cts. per bushel 50 00

For hauling and stacking, 50 cts. pr acre 10 00
For threshing, say 18 bushels to the acre

121 cents per bushel and storing away 45 00
For hauling to market, 8j cents pr bush. 30 00

Kent of farm, one-third of crop, say 83 33 For the rent of farm, one-third 53 33

Cost of crop .$278 14 ' Total .$209 58
•Cr. by crop, 50 bushels per acre, 25 cents i Cr. by 360 bushels of wheat, 50 cents per

per bushel 250 00 bushel 180 00

Loss to farmer 829 14
I

Loss, when a farmer hires work done $29 58

liEKS.—Mr. Robert Reid, baron officer of Hon. M. Stewart. Corsbie, Scotland, having
two hives of bees, the one pretty strong and the other weak, took it into his head to make
an experiment with the weakest, as it was not worth killing. He shut up the mouth of the
" .skep," covei-ing it with straw, after coveiing the whole with earth in the same manner as
a |)it of potatoes. The strong hive, durint,' winter, took for its sustenance upward of ten
pounds of sugar. When dug up, wonderfid to behold, the formerly weak hive was found
in a strong and healthy state. The " skep" was lifted otf the hoard, and there were not above
ii dozen dead bees iu the lot; and it was tndy pleasing to see them when aroused from
their dormant state, flapping their wings and buzzing about, after being shut up from light
and air four mouths aud thirteen days. About two hours after being opened, they were out
ia swarms busily gathering wax.
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BOOK KNOWLEDGE IN FARMING.

We have elsewhere expressed our belief that the habit of reading and reflect-

ing on the principles of Agriculture is nowhere in our country more general than

in the Middle and Southern and Atlantic States. In an Address conceived and

couched in the finest tone of morals and philosophy, lately delivered at Columbia,

S. C, before the State Agricultural Society, by R. F. W. Allston, and pub-

lished by order of the Society, he says

" But with regard to the use of books I must affirm that if, in this State, the present gen-

eration, and those preceding it for a century past, had been denied, in tanning, the lights

which have been derived from the Press, we should now be ncarlij a century behind the

age in which we live, instead of occupying, as we do, a creditable jilace in rear of those

who ai'e foremost in Agricultural Science—in the use of labor-saving machinery—in the

knowledge and use of the various powers by which necessary results may be produced in

the best manner aud the shortest time."

He recommends every farmer to take an agricultural paper, and adds, as to

the

Ltfe and Character of the American Farmer—" I feel bound to suggest that th9

practical Fanner, the successful and thnving Planter, genersiUy reads too little—far too

little—considering his leisure. Next to the contemplation of the infinite perfection of Deity,

nothing tends more to enlarge and Uberalize the uiind of Man than intimate communion
with the wise aud good of his kind, either personally or by means of their writings. Few-

causes will serve so well to divert the anxious soul from the fretting cares and ve.xatioua

incidents of a busy life, as a fiimiliai' acquaintance with the virtuous traits of men of oldeu

time, a relish lor the history of by-gone days, or the occasional tracing of those developments

in Nature, and of Science, which so admirably serve to demonstrate the moral progi-ess of

Man, to illustrate the power and excellence of his genius, and so materially to aid in con-

summating the great conquest of mind over matter.
" A taste for reading comes by teaching and example. If the mother of a family possess

such a taste, (she may cultivate it without at all interfering with her domestic duties,) the

daughter, in all probability, will imbibe it. Should the father happily be in the habit of

occupying with books his leisure time, the son will seldom fail to be instructed, and ulti-

mately to be led. by the example. Thus, in geometrical progression, how many sons, how
many daughters, may not be ti-ained by the joint precept and example of a considerate and-

virtuous couple, to an iimocent and most usefiil habit—a habit which will prove a whole-

some refuge in times of temptation and danger—an invaluable resource in seasons of trouble

and disappointment, and in the dull evening of life.

" A plain elementary education at school will accomplish much that is necessary ; it is the

only kind likely to be universally diffiised. In this view, how important becomes the suc-

cessful administration of our system of Free Schools! a system which, however little good is

effected by it, under present auspices, does infinite credit to the hearts of the wise states-

men by whom it was conceived and founded. Here the child of the most indigent may
learn to read to his unlettered iiither a rule of [)ractice in Farming or Mechcmics, which may
save him a world of doubt, perplexity and labor. And here another may be taught to min-

ister to the care-woni, heart-stricken mother a solace for her untold griefs, to point to a.

home of refuge from her son'ows, by opening the Book of Life and tracing on its pages the-

unfailing promises of God."

India-Rubber.—It is well known that India-rubber has been substituted for steel springs-

in railcars and carnages. It is now found that railroad wheels, even for freight-cars, are

greatly improved if cast double, so as to admit a layer of India-rubber between the twO'

parts, one being within the other, which gready lessens the heavy jarring occasioned by
concussion on the rail.

Whey for Cows.—The Herkimer dairymen give their whey to the cows, finding it more-

profitable thaji to feed it to theii' hogs. Most cows eat it greedily.
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AGRICULTURAL DINNER AT SIR ROBERT PEEL'S.

At the risk of being considered too prone to look abroad for information (and

where would we not look for the best to be had ?), we have decided to lay be-

fore our readers at least a good portion of what we find, in a late London Agri-

cultural Gazette, of an agricultural dinner party given by Sir Robert Peel.—
By-the-by, we could not help wishing for the pleasure of partaking, though it

were but as a silent partner, the iniellectual festival, which must have been

so enjoyable, at the late meeting of the Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural Society at Marshfield—for, without any wish or motive to flatter, we doubt

if it would be easy to find, in any country, Mr. Webster's superior in clear con-

ception of the true philosophy of any branch of Agriculture to which he may
have at any time turned his attention—so truly Baconian is the cast of his

mind.

While all that passed at Sir R. Peel's dinner, where conversation was strictly

confined to agricultural topics, is worthy of attention, as being more or less ap-

plicable to our own country, the testimony as to the profitable efl'ect of draining

is quite remarkable ; and, as the learned English Editor says, especially that fea-

ture of these operations which relates to the drainage of 100 acres of Drayton

Meadows, on the banks of the River, on a dead level, and subject to annual

flooding, sometimes of two feet. The whole of this, says Professor Lindley, has

been drained 4 feet deep ; and, although the flooding is not thus prevented, the

consequences of the floods are converted from an injury into a benefit—for the

moment the waters subside, the superfluous moisture passes off" with great rapid-

ity, all the matters suspended in the overflow being left in the ground, which

acts as a filter. It is " like the inundation of the Nile." We presume that ev-

erything on the subject of draining must have interest for many readers, and es-

pecially for our numerous and valued friends in Louisiana. To us it appeared,

on a very cursory view of their country and tillage, that to divest their soil more
completely of its surplus moisture must be a great desideratum.

It needs, however, no argument to persuade the reader that any discussion

must be entertaining and instructive, conducted by men as distinguished for their

practical success and for their learning as the annals of modern Agriculture teach

us those are who " gave in their experience" at the Dinner of Sir Robert Peel.

—

It was attended by " about 60 of the principal occupying tenants of the neighbor-

hood." Truly is it said that the extent and number of the subjects, too, referred

to on this remarkable occasion, and the detail in which most of them were dis-

cussed, confer great value on the report of what was said. What subjects more
important than the drainage of land—its preparation for wheat and other crops

—the details of their cultivation—the most profitable modes of using farm pro-

duce in the feeding of animals, and the manufacture of manure ?—points con-

stituting, in fact, the whole practice of ordinary farming—all of which are here

referred to in the speeches of the practical men, and explained by the men of sci-

ence.

To this account of the agricultural reunion at Sir Robert Peel's—himself one

of the most wealthy and distinguished noblemen and farmers of the age—we
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have pleasure in adding that the Belgian Government is giving evidence of its

high appreciation of the policy of rewarding improvements in the great Art by

which all others live, and move, and have their being. Alas ! that we should be

driven, for the most gratifying proofs of the auspicious change which these

things all indicate, not so much to the chief magistrates and legislators of our

own boastful Republic, as' to the princes, potentates and noblemen of European

monarchies ! But, friends of the land, be of good cheer—better times are com-

ing. At this moment ("Oth Nov.), watching eagerly for every good sign, we are

anxious to see what was said at Charlottesville last week, by Hon. Andrew Ste-

venson, for in him, we know, the landed interest will ever find a swift witness

in its behalf. The papers speak of his performance with sentiments of the high-

est gratification, and hopes of its good and lasting effects. " In the fullness of

the heart the mouth speaketh,"—so it was with him.

And why, has it been well asked in reference to the measures so creditable to

the Belgian Government, should not these honorable marks of distinction be be-

stowed upon those who have evinced talent and ability of a high order in the

practice of that occupation, upon the economical and skillful conduct of which

a cheap and bountiful supply of the necessaries of life depends ? But look at

all our Executive Chambers, and Halls of Legislation, and Museums—do you

find on their walls the portraits of any of the great benefactors of a Pursuit in-

dissolubly connected, throughout the world, with the welfare if not the very ex-

istence of society, and the highest condition of which everywhere indicates the

highest state of civilization ? Have Societies, or Institutes, or public bodies, in

Virginia, or New-York, or Massachusetts, caused the portraits to be exhibited, in

their Halls, of John Taylor of Caroline, or Ruffin, or J. M. Garnett, or Judge Buel,

or Mitchell, or Wadsworth, or Livingston, or Van Rensselaer, or John Lowell, or

Elliot, or Pickering, or Deane, or Wilder, for their services to Agriculture and

Horticulture ? Alas ! honors are most easily won from a perverted public sen-

timent, by distinction in any other line of art or industry than in that one which,

beyond all comparison, is the most useful of all

!

The Belgian Minister of the Interior has just addressed the following Circu-

lar to the Provincial Governors :

•' The Agricultural Exhibition offers an occasion of which the Government is happy to

avail itself, of granting special distinction to those cultivators whose eminent merit and use-

ful works render them worthy of being recompensed by the State. I therefore request you,

M. Governor, to second these benevolent intentions, and to point out to me those cultivators

of your Trovince whose intelligent activity and honorable conduct appear to you worthy of

being marked to the country, and of serving as an example of emularion to their fellow-citi-

zens. I have no need to infomi you that your information need not be confined to the great

proprietors and the farmers who were able to proceed upon a large scale ; you need not feai-

to go into the lowest ranks, where you will jirobably find men who are the most to be com-

mended, because with very limited means they effected ameliorations which are profitable

to all. I request you to be exceedingly careful in your investigation, and to send me the

result by the 20lh of tins month, adding every detail which may put me m complete knowl-

•^.edge of the case.
(Signed) '• The Minister of the Interior, Edgier."

While we are noting these monarchical honors to the Plow, let us add that

an Agkicultural Congress was lately held at Stockholm. It consisted of 420

members, and held twenty sittings, at all of which the King was present. On

'one of the days the members of the Congress all dined together, and the King

•and Queen and Prince Royal took part at the banquet.

Since the above was in type, we have met with the following. On reading it

we could not help thinking how the Member of Congress would be laughed out
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of countenance, if one could be found, to move that a gold medal should be

given (not to an officer for killing guerrillas), but to him in each State who should

be reported by the State Agricultural Society as the best practical farmer in it

!

Yet ours is a popular Republican Government, and Agriculture the great employ-

ment and support of the country ; but SO per cent, of its expenses, borne by the

land, has been, even in time of peace, on account of its military establishments.

Hovp long will farmers continue to stultify and impose upon themselves ?

Agricultural Order of Merit.—The King of Prussia is about to create an Agricultural

Order of Merit. The decoration of the new Order will bear on one side of it the effigy of

the Royal Ibuuder, and ou the other the name of the party receiving it, with the legend,
" Pour le merite agricole." The Order is to be divided into three classes, and will be gi-ant-

ed to cultivators who distinguish themselves in the exercise of their profession, as well as to

all such as, by their inventions or writings on subjects applicable to it, sei-ve the cause of

Agriculture. This institution seems to be regarded with much favor on the Continent, since

it cannot well fail to contribute much to the development of the agi-icultural capabilities of a
country in which it is adopted.

But let us now join the parly at Sir Robert Peel's:

AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT DRAYTON
MANOR.

On Thursday, the 23d September, a party as-

sembled at Drayton Manor, which included the

following noblemen and gentlemen : The Earl
Talbot, Lord Forester, Lord Hatherton, Sir

Francis Lawley, Bart., Capt. Dilke of Maxtoke
Castle. Mr. Ed nund Peel, Sir Henry Delabeche,
the Dean of Westminster (Dr. Buckland), Dr.

Lindley, Dr. Lyon Playfair, Professor Wheat-
stone. Mr. Geo. Stephenson, Rev. Mr. Huxtable,
Mr. F. Woodward of Comlciston, Mr. Mechi,
and Mr. Josiah Parkes.

On the day following (Friday. Sept. 24), Sir

Robert Peel invited to dinner about sixty of the

principal occupying- tenants residing in the

neighborhood. Dinner was served about two
o'clock in the noble Gallery of Portrait.'!, recent-

ly completed at Drayton Manor, the whole par-

ty being as.sembled.

Having given, after dinner, the healths of the

ftueen and Prince Albert, Sir Robert Peel said

he should propo.se only one other toast, the

health of the Earl Talbot. Lord Lieutenant of

the county. He should purposely abstain from
all panegyrics on the private virtues of Lord
Talbot, as he trusted the party assembled was
about to occupy their time more usefully than in

li.stening to an interchange of compliments and
eulogiums. He was proud to see the party as-

sembled under his roof It comprised many
proprietors of the soil distinguished for their zeal

in the cause of agricultural improvement, and a
large body of occupying tenants eminent for

their skill, and respected for their integrity and
high character. It comprised also men who had
conferred on him by their presence on that day
a great honor—men who had rtfi/tiirrd their pat-
ent of nohilil 1/ by the dcvulion of their /ives to

Science, mid by makim^ their taleiitx and, ac-

quirements conditcive to the great end of diffux-

ing knowledge, and. of practicably improving
the condition of their fellow creatures. There
^vas not one of them who would not freely com-
municate whatever might be useful or interest-

ing to those whom they met on that day. The
cultivation of the soil would naturally be the

chief topic of conversation, luid he iioped that

such men as Mr. Woodwanl, Mr. Mechi, and
Mr. Huxtable (not in formal speeches, but in

free and unreserved answers to the rjuestions

that might be put to them by the farmers pres-

ent) would tell them by what means they had
(829)

made barren and exhausted noils prodvctive,

and had derived profit from, the application of
capital and skill to the improvement of the sozL
Sir Robert Peel then proposed the health of
Lord Talbot.

Lord Talbot, in acknowledging the compli-
ment, observed that, although a farmer all his

life, ho was obliged to admit that he did not
know how to grow crops till he this year went
into Worcestershire, to visit his friend, Mr. F.
Woodward ; and, as that gentleman was pres^
ent, he hoped that he \vould explain, for the in-

formation of the meeting, the principles on
which he so conducted his farm as to be able to
grow the splendid crops he had witnessed, for

he thought that his wheat would this year aver-
age 50 bushels per acre.

Mr. Woodward said that although unaccus-
tomed to public speaking, and feeling diffidence

in addressing an audience consisting of some of
the most intelligent and scientific men that Eng-
land can boast of, he would endeavor to give
the meeting the result of his practical exjjeri-

ence of 20 years as an agriculturist. In his opin-
ion, thorough-draining was the foundation of all

good husbandry, without which maniires and
.•ikill are thrown away. Some undrained land
had come into his occupation—heavy land, which
only produced lOJ bushels of wheat per acre ;

he uumediately drained it 3 feet deep, subsoiled
it, dressed it with burnt clay, and ihefir.'^t year
obtained from it ,')1 bnsheh. He regarded the
extensive burning of clay land as a most im-
portant practice. It rendered the soil so much
more friable and convertible, and enabled the
farmer to work it with much less horse labor.

—

The effect.'! of burnt clay upon all green crops
were wondeiful—a most important fact, which
could not be too strongly impressed upon the
mind, as being very essential to the growth of
corn, especially when consumed upon the land
by sheep, eating at the same time a little oil-cake
or refuse corn. He had not, however, found ad-
vantage in the use of Italian rye-gras.i, which
he thought undeserving the praise it had re-

ceived. The treadini; of sheep was highly ad-
vantageous to the Wheat crop, provided the
land was thoroughly drained and, snbaoilcd.—
In order to secure the reiiuisite amount of press-
ure, he had not only employed she(!p but horses,

or even men, who he found could tread down
land for Is. 6d. an acre. He had also found ad-
vantage, under some circumstances, in the use
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of an instrument which he called a peg-roller.

This was forraed of an elm-wood cylinder, stud-

ded with oak pegs about four inches apart ; it

proved to be a most effectual implement when
drawn over the land—imitating, as it did, the

consolidating power exercised by the feet of a

flock of sheep. He regarded pressing down
the land as opposing an invincible obstacle to

the operations of grubs and wire-worms. As to

dead fallow.s, he entirely objected to them as

wasteful and useless. On his clay land, when
in turn for fallow, he planted vetches, and on

his gravel, rye, and rye and vetches. For clean-

ing his stubbles after harvest, he employed the

implement called a two-edged "skim," which
he strongly recommended as a cheap and most

valuable modern invention. Mr. Woodward
then pointed out what he regarded as the best

manner of breaking up inferior pastures and
converting them into arable ; and concluded a

very instructive speech by forcibly pointing out

the absolute necessity of sendhig back to the

land whatever is removed hy a crop, and by ex-

pressing his entire agreement in opinion with

Mr. Woolwich Whitmore, Mr. Huxtable, and
others, that farming properly and efjxcienlly car-

ried out, with capital and skill, may be made as

profitable an investment as railways or other

branches of commerce. Being asked whether
he held his land on lease, Mr. Woodward re-

'

plied that he did. But, even if he had not, he,

nevertheless, was of opinion that the expense
he incurred in the improvement of his land would
have answered his purpose, for his improved
wheat crop repaid those expenses immediately.

Mr. Woodward having expressed a desire that

Mr. Mechi would bring under the notice of the

meeting the result of his high-farming in Es.sex,

Mr. Mechi responded to the call. His prac-

tice in Agriculture coincided so nearly with Mr.
Woodward's, that it was only necessary to say

that he grew alternately grain and root or legu-

minous crops, endeavoring as much as possible

to grow wheat alternate years. He had origin-

ally drained his land 2 feet 8 inches deep, with

pipes and stones, at a considerable expense ; hut

eince he had had the good fortune to meet with

Mr. Parkes, he had amended his errors, and was
draining more deeply and effectually with pipes

alone, at one-third the cost. He rented some
land adjoining his own ; although he held but a

seven years' lease, he drained it 5 feet deep with

1-inch pipes, at a cost of from 35s. to 50s. per

acre [say $8 to $121. He covld not afford to

deprive himself of the henejit of drainaf;c. He
found it very unprofitable to farm such land un-

drained. The very first tcheat crop remuner-

ated him for the whole cost. The result of bis

improvements at Tiptree had been to double

the produce of his farm and of his labor. A por-

tion of it was formerly a swamp, not producing

5s. [$1 '25] per acre. He had been entreated

this year by a gardener in the neighborhood to

let those 4 acres to him, at an annual rental of

X5 [$25] per acre. He had removed 3^ miles

of unnecessary hanks and fences. Taking the

arable acreage of the United Kingdom, he
thought they might safely dispense with 500,-

000 miles of unnecessary fencing, which, with

its timber, displaced much food and labor. He
considered the Agriculture of this country in a

vei-y backward and unsatisfactory state, com-
pared with its Manufactures. The agricultural

mechanical appliances were rude, costl.y, and
Tinprofitable. The farm buildings geuerallj'

w^ere bad and uncentricaDy placed, causing a

national loss of some millions—each ton of pro-
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duce or manure costing an average carriage of

6d. per mile, renders the position of the building

an important national consideration. Wagons
were a most tinphilosopliical contrivance. It

was quite clear that a long, hght, low cart, on
two wheels, having an area of capacity equal to

a wagon, and on'y costing half as much, v^'as a
much more sensible and profitable mode of con-

veyance. The question v\-as not no\%' an open
one, having been thoroughly di.scussed and de-

cided upon at the London Farmers' Club ; there-

fore the sooner the wagons were got rid of the

belter. With regard to the quantity of seed, his

experiments (conducted now for three years,

and publicly recorded) had uniformly been in

favor of thin sowing—say from 4 to 5 pecks of
wheat, and 6 to 7 pecks of barley and oats.

—

Some of the best farmers in his neighborhood
adopted this system succes.sfully. It was highly

imiioilant. in a national point of view, that this

question should be settled ; for, if the quantities

he had named were available, adieu at once to

the necessity for foreign imports. It appeared
to be admitted on all hands that, if a bushel of

wheat vegetated, it w-as an ample seeding ; and
it was reasonable that it should be so, because
if each good kernel produced only one ear con-

taining 48 kernels (and that was not a large one),

there was no allowance for increase by branch-

ing or tillering, which we knew would take

place to a considerable extent in well-fanned
land, containing an abundance of organic mat-

ter. Thin sowing delayed the ripening three

or four days; consolidation by pressure prevent-

ed the development and action of wire-worm
and slug. He had found salt tended to a simi-

lar result. He salted all his wheat at the rate

of 4 to 8 bushels per acre, and 7vas determined
to nse nnich more. He knew a gentleman in

Northamptonshire whose wheat crops could

scarcely ever be kept from going down until he
used salt, which had effectually kept it standing.

He (Mr. M.) salted the manure in his yards.

—

He found that it sweetened them (he supposed
it fixed the ammonia). It was a singular fact

that, while salt tended to preserve animal sub-

stances, it on the contrary rapidly decomposed
vegetable matter. It was a cheap alkali of na-

tive production, costing only about 20s. to 308.

per ton, while all other alkalies were nearly

eight times as dear. He strongly recommended
the abundant use of bones, with and without

acid, for root and green crops. It was evident

that the bones formed in our growing animals

and in our cows, from the produce of the farm,

cost us 5d. [10 cents] per lb., or £45 [$225] per

ton. Now if we could replace these, as we can
do, by bone-du.st, at £1 [$35] per ton, it was
clearly good policy to use them. He considered

the waste of the liquid portions of the manure
in most farm-yards a great national cala.m.ity.

It was a great mistake ever to allou' water to

fall on manure. Water was a very heavy arti-

cle. A thousand gallons weighed 10,000 lbs.,

and was expensive to cart. He had heard farm-

ers say, when rain was falling, that they should

then litter their yards and make manure !

—

Straw and water, in fact. He found in prac-

tice that animals did well on their own excre-

ments and straw under cover—that they consol-

idated the mass until it was 4 feet thick, when
it would cut out like a good dung-heap, and be

fit to carry on the land. But if rain-water wero

allowed to wash this mass, an injurious effect

resulted both to the animal and to tlie manure.

He could not afford to allow his manure to be

well washed in the yards by drainage from the
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.buildings, and afterward to be washed, dried,

Dnd mangled by putting it out in heaps and

turning over. It was a waste of time and of

money. He found that his crops grew better

with unwashed manure. A farm-yard should

he like a railway terminus, covered in, but am-

ply ventilated. There was comfort and profit

in keeping everything dry. It did away with

the necessity for water carts and tanks—the
liquid portions of the excrements being just suf

ficient to moisten the straw and burnt earth, or

other absorbent material. He admired and
practiced, to a certain extent, Mr. Huxtable's

eystem of placing animals on boards. It would
answer in a compact farm with good roads, and
in cold climates, to feed sheep in the yards on
roots. In mild climates, and dry, friable soils,

it was most advantageous to consume the roots

and green crops on the land by folding with

sheep. There was no expense of carting off

and carting back manure. Farmers had found

out that the wliole of the excrements were thus

applied to the land, whereas in open yards with
Tintroughed buildings much was washed out and
wasted. He hoped to see tlie time when ten-

ants would consider it to be their interest (as in

parts of Scotland) to pay 10s. per acre more rent

for properly farmed, permanent and convenient

building, and drainage, in lieu of the miserable

and misplaced dilapidations of the present time.

It was, no doubt, partly this difference that

caused the Scotch rents to appear higher than

our own. He was a decided subsoiler to the

depth of at least 2 feet. It was a cheap and ef-

fective way of getting rid of strong rooted weeds,
iheir crowns being generally just below the or-

dinary depth of plowing. He did this in dry
weather, and with the assistance of a heavy
Crosskill roller and scarifier, made his fallows

cheaply, quickly, and efficiently. He drilled

his wheat at intervals of about 9 inches, so as to

hoe them with Garrett's horse-hoe. It cost about

Is. per acre. It was far more expeditious and
efficacious than the hand-hoe, and only cost one-
fourth the amount. He strongly advocated the

abundant use of oil-cake, and also of chalk, on
heavy clays deficient in calcareous matter. It

had been proved that much more produce had
resulted t''rom oil-cake folding than where an
equivalent amount was expended in corn. Good
high farming was by far the most profitable

—

the starvation principle was a losing game. If

we borrowed from the earth we must repay, or

we should soon find an empty exchequer.
Rev. A. Hu.XTABLK then rose and spoke to

the following effect: I think this by far the most
interesting agricultural meeting that I have ever
attended, on account of the vai'iety of important
views and practices which have been brought
under our notice. For my own part, at so late

a period of the day, I must content myself with
adducing a few facts that have come within my
own farming experience, and defending one or
two points of my farming practice which have
been glanced at by the preceding speakers. As
I see so many landed proprietors around me, I

must beg permission to impress on them the du-

ty of allowing their tenants to break up. under
proper restrictions, the poorer lauds now lying
in grass. I think that I can show from my own
experience that national wealth, the profits of
the tenant, and the interests of the laborer, are
deeplj' concerned in converting poor pasture in-

to tillage. Thus, in my own parish, five years
ago, there being many laborers out of employ, I

obtained the consent of my landlord, Mr. Sturr,

to break up the whole of the grasslands of a
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small dairy farm. It consisted of 95 acres, 10 of
which only were then under the plow. When
I entered on the occupation, the farm supported
14 dairy cows,' and grew 48 bushels ofwheat
and 40 bushels of beans. Now it annually pro-

duces 1600 bushels of wheat, 40 head of cattle,

cows, yearlings, and calves, and 100 sheep are
fatted, and 80 pigs, and vv-here 3^ laborers were
employed, 12 are now sustained all the year
round. But the farm, gentlemen, labors under
one embarrassment,—such a one as I wish you
all felt—such an accumulation of manure that,

with the fear of laid wheat crops before my eyes,

I know^ not where to place it. Allow me to detail

briefly the steps by which this surely happy re-

sult has been brought about. I began at the be-,

ginning. I first drained the land ; but of drain-

ing you have heard to day so much that I will

only say that, though it has been most success-

ful, I yet heartily wish that I had earlier known
Mr. Parkes's drainage. Mj' fields would have
been far more economically and effectually rid of

their bottom water. I tried ^vhen this was done
to improve the herbage of some of the better

pastures, but neither liming, nor sheep-folding,

nor guano, enabling me cut more than 15 cwt.

of hay per acre ; I pared and burnt it all, and cut

down, by my kind landlord's leave, all the

hedge-row timber, and grubbed up all save the

boundary hedge, and have now a glorious farm.

The next object was to provide for the perma-
nent fertility of the soil by keeping a large

amount of stock ; for 1 hold that a farm ought to

be made selfsupporting as far as possible, and
the purchase of manures should be regarded as

only a temporary expedient, a necessary evil.

—

M3" first effort to consume the green crops grown
on halfmy farm was very expensive, and there-

fore unsuccessful ; for with regard to the beasts,

I was forced to purchase a ruinous amount of

straw, and the sheep eating off the Swedes on
clay land in winter puddled the fields, and were
themselves, amid good food, objects most pitia-

ble. But when our principles are good, we must
not allow slight difficulties to stop their applica-

tion. I therefore determined to place my milch

and store cattle on boards, as wood is an excel-

len non-conductor; and after a.series of devices,

I have succeeded in making them tolerably com-
fortable, so that I am now no longer dependent
on my straw for the quantity of cattle which I

keep. I am only limited in the number of ani-

mals which I keep by the amount of green food

grown. In like manner, but with a variation of

arrangement, the sheep were placed on small

boards about 3| inches wide, with an interval of

about 5 inch between each, to permit the ma-
nure to fall freely into properly prepared tanks

below. This is by far the most successful pro-

vision which I have made. Of 1,000 sheep so

placed, I have never had one lame. The pigs

in like manner, when fattened, sleep on a board-

ed stage above their feeding-place, and except
in very cold weather require no straw for litter.

Thus I have dispensed with a large expenditure

'of straw, which my cereals (half the farm) could

not sufficiently provide. But I hear some one
exclaim, " What do you make of your straw 1"

First of all, a good deal is required for bedding
the horses, and the young stock which are in

loose-boxes ; and as they never tread the green
fields, they require a great quantity of white bed-

ding. Secondly, a great deal is wanted for food,

being mixed with the green leaves of the root

crop and the mashed turnips. Thirdly, a ton

per acre is used in making clover and vetches

into imperfectly dried hay, with a due admix-
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ture of salt to arrest fermentation. These uses
fully take up all the straw which I grow. I

think the methods employed in preparing the

manure from the " boarded '' cattle deserve men-
tion. First the liquid manure flows into large

tanks ; Mow them is another, which I call the

mixing tank, for in it the manure is diluted with
water to any degree which the .state of the wea-
ther may require, the rule being that, in propor-
tion to the increase of temperature must be the

increase of dilution ; ?. e. the hotter the weather
the weaker should be the manure applied. In

order to avoid the expensive and often injurious

water-cart, I have laid down over the highest

part of my farm a main of green elm pipe, of 2

inches diameter, bored in the solid wood ; at

every 100 yards distance i.s an upright post.bored

in the same manner, with a nozzle. A forcing-

pump fixed at the mixing tank discharges along

these pipes, buried 2 feetin the ground, the fluid

with a pressure of 40 feet ; of course it rushes up
these pierced columns, and will discharge itself

with great velocity through the nozzle ; to this

I attach first of all 40 yards of ho.se, and there-

with •water all the grass which it can reach. To
the end of this ho.se another 40 yards of hose are

attached, and a still larger portion of the surface

is irrigated, and so on for as many 40 yards as

are required. When enough has been irrigated

at the first upright, the nozzle is plugged, and
the fluid is discharged at the next 100 yards dis-

tanced column, and so on. For this application

of the hose I am entirely indebted to that most
able man, Mr. Edwin Chadwick : the green elm
pipe is my own contrivance. The co.st of the

prepared canvas hose, which was obtained
from Mr. Holland, of Manchester, was Is. ayard
— the wooden pipes cost me only Is., and being
under-ground they will be most enduring. By
an outlay of ^^30 I can thus irrigate 40 acres of
land ; and see how inexpensive, compared with
the use of the water-cart and horse, the applica-
tion. A lad of 15 works the forcing-pump

; the
attaching the hose and its management require
a man and a boy. With these, then, equivalent
to two men, I can easily water two acres a day,
at the rate of 40 hogsheads per acre of the best
manure in the world : I say licsf, because all

chemists will assure you that the liquid contains
the principal nitrogenous and soluble salts, and
therefore is far more valuable than the dung,
and it is plain enough to every man, though he
be no chemist, that plants can only take up the
manure in a liquid form. The principal use
which I make of the hose is to water the clover,

and. above all, the noble, but this day much-de-
cried, Italian rye-grass. How hard Mr .Wood-
ward was upon its soft sweet herbage! Yet
his own excellent principle, that you must carry
back to the land an equivalent for what is taken
away, may be successfully alleged in defence of
this most productive and nutritious of all grass-

es. It is certainly true that if you cut and carry

aw^ay Italian ryegrass, and do not also carry
back the manure made in eating it, you will not,

be able to grow wheat after it. But from my own
observation I know that if after each cutting the

hose immediately follows, you may cut it with-
out wrong to the land as often as you like, and
an amount of fodder will be obtained which no
other plant can approach. It comes the earliest,

and grows the longest of all the grasses ; and I

feel confident that, with such appliances as I

have mentioned, you may secure fifty tons per
annum of this milk-giving, fat-producing, mus-
cle-making grass. I can refer to Mr. Dickin-
son, of Curzon-street, as an authority for grow-
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ing at least this weight of green food, and I be-
lieve far more. That you caii cut it, by the help
of liquid manure, six times a year, admits of no
doubt. With regard to the manure made by
sheep, as previously described, you will readily
perceive its value if you reflect that when you
give a flock in their house 20 tons of Swedes
and their tops, you have minus only the increase
of their hone and wool made during the three
months of their happy confinement, all the inor-

ganic and most of the organic ingredients of the
crop being under the boards; in fact you may
say that on the boards j-ou have a fatted flock,

and below the boards yet 20 tons of Swedes and
their tops. I think that a good deal of misappre-
hension prevails respecting this mode of shed-
feeding sheep, for you hear frequent comparison
made on the superior system of feeding off crops
in the fields. I have no doubt that in the sum-
mer months even fattening sheep will " do well"
out ofdoors.and at the same time fertilize and con-
solidate the land ; but I speak offeeding oflT winter
crops by sh.'iep which you wish to fat : and here
I cannot think that the two systems admit ofcom-
parison, so superior are the results of the house
and board system. But the conditions under
v^'hich an animal is to be reared are quite differ-

ent from those which you would observe in lay-
ing on fat. In the one case, exercise is ab.solute-

ly necessary; in the other case, the quieter and
more still the creature is kept the better. Briefly,

then, my own practice, which science surely
justifies, is this : the greater proportion, about
two-thirds of my best roots arc carted to the
sheds, and given to the animals preparing for
the butcher; whereas the tops and the smaller
turnips are fed off by my breeding flock on the
land, assisted by oil-cake and corn wlien neces-
sary, and thus the land is rendered firm, and the
ewes are kept in healthful exercise. Lastly, I
must advert to the treatment of the dung made
by the cattle and pigs. That on the boards is

hourly swept down, and wheeled away to a
long covered shed ; contiguous to this is an-
other shed containing a large store of burnt
earth and other ashes. The dung is worked up
with the ashes, and therewith are mixed the other
manures, dissolved bones, soot, powdered chalk,

&c. This, about 8 or 10 cart-loads per acre, is

carted to the field ready for turnip .sowing. The
manure is drilled in by one oftho.se that deliver

moist manure, and thus 8 acres can be got over in

a day drilled on the flat. If the field is very poor
the drill goes over 4 acres in the morning with-
out seed ; in the afternoon the same quantity is

again deposited in the same rut.s, and the seed
upon this double discharge. The advantage of
this is, that the dung is never exposed to the

drying of the sun or air ; that the seed being de-

posited over a moist bed, germinates immedi-
ately in the driest season, and cares not for the
fly, though for the prevalent grub it is cer-

tainly no remedy. The pig manure I consider

the best of all ; because one-half of the corn I

feed them on is in the shape of beans, which
contains the best mineral ingredient for grow-
ing Swedep, as I have endeavored to set forth

in my " Lecture on Manures." These, gentle-

men, then, are the principal points of the prac-

tice which have brought me into that pleasing

embarrassment of which I spoke before, and
which I wish may befall you all—more manure
than you can safely put on your arable land.

Dr. Playfair remarked that so much had al-

ready been said about produce that be wished

more particularly to draw attention to the fact

that a great variation existed in the nature and
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qualities of that produce when obtained. There

were two purposes to be accomplished by all

food, one of them being the increase and repair

of the bodies of our animals—the other the sup-

port of animal heat. The body wa.s an engine

destined to perform particular work, and re-

quired various materials to keep it in constant

action. Coal, which did admirably to generate

steam, would be a most inadequate substance

to repair the pistons and cranks of the steam-

engine when it became damaged by use. So
was it in the animal body, for that which built

up its fabric was not suited to sustain its warmth,
without which the exercise of its functions must
cea.se. Food contained these substances in dif

ferent proportions, some varieties of produce
being well suited for fuel, while others were for

true nutrition. Thus the potato formed a cheap
and excellent fuel for the body, but was most
expensive and inefficient as a means of repair-

ing its damaged parts, while beans answered
well the latter purpose, and were comparatively
valueless for the former. The manner of ma-
nuring crops depended upon which of the two
classes they belonged to ; the flesh-forming prin-

ciples were always associated with phosphorus
and sulphur, which must be supplied with bone-

earth, and sulphates, while the warmth-giving
foods principally depend for their growth on a

free supply of alkalies. Besides this, as farm-

ers are the cultivators of food for the nation, it

was important for them to know, especially in

times of scarcity, such as we have had. with
what crops they could grow the largest amount
of food on the same space. In this respect the

produce is most variable. Thus, while turnips,

mangel-wurzel, &c., will grow nearly 700 lbs.

of liesh-forming principles per acre, beans 600,

and Italian rye-grass considerably more, you
cannot obtain, in ordinary crops, more than 350
lbs. of potatoes and peas and barley, not more
than 200 lbs. from a fair crop of wheat or hay,

or 150 lbs. from an average crop of oats. The
variation of produce is, therefore, very consid-

erable. But as profit is naturally and most
properly the great object of the farmer, it was
equally important to know at what remunera-
tive cost tlie public became supplied with the

equivalent amount of various kinds of food. At
London prices, a man can lay a pound of flesh

on his body, with milk at 3s. ; with tiiniips at

2s. 6d. ; with potatoes, carrots, and butcher's

meat, free from bone and fat, at 2s. ; with oat-

meal at Is. lOd. ; with bread, flour, and barley-

meal at Is. 2d. ; and with beans and peas at less

than 6d. These considerations are far from
trivial, because when we consider that an equal
amount of nutritious matter can be obtained
from one food at less than one-fourth the cost of
another, this is only saying that in times of dis-

tress, with an intelligent application of money,
we can feed four people where formerly we
could only feed one. True it is that in this coun-
try tlie art of cookery is far behind that of our
Continental neighbors, and that we have not
acquired the important art of rendering cheap
varieties of food palatable. Count Rumford,
when administering the affairs of Bavaria, and
in introducing his important ameliorations into

the habits of the poor, used to say that the inter-

nal resources of a country for food were as much
dependent upon its cooks as upon its farmers,

and in this he was perhaps not very far wrong.
He meant by so saying to imply that a skillful

adjustment of food and its skillful treatment

might 80 render the cheapest food palatable that

you could adequately sustain a larger popula-
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tion upon a limited area by attention to the pro-
duce cultivated. It is only lately that philo.so-

phers have attended to the art of cookery, and
most important results have already been ob-
tained. It is now known that the flavoring
principles are dissolved in the juices, so much
so. indeed, that if you macerate the fle.sh of a
fox in the expressed juice of venison, and after-

ward cook it, the former cannot be distinguished
in flavor from the latter, or the flesh of a fowl
may be made to taste like that of a pike by such
maceration. In our ordinary way of cooking,
however, a large portion of the flavoring sub-
stance is dissolved in the water, and is thrown
away, unless it be, as is most proper, converted
into soups. But far greater results follow from
our ignorance of cooking. There is a substance
called phosphate of soda contained in food, and
it is by this salt that respiration is supported

;

without it we should die by asphyxia, as no
means exist except this for carrying oflP carbonic
acid from the system. This salt being soluble

is very generally carried off from food during
cooking, and the most distressing physiological
results follow from the neglect. In salting meat,
such phosphates are abundantly carried offwith
the brine, and scurvy naturally follows from the
consequent want of adjustment between the or-

ganic and mineral portions of the food. Liebig,

and others, have opened the way to study these
important considerations in cookery, end he
(Dr. Playfair) hoped to have an opportunity at

some future time of explaining this subject more
in detail to farmers. He now directed their at-

tention to it, with the especial object of improv-
ing their cottage cookerj', and the comfort of
the workmen under their charge. If we could
improve the cottage cookery of this country, if

we could render palatable a greater variety of
viands, the most important ends would be ob-
tained. Wants would be created, and labor

given for their gratiflcatiou. A greater variety

of produce would be cultivated in this coimtry,

labor would be better distributed and equalized,

and the country would be freed from those
dreaded visitations of famine which now un-
happily arise from the failure of one of our few
kinds of food.

Mr. Parkes said that he could mention a fact

or two connected with the use of salt, which
might be interesting to the farmers present, and,
although not a farmer himself, he had, perhaps,
more opportunities, from his extensive opera-
tions in drainage, of observing and learning the
practice of farmers than the generality of agri-

culturists. It had been the habit for many years
of tho.se well-known and excellent farmers, the
Messrs. Onthwaite, of Bainessee, near Catterick,

in Yorkshire, to apply a very large quantity of
salt as a dressing to the soil in preparing for

wheat, he believed more than a ton per acre, but
he did not recollect the exact weight or meas-
ure. They found it expedient on their soil to
work the land well during the autumn and win-
ter, and so%v spring wheat. They were of opin-
ion that the salt tended directly to the destruc-
tion of grubs, &c., and indirectly to the improve-
ment of the plant itself. The land was well
drained. The account of Messrs. Outhwaite's
mode of farming was to be found in the Reports
of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, which
body had not unfrequently conferred on these
gentlemen their prize for the best farmed land
within their district An instance of the pres-
ence of enormous quantities of salt in land not
a<'companied by infertility migiit perhaps tend
to disabuse the farmer's mind of a prevailing
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idea that salt was applied even moderately and

with judfrnient. He had observed in the au-

tumn of 1845 a vi^heat crop on some land warped
from the Humber at PatriniTton, in Yorkshire,

the soil of which was quite white on the surface

with crsstalized salt, the result of powerful

object of the cidthHitor to obtain from the earth
those vegetable and animal productions which
contain the elements of the food of Man, so it is

the object of the scientificfarmer to apply to the

earth, in the form, of manure, the dements of
the food of plants, in such kind and in such

The crop might average perhaps
j

proportiotis as chemical analysis shows each
' kind of plant and each kind of grain respect-

and I believe that no living

evaporation
from 20 to 24 bushels per acre. This was the

first crop of wheat taken off the reclaimed land

after rape allowed to seed, which is ijsed in

these salt crop districts as the precursor of

•wheat, and is considered to take more salt out of

tiie soil, and to fit it more quickly for wheat than

any other plant. These crops of rape are fre-

quently prodigious ; salt, therefore, in such excess

as actually to lie crystalized on the surface, is not

injurious to rape, and may possiby be very ad-

vantageously applied as a hand tillage for rape

in soils which do not contain it. On first drain-

ing these warp lands from 4 to -5 feet deep, the

water, after rain, i.ssues so stroufj of salt as nearly

to float an egg, and for years afterward the wa-

ter of drainage tastes brackish. That crops of

all kinds—of'wheat particularly—are vastly in-

creased by draining, he had occasion to know
from the effects produced on Mr. W. Marshall's

estate at Enholmes, Patrington ; but on the un-

drained lands, and therefore on soils not de-

prived of their salt by drainage, .5 quarters of

•wheat per acre, without the application of any

manure, were a very common produce on this

remarkable soil. The common earth-worm es-

tablished itself in great numbers after drainage,

but he had never observed any gi^ubs or wire-

worms in those soils.

Sir R. Peei. having proposed the health of

the Dean of Westminster

—

Dr. BucKL.\ND, iu returning thanks, addressed

the company to the following effect : At this late

hour I will trespass upon your time—which ha.s

been so long and so profitably occupied in hear-

ing the results of the application of scientific

principles to practical Agriculture—no farther

than to express my conviction of the soundness

of the principles which have been set forth by
the three practical agriculturists who have laid

before us the results of their scientific manage-
ment of lands which, under ordinary treatment,

were sterile, but in their hands have been rap-

idly rendered prolific in an unusual degree. It

•would be waste of time to enter into proofs of

•what is now universally acknowledged, and has

been exemplified by the great improvements
immediately resulting from drainage in the

farms cultivated by Mr. Woodward, Mr. Mechi
and Mr. Huxtable, viz.. that drainage is the

foundation and first condition indispensable to

the profitable cultivation of all lands that are

naturally wet ; for on such lands, without drain-

age, all applications of manure or attempts at

improvement of any kind are vain. But the

land once drained is in fit condition to become
the subject of any and all tlio profitable experi-

ments we have with .so much pleasure and

profit heard described by the individuals who
have made them. The best test of the truth of

theories founded on the inductions of Science, is

an appeal to practical results, such as have been
detailed to us ; it has been my good ibrtune to

in.spect on two occasions the farm and farm-

yard management of Mr. Huxtable, and thereby

to be able to bear testimony to the reality of the

results he has enumerated in no exaggerated
terms. The great point he has established in

practice, and which all the experiments of sci

ivcly to require

;

man has carried the combination of science with
practice, as to these points, farther, or with more
perfect success, than Mr. Huxtable. Dr. Lyon
Playfair has stated valuable results of chemical
analysis, indicating the proportions of various
kinds of nourishment in the seeds of plants we
use for food ; and has told us that scientific cook-
ery has become the most recent addition to the
subjects of the laboratory ; and that while the
farmer ought rather to study to supply flesh to

the cook, than tallow to the chandler, the cook
must also learn from the chemist the most effi-

cient and most economical prescriptions for the

preparation of that best result of agricultuial ex-

periments, viz., nutritious and wholesome and
savory food for Man.
The health of Sir Robert Peel having been

proposed by Lord Talbot, drank with enthu-

siasm, and acknowledged in a brief but admira-

ble speech, expressive of the strong interest

taken by the Right Hon. Baronet in advancing
the Agriculture of his country and promoting
the welfare of the Farmer, notwithstanding what
had been said to the contrai-j-, the meeting sep-

arated, leaving a conviction on the minds of

those who were present that it ^^'as one of the

most interesting and important that has ever
been held in England.

Incombusticlk Wash.—Slake some stone-

lime in a large tub or ban-el, with boiling water,

cover the same up to keep in all the steam.

When thus slaked, pass six quarts of it through

a fine sieve. It will be then in a state of fine

flour. Now to six quarts of this lime add a

([uart of salt and one gallon of water; then

boil the mixture, and skim it clean. To every
five gallons of this mixture add one pound of

alum, half a pound of copperas, by slow de-

grees, three-quarters of a pound of potash, and
four quarts of fine sand or hard-wood ashes,

sifted. This mixture will admit of any coloring

matter you please, and may be applied with a

brush. It looks better than paint, and is as

durable as slate. It will stop small leaks in the

roof prevent the moss from growing over and
rotting the wood, and render it incombustible

from sparks falling upon it. When laid upon
brick-work, it renders tlie bricks impei'vious to

rain or wet.

Malaga Raisins.—These are all made by
merely drying the large white Muscadel grape

without tlie addition of any ingredient. They
are all raised within two leagues of the South-

ern Spanish coast, and do not succeed farther

inland. The Lexica raisins, used for puddings,

are, however, produced in the interior. They
are gathered when ripe, and spread out upon

the ground to dry, which usually requires 15

days, during which time they are never re-

moved, althouiih the drving proce.s.? is reUirded

by the dews, which difficulty would doublle.'HS
entific men have indicated to be the ba.sis of

^
., . .

practical Agriculture, is this, that as it is the be removed by the use of portable awnmgs.

(834)
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GRAPES AND WINE.

THE CULTURE OF GRAPES AND MANUFACTURE OF DOMESTIC WINE IN OHIO.

BY H. LONGWORTH, CINXINNATI.

(From Communications made to the American Institute, in relation to Agriculture and its Products.]

I HAVE selected for the cultivation of the

grape for wine, hills on the Ohio River, or

within a few miles of the river, planting the

vines on the tops and the sides of the hills,

without particular regard to the exposure.

The tops and sides of our steepest liills are

rich, and little or no stone near the surface.

The north sides of our hills are the richest,

and as our seasons are long and warm, I con-

sider the north sides equally favorable to the

cultivation of the grape as the other points

of the compass. Where the sides of the

hills are so steep as to occasion \vashing of

the soil, I trench the ground from 18 inches

to 2 feet deep, and lay it off in benches, usu-

ally sodding the benches, but where, in

trenching, stones are tllrov\^a up I give them
the preference. The cost of benching is

about $.50 per acre, done in the best mamier.
The depth to which I trench depends on the

depth of the soil. The substratum is usually

clay, and I trench deep enough to biing from
4 to 6 inches of the poor soil on the surface,

wishing to keep the roots that far below the

surface. When I first commenced my vine-

yards, to meet the views of my tenants, who
must do it as they \vere accusiomed to do it

in Germany, the ground was ti-enched 3 feet

deep, even where the good soil was less than

a foot in depth, and the stiff clay throwni on
the top. The consequence was the vines

did not flourish, for the i-oots are generally

inclined to keep near the stirfice, and never
reached to the good soil. 2 i'eet below the

flurface. Where the ground is not so steep

as to wash, deep plowing is all I deem ne-

cessary.

On the benches on the side hills, I usually

place the rows from 4 to 4^ feet apart. I

leave a distance of 3^ or 4 feet between the

plants, and tie them to the stakes, generally

of locust, from 5 to 6 feet high. On the

benches we never use the plow. On level

ground I should plant the rows 5 or G feet

apart, and leave 4^ feet between the plants.

Our soil in general requires little or no ma-
nure. We use occasionally all kinds of ma-
nure, but always have it well rotted before

\re api>ly it.

In planting cuttings, I plant two in each

hill, placing them within 2 or 3 inches of

each other at the lop, and widely separated

at the bottom, to enable me to remove one

of them without disturbing the roots of the

(835)

other, should both grow. If the growth has?

not been sufficient to produce well-ripened

wood, I cover it with earth the first winter.

Early in the spring I head down the plant to

two or tlu-ee eyes, as soon as I discover which
is the strongest shoot, break the others off,

and permit one only to grow. I break off

three or four of the first lateral branches, and
after that give the plants no attention till the

spring following, when I again head them down
to four eyes, and permit two of the strong-

est to grow, taking off the lateral branches to

such point as I expect to prune to the next
spring. The spring liillowing, (the third

year,) I expect a small crop of fruit, and
prune the strongest branch from 2 to 4 feet

long, according to the growth of the plant,

for bearing, and prune the other shoot, leav-

ing five eyes, three of the strongest of which
I allow to grow, Ijreaking off lateral shoots as
usual, and the following spring cut out the
bearing wood of the preceding season, always
pursuing the cane priming, and leaving none
of tlie two-year-old wood ; and thereby al-

ways have all my shoots within a foot or
IS inches of the ground. In breaking off

tlie lateral shoots, it must not be done till the
wood begins to ripen ; for if done too soon,
it forces out the fruit buds of the next season,
which brings a crop that is usually killed by
the frost of the next fall, before fully ripe. I
have frequently had the tops of my vines
broken off by a heavy wind, and numerous
fruit buds of the next season forced out ; and
when the fall was favorable, which is often
the case on the Ohio, had a fine show of
grapes fully ripe the last of October.
As a matter of curiosity, I have on the

same vine had fruit not only of the current
year, but from the buds of four succeeding
years. Say in May, 1847, as soon as the
plant is in blossom, I cut off the extremity of
the shoot, and force out the fruit bud, de-
signed for fruit in 1848. As soon as the fruit

bud of 1848 is in blossom, I again cut off its

extremity and firce out the bud designed for
fruit in 1849, and so continue to clip the ex-
tremities, till the growing season is over. In
a grape-house properly heated, the fruit of
the different years may all be brought to ma-
turity. IMy Gennans are averse to prunin"-
till spring, as such was the practice in Ger^
many. This often interferes with sprin"
work. I would recommend pruning in the
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fall, as soon as the leaves have fallen, and at

the same time plant out cuttings. Wliere

planted in the i'all, I should plant so as to

leave the upper bud even with the surface,

and throw a little soil over it, and remove in

the spring, as soon as the severe frost is over.

We gather our gi'apes as soon as they are

fully ripe. In many pai-ts of Europe they are

suffered to hang on the vines till past matu-

rity. This adds to the saccharine principle,

but I find it injurious to the aroma and flavor

of the wine. I cultivate none but red or

black grapes. If red wine be the olyect, we
mash the grapes, and have a partial fermenta-

tion before pressing, to bring out the coloring

matter, which is contained in the skin. If a

light colored wine be the object, we mash
the grapes, and press them out as soon as gath-

ered. We carefully pick from the bunches
all rotten and gi-een fruit. As soon as the

must is in the cask I move it to the wine-
room, which is sometimes in the cellar, and
at other times aliove gi'ound. In neither case

has it ever run into the acetous fermentation.

We formerly added sugar to all our must
before fennentation—to the Schuylkill Mus-
cadel, from 12 to IG oz. ; to the Catawba,
from G to 10 oz. to the gallon—behig gov-

erned by the quantity of saccharine matter in

the must, and also the quantity of leaven. Of
late years, if the grapes are ripe, we use no
sugar to the Catawba grape, and never add
spirit in mtd^iug wine from other grapes. Of
the character of Madeira or I'ort, we gener-

ally use sugar before fermentation, and add
from five to eight per cent, of brandy after

the fermentation is over, to make it resemble
those wines to which brjuidy is always added.
The Isabella makes a very indiftijrent wine,

unless 24 to 32 oz. of sugar is added to the

gallon of must, according to the maturity of

the fruit, when it makes a superior sweet
wine, equal to the Ijest imported.

The Reports of some of our Horticultural

Societies, and j)ublications of some of our
vine-dressers, speak of .500 gallons of wine
to the acre as an average yield. There is

more of poetry than ti-nlh in these statements.

After 30 years of cultivation, I deem 200 gal-

lons to the acre a full average crop. The
most I have known grown on two acres was
1,300 gallons from the Catawba grape. This

I consider our most vahiable grape for wine,

and manufactured with care and left till of

proper age, will rival the best diy Hock.
After two years' trial, I am satisfied it will

also make a superior sparkling Chan)i)agne,

and am now erecting a vault and building to

have it maniifactuied extensively. From the

Isabella grape I one year made from 1-14 of

an acre 10.5 gallons, being at the rate of 1,470
gallons to the acre. This grape ripens une-

([ually with us, and is very subject to the rot.

The Missouri bids fair to be valuable as a

wine grape ; and the Herbemont would be
very valuable both lor the table and wine if

it were less subject to rot. I have tried the

foreign grapes e-xteusively for wine at great
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expense for many years, and have abandoned
them as unfit for our climate. In the accli-

mation of plants I do not believe. The
white Sweetwater grape is not more hardy
with me than it was thirty years since, and
does not bear as Well. I have hied them iu-

all soils, and with all exposures.

I obtained 5,000 plants from Madeira,
10,000 from France ; and one-half of them,
consisting of twenty varieties of the most
celebrated wine grapes from the mountains
of .Jura, in the extreme norlhem part of
France, where the vine region ends ; I also

obtained them from the vicinity of Paris, Bor-
deaux, and from Germany. I went to the
expense of trenching 100 feet square on a
side hill, placing a layer of stone and gravel
at the bottom, with a drain to cany off the
water, and j)ut in a compost of rich soil and
sand three feet deep, and planted on it a great
variety of foreign wine grapes. All failed

;

and not a single plant is left in my vineyards.

I would advise the cultivation of native
grapes alone, and the raising of new varieties

from their seed. It may be advisable to cross

the Catawba with some of the best foreign

wine grapes, and raise from the seed.

I have 24 vineyards, and about C7 acres
of vineyard in bearing, and about 32 acres
recently planted, or ready for planting in the
spring. Last year there was a partial failure

of the crop, but we made 300 barrels of wine,
being 200 barrels less than we calculated on
making before the rot commenced in the
grapes. Of the cost and profit of cultivation,

I am not fully competent to speak ; for profit

has not been my object, nor have I devoted
that attention to my tenants that a regard for

profit would require. I commenced with
the firm belief that the climate and soil in

this region were admirably calculated for the
cultivation of the grape and manufacture of
wine, and though I had little hope of succeed-
ing in the cultivation of foreign wine grapes,

I determined to give them a fair trial, and re-

solved to collect native grapes from different

parts of America, believing, as the Hughes
crab-apple of Virginia gave us better cider

than any foreign apple, I might find a native
grape capable of making a superior wine.
About twenty-five years since, I com-

menced settling Germans on my hilly gi-ound,

and setting off to each from 12 to 25 acres.

They were generally very poor. There
were no written contracts, but the under-
standing was, I was to furnish all grape-cut-

tings and frtiit-trees wanted ; I paid for

trenching and benchingportions ofthe grotind,

and gave them such aid as was necessary at

the outset. I was to have half the wine at

the press, and half the amount of sales of the

other fruit. All other articles raised on the

place were for their own benefit. The gi-apes

were generally neglected, as it took some
years to l)ring them into bearing, while the

potatoes and sour-crout yielded an immediate

income. My first tenant, instead of having a

crop of grapes the third or fourth year, had
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his crop the ninth year, when his share yield-

ed him $i!00. The tenth year his wine
yielded him about $C00. So large a sum,

and all in silver, bewildered the old man's

imagination. He made me his best bow,
went into the interior, bought land, and began
a vineyard on his own account. His latitude

was too far north for the grape, and after

six years' absence the old man returned nearly

penniless, and began a new vineyard on 4

acres of ground, adjoining the old one, then

and now under charge of one of his sons-in-

law. He will next season make some wme ;

but to cheer the old man's spirits, we have
enabled him occasionally to take his accus-

tomed glass of wine, and sing his old song
under the shade of his favorite tree.

Most of my tenants have occupied their

present vineyards from 10 to 25 years, and
are contented and happy, if not rich. One
of them who works harder than any of the

others, and keeps his family at work, and de-

votes most of his time to his vineyard, made
from his wine last year $1,400. But I would
not recommend the cultivation of the grape for

profit to per.sons who hire all and work none.

Our wines have always met a ready sale

in the city, and bring from $1 to $1 50 per

gallon. The grape culture is now spreading

rapidly, and we must look out for a market
abroad. The price will depend on the manu-
facturer. In the wine countries of Europe it

is a standing proverb that " a poor man can-

not make good wine." The reason is obvi-

ous: he is compelled to sell his wine when
new, and cannot devote the necessary atten-

tion, and wait till his wine is five or six years

of age, before he sells it.

It is there also said that all depends on soil

and exposure ; and while the wine at one
vineyard brings $12 per dozen, the wine of

an adjoining vineyard will not command one-

quarter the sum. In this doctrine I place

no reliance. With us, I find the quality

chiefly depends on the care and attention of

the manufacture. Wine requires much great-

er skill and care in the manulacture than is

requisite in making cheese and butter. What
more simple than the making of butter, yet

one tenant on a farm will make butter of a

Bupei'ior quality, while the butter made by
another tenant on the same farm, with equal

facilities, is scarcely fit for use, and will not

command half the price of his brother tenant.

In Europe a landlord often commences with
selling his wine at $3 per dozen, and ends by
selling it at $12 or more, as his reputation be-

comes established. A manufacturer who
values the reputation of his vineyard, in un-

favorable seasons sells his wine in the cask,

without attaching his name to it, at a low price.

The cultivation of the grape for wine in

our country was attempted about fifty years

since by a company at Sjiring Hill, near

Philadelphia. They tried foreign wine grapes

and found them iinsuited to our climate.

They found one grape only to stand the cli-

mate and bear well.
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The idea of manufacturing wine from a
native grape would in that day have been
hooted at, and tlie manager wisely, if not
honestly, called it the Cape gi-ape, though
taken from the banks of the Schuylkill—leav-

ing it to be inferred that the wine was from
the Cape of Good Hope. The next attempt
was by the Swiss emigi-ants at Vevay, In-

diana. They found the grape of Switzerland
unsuited to our climate; and hearing of the

Cape grape succeeding at Spring Hill pro-

cured it, and for many years cultivated it,

making a hard, rough, red wine, excellent

for sangaree, but not relished as a table wine.

Their vineyards have gone down, and the

Cape grape (Schuylkill Muscadel) is now
but little cultivated. It is one of our surest

bearers, and pressed as soon as gathered, and
manufactured after the manner of Madeira
and Teneriffe wines, when at a proper age it

greatly resembles them.

We are indebted to Major Adlam, of the
District of Columbia, for the introduction of
the Catawba, our best wine grape. He erred

in making from it a sweet wine. The Major
was compelled to cultivate it with a view to

immediate profit, and injured the reputation

of his wine, in seasons when the Catawba did

not produce a full crop, by mixing with them
the wild grapes of the woods in his vicinity.

By the introduction of that grape he was a
great benefactor to the nation, and the day is

not distant when the banks of the Ohio will

rival the banks of the Rhine, in the quality

and quantity of the wine produced. Our
German emigrants are the people who will

accomplish it. Our hills suitable for wme are
of little value for other cultivation. Give a

German ten acres of this land, and if he has

a wife and children he will live in great lux-

ury. He will never want for his two great-

est of all luxuries, wine and sour-crout. His
children, however small, not only aid him in

the cultivation, but his wife, dui-ing the sum-
mer and fall, does the greater part of the la-

bor in the vineyard. The poor vine-dressers

in Germany are seldom so rich as to own a
horse, and therefore over-estimate their value.

Yet greatly as they value the acquisition of a
broken-down pony in this country, it does
not lessen their estimation of the great value

of their wives in the vineyards. A very hon-

est Dutch tenant of mine, who was so unfor-

tunate as to lose his wife, observed to me,
"He might just as well have lost his horse."

Best Time Fok Killing Animals.—It has lately

been discovered that the flesh of animals which are
killed in the middle of the night will keep much
longer than it will when they are killed in the day
time ; and it is for this reason preferred by those
who prepare potted meats. This circumstance is

very singular, for it proves that the tlesh is fittest for

keeping when taken from the animal at the time
,

when the respiration is slowest and the temperature
of the animal lowest. It is well known that the flesh

of animals which have been hard driven will not
keep at all. After what has been stated we need not
be surprised, as this quickens the respiration and
highteas the temperature. [Dumas's Chemie.
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SALE OF CROPS ON THE GROUND IN SCOTLAND.

Americans often wonder at the quantity and cost of manure and of labor ap-

plied to land in England and Scotland, and are at a loss to know how it is that

lands should rent there for more than would buy the fee simple of what we call

middling land in the United States.

The following authentic accounts of sales of standing or growing crops there,,

as reported in a late number of the " Mark-Lane Express," will go far to unravel

the mystery and dispel doubt for those who have not inquired or reflected on the

subject. The probability is that these Wheat crops averaged from 30 to 50 bush-

els to the acre, Oats 60 or 70, and Potatoes not less than 400.

Who can tell what may be done in our country when recourse has been had,

m like manner, to the accumulation of great quantities of manure, to thorough-

draining, and to perfect tillage—all according to the true principles of Agricul-

ture, as ascertained by scientific investigation and practice, and as detailed from

month to month in this " Farmers' Library." [Let the reader allow $5 for ev-

ery £1 sterling.]

Sat.e of Growing Crops at Perth.—On
Thursday se'niiight there were sold, by public

roup, at the Home Farm of Cadder, about

Beventy acres, imperial measure, of growing

crop. The wheat was almost ready for the

sickle, and some of the oats were partly cut

down. We saw several very large potatoes,

which were pulled up by some of the farm-

ers present, who pronounced them iVee from

disease. The turnips also were forward, and

looked healthy. The following are the aver-

age prices of the sale : Potatoes, from £28 5s.

to £37 10s. per imperial acre; S. turnips,

from £10 10s. to £11 15s. ditto; Y. turnips,

from £9 5s. to £11 ditto; oats, from £9 10s.

to £10 12s. ditto; wheat, from £10 10s. to

£11 148. ditto. [WiUiess.

Sale ok Crops at Ayr.—The sales of crop

this year in our neighborhood have been well

attended, and brought excellent prices. At
Macnairston, wheat averaged £11 per Scotch

acre, turnips £16; and at Friarland, beans

from £10 to £12 15s. At Thornbrock, par-

ish of Maybole, middling oats brought from

£6 to £9; at Broadshean, £5 to £7; at

West Enoch, £0 to £8 ; and, at Mackailston,

potatoes brought upward of £40. Hay, in

general, has also sold well, especially mead-
ow, which is sought after for winter fodder.

The above quotations are from a few of the

last of the numerous sales conducted by Mr.
Mitchell, auctioneer, Maybole, this year.

[Ajt Advertiser.

Sale of Crops at Dumfries.—Last week
we stated that oats had been sold at Comlon-
gan Mains at £13 10s. per imperial acre.

—

We have been made aware of higher figures

since, although only in two instimces. At
Mr. ^Villiamson's sale, Main of Friars Carse,

early Angus-shire oats sold at £13 17s., and
potatoes at £ 12, making an average of twelva
guineas [$60] over 17 acres. On Stapleton,

on the 16th, Messrs. Farish and Brand, as

agents, sold 114 acres of standing corn. The
domain w^as necessarily divided into a num-
ber of lots, the highest of which actually real-

ized £14 5s. [$61] the imperial, or pretty

nearly £18 the Scotch, acre. Having exam-
ined a small sample of the grain, we consider

it among, if not, the very finest that ever was
shown in any market, [Dumfries Cour.

The Fruit Crop on the Rhine.—" In the
memory of man," says a letter dated Wies-
baden, the 23d ult., " the crops were never
so abundant as this year in our country. All
the trees are overloaded with fniit, and we
cannot procure a sufficient quantity of stakes

to support the branches. The Government
has ordered the Administration of the Forests

to provide a supply for the formers and horti-

culturists, and no less than 80,000 have been
already demanded. Apples are particularly

abundant. The English have purchased an
enormous quantity of that fniit, which is to

be embarked in steamers for London."

Renovation OF Manuscripts.—Take a hair pencil and wash the part which has been

effaced with a solution of prussiate of potash in water, and the writing will again appear, if

the paper has not been destroyed.
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DRAINING.

THE PRINCIPLE OF ITS UTILITY EXPLAINED.

Have we dwelt or can we dwell too often on a point connected with agricul-

tural improvement which, until lately, has not attracted the attention of the ag-

ricultural community—nor does it even now, if we may judge by what we see

in the country, in anything like the degree that it deserves to do ! Before we had

read more than half the following article, we decided to preserve it in our jour-

nal, not for the sake of the growers of grapes—few and far between as they are

—

but for the very reasons that, in the close of it, we found avowed as those which

had prompted the learned writer. Yes, we believe with him that 100 bushels

of wheat will yet be raised on an acre, and that treble our present would have

been our average crop if the sons of farmers were educated for the Plow, as care-

fully and thoroughly as the chosen* few of the Government are now educated for

the Sword, at the expense chiefly of the landed interest.

When a viae border is drained it is im-
proved, not so much by the removal of water
as by the admission of air. But the removal

There are few gardeners now remaining

who would think of growing vines in a wet
border. To have it thoroiiglily drained is the

first condition requisite for success ; upon this

all are agreed. But we are by no means sure

that they always understand whj/ thorough
drainage is so essential. It is to be suspected

that, in some minds at least, water is supposed
to be tlie gardener's enemy—to be a substance

quite unsuitable to plants, and of which it is

the gardener's aim to get nd. Once, indeed,

of supeifluoiis water, and tlie free access of
air, has the additional and very important ef-

fect of raising the temperature of soil. Air is

a bad conductor of heat, water a good one : a
border composed of porous materials not wa-
ter-logged is an apparatus of non-conducting

cavities, from which any heat that may be
gained escapes with difficulty and slowly-

we overheard a " practical man" boasting of once warmed it remains so, not for a few
the dryness of his vine border, and telling a
brother " practical" that nobody could squeeze
a drop out of it. The same ingenious gentle-

man was found, four months afterward, be-

sieging his acquaintances for advice how to

keep down the red spider, which, as he al-

leged, his jiredecessor had allowed to get to

such a head that it had almost killed the vines

which he had planted in the new border that

he had laid dry, with so mucli cleverness, in

the previous sjiriiig. Luckily it is not easy
to over-dry solid earth in England.

But, as we have repeatedly stjited, it is the

air that takes the place of water in well-

drained soil, which proves so beneficial to

])lants ; it is because air cannot reacli the
ro<)t8 of plants, when a border is water-logged,
that trees suffer. Roots require air as well

hours, but for weeks. Water, on the contra-

ry, carries off" heat with such rapidity that a
water-l(5gged border is always cold. Wann
rain, falling on a water-logged soil, cannot

sink into it, but remains near the surface, and
speedily cools again ; but warm rain falling

on a thoroughly drained border sinks quickly
through it, parts with its heat as it descends,

and that heat is detained in the air cavities

of the soil to be very gradually parted with
again.

We may therefiire say that a thoroughly

drained border is advantageous to a vnie, not

because it has less water, but because it has

more air and warmth.
It so happens that there exists a vine bor-

der constructed with reference to these prin-

ci|)les—that is to say, well drained, well aired.

as leaves, and no mistake can bo greater than
[

and as well warmed as it can be by merely
to suppose the contrary. It is evident that, I natural means. It is to be found at Ca.stle

if the crevices i)etween the particles of soil in Malgwyn, near Pembroke, the .seat of A. L.
a garden are filled with water, air must be

|
Gower, Esq. ; and is thus desciibed in the

thence excluded ; they cannot both be pres-
i new number of the "Journal of the Ilorticul-

cut, fin- the ([uantity of air dissolved in stag-
j
tural Society ;

nant water is too inconsiderable to deserve
attention. It may be eimugh for the main-
tenance of a rush or a hors(Mail. l)iit not inv a

healthy garden plant, and least of all fur a

vine, whoso air-vi'Ssels are perhaps the largest

and most abundant ofauv European U'ee.

^839)

The bottom of the border is gently .sloped'

from the houses to the extreme cdL'e, wjiero

is b\iilt a box-drain extending the whole
le;igtli of the border, as shown in the accom-
panying section marked 1 ; this drain is 1 foot

square, the lop of it being level with the bot-
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torn of the border, as also shown in section.

When this was completed, dwarf walls,

marked 3, were built across the border. 3^
ieet apart, 1 foot square, in the pigeon-hole
manner ; on tlie top of these walls are laid

rough flags ; these in reality form the bottom
of the border, and upon these are placed about
fi inches of broken stones and bricks, marked
4, then covered with turf with the grassy side

down, to prevent the soil mixing with the
stones. There are flues or chimneys at each
end of the border and center, communicating
with the drains in the bottom, as .showai in

section marked 2. The top of these flues is

nicely made of stone 10 inches scpiare, through
wliich is cut a hole of G inches square, into

whicli is inserted a plug of a wedge-like
form, so as to fit tight]y,"but removable at

GROUND PLAN OF HOUSES, AND SHOWING CROSS-WALLS BENEATH THE VINE BORDERS.

pleasure ; these flues are about an inch above
ground. At the back of the border are placed

cast-iron pipes (marked .5), perpendicularly,

and also communicating with the drains un-

denieath ; those being higher than the flues

in front cause a motion in the air beneath the

border. After a long continuance of rain, the

plugs in the flues in front are taken out, there-

by creating a great circulation of air, and thus

to a vast extent accelerating the i)roper dry-

ing of the borders, which is deemed of much
importance. In the winter season, the bor-

ders are covered with leaves and stable ma-
nure to the di'ptii of 12 inches."

It is obvious that tlie whole aim of thecon-

stnictor of this border was to do that which
the foregoing observations show to be so im-

pcn-taut. He not only gets nd of superfluous

water, but lie introduces air in abundance,

and at the same time the natural warmth
which it carries with it. In cold or unsuita-

ble weather he slops off the excessive admis-

sion of air.

And what is the result of this system ?

—

Black Hamburgh grapes, weighing from hco

pounds nine ounces up to five pounds a bunch
—beautiful fruit of admirable quality, on vines

just seven years old.

But these principles have a higher applica-

tion than the production of gigantic bunches
of grapes. Had they no other value, they
would be in our eyes of much less importance
than we assign them. It is because they ap-
ply to all other crops as much as to the vine,

that we would most earnestly call attention

to them. Nor are they garden crops alone to

which we refer. The liirmer is more inter-

ested in the application of these principles

than even the gardener, inasmuch as his stake

in the land is so much higher ; and he will

discover, sooner or later, that it is just as pos-

sible to grow gigantic wheat crops as enor-

mous grapes, if he will but study and learn
how to apply the unvarying laws of Nature.

If a bunch of grapes can be raised from 1 lb.

to .5 lbs., there is nothing in the nature of

things to oppose a wheat crop being raised

from 20 bushels to 100 ; and it will probably
be done. A most valuable school for farmers

is the modern garden.

Longevity of the Donicky.—A dnnkey.bclonging to Mr. Gandey, of Brighton, died lately

at the advanced age of a hundred years ! It was a great favorite with its master, and was
well }>i-ovided for up to the time of death.
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LETTER XIV.

ANATOMY AND DISEASES OF SHEEP.

'Character of American o\'ine veterinary works— of the English. ..Anatomical details of the latter valuable
—necessity ot" cutting clear from their systems of pathology and therapeutics—reasons. . .Exciting causes

. of disease even in adjacent localities in England not the same—popular superstitions on the subject. . .Ne-
cessarily greater differences as between remote countries possessing different climate's, etc Ravages of
rot in Europe—scarcely known in most parts of America. . .Exciting causes apparently the same in both
Hoof-ail, though retained here by contagion, not primarily produced by the same causes as in England. . -

Various European diseases not known here. . .Ditlerence in the pathology of the same diseases in this coun-
try and in England. . .The English ones accompanied with more inflammatory action—the American of an
ajsthenic or sinking character. . .Pathological differences require a corresponding difference in therapeutics
...English system of therapeutics objectionable for the above reason—on account of its expensivenesa

—

and, for popular purposes, by the extent of its pharmacopite. ..The proper ovine veterinary system to be
adopted—manner of classifying diseases. ..Anatomy of the Sheep—how far to be studied—directions to be-
ginners. ..The Omentum. ..The Rumen. ..The Reticulum. ..TheManip!us...The Abomasum. ..The func-
tions of the diU'erent Stomachs. ..The Duodenum. ..The Jejunum...The Ileum...The Coecum...The
Colon. ..The Rectum. ..The Mesentary. ..The process of digestion. ..The Spleen. ..The Pancreas...The
Liver. ..The Kidneys... The Bladder... The Uterus and Vagina.

Dear Sir : Most of the veterinary works which have appeared in this

country in relation to the Sheep, Horse, and other domestic animals, have
been made up simply of medical recipes ; or, if they have given systems
of veterinary nosology and pathology, these systems have been mere tran-
scripts of those of European, and particularly of English writers.

I have examined all, 1 believe, of the most celebrated late English au-
thors, scientific and empirical,* on the diseases of the Sheep and their

cui-es. For anatomical and general pathological details, the works of some
of the former possess great value, and compare favorably with the treatises

on the same topics by the most eminent physicians and surgeons. This is

particularly true of the work on Sheep by the late Mr. Youatt—the fount-
ain-head from which most of the later English writers on the same subject
have so liberally drawn, and will probably continue so to do for a century
to come. For minute accuracy of description, particularly in the depart-
ment of pathology—for elaborate research into both facts and authorities—for clearness and sparkling vivacity of style, this gentleman, it seems to
me, is entirely without a competitor among the English veterinarians, and
his works will bear reading alongside those of a Cooper, a Louis, and a
Chapman.

I have hesitated whether to transcribe entire Mr. Youatt's treatise on
the Anatomy of the Sheep. It would be the sheerest affectation—not to
say plagiai-ism—to publish a mere abridgment of his remarks, or their sub-
stance dressed up in other words, as some late English writers have done,
for the purpose of setting up pretensions to that originality which Mr. You-
att has left so little room for in this department. But as these Letters, Sir,

are published for the benefit of the many, rather than to instruct those al-

ready versed to any considerable extent in Veterinary Science, I have been
led to doubt whether a??)/ systematic treatise on Anatomy is necessary. On
the whole, I have come to the conclusion that farther than to exhibit the

* I do not use the word "empirical" here in its invidious sense. I mean to describe by it a class of
writers versed in experiments merely, as contradistinguished from those who possess a scientific knowled"e
of physiology, pathology, therapeutics, &c.

°
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localities of disease, explain certain operations in the animal economy, and
render terms intelligible, it would be time thrown away.

In pathology somewhat, and to a much greater extent in the systems of
therapeutics adopted, [ have found it necessary to cut clear from all Eng-
lish ovine veterinarians. If this is regarded as presumptuous, I have only
to say that the testimony or opinions of that man are worth little who so

far pins his faith on another's views, as to disregard the plain evidence of
his own senses. The salutary rule of the law is, each witness testifies to

what he has seen, and to what, crediting the assertions of his own senses,

he knows. It is for the investigating tribunal to decide what weight shall

be attached to the testimony. That tribunal, in the present case, is the

public.

But in reality, a discrepancy of views on the above subjects, does not ne-

cessarihj imply an eiTor on either side. The pathology of diseases fre-

quently does not coincide, as between different climates and countries, and
sometimes, singularly enough, between contiguous localities in the same
country. This is especially true as regards the origin or exciting cause
of disease. Where the atmospheric, alimentary, and all other observable

conditions are nearly identical, occult causes which baffle the closest and
most scientific scrutiny, not unfrequently either periodically or regularly,

scourge man or beast with disease in one locality, while another one is al-

most uniformly exempt from the^e attacks. What English pathologist, for

example, has ever assigned a physical cause which would answer, quanti-

tatively, as a criterion to decide on the proportionable prevalence of the

same malady in other regions—or the existence of which would even prove
that the disease existed at all—for the frequent appearance of goitre [bron-

chele) among the inhabitants of Derbyshire, and the comparative exemp-
tion from it of the inhabitants of contiguous counties ?* The theatres of
its especial visitation, in other parts of the world, seem to be equally de-

termined by chance—though undoubtedly dependent upon physical causes
which have as yet eluded observation.

It is not astonishing, therefore, that the ignorant down to our own times,

and even the enlightened, until a period comparatively recent, should have
sought the incomprehensible causes of many diseases, in the regions of the

preternatural. Among brutes especially, which were supposed to be more
given up to such influences, these phenomena were conveniently assigned,

by our English and Scotch ancestors, to

" some dev'lieh cantrip slight"

of " warlocks and witches"—the malevolence of an offended faiiy or spite-

ful gnome.t

* I understand that the inhabitants of the adjoining counties of Stafford, Nottingham and Leicester are
comparatively exempt from the attack of goitre.

t In Bums's inimitable Tarn O'Shanter, some of the singular powers once exercised

"by withered beldams auld and droll

Lowping and flinging on a crummock"

—

and sometimes, though far more rarely, by " ae winsome wench and walie," to turn aside the established

laws of Nature and God's providence, arc thus enumerated in describing one of the diabolical sisterhood :

" Mony a beast to dead she shot.

And perished mony a bonny boat.

And shook bnilh meikle corn and bear.

And kept the country-side in fear."

No one will understand that the witch, in full league with the Devil, had any occasion for mortal fire-

arms, in "shooting'' the beasts of her victims. Murrain, and in some cases death, followed a glance O' her

" evil eye.'' And even the witches of Bujns are tame every-ilay bodies, compared with those which sweJi

the infernal tZrnmaZispfrsonir of Faust, or mingle in the gloomy horrors of Macbeth.
Two centuries ago, ajid even less, there was not a parish in England, a hill or dell in Scotlnnd, or eyen n

colonized nook in the wild woods of America, where witchcraft was not rife ; and wiiltitudts ni everj' ranK

in life were consigned to the gallows, the faggot, strniigling. &c., for this crime, by the highest jvaicwi in-
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Equally unphilosophical, and not less mischievous in its effects on the

progress of medical science, are those religious views, widely prevalent

even at the present day, which in every epizootic as well as epidemic

scourge, recognize only a direct Theocratic infliction, operating without

the intervention of physical causes. If these doctrines do not, as when
canned to their full extent among the Mussulmans—who yield a passive

non-resistance to plague and conflagration as the direct expression of God's
will—lead to an entire abandonment of remedial measures, they at least

deter scrutiny into the inducing natural causes, and thus occasion a neglect

of all preventive, and a much less perfect understanding of appropriate

remedial action.

Between countries widely separated—where their climates and other

circumstances exhibit considerable differences—it would naturally be ex-

pected that still greater discrepancies would appear in their local nosology.

England and the United States are subject to several coiTesponding ovine

diseases, yet it is notorious that some of the most destiTictive ones of the

former are unknown, or next to unknown, in the latter. The rot, accord-

ing to Mr. Youatt, destroys a million of sheep annually in the British Isl-

bunals of England and Scotland—the former presided over by such men as Sir Matthew Hale ! One ap-

proved method of detecting witches was to wrap the suspected persons in a sheet, the great toes and thumbs
being tied together, and then dragging them through a pond or river. If they sank they were guiltless— if

not, their fate is thus alluded to by Hudibras in his description of the monster Hopkins, the '• Witch-finder
General" of England :

" And has he not within a year
Hanged threescore of them in one shire ?

Some oiili/ far not being drowned '.

"

That miserable driveler and pedant, James V[. of Scotland, defended this " trial by water," inasmuch as

witches having renounced their baptism, so it is just that the element through which the holy rite is enforced,

should reject them ! This pusillanimous monarch, who shook at the eight ot a drawn sword, was the keenest
instigator in his kingdom of tortures and prosecutions for suspected witchcraft, and he continued so after

his accession to the English throne. He was often present at the examination of accused persons, and the
Scotch juries did not dare to acquit their victims, fearing the severest punishment on themselves for " will-

ful error upon an assize," a proceeding which left them at the mercy of the Crown, and which was in some
instances actually resorted to !

The elves or fairies, the dwarfs, etc., have sorely aftlicted the shepherd, as well as all other husbandmen,
in bygone days. Their caprices were innumerable. Even in this, as Mr. Carlyle would say, 19th century
of God's world, the ugly and monster-headed Phaam is sometimes seen on the lonely Kells of Galloway,
and the declivities of the eastern Grampians. He not unfrequenlly shows himself in the dawn of the morn-
ing on the mountains around Cairn Gorm and Lochavin. and if man or beast even goes near the place where
he has been before the sun shines upon it. straightway their heads swell enormously and they often die.

—

This is the origin of that frequent disease, the "swelled head" in sheep I At least, so the inhabitants of
those regions informed the Ettrick Shepherd. (See Hogg's Shepherd's Guide.) But alas ! for the gay and
courtly Fairies—the very aristocracy of goblin-dom I Who would not have his flocks, yea, and his herds
too, annually decimated to restore them to our utilitarianized world ! Oberon, Titania, Mab, Puck and Ariel
are gone I They no longer

" on the sands with printless foot

Do chase the ebbing Neptune, and do fly him
When he comes back "

no longer
" in the spiced Indian air, by night,

% * -r * »

They dance their ringlets to the whistling wind."

The elves of the colder regions north of the Alps, who erst danced their " roundel rites" on the banks of
the Rhine and the green hillocks of Britain—who with their splendid appointments, coursers whose feet
spumed the limber air, saddles of " rewel bone "

" Bryht with mony a precious stone
And compasyd all with crapste,"

outshone the splendors of Chivalry—who fought manful under shield, wounding and discomfiting even hu-
man antagonists, as related by Gervase of Tilbury, and by Heinrich von Ofterdingen in the Heldenbuch

—

who loved, wooed and were won much after the humanfashion, and sometimes exchanged such favor»
with humanity, as is proved by the adventure of Thomas the Rymer under the " Elden tree "—all are gone f

The wands of Scott and of Bulwer could not stay their departure ! Naked, rugged-featured, unpoeticaJ
Utility has it all her own way now-a-days I

In the language of Rt. Rev. Dr. Corbett, Bishop of Oxford and Norwich in the beginning of the 17th
century,

" Lament, lament, old abbeys.
The Eairins' lost command ;

They did hut change priests' babies.
But some have changed your land

;

And all your children sprung from hence
Are now grown Puritans,

Who live as changelings ever since
For love of your domains."
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ands—and in 1830-1, the number swept off much exceeded two millions.*

Its ravages are equally fatal in Germany, and more so in Egypt. It is

also common in France, Spain, Australia, &c. There is nothing sufficient-

ly marked in its diagnosis to effectually distinguish it from some other dis-

eases, to a person possessing no previous practical acquaintance with it,

or no more veterinary knowledge than is common among farmers ; and
when a slow train of wasting symptoms have occurred, and the structure

of the liver is found disorganized, after death, it is not uncommon in this

country to pronounce it a case of the rot. The same mistake, according

to Dr. Coventry (late Professor of Agriculture in the University of Edin-

burgh), is often made by even the shepherds and flock-masters of Europe.t
Theie are other diseases besides the rot which specifically attack the in-

tegrity of the liver. Even fasciola or flukes in the liver, the most infalli-

ble diagnostic, to the common eye, of the rot, also, accoi'ding to Dr, Cov-
entry, accompany licpatitis chronica. I will not take upon me to deny that

the rot ever exists in the Northern States, but I have yet to see, or hear

of, adequately authenticated, the first undoubted instance ; and this would
go to show that if isolated cases of it do sometimes occur, it has dwindled
from the wholesale destroyer of Europe to an obscure and occasional dis-

ease. The same remarks apply to existence of the disease in the Southern

Atlantic and Gulf States, judging from the statements of my con-espond-

ents, and from the agiicultural newspapers. I cannot learn fiom either

of these sources that anything analogous to this malady is common in those

States. According to Mr. Cockerel, of Tennessee, and Mr. Flower, of Illi-

nois, the rot docs prevail in our Western States ; and the latter gentleman,

who has, I presume, seen the disease in Europe, and who ought therefore

to be familiar with its ince-mortcvi and j)ost-mortem appearances, states

that it occurs in Southern Illinois " from suffering sheep to pasture on land

that is overflowed with water ;" and he adds, " even a crop of green oats,

early in the fall before a frost comes, has been known to rot young sheep."

It is worthy of remark that Mr. Livingston—equally distinguished for

research and obsei'vation—does not include the rot in his list of American
ovine diseases. This affords a strong corroboration of the position I have

assumed in relation to the existence of this disease in the North-eastern

States, and those of the Southern ones lying east of the Apalachians.|

The Hoof-ail, though introduced here by contagion, and kept in constant

existence by the same means, does not appear, in the common phrase, to

originate sjpontaneously , as in Europe ; or, in other words, to be excited by

any other causes than contagion. I have never known an instance going,

even colorably, to prove the contrary of this proposition.

Acute dropsy or Red-water, I judge to be an exceedingly rare disease in

the Northern States, though the author of the American Shepherd thinks

> differently.il «

Enteretis, or inflammation of the coats of the intestines ; blain, or in-

flammation of the cellular tissue of the tongue ; and a whole train of other

diseases—including most of the frightful list of infectious or contagious

European epizootics—seem to be unknown in this country.

Why there should be so wide a difference between the ovine nosology

of Europe and the United States, is a matter of curious and interesting

speculation. Whether it will always remain so, or whether the advent of

* Youatt on Sheep, p. 445.

t See remarks of Dr. Coventry, quoted at some length in Mountain Shepherd's Manual, p. 20.

% I limit the remark to the States Ijinij (mostly) east of these mountains, because they would probablv

he the only ones, at the time at which Mr. Livingston wrote, with the Sheep Husbandrj- of which he would

be supposed to be familiar.

II
American Shepherd, p. 359.
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the European diseases is only delayed here for more artificial systems of
feeding, breeding, or perhaps more artificial systems of Agriculture af-

fecting the aliment of the sheep, or other and unexplainable causes, time
alone must determine.

If we look for these differences in the observable differences of climate,

we find no satisfactory solution of the problem. The.climate of England
is essentially different from our own—but that it is a favorable one for the
healthy development of all the animal tissues, her large, strong, long-

lived population, as well as her well-developed animal kingdom, abun-
dantly attest. The atmosphere of England is a moist and humid one, and
moisture is thought to be one of the necessary predisposing causes of both
rot and hoof-ail. Of the origin of the former disease, Mr. Youatt
remarks :

*

" The rot in sheep is evidently connected with the soil or state of the pasture. It is con-

fined to wet seasons, or to the feeding on ground moist and marshy at all seasons. It has
reference to the evaporation of water, and to the presence and decomposition of moist veget-

able matter. It is rarely, or almost never, on diy and sandy soils and in dry seasons ; it is

rarely wanting on boggy or poachy ground, except when that ground is dried by the heat of
the summer sun, or completely covered by the winter rain. In the same fann there are cer-

tain fields on which no sheep can be turned with impunity. There are others that seldom
or never give the rot."

Mr. Youatt continues his descriptions of these predisposing conditions

at great length, and his final conclusion is, in substance, that the miasmata,
or gases exhaling from the decomposition of vegetable substances, are the

causes of the rot. Mr. Spooner adopts the same views ; indeed, they are

universally received among scientific veterinarians.

If these views are correct, the evil lies not in a generally humid atmo-
sphere, but in a generally or temporarily humid soil ; and that they are
true quo ad hoc, is proved by the fearful ravages of the disease in the

driest atmosphere of Germany, in the clear, dry atmosphere of the South
of France, and under the torrid skies of southern Spain, where rain does
not fall for months.
Boggy or fenny soils, where decaying vegetable substances are con-

stantly exhaling their gases, are to be found in all parts of the United
States—more or less, in every township, and almost every school distiict

of New-York and New-England. Sheep pasture on such lands, promis-
cuously with other stock, in every county—and, in the latter States, at

least, with entire impunity from the rot.

Humidity of soil is also stipposed to be the most prominent cause in

originating hoof-ail, or producing it otherwise than by contagion. Mr.
Youatt and Professor Dick attribute the disease most often to the effect

of sand and dirt forced into the pores of the hoof, when macerated by
moisture. The following is the lan^uaffe of Professor Dick:

" The finest and richest old pnstures and lawns are particularly liable to give this disease,

and so are st)ft, marshy and luxuriant meadows. It exists to a greater or less extent in every
situation that has a tendency to increase the growth of the hoofs without wearing them
away The different parts of the hoof, deprived of their natural wear, gi-ow out of
their proper proportions. The crust, especially, grows too long ; and the overgrown parts

either break otf in irregular rents, or by overshooting the sole allow small particles of sand
and dirt to enter into the pores of the hoof. These particles soon reach the quick, and set

up the infiammation already described and followed by all its destructive effects."!

The same writer assigns another cause for it—inflammation induced by
an improper bearing ofthe foot, caused by the unnatural growth of the horn
on wet pastures.

Mr. Spooner attributes the disease to decaying vegetables—" roots and

' Youatt on Sheep, p. 451. t See Dick, quoted by Youatt, p. 527, 528.
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leaves of the grasses in a state of rottenness "—brought in contact with the

sheep's foot when " blanched and weakened by continual moisture !
" *

There is another point of difference in the pathology of ovine diseases

in this and the old world, judging from the details furnished by the Eng-
lish veterinarians. Most of the pyrexial diseases, in England, are accom-

panied, at least in tlleir initiatory stages, with active inflammatory symp-

toms. Fever runs high, and decidedly antiphlogistic treatment is called

for. On the other hand, so far as my observation and inquiries have ex-

tended, the ovine diseases of the United States are usually of an sesthenic

nature—characterized by debility from the outset. The difference in the

physical character, feeding, and ordinary state of fatness of the sheep of

the two countries, offers, perhaps, a sufficient explanation of these facts.

The gi-oss, high-fed English sheep, forced forward by bountiful feeding to

an unnaturally precocious maturity, is always in a high state of plethora,

and predisposed, therefore, to inflammatory action. A slight derangement

of any function, produced by a cold, by an error in feeding, or by any other

causes, is sufficient to make the organs exercising those functions the seat of

such action. On the other hand, the sheep of the United States, kept mainly

for wool-growing purposes, is rarely raised above a moderately fleshy or

medium condition. And, unexcited by an unnaturally plethoric habit, the

weak vascular and muscular system of the animal little predisposes it to

inflammatory disease.

A difference in the pathological chai-acter of disease requires a con-e-

sponding difference in the system of therapeutics adopted. The English

system of therapeutics is decidedly objectionable, here, first, on the ac-

count just named ; secondly, from its expensiveness ; and, thirdly, (for

popular purposes,) by the extent and complexity of its pharmacology.

1. As has been already remarked, most of the English ovine diseases

commence with pyrexiae—and the fever is synochal or inflammatory in its

type. The subject is strong, plethoric, and full of blood. Antiphlogistic

treatment is clearly called for. Accordingly, depletion, by bleeding or

purgatives, or both, is first and promptly resorted to by the Enghsh veteri-

narian. In the United States, also, most important constitutional diseases

commence with pyrexiae, but the fever in its first discovered stage is almost

uniformly of a low, sinking, typhoid type, accompanied with great pros-

tration of muscular energy. The animal is in a leanish or only moder-

ately fleshy condition. It has been confined to dry, and perhaps rather

unnutritious food—for most of the list of constitutional maladies, here,

make their attacks in the winter, and old, lean, and feeble sheep are usu-

ally the first victims. A sheep is observed drooping, and indifferent to

food. It is caught and examined. Whatever organ or portion of the sys-

tem is laboring under attack, bleed so as to produce a constitutional im-

pression, (which the English veterinarians almost invariably recommend,

where they recommend bleeding at all,) and follow this with an active

purgative, and in four cases out of five the sheep will, in the expreesive

phrase of the English shepherds, " take the ground "
; it will never rise

from the ground more without assistance, and will soon become unable to

stand when set upon its feet. Growing weaker and weaker, it soon re-

fuses to eat, and death supervenes. These remarks are not designed to

apply to stall-fed wethers, or other very high-conditioned sheep.

2. The English, and indeed the European method of treating diseases

is too expensive for this country. In curing hoof-ail, e.g., Mr. Youatt, after

recommending washing in chloride of lime, and cauterizing, says :

* This seems to me a most unpbilosophical cause to be assigned by a veterinaiian of the standing of Mr.

Spooner.
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" If the foot lias been in a manner stripped of its horn, and especially if a considerable por-

tion of the sole has been removed, it may be expedient to wrap a little clean tow round
the foot, and to bind it tightly down with a tape, the sheep being removed to a straw-yard,

©r some inclosed space, or to a drier pasture The foot should be dressed every day,

each new separation of horn removed, and every portion of the fungus submitted to the

caustic.''
*

Mr. Spooner recommends daily, and not less troublesome treatment.t

The Mountain Shepherd's Manual recommends daily treatment,! and this

is the case, I believe, with nearly all, if not all, of the foreign veterinarians.

Professor Pictet, of Switzerland, in addition to daily applications, fumiga-

tions, etc., innumerable, goes a step beyond " tow pledgets and tape band-
ages." He says :

" In order to prevent any dirt, &c., from getting into the wound, the diseased foot should

be placed in a little boot, the sole of which is of feather or felt, and the upper part of cloth,

ia order to fasten it round the leg of the sheep."

This disease rages most when haying and harvesting are at their hight,

in the Northern States—in July and August—and when the labor of day
hands costs from seventy -five cents to a dollar per head per diem. Half
the flocks in the country can then be bought for $1 25 per head. How
soon daily parings, cauterizings, embrocations, fumigations, etc., including

the expense of drugs and Professor Pictet's gaiter-boots, would reach an

expense equivalent to the price of a sound sheep, it requires not the exer-

cise of much arithmetic to determine ! It would certainly be more eco-

nomical to Mil sheep of any ordinary grade in the first instance

!

The same remark will apply to the English system of treating nearly

all important diseases. The labor bestowed on it would be worth more,
here, than the value of the sheep.

3. The English ovine veterinary pharmacopaeia is too extensive and
complex for popular use. The prescribed formulae are so compound in

their character—so minute oftentimes in their quantitative proportions—re-

quire so much skill for their chemical and mechanical admixture—and,

lastly, and more important than all the rest, they demand so much med-
ical knowledge for their proper and timely administration—that they can
be generally used with safety and advantage only by professional veteri-

narians, a class entirely wanting, unless occasionally in cities, in the United
States. Besides, our ordinary country drug-stores are usually lacking in

many of the articles included in the European prescriptions] |—and no one,

without possessing considerable medical knowledge, could decide what
effect it would have on the prescription to subtract this or that ingredient.

It might neutralize its effects, or even render it pernicious.

A veterinary system for anything like popular use, in this country, must
be exceedingly simple in its remedies, and in its rules for their administra-

tion. As it is impossible to describe the various symptoms which may
exhibit themselves in a disease, so as to be understood by all, it is unsafe

to prescribe a constant change of medicines, applicable to the several

states which have caused those symptoms to appear. Indeed, changes in

medicine should only be made consequent on those distinct crises of dis-

ease which can be detected and understood by the most ordinary observer.

Prescriptions, therefore, inapplicable, or at least unsafe, in any stagey^ow
one distinct crisis of disease to another, should, as far as practicable, be
avoided. True, such a system of therapeutics will be very imperfect, par-

ticulai'ly in the treatment of serious constitutional maladies. But it will go

* Youatt, p. 529. t Spooner, (endorsing the views of Mr. Read,) p. 438 to 442.

X Qutm vide, p. 27.

Jl Not unfrequently the mott importa-nt ones, as I know from repeated experience.
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as far as the knowledge of the uninstructed practitioner will safely admit
of—and if, even in cases of constitutional disease, it should simply cause
him to do no hurt hy his interference, and prevent him from resorting to

some miserably ignorant empiric*

—

t?ic most important object, perhaps,
would be attained. It is infinitely safer in such diseases to rely on unaided
Nature to effect the cure, than to submit a sheep, or any other animal, to

the drugging and dosing of a person ignorant of the true nature of the

disease, and of the remedies which he employs. It is better to do too lit-

tle than to do too much ; and in all cases where it is not known what to do,

it is better to do not7ii?ig.

Lord Weston, in a letter to Mr. Bischoff, says :t

" I have little to say on the medical treatment of sheep ; my study is prevention by suffi-

cient wholesome food, with a constant and abundant supply of salt in every yard and every
field When sheep are taken ill, there is little hope for them, and rarely any use in-

administering medicines."

If the latter portion of this remark is true among the educated, intelli-

gent and experienced veterinarians of England, how much more must it

be so among those destitute of even the first rudiments of veterinary sci-

ence ! In relation to some of the more serious constitutional maladies, af-

ter considerable experience and observation, I feel constrained to express

the opinion that the remark is, to a considerable extent, true. The sheep

is almost as unsatisfactory a patient to deal with, in some such cases,

as the hog, of which it is frequently said, with no great exaggeration,
" that if he is seriously sick he is sure to die, and the more you do
for him the sooner he will die !

" " Then why give a therapeutic system
at all in a class of diseases where it will do so little good 1 " In the first

place, the cases are perhaps few where judicious prescriptions will not

somewhat diminish the tendency to a fatal result ; but the great reason,

after all, is, that every man having a sick animal rvill dose and physic it,

or will permit some officious neighbar to do so, or will call in that most
dangerous of all epizootics, the cattle-doctor. It is therefore better in the

most hopeless cases, to give a few simple directions, based on sound med-
ical principles, which will not, at all events, aggravate the disease, and
which will tend to alleviate or suppress it, rather than to surrender the

helpless animal over to the additional tortures inflicted by ignorance and
quackery. Fortunate it is that well-managed sheep, in this country, are

so little subject to such diseases !

In classifying diseases, I shall depart from the system adopted by You-
att, Spooner, etc., who arrange them with reference to the parts of the sys-

tem they more especially attack, as, for example, " diseases of the brain,"

* The self matriculnted " cattle doctor '" is a decidedly interesting per?onajie. His qualifications are nn-

meroiis, and it is somewhat difficult to find them all brilliantly combined in the same person. He should

be the most ignorant man in the town, particularly in everythiup relating to the anatomy and physiology

of man or beast. He should be equally ignorant of the cliemiral and medicinal properties of nearly all the

drugs used by him. His prescriptions, to give them due potency, should consist of a great number of in-

gredients—a large portion of them bearing very "hard names." He should flank and fortify these, at leaet

in all difficult cases, with substances possessing rare occult virtues, entirely unknown to "human physi-

cians," such as the " blood of black cats," the " entrails of fowls," " human faices," simples culled under pe-

culiar circumstances

—

"Root of hemlock, digged i' the dark,

* * * slips of yew,
Slivered in the moon's eclipse."

He should decidedly affect the mysterious, and should alwavs repel the attempted intrusions of ordinary

humanity—the profane vulgar—into the arcana of his high art. He should have half a dozen maladies, such

as " baked in the manyfolds," " overflow of the gall," " kidney disease." " rising of the lights, ' stramert

across the loin." etc., to which he can promptly assign all the ills which beasts are heir to. He shouia

never mistake a disease or « remedy. If the patient dies, it should invariably be in consequence oi a.

deviation from his directions I

t Bischofi', vol. ii.
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" diseases of the digestive organs," &c. This method of classification,

though not without its advantages, and though it would seem, at first view,

to present an arrangement most convenient for reference, examination and.

comparison, in the end, leads, I think, to confusion and misunderstanding.

ANATOMY OF THE SHEEP.

He who breeds sheep to any considerable extent, should make himself

familiar with the anatomical structure of some of the parts of the animal

—

particularly with the arrangement, size, natural appearance, consistency

and contents of the several viscera ; to some extent with the circulatory

system ; with the alimentary and respiratory organs ; with the brain, and
the whole osseous structure of the head. He should be in the constant

habit of making more or less extended examinations of all these structures,

as opportunity occui's by the slaughter of sheep for economic purposes ;

and when the animal dies from disease, such examination should be in no
ordinary case omitted by the flock-master who is desirous of making him-
self thorougJdy acqtiainted with his business. He will require some instruc-

tion, in the outset, to enable him to make such dissections understandingly
and propei-ly ; but he can readily obtain this from any educated physician

or surgeon. There are no sufficiently wide differences in the anatomical
structure of the sheep and of the human being, to give the surgeon the
least difficulty in pointing out the aiTangement, uses, &c., of the several

parts of the former, unless it be in the conformation of the stomachs.

—

Here, the structure of the sheep, like that of other ruminating animals, dif-

fers widely from man, but that physician or surgeon must have been singu-

larly limited in his physiological investigations, who has not made himself
acquainted with it. At all events, a glance at a veterinary work, while
conducting a dissection, will enable him to understand, and explain it to

the leanier. The learner while making his examinations in company with,

and under the direction of the surgeon, ^\\o\\\di perform every manipulation :

his own hand should handle, remove, test the consistency, &c. of the parts

—alone wield the saw and guide the scalpel. This is an important rule if

he would understand and remember.

The subjects of a portion of the examinations should be sheep killed in

full health. It is necessary to be familiar with the healthy appearance of
all the parts, so as to distinctly recognize all departures from it—the effect

of any diseased or abnoi'mal action.

The sides of a lean sheep are more translucent, after being skinned, than
those of a fat one, and therefore the former makes a better subject, if the
circulatory system is to be examined. On the sides of the thorax and ab-
domen, at a little distance from the spine, the veins and arteries of those
parts can often be traced with beautiful distinctness, without any dissection
of the intercostal muscles.

Subjects should be examined which have had their blood drawn (by hav-
ing their throats cut), and also those which have died with all their blood
in them. Some of the viscera

—

e. g. the lungs, veins and arteries—will
present very different appearances under these different circumstances

;

and this fact not understood might frequently lead to very erroneous con-
clusions in post mortem examinations.

I will give a very general description of the parts I have mentioned as
necessary to be studied—designed merely for those who have no previous
knowledge of the subject.

After the animal has been neatly skinned, place it on a low table, an as-
sistant grasping its fore-legs, and holding it firmly on its back. Then slit
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open the belly from the middle of the sternum, or cartilaginous connection

between the ribs, to the anus. In making this and all similar incisions,

hold the edge of the knife upward, guarding its point with the fore-finger,

so that the viscera shall not be wounded. The abdomen—the whole cav-

ity of the trunk back of the diaphragm or " midriff"—is now laid open.

It is usually necessary for a better examination of the parts to make cross

incisions part way between the diaphragm and anus, extending down on
each side several inches toward the backbone.

I shall describe the viscera in the order in which I have usually exam-
ined them.

On opening the abdomen the 07nentum or caul is found covering the in-

testines. It is a thin, and, in a normal state, colorless and transparent

structure, formed of two membranes, between which extend streaks of fat

in the form of a net.

The external appearance of the stomachs is given in the following cut

of those of a young sheep which died of disease. Their arrangement is

slightly different in the animal.

Fig. 47.

THE STOMACHS.

a. The oesophagxis or gullet, entering the rumen or paunch.
b. b. The rumen, or paunch, occupying three-fourths of the abdomen.
c. The reticulum, or honey-comb—the 2d stomach.

d. The maniplus, or many folds— the 3d stomach.

e. The abomasum, or 4th stomach.
/. The commencement of the duodenum or first intestine.

^. The place of the pylorus, a valve which separates the contents of the abomasum and duodenum.

The walls of the rumen or paunch consist of four coats or tunics— 1st,

the peritoneal or outer coat ; 2d, the muscular ; 3d, the mucous, covered

with papilla?, or little protuberances, from which (or glands under which)

is secreted a peculiar fluid to soften and prepare the food for re-mastica-

tion ; and, 4th, the inner or cuticular coat, a thin, entirely insensible mem-
brane, which defends the mucous coat from abrasion or ei'osion.
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The reticulum or honey-comb is composed of the same number of coats,

fulfilling similar functions. But the mucous coat, in addition to minute

papillce, is covered with elevations arranged in pentagons and sexagons

of diiferent sizes, somewhat resembling a honey-comb, except that the

cells are larger and shallower.

The maniplus has the same four coats. Its floor is a continuation of

the oesophagean canal. From its roof depend many parallel folds of the

cuticular coat—here thicker and stronger than in the other stomachs

—

reaching nearly to its floor. The cuticle is covered toward the edges of

the folds, with hard, bony processes, shaped like fangs, or cones bent in a

curvelinear form, and pointing toward the entrance of the stomach. The
interior of each fold or leaf contains muscles which impart to it the power
of a peculiar and forcible motion. There are forty-two of these folds in

the maniplus of the sheep—occasionally forty-eight. They do not all

equally nearly approach the oesophagean canal, but are disposed in groups

of six—one of the central ones of each nearly reaching the canal or floor

of the stomach—the others on each side growing shorter and shorter, so

as to form a series of irregular reentering angles.

The abomasum is the digesting stomach, where the gastric juices are

secreted, and where the pultaceous food is converted into chyme. It is

funnel-shaped, and its lower extremity connects with the intestines, as

shown in the cut. The cuticular lining of the three preceding stomachs

is wanting in this. The mucous coat is disposed in the form of rugai or

shallow folds, arranged longitudinally with the direction of the stomach,

and from this membrane the gastric juices are secreted.

The cowparative size of the four stomachs will be sufliciently seen in

fig. 47.

Where the oesophagus enters the rumen, it terminates in what is called

the oesophagean canal, a continuation of the former constituting the roof

of the latter. The bottom or floor of this canal is formed of divided por-

tions or folds of the upper parts of the rumen and reticulum—muscular
" pillars" or "lips," as they are sometimes denominated—which may re-

main closed so that the food will pass over them into the third and fourth

stomachs—or they may open, permitting the food to fall between them,

as through a trap-door, into the first and second stomachs. It is probable

that the opening of these lips, as food passes over them, depends some-

what upon a mechanical effect, and somewhat upon the will of the animal.

Fluid and soft pultaceous food fit for immediate digestion glide over them.

But most of the food of the sheep, like that of other ruminating animals,

is swallowed with little preparatory mastication ; and these untriturated

solids drop down through the first opening above described into the ru-

men. It is certain, however, that the animal can, at will, also cause water

to pass through the opening into the first stomach. This would be neces-

sary in the animal economy, and the water is always found there.

When the food has entered the rumen, the muscular action of that vis-

cus compels it to make the circuit of its different compartments, and, in

time, the food later swallowed foi'ces it on and up to near the opening

where it originally entei'ed. In its passage it is macerated by a solvent

alkaline fluid secreted by the mucous coat. The papillae of that coat are

supposed to influence the mechanical action of the contents of the stomach,

and perhaps, to a certain extent, to aid in triturating them. The food

performs the circuit of the stomach, and is ready for re-mastication, ac-

cording to Spallanzani, in from sixteen to eighteen hours. By a muscular

eff*ort of the stomach, a portion of it is then thrown over the membraneous
valve or fold which guards the opening from this into the second stomach.
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The reticulum contracts upon it, forming it into a suitable pellet to be re-

turned to the mouth, and also covers it with a mucus secreted in this

stomach. By a spasmodic effort (always perceptible externally when the
sheep or cow commences rumination) the pellet is forced through the roof
of the reticulum, by the opening before described, and returned to the
mouth by the contractions of the spiral muscle of the oesophagus or gullet,

for mastication.

This explanation of the functions of the second stomach is not accepted
by all the physiologists who have examined this subject. Some contend
that all the solider poitions of the food are returned directly from the ru-
men for re-mastication ; that when raised to the floor of the oesophagean
canal, the hard parts are carried up to the mouth—the more pultaceous
ones (but still not sufficiently pultaceous for the fourth stomach) passing
into the reticulum, where they are again macerated—the fluid squeezed
out of them by a contraction of the stomach and allowed to pass on to
the fourth stomach—and then the drier parts raised, like those from the
paunch, for re-mastication. More solid and indigestible substances ".may
be submitted two or more times to the process of rumination." Such ap-
pear to be the views of Mr. Spooner.*

According to this theory, both stomachs are created substantially for
one and the same purpose, and one would seem to be unnecessary. And
where would be the use of the opening fnmi one stomach into the other ?

And if the second stomach, like the first, is simply for the maceration and
return of food, why the superior thickness and strength of the coatings of
the former 1 Being of a volume gieatly inferior to that of the latter, it cer-

tainly would require less strength, if the functions of both were the same.
The main support for this, as it seems to me, erroneous theory, is found

in the fact that the contents of the reticulum, after death, are usually found
considerably more Jfuid than those of the rumen. I conceive that but
small portions of solid food are introduced at one time from the rumen
into the reticulum—not enough to give to the liquid contents of the latter

viscus the consistency of those of the former—proceeding on the supposi-
tion that the reticulum of the living animal is filled with fluid, as usually
found after death. But why may not a portion of this fluid have escaped
by the valve—been decanted, as it were, from the paunch to the reticulum,

after death ? I see no violence in this supposition. If this is not so, the
uniform fluidity of the contents of the reticulum would be, it seems to me,
fatal to the theory based on it—for, according to Spooner and others who
adopt it, after the reticulum has " become moderately full," it contracts on
its contents, expressing the liquid from the solid parts, which said liquid

is forced into the oesophagean canal, and escapes into the fourth stomach.
The solid parts would be thus left comparatively dry. Sheep penned up for
butchery often do, as every one has observed, ruminate until within a few
seconds of the time that all their natural visceral functions are suddenly
suspended by death—and when, therefore, this suspension would, at times,

as a matter of course, take place at all the different stages of rumination and
preparation for rumination—how happens it that the reticulum is not often
found with its liquid parts expressed—containing nothing but the solids, just

prepared for re-mastication % Or if it be supposed that the act of forcing out
the liquid, and forcing up the solids into the cesophagus, are coincident or
simultaneous, why is not this stomach sometimes iovcndi entirely empty 1 Can
it be supposed that this fluid (I have uviformly found the fluid mixed with
considerable quantities of the solid food) is so instantaneously re-supplied I

* Spoonpr, p. 162-3. , ,
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If so, by what process ? I think there are other reasons which support
the view I have taken, but I will not push the discussion, there not being,
so far as I am aware, any questions to be solved by it which directly and
practically affect the interests or the practices of the sheep-breeder.

Let us now observe the course pursued by the food, and the process to
which it is submitted, after rumination. It now glides over the trap-doors
which open into the first and second stomachs. As it passes over the
floor of the third, or the maniplus, the pendant leaves of this viscus, armed
with their beak-like protuberances, seize the advancing mass, and squeezing
out the fluid and the more finely comminuted portions of the food which
escape with it, commence triturating the bulkier fibrous portions between
their folds. Their bony papillae give to these folds something of the me-
chanical action of rasps, in grinding down the vegetable fibre. The food
being now reduced to an entirely pultaceous state, passes into the fourth
stomach, or abomasum, where it is acted upon by the gastric juice, and
converted into chyme. The amount of food found between the folds of
the maniplus, after death, depends upon the time that has elapsed since
rumination. It is dry and hard, compared with the contents of the other
stomachs.

The entrance to the fourth stomach—the cardiac opening—is closed
against regurgation or vomiting, by a sort of valve, composed of a portion
of one of the rugce, before alluded to, which line the interior of this

stomach. The pylorus is also closed by a valve, which prevents a prema-
ture passage of the contents of the stomach into the intestines.

The intestines are exhibited in fig. 48, copied from Mr. Youatt's work.
Before the duodenum enters into (or changes its name to) the jejunum,

and about 18 inches from the pylorus, it is perforated by the biliary duct

—

ductus choledochus—which brings the bile eliminated by the liver, from the
gall-bladder, and also the fluid which is secreted by the ^?a?^crcfl5, or sweet-
bread, which last is introduced into the biliary duct two inches fi"om its

entrance into the duodenum, by another duct or small tube. The com-
pound fluid thus inti'oduced into the duodenum exercises various important
offices in the digestive and assimilating processes. The bile is supposed
to aid in the separation of the chyme into chyle and fecal mattei'^—or the
nutntive parts of the food which are assimilated into blood, from the in-

nutritious parts which are discharged as excrement. It also prevents a
putrid decomposition of the vegetable contents of the intestines, and seiTes
various other useful purposes.

The chyle—a white albuminous fluid, with a composition differing but
little from that of blood—is taken from the intestines by a multitude of
minute ducts called lacteals, which traverse the mesentary, constantly
uniting as they advance, so as to form larger ducts. These enter the
mesenteric glands—small glandular bodies attached to the mesentary—after

the passage of which the chyle begins to change its color. The lacteals

still continue to unite and enlarge, and finally terminate in the tJioracic

duct. In this the chyle is mingled with the lymph secreted from a portion
of the lymphatics—another exceedingly minute system of absoibent ducts,

which open on the internal and external surfaces of the whole system.
From the thoracic duct, the chyle is conveyed to the heart, and enters into

the circulation as blood.

The Spleen.—With the appearance of the spleen or milt—in the sheep
a dark, firm, spongy viscus, attached to the rumen, and lying on the left

«ide of the belly—all are sufficiently familiar. Its uses and functions in
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tlie animal economy are not well understood, and it has in some instances
been removed from the living animal without the apparent derangement

THE INTESTINES AND MESENTARY.

1. The duodenum. 2. The jejunum. 3. The ileum.

4. The coecum, being the anterior prolongation of the colon, or first large intestine. The ileum opens
into this (on the back side as presented in the cut), about twelve inches from its extremity—the
opening being defended by a valve.

5. The large anterior portion of the colon, retaining its size (about three times that of the smaller intee-

tines) for about two feet.

6. 6. The colon tending toward the center.
7.7. The returning convolutions of the colon.

8. The rectum or straight gut, communicating with the anus.
9. 9. The mesentary, or that portion of the peritoneum which retains the intestines in their places.

10. The portion of the mesentary supporting the colon, ifcc.

The united length of these intestines is upward of sixty feet

!

of any function. Mr. Youatt conjectures that its main office is to supply
the coloring matter of the blood.

The Pancreas.—The pancreas or sweet-bread, with the appearance of

which all who have noticed the entrails of a sheep, are also familiar, is a

glandular body found on the left side of the belly. It has a series of
ducts which unite into a larger one, and, as before stated, this discharges

a transparent, albuminous, and somewhat acid fluid into the biliary duct

near the point where it enters the duodenum. This fluid acts some un-

known, but probably necessary part in preparing the chyme for the offices

it is to perform in the animal economy.

The Liver.—The liver is much larger in proportion, in the sheep, than

in the horse and ox ; and it is twice the proportionate size of that of Man.
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It is situated mostly on the right side, between the maniplus and dia-
phragm. It is supphed with arterial blood, and receives the venous blood
which is conveyed from the intestines, from which it separates the bile,

and conveys it to the gall-bladder. The bile having under"-one certain
changes in this bladder, is conveyed, as already stated, by the biliary duct,
to the duodenum. The venous blood, after the gall is separated from it,

is returned to the lungs, to undergo the process which fits it again to en-
ter into the circulation.

THE URINARY AND GENERATIVE ORGANS.

Though it might seem the more natural order to complete the examina-
tion of the circulatory and respiratory organs, before taking up those
named at the head of this paragraph, I shall, adhering to my first arranp-e-
ment to follow the order which I have uniformly pursued in makino- dis-

sections, first complete the description of those of the abdominal cavity.

The Kidneys.—The kidneys are two bean-shaped glands firmly attached
to the roof of the abdomen, and usually imbedded in fat. They are sup-
plied with blood by large arteries, and, having filtered out the urine from
it, they discharge the latter through two ducts, termed ureters, into the
bladder. The passage of these ducts through the walls of the latter is in

an oblique course, so that it is closed by pressure from within, and thus
the urine cannot return.

The Bladder.—The bladder joins the urethra, in the pelvis, and its pos-
terior part is attached to the floor of that cavity. The anterior part, where
the diameter is larger, floats free in the abdomen. A circular muscle or
sphincter closes the entrance into the urethra, to prevent the continuous
escape of the urine, and this relaxes when the muscular coat of the bladder
contracts for the periodical expulsion of that fluid. The urethra is but a
few inches long in the ewe, and opens into the vagina. It is much longer
in the ram, as it extends the whole length of the penis.

The Uterus and Vagina.—The vagina is several inches in length and
opens into the uterus or womb by a circular opening which becomes closed
after impregnation. They are situated between the rectum above, and the
bladder below. They are mostly within the pelvis in the unpregnant ani-
mal, but the womb rises into the abdomen when it encloses a foetus. The-
womb is a cylindrical body with two " horns" or branches. At the interior

extremity of each horn are protuberances, of a red color, called ovaries^
which are supposed to contain the germs of the offspring.

Artificial Stone.—It is said that a process has been patented in England for making ar-

tificial stone of every quality, from artificial granite to statuary marble. The invention is-

stated to be founded on a chemical analysis of the natural varieties of stone. It is made of
flinty and siliceous grit, rendered fluid by heat, and poured into moulds till cooled and hard-
ened. The artificial stone has, as is staled, already been used for coping-stone, lor varie<^ated
pavements for halls and rooms, stone ornaments—.such as mouldings for friezes ; also for
giindstones and hones. The invention is thought to be particularly applicable to the linin'^

of cisterns and water-pipes—its various qualities insuring cleanliness. The process of manu-
facture is said to be easy and cheap— ' stones manufactured to order.'

!

Ink Spots, on mahf)g:iny, may be easily removed by rubbing them witli wet blotting-paper
and afterward rubbing llie spot with a diy cloth.

'
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THE NEW-YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

Held its Annual Meeting in Albany on the 19th and 20th of January. The

President, Mr. Vail, stated the permanent fund of the Society to be $8,000. Mr.

-J. M'D. M'Intyre, the Treasurer, read his Annual Report:

Balance from last Report and receipts from various sources during the year ..$6,457 19

Disbursements during tlie year—Premiums paid $2,266 73

Incidental expenses 514 78

Library 61 22

Salaries 947 27

P^xpenses, 1846 312 88

Other expenses 547 75

Invested 1st October last 1,000 00

5,650 63

Balance on hand 806 56

$6,457 19

Mr. Geddes, of Onondaga, gave notice that at the next Annual Meeting of the

Society he would move an amendment to the Constitution so as to exclude the

ex-Presidents of the Society froin the Executive Committee, they having been

added to the Board by an amendment adopted last year. We presume there

must be some rule which requires a year's notice to be given in such cases, for

otherwise the propriety of the measure suggested would appear to be but too

self-evident. After all, however, by whom is it likely to be finally decided ?

Under this amendment, making all previous Presidents (a new one every year)

acting members of the Executive Committee, how many years will it he before

the elective portion of the Committee will be overlaid, and the whole finances,

management and influence of this State Institution be in the hands of its life offi-

cers ? Instead of perpetual power, there should in such cases rather be perpetual

rotations, in order to preserve public confidence and prevent suspicion and com-

plaint—all unworthy and ill-founded even as we may admit these might be: in

the business and affairs of this world, Ave must take the world as we find it—not

as it ought to be. Besides, the body of water that is ever stationary is not apt to

be so lively and healthful ; motion is not only the sign but the source of vitality.

Where there is no change of rulers, fixed ideas, long-cherished opinions and

plans take the place of wholesome agitation, inquiry and progress. Even the

annually elected executive officers should rotate, a certain number only being

reeligible, enough, along with the Secretary and Treasurer, to transmit to suc-

cessive Boards the history and spirit of past proceedings, so as to guard against

inconsistency and to secure the execution, in good Aiith, of measures already

projected and proclaimed. And now that we are on this subject we may ven-

ture farther to express, as far as we may presume to have an impression, that

no President or officer of any Agricultural Society, especially those exercising

any control over the appointment of Judges, should be a competitor for its prizes

that year. True, it may be supposed that those who are such conspicuous pro-

moters of improvements in Agriculture as to bethought of for its highest offices,

must be remarkable for their excellence in many of its departments. But that

by no means follows, nor is it essential, as to the Presidency. Men may be

zealous friends and most efficient stimulators and promoters of practical melio-

rations in Agriculture, and exemplarv Presidents of such Societies, and yet in
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the field be very bad farmers. Such was Mr. Jefferson—such Judge Peters—the

worst of all farmers, and yet they did more for the Cause than a thousand mere
winners of prizes for fat hogs and big crops. Moreover, though the office should

warrant the presumption of excellence, it yet more certainly should warrant an
absence of all care about petty prizes, at least, for that particular occasion.

On the point of selecting Judges, for practical knowledge, impartiality and
zeal, too much care cannot be exercised if we would maintain public confidence

unimpaired. The following, which seems to us to be a judicious regulation, was
lately adopted unanimously by a distinguished Agricultural Society in England

—

if it be not evidence of bad judgment as well as taste, to refer any longer to any-

thing English ; but this, at least, is a case not liable to the influence of Govern-

ment- or climate. On the score of politics, there is this to be said against it : it

was moved, as we now see, by a Lord! But some of the most zealous and pow-
erful friends of agricultural advancement, within our observation of thirty years,

have been great Lords, and great scholars, and great statesmen, and officers of

the Navy. Some of these days we will give a list of them.

Appointment of Judges.—On tlie motion of Lord Portman, seconded by Mr. Shelley,
the following Resolution was carried unanimously : " That any member of the Society
who nominates a Judge be requested to certify that of his own personal knowledge he
knows him to be qualified and willing to act as a Judge for whatever classes he may be
proposed to be appointed ; and who is unconnected with any exhibitor of stock or maker
of implements, and has no direct personal interest in the stock exhibited as the breeder of
any particular animals on which he might be called upon to adjudicate : That the list of
names so proposed (stating by whom proposed) be, as heretofore, referred to the Committee
of the Council, whereof the Stewards of the Yard of the year preceding be ex-officio mem-
bers : That in case a sufficient number of competent persons is not proposed, the Commit-
tee are ordered to add the names of such other persons as they may know to be competent
and willing to act."

To proceed with the Annual Meeting at Albany :

Four o''clock P. M.—Mr. Angel, from the Committee appointed for the purpose, reported
the following list of Officers for the ensuing year

:

For Presid(mt—LY.\V\9 F. ALLEN, of Erie.

Vice-Presidents—1st District, Ambrose Stevens ; 2d, John A. King, of Queens; 3d, E. P. Pkentice, of
Albany ; 4lh, Samuel Cheever, of Saratoga ; 5th, George Geddes, of Onondaga ; 6th, George W.
BiTCK, of Chemung ; 7th, Au-en Ayrault, of Livingston ; 8th, James C. Ferris of Wyoming.
Recording Secretary—Benjamin P. Johnson, of Albany.
Corresponding Secretary—Ebenezer Emmons, of Albany.
Treasurer—John McD. McIntyre, of Albany.
Executive Committee—Luther Tucker, of Albany ; John J. Viele, of Rensselaer ; Joel Rathbone, of

Albany ; John T. Bush, of Erie ; Theodore C. Peters, of Genesee.

The Committee also recommended, unanimously, that Buffalo be the place for holding

the next Annual Fair.

The Report was accepted, and the persons named elected.—Adjourned to 7 o'clock P. M.
At 7 o'clock P. M. the Society convened at the Assembly Chamber to hear an Address

by Prof J. P. Norton, of Yale College. Mr. N. gave an admirable exposition of the con-

nection of Science with practical Agriculture. His illusrrations were numerous, and of so

plain and simple a character as to be at once understood. He was listened to for upward
cf an hour by a very large audience, whose satisfaction was evinced by the most profound
attention.

On motion of Mr. J. A. King, it was Resolved, That the thanks of this Society be pre-

sented to Prof. Norton for his able and scientific Address, and that he be requested to fur-

nish a copy of it for publication.

The preceding, as well as what follows, we take from that excellent old friend

of the farmer, the Albany Cultivator—reserving for our next, some addition to

these hasty remarks. In the mean time, we cannot but wish we could command
the potential voices of this State Society, and that of our worthy colleague above

mentioned, to demand from Government, for agricultural instruction throughout

the Union, even one out of the many millions which the landed interest now
pays for instruction and preparation for War. If, say men in authority, their own
organs are dumb, are we not bound to infer indifference? If, say the farmers
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our own Press is silent, can we expect that of other classes to proclaim our

rights ? For one, while we can hold a pen, humble and powerless though it be,

as long as one dollar is given to sharpen the Sword, we will demand another to

brighten the course of the Plow.

At 7 o'clock P. M. the Society again convened at the Assembly Chamber, when IWr.

Johnson, the Secretary, read the following abstract of the Reports of the Committees to

award Premiums, as follows

:

On Farms— 1. John Delafield, Oakland, Seneca Co., $50. 0. Peter Crispel, Jn, Hurley, Ulster Co., $30.

3. James Pendil, Batavia, Genesee Co., $20. 4. Lucas V. V. Schuyler, Watervliet, set Transactions.

Draining—B. D. Spoor, Troy, $10. E. J. Woolsey, Long lelaud, set Transactions. E. C. Bliss, West-
field, Chautauque, Transactions 1846.

Farm Buildings—BweWing—yhs. Sanford Howard, Albany, $20. Piggery—S. VV. Jewett, Weybridge,
Vt, $10.

Cheese Dairies—Aionzo L. Fish, Cedarville, Herkimer Co., Statement of Experiments, <tc., $50. New-
berry Bronson, Warsaw. Wyoming Co., $20.

Butter Dairies—B. A. Hall, New- Lebanon, Columbia, $.50.

Field Crops—Spring Wheat—2. Robert Eells, Westmoreland, Oneida Co., 20J bushels per acre, $8. In-

dian Corn—George Vail, Troy, (i7 bushels per acre, .f20. Barley—Benj. Enos, Ue Kuyter, Madison Co., 39

bushels per acre, $10. Oats—1. Charles W. Eells, Kirkland, Oneida Co., 80 buehels per acre, $10. 2. Ben-

jamin Enos, De Ruyter, 71 bushels per acre, $8. Beans— E. C. Bhs.", Wcstfield, 31i bushels per acre, $8.

Flax—Wm. Newcomb, Pittstown, Rensselaer Co., $5. E. C Bliss, Westfield, Transactions.

Root Crops—Potatoes—1. Daniel Newcomb, Pittstown. Rensselaer Co., 405 bushels per acre, $10. 2,

Martin Springer, Brunswick, Rensselaer Co., 369 bushels per acre, $8. Ruta-bagas—1. Joseph Hastings,

Brunswick, Rensselaer Co.. 1,317 bushels per acre, $10. Carrots—1. Wm. Risley, Fredonia, Chautauque
Co., 557 bushels on half an acre, $8. ,

Ezperiviciits—W . D. Osborn, Port Byron, Cayuga Co., on 3 acrfls planted with corn, 1846, $20. 1st acre

manured with 10 cords barn-yard manure before com— no manure on any part Ibis year-Oats, 1847, 90f
bushels per acre. 2d acre, 1846, Corn, without manuie—Oats, 1847, 881 bushels per acre. 3d acre ma-
nured with 8 cords of manure and 4 loads of muck, 1846—Oats, 1847,112 bushels per acre.

J^rai'is- Charles Lee, Penn Yan, Yates Co., 2d premium for a seedling winter apple, " Waggener Apple,"'

$5 and Downing's common edition of " Fruits and Fruit-Trees."

After the reading of the above, the President of the Society, Mr. Vail, delivered his

Valedictory Address, which presented a flattering and encouraging view of the progress of

the Society during past years, and of its prospects for the future. A unanimous vote of

thanks was presented to Mr. Vail, and a copy of the Address solicited for the use of the

Society.

On concluding his remarks, Mr. Vail introduced the President elect, Mr. Allen, who in

a brief and appropriate speech, returned thanks to the Society, and signified his acceptance

of the office.

Mr. BuRCHARD offered some Resolutions in relation to the importance of Education to

the farmer, and expressive of the advantage which would result by the establishment of

Agricultural Schools in connection with Experimental Farms, which were unanimously

adopted. The Society then adjourned.

January 21.—The Executive Committee met at the rooms of the Society at 10 o'clock

—

the President, L. F. Allen, Esq., in the Chair. Present, Messrs. Sherwood, Vail, Pren-

tice, Johnson, Viele, Tucker, Stevens, Ayrault, King, Mclntyre, Emmons, Rathbone, and

several gentlemen from different parts of the State.

A Committee of gentlemen fiom Buffalo having given the usual guaranty that the ex-

penses attendant on holding the next Annual Exhibition should be paid by the citizens of

BufTalo, it was, on motion of Mr. Sherwood,

Resolved. That the next Fair and Cattle Show of the New-York State Agricultural Society be held at the

City of Buffalo, on the 12th, 13th and 14th days ofSeptember next.

The Executive Committee were occupied during the day in the preparation of the Prize

List, which we hope to be able to present, complete, to our readers next month.

How would it do, for the year that the State Society holds its exhibition in a

County, to have its funds for that year added to those of the State, or go to help

the town to pay expenses, and let one Show do for both ?

May we trust that ex-President Vail's Address has demonstrated a steadily

increasing average product in all the great staples from the cultivated lands of

the State, since the formation of the New-York State Agricultural Society, of

which this 26th of February, 1848, happens to be the Fifty-sixth Anyiivcrsary !

In 1845 the average crops throughout the State were reported at

—

Wheat 14 Corn 2.5 Beang 10 Turnips 88

Rye 91 Potatoes 90 Barl-^y 16 Flax lbs. 100

Oats 26 Peas 15 Buckwheat 14

Can any one inform us what they were, probablv, in 1796, and decennially since ?
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The question is a highly interesting one, and we shall owe thanks, in the name of

the agricultural interest, to any one who will throw light on it. For ourselves, we
strongly suspect that the late general act of incorporation, if not too much em-

barrassed and trammeled with vexatious and forbidding restrictions, will do more

to augment the products of Agriculture in New-York, in the next twenty years,

than all the Agricultural Societies and Institutes of the State have done in the

last fifty. Why we think so, we shall explain hereafter. It is not by a hun-

dred or a thousand paltry premiums, scattered here and there, that you can have

rich and waste lands cleared, and ditched, and drained, and made to yield heavy

crops. You must establish, in your public legislation, a policy that will draw

the consumer to come and settle down alongside of the producer.

SANDY-POINT FARM,

ON THE Ji?MES RIVER, VIRGINIA.

Several interesting sketches have appeared, particularly those from the pen

of S. S. Griscom, of Moorestown, New-Jersey, setting forth the cheapness of land

in the southern and eastern tide-water portions of Virginia, and their great im-

provability, with apparently very impartial and just remarks on their resources

and natural advantages. Mr. Boiling's celebrated estate called Sandy Point has

been particularly described. On the whole, it would seem to be the naked result

of the grossest prejudice or downright ignorance, that carries people away from

the conveniences, social comforts, proximity to market, and cheap lands, to be

found in the old Atlantic States, to struggle with exposure and privation in our

distant frontier settlements.

As to the profits of Agriculture in States as new even as Iowa, where Corn is

the great staple, let the reader turn to an account of the profit and loss in that

branch of Agriculture, as exhibited in another part of this number, taken from

an agricultural journal on the spot, to show what is lost at corn making, when
valued even at 25 cents a bushel. And yet, if our memory does not fail us (a

thing, alas ! too likely), we heard Mr. Clay say, last summer, that if always as-

sured of 20 cents a bushel for corn, he would sooner make that crop at Ashland

than any other, with a view to profit.

.45 to the health of the region referred to in Virginia, about which so much ill-

founded prejudice exists, Mr. Griscom says : " I may remark here that, in the

latter part of the 8th month (August), I found the people generally throughout

this region in the enjoyment of health quite as good, and I think better, than in

Burlington county, when I left home ; and although every one agreed that the

weather was more oppressive than it had been at any time previously during the

summer, I did not find the mercury above 85°, and I was careful to observe the

temperature. At home, in New-Jersey, at the same time, it was often above

90°."

As to Sajuly Point, he says :

" It contains over 7,000 acres of land, of excellent neuti-al mulatto soil—considered, in the

Essay on Calcareous Manures, as the best quality for agiicultiiral purposes generally ; it has

a river front of near twelve miles ; the river banks are high, with a beautiful, clean beach,

and no marsh or wet land worth naming—affording many most beautiful situations for resi-

dences. The river is navigable for the largest ships, and a full mile in width, abounding in
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fine fish, which can be taken all the year; and, in winter, wild geese, ducks, &c. are there

in great numbers—in the forests, deer, wild turkeys and partridges are very plenty. Steam-

boats pass daily up and down the river between Richmond and Petersburg, and Norfolk and

Old Point, where they connect with the boats to Baltimore and the North, stopping at Sandy
Point for passengers or produce. A person can leave this place about noon, and be in Rich-

mond, Petersburg, Norfolk or Old Point the same afternoon, or in Baltimore by sunrise the

next moniing, and in Philadelphia five or six hours later. The winters are so short and so

mild that cattle and sheep need very little fodder, the gi-ass being scarcely checked in its

growth ; and plowing may go on the whole year almost without any interraption. Harvest

comes and fruits ripen nearly a month earlier than in the vicinity of Philadelphia. Peaches

and other fruits and vegetables may be sent to Philadelphia and New-York a whole month
before they are ready in the vicinity of those cities. The markets for grain ai'e as good there

as anywhere in the Northern States.

About 2,700 acres are cultivated ; all having been limed, and enormous crops of clover

being turned under with eveiy plowing for a crop, it is all in a very high condition. The
wheat field the present year contained 910 acres ; the croj) was excellent, though much dam-
aged by a remarkably late fi-ost, and by cold and wet weather while in bloom. A very re-

cent letter from the proprietor says :
' Thus far we have measured 13,500 bushels, and I do

not despair of getting 20 bushels per acre.' He is extremely modest in his estimates, and,

from the best infomiation I could get while there, it will considerably exceed that quantity,

and equal at least 20,000 bushels. 545 acres are in corn, which is estimated to average 30

bushels per acre. All the other land is in clover of most luxuriant gi-owlh, to be plowed in

as a dressing for wheat—a very small portion being cut for tlie stock. The whole is most
judiciously divided by roads, which are skillfully and nicely graded, and kept in the most

perfect order. The buildings are numerous and excellent, and well distributed: large bams,
with stabling for the stock, are located conveniently over the farm ; the arrangement of the

stables is admirable, and they are kept in the most perfect order ; the manure is constantly

removed, and the floors kept covered with gypsum, so that the ammonia is immediately ab-

sorbed and preserved m the veiy best way to be useful to the crops ; and the manure is not

suffered to lie in the yards, but is hauled out and spread over the clover, which immediately

covers it, and appropriates all the nutriment. All the enonnous quantities of straw are

spread over the clover, soon find their way through it, and by covering and keeping it

moist, soon decompose and assimilate themselves again with the soil, to aid in the production

of another crop of wheat. Near the river bank, a short distance west of the mansion, is the

spacious barn, with steam-engine to work a saw-mill for the use of the farm—a mill for

grinding corn meal—a jnill for grinding plaster—and threshmg-macliines, which are capable

of getting out and cleaning 1,000 bushels of wheat or com in a day. This was at work while

I was there, and was one of the most gratifying exhibitions I ever witnessed—its average

day's work was about 800 bushels, threshed and cleaned, and put into the bins ; but I was
told that, under the most favorable circumstances, over 1,000 bushels could be done. The
immense field of 910 acres was harvested and secured in eight days, being put up in the field

in large shocks."

Aware that Mr. Boiling, in a spirit corresponding with the great extent and

productiveness of his estate, had introduced the use of improved machinery, and

the agency of steam, in the preparation of his crops for market, inquiries were

made which elicited the following letter.

Curiosity was felt to know particularly what had been the result of his experi-

ence in regard to the machines for mowing wheat by horse-power, and as to the

generally apprehended danger of fire from the use of steam in such near prox-

imity to the farm buildings.

There need be no better proof of the inertness of agriculturists and of those

w"ho represent them in Societies, and Institutes, and Legislatures, than in the

little which this great labor-saving power has yet been made to do for the landed

interest ; while for commerce, manufactures, and war, it saves the labor and the

cost of millions. Large premiums ought to be offered by the American Institute

and the New-York State Agricultural Society, to ingenious mechanics, for any

new and economical application of steam to agricultural purposes. Were that

done, we have no doubt that, before many years, we should have steam in com-

mon use all over the couutry—digging, plowing, ditching, sawing, felling timber,

and performing for the farmer as much as it now does for the merchant and the

manufacturer. Anions other items of recent agricultural intelligence, a French
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paper, "La Semaines," announces the invention of a steam-plow—or, rather, a

mode of digging by means of steam—from which the most wonderful results are

anticipated. The inventor is a young medical man, named Barat. The journal

states that " one of two-horse power was in operation at the residence of the

maker, who was constructing another of double that power. The machine pro-

ceeds along the field, and digs the ground with the greatest precision. Two
beams, furnished with five mattocks each, act successively upon the soil, loosen-

ing it to the depth of 12 or 15 inches, and pounding it as small as compost. By
using only one of the beams, a tillage of the usual depth can be effected."

Now suppose a discovery equally auspicious for manufacturers or for warlike

purposes were announced, how long would it be before we should have it in use ?

and, since our Government disclaims all power to do anything special for Agri-

culture—on which, if on anything, depends the " general welfare"—why do not

Associations which, under national and popular names, seek popular support, es-

tablish efficient arrangements under which, by our Ministers or Consuls, or their

own agents, they should be immediately apprised of all such discoveries, with

the means of introducing them for the benefit of our country ?

We have pleasure in submitting Mr. Boiling's obliging reply to our inquiries,

but first take room to add what Mr. Griscom says of one of our most beneficent,

but peaceful, and therefore hardly remembered benefactors:

" One of the most gratifying incidents of my life was a visit to Beechwood, at Coggins's
Point, in Prince George, the residence of Edmund Ruffin, Jr., to meet there his father, the
author of the ' Essay on Calcareous ^Manures,' &-c., late Editor of the ' Fanner's Register,'^
works which will insure him the gratitude and veneration of every enlightened agi-iculturist,

as long as works on Agriculture remain to be read. To ride and walk with him over the
scenes of his early and successful experiments—to visit with him the very marl banks from
which his first experiments were made—and to listen to his remarks and observations, the
result of so many years of the most jiersevering and indefatigable labor and study—was in-

deed most gratifying and instructive. Here the inquirer after a knowledge of the action of
calcai'eous manures on soils may have all demonstrated to his satisfaction ; and if he will see,

can no longer doubt the capacity of the soil of this region for the highest productiveness, by
a judicious application of means which are abundantly supplied in almost every fann in this

region."

Yes, doubtless his writings and his practical illustrations have added hundreds

of thousands to the income of Agriculture and to the value of landed property ia

Virginia ; but what does the writer suppose would be done to evince their grati-

tude and veneration for Mr. Ruffin, by those who are sent to represent the landed

interest of Virginia in her Legislature ? Does he suppose, were he to present

himself in Richmond, they would rise in one body to receive him, and gratefully

acknowledge his visit as an honor to the State? Not they I His has been but

a plain, bloodless display of extraordinary zeal and intelligence, in showing men
how they may retrieve their exhausted estates, and rear their families in greater

comfort and respectability. He has never volunteered to take a life commission,

with two or three thousand dollars a year, to go two or three thousand miles to

carry death and destruction to the firesides of an ignorant and besotted neighbor-

ing people, who wish to be free without knowing how. Our landed representa-

tives, of all parties, will tax the people hundreds of millions for war, but dare

not demand one dollar for agricultural instruction.

LETTER FROM R. B. BOLLING, ESQ.
HUSSEY'S AND McCORMICK'S MOWING-MACHINES—STEAM-MACHINE FOR CLEANING

WHEAT—PRODUCE OF VIRCtINIA LANDS.
Sandy Point, Charles City County, Va., Dec. 11, 1847.

My Dear Sir : Your favor of the 3d was forwarded to and received by me
here a few days ago. Feeling the importance, largely engaged as I am in ag-
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ricultural pursuits, of labor-saving machines, and especially of wheat-reapers,

(wheat, as you know, being one of the two great staples of the lower James, and
corn the other,) I embraced the earliest opportunity to make trial of both Hus-
sey's, of Baltimore, and McCormick's, of Virginia. The latter, after a trial, to

me satisfactory, made in the presence and with the aid of a vender, I condemned
and rejected. The former I was induced to buy, now four or five years ago, re-

garding it as superior to the McCormick, though very far from being an efficient

machine, and without farther and very great improvements, it cannot supersede,

on our large farms, where laborers can be had, the cradles. My last was the

largest crop I ever reaped, and the season the driest, coolest and most favorable

for the use of the reaper, yet with one of Hussey's machines, equal to any I have
seen, (though he may have made recent and I trust valuable improvements,) in

my barn, I was induced to use it for a few hours only, to gratify a practical me-
chanic of your city, by name Ransom Smith, a clock manufacturer and a man
of great mechanical skill and taste, who happened here, to whom I would refer

you. While I am as yet without an approved and efficient reaper—which, pro-

pelled by steam or some other power than horse, I regard as the great desideratum

(if attainable) on the valuable and extensive farms on the lower James River
especially—1 have successfully and most satisfactorily introduced in my barn a
steam-engine of fifteen horse power only, by which I thresh, chaff" and clean,

ready for delivery, my Avheat, employing scarcely any manual labor, beyond the

feeder and one or two hands to attend to the straw as it passes from the rakers

over revolving drums upon a network of common cord to the point—150 feet

from the barn—where the straw is received, for x.\\q first time, by hand, and put

in long ricks, where it is preserved, until it is hnally hauled, as provender and
litter for various kinds of stock, and as covering or top-dressing for the young
clover—in which mode much the largest quantity is annually used with the

most marked and gratifying results. Resides threshing my wheat and cleaning

and conveying it by elevators, as in a merchant-mill, from the basement to the

garret, as often as it may be necessary, to cleanse it from impurities, or in case

of a wet season (which very often occurs) during harvest, or before the wheat
can be housed, to keep it in motion and prevent it from heating, the engine

drives my corn-sheller, and at the same time the fans, which prepare the corn

for shipment, together with one pair of 42-feet stones, by which 1 am supplied

with meal for my domestic uses, an upright saw, (a circular would be better,) a

pair of 4-feet stones to grind plaster, and a pair of crushers or stampers for the

preparation of bone-dust, with which 1 am now making experiments (if, indeed,

the use of bone-dust can any longer be regarded as an experiment) upon wheat,

turnips, &:c. All these various and important operations are, in turn, econom-

ically performed in the same building, and, with the exception of the mere thresh-

ing of the wheat, can as well be performed in wet and inclement weather, as in

dry and mild. Without this silent, potent and economical agent, which I trust

will soon be as common in this as it is in the old country among agriculturists, I

should not be enabled to grow the crops which by its aid (indirectly) I not only

raise but clean. While others, in July, are threshing with their teams, I am
enabled to employ ??i?ne in the indispensable and all-important work of fallowing

my clover fields for a succeeding wheat crop, and am in this way only ena-

bled to give the necessary and timely preparation to a large surface, on which to

sow my seed. My engine-room is in immediate contact with my barn, which
has a brick gable only, though the engine-room is wholly of brick, and fire-proof.

Few sparks are emitted, from the construction of the chimney, and these few
so light as to lose all power of doing mischief, even were they to come in con-

tact with the straw, which is conveyed to a remote point, and in a difl'erent di-

rection. Many here, like yourself, expressed fears as to fire, but an inspection

has never yet failed to remove them.

I have hastily, though I trust intelligibly responded to your two inquiries re-

specting, first, the wheat-reapers, and then the use of steam, in many of my ag-

ricultural operations.

I learn from you with more regret even than surprise, as great as it was, that

your subscription in Virginia did not average a subscriber or more to each county.*

[* No ; not more, probably, than 100 in the whole State ; although we have proftered them the most

voluminous, profound and highly illustrated works for less than one-quarter of their prime cost. We had
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To me it is a'source of inexpressible mortidcation and regret to see the great in-

terest of Agriculture in this highly favored State so little appreciated by her

citizens. Blessed with a soil and climate equaled by few States in the Confed-
eracy, and certainly surpassed by none, and abounding, in almost every point,

with that invaluable, and indispensable, and wonder-working agent, carbonate

of lime, in some one of its forms, Virginia ought to rank among the foremost of
her sisters in the various productions so well adapted to her soil and geographical
position. Were the same means employed, and industry and zeal displayed here,

that I witnessed this summer in a delightful trip to the States of Delaware, New-
Jersey, Pennsylvania, New-York, Connecticut and Massachusetts, 1 feel assured,

from my own results, that we should be much more bountifully rewarded for our

expenditure of time and money ; and this opinion I express with much confi-

dence, after having enjoyed the opportunity this summer at the State Fair, at

Saratoga, of conversing with many intelligent farmers, and cornparing notes.

None there with whom I had the privilege of conversing, were enabled to re-

port a yield of 31 bushels average of wheat upon 160 acres, after clover fallow.

Yet Mr. Hill Carter, of Shirley, made that quantity upon his field of that size in

1845. In Pennsylvania, and in beautiful and fertile Chester and Delaware Coun-
ties, 20 bushels per acre, upon ten or twentj'-acre lots, were regarded as their

maximum crops. Mr. Wm. Harrison of Brandon, and Mr. JohnSelden of West-
over, often exceed that yield upon fields of from 100 to 200 acres. I this past

season averaged 23 bushels on 500 acres. Could we increase the readers of our

excellent agricultural journals— and no one feels a greater desire to aid in the

effort than myself—we should soon witness gratifying and beneficial changes
among our farmers. With the sincerest wishes for the universal dissemination

of your journal among us and others,
lam, dear Sir, very respectfully, ROBERT B. ROLLING.

[There are few subjects on which erroneous impressions are more prevalent

than as to the comparative condition and produce of farms in the North and in

the South—say New-York and 'Virginia, for instance. The common impression

south of the Chesapeake is that twenty bushels and upward of wheat to the

acre, are ordinary yields in New-York ; whereas, by her last Census, taken with

something like care by the State officers under State legislation, in 1845, only

one county averaged twenty bushels ; and that county (New-York) had—or so

reported—but three acres in that grain. Out of 59 counties, only ten averaged

over fifteen bushels, and the whole State fourteen of wheat, twenty-six of oats,

nine and a half of rye, and twenty-five of corn. We much doubt if in New-York,
or Pennsylvania, there can be found, on the same scale, any exhibition of Agricul-

ture that evinces more thorough judgment and forecast, on the part of the pro-

prietors, or equal perfection, neatness, and thorough work, in the execution and

detail of practice in the field, than may be witnessed on the large estates referred

to in the above papers. Why does not the Virginia Legislature provide for ex-

act periodical returns, decennially, at least, of all her agricultural statistics.

Would not the time and money be as well spent as in some other ways that

might be mentioned ? And how can wise and just laws be enacted without such

periodical and accurate returns ? Ed. Farm. Lib.}

Smut in Wheat.—N. Simons, of Castile, New-York, states in the Genesee Farmer that he
took six fine heads of wheat, and three of them he rubbed out and sowed with as many heads
of smut. The product was two-thirds smut, as was found by counting the heads in the

crop. The other tlii-ee heads were sown on a clean place remote from the others ; not a

particle of smut was produced. This experiment entirely accords in the result with others,

showing conclusively the importance of clean seed.

supposed there were counties that would, and still believe there are single counties in Virginia that ought

to give more patrons for such a work than it has received in the whole State. Of course we don't speak

of the Editorial portion of it. Ed. Farm. Lib.]
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THE POTATO ROT.

" Rot me," as the boy says, if—after giving what follows, from the London Gar-

deners' Chronicle—we trouble the reader with anything farther on this subject

for a twelvemonth to come—unless either Professor Norton, Mr. Teschemacher,

of Boston, or Professor Lindley himself, should aver that something new and of

practical utility, to be relied on, has come to light

:

Dr. Buckland's letter on the Potato Disease, together with those of Mr. Wilkinson and
Sir Gaspard le Marchaut, has revived the vexed question of how the disaster was produced.

It reminds us of stories current in Ireland in October and November, 1845, when it was
firmly believed by many persons, that the miscliief was produced by lightning. There was
one case in particular of a field sloping to the sea-shore, on the north-east coast, the whole
of which was blighted in a night, and fishermen who were lying off the coast that night de-

clared that the surface of the field seemed light with gleams and coruscations.

We are far from venturing to assert that some peculiar electric condition of the atmosphere

has been the real cause of this scourge ; but we are equally far from denying it. We think,

too, that evidence of the disease being connected with some peculiar atmospheric condition

of a deleterious nature, acquires more and more force as time wears on, while at the same
time the ai'guments to the contrary' become weaker and weaker. The peculiar affection of

the tomato in 134G, which, as far as we saw, was confined to the side of the fniit freely ex-

posed to view, and consequently to direct atmospheric influence, seems to corroborate the

views of Dr. Buckland and Mr. Milne.

At all events it appears certain that unless this visitation is removed by Providence, it is

not likely to disappear; for the skill ofMan has been directed in vain, not merely to its re-

moval, but even to its mitigation. If it proved to be last year less destructive than in 1845

and 1846, the change can hardly be referred to any human cause. Time has now permitted

a trial of the various remedies which have from time to time been proposed in different coun-

tries, and the result is that all, without a single exception, have failed.

The most complete series of experiments hitherto made public is that tried last year in the

Garden of the Horticultural Society, and reported upon in the Society's " Journal," just pub-

hshed. In the absence of a clue to the first cause of the disease, experiments are necessarily

empirical ; and therefore every kind of remedy, probable or improbable, which had been
heard of, was put to the test, from charcoal up to soap jelly. The results must, we imagine,

show the hopelessness of dealing with an enemy so capricious in its attacks that a result ob-

tained in one place is directly reversed in another place only a yard or two oft'—there being

no appreciable difference in soil or situation or circumstance. For example, the per centage

of diseased potatoes found where nothing had been used in the soil was as high as 32'50 and
as low as 5-74. And although in the cases of some applications no disease whatever was
found when the crop was taken up—nevertheless in many instances the very same applica-

tioas were found connected with above 50 per cent, of disease. The following Tables,

abridged from Mr. Thompson's Report, will make this still clearer

:

Rate per cent.

Substances employed. diseased.

1. Lime and chai-coal 13-24

2. Do. do 20-66

3. Do. do 18-24

Average of the above three rows 17-38

4. Nothing 20-88

5. Do 29-40

6. Do 21-92

Average of the above three rows 24-06

7. Sah, hme and charcoal 31-05

8. Do. do. 22-81

9. Do. do. 13-77

Average of the above three rows 22-54

10. Nothing 23-00

11. Ash-leavedkidney,youngtubers grown
12. in 1837 planted 2400
13. Nothing 8-50

14. Watered with weak chloride of lime .17-52

15. Do. do 19-28

16. Nothing 32-50

(864)

Rate per cent.

Substances employed. diseased.

17. Salt, potash, and fat 12-17

18. Sulphuric acid, diluted (half row) 5-19

19. Powdered charcoal (half row) 7-73

20. Salt 3-86

21. Coal-tar sprinkled over the sets 3-70

22. Nothing 6.65
23. Chalk, salt and charcoal 4-45

24. Do. do. 6-89

Average of the above two rows 5-67

25. Sulphate of soda and nitrate of soda ..14-64

26. Salt successively applied 6-44

27. Do. do. 7-50

Average of the above two rows . . 6-97

28. Sulphur 6-03

29. Salt and sulphate of magnesia 938
30. Do. do. 7-36

Average of the above two rows 8'37

31. Moberly'B sulphate of magnesia 12-26

32. Sets dipped in lime 7-70.
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Rate per cent.

Substances employed. diseased^

33. Sets sprinkled with quicklime 17-27'

34. Soot 16-21

35. Oilcake (half row) 9-23

36. Notliiiig (half row) 11-52

37. Powdered cliarcoal (half row) 12-43

38. Nothing (half row) 14-71

39. Sets dipped in boiling -water 7-39

40. Sets dipped in lime and dung-water. .11-90

41. Do. do. 15-02

42. Do. do. 8-94

43. Planted alternately with beans 11-90

44. Crushed oil-seed (half row) 10-51

Rate per cent.
Substances employed. diseased.

45. Nothing (half row) ^ 5-74

46. Powdered oil-cake (half row) 3-48

47. Nothing (half row) 8-30

48. Shaded by Indian corn 14-12
Average of all the rows to which noth-

ing was applied 1 8-H
49. Potash, salt, fat and water 5303
50. Do. do 1-38

51. Do. do. 0-0

52. Sulphuric acid to 12-28

53. Sulphate of magnesia to 4-19

54. Chloride of lime 0-23 to 4-27

In some cases where sulphuric acid was used, the disease disappeared, but the crop -was

nearly destroyed.

The most remarkable result was that of the application of a soap jelly, a mixture of pot-

ash, fat, salt and water, an American remedy. When applied to plants set whole in hills,

layered and earthed up repeatedly, the potatoes treated with this mixture were in some
cases free from disease, but in other cases the per centage of tainted tubers amounted to as-

much as 24-44, and when the// were not earthed up to even 53-03, or to an average of 21-32

in 30 experiments. It is therefore a question whether the advantage which in some cases

appeared to belong to the soap jelly was not in reality attributable to the mode of treatment.

Seedlings, concerning which so much obviously unfounded expectation was entertained,

proved no more exempt from disease than old and long-cultivated varieties, as is shown in

the following Table

:

Rate per cent,
diseased.

5. Seed from Poland, sown in gentle heat
May 24

;
planted out .Tune 16 13-94

6. Seed from Poland, sown in the open
ground, May 24 47-36

7. Ditto 72-82

8. Ditto 47 01
9. Seed from Maldon, Essex, sown in the

open ground, March 18 29-44

Rate per cent,

diseased.

German seed from Baden, sown in gen-

tle heat April 3
;
planted out April

30 9-64

Ditto 15-84

Seed from Mussooree, sown in the open
ground, March 18 25-00

Seed from Mussooree, sown in gentle
heat April 3

;
planted out April 30.. 18-42

Neither did the wild potato escape ; on the contrary, a perfectly wild form of the root,

fresh from its native mountains, is reported to have " exhibited the characteristic blotches in

a worse degree than any other sort in the garden." In short, the conclusion which has been
arrived at from the Horticultural Society's experiments is " that there is no known jireven-

tive of the disease ; that neither renewal by seed, nor inti-oduction from foreign countries, nor
treatment in the earth, aflbrd any guaranty agamst its attacks ; and that its progress cannot,

in the present state of our knowledge, be resisted with such success as to justify the recom-
mendation to the public of any of the 4'emedies hitherto propo.sed."

These facts surely point more strongly than any argument to the impolicy of encouraging

the cultivation of the potato, except as an aid to human svibsistence, along with other and
more hardy varieties of food. Its very productiveness when healthy evidently leads to the-

most awful social calamities in the event of failure ; and if the cultivation of the plant is

persevered in, Europe can expect no respite from those dreadful visitations which we are

told by the very able and well-infonned author of the " Irish Crisis," in the Edinburgh Re-
view, has produced no fewer than seven partial or general famines in Ireland during 26
years, viz., in 1822, 1835-6-7-9, and 1845-C, or one in every three or four years. If the

richest country in the world would sink under such a series of disasters, what must be the

inevitable condition of the poorest ?

We repeat, then, that the cultivation of the potato, by the poor, for their main subsist-

ence, should be discouraged in all possible ways ; and that, on the other hand, the en-

couragement of other articles of food should be the first and most serious object of all

humane persons throughout the United Kingdom ; for there is not the slightest security

that the present disease, when it shall have disappeared, will not be succeeded by one
quite as formidable.

[We may thank Providence that with our Indian corn there is no danger

that roots should ever be the basis of popular subsistence in our country. How
dreadful would it be to have the whole nation, as in Ireland, live in habitual

and constant dependence on such a diet, with nothing to fall back upon in case

of disease and scarcity. But even that is not all. It is impossible for a nation

that looks, for its subsistence, to one such single and simple culture and prepara-

tion, of its food to advance in civilization and the arts. The main impulse that
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prompts physical and intellectual exertion and improvement is that feeling which
arises between the satisfaction and the renewal of hunger—and where the animal

wants are so easily satiated as in Ireland, by digging and throwing into the pot a

small measure of roots, there will be, among agriculturists, comparatively no in-

tellectual progress. Variety and refinements in the processes and variety in the

staples of Agriculture, and Horticulture, and cookery, and progressive civiliza-

tion rparch on together. Leave a nation with redundant crops of Irish potatoes

as the great element of subsistence, and cut them off from intercourse with more

refined people, and they would sink into barbarism and go naked, if the climate

would allow. There are, says a writer m a late magazme, thousands of Irish

families in whose cabins now the only furniture is, a pot to boil the potatoes, and

the door taken off the hinges and laid across the bottom of an inverted wicker-

basket for a table. Long, then, may we have the murphies as a luxury, butnever

as a necessary of life. We would sooner see them become extinct.

Ed. Farm. Lib.]

HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.

GARDENER'S CALENDAR FOR MARCH.

We copy, by permission, the following from " Landreth's Rural Register and

Almanac," published by Lea & Blanchard. David Landreth has, it seems, suc-

ceeded to the management of the old establishment, founded by his predeces-

sors, (of whom his father was the principal,) more than half a century ago, and,

as is stated, " with the determination to sell nothing but what they fully be-

lieved was worthy of credit ; and that they might the more certainly accomplish

their object, determined to produce, as far as possible, the seeds which they

should vend ; experience having shown them that most imported seeds could

not be relied on, and much less those casually collected, and sold to dealers.

—

The result Avas as they had foreseen:—unlimited public confidence. The con-

cern thus conducted, has been gradually enlarged, and is now, as it has been for

many years, the most extensive of its kind in America ; supplying not only much
of the demand in the Middle, Western and Southern States, but exporting to the

West Indies, South America, and the British Possessions in Asia."

Personal acquaintance with the proprietors, successively, justifies the expres-

sion of our highest confidence in the practical experience and sound integrity

with which this respectable concern is conducted ; and it needs no argument to

show that the public interest is always to be promoted by the continued sup-

port of such establishments, (got up at great expense and many years of labor,)

when they are found to be managed with skill, integrity, and fairness as to prices.

On the other hand, dishonest seedsmen are to be accounted and stigmatized as

among the most mischievous of all impostors.

Some readers may be surprised to see this subject introduced under the House-

wifeh Departmejit ; thinking it more properly belongs to the husband's ; but

those who are familiar, as we profess to be, somewhat, with rural life, and the

habits that characterize it, must know that, were it not for the wife, the garden,

no less than the poultry-yard and the dairy, would, in most cases, be most sadly

neglected. Nor, in fact, while we yield to none in reverence for the character
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and position of the judicious and sensible Housewife, do we see anything un-

seemly or incompatible in her possessing that knowledge of Horticulture, and

of the practical management of the Garden, and Nursery, and Orchard, which
are all indispensable to a good supply and regular succession of vegetables and

berries and fruits for her table. Too often does it occur by the death, and, alas !

sometimes by the indolence or worse habits of another, that much coarser and

more onerous duties than those which belong to the dairy and the garden, de-

volve on the widow or the wife. On this ground, a knowledge of what belongs

to these departments may well be coveted and aimed at by every well-bred

woman of good sense, while personal attention to them may be safely recom-

mended, were it only on the ground of their tendency to promote health, by

that exercise in the open air which their performance superinduces ; and no less

on the score of that mental expansion and improvement which may be expected

to follow when these duties are pursued with some attention to the principles

and the laws of Nature, that belong to and regulate the growth of peas and
strawberries, and the manufacture of bread and of butter, no less than the revo-

lution of the Earth, the ebb and flow of the tides, and the motion of the heav-

enly bodies.

The difficulty that most frequently stands in the way of an adequate supply

of butter, and poultry, and vegetables, and fruits, and the want of which should

be esteemed disreputable in every country establishment, is not so much that

the Housewife is either too indolent or too proud to give to such matters her

personal attention—though truth compels the acknowledgment that such is

sometimes the case—but it much more frequently results from unwillingness

and failure in another quarter, to supply the means and the help that are in-

dispensable.

It is a maxim among all men of sense, that whatever is worth keeping is

worthy of being well kept ; and in no case is this more emphatically true than

in respect of all that belongs to the Housewife^s Department. No more can

blood be got out of a turnip, than chickens from hens, or butter from cows, or

vegetables from gardens, or fruit from orchards, where little or no provision is

made for feeding them—no houses or fences for their shelter and protection, and

no force supplied for their cultivation and management. What say you, dear

Madam ? We ahnost fancy we hear you answer, as Sammy Veller says, " them 's

my sentiments."

Well, with the blessing of Providence, as long as we can hold a pen, and enjoy

the honorable privilege of giving counsel in what concerns your Department,

we will stand up for its dignity, its importance, and its title to respect and sup-

port ; and yet more, because even yet more important, it shall be our pleasure,

as it is our duty, to throw into the columns appropriated to your particular use,

what may appear to us best adapted to qualify you for, and give you " aid and

comfort " in the discharge of that highest of all human functions

—

the office of
Mother !

Garden Calendar—March.—If the spring be forward there is a busy scene : ground is to

be dug for the early sown crops ; roots, shrubs and fruit-trees are transplanted, ninning vines are
ehorteued and scoured to their supporters, walks newly graveled, or covered witli tan, edgings
reset. Peas are sown. Potatoes for the early crop planted. Windsor and longpod beans
planted ; a few early radishes and beets sown ou a warm border. Cabbage and lettuce plants
from the autumn sowing are set out. Cauliflowers may be set out, if you are provided with
boxes to protect them. Asparagus seed sown and bods may bo made. A small sowing of early
turnip may be made. The hot-beds will now require more water, air is indispensable ; if kept
too close the plants will be drai'-n and unable to bear transplanting.

This and the succeeding month are favorable for transj)lanting fruit-trees. If the reader have
-occasion to purchase, let us caution him against doing so from any but a responsible nurseryman-
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above all, avoid auction treen : the most worthless in the nursery are frequently selected for those

sales, and with attractive names sent to some distant point, where the purchaser cannot have re-

dress when the deception practiced on him is made evident—which, perhaps, is not until after

years of careful culture.

Another important matter connected with this subject, is the method in which the ti-ees are

planted. Let it be done deliberately and with care. If the ground in which you are about to

plant be of an indifferent quality, provide a liberal quantity of rich earth for each tree, and cast

aside that which is taken out of the holes. For an ordinary sized nursery tree, the holes should

be four or live feet across, and nearly as many deep ; the excess in depth to be filled up with
good earth provided for that purpose ; when all is ready place the tree in the center of the hole,

with the roots and fibres spread out horizontally or fan-shaped, and as the finely pulverized earth

is shoveled in, sliake the tree gently to admit the earth among the fibres. When the hole is filled

up to the proper level, the tree should not stand more than a couple of inches deeper than it did

before removal, which can be readily determined by the color of the bark. A stout stake to keep
the tree steady is highly useful, and if the ensuing warm weather be dry, give a little water from
time to time—or what is even better, protect the surface of the ground for a few feet around the

tree with litter, or any other material which will give shade and arrest evaporation.

In the Carolinas and farther south, continue to plant peas and beans, transplant the remain-
ing cabbage plants from winter beds; remember that to have fine head cabbage or lettuce, very
rich land is requisite. Sow onions and leeks. Sow a few turnips, they may succeed. Plant po-

tatoes. Sow carrots and parsnips, if enough were not sown last month. Radishes may be sown
from time to time throughout this month. Sow small salading, such as mustard, cress, curled let-

tuce, at least once a fortnight. Sow parsley, if not enough. Sow tomatoes in a warm situation
;

the tomato-plants from the hot-bed may be set out. Sow peppers close of the month. Plant wa-
ter and citron melons. Plant cucumbers. Okra may novi' be planted, also squash and pumpkin-
seed. Beets and other root-crops sown last month will be advancing ; they should be thinned

and cultivated. Sow celery, spinach, fork or dress asparagus-beds, if not already done—set out

Btrawberry-beds. Artichokes, if not slipped and dressed last month, should be farther attended

to. Hoe and thin the turnips which were sown last month. Potatoes will now be coming for-

ward ; they .should be kept clean and earthed up. Weeds will now make their appearance—an
early application of the hoe will save much labor.

Green-House and Flower-G.^rden Calendar—March.— Vinery, keep a high, moist tem-
perature, and syringe frequently. Geraidums water freely

;
give them an airy situation, and as

near the glass as possible, to prevent drateing. Hyacinths, tulips and crocus, continue to water
freely, and tie the flower-stems to neat stakes

—

azaleas begin forcing; increa.se the supply of wa-
ter and air generally, fumigate frequently to destroy the green fly. Auwiah sow in hot-beds.

—

Prune out-of-door Rcses. Lagcrstromece head down to four or five eyes, and give them an airy

situation.

If any can be found at this day to doubt the great importance of having the

female mind better stored with useful knowledge, let him reflect for a moment on

their increasing agency in the great work of education, and his doubts must cease.

In Massachusetts, where the subject of Education is best understood and most

efficiently provided for, the proportion of female over male teachers has been for

the last ten years constantly increasing, until now thenumber of female teachers,

we believe, more than doubles that of males, there being more than 5,000 of the

former so employed ; and as to their fitness for the task, it would be superfluous

to add to the opinion of the distinguished Secretary to their Board of Education,

who says on this point that he is well satisfied that the gain to the children in

mind and manners, under female instructors, has been in full proportion to the

economy that attends it.

We should do injustice to our own feelings, not to say of Mr. Mann, in this

connection, that in any community having a just conception of the true sources

of civilization and social happiness, his services in the cause of Education entitle

him to stand in the front rank of public benefactors ; and yet were he in the

greatest extremity of need, it maybe doubted whether Congress would give him

a soldier's patent for a quarter section of land. Such is the wise and accurate

discrimination of the rulers of a Republican land. Even these female teachers,

whose labors are devoted to the instruction of the rising generation in the princi-

ples of knowledge and virtue, get but $13 50 per month, and find themselves;

while a common hireling in the trade of human slaughter gets his board and

clothes and $10 a month, and a farm of 160 acres of land, picked out of as many

millions.

(868)
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For this department we have chosen, for variety, the following short moral

tale, that too nearly corresponds—oflener than many know of—with what is

every day taking place in real life.

MARY WILLIAMS.—A Tale.

In the neighborhood of a small town in the

Eouth of England there came to dwell, some
yeai's ago. a young mother,whose family consist-

ed of a boy six years old, and a lovely little girl

three years younger. She was a stranger to the

inhabitants ; and there was about her something
of mystery, which the uncharitable interpreted

to her disadvantage, and which prevented even
the kindly from wannly interesting themselves
in her fortune. Her name was Mary Williams.
Mary Williams lived for some time unknown

and unnoticed. She intimated her wish to main-
tain her family by receiving the children of her
neighbors to instruct in the rudmients of educa-
tion and in their Christian duties : but no pupils
presented themselves. She desired to be em-
ployed as a seamstress ; but no work was offer-

ed her. Mary saw her little savings visibly de-
clining : she sometimes looked upon her chil-

dren with a sad foreboding, and wiped the se-

cret and unbidden tear from her sunken
eye.

The inmates of the cottages which surround-
ed her little dwelling were excessively curious

to know the history of Mary Williams. She was
seldom seen in the daytime, for she was em-
ployed in instructing her little boy, who was do-

cile and industrious ; or she was endeavoring to

conceal the approaches of poverty by additional

care in the presei-vation of their garments. She
and her children were still ever neat and clean.

But on a summer evening she sat in the garden
in front of her door, and listening to the prattle

of her loved ones, endeavored to forget the cares
which had removed the bloom from her cheek.
It was at this hour of repose that the go.ssips

would sometimes come around her. Their man-
ifest intention was to break through the reserve
•which she had resolved to maintain. They some-
times made her feel bitterly ; but she was not
uncivil to them ; and they generally went home
with an impression that Mary Williams was a
singular young woman, but that there was no
harm in her.

Mary still wanted employment. The full difB-

culties of her situation now became visible to

her. A few shillings only remained to provide
for the necessities oi the passing week. But she
had still the comfort of feeling that she had not
been improvident, and the equal satisfaction of
knowing she was not in debt. Her spirit did
not sink ; for she had been accustomed to place
a firm reliance on the mercy of the Most High

;

and she looked for a sure relief to the Almighty
Protector of the widowed and the fatherless.

One day that her last shilling remained to her,

Mary Williams determined to make a more
strenuous effort to procure work as a seamstress.
Should this fail, her only resource was to engage
herself as a servant, and bestow all her earnings
upon her children. But she dreaded a separa-
tion. She therefore resolved to conquer her
natural timidity, and to solicit that assistance

which she fell that she could honestly ask. She
stated her case to several tradesmen. Their first

question was, " Are you a widow ?" She could
only an.swer by her tears. The conclusion was,
that her children were illegitimate, and that she
was unworthy. She returned home without
success and almost heartbroken. For the first

time she sat down, and sobbed aloud in the pres-
ence of her children.

Her little Susan clung around her with uncon-
scious indifference ; but her Henry felt and
shared her grief. " Mother," he said, " you have
told us that God will take care of us, and why
do you cry ?" " My dear boy, tliat is the last

leaf of bread I have the power to procure ; and
must I see you starve, my children, oh, my chil-

dren'?" " My dear mother, that is sufficient for

to-day, and God will take care of to-morrow."
The afflicted parent remembered the promises
of Scripture : she kissed her children, and
wiping her tears, fell on her knees, and silently
prayed for a short space. She then turned to
her Bible and read aloud the sixth chapter of
Matthew. She confided in tlie promises of her
Redeemer, and laid herself down to sleep in the
tranquillity of innocence and of faith.

In the morning Mary rose with a resigned
heart. She had sufficient left for the first meal
ofher household ; and she sat down to her scanty
fare with thankfulness, in the assurance that her
" heavenly Father," who " feedeth the fowls of
the air," -would supply their future wants. They
had scarcely breakfasted when a lady of mild
and benevolent appearance entered the cottage.
" I have heard," said she, " of your necessities
and your desires. But I love sinceritv ; let me
know your history without reserve, and if you
are deserving, you will not want a friend."
There was something in the manner of this

kind visitor that told Mary Williams she had no
idle curiosity to shrink from ; she felt that her
prayers had been heard. Dismissing her chil-

dren, she respectfully requested the lady to be
seated, and in a faltering voice commenced her
narrative. She was a woman of good sense and
strong feeling ; she spoke from her heart, and
therefore she at once produced conviction, and
obtained pity.

"Oh, Madam!" she said, " I have perhaps
been wrong in keeping my sorrows to myself
and in thus exposing myself and my poor chil-

dren to want, it may be to reproach ; but though
I blush not for my own crimes, I blush for the
fault of one I loved, the father of those dear lit-

tle ones. I was the only daughter of a decent
tradesman

; a good man, but not a rich one. He
died and left me a little money. I was too
young and inexperienced to engage in his busi-
ness ; I conquered my false pride, and deter-
mined to go to service. About the time that I
had formed this resolution, a young man who
had been apprenticed to my father returned to
town. He possessed many good qualities, which
blinded me to the evil parts of his character. I
knew that his passions were violent, and that he
was habitually indifferent to religion. He paid
his addresses to me ; and I fondly thought that
my influence as a wife might become the in-

strument of his reformation. We married ; and
by the help of friends engaged in the occupation
which my father had followed. For a short time
we were tolerably happy ; but my husband
neglected the public worship and the private
duties of a Christian. My little- boy was born.
I became more importunate to my husband to

think seriously. I could not bear that my child
should have an example of irreligion iu his pa-
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rent. For oh, Madam! if the world smile upon
us, and our path be smooth, and riches increase,

and pleasures surround us, there will still be a

void, if the heart is not vi'ith God ; but if sorrows
come, and sickness fall upon us, and poverty
gather round us, and the world forsake us,

where shall be our hope, but in those ' treasures

in Heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth
corrupt 1

' I was perhaps too importunate to my
unhappy George. He became averse to my
Bociety. He began to be connected with loose

companions. Our business went on badly: we
got in debt; my little Susan was born; and"
(she covered her face with her hands and wept
for a minute) '• my little Susan was born, and

—

my George forsook me." The kind visitor took

Mary affectionately by the hand, and implored

her to compose herself. After a little pause she

resumed her story.

" For the sake ofmy children I bore up against

my sorrows. I endeavored to carry on our busi-

ness, but I was unsuccessful. Affairs got worse.
I called the creditors together. They were kind
and considerate. They would have had me con-

tinue my shop, and would have accepted a small

compensation for their debt. But I was deter-

mined not to risk their property. I sold every-

thing, and paid my debts to the extent of my
ability. I had a trifle left. I opened a school.

My neighbors supported me ; and I could have
brought up my family : but my poor boy began
to hear about his unhappy father. A thought-

less urchin one day told him tliat his father was
a rogue. I thought my child's heart would have
broken. I determined that my little ones should

not be made wretched by the knowledge of
their parent's shame ; I gave up my school and
came hither, where I was quite unknown. It

is ray husband's parish ; and though I would
not willingly become burdensome, I would not,

in the extremity of misery, for my children's

sake, refuse that support which the merciful

laws have provided. May this last Borrow be
spared me !"

Mary looked up in her visitor's face and saw
that she was in tears. The good lady said noth-

ing ; but pressing her hand, left the cottage. In

an hour she returned, followed by several chil-

dren. " Young woman,'' she said, " I have the

fullest confidence in you : these are the children

of my servants and tenants ; take them under
your instruction ; make them as good and as re-

ligious as yourself; it will be my duty to pro-

vide that your care shall procure a compe-
tence."

Mary Williams entered upon her duties with
alacrity. The liberality of her patroness soon

placed" every reasonable comfort within her

reach. In a few years a female .school upon an
extensive scale was committed to her charge

;

and she saw herself the possessor of a neat

house, a prolific garden, and an income beyond
her well-regulated wishes. Her children were
her great solace. They both manifested the best

dispositions. Though she sometimes wept at

the recollection of the blight which had with-

ered her early love and her domestic happiness,

she poured out her thanksgivings when she

looked upon her boy and girl, saying in her

heart, " Did ever any tru.st in the Lord, and was
confounded ? or did any abide in his fear, and
was forsaken "^ or whom did he ever despise

that called upon ^im?"
The benevolent clergyman of the parish had

assisted Mary Williams in the education of her
boy : at the age of fourteen he possessed a deep
sense of pietv, upright nrinciples, aud a cultivated
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understanding. His kind friends undertook to

apprentice him. He served his master faithfully

and diligently. Susan had grovra up into a
blooming girl. She was devotedly attached to

her mother, and looked forward with delight to

the prospect of assisting her in school. They
both considered themselves orphans ; for the
faint remembrance of his father had passed
across the infant mind of the hoy as an incoher-
ent dream ; and the mother, though she never
forgot her George, thought it her duty not, as
yet, to impart to her children the knowledge of
a parent's crime. She had never heard of him,
except that he was gone to a foreign country.
Henry had been apprenticed three years,

when his master offered him permission to

pass a few days with his mother and sister, at

the season of Christmas. He gladly accepted
the kindness. On the eve of the celebration of
the Redeemer's nativity, the happy boy and
girl went forth in their joy to collect holly and
misletoe from a neighboring wood, with which
they proposed to adorn their mother's cottage.

The air was bitterly cold, but they hurried along
in the cheerfuhiess of their health and innocence,
unmindful of the blast, and unthinking of sorrow
or penury. Their happy talk was interrupted

by the moan of a fellow-creature. They looked
round and saw a famishing man lying by the
wayside. The principle of humanity was natu-

ral to them ; they did not stop to deplore his

soiTows, but they hastened to relieve them. The
afflicted man spoke not. Henry was a strong

lad, and his feeling for the wretched gave him
additional strength. He raised the sinking trav-

eler from the earth, and with his sister's aid,

slowly conveyed him toward their mother's cot-

tage.

Mary Williams was engaged in preparing a
frugal entertainment to welcome her Henry on
the approaching festival. Her boy and girl

stayed from home until the night had closed.

—

She became anxious. The door at length opened,
and her children appeai-ed, supporting a fainting

aud emaciated stranger. She looked a smile of
approbation, and prepared to assist in the
Christian duty of relieving the wretched. They
seated the perishing man by their cheerful fire,

and hastened to procure a cordial. The stran-

ger opened his dim and weary e.yes. Mary
gazed for an instant ; and then with an agon-
izing .shriek fell upon his neck. It was her cru-

el, her prodigal, but her once-loved George.

—

She forgot her wrongs ; she thought only that

he was the father of her children ; that he was,
perhaps, a dying penitent.

The' wretched man was slightly roused at

this act, hut he speedily relapsed into uncon-
sciousness. Mary's good sense pointed out to

her the necessity of caution ; she tore herself

away and ran to implore a neighbor's assist-

ance. She represented the afflicted man to her
friend, and to her children, as one whom she
had recognized as a dear relative. Rest and
nourishment were prescribed to him : in a lew
days he became sensible to the attentions which
were shown him ; but he was visibly dying.

^Vith an aff'ectionate regard to his health. Jla-

ry did not dare to trust herself in his presence

But the anxious Susan was his constant nurse..

The child's sense of the consolation of religion

was habitual ; and she therelbre thought it her

duty to read the Word of God to the afflicted

man. She and her brother ^vere yet ignorant

of the relation which he bore toward them,

though they perceived that il'.eir niotlier w.i.-j

deeply interested in his fate. The unhappy uvdii
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was at first paineJ by this endeavor of tlie love-

ly and innocent girl : he was next indiiFerent

;

but when he sometimes heard her, as she fan-

cied him asleep, praying for his recovery, and
as the morning and evening hymn of that pious

household came upon his ear, his mind gradu-

ally changed ; and he at length listened with
attention to the inspired Word which the af
fectionate child delighted to read to him. He
was particularly regardful of those consolatory

passages which proclaim the efficacy of a sin-

cere repentance, and recalled his interesting in-

structor agaiji and again to the parable of the

Prodigal Son. He one day burst into a flood of

tears, and requested to see a minister of God.
The heart of his yet unknown Mary rejoiced

at this determination. She hurried to her kind
pastor, and at once explained the wish of the

afflicted man, and the circumstances of her rela-

tion to^ward him. The clergj'man entered the

room of sickness. The penitent sufferer briefly

detailed how the thoughts of religion had
been awakened by the dear child who attended
him. and without reservation related the cruelty
of his conduct to his wife and cliildren. He had
suffered every species of calamity, which he-
hoped might be some atonement for his crime

;

and his greatest anxiety was to hear whether
those beings whom he had so injured were
alive. If he could receive their forgiveness he
should die happy. The kind minister gradu-
ally revealed to him that his daughter now
stood beside him, and that a superintending
Providence had permitted her to be the instru-
ment of his repentance. It is impossible to paint
the affecting scene which followed. The son,
and lastly the wife, of the afflicted prodigal
were introduced to him ; and amid the tears of
all present, (the good clergyman not excepted,)
his Mary gave him the most solemn assurance
of her forgiveness and her love. He lingered-
a few days and then expired.

The Farmer's Daughter.—There 's a world of buxom beauty flonrishing in the shades
of the country. Farm-houses are dangerous places. As you are thinking only of sheep or
of curds, you may be suddenly shot through by a pair of bright eyes, and melted away in a be-
witching smile that you never dreamt of till the mischief was done. In towns and theaters, and
thronged assemblies of the rich and titled fair, you are on your guard

; you know what you are
exposed to, and put on your breast-plate and pass through the most deadly onslaught of beauty
safe and sound. But in those sylvan retreats, dreaming of nightingales, and hearing only the low-
ing of oxen, you are taken by surprise. Out .steps a fair creature—crosses a glade—leaps a etile.

You start, you stand lo.st in wonder and astonished admiration ! You take out your tablets to write
a sonnet on the return of the Nymphs and Dryades to earth, when up conies John Tompkins, and
says. " It 's only the farmer's daughter." What ! have farmers such daughters now-a-days ? Yes,
I tell you they have such daughters. Those farm-houses are dangerous places. Let no man with
a poetical imagination, which is only another name for a very tender heart, flatter himself with
fancies of the calm delights of the country—with the serene idea of sitting with the farmer in his
old-fashioned chimney corner, and hearing him talk of corn and mutton—ofjoining him in the pen-
sive pleasure of a pipe and jug of brown October— of listening to the gossip of the comfortable
farmer's wife, of the parson and his family, of his semions and his pig—over a fragrant cup of
Young Hyson, or capped in the delicious luxuries of custards or whipped creams—in walks a fairy
vision of wondrous witchery, and, with a curtsy apd a smile of most winning and mj-sterious magic,
takes her seat just opposite. It is the fanner's daughter, a lively creature of eighteen ; fair as the
lily, fresh as May dew, rosy as the rose itself graceful as the peacock perched on the pales there
by the window; sweet as a posy of violets and clove gillivers, modest as early morn, and amia-
ble as your own imagination of Desdemona or Gertrude of Wyoming. You are lo.st. It 's all over
with you. I wouldn't give an empty filbert or a frog-bitten strawben-y for your peace of mind,
if that glittering creature be not as pitiful as she is fair. And that comes of going into the country,,
out of the way of vanity and temptation, and fancying farm-hou.ses nice old-fashioned places of
old-fashioned contentment

!

[" The Hall and the Hamlet," by William Howitt.

THE BACHELORS COMPLAINT.

Returning home at close of day.

Who gently chides my long delay,

And by my side delights to stay ?

Nobody.

Who sets for me the easy chair.

Sets out the j'oom with neatest care.

And lays my slippers ready there ?

Nobody.

Who regulates the cheerful fire,

And piles the blazing fuel higher.

And bids me draw my chair still nigher ?

Nobody.

When plunged in dire and deep distress,

And anxious cares my heart oppres.s,
Who whi.spers hopes of happiness?

Nobody.

When anxious thoughts within me rise,

In sore dismay my spirit dies.

Who soothes me by her kind replies ?

Nobody.

When sickness racks my feeble frame,
And grief distracts my fevered brain,
Who sympathizes with my pain?

Nobody^

(671)

Then I '11 resolve, so help me Fate!
To change at once the single state.

And will to Hymen's altar take

—

Somebod}'.
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Madder in Ohio.—^An Essay has been received, kindly prepared for The Fanners' Li-

brary by Mr. Bateman of the Ohio Cultivator, on the Culture and Yield of Madder—but

not in time for publication in this Number. It will appear in the April Number, with some

remarks of our Own.

The quantity of Madder imported into Philadelphia and Baltimore, from the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1845, to Ist of January, 1847, and into New-York from the first named date to the 30th

June, 1847, was 16,804,714 pounds, valued at $1,620, 415. To hoodwink the Agi-iculturist,

(which all politicians know to be an easy matter,) and to have something to swear by and

say, that this article, to the growth of which the soil and chmate of many States ^are both per-

fectly well adapted, Congress, (composed in great part of representatives of Farmers,) have

graciously laid on it a specific duty of five per cent. ! ! ! What the Agricultural Commit-

tees were about when this very encouraging duty was laid is not known. Vii'tually they

might as well have been, as they are always politically—/as< asleep

!

Lime and Tlaster.—In Scotland, where the climate is so much more moist than in the

United States, plaster or gypsum is of little use, but lime is veiy important. Gypsum is of

great utihty in the drier climate of America; but would not a parity of reasoning show tliat

lime might be used to excellent advantage on our wettest soils ?

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, February 26, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.l

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '47-8^ 100 ffi 5

Pearls, 1st sort, '47-8 8

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..f K... —
Sperm —

COTTON—From ^ IB.

—

COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky:.. —
CORDAGE—American ^ Iti. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings.^y. —

Sheetings —
FE.iTHERS-American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR &. MEAL—Genesee, pure, bbl. 6

Genesee, from Western Wheat . . 6

Troy 6

Oswego ^

Michigan ^

Ohio 6
Brooklyn and New-York —
Brandywine ~
Georgetown ^
Baltimore, Howard-street 6

Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country ., 6

Ale.Kandria °

Fredericksburg, Petersburg City . o

Rye Flour 4

Com Meal, Western nnd State ... o

Com Meal, Jersey 2

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush. 1

Wheat, Red and mixed 1

Rye, Northern —
Com, Jersey and Northern yel... —
Com, Southern, white —
Com, Western, flat yellow —
Oats, Northern —
Oats, Jersey —

HAY—North River in bales, ^100 ft —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl30

" " water-rotted 160

HOPS—1847 —
IRON—American Pig, No. 1 30

" Common 28
LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. —
LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35

Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Pine, f M. ft... 27
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93 ® 6 —
37^® 8 50
22 ®— 23^
12 ®— 14
32 ®— 33
U®— 9i
15l®— 111

11 @— 12
4*®- 9

6 ®— 15
35 @— 40
— @— 9

3U@ 6 37

J

12.V® 6 25

12i@ 6 18-i

12i® 6 18i
12i@ 6 25

12i® 6 25
— ® 6 —
— ®
— @ 6 12i— @ 6 Ofii

— ®
— ®
— ®
— ® 6 25
— ® 4 12^
12;,®

56i@ 2 62i
32.V® 1 37i
18 ® 1 25
88 @— 90
54 ®— 57
— ©
57 ®
47 ®_ 49
40 ®— 42
65 ®— 70
—®140 —
—®190 —
5i®_ fii—
" ®32 50
— ®29 —
75 ®— 80
— ® 40—
10 @— 19

50 ®30 —

Staves, White Oak, pipe.^ M
Staves, White Oak, hhd
Staves, White Oak, bbl

Staves, Red Oak, hhd
Hoops
Scantling, Eastern
Scantling, Oak
Timber, OsJi ^ cubic foot

Timber, White Pine
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine
Shingles f*" bunch
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet

Shingles, Company
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...f>' ft.

Cut. 4dto40d
PLASTER PARIS—^ ton
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^bbl...

Beef, Prime,
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old

Pork, Mess, Ohio, new
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old

Pork, Prime, Ohio, new
Lard. Ohio, new ^ ft.

Hams, Pickled

Hams. Smoked
Shoulders, Pickled
Beef Hams in Pickle

Beef Smoked ^ ft.

Butter, Orange County Dairy .. ..

Butter, Western Dairy

SEEDS—Clover '.". .'.
. .F 16.

Timothy ^ tierce

Flax, Rough
SOAP—New-York ^ t5.

TALLOW—American Rendered . .

.

TOBACCO—Virginia ® IB.

Kentucky and Missouri

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,. 4P ft.

American Full Blood Merino
American ^ and J Merino
American Native and i Merino...

Superfine, Pulled Country

60
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MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA,

COMPARED WITH MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND IN THEIR AGRICULTURAL
AND DOMESTIC CONDITION AND POLICY.

AGRICULTURAL FAIR AT EASTON, MARYLAND, OCTOBER, 1847.

The accounts which have appeared of this last exhibition of the zeal, industry

and taste of our friends in that region, of which we shall speak in another place

more particularly, have been highly favorable and auspicious ; nor is there any

good reason to be given why it should be otherwise—for it would be an egre-

gious error to attribute any defect of improvement to any general want of knowl-

edge of the means by which such improvement can alone be secured and accele-

rated. Still grosser, perhaps, would be the mistake that should ascribe any such

deficiency to want of industry on the part of the Farmers generally, in the dis-

trict referred to, or in the State at large. Our personal knowledge enables us

to assert the contrary.

When we hear so much about the " ten-hour system " of labor in cities, and
demagogues make themselves hoarse in decrying the hardship and oppression

that would require more than ten hours' labor in the day from the poor mechanic

—and yet more when we see these poor mechanics, wearied out with sitting

around a new building, twirling their thumbs, until the clock strikes to go to

work according to the rules of the Trades Union—we often think of the Agri-

cultural Laborer, who, without the power of combination or the disposition to

complain, rises at 5 and drudges on, with brief intervals, until at least 6 P. M.,

making at the least 13 hours : the master and farmer over all being, as he should

be, the first to call all hands at dawn of day, and the last to see all snug after

dark. From daylight to dark is the measure for him without whose products

all other classes would perish and disappear from the face of the earth.*

No ! it is not so much for want of knowledge or of diligence that Agriculture

* Here it may repay the trouble to note the difierence in tlie pay and the labor of the town mechanic
and the ajp-icultural worker. Take the gardener, for instance. In digging a square perch of ground, in

spits of the usual dimensions, (7 inches by 8 inches,) the spade has to be thrust in 700 times, and as each
spadeful of earth, if the spade penetrate 9 inches, as it ought to do, will weigh on the average full 17

pounds, eleven thousand nine hundred pounds of earth have to be lifted. As there are 160 perches or

roods in an acre, in digging that measure of ground the garden laborer has to cut out 112,000 spadefuls of

earth, weighing in the aggregate 17,000 cwts., or 850 tons, and during the work he moves over a distance

of 14 miles. As the spade weighs between eight and nine pounds, he has to lift in fact 1,278 tons equal
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languishes, in any part of the country with which we are familiar. This de-

cline, or stationary condition, results, in our judgment, from defective legisla-

tion, the tendency of which is to disperse instead of concentrating our popula-

tion according to its natural increase, at least on the seaboard. Much more
frequently than agriculturists are aware, the folicy and action of Govern-

ments—State and Federal—silently influence their condition and blight their

prospects. The policy most congenial to the prosperity of the farmer, is that

which most directly tends to bring the manufacturer and all other consumers of

the fruits and products of his labor, nearest to his farm, so that as little time

may be lost, and as little money expended in the business of exchange as possi-

bk. Perhaps no country exists, unless it be exclusively a Cotton country, from

which a greater proportion of its products is carried entirely away and sold off

the farm than from the Eastern shore of Maryland—indeed from all Maryland

and Virginia ; leaving but little, even of its offal, to replenish the land on which

,
it grew. It has no consumers near at hand except its producers, or not one-

fourth as many as it ought to have, with its manulacturing power, and chiefly,

hence, no increase, but rather a falling off of fopulation for forty years !

How fortunate for that noble region of country—we allude to the Eastern shore

of Maryland and Virginia, destined by Nature apparently to be, from the Capes

of the Delaware and Chesapeake up to the Pennsylvania line, but one garden

and orchard, and dairy and poultry-yard and butchers' shop for the large cities

that encircle it—how fortunate for the landed interest of all that peninsula would

be a steady, undeviating, not party but national policy that should force, by the

power of an obvious self-interest, all the manufacturers now employed abroad in.

the manufacture of the hundreds of millions of goods imported into Baltimore,

Norfolk, Philadelphia and New-York, to come with their capital and machinery

and settle down in New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and

Maryland !

A great variety of articles, fruits and vegetables, would be made, and many
of them consumed on the ground, in the production of butter and cheese, and

pork, and poultry, and beef and mutton, in lieu of the wheat and other things

that are now sent away, and that, being less bulky and perishable, are now
made in the Far West, and can be brought into market in competition with them

at small cost for transportation. Potatoes and turnips, and cabbages, and carrots,

would be sought for or consumed on the spot, to sheep and hogs, and cows and bul-

locks.* The manure would be returned, the land enriched, rich swamps would

be cleared up, and marshes and meadows drained ; population would concentrate

instead of dispersing. The spread of it would be slow and only as the whole-

some fruit of actual redundance ; and, above all, schools would multiply, teach-

to more than 2,500 hogsheads of tobacco ! An able-bodied laborer can dig ten square perches a day—in

doing which he lifts 177,500 pounds—for which he geSs an average, perhaps, of 75 cents and finds himself;

while the carpenter and brick-layer, with their jack-plane and trowel, get at least $1 50 to $2. Is it any

wonder that the current of emigration sets always to the towns?

* At a late Agricultural Meeting in the Legislative Hall in Boston, Mr. Proctor, of Panvers, stated that the

price of carrots there was $8 a ton, and that 35 tons had been grown to the acre, and that "32 were not un-

common"—$256 to the acre ! These carrots are either sold to consumers very near, or probably fed to

pigs and cows, and the manure kept on the farm to enrich it, and the pork, and milk, and butter, and

cheese sold oif. What would the farmer do with the carrots in Virginia ? How much time, and force,.and

expense to get them to market, if any could be found, at a great distance over bad roads?

Immense factories are driven by steam in Newburyport, Mass. ; why not in Annapolis—in Richmond

—

in Norfolk—in Alexandria-in Georgetown ? It is a great mistake to suppose that even white labor cannot

be found ; it can be found, and cheaper than in New-England. Set the pot of honey, and the boes will

Boon corao to it.
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ers would be prepared specially for their noble calling, and be more respected

and better paid, as they should be. With improved education, we should have

improved morals, and the whole community, as it would increase in the sum
of its knowledge, would possess in like proportion an accumulation of productive

capacity, and a higher character for all that gives to communilies the power of

local and social attraction.

Should not every community covet and take measures to secure the reputation

and general intelligence and prosperity enjoyed by New-England, where free

trade in money and a large proportion of consumers, give men the ambition and

the means to have it said of them, as was said by an accomplished foreigner

—

De Tocqueville—sent out expressly to examine and report upon our social and

political institutions ? Hear his testimony

:

" In New-England, every citizen receives tlie elementaiy notions of human knowledge ;

he is, moreover, taught the doctrines and the evidences of his religion, the history of his

country, and the leading features of its Constitution. In the States of Connecticut and Mas-
sachusetts, it is extremely rare to find a man imfierfectly acquainted with all these things,

and a person wholly ignorant of them is a sort of phenomenon."

Why, then, farmers of Maryland and Virginia, do j'ou not look into these

things—break away from leaders and demagogues—learn to think for yourselves,

and demand of all in authority to enact, as a permanent National measure, a

Protective Tariff, that shall force the foreign manufacturer to relinquish, now
and forever, all hope of supplying us with his goods, until he comes and plies

his shuttle and his forge within hearing of our plows—that the products of the

one may be taken, as directly and inexpensively as possible, in exchange for the

other ; instead of the present ruinous system, under which your lands are con-

demned to lie idle because there is no market for a thousand things that would

pay well if the consumers were at hand to demand them ! As the system works

at present, three-fifths of the value of what you do make, is lost in the act of ex-

changing for the things for which it goes in payment. Hear, on this point, the

declaration of the accomplished Editor of the New-Orleans Bulletin, in the very

heart of the Cotton and Free Trade region :

" We bny," says he, " in New-Orleans, negro cotton goods manufactured from one bale
of cotton, for about the same sum that we receive for five bales of raw cotton ; the other four
bales being for the labor and profits, which are divided between the ship-owner. Northern
or English operatives, mill-proprietor, agent.s, and commission merchants—all of which would
be retained at home, for the benefit of our own citizens, had we cotton-mills established
here."

But who will risk his capital in the establishment of cotton-mills, that may do

well under the laws of to-day, and ruin all concerned under the different policy

and legislation of a new dynasty to-morrow ?

" Since 1843, millions of dollars," says a writer on the spot, " have been invested and ex-
pended in Pennsylvania iu the erection of fiirnaces, forges and rolling-mills; and thousand!*
and tens of thousands of men have found employment at wages which have remunerated
toil in the various branchesof business connected with this trade, and in the extension of our
internal improvements. These important interests and these cheering prospects have been
sacrificed ; and thousands of men and their dependent families, we fear, will soon bo tem-
ponirily left without the means of subsistence."

" Temporarily left without the means of subsistence !
" and what next, good

reader? What is the only resource which the policy of the Government the
Representatives of the Landed Interest, those who make your laws—what is the
resource left for these " thousands of dependent men and their families "

? Ex-
actly that, and that only, resource which has been draining your population and
leaving you with millions of uncultivated lands on the seaboard for half a cen-
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lury. Their natural and only resource is to go away West, and turn rival pro-

ducers ofyour staples, because they are your only staples—Corn and Wheat—that

may be made with little force and transported cheaply in kind, or on the hoof, to

market. Thus you see your Government policy—your public legislation—tends

to scatter population and make all producers, leaving you no dependence but aa

overstocked and ruinous market at home, or a more precarious and ruinous one

abroad.

Patrons of this journal ! are we traveling out of our latitude in discussing

questions like this, which lie at the very foundation of your condition ? Or shall

we forever and forever harp on stale matters of making corn and wheat, and

how to plant potatoes, and how spread manures, all of which you know quite as

well and a little better than many who undertake to teach you ? Or shall we surfeit

you with accounts, a thousand times repeated, of how some monstrous bullock

has been fattened at enormous cost into a mass of slush, weighing 4,000 pounds

—

or a single acre made to produce what others were made to do fifty years ago ?

Shall we tVeat you as children, to be amused with humbugs, or as men, ardently

seeking new and valuable information ? We confess this last is most to our own
liking, and most what we feel we are ourselves in want of. Much more do we
and you want to know what will concentrate instead of scattering and driving off

your population, and how you can get the nearest and most remunerating mar-

ket for such things as will pay well if sold near at home, and that cannot be

made in riValry with you—as wheat and corn can, even to the very foot of the

Rocky Mountains. Were it necessary to look for high authority to justify us in

pressing such topics on the attention of the agricultural community, in an agri-

cultural journal like this, and to plead the example and the doctrines of a trav-

eler of sagacious and profound observation—and withal a Southerner and friend

of Free Trade, where Free Trade is practicable—we might quote the remarks

of Hon. J. R. Poinsett, addressed to—whom do you suppose ? Not to politicians

and legislators, but to the Agricultural Society of the State of South Carolina

—a body as enlightened as the same number of cultivators, or of any class, to

be found in any State or country on earth, except lately, since the kindred sci-

ences have been applied to Practical Agriculture in England and Scotland. Hear

what Mr. Poinsett says of the effect of the presence of Manufacturers on the

Agriculture of a country

:

" Both from observation and reflection, I am convinced that a State entirely destitute of

Maiiufactui-es, whatever may be the extent and nature of its staple productions, will always

be inferior to one that combines manui'actural industry with agricultural wealth. In the first

place, materials to a very large amount, which might be worked up to advantage, but which
will not bear the cost of distant transportation, are wasted for want of neighboring manufac-

tures. In the next, it is destitute of those towns and villages that grow up around such es-

tabhshments, affording home markets for the produce of the farmer, more advantageous than

those at a distance, and supplying him with necessary articles at a cheaper rate, the price

being diminished to the amomit ol' the cost of transportation. Again, manufactures greatly

increase the productive resources of a country ; the use of steam and water power, and the

vast number of mechanical contrivances and labor-saving machines set in motion by them,

augment to an almost indefinite extent the ]iroductive industry of the country ; while every

discovery in science applicable to the useful arts which manufactures give rise to, adds still

farther to its wealth. It is tnie that the application of Science to Agriculture has increased

its products, and that we have some lew labor-saving machines, but how few and insignifi-

cant are they when compared with those that multiply a thousand-fold the industrial capital o{,

a manufactui-ing district ! Where manufactures exist, the individuals interested in their suc-

cess and prosperity, from their proximity to each other, easily unite their efforts for all pur-

poses of common interest, and good roads and canals result naturally from such combinations,

and convenient lines ofcommunication are everywhere established, so as to give to each one

his fair share of the advantages of trade. We, on the contrary, live far apart, and meet
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but rarely to take into consideration our common interests ; and when we do meet, we re-

main together too short a time to oi-igiuate or perfect any gi-eat measure of general improve-

ment. In pui-ely agricultural districts, thei-efore, the products of industrj' find their way to

market by miserable roads and circuitous lines of communication, to the great loss and in-

convenience of the fanner."

Let us suppose two farmers, each with an estate of equal extent and fertility,

the owners equal in management and intelligence—but one of them has within

a mile a miller to grind all and his family to eat a part of his corn ; the tanner

to buy his hides and to buy his pork in return ; the shoemaker to make his

shoes and buy his milk ; the weaver to sell him cloth and lauy his wool ; while

the other would have to send his corn to be ground and his hides to be tanned,

and his leather to be made into shoes, and his wool to the stapler at a distance

of 100, or 50, or even 20 miles, what would be the difference it would make in

the intrinsic value of the two estates ! What would be the cost in time, in labor

and in manure, that one would have to pay or to lose over the other ? Well, will

not what applies in this way, to an individual farmer and his family, and his

interests, apply to a whole nation of producers that have to send to foreign countries

for what they want?—for a nation, after all, is but an aggregation of families.

Free Trade would be very well, if all nations composed one Government, bound

by a common interest, and its action had in view the welfare of the majority of

the whole ; but we must take the world as we find it, and as it is, no one of

them can control another ; and in this war of interests, the one that undertakes

to play the liberal and magnanimous must expect to be sacrificed. The one

that makes its agricultural prosperity depend on the arbitrary policy of foreign

Governments, puts itself in the Avorst of all conditions—one of perpetual uncer-

tainty and fluctuation, liable to have all its courses of industry disturbed by

alien mfiuences over which it has no control. There are countries so small,

with climates and resources so limited, that they are compelled to rely on inter-

national exchanges. In that respect ours is essentially distinguished from others,

for there is nothing except tea and coffee that we might not make, and these are

not quite necessaries of life, and if they were we have enough to spare to give

in exchange, on terms of mutual advantage.

Let it not be said that the causes Avhich depress the Agriculture, and drive

away the emigrants and the population from Maryland and Virginia, and the

Southern States, are of universal prevalence and beyond the reach of cure : such

is not the fact. The evil which does not, as most of it does, spring from defec-

tive national legislation, is of local and peculiar character, whatever it be. Look
for a moment how it exhibits itself in States of the same age, and resembling

each other in some of the principal features of their geographical position. Com-
pare, for example, Maryland and Massachusetts, the two oldest sisters of the

Republic—born about the same time, of the same parents, and pretty much the

same education—with difference of religious training equal to that between
tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee. They took a fair start ; and now let us see how
they get along in the race. Let us see whether one does not seem to have been in

charge of some young greenhorn, just come upon the turf. The other under
the instructions of " old Nap," Col. Johnson himself, with Archy Taylor for his

trainer. Here they go, then. Maryland at the first jump spreads herself over

7,040,000 acres. Massachusetts, like little Trifle, covers, as she stands, but
little over half as much ground—4,640,000 acres. Maryland mild in climate,

scarcely any winter, soil easily worked, free from stone, and responding quickly

to good treatment—Massachusetts naturally cold, hard, hilly, stony and sterile.
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PopuLltinn in 1790.

319,728

378,717

Population hi 1840.

470,019

737,699

Increase in "iO yean.

62.691

214,412
Maryland 7,040.000

Massachusetts 4,640,000

Maryland, on a basis of 407,350, in the year 1820, increased in twenty years but

62,669, of which 40,000 occurred in one city ; while Massachusetts, on a basis of

523,287 in 1820, went up in the same twenty years, to 737,699 ; having increased

214,412—besides supplying Maryland very freely with school-masters and school-

mistresses, and merchants and manufacturers.

Now bearing in mind, that in Maryland and Virginia, the vehement denuncia-

tions of banks and corporations of all sorts, make the ladder on which young po-

iitical aspirants, (of whom the farmers are the hobby-horses,) mount first into

the Legislatures, and then into Congress, and then into offices at home and mis-

sions abroad ; bearing all this in mind, let us compare the policy and circum-

stances of the regions referred to, leaving you, reader, to judge how far free trade in

money and facilities for establishing banks and factories, have had influence on

the growth of population, and the cause of education ; in a word, on the social im-

provement and political power of these old sister States respectively. In Massa-

chusetts, be it remembered, the banks have never suspended specie payments.

Yet there, and in Rhode Island, almost any dozen people in any village may form a

Bank on complying with a few simple forms, and the people are left entirely free

to deal with them in money, as they would deal in potatoes or onions. Hence, as

we are well informed by a wealthy citizen of Massachusetts, well known in Bal-

timore, where he goes with his capital, to buy Maryland produce and sell Massa-

chusetts manufactures, any industrious, respectable man, can borrow money for

any industrial enterprise either from the banks or from individuals. Is it so in

the country of Maryland or Virginia ?

The men who direct the banks in New-England and lend the money, are like

the borrowers—plain, industrious working-men. The shares of stocks are divi-

ded, in small amounts, among a great number of people. Almost every farmer

has a share in a bank or factory, or a turnpike road, or a railroad—generally a

little in all ; and the amount given to a Cashier or 'President in Baltimore, in-

cluding his house-rent, would pay all the expenses of conducting a Massachusetts

or Rhode Island Bank. Now look at the difference of population and banks, and

banking capital, in the four Slates. We only state the facts, and leave you

—

kind and discriminating readers—to draw the inference, and to see the connection

between these things and the Agriculture of the four States—for now v/e will

draw little Fthode Island and the Old Dominion into the lines of comparison.
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have not always the clearest comprehension of what they are denouncing, their

hostility should be directed against the alvse instead of the use of them ; and
that abuse is always in proportion to the perplexities and restrictions which over-

weening suspicion imposes on what should be free to regulate itself. The money
power in some States, where there are few Banks and much difficulty in borrow-
ing, is a monopoly engrossed and used by a few, to take advantage of the neces-

sities of the many—and especially the cultivators of the soil. In New-England,
the money power is distributed among the many, and used for the benefit of the en-

terprising and industrious of all classes. In Maryland and Virginia, banking capi-

tal is used, in vast proportion, by large merchants, and great speculators in the

produce of the farmer and the planter. In thriving New-England it is owned
by and loaned to the middling farmer, the m-echanic, the gardener, the small

manufacturer and shop-keeper—in a word, to industrious, prudent men, in all

the walks of useful employment. Fortunately, that truly republican people are

not made up of a few great men, with all around of pigmy stature. All are near-

ly of the same hight, few very rich or powerful, nor many poor and powerless.

In Maryland, bank capital is loaned to nabobs by the $20,000, and they are

thanked for taking it—while thousands of industrious men toil on in poverty-

through life, or are driven from the State for want of a few hundreds to start

them in useful business. In Maryland, the monopoly of capital by a few gives

them power over the producer and his produce ; and over the mechanic and his

genius, which would often bring independence if he had capital to put it in mo-
tion. In New-England, banks are numerous, stockholders more numerous, and
the capital is loaned in small sums, to hosts of industrious people of all classes

and denominations, whose name is legion. Hence universal activity and univer-

sal and nearly equal prosperity—but very few great men, and as few very little

ones.

We should weary the reader were we to present all the remarkable points of

contrast that have been produced in the condition of these two Middle and two

Eastern States, by their different policy and legislation and ideas as to money and

manufactures—for it cannot be alleged that Massachusetts and Rhode Island

possess any natural advantages over their larger sisters in respect either of water-

power, or materials, or resources mineral or agricultural—quite the contrary.

But look for a moment how the result must bear upon the landed interest of these

States respectively :

Massachusetts and Rhode Island united have invested in Woolen manufactures $4,865,200
In Cotton 24,740.099

Total $29,605,299

Virijhiia and Maryland : in Woolens $229,980
In Cotton 2.603,480

Total $2,833,409

Massachusetts and Rhode Island more than Maryland and Virginia $26,832,839

Now who can fail to see the obvious effect upon the landed interest of tjiese

two sections ? In the East, they consume at home all they can draw out of

their land, and return to it, to sustain its fertility, not only the offal and manure
of all they make, but they draw immense supplies, to be consumed on their

land, from the Maryland and Virginia farmers, who send away everything and

consume comparatively nothing—leaving their lands to recruit themselves or

be worn out, as they inevitably must. The Maryland and Virginia farmers send

their hides out of the State to be tanned : their wool out of the State to be

woven ; their beef to be eaten ; their flour to be eaten ; their corn to be eaten ;

while the Yankee tempts the weaver to come to the wool-grower, the tanner to
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come where the hides are grown—all, in fact, v/hose labor is employed in facto-

ries producing $52,158,683, tc go i/iere, and eat his bread, and his meat, and his

milk and butter, and cheese, and fruit—all on the spot. Everything is kept and

consumed at home.*

What is wanting, as it seems to us, (despising the thought of speaking as a

driveling partisan in this journal and on such a question) is, that the American

people in a body, and as with one voice, should determine to break the colonial

vassalage which elevates our Industry to-day and sinks it to-morrow, according

to the accidental wants and vacillating polity and Tariffs of foreign Governments

—especially that of England, who in ceasing to be our Mother has become our

Step-Mother or Governess. In our vast extent, embracing every soil and climate,

we may adopt an American policy, independent of the world, our States recipro-

cally supplying and demanding of each other all they want and all they can pro-

duce ; and we can force the capital and the machinery now employed in the fabri-

cation of the $100,000,000 that we buy abroad, to come and be employed here ; or

our own citizens, seeing their way secure, will occupy their place. Then would

our people concentrate, instead of scattering ; rich swamps and pocosons would

be drained and brought under the spade and plow ; and with dense population

would come education, and power, and prosperity, and increase in the value of

lands. "We should first thicken on the seaboard, and gradually swell and spread

around the circumference, as Nature spreads the forest, by natural expansion,

and as she intended society to grow by a natural accretion and not by having

its limbs torn off and its seeds scattered to distant and ungenial soils, by light-

ning, and storms, and monstrous disturbances, such as are constantly driving

sons from fathers and daughters from mothers.

" The first and gi-eat desire of Man," says H. C. Cai-ey, in that extraordinary and powerful

work, ' The Past^ the Present and the Future,' " is that of maintaining and improving his

condition. With eacli step in the progress ofconcentration, his physical condition would im-

prove, because he would cultivate more fertile lands, and obtain increased power over the

treasures of tlie earth. His moral condition would improve, because he would have greater

inducements to steady and regular labor ; and the reward of good conduct would steadily in-

crease. His intellectual condition would improve, because he would have more leisure for

study, and more power to mix with his feUovv men at home or abroad ; to leani what they

knew, and to see what they possessed ; while the reward of talent would steadily increase,

and that of mere brute wealth would steadily decline. His political condition would improve,

because he would acquire an increased power over the application of his labor and of its

proceeds. He would be less governed, better governed, and more cheaply governed : and

all because more peifectly self-govcnied."

Heaven bear us witness that we find no pleasure in the contemplation of the pic-

ture of our native State which Truth tells us we must draw if we would sketch

it with her pencil. Yet we must proceed to give it a few more touches, by way

of filling-up.

The population of Baltimore in 1830 was 80,625 ; in 1840 it was 102,313. Deduct

that increase from the total increase in the whole State during the same period,

and there remain, to be divided among all the counties, in these ten years, only

1,299, or about 60 to a county ; but so far from some of them having increased

at all, nine out of twenty have actually retrograded within the 20 years prior

to 1840 ; and this has happened as well on the Western as on the Eastern shore.

" Annual produce of the manufacturing industry, by the Census 1845 :

Of Massachusetts $43.518 051

«^-^«^=l-^ J:!i°^5oi58 683

Virginia ^'S^F.^^
Marvland - 6,212 677^^'"'"'^ _ 14,561 895

Massachusetts and Rhode Island more by $37,596 789
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Those which have not held their owa are : Caroline, Kent, Queen Anne, Som-

erset and Talbot (on the Eastern,) and Charles, Frederick, Montgomery and

Prince George's. Frederick fell off' probably not in fact, but because Carroll has

been detached, and of that county there is in the statement before us (Darby's)

no account. What surprises us is the diminution in Montgomery. How has

been lost, there, the example of the Brookses andStablers, and many others, ex-

emplars of intelligent industry and sagacious management! Have they no
water-power, or have they no capital to bring it into play, and is much lost

on bad roads or otherwise in the work of exchange ?

On the Eastern shore of Maryland, in the time above named.

Caroline lost 2235
Kent .. 611
Q,ueen Anne .. 2319
Somerset .. 71
Talbot .

.

1099

Total 6535

Worcester gained 916
Dorchester .. 1088
Cecil .. 1184

Total 3188
Gross loss 6535
Gaiu 3188

Net loss on the Eastern shore 3357

Now is not a state of thuigs exhibited here, that imperiously demands the anx-

ious investigation of every landholder ?

But, farmers of Maryland ! as we would rejoice to see you going ahead in all

that constitutes strength and prosperity, excuse us for asking, Have you the

men willing to go into public life, to whom you can assign the business of

Legislation, and who are animated by a true and noble American, not party,

spirit ; and who, moreover, are educated up to the point of capacity equal to

such mquiries ?—men who have the self-command to lay aside party feelings

and boldly follow the line of duty wherever it may lead ? and, above all,

83?" Will you support them in so doing ? Here, as you see, instead of a steady

thickening of population, increase in the variety and quantity of your staples,

and constant appreciation in the value of your lands, such as might naturally be

expected from its locality, its natural fertility, and the ease—comparatively

with New-England—with which it can be labored, you behold moneyed men
with their capital turning their backs on you, and going away to the Western
Frontier for investment, and your population diminishing ! Such results cannot

have come to pass without some powerful depressing incubus resting on your

landed interest, arresting its development and melioration, and paralyzing your

Industry—reminding one of the squab fiend described by Darwin, flitting •' o'er

fen and lake and bog," until he finds " some lone 'wildered maid with sleep

oppressed," and there

" On her fair bosom sits the demon ape
Erect, and balances his bloatfid shape

—

Rolls in their marble orbs his Gorgon eyes,
And drinks with leathern ears her tender cries."

"What is that influence, and how is it to be removed ? And is it not worthy

of the consideration of all agricultural societies, and of all good men devoted to

the prosperity of the landed interests ? Nay, is it not a matter for investigation,

quite as practical and as promising of good results, as would be an inquiry for the

thousandth time, how much lime should be spread on an acre—and how big

and fat can a bullock or a hog be made ? Pardon the plainness and the freedom of

such questions from one who, in prosperous as well as adverse times, has ever

found his greatest pleasure, all his life, in earnest (however ineflectual) in-

quiries and exertions to assert your rights and to promote your welfare.
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SHOULD THE LOOM COME TO THE COTTON,
OR

THE COTTON GO TO THE LOOM?

To the cotton-grower this is a question of the highest importance. His future

prosperity depends on the correctness of the answer he shall make to it, and

we desire, therefore, to offer for his consideration some views that may tend to

enable him to answer it understandingly. The enlightened Editor of the New-

Orleans Commercial Bulletin—in the center of light and interest on the subject

—remarks

:

" We buy, in New-Orleans, negro cotton goods manufactured from one bale of cotton, for

about the same sum that we receive for five bales of raw cotton ; the other four bales being

for the labor and profits, which are divided between the ship-owner. Northern or English

operatives, mill proprietors, agents, and commission merchants ; all of which would be re-

tained ai home, for the benefit of our own citizens, had we cotton-miUs established here."

Having bestowed some reflection on the above statement, we respectfully in-

vite our readers to accompany us in an examination of the nature of the ex-

changes to which it refers.

The number of working hands engaged in the production of Cotton may, with

some approximation to exactness, and near enough for our purposes, be set down

at 800,000, and the average product per hand at 1,000 pounds, giving as the total

product 800,000,000. Each hand, however, is supposed to cultivate about as

much land in grain as in cotton.* The labor employed in the production of cot-

ton is therefore equivalent to that of 400,000 persons, and the product is the

equivalent of 2,000 pounds, or five bales, to the hand.

A cotton factory containing 250 operatives, one-fourth only of whom are males,

will convert 2,000 bales of cotton into cloth. This gives 8 bales per hand. Five

persons in a mill will therefore convert into cloth as much cotton as eight will pro-

duce ; and of these five, three-fourths are females quite too young and feeble for

efficient field labor. A fair estimate of the quantity of power needed for manu-

facturing and producing, would give to the work of production more than twice

as much as is required for that of conversion or manufacture ; but we will as-

sume that five persons are required for the manufacture of that which is pro-

duced by eight.

The labor of production is as valuable as that of conversion, and a just distribu-

tion of the proceeds, would give to the planter eight parts out of thirteen, leav-

ing the remaining five for the persons employed in converting the cotton into

cloth. We see, however, that the planter gives five bales for one, or a hundred

for twenty ; whereas if the distribution were in the just ratio of the labor em-

ployed, the planter should have sixty and the manufacturer forty.

This is, we believe, less than the true and just distribution would give to the

planter ; but to avoid the possibility of error, we will assume that the product

should be equally divided between the producer of the cotton and the parties by

whom it is converted into cloth. Two bales of raw cotton should then pay for

one bale when manufactured ; yet here we see, on the authority of the Editor

See Southern Quarterly Review for January, 1848, page 120.
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of the N. O. Commercial Bulletin, that the planter has to give five for one. What
then becomes of his remaining three 1 Assuredly no planter should rest satisfied

until he can answer this question, to the end that as far as practicable he should
escape from so heavy a tax. To answer the question, let us endeavor to trace

the course of operation to which the five bales of cotton are subjected from the

time of leaving the plantation until they are returned in the shape of one bale

converted into cloth. First, we have the transportation to the place of ship-

ment, in which a part is swallowed up.* Next comes commission to agents in

New-Orleans or Charleston. After this comes transportation to England, or to

New-York or Boston on its way to Lowell or Manchester. Next, commissions
in New-York, Boston, Liverpool, and Manchester. Next come wages to opera-

tives and profits to master-manufacturers. Following this, we have transportation

from Lowell or Manchester, and thence to New-Orleans, with an endless train

of charges and commissions, the result of all which is, that the planter gets back
one bale for five, when he should have, by a just distribution of profits in pro-

portion to labor, almost three. He gives five for one instead of two for one (the

real, naked difference between producing and converting, making a most liberal

allowance for the latter,) and the other three are irrecoverably lost to him.

Let us now inquire of what all these charges consist, and we shall find that

they resolve themselves almost altogether into the single article of y'oo<f, the

only others being a small amount of clothing and lodging. The cart and the

wagon are composed chiefly of the food eaten by the men who made them.

The road by which they travel in conveying the cotton to the place of ship-

ment is composed of, or chiefly based upon, the food of the men who made it.

The steamboats by which it is conveyed to New-Orleans represent the food of

the men who built them, of those who navigate them, and of those who provide

the fuel. The commissions represent the food of the men who sell the cotton,

of the servants who vfrait upon them, of the men who build houses for them to

live in, and carriages for them to ride in. The packet-ship represents the food

of the men who felled and sawed the timber, and of those who transported it ; of

the men who dug and smelted the ore and fashioned the iron used in her con-

struction, and the carpenters and workmen by whom it was put together. The
work of twisting, and weaving, and finishing, represents the food of the twisters,

and weavers, and finishers. If now v/e inquire what proportion the latter bears

to the whole quantity, we shall find that it is far less than one-fourth of the

whole. We will, however, assume that it is one-fourth, and then show what be-

comes of the other three bales that the planter pays for one of manufactured
cotton.

Crcdilor.
ByoHcbale cotton twisted, woven and finished.
By o«2 bale given for the food of the person?

•who twisted, and wove, and finished it.

By three bales given for the food of the persons
intermediately emploj-ed in carrying it to-

the twister and weaver, and bringing back
to the planter the one bale twisted and
woven ready for use.

Debtor.

To five bales of cotton.

" Of the expense of this first movement some idea may be formed by those who have seen it coming
over dreadful roads, up to the hub, dragged slowly along, 20, 30, or 40 miles, as we have seen it coming
into Natchez and Vicksburg. hauled by five yoke of oxen carrying 2,e00 to 3,000 pounds, and so slovpjy

that motion was scarcely perceptible. So many perish in the yoke in winter and spring that it has been
said, with some exaggeration, that you might walk on dead oxen from Jackson to Vicksburg. That was
before the railroad was made. A wagon is loaded up, say 14 miles from Natchez, and started at night, and
reaches there in time to get back the next night time enough to " load up." Thus ten oxen have been
wearing and tearing and dropping their manure on the road for 24 hours to make one load.
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This would seem to be a bad bargain. The planter will perhaps say, how-

ever, that we have allowed nothing for the use of the machinery employed in

the conversion. True, we have not. Neither have we charged anything for the

use of the machinery of production. Let us now see how that matter stands:

The average production of cotton does not exceed 300 pounds of clean wool

to the acre. To produce two thousand bales would require, then, nearly twenty-

seven hundred acres, actually under cultivation, to say nothing of all the rest of

the plantation not in cultivation. The average amount of labor, per acre, for

fitting these lands for production, including fencing, machinery, buildings, giu-

houses, &c., is at least one hundred days, and we should be safe in putting it

much higher.* This would give 270,000 days of labor. A mill that will con-

vert these two thousand bales into cloth, does not represent more than 70,000

days of labor. The machinery of production is therefore more costly than that

of conversion, in the ratio of four to one.

Under this head, then, the account will now stand thus ;

Cr.
By machinery for converting one bale of

cotton 1

The transaction appears to be a very unprofitable one. The planter is giving

five bales of cotton, produced by the aid of very costly machinery, for one bale

converted into cloth by aid of comparatively inexpensive machinery. He gives

four bales for doing that which, if the machinery were on or near his plantation,

might be done for less than one bale.

In the performance of this operation, he is always in fact, as we have seen,

buying food and paying for it with cotton. He is always paying for it in distant

markets, where its price is high, while he or his countrymen are perpetually

engaged in the effort to sell it at low prices at home. In getting his yard of

cloth he pays for food consumed in the steamboat—in New-Orleans—on ship-

board—in Liverpool and Manchester, at which latter place it is, probably four

times higher than that at which he would gladly sell on his plantation, and he

wastes a vast quantity because of the want of a market near him, and the

heavy cost incident to its transportation to distant markets.

One acre of land yields 300 pounds of cotton. One hand in a mill converts 8

bales, or 3,200 pounds, the produce of more than ten acres.

An acre of land, well cultivated, will supply food for one person who will con-

vert these eight bales into cloth.

The planter gives four bales for having one converted, or eight for the conver-

sion of two, according to the testimony of an enlightened journalist residing in

the heart of the cotton region, and speaking under the benefit of the best lights

on the subject.

Let us now see how the account stands again

:

Dr.
I

Cr.

To the use of five acres of cotton land.
|
By the use of one-eighth of an acre of food laud.

It is obvious that nearly the whole of these bales are swallowed up in freights,

charges, commissions, &:c., and equally obvious that these charges consist almost

altogether of food, an article which the planter can supply in almost unlimited

quantity. Could these charges, occurring between the planter on the one side

and the weaver and the twister on the other, be saved, the planter would obtain

more than one bale of cloth for two of cotton. To accomplish this there is but

* B. Smith, Esq , one of ibe wealthiest planters in the South-west, told u8 that it cost him $70 an acre to

cUar and prepare heavvtimbcrcd land for cotton on the Mississippi bottom.
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one mode of proceeding, and that is to persuade (by taking measures to make it

the interest of its owners) the machinery to come to the cotton, and thus obviate

the necessity for sending the cotton to the machinery. At present we seem to be
pursuing the same course that would be pursued by the man who should expend
hundreds of thousands of days of labor in clearing and cultivating land for the pro-

duction of wheat, and then wasting two-thirds of it on the road to and from the

distant mill, for want of the application of three or four thousand days of labor

to put up a mill on his own land. A grist-mill costing 5,000 days of labor v/ill

grind all the grain produced upon land that has cost 200,000, and perhaps

500,000 days of labor to place it in its existing condition ; and yet the man above
referred to, with such a force and plantation, wastes more days annually thaa

would build such an one. So is it with our planters and farmers. We see ia

every little community that mills speedily rise for the conversion of grain into

flour, and are satisfied with one-eighth toll ; and so we see in every neighborhood,

where there are timber and a little water-power, saw-mills are got up for con-

verting lumber into boards ; and with each such operation, flour and boards are

obtained at less cost of labor, and the farmer has to give less of wheat, and of tim-

ber, to have them converted into flour and boards. What would the wheat-grower
say who should have to give five bushels for getting one back in flour*—and
what should the cotton-grower say to getting back one bale of cotton in the form

of cloth? Let him reflect on this, and then answer the following one : Why
should not every community of somewhat larger size have in like manner its

own place for converting cotton into cloth ? Could that be done, the planter

would obtain half the cloth yielded by his cotton.

The latter will at first view probably deny this. He will say : If I sell my
cotton to go to Manchester, it will produce me five cents. If I sell it to the

manufacturer on the ground, he will give me no more. If I buy English cloth,
*

it will cost me ten. If I had a manufacturer on the ground, I should pay the

same. So he might for a time ; but the manufacturer would make large profits,

and competition would speedily arise, and then he would have his cloth on the

ground as cheaply as he could buy it in Lowell, and here would be one saving.

This, however, is not all. Let the planter look around and see how much of the

labor of his neighborhood is wasted for want of the demand that would be pro-

duced by the vicinity of the factory. Then let him reflect upon the advanta^^e

to be derived from having, in that factory, a place of employment throughout

the year, of the persons who might, in case of need, aid him in his picking, and
thus save for him the labor that is now lost on cotton wasted in the field, or over-

taken there by frost. Let him consider these things, and he will probably find

that the loss in them alone is equal to the value of the labor required for the
conversion of all the cotton of the neighborhood into yarn. If they could be
saved, and he could thus, with the same labor, send yarn to market instead of
cotton, he and his neighbors would be great gainers by the operation.

Having done this, let him look to the price at which he sells his corn and see

what would be the diff"erence to him if he had a market on the ground in conse-

quence of the conversion of some of his neighbors into mechanics, mill opera-

tives, &c. Instead of remaining poor on the produce of little pieces of land,

* In gome places in Virginia—in Rappahannock, for instance—the farmer does pay as mucli as one bar-
rel to get four transported to I'redcricksburgh, apparently not Blopping to calculate at what price and
what yield per acre that becomes a losing game, and apparently not reflecting that while they pay
25 cenu for trnnsporting one dollar's worth of wheat they could transport the same weight, or fifteen dol-

lare' worth of wool—or $7 50 of cheese, or $18 worth of live beef—at the same cost I
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they would obtain good wages, and consume double their present quantity, while
producing none. He would at once save much of the cost of transportation. He
would sell food at home instead of having to buy it, with cost of commissions
and transportation from his own neighborhood added to it to increase its price

at Manchester or Lowell, and all would be a great gainer by the operation.

Let him then look to his cleared land, and study what would be its value if all

the manure yielded by his hay, and oats, and corn, and fodder, went back upon the

land, instead of being wasted on the road, and if all of that yielded by his wheat
and corn remained upon the ground instead of going to Lowell or Manchester,

and see if he would not be a gainer by the operation.

Let him then look to his uncleared land, and calculate how much it would
cost him to destroy the timber.* Let hira then calculate the value of the tim-

ber, if the factory were near him, and if the blacksmith and the shoemaker,

the hatter and the tanner, the bricklayer and the carpenter, wanted houses ; and
if a town were growing up around the mill, and its inhabitants wanting pork and

meal, and milk and beef, and flour, and potatoes, and mutton, and see if he would
not be a gainer by the operation.

Let him look to the quantity of land upon which this timber stands, and on

which he is paying or losing interest. Let him then look to the quality of that

land, and compare it with what he now cultivates. Let him calculate how
many bushels of potatoes it would yield, and compare their value, when con-

sumed upon the ground, with that of the 300 pounds of cotton now yielded by

an acre, and see if he would not be a gainer by the operation.

Let him add all these things together and see if he would not save all the

freights and commissions ; even although he obtained no more for his cotton, and

.paid as much for his cloth. Let him see if he would not obtain the full value

of his cotton, instead of, as now, obtaining but one-third of it.

The truth is, that the great cities and towns of the world are built up out of

the spoils of the farmer and planter. Looking around here in New-York, or in

Philadelphia, or Boston, it is not possible to avoid being struck with the number

of persons who live by merely exchanging—passing from the producer to the

consumer,—producing nothing themselves. Wagons and wagoners, carts and

cartmen, boats and boatmen, ships and sailors, are everywhere carrying

about cotton, and wool, and corn, and wheal, and flour, as if for the pleasure

of doing it. The man of Tennessee sends his cotton to Manchester to be twist-

ed. His corn goes along with it to feed the man who twists it. It leaves him

worth twenty cents. By the time it is consumed by the Manchester spinner, it

is worth, perhaps, a dollar. The laborer buys it at that price. The manufac-

turer gives him a dollar to pay for it, and he charges it to the cloth at $1 10.

The corn and cotton become cloth, and the Tennessee man buys it back, paying

—as we see by a JSew-Orleans paper

—

five bales for one ! He can sometimes send

his corn, but he can never send his potatoes, and the reason why he cannot is,

that they are of the class of commodities of which the earth yields so largely

that they will not pay freight. The only things he can raise for market are

those of which the earth yields little, and that will therefore pay freight. He

raises three hundred pounds of cotton, all which goes to market, bringing him

back but sixty fashioned into cloth ; returning nothing to the land of what it drew

* A planter of the highest respectability, infoiined us at Montgomery, that he had in vain offered $20 an

acre to have 200 acres cleared for ootton. Why don't the planters of Montgomery unite to build a steam

factory.
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eut of the land, whereas if he had consumers near him, he would raise almost

as many bushels of potatoes, the manure for which would go upon the land to

enrich it, and make himself rich. He could then afford to clear, and ditch, and

drain, and cultivate the richest land, now covered with timber, or with water.

Why does he not do these things ? Why does he not bring the consumer lo

his side ? Why does he continue year after year, to send his grain, or cotton, to

the distant mill, instead of bring once and forever, the mill to him ? The reason

may be found in the newspapers every day. Last year cotton manufacturers,

wool manufacturers, and iron manufacturers were prosperous. Now they are

stopping their work. Many are already ruined, and many more are likely so to

be. Why is this ? Does it arise out of any change in our own affairs ? It does

not. It arises out of changes abroad. Last year England made railroads, and con-

sumption then was large. This year she does not make roads, and consumption

is small. Last year we built factories and furnaces. This year manufacturers

and furnace-builders are ruined. All of them would be ruined, had they not a
Tariff of protection, inadequate as is that of 1846 to give them that protection

that is needed to secure them against such changes. Prosperous they would now
be had the Tariff of 1842 remained unaltered ; and the thousands employed in

them would have remained profitable customers for the farmers, instead of be-

ing driven over the country to become the rivals of the farmer, increasing the

quantity of provisions of which there is already a redundance.

We may now readily see why the planter of South Carolina and Georgia, and

Tennessee, has not the consumer near him : why he continues year after year,

wasting his cotton and his corn on the road going to the mill, instead of bringing

the mill to him. The whole system of trade, by which the cotton and the food

are thus forced to go to the mill instead of the mill coming to them, is unsound

and unnatural, and therefore irregular, unstable, and ruinous. Revulsions are

and must be perpetual occurrences ; and none can risk their means in factories or

furnaces, but men who can afford to incur great risks for sake of exorbitant pro-

fits. The whole system is one of mere gambling, and so will it continue to be

while the trade of the country remains thus liable to be deranged by changes in

the action of foreign nations, over which we can have no control ; and so long

will the planter continue to give five bales of cotton for one of cloth. Whenever
he shall determine to take for himself the protection necessary to enable him to

bring the spinner and the weaver to his side, there to eat the corn, while convert-

ing the cotton into cloth, he will save all the vast expense of transportation to

which he is now subjected : he will increase the market for his cotton at home,

and he will obtain better prices for the cotton and the corn that he sends into the

general market of the world. All this he will do when he shall have arrived at

the conclusion that the question of protection, is in fact and in truth, one of pro-

tection to thefarmer and planter, and not of protection to the manufacturer. The
latter with his machinery can go where he will. The planter's land cannot

change its place. The former will come to him, as the grist-miller does, all

over the country, if he can be assured of adequate and uniform remuneration,

and the freight and commissions will then be saved. If the manufacturer can-

not safely do this: if he continue to be, as in past times he has been, forbidden

by the fear of change in parties and party policy, he will continue to compel

the planters' produce to come to him, and commissions and freights will con-

tinue expensive and wasteful as now they are.

Let the planter examine carefully the changes that have occurred in the
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prices of cotton in the last twenty years, and see if they have not been pro-

duced by the perpetual revulsions of England. Let him look around him now,

and see if the change under which he now suffers is not due to the fact that

he employs for the sale of his great product, a broker that become bankrupt every

four orfive years. Throughout the world there exists at this moment a greater

power of consumption than existed twelve months since ; and yet cotton has

fallen to little more than half, and that for no reason but that English banks

and bankers, English manufacturers and merchants, have become bankrupt.

Why should the American planter be longer dependent on them ? All the cloth

made out of our cotton will be wanted and used whether manufactured here

or there, and will need as many consumers to be employed in the work of con-

version. Why then should we not bring the machinery of conversion to the

side of the wool and the cotton, instead of sending the wool and cotton three

thousand miles to the mill, and thus abolish, forever, the necessity of depending

upon this great broker, who fails so frequently. " Nothing," to use the words

of the South Carolina Committee, on the scheme for reducing tne quantity ot

cotton, " can have more disastrous effects upon planters, than this fluctuation

from low prices to high and from high to low. All which is necessary " as

they say in continuation, " to our prosperity is a diminution in our wants, and

a near approach to certainty in the market value of cotton."

Such is the want of the whole country. The manufacturer wants some cer-

tainty, and therefore does he ask for protection against the endless and enor-

mous fluctuations of England. The iron-master wants some certainty, that he

will not be ruined by those fluctuations. The farmer wants some certainty,

that the furnace or the mill in his neighborhood shall not be closed by the

fluctuations of English policy. The cotton planter wants certainty. None can

have it while England shall be continue the broker of the whole cotton and

wool-growing world. Let the farmer and the planter unite, not on party, but

on American ground, to bring the consumers, with their capital and machines

at their sides, and protect them when there ; and thus they will protect them-

selves, and all will have certainty.

Ey the following extracts, for which we are indebted to De Bow's Commercial

Eeview, it will be seen that Georgia and Tennessee are both going ahead in the im-

portant matter of bringing the consumer to the side of the producer. What is to be

the effect of the present revulsion in England on their infant manufactures, re-

mains yet to be seen. The great factories at Lowell, admirably as they are

managed, make no dividends. The great establishment at Fall River, the first

in the Union for printing cloths, is ruined. Large establishments elsewhere have

failed, and more are likely to fail, and we have our fears for those at the South.

The natural consequence of this must be that no new factories will be built for

some time, and thus the planter has his market at home diminished at the very

moment when from the failure of his great broker abroad, and the consequent

dithculty of selling his cotton, he has most reason to desire to see it increased,

and so it must continue to be until he shall determine to take for himself such

effectual protection as will enable him to entice the little and inexpensive loom

to come and take its place by the side of the great and costly machine of pro-

duction.

Resources of Geokgia.—Manufactures, &;c.—Mr. Nisbit, whose able article on Geor-
gia in the Southern Review, elicited so much applause—has lately made a report as Chair-

man o[ the Committee on Manufactures, in that State, from which we extract:

Georgia presents the greatest possible advantage as a manufacturing State. She has a large

amount, of unemployed capital and labor. She boasts a climate favorable for every idud of
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enterprise and exertion. And then slie occupies a geographiciil position which gives her
ready access to the markets of the world, with her manufactured products.

But a few years have elapsed since the introduction of manufacturing into Georgia. Those
few years have witnessed the initiative policy, its rapid advance, and its triinnphant success.

We have in successtlil operation several iron establishments, with large capitals and giving em-
ployment to some handreds of operatives. These establishments are furnishing ii-on-ware of
varioas kinds, cheap in price, respectable in quantity, and unexcelled in quality. They are also

preparing to supply iron for machinery, agricultural implements, railroads, and all the uses
of life. Ill the department of cotton manufacturing, your Committee have collected a few
statistics, which they do not present as accurate, but approximating thereto. We know of
thiity-two cotton factories in our State, in operation, or in progress ofconstruction. There are

employed in the buildings and working of these thirty-two factoiies, two millions of dollars.

The number of hands engaged therein is near three thousand, and of persons directly receiving

their support from the same, six thousand. The consumption of provisions and agricultural

products (other than cotton) by these factories, is fully equal to three hundred thousand
dollars per annum, at present prices. Their consumption of cotton per annum reaches
18,000 to 20,000 bags, and the value of manutactured goods turned out by them last

year, fell nothing short of one and a half Tnillion of dollars. One-tliird of these manufactured
goods were sold out of the State, mostly in the Northern markets, and partially in the Valley of
the Mississippi—that illimitable field of consumption which hes open to the enterprise of
our manufacturers.

Manufactures in Georgia and Tennessee.—Georgia and Tennessee are destined to

become the great manufacturing States of the South, if not of the Union, because they
have not only greater resources in proportion to their population, but, Ijeing traversed iu

every direction by railroads and rivers, and having a double outlet, both to the Gulf and
the Atlantic, they will possess unparalleled advantages in regard to both the foreign and
domestic markets. If our people would display one-half the energy and enterprise of the
Yankees, in a quarter of a century from the present time we could surpass the whole of
New-England in wealth and population : indeed all that we now lack to develop that en-
terprise and energy is the estabishment of manufactories, and the more general introductioa
of machinery.

Let us compare for a moment the agiicultural wealth of the two States named with that

of NeviT-England. Georgia and Tennessee have together a population of 1,694,000; the
States of Maine, New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut and Rhode Island
have 2,422,000 souls. Now let us see the relative products of the two sections as developed
by the Census of 1840, and by more recent statistics:

New-England. Georgia and Tennessee.
Corn 11,943,000 bushels. 83,584,000 bushels.
"Wheat 2,898,000 .. 9,911,000 ..

Potatoes 20,581,000 .. 3,792,000 ..

B-ye 2,582,000 .. 448,000 ..

Oats 11,247,000 .. 9,458,000 ..

Buckwheat 1,097,000 ..

Total 50,348,000 107,194,000

From the same journal we take the following comparative view of South Caro-

lina and Rhode Island :

Manufactures for the South—Rhode Island and South Carolina.—One gi-eat cause
of the unproductiveness of our capital and labor is the want of diversion of them. In every
country there is a kind of labor which experience proves to be the best and most productive
of that country. In one, Agriculture should predominate; iu another. Manufactures; in a
third, Commerce ; but in no one on the face of ihe globe has an exclusive attention to either
of these branches been found the most profitable. It is the judicious combination of them
all that makes a nation great, and prosperous, and happy. This is an old political doctrine

;

its antiquity, however, is no disparagement of its truth. For its illustration we shall go no
farther than the history of our own country. And fortunately for our purpose, the last Cea-
8US of the Government furnishes data upon which thei-e can be no dispute.

If we divide the population of Rhode Island (138,830) and that of South Carolina (549,-
308) into their respective annual incomes, viz., into $13,001,223 ibr Rhode Island, and into
$27,173,536 for South Carolina, it will bo perceived that Rhode Island divides, as the yearly
income of each of its inhabitants, $100, while South Carolina divides only $15. If you take
out the black population in both States, and make the division only among the whites, Rhode
Island will divide $111), while South Carolina will divide $101. These are startling facts.
Why are they so ? It will, perhaps, be said it is either becaus<; the people of Rhode Island are
more industrious than our people, or are engaged m more profitable labor ; or from both
causes combined.
The first of these we are unwilling to grant. Naturally we believe there are no people

more willing to work than ours, when only taught to see a profitable result to their labor
(929j
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The difference in the profits of the two States must be attributed, therefore, to some other
cause. The labor of Rhode Island is diversified, ours is not. Let us see : there are en-
gaged in

RHODE ISLAND.
Agriculture 1 in 6

Commerce 1 in 87
Manufactures 1 in 5

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Agriculture l in 3
Commerce 1 in 301
Manufactures l in 57

Divide the population of the two States into families of five each: there will be 27,766
families in Rhode Island and 118,879 in South Carolina. Give to each family, and to the
horses, cattle, hogs, and sheep attached to each, the amount of gi'ain, potatoes and hay usually
consumed by them, and it will appear that South Carolina will be deficient in a self-supply
as much as a million and a half bushels, while Rhode Island will have a surplus of very
nearly that amount. This arises fi-om the fact that South Carolina has more horses and
cattle to support than Rhode Island. Thus, they are in

RHODE ISLAND.

I a horse to a family of five.

1 cow
4 sheep
1 hog

6i of all kinds.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

1 J horse to a family of five.

4 neat cattle . -

1 sheep
7^ hogs

14 of all kinds.

Suppose them to be equal, and that both States have enough of wheat, rye, oats, barley,
potatoes and hay to support theu" population and catde, and the comparative incomes of the
two States would stand thus :

RHODE ISLAND.
Manufactures $8,640,526
Commerce 1,294,957
Mines 162,410
Porests 44,610
Fisheries 659,312
B/ice

Cotton

Total $10,801,914

SOUTH CAROLINA.
$2,248,915
2,632,421

187,608

549,626

1,275

1,514,772

4,628,270

$11,762,986

From this estimate each inhabitant in Rhode Island, after feeding himself, will have over
$99 for clothing and other expenses, while each one in South Carolina will have a fi'action

under $20.

The above Table also shows another fact of much importance. The manufactures of
Rhode Island are more valuable than the cotton and i-ice of Carolina taken together. In
other words, the labor employed in the one is more productive than in the other two.

It is a question, then, which comes directly home to us, " Is South Carolina less capable
than Rhode Island of excelling in the same profitable labors ?

"

We have already combated that class of complainers who are eternally decrying the
profits of agricultural labor ; there is another class who elevate it too much—even to the ex-
clusion of all other pursuits. Nothing is easier than to be so deceived. Such persons view
the agricultural calling with a poetical eye and see in it nothing but pastoral beauty and hap-
piness. Were this the occasion, no task would be more pleasant than to indulge in drawing
a picture of the virtue, and excellence, and riches of a people thus engaged. As a rhetorical

exprcise it might aftbrd entertainment ; but the true economist, criticising the work, would
pronounce it only a fancy picture, alike untrue to nature and to fact.

Besides this, the introduction of difterent manufactures among us would have an effect

not less important to our Agiiculture—we mean the great iidand trade it would create. In
every prosperous country the inland or indirect trade is far greater than its foreign or direct

trade. In England or New-York, for instance, it is fifteen times greater. Consider, then,

a new trade created for Carolina ten times greater than at present ; consider for a moment
the influence upon Agriculture—how much more certainty it would afford the merchant in

the investment of his capital than in foreign risks ; what a numerous class of workmen it

would employ ; the misery it would remove by giving business to the idle, and the content
and happiness it would afford the complaining. Is not such a consummation devoutly to be
wished for ? [South CaroUnian.

Such a consummation is most devoutly to be wished, but how is it to be ob-

tained ?

Of all the cotton-growing States, South Carolina is the one whose planters

most need protection, because they are nearest to the great cause of disturbance.

The manufacturer of Tennessee is protected by distance. He buys his cotton

cheaper, and he can sell his cloth dearer, because of the difTerence of freight, and

therefore it is possible that he may be enabled to go on, notwithstanding the oc-
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currence of these unceasing and enormous revulsions. The manufacturer of

South Carolina is not so protected, and the danger of ruin to those who may en-

gage in converting the food and the cotton of that State into cloth, and thus

diminishing the cost of the conversion, is immense. Of all the States of the

South, this is the one that is best situated for manufacturing. She has more
wealth at command than any other. Her citizens have alw^ays been large stock-

holders in distant banks, because at home the State was the great banker. By
regulation she has thus driven abroad the wealth that should have been retained

at home, and her citizens are now flying from poor lands that they have exhaust-

ed, leaving behind them the richest lands of the State untouched. Marl and
limestone, the proper application of which would render her one of the richest

States of the Union, abound throughout the State, yet men fly to Arkansas and
Texas, abandoning their houses, their relatives, and their friends, because they

cannot find near those homes a demand for the food that they could raise in such

vast abundance on her rich and untouched soils.

South Carolina is the State that of all others most needs protection. It is the

one that would, of all others, most profit by it. It is, nevertheless, the one, of

all others, whose planters are most determined not to take for themselves that

protection which would make her the Rhode Island of the South, and enable her

to maintain that position in the Union which she is now so rapidly losing be-

cause of her increasing tendency to depopulation. The day cannot, we think,

be far distant when she will open her eyes to the error of her policy.

Much as this article has been extended, the subject growing in interest as we
contemplate it, we cannot close it v/ithout making the following brief extracts

from Mr. Carey's remarkable and convincing work, " The Past, the Present, and

the Future," to which we have elsewhere referred, and which every friend of

Agriculture and the real independence of his country ought carefully to read :

What is the extent of indirect taxation upon the people of the United States by means of
the system which keeps the producer and the consumer widely separated, may perhaps be
estimated ifwe take into consideration the following facts:

1st. The labor annually expended iii the construction of carts, and wagons, and ships, that
would be unnecessary if the consumer and producer could be permitted to take their place
by the side of each other, would produce as many mills and ftirnaces as would convert into
cloth half the cotton and wool produced, and smelt the ore for making all the iron used in
tlie Union. To the carts, and wagons, and ships, may be added the labor of horses and
oxen and mules employed in the same wasteful work.

2d. The time lost by the persons employed hi the work of unnecessary transportation and
exchange ; by those who are idle in whole or in part for want of a regular demand for

labor ; and by those who are on the road seekuig for new places of residence ; is more than
would be required for the work of converting all the wool into cloth, and all the ore into
iron.

3d. The labor that is now given to the work of cultivating poor soils yielding fen bushels
to the acre, instead of rich ones that are capable of affording tons of food by aid of which
poor soils might be enriclied, would yield double the return could tlie consumer take his
place by the side of the producer and thus save the manure that is now wasted.

4th. The labor that is now wasted in making and repairing roads through new States and
Ten-itories, and among scattered settlements in both old and new States, if applied to the
improvement of old roads, would diminish annually, and largely, the cost of transportation
of the products of those portions of the earth requiring to be exchanged.

It may safely be asserted that the labor of Man, as now applied, is, on an average, l)ut half
as productive as it would be were it possible for the consumer and the producer to be near
neighbors to each oilier, and if so, it follows that the indirect taxation by aid of the colonial
system is equal to the whole of the present product of the Union, which we have estimated
at two thousand millions of dollars. If we wish evidence of the extent to which taxation is

pushed by aid of this system, we need only to look to all the colonies of England throughout
the vs-orld, Ireland, India, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, and South Africa, and we
sliall find exhaustion and depopulation universal, as it must continue to be wherever tho
power of self-protection has no existence.
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NIAGARA FALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

It is probably known to most of our readers who take an interest in such mat-

ters, that the Canada people have under contract and now in the course of con-

struction, a railway, which is intended for high speed and heavy freight, from

Windsor on the East shore of Detroit River, about a mile below the Falls. The
distance is 228 miles.

From the eastern shore of Niagra, opposite the terminus of the Canada Rail-

way, a railway through Lockport along the Erie Canal to Rochester, is in the

course of construction. Both of these roads, it is said, will soon be finished. They

are, however, separated by the mighty Niagara, which runs between them in a

gorge more than two hundred feet deep, with nearly perpendicular banks, and

its waters are entirely impassable, owing to rapids tumbling over a rocky bottom

on a great descent through which no water-craft ever attempted to cross.

To remedy this difficulty, some enterprising gentlemen of Western New-York,

and Canada, have set themselves about spanning the river from railroad to rail-

road with a bridge, to be suspended on wire cables, of sufficient strength to cross

railroad trains, as well as carriages and horses, and the work is already under

way, under the superintendence of Charles EUet, Jr., Engineer. To effect this,

they are erecting two towers on each side of the river, built of substantial ma-

sonry, about sixty feet high above the rocky banks. Over the tops of these tow-

ers sixteen wire cables, four inches in diameter each, are to be stretched and an-

chored into the rock and fastened in the rear of the towers. These cables will

weigh twenty-seven tons each, and will possess a strength equal to the support

of six thousand five hundred tons weight.

From these cables thus extending across the river, the floor of the bridge is to

be suspended on a level with the brow of the banks ; and cars, carriages and

passengers will enter upon the floor of the bridge between the towers. There will

be two footways on the bridge, of four feet width each ; two carriage-ways of 7|

feet each, and a railroad track.

The floor of the bridge will be two hundred and thirty feet above the water,

and in full view of the Falls above and the whirlpool below, and the bed of the

river between ; thus adding artificial sublimity to Nature's grandeur, and making

each contribute to the other. The expense of this bridge will be about two

hundred thousand dollars, and the grandeur of the work, and the attractions it

will present at this great resort of the curious and the fashionable, would seem

to form sufficient inducement for the outlay.

But such was not the inducement. The gentlemen who have undertaken it

—

like most of our enterprising countrymen—are practical and utilitarian. Lakes

Erie and Ontario are about thirty-six miles apart—^joined by the noble Niagara,

passable any time at only a few points, and sometimes passable nowhere be-

tween the two lakes on account of floating ice. On both sides of the river is a

thick population of Anglo-Saxons, carrying on constant intercourse. To facili-

tate this, and annex the two countries, and join their railways, they have set

themselves to erecting this stupendous and seemingly impracticable structure.

Western New-York desires to avail herself of the transit of the Canada trade
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through the State and take its advantages. Canada is desirous of giving the

Western States a passage through her dominions and to avail herself of what-
erer advantages may be gained by it.

Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin desire a winter trade, and are restless at being

locked up so many months in the year by ice from the Atlantic, and they desire

also to have a shorter, quicker, and safer passage to the East than round through

Lake Erie. And the farmers in Canada and the interior of the upper States are

anxious to send down their produce, and would not like to be stopped by this im-

passable gorge in the river. Our readers will therefore see that the public in-

terest of vast multitudes is very deeply concerned in this enterprise, and though
presenting great inducements to the curious and fanciful, it is, nevertheless, a

work of vast utility, in which the benefit of millions is concerned.

The prime mover of this magnificent display of civil engineering and combi-

nation of mechanical powers, is our worthy fellow-citizen Lot Clark, Esq.,

heretofore distinguished in the public annals of his country ; but certain now to

be more widely and longer known by this momentous enterprise.

This suspension bridge seems worthy to stand in view of that stupendous dis-

play of the grandeur of Nature, the Falls of Niagara ; the sight of which so well

rewards the pilgrims who come annually from all quarters of the world to con-

template and admire it.

No reader of good sense—and we trust we have none others—will need to be

reminded of the inseparable connection which everywhere exists between the

Agriculture of a country, and its roads and bridges, which serve—according as

they are more or less perfect—to facilitate and cheapen transportation and ex-

changes between rural and manufacturing industry.

Experiments on* Depths of Sowing.—October, 23; I'lauted, at 3 inches distance, 16
eeeds of Wheat, taken from one fine ear. Two were deposited at exactly 1 inch deep ; two
at 2 inches deep : two at 3 inches deep ; two at 4 inches deep ; two at 5 inches deep ; two
at 6 inches deep ; two at 7 inches deep ; and two at 8 inches deep. The land was in good
heart, and finely pulverized or meliorated 1 foot deep, on purpose for the experiment; the
situation facing the south, and in the middle of an open field. At harvest the result was as fol-

lows, viz: Those deposited at 1 inch deep were almost turned out of the ground, had tiller-

ed very little, and the ears were few, and the grain lean. Ditto deposited at 2 inches, tiller-

ed largely, and stood upright on the gi-oimd, were well filled, and excellent grain. Ditto de-
posited at 3 inches deep, tillered more largely, and had stronger straw and larger ears, ripen-

ed well and seasonably. Ditto deposited at 4 inches, nearly the same. Ditto dej>osited at

5 inches, did not tiller so much as those deposited at 4 inches, neither did they produce such
strong stalks, nor so much gi-ain. Ditto deposited at 6 inches deep, tillered less, and did not
ripen so well as the above. Ditto deposited at 7, produced only one stalk ; it shriveled to

nothing before midsummer. Dilto deposited at 8 niches deep, never came above giound.
The result of this experiment, and a vaiiety of others, made at different times on different

seeds, and in diflerent soils, the particulars of which I shall not here trouble you with, give
me reason to conclude that from 2 inches deep to 5 is the greatest latitude which this opera-
tion admits of The lightest soils and driest seasons require the greatest depths to be used ;

and wheal, of all thegi-ains, admits of being deposited deepest. When the soil has been lately

broken up, and rich, or is a very fine sandy loam, &c. full of manure (and withal a diy seed-
time), Ihave found 4 mches the best depth; but in general, 3 inches, in my experiments, has
answered best. [Clarke'sTheoiy of Husbandry, 1781.

Keeping Beep Fresh.—Combr Raj-s the rib.t will keep longest, or five or six days in summer,
the middle of the loin next, the rump next, the round ue>it, aud the briakct the worst, which wiH
not keep longer than three days in summer.
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LETTER XV.

ANATOMY OF THE SHEEP (Continued)—DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT. .

The Thoracic Viscera...The Diaphragm... The Thorax.. .The Heart, Arteries, Capillaries, and Veins...

The Lungs... The Windpipe, Larynx and Pharynx... The Thyroid and Parotid Glands. . .The Head and

its structures. ..The Brain. ..The Nc-rves. ..The Teeth. ..The Lower Extremities. ..The Bitiex Canal. ..

Febrile diseases—those of Europe which are not common here. . .Ophthalmia—popular remedies—proper

treatment. . . Pneumonia—symptoms—Mr. Spooncr's prescription for. . . Bronchitis—symptoms—treatment

...Catan-h—ordinarily not dangerous—preventives. ..Malignant Epizootic Catarrh—pievalence in the

Northern States—character of the disease has not been understood—prevalence in author's tlock-how
produced—symptoms—post-mortem appenrances— character of the disease ascertained-Nosology

—

treatment, &c. ..The Rot—its diagnosis—post-mortem appearances—description of the Fluke—causes of

the Rot—treatment. . .Diarrhea—cause—diagnosis—treatment. . . Dysentery—cause—dift'erence between

it and diarrhea—treatment.. .Garget—seat and origin of the disease—treatment. . .Nervous Diseases...

Apoplexy—unrecognized cases of it—several cases detailed—symptoms—treatment. ..Phrenitis. . .Tet-

anus... Epilepsy.. ^Rabies...Neither of them common in this country... Paralysis—symptoms—treat-

ment... Colic—symptoms—attributed to intussusception—true cause—treatment.

THE THORACIC VISCERA.

Among these, for convenience, I will include the diaphragm.

The Diaphragm.—The diaphragm or midriff is a muscle extending en-

tirely across the inner cavity of the body, separating the abdomen from
the thorax or chest. Its structure is unique, and beautifully adapted to the

functions it has to perform. Its outer margin is muscular, giving it the ne-

cessary power of contraction, while toward the middle it changes into a

transparent tendonous substance. Through this tendonous substance pass

the oesophagus, the aorta, and the vena cava.

If the parts of the diaphragm which immediately surround these vessels

had been muscular, every contraction of the former in the act of respira-

tion, would have compressed the latter, and therefore interfered with the

passage of the food to the stomach, and the circulation of the blood. In a

state of rest the diaphragm is convex toward the thorax. When contract-

ed and flattened, therefore, it enlarges the cavity of the thorax, and air

rushes into the lungs. Its alternate contractions and relaxations mainly

produce the act of respiration or breathing.

The Thorax.—Without injuring the diaphragm, divide the sternum and
brisket of the sheep longitudinally through the center, with a fine saw, and
on pulling the lower extremity of the ribs slightly apart, the thorax will be
disclosed in its natural arrangement. It consists of three cavities, formed by
the doublings oS^\kiQ pleura, a thin serous membrane, which lines the whole
interior of the chest. Two outer and larger cavities (the right one being
the largest), contain the hmgs—a third and smaller one, lying between the

posterior portions of the former, contains the heart. The ossophagus pass-

es through the upper portion of the thorax, over the lungs and heart, and
between them and the spine, to the lower portion of the neck.

The Heart, Arteries, Capillaries, and Veins.—With the size and
general appearance of the lieart, all are familiar. Enclosed in a mem-
braneous sac—the pericardium—it hangs suspended by its superior attach-

ments to the roof of the thorax, its lower extremity nearly reaching to its

floor, and pointing toward the left side. The heart has two cavities on
each side, termed auricles -smd, ventricles. The chyle and venous blood ai'e

(93-1
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discharged into the right auricle, and thence into the right ventricle. By
the contraction of the latter, its contents are forced through the pulmona-
ry arteiy into the lungs. The blood having been purified in the lungs, is

returned to the left auricle ; thence into the left ventricle ; and it is then
forced into the aorta, or large artery which supplies, by its different

branches, all parts of the system with blood. Each compartment of the
heart is furnished with appropriate valves to cause the blood to be forced
forward in its regular course, by the muscular contractions of this viscus.

These contractions are the result of an inherent and independent power.
The contractions of the heart force the blood into and along the arteries.

When this force begins to be spent as the distance fi'om the heart in-

creases, it receives aid^from the action of the muscular coat of the arteries

themselves, which forces along the blood to their utmost extremities.

The arteries continue to branch oft' into more and more minute divisions

as they recede from the heart, until the tubes are much less in diameter
than the finest hair. These, capillaries as they are called, open by exceed-
ingly minute mouths in every part of the frame, for the deposition of those
secretions from the blood which maintain the vitality and healthy action

of the parts, suj^ply the animal waste, &c.

The capillaries, commencing their return toward the heart, constantly
reunite, forming larger tubes which are called veins, which bring back
such portions of the blood canied out by the arteries, as has not been ex-
pended in nourishing the system. The blood now deprived of its oxygen,
and loaded with carbon, is unfit for farther circulation until re-purified in

the lungs. It is of a darker color than the arterial blood. It is no lono-er

urged on by the contractile power of the tubes through which it flows, but
by the partial vacuum formed in the right auricle (as at each contraction
it forces its contents into the right ventricle,) and by atmospheric
l^ressure.

The Lungs.—The lungs are bodies composed of separate minute air-

cells, communicating with the hronckial tubes, or subdivisions of the wind-
pipe. They also contain many arteries, and veins. On the delicate mem-
braneous walls of the air-cells the venous blood is carried by innumerable
tubes so thin as to permit their contents to be acted upon by the atmos-
pheric air which fills the cells at every inspiration. Here the blood gives
off its carbon, and receives oxygen from the air, and thus is prepared for

its return to the heart, and to be again sent through the system.

The right lung is somewhat larger than the left, and both fill their re-

spective cavities when inflated. They are entirely free from any attach-

ment to the pleura—the membrane which lines the ribs—when in their

natural state. When the animal has been bled to death, the lungs are of
a light color ; but if the animal has died with -all its blood in it, their color

resembles that of the liver. This can, however, be readily distinguished

from hepatization—the result of certain diseases—as will be hereafter
shown.

The Windpipe, Larynx, Pharynx, &c.—The bronchial tubes constant-

ly uniting as they approach the anterior portion or root of each lung, final-

ly form a single large tube, as they make their exit from each lobe, and
these, uniting into one, form the windpipe. This is a well known cartila-

ginous tube which passes out of the chest between the first two ribs, and
ascends on the front part of the neck. It unites with the larynx, wliich
continues the air passage from the lungs to the mouth. The oisopliagus

leaves the chest close beside the windpipe, and ascends the neck on the
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left side of the latter. It communicates with the pharynx, which commu-
cates with the mouth. The food on being swallowed enters the pharynx
or food bag, which is directly above the larynx—so that the food traverses

the entrance to the latter. It is deterred from enteiing the windpipe by
the epiglottis, a triangular lid or valve which projects upward from the

floor of the passage, and which closes upon and covers the glottis, or en-

trance into the windpipe, when any substance more dense than air comes
in contact with it in its downward passage.

The Thyroid and Parotid Glands.—The Thyroid glands are located

on each side of the trachea. The parotid glands are situated immediately
below the ear, behind the angle of the lower ja^v. There are certain

other glands situated beneath the lower jaw, not necessary here to be re-

ferred to.

THE HEAD AND ITS CONTENTS.
Fig. 49.

BONES OF THE HEAD.

1. The nasal bone.
2. The upper jaw bone.
3. The intermaxillary bone, which supports the

pad which supplies the place of upper front

teeth.

4.4. The frontal pinus.

5. Cavity or sinus of the horn, communicating
with the frontal sinus. It is here shown by
the i-emoval of a section of the base of the

horn.
6. The parietal bone.
7. The frontal bone.
8. Vertical section of the brain.

9. Vertical section of the cerebellum.
a. The cineritious portion of the brata.

b. The medullary portion.

10. The ethmoid bone.
1 1. The cribriform or perforated plate of the ethmoid

bone. " It separates the nasal cavity from the
brain ; it is thin almost as a wafer, and pierced
by numerous holes, through which the olfacto-

ry nerve penetrates, in order to spread itself

over the inner part of the nose."

12. The lower cell of the ethmoid bone.
13. The superior turbinated bone.
14. The inferior turbinated bone.

17. The sphenoid bone.

The above cut, copied from Youatt, gives, with the subjoined explana-

tions, a sufficient description of most of the structures of the head. Some,

however, demand a little more particular description.

The Brain.—The brain of the sheep is smaller in proportion than that

of Man, but is shaped so nearly like the latter, and so closely resembles

it in its general structure and conformation, that it furnishes the medical

student with a good substitute for the brain of the human subject ! The

brain is invested in a membrane called the j^ia mater. The cranium or

skull is lined by the dura mater, and between this and the former there is

a delicate membrane called the tunica arachnoidcs.

The Nerves.—Ten pair of nerves arise from the brain, and thirty pair

from the spinal cord. These supply the sense of seeing, hearing, tasting,

smelling, feeling, &c. &c. ; and a portion of them, termed nerves of mo-
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tion, communicate that volition of the brain to the different parts of the

system, which produces motion. A description of these various nerves, or
even an enumeration of them, would be of no practical benefit in a mere
popular veterinary treatise.

The Teeth.—The sheep has 24 molar teeth, ai^d eight incisors. The
latter are confined to the lower jaw, being opposed to a firm, hard, elastic

pad or cushion on the upper jaw. The incisors are ^ow^e-shaped

—

i.e.,

concave without and convex within—which enables the sheep to crop the
herbage closer to the ground than our other domestic ruminant, the ox.

The lamb is born without incisor teeth, or it has but two. In three or
four weeks, it has eight small, shortish ones, as represented in fig. 50.

—

Fig. 50. Fig. 51. Fig. 52. -

Fig. 53. Fig. 54. Fig. 55.

When not far from a year old—though sometimes not until fourteen, fif-

teen, or even sixteen months old—the two central incisors are shed, and
their place is supplied by two longer and broader teeth, as in fig. 51. The
sheep is then termed, in this country, a yearling, or yearling past. Two
of the " lamb teeth" continue to be annually shed and their places supplied
with the permanent ones until the sheep becomes ''full-mouthed.^^ Fig.
52 presents the teeth of a two-year-old-past—fig. 53 of a three-year-old-

past—fig. 5o of a four-year-old-past. The four-year-old-past is, in reality,

nearly or quite five years old, before it obtains its whole number of fully-
groicn permanent teeth. The two-year-old and three-year-old also about
reach their next year before their additional incisors are fully groivn.—
Hence, the English writers all speak of two broad teeth (meaning fully-

grown ones) as indicating the age of two years ; four broad teeth, three
years ; six broad teeth, four years ; and eight broad teeth, or full-mouthed,
five years. I prefer the English arrangement, as more accurate, but the
other is the common one in the Northern and Eastern States; and, as it

is a matter of little practical consequence, it will here be adhered to.

Fig. 54 gives an inside view of the incisors of a three-year-old-past—an
outside view of which is given in fig. 53. The two remaining lamb teeth

are here shown, which in the outside view are concealed by the last pair
of permanent teeth. From their being thus concealed, the three is often

mistaken for the four-year-old-past, by those who do not count the perma-
nent teeth.

At six years old, the incisors begin to diminish in breadth. At seven
they have lo.st their fan-like shape, being equilateral, long, and narrow.

—

At eight, they are still narrower ; and this year or the next, reversing the
flaring or divergent position in which they are shown in fig. ^b, they begin
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to point ill toward the two central ones. Their narrowness and inward
direction increases for a year or two more, when they begin to drop out.

Sheep fed on turnips or other roots, lose their teeth earlier than those

which only receive grain, hay, &c. in winter. At twelve years old, the in-

cisors ai"e usually gone with the exception of one or two loose ones. And
here let me remark that when the incisors are reduced to one or two, they

should always be twitched out with a pair of nippers. They are useless

for the purpose for which they were formed, and they prevent that contact

of the lower gum with the pad above, which is now the only substitute for

teeth in cropping grass. When all the incisors are gone, the gums of the

lower jaw rapidly harden, and I have known ewes to live for years, keep
in fair condition and rear lambs, without an incisor tooth in their heads !

The above remarks are more particularly applicable to the Merino
breed. The other breeds, so far as my acquaintance extends, lose their

teeth, or become " broken-mouthed " somewhat earlier ; and they dwin-

dle away and die soon after they begin to lose their teeth.

THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

The Biflex Canal.—The lower extremities of the sheep, including the

legs, feet, &c., require no anatomical description. I will simply call atten-

tion to the biflex or interdigital canal, the nature and diseases of which
have been the subjects of so many errors. It is a small orifice opening
externally on the front of each pastern immediately above the cleft be-

tween the toes. It bifurcates within, a tube passing down on each side

of the inner face of the pastera, winding round and ending in a cul de sac.

The use of this canal is a matter of doubt. Mr. Spooner thinks the hair

always found in it is " excreted from the internal surface," and " from the

smallness of the opening it cannot escape, or rather is detained for a use-

ful purpose." He continues :

" The use of this canal, thus stiified with hair, is self-evident. We have mentioned the

great motion possessed by this pastern joint, which is so great as to threaten to chafe the

Kkin by the friction of one side against the other. It is to pi'event or ward off this friction

that these biflex canals, or rather hair-stvffed cushions, are provided."

In my judgment, this is a very far-fetched conclusion, and Mr. Youatt's

is little more satisfactory. Diseases originating in this canal are some-

times confounded with hoof-ail ; and the canal, or a portion of it, is often

dissected, or rather tnangled out by ignorant charlatans in pursuit of an

imaginary %oorm, which, they induce the credulous farmer to believe, ori-

ginates the hoof-ail ! The hoof-ail proper has nothing to do with, nor do
its characteristic lesions extend to this canal.

FEBRILE DISEASES.

Simple inflammatory, malignant inflammatory, and typhus fevers often

devastate the flocks of Europe ; but they seem scarcely to be known in

the United States, and are included in no American work on the diseases

of sheep which has fallen under my eye.

The same remark applies to phrenitis (inflammation of the brain), pleu-

ritis (inflammation of the membrane which lines the thorax), gastritis (in-

flammation of the stomach), enteretis (inflammation of the intestines), cys-

titis (inflammation of the bladder), laryngitis (inflammation of the larynx),

and several other inflammatory diseases.

Ophthalmia.—Ophthalmia, or inflamraation of the eye, is not uncommon
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in our country, but is little noticed, as in most cases it disappears in a few
days, or, at worst, is only followed by cataract. The cataract beinc^ usu-

ally confined to one eye does not appreciably affect the value of the ani-

mal, and therefore has no influence on its market price. As a remedy for this

disease, Mr. Grove recommended blowing pulverized red chalk into the

inflamed eye ! Others squirt into it tobacco juice, from that ever ready
reservoir of this nauseous fluid, their mouths ! I apprehend that all such

prescriptions are far worse than nothing.

Conceiving it a matter of humanity to do sometliivg, I have in some in-

stances drawn blood from under the eye, bathed the eye in tepid water,

and occasionally with a weak solution of the sulphate of zinc combined
with tincture of opium. These applications diminish pain and accelerate

the cure.

Pneumonia.—Pneumonia, or inflammation of the lungs, is not a com-
mon disease, in the Northern States, but undoubted cases of it sometimes
occur, after sheep have been exposed to sudden cold—particularly when
recently shorn. The adhesions occasionally witnessed between the lungs

and pleura of slaughtered sheep, betray the former existence of this dis-

ease—though in many instances it was so slighc as to be mistaken, in the

time of it, for a hard cold. The sheep laboring under pneumonia is dull,

ceases to ruminate, neglects its food, drinks frequently and largely, and its

breathing is rapid and laborious. The eye is clouded—the nose discharges

a tenacious, fetid matter—the teeth are gi'ound frequently, so that the

sound is audible to some distance. The pulse is at first hard and rapid

—

sometimes intermittent ; but before death it becomes weak. During the

hight of the fever, the flanks heave violently. There is a hard, painful

cough during the first stages of the disease. This becomes weaker, and
seems to be accompanied \\'ith more pain as death approaches.

After death, the lungs are found more or less hcjHitizeil, i. e. permanently
condensed, and engorged with blood, so that their structure resembles
that of the hcjuir, or liver—and they have so far lost their integrity that

they are torn asunder by the slightest force.

It may be well in this place to remark that when sheep die from any
cause witJi their hlood hi tliem, the lungs have a dark hepatized appear-

ance. But whether actually hepatized or not, can be readily decided by
compressing the windpipe, so that air cannot escape through it, and then
between such compression and the body of the lungs, in a closely fitting

orifice, insert a goose-quill or other tube, and continue to blow until the

kings are inflated so far as they can be. As they inflate, they will become
lighter colored, and plainly manifest their cellular structure. If any por-

tions of them cannot bo inflated, and retain their dark, liver-like consistency
and color, they exhibit hepatization—the result of high inflammatory ac-

tion—and a state utterly incompatible, in the living animal, with the dis-

charge of the natural functions of the viscus.

AVith the treatment of pneumonia, I have but little personal experience.
In the first or inflammatory stages of the disease, bleeding and aperients

are clearly called for. Mr. Spfjoner recommends " early and copious
bleeding, repeated, if necessary, in a few hours . . . this followed by aperi-

ent medicines, such as 2 oz. of Epsom salts, which may be repeated in

smaller dose.s if the bowx^ls are not suflicienlly relaxed. . . . The following
sedative may also be given with gruel twice a day :

Nitr&tc of pota!<h 1 Jrachm.
Digitalis, powdorcd 1 scruple.

Tartarizod antiraoDy 1 do.
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The few cases I have seen have been of a sub-acute character, and would
not bear treatment so decidedly and J think dangerously antiphlogistic.

Mr. Youatt remarks :

" Depletion may be of inestimable value during the continuance—the short continuance—
of the febrile state ; but excitation like this will soon be followed by corresponding ex-

haustion, and then the bleeding and the pui-ging would be murderous expedients, and gentian,

ginger, and the spirit of nitrous ether will afford the only hope of cure."

Bronchitis.—It would be difficult to suppose that where sheep are sub-

ject to pneumonia they would not also be subject to bronchitis—which is

an inflammation of the mucous membrane which lines the bronchial tubes

—the air-passes of the lungs, I have seen no cases, however, which I

have been able to identify as bronchitis, and have examined no subjects,

after death, which exhibited its characteristic lesions. Its symptoms are

those of an ordinary cold, but attended with more fever and a tenderness

of the throat and belly when pressed upon.

Treatment.—Administer salt in doses from 1^ to 2 oz., with 6 or 8 oz.

of lime-water, given in some other part of the day. This is Mr. Youatt's

prescription.

Catarrh.—Catarrh is an inflammation of the mucous membrane which
lines the nasal passages—and it sometimes extends to the larynx and pha-

rynx. In the first instance—where the lining of the nasal passages is

alone and not very violently affected—it is merely accompanied by an in-

creased discharge of mucus, and is rarely attended with much danger. In

this form it is usually termed snnfles, and high-bred English mutton sheep,

in this country, are apt to manifest more or less of it, after every sudden
change of weather. When the inflammation extends to the mucous lining

of the larynx and pharynx, some degree of fever usually supervenes, ac-

companied by cough, and some loss of appetite. At this point the Eng-
lish veterinarians usually recommend bleeding and purging. Catarrh rarely

attacks the American fine-wooled sheep with sufficient violence in summer,

to require the exhibition of remedies. I early found that depletion, in

catarrh, in our severe winter months, rapidly produced that fatal prostra-

tion, from which it is next to impossible to recover the sheep—entirely im-

possible, without bestowing an amount of time and care on it, costing far

more than the price of any ordinary sheep.

The best course is \,o prevent the disease, by judicious precautions. With
that amount of attention which every prudent flock-master should bestow

on his sheep, the hardy American Merino is little subject to it. Good,
comfortable, but well-ventilated shelters, constantly accessible to the sheep

in winter, with a sufficiency of food regularly administered, is usually a

sufficient safeguard ; and after some years of experience, during which I

have tried a variety of experiments on this disease, I resort to no othei

remedies—in other words, I do nothing ioY those occasional cases of ordina-

2'y catarrh which arise in my flock, and they never prove fatal.

Malignant Epizootic Catarrh.—Essentially differing from the pre-

ceding- in type and virulence is an epidemic, or, more properly speaking,

an epizootic, malady, which as often as once in eight or ten years sweeps

over extended sections of the Northern States, destroying more sheep than

all the other disenses put together. It usually makes its appearance in win-

ters characterized by rapid and violent changes of temperature. The
Northern farmers speak of these as the " bad winters " for sheep—fre-

quently without assigning any name to the malady. Others term the lat-
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ter " The Distemper," and others again call it the " G-riib in the Head," at-

tributing the evil exclusively to the presence of these parasites. The
latter, as I shall hereafter show^, is an entirely eiToneous hypothesis.

The winter of 1846-7 was one of these " bad winters," and the de-
struction of sheep in New-York, and some adjoining States, was very ex-
tensive. Some flock-masters lost half, others three-quartei"s, and a few
seven-eighths of their flocks. One individual within a few miles of me lost

five hundred out of eight hundred—another nine hundred out of one
thousand ! But these severe losses fell mainly on the holders of the deli-

cate Saxon sheep, and perhaps, generally, on those possessing not the best
accommodations, or the greatest degree of energy and skill.

I lost about fifty sheep during this winter, and never having seen any de-
scription of the pathology of this disease, its diagnosis, its lesions—or, in

short, any attempt to ascertain its specific character or proper classifica-

tion in our ovine nosology—I shall attempt to supply some of these omis-
sions. Not dreaming then of a publication of this kind, my notes were
only taken for private reference, and were not as full as they should be for

a veterinary treatise. I might supply some of these omissions accurately
from recollection, but do not consider it proper thus to endanger the accu-
racy of records, which as far as they go, I think may noio be imjjlicitly re-

lied on. My post-mortem examinations were made at intervals snatched
from other pressing engagements. This fact, and certain preconceived
views—which I subsequently found erroneous—prevented me from making
those examinations, and more particularly the records of them, as minute
and extended as could be wished. I then sought only to convince myself
of the true nature and character of the disease.

In detailing the results of my experience in the premises, I conceive it a
duty to frankly state the ivholefacts. The records of mismanagement and
error, are often as useful, nay, more so, than those of successful manage-
ment, and it is a pitiful pride which prevents any man, who pretends to

communicate information to the public, from giving that public the bene-
fit of his examples which ai'e to be avoided, as well as those which are to

he,followed.

Up to February, my sheep remained apparently perfectly sound, and
they were in good flesh. Each flock had excellent shelters, were fed re-

gularly, etc., and although sheep were beginning to perish about the coun-
try, my uniform previous impunity in these "bad winters " led me to en-

tertain no apprehensions of the prevailing epizootic. About the fii-st of
February, my sheep went into the charge of a new man, hired upon the

highest recommendations. A few days after, I was called away from home
for a week. The weather during my absence was, a part of the time, very
severe. The sheep-house occupied by one flock containing one hundred
sheep, was, with the exception of two doors, as close a room as can be
made by nailing on the wall-boards vertically and without lapping, as is

common on our Northern barns.* One of the doors was always left open,

to permit the free ingress and egr-ess of the sheep, and for necessary ventila-

tion. A half dozen ewes which had been untimely impregnated by a

neighbor's ram, were on the point of lambing, and it being safer to confine

the ewes in a warm room over night, the shepherd, instead of removing
them to such a room, confined the whole flock in the sheep-house every
night, and i-endered it warm by closing both doors ! After two or three

hours, the air must have become excessively impure. On entering the
sheep-house, on my return, I was at once struck with the fetid, highly of-

fensive smell. A change, too, slight but ominous, had taken place in the

" BoRrda in these cusee shrink so na to leave slight cracks between them.
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appearance of apart of the flock. They showed no signs of violent colds, I

heard no coughing, sneezing, or labored respiration—and the only indica-

tion of catarrh which I noticed, was a nasal discharge, by a few sheep.

But those having this nasal discharge, and some others, looked dull and

drooping ; their eyes ran a little—were partially closed, the caruncle and

lids looked pale—their movements were languid—and the shepherd com-

plained that they did not eat quite so well as the others. The pulse was
nearly natural—though I thought a trifle too languid.

Not knowing what the disease was—and fully believing that depletion

by bleeding or physic was not called for, let the disease be what it would.

I contented myself with thoroughly purifying the sheep house—seeing that

the feeding, etc.,* was managed with the greatest regularity—and closely

watching the faither symptoms of disease in the flock. In about a week,

the above described symptoms were evidently aggravated, and there had
been a rapid emaciation, accompanied with debility, in the sheep first at-

tacked. The countenance was exceeding dull and drooping—the eye

kept more than half closed—the caruncle, lids, &c. almost bloodless—

a

gummy yellow secretion below the eye—thick glutinous mucus adhering

in and about the nostrils—appetite feeble—pulse languid—and the muscu-
lar energy greatly pi'ostrated. Nothing unusual was yet noticed about

their stools or urine.

I now had all the diseased sheep removed from the flock, and placed in

I'ooms the temperature of which could be easily regulated.

I commenced giving slight tonics and stimulants, such as gentian, gin-

ger, etc., but apparently with no material effect. They rapidly grew weak-
er, stumbled and fell as they walked, and soon became unable to rise. The
appetite grew feebler—the mucus at the nose, in some instances, tinged

with dark grumous blood—the respiration ojjpressed, and they died with-

in a day or two after they became unable to rise.

I proceeded to make some post-mortem examinations, which I shall

here detail, although, as I have before remarked, they are extremely im-

perfect. I was at first inclined to suspect that the primary disease was one

of some of the abdominal or thoracic viscera, and this impression was con-

firmed by the abnormal condition of these viscera in the first subjects exam-
ined. I therefore improperly confined my attention to these, and some of

the external tissues, vnthnut any examination of the interior organs of the

head, and neck. I shall give my notes verbatim as they were taken down
at the time, whether the appearances detailed have, as I 7io2v belkve, any
connection with the fatal disease or not.

^
Case 1st. Old sheep. Much emaciated—mouth and lips covered with

yellow froth—yellow waxy matter under eyes—adhesive mucus in and

about nostrils. On opening, external tissues appear healthy—two hyda-

tids on omentum of the size of a walnut—gall-bladder enlarged and enor-

mously distended with pale, and apparently not properly eliminated bile

—gall-bladder slightly adheiing to omentum—mesenteric glands enlarged

—other abdominal viscera believed to be normal—faeces in rectum thought

to indicate a constipated habit—stomachs rather empty. Thoracic viscera

healthy.

Case 2d. Two years old. External appearances as in Case 1st, with

the exception of the yellow froth about the mouth. External tissues

healthy. Gall-bladder very small and nearly empty—bile pale and un-

eliminated—mesenteric glands enlarged—schirrous tumor at the junction

* They had been fed with bright hay three times a day, and turnips. As those affected as above did uofc

eat their turnips well, I commenced feeding some oata, in addition to the turnips, i believed that a gener-

ous feed was called fur, and I gave it.
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of the coecum and colon of the size of a butternut. Superior lobe of left

lung adherent to pleura costalis—three lobes of right lung ditto, with slight

traces o? recent inflammation. Hydro-peiicarditis—the pericardium slight-

ly inflamed and containing something more than a gill of serum.
Case 3d. Old, and in lamb. External appearances and tissues as in

Case 2d. Omentum dark-yellowish, or yellowish-brown by deposition of
lymph, the result of inflammatory action—gall-bladder precisely as in Case
2d—tubes mesentrica or erdargement of the mesenteric glands, as in the
precedhig cases. Middle lobe of right lung slightly hepatized, and adher-
ent to pleura costalis—hydro-pericarditis, (a gill of serum in pericar-

dium.)

Case 4th. Yearling ram. External appearances and tissues as in pre-

ceding cases. Two small hydatids on omentum—gall-bladder as in two
preceding cases—mesenteric glands as in preceding cases. Traces of diar-

rhea. Thoracic viscera healthy.

Case 5th. Lamb. External appearance as in preceding cases—omen-
tum as in Case 3d, and small hydatid on it—gall-bladder as in three pre-
ceding cases—ditto of mesenteric glands. Thoracic viscera healthy.

Case 6th. Four-year-old ram, killed for examination, in the first stage
of the disease. Yet strong, appetite good, in fair condition, and exhibited
no particular external indications of disease except running at the eyes, a
slight gummy deposition below them—and some mucus about the nostrils.

Gall-bladder but little better filled than in preceding cases—mesenteric
glands same as in preceding cases. Thoracic viscera healthy.

Re?}iarks on Preceding Cases.—I had started on the supposition that

the fatal disease would be found one of the lungs, consequent on ca-

tarrh. I thought it might prove a species of pneumonia, though some of
the characteristic symptoms of that disease seemed to be wanting ; but I

believed it would rather prove to be phthisis pulmonalis, or pulmonary
consumption. To the last disease, when it assumes the form of what is

popularly called " quick consumption," it seemed to me to bear several

striking analogies. But the post-mortem examinations above detailed, en-

tirely overthrow these suppositions. Except in Case 2d, there were no
manifestations oi recent inflammation of the lungs. The adhesions in Case
3d, were evidently referable to a past date. In the other four cases, the
lungs were in a healthy condition—exhibiting not a trace of hepatization,

tubercles, ulcers, or other abnormal action ! In Case 6th, where the dis-

ease was in its first observable and therefore inflammatory stage, no7ie of
the thoracic viscera presented a particle of inflammation !

Then what v^s the disease 1 It was evidently the same in the several

cases, yet the lesions disclosed by post-mortem examination were very va-

rious. Hence, I was led to conclude that these lesions were the results

of symptomatic disease, and that the primary one was not yet discovered.

The malady continued to spread. New cases occurred daily—it began
to exhibit itself in my other flocks. It had manifestly put on the charac-

ter of an epizootic—or, if I may be permitted to coin a word, an en-zo-

otic. I no\v gave orders to have every sheep removed from the several flocks,

as soon as it should be attacked with disease. I also resolved on more ex-
tended post-mortem examinations. The following are the notes taken in

the immediately succeeding cases.

Case 7th. Yearling. External appearance as in the preceding cases

—

external tissues normal—mesenteric glands slightly enlarged—gall-blad-

der of natural size, with good bile, and with the natural discolorations

about it. Thoracic viscera healthy, with exception of pericardium, which
exhibited traces of recent inflammation and contained a gill of serum
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The thorax also contained considerable fluid, which escaped without ad-
measurement.

I now examined the bronchial tubes, the lower portions of the windpipe,

CESophagus, &c., and found them all in an apparently healthy condition.

Before tracing these passages to the throat, I removed the upper portion

of the skull and carefully examined the brain and its investing mem-
branes. All seemed in a perfectly normal state. I then made a longitu-

dinal section down through the middle part of the whole head, as is shown
in fig. 49, and the seat and character of the fatal malady stood at once

revealed !

The mucous membrane lining the whole nasal cavity, highly congested
and thickened throughout its whole extent, betrayed the most intense in-

flammation. At the junction of the cellular ethmoid bones with the cribri-

form plate, (in the ethmoidal cells,) slight ulcers were forming on the mem-
braneous lining ! The inflammation also extended to the mucous mem-
brane of the pharynx, and say three inches of the upper portion of the oeso-

phagus. Here it rather abruptly terminated.

Case 8th. Old, in lamb. External appearances as in preceding cases

—

abdominal parietes healthy—all the viscera apparently healthy. The in-

flammation of the mucous membrane lining the nasal cavity, pharynx, and
upper portion of oesophagus, as in Case 7th, only not quite so acute—no
ulcers on the membrane.

Cases 5th and 6th reviewed. The heads of these two subjects having
been accidentally preserved; I examined them, and found the inflammatory
action of the mucous membrane same as in cases 7th and 8th. Nor have I

a particle of doubt that the same would have been found the case in all

the preceding subjects, had they been examined.
Nosology and Treatment.—I had little difficulty in coming to the conclu-

sion that the primary and main disease was a species of catarrh. It evidently,

however, differed from ordinary catarrh in its diagnosis, and in the extent
of the lesions accompanying both the primary and symptomatic dis-

eases.

In no case, even in the first attack, did I notice anything—the fever

—

the accelerated pulse—the redness about the eyes and nostrils—the cough-
ing, etc., accompanying an ordinary severe attack of catarrh. And it was
for this reason that I was misled as to the seat of the malady. From the

very outset, according to my observations, the type of the disease was
typhoid—sinking—rapidly tending to fatal prostration.

How to reduce the local inflammation of the membrane lining the nasal

cavities, I was at a loss to determine. I was satisfied thaf there was too
much debility to admit of an antiphlogistic course of treatment. Still, to

make myself sure, I bled in three or four cases, and, as I anticipated, it

evidently accelerated the fatal catastrophe. Blistering could not be brought
near to the seat of the inflammation, excepting on the nose, and independ-
ent of the extreme difficulty of treating a blister on a spot so constantly

exposed to dirt, the rubbing of hay, etc., in winter feeding, I believed it

could have little effect, on an account of the thick nasal bone intervening

between it and anij portion of the inflamed membrane. And, moreover,
the greater portion of the inflamed membrane rested on bones detached,
except at one extremity, from all connection with the nasal bone. I blew
Scotch snuff" (through paper tubes) up the nostrils of some of the sheep,

for two objects—l,to remove, by sneezing, the mucus, which mechanical-
ly, and evidently injuriously, obsti'ucted respiration ; and 2, to produce a
new action, by which an increased mucous secretion would be excited,

and thus the congested membrane relieved. But, farther than this, I re-
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sorted to no local or other treatment designed specifically to reach the local

inflammation.

The next step was to fix on the constitutional treatment. The liver was
evidently in a toi-pid state. There was a functional derangement in the

mesenteric and probably other glands, and awant of activity in the general

secretory system. What medicine would stimulate the liver, cause it to

secrete the proper quantity as well as quality of bile, change the morbid
action of the glands and secretory system, and restore activity and health

to the vital functions generally 'I In my judgment, nothing promised so

well as mercury ; and by its well known effect on the entire secretory sys-

tem, it would powerfully tend to relieve the congested membranes of the

head. In this opinion I was joined by a learned and experienced physi-

cian, who, both as a matter of taste and humanity, has given no little at-

tention to veterinary science and practice. The proto-chloride of mercury
(calomel) was supposed to possess too much specific gravity to reach the

fourth stomach, with any certainty, administered in a liquid ; and if ad-

ministered as a ball or pill, it would be almost sure not to reach that stom-

ach.* The dissolved bi-chloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate) was
therefore hit upon. One grain was dissolved in two ounces of water, and
one-half ounce of the water (or one-eighth of a grain of corrosive sublimate)

was exhibited in a day, in two doses.

As constipation existed in most of the cases, it was thought that the

bowels required to be stimulated into action, and slightly evacuated with

a mild laxative. Having noticed in similar cases of debility and torpor of

the intestinal canal, that purgation is often followed by a serous diarrhea,

difficult to correct, and leading to rapid prostration, and there being no in-

testinal irritation to suffer exacerbation, I thought that rhubarb—from its

well known tendency to give tone to the bowels, and its secondary effect

as a mild astringent—was particularly indicated. It was given in a decoc-

tion—the equivalent of ten or fifteen grains at a dose—accompanied with

the ordinary carminative and stomachic adjuvants, ginger and gentian, in

infusion.

To a portion of the sheep I administered the rhubarb and its adjuvants

alone ; to others I gave the bi-chloride of mercury i/i additioji to the prece-

ding, I employed these courses of treatment in a number of cases, the

records of all which have been accidentally destroyed with the exception

of the following three.

Case 9th. Ram, three years old. Has been drooping and weak, with

feeble appetite, for some time—has been separated from flock. Has eaten

his oats irregularly for several days, and refused turnips, bran, etc., alto-

gether—much emaciated—eyes partly closed, with a yellowish deposit

below them—caruncle and lids bloodless—nostrils impeded with adhesive

yellowish mucus.
March 17th. Weaker than before—would not rise to feed—not seen to

eat or ruminate—gait, when helped up, weak and staggering ; eyes near-

ly closed—stooled dry, hard faeces—urine dark and reddish. Exhibited

rhubarb with ginger and gentian in gruel—blew snuff into nostrils. March
ISth, morning—Weaker; refused to eat anything. Exhibited rhubarb,

ginger and gentian in gruel. Noon—Urineseemingly bloody : breathing

labored : exhibited coiTosive sublimate in gruel. Night—Dying. March
19th, morning—Dead.

Post-mortem appearances. Inner edges of both lobes of liver softened

about two inches from horizontal fissure : hypropericarditis and hydro-

* For reasons which will be hereafter given under the head of " The Proper Way of AdminiBtermg

Medicines."
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thorax—nearly half pint of serum in latter. Other viscera apparently

normal. Lining of superior portion of oesophagus and nasal cavity as in

Case 8th.

Case 10th. Three-year-old ewe. Drooping for several days : sleepy

—

emaciated and weak: cannot Vise without help: appearances about nos-

trils and eyes as in Case 9tli : appetite considerable—rumination not ob-

served. March 17th. Exhibited ginger and gentian in gruel : blew
snuff in nostrils. Latter produced sneezing and a discharge of mucus.
18th : Morning. Weaker and would not eat. Noon. A little live-

lier : ate hay and grain ; exhibited ginger and gentian. Night. Evac-
uations thin: urine of a natural color. 19th. Morning: same. Noon.
Exhibited same remedies as before. The same course was pursued for

three days : the sheep appearing rather to gain, when one morning it was
found dead. No post-mortem examination made.

Case 11th. Old ewe. Symptoms precisely as in Case 10th, except an
occasional grinding of the teeth. March 17th. Treated exactly as in Case
9th. Lived three days and appeared to rally a little, then brought forth a

lamb and died. Post-mortem examination. Abdominal parietes healthy

—gall-bladder filled with pale bile : liver normal in size but softened

throughout its entire extent, and pale : portions of it paler and more disor-

ganized than others : no parasites in its ducts. Thoracic viscei-a normal.

Sub-acute inflammation of the mucous lining of the nasal cavity, and of the

superior portion of the oesophagus. Slight ulcer in the ethmoidal cells.

I made various other post-mortem examinations. Some of the viscera

in every case were in a more or less abnormal state ; but there was the

same variety in the locality of the diseased action as in the preceding

cases. But so far as the seat and character of the catarrhal affection was
concerned, it was uniform in every case. The only difference was in in-

tensity, as exhibited by the extent of the lesions.

Not a single sheep recovered after the emaciation and debility had pro-

ceeded to any great extent ! One such only lingered along until shearing.

Its wool gradually di-opped off: it seemed to rally a little once or twice,

and then relapse ; and it perished one night in a rain-storm. In the gen-

erality of instances the time from the first observed symptoms until death,

varied from ten to fifteen days. A few died in a shorter time.

In the three cases last detailed, the disease had evidently proceeded too

far to be arrested by any treatment. I much regret the loss of the I'ecords

of the other cases, which would throw farther light on the subject. I

thought that the treatment produced favorable effects in some instances

—

particularly when resorted to at the commencement of the disease. At all

events, some of the sheep recovered under the treatment—particularly un-

der that including the exhibition of the bi-chloride of mercury—and very

few, if any, recovered without any treatment. Candor compels me to say,

however, that the results of the treatment were far from being highly sat-

isfactory—that the cases of recovery were much fewer than the deaths. I

have merely stated what I believe to be the facts in the premises ; I do not

feel prepared to make any recommendations.

The epizootic gradually abated toward spring, and my flock have since

been in perfect health.

Near spring, many farmers found what seemed to them an unusual num-
ber of grubs in the head (frontal sinuses) of the sheep which died of the

prevailing epizootic, and therefore they attributed the disease to this cause,

and this seems to be the prevailing popular opinion. In some of the latest

cases in ray flock, I discovered more or less grubs ; and, in two or three

instances, an unusual number. In other cases where the extenial symp-
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toms and the post-moitera appearances were almost identical, no grubs
were to be seen. For this reason, and others which I shall assign when
treating of grub in the head, I conclude that the popular opinion is erro-

neous.

The Rot.—The existence and prevalence of the Rot in the United
States have been sufficiently alluded to in Letter XIV. Notwithstanding
its comparative rareness here, so far as is known, at present, I think it

expedient to give a full description of it. It may be more prevalent
hereafter, or it may be found peculiar to localities where sheep have not
yet been introduced. And whether so or not, as its existence will often

be feared and suspected in diseased flocks, it is proper that the flock-

master always have it in his power to clearly identify this terrible des-

troyer.

The diagnosis of the disease is thus given by Mr. Spooner.*

" The first symptoms attending this disease are by no means strongly marked; there is

no loss of condition, but. rather apparently the contrary ; indeed, sheep intended for the
butcher have been pui-posely cothed or rotted in order to increase their fattening properties
for a few weeks, a practice which was adopted by the celebrated Bakewell. A want of
liveliness and paleness of the membranes generally may be considered as the first symptoms
of the disease, to which may be added a yellowness of the caruncle at the corner of the
eye. Dr. Harrison observes, ' when in warm, sultry or rainy weather, sheep that are grazing
on low and moist lands feed rapidly, and some of them die suddenly, there is fear that they
have contracted the rot.' This suspicion will be farther increased if, a few weeks afterward,
the sheep begin to shrink and become flaccid about the loins. By pressure about the hips at

this time a crackling is perceptible now or soon afterward, the countenance looks pale, and
upon parting the fleece the skin is found to have changed its vermilion tint for a pale red,

and the wool is easily separated from the pelt; and as the disorder advances the skin be-
comes dappled with yellow or black spots. To these symptoms succeed increased dullness,

loss of condition, greater paleness of the mucous membranes, the eyelids becoming almost
white and afterward yellow. This yellowness extends to other parts of the body, and a

watery fluid appears under the skin, which becomes loose and flabby, the wool coming off

readily. The symptoms of dropsy often extend over the body, and sometimes the sheep
becomes choclccred, as it is termed—a large swelling fbnns under the jaw, which, from the
appearances of the fluid it contains, is in some places called the vafery poke. The duration
of the disease is micertain ; the animal occasionally dies shortly after becoming aflected, but
more frequently it extends to from three to six months, the sheep gradually losing flesh and
pining away, particularly if, as is fret^uently the case, an obstinate purging supervenes."

Mr. Youatt thus describes the post-mortem appearances : t

" When a rotted sheep is examined aiter death, the whole cellular tissue is found to be
infiltrated, and a yellow serous fluid everywhere follows the knife. The muscles are soft

and flabby : they have the appearance of being macerated. The kidneys are pale, flaccid,

and infiltrated. The mesenteric glands enlarged, and engorged with yellow serous fluid.

The belly is frequently filled with water or pundent matter ; the peritoneum is everywhere
thickened, and the bowels adhere together by means of an unnatural growth. The heart
is enlarged and softened, and the lungs are lilied with tubercles. The principal alterations

of structure are in the hver. It is pale, livid, and broken down with the slishtest pressure ;

and on being boiled it will almost dissolve away. ^Vhcn the liver is not pale, it is often

curiously spotted. In some cases it is speckled like the back of a toad. Nevertheless, some
parts of it are hard and schin'ous ; others are idceratcd, and the biliary ducts are filled with
flukes. Here is the decided seat of disease, and it is here that the nature of the malady is

to be learned. It is injlommation of the liver. . . . The liver attracts the principal atten-

tion of the examiner : it displays the evident effects of acute and destructive inflammation
;

and still more plainly the ravages of the parasite with which its duct.s are crowded. Here
is plainly the original seat of the disejise—the center whence a destructive influence spreads
on every side. , . . The Klukc—the Fasriola of Linn;iMis—the Disloma hcpaticnm of
Rhodolphi—the Planaria of Goese—is found in the biliary ducts of the sheeji, the gout, tho
deer, the ox, tho horse, the ass, the hog, the dog, the rabbit, the guinea-pig, and vaiious

other animals, and even in the huniaji being, it is from three quarters of an inch to an inch
aud a quarter in length, and from one-third to half an inch In greatest breadth.

* Spooner, p. 391, et supra.

t Youatt, p. 447, et supra.
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Figs. 56 and 58 represent this parasite of its usual size and appearance, and its resem-

blance to a minute sole, divested of its fins, is very striking. The head is of a pointed

form, round above and Hat beneath ; and the mouth opens laterally instead of vertically.

Fig. 56. Pig. 57. Fig. 58.

Fig. 59.

THE FLUKE.

There are no barbs or tentaculae, as described by some authors. The eyes are placed on the
most prominent part of the head, and are very singularly constructed (fig. 57). They have
the bony ring of the bird. . . . The anastomoses of the blood-vessels which ramify over
the head are plainly seen through a tolerable microscope. The circulating and digestive

organs are also evident, and are seated almost immediately below the head. The situation

of the heart is seen in fig. 56, and the two main vessels evidently springing from it, and
extending through almost the whole length of the fluke. Smaller blood-vessels, if so they
may be called, ramify from them on either side. The convolutions of the bowels appear in

fig. 59, and the vent, both for the fasces and the ova, and probably for the connection be-
tween the sexes, is on the under part, and almost close to the neck

In the belly, if so it may be called, ai-e almost invariably a very great number of oval
particles, hundreds of which, taken together, are not equal in bulk to a grain of sand. They
are of a pale red color, and are supposed to be the spawn or eggs of the parasite

There can be no doubt that the eggs are frequently received in the food. Having been
discharged with the dung, they remain on the grass or damp spot on wliich they may fall,

retaining theix- vital principle for an mdefinite period of time. . . . They find not always, or
they find not at all, a proper nidus in the places in which they are deposited ; but taken up
with the food, escaping the perils of rumination, and threading every vessel and duct until

they arrive at the biliary canal, they burst from their sliells, and grow, and probably multi-

ply

Leeuwenhoek says that he has taken 870 flukes out of one liver, exclusive of those
that were cut to pieces or destroyed in opening the various ducts. In other cases, and
where the sheep have died of the rot, there were not found more than ten or twelve. . . .

Then, is the fluke worm the cause or the effect of rot ? To a certain degree both. They
aggravate the disease ; they perpetuate a state of irritability and disorganization, which
must necessarily undermine the strength of any auimal Notwithstanding all this,

however, if the fluke follow the analogy of other entoza and parasites, it is the effect and
not the cause of rot

The i-ot in sheep is evidently connected v^ath the soil or state of the pasture. It is con-
fined to wet seasons, or to the feeding on ground moist and marshy at all seasons. It has
reference to the evaporation of water, and to the presence and decomposition of moist vege-
table matter. It is rarely or almost never seen on dry or sandy soils and in dry seasons

;

it is rarely wanting on boggy or poachy ground, except when that ground is dried by the
heat of the summer's sun, or completely covered by the winter's rain. On the same farm
there are certain fields on which no sheep can be turned with impunity. There aie others

that seldom or never give the rot. The soil of the first is found to be of a pervious nature,

on which wet cannot long remain—the second takes a long time to dry, or is rarely or
never bo

Some seasons are far more favorable to the development of the rot than others, and there

is no manner of doubt as to the character of those seasons. After a rainy summer or a
moist autumn, or during a wet winter, the rot destroys like a pestilence. A return and a
coutinuance of dry weatlaer materially ai-rests its murderous progress. Most of the sheep
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that had been already infected die ; but the number of those that are lost soon begins to be
materially diminished. It is, therefore sufficiently plain that the rot depends upon, or is

caused by, the existence of moisture. A rainy season and a tenacious soil are fruitful or
inevitable sources of it The mischief is effected with almost incredible rapiditj-."

Mr. Youatt here gives various instances to prove that rot is engendered
in a few hours and even minutes. * He farther says :

" It is an old observation that all pasture that is suspected to be unsound, the sheep should
be folded early in the evening, before the first dews begin to fall, and should not be released
from the fold untU the dew is partly evaporated

Then the mode of prevention—that with which the farmer will have most to do, for the
sheep having become once decidedly rotten, neither medicine nor management will have
much power in arresting the evil—consists in altering the character of as much of the dan-
gerous ground as he can, and keeping his sheep from those i)astures which defy all his

attempts to improve them. .... If all unnecessary moisture is removed from the soil, or
if the access of air is cut off by the flooding of the pasture, no poisonous gas has existence,

and the sheep continue sound
The account of the treatment of I'ot must, to a considerable extent, be very unsatis-

factory.
"

Mr. Youatt proceeds to recommend the sale of sheep to the hutcliei

when they are found to be rotted ! Rot hastens for a short period the

accumulation of fat. Bakewell—a man whose name is associated with
the exhibition of prodigious abiUties in the improvement of stock, but, in

my mind, tarnished also by an equal exhibition of selfishness and absolute

meanness—displayed a characteristic sagacity in ptirj)osely rotting his

sheep to avail himself of the above circumstance ! t It is with pain [

make the following quotation fiom Youatt—the only thing of such a char-

acter I remember to have noticed in his voluminous works :

" It is one of the characters of the rot ta hasten, and that to a strange degree, the accu-

mulation of flesh and fat. Let not the farmer, however, push this experiment too far. Let
him carefully overlook every sheep daily, and dispose of those which cease to make pro-

gress, or which seem beginnuig to i-etrograde. It has already been stated that the meat of
the rotted sheep, in the early stage of the disease, ix not like that of the sound one ; it is

pale and not so finn; but it is not unwholesome (!) and it is coveted by certain epicures,

"who, perhaps, are not altogether aware of the real state of the animal ('.'. ) All this is

matter of calculation, and must be left to the owner of the sheep ; except that, if the breed
is not of very considerable value, and the disease has ncJt proceeded to emaciation or other
fearful symptoms, the first loss will probably be the least ; and if the owner can get any-
thing like a tolerable price for them, the sooner they are sent to the butcher, or consumed
at home, the better. Supposing, however, that their appearance is beginning to tell tales

abont them, and they are too far gone to be disposed of in the market or consumed at home,
are they to be abandoned to thek fate ? No : far from it.

"

Conceding to Mr. Youatt the whole benefit of that saving clause about
" consumption at home," the above sentence is one which I cotild well
wish stricken from his valuable work. The sale of the meat of diseased
animals, for human consumption, is abhorrent to decency and propriety,

and there is not a respectable American family which would not revolt at

the idea of either selling or consuming such meat.

Of the treatment of rot, Mr. Youatt continues :

" If it is suited to the convenience of the fai'mer, and such ground were at all within hi.i

reach, the sheep should be sent to a salt-marsh in preference to the best pasture on the best

farm. There it will feed on the salt incrusted on the herbage, and ])ervading the pores of
every blade of grass. A healthy salt-marsh permits not the sheep tf) become rotten wliich
graze upon it ; and if the disease is not considerably advanced, it cures those vvliich are sent

upon it with the rot. . . . Are there any indications of fever—heated mouth, heaving
flanks, or failing appetite ? Is the general inflammation beginning to have a determination
to that part on which the disease usually expends its chicfest virulence ? Is there yellovv-

* Youatt, p. ArtX

t So sav both Sj[)ooner and Youatt.
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ness of the lips and of the month, of the eyes, and of the skin ? At the same time, are

there no indications of weakness and decay ? Nothing to show that the constitution is

fatally undermined ? Bleed—abstiact, according to the circumstances of the case, eight,

ten, or twelve ounces of blood. There is no disease of an inflammatory character at its

commcncemeflt which is not benefited by early bleeding.
_
To this let a dose of physic

succeed—two or three ounces of Epsom salts, admmistered in the cautious manner so fre-

quendy recommended ; and to these means let a change of diet be immediately added

—

good hay in the field, and hay. straw, or chaff, in tin; straw-yard.

The physic having operated, or an additional dose, perchance, having been administered

in order to quicken tlie action of the first, the farmer will look out for farther means and
appliances Two or three grains of calomel may be given daily, but mixed with

half the quantity of opium, in order to secure its beneficial, and ward oft its injurious effects

on the ruminant. To this should be added—a simple and cheap medicine, but that which

is the sheet-anchor of the practitioner here—common salt In the first place, it is a

purgative inferior to few, when given in a full dose ; and it is a tonic as well as a p:n-gative.

.... A mild tonic, as well as au aperient, is plainly indicated soon after the commencement
of rot. The doses should be from two to three drachma, repeated morning and night. Whea
liie inflammatory stage is clearly passed, stronger tonics may be added to the salt, and there

are none superior to the gentian and ginger roots ; from one to two drachms of each, finely

IMjwdered, may be added to each dose of the salt The sheep having a little recov-

<'red from the disease, should still continue on the best and driest pasture on the farm, and

should always have salt within their reach The rot is not infectious."

Di.tRiiHKA.—This disease is often more properly a K(^;rvoM,9 than a febrile

one—in the former case, a morbid increase of the peristaltic motion of the

bowels—in the latter, an inflammation of the mucous coat of the smallei

intestines. But for the puiiiose of viewing it in connection with dysen-

tery, to which it is sometimes closely allied, and into which it often runs

—and which is clearly a febrile disease—it will be described here.

Conimon diarrhea, purging, or scours, manifests itself simply by the

copiousness and fluidity of the alvine evacuations. It is brought on by a

sudden change from chy feed to green, or by the introduction of im-

proper substances into the stomach. It is important to clearly distinguish

this disease from dysentery. In diarrhea there is no apparent gcnsiral

fever ; the appetite remains good ; the stools are thin and M'atery, but

tmaccompanied with slime (mucus) and blood ; the odor of the ftpces is

far less offensive than in dysentery ; the general condition of the animal is

but little changed.

Treatment.—Confinement to dry food for a day or two, and a gradual re-

turn to it, oftentimes suffice. I have rarely administered anything to grown
.slieep, and never have lost one from this disease. To lambs, especially if

attacked in the fall, the disease is more serious. If the purging is severe,

;ind especially if any mucus is observed with the faeces, the feculent mat-

ter should be removed from the bowels by a gentle cathartic—as half a

drachm of rhubarb, or an oinice of linseed-oil, or half an ounce of Epsom
salts to a lamb. This should always be followed by an astringent, and in

nine case^ out of ten, the latter will serve in the first instance. I gener-

ally administer, say, \ oz. of prepared chalk in half a pint of tepid milk,

ouce a day for two or three days, at the end of which, and frequently after

the first dose, the purging will have ordinarily abated or entirely ceased.

The following is the formula of the English " sheep's cordial " usually

prescribed in cases of diarrhea by the English veterinarians, and there can

he no doubt it is a safe and excellent remedy—better probably than sim-

]>le chalk and milk, in severe cases : Takt; of prepared chalk one ounce,

powdered catechu half an ounce, powdere-d ginger two drachnis, and jxnv-

derod opium half a drachm ; mix them withlialf a pint of peppermint wa-

ter—give two or three table-spoonsfnll morning and night to a grown

hheep, and b.ilf that ouantit-y to a lanib.
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Dysentery.—Dysentery is caused by an inflammation of the mucous or

inner coat of the larger intestines, causing a preternatural increase in their

secretions, and a morbid alteration in the character of those secretions. It

is frequently consequent on that form of diarrhea which is caused by an
inflammation of the mucous coat of the smaller intestines. The inflam-

mation extends throughout the whole alimentary canal, increases in viru-

lence, and it becomes dysentery—a disease frequently dangerous and ob-

stinate in its character, but fortunately not common among sheep in this

part of the United States. Its diagnosis differs from that of diarrhea in

several readily observed particulars. There is evident fever ; the appe-
tite is capricious, ordinarily very feeble ; the stools are as thin or even thin-

ner than in diarrhea, but much more adhesive in consequence of the pres-

ence of large quantities of mucus. As the erosion of the intestines ad-

vances, the fa3ces are tinged with blood ; their odor Is intolerably offensive

;

and the animal rapidly wastes away. The course of the disease extends
from a few days to several weeks.

Treatment.—I have seen but a few well-defined cases of dysentery,
and in the half-dozen instances w^hich have occurred in my own flock,

1 have usually administered a couple of purges of linseed-oil, followed by
chalk and milk as in diarrhea (only doubling the dose of chalk), and a few
drops of laudanum, say twenty or thirty—with ginger and gentian. Ac-
cording to my recollection, about one-third of the cases have proved fatal,

but they have usually been old and feeble sheep.

Farther inquiry satisfies me that moderate bleeding should be resorted

to in the first or inflammatory stage of the disease, or whenever decided
febrile symptoms are found to be present.

]Mr. Youatt prescribes bleeding, cathartics, mashes, gruel, &c. He
says:

'• Two Joses oi' physic having beeu admhiistered, the practilionei' will probably have re-

i:(jurso to astringents. The sheep's cordial will probably supply him with the best ; and to

tills, tonics may soon begin to be added—an additional (quantity of ginger may enter into the
oomposition of the cordial, and gentian powder will be a useful auxiliaiy. With this—as

an excellent stimulus to cause the sphincter of the anus to contract, and also the mouths of
the innumerable secretory and exhalent vessels which open on the inner surface of the in-

testine—a half grain of strychnine may be combined Smaller doses should be given
for three or four days."

Garget—Is an inflammation of the udder, with or without gene-
ral inflammation. Where simply an Inflammation of the udder, it is usual-

ly caused by a too great accumulation of milk in the latter prior to lamb-

ing, or In consequence of the death of the lamb. It is not the serious mala-

dy, here, described by the English veterinarians.

Trea-tmcnt.—Drawing the milk partly from the bag so that the hungry
lamb will butt and work at it an unusual time in pursuit of its food, and
l)athlng it a few times in cohV^ water, usually suflices. If the lamb is dead,
rlic; milk should be drawn a few times, at Increasing Intervals, washing the

udder for some time in cold water at each milking. In cases of obdurate
induration, the udder should be anointed with iodine ointment. If there

is general fever in the system, an ounce of Epsom salts may be given.

NERVOUS DISEASES.

Apoplexy.—Soon after the sheep ai'c turned to grass in the spring, one of
the best conditioned sheep in the flock is sometimes suddenly found dead.

* The English veterinarians reconiniended icaiin fometitatione.
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The symptoms v/hich precede the catastrophe are occasionally noted.

The sheep leaps frantically into the air two or three times, dashes itself

on the ground and suddenly rises, and dies in a few moments. Such
cases occur but now and then, and none have ever occurred in my flock

to my knowledge. I have therefore had no opportunity of observing the

diagnosis, or makinsf dissections. There can be little doubt, however,

that the disease is apoplexy.

Desirous to raise the condition of a poorish flock (the poorest sheep

culled from my other flocks) somewhat too rapidly, perhaps, some winters

since, in addition to good hay three times a day, I ordered them fed a gill

of oats per head ; and as rapidly as it could be done without bringing on
scours, I had them fed a liberal allowance of Swedish turnips—about as

much as they would eat up clean. They gained perceptibly. One day a

sheep was reported to me as having become suddenly blind and motion-

less. I immediately examined it. It was in good fair condition. It stood

with its head a little down—its eyes were glassy and staring—it was stone

blind ! The evening before nothing unusual had been perceived about it.

I bled it at the inner angle of each eye, and the blood had scarcely started

before its sight began to return. In less than a minute it walked off

among its companions. It had no relapse. Another case was soon re-

ported; I treated it in the same way, and with the same apparent effect.

The symptoms soon returned, however, and I bled again. This appeared
to produce but a partial restoration of the sight. The sheep would not

follow its companions into and out of the sheep-house. When approach-

ed, it would run about knocking its head against fences, &c. It lost con-

dition, finally became unable to rise, and died. Another one, after being

bled, fed regularly, but its sight was never restored. It lived along thus

for three or four weeks, and then fell into a hole containing water, and
perished. Another apparently recovered, all but sight, and continued in

my flock for more than a year afterwai-d. The eye was bright and clear,

as in gutta screna, and the blindness would npt be suspected, unless the

sheep was cornered up. Then, if the catchers remained momentarily
still, it would as soon run into their arms or against the fence, as in any
other direction. Perhaps fifteen cases occurred. In three or four instan-

ces the hlind sheep, when they moved, constantly traveled round in a

cjrcle. In about as many cases, they twisted themselves about without

progressing, the head was drawn round toward one side, they fell, ground
their teeth, and their mouths were covered with a frothy mucus. In

neither of the latter description of cases did bleeding at the inner angles

of the eyes afford anything more than temporary relief. They all proved

fatal.

At the time these things occurred, I regret to say that I had paid but

very little attention to veterinary science, and had never made a dissec-

tion. I did nothing but bleed at the inner angles of the eyes, and made
no post-mortem examinations.

Taking into consideration the feed and the symptoms, there can be but

little doubt, I think, that all these cases were referable to a determinatiG7i

of blood to the hrain. The sheep were not fat, but the secretions of

blood were rapidly and powerfully increased by rich and abundant food.

Treatment.—If the eyes are prominent and fixed, the membranes of the

mouth and nose highly florid, the nostrils highly dilated, and the respira-

tion labored and stertorous, the veins of the head turgid, the pulse strong

and rather slow, and these symptoms attended by a partial or entire loss

of sight and hearing, it is one of those decided cases of apoplexy which

require immediate and decided treatment. As -the good effects of vene-
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section, in all cases, and especially in this, depend not only upon the amount
of blood abstracted, but also upon the rapidity with which it is drawn
from the veins, the eye-veins are not the proper ones to open. They are
so small that the blood flows slowly, and if cut directly across, as is usually
done, they soon contract, and the flow of blood is arrested before a suffi-

cient quantity has been abstracted. It is better to have recourse at once
to the jugular vein. The animal should be bled until an obvious constitu-
tional effect is produced—the pulse lowered and the rigidity of the muscles
relaxed. An aperient should at once follow bleeding, and if the animal is

strong and plethoric, a sheep of the size of the Merino would require at

least two ounces of Epsom salts, and one of the large mutton sheep more.
If this should fail to open the bowels, half an ounce of the salts should be
be given, say, twice a day.
• In the milder cases which I have mentioned as occurring, in my own
flock, I think had I bled more thoroughly, in the very first attack, and
given a mild aperient of Epsom salts, most of the sheep would have re-

covered.

Phrenitis, Tetanus, Epilepsy, Palsy, Rabies.—I never have seen a
well-defined case of either of these maladies among our sheep, though,
in a few instances, something which struck me at the time as somewhat
analogous to paralysis or palsy. Palsy is a diminution or entire loss of
the powers of motion in some part of the body. I have occasionally

seen, in the winter, poor lambs, or poor pregnant ewes, or poor feeble

ewes immediately after yeaning in the spring, lose the power of walking
or standing rather too suddenly to have it satisfactorily referable to in-

creasing debility. The animal seems to have lost all strength in its loins,

and the hind-quarters are powerless. It makes ineffectual attempts to
rise, and cannot stand if placed upon its feet.

Treatvicnt.—Warmth, gentle stimulants, and good nursing, might raise

the patient, but in nineteen cases out of twenty it would be more econo-
mical and equally humane, to at once deprive it of life.

Colic.—Sheep aie occasionally seen, particularly in the wintei', Iving
down and rising every moment or two, and constantly stretching their fore
and hind legs so far apart that their bellies almost touch the ground.
They appear to be in much pain, refuse all food, and not unfrequently
die, unless relieved. This disease is popularly known as the " stretches"

and is eiToneously attributed to introsusception of an intestine. Some
farmers worry the sheep with a dog, and others hold it up by the hind
legs, to effect a cure ! I consider it a sort of flatulent colic induced by
costiveness.

Treatvient.—Half an ounce of Epsom salts, a drachm of ginger, and
sixty drops of essence of peppermint. The salts alone, however, will

effect the cure, as will an equivalent dose of linseed-oil, or even hog's lard.

A Female Farmer.—The second premiam for the best cultivated farm hi Litchfield Co., Ct,
awarded the past sea.«on to Mrs. Vesta. Hawkins, of Wateilown.
The farm contains one hundred and sixty acres. It has been under her management for the

last ten years. The Committee of Examination say :
" It i.s divided the present season into

twenty-three acres of meadow, three and one-half corn, six of oats, one and a half of rye, two
of buckwheat, a half acre of potatoes, seven acres of wood-land and the residue of pasture land."
The produce of the farm for the past season is estimated as follows : fifty tons of hay, two hundred
bushels of corn, one hundred and thirty-three shocks of oats, and one hundred and fifty bushels of
potatoes. The stock kept on it last .season consisted oftwenty-six head, inoludinq si.^" calves, two
liorses. and fifty-six siicep. This farm is conveniently laid out in small fields, the fences mostly
of rails, all in good repair, and witli the buildings, presenting a neat and tidy appearance.

(903) 33 lEx. Paper.
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ITEMS ABOUT TURNIPS AND OTHER ROOT CROPS,

WITH VARIOUS OTHER SUBJECTS INTRODUCED INCIDENTALLY READ AND SEE.

In the full persuasion that American agriculturists may not have sufficiently

dwelt upon the value of the Turnip Crop—we mean particularly the Swedish

Turnip—as food for cattle and sheep, as well for nutriment as for increasing the

bulk and the value of their farm-yard manure—we shall bring together such

items as we may meet with, and that may serve to awaken public attention to

their importance, and perhaps remove some of the prejudice which has prevent-

ed their cultivation more extensively. We select turnips from other root crops,

because they are made by a simpler process, demand less labor in tending and

storing, and if sowed in time in land well prepared, will, as it is believed, yield

a much more remunerating crop than is generally believed. The apprehension

which has most deterred farmers from the cultivation of them, has been the fear

of drouth and the quantity of labor, together with a want of practical knowledge

of their actual value as compared with other food.

Be it, then, our endeavor to throw some light on these points in the course of

what we shall select and what we shall say.

The largest crops that have fallen under our personal observation—such as

appeared comparable with those that are realized in England, where this root is

said to give meat and bread to the nation, and indirectly to uphold the Govern-

ment—crops which in fact appeared to be amply remunerating—have been those

we have seen at Mr. Coming's, near Albany, under the skillful management of

Mr. Sotham ; and at Marshfield, under the general superintending direction of

the " Great Expounder " himself.

We don't propose to give instructions for their culture, except in one extract

;

for sometimes we think practical farmers must really be surfeited with reading,

again and again, the same old stories about common field practice, every form

and process of which has been so often repeated ; and as respects the different

kinds and the culture of turnips, no one need desire more information than we
have given in Stephens's Book of the Farm.

Our object will be rather to show, by examples of crops here and there, as

we see accounts of them, what has been done in our country, and thence to in-

sist on what may be done when this shall be made, as other crops have been, am

object of special attention and trial, under a persuasion of its real value. The first

item within reach comes to us in that very sensible, practical and judicious paper,

tlie ' Massachusetts Ploughman,' whose agricultural department never fails tore-

pay to us the attention which it always attracts. In an account of one of their

late Club meetings in the Hall of Legislation :

Mr. Brooks, of Princeton, went into an estimate of the relative values of difterent root8

for stock compared with hay. He had not grown turnips extensively. F'rom \ of an acre

he had grown 100 to 150 bushels. For young stock he counts them as good as hay. poutid

for pound. Tliey do not fatten like potatoes, but keep the bowels open. Potatoes are

better for milch cows than any kind of turnips.

We may venture to claim acquaintance with Mr. Brooks, and know him to

he in judgment and character altogether reliable. Here we sec that 500 bush-

els to the acre can be counted on.

(954)
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Mr. S. W. Cole exhibited a large, irregular cabbage turnip. He said tliis kind yields as
well as the rula-baga, and will keep as long. He raised 200 bushels in dnlis between his
nurseiy rows. He lets them stand a foot or more apart ui the rows. Thinks he could raise
800 bushels per acre.

.1. W. Pkoctoii, Esq., of Danvers, thought we ought to inquire which of the roots we
can raise to the best advantage—beets, turnips, or carrots. He thought carrots most prof-
itable ; beets exhaust the soil ; 35 tons of carrots had been grown on an acre in Essex
county ; 32 tons were not uncommon—worth eight dollars a ton. Carrots are good to pre-
paie the ground for onions. 100,000 bushels of onions had been grown in Danvers in a
year. Five hundred bushels is a common crop per acre. 800 bushels have been made to
the acre.

Thirty-two tons at S8—$256 to the acre ! Do not these cases show the ad-

vantages of a policy that produces factories and villages all over a State, to con-

sume, on the spot, these bulky commodities ? It is there that swamps and
marshes, and the rich'landy, are brought under the plow and the spade. Will

the reader look back to our quotation in this number, page 476, from Hon. J. R.
Poinsett, addressed to the Agricultural Society of South Carolina, as to the

effect of home manufactures on the prosperity of States that encourage them ?

The following Table may be useful in other respects, while it shows how
familiarly English writers speak of from thirty to fifty tons of turnips to the

acre :

CALCULATION OP SPACES, WEIGHTS AND PRODUCTS.
Distances between
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the only agricultural paper, and was still far from paying its way, we published

accounts of four hundred bushels of ruta-bagas to the acre, and gave full instruc-

tions about them. Cobbett was the first to make a great stir about them in our

country. It will be seen that Johnston rates an average crop al not much short

of one thousand bushels.

As far back as 1821—twenty.six years ago—we published an account of a crop

of turnips, 834 heaping bushels made on an acre of land, by Joseph W. Marcji

of Greenland, who gave under his own signature the following account of the

mode of culture

:

Last full about one-half of the lot was plowed, and it was intended the whole should have

been plowed, but the early hard frost prevented. Last spring about eight loads of compost

manure were spread on the ground and plowed in, two-thirds of which probably was swamp
and mixed with barn-yard dung.

On tlie 18th of June, I began to plant the seed. After harrowing the ground, seven fur-

rows were made lengthwise the piece, three and a half feet apart, with a horse plow. Into

these furrows good barn-yard manure was shoveled from a cart passing alongside, at the

rate of about fourteen loads per acre. Then a strong ox-team with a good plow passing

up one side and down on the other, plowing very deep, formed a high ridge directly over

the manure. After the seven ridges were plowed, a horse going between two ridges with

a light roller leveled the tops ; then a hoe was drawn along to make a small furrow for the

seed. Previous to dropping it, some manure was strewed along at the rate of four to five

loads per acre, in order to force the growth of the young plants, when first up, that the

fly might not destroy them. A boy then dropped the seed along the ridges, a few in

a place, about a foot apart, then covering them with a hoe completed the mamier ot

Bowing.

The principal labor in the after culture, was the fii'st weeding and thinning out the plants.

But as this was done in the season of hay making, at times when the weather was unfit for

making hay, the expense is considered trifling. I should judge, however, that the labor of tiie

after culture is about equal to that of Indian corn.

The produce of the acre is eigJit hundred and thirty-four heaped bushels of turnips, be-

sides of leaves what was judged to be about five tons. The expense of harvesting wascom-
paratively very small ; the whole being done in apart of one day. Upon calculation made of

the time, and number of hands employed, it appeared that five men could easily have pulled

them up, gathered them into carts, and housed them (after hauling them a distance of more
than a quarter of a mile) in one day.

In the same year we published an account from Thomas Hillen, near Balti-

more—as truthful a man as any to be found in a day's ride, and as a practical

farmer, an honor to the State. He had turnips to measure from twenty-nine to

thirty and a half inches round, and gathered from one-quarter of an acre 155

bushels ; from Sf acres and 14 perches, although part of the ground was made

quite unproductive by superfluous moisture—1,665 bushels. They weighed

61 pounds to the bushel ; from an eighth of an acre he got 5,108 pounds ;

from a quarter of an acre 9,455 ; and from the three-and-a-quarter acres and

fourteen perches 101,565 pounds. Agricultural Societies have continued to offer

premiums for patches of turnips, and will to the end of the chapter. This mode

of proceeding produces, as is seen, that sort of excitement which is begotten by

lotteries. They would do much better to offer a premium of $50 or a piece of

plate ; and better still, books of the value of $50, for the best Essay—one that

should most thoroughly discuss and indicate to the agricultural community,

whether, and under what circumstances, and for what uses, turnips can be pro-

fitably sustitutedfor other crops. In the one case they would elicit and impart

valuable practical information ; in the other tliey stimulate some man to go to

an enormous expense on a quarter of an acre, to have it said that he won a prize

for doing what has been done for the last thirty years by others.

The New-York State Agricultural Society awarded the following premiums

lately at Albany, for the following root crops. The one for turnips goes to show

what can be done, and ought to be satisfactory as to the soil and climate of this

^95ti)
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State at least. Under the wise regulations of this Society, constantly improving,

and especially of late years, in its administration of the office it has undertaken,

the winner of this turnip premium, Mr. Hastings, has doubtless been required to

detail with particularity the whole process, and all the expenses ; and that ac-

count, instead of being published at once, far and wide in the agricultural and
other papers, through which the whole community could get it, at a cost of a
cent or two, will some year probably make its appearance in a few big volumes,
to be given away to a few persons, all of whom are well able, but many of them,

too miserly to subscribe to an agricultural paper, though they can find means to

pay for a party sheet—or to be given out again as premiums.

Not an agricultural journal is patronized by the Slate Agricultural Society

—

although the Cultivator, the Agriculturist and the Genesee Farmer have done tea

thousand times more to diffuse knowledge and keep alive a spirit of inquiry, than

all the agricultural societies and institutes in the Slate, from their foundation td

the present day. But for the agricultural and the general Press, these institutions

could not sustain existence. Any one of the papers we have named, diffuses fifty

times as much information, and to ten times as many people, as their Vol-

umes of Transactions. Let agricultural journals be suspended, and we should

see all these Societies gasping for breath, like mice in an exhausted receiver.

The following were the premiums for crops :

FIELD CROPS.

Indian Corn.—Geo. Vail, Troy, (2 acres, 67 l)ushels per acre,) $20.

Spring Wheat.—Robert Eells, Westmoreland, Orange Co., (2 acres, 20^ bashels per
acre,) $8.

Barley.—Benjamin Enos, De Ruyter. MadLson Co., (2 acres, 39 bushels per acre,) $10.
E. C. Bliiis had not sufficient land for premuim.

Oats.—Charles W. Eells, Kiikland, Oneida Co., (2 acres, 8o| bushels per acre,) $10.
Benj. Eiios, De Ruyter, Madison Co., (71 bushels per acre,) $8.

Beans.—E. C. Bliss, Westfield, Chautauque Co., (3I4 bushels per acre,) $8.

Flax.—\Vm. Newcomb, Pittstown, Rensselaer Co., (half acre,) $5.

ROOT CROPS.

Potatoes.—Daniel Newcomb, Pittstown, Rensselaer Co., (1 acre, 405 bushels,) $10. Mar-
tin Springer, Brunswick, Rensselaer Co., (360 bushels,) $8.

Ruta-Bagas.—Joseph Hastings, Branswick, (1 acre, 1,317 bushels,) $10.

Carrots.—Wm. Risley, Fredonia, Chautauque Co., (half acre, .557 bushels,) $8.

It'will be seen that Mr. Vail, the worthy President of the Society, and now,
like all his predecessors, a Member of the Executive Committee, ex officio, bore

off the premium for the heaviest crop of corn—67 bushels to the acre on two acres.

Fifty years ago, a wager of fifty guineas was laid between Mr. John Stevens,

of Hoboken, and Mr. Daniel Ludlow, of Westchester, who would make the

greatest crop of Indian corn on an acre of land. Mr. Ludlow made 98 bushels

and 14 quarts, and was beaten by his competitor, who made 118 bushels and 2

quarts— not far from double the State Society premium crop in 1847. What thea

comes of the effect of these premiums after a repetition for so many years? If the

Society persist in offering them, should they not require that the crop should be

equal, at least, to any recorded, and that it be the result of a process, lake it alto-

gether, which it would be advisable and frofitahleforfarmers generally tofollow ?

If the object be to ascertain merely what can be done, has not that been shown
every year for fifty years? We speak only of what appears to us to be the true

policy. It would be much easier, more agreeable, and more profitable, to praise

everything, or to " lay dark ; " but that 's a policy we shall not practice while

acting as one of the humblest sentinels over the interests of the agricultural com-

munity.
(957)
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A writer of great candor and credibility before the American Revolution, put

down the usual wheat crop above Albany at from 20 to 40 bushels. And here

would seem to be an appropriate place for introducing the following Tables

from one of Johnston's Lectures. They may serve for frequent reference, and

we are persuaded will be found very acceptable. Perfect and exact precision is

not expected in such cases, but who can be better relied on for a near and reli-

able approximation to it than he ?

AVERAGE COMPOSITION AND PRODUCE OF NUTRITIVE MATTER PER ACRE, BY EACH OF THB
USUALLY CULTIVATED CROPS.

1st. Average Composition.—The relative proportions of the several most important con-

Btituents contained in our cultivated crops vary, as we have seen, with a great number of

circumstances. The following Table exhibits the average composition of 100 paits ot the

more common grains, roots and grasses, as neai'ly as the present state of our knowledge
upon the subject enables us to represent it

:

Wheat
Btrley
Oats
Rye
Indian Corn
Buckwheat
Rice
Beans
Pease
Potatoes
Turnips
Carrots
Mangel wurzel
Meadow hay
Clover hay .

Pea straw
Oat straw
Wheat straw
Barley straw
Rye straw
Indian Com, do

85
14

14

10 to 15

12

13 to 15

do.

do.

12

Husk, or
woody fibre.

15
15
20

10 to 20
6

25
3

8 to 11

9

4

25
45

50

50
45

55
60
60
60
70
50
75
40

50
18
9*

10
11

40
40
45
35
30
30
38
52

Gluten, albumen,
Ipgrumin, &c.

10 to 19

12 to 15

14 to 19

10 to 15

12
8
7

24 to 28
24
20
1-5

1-5

20
71
9-3

123
1-3

1-3

1-3

1-3

30

2 to 4

2 to 3

5 to 7

3 to 4

5 to 9
0-4?
0-7

2 to 3
2-1

0-3

0-3

0-4

7

2 to 5

3 to 5
1-5

0-8?

2 to 3i

?

?

1-7

Saline matter.

2

3
4

2

1^
4

OJ
3
3

i to 1

J to 4-

l| to 2

3 to 1

5 to 10
9

4 to 6

C
5
5

4

3 to 7

Some of the above numbers are approximations only. The proportions of fatty matter

especially, are in many instances very uncertain.

2d. Gross Produce per Acre —The gross produce, per acre, of the different crop« varies

in different districts of the country. The weight of each crop in pounds, however, will, in

general, approach to one or other of the quantities represented by the numbers in the fol-

lowing Table

:

Produce per acre. Weight per bushel. Total weight in pouiak.

Wheat 25 bushels.

30

Barley ...35

40

Oats 40
50

Bye 25
30

Indian Com 30

Buckwheat 30

Beans 25
30

Peas 25
Weight of produce, I

Potatoes 6 tons Carrots .25 tons

12 .. Meadow hay t| --

Turnips 20 .. Clover hav 2 ..

30 .. I

60 lbs.
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3d. Average Produce of Nutritive Mailer per Acre.—In the gross produce above given,
there are contained, according to the first Table, the following average pioportious of uutri-

tive matter of various kinds:

Average Produce of Nutritive Matter of different kinds from an Acre of the usually
cultivated Crops.

Wheat

Barley

Oats...

Rye.

Indian CJom.
Buckwheat .

Beans

Peas

Potatoes.

Tamips.

Carrots

Mangel-wurzel
Meadow liay . .

.

Clover hay. ....

Pea straw
Wheat straw...

Oat straw

Barley straw.

Rye straw. .

.
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We should sow the last of July, with a good season, rather than run the risk

of another early in August, though we have known, under very favorable cir-

cumstances, even in our boyish days, a heavy crop to come in Calvert County,

from seed sown on the lOlh of September, on old cow-penned land. If men

won't try, and that in the right way, how do they know what can be done ?—

There's a way in doing everything, as there is a right and a wrong side m
mounting a horse. There is no crop so carefully prepared for in England, whose

very G.ovemment is said to rest on turnips, as the turnip crop. For them it is

meat and meal.

REARING AND FEEDING CALVES.

[Abridged from the German.]

Having had 34 years' experience in rear-

ing calves, I hope you will excuse the lib-

erty I take iu sending you the following

account of my practice—especially as I have

found ray method so much better than allow-

ing the calves to suck their mothers. Whether
the animals were intended for keej>crs or

feeders, I have always found that my method

brings them soonest to perfection. It is

shortly this

:

1. For the first week the calf receives daily

six quarts of new milk, as wann as it comes

from the cow, in three portions—at morning,

noon, and night. I carefully adhere to these

three times of feeding for the first 12 weeks.

2. In the second week the milk is increased

by half a pint at each feeding time ; so that

the calf i-eceives, according to its strength, not

less than 6| to 7 quarts per day.

3. In the third week the calf no longer re-

ceives new milk, but the milk of the previ-

ous day skimmed ; always taking care to

warm the milk slightly, and at tlie same time

increasing the quantity, so that the daily ra-

tion is now 7.^ quarts. I also commence at

this time to introduce into the drink small

portions of boiled linseed, or linseed meal and

crushed peas.*

4. I proceed in the same manner in the

fourth, fifth and sixth weeks, except that the

milk is increased each week by half a pint at

every feeding-time, so that in the fourth we^k
the calf receives 8^, in the fifth 9, and in the

6th 9^ quarts of milk daily ; the animals also

receiving more and more linseed meal,

crushed peas, or rye meal in their drinks,

which are always lukewarm.
5. In the next six weeks I gave them their

food cold—with, however, more of these

mixtures ; the latter are always increased

with the quantity of the milk, because too

much liquid food is very apt to make the

calves poor and pot-bellied. During this pe-

* Corn meal might be substituted for flax-seed, and
for beans or other meal.

(960)

riod I also take from them a portion of their

milk, adding in its place such a portion of the
linseed or other substances mixed with warm
water as still to make the total quantity of
each day's drink (increased, as I have said

before, by half a pint at each meal) in tha
seventh week lOi quarts, and in the twelfth

week 14^ quarts per day.

6. Whoever pays proper attention to the
feeding of his cattle will soon discover wheth-
er the proportion of food named be suffi-

ciently rich or not, and can easily add or di-

minish the proper quantity.

7. There can be no animal so stupid about
its food as the calf; it must therefore be
taught from its earliest infancy. For this pur-
pose, in teaching them to take their food
when mixed with the linseed meal, &c., we
generally begin by giving a small handfid of
oatmeal, and placing within their reach some
good hay, or, if the season will afford it, some
green food.

8. When the calves are twelve weeks old,

'he milk is entirely taken from them, and
they receive in its place rye meal or crushed
peas, made into pulp with water, and then
thinned ; the daily ration being increased un-
til the end of the second quarter from 14^ to

20 quarts.

9. When the calves are half a year old, the
drinking food is gradually lessened and
thinned—the quantity being regulated by the
natural thirst of the animals, as it gradually
takes on to more substantial food.

10. The following is the statement of the
expense of bringing up a calf until one year
old:

1. The first 14 days 91 quarts of good milk.
2. From the second to the sixth week, 242 quarts

of skimmed milk (12 hours old).

3. From the sovenih to the twelfth week, 252 qts.

of very poor milk (24 hours old.)

4. Half cwr. oflinseed meal.
.'>. Three bushels of crushed peas.
6. 1'wo bushels of rye meal.
7. Hay, oats, green food, &c.
Total expense of these in Germany, &Z sterling.
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PRUNING.—THE APPLE TREE.

The Apple tree, left to its natural srowth,

forms generally a low stem, brandling out

into a top, which ultimately becomes hemi-
spherical, toward the outside of which fruit-

spurs, leaves, and fiiiit are most abundant : to

support these branches interiorly may be con-

sidered as a sort of framework, for they are

often destitute of spurs or foilage. In pruning
and training it is necessaiy to bear this

natural tendency of growtli constantly in

mind ; for although that tendency may be
subdued or diverted to suit the purposes of

cultivation, yet it cannot be annihilated while
the trees are young, and as vigorous as they
ought to be. A tree may be prevented from
growing up with a single stem by cutting

back ; then several shoots usually result, and
these become so many smaller stems, if not

interfered with. Like the individual stem,

they are not disposed to bear fruit ; their ten-

dency is to be merely pillars or supporters of

a system of elevated ramifications, at the ex-

tremities of which fructification naturally

takes place. Being aware of this, the opera-

tions of pruning and training necessary to be
performed when the tree is to be grown in

any particular form different from its natural

habit, will be better understood. The modes
in which the Apple tree is grown are numer-
ous. The principal are, as standards, open
dwarfs, pyramids, ti'aiued against espaliers,

and against walls.

A Standard, properly managed, should
have a clean, straight, and substantial stem.

By substantiality of stem is here meant a

structure capable of supporting itself without

bending, and hence not requiring the aid of

stakes. In general, this property is too little

thought of; or at its expense, the other pro-

perties are endeavored to be obtained. The
following will illustrate this. Supposing it

were required to grow an Apple tree with a

stem (if such it might be called) fifteen feet

in length, yet nowhere more than an inch in

diameter ; the way to effect this would be to

train a maiden plant to a rod, taking care to

allow no side-shoots to grow, nor any leaves,

excepting a very few at top. By adopting

a similar proceeding year after year, the

stem will reach the hight above-mentioned,
and be like a slender, flexible rod, almost of

uniform thickness, which would instantly

bend to the ground on being deprived of its

support. It must be considered a work of

misapplied art; for nalunilly the plant would
have put forth side-shoots and leaves as it

advanced; and these leaves would have con-

tributed to the formation of layers of wood,
increasing the thickness of the base ; thus the

stem would have become an elongated cone,

a form adapted for self-support.

From what has been stated, it is obvious

4hAt the necessity for stakes is owing to the

im[)roper management of the plant while the

stem is being reared ; and this again from the
96t)

erroneous idea that a sufficiently clean stem

cannot be produced uulcss it be sti-ipped of
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leaves, twigs, in short of everything but the

bark. Every leaf which appears along the

young stem should be encouraged. It any

strong shoot break out, let it be checked ; but

all other laterals should be allowed to go on

at least to the end of July, when they may
be stopped by pinching ofT their points. In

the following autumn cut them off closely

from the lower portion of the stem, and .short-

en the rest back to one eye. In the follow-

ing season these eyes will push fresh shoots ;

treat them like their predecessors in summer,

and clear an additional portion of the stem

below, in autumn, by closely cutting the

laterals which may have pushed therefrom.

By this mode of procedure, self-supporting

Bterns can be generally insured.

The formation of the top must now be con-

sidered. The hight of clear stem being de-

termined, ihe upright leader exceeding that

hight in summer by several inches, must be
shortened back at the ensuing winter-pruning,

BO that the lowest of the three buds imme-
diately below the section shall correspond

with the intended hight of stem. These three

buds will give rise to three shoots, which
should be encouraged for the commencement
of the branches of the tree. Each of them,

as they proceed in growth, should be made
to diverge at an angle of about 45*-", or half

way between the horizontal and perpendicu-

lar directions ; and at the same time, the

ahoots should be kept equidistant from each

other. At the winter-pruning, they should

be shortened to within nine inches or a foot

of their bases ; particularly observing to cut

above two buils pointing outward in the di-

rection which it v/ould be desirable the

shoots proceeding from them should take.

—

Six limbs will thus be originated. Again, a
little attention in summer will ensure an
equal divergence of the shoots from the per-

pendicular, and equal distances from each
other. Meanwhile a gi-adual divestment of

the temporary shoots on the stem is presumed
to have annually taken place as above recom-
mended. The scars resulting from the sup-

pression of those on the lower part of the

stem will have nearly or quite healed over ;

for this process will be greatly accelerated

by the action of leaves on shoots left alcove.

It may be observed that after all these tem-

porary shoots are removed from them, their

beneficial effects continue ; for the roots form-

ed by their agency still remain to contribute

to tho future growth of the tree.

After the principal branches have been
started, it would be well to regulate the

growth of the top for a few years longer, by
checking, about midsummer, any shoots that

are over-luxuriant, or that are taking a wrong
direction. Afterward, little pruning will be
required. The branches should be kept thin

enough to admit sufficient sun and air ; and
after bearing heavy crops, portions of the ex-

tremities should be a little shortened.

CULTURAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE POTATO FOR 1848.

It seems on all bands to be agreed that

early planting of tho potato is advisable.

The first point of importance is selecting and
cultivating the earliest kinds, and at the ear-

liest possible season ; not that early varieties

have been less subject to disease than others,

for if cultivated at a late period of the sum-
mer all have proved alike affected. Hence
the utility of treating late kinds as precoci-

ties, which plan, be it remarked, we have

had recourse to with success, by raising them
in pots on slight heat, early in April, and
planting them out finally in May on open
compartments, taking precaution to cut down
the hauhn or straw at the end of July, and

in this way we have obtained an abundant
sound crop, and large, which has kept well

up to the present time. We recommend our

frieuds to adopt the same plan, and we vouch

for satisfactory results, for wo flatter our-

selves this is a decided cultural improve-

ment in late kinds, and of national impor-

tance, as we conceive nearly double the land

usually allotted to them will be required to

produce ample supplies of early potatoes if

late ones become extinct. Upon the same
principle they may be ripened earlier on a
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larger scale by simply plastering a wann bed
2 inches thick with puddled dung or loam,

which will more readily adhere to the roots

when transplanted, then placing the sets

firmly, as close as they may be conveniently

removed with a ti'owel, finally covering them
about 2 inches vi'ith light mould, precisely as

with dahlias, to be slightly protected in case

of frost until their final destination in May.
We hope this will induce those who aro

about to raise potatoes from seed to be as

early in the field as circumstances will ad-

mit, as the gi'eater probability of success de-

pends on raising them before the ordinary

time, also of obtaining early selected seed, as

seeds gathered and raised indiscriminately

have signally failed, while the former have
produced a crop of sound tubers, and many
of ample size for the table the first year.

For the encouragement of tyros in this de-

pnrtnjeut, we observe that on 7 rods under

this early treatment, we have fiom one small

packet of selected seed, value 7d., obtained

.5 bushels of seedlings, sufficient to plant half

an acre of land, which we intend to plant t^
ensuing season, not fearing success. \Ye

would farther add that no one need be ap-
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p-ehensive of the impracticabiiity of plant- 1
variably produce tubei-s akin to the parent

ing seedlings, as our best crops were ob- stock, while from those collected proniiscu-

tamed last season from seedlings of 1846, ously or inadvertently, are produced a pro-

though diminutive in size as compared with

those of 1847. In short, by superior cultiva-

tion, full cro[)8 may be obtained from seed-

lings not larger than f^eas. Also note, that

eeeds selected from a distinct early kind in-

geny ni various sportnig vai leties ; con8&-
quently, from their late tendency, many of
them have fallen victims to the prevailuig
epidemic. Hardy & Son, Maiden.

PROGRESS OF THE AMERICAN CHEESE TRADE.

The Detroit Free Press, the State paper of Michigan,, fumishea the following statemeDt

of this new and rather important branch of ti-ade

:

The Cheese ti-ade is rapidly augmenting in hundreds of tons to our markets. Neither
this counti-y. The foreign exports of it have
become a prominent article of supply for dis-

tant climes. Up to 1840 there was but a small

quantity shipped, and that principally on for-

eign account. That year Messrs. Goodrich &,

Co., of New-York, and the Messrs. Green, of

Boston, made the experiment of large con-

signments to England. Of course, they met
with the usual prejudices, the market before

having been furnished with foreign cheese

from Ireland and Holland. By perseverance

the American article gradually came into fa-

vor, until it has now reached a heavy con-

sumption. It fills part of the cargo of almost
every vessel that leaves our seaports for Liv-

erpool. The statistics of export, as will be
seen by the following, betoken a still fai'ther

extension, which is worthy the attention of

the fanners of this State :

1840 lbs. 723,713 1843 lbs. 3.440,144

1841 1,748,781 J 844 7,433,145

1842 2,456,677 1845 7,941,187

1846 8,675,390

This foreign export trade has now reached

over a million of dollars annually. It goes to

fifty-two countries. Our heaviest customers

in 1846 were

—

Hayti lbs. 150,046 :

British Guiana 162.420
England, lbs. 6.744,6.09

West Indies.. 807,040

Cuba 227,276

Canadas 185,915

Until within five years, cheese has usually

been kept on sale in our Eastern cities by
grocers and produce dealers, with a general

a.ssortment of other products. A total revo-

lution in this respect has tjiken place. In
New-York and Boston, extensive houses, ex-

clusively for cheese, arc doing a large busi-

ness. Several commission houses are now
solely engaged in it.

The farmers of our State seem to have neg-

lected this importjuit branch of the dairy.

Every other salable product is produced here

in abundance ; why not add this to our list of

exp:)rt-i ? We cerUiinly posse.'W the grazing

land. Still we do not make 20 per cent, of

the cheese consumed in the State. Daily it

Western New-York nor Ohio possesses more
advantages for its manufacture than our own
farmers. We arc told that at the [)nce8 it has
borne for the last five years it is much more
profitable than butter. In fact, for three
months m the year, butter does not sell at

any higher price. All daiiy-women agree
that two pounds of cheese are made easier

than one pound of butter. Yet it is neglected^
In several towns near Buffalo, (Hamburgh

and Collins,) it is the principal business of the
farmers, and all who have embarked in it

have greatly added to their wealth. Chau-
lauque County farmers have increased their
cows for cheese-making; Herkimer County,
N. Y., produced 8.000,000 lbs. in 1845, ac-
cording to the State Census ; St. Lawrence
9,000,000 lbs. In Allegany County, hereto-
fore, lumber was the principal production

;

nearly every fanner now turns out his five

to twenty casks of cheese m the fall. All the
Southern tier of counties in that State are
largely embarking in it. The Census of 1835
gives the quantity made in ihe State at

36,000,000 lbs. Ohio has doubled her ex-
ports of it within five years. Indiana cheese
is now becoming known in the market.
As a sample of its increase, we give the

following statistics of the amount that arrived
Scotland 88,041

j

at tide-water on the Hudson River, from the
Venezuela ... 40,812 Canal Collector's books:

Ye.-ir. Pounds.

1834 6.340,000
1835 9,586,000
1836 14,060.000
1837 15,560,000
1838 13,810,000
1839 14, .530,000

1840 18,820,000

1841 14,170,000
1842 19,004,000
1843 24.334,000
1844 26.672,500

1845 29,371,000
1846 34,812,513

B spotted.

723.713

1,748,781

2,456,677

3,440,144

7,433.145

7,941,187

8.675,390

Here is a largo quantity, but a ready mar-
ket is found. The increase of foreign e.x-

ports is hu-ge. Up to last fill the duty on it

is shipped here from BufTdlo, ajid goes into in England was $2 42 per 100 lbs. Sir Rob-
the interior of this State. Ohio also sends her ' eit Peel's new Tmiff reduced it to $1 per 100,
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wliich will cheapen it to British consumers.
The prices range in Liverpool, according to

quality, from $10 to $15 per 112 lbs., and for

three years past the London market has never
been overstocked but three or four times,

which has lasted but two to five weeks. It

is getting introduced into all circles, and
driving the Dutch article out of market. Mr.
Colman, in his Agricultural Tour in Europe,
eays he found it gracing the tables of the

lords and nobles, where, five years ago, it

liad never found its way. He dined with a
Marquis, who treated him to American
cheese, American ap[)]es, American cianber-
ries, and American cider in bottles.

It is now exported to the East Indies in

boxes ; found in Calcutta, and goes ; with oth-

er notions, to the Celestials of China. None
but the real skim-milk giindstoues, however,
can stand a hot climate.

How many millions of pounds would come pouring down from the rich mountain sides and

valleys of fertile and temperate Western Virginia, if penetrated with railroads, as New-Eng-
land is ! Only look at the difference, and if there be a spark of State pride animating the bosoms

of the descendants of the Marshalls, and Jeffersons. and Henrys, and Lees, let them look into the

causes that are holding back that glorious Old Dominion, in the race that is pending between
the Sisters of the Republic, " as if her legs were tied," and promising to bring her to the pole dead
beat, and not even a third-rater. In Massachusetts, chiefly, and the adjoining States, there have

been made, while Virginia has been talking, 851 miles of railroad, at a cost of $35,902,355 ; and,

be it noted, of the finished parts of these roads, 662 miles pay a net profit of over six per cent !

A NEW BOOK, AND ONE MUCH WANTED.
A Mksxjai, op the Pkinciples and Practice of RoAD-MAKrNc ; comprising the Location, Constnic-

tion, and Improvement of Roeds, (Common, MacAdam, Paved, Plank, etc.,) and Railroads. By
W. M. GiLLESpiE, A. M. C. E , Professor of Civil Engineering in Union College.

The work of which we have liere given the title, has made its appearance very oppor-

tunely, as it was much needed for the very reasons given in the Preface

:

" The common roads of the United States are infen-ior to tliosc of any other civilized country.
Their faults are those of direction, of slopes, of shape, of surface, and generally of deficiency in
all the attributes of good roads. Some of these defects are indeed the unavoidable results of the
scantiness of capital and of labor in a new country, but most of them arise from an ignorance
either of the true principles of road-making, or of the advantages of putting these principles into
practice. They may therefore be removed by a more general diffusion of scientific instruction
upon this subject, and to assist in brmging about this consummation is the object of the present
volume. In it the author has endeavored to combine, in a systematic and symmetrical form, the
results of an engineering experience in all parts of the United States, and of an examination of
the great roads of Europe, with a careful digestion of all accessible authorities, an important por-
tion of the matter having never before appeared in English."

We gave an exti-act from it in a former number,* and have only now to reiterate, what

we have so often urged, that these are the subjects which ought to be taught in our Com-

mon Schools, as practical exemplifications of the Mathematics which in some of them are

now taught or pretended to be. How obviously does a thorough reform in the course of

Common School education, lie at the bottom of all rational ideas of the improvement and

prosperity of the agricultural class ! The elements of Agriculture—the same in all countries

and all climates, have been so simplified as to be teachable and comprehensible to boys

from twelve to sixteen years ; and of these elements there ought to be a strong infusion

in every course of rural education.

We are happy to have it in our power to say that a book is now in the press, exceedingly

well adapted to this end, and which will commend itself to every teacher and every learner

in the United Slates. It has the highest sanction, and is of universal applicability, and will

be so very cheap—not exceeding 37^ cents—as to make the price of no moment.

Cork Bee-Hives.—Bee-hives have lately been made of cork, and have been found so service-

able that a considerable quantity of cork has been imported from London, for the purpose of ma-
king them.

Flower-Clock.— Linnasus formed, at Upsan, a flower-clock, the flowers of which indicaied

the hours by their different times of falling asleep.

* This article was written long since, and overlooked.
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HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.
Kitchen Garden Calendar—April.—If the season ia propitious, the gardener should now

be active, and prepare his grounds for planting and sowing the more hardy vegetables—there is

advantage in early cropping in light soils, transplanted plants root more readily, and seeds vege-
tate with greater certainty, especially in dry seasons. On heavy land we can hardly recommend
hasty action ; if the soil be prematurely worked, it is apt to retain traces of it, and remain stub-

born throughout the season ; it is therefore better to defer labor on such soils until it is sufficiently

dry to crumble : if all is favorable, we may proceed as follows :

Alexanders, sow. Angelica, sow. Artichokes, plant or dress. Asfaragus, sow, plant, force,

and dress beds. j5a/m, plant. Basil, sow. Beans, sow, hoe. Beets, sow. 5oreco/e, sow, prick
out. leave for seed. Broccoli, sow. Borage, sow. Burnets, sow and plant. Cabbages, sow,
plant. Capsicum, sow. Cardoons, sow. Carraicay, sow. Carrots, sow, weed. Canli-
fiowers, late, sow in open ground. Celery, sow, leave for seed. Chamomile, plant. Chives,
plant. Cliervel, sow, leave lor seed. Coleirorts, plant. Clary, sow. Cress, sow. Cvcumbers,
sow. Dill, sow. Earthing-vp, attend to. Fennel, sovir or plant. Finochio, sow. Garlic, plant.

Horse-radish, plant. Hol-heds, make and attend. Hyssop, sow, plant. Jerusalem Artichokes,
plant. Kale (Sea,) sow and plant, dress beds. Kidney beans (dwarfs,) sow ; (runners,) sow.
Lavender, plant. Leeks, sow, leave for seed. Lettuces, sow weekly, plant from frames. Mari-
golds, sow. Marjoram, sow and plant. Melons, sow. Mustard and Cress, sow, leave for seed.
Mushroom beds, make, attend to. Mint, plant. Nasturtivms, sow. Onions, sow, weed, plant
and leave for seed. Parsley, sow, leave for seed, (Hamburgh,) sow. Parsnips, sow, hand-weed.
Peas, sow, hoe, stick. Pennyroyal, plant. PuTnpkins. sow. Potatoes, plant, attend forcing.

Purslane, sow. Radishes, sow, thin. Rape, sow. Rocambole, plant. Rue, plant. Salsify
and Savory, sow. Scorzonera and Skirre/s, sow. Shallots and Sage, plant. Sorrels, sow
and plant. Spinach, sow, thin, leave for seed. Tansy and Tarragon, plant. Thyme, sow and
plant. Tomatoes, sow. Turnips, sow, plant and for seed. Turnip-Cabbages, sow. Wartn-
woode, sow.
Ln the Carolinas and SaiUhward, plant beans, sow some peas in order to have an uninter-

rupted succes.siou—spring-sown cabbage will now be fit to transplant—manure well if you ex-
pect fine heads ; the plants set out in Februai-y and March will require culture, deep tillage is

demanded by the cabbage tribe—about the middle or latter end of this month sow drumhead,
flat Dutch and drumhead Savoy cabbage-seed for plants, to be set out in June—cauliflowers and
broccoli maybe sown. The carrots, parsnips, beets, &;c., previously sown are now advancing in

growth and should receive the necessary care ; each of the roots named may now be sown

—

email onions set out in autumn and winter will shortly be fit for use—sow leeks for winter use ;

turnips sown last month should be hoed and thinned—asparagus is now in season, hoe over the
beds to exterminate the weeds, the few heads which will be cut off are of no account compared
with the good service of the hoe ; draw up earth to the potato vines—.sow radishes, the white
summer and yellow turnips are the best for this season ; lettuce may be transplanted, or drilled

where intended to head ; sow celery—plant more cucumbers and melons, also squashes—also

okra, if not already in. The vigilant gardener will keep his eye upon the weeds—an hour's work
now will equal a day's when the ground gets foul.

Green-House Calendar—April.—Air, admit daily as weather permits. Camellias, sow
and graft. Earth in pots stir frequently ; and add fresh if not done in March. Grcenfiy or Aphis
usuafly indicates the house has been kept too cold. Hardiest Plants keep in coldest parts of
house, near the ventilators. Head down irregular growing shrubs. Heat, increase if necessary.
In-arch shrubby exotics. Leaves and Wood decayed, remove as they appear ; clean with sponge
or syringe. Liquid Manure apply to sickly shrubs. Potted Plants, shilt as they require room ;

and water immediately. Propagate by seeds, cuttings, in-arching, and other modes, as the
species permit. Prune or pinch off" free growing shoot.s, to make shrubby growths. Succulent
plants shift

;
plant cuttings and suckers. Water often, guided always hy the plant' .s habits.

Flower Garden Calendar—April.—Annuals (Tender), prick out those sown in February
and March into a hot-bed, water often, sow in hotbed; (Hardy), may be sown in borders. &c., to

remain ; thin those advancing. Auriculas in bloom, shelter. (See Hyacinth). Supply with
water often ; those for seed, plunge pots in a sheltered border, -where they can have sun until

eleven o'clock, plant offsets, propagate bj- slips, seedling shade during mid-day. Anemones and
Auriculas done flowering, take up and separate oft'sets. Bo.r edging may be made, and old taken
np, slipped and replanted. Biennials, finish sowina:

;
plant out those sown last spring. Bulbs,

in water glasses, done flowering, plant in ground after cutting down stalks: autumn flowering,
take up and store, ready for planting in July ; spring flowering, remove from borders to some
place where they can complete their vegetation ; their decayed leaves are unsifhtly. Carnations
in pots give liquid manure, and water often, stir the earth ; sow, plant into borders. Climbing
plants, train and regulate. Dahlias, plant to remain, or in ])ot.^ to forward in a frame until May.
Drcs.'i the border". &c., indefatig.ibly. Kvm^reo's phmt : it is the best si-.ison. Frames, raise, by
Bupporterg at the bottom, as the ])lant.-< within frrow t;ill. lloll. trim eciiri^s, dress with earth if

poor. Gravel, turn and l.ny afresh in drv weather, foil once a week. Hyacinths, shelter from
(96.3)
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eun by an awning or matting over the beds, from nine to fonr ; civc the same shelter in bad
weather day and night ; lliose done flowering, take up; separate otisets and store. Injects de-

stroy with tobacco smoke or dusting of Scotch snutf. Magnone.Ue, sow in any warm border.

Mulch, put round trees newly planted. P/nk^. sow. Polt/anilutscK, sow, plant out and propa-

gate by offsets; last year's seedlings now in bloom, mark best for propagating. Potled Plants,

give fre.sh earth to, if not done last month; shift into larger; water freely. Perennials, those

sown last spring may still be planted, and propagated by offsets ; finish sowing. Slicks, are re-

quired to blooming plants. Tulips, take off poJ.s to strengthen bulbs. Watering' plants in pots

isnow required more frequently, yet moderately
;
give it early m the morning.

Vegktabi.e Life—[By F. P. Nichols.]—Vegetable, like animallife, is derived from parental

germination ; it grows up to a state of maturity through the medium of nutrition ; it sinks and
declines from the exhaustion of it.i organization, occasioned by old age. and death ensues; the

materials of its composition then decay and dissolve into their ultimate elements—thus leaving

a vacancy upon the earth, to be filled up by the progeny of which it, in its turn, baa become the

author.

Vegetation commences its existence in a state of embryo, surrounded by a pulpy or fluid sub-

stance, upon which it is nourished, and contained in a tough skin ; in this condition it is called

.seed. As soon as it becomes sufficiently strong to adajit the crude nourishment of the soil to its

system, it grows ripe ; and then, bur.sting from the case that has enveloped it, and by which it

has been united to its parent tree, it is scattered about—in some cases carried by the wind to a
considerable distance, in others projected by the elasticity of the seed-case ; and in various other

natural ways it is distributed upon the f^ice of the earth, which it covers with the means of vege-

tation wherever sustenance has been supplied for its support.

As soon as the seed is deposited on a nutritive soil, it commences nourishing its enclosed germ,
by absorbing the carbon of the surrounding air, and sacking up the fluids of the earth ; thus

••strengthening and enlarging the tender plant, until, breaking through its covering, it sends forth

two stem.s—one down into the soil, which throws out innumerable fibres, and is termed the root ;

the other, which is called the trunk, up toward the light, shooting forth branches, which in due
season bear liieir appropriate loaves, flowers. &.c.

The fibres of the root take up the food in the soil, and convey it in the form of crvde Rap. or un-

digested food, into the body of the root ; from which it rises through the vessels of the trunk, un-

dergoing all those various changes by which it is assimilated to a fit and proper nourishment
whereon to support the e.xistence of the plant.

The crude sap, thus deposited in the body of the root, is a compound of water and various

earthy, saline, and gaseous matters: from the root it is impelled into the sap-veflsels of the ascend-

ing trunk, v.liere such agencies as light, heat, electricity, &c. acting upon it, it becomes decom-
posed, and deposits its various matters in a solidified form, in the various parts of the vv-oody struc-

ture ; it is now digested, and, dissolving the various matters it comes in contact with, rises up to

the leaves, in order to receive the carbonic acid ga.s, which forms the vital ingredient of vegeta-

ble life, as oxygen does of animal : this is accomplished by the process of respiration. The
sap being passed down a central vein of the leaf, is distributed through those innumerable minute
vessels which form the network of that organ ; there, by the action of the solar rays, a portion of

the oxygen of the sap is given out, and the carbon of the air is absorbed in its stead ; this only

takes place during daylight ; in darkness the reverse is the case—carbon is given out, and oxy-
gen taken in.

The sap now. like the arterial or oxygenized blood of animals, becomes vital fluid, and return-

ing along the branches, and down the trunk, is carried through the descending vessels to every

part of the tree, repairing what is worn out, sustaining exhaustion, depositing the material of such

new formations as the growth may require, and cleansing away all useless and obnoxious matter,

which it carries down to the root, to he finally deposited in the soil.

Thus the vitality of vegetable life is dependent upon its organization, and hence subjected to

the casualties of disea.se and accidental death. It may be starved by want of food ; it may be
poisoned by taking into its system noxious matter ; it may be suffocated from want of air ; its

health may be impaired by breathing impurities ; it may be invigorated by stimulants, and, in

fact, is liable to all the vicissitudes of conscious nature. It performs its mission in replenishing the

earth with verdure, fertilizing its soil, changing its inorganic substances into organic matter, puri-

fying the atmosphere b}' ab.sorbing the carbon by which it has been vitiated, and so, while yielding

a fit nutriment to animal nature, rendering the earth a healthy habitation alike for man and beast.

8uch is the economy of vegetable existence. [Sharpe's London Magazine.

ISFLTJENCE OF MOTHERS ON THE LlVES AND HaPPINES.*; OF MeN—[By R. F. W. ALLSTON.]—
If the great end of life be to prepare for a more exalted state of existence hereafter, the ends of

knowledge should be to make men wiser, better, happier, and so to fit them for the society ofthe
pure and perfect. To the gentler sex—to my fair countrywomen—belongs the pleasing and re-

sponsible task of laying tlie corner-stone, the groundwork of such preparation. It is at the
mother's knee, in the liomcly nursery of childhood, that the earliest lessons are taught—they
are among the last forgot. Dititated by natural aflfection, they are addressed to the heart and are
indelibly impressed there. They are lessons of principle. No degree of talent can atone for the
want of principle—no brilliancy of genius can compensate the want of virtue. True genius, in-

deed, in its nature, approaches the divine, is allied to virtue, and should always be associated with
it. But for the errors and neglect which sometimes have obtained in early education, the world
woi^Vl r>i* have to lament the sad fate of individuals possessing the highest qnalitics of mind, not

directed, however, and not chastened by the liolj- principles of virtue.

The youthful man who treads the earth with firm, elastic step, approved by the aged, courted

by the young, when tempted by his snccessful career to infringe the moral law, to yield to the
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leadings of unbridled passion, is checked in the ardor of his temperament, or the I'rst time, per-

haps, by the timely recellectiou of her who with affectionate, mild voice, was wont to counsel

her son, " Do unto others as you would have Ihera do to you."

The man of years, broken iu constitution and wasted with disease, while tottering on toward
the last home of the wretched, stifles the rilling murmur at his fate by the remembrance of the
tested faith, the cheerful resignation and meek submission of a long- lost mother.

Even the hardened criminal, when in his lonely cell he sighs for the home of liis childhood, ^ives
his first thovight to the mother who endeared it. The man issoftened—he remembers ! What-
ever were her errors, whatever her conduct to others, she was always kind to him. The obdu-
rate heart is subdued. He weeps bit'er tears of contrition at his fall, and his voice is raised in

accents, long unpracliced, to breathe forth the prayer which was taught him from her lips.

Cultivation of the Lettuce.—Mr. Forsyth gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, at Alton
Towers, tells us that in that county boiled lettuce is a common dish, and recommends an improved
mode of cultivation by which four crops a year shall be regularly-secured. He says:
' •' Any lettuce will grow freely in the open garden after the 22d of March ; in any rich garden-
-oil, four seeds in a square foot are sufficient ; three crops in summer, olf the same land, may be
'asily got. and if persons will go to the expen.se or trouble of transplanting lettuce, many crops
iiiay be had ; and as four will grow upon a square foot, and weigh, when young, half a pound eacn,
every square yard of soil will produce in the three crops in the season, half a cwt., which is 15 ewt.
to the pole of ground, or 120 tons to the acre."

To Destroy Cockroaches.—If yonr correspondents will try the following simple plan, I will
warrant them that every beetle and cockroach will .shortly disappear, and that the kitchen will
not again be infested. Add about a tea-spoonfull of powdered arsenic to about a table-spoonfuU
of mashed boiled potatoes; rub and mix them well together, and then crumble about a third of
it, every night at bed-time, about the kitchen hearth ; it will be eaten up or nearly so, by the fol-

lowing morning. The creature is very fond of potatoes, nnd devouring them greedily, crawls
again into its hole and perishes. I had occasion to have some alterations made in the kitchen-

stove six months after I pursued this plan, and found hundreds of wings and dried mummies of
defunct cockroaches. Their disappearance was not attended with the slightest perceptible smell

;

and though five years have elapsed, not one has again been seen in my kitchen. In putting it into

practtce, any remaining crumbs should be swept up the next morning.
F. H. HORNER, M. D.

We have tried the foregoing, and found it perfectly effectual. [Downing's Horticulturist.

To Drive away Rat.s.—Mr. Charles Pierce, of Milton, recommends potash for this purpose. The
rats troubled him very much, having eaten through the chamber .loor; they appeared in great
numbers, and were very troublesome, so that he felt justified to resort to stratagem and severe
treatment for their expulsion from his premises. He pounded up potash and strewed around
their holes, threw some under their holes, and rubbed some on the sides of the boards and under
part, where they came through. The next night he heard a squealing among them, which we
supposed was from the caustic nature of the potash that got among their hair, or on their bare
feet. They disappeared, and he has not been troubled with them since that time, which was
nearly a year ago. [Boston Cultivator.

Sparrows.—It is proved that a pair of sparrows, during the lime they have their young to
feed, destroy, on an average, every week three ihou.sand three hundred and sixty caterpillars.

This calculation is founded upon actual observation. Two parents have been known to carry to
their nest forty caterpillars in an hour ; and, supposing the sparrows to enter the nest only twelve
times during each day, they would cause a consumption of four hundred and eighty caterpil-
lars ; this .sum gives three thou-sand three hundred and sixty caterpillars extirpated weekly from
a garden. Hut the utility of the birds is not limited to this circumstance alone, for they likewise
feed their young with butterilies and other winged insects, each of which, if not destroyed in this
maimer, would become the parent of hundreds of caterpillars.

Preservative against Moths.—A small piece of paper or linen Just moistened with turpen-
tine, and put into the wardrobe or drawers for a single day, two or three times a year, is sufficient
pre.servative against moths.

Q
Dibber or Dibble.—This instrument for making holes in which to

insert seeds or plants, is usually very simple in its construction, being at
the best the head of an old spade handle. To secure uniformity of depth
in planting beans, &c., by this instrument, it is useful to have it perfora
ted with holes to receive an iron peg, at two and three inches from the

point, as in the following outline. It should be shod with iron ; for if this be kept bright it will

make holes into which the soil will not crumble from the sides. The crumbling is induced by
the soil's adhesion to the dibble. For planting potatoes a dibble with a head three inches
diameter at the point, six inches long up to the foot-rest, and with a handle four feet long, ia to
bo preferred. For the insertion of .seed, a dibble that delivers the seed has been invented by
a Mr. Smith.

i^zT French beans, and some suppo.9e the garden pea, Lima beans, &c., may be preserved for

winter use by boiling them in corked bottles like gooseberries, for an hour or an hour and a half.

Before nsiiig, they are to be scalded iu water with a little salt. Celery may be preserved in the
same way and requires only half an hour.
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STANZAS.
" Why are we, like children, unwilling to go to bed !"

Bishop Hall on "Death."

"Tis ti-ue, most true, as children shrink away
From the quick-coming nurse at close of day,
So from our last cold pillow fain would we
Draw back a little space, if it might be.

Why are we thus reluctant ? Even as they
We dread the dark, we love the light of day.

The child will linger by his mother's knee,
The parting hour has banished all his glee

;

That sweet, low song he longs again to hear.

To stay and watch the stars come, bright and
clear

;

It likes him not to quit the cheerful light

For the thick clouds and phantom form of night.

And even so to mother Earth we cling,

When Death unfolds his dark and gloomy wing

;

For she is bright with flowers, and glad with
birds,

And musical with tones of kindly words :

While all her sorrows in their dire anay.
Seem now but shadows of a summer's day.

But the cold hands which beckon us to sleep
Unfold tvi'o worlds for meditation deep,
Make us behold the folly and the sin

That through long vanished ycHrs we gloried in<

And bid us look upon a Judge, whose eye
Is purer than to pass transgression by.

Ti-ue, there is still one Sacrifice, one Rock,
One Shepherd watching o'er his weary flock ;

But faith is weak, the heart with terror swells

As memory wcaveth all its darkest spells :

Therefore, like frightened children, fain would we
Fly from our last rest, if it might be.

Ellen C .

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, March 29, for the Mojithly Journal of Agriculture.^

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '47-8 ^ 100 lb 5

Pearls, 1st soil, '47-8 7

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLE!3—Mould, Tallow..f 16... —
Sperm - —

CO'n'ON—From ^Ib.—
COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... —
CORDAGE—American ^ 115. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shhtings,^ y. —

Sheetings —
FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, pure, bbl. 6

Genesee, from Western Wheat . . 6

Troy 6
Oswego 6

Michigan 6

Ohio 6
Brooklyn and New-Vork 6

Brandywine 6
Georgetown 6

Baltimore, Howard-street 6

Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country 6

Alexandria 6
Fredericksburg and Petersburg . . 6

Rye Flour 3
Corn Meal, Westeni and State ... 2
Com Meal, Jersey ~

GRAIN—Wheat, White.... %> bush. —
WTieat, Red and mixed 1

Rye, Northern —
(/"om, Jer.sey and Northern yel— —
Com, Southern, white —
Com, Westeni, flat yellow —
Oats, Noithcni —
Oats, Jersey —

HAY—North River in bales, ^100 ffi
—

HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonl35
" " water-rotted 1 60

HOPS—1847 —
IRON—American Pig, No. 1 30

" Common 28
LIME—Tnomaston ^ bbl. —
LUMBEli—Boards, N.R., f^TiI. ft. clr. 35

Boardfi, Albany Pine ^pce. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Pine. ^ M.ft... 27

^9e8)

75 ®
50 ®
22i®— 23.i

12 -©— 14
32 @— 33

6i@— 8.V

15.V@— 16
11 ®— 12

4d@— 9
6 @— 15
35 ®— ilh
— ®— 9
62S:®
50 -S. 6 .56i

50 -g) 6 56i
50 ® 6 56i
62it®
50 ® 6 56i
50 ®
50 ®
XIk '3) C 50
37i®— @
3~i®
37j@
37A® 6 62.!-

62.V@ 3 8H-
37i@
433® 2 50
— ® 1 50
'iV.'w 1 42
— ®— 75
52 ®— 53
54 ®— 56

43 ®— 48
o8 @— 40
50 ®— (;2.V

—®140 —
—®190 —
6ia— 71
— ®32 50
— ®29 —
75 ®— 78
— ® 40—
10 ®— 19

50 ®30 —

Staves, White Oak, pipe,^ M
Staves, White Oak, hhd
Staves, White Oak, bbl
Staves, Red Oak, hhd
Hoops
Scantling, Eastern
Scantling, Oak
Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot

Timber, White Pine
Timber, Georgia Y'ellow Pine
Shingles #' bunch
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet

Shingles, Company
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...f Iti.

Cut 4d to 40d
PLASTER PARIS-!> ton
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, pbbl...

Beef, Prime,
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old

Pork, Mess, Ohio, new
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old

Pork, Prime. Ohio, new
Lard. Ohio, piime new ^ lb.

Hams, Pickled
Hams. Smoked
Shouldci-s, Pickled
Beef Hams in Pickle
Beef, Smoked ^ lb.

Butter, Orange County Dairy
Butter, Westeni Dairy

SEEDS—cio'ver, new.".
.".'.'.'.

.!^'ib.

Timothy ^ tierce

Flax, Rough, in bulk bush
SOAP—New-York f lb.

TALLOW—American Rendered . .

.

TOBACCO—Virginia ® lb.

Kentucky and Missouri
V/OOL—Am. Saxony. Fleece,.^ lb.

American Full Blood Merino
American i and | Merino
American Native and i Merino

—

Superfine, Pulled, Country

60
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If there is any one class of citizens which deserves at the present moment
especially the respect and admiration of their countrymen, it is, perhaps, the

merchants of Boston.

To indomitable energy and enterprise, in acquiring wealth, they add a

spirit of wisdom and philanthropy, and a faith in the progress of Man in the use

of it, which at once does honor to tiie city in which they live, and raises the char-

acter of commercial pursuits more than all the honors of knighthood.

It would be making too long a catalogue Avere we to enumerate even the most

conspicuous public benefits which Massachusetts has derived from this intelli-

gent and high-minded class of her sons. Numberless public charities have been

founded and supported : public and free schools planned and sustained ; lectures

given to the public ; new worlds of thought opened to the blind ; the deaf and

dumb brought into correspondence with their fellow men ; poor artists sent

abroad to develop their Heaven-bestowed talents ; colleges richly endowed, and

a great Scientific School opened cheaply to every citizen of the Commonwealth
for instruction in sciences applicable to all the useful industries of life.

This, and much more, has been done by a liberal application of the wealth,

produced by their own industry, by the merchants of Boston. It would be a
pleasing task to designate those who have thus most successfully proved that

they understand the true uses and true obligations of wealth. But we are

obliged at this moment to confine ourselves to a single illustration of the benefits

which a merchant, engrossed with business, may confer ou his countrymen,

when actuated by this large spirit of usefulness to his race.

Pearl-street, in Boston, completely rebuilt within a few years, presents to the

eye two continuous lines of fine warehouses— beautifully and fittingly built, in an
appropriate architectural style, of neatly-dressed granite. Enter with us one

of these stores at the beginning of the street ; ascend into spacious apartments

where on every side are seen boxes and bales filled with the productions of the

active looms of New-England
; pass through counting-rooms where various clerks

poring over huge ledgers tell of a widely extended business; and finally penetrate

to a third office. In this inner vestibule of the house of trade, sits, before a desk
covered with a large correspondence, a merchant thoroughly devoted to his calling.

In his countenance you see only the engrossing cares of Commerce, and his ample
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brow and clear, penetrating eye are full of plans for the increase of cotton-mills

and American manufactured goods, of better qualitj'-, and lower price, than John
Bull can possibly send into our market.

About four miles south of Boston is the town of Dorchester—one of those

agreeable rural suburbs of Boston, which the sturdy city, now full of robust

health, is fast overtaking and swallowing up with its vast commercial appetite.

In a part of this town is situated a rural residence—well known as Hawthorn
Grove. If we enter the gates of this simple and unpretending place, about

sunrise or sunset, we shall find there not only grounds which are a complete

museum of Horticulture, full of every known variety of fruit-tree ; orchards well

planted ; and long, fruitful alleys : but, also, the same merchant we saw in the

inner counting room in Pearl-street. The same? yes ! the same to the common
observer, doubtless ; that is to say, the gentleman whose portrait illustrates this

number of The Farmers' Librart ; but not now the busy, engrossed merchant

—

only the zealous, enthusiastic Horticulturist—the President of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society—the experienced pomologist—the importer of, and anxious

seeker after all new fruits and plants ; in short, Marshall P. Wilder—the

subject of the present notice.

We are not about to write the life of Col. Wilder. We hope it may be many
long years, filledf like the present, with usefulness, before he needs a biogra-

pher. It is our more agreeable task, at the present moment, to glance hastily

upon the field of labors in which his name has become a public one, and in

which it is especially interesting to the readers of this journal—as a horticul-

turist.

/' It is sufficient, then, to say that Col. Wilder is a native of New-Hampshire,

the Granite State, which boasts, not without reason, that ''men are the fairest

product of her soil." He was born in the town of Rindge, N. H., in September,

1798, where his devotion to his garden and to mercantile life awakened along

with each other. For more than twenty years he has been one of the most indus-

trious and successful merchants of Boston, and for sixteen years he has employed

every moment oi forced leisure—leisure borrowed, not from business, but from

the ordinary relaxations of the business man, in carrying out his favorite study

of Horticulture.

In a city most conspicuous among all American cities for its horticultural

amateurs. Col. Wilder has long been known as one of the most zealous and the

most active devotees of this science. For eight years past he has been annually

elected President of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society—first of all institu-

tions of the kind in the Union for its large activity, intelligence, and usefulness.

During his administration, the number of Members and the funds of the Society

have been greatly increased, its new Hall erected, at a cost of $40,000, and a

very richly illustrated series of its Transactions commenced.

But this is to us, and to the country at large, not the most important and val-

uable view of his great services as a scientific cultivator of the soil. There

are, perhaps, many men's grounds more attractive, or more captivating to the

novice, than those of the President of the Horticultural Society. But we think

we may safely say that no garden in America, either public or private, has been

more fruitful in good experiences for the benefit of the art generally, and espe-

cially of Pomology, than that of Hawthorn Grove.

Let us say a word or two to make this plainer to the general reader. Horti-

culture has been so much perfected in the last thirty years that it may,be said

(1010)
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to be not only a science of considerable breadth, but an art involving in its mate-

rials ten thousand details. In all parts of Europe and America, new fruits, plants,

and trees, are continually brought into existence by the creative hand of the skill-

ful gardener. Especially at one period, about fifteen years ago, did the Flemish

cultivators astonish the world of fruit-growers with their catalogues of superlative

new fruits. Now the natural vanity of some, and the natural ignorance of other

cultivators, lead them to overrate the merits of many new varieties. Difference

of soil and climate also renders a fruit of the highest value in one country of

lesser or greater value in another. Behold, then, how important that some steps

should be taken by which all this vast mass of accumulated material should be

put into the crucible of knowledge from time to time, so that the pure gold should

be separated from the dross, for the benefit of a whole community of men who
have good orchards and gardens !

In other countries, Societies or Governments, with abundant means at their

command, have undertaken this Herculean task of collecting and proving new
fruits and plants. But, in this country, no Society has as yet been able, no one of

the States willing, to prosecute this interesting and necessary series of experi-

ments. But what the Horticultural Society of London has done for England in

the way of fruits, or the Jardin des Plantes for France, in trees and plants, Col.

Wilder has to a very considerable extent done for New-England (and we may
indeed say for the Union) in his own private grounds at Hawthorn Grove.

To accomplish this object he has long pursued the following plan :

1st. Entering into active correspondence and maintaining standing orders

with all the most eminent horticultural amateurs and nurserymen of foreign

countries, and procuring at the earliest moment every new production worthy of

note, abroad as well as at home. This has necessarily given his grounds, at all

times, the aspect of a crowded museum of gardening novelties from all parts of

the world, more attractive to the understanding of the connaisseur than to the

eye of the tyro.

2d. Continually testing these new fruits and plants by putting them in pro-

per sites and soils, keeping an accurate record of all results, exhibiting all his

specimens before the public at the exhibition of the Horticultural Society, and

freely distributing scions, plants or seeds, to other persons.

3d. Producing new varieties by the scientific process of hybridizing*—several

of which have been great acquisitions to the country.

As an experimental pomologist, we are inclined to give the subject of this notice

higher praise than in any other department. He has that faculty oijust discrini'

ination so rare among enthusiastic collectors, which enables him to reject and pub-

licly excommunicate a really inferior variety after thoroughly testing it ; even if it

should come to him with the highest reputation from abroad. " Take nothing

on trust—prove for yourself, and hold fast to that which is good," such are the

maxims which govern his experimental practice in his favorite art. We have

indeed heard him remark to a friend, who expressed his surprise at his patience

in collecting so many varieties of fruits, to find only so small a number really

worthy of general cultivation, that such was his desire to get at the truth that

" his satisfaction in ascertaining that a variety was poor (thus preventing its ex-

tensive dissemination) was nearly as great as in finding it worthy of general cul-

tivation."

The Pear has perhaps been Col. Wilder's favorite fruit, and he has been re-

* A very able article on the curious and interestins subject of Hybridization, from the pen of Col. Wilder,
will be found in the lid Pan of the " Transactions of the JVtassachusetts Horticultural Society.''
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markably successful in its cultivation. Even upon the Quince stock some of his

trees have borne a barrel in a season. He has exhibited one hundred and sixiy

varieties of this fruit at a single Show of the Massachusetts Society, and his gar-

den now contains more than jive hundred sorts ofpears from all parts of the world,

either in bearing or under cultivation for proving their value for the American
soil and climate.

Among exotic plants the Camellia was long ago his favorite. His collection

at one time embraced nearly three hundred sorts, comprising every novelty ex-

tant. Applying, with his usual success, hybridization to this genus of plants,

he has been successful in producing two new varieties of surpassing beauty—not

excelled hy the most perfect productions of Europe,

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society two years ago voted him a special

prize of silver plate for those beautiful acquisitions to the domains of Flora.*

Col. Wilder's devotion to Horticulture, his liberality in imparting information,

however dearly bought, and in disiributmg seeds, plants, and scions to parts of

the country where their value Avould be appreciated, or whence some excellent

native production was oflered in exchange, have made him known as a benefac-

tor to those who live " amid gardens and green fields " in all parts of the

Union.

We may remark, in conclusion, that it would be difficult- to present to the con-

templation of our readers an instance of an individual who so completely ac-

complishes all the laborious duties of a life of large mercantile pursuits, and
yet who at the same time makes his few hours of leisure, each day, tell so em-
phatically for his own happiness, and the benefit of his fellow cultivators of the

soil, in all parts of the country. It is only indeed by making Horticulture the

great ivorking pastime of his life, that he has been able to accomplish so much.

But can one hold up a better example to the emulation of those citizens who
find nothing to do in the country, and no occupation there, worthy of engaging

their energies and their industriously accumulated fortunes ?

For ourselves, we rejoice in the long-sought opportunity and means of present-

ing to our young readers, and to gentlemen of opulence and leisure, even this

brief sketch of what has been done by a single citizen, to investigate the merits

and perfect the properties of our flowers and fruits ; much as it falls short of giving

a full idea of his contributions to an elegant and intellectual pursuit—one that at

once denotes, accelerates and adorns in all countries, the progress of civilization.

!Nor can the full measure of honor due to such citizens as Col. Wilder and his as-

sociates, for the strong lead they have taken, as well in the science as in the prac-

tice of Horticulture, be properly estimated without making large allowance for the

rigors of the climate with which they have had to contend. In more genial re-

gions, Nature scatters profusely her beautiful creations, with open hand—without

waiting for Art to assist, or Industry to serve her—while in the North, she yields

them only, if not reluctantly, to the most skillful and assiduous importunities. But

to these she does give them in such variety and richness, as none can appreciate

who have not witnessed an exhibition of the Society over which Col. Wilder

presides. Well do we remember when, on our first entrance into Hawthorn Grove,

" The perfumed air

Gave another sense, its prelude rich

Of what the eye should feast."

* These two Camellias were named by the Society, C. Wilderii and C. Mrs. Wilder. We may give our

farming readers some idea of the commercial value of new and rare plants, by remarking that the stock of

these two varieties was purchased of a nurseryman for $1,000, who immediately went to Europe, where,

we learn, he disposed of them by subscription, at ten guineas the pair.
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Since that time, always—and we may say habitually—holdinjj in hijjh com-
parative estimation the beauty and the usefulness of lives and labors thus de-

voted to peaceful and meliorating pursuits, we have been anxious, in a sense
of duty, and for the good of Society, (least of all for his own sake) to pay to the
proprietor the very inadequate homage which here we render.

For the painting from which the engraving has been made, we are indebted
to the artist, Mr. Marchant of this City, in whose collection it still remains—

a

true presentment of the estimable original, as far as Art can supply one. The
engraving, as will be seen, is by Mr. Jackman, and does him credit as a worker
in that, one of the finest among the Fine Arts.

EXPERIMENTS IN CULTIVATION AND MANURES.

THICK AND THIN SOWING DRILL AND BROADCAST HUSBANDRY EFFECT OP

CERTAIN MANURES ALL COMPARED.

The English agricultural journals are throwing a vast flood of light on prac-

tical Agriculture, and we endeavor to give the brightest of it applicable to the

United States. The fact is that the condition of English Agriculture is such as

to compel the most skillful application of the greatest force both of talent and

capital, that can be brought to bear upon it. Hence it invokes and commands
the services of the ablest men in the Kingdom—men most versed in all the laws

of Nature that apply to agricultural production. But these men, with equal

judgment and good sense, all demand from the practical farmer a full knowl-

edge of reliable facts ; and to these they apply the principles of Science, and

draw deductions on which the practical farmer may thenceforth rely and proceed.

Such is the present state of Agriculture in Europe, and such the harmonious co-

operation of Theory and Practice. Men in the field, making exact observations,

and giving their facts ; and men in the closet, reflecting on these facts the light

of the torch of Science, and illustrating, to the apprehension of the plainest un-

derstanding, how and why it must be so and could not be otherwise—and by what
means other and more propitious results may be obtained, where those have

been heretofore unprofitable and disastrous to the hopes of the farmer. For ex-

ample : the Farmer tells the man of Science—' On such a piece of land I had a

heavy crop of roots, or grass, while on one very near, and richer, I had nothing

worth cutting or storing." On inquiry, the man of Science finds that one piece

of land drained itself, and retained no surplus moisture ; while the other re-

mained all the time more or less wet. Well, then he explains to the Farmer

how water is a bad conductor of heat, while air is a good one ; that if he will

try he will find many degrees of difference in the temperature of the two pieces

of land ; and that if he will drain the wet piece, and draw off the particles of

water that fill up the pores between the particles of earth, and let in air in place

of them, it (the air) will at once convey manure to, or rather itself manure, the

roots, and raise and improve the temperature of the land. The Farmer, how-

ever plain, can understand this. He drains the land according to the rules and

with materials

—

all of wliich have been exhibited here in The Farmers' Li-

brary—and the next year he gets from his too moist land an additional crop that
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more than pays all the expenses of the operation in one year, and leaves that

very spot the most productive piece of land he has, in all time to come.

Such is what is being done for Agriculture by the harmonious " aid and com-
fort " that the scientific and the practical men are rendering to each other all

over England and Scotland, under the spur of the most urgent necessity and by

the force of immense capital ; and, patrons of The Farmers' Library, the results

of all this, which costs so much in England, and for detailed statements of some
of which, in Prize Essays, hundreds of dollars are given—these results and these

Essays we get by every steamer from England and France, and spread them all

out before you for less than half a cent a page : one glass of poisonous alcohol,

for which you pay 61 cents at the least, would pay for one of these Prize Essays,

written by the first men living, in the various departments of Agricultural Sci*

ence, machinery and mechanics, and paid for at the rate of from ten to sixty

guineas—$50 to $300—under the award of the ablest and most practical men to

be found in England. And yet there are those who would tell you that such

knowledge is of no account, because, forsooth, there is, between England and

some part of the United States, a difference of climate !—as if it took some
privileged character, some wise man in his own conceit, to find that out.

Well, on this subject of climate, why do not Agricultural Societies offer pre-

miums in the different States, to those who will keep and supply the most exact

registers of meteorological observations—fall of rain and range of heat ? Just

because it would be going out of the common track—because they won't take

the trouble of thinking, but content themselves with offering premiums for crops

on perches of land, and great masses of fat on a frame of bones ! Do not these

Societies know the benefit which Agriculture might derive from a series of such

observations in all the States ? What are our Agricultural Committees of Legis-

lative bodies about, that they don't take measures to secure such information for

the use of the Farmer ? Don't they know that the Government is spending hun-

dreds of dollars to have such things done—exactly such—as connected with the

Army—with War—those for which you, agriculturists, are taxed more than 80

per cent, of all you pay for the support of Government ? Do you know that the

People of the United States—the planters and farmers employed in the peaceful

and civilizing pursuits of Agriculture—pay for our military establishments

—

Army and Navy—a larger profortion of the whole expenses of Government, than

is paid for like purposes by any other people under the sun, unless it be, possibly,

the serf-people of Russia, thousands of whom are bought, like cattle and sheep,

alono- with the land ! And for tame submission to such a vile prostitution of the

ends of Government, and of taxes drawn from the products of your industry, do

you not deserve the same fate ? And, after all, until you dare complain, your

Government will not, for agricultural uses, buy a thermometer, or set up a rain-

gauge, or analyze a stalk of corn, or a pod of cotton, to save you from perdition,

unless it were to see how far it might be made to take, cheaply, the place of

gunpoivder ! Nor will your Representatives ever demand it to be done, as long

as you have not the spirit to resist such iniquitous extortion. Eighty per cent.

of all expenses for Army and Navy, ships and forts ! It is impossible that a ra-

tional people can submit to it, situated as we are, unless it be that Almiglrty

God, for some inscrutable purpose, has doomed them to be slaves—Qwe/n Deus

vult perdere prius dementat. Measures of Government provide for taking me-

teorological observations at all military posts, and on these the patriotic and

philosophical inquirer must rely ; but these are kept exclusively, as are such

(1014J
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posts, on the frontiers, and are necessarily deficient in supplying the information

necessary for agricultural purposes and the general purposes of Science. Why
should not the General Government, or, if not, the State Governments, pay to

have such registers kept, at least at the Seat of Government in every State of

the Union?

But to return to our subject: what follows may give some idea of what is do-

ing in England, in the way of scientific information and practical experiment.

—

Thick or thin sowing is one of the engrossing topics, now, in foreign agricultural

journals. We shall, once for all, give Avhat follows. Our readers need not

dread being overdosed, in this journal, about anything. When we see what
seems to be new and useful, we shall give it, and be as soon as possible done

with that topic. Every man of common sense can see (and we choose to antici-

pate the objection) that where so much is communicated there will be many
things not exactly applicable to our country. But have we so poor an opinion

of our readers as to suppose that they cannot discriminate as well as read?

—

What we should regard as strong prima facie evidence in favor of drill-sowing

wheat is the persuasion that it is strongly advocated by such a farmer as Major

Jones, of Delaware—a man who looks with his own eyes, and thinks with his

own head, on all agricultural matters.

From the London Agricultural GazetK-.
| taken as a veij safe indication of their ap-

We ai-e sure thnt our readers must agree jiroachiug exhaustion. How easily and satis-

with us in the high value to be placed upon factorily, on the other hand, the matter could
the annual statements of his Agricultural be resolved if intelligent farmers—those who
Experience which the Hon. and Rev. L.

;
can give their own experience upon it

—

Vernon Harcourt has published in our would simply sUite it, and thus conclude the
columns. Nothing can be tmer than his first

! discussion instead of leaving it in the hands
sentence in the adjoining page :

" Facts, and of the few who have hitherto conducted it.

not theories or opinions, are the things most
|

Let Mr. Wilkins's experience, that of Mr. H.
wanted for the improvement of Agriculture."

I

Davis, of Mr. Mechi, and of hundreds of
And nothing can exceed the faithfulness with others, be thus tabulated and compared, and
which in the full details that follow he has we should have a sufficient basis of facts on
adhered to this docti-hie a.s the guide of his

,

which to rear a sound conclusion—but so Ion"
proceedings. Whether the subject be the as farmers hear of three or four witnesses

merely, and those asserting an experience ac-
quired only on highly cultivated land, they

merits and demerits of hedge-row timber-

the relative advantages of sowing broadcast

and in rows—the benefits of hoeing grain
j

will be justly feariul of sanctioning that gen-
crops during their growth—or the much de- eral adoption of thin sowing which is recom-
bated question of thick or thin seeding—it is

;
mended.

not an opinion or a dogma that lie insists upon,
j

Our own opinion is simply this that to
it is the simple record of his experience that

j

gi-ow a good crop of wheat many conditions
he recites. How very few agricultural wri-

|
must concur; one of these, and not the most

ters there are who. on most of the above-.iamed
j

important, being the right relationship be-
subjects, would think it worth their while to

, tvveen the number of plants on a given space
refer to facts in proof of their teaching—they I and the means which that space (of air as
would assert the self-evident truth or argue ' well as land) has of mahitmniii'' them. There
from the obvious advantages, and so forth; is a possibility of too few being grown as well
Imt who would think of patiently observing I as of too many ; in the one case the greater
and recording experience on points so " cer- size of the ears of corn does not compen.'iate
tain ? " And yet this is the only true philoso-

! fjr this smaller number, and the whole plant
phy : to found a doctrine upon facts is the later of ripening is more liable to disease ; in
only safe method ot teacliing. the other, the number of ears does not com-
And it this be true oi what are called " set- pensate for their puny size, and the plants

tle(l " quesiions, how much more of those heing crowded have short and weaker straw,
which are still debatable ! The question of Tliere are, liowever, differences in grain pro-
THicK or thin seeding, for instance; we duce, consequent on other causes, so ••'reat
shall never arrive at any certain conclusion that we do not believe it to be much fnflu-
upon it so long as the disputants having stated enced by two or three pecks, more or less,
all they ;tno«-, prolong discussion on the char- 1 of seed, between five and ei-'ht per acre :

acter of their opponents rather than on that of .the former we believe, in ordinary circum-
their evidence. Some of these gentlemen ex-

I stances, to be sufficient, and an additional
hibit a veiy suspicious preference ofadjectives quantity up to the latter is probably simply
to substantives in their writings

; this may be
|
wasted' while beyond the latter it is probably

(1015)
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also injurious. All this may appear dogmatic,

and to earnest advocates of thin seeding un-
reasonable ; we can only say that for the last

seven years we have sown from 60 to 120
acres of wheat per annum, with quantities

varying from 27 lbs. of seed up to 10 pecks
per acre, and our conclusions are, we think,

rightly deducible from our experience.

There is no better illustration of the way
in which this subject has been discussed than

the reception experienced by " More Facts "

in connection with it lately published in a

tabular form by Mr. Baker, of Writtle, in the

Mark-Lane Express. Two gentlemen no-

ticed them on the following week. The one
says :

" I like Mr. Baker's quiet way of

stating a fact ; it is better than declamation ;"

and he very justly adds :
" I hope, if he has

any facts in favor of thin seeding, he will

communicate them, and also the results of

any of his own experiments, which I presume
he has tried. I shall consider it my duty to

publish all the facts I am cognizant of, either

for or against, and I hope other agricultuiists

will do the same. We ought not to appear
as mere advocates of a particular .system, but
as judges of facts sought for or tried by our-

selves."

He then follows with a number of facts

within his own knowledge as to the practice

of farmers in his neighborhood, which we
shall publish as so much clear addition to the

histoiy of the subject

:

" Last year, Mr. Walker, of Petistree, Suf-

folk, a successful practical famier, tried thin

seeding, in consequence of my remarks at a

previous meeting. In the middle of a fifteen-

acre field he altered the drill-wheel, and de-

posited 1 bushel of seed on 1 acre, the rest

of the field having his usual quantity, 2 bu.sh-

els ; it was sown in October. The thin-

sown acre produced 7 bushels more per acre

than the thicker sown acre, besides saving

the bushel of seed. In another field, drilled

in November, (a month later,) he had no in-

crease from thin sowing, but saved his bushel

of seed per acre, and grew a greater wkight
of straw, which confirms my own experi-

ments, that we get more weigJtt of straw from

thin sowing than from thick. My own ex-

periments for three years have been invari-

ably in favor of 1 bushel per acre over 2

bushels—the saving being often the rent of

the land. I have now 50 acres drilled with

1 bushel per acre, and 32 acres sown later

with .5.;^ pecks. Mr. W. Hutley has, at Wig-
borough, 180 acres of wheat drilled with 5

pecks per acre. Mr. .Tames Wood, of Gold-

hanger, grew as much from 1 bushel as

from 2."

The other gentleman finds in Mr. Baker's
" facts," arguments than which " nothing

could have been more convincing in favor of

thin sowing ;" he adds no new facts himself,

and welcomes these only because in his eyes

they are in favor of what he considers a bet-

ter system of Agriculture. Now, what we
have all along contended for is that facts are

welcome, whatever the tale they tell. What
(1016)

we want is truth, not evidence in favor of
any particular creed. We ough gladly to

receive evidence of all sorts from trustworthy
witnesses, and then we should admit its ob-
vious testimony. But how does the corre-
spondent of the Mark-Lane Express approach
Mr. Baker's facts ? By a singiilar and amusing
ingenuity, he grounds his conclusions on a
comparison of the best account of the thiu
seeding with the worst of the thick, and is si-

lent regarding all the others on the scale be-
tween. It is as if, of all the fields on a farm,
of various fertility, each of which was half
thick sown and half thin, he had taken the
characteristic acreable produce of the former
from the worst, and that of the latter from
the best of the series.

But he illustrates his point in another way.
He shows by the plainest arithmetic that the
produce of the thin sown was a greater mul-
tiple of its seed than that of the thick sown.
This he appears to think is a great point.

Now, so far from this, we submit that, ex-
cepting m a country where land is of no
value, the inference he draws is absolutely
worthless. It is the produce per acre, not
per bushel of seed, that the fanner looks to.

We have grown 30 bushels per acre from 1^
pecks, and 50 bushels per acre from 8 pecks
of seed ; in the fonner case we obtained 80,
and in the latter only 25 fold the seed, but
on which had we the most reason for self-

gratulation ?

\Ve subjoin the whole letter :

" As every additional fact in favor ofa bet-
ter system of Agriculture must be interest-

ing to a thinking public, will you allow me
pubhcly to thank Mr. Baker for his " More
Facts on Thin Sowing," which y iu published
in your Express of December 31. An arti-

cle so much in favor of thin sowing from the

captain of the influential troop of agricul-

tural protectionists must have great weight
with the agriculturists of Essex, and perhaps
so with all England. Mr. Baker's facts are
as follows

:

5 jt.'cka sown produced ^ bushels and 3^ pecks.
7 pecks sown produced 5 bushels and 2 pecks,
6 pecks sown produced 7 bushel". And
8 pecks produced 9 bushels and 2 pecks.

That is to say—
5 pecks produced Ifi^Vo ptcks, or 1 peck produced 3 MO fold.

"

7 pecks produced '22
'

peck.-, <.r 1 peck produced 3 1-7 fold. I
5 pecks produced 28 pecks, or 1 peck produced 5 3-5 fold.

8 pecks produced 38 pecks, or 1 peck produced 4 b-8 fold. '

" By the above analysis it is clearly shown
that the experiments do furnish more facts

on thin sowing, since one of the smallest

quantities of seed produced the largest in-

crease of crop ; the 5 pecks produced 28

pecks, while 7 pecks produced only 22 pecks.

Nothing, therefore, could have been more
convincing in favor of thin sowing, or I would
show Mr. Baker where by a little more than

half 5 pecks of seed 75-fold was produced,

and where only a little more than 5 pecks of

seed produced a crop of nearly 68 bushels an

acre. But the above ' More Facts on Thin

Sowing ' are enough, and I thank Mr. Baker
for publishing them."
We have not given the names of the wri-

ters of these letters (we cannot suppose that
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they will care foi* that) because our object has

not been to bring home anything to them, but

simply to illustrate the general subject of ag-

ricultural inslniction, of which Mr. Har-
court'e paper following is so valuable a spe-

cimen.

EXPERIMENTS IN CULTIVATION AND
MANURES.

Facts, and not theories or opinions, are the

things most wanted now for the improvement
of Agriculture. The latter are as plentiful as

blackberries, the former are treated as if

they were weeds not worth producing, and
yet they contain the whole practical truth of

the art, and the latter cannot be sound if

they are constantly contradicted by them. I

therefore persi.st in recording the results of

my e.xperiments as a contribution toward

laying the foundation of more certain knowl-
edge, and it is the more necessaiy because
Agriculture is not an exact science, but is

e.Kposed to a thousand contingencies which
perplex our investigations ; and accidents of
weather and variations of soil and the rav-
ages of animals render accurate comparison
extremely difficult. The object of these ex-
periments in cultivation was to compare

—

1. Sowing broadcast with sowing by the drill.

2. Thin sowing with thick sowing. 3. Hoed
crops with unhoed crops. The first experi-
ment was made in five different places ; but
one of them, on account of the havoc com-
mitted by the wire-worm, was not a fair trial

;

of the remainder, tv^ro gave the following re-

sults, the calculation per acre being made
from 6 perches measured and weighed :

1. Drilled wheat.

-

Broadcast ditto

2. Drilled wheat.

.

Broadcast ditto

Corn per
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those plants which had grown upon it. 2. la
the renewed trial, whether artificial manures
might not equalize the productiveness of good
and bad grain, the latter being lei't without
any artificial aid tor five months, more than
half of it either did not grow or was de-
sti-oyed in the winter, and it was necessary
to take up the whole of the remaining plants
and divide them. Being tlien replanted they
scarcely covered the ground, and stood at

such distances from each other as would have

satisfied the stoutest advocate for thin sow-
ing. As soon as they had taken root again
they were watered with the solutions, and
through the summer they were remarkable
for the dark-green, vigorous appearance of
the foliage ; but the straw was shorter than
the rest, and was later in ripening by a week
or ten days. The results of this ti-eatment
and the produce of this year compared with
that of the last ai'e shown in the subjoined
Tables

:

Names of Manuhes.

Good Seed.
Pliospliate of potash, 4 lbs

Phosphate of potash, 2 lbs.. }

Sulphate ammonia, 2 lbs . . J

Sulphate ammonia, 4 lbs

No manure
Bad Seed.

Phosphate potash, 4 lbs

Phosphate potash, 2 lbs . >

Sulphate ammonia, 2 lbs. .. ^

Sulphate ammonia, 4 lbs

No manure

1847.

Weight of com.
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steeped in the nitrate of potash, the produce

of all this year exceeded that of last year

;

and even that may be more au apparent than

a real exception ; for the quantity of straw

was neai'ly one-third more. It only remains

to mention that every alternate row having

been left unhoed, the produce of those rows

was less by 27 lbs. 4 oz. than from those

which had been hoed ; and the oftener that

. operation was performed the greater was the

increase. But it is necessary to be cautious

;

for though it is useful to keep the soil open

till the lateral fibres of the roots have pene-

trated it, yet afterward the hoe is mischievous,

for it cuts oif the mouths by which the plant

feeds itself

Before I conclude, the obvious improve-

ment obtained in these experiments from so

small an amount of inorganic manure, leads

me to notice a vulgar error which a certain

agricultural fanaticism is propagating too suc-

cessfully all over the country. If any agri-

cultural radical boasts that he has slain his

thousands of trees, and claims merit for it as

a great benefactor to mankind, he not only

shows an utter insensibility to all the beauties

of Nature, and a utilitarian dullness destitute

of taste, but also a woeful ignorance as to

some plain matters of fact. I do not con-

tend that trees do no harm to crops ; I freely

admit that inclosures may be too small, and

trees too numerous ; but I do contend that to

proscribe them altogether, and to banish

them entirely from any extensive farm, is the

greatest blunder that can be committed by
au agriculturist. Ask the tiaveler whose
eye is wearied by the endless tracts of open
lands in France what it is that strikes him
most when he crosses the Channel, and he
will tell you that it is the richness of the

scenery formed by the inclosures ; and this

is no illusion ; it is not a mere impression

upon the eye from the intermixture of trees

in the landscape; it is a real riclniess of soil,

a real difference of verdure and vegetation

produced partly by .shelter and partly by the

fertihzing operations of Nature. When Mr.

Jacob published his account of Agriculture

on the Continent, he staled that the return of

wheat in the North of France was eight or

nine for one. In the inclosed parts of Eng-

land no good fanner would be content with

such a return, though in the most bleak and
exposed situations it would not be far from

the mark ; and w-hy ? Because protection

-from wind is an essential condition of fertility.

In a dry soil, especially, the unrestrained ac-

tion of wind absti-acts from the growing plant

more moisture than its roots can supply, and
therefore tends to weaken and to wither it

;

a7id the same effect is produced by the great

reduction of temperature which it causes

;

for it is well known that rapid evaporation is

the source of intense cold. But crops want
protection from wind in their state of maturity

as well as in their state of growth. Wheat
and oats sometimes suffer much from the ab-

sence of it, and for one bushel that is lost by
the neighborhood of trees, ten will sometimes

110-20>

be scattered on the ground by the shaking
of the wind.
But farther, though shade is injurious to

crops, yet both shade and shelter are wanted
for cattle. If they are to be kejit in the
highest state of health, shade in summer and
shelter in winter. Let any one observe what
a longing for shade is exhibited by animals

in a hot day ; how sheep, for instance, clus-

ter under the shadow of a tree, or a hedge,
or even a bank, and then say whether, by
depriving them of that comfort, you do not
subject them to a privation likely to be inju-

rious to their health, or at least very hostile

to their thriving well. In winter, again, the

want of shelter is admitted on all hands to be
hurtful to them, on account of the great com-
bustion of food in the lungs which it occa-

sions, and the great loss of animal heat ; and.

therefore some of those who have deprived
them of that which Nature gave them have
been driven to invent movable sheds to sup-

ply its place. The exterminators of trees, in-

deed, go so far as to say that all animals

should be kept under cover. Be it so ; if

tfiey can find their system answer to them,
let them manure their fields with gold if they
will ; it is not for me to complain of it. What
I do complain of is their propagandism, that

they beguile those who have not, and those

who cannot have their accommodation, into

a belief that, by a partial adoption of their

system, but omitting the most material part,

they are acting well and wisely. It may be
said that animals resorting to hedges and
trees for shade and shelter, deposit their ma-
nure in places where it must be lost. But
why must it be lost ? Did anybody ever hear
that manure is lost when it is deposited in the

fold-yard? And why may it not be collected

in one place as well as in another, especially

since there is the same intermixture of animal
and vegetable matters ? for where the drop-
pings fall the leaves fall also. It may be said

that they are scattered by the wind over the

surface of the ground ; well, but if they are

scattered, they are not annihilated, and
wherever they are deposited their decompo-
sition adds so much useful matter to the soil,

and before decomposition they protect the

young crop from frost, and prevent the ra-

diation of heat from the earth. Strange it is

that when the value of leaves and leaf-mould

is so well understood by gardenei's, it should

be so entirely overlooked by fanners ; but
since many persons are "extremely slow either

to perceive or admit inferences from analog)',

I determined to bring this question to an is-

sue in a method almost approaching to dem-
onstration.

I had the leaves of a tree which stood

apart from all others collected and weighed
when they were so far dried by exposure to

the air as to be fairly considered diy leaves

;

their weight was 360 lbs., the space of ground

covered iSy the tree was from 8 to 9 perehes,

and beyond that area no effect at all from the

roots was perceptible. Here, then is more
than 3 cwts. of manure to compensate for any
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loss sustained from the tree ; the next thing

was to ascerlain what that loss might be on
arable land. The mean of three tiials upon
wheat under the shade of trees, compared
with equal spaces in the middle of the field,

was for 9 perches a diminution of grain to

the amount of 1 bushel and 1 gallon ; sup-
posing, however, that it might amount to 2
bushels, which is almost double the result of

actiiid experiment, it would be far more than
replaced by 3 cwts. of leaf manure ; but in

order to biing the proof within a narrower
compass of known facts, I farther ascertained
that by reducing the leaves to ashes there
would remain about 34 lbs. of inorganic ma-
nure ; now, since the few i)oujids produced
by burning the roots caused an increase of
26 lbs. of grain upon 32 perches, which is

l-5th of an acre, five times that amount will

give 130 lbs. per acre, which is more than
the weight of 2 bushels of the best wheat.
But here the quantity of manure is not strictly

detemiined ; in the foregoing experiments
the quantities are known, but only the phos-
phates and the sulphate of soda will serve for

comparison, as being wholly inorganic ; but
the ibrmer salts depend so entirely upon com-
bination for the activity which they then pos-

sess, that they cannot fonn the basis of any
fair calculation, although both the acid and
the bases are found in leaves upon analysis

;

the sulphate of soda, therefore, alone remains,

and even this is very disadvantageous lor the

purpose, because 17 times more potash, of

which the leaves principally consist, are re-

quired lor a crop of wheat than of soda.

Nevertheless it appears that the application

of 12 ounces of this inorganic manure m-
creased the crop by 3^ lbs. ; taking it, how-
ever, at only 3 lbs., and multiplying it by 4.5,

which is in round numljers the amount of

equal doses contained in 34 lbs., the increase

would be in return for the leaves 135 lbs. of

corn, which again is more than the weight

of the 2 bushels supposed to have been lost

by the tree. If any one should object that
trees only restore to the soil the food of which
it had previously deprived it, the objection
is quite erroneous, for the plow takes care
to cut off all the roots near the surface, and
the subsoil only is concerned, and the rest

penetrate to a depth which the roots of the
crop caimot reach, and there elaborate fresh

materials of fertility, and bring up again the
soluble manure which had filtered through
the soil, or been carried down by the rains.

It has now been proved, therefore, that the

injury inflicted by trees, though more imme-
diate and obvious to the eye than the bene-
fits they confer, is amply compensated in the
ultimate results, and that we are not justified

in defonning the counh-y in order to increase

its food. I am quite sensible tliat the pres-

ervation of these leafy screens may be car-

ried too fai- ; the best things become bad ia

excess. It is good for the soil to be warm, it

is not good that it should be parched ; it is

good that it should be moist, it is not good
that it should be deluged ; it is good to have
the benefit of the sun, it is not good to have
no shade ; it is good to have a free circula-

tion of air, it is not good to be exposed to

violent wnids. I cannot, therefore, under-

stand how those who at great expense scru-

ple not to cover acres of ground, which
might bear wheat, with fold-yards and cattle-

sheds, because they economize manure and
food, and favor the health of the animals, can
prf)scribe, as an intolerable usurpation, pro
vided they are kept within rfloderate bounds,
those natural manufacturers of manure and
shelterers from the storm which cost them
nothing, and jiay well for any apparent dam-
age, and are a refreshment to the eye and
an ornament to the landscape, and a source

of fuel for the poor, and a supply of timber
for the use of the farm.

L. VERNON HARCOURT, '*

West Dean House.

THE ENGLISH CORN LAWS.

It much concerns the American farmer and planter to know what is likely

to be the effect upon British mind and British interest of the Free Trade

policy, so called, under which their Corn Laws were suspended, to let in our

grain free. For his agency in the agitation of the Free Trade question, on the

affirmative side, it will be recollected that its advocates presented Mr. Cobdea
with the snug little purse of three-quarters of a million of dollars. We should

like to see some Member of Congress, or any other man of power, entitle him-

self to a like donation from American cultivators of the soil, for diverting to the

promotion of agricultural knowledge and improvements, one-fourth of the sum
now levied on them, indirectly, for the worse than useless purposes of war.

A writer in a late number of the Mark-Lane Express, thus speaks of the effect

of Free Trade. If those in power should be brought by experience to his
(1021)
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opinions, we may judge ho'w long it is likely to be before all that will be changed

—all will be reversed.

The Effects of Free Trade.—Sir : We have now had more than a yeai-'s ti-ial of Free

Trade, and let us see what are the great blessings it has entailed on this country. We were told

by the advocates for the repeal of these laws, that it would be the means of increasing the de-

mand for our manufactured goods,and the manufactiu-iug and commercial mterests of this coun-

try would flourish beyond any former period of history. Now liow stands the case ? Have we
not had failures among tliat body to an extent frightful to contemplate, ay, nearly twenty
millions in amount ? Men of hitherto high standing as princely merchants, after paying from
10 to 20 and even 30 per cent, to uphold their fasl-sinjcing credit, have been compelled to yield

to the pressiu"e of the times, and have fast followed each other in the general crash, till I

beUeve not less than twenty millions in amount of failures have been declared.

. I have no doubt that the advocates of Free Tiade will say that Free Trade has had
nothing to do with our present panic and pressure for money ; but I think that a careful

perusal of the following statement of the amount required to pay for corn and provisions

imported in nine months, ending October 10, 1847, as compared with the amount required

for the same period in 1845, will throw some hght on the subject

:

Imports into the United Kingdom for Nine Months, ending October 10,

1845 AND 1847.

Cattle
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It would be worse than idle to say that we are not deeply interested in the

legislative measures of a country to which we exported

In 1847. Flour.. 3,150,689 barrels. Iul847. Wheat 4,015,134 busheis.
Corn-meal 847,280 .. .. Indian corn 17,2^8,714

besides rye, oats, and barley.

Would it not be well for the steady prosperity oi' the American farmer, if he could

establish some permanent policy, that would invite and bring over the manufac-
turing capital, skill, Vnd machinery, that gives employment abroad to the men
that consume all these provisions ? Were they settled down, with their lap-stones,

and their looms, close alongside of him, they would bring the cotton on the spot,

where it is made, and the corn and wheat where they are grown, and the mil-

lions of waste lands in our old States would be yielding their millions of bushels

of apples and potatoes, and turnips, and tons of hay and cheese, and the lime,

and manure, and money, that are now wasted on the road, and in the work of ex-

change, would be saved to be applied to the improvement of the waste lands:

at least it seems so, and is so in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, whose pop-

ulation is increasing, lands rising, and education extending more and more.

THE FRUIT-BEARING POWERS OF THE GRAPE-VINE.

Increasing consumption and improved culture of fruits may be considered

sure signs of improving morals and civilization. The cultivation of the Vine

and the melioration of the Grape have made much progress within the last

twenty years, in and around some of our large cities, but the wonder, if not the

disgrace, is that they still command so little attention, and are so little under-

stood and enjoyed in what we denominate the country. The mass of the coun-

try people have no conception of the size and perfection of grapes to be seen in

the shops of Boston, New-York, and Philadelphia.

The most extensive and perfect vineries that we have ever seen are those of

Col. Perkins, of Boston, Mr. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., and those of that late most
accomplished gentleman, N. Biddle, at Andalusia. But theirs are not estab-

lishments to be imitated by the masses. The Catawba and the Isabella, native

grapes, adapted to open culture, are as good as anybody need desire, and these

might easily be had by every man who has a few feet of ground and the gable-

end of a house or a trellis for them to run on.. To any farmer who has not, after

being four or five years in the management of a " place," it ought to be as much a

matter of reproach and scandal as it should be to his wife to be seen with holes

in the heels of her stockings.

Even the country grapes, if properly cultivated, might, many of them, doubt-

less, be improved to be very good table grapes. But so utterly unread and unin-

formed are the young people in the country in things that particularly relate to

the occupations and resources of their condition, that they grow up in utter ig-

norance of useful and even elegant branches of knowledge, that might be ac-

quired by a few hours of attention, and that would greatly add to their comforts

all the days of their life. Take this very case of vine culture : the vulgar no-

tion is that the cultivation of a native grape would consist in manuring and
hoeing around it and leaving it, for all the rest, under the influence of its natural

growth and instincts ; and this would be very well if, instead of an enlarged and
meliorated berry filled with delicious juice, and void of seed and pulp, the ob-
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ject were nothing but luxuriant and wide-spread growth of wood and leaves.

Instead of this, every boy might learn, in some small treatise, highly proper for

a country school-book, tliat the cultivator of the vine must or ought to study its

fruit-hearing powers, the manner of propagating, by cuttings and by layers, and

of pruning—the best aspect, soil and manure, &c.

i; In England, one of the most popular writers and practical ujo-nerons has made
a series of experiments based on the principle of proportioning the quantity of

bearing-wood, retained at the autumn pruning, to the capability of the vine to

mature its fruit. The results of the experiments were carefully noted from year

to year, and the principle established was that the capability of the vines was in

direct proportion to the circumference of their respective stems. On the basis

of all these observations, Hoare, in his Treatise on the Grape-Vine, lays down
the following

Scale of the greatest quantity of grapes which any vine can perfectly mature in

proportion to the circumference of its stem, measured just above the ground.

Circicmference. Pounds. Circumference. Founds. Circumference. Pounds.
3 inches 5 Clinches 30 8 inches 55
3i 10 6 35 8i 60

4 15 61 40 9 65
41 20 7 45 91 70
5^ 25 71 50 10^ 75

The author says he had no opportunity of testing the rule on vines larger than

ten inches in circumference ; and, finally, he adds that with respect to the num-

ber of buds that are necessary to be left at the autumnal pruning to produce any

given weight of fruit, he has found it to be a good general rule, applicable to all

those kinds of grapes usually cultivated on an open wall, to consider every bud

(rejecting the two bottom ones on each shoot) as equal to the production of half

a pound weight of fruit—that is, if the stem of the vine be five inches in girth,

its capability is equal to the maturation of 25 pounds weight of grapes, and

therefore the number of buds to remain after pruning will be fifty. But he re-

fers, doubtless, to vines that have been well and carefully reared.

The twelve kinds of grapes he recommends as most suitable for culture on

open walls, are Black Hamhurgh, Black Prince, Esperiore, Black Muscadine^

Miller'' s Burgundy, Claret Grape, Black frontignac. Grizzly Frontignac,

'White Muscadine, Malmsey Muscadine, Whit,e Sivcetivater. But young begin-

ners and people in the country generally, would do well to confine their atten-

tion to the Cataivha, the Isabella and the Sweetwater, and to see what may be

made of native grapes, yet to be tamed and meliorated. The same results may
not be reached, precisely, with us ; we merely give this sketch to let the young

agriculturist see that there are principles to be sought in everything, and he

should regard as a flagrant indignity and insult to his profession any insinuation

that it is not a business of Art and Science as well as building and navigating a

ship. But perhaps the young reader is content to consider his farm in the light

of a ship, and to go himself as a common sailor before the mast ? If so, why all

we have farther to say is, that he must be left to his fate

—

Quisque suos patimur

manes—" Each has his fate, and bears the lot he drew." And the lot of all such

drones is, like that of agriculturists generally, to be saddled and bridled and

ridden by any demagogue partisan who can first get his foot in the stirrup. In

matters of public policy, and their real bearing on the landed interest, farmers

rarely inquire—rarely think for themselves. Their party faith, once pinned on

their sleeves by some leader, who is himself led by some higher leader—all in

search of office, big and little—there it sticks forever. In politics, as well as
(1024)
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in farming, they mistake doggedness for consistency, and look on all change of

opinion as an apostacy of principle. For such men was written the following

SONG.

1 'll fakm like my fathers before me.

Whenmy landlord says "John,
You must really gel on

—

Just see how your neighbors are striving

;

We must be improving,
And onward keep moving;

Depend that 's the right road to thriving''—
" Sir, I pay when I can

;

I 'm a hard-working man ;

At elections, you know, you get o'er me.
Let them do as they may,
1 prefer the old way

—

I '11 ferm like my fathers before me.

" There is Berwickshire Dick

—

Of the fellow I 'm sick

—

They say tiiat his crops are so charming
;

And there is East Lothian Will,

He is worse and worse still
;

They boast

—

hoio they boast of his farming !-

Everj'thing is so good.
And so well understood !

—

Tt 's all just to chafe and to bore me :

But I care not a jot,

For I value them not

—

I '11 farm like my fathers before me.

" There 's nothing but toiling

At draining, subsoiling,

And grubbing old hedge-rows and fences
;

It is all very neat,

When the thing is complete,
But dreadful to think what expenses

!

Should I spend on the land,

I cannot understand
How cash it again would restore me :

I shall therefore take care
Aught that I get to spare

I '11 keep like my fathers before me.

" To the markets they ride,

In the flush of their pride,

As if they were "pinks of creation ;

On the best they will dine,

And sit over their wine.
And talk about crops and rotation

;

But how they do contrive

To get RICH—man alive !

T'hat certainly rathkr gets o'er me !

But I care not a jot,

For I envy them not

—

I '11 farm like my fathers before me.

" There 's such new-fangled ways
About dung now-a days,

Whole islands have gone to destructiou
;

It 's absxird to suppose
That so tiny a dose

Can greatly increase the production.
About li<iuid manure
I 'm not quite so sure ;

But trouble and tanks, I abhor ye!
'T was my old father's song

:

' Jack, thou 'It never do wrong
To farm like thy fathers before thee.

" Improvements in breeding,
And new modes of feeding ;

'Bout Science they '11 preach you a sermon.
They may boast of Liebig,
But I care not a fig

;

He 's nought but some cunning old German.
They talk about gases
Like thundering asses

—

Such nonsense shall never get o'er me.
I have just this to say :

I prefer the old way

—

I '11 farm like my fathers before me."

ANALYSIS OF INDIAN CORN.

This long-sought desideratum is at last likely to be obtained. We have had

analyses of the grain of Indian Corn, as well in America as in Europe. We
have already published in this Journal, in June of last year, the results of exam-
inations of the grain, made by Fromberg, and by Letellier—and of the ash of the

com blade, by Hruschauer. In the latter case the analysis was of the " straw
"*

of corn grown on different soils—the first on a soil formed from the debris of pri-

mary rocks, the second on a mountain limestone—and the result showed great

difference, both in the total per cent, of the ash left, and in the proportions of

every one of the constituents which the ash contains.

The mean of the two specimens from these different soils was

:

Potash 9-62

Soda 26-30

Lime 7-97

Magnesia 6-64

Oxide of iron 0-81

Phosphoric acid 17-08
.Sulphate of lime 1-19

Chloride of sodium 3-42

Silica 26-97

Total 100-00

The per centage of ash was in one case 2-30 ; in the other, or that from the

limestone mountain land, ti-50—mean, 4-40. Thus, says Professor Johnston, 60'
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bushels of corn, each 60 pounds, which he says " is considered a good [he might

have said great] average return even in favorable districts, supposing them to

yield I5 per cent, of ash, which is about what is left by the grain, would carry

off the land 54 pounds of inorganic matter, consisting of:

Potash and soda 16'6

Lime 0-7

Magnesia 9 2

Phosphoric acid 27-1

Silica 0-4

Total 54

According to the analysis made by Letellier, it would seem that the ash of In-

dian Com consists almost entirely of the phosphates of potash, soda, and magne-

sia. Should not the corn-grower take heed of such things ? But Professor Johns-

ton notes—what we have repeatedly referred to and urged upon those whose

business it is to take measures to get the information—" We have no accurate

returns," says he, " of the proportio7i ivhich the loeight of the straio and leaves

bears to that of the corn of the same plant."

The New-York State Agricultural Society, with becoming attention to what

Agriculture really needs for its enlightenment and progress, has, we believe, taken

steps to obtain this information.

In our so-called National Census, no notice Avhatever is taken of any part of

this great staple of the country, except of the grain.

In the last number of this Journal we have given, moreover, the average com-

position—that is, the proportion of water, woody fibre or husk, starch, gum,

sugar, gluten, albumen, fatty matter, saline matter, &c., in more than twenty of

the common grains, roots and grasses—as nearly as the present state of knowl-

edge has enabled the most scientific men to represent it

—

Indian Corn among the

rest. The same number of this Journal gives the average produce of nutritive

matter per acre from a given quantity of each—including Indian Corn. If, in

England or France, the subject possessed half the interest that it does for

America, it would have been yet far more thoroughly investigated. What is

needed for the information and government of American agriculturists, in respect

of a grain cultivated throughout the length and breadth of the whole country, is,

as we have repeatedly urged, to have a careful analysis of each part of the plant,

as well in its green as its dry state—its stalk, blade, top, shuck, and cob, as well

as the grain—and it is highly desirable to know the proportion of each of these

parts to a given amount of grain. We mean not the exact, but the general, or-

dinary proportion in different parts of the country, where very different kinds of

corn are suited to the climate, and where, therefore, very different proportions

will prevail. The practical benefit would be of great and almost universal value.

It would enable every corn-planter, on measuring his ^ram, which most of them

do, to approximate, at least, the quantity of nutritive matter besides, which his

fields had yielded him per acre, in return for his outlay. This is, as we have

before stated, the sort of real, solid, noiseless service that the American Insti-

tute ought to be rendering, instead of hoarding up its money in stocks, to lay by

for a chance at a speculation in farms and colleges, if the State can be persuaded

to establish one and put it under its "auspices." For one, we will willingly con-

tribute a set of The Farmers' Library, containing 6 vols, of about 3,500 pages,

and three of which contain works that could not be imported for less than $35,

Avith several hundred engravings—many of them costly steel engravings and

lithographic prints ; we will gladly throw in these six volumes toward getting

these investigations carefully made.

Mr. Colt, of Paterson, long since offered $100 toward getting it done, if the

American Institute, with its thousands in " 5 per cent, stocks," would undertake it.
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In the meantime, however, a friend of Professor Jackson, of Boston, (whose

name is a guaranty for the accuracy and soundness of the research,) having

called his attention to the patriotic offer of Mr. Colt, has consented, as we
have been informed, to make the analysis—not in any consideration of the sum
named, liberal as that was, on the part of an individual, no more interested than

others, but, as it is but just to say, in a high public spirit to render service to the

cause of Agriculture and of Science. It will presently be seen that Professor

Henry says the work of a complete analysis will require much labor, and cannot

be completed under a year or two ; and we may mention that, on application on

this subject to Professor Norton, than whom there need be no better judge, doubt-

ful if he could for some time command leisure to undertake it, he thought it

could not be expected to be properly done for less than $500. This may give

some idea of the labor and care to be bestowed on what men like ourselves,

not possessing the science and apparatus for such investigations, are apt to look

on as mere trifles. Such investigations are, or ought to be, provided and well

paid for by Institutions and Societies that hold in trust the money of the public

for the benefit of the public, and ought not to be a tax on individuals, however

able and liberal. Such men have always calls enough upon their generosity from

quarters that have no claim on public institutions. We rejoice, however, now
to see that the Smithsonian Institute will, as soon as may be, take this, and

doubtless other analogous matters in hand ; and we only express the public

voice when we say that what has the sanction of the really learned Secretary

of that institution, the public will believe in. The American Institute, with its

thousands in stocks, and all other such Institutes, far from hesitating and holding

back, and talkiyig on such occasions, ought to be constantly on the look-out

for opportunities like these to benefit great public interests of which it

professes to have supervision. But seeing now that the Smithsonian Institute,

or the Patent Office, will undertake to have this laborious and tedious analysis

thoroughly made, do we go out of the way to suggest that it Avould be but fair

to relinquish all claim on the liberality of individuals either for contributions in

money, or yet greater contributions in labor and in precious time, which is but

too often the only capital of men competent to push such inquiries to reliable

results ?

How much better would the thousands laid up in " 5 per cent, stocks," be

employed in eliciting from such men, and from skillful mechanicians, analyses,

dissertations and inventions calculated to economize and render more efficient the

labor and the means employed in all our industrial pursuits, and in importing at

once drawings, models, seeds, grains, fruits, machines—in a word, whatever

may be discovered abroad, or whatever the wants of Industry suggest as neededj

and which may possibly be discovered at home under the stimulus, not of picay-

une medals and blank diplomas, to be filled up to order, but liberal rewards for

the time and labor bestowed by men who have nothing else to depend on ?

Suppose, for instance, instead of merely providing a show-ground for the adver-

tisement and display of highly polished hats and boots, and specimen saddlery

and cutlery, and overgrown bullocks, and huge carrots and turnips, none of

which display any new principle, "or add a mite to the stock of knowledge

connected with the arts of Agriculture or Manufactures, they were to offer

to Professor Johnston, of world-wide renown, some adequate inducement to

come over and deliver a short course of Lectures on the application of Science

to Agriculture, which might be published and disseminated throughout thecoun-
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try, with far more benefit than the mere statistical facts and ascertained results

of practices with which every one is familiar—such as make Patent-Office Re-

ports, Shipping Lists, &:c. ?

Thanks, however, to men of real activity of mind and genuine public spirit,

we are in a fair way, as may here be seen, to have a least a thorough analysis

of Indian Corn—such as we should have had years ago, at the cost of thousands

on thousands of dollars, if necessary, could it have been made probable that at

the bottom of the crucible we should find some improved and more efficient mode

oi shedding human blood ?

John S. Skinner, Esq. Cleveland, O., March 27, 1843.

Dear Sir : Professor Henry has sent me the following analysis of Indian Corn,

which was made by M. Payen, which he thinks may be relied on, viz

:

ptarch 28-40
;
Cellular tissue 20-00

Nitrogenized matter 4-80
j

Doxtrine 200

Fat matter (oil) 35-60 Various salts - 7-20

Coloring matter 20
|

rp^j^^j gg.gQ

Prof. Henrv says that an acuurate analysis of the various plants and grains

used in dorneslic economy in tliis country is a desideratum, and that he had just

had a conversation with the Commissioner of Patents on the subject, and that

they had concluded as soon as practicable to have an analysis made, either at the

expense of the Smithsonian Institute, of which the Professor is Secretary, or of

the Patent Office. The Professor states that the work will require much labor,

and cannot be concluded under a year or two. Knowing the anxiety of he pub-

lic tor a wo'R of this utility, I hasten to inform you of it.

Yours, respectfully, J. R. STAFFORD. "

Extract of a letter to the Editor of The Farmers' Library, from A. G. SumiER, Esq. Editor of the " South
'

' Carolinian."

" I see that Mr. Colt is desirous of having an analysis of Indian Corn. My
brother, who has been a pupil of Liebig for one and a half years, is now engaged

under his direction in making a correct analysis of Indian Corn, the Cotton plant

and Indian Pea, as I sent him the ashes, and also the stalks, grain and seed of

all these plants. When he does make it, I will send you an account for The
Farmers' Library."

REPORT ON IMPLEMENTS,

BY THE AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE OF NEWCASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARE

The following Report is worthy of particular attention, showing that greater

prof^resshas been made in the little State of Delaware, than in any in the Union,

porportionaliy to her size and population, in tlie way of introducing the most im-

portant and highly finished labor-saving implemeyits ; a matter much more worthy

of the regard and encouragement of Agricultural Societies, than hundreds of other

triflin"- objects on which they bestow their attention, and of which the chief

purposes are to amuse and gull the public, without doing any real service to

Agriculture—io keep up a sort of gambling spirit, miscalled emulation.

Our ao-riculturists are themselves so little instructed—as they should be at

school—in the principles of labor-saving maChmery, (what, in truth are they in-

structed in that relates to their own profession ?) that one of their first cares

should be to stimulate and reward the ingenuity of artisans and machinists, who

strike out thino-s for their use, which economize labor and are valuable in the

field. They ought to remember that a machine that will save the labor of one
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man even, or one horse, is worth to them every year what it would cost to pay
and feed a man ; and yet much more where it saves the labor of a horse, for it will

cost as much to keep one horse as to keep two men. True, you pay no wages to

the horse, except the interest on the sum he would sell for, or what he cost ; but

then he is liable to be killed any day or night by a small worm, and your capital

is lost forever. The machine eats nothing ; and yet for showing an overgrown
stallion or bullock—which anyone may raise and fatten—the exhibitor gets the

highest prize at the command of the Society: but for the exhibition of an im-

proved machine, which is the product of much and anxious intellectual exercise,

and which displays the finest combinations of mechanical principles, and which
it is expensive to exhibit, as it must be transported and can 't walk to the Shows,
our wise Institutes and Societies reserve a quire of blank printed •' Certificates

of Merit" which they fill up to order, and which, costing a picayune each, are

often filled up for things that get lauded to the skies at the time, and are never

more heard of.

The trial of machines should be conducted by accomplished engineers and men
of science ; such, for instance, in Delaware, as Major Trimble and Doctor

Thompson, united with practical and disinterested farmers,—as Jones and Rey-

bold, and Clark—men of known abilities and experience, who could not be

made noses of wax, and who would only decide on the most careful and

thorough trial ; and it would be much better even to pay such men well for their

time, than to hoard up the money of these Institutes and Societies, for the sake

of saying they have " so ?nuch stock in the funds /"

The New-York State Society has laid by eight thousand dollars, and the

American Institute perhaps as much. The former has very Avisely and in a

proper spirit offered premiums, we believe, to the amount of more than six

thousand, while the latter buys stocks, and lays by for a chance at a Farm, and

a wing of a College, if the State will only buy the body, and put the whole fowl

in their keeping ; or in other, if not such plain words, "under the auspices " of

the American Institute—instead of ofi'ering all, except enough to meet the ex-

penses of their next meeting, for essays on subjects which agriculturists need to

be enlightened upon, and for objects that it would not fail for the benefit of Agri-

culture, to bring into activity the genius of all the great machinists of the coun-

try and the world !—for in such cases, we should not confine ourselves to any
country, but take the best and most perfect and economical contrivance, if in-

vented by the Old Boy himself, and be glad to get that much out of him for the

good of mankind. Why not, out of their thousands that are hoarded up, offer $500
for some neio and valuable application of Steam to Agriculture ? Why not have

traveling steam machines, going through the country cutting ditches and drain-

ing marshes, and digging ice-houses and cellars, and making roads, boring for

water, and for marl, coal, and other minerals ?

Go into your towns, and see there what it is doing for the printer, and the

cabinet-maker, and the carpenter, and the ship-builder—all the branches of man-
ufactures and mechanics ! Go into your Government Arsenals and Navy Yards,

and see what steam is doing in the way of forging and finishing chain cables,

and cannon and small arms, even to making screws for gun-locks, and how much
labor and money it has been made to save in the preparation and repair of all

the engines of human destruction ! because these economical uses of it have been

elicited and paid for, by the Public Treasure of the country, and that, too, collect-

ed chiefly from the cultivators of the soil ! But what is Steam doing for Acri'
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culture ? Has the Government ever offered one dollar to reward any applica-

tion of that mighty power to agricultural or peaceful productive purposes ? No,

not one .' And what are the lazy drones about, who compose our Agricultural

Committees in Congress, and in all our States, that they do not, or dare not be-

gin to inquire into what might be done, and what the farmer and planter have

a right to demand should be done in this direction ? For Col. Emory's or Col.

Fremont's or any other military survey, there is no difficulty in getting thousands

on thousands voted by those in Congress, who are sent there by farmers and

planters. They have no scruple in giving $100,000 of their constituents' money,

to have an examination made even of the " Dead Sea," but not a dollar for an

agricultural survey.

For the maintenance of a single seventy-four afloat, the Nation pays as much
($200,000 annually) as would maintain a Normal School in every State in this

Union, for qualifying teachers for our Common Schools, to give instruction in the

application of Geology, Botany, Chemistry, and Mechanics, as applicable to the

practice of Agriculture ; and yet our Agricultural Committees and Societies look

on passively upon such infamous prostitution of the powers and ends of Govern-

ment, without the energy or courage to lift one voice against it. Can any people

who submit to such imposture and abuse, claim to have emerged from a state ot

barbarism ? and yet we boast of the blessings of free and of self-government ! !

paying for warlike establishments 80 per cent, of all our expenses ! ! !

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

The Committee on Agricultural Implements regret that farmers and mechan-
ists have been so remiss in not bringing out valuable implements, known to have
been put in successful operation, within a few years, in different parts of this

country and this State—among which are,

1st. Hussey^s Reafing-Machine, upward of thirty of which are owned in this

County. Twenty of these were introduced the last harvest, varying in price

from $100 to $175 each. The work done by them has been eminently satisfac-

tory the past season. Mr. Bryan Jackson and Col. J. W. Andrew^ report that

they cut—with one of the largest size—24 acres of heavy wheat in one day. Mr.
Wm. Bowman reports that he cut 14 acres in half a day. These are extra days'

work, and can only be accomplished with good horses and at good speed. From
15 to 20 acres may be deemed a fair day's work.

2d. Hussey^s Mowing-Machme, with cutters on the same principle as those of
the Reaper, has been successfully tried in this County, and if done at the same
speed, will cut from 10 to 15 acres per day.

3d. Pennock's Drill.—This implement has been in use 5 or 6 years, with great

success. W. J. C. Clark, the President of the Newcastle County Agricultural

Society, stated before the Society that he sowed a part of his field with this drill

last year, at the rate of one and one-fourth bushels of wheat to the acre, and that

the yield of the drilled was more than double that of the part of the same field

upon which two and a half bushels of wheat had been sown to the acre broadcast.

4th. Mr. J. Carr, of Brandywine Hundred, has recently imported a drill from
England, at a cost of nearly three hundred dollars. This machine has the man-
agement box, and is constructed so as to sow the concentrated manures, pou-

drette, guano, ashes, &c., at the same time of sowing the wheat.
The thanks of this Society and the farmers of the County are due to Mr. Carr

for his public spirit in sending to England (his fatherland) an order to purchase
the best and most improved implement of the kind in the Kingdom, regardless

of cost, (in which he was most fortunate, as he got the identical implement
which took the first premium at the Royal Agricultural Exhibition)—particularly

when it is known that he (Mr. Carr) has invited all farmers and machinists to
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come forward and examine it, and to build and use from the same pattern free

of charge.*

5th. Thrcshing-MacJiines.—We have in St. George's Hundred four superior

Threshing-Maehines or Separators, which get out and clean the wheat ready for

market at the one operation, 400 bushels per day, if well attended. The first

two of these Separators were brought from Rochester, New-York, last June, by
B. F. French & Co. The other two were purchased, and are now owned, by
J. & Isaac Woods, of St. George's. They have all been used with much suc-

cess.

6th. Hemp-Brake.—A Hemp-brake of simple construction has been invented

and patented by an ingenious fellow-citizen, Mr. Frank Holcomb. It has been
successfully tried in the presence of a portion of this Committee, who doubt not
that the implement will eventually be nearly as valuable to the hemp-grower of

the West as Whitney's cotton-gin was to the cotton-grower of the South.

7th. There is one other huge machine, which has been in operation for nearly

one year, throughout the land, which has been highly spoken of by its invent-

ors, and by the Editor of the Gazette particularly, as the best implement for the
farmer ever yet invented or used in this country. The Committee not being in-

structed by the Society to examine or report on this thing, will take this occa-
sion to remark that it is customary among some inventors (tinkers, perhaps,) to

offer their invention one year on trial ; but if at the end of that time the article

did not answer the purpose for which it was intended, then the inventor gave up
the experiment, and replaced the old machine. It is hoped the inventor of this

thing will follow the example set by that good old custom, if at the end of the
year their invention should be deficient. This machine is called the " Tariff of
1846." It has had a fair trial. Will they do it? The Committee farther re-

mark that, if they or either of them should ever be placed by their fellow-citi-

zens in a situation that would require them to make a Report on such an article,

they will give the subject all that consideration that its importance would de-

mand, to the extent of their limited information. j. jones, 7
H. CAZEIN, fcommittee.
J. CLAYTON, 3

PATENT OFFICE REPORT.

MR. FLEISCHMANN'S PAPER ON GERMAN SHEEP CULTURE.

By the politeness of one of the Editors of the New-York Courier and En-

quirer, which we gratefully acknowledge, we have received copious extracts from

a paper on German Sheep Culture, (in the forthcoming Patent Office Report), by

Mr. Charles Fleischmann, " formerly a draughtsman of the Patent Office." The
information which he gives us in relation to the German management is interest-

ing, as might be expected from a candid and accomplished observer ; but so far

as our extracts go, seem to us not new in many important particulars. The same
has, for the most part, been published by European and American writers on
Sheep Husbandry.

[* This is exactly the sort of service which ought to be expected from great National Institutes

and State Societies, instead of leaving the cost, risk and trouble to individuals. Those who col-

lect money in hundreds and thousands should be required to look after and import all such things;

and we have no hesitation in saying that the nation that would give a medal or a sword for

bloody execution done in the barbarous trade of war, in preference to bestowing higher distinc-

tion on such an act as Mr. Carr's, is only half impressed with the true spirit of civilization ; that

it has but an imperfect perception of its true interests, and deserves not the name of an enlight-

ened and free People. Ed. Farm . Lib.]
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Mr. Fleischmann (himself a German,) falls into a very common error among
writers, in apparently not btaiing sufiiciently in mind that what may be proper

and economical in one country, may be precisely the reverse of all this, in an-

other. In Germany, land is dear, and is economized to an extent of which an

American would form little conception : labor, on the other hand, is plenty and

cheap. The German system of managing sheep, given by Mr. Fleischmann,

would cost more, here, than the wool would sell for. Expensive stabling in

winter, conducted with a degree of attention which requires the temperature of

the stables, even, to be constantly regulated by a thermometer—regulations for

summer pasturage involving the same constant care—more than many of our

hardy pioneers bestow on their children—will never do in this country. Mr.

Fleischmann gives /oj^rfecn rules ior pasturing s\it:e^, everyone requiring the

constant attendance of men— in the aggregate of a good many men—if ihe flock

be large ! This will never do in the United States. It is contrary to all the

habits of our people. And, as our New-England brethren expressively say, " it

won't pay." An American farmer will smile to be told, for example, that at

some seasons of the year, the sheep should be driven about their pastures, when

they first enter them, to cause the spiders to "fly to their retreats " to prevent

their being eaten by the sheep, which (the eating of spiders) " causes a slight

purgation !" They are to be driven about stubble and grass lands in the fall to

" take off the cobivebs with their legs," which when eaten by the sheep " seem

to have injurious effects !" These are from Mr. Fleischmann's 6th rule for

pasturing.

And the American farmer will be likely to be still more struck at the 9th rule,

which we give verbatim, the italicizing, however, being our own :

" Nothing is so injurious to sheep and wool as a sudden fright. In the night, when they are

penned, in the opcii field, when there is a storm approaching with heavy thunder, the shepherd

must walk around the pen and talk to them in order to ginet them. When they get much fright-

ened, tiiey rush to one side of the hurdles, upset it, and break loose."

Many of Mr. Fleischmann's general propositions in relation to the comparative

adaptation of different countries, and different parts of our own country, to wool

culture, the future demand and supply, markets, &c., correspond with those pre-

viously published in this Journal, in the very comprehensive series of Letters on

Sheep Husbandry, by Colonel Henry S. Randall. Mr. Fleisch mann's views,

however, have nothing of the fullness, detail, and array of corroborating facts

possessed by Col. Randall's.

In one point they differ, however, and we entirely agree with the latter gen-

tleman in the premises: Mr. Fleischmann quotes the statements of a German

writer by the name of Eisner, that " highly improved sheep do not last well in

this country," meaning thereby, as we judge by the context, that the high quali-

ty of wool of highly improved sheep cannot be kept up in this country. Mr.

Fleischmann remarks on the low quality of our wools, but excuses it as

follows

:

" The fact ia we have as yet imported very few highly improved sheep, and the few that were

brought here irere Jieglccted in consequence of the want of knowledge, or that indefatigable atten-

Hon which the Merino (Saxon) sheep requires."

Had Mr. Fleischmann seen the Saxon wool of the best American flocks, when

he expresses this impression? When he speaks of the ignorance and neglect

of American growers of fine wool, did he know anything of the Groves, the

Swifts, the Beekmans, the Tildens, and the Morrcls of New-York—the Smiths of
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Conneclicut, the Grants of New-Hampshire, the Perkinses and the Browns of

Ohio, the Edgingtons of Virginia, &c. &c. ? We may perhaps better judge from

his own admission, whether he possessed the requisite facilities for knowing that

would seem to be necessary, to justify him in so summarily pronouncing against

the care and intelligence of the American wool-grower. Immediately after the

extract above, he continues:

"As far as my own observation goes, I have fonnd that the wool grown in the United States,
has a remarkable softness. / have not yet seen woolfrom very highly im-proved sheep ; the sam-
ples which came to my notice were, with the excerption of a few,from good half-bloods ; but evea
that coarse kind had a high degree of softness."

Our climate has done much for us : even our half-blood wool is uncommonly
soft—the fault is all, as he seems to think, in the badness of the sheep originally

imported, and in the ignorance and carelessness of our breeders ! and thus it

would appear that he judges rather hastily, as we respectfully think, without

farther investigation, after inspecting samples of our half-blood ivool !

Had Mr. Fleischmann ever heard of Henry D. Grove, who unfortunately died

in the very prime of his manhood, some four or five years since, in Rensselaer

County, Mew-York ? Born in Saxony, the nephew of an extensive wool-grower,

on whose farm he was brought up, educated to the care and selection of choice

Saxon sheep from childhood, a man of concededly exquisite judgment in sheep

—-who doated on them, and spent his life among them—a man of intelligence and

of an integrity which was never even suspected: what does he say about the

sheep imported to this country from Germany ? He says he imported "picked

sheep from the choicest flocks in Germany. True, many of these were adultera-

ted by being bred in this country, with mongrels imported at the same time.

—

But not so with Mr. Grove's own flock. He selected them in Germany, imported
them himself, and bred them pure. And we are farther knowing to the fact

that but a few years before death, he sent his experienced and trusty shepherd,

to the most celebrated flock of Germany to procure, without regard to price,

rams to improve his flock— that the shepherd returned without purchasing, as

he decided that he could find no rams which would improve Mr. Grove's flock.

Mr. Grove repeatedly sent specimens of his wool to Germany to be compared
with that of the best flocks, those thought to combine the most good properties,

and the comparison never resulted to his discredit. Now one thing is certain.

We can name a number of other flock-masters in different States who breed as

fine wool, and as good sheep in other respects, as did Mr. Grove.

Was Mr. Grove ignorant of his business or careless? The results already

stated show. And equal results among American breeders, show as much in

their favor.

We grant that finer wool is occasionally grown from a little, delicate pound,

or pound and a half, fleeced sheep, in Germany, than it is common to grow in the

United Slates, though it is not unusual to see such individual sheep here. Our
flock-maslers usually exclude such feeble, over-bred sheep from their flocks.

Their wool will not pay for the cost of producing it. Had Mr. Fleischmann have
Raid, therefore, that it was not common to grow as fine Saxon wool in the United

States, as is sometimes grown in Germany, we should have taken no exceptions

to his remarks. Mr. Grove and our other breeders have thought it took some-
thing besides extreme fineness of wool to make good sheep. The price of labor

and wool here, will not permit sheep to be nurtured with more care than our

babies ! But when he asserts that " few highly improved sheep have been im-
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ported into this country," and those few spoiled by ignorance and want of atten-

tion, we must take the liberty of excepting to such wholesale assertions.

Two years since, a flock was imported into Connecticut by Mr. Tayntor, se-

lected with infinite care from the best to be found in Europe.

THE OSAGE ORANGE FOR HEDGES.

Tn¥.Osa.^,e OY?in^e (Madura aurantiaca), knov^^l also, by the names of " Osa^e Ap-

ple," " Bow-wood," and Bois iVarc, is indigenous to Arkansas, Texas, and Upper Missouri,

and may be safely cultivated for hedges or ornament wherever the IsabeUa grape vine will

thrive and mature its fruit in open air. In its natural habitat, the Osage Orange forms a

beautiful, deciduous-leaved tree, often growing to a hight of twenty-five to thirty feet, with

a trunk from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter ; and in very favorable situations, it

sometimes attains double these dimensions. The general appearance of this tree greatly re-

sembles that of the common Orange ; and when we view the beauty and splendor of its dark,

fihinmg foilage, large, golden fruit, and the luunerous sharp spines which the branches pre-

sent, we are strongly impressed by the comparison. The juice of the young wood, leaves,

and fi'uit, consists of a milky fluid, of an acrid or insipid taste, which soon dries on exposure

to the air, and contains a considerable proportion of an elastic gum. The fruit, however, in

open culture, docs not ripen its seeds north of Philadelphia.

The most important use to which the Osage Orange ca» be applied is for the formation

of hedges, and there is no plant, in our estimation, better adapted for this puipose,in any part

of the country where this tree will thrive. Apprehensions have been expressed by some
that, from its rapid growth, it will soon become too large for live hedges, which, it is thought,

will not endure for a great length of time. This, however, remains yet to be proved. We
have no doubt, in our own minds, that, if a judicious system be pursued, in trimming

and heading dotcn, they will serve an excellent purpose for twenty and perhaps thirty years ;

for there are hedges of this plant in the vicinity of Cincinnati, which are ten years old, and
have thus far proved perfectly hardy, very uniform, neat, and handsome in their appearance,

and free from the attacks of insects or disease.

The Osage Orange may readily be propagated by seeds, from which it will grow suffi-

ciently large in three years to form a hedge. It succeeds best on land moderately rich, such,

for instance, as will produce good Indian Corn ; but it will grow in almost any soil that is

not too moist. The line of ground, intended for a hedge, should first be dug and well pul-

verized, say from 19. to 15 inches deep, and 2 feet wide, along the center of which the plants

may be set at a distance ofone foot apart.

The seeds, before sowing, shtjuld be soaked in water, in a warm room, for four or five

days; or they may be mixed with equal parts, by measure, of sand, and exposed a few
weeks, in open boxes, to wintry weather, on the sunny side of a building, in order to freeze

and thaw. It is preferable to sow them early in the spring, in a garden or nursery, where
they will shortly germinate and form young plants. These should carefully be weeded or

hoed during the first season's growth, and transplanted in the hedge-line in the month of

March or April of the following year.

NOTES ON. MANURE.

Liquid Manure.—As liquid manure is likely to become in general use by our agricul-

turists, and as Govennnent has issued an order that manure-tanks shall be established in the

yards of the different cavalry barracks throughout the United Kingdom, the following

memoire on dung-pits and the treatment and great advantage of liquid manure, so long neg-

lected on the Continent and in this country, has been presented to the Society of Sciences,

Agriculture and Arts of the Department of the Lower Rhine, by Ch. H. Schattenmann,

Member of the General Council of the Lower Rhine, and Director of the mines of Boux-

willer. After giving a description and a plan of his model dung-tanks, which can be made
to any size, from an old sunken cask to a well-bricked pit, with a filti-ating-vessel, and pump
with irrigating tubes, to disperse it over the land, he then gives his method of treatment :

—

The dung is submitted to a fermentation, so that the straw becomes decomposed and the

ammonia developed. This fermentation is extremely violent for horse-dung, producing a

gi'eat heat. It is therefore requisite to overcome it, which is easily accomplished by pack

ing the dung as closely as possible, and well watering it once or twice a week ; as the con
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fining it moderates the fermentation by preventing too great an access of air, and the water
soddens it and hastens the maturity of tlie dung, so that by tliis means in six weeks or two
montlis is obtained a perfect manure. He had at several periods thus disposed the dung of
200 or 300 artilleiy horses, quartered at Bouxwiller, which he placed in a pit containing two
compartments of 400 square metres (1,200 feet) in surface, by filling them up from 9 to 12
feet. On opening these large masses, they always presented in every part of the interior a
pei-fect manure, and as substantial and stronger than that of cow-dung. Horse-dung is more
substantial than that of homed cattle, but it often loses its quality by a too violent termenta-
tion, from which few know how to preserve it, and which burns and moulders a portion of
the straw, and drives away the ammonia by evaporation. Little attention is generally paid
to the large quantity of water required for horse-dung, which causes a continual evapora-
tion. It should therefore be well watered from a pump that spreads it over every part, and
saves much labor, while at the same time the water penetrates so that the heap at last be-
comes so compact that it is a .solid mass. Some parties have the plan of raking up or turn-
ing the dung, thinking to make it tuni the sooner ; but this has a bad effect, as it becomes
musty and often spoils—being more accessible to the air it ferments more violently, and soon
lo.ses its humidity, which, when closely packed, it preserves.

This manure enjoys great reputation in Switzerland, where it is chiefly used in watering
the praii'ies [meadows], and frequently the dung is washed so as to increase the strength of
the liquid. This is vi-ell stzited for that country. Liquid manures, such as purins and fecal

matters generally, only fertilize but one crop, and they usually try to e.xpend them during
damp or cloudy weather, because a burning sun would evaporate the carbonate of ammonia
before the plant.s over which the liquid is sprinkled could absorb it. But when the carbonate
oi" ammonia of these liquid manures is converted into sulphate or muriate, by sulphate of
iron, sulphuric acid, muriatic acid, or chalk [gypsum ?], there is no longer any loss of the
ammonia by atmospheric influences, and the effect of such manure is felt for several years,
according to the more or less quantity irrigated. He has conveyed every week to the dung-
tank or pit, the fecal matters from the schools of Bou.xwiller, and he has found it quite unne-
cessaiy to have a special i-esers'oir to unite these matters. The water-closets of the schools
of Bouxwiller are an-anged with movable tubs, in which is placed previously a solution of
sulphate of iron, which, by disinfecting fecal matter, prevents every nau.seous smell or in-

convenience arising from it. [English paper.

[How easy would it be for any man of enterprise, farming in the neighborhood, to collect

immense stores of fertility from the privies at Wa.shington, provided for the public buildings

;

and also at our watering-places. In Europe, such valuable resources bring a large revenue.

Ed. Farm. Lib.^

PROPORTION OF MILK TO BUTTER.

SoMETniES it is desii-able to know the proportion between the quantity of milk and the
butter produced from it ; for the question is sometimes presented to farmers, whether it is

better to sell milk or make butter. Yet no definite rule can be given, as milk varies in

richness and its butter qualities, not only from the general breed of animals, but from indi-

viduals of the same breed, and also from the food.

The difference is sometimes one-half The Alderney cows give very rich milk, seven
quai-ts of which will often, if not generally, produce a pound of butter ; while the milk of
some cows is so poor that it takes nineteen or twenty quarts of milk for a pound of butter.

The famous cow, Blossoms, that gave so large a quantity of milk, did not yield a large

amount of butter, as it took nineteen quarts for a pound. On an average it probably takes
about twelve quarts of milk for a pound of butter.

Mr. J. Leathe, of Wobum, who has some excellent cows that give rich milk, lately made
an experiment, while his cows were still fed partially on hay. He measured out thirty

quarts of milk, which produced seven and a half pounds of cream, (three quarts in measure,)
and three pounds three ounces of good yellow butter.

As to weight, we have various estimates as the proportion of butter to milk. In all ex-
periments of the kind, the milk should be weighed as well as the butter. Measures such as
used for milk differ greatly ; so much that it seems that very little reliance can be placed
upon them. P'rom statistics now before us showing the amount of butter produced, and the
quantity of milk in weight and measure, in one case it is stated that sixteen and a quarter
quarts of milk weighed forty-two pounds, which is two pounds nine ounces to the quart. In
another case, it stated that a cow gave twenty-six quarts of milk per day, which weighed
forty-seven pounds. Here is less than two pounds to the quart. Here is but a specimen
of the great variations in the measures of milk, ;uid it shows the importance of weighing, in-

fitead of measuring milk, in making experiments. [Boston Cultivator.
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LETTER XVI.

DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT—(Contmued.)

Cachectic Diseases... Hydatid on the Brain—diagnosis—common methods of treating it—ti-eatillent of
French and English veterinanaiis. ..The Pelt Rot... Local diseases. . .Grub in the head—the nature of
the disease, if one—erroneous popular opinions—location of the grub—description of the fly (CEstrus
ovis)—method of attacking the sheep—conduct of the sheep—appearance of the larva—its habits—the
chrysalis— the larva found in the heads of healthy sheep—not believed to be the cause or source of fatal

disease—Mr. Braey Clark's and Mr. Youatt's opinion—method of preventing and of expelling the grub. ..

Scab—nature of it—habits of the ocrtT-i-description of them—contagiousness of the disease—post-mor-
tem appearances—treatment. . .Erysipelatous scab—treatment. . .Disease of Bidex Canal—nature and
treatment. . .Hoofail—first indications— erroneous statements of foreign veterinarians—of Mr. Youatt

—

author's experience with it—diagnosis—chronic hoofail—can it be cured?—difficulties—preparation of
the foot—ordinary treatment—proper treatment—cost of curing a flock—cheap partial remedies—sug-
gestions— contagiousness of the disease—how communicated. ..Fouls—cause and treatment. . .Broncho-
cele or goitre—diagnosis—treatment. . .Miscellaneous diseases. . .Poison from eating Laurel—symptoms

—

treatment. ..Sore Face—cause and treatment. . .Loss of cud—not a disease... Hoove—cause—symptoms

—

cure... Obstruction of Gullet, or choking—treaDnent. ..Fractures—treatment, &c... Method of adminis-
tering medicine into the stomach.. .Method of bleeding. . .The place of feeling the pulse.. .List of medi-
cines employed in treating the diseases of sheep. . .Ale. . .Aloes. . .Alum. . .Antimony. . .Arsenic. . .Blue
Vitriol... Camphor— CaiTaway seeds Catechu Chtdk. . .Corrosive Sublimate. . .Digitalis.-. .Epsom
Halts. ..Gentian. ..Ginger. ..Iodine. ..Lard. ..Lime, carbonate of.. .Lime, chloride of .. .Linseed Oil
Mercury... Muriatic Acid... Nitrate of Potash... Nitrate of Silver. ..Nitric Acid. ..Opium. ..Pepper. ..
Pimento... Rhubarb... Salt... Sulphate of Iron.. .Sulphur Sulphuric Acid Spirit of Tar 'Tar...
Tobacco... Turpentine... Verdigris. ..Zinc.

CACHECTIC DISEASES.

Hydatid on the Brain.—This disease, known as turnsick, sturdy,

staggers, etc., is spoken of by Chancellor Livingston, and other writers

of reputation, as having occurred in this country within their own obser-

vation. I have never seen a case of it, and shall be obliged, therefore, to

make use of the descriptions of others. Mr. Spooner says :

" The symptoms are a dull, moping appearance, the sheep separating from the flock, a
wandering and blue appearance to the eye, and sometimes partial or total blindness ; the
sheep appears unsteady in its walk, will sometimes stop suddenly and fall down, at others

gallop across the field, and after the disease has existed for some time will almost constantly

move round in a circle—there seems, indeed, to be an aberration of the intellect of the

animal. These symptoms, though rarely all present in the same subject, are yet sufficiently

marked to prevent the disease being mistaken for any other. On examining the brain of
sturdied sheep, we find what appears to be a watery bladder, termed a hydatid, which may
be either small or of the size of a hen's egg. This hydatid, one of the class of entozoons

has been termed by naturalists the hydatid folycephalus ccrebralis, which signifies the

<many-hcaded hydatid of the brain ; these heads being irregularly distributed on the sur-

iace of the bladder, and on the front part of each head there is a mouth surrounded by
minute sharp hooks w^itliin a ring of sucking disks. These disks serve as the means of

attachment by forming a vacuum, and bring the mouth in contact with the surface, and thus

by the aid of the hooks the parasite is nourished. The coats of the hydatid are disposed

in several layers, one of which appears to possess a muscular power. These facts are

developed by the microscope, which also discovers numerous little bodies adhering to the

internal membrane. The fluid in the bladder is usually clear, but occasionally turbid, and

then it has beeu found to contain a number of minute worms. "

According to Mr. Youatt, this disease attacks many of the weakly

lambs in the English flocks. It usually appears, he remarks, " during

the first year of the animal's life, and when he is about or under six

months old." It succeeds a " a severe winter and a cold, wet spring."

—

He says :

" If there is only one parasite inhabiting the brain of a sturdied sheep, its situation is very

uncertain. It is mostly found beneath the pia-mater, lying upon the brain, and in or upoa

the scissure between the two hemispheres. If it is within the brain, it is generally in oiie

of the ventricles, but occasionally in the substance of the brain, and, in a few instances, ia

that of the cerebellum
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This is a singular disease ; but it is a sadly prevalent and fatal one in wet and moorish

districts It is niuch more fatal in France than in Great Britain. It is supposed

that nearly a million of sheep are destroyed in France every year by this pest of the ovine

race

The means of cure are exceedingly limited. They are confined to the removal or des-

traction of the vesicle. Medicine is altogether out of the question here."

Many barbarous methods have been adopted to rupture the hydatid,

which I will not disgust you by repeating. Mr. James Hogg thrust a
wire up the nostrils of the sheep, and through the plate of the ethmoid
bone into the brain, and thus, as he assures us, punctured the hydatid and
" cured many a sheep !

" * This practice, which I cannot characterize

otherwise than as atrocious, is justly condemned by Mr. Youatt. The
dotted lines d, e, and d, d, in fig. 49, show how limited a portion of the

brain could be reached with a wire or trochar by piercing the plate of the

ethmoid bone—the (mly portion of the walls of the skull thin enough to

be so pierced by a trochar introduced at the nostrils.

Mr. Parkinson " pulled the ears very hard for some time," and then cut

them off close to the head ! t

Where the hydatid is not imbedded in the brain, its constant pressure,

singularly enough, causes a portion of the cranium to be absorbed, and
finally the part immediately over the hydatid becomes thin and soft

enough to yield under the pressure of the finger. When such a spot is

discovered, the English veterinarians usually dissect back the muscular

integuments, remove a portion of the bone, carefully divide the investing

membranes of the brain, and then, if possible, remove the hydatid whole

—or, failing to do this, remove its fluid contents. The membranes and
integuments are then restored to their position, and an adhesive plaster

placed over the whole. The French veterinarians usually simply punc-

ture the cranium and the cist with a trochar, and laying the sheep on its

back, permit the fluid to run out through the orifice thus made, A com-
mon awl would answer every purpose for such a puncture. The puncture

would be the preferable method for the unskilled practitioner. But when
we take into consideration the hazard and cruelty attending the operation

at best, and the conceded liability of a return of the malady—the growth
of new hydatids—it becomes apparent that, in this country, it would not

be worth while, unless in the case of uncommonly valuable sheep, to resort

to any other remedy than depriving the miserable animal of life.

Pelt Rot—IS classified as a disease by Mr. Livingston, and various

other American writers. Mr. Livingston says :

" This is often mistaken for the scab, but it is in fact a different and less dangerous

disease ; in this the wool will fall off, and leave the sheep nearly naked ; but it is attended

with no soreness, though a white crust will cover the skin from the wool which has

dropped. It generally arises from hard keeping and much exposure to cold and wet, and,

in fact, the animal often dies in severe weather from the cold it suffers by the loss of its

coat. The remedy is full feeding, and a warm stall, and anointing the hard part of the skin

with tar, oil, and butter." t

I have seen frequent cases of the pelt rot, but never have done any-

thing for it, scarcely considering it a disease. If the condition of a poor

sheep is raised as suddenly as ])racticable, by generous keep in the winter,

the wool is very apt to drop off, and if yet cold, the sheep will require

warm shelter.

* Hogg on Sheep, p. 59.

1 Parkinson on Sheep, vol. 1, p. 412.

I Livinpeton on Sheep, Appendix, p. 179.
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LOCAL DISEASES.

" Grub in the Head."—If the " grubs " found in the fi-ontal and max-
illary sinuses of the sheep actually, in any case, produce disease, it must be,

in my judgment, by the irritation and inflammation which they induce in

the mucous membrane which lines those cavities. The popular theory

that the grub causes death by boring through the bony walls which sur-

round the brain, and attacking the substance of the brain itself, is, it seems
to me, utterly absurd. The only part of the skull where it could even be
fancied that such a perforation would be practicable, is the cribriform plate

of the ethmoid bone (11 of fig. 49,) which is very thin and is pierced with

numerous small holes for the passage of nerves. But an inspection of the

same figure will show that the sinus where the parasite is generally found

lodged, is not in immediate juxtaposition with the cribriform plate, and
that a passage from the former to the brain, would lead directly through

the frontal bone—the thickest one of the whole cranium, I never saw but

one gi'ub in the cells of the ethmoid bone near the cribriform plate, and
that, I judged at the time, was thrown there accidentally by the violence

attending the opening of the head.* But if the grub actually penetrates

to the brain, the fact would readily be disclosed after death. The full-

grown gi'ub would necessarily leave an orifice of considerable diameter

through the skull. Who has seen any such orifice in the cribriform plate

or elsewhere ] Who has seen any orifice but the natural ones of the crib-

riform p\site,JiUed with the nerves which pass through them ? The farmer

splits open the head of a sheep with an ax, cutting, mangling and scatter-

ing its contents, by the repeated blows necessary to eft'ect his purpose.

—

Under such circumstances grubs are sometimes found scattered through
all the nasal cavities—over and among the brains—and on the ground.—
The proof is just as strong, here, that prior to opening the head, some of

the grubs were on the ground, as that they were in the brain !

The " grub " ofpopular parlance is the larva of the (Estrus ovis, or gad-fly

of the sheep. The latter is represented of the nat-

ural size in figures GO and 61. It is composed of Fig, 60- Fig. 61.

five rings. It is tiger-colored on the back and

belly, sprinkled with spots and patches of brown.

The wings are striped. The comparative propor-

tions of the head, corslet, wings, etc. are sufficient-

ly seen in the cuts. He who desires a full, scien-

tific description of these insects, or who would sheep gad-?ly.

fully investigate their habits and economy, will do
well to consult the excellent monograph of them by Mr. Bracy Clark

the celebrated veterinarian.

The sheep gad-fly is led by instinct to deposit its eggs within the nos-

trils of the sheep. Its attempts to do this, most common in July and Au-
gust, are always indicated by the sheep, which collect in close clumps

with their heads inward and their noses thrust close to the ground, and in-

to it, if any loose dirt or sand is within their reach. If the fly succeeds in

depositing its eg^, it is immediately hatched by the warmth and moisture

of the part, and the young grubs, or larvte, crawl up the nose, finding their

devious way to the sinuses, where, by means of their tentaculce, they at-

tach themselves to the mucous membrane lining those cavities. During
the ascent of the larvye, the sheep stamps, tosses its head violently, and of-

ten dashes away from its companions wildly over the field. The larvae re-

* The head was cloven with an nx '. It 1.=! proper to eay, however, that various writers speak of having

found the gi-ubs in the ethmoid cclU, and indeed in all the nasal cavities.
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main in the sinuses feeding on the mucus secreted by the membrane, and
apparently creating no farther annoyance, until ready to assume their pu-
pa form in the succeeding spring. Figures 62 and 63 give the shape and
an upper and under view of the full-grown larva.

THE "grub" or larva OF THE SHEEP GAD-FLY.

The body consists of eleven rings, colorless in the young grub, but the

elevated portions gi'owing darker with age, and becoming a dark brown
when the full size is attained. There are round spots of a still darker
color on each of these bands. At the edges of the rings are a few short

hairs, and lower down some round darkish spots, as shown in fig. 62.

—

Small red spines, as shown in fig. 63, cover the space between the rings

on the belly. The remainder of the body (with the exception of the poste-

rior stigmata) is white. The tentaculce, as well as certain appendages on
each side of the anus, the purposes of which have not been discovered, are

seen in fig. 63.

The larva having remained in the sinuses through the fall and winter,

abandons them as the warm weather advances in the latter part of spring.

It crawls down the nose, creating even greater irritation and excitement
than when it originally ascended, drops on the ground, and rapidly bur-

rows into it. In a few hours its skin has contracted, become of a dark
brown color, and it has assumed the form of a chrysalis, as seen in fig. 64.

Or rather, this figure exhibits the shell of the chrysalis, af-

ter the escape of the fly ; and fig. 65 shows the upper ex-

tremity or head of the pupa, detached by the fly in its es-

cape.

The experiments of Valisnieri go to show that the GEs-

trus ovis never eats—and this is the received opinion.

—

The male, after impregnating two or three females, dies,

and the latter having deposited their ova in the nostrils

of the sheep, also soon perish.

The larva in the heads of sheep may, and probably do

add to the irritation of those inflammatory diseases, such as catarrh, which
attack the membraneous lining of the nasal cavities ; and they are, as we
have seen, a powerful source of momentary irritation in the first instance,

when ascending to and descending from their lodging-place in the head.

But in the interval between these events—extending over a period of

several months—not a movement of the sheep indicates the least annoy-

ance at their presence, or reveals to the veterinarian whether they exist in

the sinuses or not. It would be very difficult to believe that all the local

irritation which these parasites could cause, would be suflScient to termi-

nate life, and, so far as my observation has extended, post-mortem exam-
ination discloses no lesions which would in anywise sanction such belief.

The larva?, moreover, are found, at the proper season, in the heads of near-

ly all sheep—the healthy as well as the diseased—and I never have been

able to ascertain that the number of them is greater, on the average, in the

heads of those sheep which were supposed to have fallen victims to their

attacks, than in the heads of perfectly healthy sheej) slaughtered for the

table. And to prove that the popular ideas on the subject are but vague
(1039)
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and crude—not the result of that long and close comparison of symptoms,
results, and post-mortem appearances, which would give weight to the

opinions of the most unerudite—we have but to notice a few of the cases

popularly referred to the " grub in the head." A sheep in the highest

condition and apparent healtli leaps into the air two or three times, and
suddenly dies, and if a grub can be found in the cavities of the head, that

is the undoubted destroyer. Another wastes away for months and dies

lingeringly, a mere skeleton, and the same proof establishes the same fact.

Whether there has been fever or no fever—whether there has been obsti-

nate constipation, or equally obstinate dysentery—whether one viscus or

another exhibit traces of abnormal action—whether the disease has been
acute or chronic—in a word, whatever the form or character of the mal-

ady—however diametrically different the diagnosis and the lesions, it is a

clear case of " grub in the head," if two or three of those parasites are

found there !

Mr. Bracy Clark and Mr. Youatt, so far from regai'ding the larva of the

CEstrus ovis as the cause of a fatal disease, suggest that they may even
j>romote the health of the sheep by diminishing the tendency to cerebral

disease—especially determinations of blood—by establishing counter irri-

tation ! Mr. Spooner does not speak of their producing fatal effects in

any instances, nor am I aware that any late scientific veterinarians do.

Treatment.—Though the presence of the grub constitutes no disease,

some think it well to diminish their number by all convenient means.

—

One simple way of effecting this is by turning up with a plow a furrow of

earth in the sheep pasture. Into this the sheep will thrust their noses on
the approach of the CEstrus, and thus many of them escape its attacks.

—

Some farmers smear the noses of their sheep with tar occasionally, during
the proper season—the odor of which is believed to repel the fly. Others

compel thfe sheep to smear their own noses every week or two, by feed-

ing them their salt sprinkled over tar. Blacklock says that the larvee may
be dislodged even from the sinuses, by blowing tobacco smoke for some
moments through the tail of a pipe into each nostril. I have never tried

the experiment.

The Scab.—The scab is a cutaneous disease, analogous to the mange
in horses and the itch in men. It is caused and propagated by a minute
insect, the acarus. M. Walz, a German veterinarian, vvho has thrown
great light on the habits of these parasites, says :

" If one or more female acari are placed on the wool of a sound sheep, they quickly ti-avet

to the root of it, and bury themselves in the skin, the place at which they penetrated being

scarcely visible, or only distinguished by a minute red point. On the tenth or twelfth day a
little swelling may be detected with the fintrer, and the skin changes its color, and has a

greenish blue tint. The pustule is now rapidly formed, and about the sixteenth day brealis,

and the mothers again appear, with their little ones attached to their feet, and covered by
a portion of the shell of the egg from which they have just escaped. These little ones im-
mediately set to work, and penetrate the neighboring skin, and iDuiy themselves beneath it,

and find their proper nourishment, and grow and propagate, until the poor animal has myri-

ads of them to prey on him, and it is not wonderl'ul tliat he should speedily sink. Some of

the male acari were placed on the sound skin of a sheep, and they too burrowed their way
and disappeared for a while, and the pustule in due time arose ; but the itching and the

scab soon disappeared without the employment of any remedy.

The figures on the next page are copied from M. Walz's work :

The female acarixs brings forth from eight to fifteen young at a litter.

The scab is often produced spontaneously in England by mismanage-
ment of various kinds, such as " bad keep, starvation, hasty driving,

dogging, and exposure afterward to cold and wet ;" and it spreads rapidly
(1040)
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by contagion. It is very prevalent there, and annually causes an immense

loss in the wool and flesh of the British flocks. In the United States it is

comparatively little known, and so far as I am able to learn, never origin-

ates spontaneously. It is a singular fact that short-wooled sheep, like the

Fig. 66.

'

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

THE ACARUS WHICH CAUSES SCAB.

Fig. 67.—The acari of their natural size on a dark ground.
••, j

Fig. 66.—The (emalo of 366 times the natural size, larger than the male, of an oval form, and provided

with eight feet, four before and four behind.
a.—The sucker.
b. h. b. b.—The four anterior feet, with their trumpet-like appendices.

c. c.—The two interior hind feet.

d. d.—The two outward feet, the extremities of which are provided with some long hairs, and on the

other parts of the legs are shorter haii-s. To these hairs the young ones adhere, when they first escape

from the pustule.

e.—The tail, containing the anus and vulva, garnished with some short hairs.

Fig. 68.—The male on its back, and seen by the same magnifying power.
a.—The sucker.

b. b. b. 6.—Theforelegs with their trumpet-like appendices, as seen in the female.

c. c.—The two hind-legs, with the same appendices and hairs.

d.—The rudiments of the abdominal feet.

«.—The tail.

Merino, are much less subject to its attacks, and this is probably one

reason for its little comparative prevalence in the United States. Mr.

Youatt observes :

" The old and unhealthy sheep are first attacked, and long-wooled sheep in preference to

the short ; a healthy short-wooled sheep will long bid defiance to the contagion, or probably

escape it altogether."

It spreads from individual to individual and from flock to flock, not only

by means of direct contact, but by the acari left on posts, stones, and other

substances against which diseased sheep have rubbed themselves. Healthy
sheep are therefore liable to contract the malady if turned on pastures pre-

viously occupied by scabby sheep, though some considerable time may
have elapsed since the departure of the latter.

The sheep laboring under the scab is exceedingly restless. It rubs it-

self with violence against trees, stones, fences, &c. It scratches itself

with its feet, and bites its sores and tears off" its wool with its teeth. As
the pustules are broken, their matter escapes, and forms scabs covering

red, inflamed sores. The sores constantly extend, increasing the misery

of the tortured animal. If unrelieved, he pines away and soon perishes.

I have never had an opportunity to observe the post-mortem appear-

ances. Mr. Youatt says

:

" The post-mortem appearances are very uncertain and inconclusive. There is generally

chronic inflammation of the intestines, with the presf'nceof a great number of worms. The
liver is occasionally schirrous, and the spleen enlarged ; and there are frequently serous effu-
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sions in the belly, and sometimes in the chest. There has been evident sympathy between
the digestive and the cutaneous systems."

Treatment.—About twelve years since, I purchased 150 fiue-wooled

sheep just driven into the county from a considerable distance. I placed
them on a farm then owned by me, in another town, and did not see them
for about three weeks. One of my men then reported to me that the sheep
were amiss—that they were shedding off their wool—sore spots were be-

ginning to show on them—and that they rubbed themselves against the

fence-corners, &c. Though I had never seen the scab, I took it for granted
that this was the disease. No time was to be lost, as I had 700 other

sheep on the farm—though fortunately, thus far, the new comers had been
kept entirely separate from them. Barely looking into Mr. Livingston's

work for a remedy, I provided myself with an ample supply of tobacco

and set out. The sheep had been shorn, and their backs were covered

with scabs and sores. They evidently had the scab. I had a large potash
kettle sunk partly in the ground as an extempore vat, and an unweighed
quantity of tobacco put to boiling in several other kettles. The only care

was to have enough of the decoction, as it was rapidly wasted, and to have
it strong enough. A little spirits of turpentine was occasionally thi'own on
the decoction, say to every third or fourth sheep dipped. It was neces-

sary to use it sparingly, as, not mixing with the fluid and floating on the

surface, too much of it otherwise came in contact with the sheep. Not at-

tending to this at first, two or three of the sheep are thrown into great ag-

ony, and appeared to be on the point of dying. I had each sheep caught
and its scabs scoured off, by two men who rubbed them with stiff" shoe-

brushes, dipped in a suds of tobacco-water and soft soap. The two men
then dipped the sheep all over in the large kettle of tobacco-water, rub-

bing and kneading the sore spots with their hands while immersed in the

fluid. The decoction was so strong that many of the sheep appeared to be
sickened either by immersion or by its fumes ; and one of the men who
dipped, though a tobacco-chewer, vomited, and became so sick that his

place had to be supplied by another".

The effect on the sheep was almost magical ! The sores rapidly healed,

the sheep gained in condition, the new wool immediately started, and I

never had a more perfectly healthy flock on my farm. Though adminis-

tered with little reference to economy, the remedy was a decisive one.

—

With a vat like fig. 27, (Letter XII,) this would not necessarily be a very

expensive method, with sheep recently sheared. But the assaults of the

scab usually come on in the spring before shearing time, and it would re-

quire an immense quantity of the tobacco decoction to dip sheep with their

fleeces on, however carefully it might be pressed out.

The following is the remedy recommended by Chancellor Livingston :

" First, I separate the sheep (for it is xery infectious) ; I then cut off the wool as far as the

skin feels hard to the finger ; the scab is then washed with soap-suds, and rubbed hard with

a shoe-brush, so as to cleanse and break the scab. I always keep for this use a decoction

of tobacco, to which T add one-third by measure of the lye of wood ashes, as much hog's-lard

as will be dissolved by the lye, a small quantity of tar from the tar-bucket, which contams

gi-ease, and about one-eighth of the whole by measure of spirits of turpentine. This liquor

is rubbed unon the part infected, and spread to a httle distance round it, in three washings,

with an interval of three days each. I have never failed in this way to effect a cure when
the disorder was only partial. ... 1 cannot say whether it would cure a sheep infected

so as to lose half its fleece."*

The following remedies are much used in Great Britain

:

No. 1.—Dip the sheep in an infusion of arsenic, in the proportion of

* Livingston's Essay. Appendix, p. 177.
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half a pound of arsenic to twelve gallons of water. The sheep should pre-
viously be washed in soap and watei". The infusion must not be per-
mitted to enter the mouth or nostrils.

No. 2.—Take common mercurial ointment, for bad cases, rub it own
with three times its weight of lard—for ordinary cases, five times its weight
of lai'd. Rub a little of this ointment into the head of the sheep. Part the
wool so as to expose the skin in a line from the head to the tail, and then
apply a little of the ointment with the finger the whole way. Make a sim-
ilar furrow and application, on each side, four inches from the first, and so
on over the whole body. The quantity of ointment (after being com-
pounded with the lard) should not exceed two ounces, and considerably
less will generally suffice. A lamb requires but one-third as much as a
grown sheep. This will generally cure, but if the sheep should continue
to rub itself, a lighter application of the same should be made in ten days.

No. 3.—Take of lard or palm oil 2 lbs., oil of tar i lb., sulphur 1 lb.

—

Gradually mix the last two, then rub down the compound with the first.

—

Apply in the same way as No. 2.

No. 4.—Take of corrosive sublimate I lb., white hellebore, powdered, ^
lb., whale or other oil 6 gallons, rosin 2 lbs., tallow 2 lbs. " The first two
to be mixed with a little of the oil, and the rest being melted too-ether, the
whole to be gradually mixed." This is a powerful preparation and must
not be applied too freely.

Mr. Spooner gives the preference to No. 1, as least troublesome ; Mr.
Vouatt to No. 2 ; and the author of the Mountain Shepherd's Manual to

No. 4. I should certainly prefer No. 3, if it is, as it is asserted to be,
equally effectual, for the reason that it contains no poisonous or dano-erous
ingredients.

An erysipelatous scab, or erysipelas, attended with considerable itch-

ing, sometimes attacks the English flocks, but I have heard of no cases of
it here. This would be classified as a febrile disease. It is treated with
a cooling purgative, venesection, and oil or lard applied to the sores.

Disease of the Biflex Canal.—From the introduction of foreign bod-
ies into the biflex canal, or from other causes, it occasionally becomes the
seat of inflammation. This is sometimes confounded with the hoof-ail,

but the diseases are entirely distinct and different from each other. In-
flammation of the biflex canal causes an enlargement and redness of the
pastern, particularly ^bout the external orifice of the canal. The toes are
thrown wide apart by the tumor. I never have known it to attack more
than one foot, and never have allowed it to go to the point of ulceration,
which it is said to do if neglected. There is none of that soreness and
disorganization between the back part of the toes—and none of that pecu-
liar fetor which distinguishes the hoof-ail. I never have found it anything
like so serious a disease as it is described to be by the English veterina-
rians.

Treatment.—I have always scarified the coronet, making one or two
deeper incisions in the principal swelling around the mouth of the canal—covered the foot with tar—and paid no more attention to it.

Hoof-Ail.—The first symptom of this troublesome malady, which is or-
dinarily noticed, is a lameness of one or both of the fore feet. But on daily
examining the feet of a flock which have the disease among them, it will be
readily seen that the lesions manifest themselves for several days before
they ai-e followed v/ith lameness. Scarcely any Enslish writer whom I
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liave read, describes with respectable accuracy the first appearances of

the hool-ail as it exhibits itself in this country, and among the Jine-zvooled

sheep* Mr. Youatt says :

" The foot will be found hot and tender, the horn softer than usual, and there will be en-

largement about the coronet, and a slight separation of the hoof from it, with portions of the

hoiTi woni away, and ulcers formed below, and a discharge of their fetid matter. The ul-

cers, if neglected, continue to increase ; they throw out fungous granulations, they separate

the hoof more and more from the parts beneath, until at length it drops off."

The above is not a description of the consecutive symptoms of the hoof-

all as / have seen them. The hoof, instead of being softened, is percepti-

bly hardened, I think, by the presence of the disease. There is occasion-

ally an enlargement about the coronet, but this is not common in the out-

set; and so far from the horn first separating from the foot at that point, it

is the last place where it usually adheres when the soles are eaten away
by the ulcerous matter, and the mere outside shell i-emains. I never have

known a hoof to drop off, entire, in the sense in which I understand the

closing part of Mr. Youatt's remark.

My first introduction to this disease was by its breaking out in its most

malignant form in a flock of eight hundred sheep, with which I had placed,

early in the preceding spring, a few valuable sheep received from abroad

which were infected with the hoof-ail, without my having the slightest sus-

picion of the fact. The disease, when of long standing, and well kept un-

der, shows itself but very little during the winter and spring, unless the

foot is directly examined. Every sheep in that eight hundred took the

disease, sometimes first in one foot, then in another, then in a third, and

when the fourth one was attacked, perhaps it was again bursting out in

one of the cured feet ! I considered the sheep valuable, had much of the

esprit du corps of a young flock-master, and was determined to conquer the

malady at any cost and at all hazards. I have little doubt that every sheep

in the flock was " doctored " on the average ten times each, and it was
very rarely that I permitted any other person than myself to cut aivay the

horn and prepare the foot of a single sheepfor the application of the reme-

dies ! When I look back to that period—the sheep on some remote pas-

tures—not a shed on them to shelter myself or assistants from the burning

August sun as we bent ten or twelve hours a day over our task—our only
" operating room " a yard in the corner of two fields—blood and pus en-

crusting hands and garments, and occasionally by an unlucky stroke of the

knife showered over face and bosom—the crawling maggots—the intolera-

ble fetor :—I hardly know whether to take credit to myself for or to laugh

at the stanchness of my zeal. But, worst of all, with all my labor, I had

" scotch'd the snake, not killed it !

"

The disease appeared in my flock, though in a much mitigated form,

the next summer. I think I then cured it—but I was not allowed to es-

cape thus. In the succeeding summer, accident again brought it among
my sheep. In a word, I have first and last served a five years' appren-

ticeship to combating the hoof-ail. Having seen it in every possible phase

—having experimented with almost every recommended remedy not obvi-

ously empirical—I shall be excused if I speak my own opinions with a de-

* As 1 have before Ptated, when discussing " the most profitable breed for the South," the hoof of the Me-

rino and that of the English Long-Woolod races, is essentially diflerent. The latter usually retains its natu-

ral shape and thickness, and although the side-crust sometimes turns under, it is but a comparatively thin

slip of horn, which is subsequently worn or broken off— or it is easily removed by the knife. The hoot of

the Merino grows rn-pid\y, especially whe7i the anif^al liafi the hoof-ail. The horny soles will sometimes be-

come nearly an inch thick, and the toes will elongate and turn up in front like horns, to the length of three

and even four inches. The weight of the Merino is much less than that of the Long-Wool. Take these

facts into consideration, together with some of the other circumstances detailed in the intrmluctory remarks

to Letter XIV, and perhaps it sufficiently accounts for some differences in the diagnosis of the disease be-

tween the two countries.
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gree of confidence, even if they chance to conflict with those of professed
and eminent veterinarians.

As all are aware, the horny covering of the sheep's foot extends up,
gradually thinning out, some way between the toes or divisions of the hoof,
and above these horny walls the " cleft " is lined with skin. When the
points of the toes are spread apart, this skin is shown in front, covered
with short, soft hair. The back part of the toes, or the " heels," can be sep-
arated only to a little distance, and the skin in the cleft above them is

naked. In a healthy foot, the skin throughout the whole cleft is as firm,

sound, dry and uneroded, as on any other part of the animal.

The first symptom of hoof-ail is a slight erosion, accompanied with in-

flammation and heat of the naked skin in the hack part of the cleft, imme-
diately above the heels. The skin assumes a macerated appearance, and
is kept moist by the presence of asanious discharge from the ulcerated sur-

face. As the inflammation extends, the friction of the parts causes pain
and the sheep limps. At this stage the foot externally, in a great ma-
jority of cases, exhibits not the least trace of disease, with the exception
of a slight redness, and sometimes the appearance of a small sore at the
upper edge of the cleft, when view ed from behind.

The ulceration of the surface rapidly extends. The thin upper edges
of the inner walls of the hoof are disorganized, and an ulceration is estab-

lished betw^een the hoof and the fleshy sole. A purulent fetid matter is

exuded from the cavit)^. The extent of the separation daily increases, and
the ulcers also form sinuses deep into the fleshy sole. The bottom of the

hoof disappears, eaten away by the acrid matter, and the outer walls, en-

tirely separated from the flesh, hang only by their attachments at the coro-

net. The whole fleshy sole is now entirely disorganized, and the entire

foot is a mass of black, putrid ulceration ; or, as it more commonly hap-
pens, the fly has struck it, and a dense mass of writhing maggots cover the

surface, and burrow in every cavity. The fore-feet are generally first at-

tacked, and most usually but one of them. The animal at first manifests

but little constitutional disturbance. It eats as usual. ' By the time that

any considerable disorganization of the structures has taken place in the

first foot—sometimes sooner—the other fore-foot is attacked. That be-

coming as lame as the first, the miserable animal seeks its food on its

knees, and if forced to rise, its strange, hobbling gait betrays the intense

agony occasioned by bringing its feet in contact with the ground. There
is a bare spot under the brisket of the size of the palm of a man's hand,
which looks red and inflamed. There is a degree of general fever—and
the appetite is dull. The animal rapidly loses condition. The appearance
of the maggot soon closes the scene. Where the rotten foot is brought in

contact with the side in lying down, the filthy ulcerous matter adheres to and
saturates the short wool, (it being but a month and a half or two months af-

ter shearing,) and maggots are either carried there by the foot, or they
are soon generated there. A black crust is soon formed round the spot.

It is the decomposition of the surrounding structures, and innumerable
maggots are at work below, burrowing into the integuments and mus-
cles and eating up the miserable animal alive. The black festering mass
rapidly spreads, and the poor sufferer perishes, we cannot suppose other-

wise than in tortures the most excruciating.

Sometimes but one fore-foot is attacked, and subsequently one or both
hind ones. There is no uniformity in this particular, and it is a sino-ujar

fact that when two or even three of the feet are dreadfully diseased, the

fourth may be entirely sound. So also one foot may be cured, while ev-

ery other one is laboring under the malady.
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The highly offensive odor of the .ulcerated feet is so peculiar that it is

strictly pathognomonic of the disease—and would reveal its character to

one familiar with it, in the darkest night.

When the disease has been well kept under during the first season of

its attack, but 7iot entirely eradicated, it will almost or entirely disappear

as cold weather approaches, and does not manifest itself until the warm
weather of the succeeding summer. It then assumes a mitigated form

—

the sheep are not rapidly and simultaneously attacked—there seems to be

less inflammatory action, constitutionally, and in the diseased parts—the

course of the disease is less malignant and more tardy, and it more readi-

ly yields to treatment. If well kept under the second summer, it is still

milder the third. A sheep will occasionally be seen to limp, but its con-

dition will scarcely be affected, and dangerous symptoms will rarely su-

pervene. One or two applications made during the summer, in such a

way, as I shall presently describe, that one thousand sheep can be sub-

mitted to the treatment in half a day—with but a trifle of labor and ex-

pense—will now suffice to keep the disease under. At this point a little

vigor in the treatment will entirely extinguish the disease.

With all its fearful array of symptoms, can the hoof-ail be cured in its

Jirst attack on a flock ] The worst case can be promptly cured, as I know
by repeated experiments. Take a single sheep, put it by itself, and ad-

minister the remedies daihj after the English fashion, or as I shall

presently prescribe, and there is not an ovine disease which more surely

yields to treatment. But as already remarked, in a preceding Letter, in

this country, where sheep are so cheap, and labor in the summer months

so d,ear, it would out of the question for an extensive flock-master to at-

tempt to keep each sheep by itself, or to make a daily application of rem-

edies. There is not a flock-master within my knowledge who has ever

pretended to apply his remedies oftener than once a week, or regularly as

often as that, and not one in ten makes any separation between the dis-

eased and healthy sheep of a flock into which the malady has been once in-

introduced. The consequence necessarily is that though you may cure the

sheep now diseased, it has infected or inoculated others—and these in turn

scatter the contagion, before they are cured. There is not a particle of

doubt—nay, I know, by repeated obsei-vation, that a sheep once entirely

cured may again contract the disease, and thus the malady performs a per-

petual circle in the flock. Fortunately, however, the susceptibility to con-

tract the disease diminishes, according to my observation, with every suc-

ceeding attack; and fortunately also, as already stated, succeeding attacks,

cateris j^arihus, become less and less virulent.

What course shall then be pursued '] Shall the flock-master sacrifice

his sheep—shall he take the ordinary half-way course—or shall he expend

more on the sheep than they are worth in attempting to cure them % Nei-

ther. The course I would advise him to pursue, will appear as I detail

the experiments I have made.
Treatment.—Hhc. prejmration of the font, where any separate individual

treatment is resolved upon—and this is always necessary, at least in bad

cases—is a subject of no dispute. But the labor can be prodigiously

economized by attention to a few not very commonly observed particulars.

Sheep should be yarded for the operation immediately after a rain, if prac-

ticable, as then the hoofs can be readily cut. In a dry time, and after a

night which has left no dew on the grass, their hoofs are almost as tough

as horn. They must be driven through no mud, or soft dung, on their

way to the yard, which would double the labor of cleaning their feet.

—

Tlie yard must be small, so they can be easily caught, and it must be kept
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well littered down, so they shall not fill their feet with their own excre-

ment. If the straw is wetted, their hoofs will not of course dry and harden
as rapidly as in dry straw. Could the yard be built over a shallow, grav-

elly-bottomed brook,* it would be an admirable arrangement. The hoofs

would be kept so soft that the greatest and most unpleasant part of the la-

bor, as ordinarily performed, would be in a great measure saved, and they
would be kept free from that dung which by any other arrangement will,

more or less, get into their clefts.

The principal operator or foreman seats himself in a chair—a couple of

good knives, a whetstone, the powerful toe-nippers (fig. 21, Letter XII,)

a bucket of water with a couple of linen rags in it, and such medicines as

he chooses to employ, within his reach. The assistant catches a sheep and
lays it partly on its back and rump, between the legs of the foreman, the

head coming up about to his middle. The assistant then kneels on some
straw or seats himself on a low stool at the hinder extremity of the sheep.
If the hoofs are long, and especially if they are dry and tough, the assist-

ant presents each foot to the foreman, who shortens the hoof with the toe-

nippers. If there is any filth between the toes, each man takes his rag
from the bucket of water, and draws it between the toes and rinses it, un-
til the filth is removed. Each then seize their knives, and the process of
paring away the horn commences. And on the effectual ferformance of
this, all else dcjjenfls. A glance at the foot will show whether it is the seat

of the diseased action. The least experience cannot fail in properly set-

tling this question. An experienced finger, placed on the back of the

pastern close above the heel, would at once detect the local inflammation

(by its heat) in the dark.

If the disease is in the first stage

—

i.e. there is merely an erosion and ul-

ceration of the cuticle and flesh in the cleft above the walls of the hoof, no
paring \s> necessary. But if ulceration has established itself between the

hoof and the fleshy sole, the ulcerated parts, be they more or less exten-

sive, MUST BE ENTIRELY DENUDED OF THEIR HORNY COVERING, COSt what it

may of time and care. It is better not to wound the sole so as to cause it

to bleed freely, as the running blood will wash off the subsequent applica-

tion, but no fear of wounding the sole must prevent a full compliance with

the rule above laid dowTi. At the worst, the blood will stop flowing after

a little while, during which time no application need be made to the foot.

If the foot is in the third stage—a mass of rottenness and filled with

maggots—in the first place pour a little spirits of turpentrtie (a bottle of it,

with a quill through the cork, should be always ready,) on the maggots
and most of them will immediately decamp, and the others can be re-

moved with a probe or small stick. Then remove every particle of loose

horn, though it should take the entire hoof-—and it ^cill generally take the

whole hoof in such cases. The foot should be now cleansed with a solu-

tion of chloride of lime, in the proportion of one pound of chloride to one

gallon of water. If this is not at hand, plunging the foot repeatedly in

water, just short of scalding hot, will answer every purpose. The great

object is to clean the foot thoroughly. If there are any considerable fun-

gous granulations, (" proud-flesh,") they should be excised with a pair of

scissors, or the actual cautery (hot iron.)

And now comes the important question ivhat constitutes the best remedy ?

The recommended prescriptions are innumerable. The following are

some of the most popular ones.t 1. 4 oz. blue vitriol, 2 oz. of verdigris.

' A portion of any little brook might be prcpnreJ by plariking tho boUom, onJ widening it if desirable.

\ The first three are given in the American Shepherd, pp. 379-60.
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to a junk-bottle of wine. 2. Spirits tui-pentine, tar and verdigris in equal

parts. 3. 3 quarts of alcoliol, 1 pint spirits of turpentine, i pint of strong

vinegar, 1 lb. blue vitriol, 1 lb. copperas, 1^ lbs. verdigris, 1 lb. alum, 1 lb.

of saltpetre, pounded fine : mix in a close bottle, shake every day, and let it

stand six or eight days before using : also mix 2 pounds of honey and 2

quarts of tar, which must be applied after the previous compound. " Two
applications will entirely remove the disease," says this recipe, which
was once, I believe, hawked about the country as a patent cure—being

sold at five dollars to each purchaser, he giving a promise of inviolable se-

crecy ! 4. Apply diluted aquafortis (nitric acid) with a feather to the ul-

cerated surface. 5. Apply diluted oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) in the

same way. 6. Same of muriatic acid. 7. Dip the foot in tar nearly at

the boiling point, &c.
After a thorough trial of the above and a multitude of other prescrip-

tions,* I have come to the conclusion that in the first and second stages of

the disease—before the ulcers have formed sinuses into the sole, and
wholly or partly destroyed its structure—that no application, simple or

compound, is preferable to a saturated solution of blue vitiiol, (sulphate of

copper.) In my judgment, no beneficial addition can be made to it as a

remedy. Of the manner of applying it I shall speak presently.

In the third stage, when the foot is a festering mass of corruption, after

it has been cleansed as already directed, it requires some strong caustic to

remove the unhealthy granulations—the dead muscular structures—and
to restore healthy action. Lunar caustic I think preferable to any other

application, but it is too expensive. Mr. Youatt gives a decided prefer-

ence to chloride of antimony, and I think him coi'rect. This is frequently

not attainable in the country drug-stores, and muriatic acid may be re-

sorted to, or even nitric or sulphuric acid. The diseased surface is touched

with the caustic (applied with a swab formed by fastening a little tow on
the end of a stick,) until the objects above pointed out are obtained. I

have then usually treated the foot with the solution of blue vitriol, and sub-

sequently coated it over with lar which has been boiled, and is properly

cooled. The last protects the raw wound from dirt, flies, &c. Sheep in

this sta<Te of the disease should certainly be separated from the main flock,

and looked to as often as once in three days. With this degree of atten-

tion, their cure will be rapid, and it is astonishing with what celerity the

obliterated structures of the foot will be restored.

The ordinary method of using the solution of blue vitriol is to pour it

from a bottle with a quill in the cork, into the foot, when the animal lies

on its back between the operators, as already described. In this way a

few cents' worth of vitriol will serve for a large number of sheep. But
the method is imperfect, because, without remarkable care, there will al-

most always be some slight ulcerations not uncovered by the knife—the

passages to them will be devious, and perhaps nearly or quite closed

—

and the solution will not reach them. Thus the disease will only be tem-

porarily suppressed, not cured,

I had a flock of sheep a few years since which wei'e in the second sea-

son of the disease. They had been but little looked to during the sum-

mer, and as cold weather was setting in, many of them were consid-

erably lame—some of them quite so. The snow fell and they were brought

into the yards, limping and hobbling about deplorably. This sight, so dis-

graceful to me as a farmer, roused me into activity. I bought a quantity

•Many of them resorted to " against the stomach of my sense," to give myself and others indisputable

ocular proof of their inutility—or that they were no better than cheaper, simpler, and more easily attain-

able medicines.
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of blue vitriol—made the necessary an-angements—and once more took
the chair as principal operator ! Never were the feet of a flock more
thoroughly pared. Into a large v/ashing tub, in which two sheep could
stand conveniently, I poured a saturated solution of blue vitriol and water
as hot as could he endured by the hand evenfor a moment. The liquid was
about four inches deep on the bottom of the tub, and was kept at about
that depth by frequent additions of //oi! solution. As soon as a sheep's feet
were pared, it was placed in the tub and held there by the neck, by an as-
sistant. A second one was prepai'ed and placed beside it. When the
third one was ready, t\\e first was taken out, and so on. Two sheep were
thus constantly in the tub, and each remained in it about five minutes.

—

The cure was perfect ! There was not a lame sheep in the flock during
the winter or the next summer! The hot liquid penetrated to every
cavity of the foot, and doubtless had a far more decisive effect even on the
uncovered ulcers, than would have been produced by merely wetting them.
Perhaps the lateness of the season was also favorable, as in cold weather
the ulcers of ordinary virulence discharge no matter to inoculate the healthy
feet, and thus, at the time of applying the remedy, there are no cases where
there has been inoculation not yet followed by those lesions which admit
of cure. Whether so thorotigh a soaking would destroy the virus in the in-
oculated foot, I cannot pretend to decide.

I think that the vitriol required for the above one hundred sheep was
about twelve pounds, and that it cost me fifteen cents per pound. The ac-
count then would stand thus :

12 lbs. of vitriol at 15 cents $1,80
Labor of 3 men one day each 2,25

Total $4,05

or about four cents per sheep. I have not a doubt that three such appli-

cations at intervals of a week, would effectually cure the disease, as every
new case would be arrested and cured before it had time to inoculate

others. I have no doubt that it would do this at any time of year, and
even during the first and most malignant prevalence of the contagion, pro-
viding THE PARING WAS SUFFICIENTLY THOROUGH. The second and third

parings would be a mere trifle, and the liquid left at the first and second
applications could again be used. Thus sheep could be cured at about
twelve cents per head. This is vastly cheaper in the long run than the
ordinary temporizing method—where people count the cost of a few
pounds of blue vitriol, but not their time, and who thus keep the disease

lingering in their flocks for years. Indeed, if partial and temporizing
treatment is all that is aimed at,—if the flockmaster is content to simply
keep the disease under—I can point out methods quite as efficacious as

the common one by paring and applying washes from a bottle

—

as ordina-

rily performed—and not costing a tithe as much.
Between the corners of two sheep-pastures (1, 2, of fig. 69,) construct

the dividing fence as represented in the cut. A
naiTow passage is thus left from one field to an-

'^'

other. This passage should be about 2 or 2^ feet

wide and 12 feet lonof. The fence on each side ^
of the passage should be an upright board fence, '

so that the space can be entirely filled on the bot-

tom with a flat trough, (the bottom formed of a

plank) with side and end boards about five inches

high. In this trough place say a bushel and a half or two bushels of un-
(1049)
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slacked lime,* slack it, and then fill the trough nearly full of water.

—

Through this drive the flock several limes from one field to the other—un-

til the lame ones manifest much suffering. Repeat this once a week the

first summer that the disease appears, putting in fresh lime each time.

—

This does not appear to cure the hoof-ail, but it keeps it under ; the sheep
keep their condition, and show little lameness. The second or third sum-
mer of the disease, three or four such applications usually answer for the

entire season. Some use dry slacked lime, as the same trough-full will

then answer for several applications. The trough in this case must have
a roof over it. I never have tried the last method. If the dry lime will

get sufficiently between the toes—and it is said to—it will answer the

purpose where it touches more effectually than even the liquid, but it

would not be so likely to penetrate into cavities. Some who use the lime

remedy, pare the feet once pretty thoroughly prior to the first application,

but afterward neglect them. Others neglect paring entirely, i. e. beyond
shortening the toes once a year, as is practiced with all fine-wooled flocks.

Fig. 70 is an improvement on the .,. ..^

more common arrangement exhib- -;

ited in fig. 69. The dotted lines
j

enclose good-sized yards in the cor- I

ners of two adjoining pastures.—
j

Two drivers can yard the sheep in I

one of these, and drive the sheep
j

from one to the other any number '

of times, without chasing them
about a larg^e field. The labor can
therefore be performed much more rapidly, and it requires less force. A
couple of active fellows would yard and submit a flock of two or three
hundred sheep to the process in less than an hour. When the sheep are
first yarded, if there are any very lame ones, draw them out and place

them in one of the small pens {a, b.) Their feet can be examined, and if

necessary a little extra pains taken with them, by paring, cauterizing, etc.

Each sheep as treated is put into the other small pen, where it can be re-

tained until the flock is discharged, and then removed to a separate pas-
ture from the others, if considered desirable.

Where two yards are constructed, as in fig. 70, it is obvious that the ar-

rangement can be made elsewhere as well as in the corner of two fields,

though if the sheep are wild, it may require a few rods of wing fence (in

the place of the dividing one between the fields, as seen in figures 69 and
70,) for the more convenient cornering of the sheep to yard them. Thus
one such apparatus might be made to conveniently answer for a whole
farm, though thousands of diseased sheep were scattered in different flocks

over it, and may be placed at a spot where water, etc. are convenient.

Where lime and water are used, the sheep must be driven through the

trough slowly and quietly—as otherwise the lime will be scattered over

their wool, into their eyes, &c. If the lime is fresh burned and highly

caustic, it would be likely to destroy their eyes. Indeed, pure fresh-burned

lime sometimes will take the hair off" from their pasterns and shanks. It is

better, therefore, to use it when somewhat re-carbonized by exposure to

the air.

Wood ashes are said to produce the same effect with lime. It is claimed
that sheep kept on lands where the timber has been recently burned,
{" new clearings,") will recover from the hoof-ail. Query : If this be true

* To be ndded to, from time to time, if the number of sheep run through is large enough to waste it mate-
rially, before they arc sufficiently tieated.
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might not the lye of ashes, of the proper strength, make an adequate sub
stitute for lime and water 1

Some Northern farmers drive their sheep over dusty roads as a remedy
for hoof-ail ! Opposed as it would seem to be to sound theory—sadly as
it is at variance with the practice of foreign veterinarians who employ
"tow-pledgets," "gaiter boots," etc., to exclude all dirt from the diseased
surface, it does actually seem in cases of ordinary virulence—especially

where the disease is chronic—to dry uj) the ulcers and Iccep the maladrj under!
There is an important point to be regarded in exhibiting remedies for

the hoof-ail, the mention of which I have reserved until now, as it concerns
all remedies equally. Many farmei's select rainy weather to " doctor" the
sheep. Their feet are then soft, and it is therefoi'e on all accounts good
economy, when the feet are to be pared, and each separately treated, pro-
vided they can be kept in sheep-houses, or under shelters of any kind,
until the rain is over and the grass again dry. If immediately let out in

wet gi'ass of any length, the vitriol or other application is measurably
washed away. This is avoided by many, by dipping the feet in warm tar

—an excellent plan under such circumstances. The tar is probably a good
application at any time, but I do not consider it necessary, in ordinaiy
cases, unless the sheep must be turned out into wet grass.

A flock of sheep which have been cured of the hoof-ail, are considered
more valuable than one which has never had it. They are far less liable

to contract the disease from any casual exposure—and its ravages are far

less violent and general among them.

I am strongly disposed to believe that hoof-ail is propagated in this

country only by inoculation—the contact of the matter of a diseased foot

with the integuments lining the bifurcation of a healthy foot. That it is

propagated in some of those ways classed under the ordinary designation
of contagion is certain. I could indisputably authenticate more than a
hundred cases, where the sheep on a farm, indeed through a neighbor-
hood, had been notoriously exempt from hoof-ail from the first settlement
of the country—so that the inhabitants did not even know what the disease

was—until some diseased flock was introduced from abroad. It was so in

the region where I live, and I well recollect when a flock of Saxons, driven
from a neighboring county, first introduced it among our sheep. There
has not been a diseased flock in the county which could not trace it back
to that flock. And the contagion wa* spread by them as readily on our
dry hill-farms as on low and moist ones.

That it may be propagated by inoculation I hnow by direct experiment.
I have placed the matter of diseased feet on the skin lining the cleft of a
healthy foot under a variety of circumstances—sometimes when that skin

was in its ordinary and natural state—sometimes after a very slight scari-

fication—sometimes when macerated by moisture. The disease has been
communicated under each of these circumstances, and in a majority of all

the instances, amounting to sixteen or seventeen.

That there is not even a supposed or pretended case, to my knowledge,
on record where the disease has originated spontaneously, in the Northern
States, I have already asserted.* I regard Professor Dick's statements
of the manner in which the disease originates, which I have quoted, t as

wholly inapplicable to our country with its present breeds of sheep, and I

cannot sufficiently express my surprise that this eminent veterinarian

should nave adopted—what I deem so unqualified an absurdity—the non-
contagion theory.

I have been disposed to trace the propagation of the disease exclusive-

«In the beginning of Letter XIV. t^b.
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ly to inoculation, from having observed on my own farm and elsewhere,

that healthy flocks have occupied with impunity fields adjoining those oc-

cupied by diseased ones—an open board or rail fence only separating
them. I have dz'awn the same inference also from the manner in which
the disease attacks flocks. The whole, or any considerable number, though
sometimes rapidly, are never simultaneously attacked, as we should expect
among animals so gregarious, if the disease could be communicated by
simple contact, inhaling the breath or other efiluvium. But not having pos-

itive and demonstrative proof of the correctness of the proposition, I would
advise no man to incur any risks, unnecessarily, founded on this assump-
tion, without first satisfying himself on the point.

The matter of diseased feet is left on grass, straw, and other substances,

and thus is brought in contact with the inner surfaces of healthy feet.

—

Sheep therefore contract the disease from being driven over the pastures,

yarded on the straw, &c., where diseased sheep have been, perhaps even
days befoi-e. The matter would probably continue to inoculate until dried
up by the air and heat, or washed away by the rains. The stiff" upright
stems of closely mown grass (as on meadows,) are almost as well calcu-

lated to receive the matter of diseased feet, and deposit it in the clefts of
healthy ones, as any means which could be devised artificially. I do not
consider it entirely safe to drive healthy sheep over roads, and especially

into washing-yards or sheep-houses, where diseased sheep have been, until

rain has fallen, or time has elapsed for the matter to dry up. On the

moist bottom of a washing-yard, and particularly in houses or sheds, kept
from sun and wind, and rain, this matter might be preserved for some time
in a condition to inoculate.

Fouls.—Sheep are much less subject to this disease than cattle, but are
subject to it if kept in wet, filthy yards, or on moist, poachy ground. It is

an irritation of the integument in the cleft of the foot, slightly resembles
incipient hoof-ail, and produces lameness. But it produces no serious

structural disorganization—disappears without treatment—is not con-
tagious—and appears in the wet weather of spring and fall, instead of the
dry, hot period of summer when the hoof-ail rages most. A little solution

of blue vitriol, or a little spirits of turpentine, either followed by a coat-

ing of warm tar, promptly cures it.

Goitre or Bronchocele.—I never have seen this classed among the
diseases of sheep, but the "swelled neck" in lambs is, like the goitre, an
enlargement of the thyroid glands, and it is strikingly analogous to, if not

identical with, that disease. It is congenital. The glands at birth are from
the size of a pigeon's to that of a hen's egg—though more elongated and
flattened than an egg in their form. The lamb is exceedingly feeble,

and often perishes almost without an effort to suck. Many even make no
effort to rise, and die as soon as they aie dropped. It is rare that one lives

—though three or four years since, a lamb in my flock having one of the

thyroid glands enlarged, grew up a large, healthy sheep. At a year old,

when disposed of, the enlarged gland was of the size of a goose-egg.

No inconsiderable number of lambs annually perish from this disease.

—

It does not appear to be an epizootic, though I think it more prevalent

eome seasons than others. It does not seem to depend upon the water, or

any other natural circumstances of a region, (as goitre is usually supposed
to,) as it may not prevail in the same flock or on the same farm once in

ten years. I never have been able to trace it to any particular kind of

food. That when it does appear, it is induced by some common local or
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alimentary cause, I am induced to infer from the fact that its attacks are
rarely isolated. When there are any instances of it in a flock, there are
usually a nuinber of them. I have lost lambs by it two seasons

—

from six to ten per cent, of the whole number. Francis Rotch, Esq. of
Louisville, Otsego county, lost a much heavier per centagc than this (my
impression would now be nearly^/?// per cent.) of his choice South-Down
lambs, a few years since. I am acquainted with various other instances
where the loss has ranged from ten to twenty per centum.
When congenital goitre has thus appeared among my Iambs, the ewes

Tiave been in unusuallrj high condition. The same was true of Mr. Rotch's
ewes, as he wrote me at the time. Whether this coexistence implies caus-
ality, I do not pretend to decide. High condition in the ewe may be one
of the inducing causes.

Treatment.—I know of no treatment which will reach the case. Indeed,
the lamb is dying, almost, when born—and remedies are out of the ques-
tion. Should one having the disease chance to live, it would scarcely be
worth while to attempt reducing the enlargements of the glands. Perhaps
keeping the breeding ewes uniformly in fair, plump, but not high condi-
tion, would be as effectual a preventive as any.

MISCELLANEOUS DISEASES.

PoisoiN FROM Eating Laurel.—I often hear of this from our drovers,

who take sheep in the spring to the Philadelphia and New-Jersey mar-
kets, through Northern Pennsylvania, on the Old Red Sandstone formation
of which the beautiful Kalmia angustifolia is abundant. The following
description of the effects on the sheep of eating this plant, and the proper
remedial treatment, though, I confess, not very satisfactorij to mc, I ex-
tract entire from the " American Shepherd," * as I have no experience
whatever in the premises, and no better account within my reach :

" Sheep and calves will often, in the winter or spring of the year, eat greedily of the
low Laurel (Kalmia angustifolia). The animal appears to be dull and stupid, swells a
little, and is constantly gulping up a greenish fluid which it swallows down ; a part of it

will trickle out of its mouth, and discolor its lips. The plant probably brings on a fennenla-
tion in the stomach, and Nature endeavors to throw off the poison herb by retelling or
vomiting.

Treatment.—In the early stages, if the greenish fluid be suffered to escape from the
stomach, the animal most generally recovers. To effect this, gag the sheep, which may be
done in this manner : Take a stick of the size of your wrist and six inches long—place it in
the animal's mouth—tie a string to one end of it, pass it over the head and down to the other
end, and there make it fast. The fluid will then riui from the mouth as fast as thrown up
from the stomach. In addition to this, give roasted onions and sweetened milk freely."

I have somewhere, I think, seen drenches of milk and castor-oil pre-
scribed for sheep poisoned with laurel ; and I should, without farther

knowledge of the subject, consider it treatment promising better results

than the preceding.

Sore Face.—Sheep feeding on pastures infested with John's wort
(Hypericum perforatum) not unfrequently exhibit an irritation of the skin
about the nose and face, which causes the hair to drop off from the parts.

The irritation sometimes extends over the whole body, though no such
case has fallen under my observation. Mr. Morrcl says : f " If eaten in
too large quantities, it produces violent inflammation of the bowels, and is

frequently fatal to lambs, and sometimes to adults.

"

Treatment.—Rub a little sulphur and lard on the irritated surface. If
there are symptoms of inflammation of the bowels, Mr. Morrell prescxibes

* American Shepherd, p. 3G1. f lb. 374.
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tar—" putting it into the mouth of the sheep with a flattened stick."

Abundance of salt is considered, and probably truly, a preventive, t

have a sheep pasture considerably infested with this difficultly extermi-

nated weed, and I do not recollect an instance of a sheep exhibiting the

effects of eating it, in several years. It is certain that my sheep have

plenty of salt, whether this is the preventive or not.

Sore Mouth.—The lips of sheep sometimes become suddenly sore in

the winter, and swell to the thickness of a man's hand. The malady

occasionally attacks whole flocks, and becomes quite fatal. No cases of

it havino- been brought under my observation, I am unable to state

whether, in accordance with the popular description, the lesions are con-

fined to the lips. I should ^wes^^we not. It is usually attributed to

noxious weeds cut with the hay.

Treatment.—Mr. Morrell states that he has had the disease in his flock,

and has cured it immediately by smearing the diseased lips with tar.*

Loss OF Cud.—The " loss of the cud" ranks as an important disease in

the nosology of the " Cattle Doctor," and frequently calls forth all the skill

of that functionary to manufacture a new cud, which is placed in the

mouth of the animal as a substitiUc for the one which was lost ! That
person must be little versed in the physiology of ruminants who needs to

be told that the accidental loss of one of the cuds, in the process of re-

mastication, would be a matter of no sort of consequence. The sheep,

as well as the cow, not unfrequently nearly or entirely ceases to ruminate,

but this is the result, not the cause, of disease. It is diagnostic of all

important diseases, and when observed, its wai'ning should never go un-

heeded.

Hoove.—This is not common, to any dangerous degree, among sheep,

but if turned upon clover when their stomachs are empty, it will some-
times ensue. It is a distention of the paunch by gas extricated from
the fermentation of its vegetable contents, and evolved more rapidly, or in

larger quantities, than can be neutralized by the natural alkaline secretions

of the stomach. When the distention is great, the blood is prevented

from circulating in the vessels of the rumen, and is determined to the

head. The diaphragm is mechanically obstructed from making its ordi-

nary contractions, and respiration, therefore, becomes difficult and imper-

fect. Death soon supervenes. In ordinary cases, gentle but prolonged

driving will effect a cure. Where the animal appears swelled almost to

bursting, and is disinclined to move, it is better to at once open the

paunch. At the most protuberant point of the swelling, on the left side,

a little below the hip bone, plunge a trochar or knife, sharp at the point

and dull on the edge, into the stomach. The gas will rapidly escape, car-

rying with it some of the liquid and solid contents of the stomach. If no
measures are taken to prevent it, the peristaltic motion, as well as the

collapse of the stomach, will soon cause the orifices through the abdomen
and paunch not to coincide, and thus portions of the contents of the former

will escape into the cavity of the latter. However perfect the cure of

hoove, these substances in the belly will ultimately pi'oduce fatal irritation.

To prevent this, a canula or little tube should be inserted through both

orifices as soon as the puncture is made. Where the case is not imminent,

alkalies have been sometimes successfully administered, which combine

* American Shepherd, p. 375.
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with the carbonic acid gas, and thus at once reduce its volume. A flexi-
ble probang—or, in default of it, a rattan or grape-vine—with a knob on
the end, may be gently forced dovm the gullet, and thus the gas permitted
to escape.

Obstruction of the Gullet, or " Choking."—After pouring a little

oil in the throat, the obstructing substance can be frequently moved up or
down by external manipulation. If not, it may usually be forced down
with a flexible rod, the head of which is guarded by a knob or a little bag
of flax-seed. The latter having been dipped in hot water for a minute or
two, is partly converted into mucilage, which constantly exudes through
the cloth, and protects the oesophagus from laceration. But little force
must be used, and the whole operation conducted with the utmost care
and gentleness, or the oesophagus will be so far lacerated as to produce
death, although the obstruction is removed.

Fractures.—Of these Mr. Blacklock concisely says :

" If there be no woimd of the soft parts, the bone being simply broken, the treatment is
extremely easy. Apply a piece of wet leather, taking care to ease the limb when swellin"
supervenes. AVhen the swelling is considerable, and fever present, you can do no better
than open a vein of the head or neck, allowing a quantity of blood to escape, proportioned
to the size and condition of the animal, and the urgency of the sjTiiptoms' Purgatives ia
such cases should never be neglected. Epsom salts, in ounce doses, given either as a gruel
or a drench, will be found to answer the purpose well. If the broken bones are kept
steady, the cure will be complete in from three to four weeks, the process of reunion always
proceeding faster in a young than in an old sheep. Should the soft parts be injured to any
extent, or the ends of the bone protruding, recover)' is very uncertain, and it will become a
question whether it would not be better at once to convert the animal into mutton. "

TREATMENT.

Method of Administering Medicine into the Stomach.—The
stomach into which we wish to administer medicines, is the fourth, or
digesting stomach. The comparatively insensible walls of the rumen are
but slightly acted upon, excepting by doses of very improper magnitude.
For the reasons given when the course of the food through the stomachs
was described, medicine to reach the fourth stomach should be given in a
state as near approaching fluidity as may be. And even then it may be
given in such a manner as to defeat our object. Mr. Youatt says :

i* " If the animal forcibly gulps fluids down, or if they are given hastily and bodily by the
medical attendant, they will fall on the canal at the base of the gullet with considerable
momentum, and force asunder the pillars and enter the rumen ; if they are drank more
slowly, or administered gently, tliey will trickle down the throat and glide over these

pillars, and pass on through the mauiplus to the true stomach. "

Method of Bleeding.—Bleeding from the ears or tail, as is commonly
practised, rarely extracts a quantity of blood sufficient to do any good
where bleeding is indicated. To bleed from the eye-vein, the point of a
knife is usually inserted near the lower extremity of the pouch below the

eye, pressed down, and then a cut made inward toward the middle of

the face. Daubenton recommends bleeding from the angular or cheek
vein,

" in the lower part of the cheek, at the spot where the root of the fourth tooth is

placed, which is the thickest part of the cheek, and is marked on the external suiface of the

bone of the upper jaw by a tubercle, sufficiently prominent to be very sensible to the

finger when the skin of the cheek is touched. This tubercie is a certain index to the

angular vein which is placed below The shepherd takes the sheep between his

legs ; his left hand more advanced than his right, wliich he places under the head, and grasps
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the under jaw near to the hinder extremity, in order to press the angular vein, which, passes

in that place, to make it swell ; he touches the riglit cheek at the spot nearly equidistant

from the eye and mouth, and there finds the tubercle which is to guide him, and also feels

the angular vein swelled below this tubercle; he then makes the incision from below
upward, half a finger's breadth below the middle of the tubercle."

When the vein is no longer pressed upon, the bleeding will ordinarily

cease. If not, a pin may be passed through the lips of the orifice, and a

lock of wool tied round them
For thorough bleeding, the jugular vein is generally to be preferred.

The sheep should be firmly held by the head by an assistant, and the body
confined between his knees, with its rump against a wall. Some of the

wool is then cut away from the middle of the neck over the jugular vein,

and a lio-ature, brotight in contact with the neck by opening the wool, is

tied around it below the shorn spot near the shoulder. The vein will soon

rise. The orifice may be secured, after bleeding, as described in the pre-

ceding method.

As once before remarked, the good effects of bleeding depend almost

as much on the rapidity with which the blood is abstracted, as on the

amount taken. This is especially true in acute disorders. Blacklock

tersely I'emarks :
" Either bleed rajndly or bleed not at all." The orifice

in the vein, therefore, should be of some length, and I need not inform

the least experienced practitioner that it should be made lengthwise with

the vein. A lancet is by far the best implement, and even a short-pointed

penknife is preferable to the bungling fleam.

Another important rule in venesection is that, where indicated at all, it

should always be resorted to as nearly as possible to the commencement of

the malady.

The amount of blood drawn should never be determined by admeasure-

ment, but by constitutional effect—the lowering of the pulse, and indica-

tions of weakness. In urgent cases as, for example, apoplexy or cerebral

inflammation, it would be proper to bleed until the sheep staggers or

falls.

The amount of blood in the sheep is less, in comparison, than that in

the horse or ox. The blood of the horse constitutes about one-eighteenth

part of his weight, that of the ox at least one-twentieth, while the sheep,

in ordinary condition, is one-twenty-second. For this reason, we should

be more cautious in bleeding the latter, especially in frequently resorting

to it. Otherwise, the vital powers will be rapidly and fatally prostrated.

Many a sheep is destroyed by bleeding freely in disorders not requiring

it, and in disorders which did require it at the commencement, but of

which the inflammatory stage has passed.

The Place of Feeling the Pulse.—The number of pulsations can be

determined by feeling the heart beat on the left side. The femoral

artery passes in an oblique direction across the inside of the thigh, and

about the middle of the thigh its pulsations and the character of the pulse

can be most readily noted. The pulsations per minute in a healthy adult

sheep are set down by Gasparin at 65, by Youatt at 70, and by Hurtrel

d'Arboval at 75. My own observations accord most nearly with those of

Gasparin.

LIST OF MEDICINES EMPLOYED IN TREATING THE DISEASES OF SHEEP.

Ale.—In cases of debility, unaccompanied with fever, a small amount
of ale is sometimes found a good stimulant. It may be given to feeble
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sheep which have become unable to stand from having been too long cast—especially if they have laid on the snow, or on damp cold ground. It

is sometimes given in addition to other medicine, in the place of the ordi-

nary stimulants.

Aloes—Are occasionally used as a purgative in sheep medicine by
farmers, but their use is justly condemned by all veterinarians.

Alum—Used as an astringent, but is inferior to many others.

Antimony (The cido-ide or hutyr of)—the best caustic to remove fun-
gous granulations, dead muscular structures, etc., in the last and worst
stage of hoof-ail—applied with a swab or feather.

Arsenic—Employed in the proportion of half a pound to twelve gal-

lons of water, to cure scab. An infusion of itLs also used to kill ticks, &c.
From its liability to adhere to vessels, or to come in contact with sub-
stances which may be subsequently eaten, it is a dangerous . remedy, and
one which I would never have employed on my farm.

Blue-Vitriol (Sulphate of Copper)—Used internally as a strong tonic,

but inferior to others. Dissolved in hot water, and applied to morbid
sores, an astringent, alterative, and mild caustic, of the most admirable
character. It is superior to all other applications in ordinary cases of
hoof-ail.

Camphor—Used with oil as an external stimulant on swellings, &c.

Carraway-Seeps—Given favorably in doses of two or three drachms,
as a stomachic with other medicines.

Catechu—A valuable astringent, in doses of half a drachm. It is one
of the ingredients of the celebrated " sheep's cordial," spoken of under
the head of " diarrhea.

"

Chalk, Prepared, by its alkaline properties, neutralizes the acidity of
the stomach, and thus checks diarrhea. It is a very valuable remedy in
doses from half an ounce to an ounce, exhibited as directed under the
head of " diarrhea.

"

Corrosive Sublimate (Bi-cMoride of Mercurjj)—The most convenient
form in which mercury can be exhibited internally. The proto-chloride, or
calomel, from its great gravity, could not, with any certainty, be made to
reach the fourth stomach. It would seem that mercury should be a use-
ful remedy in several of the diseases of sheep. I have administered it

only in the cases specified under the head of " malignant epizootic
catarrh," and then apparently with some benefit. It would be well if a
series of careful experiments could be instituted of its value in the appro-
priate ovine diseases. It is very little used by veterinarians, in this coun-
try or Europe. A solution of corrosive sublimate is used for the destruc-
tion of ticks, &c., and sometimes as a wash in the scab, but its use for
these purposes is liable to the same objections with that of arsenic.

Digitalis (Foxglove)—A sedative employed in most of the fever
medicines of the English veterinarians. Dose, one scruple.

Epsom Salts (Sulphate of Magnesia)—In doses from half an ounce
to one, and in some few cases two ounces, the best purgative which can
in almost every disease, be administered to sheep.

Gentian—Decidedly the best vegetable tonic in use. Dose, from one
to two drachms.

Ginger—A stomachic and tonic, given with almost every aperient, in
doses of from half a draclun to a drachm. It prevents gripinor.

Iodine.—The hydriodate of potash in the proportion of one part to
(1057J 37 ^
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seven or eight parts, by weight, of lard, constitutes an ointment which is

a powerful stimulant to the absorbent vessels, and therefore is an excellent

application to glandular swellings, or to indurated tumors. It is a good
application to the swelled udder (q. v.) in garget.

Lard—A mild and gentle purgative in doses of two ounces. The basis

of most ointments, and applied externally in almost every case as an
emollient and lubricant in the place of oils.

Lime, Carhonate of-—Used as a caustic to run flocks of sheep through,

in the " hoof-ail," qucm tide.

Lime, Chloride of-—An excellent antiseptic and disinfectant, and a good
application to foul ulcers.

Linseed-Oil—A good purgative in two ounce doses. Preferable to

Epsom salts in cases of great intestinal irritation, but not otherwise.

Mercury.—The common mercurial ointment, rubbed down with five

parts of lard, for severe cases, and seven parts for ordinary cases, ot scab,

is an effectual cure,

Muriatic Acid (Spirit of Salt)—Next to chloride of antimony, the best

caustic in the worst stage of hoof-ail.

Nitrate of Potash (Nitre or Saltpetre)—In doses one drachm, a
cooling diuretic.

Nitrate of Silver (Lunar Caustic)—Superior to all other caustics, but

too expensive for general use. For poisonous wounds, and particularly

for the bite of a mad dog, it has no substitute.

Nitric Acid (Acptafortis

)

—Sometimes used as a substitute for chloride

of antimony, or muriatic acid, as a caustic in hoof-ail. Used by drovers,

also, to harden the soles of feet which have become thin and tender by
driving. It is touched over the sole with a feather.

Opium—An invaluable sedative, and anti-spasmodic, and is employed in

nearly all prescriptions for diarrhea and dysentary, and also in colic drinks.

It is an important part of the " sheeps cordial." It is commonly used in

the form of a tincture, or laudanum. Dose, one drachm.

Pepper, Black—Given in small quantities in milk, to new-born lambs,

when chilled.

Pimento (Allspice)—A substitute for ginger, in the same doses, but not

so valuable.

Rhubarb—Unites the properties of a cathartic and subsequent astrin-

gent. In small doses it is a tonic and stomachic, invigorating the diges-

tion. When the bowels are relaxed and torpid, and the stomach in a

feeble state, it would seem the most appropriate purgative, when a purga-
tive is indicated.

Salt (Muriate of Soda)—An ounce constitutes a purgative ; in small

quantities a tonic and stomachic. The necessity of keeping sheep freely

supplied with salt has been referred to under Summer and Winter Man-
agement.

Sulphate of Iron (Copperas, or Green Vitriol)—Used in washes for

the hoof-ail, but superseded by sulphate of copper. Internally, a tonic.

Sulphur, Flower of—In doses of fi-om one to two ounces, a good
aperient. It is the basis of various ointments.

Sulphuric Acid (Oil of Vitriol)—A powerful caustic, used as a sub-
stitute for the acids already alluded to, in the worst stage of hoof-ail.
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Spirit of Tar—Destroys maggots, and repels the attack of flies. Flies

will not approach a part over which it has been smeared.

Tar—Is a valuable application to the feet, nose, back of the horns, &c.,

under the various circumstances detailed in Summer Management, and in

the treatment of grub in the head, hoof-ail, &:c.

Tobacco—An infusion of it destroys vermin, and also is a cure for

scab, qiicin vide.

Turpentine, Spirits of-—Prevents the attack of flies, and drives away
maggots. It is a useful application to old sores, wounds, &c.

Verdigris (Acetate of CopjycrJ—Used in hoof-ail ; but adds nothing, I

think, to the good effects of the sulphate of copper.

Zinc, Carbonate of-—Mixed with lard, constitutes a valuable emollient

and healing ointment. It is mixed in the pi-oportion of one part of the

carbonate, by weight, to eight of the lard.

Mistake Corrected.—It was incidentally stated in the March Number of this Journal, that

we had been iuformed that Mr. Gowen, of Genuantown, Pa., had lately refused $500 for 500

bushels of Irish Potatoes. He assures us that our informant was mistaken, and that he would be

unwilling to be considered as speculating in an article of food. We regret not getting his cor-

rection in season for the April Number, and in the mean time have apprized him of the source

of our information, which was given, doubtless, under some misapprehension on the part of our

informant.

Pruit-Trees, Grafting, &c.—In that valuable periodical. The Horticulturist—valuable, aa

might be inferred, from being conducted by Mr. Downing—there is an exceedingly impressive

and interesting paper from Mr. Turner, on the subject of the vital power and longevity of fruit

and timber trees, which goes far to explain facts and phenomena, that have been generally ob-

served but not understood. We shall take an opportunity of transferring Mr. Turner's letter,

with Mr. Downing's commentaries, to the pages of The Farmers' Librar}-. For the Americau
agriculturist who aspires to be respectably well informed in his profession, what subject more
pleasing, and at the same time more necessary to be studied, than the principles of Physiology

as applicable to trees which his houses and, in the greater part of the country, his fences are to

be built ; and from which his table is to be supplied with successive fruits, \{ snpplied at ail ! But
how many live and die on farms of hundreds of acres, enjoying less variety of fruits than is picked

up in large towns, after 10 o'clock, by the scavengers of the market!

Potato-Rot—Another Promising E.rpcrhnent.—Wo promised to be done with this subject

tintil something new and promising should turn up. Such seems to be the experiment related.

by Senator Naill, of Maryland, a steady and zealous friend of Agriculture.

He supplied a neighbor with potatoes for planting, who carefully i)lantcd the seis from three

to four inches deep, in drills about eighteen inches apart, covering them carefully with straw from

three to four inches deep, except a small portion that was purposely left uncovered by way of

experiment. The covering of straw prevented the growth of weeds and superseded the neces-

eity of cultivation. The result was an excellent crop of sound potatoes, so far as they were cov-

ered. Those left uncovered suffered with the rot.

—" Had it not been for the last six words," said Mr. Skinner, " he would not have troubled
the gentlemen present by reading this extract—nor, but for that, would Mr. Naill have made the
communication—because it would have remained <jupstionable whether the crop would not have
been .sound irifhovt the rorcrinr^ .'—and this he took to be the sort of matterof fact practical in-
formation which New-York farmers and all other agriculturists wanted, and ^hich it would be-
come all Agricultural Clubs to send abroad, instead of mere generalizations."
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HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.

CATHERINE OF LIVERPOOL.

Among the many females in humble life who
have been exemplary lor their extraordinary
perseverance under difficulties, their ingenious
industry, and their self-sacrificing benevolence,
a poor woman now living in an obscure situa-

tion is deserving of being placed in the foremost
rank. This heroine in humble life^whora vi'e

shall describe under the name of Catherine or
Kitty, by which she is usually known to her
friends—was born in a populous village in Lan-
cashire about the yeai- 1786. Her parents, who
were in poor circumstances, happened to be-

come favorably known to an infirm and venera-
ble lady, who kindly took Catherine home to

stay with her as a humble companion and ser-

vant By this humane lady she was taught to

read, and trained not only to early habits of
neatne.ss and order, but to the knowledge as
well as the practice of Christian dispositions
and duties.

Although this lady had only a moderate in-

come, she spent not a little on the poor, whom
she likewise encouraged with her advice in
cases of difficulty, and cheered with her pres-

ence in distress. When she became too feeble
to walk to the houses of her neighbors, she was
occasionally carried out in a sedan-chair, her lit-

tle servant walking by her side. Catherine af-

terward used to describe these expeditions to

her friends : " The old lady would say to me,
Catherine, I am going out ; and then she would
be carried out in her sedan. She was too lame
to walk, and could not easily get into a coach.
I used to take a little basket and go by her side.

We would soon stop at a cellar, into which she
sent me to see how the poor woman was; and
when I had come out again, she would say,
How does .she look ? Is there any fire in the
grate ? Is there any coal in the house ? Then
she would send me for anything that was want-
ed. And when we had come home, she would
say, Go put your feet upon the fender, and dry
tliem, and tell me what you think of what you
have seen. Then she would .say, Catherine,
poverty will probably be your portion : but you
have one talent which you may use for the good
of others. You may sometimes road half an
hour to a poor sick neighbor. You may read a
chapter of the Bible to her when .«he could not
read it herself; or you may run en-ands for those
who have no one else to go for them. Promise
me, then, my child, that you will try to do what
you can for others, and I hope we may meet in

another world. Ah ! there were few like my
dear mistress."

This lady having died, her household was
broken up, and Catherine returned to her family.
She could not, however, be kept at home ; and
as no suitable place in domestic service could
be obtained for her, she was sent with her
brother to work at a cotton mill in a village at

6ome distance. This was in the year 1798. when
nhe was only twelve years of age. That a child
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so youthful should have been dispatched to such
a scene of labor may excite surprise, but only in
those who ai'e in the habit of considering all fac-

tory systems as injurious, if not tyrannical. Many
may be bad enough, but those conducted iu
country districts, and under good management,
are, on the whole, not unfavorable to health
or morals. The mill to which our young heroine
and her brother were committed was one of the
better regulated class. The hours were not
long, and were precisely fixed. All had their

appointed duty, which, if they attended to, no
complaint was made. There was an open air-

ing-ground for recreation iu good weather, and
a library from which books were given freely

out to those who chose to read. Great care was
likewise taken to prevent any impropriety of
behavior. In short, nothing was wanting to

render the attendance agreeable, or to encourage
the diligent and orderly. In this mill Catherine
passed a few years, improving in health and in-

telligence, though without distinguishing her-
self from the mass of her companions. Perhaps,
however, she excelled in the propriety of her
deportment, from the instructions she had re-

ceived from her old mistress ; and her good feel-

ings prompted her to be grateful for the care
taken of her, as well as others, at the mill. She
has often been heard to say, " If ever there was
a heaven upon earth, it was that apprentice-
house, where we were brought up in such igno-
rance of evil ; and where Mr. Norton, the man-
ager of the mill, was a father to us all." It is to

be wished that every one who takes the charge
of a child, whether as a pupil, an apprentice,

or a servant, should feel it a duty to do what
may be done early, to establish the principles

and practice of virtue, and to deserve such
grateful recollections as those of our heroine.

Mr. Norton did not see Catherine after she
quitted his establishment, and never probably
was aware of the beneficial influence he had
exerted on her mind

;
yet it was by the course

of discipline and instruction in the cotton factory

that her character was fomied during the mo.st

susceptible and dangerous sea.'ion of her life.

Catherine left the cotton mill to go to service

in a family. The lady of the house was a very
good manager, and a good mistress ; knew
what a servant's duty was, and took care that

it was well done. In her family, Catherine's
habits of diligence, order, and fidelity were
strengthened. Everything she saw there tend-

(fd to advance her education. And is it not the

(rue idea of education, that it comprehends all

the daily and hourly influences, small as well

as great, of the circumstances by ichick toe are
surrounded, and tohich are constantly acting-

upon us ; bearing upon thought and feeling,

and every spring of action within us ? It is be-

ginning to be understood, that tokatever acts

upon our powers for their growth, or decrease,

or direction ; xohatever acts upon desire, appetite.
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or passion, to excite or to repress it, to gratify
or diiappoint it ; and whatever, eit/ier directly

or indii eclly, goes to the exciiemenl andfurma-
tion oj dispositions, sentimsnis, principles, and
habits, is to be viewed as a part (>/ education.

In this view ot the subject, it is uot a question
whethci- children or men shall or shall not be
educated. Education is constantly going on
with every individual, old and young, trom the

first to the last hour of life, because every indi-

vidual is, in every hour and every moment, acted
npon by the circumstances amid which he is

placed: and because the inHuence of these cir-

cumstances upon him will be in accordance
with the tastes and desires he is forming or has
formed, ilie principles he is adopting or has
adopted, and his strength or weakness in the

application of principles to conduct. Thechild
at home is educated far more by the examples
which he sees than by the lessons which he
learns ; and his mind is educating with far freer

and stronger tendencies in his plays and in the
streets, than in school and under the eye of his

master.*
Catherine was one of the most cheerful and

faithful of servants. The pleasure with which
she was accu.^^tomed to ri'nder any assistance to

her fellow-servants was ever a matter of remark
;

and through this disposition, joined with a habit
of accurate observation, she laid u[) a large stock
of knowledge, which has since been invaluable
to herself and others.

We have now to view Catherine in quite a
new sphere of life. She was married to a per-

son desei-ving of her affection, but not until she
had received a promise that she should be per-

mitted to take her mother home to live with her,

for she was now old and infirm. A small house
was taken and furnished, and the marriage
promised evei-y prospect of happiness. This
might be called a bright gleam in Catherine's
existence. When she had become the mother
of two children, her husband died, and, to add
to her troubles, her mother became blind and
insane.

Catherine's case may now be considered to

have been deplorable—a widow, the mother of
two children, one a newborn infant, no means
of subsistence, and with a superannuated and
blind parent depending npon her. Some women
in such circumstances, would have sat down
and wept, pined in sorrow, or gone to the work-
house. Catherine had a soul above all this.

—

Bhe acutely felt the blow, but she also knew
that it was a dispensation of Providence which
ought to be borne. When the first emotions of
distress were passed, she courageously yoked to

the task of supporting her dependent family.

—

Catherine despised to eat the bread of idle-

ness.

Worth never wants friends. Catherine's case
excited pity among her neighbors, and her good
character secured her a respectable wet nursing.

8he refused to leave home for this purpose, and
the baby was committed to her charge. By
this means, and a trifie of wages owing to her
husband, she contrived to live over a year. Now
she behooved to face the world. The difiiculty

of obtaining work was at this lime very great.

There was much suflbring among the opera-
tives throughout the country, and among all who
depended upon their daily labor for subsistence.

' These are Important truths very clearly express-

ed, and cunnot be too deeply iflipressed on the minds

of all parents. [,Ed- Farm. Lib.
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The only employment of which Catherine could
procure an offer was work at a nail factory, for
which she was not well fitted. However, she
gladly availed herself of it, because the work
was paid according to the numberof nails made,
and she could absent herself to give a brief at-
tendance on her mother and children. The em-
ployment was hard, and poorly paid. She gen-
erally wrought at large nails, of which she was
able to make about eight hundred daily ; but of
the same kind some men can make double that
number. Her earnings were, on an average,
fil'teenpence per day

; yet, though small, they
were still [)recious to her, because they w ere her
own earnings. No one knew belter than her-
self how to receive a favor, or how to confer
one ; but she would not willingly accept the
means of support from another, when she could
obtain them by her own industry. She has
been known to work in this factory till her
fingers were blistered,and she could do no more;
she would then remain at home, and poultice
them till they were sufficiently recovered to en-
able her to resume her work. She and her
mother at that time often suffered from liunger.
Her necessities were known to a kind friend,
whose own means were small, but who yet con-
trived occasionally <to furnish her with a good
meal. Through this friend she sometimes ob-
tained a supply of flowers or bouquets, by the
sale of which she provided for her wants when
she had no other means of obtaining subsis-
tence.

In expedients like these she passed some
years, during which the insanity of her mother
was at times so outrageous as greatly to endan-
ger any who had the" charge of her; Yet this
^charge she could not relinquish. She would
not hear of the removal of her parent to a place
of confinement. No labors and no sufferings
could weaken her filial reverence and affection.
At length, however, it became necessary for
her mother's own safety that she should be in
the charge of those more competent to the task
of re-straining her, and she was removed to the
work-house. But the heart of the devoted
daughter was still with her ; and from week to
week Catherine strained every nerve, and
straitened herself in every way, that she
might regularly carry to her mother all the com-
forts she could procure. Nor were her trials

those only of the early death of her husband, and
the long insanity of her mother. Her eldest soa
was a severe sufferer from his birth till the age
of twenty, when he died. It is hardly to be con-
ceived how much she did and endured for this

boy. For weeks together, after a hard day's
work, she was up through the whole night,
kneeling by him, that he might have his arms
around her neck for support, because he was
unable to lie down. Her patience and love
seemed to be inexhaustible, and the strengtli
which she exerted through her afilictions almost
miraculous.
The lad was a dutiful and affectionate child.

He had a heart like his mother, strong both to
love and to endure. For a time Catherine seem-
ed hardly able to sustain his loss. She could
not sleep, and with difficulty could take even
the smallest portion of food. Her inability to
.sleep awakened the desire to pass her nights
with the sick ; but she found this recalled the
memory of her son loo strongly, and she did not
persist in it. Desirous lo fill the vacuity in hei
liou.se, she now, to use her own expression, '• in
quired for some family who wanted a person U
take care of some tedious children." Her sur
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viving child often gave iier great pain. He ex-

hibited strong indications of inheriting the in-

sanity of his grandmother, having at limes an
ungovernable wildness of manner

;
yet, when

not under excitement, he was an amiable, liind,

and obedient boy.

When Catherine worked in the nail factory,

she formed a friendship with another woman
who also worked there. This poor creature

afterward became blind and helpless. She had

for some time previously been greatly disabled,

and Catherine had never failed to do what she

could for her. But now she took her to her own
house, and for seven years supported her en-

tirely. She carried her up-stairs at night, and

brought her down in the morning. At length,

when her son became so ill that she could not

leave him, and her means of support were
wholly unequal to the increased expense, she

sent her blind friend to the work-house ;
yet her

interest in the poor sulTerer never declined.

—

Her care for her was like that of a mother for a

child. She never omitted once a week to send

her a little tea and sugar, that she might not be

made uncomfortable by the want of these ac-

customed gratifications. It happened that this

poor blind woman had a son in the work house

who was a cripple, and nearly an idiot. The
child was dear to his mother ; and when she

took her tea she gave him a pait of it. This be-

came one of his highest gratifications ; and after

the death of his mother, he was greatly distress-

ed by the loss of this indulgence. Catherine,

therefore, promised him that while she lived she

would bring him tea and sugar, as she had
brought them to his mother ; and she kept her
word. On one occasion a friend called upon
Catherine, and found an old woman with hef
who had a number of small parcels in her hand.

On noticing these parcels, she informed the

visitor that they contained a little tea, sugar,

and snuff, and that they were for a woman in

the work-house nearly a hundred years old.

—

"She knew my parents," said Catherine, "and
I dare say assisted my mother when she need-

ed ; so it is just a little acknowledgment.
There are other old persons there to whom I

would be glad to send something, if I had the

means."
After Catherine left the nail factory, she sup-

ported her family by mangling, a benevolent
gentleman in the neighborhood, who was struck

with her character, having assisted her to pur-

chase a mangle at a sale of effects. By means
of it and a little charring work she lived for

several years, till her mother died, when she

had no longer an inducement to remain in the

place ; and .she removed with her only surviv-

ing son to Liverpool, where she was fortunate

in getting him some small employment suited

to his infirmities. She took her mangle with her,

and therefore we have now to follow her to one
of the humblest dwellings in a back street of

that large town. Here she labored, struggled to

keep up a good name, and to do all the good
she could do within her sphere. On one occa-

sion a poor woman, a Mrs. O'Brien, came into

the neighborhood to look for lodgings, but could

nowhere obtain a room. "She must not die in

the street," said Catherine. Yet what was to

be done ? Catherine lost no time in answering
this question. The door of her house was open-
ed, and Mrs. O'Brien and her children at once
found a home there. In a fortnight this woman
died ; but poor as she had been, her heart was
bound up in her children, and her great .solici-

tude in death was for them. With the full
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sympathies of a mother, Catherine promised to
do for these children as if they were her own ;

and this promise she has faithfully lulfiUed.

Another Irish woman, Bridget M'Ann, was a
common beggar. Her appearance indicated ex-
treme distress, and no inconsiderable disease.—
Yet she was unwilling to go into the infirmary,

becau.se she would there be separated from her
children. Catherine visited this woman, gained
her confidence, persuaded her to allow her
eldest boy to be put into the work house, and
took the youngest, about two years old, under
her own charge. She nursed this child care-

fully, sent some oi' her own clothes to the
mother, and took a change of clothes to her eve-
ry week. Yet for all these kind oiSces she had
scarcely any other return than reproaches and
complaints. The clothes, it was said, were not
well washed, nor was anything done for her as
it .should be done. But Catherine was neither

to be fatigued by service nor discouraged by in-

gratitude. She felt the claims of weakness,
ignorance, and .suffering in this poor beggar far

more strongly than she felt any injury to her-

self She kept the child for some months, till

I

the mother reclaimed it ; and then gave up her
charge only because she was allowed to hold
it no longer. It is only from such facts that

one knows how much the poor often do for the
poor.

After a few years' residence in Liverpool,

Catherine's son died, which was a sore grief to

her, for she was now alone in the world, and
had no longer any one of her own family to love.

To fill up the vacancy, she gladly took
charge of three children from a widower, a re-

spectable man in the neighborhood, w^ho en-

gaged to pay her twelve shillings per week for

their board. She, however, had not long had
the children under her roof, when the health of
the man failed, and he v^^as unable to earn the
amount he had agreed to pay her. So anxious,
however, was he to do what he could in pay-
ment for the relief and comfort he had received
that he was actually at his work on the w^eek
in which he died. Catherine kindly waited
upon him on his death bed, and though he pro-
fessed a different form of religious belief from
her own, brought him, unasked, a clergyman
of his own persuasion. She said " she thought
people always go fastest to Heaven on their

own road." On his dying bed this poor man
besought her to retain the charge of his children.

She gave him her word that she would ; and
she admirably performed her promise. After
a time the youngest boy was placed in a chari-

ty school, where .she maintained a faithful super-
vision of him: and when he left it, she fitted

him out for sea, and has still the care of him
whenever he returns from a voyage. The girl

she kept two or three years, till she found a
good place for her. And the eldest boy, owing
to the failure of the master to whom he was ap-

prenticed, has for several years been, and still

is, a considerable expense to her. He is now
indeed at a trade, but he has so small wages
that he is obliged to look to Catherine for much
of his means of living. A fellow-apprentice

earned only four shillings a week. His own
father refused to keep him for so small a sum.

The anxiety and grief of his mother were ex-

treme, and she applied to Kitty upon the subject,

who told the mother that on condition of the

good conduct of the boy, she would receive him
into her family.

At the first appearance of cholera in E ngland

,

great anxiety was manifested to guard againet
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it, and cleaniiiiess was especially enjoined.

—

The habits of the very poor, and their few con-
veniences, made the \vashing and drying of
clothing and bedding very difficult Catherine's
house at this lime consisted of a small kitchen,
a little parlor, two or three chambers, and a
small yard at the back of the house. In the
kitchen she had a copper. She fastened ropes
across the yard, and offered her poor neighbors
the free use of them and her kitchen for wash-
ing and drying their clothes. She also took
charge of clothes and bedding which were lent

for the use of the poor. So apparent was the
benefit derived by the families who availed
themselves of Catherine's kindne.=s, that a be-
nevolent society was led to provide a common
cellar where families might wash every week.
The establishment thus begun has been found

so useful that it is still maintained. In ca.ses of
cholera fever, medical men are accustomed to

send a note with the clothes used by a patient,

or when a change of linen is required ; hired
washers being employed for the service of the
sick. This plan made neighbors willing to lend
clothes and bedding, since no risk of contagion
was incurred. During the second year of the
cholera, one hundred and forty dozen clothes
for men and women, one hundred and fifty-eight
sheets, thirty-four beds, sixty quilts, and one
hundred blankets,were washed in this establish-

ment in one week.
The cholera principally attacked the heads

of families, especially those who were in a state

of exhaustion from fatigue or want of food. It

frequently happened that the sufferers had nei-

ther food nor fuel, while the rigorous quarantine
led to a dearth of employment. Catherine divi-

ded her own stores as far as she could with the
sufferers around her. A supply of oatmeal was
given her, and with this she made porridge eve-
ry morning for a number who would otherwise
probably have had no breaktast ; and atone time
she thus supplied sixty with daily food. A neigh-
bor every evening went three miles into the

country for the milk for this porridge.

Wherever the di.sease appeared among those

who knew Catherine, her presence and aid

•were felt to be of high importance. The physi-

cians were quite unable to meet the calls that

were made upon them. She therefore went to

them for advice, administered the remedies
which were pre.scribed, and carried back her
accounts of her patients. It seemed impossible

that she should obtain i-est either night or day.

She found a vacant room, on the floor o; which
she could spread some bedding, and there she
provided a lodging for families in which death
had occurred, and who.se rooms, it was thought,

should be vacated for a time, that they might
be purified. One of the first cases of cholera

occurred in the street where Catherine lived.

—

A widower, ^vith two young childi'eu, boarding
with a poor woman, was taken suddenly ill,

and died. To prevent unnecessary exposure to

the disease, the attending physician directed

that the body should be buried unwashed. A
report of this got abroad, and a crowd assem-
bled about the house, threatening violence if

the body were not washed before it was buried.

Catherine undertook to addre.ss the assemblage
•
—" We should be very sorry to do anything
wrong," she said to them, ' but the physician

has forbidden that the body should be washed,
on account of the danger of infection. Now,
this man who has died is no more to us than he
is to any of you. Mrs. R and I have
done our part by laying out the body ; and if
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any one of you will come in and wash it, we
will provide everything that is necessary for
you." The crowd dispersed quietly and quick-
ly, and the body was buried unwashed.
The deaths and sickness of .so many parents

by cholera left a large number of destitute chil-
dren, too young to go to school, and who were
therefore running about the streets. Catherine
could not overlook these children. She collect-
ed about twenty of them into her hou.se, and a
neighbor, who lived on the opposite side of the
street, offered to assist her in the care of them.
This neighbor amused the children by singing
to them, by telling them stories, and by teach-
ing them to repeat hymns. The number of the
children .soon became too large to be comforta-
bly accommodated iu Catherine's little dwell-
ing. It was resolved, therefore, to form them
into a .-scoool. The infant school thus begun was
adopted by the managers of one for older chil-

dren in the same street ; the neighbor who aid-

ed Catherine became the mistress, and obtained
a comfortable maintenance from the employ-
ment she had begun in benevolence.
A being with such a universal spirit of charity

and love, and with such selfimposed claims and
duties, required to eke out her means by every
plan which seemed available. To make the
most of her hou.se, small as it was, she received
lodgers, and to make their evenings pass agree-
ably, she borrowed books and newspapers, and
proposed that one should read aloud for the gen-
eral entertainment. She provided a good fire

in the winter, well knowing this comfort often
tempts even a sober man to an alehouse. She
permitted her lodgers to invite their acquaint-
ance ; and during the winter of 1835, as many
as ten met and subscribed for three different

cheap periodicals, and to the Mechanics' Libra-
ry. As some of the party were carpenters' ap-
prentices, an older workman gave them in-

struction in their business before their reading
began. One of the.se young men begged Cathe-
rine to speak to four of their fellow-workmen,
who spent the money at alehouses which they
earned by working over-hours. She did so,

telling them if they would come every night to
her house, they should have the use of a good
fire and a newspaper, and for sixpence a week
she would provide a supper.
This poor woman .seems to have had an eye

to everything. One day, in passing a shop, she
saw a great boxfuU of wa.ste paper, including
many damaged and used Bibles. The.se she
was allowed to pick out and buy for a mere trifle.

W^hen .she brought her parcel of Bibles home,
she fastened the leaves, patched up the covers,

and then lent them to sailors who were going to

sea. It was afterward ascertained that by this

act the characters of several were improved. It

may be matter for surprise how Catherine earn-

ed enough to accomplish so many good deeds.

But cheerful and persevering labor, %vith rigor-

ous economy, will do wonders. She still lives,

and is a credit to her station, showing, in all her
undertakings, a remarkable power of making
much of slender means. Her economy with re-

gard to both food and clothing is admirable.

—

Nothing is wasted. She has been known to

stew fishbones into broth for the sick poor, and
from the refuse of fruit to make a pleasant drink
for fever patients. Time is also, in her estima-

tion, a thing not to be thrown away, and there-

fore every moment of her waking existence is

devoted to the execution of some useful object.

The owner of the house in which Catherine
lives is a single lady, and a cripple, with a very
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email income. Catherine's consideration of

these circumstances is beyond all praise. She
expresses her unwillingness to apply to her poor

landlady even for necessary repair.s, and as far

as possible has made those repairs herself She
buj'S paint, and paints her rooms with her own
hand. She receives pay^nent from her lodfiers

on Friday, and the sum. thougli only a few shil-

lings altogether, she lends to some poor women
who purchase certain goods which they sell in

the market on Saturday, and make their returns

to her on Saturday night. It does not appear that

she has ever thus lost anything, while the gain

has been of considerable importance to those

who have made it. She has mixed but little

with her neighbors, except for such offices of

kindness as she could render to them; and most
nnwillingly asks for any aid for her own person-

al friends.

We must, however, draw our account of this

poor widow to a conclusion. She is not without

faults ; as, for instance, ha.stinessof temper ; bat
her anger is soon appeased, and no ill u.Mage can
check her kindness, except (or a very short time.
She has experienced injustice ; and though slie

has felt it strongly, has acknowledged that it

was a duty to forgive otheri?, v. hen there is so
much to be forgiven in ourselves. She was ever
most careful not to incur a debt, maintaining
her sense of duty on this subject with an energy
worthy of all prai.se. Had she been embarrass-
ed by debt, she could have carried through few
of her benevolent intentions. Her whole history
presents a striking combination of simplicity
with energy, sensibility with forethought, calcu-
lation, and economy, wilh disinterestedness and
self-sacrificing benevolence. To a pious reliance
on Providence she unites a vigilant sense of
practical duty, an indifierence to all stOfish con-
siderations, and a strong faith in her fellow-crea-
tures, in herself, in good principles, and ia
Truth.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, April 26, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.']

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort, '47-8^ 100 tb 6

Peailfi, 1st eort, '47-8 7

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. P' tt... —
Sperm --

• - -
—

COTTON—From -r IB. —
COTTON BAGGING—Kentucky... —
CORDAGE—American ^ tt5. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings.^-y. —

Sheetings
FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American •

—
FLOUR &. MEAL—Genesee, pure, bbl. 6

Genesee, from Western Wheat . . 6

Troy ^
Oswego ^
Michigan "

Ohio -
—

Brooklyn and New-York b

Brandywine
~~

Georgetown ^
Baltimore, Howard-street 6

Richmond City Mills —
Richmond Country —
Alexandria
Fredericksburg and Petersburg.. —
Rye Flour 3

Com Meal, Western and State.. . 2

Com Meal, .Ier.»ey 2

GRAIN—Wheat, White ^ bush. 1

Wheat, Red and mixed 1

Rye, Noithcm —
Com, Jersey and Northern yel... —
Com, Southern, yellow —
Com, Western, flat yellow —
Oats, Northern —
Oats Jersey ... ............. -

—
jj,\Y'-^Norlh River in bales, f^lOOm —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted.. tonlS."!

" water-rotted 1 60

HOPS—1847 —
IRON—American Pig, No 1 30

" Common 26

LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. —
LUMBER—Boards, N.R., f»'M. ft. clr. 35

Boards, Albany Pine ^'pce. —
Plank, Georgia Y. Pine. ^ M.ft... 27

^1064)
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ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF OUR COTTON MANUFACTURES.

LIFE OF S. SLATER.

If, as we maintain, the welfare of society plainly suggests that he most de-

serves the public esteem and the rewards of a free Government, whose genius

devises new and productive employments for labor, then should grateful testi-

monials be bestowed on such men as he whose life is briefly sketched in the

following pages. The trio of great men to whom our country is indebted for

countless millions of wealth, and very much of that development and growth

which is without parallel elsewhere in the world, may be said, as far as these

have resulted from manufacturing power, to consist of Eli Whitney, Cart-

wright, and Slater, the subject of the following notice. It gives us pleasure

to preserve memoirs of such men, as well from an impulse of unaffected grati-

tude, as because Ave deem them entertaining and suitable reading for the sons

of our friends in the country. And why not for their fathers ? says the reader.

Only because, for our life, we cannot divest ourselves of the idea, more than

half the time, that we are writing for young people. Why, we hardly know ;

but so it is. We deem our space very precious, and endeavor so to fill it with

useful things that we sometimes apprehend our pages may wear a sombre cast

that may be almost forbidding. We shall take room for no farther preface than

to ask the reader who here sees the rise and progress of the Cotton Manufacture

in the United States, beginning at so late a period, to bear in mind that, for the

number of spindles, the United States is already the third country in the world,

England being the first and France the second. Of the 27,585,000 spindles of

which we have accounts from all countries, England drives a 634-lOOOlh part ot

them ; the remainder of Europe 272-lOOOth parts, and the United States

91-lOOOths. In 1846 the net gain to the labor of England, on her Cotton Manu-

facture, was about $70,000,000. We were going to ask if the same weight of

Cotton were manufactured in this country, under free and easy associations of

small capitalists, as in INew-England, where the operative is often a stockholder

of the establishment in which he works, how much more of these net profits

would remain to the laborer, and how many of these seventy millions would be

divided among our own cultivators of butter, and cheese, and milk, and onions,

and apples, and potatoes, and beef, and mutton, and eggs, and chickens, and

cabbages 1 But we have not space here to push these reliectious. Yet, is it not
(tl05)
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clear that if we had in all the old Slates consumers alongside of the producers

in proportion to their extent and resources, as they have in Massachusetts and,

Rhode Island, would not all their exhausted land be resuscitated, and their rich

lands be ditched and drained and improved, and all their lands rise in value ?

Let the farmer, then, instead of being forever content to be made the hack-

horse of office-hunting politicians, inquire why is it that this cannot be so ? Let

him first buy and read Carey's book, " The Past, the Present, and the Future."

One word more : suppose a few thousand dollars to be offered by the Government,

every year, as premiums to the first importers of labor-saving machinery in all

our industrial employments—the originality and value of it to be judged, and the

premiums to be awarded by such men as Professors Renwick and Jackson, and

Col. Gadsden, Gen. McNeill, James S. Wadsworth, Edward Stevens, and

others eminent for attainments and experience in the various departments of Inr

dustry, both in science and in practice—would not thousands thus held out, re-

sult, when applied, in greater benefit to the substantial interests of the country

than the millions that are now expended in life salaries to supernumerary offi-

cers—in soldiers, garrisons, guns, powder, &c. &:c. ?—But enough, for the pres-

ent. As long as you. Farmers, dare not speak for yourselves, or support even

one paper that does, how can you expect mere politicians, looking for the spoils,

to speak or to act for you ?

It is to be remembered that Sir Richard

Aikwright took his first patent for an entirely

new method of spinning cotton yarn for

warps in 17G9, at which period his first

mill was put in operation at Nottingham, in

England, and his second mill, which was

much larger, was erected at Cromford, Der-

byshire, in 1771. Alter which, his mode of

spinning by water-frames extended rapidly

all over the kingdom; so that during the

period when the most perseven'ng exer-

tions were being made by various enter-

prising hidividuals, in difierent parts of the

United States, to improve and perfect this

most important manufacture, England was

enjoying all the benefit of Arkvvright's pat-

ents, by means of which cotton yarn was

produced at much less expense and of a su-

perior quality to any that bad ever been

made by machinery before that period ; and.

at the same time, the Brilisli Government

were using every means in their power to

prevent models or drawings of these ma-

chines from being carried out of the country.

Everv effort to erect or import this machine-

ry into the United States had hitherto proved

abortive. Much interest had been excited

in Philadelphia, New-York, Rliode Island,

and Massachusetts, but they found it impos-

sible to compete with the superior machinery

of England.

Such w-as the state of the cotton manufac-

ture in the United States in 1790; every en-

deavor to introduce a proper systejn of spin-

ning had been fruilless ; and nothing but the

introduction of the water-frame spinning,

which had superseded the jennies in England,

could have laid a foundation for the succes.s-

ful prosecution of the business in America,

aud that was happily accomplished by one

who was personally and practically acquaial>-

ed with the business in all its details. The
individual here referred to was Mr. Samuel
Slater, who has justly been called the Father
of the Cotton Manvfacture of America.

Mr. Slater was born in the town of Belper,
Derbyshire, England, on tiie 9th of June,
1768 ; and when aljout fourteen years of age,

he was bound apprentice, at Milford, near
Belper, to .Tedediah Strutt, Esq., (the in-

ventor of the Derby ribbed stocking-frame,

and for several years a partner with Sir Rich-

ard Arkwright, in the cotton-spinning busi-

ness.) At that time Mr. Strutt was erecting

a large factory at Milford, where Slater con-

tinued to serve him for some time in the ca-

pacity of clerk ; but, during the last four or

five years of his apprenticeship, his time was
solely devoted to the factory as general over-

seer, both as respected the making of the

machinery, and in the manufacturing depart-

ment. After having completed the full term

of his engagement, viz., six and a half years,

he continued iltr some time longer with Mr.
Stuart, for the purpose of superintending some
new works that were then erecting. His de-

sign in doing so was to perfect liis knowledge
of the business in every department, as pre-

vious to this time bis thoughts had been di-

rected to America by various rumors which
had reached Derbyshire, of the anxiety of the

Governments of the different States in that

country to introduce and encourage manu-
factures. A newspaper account of a liberal

bounty of £100 having been granted to a

person who succeeded in constructing a very

imperfect carding-machine for making rolLj

for jennies, and the knowledge that a So-

ciety to Promote Manufactures had been au-

thorized by the same Legislature, finally de-
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termined him to try his fortune in the West-

ern Hemisphere.
He embarked at London for New-Yorlc,

on the 13th of September, 17S9, and landed

at the latter on the 17th of November, aiier

a passage of sixty days. He was, immedi-

ately alter his arrival, introduced to the New-
York Manufacturing Company ; but, finding

that the state of their works did not suit his

views, he left that place in the Januaiy fol-

lowing for Providence, R. L, and there made

of 1807, the work.s were sufficiently advanced
for spinning, and up to the present time they
have been under the mauagement of that

gentleman, in an uninterrupted stale of im-
provement. This fine estate was owned, in

equal shares, by four partners, but now
wholly belongs to John Slater and the heirs

of bis brother.

Cotton-spinning, according to the precedhig
statements, commenced in the then obscure
village of Pawtucket, in 1790, at which time

an-angeme!its with Messrs. Almy & Brown
\

only twenty-two spindles were put in operjt-

to commence operations for spinning cotton tioii.

entirely upon his own plan. On the 18th of ' Previous to 181.'5, the whole weaving in

the same mouth, the venerable Moses Brown !
the United States was done by hand-looms,

took him out to Pawtucket, where he com-

menced making the machinery, principally

v>iUi his own hands ; and on the 20th of De-
cember, 1790, he started three cards, draw-
ing and roving, together with seventy-two
6j)indles, entirety upon the Arkwiight prin-

ciple, being the first of the kind ever ope-

rated in this countiy. These were worked
by the water-wheel of an old fulling-mill in

a clothier's building, in which place they
continued spinning about twenty months, at

tlie expiration of w hich time several thousand
pounds of yarn were on hand, notwithstand-

ing every exertion was used to weave it up
and sell it.

Early in 1793, Almy, Brown and Slater

built a smdl mill in the village of Pawtucket,
ill which they put in operation seventy-two

spindles, with the necessary preparation, and
to these they gradually and slowly added
more and more, as the prospects became
more encouraging. After a short time, be-

sides building another factory, they consid-

erably enlarged the first.

Such, then, were the circumstances under
•vrhich the Arkwright mode of spinning was
introduced into this country, and such was
the individual to whom belongs the entire-

meut of its introduction.

Mr. Slater's business was bo prosperous
that about the year 1806 he invited his

brother, Mr. John Slater, to come to this

country, who, in all probability, birought with
him a knowledge of all the most recent im-

provements made by the English spinners.

Tiie now flourishing village ofSlatersville, in

Smithfield, was then projected, in which .Tohn

Slater embarked as a partner, and in .Tune

of the same year removed to Smithfield as

in many of which considerable improvements
had been made, and great quantifies of cloth

were manufactured for home consumption.

About 1814, a Mr. Gilmour landed in Boston
from Glasgow, with models or patterns of

the power-loom and dressing-machine, whom
Mr. John Slater invited to Smithfield, and
made known to him his wishes to construct

these important machines ; but not being able

to prevail on the whole of the partners to en-

gage in the business, Mr. Gilmour remained
some time in Smithfield, employed as a me-
chanic, where he introduced the hydrostatic

press, which proved to be of great advantage

in pressing cloth, &c.

Judge Lyman, of Providence, had been
endeavoring to construct a power-loom, but

failed in the attempt. On hearing of Mr.
Gilmour, he, with some other gentlemen, en-

tered into a contract with him to build a
power-loom and dressing-machine, from the

patterns he had brought from Great Britain,

which he did, to the great satisfaction of hia

patrons, from whom he received a compensa-
tion of 1,500 dollars. These machines were
soon after introduced into Pawtucket, where
David \Vilkinson commenced making them
for sale. Gilmour was a man of great me-
chanical genius, but neglected to turn his

talents and opportunities to the advantage of

his fiimily, and consequently, on his death,

they were left in poor circumstances.

The hand-looms were soon superseded by
the others, the introduction of which greatly

aided in extending the business in this coun-

try, and has enabled the American manufac-

turers to compete with Great Britain, in South

America, India, and some other foreign

markets.
superintendent of the concern. In the spring

But what is your warrant, says the agricultural reader, for appropriating so

much space, that should properly be given to practical farming, to an exposition

of the origin and growth of manufacturing industry and the agency and celeb-

rity of an individual, however enterprising, who laid the foundation of it ?

—

Though this is a very natural question, it seems to us that a very simple an-

swer will suflice ; and this is it

:

Look, for a moment, at Virginia and Pihode Island : Virginia has employed

in agricultural production, 318,771 persons ; these are producers. Now, within

her borders she has, as consuming non-producers of agricultural products,

54,147, or about six producers for one consumer. Now look at Rhode Island,

(1107)
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and there contemplate the fruit of a policy which fostered the enterprise of this

Father of her manufactures. She has 16,617 agriculturists, and within her

bosom non-agricultural producing consumers of the fruits of her fields, and

orchards, and gardens, 21,271, or nearly three consumers for one producer !—
And again: while 1,239,797 people of Virginia, have, as customers, manufac-

turers the annual value of whose products is only $8,349,218 ; the 69,110 people

of Rhode Island have among themselves the capital and the citizens producing

to the value of ^8,640,626. And again : while the Virginia farmers have to

travel with their produce over a surface of 61,000 square miles, to find and sup

ply their consumers, who produce these $8,349,218, the Rhode Island agricul-

turists find the customers who produce a greater value of manufacturing within

1,200 instead of 61,000 square miles ! Thus the Virginian must, in the average

and aggregate, travel over 60 times the space. If lime is money, as it must be

with every industrious man who deserves to be called a man, is it not. importan'

that he should elTect his exchanges, that is, sell and buy, in the smallest space

and in the shortest possible time, that he and his wagons and horses may be ira

proving his machine of production at home, instead of wearing out his wagon?

and teams, and wasting his manure and his substance on the road, in the work

of exchange, which eats up half his produce? The time that he spends on the

road, the Rhode Islander, having brought the consumer to his door, spends on

his farm—pruning his orchards, soiling his cows, planting his potatoes, digging,

ditching and draining, and filling his barn-yard with muck, &c. Ask you, then,

what benefit it is to the farmer to show him the effects of a policy which make?

men congregate instead of scattering ? And as for the brief memorial of Mr.

Slater, has the reader of the Journal yet to learn that we deem such men far

more worthy of honor, and of being held up to the emulation of our young men,

than all mere warriors, from Genghis Khan down to Abd-el-Kader.

SHEEP DOGS.

DOG LAWS THE PROTECTION OF SHEEP FROM DOGS.

A FRIEND writes us from Columbia, S. C, that he has lately again "lost up-

ward of one hundred sheep by the depredations of sheep-killing curs. It has

quite disheartened me. We must have a dog law."

We have repeatedly before referred to this intolerable nuisance in the South—

sheep-killing dogs. What a practical exemplification is above presented of the

extent of the evil ! One of the most spirited improvers of Agriculture in South

Carolina—a gentleman who has been at much pains and expense to introduce

improved breeds of sheep into that State—finds himself in a night robbed of his

property—arrested in his career of improvement—" disheartened," perhaps, from

making any future efforts.

Is South Carolina willing to throw away the benefits of Sheep Husbandry—

recently demonstrated in our pages to be of such incalculable utility to her—all

to enable individuals of a very peculiar taste, to say the least of it, to surround

themselves with an army of vagrant, worthless curs, to eat up their masters' and

other men's property?
(1108)
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We agree with our correspondent: South Carolina, and every other Southern

State, require a dog law stringent enough to reduce the number of dogs to the

actual wants of the people. What should be the provisions of such a law we
cannot so well determine. The owner of a dog would be liable at Common
Law for the depredations comrailted by it. But the owners of many of them

—

of the very ones which would be the most likely to go from home in quest of

food-^would not be pecuniarily responsible. So this remedy would amount to

nothing.

In Col. Randall's Letters on Sheep Husbandry in the South, Vol. IL, p. 472,

the follov-'ing abstract is given of the dog laws of New-York

:

In New-York it is provided by law that every bitch over three months old shall be

taxed $2 ; eveiy additional one owned by the same inau $5 ; two dogs over six months old

$1 ; eveiy additional one $S. The avails of these taxes constitute a fund out of which Su-

pervisors of Counties are to pay for any slieeji slain by dogs whose owners are unknown.
Any person may kill any dog •' which he shall see chasing, woiTying or wounding any

sheep," unless by direction of the owner of the sheep.

The owner or possessor of any dog, on being notified "of any injury done by his dog to

any sheep, or his dog having chased or woiried any sheep," must within 48 hours kill his

dog, or forfeit $2 50, and the farther sum of $1 23 lor every 48 hours, unless " it shall satis-

factorily appear to the Court that it was not in the power of such owner or possessor to kill

such dog." (Revised Statutes of New-York, vol. i. chap, xx., title xvii.)

It seems to us that the planter or farmer ought to have legal power to kill

any dog found in his fields, or lingering about his premises without his owner—

;

or to kill a strolling dog anywhere, unless wearing a collar with the master's

name on it. In the North, this is a privilege usually taken by sheep farmers,

without any legal enactments. A strolling dog not recognized, and not pursuing

his journey in the highway, or not crossing inclosed land in pursuit of game,

finds short shrift and a bullet. We see nothing wrong in this. Self-protection

demands it. It is difficult to detect curs killing sheep, and to identify them, as

their depredations usually take place in the night. It is difficult to shoot them

in the night or to trace them home. With a properly enforced taxation of dogs,

it might not be so necessary ; but before this is done, and until this is done, we
advise that the least lenity comporting with propriety, be shown to vagrant and

strolling curs.

The most efficient protector of sheep by night and day, undoubtedly, is to be

found in some of the larger races of the sheep dog—those which will at once

seize upon and kill any dog which molests the flocks under their charge. We
have at various times alluded to these several races—and they will be found de-

scribed with considerable minuteness in Letter XVII. (in the present number of

this Journal) on Sheep Husbandry, with portraits of several of the varieties.

—

The large Mexican sheep dog—descended from the Spanish—for a union of sa-

gacity, fidelity and power, has no superior. His charge are entirely safe from

curs, and even wolves. If a few of these could be purchased and sent home
by our victorious troops, they would be of incalculable advantage to the wool-

growers of our country.

G. W. La Fayette has in training a pair of the shepherd's dog, such as is gen-

erally used and most esteemed in France, to be sent along with a couple of the

Pyrenean Wolf dog breed, to the Editor of The Farmers' Library, and destined

for the use of Col. Hampton, whose Hock affords the best mutton from the pas-

tures in February, without any extraordinary keep. His flock of several hun-

dred, we once heard him remark, had not eaten ten dollars' worth of grain in a^

year. If the Southern agriculturist who has read the ample and vvell-digestc4
(1109)
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Letters of Col. H. S. Eaiidall, in this Journal, does not have recourse to sheep

and wool growing as an important resource, to which that region is demon-

strated to be well adapted, it will not be for want of ample advice and illustra-

tion. These Letters and their author have all the requirements of experience,

judgment, scholarship and character to recommend them.

MORE LAST WORDS ABOUT THE POTATO DISEASE

(From the American Journal of Agriculture and Science, conducted by C. N. Bement.)

Knowing no one Ijctter, if so well, qualified to throw light on tliis eubject, where that light is

to be reflected by Science, as Mr. Teschemacher, the author of tlic following, we take leave

to transfer it from the highly respectable medium in which we find it to our pages

:

I had intended to remain altogether silent

m future on the subject of the Potato Dis-

ease, for it is impossible to reply to asser-

tions and arguments used by Editors of Agri-

cultural Periodicals, themselves possessing

not the least practical or personal knowledge

on the subject, such as—" Everybody has

given up the fuiigus theory now," and " There

is nothing new on the subject of the Potato

Disease, except that all the nostrums pro-

posed have Ikiled." Equal loss of time would

it be to discuss experiments tried on a row

or two of potatoes in a garden with salt or

with fifty incongruous mixtures, one ingre-

dient of which might destroy the action of

the odiei-—or if any one had siicceeded, it

would be impossible to say to which his suc-

cess was owing. . I have tried salt in my own
garden on potatoes, and have never had a

single diseased tuber, but I never thought to

bring this forward as a decisive experiment.

A nuitual friend whom I highly esteem

has urged me strongly to wiite a few lines

to you on the subject ; I therefore beg to

state

:

That the microscopic observations made

by nie in the autumn of 134.5, and communi-

cated then to the Nevv-"Vovk State Agricul-

tural Society, at their own request, have

been confirmed in 1846 and 1847 by scien-

tific Commissioners and Committees in almost

eveiy coimtry in Europe.

That a great many experiments have been

tried with salt on large breadths of land, and

in a large proportion of the.se the potatoes

have been completely saved, while all around

were diseased. That this remedy has failed

in some cases in being a complete protection,

is all well known to me, but even here the

propoition of diseased potatoes was much
less than where salt had not been used. The

cau.se of this is very evident : I have always

stated that the salt must be in contact with

the disease to effect its destruction. Now let

any one consider in a tenacious clayey soil,

or in one of a light gravelly nature, how

(It 10)

easily this contact may accidentally fail. My
conviction is more firm than ever that the
cause of this disease is a iiingns, propagated
by clouds of invisible spores, (seeds,) which
settle in some places and not in others, just as

the wind listeth or bloweth, and that wher-
ever they come into contact v/uh salt, when
they settle down they cannot vegetate. A
heap of diseased potatoes from two to three

acres will give suflicient spores to infect a
district five hundred miles square ; these

spores only ripen and become dry enough to

live and float in the atmosphere toward the

middle of the summer, and then take some
time to settle and vegetate ; every fungus
collector knows that the latter end of the

summer is the most favorable period for these

minute productions; from this we see the

reason why the earliest planted potatoes are

generally the fi-eest from disease.

A paper has appeared within the last few
davs from Dr. Klotsch, of Berlin, Prussia, de-

tailing a new method for strengthening the

potato, and increasing its chance of escaping

disease. This new method is the old prac-

tice called by gardeners slopping, and has

been practiced by them time out of mind, on
cucumber, melon, pelagonium and almost all

phiuts ; it consists in pinching out the top of

a shoot, thereby encouraging it to throw out

lateial branches, and become strong, bushy

and fertile. This is a dangerous process in

unpracticcd hands, as if the stopping is con-

tinued a little too long the potato would not

rijien, and if begun too early would materi-

ally injure the plant ; it would probably be

much too expensive in point of labor in this

country.

I hope this communication will answer

your purpose, and I take the opportunity of

stating that I am quite tired of the subject,

and vvill not be moved by any consideration

t.i engage in farther discussion thereon—let

those who choose, try salt as a remedy, and

the other leave it alone,

Boston, Stk April, 1648.
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In conflrmation of tlie above we find the following communication in the Mark-Lane Express
of the 17th of April, 1848 :

throughout the winter to this time. On somePotato Disease.—Sir: In tlie spring of
ISil, I was advised by a neighbor to sow
agricultural salt broadcast on the ground in-

tended for potatoes, before it was prepared
for the crop, after the rate of a peck to five

square yards of land. I did so, and the crop
proved a very good one, and has kept free

j

of the public. ' A Farmkr
from blemish or any particle of disease, j

Hurat Green, Sussex, AprU 13.

round adjoining I omitted to sow any salt,

and the potatoes grown thereon were scabby
and diseased. I came therefore to the con-
clusion that salt is a preventive of die disease,
and I send these facts to voii for the benefit

Written for the American Courier.*

CHRONOLOGY AND CURIOSITIES OF AGRICULTURE

;

WITH PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

BY JOHN S. SKINVER.

Founder of " The Turf Register," and '• American Farmer," and Editor of " The Farmers' Library."

WHAT ARE THE IMPEDIMENTS TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF AMERICAN
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY ?

A THOROUGH discussion of this subject, in an Agricultural Society, or else-
where, would probably result in the conclusion that the greatest impediment is

the want of a jnore enlarged and comprehensive system of education, adapted to
the condition and pursuits of the agriculturist. With such a system, every art
and every industry of the country would be meliorated and advanced. The cul-
tivators of the soil, in gaining knowledge, would gain power—power in the man-
agement of their own means and faculties, and their just share of influence over
the action of the Government. The state of their Agriculture, and the estima-
tion and political power of those who follow it, are the best possible tests of the
state of civilization in all countries. The Earth is the great producing machine,
after all, and in a national and rational point of view, all other pursuits and ma-
chinery are beneficial in proportion as they contribute to the improvement of the
great machine of production on which all classes depend for their occupation and
bread.

Wo great substantial and pervading amendment can be realized except from
and along with a broader and better digested system of education in reference to
the working and use of this great machine of production— mother Earth. If
farmers submit to the appropriation of eighty cents in every dollar of the taxes
levied on them, for the support of military establishments. Army and Navy
Schools among the rest, why do they not compel their Representatives to de-
mand something, if only in the way of commencement, for Agricultural Schools?
Will any man say that Science cannot do as much for enlightening and rendering
more efiicient the use of the plow, as it can and has done for that of tiie can-
non and the sword ? And as to Constitutional power over the subject, if Uncle
Sam can turn Editor and book-publisher, sending out his 150,000 volumes annu-
ally, in rivalry and destruction of the Agricultural Press of the country, may he

* A family newspaper of the largest size and of deservedly popular character—so much so

that its increasing circulation now ranges above sixty thousand— Andrew McMakin, Editor

and proprietor; price S2 a year
;
published in Philadelphia It is hif,'hly illustrated, and its con-

tents so various that he must bo more cynical than Diogenes or the I'achelor of the Albany
himself, who does not find in it something highly entertaining. A column like the articles here
transferred to our pages 1.5 every week given for the amusement and instruction of agricultural

and horticultural readers.
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not turn schoolmaster also ? Has he not power to disseminate information in

one form as well as in another ?—for it is but a choice in the manner of coming
at the same object, only that he happens to choose the least instead of the most
efficient and durable means. In his Patent-Office Pteport he gives merely the
statistical fads, instead of the scientific principles—shows agricultural results,

instead of establishing insliiutions for teaching how the best results are, under
all circumstances, to be realized.

LIME, USED WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE AND ABUSED WITHOUT REASON.

There are few things about which practical farmers have more diflered, or

been more puzzled, than about the efficacy and value of Lime—some affirming

it even to be worti)less, others regarding it as the great panacea for all the ills

that afflict the husbandman. For much of that diversity of experience and
opinion, Mr. Norton, of Yale College, the accomplished Professor of Chemistry,
as applied to Agriculture, thus briefly and readily accounts

:

" I would not for an instant be thought to undervalue practical experience ; its resxxlts

have been great and important, and in many cases Science has only followed to explain

•what Experience has before discovered. But the process of discovery by experiment alone,

is always painfully slow, because the experimenter has no clear perceptions to guide him.

In many cases, errors and inexplicable differences of opinion arise, because residts of an
opposite character are obtained by individuals in the same neighbrn-hood.

" I once attended a meetins of a Farmers' Club in Ayrshire, Scotland, where the subject

of discussion was Lime. All were from the same neighborhood, and all used lime, but

scarcely any two agreed in their estimation of its effects. Some considered it one of the

most valuable manures employed, and others condemned it entirely. The discussion was
perfectly unsatisfactory in its termination, each person being only confirmed in his own
opinion. The true explanation of their differences consisted in the fact, that the soils of

their district were deiived from the decomposition oi two species of rock, the one of which
abounded in lime, while the other was almost entirely destitute. This was a case in which
experience gave no information as to the course most advisable in individual cases. Ex-
pensive experiments were necessary in each instance, and after all this expenditure of time

and money, no general or useful result was arrived at. But on the other hand, theory alone

is almost as objectionable as practice alone. Results obtiiined in the laboratory, or on pa-

per, are by no means to be considered as applicable to practice until tested by experience.

Ignorance of this fact has led some of the most eminent philosophers into deplorable errors,

and has caused many practical men to regard scientific Agriculture as but another name for

quackery. The only true course is to unite practice and theory, guiding and explaining

each by the other. The utmost possible advance would then be made in both directions,

because all experiments would be for definite ends and guided by clear, intelligent views.
" When we attentively consider the principles which I have now endeavored to present

in a connected form, we perceive that they are not only simple, intelligible and practical,

but also beautiful. That endless chain which joins the dead earth to the living plant, the

plant to the animal, and the animal to the earth agam, is even subhme in its unceasing series

of changes."

We may add that we have known farmers who have, in the beginning, been

most charmed by the effects of lime, who afterward began to doubt, and at last

condemned it as an exhauster. This has been because they have looked to it to

supply everything ; and when their lands have been exhausted of other things

necessary to the growth of their crops, instead of supplying these other things,

they have turned indignantly and unjustly upon the lime, because it has not con-

tinued to do what it never could and never promised to do. All this is explained

bv that eminent and profound agricultural writer. Von Thaer, and by others.

WHAT SCIENCE IS DOING FOR AGRICULTURE IN ENGLAND.

The reader may form some idea of this, when it is seen that chemical investi-

gation has undertaken to determme, Avith confidence, and with an accuracy suf-

ficient for all useful purposes, the quantity of food necessary to produce one

found of flesh, and the cost of its production, according to English prices. This

last we omit, on account of the difference between English prices and ours, leav-

0112,
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ing every reader to ascertain the cost, according to the value of the food in his
ovi'Q neighborhood, or on his own estate

:

9 pounds of oatmeal furuisli one pound cffieth.
7 1-10 poands of barley-meal
7 4-10 .. of bread
7 4-10 .. of flour

3 1-2 .. of peas
3 2JO .. ofbeaiw
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Bearded Wheat.—Mr. Halconib, of Poiilton, near Marlborough, reported to the Council

the success with whicli he had cultivated a new vanety of Bearded Spring Wheat, adapted

for soils not suited t» barley, or for late sowing after turnips, from seed furnished to him by
Mr. Elliot, of .ledbm-gh, in 1840, originally obtamed from Mr. Dickson of Hawick, by whom
it had been introduced into Scotland from Russia. Mr. Halcomb put a portion of this seed

into the ground on the 18th of March, and the remainder into an adjoining piece of the same
land on the 3d of April, after a crop of turnips fed off by sheep, and plowed for seed early ia

March. The earlier sown was reaped on the 15th August, and the later sown on the 18th

of the same month, having begun also at the latter date to reap his autunni-sowu Wheat.

—

Apparently there was no difference in these crops ; but on threshing them the produce of

the autumn sown proved to be only thirty-three bushels per acre, while that of the spring

sowii was forty bushels. He had sown this new spring variety every year since, and had
generally the same quantity per acre as from the autumn-sown Wheats. He had never found

the crop deficient, excepting when he had been unable to get a fine tilth, after feeding oft"

turnips with sheep, with a subsequent dry summer. In a trial last spring, Mr. Halcomb grew
in the former case, from two bushels of seed per acre, thirty-two bushe's ; and, in the latter,

from thi-ee bushels of seed per acre, on the adjoining ridge and sown at the same time, forty

bushels of grain, which proved, to his surprise, of superior weight by 7 lbs. per sack. He
had never grown more than forty-one bushels per acre of tliis wheat, but he had been told by
other parties of their having gi'own, on superior land, forty-eight busliels, and in one instance,

fifty-six bushels. The price of this new variety in Devizes market was usually rather above
that of the autumn Wheats. Mr. Halcomb conceived that its greatest advantages would be
found in its suitableness for soils subject to bhght. The last season, on land where the

autumn wheats were scarcely worth cutting, the " April " AVheat, to which Mr. Halcomb
then called the attention of the Council, was estimated at forty bushels per acre. He thought

also, that from its early maturity it woidd be found servicealjle for making good deficiencies

of plant in the autumn sown. The Council ordered their thanks to be returned to Mr. Hal-

comb for the favor of this communication.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.

It would seem by the following, which we cut from a late Mark-Lane Ex
press, that we have yet much progress to make before we come up with the

farmers of England in the preparation of substitutes for barn-yard and other or-

dinary manures

:

Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of manure :

Nesbilt's ]\Ianiires (prepared by the London
Manure Co.) £8 to £14 per ton, according to
crop.

Agricnltural salt 30s. per ton.

Alkalies 289. and 42s. per cwt.

Boast & Co.'s (Bow) inorganic manures, from

68. to lis. per cwt., according to crop.

Boast's guano £9 9b. per ton.

Carbon 12s. per qr.

Chie fou 21s. per cwt.

Chloride fime 28b. per cwt.

Clarke's compost £3 12s. 6d. perhbd., sufficient

for three acres.

Fothergill's gypsum 358. per ton.

Fothergill's phosphate of lime £8 10s. per ton.

Graves £6 10s. per ton.

Guano, Peruvian. £9 9s.; Bolivian £9 9s.;

African £6 6s. to £7 10s. per ton, according

to analysis and quantity.

Gypsum 308. per ton.

Highly concentrated manure 30s. per qr.

Humus 148. per qr.

Bone-dust 18s. 6d. per qr.

Half-inch bone 17s. 6d. per qr.

Hunt's stuff graves 3s. Gd. per cwt.

Hunt's new fertilizer 13r. 4d. per qr.

J. T. Hunt's artificial guano £9 per ton.

Manure powder 16s. per qr.

Muriate of lime 68. per cwt.

Muriate of ammonia 258. per cwt.

New-Bristol manure 89. per qr.

Nitrate of soda £14 10s. to £15 per ton.

(1114)

Nitrate of potash (saltpetre) £26 to £28 pr ton.
Patent disinfected manure £9 per ton.

Petre salt £2 per ton.

Potter's guano £9 per ton.

Preparation for turnip-fly 10s. 6d. per pakt. suf-
ficient for three acres.

Rags £4 to £4 10s. per ton.

Rape cake £6 per ton.

Rape dust £6 Cs. per ton.

Soap ashes IO.9. per ton.

Soda ash 12s per cwt.
Spence & Co.'s urated bone manure £8 pr ton.
Sulphate of soda 6s. per cwt.
Sulphur for destroying the worm on turnips 12s.

per cwt.
Sulphuric acid l|d. per lb.

Superphosphate of fime 7s. 6d. per cwt. ; £7
per ton.

The Liverpool Abattoir Company's animalized
manuring powder £2 10s. per ton.

The urate of the London Manure Company £4
48 per ton.

Willey dust £4 4s. per ton.

Wolverhampton compo.st (Alexander's) 12?.

per qr. subject to carriage to London, or for-

warded from "Wolverhampton.
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RHUBARB, OR THE PIE-PLANT.

No vegetable, within our knowledge, unless it be the tomato, has more rapidly
come into general use, nor does any possess higher merits to recommend it, than
the Rhubarb, or Pie-plant, as it is called, from the great quantity of material it

supplies very early in the season for pies of the most palatable and wholesome
description. Another strong recommendation is, its capacity to withstand and
grow in the coldest climate. From the 1st to the 12th of May, we found it every
day, as far north as Boston, on the table d'hote of the Tremont House—an estab-

lishment unexcelled in all the requisites of excellence—forming a part of the
dessert both various and exquisite, and saw it growing in most of the gar-

dens around the city. The increase in the consumption of it may be judged
by the fact that a gentleman in Boston remarked that near London, he had
known a gardener to extend the culture of Rhubarb, within his personal re-

collection, from one up to seventy acres I

In a late number of the Gardener's Chronicle, we find the following-

Practical Hints for Amateurs and Smai.t. Gardeners.—Rhubarb.—This wholesome
and agreeable vegetable has become so jjopular as a substitute for fruit in the early spiin''
that no garden shoukl be vvitliout it. It will grow anywhere, is so hardy that no frosts will
injin-e the roots, however much exposed, and is so prohfic that a few plants will yield a
plentiful supply of stalks for a large family. Yet, notwithstanding the ease with which it ig
cultivated, we often see it badly grown, and sometimes hear the complaint that parties have
failed in their eft'orts to get a crop. Oiu- remarks will obviate every objection, if attended
to, and enable our readers to gi'ow Rhtibarl) tin- themselves with ea,se and success.

Rhubarb has a hard underground stem, which pushes forth its buds ploutifiilly at the crown
or part nearest the surface; every one of these Inids taken otf with a portion of root adherint^
to it, will form a large plant in one season. If you wish to make a plantation now (althon<jh
the season is rather too far advanced, it may still be done), get as many buds or crowns as
your bed will admit of, allowing each two or three feet every way, accordui" to the habits
of the varieties you prefer. Tiie plan generally adopted is to purchase as many roots as are
necessary to fill the allotted space; but this is a more expensive and far less eligible method
than the one now recommended. Last year a new sort of Rhubarb was otfered in tlie neighbor-
hood of the writer at 5s. a plant. Some of liis friends purchased four or tive roots, but he was
satisfied with one. Oa receiving it»he placed it in a hole, and covered it up with soil until
February, when, on examinution, five good buds were developed. The root was then divided
into five parts, each of which, at the present hme, isa Im-ge flourishing plant, equal to any of
those which were not divided. A bed was thus obtauied for .5s., equal, indeed superior to
some costing 25s. We are convinced, from acttual experiment, that Rhubarb may be brought
to perfection in one year ; that old beds are interior to new ones ; and that fresh plantations
slionld be made every two years. The old plan of making a bed to descend to posterity-
should be exploded, in reference to many garden productions. Strawberries, raspbemes
Rhubarb, ifcc, should be removed often, if fine healthy produce is wished for.

'

Having a sulHcietit number of buds or crowns, let them be planted in a well trenched
and manured soil. If the leaves are developed, care must be *taken to prevent their flag-
ging. This may be done by placing over them some long litt«-r, sufTicient to answer tlie
purpose without excluding light and air. The young plants will soon ho established and
will grow rapidly. No travrnjnnst he taken njf tin: first year, as the object is to convey all
the elaborated sap possilile to the stem for future use. If the ground is good, and kept,
free from weeds, no more care is required, and abundance of fine stnlks can be taken off
next 8i)ring. An exposed situation, with i)lenty of sim and air, will of course briii" this
production to greatest perfection ; but it will produce good crops without having these ad-
vantages fully. Every house with a garden, however small, may thus fiu-nish tiie table of
its owner, with little expense and trouble.

But Rhubarb possesses the advantage of being forced with as much case and as cheaply
as it is grown in the open air. This may be done by growing it against a wall in a sunny
aspect, and covering it when recpiired with jiots or boxes, over which fermentiii" mate-
ciais must be placed. But decidedly the best method is to take the roots into the hou.se to

(in:.)
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he forced. For this purpose they must be gi'own exactly as recommended above, tliat aa

Tnuch power may be treasured up iu the roots as possible. To take, up exhausted plants

.from a crowded bed, which has beeu stripped of its leaves during the season, is to deprive

•Shem of their natural advantages, and to expend the forcing process on weakened and im-

jierfectsubjecls. Let cuttings, with a crown to each, be now put in, in the best possible

situations, and by autumn they will be admirably adapted to your purpose. When the foliage

m withered, take up die roots, and put them singly into large pots or boxes. These may be

-Btood away anywhere, and introduced, two or three at a time, into a warm situation. The
v.Titer placed his pots this winter in a dark closet, at the back of a kitchen range, and the

Bhubarb grew rapidly. Every house can find some spot having the advantage of greater

-warmth than the ordinary temperature. Rhubarb may thus be had at any time, and a good
Bupply kept up until it is produced in the open air. It is very necessary to get it a«

early as possible, aa its value is much lessoned when gooseberries are plentiful.—H. B.

NEWCASTLE FARMERS' CLUB.

THE CULTIVATION OF TURNIpg.

Mr. Ramsay introduced the subject : The kinds

of turnips most commonly cultivated are the

Swedish, the hybrid (said to be raised between
die yellow bullock and Swede), the yellow bul-

iack, the Aberdeen yellow, the white globe, the

green globe, and occasionally a few other sorts,

T*ith various names. The Swedish bears the frost

^vell, and will keep till June. It does not yield

so weghty a crop as the globe, or some other

Mads: nevertheless its feeding qualities more
iiian compensate for the loss of weight per acre,

and it is generally consumed by the highest

priced stock on the farm : such as animals feed-

mg fat, and milch cows, and Uiose generally

"kept for use till spring months, it, like the car-

rot, feeding best when partly withered in ap-

jjearance. Too great exertions cannot be made
ia liave a sufficiency of the Swedish turnip, as it

is valuable spring food for every animal on the

farm. It is rather more expensive to raise than

some other kinds, requiring more manure, but

its quality more than compensates for the differ-

ence in cost of producing. A good crop of

Hvffidea will weigh twenty tons per acre, if

T£Jeed upon useful land, and the price in Nevv-

easile at this tiaue is 258. to 26s. per ton. The

'hybrid, the yellow bullock, and Aberdeen yel-

^i'j^w come next in order as to their feeding

fjualities, as well as keeping in the spring.—

They are all useful turnips and approach near-

est li-e Swedish. They can be grown upon

'lighter soil than the Swedes, and are consequent-

iy often sub.sututed for them. They can be sown
later, which is an advantage in some seasons,

p&rt/wularly when many potatoes are grown, the

laoer requiring much s'pring labor. The globes

a?e nio.5t valuable tor producing a great

svejght per acre. All kinds of cattle and sheep

are fed upon them, from the beginning of No-

vember until after Christmas, and iu many in-

stances in tlie spring months ; but they do not

teep so well as the Swedish and yellow turnips,

<oensequeutly are generally fed otf first. Enor-

.T2ious weights per acre are said to be produced

—even as far as 60 tons per acre. I have had

ZO tons myself, which 1 was well satisfied with.

1 -will not say 63 tons have not beer grown, as

1 know occasionally larger crops of all kinds are

jwoduced: however, I should think 30 or 40

ijons per acre easily attainable. All descriptions

*f soil are now made to grow turnips ; and they

(1116J

have become so necessary to the raising of
dung, and rearing and feeding of cattle and
sheep, that one now scarcely knows how to car-

ry on his agricultural operations ^vitllout them.
AH stock are kept healthy when judiciously fed

with them, and when eaten on dr}- land by sheep
they increase the following crops to a great de-

gree. The turnip crop takes the place of a pum-
mer fallow, generally speaking. The land is

plowed before winter, and again early in the
spring, either across the first plowing or other-

wise. In the months of April, May, or .June, the

land, with frequent stirrings with the plows,
harrows, and scarifier, is made as fine and clean
as possible. I find the latter implement very
useful in assisting to prepare the land well, and
recommend a more extended use of it ; it is ex-
peditious, and drags the quickens and other
woods to the top, where the sun and air act
powerfully upon them ; it does not cut the quick-
ens so much as the plow, therefore more effect-

ually destroys them. I think the land canno^
well be reduced too fine for producing turnips

The seed being very small reciuires a well pul
vcrized Bed, which not only causes the seed to

germinate quickly, but accelerates the growth
of the plant when young; consequently assistf

it in escaping the fly, one of the greatest ene-
mies of the young plant. When I advise fre

quent plowinge, &c , I would wish to guard
against this being done too rapidly—having seen
great los.ses occasioned by working all the

moisture out of the ground before the seed i?

sown. There ought to be intervals between the

plowings ; and if the weadier is dry the land
should be well rolled down, and remain so for

some lime, to regain the moisture which has
been drawn oft' bj' the continued exposure of
the land to the sun and air. The distance of the

drills for Swedes, as well as most other sorts,

varies from 26 to 30 inches in width. After this

is done the carts next deposit 10 to 20 tons of
dung per acre, according to its quality, as well
as the quantity which may have been made on
the farm. It is then equally spread and covered
in by the plow, and then is ready for the seed.

If the season is tolerably fine, and the dung prop-

erly prepared, there will seldom be a failing

crop. If these matters are duly attended to, I be-

lieve there will uotbe very many failure8,raaking

allowances for weather, over which we have
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no control. I am pretty sure many of you have
seen a grreat difference in a field sown on difFer-

ent days : nay. even between a few hours' sow-
ing. Tliis shows the necessity of watching
closely the state of the ground "at the time of
sowing. There is often too much haste in get-
ting the seed in, without considering whetlier or
not the land is fit to receive it. Small neglects
nialte, at times, great diilcrenccs in the weight
of crop. Having noticed the raising of turnips
with fold-yai'd manure alone, 1 beg to recom-
mend the general crop to bo grown with part
fold-yard and part special manure, of .some kin<l

or other. Since the introduction of special ma-
nures, too numerous for me to mention, tlie quan-
tity of turnip-growing has been increased im-
mensely. I cannot do better than recommend
the members of the Club to read Rev. A. Hu.x-
table's account of raising Swedish turnips upon
land. He will tell you how, by the application
of his chemical knowledge, he raised large cro|is

from land as bad as land could possibly be, and
which had never grown turnips before. (See
sixth volume of the " Royal Agricultural Socie-
ty's Transaations.") Certain it is that the exten-
sive application of bone-manure has increased
the quantity of acres under turnips to an amazing
extent, and proved to be a most useful manure
on all light lands. It not only has been found to

produce large crops of turnips, but has also been
found by experience to be a lasting manure. I
have one field which has been entirely manured
with bone-manure for sixteen years, and is much
improved since the commencement, having been
boned every fourth year. Next, as to seed. The
very best ought to be purchased. Three pounds
per acre is often recommended ; I have found
two pounds per acre quite sufficient, when the
land is properly prepared. I would recommend
laud, intended for turnips, to be clean ; for if

land grows quickens, rest assured it cannot grow
turnips. Also to have the soil well pulverized
previous to sowing—to allow the drills to be
ridged up a day or two before the drill is set to

^vork—to be sure to have the manure well pre-

pared and evenly spread— to use bone-dust,
guano and other special manures along with
fold-yard dungs, in preference to using any of
them alone—to deposit the seed with a light

covering of earth—to use good .seed, and thin

the plants ten to twelve inches, particularly

vSwedes, which require to be from twelve to

fourteen inches asunder—to scuffle as deep as
practicable, for the purpose of admitting air and
water to the pJants—to sow the Swedes about
the middle of May—yellow bullocks and other
yellow sorts as .soon after as convenient, follow-

ing on with globes till the middle of June, or

even in some cases rather later, according to

seasons—and not to attempt to sow more laud

than can be well be prepared and manured.
Mr. Joseph Laycock said the grand desidera-

tum in Agriculture was the attainment of those

particular ingredients which the plant required
for its sustenance. To apply at random a num-

ber of mgredients, in the hope that if many were
inoperative, others would nourish the plant, wa»
extravagant and wasteful farming. Now what
was It that the turnip most required ? Chemistry-
answered the question. It was phosphate (or
superphosphate) of lime that was chiefly needed ,-

and the turnip-grower should inform himself
how he could obtain the most of this manure at
the least expense. He had heard this questioa
discu.ssed, and with much ability, at one of the
meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society in
Loudon. Mr. Pusey. one of the speakers, pointed
out what he considered the most inexpensive
mode of procuring the phosphate

; and he baa
adopted that gentlemau's suggestion with great
success

; for when ho, a few years ago, began
fanning, his predecessor in the occupation of
the land assured him that it would not grow tar*
nip.s, and yet he had succeeded, by foUowiog^
the plans of Mr Pusy and other enlightened
agricultural authorities, in- raising excellent
crops. The phosphate of lime existed in bones,
but in combination with matter which prevented
its direct application to the land with good
effect. The method which Mr. Pusey adopted,
and by which he got rid of the difficuliies which
stood in the way of ordinary farmers in the use-
of phosphate of lime, was the following: He
made a mound of soil, or, better still, ofbums
ashes, and fashioned the summit into the form of
a crater. Into this large basin he put a few half-
inch bones, and then poured in .some sulphuric
acid (oil of viu-iol)

; and so he went on, alter-
nately putting in bones and acid. The propor-
tions were 4 bushels of bones to 80 lbs. of acid.
The cost of the acid was 83. 4d., and of the
bones lO.s.

;
and this made a sufficient quantity

for an acre. The mixture of the bones and acid
evolved great heat, and he added 5 gallons of
water—hot water. He had found it convenient,
however, to mix for -2 acres in one heap of
mould

; becau.se, in that case, one whole carboy
of acid (160 lbs.) was required : and, of course,
the (piantity of bones and hot water must also be
doubled. The mixture was stirred up with a
hayfork, and covered over with ashes for a day
or two. It would then be found in the form of
a powder, and should be turned over twice or
thrice. He applied it with a seed-drill, mixed
with fine powdered soil or ashes, at the rate of
4 bushels of the phosphate to an acre. It
caused an early growth, and carried the plant
quickly through that first stage in which it wa»
most liable to flies, &c. For the growth of
Swedes he had applied this dust witli farm-yard
manure, and would advise every farmer to do
the same. It brought them 8 or 10 days earlier
to the hoe

;
and every one knew what an ad-

vantage this must be. It might be asked, why-
make this phosphate, when it might be had of
agricultural chemists ready-made ? Bijl, if the
farmer made it himself, he knew what lie was
using. Turnips, with this manure, might not
have so much top as with guano, but they would
bulb well and keep well.

Starch fro.m Diseased Pot.\toes.—Starch made from di.seased potatoes, it is said, has been
found to injure silk goods when used to stiffen them. The goods are covered with spots, which
when examined through a microscope, present the same fungus that is found in the diseased potato'

An Abmiraiu-e Cure forthe Toothache.—A small piece of Radix pyrcrethsB (Spanish root)
placed upon the gum, or a piece of cotton steeped in an extract of the sajne root and similarly ap-
plied, completely removes this very annoying complaint.

(1117)
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FORMATION OF HUMUS,

OR WUAT IS CALLED VEGETABLE MOULD.

John S. Skinner, Esq. Winchester, Va., May 14, 1848

Dear Sir : I send you the facts which convmced me that '• vegetable mould/'
*' virgin earth," or " humus," as it is termed, is a change in the chemical quali-

ties of the earth, caused by shade—having no necessary connection whatever with
vegetable decomposition. First, a piece of meadow land which had been com-
pletelyexhausted by injudicious cultivation, was made quite as rich as river bot-

tom, by permitting pure spring water to flow over it for a few years. Secondly, the
spot from which an old building of any description has been removed is exceed-
ingly fertile, and remains so for many years, although it may be cultivated in

crops known to be the greatest exhausters of the soil. Thirdly, under plank,

stone, logs, or any other substance which eifectually shades the earth, we find

the " vegetable mould " begins to form very soon, and progresses deeper and
deeper precisely in proportion to the length of time the ground remains shaded.

Fourthly, a field which is thickly covered Avith loose stone will produce tine

crops of wheat or corn every year, although no manures or vegetable matter be
returned to it. Fifthly, a single oak or other forest-tree will impoverish the

land all around it ; yet in our forests the trees grow luxuriantly, and leave the
soil fertile beneath. This cannot be explained by the decomposition of the

leaves, for it is well known that they are the most indifferent of all vegetable
substances to convert into manure, and the least valuable when so converted ;

and " decayed vegetable fibre," or rather wood, is known to be destructive to

vegetation of every description ; besides, experience teaches us that we can make
the trees grow and the soil fertile beneath by paving around the roots with stone,

or any other indestructible substance. Sixtlily, large masses of vegetable mat-
ters, when suffered to remain until completely decomposed, leave but a small

residue, and we find large quantities of " vegetable mould," in caves and subter-

ranean caverns, where vegetation cannot possibly exist.

If you think the interest of Agriculture will be promoted by publishing my
communications, you will please do so ; if not, you will do me the favor to

return them through the 7nail. Yours, very respectfully,

ROBERT BALDWIN.

NOTE ON THE ABOVE.

We might have suppressed the last words of the above, but that we choose to make them

Ihe subject of self-reproach and regret. Some time since we received and read with lively

interest a paper from the same pen, on tlie Action of Clover as a fertilizer, ascribing its bene-

ficial effects to its action in shading the land—but unfortunately, under peculiar circum-

stances producing some confusion and apparent neglect, we have mislaid, for the time being,

that paper, and one of great interest from Mr. Devereux, of North Carolina, on the Culture

and Value of Pease as a Fertilizer of Land, doing, in the South, the office perfonned by

Clover m the North, with the addition of being of great value as food for hogs.

We still hope to recover these papers. Can we say as much in regard to our being ex-

cused by their authors ?

We believe Ln the theory advanced by Dr. Baldwin, who is esteemed among the most

zealous, observant, and scientific fanners of Virginia. Our recollection, veiy nearly as far

back as it reaches, brings this corroboration of his remarks : The father of the Editor,

Frederick Skinner, of Calvert County, Maryland, is well remembered by the old people

of the County as the introducer of almost everything new iu the development of agricultural

products, macliinery and manures. From him—his conversations, course of reading and in-

quiries—we imbibed our insatiable paseion for the pui'suit, and we recollect noticing, when
(1118)
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yet a small boy, that he had always had the poorest spots on adjoining high land chosen for

curing and stacking his low-land meadow hay ; and when that hay was removed—say the

next sprijig or summer—these foor spots were always among the most fertile on the farm.

It is to its action in shadmg the soil that Doctor Baldwin, as we have said, contends is to

be attributed its fertilizing influence. Let any poor spot or galded knoll be covered with
bushes of any kind, ajid see how rank the grass will grow up among them, and how soon
the land is restored. The subject is worthy of particular attention. Let our Societies or
Institutes cause poor soil which has been thus covered, merely, without any application of
manure, to be analyzed, and see what are the properties so soon acquired by prt>-

tection, perhaps from cold as well as from the rays of the sim. For what more useful pur
poees are such institutions organized and supported by the public ?

SOUTHERN RAILROADS.

We subjoin a statement of the principal railroads in the Southern Slates, together with the
cost of travel on each. Several woi-fcs are in progress which will materially extend the
lines. When these are accomplished, we shall endeavor to exhibit the cost and dividends,
as well as other specific infomiation concerning all

:

IN ALABAMA.
Ciimpaaiea. MUes

Montgomery and West Point 60
IN GEOKGIA.

Western and Atlantic (State) 100
Georgia 171
Central 191

Macon Western 101

Total length ..503

IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
South Carolina 136
Columbia 68

Total length ..204

Fare. |
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LETTER XVII.

SHEEP-DOGS, WOOL DEPOTS, &c.

The estimation in which dogs have been held by different nations, &c...The Sheep-Dog—Buffon'a
description of him...The Spanish Sheep-Dog—Origin—Introduction into the United States—Value

—

Arrogante—his history.. -The Hungarian Sheep-Dog—Mr. Paget's description of—probable origin— 1 he
Mexican Sheep-Dog—-Mr. Lyman's description of—Mr. Kendall's. ..South American J'heep-Oogs—Dar-
win's description of. ..The EngUsh Sheep-Dog—Mr. Gates's description of. ..Mr. Colman's.. .'I he Scotch
Sheep-Dog— Mr. Hogg's account of.. Mr. Peters's. ..Necessity of accustoming Sheep to a dog. ..Wool
Depots— Mr. Blanchard's account of their origin— Letter from Mr. Peters, describing their object, methods
of doing business, and advantages— Utility of these depots—their especial utility to the South. . .A cori'ec-

tion—Mr. Ruftin. ..Note in relation to Austi-alia— Statistics of its Wool Trade brought down to 1846.

Dear Sir

:

—In all ages of the world, and among nearly all nations,

savage and civilized,* the dog has been the friend and cherished com-
panion of man. The Egyptians placed him among their gods. The
Greeks held him in the highest estimation. His figure mingles with that

of warriors and demi-gods on their friezes ; and Argus, the dog of

Ulysses, lives as immortal in the Odyssey, {vide Book XVIl.,p. 344 <o 400)

as his sagacious master, or the faithful Penelope. Alexander the Great
founded a city in honor of a dog ! The Romans treated him with similar

respect. His skin covered the statues of the sacred Lares; his figure, as

the emblem of care and vigilance, stood at the feet of these household
gods—venerated and loved as the tutelary manes of departed ancestors.

Horace in his Ode to Cassius Severus [Book V., Ode VI.,) compares him-
self to the Molossian, or the tawny Spartan dog, which defends the flocks,

and with ears erect, pursues the wild beast through the deep snows. Virgil,

in the delightful Georgics, admonishes the Roman shepherds not to neglect

the care of their dogs :

" Nee tibi cura canum fuerit postrema : sed un^
Veloces Sparta; catulos, acreraque Molossum,
Pasce sero pingui : nunquam, custodibus illis,

Nocturnum stabulis furein, incursusque luporum,
Aut impacatos a tergo horrebis Iberos.

"

\_Gcorg. Liber III., commencing at line 404.

Thus translated by Sotheby :

Nor slight thy dogs ; on whey the mastiffs feed,

Molossian race, and hounds of Spartan breed;
Beneath their care, nor wolves, nor thieves by night,

Nor wild Iberian shall thy fear excite.

These " Spartan hounds, " I may remark, par parenthesis, are the ones

spoken of by Shakspeare, in that glorious description of the music of a

pack in full cry, and of the points of a hound, in Midsnm77ier-Nig?U'

s

Dream :

Hippolita.—I was with Hercules, and Cadmus, once,
When in a wood of Crete they bayed the bear
With hounds of Sparta : never did I hear
Such gallant chiding

; for, besides the groves,

The skies, the fountains, every region near
Seemed all one mutual cry : I never heard
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder.

Theseus.—My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind,

So flewed, so sanded ; and their heads are hung
With ears that sweep away the morning dew

;

Crook-kneed, and dew-lapped, like Thessalian bulls;

Slow in pursuit, but matched in mouth like bells,

Each under each. A cry more tunable

Was never hallo'd to, nor cheered with horn.

In Crete, in Sparta, nor in Thessaly.

* The only exceptdons which now occur to me are the Jews, the Hindoos, and the Mahonimedan nations

and tribes.

(1120)
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An-iaN, Pliny, Oppian, ^lian, and a host of other writers of the Empire,
descant on the praises of the dog, or give anecdotes of his coura^-e,
strength, and fidelity.

In the chivalric ages, he was the companion of knights and princes the
soul of the manly field-sports of those times. Even prelates followed him
to the chase. The abbots of St. Hubert hied a celebrated race of hounds.
St. Hubert himself, St. Eustace, and many others on the canonized calen-
dar, were keen hunters. " Whereupon, " says the author of the " Noble
Art of Venerie," &:c., published in 1611, " ice may conceive that [hif the

grace of God) all good huntsmen shall foUoiv them into Paradise ! " Truly,
a consoling religious scquitur !

Scott, in his beautifully descriptive poetry, and still more poetical prose,
has given us a whole picture gallery of dogs, from the Middle Ages down.
The few which start up first in memory, (in my memory,) because, proba-
bly, linked with the most interesting associations, are Fangs—a genuine
Saxon—gaunt and unkempt, but stanch as his master, Gurth, the son of
Beowulph ; the noble hound of Sir Kenneth ; the " two dogs of black
Saint Hubert's breed," that with Fitz-James pursued their quarrv into the
vnld pass of the Trosachs ; the faithful little terrier, which,

" on the dark brow of the mighty Hellvellyn,

The much-loved remains of her master defended,
And chased the hill fox and the raven away ;

"

and last, not least, Hector Mclntyre's bitch Juno, which stole the butter,

and broke the "lachramatory from Clochmaben," of the glorious old

Antiquary. They stand out on the canvas like Landseer's pictures. We
pause to hear them harh ! It has often occurred to me that Scott omitted
a fine opportunity, indeed, made a hiatus vale defendus, in not introducing
one or more of the Alpine spaniels—or dogs of Mount St. Bernard—into

his Anne of Geierstein, providing it could be done, (on which point I am
uninstructed,) without a violent anachronism. When Arthur clung dizzy
and stupefied to the trunk of the tree which hung over the beetling verge
of the precipice—when the cry of the Swiss maiden announced approach-
ing succor, should it not have had for its accompaniment the baying of
one of those great dogs of the Alps—the deep and far-heard reverbera-

tions of which so often calls help to the perishing traveler, for miles,

through the howling storm 1 Should not the dog of Donnerhugcl, on the

night-watch of Grafi[s-lust, have been of the same breed—huge, shaggy, and
daring as himself? The portrait of Earry, a Bernardino dog which saved
the lives of forty persons, and finally perished in an avalanche in guid-

ing some travelers to St. Pierre, is to be found in eve'ry print-sliop. It

represents him carrying a child on his shoulders—clinging by his shaggy
hair,—which he found in the Glacier of Balsore, and rescued from
approaching death.

Scott is not the only modern poet who has admired and sung the praises

of the dog. And I do not recollect the instance of one, who has mentioned
him, that is, thp well-hred dog, who has not praised him, except Byron
in these moody lines:

" Perchance my dog will whine in vain,

Till fed by f tranter hands;
But lont; ere I come back again

Would tear me whore he elands.
"

In his epitaph on his Newfoundland dog, the noble poet retracted this

ungenerous libel, and pays one of the warmest tributes to the fidelity of

the dog, on record.

VoUunes of anecdotes of canine sagacity might be easily compiled.
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Reasoning powers the dog undoubtedly possesses, quite on a par witli

ordinary humanity, if we may believe scoies of these writers. But it is

probable that the grandsires of some of them " drew good long-boios at

Hastings," and they, like Hubert, may lay claim to a hereditary knowledge
of the weapon. It is to be feared that dog-stories will soon be sunk to a

par WiXh Jish-st07-ies ! The truth is, the dog knows enough, and there are

authenticated cases enough of his wonderful sagacity, without having an

air of discredit thrown over the whole of them, by fanciful exaggera-

tions.

The comparative intelligence, and the comparative value to man, of the

different species of the dog, would be very differently estimated by those

who have been placed in situations to be particularly benefited by the

peculiar instincts of this race or that. Nearly every species has some
traits, some uses, where it is unequaled by the others ; and each in its

place is valuable. I do not, however, mean these remarks, or any others

which I have made in favor of the dog, to apply to the mongrel tribe of

curs. That there have been valuable individuals from this disreputable

stock, all must admit; but the miserable, cowardly and thievish character

of the mass of them has been proverbial in all time. Far too many of

them are kept by our farmers in the place of noble and serviceable animals

and multitudes of them, owned by idlers and vagabonds, infest the country

and do ten times more mischief to our flocks than diseases and beasts of

pi'ey-

The Sheep-Dog.—Buffon thus eloquently describes the sheep-dog,* and

compares his sagacity and value to man, with other racesf :

'• This animal, faithiul to Man, will always preserve a portion of his empire and a degree

of superiority over other beings. He reigns at the head of his flock, and makes himself battel

understood than the voice of the shepherd. Safety, order, and discipline are the fruits ol

his vigilance and animal. They are a people submitted to his management, whom he con-

ducts and protects, and against whom he never applies force but lor the preservation of good
order. ... If we consider that this animal, notwithstanding his ugliness, and his wild

and melancholy look, is superior in instinct to all others ; that he has a decided character iu

which education has comparatively little sliare ; that he is the only animal born perfectly

ti-ained for the service of others ; that, guided by natural powers alone, he applies himself to

the care of our flocks, a duty which he executes with singular assiduity, vigilance, and fidel-

ity ; that he conducts them with an admirable intelligence, which is a part and portion ot

himself; that his sagacity astonishes at the same time thai it gives re]>ose to his master,

while it requires great time and trouble to instruct other dogs for the purposes to which they

are destined ; if we reflect on these facts, we shall be confirmed in the opinion that the

shepherd's dog is the true dog of Nature, the stock and model of the whole species."

I shall call attention to but a few of the most distinguished varieties of

the sheep-dog.

The Spanish Sheep-Dog.—Of the origin of this celebrated race, I do

not recollect to have seen anything. I have observed them several times

spoken of, latterly, in newspapers and agricultural publications, as the

same variety with the Alpine Spaniel, or Bernardine dog. This, I think,

must be an error, though there may be a general resemblance between

the two species. Arrogante, on the next page, though a dog of pro-

digious power, decidedly lacks the massive proportions, both in body
and limbs, of several Bernai'dine dogs, which 1 have seen, of unquestiona-

* I stated npar the close of Letter V. that there arc no shepherd dogs large and powerful enongh to en-

counter and kill wolves and vagrant dogs, excejit the great Sheep. dog of Spain, and that he is so ferocious

that he niisht frequently bringhis owner into difficulty, and even endanger humin life.— I was mistaken.

Crosses bei;ween this and other species seems to have iiiiiigated the ferocity of the Spanish dog, and still

left it within the power oftwo to overcome a wolf, as will appear from what follows.

t Bufl'on's Natural History, vol. v., pp. 306, 318.
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ble lineage. The temper and disposition of Llie two species, too, seems to

me to be essentially different.

Mr. Trimmer, and various other foreign writers, speak in warm terms
of the value of the Spanish sheep-dog, for guarding the migratory flocks

of that country from the attacks of wolves—staying behind to protect fee-

ble and lagging sheep, &c. In the Memoirs of the Pennsylvania Acrricul-

tural Society, there is a communication from the well-known John Hare
Powell, Esq., of Philadelphia, from which the following are extracts :

—

" The first importations of Merino sheep were accompanied by some of the large ami
powerful dogs of Spain, possessing all tlie valuable diaracteristics of the English shepherd's
dog, wilh sagacity, fidelity and strengtli peculiar to themselves Their ferocity, when
aroused by any intruder, their attachment to their own flock, and devotion to their master,
would, in the uncultivated parts of America, make them an acquisition of infinite value, by
affording a defence against wolves, which they readily kill, and vagrant cur dogs, by which
our flocks are often destroyed. The force of their instinctive attachment to sheep, and their

resolution in attacking every dog which passes near to their charge, have beea forcibly

evinced upon my farm."

Fig, 71.

AKROIiANTE—A SPANISH SHKEP-DOG.

Arrogante, whose portrait is above given with admirable fidelity, was
imported from Spain wilh a flock of Merinos, a number of years since, by
a gentleman residing near Bristol, England. His subsequent owner,
Francis Rotch, Esq., of this State, thus describes him in a letter to me,
which, though not intended for publication, I will venture to make a few
extracts from :

" I have, as you desired, made you a sketch of the Spanish sheep-dog Arrogante, and a
villainous looking rascal he is. A worse countenance I hardly ever saw on a dog ! Hi.s

small blood-shot eyes, set clo.se together, give him that sinister, wolfish look, which is most
nnattractivo ; but his countenance is indicative of his character. There was nothing afloc-

tionate or joyous about him. He never forgave an injury or an insult: offend him. and it

was for life. 1 have often been struck with his resemblance to his nation. He was proud
and reserved in the extreme, but not quarrelsome. Eveiy little cur would fly out at him,
as at some strange animal; and I have seen them fasten for a moment on his heavy, bushy tail,

and yet he would stride on, never breaking his long, ' loping,' shambling trot. Once I saw him
(1123)
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tura, and the retribution was awful ! It was upon a large, powerful mastiff we kept as a

night-guaril in the Bank. He then put forth his strength, which proved tremendous ! His

coat hung about him in thick, loose, matted folds, dirty and uncared-for,—so that 1 presume
a dog never got hold of anything about liim deeper than his thick, tough skin, which was
twice too large to fit him anywhere, and especially around the neck uud shoulders. The
only other evidence of his nnconnnon strength which I had observed, was the perfect ease

with which he threw hhnself over a high wall or paling, which often drew my attention,

because he seemed to me wanting in that particular physical development which we are

accustomed to consider as neces^^ary to muscular power. He was llat-chested, and flat-

skied, with a somewhat long back aud narrow loin. (My drawing foreshortens his length.)

His neck, forearm and thigh certainly indicated strength. If the Spanish wolf and the dog
ever cohabit, he most assuredly had in him such a cross ; the very efHuvi^ of the animal be-

trayed it. In all in which he differed from the beautifid Spanish shepherd-dog, he was
wolfish both in form and habits.* But, though no parlor beauty, AiTogante was nnnuestiou-

ably a dog of immense value to the mountain-shepherd. Several times, he had met the

large wolf of the Appenines, and without aid slain his antagonist. The shepherds who bred

him said it was an affair of no doubtful issue, when he encountered a wolf single-handed.

His liistory, after reaching England, you know."

Some portions of that history I cannot resist the temptation of narrating,

as illustrative of the character of this interesting breed, and commemora-
tive of the virtues of the stern, but honest and dauntless Arrogante. If

his courage w^as tinctured with ferocity, and sometimes instigated by a

revenge, going a little beyond the canon which permits bad debts to be

paid in kind, he did everything openly ! He made no sneakish, cur-like

attacks, on the heels of his foe. By him, as by Robin Hood and his merry

men—cominemorated by Drayton

—

" Who struck below the knee [was] not counted then a man ;"

and his spring was always at the throat of his quarry. But he made not

that deadly spring until he gave " warning fair and true," and never with-

ovtt provocation.!

Soon after Arrogante's arrival in England, a ewe under his charge

chanced to get cast in a ditch, during the temporary absence of the Span-

ish shepherd who had accompanied the flock and dog at their importation.

An English shepherd, in a spirit of vaunting, insisted on relieving the fal-

len sheep, in preference to having the absent shepherd called, though

warned by his companions to desist. The stern stranger dog met him at

the gate and also warned him with sullen growls, growing more menacing

as he approached the sheep. The shepherd was a powerful and bold man,

and felt that it was too late now to retract with credit. On reaching the

sheep, he bent carefully forward, with his eyes on the dog, which instantly

made a spring at his throat. A quick forward movement of his arm saved

his throat, but the arm was so dreadfully lacerated that immediate am-

putation became necessary. To save the dog, which had but done his

duty, as he had heen taught it, from the popular excitement, he was ship-

ped in a vessel which sailed that very afternoon, from Bristol for America.

He was sent to Francis Rotch, Esq., then a resident of New-Bedford.

For a lono- time Arrogante would not pay the least attention to his new
master ; the voice of the latter would scarcely arrest him for a moment.

After attempting in vain, for several weeks, to obtain some recognition of

mastership from him, Mr. Rotch chained him securely to a tree, punished

him severely, and then, with not a few misgivings, released him. But he

submitted, for he well knew that the punishment came ft'om his master,

and afterward gave a cold, haughty obedience to all required of him.

*
I never have supposeil, from the .several conversations which I have had with Mr. Rotch on thesub-

iect, that Arrogante was anythins less than a thorough-bred Spanish shepherd-doi;. Mr. Rotch hero means

that he was an ill-favorod individual of the familv— and ho thinks that this may he owing to a bar-sinister

on his escutcheon, left tliere by seme woltish gallant. His temper was even less ferocious than Mr. Powell

describes that of his Spanish dogs.

t Was there anything wolf-likt in all of this?
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Stupid and apparently sleeping much of the day, nothing, however,
escaped his observation, or was subsequently erased from his memory. If

led round a V>uilding, or enclosure, or even an open space, at night-fall, in

a manner to evince particular design, during the entire night like a senti-

nel he traversed some part of the guarded ring, permitting neither man nor
beast to pass 771 or out from it.

Arrogante was a " temperance man," of thestraightest sect—an out-and-
out teetotaler—and if tolerant of deviations from his creed, he could bear
none, from the sobriety oi\i\s practice. Never would he confess acquain-
tance with a drunken man—though the hand of that man fed him. The
bailiff, who usually fed Arrogante, used occasionally to come home late in

the evening a little "yt'2/,"and never could he in this condition get his foot

on the premises ! The old man has plead guilty to more than one night's

lodgings on the ground, in consequence of Arrogante's temperance scru-

ples.

On one occasion a couple of sailors, to take advantage of the tide,came
unexpectedly, and without giving any notice, on the farm, at 3 A. M., to

take away some potatoes they had purchased. Arrogante thought it

was not so " nominated in the bond ;" he forced them to clamber into an
empty cart, and there he kept them until morning. They tried the expe-
riment of putting a leg over the side once or twice, but were admonished
in too unequivocal a manner to keep quiet, to need any farther hints.

They lost the tide, and wei-e in great tribulation, but, like honest fellows,

confessed the fault was their own.
I might, did limits allow, recount many more anecdotes displaying the

iron determination and fixed precision with which this noble dog obeyed
his instructions in guarding sheep or other property committed to his

charge. He was a decided " strict constructionist," swerving not from the

letter of his commission, and woe to him who attempted to countervail the

tenor of that commission !

Drunkenness was destined to prove as fatal as it was detestable, to Aito-
gante. A gentleman occupied a cottage orne by the sea-side, the lane to

which ran along the farm, and near the stable which Arrogante made his

head-quarters, Avhen not on particular duty. The gentleman was reg-

ularly introduced, to him, and warned against ever provoking him. Re-
turning him home late one Saturday evening on horseback, from a conviv-

ial meeting, as he galloped through the lane, he met the dog, and v/an-

tonly struck him or struck at him with a hunting-whip. He was a large

man, and rode a tall, powerful horse, and being under speed, he escaped
before the astonished dog recovered from his surprise. But the insulted

blood of Castile rushed in boiling currents through the veins of the mad-
dened Arrogante. He felt, like his countryman De Lerma, in Epes Sar-

gent's tragedy of Velasco

—

" Stru»k like a nieniiil ! buffeted ! degraded !

SpHrc not my We, if mercy thou would show,
Thou givpst me back only what thou hast made
A burden, a disgrace, a misery !"

But AiTOgante felt both the power and will to avenge himself, and he

resolved on a bloody retribution.

The next morning the gentleman was on his way to church, mounted as

before. The dog heard and knew the tread of his horse, rose from his lair

in the stable, walked to the road-side, and stood grimly awaiting his in-

sulter. "When the latter had approached within a few yards, Arrogante,

like a missile projected from a catapult, met him in the air, in a deadly

spring at his throat. The sudden jump and swerve of the frightened and
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very active horse, saved the rider's throat and his life—but so naiTowly
had he escaped, that he felt the gnashing teeth of the frenzied brute

scrape doion his dress, where they came in contact with and ch:)sed upon
his watch, tearing it away with the adjacent clothing. The horseman fled

for his life, while the bafiled dog vented his rage on the gold watch
which he had captured, by chewing it into atoms ! The cause of this ter-

rible onset not being disclosed at the time, Mr. R., though convinced from
the character of the dog that he had not been the aggressor, felt constrain-

ed to give orders to have him shot.

The Hungarian Sheep-Dog.—The following description of the Hunga-
rian Sheep-Dog, occurs in Paget's " Hungary and Transylvania :"*

" It -would be unjust to quit the subject of the Piiszta Shepherd without making due and
honorable mention of his constant companion and friend, the juhdsz-hiitya—the Hungarian
shepherd dog. The shepherd dog is connnonly white, sometimes inclined to a reddish

brown, and about the size of our Newtbiindland dog. His sharp nose, sliort erect ears,

shaggy^;oat, and bushy tail give him much the ap[)earanceof a wolf ; indeed, so great is the

resemblance, that 1 have known a Hung^inan gentleman mistake a wolf for one of his own
dogs. Except to their masters, they ai-e so savage that it is unsafe for a stranger to enter tlie

court-yard ofa Hungarian cottage, without arms. 1 speak from experience ; for as I was walk-

ing through the yard of a post-house, where some of these dogs were lying about, apparently

asleep, one of them crept after me, and inflicted a severe wound on my leg, of which I still

bear the marks. Befoie I could turn round, the dog was already far oft" ; for, like the wolf,

they bite by snapping, but never hang to the object like the bull-dog or mastift'. Their saga-

city in driving and guarding the sheeji and cattle, and their courage in protecting them from
wolves and robbers, are highly praised ; and the shepherd is so well aware of the value of a
good one, that it is difficult to induce him to part with it."

I have little doubt that the Hungarian dogs above described are the

descendants of the Spanish ones, introduced into Hungary with the Meri-

no sheep, though possibly they may be somewhat crossed by interbreeding

v/ith the dogs of the country.

The Mexican Sheep-Dog.—The following acccount of these noble dogs
appears as a communication from Mr. J. H. Lyman, in the third volume of

the American Agriculturist :t

•'Although Mr. Kendall and someother writers have described this wonderfid animal as

a cross of the Newfoundland dog, such, I think, caimot be the fact; on the contrary, I have

no doubt he is a genuine descendant of the Alpine mastift", or more properly, Spanish shep-

herd dog introduced by tliem at the time of the Conquest. He is only to be found in the

sheep-raising districts of New Mexico. The other Mexican dogs, which nunil)cr mm-e than

a thousand to one of these noble animals, are the results of a cross of everything under the

suu having any afiiuity to the canine race, and even of a still nobler class of animals if Mexi-

can stories are to be credited. It is believed in Mexico, that the countless mongrels of that

country owe their origin to the assistance of the various kinds of wolves, mountain cats,

lynxet.', and to almost if not every class of four-footed carnivorous animals. Bo this as it may,

those who have not seen them can believe as much as they like ; but eye-witnesses can assert,

that there never was a country blessed with a greater and more abundant variety of nusera-

rable, snarling, cowardly packs, than the mongrel dogs of Mexico. That country of a surety

would be the plagLie-si)ot of this beautiful world, were it not ibr the redeeming character of

the truly noble shepherd dog, endowed as it is with almost human intellect. I have often

thought, when observing the sagacity of this animal, that if very many of the human race

possessed one half of the power of inductive reasoning which seems to be the giit of this

•animal, that it would be far better for themselves and fijr their fellow-creatures.

The peculiar education of these dogs is one of the most important and interesting steps

pursued by the shepherd. His method is to select from a multitude of pups a few of the

healthiest and finest-looking, and to put them to a sucking ewe, first depriving her of her

own lamb. By force, as well as from a natural desire she has to be reheved of the con-

tents of her udder, she soon learns to look upon the litUe interlopers with all the affection

she would manifest for her own natural oflspring. For the first few days the pups are kept

in the hut, the ewe suckling them morning and evening only ; but gradually, as she be-

* Hungary and Transvlvania, by John Paget, Eeq., vol. ii., p. 12, cl supra. t Page 241.
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comes accustomed to their sight, she is allowed to run iu a small enclosure with them until

Hhe becomes so perfectly familiar with their appearance as to take ihe entire charge of

them. After this tliey are folded wiUi tlie whole tlock for a fortnight or so, they then run

about duiing the day with the Hock, which after a while becomes so accustomed to them, as

to be able to distinguish them from other dogs—even from those ot the same litter which
have not been nursed among them. The shepherds usually allow the slut to keep one of

a litter for her own particular benefit ; the balance are generally destroyed.

After the pups are weaned, they never leave the particular drove among which they have

been reared. Not even the voice of their master can entice them beyond sight of the flock ;

neither hunger or thirst can do it. I have been credibly informed of an instance where a

single dog having charge of a small flock of sheep, was allowed to wander with them about

the mountains, wliile the shepherd returned to his village for a few days, having perfect

confidence in the ability of his dog to look after ihe tlock during his absence, but with a

strange want of foresight as to the provision of the dog for his food. Upon his return to the

flock, he foinid it seve^-al miles from where left, but on Ihe rood leading to the village, and

the poor faithful animal in the agonies of death, dying of starvation, even in the midst of
plenty ; yet the flock had not been harmed by him. A reciprocal ati'ection exists between

them which may put to blush many of tlie Innnan family. The poor dog recognized

them only as brothers and dearly loved friends ; he was ready at all times to lay dov.'n

his life for them ; to attack not only wolves and mountain cats, with the confidence of vic-

tory, but even the bear, when there could be no hope. Of late years, when the shepherds

of New Mexico have suffered so much from Indian marauders, instances have frequently

occurred where the dog has not hesitated to attack his human foes, and although transfix-

ed with arrows, his indomitable courage and faithfulness have been such as to compel his

assailants to pin him to the earth with spears, and hold him there imtil dispatched vvhh

stones.

In the above instance the starving dog could have helped himself to one of his little bro-

ther lambs, or could have deserted the sheep, and very soon have reached the settlements

where there was food for him. But fiiithful even unto death, he would neither leave nor

molest them, but followed the promptings of his instinct to lead into the settlement ; their

unconsciousness of his wants and slow motions in traveling were too much for his,exhaust-

ing strength.

These shepherds are very nomadic in character. They are constantly moving about,

their camp equipage consisting merely of a kettle and a bag of meal ; their lodges are made
in a few minutes, of branches, &c., thrown against cross-sticks. They very seldom go out

in the day-time with their flocks, intrusting them entirely with their dogs, which faithfully

return them at night, never pennitting any stragglers behind or lost. Sometimes different

flocks are brought into the same neighborhood owing to scarcity of grass, when the wonder-
ful instincts of the shepherds' dogs are most beautifully displayed; and to my astonishment,
who have been an eye-witness of such scenes, if two Hocks approach within a few yards of
each other, their respective proprietors will pkice themselves in the space between them,
and as is veiy naturally the case, if any adventurous sheep should endeavor to cross over to

visit her neighbors, her dog protector kindly but firmly leads her back, and it sometimes
happens, if many make a rush and succeed in joining the other flock, the dogs under wiiose
charge they are, go over and bring them all out, but, strange to say, under such circumstances
they arc never opposed by the other dogs. They approach the stnuige sheep only to prevent
their own from leaving the flock, though they offer no assistance in expelling the other sheei").

But they never permit sheep not under canine protection, nor dogs not in charge of sheep,
to approach them. Even the same dogs which are so freely permitted to enter their flocks
in search of their own, are driven away with ignominy if they presume to approach them
without that laudable object in view.

Many anecdotes could be related of the wonderful instinct of these dogs. I very much
doubt if there are shepherd dogs in any other part of the world except Spain, equal to those
of New-Mexico ui value. The famed Scotch and English dogs sink into insignificance by
the side of them. Their superiority may be owing to the peculiar mode of rearing them,
but they are certainly veiy noble animals, naturally of large size, and highly deserving to be
introduced into the United States. A pair of them will easily kill a wolf, and flocks niider
tlieir care need not fear any common enemy to be found in our country.

J. H. Lyma.v."

Mr, Kendall* speaks of meeting, on the Grand Prairie,

—a flock numbering seventeen thousand, wliich immense herd was guarded by a very few
men, assisted by a large number of noble dogs, which appealed gifted with the faculty of
keeping them together. There was no running about; no barking or biting in their system
of tactics; or the contrary, they were continually walking up and down, like faithful senti-

nels, on the outer side of the flock, and should any sheep chance to stray bom its fellows,

the dog on duty at that particular post, would walk genfJy up, take him carefully by the ear,

• Tol. I., p. 2Ga
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and lead liim back to the flock. Not the least fear did the sheep manifest at the approach
of these dogs, and there was no occasion for it.

The.se noble animals seem, according to these and various other corre-
sponding accounts I have seen of them, to leave nothing to desire in the way
of a sheep-dog, either for guarding or managing flocks. They would be in-

valuable in our Southern States, to protect the flocks from the cur-dogs
which so often attack them, and from the occasional wolves. I hope
efforts will be made to introduce them into our country, and then they
should be bred in the utmost purity.

South American Sheep-Dog.—Similar to the preceding in character
and habits, are the sheep-dogs to be found in various parts of South Amer-
ica. They, too, are undoubtedly an offshoot from the Spanish stem.
The following interesting account of them is from Darwin's Journal

:

" While staying at this estancia (in Banda Oriental), I was amused witli what I saw and
heard of the shepherd dogs of the country. When riding, it is a common thing to meet a
large flock of sheep guarded by one or two dogs, at the distance of some miles from any
house or man. I often wondered how so firm a friendship had been established. The
method of education consists in separating the puppy, when very young, from the bitch,

and m accustoming it to its ftiture companions. A ewe is held three or four times a day
for the little thing to suck, and a nest of wool is made for it in the sheep-pen.—At no time
is it allowed to associate with other dogs, or with the children of the family. The puppy,
moreover, is generally castrated ; so that when grown up, it can scarcely have any fieelings

in common with the rest of its kind. From this education it has no wisli to leave the flock,

and just as another dog will defend its master, man, so will these the sheep. It is amusing
to observe, when approaching a flock, how the dog immediately advances barking—and the
sheep all close in his rear as if round the oldest ram. These dogs are also easily taught to

bring home the flock at a certain time in the evening. Their most troublesome fault when
young is their desire of playing with the sheep, for in their play, they sometimes gallop their

poor subjects most unmercifully. The shepherd dog comes to the house every day for

some meat, and immediately it is given to him he skulks away as if ashamed of himself.

On these occasions the house dogs are very tyrannical, and the least of them will attack

and ])ursue the stranger. The minute, however, the latter has reached the flock, he tunis

round and begins to bark, and then all the house dogs take very quickly to their

hoels. In a similar manner a whole pack of hungry wild dogs will scai-cely ever (and I was
told by some, never), venture to attack a flock guarded even by one of these faithful shepherds.

The whole account appears to me a curious instance of the pliability of the affections of the

dog race ; and yet, whether wild, or however educated, with a mutual feeling ofrespect and
fear for those that are fulfilling their instinct of association. For we can understand on no
principle the wild dogs being dris'en away by the single one with its flock, except that they
consider, from some confused notion, that the one thus associated gains power, as if in com-
pany with its own kind. F. Cuvier has observed that all animals which enter into domes-
tication consider Man as a member of their society, and thus they fulfil their instinct of asso-

ciation. In the above case the shepherd dogs rank the sheep as their brethren ; and the

\vild dogs, though knowing that the individual sheep are not dogs, but are good to eat, yet

partly consent to this view, when seeing them in a flock, with a shepherd dog at theu:

head."

Other large races of Sheep-Dogs.—There are one or two fine species

in France, as those of Brie, and Auvergne. In a letter from Gr. W.
Lafayette, to John S. Skinner, Esq., the latter are pronounced equal to

the Spanish dogs.* Large powerful races, everywhere possessing the

same general characteristics, are to be found in almost every country

excepting our own, where the fine-wooled breeds of sheep have been ex-

tensively introduced. With a commerce extending to all the maritime

nations of the world, singular it is that so little pains have been taken to

introduce them.

The English Sheep-Dog.—The following are portraits of a Drover's dog,

* See Farmers' Library, Vol. i., p. 465.
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and a Scotch Colley slut, imported by B. Gates, of Gap Grove, Lee Co.
Illinois. They are taken from The Farmers' Library.*

DROVKR S DOG, AND COLLEY SLUT.

The Drover's dog, or English sheep-dog, or Butcher's dog—for by ffii

of these names is he known—is considerably smaller than the species or
families heretofore described, but he is a larger and more powez'ful dog
than the Colley. Mr. Gates, in the communication accompanying the
portraits, remarks

:

" Much has nh'eady been written on the intelligence of the Scotch Colley. My opinion is

that the English " Butcher's dog" is no way lacking on that point. Any reader who has
visited Smithfield market in London, on Monday or Friday, will, no doubt, have formed the
same opinion. There you have an opportunity of seeing a number of these useful animals
at their work. It would, in fact, be almost impossible to conduct this market without their

aid. There a vast number of different animals are brought for sale from all parts of the
couutiy, to supply this great metropolis, and are collected in the smallest possible space.

The difficulty of keeping them from mingling with others falls princij)ally on the dog. If

one slips away, or a particular one is wished to be caught, it is pointed out to him, and is re-

turned back, or held till the owner takes it—the dog always holding them by the side of the

head, so as not to bruise the body. By a word or motion of the hand, they will run over
the backs of the sheep, to stop them or turn them in a different direction. I have often

admired, with astonishment, their quick and intelligent actions. They appear to read the

thoughts of their master by his countenance, for their eye is continually on his, or tlie flock.

Nothing else can attract his attention when he has work to perform, and at times I have
thought he acted vifith more judgment than the owner. . . . The breed of '' Boxer," (whose
portrait is above given,) is sometimes called the Drover's or Tailless breed."

Mr. Colman, in one of his Reports, says:

" For a week or more before the tryst, the roads leading to Falkink will be found crowded
with succes.sive droves of cattle and sheep, proceeding to this central point ; and it is ex-
tremely curious on the field to see with what skill and care the different parties and herd*
are kept together by themselves. In this matter the shepherds are generally assisted by

* Vol. i., p. 575.
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their dogs which appear endowed with a sagacity ahnost human, and almost to know eveiy

mdiVidual'beldtiging to their charge. They aro sure, with an iuHexible pertinacity, to bring

back a deserter to the flock."

Mr. T. C. Peters, (now of Biiffalo, N. Y.,) on liis return from Europe, a

few years since, brought over a Drover and a Colley. His testimony to

their extraordinary value will be found in the American Agriculturist, vol.

iii., page 76.
Fig..73.

THE COLLEY.

The Scotch Sheep-Pog or Colley.—The light, active, sagacious Colley

admits of no superior—scarcely of an equal—where it is his business

merely to manage his flock, and not to defend them from beasts larger

than himself. Mr. Hogg says that " a single shepherd and his dog will

accomplish more in gathering a flock of sheep from a Highland farm than

twenty shepherds could do without dogs. Neither hunger, fatigue, nor

the worst treatment will drive him from his master's side, and he will

follow him through every hardship without murmur or repining."

The same well-known writer, in a letter in Blackwood's Magazine, gives

a most glowing description of the qualities of his Colley, " Sirrah." One
night a flock of lambs, under his care, frightened at something, made
what we call in America a regular stampede, scattering over the hills in

several different bodies, " Sirrah," exclaimed Hogg in despair, " they're

a' awa !
" The dog dashed off" through the darkness. After spending,

with his assistants, the whole night in a fruitless search after the fugitives,

Mr. Hogg commenced his return to his master's house. Coming to a

deep ravine, they found Sirrah in charge, as they at first supposed, of one

of the scattered divisions, but what was their joyful surprise to find that

not a lamb, of the whole flock was missing

!

Of the stanch devotedness of the Colley, under any and all circum-
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Stances, Mr. Peters gives, in the American Agricultunst, the following^:

characteristic illustration, copied from a Scotch paper:

" The master of the bitcli purchased at a fair some eighty sheep, and having occasion to

stay a day longer, sent tliem forward and directed his faithful CoUey to drive them home, a
distance of about 17 miles. The poor bitch, whon a few miles on the road, dropped two
whelps ; but faidiful to her charge, she drove the sheep on a mile or two forther—then-

allowing tViem to stop, she returned for her pups, which she carried some two miles in v

advance of the sheep, and thus she continued to do, alternately canying her own young ones,

and taking charge of the flock, till she reached home. The maimer of her acting on this,

occasion was gatiiered by the shepherd from various persons who had observed her on the

road. "

The Colleys are not now uncommon in the Northern States, and I have

often seen proofs of their singular sagacity in collecting, driving, and

guarding sheep, and in catching out one from the flock when directed by
their masters. I have often seen one drive a flock of fifty or sixty sheep

through a crowed street, encountering teams, pedestrians, and other dogs

at every step—without the slightest assistance.

AccusTOMiiVG THE SiiEEP TO THE DoG.—It is a mistake to suppose that a

trained sheep-dog will manage any strange flock, however wild and unac-

customed to such company. The sheep must be gi'adually made acquainted

with, and accustomed to the dog. They must know—and they will

readily learn it—that he is their friend, their guardian and protector,

instead of that hereditary enemy which their instinct teaches them to fly

from. A want of knowledge of this fact has frequently led to disappoint-

ment and disgust, to a giving up of the valuable dog which it has cost

pains and money to procure. Mr. Skinner relates a ludicrous incident of

Mr. Jefferson, arising from his not being apprized ofthis fact. A thoroughly

broken sheep-dog had been sent him from abroad, and the great Sage of

Monticello, after having held forth ore rotundo to some visitors, on the

value of these dogs, and their immense convenience—nay, their indispens-

ability in managing flocks, led forth his guests to give a practical exempli-

fication of the qualities of his dog. At the word, the latter made for the

sheep. The terrified animals fled in all directions, some of them dashing

themselves over precipices and breaking their necks. The dog either

shared the same fate, or, mortified at his failure, felt his pride too deeply

wo\inded to return. Mr. Jefferson never recovered him !

WOOL DEPOTS.

Commission merchants who confine their operations exclusively to the

sale of Wool, have opened large stores or " Depots," at three or four points

in the Northern States. Of the origin of this system, Mr. H. Blanchard,

of Kinderhook, N. Y., thus spoke at the Agricultural meeting at the

Assembly Chamber, Albany, Feb. 3, 1848 :

" From facts that were ascertained by Hon. .J. P. Reekman, (then President of tlie N. Y.

State Agricultural Society,) at tlie State Fair held in Poughkeepsie, in 1844. he became con-

vinced that the gi-owers of Dutchess county, by reason of the superior facilities afforded

them for the sale of their fine wools, wore procuring from six to eight cents per pound more
than many wool-gi'owers in other sections of the State who produced the same quality of

wool. The large quantity of fine wool grown in that county, offered great inducements for

manufacturers and purchasers of fine wool to make that a place of resort to obtain their sup--;.-

plies, and thus a fair competition was awakened, which resulted in a just appreciation of the--."''

relative value of their wools, and remunerating prices to the fine wool grower. Soon after-

Dr. B.'b return, the evils consequent upon the system of selling wools in our county, as well

as elsewhere, became a matter of discussion between him and other wool-growers in our
vicinity and myself, the result of which was a request from them that I would open what
we now term a " Wool Depot." The principles involved in the depot system are not new,
it being conducted .upon those of n commissiou business ; but it is only the details and appli-
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fcafion of these principles to wool when received direct from the grower, that had never be-

lYore iu this country been applied in the same discriminating manner, and with as little

"expense as by this system."

'The objects and advantages of the system, and the method of conduct-

ing these estabhshments are clearly set forth in the follovvhig letter from

any friend Mr. Peters, to Avhom, as a keeper of one of these Depots, and a

^gentleman of conceded ability—as well as skill, energy and success

in this and in his other business operations—I thought it appropriate to

apply for this information.

H. S. Randall, Esq. BcFFAio. N. Y., Dec. 16, t8t7.

My Dear Sir : Your kind favor of the 12th insl., making inquiries relative to the Wool
S>ep6t system, is before me.

it will give me pleasure to answer your queries, not that by so doing I can add anything

tto the exceeding great value of your Letters to the whole country, and especially to the

Soath and West—yet from my own experience as a wool-grower, and in the management
tol" a Wool Depot wliich I established at this place last spring, I may give some information

aiat will be useful to your readers, and may they be millions. In so doing, I will give you
Ist, An account of the object; 2d, The method of doing busuiess ; and 3d, The advantages

<of tlse Wool Depot system.

The Object.—Upon no sheep is the wool exactly alike over the whole body ; nor is the

ttpool exactly alike upon any single flock. In most flocks there is a great diversity—greater

ftisn there should be for the farmer's profit. There is, then, a variety of grades of wool in

«very (lock, and in every section of the country where wool is grown.
Maniifcicturers first grade the wool ; that is, sort the fleeces, making from five to eight or

ame different gi-ades. Each fleece is then opened, and stapled, or sorted into the various

grades of the factory. Some manufactories use only the finest, others only the coarsest, and
otkers again use only one kind of the intermediate sorts, so that from a single flock, I

xald this year wool to five different manufacturers, no one wanting or working the ki)id that

s&e -other wanted.
The object of tlie Wool Depot is to sort and arrange the wool, that the manufacturer can

S'eadLly obtain the particular kind adapted to his machinery, and to obtain for each sort its

Sair market value.

Method of doing Business.—The system originated with Mr. H. Blanchard, at Kinder-

Sisdk, some three years ago. Last year, we sent our wool to Mr. Blanchard, and during the

wnEter I visited his establishment, and was so well satisfied with the operation of it, and
«©£ die vital importance of the system to the wool-growere everywhere, that I at once made
»rza.ngsments to open one at tliis point. I accordingly commenced operations in the spring,

aad have been successful beyond my most sanguine expectations.

r have a competent and experienced sorter, and when wool is sent in, it is at once sorted

ia the fleece, each sort weighed, and entered in a book under the name of the person send-

ing it.

1 have adopted Mr. Blanchard's method of sorting, as experience has shown that to be the

^<}£t, under all circumstances. I make, then, five sorts, taking full-blooded Merino for No.

IL, and grading down to coarse common wool, which is No. 5. Saxony I gi'ade into Extra,

SPrime 1, and Prime 2. Then there is a kind of wool which is admirable for combing, and
siBSther kind that is wanted for De Laines ;—these form five more sorts, making thus ten

sttrjA But as there is such a difference m the condition ol' wool when brought into the

*3!i*;,pSt; I usually make two sorts of each number. Thus I have No. 2, and No. 2 a. No. 2

as usually good, but No. 2 a is of the same grade, but is in better condition, everj- way a

ctCaoice article, but still not fine enough to go into a higher grade. The wool is actually

^STorfh two or three cents per lb. more than the other number to which it belongs, and but

&r making this distinction, would not bring its full value. When the wool is properly sorted,

M. tE piled up in a manner that will enable the purchaser to see it at a good advantage ;—in-

ffltired, and lield until the market requires it. I make all my sales here, and for cash.

Wfeea the sales are closed, an account is made out and sent to those who have sent me their

^jb/<5g1; usually, an account is rendered as fast as any part of a man's wool is sold. I have
te&en been asked, how I could tell whether any man's wool was sold, unless the whole of a

atari was sold at a time. It is very easy. Suppose A. has 100 lbs. of No. 1, and I have sold

ffii9;800 lbs. out of 40,000 lbs.—that being the whole amount in the Depot. I have sold one-

Bsali of each man's No. 1, and I turn to A.'s account and give him credit for 50 lbs. sold, and
sEo po through and credit each man with his proportion of that number sold.

The charges are, for receiving, sorting, and selling, one cent per lb., and the insurance

—

«rolilch is usually about 30 cts. oh $100, for three months. Cartage from the dock is usually

J&ree cents per bale. The sacks aie returned or sold at the option of the owjier. They ai'e
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usually worth about fifty cents, more or less, according to their condition. Each man'*
wool is carefully examined ; if put up in bad order, it is so noted, and a deduction made by
the sorter, to make it as it should be. So that it is no object for a man to send to the Depftst
wool in a bad condition.

The Advantages.—The foregoing facts would seem to be so plain that it cannot bat
necessary to refer to the advantages. No man, however, is more at the mercy of the spe«u-
iator, than tlie wool-grower. The very fact that he has so many kinds of wool in bis clip^
prevents him from ascertaining the market value of the whole, lor being in comparatively
small quantities, he has not enough, if ever so well sorted, to make it an object for the differ-
ent manufictuiers to visit him. He is therefore compelled to sell his whole clip at ?h«»
price of his present quality, and at prices from five to fifteen cents per lb. under the reafi
market value of his wool. Allow me to illustrate by an example. A farmer has his wheat
corn, oats, and barley, all mixed, and carries it to market in this condition. Will anybody
give him the value of each kind of grain? On the contrary, they would not be willing to
pay even the value of the cheapest kind. And yet each kind by itself has a market vaiue_
Precisely in the same situation is the wool-grower, except that he has no means of knowing
the value of the vaiious sorts of wool, except from the speculator.

The advantage of the Depot system, then, is, that there his wool is properly sorted. The-
wheat is separated from the corn, the corn from the oats, and the oats from the barley, and
each is made to bring its fair market value. By having an extensive correspondence among
the manufacturers throughout the country, I am kept constantly advised of the market ; ana
knowing the price of cloth in the cities, I am enabled to know to a certainty what the price
of the various grades of wool should be.

When the manufactm-er can get the kind of wool he wants, and in large quantities, he i*
willing to pay, and does pay a better price than when he has to buy that which he does act
want, to get the right sort. It also equalizes the market, and brings the producer and tW
manufacturer together, without being compelled to pay agents or speculators, and prevents
that fluctuation of the market which is always produced by speculation.

But there is another very great advantage growing out of the system. It enables the wool-
growers in the various sections of the country to compare wool, and to know who has reaily
the best and most profitable kinds of sheep. It has been strilvingly manifest with me tiuis

season. For I have been enabled to point out to people in different States West, whera-
they could find the most profitable sheep, by the wool which had been sent me. And m
one instance men had been over five huivlred miles after sheep, and paid high prices, wheui
there were sheep in their own town worth double the money.
There is no difficulty in sending wool here fi-om any part of the country bordering npoa

the Ohio, or its tiibutaries. The expense of ti'ausportation will range from one to one aa^
a half cents per lb.—depending much upon the bargain made with the clipper. I have re-
ceived wool this year from all the AVestem States, in some instances as far West as the Rfis*-

sissippi River, and the average cost for freight has been about one cent per lb.

It was urged by many last spring that this city was not a good point, inasmuch as it 'wb3
not sufficiently central in its location. For nothing is more certain, than that a wool Depot,
to be successtid, must be so located as to command a large amount of wool. The larger-

amount you can concentrate at a point, the more rapid and sure wiU. be your sales. To this
city the products of the West natm'ally tend, and to this point the producer can calculate vritJj

great certainty when, and at what expense it will arrive. But after its trans-shipment here;,

expenses accumidate, without any corresponding benefit. And it is peculiarly so, in regartB
to wool, coming as it often does in bad order, sacks toni, broken, and wet.
But I have made my letter aheady longer than I intended, and in speaking of my owa

Depot have perhaps gone more into detail than is necessarj'.

This much I must be permitted to say to every wool-grower, that the Wool Depot system^
properly conducted and patronized, is indispensable to ultimate and profitable success.

I remain, my dear sir.

Very sincerely yom's,

T. C. PETEKy.

Messrs. Perkins and Brown Lave a Depot at Springfield, Mass. ; and
I believe the establishment of two or three others is in contemplation, by
companies or individuals.

Conducted with skill and fidelity, there can be but little doubt that these
establishments are alike beneficial to the wool-grower and manufacturer.

That Mr. Blanchard's and Mr. Peters's have thus far been so conducted, there

is not the least doubt. Of the other I know nothing, though report speaks
well of it. The design was not regarded with much favor, in the oat-

set, by many of our most e.xtensive wool-growers. They preferred to " do
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their own business," and not "pay tlie wages of an intermediate ag-ent.

"

But the advantages derived from selling the wool in sorted lots, have been
found to far more than overbalance the one cent per pound paid to the

" agent" or Depot keeper, and the system is rapidly gaining favor. Many
of our most experienced wool growers in this State—men the most com-
petent to favorably dispose of their wool—have sent their wool to Messrs.

Blanchard and Peters, and I have yet to see or hear of the first person

who has been disappointed in the result.

If wool Depots are beneficial in the North, where the agents of different

manufacturers, and "speculators," visit every man's barn to bid on his

wool—and among a class of growers, too, who, from long experience, are

•familiar with the qualities and comparative values of the staple—how
much more beneficial would they be to regions in which the growers are

so scattered that they are rarely visited by traveling agents—or if so, not

in numbers sufficient to produce that competition which would cow^pe^ them
to offer the fair market value of the article : and where, perhaps, in many
cases, the growers themselves have not sufficient experience to determine

the exact grade of their own clips, even supposing them correctly notified

from time to time from abroad, of the market value of the several grades.

The Depot system, in 7ny judgment, removes the great and only serious obsta-

cle to successful wool-growing in the South.

It is not necessary that Depots be established in the Southern States, to

have those States reap the full benefit of the system. For the present, and
for some time to come, at least, the North will furnish the best home mar-
ket for fine wools. The wool therefore must, until some changes take

place, come to the North before it is sold ; and the transportation must be

equally subtracted from the avails, whether the sale is effected at home or

at a Northern wool Depot. Indeed, it would be better to, store it in a De-
pot at Kinderhook or Buffalo, than at Charleston or Nashville. And
this is for the reason that the two former are much nearer to, and can be

more speedily visited by the principal woolen manufacturers of the Uni-

ted States, than the latter. The New-York or New-England manufac-
turer would be little likely to send an agent to Charleston or Nashville, if

he could supply his wants equally cheaply (with the addition of cost of

transportation), from Buffalo, Kinderhook, or Springfield. And if supplied

any more cheaply at the former places (price of transportation excepted),

be it remembered, it would be so much unnecessarily taken out ofthe pochet

of the grower.

Should the South at any future day find it more for her interest to ship

her wools to Europe, the above considerations will cease to be valid. She
would then want Depots as much as now, for far more gain, proportiona-

bly, is made by sorting xoool for the foreign, than the American markets.

But in that event, the Depots would assume a different character, and

they would be most appropriately located at the port whence the wools

were shipped.

A. CORRECTION.—MR. RUFFIN.

In the beginning of Letter VI., I made the following remark in relation

to Hon. Edmund Ruffin—" He seems to think lime, of itself, adequate to

the full and permanent amelioration of the tertiary soils."—This remark

was made on a somewhat too hasty inspection of some of Mr. Ruffin's po-

-sitions in the Agricultural Survey of South Carolina. Since writing it, I

have had the pleasure of reading for the first time Mr. R.'s highly valua-

ble work on Calcareous Manures, and find that I was in error in the state-

ment above made.
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NOTE IN RELATION TO AUSTRALIA.

Since the preceding Letters were completed, the exceedingly interesting
article from the (English) Farmers' Magazine, which is published below,
has met my eye. It will be seen from it that the conclusions arrived at
by me (see page 123,) in relation to the vast increase in the trans-Atlantic
<lemand for wool and woolens, are in a rapid course of verification. I
wrote from statistics extending down to 1840. In that year the Eno-lish
import of wool was forty-six millions of pounds. In 1845, according to
the subjoined authority, it was seventy-six millions of pounds. And this

rapid increase took place, notwithstanding the vast extension in the woolen
manufactures in other nations, particularly in Gei'many, France, Spain and
Belgium. The extract given from Waterton's " Cyclopaedia of Com-
merce," asserting the improbabihty of a much greater extension of the
English woolen manufactures, "unless new markets shall be opened," may
be true. But new markets are yet to spring up in Central and Northern
Asia, and even in Northern Europe, which will, in the aggregate, require
an increase of woolen manufactures which the boldest calculator now
scarcely dreams of. For the reasons for this opinion, see page 123.

—

Whether England is to supply a greater or less portion of this increasing
demand remains to be seen. If she continues as well prepared as she
now is to compete with other manufacturing nations, doubtless she will

contribute her full share to that supply.

It will also be seen, from the annexed paper, that what I predicted (see

page 121) in relation to the prospective competition (from the year 1840)
in wool-growing, between the densely populated countries of Western
Europe and those in newer settled regions, where land is cheap and popu-
lation comparatively sparse, has already come to pass. Spain, and even
Germany, which in 1840 supplied England with nearly twenty-two million

pounds of wool—nearly half of the whole import of the latter—have now
been driven almost entirely out of the English market ! But, says the

Sydney Herald, Germany, Spain, etc., have renewed the contest in another

form : they have extended their manufacturing operations, and now manu-
facture their own wool. Admit this : but if German wools cannot com-
pete with others in the English market, which are brought from fifty times

the distance, they cannot compete with them even in the German market,

unless the latter are kept out by duties. The German manufacturer, then,

in working ujj home wools, pays more for his raw material than the Eng-
lish manufacturer, and he cannot, therefore, compete with him in foreign

markets, nor even in the home one, without a protective Tariff' which
would raise the price of the English to that of the German article.

—

Tariffs materially enhancing the cost of the necessaries of life will not long

be tolerated by the consuming millions, in regions where civilization has

penetrated.

It se«ns that Australia and Van Diemen's Land are the successful com-

petitors which have driven Germany and Spain from the English wool
market. The views set forth by me in Letter IX. in relation to the ad-

vantages of the former for wool-growing compared with those of Hungary,
Southern Ilussia, North and South America, remain the same ; indeed, a

careful review of my positions has served to farther convince me of their

correctness. The character of tlte jmjmlation, and the better commercial

regulations of Australia, have given her a present advantage over new ri-

vals in the Old World ; and America hos not yet entered the field of com-

petition. When the Anglo-Saxon of North America enleis the lists with

the Anglo-Saxon of Australia, natural advantages will not, as now, be
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overbalanced by superior energy and enterprise. The Anglo-Australian

will, to say the least of it, meet his full equal in these particulars. And,
on the other hand, there is not a rational doubt that the natural and other

•present advantages of all kinds are on tlie side of the Anglo-American. The
portion of North America included in the proper wool-growing zone is

immensely gi-eater than in Australia ; our climate, all things considered

—

considering the occasional teriible di'ouths of Australia—is the best; our
lands are cheaper, and will certainly average as good, including our whole
Atlantic coast, and including only our territory between the Apalachians

and the Rocky Mountains, our land will average by far the best ; labor is

not dearer among us ; we are not a quarter as distant from the English
markets ; the wool from all parts of our immense interior, instead of be-

ing dragged long and expensive journeys in "bullock drays," is ah-eady

whirled along by steam, or boated on canals or rivers to the seaboard, at

a comparatively trifling expense. It would be difficult to name a particu-

lar, excepting in the two-cent duty, in which large portions of the United
States have not the advantage over Australia for supplying the English

wool market, and in other European markets we have perhaps every ad-

vantage over that Colony.

The Australian Wool Trade*—[By Wm. Westgarik, Esq.]—The importance at

present assumed by tlie Australian wool trade in the lists of British Commerce, demands
some degree of attention in the history of an Australian settlement. I shall, therefore, de-

vote the present chapter to a short account of this branch of Commerce, in its capacity both
of an export fi-om the Australian Colonies and an import into the British market.

In the year 1836, the quantity of wool exported from Sydney amounted to 3,700,000 lbs.

weight. The proportion for the Port Philip district, included in this amoout, could not, at

so early a period of her existence, have exceeded 60,000 lbs. weight. Five years afterward
the annual produce had attained to 1,578,000 lbs. ; and the lapse of a similar period, bring-

ing us dowm to the year 1846, exhibits the astonishing quantity of 7,400,000 Ibs.t During
this interval often years the quantity of wool exported from Sydney, exclusive of any from
Australia Felix, had increased from three and a half millions to nearly twelve millions of

poinids weight.

The importation of wool into the British market appears, indeed—like the rise of the Aus-
tralian Colonies—to be but a business of yesterday, and one, among numerous other in-

stances, of the wonderful extension of Modern Commerce. In 1820, the quantity imported
was under ten millions of pounds weight; in 1845, it Irad risen to seventy-six millions. The
proportion from the Australian Colonies in the former year was the one-hundredlh part ; it

now forms nearly one-half of the whole importationt ; and at the steady and rapid ratio of

the present increase of Australian wool, the lapse of a few years will exhibit a quantity far

greater than the united total of the wool at present imported into Britain from every quar-
ter of the world. The following Table exhibits the respective averages, m round numbers,
for each period of five yeais from 18-26 to 1845; the numbers representing millions of

pounds weight

:

Average of vears. Foreign Wool. Colonial Wool. Total

1826-30 25 2 . 27
1831-35 34 4 38
1836-40 44 10 54
1841-45 36 2-2 58

1846 34 30 64

This Table illustrates the exti-aordinary progress of the colonial production, three-fburthe

of which are derived from Australia and Vtui Diemen's Land. *

The periodical public sales of colonial wool, which now occupy so important a position

among the commercial occurrences of the British Capital, date their origin only so lately as

the year 1817. The prices at that time, and for some subsequent period, were only from
2d. to 3d. per lb. ; and it was not until twelve or fourteen years afterward that any important

advance took place in the value of this commodity. The fine quality of the Australian wool

* From a new work in the press, on Port Philip.

t The wools occasionally sent from Port Philip by way of Sydney, and appearing in the Customs' returns
as Sydney exports, are here allowed for. The season or year is taken as ending on the 10th October, as

the usual date of 3l8t December falls in the midst of the wool shipments, and cannot fairly represent the
ijuantities and ratio of progress of each year.

I In 1846, the relative quantities impoited into Britain were, in round numbers, thirty-four millions of
pounds of foreign wool and thirty millions of colonial. For the jiresent year the cclonial may be safely

assumed at somewhat more than half the importation.
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began soon after to attract notice, and in 1835 and 183G to excite the attention even of foreign

manufacturers. From very small beginnings the extent of tlie periodical auction sales

gradually increased. An unprecedented number of 750 bales was announced for one series

of sales in 1825 ; and for some years afterward -100 bales were considcrctl to ibrm a very ex-

tensive sale. But in July, 1835, 8,746 bales were brought forward, realizing fur the better

qualities the considerable rates of from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 8d. per pound ; and at tlae sales of the

same month in 1844, there were exposed no less than 31,358 bales.*

The celebrated wools of Australia are derived from two principal breeds of sheep, the

Merino and the Saxon. The fonner is the finest in quality, but it may be doubted if an

adequate price has been hitherto derived to compensate for the lighter weight of the fleece.

In the Sydney district, attention was chiefly bestowed on the Merino ; in Van Diemeu's
Land, on the Saxon ; and the Port Philip district received a share of both, as the colonists

tiom either locabty transported their flocks to her pastures. This mixture of breeds was
still farther increased by occasional crosses with the Leicester and South-Down. In fact,

from the numbers of inexperienced persons who entered on the occupation of sheep farming

in this new settlement, and, without any fixed pi-incijiles, earned on a mere random system

of breeding, the greater portion of the wool consists of every shade of quality that natural

accidents could produce. The abundant pasturage of Port Philip appears also to aflect the

pure Merino wool of the Sydney district, which in the former locality acquires a more open
appearance, loses somewhat of its fineness, and increases about a quarter or half a pound in

the weight of the fleece. The average weight of the good qualities of Port Philip fleeces,

after washing, is from 2.^ to 2| lbs. ; of the Sydney fleeces about 2| lbs. There has been
for several years a desire to introduce a greater nnifonriity of quality in the fleeces of each

particulai- grower, and on the whole an inclination to adhere to the production of the finer

qualities of wool.

[ Here follow details of the Auetralisn method of washing and other preparations for shearing, which are

omitted, as they confonn in every important particular to the directions laid down in these Letters for

those processes.]

The wool is now ready to bo packed and dispatched to the port of shipment. Each fleece

is cleared of the locks and clip()iugs or other unseemly portions, and is usually tied with a

piece of string, and tightly squeezed into bags containing about one hundred each, or from two
hundred and fifty to three hundred pounds weight. The ponderous bullock dray is now yoked
to its team of eight or a dozen oxen, and charged with an ample load of the golden fleece, is

dispatched from the station on its annual and protracted mission to the port of shipment.

The wool on its amval in town is now generally classed and re-packed at an establishment

for that purpose, unless this process has already been competently perlbnned at the station.

—

The classification distinguishes only the entire fleece ; it is not attempted to proceed to a

mimiter distinction of qualities by breaking the fleeces. When intended for sale, the wool,

•0!i its arrival in town, is conveniently exhibited in the various bins of the sorting establish-

ment, and its quality and condition are fairly ascertained. At the establishment of the Messrs.

Bakewell, in Melboiu-ne, the wool is assorted first into the two leading divisions of clothing

and combing, and each of these descriptions is run out into five cjnalities, the fifth or lowest

l)eing the coarse Leicester breeds. Extra fine lots are classed by themselves; S7ipci--greasy,

or kempy, or other defective fleeces, are also classed apart. The charge for sorting is ^d. per

ixjund. The usual charge for hand-washing is Id. per pound on the weight returned, and for

scorning Id. to l^d. per pound. The system of re-packing is also of use in exposing any wet
or damp that the wool may have acquired on the way fiom the interior, in which condition it

is in danger of heating and even of oiigiuating fire in the hold of a vessel during a lengthened

voyage.

The shipping season for the Australian staple commences toward the end of October ; but

only a few solitary drays have succeeded in reaching town duiing that month. Considera-

ble quantities have anived by the end of November; and during the two succeeding months

there is a contiiraous succession of vehicles pouring with their voluminous loads into the various

ix»rts of the district.! These arrivals begin to fall off" in February ; but during that and the

two succeeding monthsconsiderable quantities continue to be shipped, including the later shorn

fleeces of the young lambs. The shipment of other exports, which are comp;uatively of un-

important amount, terminates with that of the wool. A solitary vessel may linger till July or

August, when the transactions of the season are finally closed.

The following from a late number of the Sydney Herald may be well appended to the

above

:

* This included a small quantity of foreign wool. The propoition from Australia and Van Piemen's

Land on this occasion was 'Jtj,134 bides. The early sales were held at Uarraway'a, and continued there

from 1817 to lg4:i. when the locality was transfcucd to ihe IL-ill of Commcice, where thoy slid continue.

The first hale at the first sale, from the novelty of the circumstance, realized 10s. fid. per pound.

(Mark Lane Express, 7th, Hth, and i'li-t Oct. 1844.

t There are fivp shipping ports in Australia Felix ; namely, .Mtlboumc, or its port of Williamstown, Gee-

lone, Pi.rlliind, Belfast, and I'ort Albert, or Albcrton, in (iipps'a Land. The quantity for the present year

(1847) may be estimated at about 28,000 bales, of which livc-ei-Mhs are shipped at Williamstown and

(irelons.
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'* Our two time-hoiiorpd competitors in tlie protluction of fine wool, Spain and Germany,
li'ive been fairly beaten out of the field. 'J'he climate and pasturage of ihcse colonics, and of the
congenial settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, backed by the energies of their Anglo-Saxon
race of flock-masters, have more than compensated for our greater distance from British mar-
kets. We have been enabled to 8upj>ly a good article—in vast aiid ever-increasing quanti-
ties—and at prices which, notwithstanding the cost of carriage, have, through our facilities of
proiiuction, left us a remimerating profit, but which our ancient rivals have fomid to be in-

sufficient to replace prime cost.

" But although Spain and Gennany have ceased to vie with us as sellers of the raw mate-
rial in England, they have done so only to renew the contest in another form. They have
enlarged their manufacturing operations. Since they can no longer sell their fleece at a profit,

they have resolved on working it up in their own looms. To that extent, therefore, they will

cease to import wrought woolen fabrics ; and in so far as their imports were from Great
Britain, there vvill be a corresponding decrease in the Brirish consumpuonof our wools. The
woolen cloths imported into those two countries from Great Britain, in the year 1841, amounted,
in declared value, to £1,026,481 sterling: and if we add die quantities imported in the same
year into Holland and Belgium, the amount would liave been about a million and alialf. We
must therefore be cautious, as prudent men, not to allow our spirits to be too much exhilarated

by the apparent victory we have gained over ' our hereditary enemies,' seeing that, though
seemingly vanquished, they have but shifted theii- prjsition and varied their tactics.

" A judicious writer .says, in 1844 : ' Of late years cottons have, from their cheapness, in a
great degree superseded the lower qualities of cloths—a circumstance which, joined to the
increasing rivalry of France, Germany and Belgium, renders it improbable, unless new mar-
kets shall be opened in China or elsewhere, that much extension will in futiire be given to

our mantifacturc of woolen cloths.'*

" While, however, the Spanish and the Gemian wool-growers have tlius ceased (or are

e.xpected very shortly to cease) to compete with us as exporters to England, another com-
petitor has sprung up in a new and quite unexpected quarter. In addition to corn, bread-
stuffs, rice, tobacco, cotton, sugar, and an endless catalogue of ' notions,' in which Brother
Jonathan has hitherto prided himself as a mighty producer, he has now taken it into his

head that he can breed sheep and expoi-t wool on a large scale. And it would seem that in

England hi.s whim lias by no means been thought whimsical. For, say certain Liverpool

brokers to him, under date of 3d September, 1846 :
' The arrivals of wool from the United

States last year, for the first time to any extent, made quite a sensation in this country, as it

was generally considered that you required to import these qualities, and there was no
knowledge that your gi'owtli of wool Avas of such importance. We have seen it estimated

at sixty-Jive million pounds ;\ and irom your vast (and to us almost incredible) means of

production, we believe it u-iU cause a kind of revolution in the wool trade.'

" Jonathan's own opinion of the matter is thus expressed through the medium of the New-
Orleans Commercial Times : ' Wool can be grown as cheaply, and to as great advantage, in

the cotton-growing Stales as in any part of the world. There is nothing in the climate to

})revent it. If it may be found desirable to grow that of the finest grades, it can be done
without fear of the animals becoming covered with hair in a few years.' He has evidently

some misgivings, however, as to the policy of his attempting the finest grades, lor he imme-
diately subjoins, ' However, we are inclined to thuik that wool of a coarser quality will be

found most profitable, mutton being also an object with us.'

" If the United States already produce four times the quantity of wool that we do, and if

there is a reasonable chance of their producing it of a quality equal to ours, and at no greater

Cfist, then have we indeed much to itvdv from their fonnidable rivahy. The vast extent oi'

their territory, the almost iHimital)le resources of their soil and climate, the indomitable spirit

of their citizens, combined with their proximity to the British market, will render their com-
petition, if successful at all, successful in no ordinary degi-ee.

" ' Wool,' says another Liverpool correspondent, addressing an American, ' requires in its

production <rrcat atteution in crossing the breed, otherwise the quality degenerates very

quickly. The maintenance of its fineness depends also very much on the nature of the pas-

turage on which tlie sheep gra7.e. And we may remark that your own samples are of a par-

ticularly good kind.'
"

Here is a word of encouragement for the Americans, with a word of caution for the Aus-
tralians. Of the two requisites for the production and preservation of a superior staple, one,

suitable pasturage, is bountifully supplied to the Australian grower by Nature, while the

other depends upon his own industry and skill. In this, it is to be feared, he has scarcely

been just to himself. He has possibly presumed too much upon the natural advantages of

the fine sheep-sustaining country in which his capital is' staked. It will be well if this note

of warning from the land of Stars and Stripes shall rouse him to a more vigilant attention.

[Simmonds's Colonial Magazine.

* Waterton'a Cyoloptpdia of Commerce, p. 672.

t The quantity of wool exported from New South Wales, including the district of Port Philip, in the year
1843, was 17,564,734 Iba.
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CHAIRS OF AGRICULTURE.

Chairs of comivverce proposed, and why not chairs of agriculture t

It is stated in De Bow's Commercial Review of the South-West—a work
distinguished, it 's hard to say whether most for its originality, industry or abil-

ity—that the Mercantile Library Association of Charleston—O. P. Andrews,
President—recommend a Chair of Commerce, to be connected with the Associa-

tion. The Editor, with a judgment and feeling that do him honor, has long

evinced his anxiety to have " commercial education introduced in all the col-

leges ;" and adds, " It is now understood we are to have a Chair of Commerce
in the new University at New-Orleans ;" which shows the liberality and good
sense of the Legislature. But, let us add, if provision is to be made in the char-

ter of such Institutions for public instruction in the business of Commerce, the

handmaid, why not also in Agriculture, the mistress? Do not the Plow and its

productions lie at the bottom, and form the groundwork for the whole superstruc-

ture of industrial pursuits ? Is not the earth the great machine, while the manu-
facturer only fashions its products, and Commerce does the business merely of

transporting from place to place, and exchanging these products, in their rude or

fashioned state ? Of what value is the mill, or the ship, but as they save labor

and allow more of it to be applied to the work of production—to the cultivation

and employment of the great machine, mother Earth—which gives subsistence

and improvement to all ? And yet you shall see members of State Legislatures

and of Congress, providing for all sorts of instruction, and protecting all sorts of

Industry, and showering honors on all sorts of excellence, especially military ex-

cellence—but what do they do for Agriculture ? Might not as much useful in-

formation (and by that we mean information that would tend to augment the

sources of subsistence, and all the benefits of civilization), be disseminated from a

Chair of Agriculture, as from a Chair of Commerce, or of Greek, or of Latin

or Hebrew, in any of our Colleges ? Yet no one seems to have the thought, or

the courage, to demand such a thing, although all these charters are granted—all
our educational institutions established—in fact, all the legislation of the country

is enacted (speaking in reference to the authority enjoyed by the different classes)

by those, in a very large proportion, over all others, Avho represent, or who are

elected to represent, the landed interest.

Had we the honor of being a Member of an American Congress, or Legisla-

ture, on a motion being made to vote a medal, or a sword, or a vote of thanks to

an officer for animal courage, or even skill combined with that in the work of

manslaughter—for war is but another word for homicide, (sometimes justifiable,)

or if it was proposed that any legislative body to which we belonged—representing

the majesty and power of the people—should solicit and receive the high honor

of being visited by a gentleman armed with sword and buckler, and covered with
gorgeous and bloody trophies of war, we would offer an amendment to this effect

:

" Be it also enacted, that like rewards be bestowed and equal honors offered to

whatever man in any State (naming him) should happen to have been, by compe-
tent and appropriate authority, pronounced the most industrious and successful
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and practical farmer—most indomitable and skillful in the use of the flow—and if

W2 had the honor to represent a portion of Massachusetts—where more than half

a million of taxes are annually self-imposed for the education of every child ia

the State—we would especially insist that equal public honor should be voted,

above all men, to a certain Horace Mann* for his inestimable, yes, inestimable

labors, as Secretary of the Board, in the liable cause of education—that great,

most Christian and effective preventive of crime and of war—and if our reason

should be demanded, we would demand in return—pray, g%ntleraen legislators,

what is the end of any legislative action but to promote the public happiness?

And we would ask, Can any nation—we will not say Christian—but can any nation

that consults its true honor and glory and happiness, set a higher value, and bestow

larger rewards on skill in human destruction, than on those who stand head and

shoulders above their fellow men, in exainples of invincible perseverance and skill

in augmenting the products of the earth, and with them all the comforts and the

means of Christian refinement and civilization— or larger than on those, who ren-

der immortal service to their kind by diffusing the seeds of godlike knowledge,

and with them, virtue, and power, and peace—that best of all power, which

gives men power over themselves, and power to be useful to their fellows ?

Perfectly well do we know that in the present depraved state, not so much
perhaps of the public sentiment, but of public men's false estimate of it, every

motion to keep the Plow always above the sword, and even in advance of the ship

and the loom, would be deemed Utopian and idle ; and meet with little counte-

nance from men, whose measure for patriotism is too often their measure for pop-

ularity. But we trust in God, for the sake of the plow, that better times are

coming. We only need the influence of the Press to hasten them—and this is,

unfortunately, at present allied to, and in too large a proportion supported by

other if not rival industries. What we have a right to hope is, that the agricul-

tural Press at least, will unite with, and go ahead of us in demanding less for

war, and more hereafter for agricultural education. Even yet more do we rely

on the growing influence of the schoolmaster ! In the moral progress of the

world, honors and patronage we are well aware are first bestowed on warriors.

That has been, in fact, the characteristic of barbarism, in all ages and in all parts

of the world. Next shoots ahead the trader or exchanger; manufacturers still

holding a lower grade, and the cultivators of the soil, whether women or men,

are considered mere serfs of the soil, attached to, and sometimes even yet in bar-

barous portions of Europe, sold along with it, like the trees that grow or the

cattle that browse on it. It is only in the highest state of civilization that

the producers, working and improving the great machine, rise in the public es-

teem and begin to learn their true consequence. From that time Agriculture and

civilization advance together.

With such a man as Horace Mann (whom we have not jthe honor nor the

happiness of knowing personally) Secretary of the Board of Education in Mas-

sachusetts, in every State of the Union, we should have in process of time Nor-

mal institutes in them all. Every child in every State, between the age of eight

and sixteen, would be ten months at school ; 98 per cent, at least of coming gen-

erations would make useful and profitable, and worthy citizens ; and our poor

houses and jails and penitentiaries would be without inmates, and might be con-

verted into schools and colleges. The cost of supporting one regiment would

support a Normal school for training agricultural teachers in every State.

* This was in type long before Mr. Mann was nominated for Cong^-ees.
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Too well we know that the advance of moral truths are slow, but thank God,

with the light and power of the Press, wc may hope they will be sure. If not,

to what end has God endowed us with those faculties, which seem to be lifting

us nearer and nearer to Himself? The punishment of death denounced against

all who should teach any oiher philosophy than that of Aristotle, was not re-

voked until fifty years after that Philosophy was forgotten. It was fifiy years

after the death of Harvey, when the faculty of medicine in Paris admitted the

circulation of the blood. When did the same faculty admit patatoes to be whole-

some ? One hundred years after it had been proved by experience, and when
the decree which forbade the use of them had been revoked.

The Parliament issued a like decree against emetics, and against Brissot, a cel-

ebrated physician of the sixteenth century. Contrary to the common practice,

he bled, for pleurisy, in the side where the patient suffered most. This new prac-

tice was denounced to Parliament by the old physicians. Brissot was pronounced

infamous, and forbidden to bleed for the future on the side where the pleurisy

was. The affair being reported to Charles V, he was going to issue a similar

decree, but it happened at the instant that Charles III, Duke of Savoy, died of

pleurisy after having been bled in the ancient manner.

The time will come, unless military power should too soon extend its cancer-

ous influences ineradicably throughout the vital parts of our body politic, that a

portion at least of the many millions now given to war, and warlike preparations,

will in all countries, and especially in ours, be given to that best of all prevent-

ives of war—the dissemination of knowledge ; and generations to come will look

back with shame and blush for that barbarous epoch in the history of their

fathers, when eighty per cent, of all public burdens icere imposed in prepara-

tions for shedding human blood ! and that, too, by laws enacted by the Ptep-

resentatives of Agriculturists !

A truth, by being new, shocks public opinion ; and hence, though at last it

may be generally received, it is a long time before it can overcome the preju-

dices that oppose its early progress. Thus, few public men can be found cour-

ageous enough to go for the right, and leave the rest to Heaven.

Well we know, on the point of Congressional power, and pretension to the

diffusion of Agricultural knowledge, that they do now exercise the power, and

shab off the landed interest with a small appropriation for an annual collection and

diffusion of Patent-Office Reports, which, we understand, and doubt not, will be a

valuable collection of facts ; but the craven spirit who is willing to receive this

crumb from the public stores as the portion which the landed interest has a right

to demand, out of the millions it contributes of the public burdens for the bene-

fit of other classes, deserves to be placed, in the esteem of all well judging

friends of Agriculture, on the footing of the starving dog that snaps at a bone,

or the senseless kitten that is amused and satisfied at playing with the june-bug

that buzzes at the end of a thread, held by a child

!

No, no ! our country is too distant and too powerful to be in any danger of in

vasion, and the best preservers of peace are tvell-infor7ned minds, in strong, well-

fed bodies ! Let the landed interest therefore insist on those who pretend

to represent them, drawing no money from their pockets except for the diffusion

of useful knowledge, and the improvement of the great machine whose produce

gives employment, comfort, life and subsistence to every other industry and em-

ployment. Let devotion to these measures be substituted for other mercenary

party tests in measuring the merits of public men.

(IHl)
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ITEMvS FOR COUNTRY READERS,

IN RESPECT OF THE AGRTCULTURAL HABITS. PRODUCTS AND RESOURCES OF VARIOUS
COUNTRIES WITH WHICH THE UNITED STATES HAVE COMMERCIAL AND DIPLO-
MATIC RELATIONS; INTERSPERSED WITH REFLECTIONS ON DIVERS MATTERS
AND, THINGS.

Mr. Editor : Though a practical farmer, I have no ambition to rank among

those who insult my profession by insinuating that we who follow it for a liveli-

hood have no business to turn over any leaves but leaves of cabbages or tobacco ;

nor with any sort of knowledge except the best distance to plant and the right

time to sow. In contempt of such disparaging suggestions, I shall send you oc-

casionally, if acceptable, notes of such things as may strike me when, at night

and at other times of comparative leisure, a book or my pen may take the place

of the hoe and the plow. •

As, however, many things do not impress all minds in the same light, it will

doubtless happen that some of these items may be esteemed neither useful nor

entertaining. You remember the old nursery rhyme

—

" Many birds of many kind.s.

Many men of many minds."'

My aim will be to occupy your pages with such facts and reHections only as may
appear calculated to convey useful information, or fitted to gratify that natural

curiosity which every gentleman farmer may be allowed to entertain in respect

of the productions of foreign countries, particularly as to the articles which form

the chief staples of his own.

And first, as to the term " Gentleman Farmer,'''' at which it is so easy for

every conceited coxcomb of the city, or ill-bred country bird, that would foul his

own nest, to turn up his nose with an air of derision. Permit me to say, Mr.

Editor, that we agree perfectly in the wish, if not the hope, that the day is com-

ing when, however it may be among other classes, there shall be none other than

gentlemen among farmers ! And by that, what do we mean ? Men, whether

rich or poor, in velvet or linsey-woolsey, who, looking only to what is appro-

priate, regard industry as a duty, if only in the way of example ; and Avhether in

affluence or in rags, esteem personal honor, and cleanliness, and economy, as

among the practical virtues of life ; men seeking knowledge above all things,

with a nice sense of decorum and self-respect in all situations, however humble,

however exalted. In all this, Sir, is there anything incompatible with the con-

dition, or beyond the reach of the real, working, hard-fisted, practical man ? Yet,

such is the true gentleman farmer, who, m moments of leisure turns to his book

instead of his bottle, to enjoy in it, the fruit of the greatest of all human inven-

tions—<y/;es. Thus characterized will be American agriculturists generally, in rea-

sonable process of time, if you can only prevail with the gentlemen of the Pres&y

even your own numerous and able colleagues of the agricultural press, to unite

with you in perseveruigly demandmg the same proportionate expenditure for en-

lightening the husbandry of the country, that is now bestowed on other pursuits.

But to my notes. , You may.judge whether there be, in what follows, for ex-

ample about ih.e Agriculture of Austria,avq more than a gentleman of natural

and proper desire for information would be apt to ask of a returning Minister

(11 4!:)
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from, that country, Mr. Jenifer, for instance. He would tell you, if his observa-

tions agree with the most authentic modern writers and travelers, that the

Austrian Empire occupies 258,000 English square miles of the surface of Eu-

rope—that is, 45,000 more than France, and 138,000 more than England, Ireland

and Scotland. Yet, vast as that Empire is considered in Europe, it is altogether

not quite so large as

—

Sq. miles.

New-York 36,000

Pennsylvania 47,000

Virarinia 61,300

Ohio 40,000

North Carolina 45,000

Sq. miles.
Maryland 11,00'J

New-Jersey 6,851

Delaware 2.120

Total 259,271

"While the whole United States, before the annexation of undefined Texas, con-

tained, according to the venerable Darby, two millions and fifty thousand square

miles. The surface of the Austrian Empire is said to have the advantage of

varied and extensive productive regions, yielding, or capable of growing what in

Europe they call corn, (meaning what we Yankees call " s/nall grain,'''' as com-

pared, we suppose, with the larger grain of Indian corn ;) also rice, wine, oil,

honey, wool, silk, hemp, flax, tobacco, madder, (which we would produce if Ag-

riculturists were half as watchful of their own affairs as manufacturers,) and all

the useful vegetables and delicious fruits ; also iron, coal, salt, and other min-

erals and products in abundance ; cattle, swine, horses and sheep. The Danube
and other great rivers extend inland navigation to almost every part of the Em-
pire. With all these advantages, and a population generally industrious and

orderly, Austria is naturally capable of being one of the richest and must power-

ful States in the world. And yet, what advantage is here quoted that our ov/n

country does not possess in an equally eminent degree, with that of a free Gov
eminent thrown into the bargain ! But shall we have the wisdom and modera-

tion to turn these advantages to the best account ? The greatest blessings—even

freedom of speech—of the press—of religion—of government—may become

curses if used with licentiousness. Is not this nation already agitated, from year

lo year, almost exclusively with struggles for poioer and patronage, rather than

with thoughts and plans for higher education and improved Agriculture ? Nay,

is not the public ear already alarmed with the rumbling sounds of political earth-

quakes in the South ? as if that glorious region of sun and flowers were des-

tined to be forever the scene of " throes and convulsions " of all sorts ! On this

subject of education—another word for virtue—we shall see, as we proceed from

one country to another, how we compare with some of the reviled Governments

of Europe, monarchical and despotic. But once more to ray notes :

The population of Austria, in 1840, was 27,550,401, being throughout the em-
pire 3,171 to the square mile. According to an obviously safe rule of calculation,

discovered by that able and veteran statist, W. Darby, laid down in his Geogra-

phical Dictionary, in 13 years our population will rise up to 29,107,304, and so

exceed that of Austria at the present time.

" There are some very remarkable phe-

nonieua attending the increase of population

in the United States. If we take 3,9-29,327,

the amount by the census of 17D0, and di-

vide by three, and add the quotient to the

dividend, we have the subjoined results

:

By the census.

1800 5,239,802 5,30.5,925

1810. 6,986.402 7,280,314

1820 9,315,902 9,638,131

1830. 12,420,209 , 12,856,407

" This method gives oidy .'508,307 less in
five operations than the actual returns of the
respective enumerations ; and, connnencing
with the amount for 1800, the final vesnXx

yields only a deficiency of 29(),6r)0. This
rule is evidently safe, applied to the whole,
as it differs from actual enumerations by giv-

ing a less aggregate. Let us, therefore, as-

sume the result, ISjrjGO.SoO, as deduced, by
dividing by 3, commencing with 3,929,82f

,

and carry on the synthesis to 1890,
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1 850 22.0S0.478

1860 29,107,304

1 870 38.809,739

1880 51,846,31!)

1890 69,128,425

Gflf) in 1040, comes out 4.34, and applied t»

17,068,6fi(), yields an aggregate of 74,149,986
at the fifth census from 1840. AVe may there-

fore, vvithfullcoufideiice, regaj'd the conclusiou

safe that tlie intermediate mmibere and final

re.sults will rather exceed the resd enimiera-

-tious."

" The ratio of increase for the whole mass,

deduced from 3,929,827 in 1790, and 17,0G8,

The military establishment of Austria numbers 464,972. What an enormous

burden on the industry of a people ! For no matter what the form of tax, the

people must pay for Army and Navy, though sometimes they have the meanness

to devolve the whole burden on their posterity ! And after all, dare we (I ask

it not in a party or political sense, but in the name of American Farmers, who
have to foot the bills), dare lue reproach the Governments of Europe on account

of their military establishments ? These contiguous despotisms are compelled

to keep up their vast armies and navies to defend themselves against each other,

and all of them against their own people. But look at the United States ! Far

removed from all liability to invasion, with old women enough to beat it off with

brickbats should it come, mark our servile imitation of those Governments in

every form of their preference of the military over civil service ! For the true

and practical patriot in quiet civil life, however devoted and pure, small pay for

the moment, and, in the Avay of encouragement and reward, a tenure of office

liable to be at any moment dissolved and the incumbent to be whisked down the

tide of ruin by the breath of partizans, rising and falling in thick succession—too

many of them ignorant, corrupt and revengeful, 'with greedy followers eager for

the promised " plunder," and deaf alike to the claims of patriotism aiid the ap-

peals of innocence. These things directly concern the American Farmer, of

whatever party ; for what is property, what is a country, when its liberties are

cloven down ? All other classes are here to-day and gone to-morrow, compara-

tively. The agriculturist is the only man Avho must stand his ground and rise

or fall with his country !

The Government of Austria sets to our own and others a good example in hav-

ing frequent and accurate returns made of its population, and general statistics.

Without such returns, how can legislators judiciously adjust and regulate the

various interests of the State ? Every State in this Union should provide, also,

for a thorough survey, and periodical reports of its actual products and capabili-

ties.

The total number of the nobility in the Austrian Empire has been estimated

at 400,000, being one in every ninety inhabitants. What a dead weight here is,

again, on the back of agricultural industry, when it is considered that these gen-

try are themselves exempt from taxation. Let American farmers beware how
they permit privileged and parasitical classes to grow up, under the forms and

shadow of our free Government, to eat into their substance, as the ox-warble

{(Estrus bovis) eats into the back of the ox. The farmer should look upon every

idle man with eyes of suspicion, whether he be on or off his farm ; for, he

may rely on it, his support comes, at last, out of the ground .'

As to ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, provided by the Government, in respect of which

the most lamentable and disgraceful delinquency is chargeable to most of our

States, either in the plan or in the execution of our educational systems, Austria

is far from being neglectful of this greatest national concern. In that Empire,

below the Embs, according to the authority before me, out of every 100 children

above the age of six, 98 are actually at school ; above the Embs, 94 ; Tyrol, 97 ;

Moravia, 94 ; Bohemia, 93 ; Styria, 81 ; Transylvania, 75 ; Lombardy, 53 ; Mil-
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itary Frontiers, 49 ; Venice and Corinthia, 33 ; Dalraatia, 20 ; Galicia, 13 ; Sea-

coast and Istrica, only 12 out of 100. In 1840, says Darby, between the eleventh

and twelfth part of the whole white population of the United States could not

either read or write.

And what, demands some caviler, has all this to do with Agriculture ? Can't

a man plow as straight a furrow, and maul as many rails, though he may not be

able to read or write ? As a mere practical, or money question, then, into which
some people are for resolving everything, let me quote you, Mr. Editor, a single

passage from some judicious and high-spirited " Remarks," attached to a printed

Report of the proceedings of the last Annual School Convention of Newcastle
County," Delaware—placed in my hands by a self-made and most u*eful man
of that county ; one who, from being originally a brick-layer, to his honor be it

noted, and refused credit for a "husk-collar" but a few years since, has in the

mean time made a large, poor farm, now one of the most productive in the county,

pay for itself, and exhibit to the whole State a model of intelligent, enterprising

and vigorous management. I allude to Maj. John Jones, of " Wheatland," Dela-

ware. I know not by whom these " Remarks" were written, but they do credit

alike to the head and heart of the w^riter, whoever he was. As to the pecuniary

advantage, then, of only learning to read and write, and the addition it gives to

a man's productive capacity, and therefore to his usefulness and value as a mem-
ber of society, it is stated in these Remarks

:

" A few years ago, accurate examination

was made in maiiui'acturing establishments,

upon railroads and other public works to as-

certain wlltether the laborers and jiersons em-
ployed, who had received a common school

education, had any advantage with respect to

capacity and conduct iu securing better wages,

and leading to promotion from lower to higher

stations, and increase of compensation. It

w^as found to be the actual result, proved by
ledgers and accounts, that laborers and per-

sons having had benefit merely of common
schools, possessed great advantages over those
who had been destitute of tliis benefit—sur-
passing them in many respects, bettering their
employment, and improving their condition.
It was thus pro\ed, practically, that the pros-
pect of a person with a common school edu-
cation, for livelihood, for good management,
for success, for usefulness and respectability,

is far better than that of a person without

—

more than two to one."

[^Ve regret to be obliged to postpone the residue of our correspondent's remarks, as in them

he gives a more practical view of the agricultural products of Austria, comparing them with our

own, &c. The preceding has been a long time in type, as might be inferred from some of the

ft,cts. Ed. Farm. Lib.]

VARIOUS BREEDS OF COWS AND THEIR MILK.

GREEN CORN AND CORN MEAL AS FOOD FOR COWS-QUERY?

In this Journal for last month, page 55, will be found some useful practical ob-

servations on the subject of Milk—its weight and yield of butter—taken from the

Boston Cultivator.

Among other dairy facts well established, and yet not always well considered

in the selection of cows, experience proves that the milk of one cow will some-

times give nearly double as much as another ; proving that for a butter dairy,

the greatest millvcr may be far from being the most profitable cow. The value

of the animal depends, therefore, on whether the cow-keeper's object is to sell

milk or to sell butter. The milk-sellers in and near London, keep the large

(1H5) 40
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Holderness cow that will, from brewer's grains, secrete immense quantities of

thin milk—thin before the usual addition of water to " town milk," for town

milk is as different from the bona fide milk we get in the country, as a town-

bred lady is from one l?red and educated in the country. If it be true, as some

say, that town ladies are sometimes painted—so town milk is sometimes chalked

—not by the farmer, but by the milk dealers in the city. Nice calculators make

a vast difference in favor of selling milk, rather than convert it into butter.

Mr. Newhall, for instance, near Boston, prefers to sell his milk at his barn for

three cents per quart, to getting thirty cents per pound for butter : nor is this to

be wondered at, if it be true as stated in the article referred to, that it probably

takes, on»an average, about twelve quarts of milk to make a pound of butter,

for, at three cents, the twelve quarts would produce one-sixth more in milk than

in butter ; but there remains the buttermilk for the table and the piggery, to be

set off against the labor and trouble of converting the milk into butter. The

richness of the milk and its yield of butter depend no doubt materially on the

foodof the cows.

On the other hand, if, as is stated, seven quarts of the Alderney^s 7nilk will

often, if not generally, produce a pound of butter, it would fetch thirty cents in

butter against twenty-one cents in milk. We remember some twenty-five years

ago to have had one Alderney cow in a herd of others, and the dairy-woman,

an honest, observant Irish woman, who has gone since to the West, probably to

breed lawyers and judges, and Members of Congress, begged us not, on any ac-

count, to sell that cow, as her milk would " color the butter " of all the rest.

It may be mentioned among the curious chronologies of Agriculture, that we
sold a very superior heifer calf of that cow, to that noble " old Commodore " and

gallant polished gentleman. Commodore Chauncey, for one hundred dollars. He
was President of the New-York Agricultural Society at the time—but could

never rise higher on the list of winners, according to the jeers of his friend Com-

modore Porter, than a premium for the " second best soiv !^^

It would be Avell if others followed the example of Mr. Colt in ascertaining

agricultural facts with equal precision, of weight and measure.

It may be well here to mention, that in some recent most agreeable inter-

course with New-England farmers, two facts were discernable, which it may be

useful, on the evidence fo such men, to record : 1. An increasing use of green

corn, either drilled or broadcast, as a most valuable resource in soiling cattle,

and 2dly, An increasing persuasion that a free use of cor?i }7ieal, in feeding milch

cows has a tendency to exhaust, or materially impair, ultimately,^ their milking-

properties. It was said to have that effect on the famous Danvers or Oaks

cow, who, by-the-by, be it remarked, en passant, never produced an uncommonly

good milker. Col. Jaques is our authority, and where could one find a better

in a day's ride 1 It shows that like does not always produce like.

Extract of Letter from R. L. Colt. Paterson, May 22, 1848.

Bear Sir : You ask me for my opinion of the Alderney cows. I have six cows and two

heifers that will come into milk in three or four weeks—three yearling heifers and four

heifer calves—one bull and one bull-calf of pure breed. I think so well of them that I have

iust ordered two cows to be purchased for me iu the Island of Jersey, of the best and purest

breed without reference to price.

I give here the evening and morning milk of my cow Mary, an Alderney of five years

;

Bixteen quarts in the twenty-four hours, weighing thirty-four pounds, equal to two pounds

two ounces per one quart : the others were equally good.

My son's Ayrshire cows give milk that weighs 1 lb. 14^ oz. to the quart; and I have a

fine native cow which gives milk that weighs 1 lb. 14^ oz. to the quart—and my Devous

give milk that weighs 1 lb. 14 oz. to the quart. Ever truly yours, R. L. COLT.

(114G)
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It is said that the modern Alderneys are much improved in shape over what
thej' were years ago. Mr. Stetson of the Astor House lately had one brought in-

to him which looked very like a Short-Horn. White, with the Short-Horn head
and horn, but with fine yellow skin and perhaps less breadth across the the pins

than a thorough Durham, but looking very much one. If a bona fide Alderney,

they have certainly been much ameliorated in shape since they were brought to

this country, and even since Mr. Biddle's importation—now Mr. Colt's. But we
always suspect that great changes in some characteristic points are effected at

expense of corresponding changes in others.

Can an Alderney lose its ewe, or rather deer-like looking head and neck, and

ragged hips, and take'on the symmetrical outlines of the Short-Horn, and yet re.

tain that peculiar rich yellow color in its milk ? It may be—but tee have not seen

the proof of it.

Certain breeds are good for certrin objects, and had better be let alone. Un-

fortunately, however when imported and costly, they will degenerate in our

countries, because there will never (or very rarely) be enough of them of the

same breed but of different families to have recourse to, to maintain their excel-

lence. Mr. George Patterson's herd of Devons is the only exception we know of.

It is time the Massachusetts Society was getting another bull from England, or

quite as good if not better from Springfield, Maryland, if one is to be had there..

From De Bow's Commercial Review.

UNITED STATES IMPORTS, EXPORTS, TRADE, &c.

From the last able Report of Secretaiy Walker v.-e make up the followiug most invaluable

Tables

:

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS IN 1846 AND 1847, TO JUNE 30.

1846 Exclusive of Specie, Specie. Totat.

Imports
." 8117,914,065 $3,777,732 $121,691,797

Foreigu Exports 7,86.5,206 3.481,417 11,346,623

Excess of Imports 6110,046,859 £296,315 $110,345,174
1847.

Imports 8122,424,349 $24,121,289 $146,545,638

Foreign Exports 6.166,039 1.845,119 8,011,158

Excess of Imports .'5116,208,310 $22,276,170 $138,534,480

DOMESTIC EXPORTS.
1S46 $101,718,042 $423,851 $102,141,893:

1847 150,374,844 62,620 150,637,464

COMMERCE OF THE UNITED ST.VTES FROM 1790 TO 1828.

-Imports* ; s / Export!^
Ypar?. Total Imports. ConsiimptJon in U. S. Domestic Prod'ice. Foreign Mii^e. Total E.tports.

1790 $23,000,000 $22.460,844 $19,666,000 $539,156 $20,205,156

1791 29,200,000 28,687,958 18,500.000 512,041 19,012,041

1792 31, .500,000 29.745,902 19,000.000 1.7.53,099 20,735,098

1793 31,100,000 26.990.428 24,000.000 2 109,572 26,109,572

1794 34,000,000 28,073,767 26,500,000 6,526,233 33,026,23S

1795 69,756 000 61,266,796 39.500,000 8,489,472 47,989.472

1796 81,430,164 55,136,164 40,764,097 26,300,000 67,064,097

1797 75,379,406 48.379,406 29,8.50,206 27,000,000 56,850,206

179? 68,551,700 3.5,551,700 28,.527.097 33,000,000 61,.527,097

1799 79,069,184 33,546,148 33.142.522 45.523.000 78,665,.522

1800 91,252,708 52,121,891 31,840,903 39,130,877 70,971,780

Exclusive of specie.
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Tears. Total Imports.

1801 Ill 363,511

1802 76,333,333

1803 64,666,666

i804 85.000,000

3805 120,600,000

1806 129,410.000

1807 138,500,000

1817 9U,250,000

1818 121,750 000
1819 87,125000
1820 74,450.000

1821 62,585,724

1822 83,241.541

1823 77,579,267

1824 80,549,007

1825 96,340,075

1826 84,974,477

1827 79,484,068

1826 88,509,824

Consumption in V. S. Domestic Produce. Foreign Milse. Total Exports

64,720,790 47,473,204 46,642,721 94,115,925
40,558.362 36,708,J89 35,774,971 72,483.160
51.072,594 42,205,961 13,594,072 55,800,033

48,768,403 41,467,477 36,231,-597 77,699 074
67,420,981 42,387,002 53,179,019 95,566,021
69,126,764 41,2.53.727 60,283,236 101^536,963
78,856.442 48,699,592 59,643,558 108,343,150
79,891.931 68,313,500 19,3.58,069 87,671,563

102,323,304 73,854,437 19,426.696 93,281,139
67,959,317 50,976.838 19,165,683 70,142,521
56,441,971 51,683,640 18,008,029 69,691,669
43,696,405 43,671,884 10,824,439 64.974,382
68,395,673 49,874,079 11,476,022 72,160,281
51,310,736 47,155,408 21,170,635 74.699.030
53,846,567 50,649.500 18 322,605 75,986,657
66,395,722 66,844,745 23,793,588 99,535,388
57,652,577 52,449,855 20,440.834 77,595,322
54,901,108 57.878,117 16,431,830 82,3-:4,827

66,975,505 49,976,632 14,044,578 72,264,685

COMMERCE, REVENUE AND FOPULATIOK OF THE U. S. FROM 1790 TO 1847.
Tears. Imports of Specie.

1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
i796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1S06
1807
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821 $8,064,890
1822 3,369,846

1823 5,097.896

1824 8,379.835
182.5 6.150,765

1826 6,880,966

1827 8,151,130

1828 7,489.741

1829 7,403,612
1830 8,155.864
18.31 7,30.5,945

1832 5,907,594
.1833 7,070.368

aS34 17.911,632

1835 13,131,447

1836 13,400.881

1837 10.516,414

1838 17,747,116

1839 5,595,176

1840 8,882,813

1841 4,988,633

1842t 4,087,016

1842}; 7,440,113

1843$ 14,880.223

1844 5,830,429
1845 4,070,242
1846 3,777,732
1847 24,121,289

Exports of Specii Net Revenue.

$ 4,399,473 09

3,443,070 85
4,25.5,306 56
4,801,065 28
5,588,461 26
6.567,987 94

7,549,649 65
7,106.061 93
6,610,449 31
9,030.932 73
10,750,778 93
12,438,235 74
10,479,417 61

11,098.565 33
12,936,487 04
14,667,698 17
15,84.5,521 61

26,283,348 49
17,176,385 00
20,283,608 76
15,00.5,S12 15

$10,478,059 13,004,447 15

10,810,180 17,589,761 94
6,372,987 19,088,438 44
7,014,552 17,878,325 71

8,797,055 20,098,718 45
4,704,.533 23,341,231 77
8,014,880 19,712,283 29
8,243.47 623,205,523 64
4.924,020 22,681,965 91
2.178,773 21,922,391 39
9,014,931 24,224,441 77
5,656,340 28.46.5,237 24
2.611,701 29,032,508 91
2.076,758 16,214,957 15
6,477,775 19,391,310 59
4,324.336 23,409,940 53
5.976,248 11,169,290 39
3.508,046 16,158,800 36
8,776,743 23,137,924 81
8,417,014 13,499,502 17
10,034,332 14,487,216 74
4.813,539 14,260,770 95
506,930 3,927,137 81

1,013,861 7,046,843 91

5.454,214 20,183.570 94
8,606,494 27,-528,112 70
3,905,268 26,712,667 87

Tonnage.

478,377

502,146
564,457

520.764

628,618

747,965

831,899
876,913

898,328

939,409

972,192
947,492

892,184
949,172

1,042,404

1,140,368

1,208,736

1,268,548

1,399,912

1,225,185

1,260,751

1,280,167

1,298,958

1,324,699

1,336,566

1.389.163

1.423,112

1,534,191

1,620,608

1,741,392

1,260,798

1,191,776

1,267,847

1,439.450

1,606,151

1,758.907

1,824,940

1,882,103

1,8B6,656

1,995,640

2,096,479

2.180,764

2,130,744

2,092,391

2,174,862

2,158,603

2,280,095

2,417,002

2,562,085

Populatirm.

3,921,326

1,907,739 23,747,864 66 2,839,046

5,318,762

9;654,596

12,866,520

17,069,453

* Including American Coin. t To September 20th.
'§ January Ist to June 30lh, (6 months.)

(U48j

To December 31st (3 months.)
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African Desert, Artesian wells in, 24.

sheep, 169.

Agricultare: an intellectual vocation, 361

.

and the Press, 426.

instruction in, 251.

general neglect of, 429.

Practical, 49.

Scientific, 92.

improvement in, 88.

and Botany, 403.
' and Chemistry, 291.

American, impediments to, 591.

in Scotland, 43.

on the Rappahannock. 61.

of the Blue Ridge, 99.

of Shenandoah Valley, 103.

of Mecklenburg, Va., 410.

of South Carolina, 193.

in England, 345.

in Belgium, 428.

English, its condition, 533.

and the Government, 534.

Facts the improvement of, 535.

not an exact .science, 537.

subject to contingencies, 537.

Profits of in Corn and Wheat, 425.

Book Knowledge in, 426.

Steam applied to, 549.

Population emploj-ed in, 587-8.

Chronology and Curiosities of, 591-3.

Agricultural Education, 1.5, 43, 88,357.362-3.
Agricultural Botany, 115, 191, 233, 403.

Agricultural Societies, a hint to, 227.

the first in England, 220.

their Premiums considered, 534.

Agricultural Surveys, 229.

Exports of the U. S 241.

advantages, &c. 243.

zeal displayed, 251.

Interest and the authorities, 294.

promoted. 294, 316.

Exhibition in Maryland, 295.

Papers, their duty and influence, 51, 58,

370, 372, 517.

Chemist, 315.

Readings, 362-3.

Dinner at Sir R. Peel's, 427.

Congress at Stockholm, 428.

Order of Merit in Prussia, 429.

Journals: see At!ricultvral Papers.
Implements in Delaware, 548.

Professorships, aswell as of Commerce, 619
Agriculturists, number of, 478.

the practical character of, 426.

in Maryland, 473.

Agriculturists in New-England, 478.
prices delusive to, 155.

Air for the roots of plants, 440.

as used by Man, 237.

for the respiration of plants, 237.
Alderney cows, their yield of milk, &c. 62S.
Alkalies, the, 70.

Alkaline carbonates, 71.

phosphates, 70.

Aloe, the Socotrine, 235.

Alpacas in the United States, 28.

America, deterioration of animals in, 354.
climate of, 418.

exportations from, 543.

American Wool, fine, 174.

Plows, 421.

Farmer, the practical, 426.

Cheese, 523.

Road-making. 524.

Agriculture, impediments to, 591.
Ammonia, salts of, 70.

Analyses of Straw and Grain, 70.
of the Urine of .Swine, 71.

of Wheat, by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, SS
of the A.sh of the Flax plant, 211.
Soil, products, c5cc. of Virginia, 411-16.
of Oats, Corn, Potatoes, 413.
of Tobacco, 413.

of Cotton, Soil, etc. 414.

of Farm-yard manure, 415.
• of the Guanoes of Commerce, 422.
of Indian Corn, 412, 545, 548.

Animals, time for killing, 437.
Anne Arundel Co Md. 372.
Apples for a Boston climate, 47.

the best varieties, 47.

in tilled land, 68.

pruning of, 521.

April, garden calendar for, 525.

Architecture, insect, 377.
Arkwright's first patent, 586.

his first mill, 586.

his subsequent efforts, 586.
Artificial Manures, 201.
Artesian wells in the Desert, 24.

Ashes, anthracite, for potatoes, 15.

of the flax plant, 211.
to augment the eflTect of manures, 538.
and when used alone, 538.

favorable to growth of trefoil, 538.
Austria, population of, 625.

Athletic schools in Germany, 35.

Ayrshire, use of lime in, 592.
Ayrshire cattle, 285, 287, 304.

Mr. Phinney on, 304.

the most imj)roved breed, 286.
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Ayrshire cattle, observations of Mr. Colman, 304.

their yield of milk, 287.

disposition to fatten, 267.

cost of, 239.

Mr. Colt on, 289.

B
Bacon, to in.sure good, 245-7.

Bakers of Paris, the, 6.

Baldwin, Mr. on Humus, 598.

Baltimore, markets in, 57.

growth and men of, 58.

Banks in New-England, 478.

in Maryland, 478.

Bark of trees, 406.

derivation of the word, 406.

Barley, best time to sow, 224.

mode of sowing, 224-5.

premium for, 517.

Barn-yard manure not good for the potato, 15.

Barometer, tiie, 91.

use to the farmer, 91.

indications of, 91.

Barrels, 92, 240.

Barrel staves, machine for, 92.

Baths in the Sulphur Springs, 146.

Beans, analysis of, 70.

composition of the straw, 70.

Potash in, 94.

feeding horses on, 226.

Windsor, great crops of, 227.

premium for, 517.

Beech, potash in, 94.

Beef, rise in the price, 73.

Beehives of cork, 524.

Bees, etherizing, 416.

covering, with earth, 425.

Beeswax : see Recipes.

Beets, their effect on the soil, 515.

Beirne, Mr. on Virginia Agriculture, 163.

on Grazing, 163.

Belgium, Agriculture in, 428.

Betel-nut, its properties, 346.

Blue Ridge, Husbandry suited to, 99.

Blue-grass, 162.

Blood, circulation of 233.

Boiling, R. B. on Agricultural Machines, 461.

Book Societj', a Farmers', 36.

new, noticed, 53.

Agricultural, 88.

Knowledge for Farmers, 106, 137, 426.

Booksellers in New-York, &c. 49.

Borer, the, in peach trees, 402.

sulphur for, 402.

Boston, best apples for, 47.

the merchants of, 529.

see Massachusetts.
Botany, Agricultural, notice of, 191.

as a branch of Education, 254.

Lectures on, continued from vol. ii.

115, 233, 403.

Box-feeding live-stock, 424.

Brake, hemp and flax, 210.

Bread, its nutrition, 142.

from Iceland moss, 35.

Breeds of Cattle in Holstein, 33.

of Hop, 247.

Crossing, 307.

of Sheep : .see Sheep Husbandry.
Breeding, principles of, 255.

see Cattle.

Breeding-register, form of, 324.
Brick, manufacture of, 25.

Bridge, the Niagara Suspension, 492.
Brooks, Mr., on" Roots, 514.

Buckwheat, the Dyer's—a new coloring mat-
ter, 422.

Bud, mode of its growth, 405.

number of, 407.

the luxuriance of trees, 407-8.
^

Buel, Judge, his maxim, 373.

Burning clay land, 429.

benefit of, 429.

effect on green crops, 429.

Business transactions, 45.

Batter, average quantity of, 33.

from good stock, 33.

in Philadelphia, 57,

in winter, 519.

proportion of milk, 555.

Calves, rearing and feeding. 520.

treatment in Philadelphia, 57.

Capitalists, incorporations of, 37.

Carbon, importance of, 224.

Carbonates, alkaline, 71.

Carbonic acid and water, 254.

Carriage-wheels, greasing, 94.

Carts vs. wagons for farms, 430.

Carrots, advantages of, 515.

prices of, 474.

32 tons an acre, 515.

premiums for. 517.

Catawba grape, the, 436.

introduction of, 437.

Caterpillar, the cabbage, 237, 379.

Cattle in Holland, 33.

sale of, in the United States, 93.

grazing them, 105, 365, 367.

in the South, 163-4.

Durham, 163.

Alderneys, 626.

Ayrshire, 285.

Devon, 424.

expense of, 163.

Salting them, 164, 228.

of improved breeds, 219, 286.

strange apathy toward them, 219.

Ayrshires con.sidered superior, 286.
Breeding, 368.

Feeding, 423.

box-feeding, 424.

need shade and shelter, 540.

.Jewish mode of slaughtering, 593.

see also the diflerent Breeds, and Cows.
Cattle-shows, how reported, 218.

Cave in Page County, Virginia, 103.

Celery, mode of cultivating, 593.
j

Cellular tissue, 116.

Chairs of Agriculture, 619.

and of Commerce, 619.

Characea?, aquatic plants, 234.

Characters compared to wheat, 231.

Charcoal-dust for potatoes, 15, 290.

Cheese, number of lbs. from good stock, 33.

a new kind, 93.

American trade in, 523.

Mr. Colman on, 524.

Chemical fact, interesting, 254.

Chemistry, School of, in Connecticut, 291.

connection of with Agriculture, 291.

Chemist, an Agricultural, 315.

his prescribed duties, 316.

Cheviot slieep, 187.

improved, 188.

Chickens, care of, 90.

Chilicothe, Ohio, cattle in, 93.

China, nightsoil in, 93.

a new dyeing plant from, 422,

Chinese measures, 409.

Choice of land, 302.

Christmas dishes ofold, 245.

Chronology of Agriculture, 591.
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Churrus, an extract from hemp, 301.

-Cincinuatus at the plow, 10.

Civilization, its influence, 231.

Cisterns, building of, 41.

Clarke on sowing iu 1781, 493,

Clay land, 4-:9.

Climate and wools, 100.

of Germany, 129.

of England and America, 418.

and the growth of plants, 07.

and the culture of grains, 07.

Dr. Forry on, 82.

variations of 84.

ditierencesof, 283.

of Maryland, 477.

of Massachusetts, 477.

Clover, analysis of, 70.

Volunteer, a pest, 147.

restoring land by, 63.

Clubs, Agricultural, their utility, 354.

a word to, 36.

Coal in Illinois, 79.

and in part of Indiana, 79.

Coal-tar, uses of 308.

Cobs, their value as feed, 190.

Cob meal for export, 205.

Coins, foreign, value of, 409.

Coke, Mr., tribute to his memory, 341.

Coloring matter, a new, 422.

Colman, Mr., on Ayrshires, 304.

on Cheese, 524.

Colt, Mr., on the Potato, 15.

• on Corn, 549.

on Alderney and Ayrshire cattle, 289, 620.

Columbus, a fat ox, 371.

Committees, educational, 312.

agricultural, 312.

their character and duties, 312.

Legislative, 312-13.

Competition iu wool, 123.

Compost, marsh-mud, for the potato, 290.

ConferviB, slender aquatic plants, 233.

Congress, Agricultural, 428.

Conveyances from New-York, 54.

Cook, the Navigator, 362.

his parentage, &c. 362.

Cookery, effect of, 433.

curious facts in, 433.

see Housea-ifc's Department, Reapcs, kc,

Cork beehives, 524.

Corn for hens, 90.

and pondrette, 94.

quantity of water in, 205-8.

and oil-cake compared, 370.

and the yield of crops, 349.

hints to the growers of, 348.

preparing it for market, 349.

English estimation of, 371.

Mr. Williamson on, 371-2.

Analyses of, 412, 545, 548.

as Food for Stock, 423.

in England, 423, 543.

Meal, shipment of, 424.

as a fattener, 370.

in Great Britain, 424.

exported from America, 543.

cost, here and elsewhere, 424.

as dried by Stafford's Diyer, 425.

Profit of, to the farmer, 425.

and cloth, 486.

premiums for, 517.

67 bu.shels to the acre, 517.

raised on a wager, 517.

Laws, the English. 541.

Corn-dryer, Stafford's, 190, 203-9.

Corn-cobs, value as feed, 190.

Correspondents, apology to, 192.

Cost of cultivating land, 152.

Cotswold sheep, 186.

Mr. Reybold's, 221.

Cottage-garden, seed for, 94.

Cotton at the South and elsewhere, 101.

benefited by marl, 156.

statement of the Trade, 239.

growth of, 240.

Analyses of, 414.

yarn, uses. &c. of, 414.

Insects infesting, 420.

and the Loom, 482.

transportation of 483.

average production of, 484.

Manufactures, the, 585.

number of spindles employed, 585.

England's gain in, 585.

in the United State.s, 586.

Cotton factories in Georgia, 489.

No. of hands employed, 489.

Cotton-mill-s, 47.5.

prices of, 475.

Country readers, items for, 622.

Cows, treatment of in Holland, 33,

a profitable Durham, 35.

winter feeding of, 402.

whey for, 426.

cheap feeding of, 519.

white turnips for, 519.

various Breeds of, 625-7.

their milk, yield, &c. 625.

green corn and corn-meal as food for,625-7.

Crops, grain, increase in value. 73.

average, in Scotland, 44.

in Maryland, 375.

and trees, their effect, 540.

effect of bunit clay on, 429.

of Rape, 434.

sale of on the ground, 438.

Wheat, 433, 438 : see also IVheat.
of Oats and Potatoes, 438.

see also the different Grains.
Crossing breeds, 307.

Cultivation of land : its cost, 152.
effect of climate, 67.

of Madder, 34.

of F"'lax, 42, 93, 211.

the Hop in France, 93.

of Grains, &c. in Spain, 126.

of Grass in Germany, 130.

of the Olive, 19-5-200.

of Tobacco, 297, 363.

of the Grape, 435.

of the Turnip, 514, 516.

of the Potato, 522.

of Wheat, 535.

of the Vine, 543.
• of Celery, 593.

Sheep, Mr. Fleischmann on, 551.

Cultivator, a, de.scribed, 113.

Curculio on plum trees, 66.

Curiosities of Agriculture, 591-3.

Cutting up pork, 249.

D
Dairy husbandry, 29.

Dairies of Holstein. 29, 34.

Darlington. Dr., on Botany, 191.

Dearborn, General, and his labors, 284.

Depth of planting seed, 302.

Delaware, agricultural implements in, 548.

Delaware ox, the, 371.

De Tocqueville on American institutions, 475.

Devon cattle, 424.

feeding of 424.

Diet, simplicity of 358.

DiSerence in crushed and uncrushed food, 212.
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Difrestion of oil-cake, 213.

Dinner, agricultural, 427.

Diseases of Sheep, 80, 82.

of Horses. 121. '

of the Potato, 11, 290, 291, 464-5, 590.

of Tobacco, 3fi3.

Distemper in horses. 121.

Dogs, protection of sheep by, 588-9.

Dog-laws essential, 588.

in New-York, 589.

Donkey, longevity of, 440.

Dorsett, W. N., on Tobacco Insects, 363.

Drainage, its elfects, 73.

an interesting and important subject, •

Thorough, 429.

principles of, 439.

Drayton Manor, Agl. meeting at, 427.

Drill, Pennock's, 550.

a new, from England, 550.

Dryers for corn, 190, 203.

Durham cattle, 163.

cow ' Victoria ' 35.

Dutch weights, 409.

Dyeing material, a new, 422.

Dwarf trees: eee Pollards.

E
Education, what it has done, 43.

of the population of Scotland. 43.

Agricultural, signs in favor of, 88.

in its true sense, 357, 591.

defective : the wrongs of Agriculture,

of the boy or ignorance of the man, 15.

Reform in, considered, 51.

how children are trained, 362
and teachers, 474-5.

in New-England, 475.

Educational committees, 312.

Eggs and poultry, 90, 359.

to have, all the year, 90.

Pone, how to make, 90.

Electric telegraphs in England, 24.

Elm, potash in, 94.

Emigrants, hints to, 425.

Emigration and its results, 78.

Endogenous plants, 403.

England, increased wheat crop of, 150.

her Agriculture, 345.

climate of, 418.

American improvements in, 421.

corn as food for stock in, 423.

oil-cake in, 423-4.

Farming Clubs in, 353.

Sheep in, 353.

her Poor, 107.

Rent oflaud in, 1.53.

the Turnip in, 51 4.

experiments on the Grape in, 543.

Imports into, from America, 543.
• Science and Agriculture in, 592.

see English, £fC.

English Government prices, 94.

standard of flour, 307.

weights and measures, 409.

wheat, measure of, 418.

' and American plows, 421.

Agriculture, its condition, 533.

Corn-Laws. the. 541.

Entomology, importance of, 377.

Insects injurious to vegetation, 420.

Entomological Societies, 420.

Escurial sheep, 177.

Essay on the Advantages, &c. of Virginia,

on the Condition of the Stallion, 214.

Etherizing bees, 416.

Ewes in lamb, effect ofturnips on, 420.

Excrements, origin of, 20.

410.

Exhibition of American implements in Eng.421
Exogenous plants, 403.

Expense of a hori=e, 349.

Experiments in manures, 533.

on the leaves of trees, 540.

Exports of trans-Atlantic States, 123
of the United States, agricultural, 241.
of the United States, miscellaneous, 241,
from America to England, 543.

Extent of New-York, 241.

F
Facts the improvement ofAgriculture, 535.

Farm, productive, 35.

yard manures, 201.

keeping it productive, 213.

Farmer, the advantages of, etc. 342.

need of a permanent policj' for, 543.

use of the Barometer to, 91.

prices delusive to, 155.

how to make money, 153.

see also Agriculturists.

Farmers' Clubs, a word to, 36.

in England, 3.53.

Book Society, very desirable, 36.

Farming and its profits, 38.

utensils, use of, 62.

book knowledge in, 426.

Mr. AlLslon on, 426.

in America. 108, 354,372, 418, 421, 426,523.
' like one's father before him,' 545.

in Great Britain : see England.
see also Agriculture, Grains, Sj-C.

Fat and muscle from one acre, 95.

Fattening property of salt, 369.

domestic animals. 370.

Feeding stock with oil-cake, 93.

Horses in .Scotland, 223.

use of beans for, 226.

Sheep, different systems of, 353.

with grain, 399.

Cattle on corn-meal, 371.

Calves, 520.

regularity in, essential, 401.

Box and Shed feeding, 353, 423, 424, 432.

Fences of earth, not feasible, 79.

Fern, amount of potash in, 94.

Fertility of fields, 20.

action of manures to cause it, 20.

Fibre, woody, of plants, 117.

Flax, cultivation of, 42.

profit of, 42.

exhausts the soil ; reasons, 93.

Brake, Mr. Anderson's, 209-11.

composition of the plant, 211.

how to manage, 211.

nitrogen in, 210.

without injury to the land, 211.

analysis of the ashes, 211.

manure for, 212.

premium for, 517.

Fleischmann, Mr. on German sheep culture, 551

Flies on horses, 87.

Floriculture profitable as amusing. 281.

see Hon fie wife's Department.
Flour, cost of transportation, 155.

trade in, in the United States, 232.

English standard of, 307.

Vauquelin's analysis of, 411.

exported to England, 543.

Flower-clock of Linnaeus, 524.

Flowers, hints to lovers of, 359.

evergreens in winter, 359.

Fodder, corn-cobs for, 190.

experiments on, 191.

green and dry, compared, 191.

Table of different kinds, 397.
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Foddering:, time of, 77.

Food, crashed and uncrnshed, 212.

industry represented by, 4S3.

value of, 212.

of Cattle, salt in, 228.

of Sheep on the prairies, 310.

as fuel tor animal heat, 593.

Forcing potatoes, 16.

Force of minute plants, 120.

Founder in horses. 164.

Fountain, the highest in the world, 276.

France, hop culture in, 93.

its olive region, 198.

wheat in, 540.

Frauds in wool-selling, 87.

in exhibiting sheep, 222.

Fredericksburg, Va. marl near, 62.

Free Trade, effects of, 542.

Mr. Cobden's advocacy of, 542.

French grape, the white, 73.

mode of pre.serving fruits, 282.

measures, 409.

Fruit-bearing powers of the grape-vine, 543.

Fruit-trees, potash for, 44.

grafting, •tc. of .579.

Fruit, crops of, on the Rhine. 438.

French method of preserving. 281-3.

seedling different from the parent, 359.

Fumitary, quantity of potash in, 94.

Funds of public institutions. 423.

should not be hoarded, 423.

Fungus, a, and the Potato Rot, 15.

G
Gain to the farmer and planter, 153, 486.

Garden, cottage, seed for, 94.

Calendar: see Housewife's Deparlmenf.
Gardener, the, and water, 439.

Georgia, manufactures of 469.

cotton factories in, 489.

Germany, athletic schools in, 35.

care of grass in, 129-30.

productive plains of, 128.

climate of 129.

sheep culture in, 581.

land and labor in, 552.

Giant sainfoin, 114.

Gillespie, Prof, on Road-making, 524.

Girdling trees, 406.

Glass milk-pans, their utility, 33, 232.

GoJenos oak, 407.

Gossiping of farmers, 45.

Government, English, price for provisions, 94.

remissness of in care for Agriculture, 534.

policy of 474.

Gowen, Mr. mistake corrected, 579.

Grain crops, increased value of 73.

trade of the United States, 232.

feeding of, to sheep, 399.

see Corn, Oats, Wheat, ^-c.

Grain of wood, 405.

Grafting, process of 579.

Grapes, new varieties of 73.

and the manufacture of wine, 435.

culture of in Ohio, 435.

heavy bunches ; how grown, 440.

in city and country. 543
every farmer should have them, 543.

quantity to one vine, 543.

best kinds offer open \vall8, 544.

Grape-vine, fruit bearing powers of, 543.

Grasses, prairie, for sheep, 76.

feeding down while growing, 76.

enltnre of in Germany, 130.

new species in Virginia, 147.

Lands, profitable, 153. 163.

Blue, natural to Virginia, 1G3

Gra.sse-s, Wild, their growth, &c. 310.

Italian rye, 429, 431.

Grazing cattle in the South. 105, 161, 163, 36-5.

advantages in the West, 156.

Mr. Beirne of Virginia on, 163.

Mr. Caperton on, 367.

Ground, sale of crops on the, 438.

Grove. H. D . his excellent Hocks, 553.

Growth of Baltimore, 58.

of plants, different kinds, 403.

Guano, composition of 21.

more than half soluble .salts, 72.

Prof Liebig's observations on, 21, 72.

comparative prices of 228.

effect on crops and land, 351.

in Maryland 25 years ago, 421.

a powerful fertilizer, 421.

ships employed in conveying, 421.

analyses of by Prof Johnston. 422.

how much applied per acre, 422.

Gypsum and its effect?, 65.

Prof Liebig on, 71, 72.

as used in the Soutli, 158.

effects on the soil, 160.

H
Habits should be formed early, 51.

Hall's brick-making machine, 25.

Hams, curing of 248, 250
use of sugar for, 250.

different proces.scs of, 295.

by packing in tight casks, 295.

by dry salting, &c. 295.

Hardy, Prof J. W., onVirgiuia, 410.

Harvesting-machine, 92.

Hay, analysis of 70.

Hedges, the Osage orange for, 554.

Hemp Husbandry. 209-11.

curing and preparations of, 210.

Brake for. Mr. Anderson's, 210.

nitrogen in, 210.

cultivated as a luxury in India, 377.

Henry, Prof, on Corn, 548.

Herbemont grape, the, 436.

Hill, Mr., of Maryland, visit to, 519.

Hire lor Labor in the South, 102.

Hogs : see Sicine.

Holland, cattle in, 33.

Dairy Husbandry of 29.

Dairies of Holsteiu, 29, 31.

cow-houses in, 33.

Honey : see Recipes.
Hop, cultivation of 93.

first raised in France, 93.

congenial to the South, 147.

Hornblower. or tobacco-fly, 297, 361.

see Tobacco.
Horse, items of benefit relating to, 94.

use and effect of salt, 94.

the Distemper in, 121.

Founder in, 164.

Essay on the Condition of, 217.

modes of keeping, 226.

winter-feeding in Scotland, 223.

use of beans for feeding, 226.

expense of 349.

to save from fire, 48.

Horticulture : see Houscn-ife's Department.
Horticultural Society, the Massachusetts, 281,529
Horticultural zeal, 360.

Hospitality in Virginia, 65.

Hotels in various cities, 56.

Housing .sheep, 177.

Housewife's Department

—

her sphere and acquirements, 275-6.

a Tale : Mr. Duropus and Family, 277
the education of females neglected,355
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Housewife's Department

—

*

what is the proper education, 356-7.

.simplicity of diet, 3-5S.

Effg.s and Poultry, 3-39.

Hints to lover.s of Flower.s, 3-59.

seedlinp: fruit, culture of, 359.

the Habit.s of ]n.sects, 377.

study of Entomology. 377.

Potato Pudding, to make, 380,

to cure injuries to trees, 380.

rules to make, or destroy : see Recipes
the Wife, 380.

Garden Calendars, 466.

Cookery, curious facts in, 433.

Green-liouse and Flower Calendars,

468, 5^5.

a Tale : Mary Williams, 469.

the Farmer's Daughter. 471.

the ilovver-clock of Linnceus, 524.

the Bachelor's Complaint, 471.

a Tale : Catharine of Liverpool, 580-4

Humus, formation of, 598.

Husbandry, Dairy, 29.

of the Blue Ridge, Virginia, 99.

Sheep, in the United State.s, 68.

see Slieep Husbandry.
Hussej's reaping-machine, 550.

his mowing-machine, 550.

I

Iceland moss, bread from, 35.

Ignorance thinks it.self the wiser, 43

Illinois and parts of fa. avast coal-basin, 79

Impediments to American Agriculture, 591.

Implements and their makers, 252, 586, 587.

improved kinds of, 421.

American, trial of, 421.

Report on, 548. 550,

Imports of trans-Atlantic Nations, 123.

Importation of animals, 221.

eflect of, 221.

of a Massachusetts Society, 304.

bv Mr. Gushing, 304.

of Cattle, 220.
"

Improvements, internal, 64.

Incorporations of capitalists, 37

Increase in value of grain, 73.

in England's Wheat crop, 150.

in her Cotton manufactures, 585.

India-rubber on railways, 426.

Indian Corn : see Corn.
Insects, habits of, 371, 377, 378-9.

architecture, interesting, 377.

infesting: Tobacco, 297, 361.

Mr. Dorsett on, 363.

attacking the Turnip crop, 400.

how to escape their ravages, 320.

difference in manures to counteract, 420.

infesting Cotton, 420.

Inspection of commodities, 5, 7.

State, system of, 7.

local, when applied. 8.

Institute, American, the, 540, 517.

Institutions of practical Agriculture, 292, 293.

Instruction in Agriculture, 251.

see also As^ricnlfnre, Education, Sj-c.

Invention, important. 203.

Inventors should be honored, 252.

-owa, farming in, 425.

Ireland and her Manufactures, 100.

Dr. Kane on her Resources, 101.

and its Famine, 107.

Iron, cast, for milk-pans, 33.

Isabella grape, the, 436.

Italy, her facilities. 127.

Italiau rye-grass, 429, 431, 433.

.Tackson, Professor, on Corn, 547
Jeannel, M., a work for children by, .52.

.Jewi.sh mode of slaughtering cattle, 593.

,Tohn.son, Professor, on Climate, 67.

Johnson, Charles. Profes.sor, on Botany, 233.

Course of Lectures by: see Botany.
Johnston, Prof, analyses by : see Tables.
Jones, Major, of Del, on drill-sowing wheat,535.
.Journals, influeiice of, 58.

see also Pcqyers.

K
Kane, Dr., on Ireland, 101.

Killing animals, 437.

King, Mitchel, notice of an Address by, 193
Knowledge, book, use of, 426.

Labor at the South, 107, 158.

protection to, 491,

Agricultural, 473. 474.

of the Trades. 474.

comparison of 473-4.

Laborers, hire of, 102.

Land, price of, in Illinois, 35.

difference in the price of, 78, 79.

all under the plow in Scotland, 44.

Rental of in Europe, 44.

Buying. 92.

profit of improving, 151.

cost of its cultivation, 152.

in grass, profitable, 153.

effect of Lime on, 157.

choice of, 302.

preparing it. 302.

in Maryland, 372.

Clay, burning of, 429.

produce of, 433.

in Germany, 552,

and in America, 552.

effect of shading it, 598.

Languedoc, the Olive in, 197,

Laws, tobacco inspection, 5.

Leaves, structure of 235, 236, 238.

the breathing organs of plants, 235.

experimented upon, 540.

Leicester or Bakewell sheep, 180.

preferred for mutton, 180.

description of 182.

Libraries of choice books recommended for

Farmers' Clubs, 36.

Liebig, Profes.sor, on Manures, IS, 69.

analysis of straws bj', 70.

of the ashes of plants, 70.

of urine, 71.

.on Guano, 72

on Artificial Manures, 17, 69.

Lime for potatoes, 15, 28, 290.

in hot-beds, 16.

vx. the Potato Rot, 28.

phosphate of, 69,

in planting trees, 93.

how to use it, 94.

in Virginia, 104.

its action, 104,

its effect on land, 157.

importance of mixing with the soil, 159.

u.sed without knowledge, 592.

and abused without reason, 592.

in Scotland, 592.

Lindley, Professor, on Manures, 202.

Linseed as food for stock, 212.

Liquid manure, 71.

tanks for, 554.

treatment and advantages of, 554-5.
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Longevity of the donkey, 440.

Longworih, Mr , on Wines, 435.

Loom. the. and cotton, 4S-2.

first introiiuctiou of, 537.

Lothian farm held on lona: leases, 43.

Lyford's Price Current, 348.

M
Machine, harvesting, 93.

Barrel, 92.

Stafford's Corn-Dryer, 190, 303-4.

Hussey's Reaping and Mowing, 550.

Threshing, 551.

Agricultural, at the South, 461.

Madder, culture of, 34.

Magnesia, phosphate of, 6.9.

Management of potatoes, 16.

Farm, in the South : see Maryland, Vir-

giiiin. Soii/heni Stotes, etc.

Manufactures, domestic, 102.

in the South, 489.

influence of, 476.

Hon. J. R. Poinsett on, 476.

Manufacture of Brick, 25.

of Cultivators, 1 13.

of Wool and Woolens, 102.

of Olive-oil, 199.

Manufactories, Northern, &c 100.

Malaga raisins, 434.

Manure, barn-vard, unsuitable for Potato, 15.

Artificial Prof Liebig on, 17, 69, 201, 594.

farm-yard, analyzed, 415.

effect of various kinds on wheat, 90, 94.

Liquid, use of, 71, 554.

wh\' the best may be ineffectual, 73.

waste of, reprehended, 150.

of Sheep, 166.

artificial and farm- yard compared, 201.

Prof Lindley on, 202.

for Flax, 212.

Road, 289.

Stable, for the Potato, 290.

in Maryland, 350.

hints on the use of, 353.

summering it, 340.

water should not fall on, 430.

kinds and care of, 90, 94, 431.

Experiments in, 533.

phosphate of potash as a. 539.

March, J. W., his crops of turnips. 516.

Markets in Philadelphia and Baltimore, 57.

Wool, prospects of, 74, 122.

Marketable commodities should be weighed, 419
Marl, use of in Virginia, 62.

in South Carolina. 150.

Mr. Witherspoon on, 156.

its effect on crops, &c. 156.

its cost, 156.

Marsh-mud compost for the Potato, 290.

Maryland, Tobacco Laws of, 5.

number of papers in, 25.

Farming in, 108
agricultural exhibition in, 295.

an agricultural chemist in, 315.

lands, men and management of, 372.

prices of her Produce, 373.

crops in, 375.

the working classes of, 370.

Resources of 473.

compared with Eastern States, 473-6.

agricultural fair in, 473.

number of Acres in, 477-8.

Climate of, 377.

Population of 478.

Banlis in, 478.

agriculturists in, 478.

Massachusetts, best Apples for, 47, 477.

Ma.ssachusetts,Horticul. Society of, 281,.529,532.

cattle importations, 304.

extent and population of, 477-8.

the Merchants of, 529.

Maternal supervision, 53.

Measures, foreign, 409.

English wheat, 418.

American, 419.

Meat, salting, 294.

Mecklenburg. Virginia, Agriculture of, 410.

Merchants of Boston, the, 529.

Merino ram, 'King of Vermont,' 94.

Sheep, 165, 170, 176.

deception in exhibiting, 222.

Merit, agricultural, Order of, 429.

Mexicans, the. at the Great Lakes, 409.

Microscope, aid of the, 119.

examination of wool by, 173, 175.

Milk, average quantity of 33.

of the Ayrshires, 287, 305-6.

quality of, 306.

proportion of to butter, 555.

Milk-pans, glass, 33, 232.

Mineral substances of food, 20.

found in the bones of Man, 20.

Miscellaneous Notes, 417.

Mississippi Piiver, No. of Steamboats on, 200.

Mis.souri grape, the, 436.

Mistake corrected—Mr. Gowen of Pa, 579.

Money readily gained, 153.

Montgomery County lands—Guano, 351.

Montpelier, Virginia, account of, 97.

Moss, Iceland, bread from, 35.

Mould, vegetable: see Hnmus.
Mowing-machine, Hussey's, 461, 550.

Mutton : see Sheep
Leicester preferred, 180.

N
National Statistics, 60.

Negro, capacities of 53, 57.

and the White compared, 53, 57.

remarks of Von T.schudi on. 54.

labor of the, 107, 158.

Netting for sheep-folds, 44, 45.

New England, sheep in, 168.

Banks of, 478.

Education in, 475.

De Tocqueville on, 475.

operative, the, 585.

New-Haven, School of Chemistry at, 291.

New-Jersey, condi;ion of in 1840, 52.

education in, 52.

Newmarket, anti .shade tree law in, 103.

New-York, booksellers in, 50.

printing offices in, 50.

and Virginia contrasted, 65, 242.

Wool trade of, 16.5.

first introduction ofSheep into, 168.

extent and produce of, 241.

Reflections on, 241-5.

Agricultural Society premiums, 517.

Dog-laws in, 589.

Niagara Suspension Bridge, 492.

Night.soil in "China, 93.

Nitrogen in hemp and flax, 210.

Notes, practical, 3.53.

miscellaneou.s, 417.

Nott's electric telegraph, 24.

Nurseries, tree, increasing, 68.

Nutrition of bread as now used, 142.

absorbed by plants, 234.

o
Oak, amount of potash in, 94.

Oats, analysis of 412.

crops of, 438.
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Oats, premiums for, 517.

Ohio, its hilly resion, 75.

averajre ofwheat in, 150.

Oil-cake, origin of feeding with, 93.

formerly used only as manure, 93.

and Indiaunieal. 205, 370.

premium for an Essay on, 212.

manufacture of in England, 423.

expense of feeding with, '124.

co.st of making, 424.

utensils for manufacturing, 424.

Oil, olive, production of, 197.

sale and use of, 198.

manufacture of 199.

quantity estimated, 200.

Olive, cultivation of, 195-200.

tree and oil, 197.

land, in France, 198

cultivation in the United States, 195.

Onions, 800 bushels an acre, 515.

Orange, Osage, for hedges, 554.

Orchards, directions for setting out, &c, 88,89.

Order of Agriculture in Europe, 429.

Organic tissue of plants, 233.

existence: its philosophy, 403

Osage Orange for hedges, 554.

Owens, Messrs., of Maryland, 374.

Owens, J. Jr . letter from, 375-6.

Ox, states of his labor. 354.

Oxen at the South, 158.

and their value, 105.

' feeding them fat. 371.

Oxfordshire sheep, 221, 222.

Page County, Va , its Resources, 102.

Pampas of South America, 85.

wool-i;rowing on, 85.

Papers in Maryland and Virginia, 25.

Agricultural, their use, 26.

their duty, 51, 58.

Parents and their children, 21.

Paris, the bakers of, 6.

Parsnips for hogs. 202.

Patent-Office Report, 11, 551.

and the Potato Rot, 11.

Mr. Fleischmann on Wool, in, 551.

Patterson, Mr., of Maryland, 350.

his estate, 350.

Peas, analysis of, 70.

Pea-straw, analysis of, 70.

Pea-vine the best cattle range, 163.

Peach-trees, the borer in, 402.

Pears, preserving, 282.

Pear-tree, the Endicolt, 284.

the Stuyvesant, 284.

Peel, Sir Robert. Agricultural Dinner of, 427.

Peg-roller, the, 430.

Peunock's revolving rake, 252.

diill, 550.

Pennsylvania in 1840, 52.

and her markets, 75.

employment of capital in, 475.

Periodicals, agricultural : see Agriculture.
Persia and its climate, 84.

Philadelphia, markets in, 57.

Phosphates, the, 69, 70.

earthy, C9

alkaline, 70.

of potash as manure, 539.

of soda for the same purpose, 539, 541.

Pie-plant: see Rhuhnrh.
Pitch-pine tree, the, 253.

danger of its extinction, 253.

the cause and remedy, 253.

destruction of by hogs, 253.

Plains of Germany, 128.

of thePo, 127.

great and productive. 127.

Plants, origin of their carbon and nitrogen, 22.

the constituents of 115-121.

effect of climate on, 67-8.

cellular tissue of, 116.

spiral vessels and ducts of, 118.

sap of, 233, 236.

absorption by them, 234.

the roots of 234.

a new variety of, 422.

increase of, 403.

minute, their force, 120.

see also Botany.
Planters, tobacco, 5.

gain to, 486.

the profits of 483.

Planting trees in lime, 93.

and plant-beds, 302.

the Potato earlj', 522.

Plaster of Paris, cost and u.se of, 158, 160.

see Gypanm.
Plow, the, and young men, 10.

example of the Romans, 10.

and Science, 51.

American and English, 421.

Ransome's, 421.

monarchical honors to, 427-8.

Poetry : see Hoiiscirife's Department.
Poinsett, Hon. J. R . on Manufactures, 476.

and on Agriculture, 476.

Policy and action of Governments. 474.

Pollards or dwarf trees, 405.

Poor, the, of England and Ireland, 107.

of America. 107.

Poplar, amount of potash in, 94.

Population, increase of 63.

in New-York and Virginia, 63-66.

decrease of in Virginia, 102.

agricultural, emploj'ed, 5s7-8.

Portuguese measures, 409.

Potash, phosphate of as manure. 539.

Potato Rot and the Patent-Office Report, 11.

Mr. Colt on. 15.

Mr. Teschemacher on, 590.

another cause for, 11, 290.

atmospheric influence considered, 464
• and Lime, 28.

a covering of Straw for, 579.

salt ys. barn-yard manure, 15, 290.

agricultural salt for, 591.

varieties from the seed, 16

run out in about 14 years, 16.

charcoal for, 290.

lime, and niarshmud compost, 290.

Irish, analyzed, 413.

Sweet, or Carolina, 413.

early and deep planting for. 417.

Mr. Gowen on the, 417, 420, 579.

yield of 417, 418.

the price of 417.

English experience in, 418.

storing them, 418-19, 420.

crops of 438.

and manufactures, 486.

observations on the, 522.

early planting of 522.

crops from seedlings, 523.

premiums for, 517.

correction relating to Mr. Gowen, 579.

starch from diseased, injurious, 597.

Potash wash for fruit-trees, 44.

sulphate of in all plants, 70.

quantity in trees and plants, 94.

Poudrette for corn, 94.

Poultry and eggs, 359.
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Poults, their treatment, 90.
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Sheep, Feeding of, 353, 399.

warmth I'oi-, 353.

shed-feeding, 432.

trough system of feeding, 353.

food of, on the prairies, 310.

Hoven in, remedy for, 354.

Stells for, 38J-91.

winter management of, 381.

use of Rams. 381.

different stylos of Racks, 384.

Troughs, varieties of, 387.

salt for, 402.

water for, its necessity, 402.

Prices of, 2?-'-3.

Protection of, by dogs, 588.

Exhibition and sale of, 221.

see also Sheep Husbandry.
Sheep-folds, netting for, 44.

Sheep-dogs, protection of .sheep by, 588.

Sheep Husbandry in the United States, 63.

Sheep Husbandry: a series of Letters by Col.

H. S. Eandall, concluded from Vol. II.—giv-

ing with great minuteness descriptions of

Breed.s, Treatment. &c 74, 122, 1G7, 255, 270,

317, 381, 441, 494, .576, 600.

demand and supply of the Wool
Market, 74.

Prospects of the Wool Market, 122.

Breeds of Sheep in the U S., 167.

most profitable breed for thcSouth,255.

Principles of Breeding, 270.

Summer Management of Sheep, 317.

Winter Management, 381-402.

Anatomy and Diseases of Sheep, 441.

Diseases : their Treatment, 494, 556.

List of Medicines employed, 576.

Sheep-Dogs, and Wool Depots, 600.

Shenandoah, Agriculture of, 103.

Short- Horn cattle. 220.

Seed, varieties of potatoes from, 16.

suited to a cottage garden, 94.

depth to be planted, 302.

Seeding, thick or thin, 535-6.

Seedling fruit. 359.

Shelter for animals necessary, 540.

Silica in all soils, 70.

Slatcr,Samuel,and the Cotton Manufacture, 585.

Smut in wheat, 463.

Smyrnian measures and weights, 309.

Societies, Agricultural, a hint for, 227.

their Premiums, 584,

Entomological, 420.

that should be founded, 420.

Book, for farmers, 36.

Soda, phosphate of, as manure, 539, 541.

Soil, exhau.siion of, 21.

proper for tobacco, 302.

of Virginia, 410.

analyzed, 414.

how made productive, 429-34.

South, Resources of the, 61-3.

vines congenial to, 447.

manufactures in, 489.

compared with New-England, 489.

see also Delaware, Mari/land, Virginia.

South America, wool-growing in, 85.

South Carolina, marl in. 156.

Agriculture of, 193.

capital and labor in, 489.

South-Down Sheep, 182.

Southern railroads, 599.

Southern States, their capacity for Wool-grow-
ing. 74 : see Sheep Husbandry.

Sowing barley, 224-5.

tobacco, time for, 303.

experiments on the depth of, 493.

turnips, season, for, 520.

Spain, Sheep in, 126.

grain.*, fruits, &c. in, 126.

Spindles, number of in the United States, 585.

in Erance and in England, 685.

England's gain, 585.

Spiral vessels of plants, 118.

Spongioles of plants. 235.

Spring wheat, bearded, 593-4.

Springes, where generally found, 402.

Stable manure, 72.

for the potato, 290.

Stafford, Mr., on Corn-cobs, 190.

his Grain Dryer, 203.

illustrations of it, 206.

Stallion. Essay on the Condition of, 214.

Staples and lands, 372.

Starch from di.seased potatoes, 597.

Statistics. National, &c., 60, 200.

see Tables.

Staves, machine for making, 92.

Steam and water-power, 101.

what is it doing for Agriculture, 549.

Steamboats on the Mississippi, 200.

Stells fbr feeding sheep, 389-91.

Stevenson, Mr., tribute to Mr. Coke bj-, 341.

extract from his Address, 344.

Stock, breeding. 368.

Stockholm, Agricultural Congress at, 428.

Stocking-frame, the Derby ribbed, 586.

Stone-lime, an incombustible wa.sli, 434

Stratification of parts of trees, 404.

Straw for the Potato Rot, 579

analysis of the ditierent kinds, 70.

quantity increased by their seeding, 536.

Sugar, use of for hams, 295.

Sulphate of potash. 70

Sulphur Springs of Virginia, 145, 148.

Sulphur to get rid of the borer, 402.

Summering manure, 340.

Survey.s, agricultural, 229.

Secretary Johnson on, 231.

Swedish measures, 409.

Swine of heavy weight, 35.

breeds of, 245.

parsnips for, 202.

fat and feeding of 247.

making the best hams, 248.

cutting up, 294.

salting, process of, 249.

destruction of pine trees by, 253.

urine of, analyzed, 71.

Sweetwater grape, 436.

Swiss emigrants, 437.

grapes, culture, &c. of, 437.

Tables, useful

—

Constituents removed by straw, &c., 70.

.showing various Temperatures, 82.

sub.stances contained in Wheat, 94.

of the Periods of Pregnancy, 95.

Fat and Muscle per acre, 95.

Imports of England, 121.

Woolen and Worsted Manufactures, 124.

Imports of Wools in the L'. S.. 138.

The American Wool Trade, 138.

Value of Woolens for 25 years, 139.

Increa.se of population in the U. S ,
141.

Gross Products of Corn and Wheat, 152.

Carbon in Plant.?, amount of, 224.

Expense of Feeding Horses, 227.

Prices of Feedins Materials, 28

Grain and Flour Trade of the U. S-, 232.

Cotton Trade of the U. S., 239.

Statistics of Wheat, 244, 411.

Rye and Oats, 244.

Corn, Potatoes, Pease, 245.
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Tables, useful—
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Virginia, graz'ng cattle in, 365.

general Agriculture of, 410-16.

Re.«ource.s of, 473.

compai-ed with other States, 473.

' and llliode Island compared, 587-8.

w
Wagons vs. Carts on a farm, 430.

Waiters, white and colored, 57.

Warmth for animals, 353.

Wash, incombustible, 434.

Washington, personal recollections of, 55.

efforts of, to ascertain the average product

of the United States, 150.

Washing wool on the backs of .sheep, 81.

this practice conducive to health, 81.

Water, the, in corn, 205, 208.

power, vs. steam. 101.

and salt, power of combined, 254.

and carbonic acid. 254.

should never fall on manure, 430.

and the gardener, 43!).

Vv-^eather, rules for predicting, 91.

"V\''eight.s, foreign, 409,

commodities should be sold by, 419.
• of oxen, 371.

Engli.sh and American, 418, 419.

West, the, Sheep-trade in. 66.

Wheat, analyses of, 70, 95, 411.

Manures for; their effect. 90, 91, 94.

Table of substances contained in, 94.

machine for Reaping, 92.

to clean it, 462.

product of. in Virginia, 105.

its properties, analyzed, 143.

crop of England increased, 150.

in England, statement of. 354.

Boussing.iult's analysis of, 411.

Flour, Vauquelin's analysis of, 411.

proportion of Bran and Four, 411.

crops on im[)roved land, 429, 438.

of 100 bushels an acre, 440.

Salt in preparation for, 433.

Smut in, 462.

in France, 540.

Wheat crop before the Revolution, 513.

drill-.sowing, 535.

to grow good crops, 535.

exported from America, 543.

Spring, bearded, culture, &c. of, 593-4.

Wheatland Institute, the, 292.

Whey for cows, 426.

White, the, and the Negro, 53.

contrasted with the Negro, 53, 57.

Wife, the, her sphere. 380.

see Housewife's Department.
Wilder, MarshallP—sketch of his labora,529-533
Williamson, Mr., his Mission to S. America, 53.

Williamson J. D , on Corn-meal, 371.

Wine in Ohio, 435.

Winters, open, bad for sheep, 78.

Witlierspoon, J. D., on Marl, 156.

Wood, formation of, 404.

the grain of, 405.

growth of its fibre, 405, 408.

^Voody fibre of plants, 117.

Wool-growing on the Prairies, 76, 309.
——

• begun on the Pampas, 85.

washing, on the sheep's backs, 81.

frauds in selling, 87.

and woolen goods, 100.

surplus e.xport of, to England, 136.

Trade of Nevs'-York, 165.

value, and growth of, 165, 166.

microscopic examinations of, 173.

American the finer, 174.

South-Down, illustrated, 183.

producers, the prairies as, 309.

prospects of the market for, 74, 129.

Working clas.ses of Maryland, 376.

Worsted goods, manufacture of, 100.

Y
Yam, the. composition of 413.

Yarn, cotton, for warps, 586.

first patent for this purpose, 586.

Zeal, Agricultural. 251.

Horticultural, 360.

RECIPES.

Ants, red, to destroy, 390.

Batter-cakes, to make. 94.

Beef, keeping fresh, 493.

Beeswax, to prepare, 114.

Borer, to prevent its ravages, 402.

Buckwiieat cakes, to make, 358.

. still better. 360.

Cabbage caterpillar, to destroy, 237

Candle-wicks, improved, 308.

Carriage-wheels, greasing, 94.

Chapped flesh, to remedy, 42.

Cheese, a new kind, 93.

Cream crackers, to mflke. 114.

Coffee, to have good, 280.

Curculio, to destroy, 66.

Egg-pone, to make. 94.

Ewes adopting strange lambs, 354.

Flies on hor.ses, to prevent, 87.

Founder in Irorscs, 164.

Fruit, preservation of, 283

Gupes in chickens, 275.

Hominy, lyed, very superior, 280.

Honey for chapped flesh, 42.

Horses, to save them from fire, 48.

Distemper in, to cure, 131.

to prevent flies teasing, 87.

to cure the Founder in, 164.

Hoiven in animals, to cure, 354.

Johnny-calie, to make, 358.

Manuscripts, renovation of, 438.

May-bugs, how to prevent, 359.

Polishing composition. 380.

Potash wash for trees, 44.

Potato pudding, 380.

Rhubarb Tartine, a new dish, 28.

Sulphur for the borer, 402.

Toothache, cure for, 597.

Trees, to cure injuries to, 380.

Wash, incombustible, 434.

pota.sh for fruit-trees, 44.

Wheels, composition for greasing, 94.
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